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To Jaclc, a /U.S. Marine, and Kino-san, a 
Japanese; nursemaid^ who- both perished in. a 
clash of cultures and aspirations which might 
have been averted but for the proud deceptions 
and lazy ignorance of many on both sides.
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INTRODUCTION

Tie-work at hand resurveys an area of history which I once explored.in a 
judicial, capacity,, Whilst Chief Justice of the Australian state of Queensland 
and later-a justice of .the-High Court ofAustralia, I headed the bench of 
eleven judges from eleven; nations known as the International Military 
Tribunal for the.Far East, which sat in Tokyo from May 1946 to November 
1948. After that two-and-a-half-years’ trial, which was commended for. its 
fairness even by. the Japanese:, vernacular press, the Tribunal sentenced 
twenty-five Japanese leaders, to death or. imprisonment for having conspired 
to wage nggressive war and 'for being responsible for the conventional war 
crimes—the atrocities—which had been.committed.by their subordinates.

: When David Bergamini’s manuscript, Japan’s Imperial Conspiracy, 
arrived In my mail I  .picked it up with alacrity. I hadbeen' led. to expect 

. much from; the author because of his journalistic and scholarly qualifications 
and his years, of research with source documents...Now, on reading the 

. result, pf'hislabors^I.find tliat my: expectations have been exceeded,; . .
Japan’s .Imperial; Conspiracy is a tremendous- achievement I have read 

' fejv histories which weave so many, intricate , situations into an engrossing 
story and at the same, time present, with logic and lucidity, a challenging 

: tp;,ftenpature;'pfr tire historical; process. The author’s insistence .
upon dealing .with history as .the deeds of men and women, and not as- the . 

, JmkjWorl^^yqficpmplex sociological and. economic .pVessures, is refresh- 
- Tdr ' ;.this-’.tvdrlci-io>fmd its f.prbper TlacW m i/the:
I s c h o l a r s , f M o r e ^ t h a n h a l f t h e  informatibn.,in-h^ 

English-spealcing public and some of the interpretation is ’sure to' be con-:' 
troversial. I would judge, however, that the book has the highest importance •' 

% '-rni?39r readjustment-in'Westerm;viewsmf'Grientalfhistoiy 
. To a large QidQvkyJapan’simperMCohspiracy^ comple-



. mcnts the findings ..of 'th e  Tribunal, of which I was president.. Indeed it .
; indicates that those .findings could have been based on evidence of guilt 

even more convincing than .tha t tendered by the Prosecution. This is not 
surprising, as the trial, began on May 3, 1946, only eight months a fte r. 
Japan’s surrender, and a large part of the author’s source.materials did npt : 
become available in Japan until after 1960. The judges at the Tribunal 
could be sure that much evidence existed which was not tendered by the 
Prosecution or the Defense and which was not readily accessible to the 
Prosecution or Defense; but the Tribunal had no power of its own motion 
to order investigations and researches. ;  .

The work at hand departs from the facts known to the T ribunal in its 
appreciation of the role of the Emperor. W ith much fascinating detail 
drawn from the diaries of Hirohito’s courtiers, Mr. Bergamini holds the 
Em peror responsible not only for authorizing Japan’s 1941 attack upon 
the West, but also for instigating it. I can comment on this point of view, 
without acting extrajudicially, because the Em peror was not on trial before 
the Tribunal.

The Tribunal used the Anglo-American form of trial; That form had, 
for centuries, worked well in English-speaking countries and seemed likely 
to ensure just results. In  Anglo-American jurisprudence, however, the:right 
to present an indictment belonged exclusively to- the prosecution. The 
Prosecution at the Tribunal indicted lesser Japanese leaders1 but specifically 
exempted the Em peror from the Tribunal’s-jurisdiction.

Before the trial began I took the view that the Emperor,1 as an absolute 
monarch, was responsible prima facie for authorizing the war, and at the 
request of my government I . advised accordingly. I added that if the 
Em peror were indicted I  would have to disbar myself because I  gave that 
advice. The evidence brought out at the trial confirmed my a priori find
ing and revealed that the Em peror had, indeed, authorized the war and so 
was responsible for it; - v" y -’ f* v~y~?.

The question of the Em peror’s part became an important matter when 
it came time to award punishment to the accused. Inasmuch as the accused 
were only subordinates who had obeyed orders and inasmuch as their 
leader had escaped trial, strongly: extenuating circumstances had to be 
taken into account in "awarding punishment; The Prosecution’s evidence 
left room to-believe th a t : the Em peror had authorized the war w ith: reluc
tance. I  was- not entirely convinced by this evidence, but it- had some 

' 1 probative value. . o H ' ' ' y - v
; - An entry, made on November 30, 1941,; An the diary of Marquis Kido, 
the Em peror’s Lord Privy Seal, Tevealed that the Emperor authorized the 
war with some hesitation. It also revealed ihat this hesitation was not due to 

! his dedication to peacebu t to a fear of defeat which was dispelled by what ,
..; the Em peror called, “ the altogether satisfactory assurances’vlgiven; b y ; the 

f ..Navy Minister and̂  ̂die.-Navy iShief of Staff. ■

Introduction ■'



General Tojo, who was one of the,accused ■. 
at the trial, first testified that he had never acted against the wishes of the 
Einpeiw and;then ; returned to the . stand to say that he had done his best 
to persuade the Emperor to: authorize the war. Neither of his statements 
^ d e d i m u c ^ ’thb- effect, of Marquis Kido’s diary entry., ^ - ;

Admiral Okada, who as Prime Minister in 1936 had barely survived an 
nssassinatibnlattemp extremists, gave evidence to the effect
that the Emperor was a man of peace. Had the Emperor been in the dock, 
.Okada’s statement would certainly have been received in mitigation as going 
tb/thegeneral character, of the Emperor.
. Since, the extent of the Emperor’s guilt , or innocence lay outside the 
competence of the Tribunal, these shreds of evidence were incidental. 
Nevertheless theTrosecution had opened a wide church door of doubt as to 
tlie authority of the accused in initiating the crimes with which they were 
^hargtsd? -^olavoid ;any possibility of injustice, I proposed that no capital 
^punishmedfcbe imposed-.on any of.the accused, and that they be sentenced 
.instead ’tinder "Conditions of hardship in some place, or
places'''dutside>dapan.. However, seven of the accused were sentenced to 
death by hanging.. . ■ , ; ........ ..

. As l could not say; that the death sentences were manifestly excessive-^- 
thedtest: appliedj'by^-the; High Court of Australia in reviewing sentences on 
appeal^!’did p o t and pronounced the death sentences

jjK # e iip s ;th e ^  ofjmprispnment. ■
f. J d p ^  me that, wjth-’the.possible- excep:
tion . of the hangm Iwane, none of these sentences was, a mis
carriage fbf,justice and that,;the men hanged were indeed, responsible for; 
(although have - deplored, i;the wanton, murders and barbarous
J n h u m ^  'or' nothing to prevent. In regard to the

decision not to try him had .been, reached, at a high 
.political level, ip;\the\y:S;;.;and other .Allied, governments. A t my. jdvem - 
5 peat’s irequest.for. advice on. the Emperor’s case, I  advised .that it should 
):£pdealt’w i^  or diplomatic, level.' , . . .

It may seem rather quaint for an-alliance: of democratic governments to
government, at.;great expense in;Jife and 

material, and. then leave the chief .autocrat of that go%'ernment in a position
symbols

bden.indxyidually, he was also;the. spiritual. 
embodiment .ofhis entire nation. In .1945; a majority of Japanese believed, 
as a-matter of-religious faith, and the Emperor were indivisible

P^d\iinustdiye'brfj3ie'together. 'ii '<-k ... k : ; - - . > • . . .
the thirty months in which I sat upon the bench in Tokyo, I was ;:: 

frequently, struck by the solicitude; and reverence of witnesses toward the 
iJapanesejihoharch, and by their earnestness and sense o rectitude, in plead
ing their case. I sometimes asked myself v/hat right we had to. condemn “

int/oduction y r] **



Japan for having resorted to belligerency in 1 9 4 1 .1 perceived much justice 
and extenuation in the able arguments of Defense counsel that Japan was a 
tiny land of 90,000,000 and 15 per cent cultivable soil, and that she had 
been subjected to severe trade restrictions and limitations from without. I 
pondered how the United States or Britain would have reacted in that 
situation, and indeed how their peoples would have wanted them to react.

The United States and Britain in a situation like Japan’s in 1941 might 
well have had recourse to war. I  recall Daniel Webster’s address to the 
B ar Association in London over a century ago in which that notable 
American jurist acclaimed the expansion of little England into a great 
empire in these words:

Her morning drumbeats beginning with the Sun and keeping company with
the hours encircle the globe with one unbroken strain of the martial airs of
England.

The expansion was not wholly the result of peaceful negotiation.
Until the twentieth century the right to wage war was a sovereign right 

exercised by all nations without any check except the fear of defeat. Losers 
paid indemnities in money or territory, and rough rules of chivalry were 
applied in judging international right and wrong. After World W ar I, how
ever, all the major powers made an effort to agree upon standards of war 
conduct and upon principles of international law which might be used in 
judging those who initiated war. Finally in 1928 sixty-three nations signed 
the Pact of Paris condemning recourse to war as an instrument of national 
policy except in self-defense. Japan was one of these nations. Ironically her 
government specifically informed fellow signatories that she was signing in 
the name of the Imperial Throne and not, as others had done, in the name 
of her people.

The Pact of Paris did not explicitly state that the war leaders of a sig
natory nation could be held individually responsible if that nation broke the 
pact. Some international jurists of standing have taken the view that the 
Pact did not impose individual liability. However, I  cannot attribute to 
sixty-three nations— some of whom signed the Pact only after years of deep 
consideration of their national interests— such futility as to subscribe to an 
international law for the breach of which no individual human being could 
be punished. In  any case Japan explicitly acknowledged, in the Instrument 
of Surrender which was signed on behalf of Em peror Hirohito on September 
2, 1945, that the Allied nations had the right to try individual Japanese 
war leaders for crimes against international law. Entries for August 1945 
in the diary of Marquis Kido, the Emperor’s Lord Privy Seal, reveal that 
Hirohito understood “war criminals’’ to include all those responsible for 
the war, even, perhaps, himself.

Briefly and simply then this was the legal position at the opening of the 
Tribunal: if Japan was guilty of aggressive war according to the Pact of

hi Introduction



Paris and the Instrument of Surrender of Japan which she had signed, her 
political, military and other war leaders were individually liable. The only 
defense Which she could make was “self-defense.” The Tribunal considered 
this defense and rejected it; it could not succeed. Japan had attacked nations 
like Thailand and the Commonwealth of the Philippines which had never 
in any way threatened her. In short her making of war was not merely an 
Act of State for which the customary punishment was indemnity or cession 
of territory. It was a Delict of State for which we could find her war leaders 
guilty as criminals.

After hearing evidence, pro and con, for two and a half years the Tri
bunal did so find. Tempering justice with mercy, we saw sufficient extenua
tion in 18 of the 25 cases before us to impose only prison terms. In  the 
other seven cases the Tribunal imposed capital punishment because, on the 
basis of the evidence, the accused were responsible not only for aggressive 
war but also for leadership which had allowed otherwise well disciplined 
Japanese troops to commit pillage, rape and murder in areas outside the 
forward field of battle.

It is Mr. Bergamini’s view, implicit if not stated, that we should have 
sentenced no Japanese leader to death without also trying the Emperor. I 
can sympathize with this view even though I do not concur in it. The 
Emperor, by Mr. Bergamini’s account, had a somewhat theoretical, scien
tific and cloistered appreciation of the realities. He may have been, as the 
author suggests, no puppet but a robust and intelligent leader of his gifted 
and energetic people. He lived, however, on a plane above some of his 
ministers. He seems to have been a patriot, acting in a spirit of self-sacrifice 
and for the good of his people. He may have played the role of a hawk 
and may have plotted war on the West for decades before 1941. But I  
suspect that, had Hirohito sat in the dock in 1946-1948,1 would have had 
a higher regard for his character than I had for that of most of the other 
Japanese war leaders. Indeed the worth of Hirohito as a statesman appears 
from the position of his nation today which, under his rule, has reacted to 
war and defeat by making herself the third industrial power on earth.

Offenders who turn King’s evidence or otherwise assist the rule of law 
have always been treated with a degree of leniency. So it was with Hirohito. 
He survived the threat of indictment and the humiliation of defeat to make 
Japan a stable force in Asia. He asserted his supreme authority as an 
absolute monarch to terminate hostilities which had escalated into nuclear 
warfare. It is true that he did so only as Japan reeled in the shock of the 
atomic blasts at Hiroshima and Nagasaki; but he did it at some personal 
nsk as is revealed by Mr. Bergamini’s account of the curious happenings 
m and about the Palace on the night of August 14-15, 1945.

Mr. Bergamini presents a strong case for believing that Hirohito schemed 
and plotted to lead Japan to the conquest of Asia. Under the circumstances 
my feeling that the Emperor was worth saving may seem cynical and
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Machiavellian. B ut so may the author’s-eyident admiration'.'for;'riirohifdl" 
A nd so may .the-.decision to grant the Em peror imitiunitywhich was- con-:.- 
curred in by statesmen of such disparate views as Truman, Churchill, Attlee'' 
and Stalin. "y" ■'./ v  :y ..y V / ';:y':V

Hirohito was Japanese. He grew up in a peculiarly insular>wbrid. \vhicli ' 
had developed for centuries in isolation from other nations. Anthropologists, 
poets, priests and diplomats, each in their own fields, have found, on study, 
that the Japanese world contains a logic and a beauty of its own. Now Mr. 
Bergamini, after long research in source documents, presents, the political 
side of that world. H e does so in lucid Western terms but he succeeds in 
projecting the Japanese viewpoint. On putting down his book, I  was con
vinced that any Japanese who had grown up in the Imperial Palace would" 
have tried to do what Hirohito did and that few would have succeeded in 
doing it so well. In short, having tried war and nearly succeeded in it, 
Hirohito was better qualified to  profit by the lessons of defeat and to lead 
his people in new directions than any other Japanese.

In  driving the reader to this realization, Mr. Bergamini adopts a realism 
toward Japan which, in my experience, is new. On the one hand lie rejects 
the wartime hate of the Japanese as cold and calculating schemers. On the 
other hand he deplores the postwar apology for the Japanese as fanatic 
emotional blunderers. In  M r. Bergamini’s view, the Japanese were always 
rational and succeeded in terrifying the rest of the world by using well the 
few material resources which they possessed. At the same time they were 
loving parents and children and fought for a way o flife  which to  them; was f 
all firelight and comfort. It included the matting floor, the scalding tub, the 
backlighted paper-screened doorways and windows,, th e . pickled radishes 
and steaming rice. In  my years in Tokyo I  never adopted any of,'thosd . 
Japanese institutions but Mr. Bergamini almost makes me,wish that I  Had.} 
In  reading his pages I  found myself identifying so well with the protagonists. 
of his story that I was hanging upon the success of their enterprises. .

Because of his insistence upon appreciating Japanese values and Japanese 
accomplishments, without accepting obfuscations or apologies,. Mr. Ber
gamini has had to reinterpret Japanese history. His pages Offer fresh Ideas , 
about events a .d . 50 as well as a .d. 194 5 .1 find his insights extraordinarily 
coherent and persuasive and I  can only say: “Reader, read o n , . / y y r i ,

- ri//S lR  WILLIAM FLOOD WEfiB V:

xiv v ’ Introduction )
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AUTHOR TO READER

,&e Japanese to win,” I  said. “The Japanese are clean 
.andtheQ^ The Japanese work and the Chinese beg.- The
Japs xnake machines and the Chinese .only break them.”. , ,

£ r v a - - b l o o d y  Nazi,” remarked the English boy. And at. 
that. the two of.us were.rolling on the; playground, muddying our gray 
;flannel shorts and school blazers and knocking our heads against the sand
bag emplacement put up a week earlier after .the,.first. Japanese-airraid. .It , 
was October of 1937. We were both nine-year-old students at.a-smaltBritr 
l i d r ^  central Chinese city of Hankow. The< flight
.^ fe m y ito b ^ '^ n k o w  Private ;and it was to bo repeated/with 'other mem-> 
?bers of 'm y ;c l^  cause, several times in the next two months.

^'ornj-ih’Tapan -.and my family had brought rne to China-from,, 
/j.TspanTess jifidnfa year-earlier. Now Japan had attackedGhina and Japanese

on -Nanking, the Chinese capital.

•/.’A lhrost.yeah later, in.September, of 1938, T sat.with my father at the . 
mouth of a: cave used as a temple by the chanting, sandaled, Buddhist , 

pnonks of {ffin'^acfed^Ghiiiese .mountain of Lushan.'Tn summertime. Lushan. 
-9^^^^.fe^angtze Riyer.irom;Hankow' toward; Nariking-^-was 

TJirough--.oiir^-fieid glasses* my father and I  looked
5,000 feet, into the .front lines of Japanese-occupied 

.;.Ghina'.:Atourdjstancewecou\d.just'makeoutindividuaV Japanese-soldiers.. 
opiey Wererohducting-h'-re^ av Chinese farm village, bay- :

inhabitants;:arid .systematically burning its..huts.; ..The sm o k e -o f :: 
 ̂dhp ;streamedlnto*^the^sky-blotting; out-the plumes from the fires of
. the charcoal makers :who \vorked rain or-shine* war. or-peace* in the wooded .•; 
i,- a fresh influx of .refugees to ■ our .mbun- -C-

xvv\



XVI Author to Reader

taintop, orphaned children for the most part, toddlers with cruel bayonet 
wounds carried piggyback by elder sisters only a few years older than they 
were. And then tomorrow night the Chinese guerrillas who held the sum
m it of the m ountain would m ake a fresh sortie into the flatlands and bring 
back a few Japanese heads to m ount on bam boo poles and carry in their 
victory parade.

I  was no longer a Japanese sympathizer. The gentle, thoughtful, cour
teous, good-natured people among whom I  had grown to boyhood were 
now transformed, hideously and most puzzlingly. H ere on the battlefield, 
tlie Japanese soldiers did not merely wage war: they strutted and slapped 
faces; they commandeered food from the starving, bedrolls from the home
less, coppers from the destitute; they raped little girls, cut open pregnant 
women, threw infants into the air and caught them on bayonets; they recog
nized no tru th  except the confessions of the tortured, no art of government 
except intimidation. I  did not understand why they acted as they did but 
I came to take Japanese behavior for granted. Some of my father’s friends 
blamed the famous “Japanese inferiority complex.” 1 The Chinese general 
who lived down the street said it was Japanese leadership that was at fault. 
Japan, he said, was governed by an unworthy*emperor who hoped to con
quer the world. I  tended to accept the general’s explanation because it was 
simple.

In  early 1939 my family and other W esterners were evacuated from the 
mountaintop of Lushan, through the Chinese and Japanese lines, and taken 
on a Japanese ship to Shanghai. During the three-day voyage down the 
Yangtze River, the Japanese commissary served nothing but bread, butter, 
sardines, and coffee. I  discovered that there was plenty of Japanese-style 
food aboard and was soon eating rice, soya sauce, and pickled radish with 
the cooks and the guards in the kitchen. Outside the war zone I  found with 
surprise that the Japanese soldiers were the same cheerful, considerate 
people that I  remembered. Most of them knew the big Tokyo hospital of 
St. Luke’s which my father had built. They seemed genuinely grateful for 
the years he had devoted to architecture in Japan.

Two days after Christmas, 194 1 ,1 was once again on a  mountaintop with 
my family— this time in the resort town of Baguio in the Philippines. Again 
we were refugees, living from suitcases. We were waiting at the local Ameri- ‘ 
can school, in a body with some 300 other Americans, to be officially 
captured by the Japanese and declared prisoners of war. A local Japanese ' 
immigrant who had worked for my father as a carpenter came to the head
master’s home, where my family was camped out on mattresses on the floor, 
and informed us with great politeness that at last the Japanese Army had 
arrived. We gathered to greet it on one of the school tennis courts.

A sound truck, escorted by two weapons carriers, screeched up the drive 
in the dusk and lurched to a  halt. Light machine guns turned back and forth



to cover us. A Japanese Methodist minister leapt from the sound truck and 
began a harangue. By the heroism of the Japanese Army, he announced, an 
Asia for the Asiatics had at last been realized. We were prisoners of the 
Co-Prosperity Sphere of Greater East Asia. “You wirru prease surrender 
your guns.” Our elected spokesman told him that we had already made sure 
that none of us had any guns. The minister did not believe us. He threat
ened to have his men conduct a search and shoot a man for every gun they 
found. Then he threatened to shoot ten men for every gun found. Finally 
he declared: “If we find one gun, we wirru shoot orr of you.”

A second-grader came forward trembling, holding out an air-compression 
BB pistol. “Please,” he sobbed, “don’t shoot Mom.” The Japanese soldiers 
in the weapons carriers guffawed. The rest of us relaxed. The Methodist 
minister scowled and turned away. We were herded into one of the school 
dormitories and left there, hungry but unmolested, for two days while the 
Japanese secured the town of Baguio and decided where to intern ns for the 
duration. As a thirteen-year-old, I made a mental note of the fact that, even 
in a war zone, Japanese soldiers might retain some of their sentimental 
fondness for children.

I t also Struck me that we were to be treated with speeches rather than 
bayonets—not at all like Japanese prisoners in China, Was Japanese brutal
ity all calculated, all obedience to policy dictated from above? My question 
was answered a few days later when Baguio’s community of expatriate 
Chinese shopkeepers was interned in a building next to ours. In a matter 
of hours the same Japanese soldiers who were guarding us had tied one of 
the Chinese to a post and beaten him senseless in front of his fellow nation
als. The Chinese, I perceived, fell under internal Asian policy whereas we 
were items classified under external policy toward the West.
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Eventually we settled in a former U.S. Army post. There we learned to 
xgrow thin on two bowls of rice and one serving of vegetable stew a day and 
became accustomed to living communally on one six-by-three-foot oblong 
of barracks floor apiece. One day a Japanese guard approached our Execu
tive Committee, suggesting that arrangements might be made for opening a 
school in the camp. Like most of the adult internees, the members of the 
committee anticipated a short war. Preoccupied with immediate problems 
of survival, they paid little attention to the suggestion. The guard, however, 
was persistent. He approached one of the older teen-age boys in camp and 
offered to help get books. Finally he loaded five of us into a truck, covered 
us with a tarpaulin, and secretly drove past his own guardhouse to Brent 
School where we had studied before the war.

We found the doors sealed with notices which announced: “Property 
of the Imperial Japanese Army. Looters will be shot.” We broke the seals, 
loaded the truck with school books, and took them back into the concen- 
tration camp. Finding that our assumed birthright of an education might be
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denied us, most of us read those school books dog-eared in the years which 
followed. As a result, only one of the score of high-school-age internees lost 
much educational ground because of his three years'in camp, and two of us 
actually managed to gain a year. After five hours on a w ork gang each day, 
our stomachs empty, we had  little strength left anyway for anything but 
reading. I  rem em ber lying on my bunk with a geometry book, slightly dizzy 
as usual before the afternoon meal, puzzling over the fanatic belief in edu
cation which gave Japan a literacy rate of over 99 per cent and which had 
prompted our guard to conspire with us in getting the books.

M ine and a dozen other families which had been registered residents of 
Baguio before the w ar were released from camp for a few months in 1942 
in a Japanese attem pt to make the native Filipinos feel that life had returned 
to normal. In  those months of liberation, we borrowed money, bought food, 
and had enough to eat. Baguio had been m ade a convalescent center for 
Japanese troops wounded on Bataan. The town crawled with soldiers, and 
m ost of us stayed close to home except for a weekly expedition to the stalls 
of the open-air food m arket in the town plaza. On those trips downtown I 
made a hobby of collecting proclamations written in English and posted in 
the m arket by the Japanese high command. I did not dare to be seen 
transcribing them in  public so I  read and reread them until I  had memo
rized the words, then wrote them down as soon as I  was home in the little 
house where we were living. These proclamations struck me because they 
showed the gulf between Japanese and other languages and the awkward 
light-in which the Japanese appeared whenever they tried to express them
selves in English. I remember one poster in particular:

Still the Igorot peoples living in and about Baguio continue to put the fire 
on or to loot something from the properties in and about Baguio. This is not 
good behaviour anyway. When the Imperial Japanese Army finds out those 
who intend to do so, it will shoot them by guns.

signed,
Affectionately yours,

• Lt. Col. Kanmori

A  year and a half later I  was sitting after dark on the split-cane porch of 
one of the huts satellite to the barracks of our concentration camp. Each 
of us had just received our first and only Red Cross package of the war. 
Mine contained ten packages of cigarettes which were not edible. That 
afternoon, during my daily chore and privilege of passing through the fence 
to remove the garbage from the kitchen in the Japanese guardhouse, I  had 
spoken to one of the guards— a clean-looking, open-faced mechanic from 
the. Japanese city of Nagoya— offering him a pack of cigarettes for two 
hands of bananas. I  had given him ten cigarettes in advance and he had 

, secreted one hand of bananas a t the bottom  of one of the garbage cans I



fw^lo-carry, 'awayi iHowi as I  sat on the tiny porch, I heard .a hiss in the 
■;Bwl^^sbe$6nS^Fmpved out warily from the puddle of light surrounding 
3lie hut^hdSitn iln  the darkness confronted the guard from Nagoya, thrust- 
;ing.:a;htigf.hancl'bl bananas at me'. ; 1
^ ; ‘(^{haye;bieeri:'drd6rdd out,” he said.
:r : ' |^ 'n \7Qti^ptne back to the men’s barracks with me?” I asked. “I  have 
the cigarettes at my bunk there.” ■ 1
> “Do not think of them,” he assured me, “We are already equal. I  have 

ya son 'M Tapanwvho is also hungry,” :
D>i-i%hkM'htfn‘:tind. asked him where he was going. •
; ^ “^ H h e  Southeni Area,” he replied, 
i  That probably meant New Guinea, so 1 wished him health.

"No,” he said fatalistically, “we must all die. There is no way but to die 
•fpfffic:Em^ his head in a short but punctilious bow and
hurried toward the guardhouse before he could be caught fraternizing. .The 
sadness^ahd despair of.his voice lingered after him. Most of them, I  thought, 
hated it:as ihuchras-we did. They were just waiting to have it over with, to 

4p^V^?ffih81/'prder.. and die. If the guard had had the orders, he would 
>prpbabN; have killed, his own son. With a baffled tug, I adjusted the-.G 
<:stnn^vksh^yj»^ ;I  was wearing, settled my toes firmly against the soles 
vol'^cluim^.-tvqwien clogs, and turned my mind to the problem'of-smug- 
^ i^ ;m ^ b an an :qs';ihto.the men’s barracks. . ; . ' .

: In; eofiy/1944a>iievv cornmandant was sent to us from Tokyo, He le t it
'belkiibwn Jtliat lie suffered from tertiary syphilis and was subject to savage 
1 qhickly ’ showed us that he liked nothing better than, to
^belabori.a^man. about the head with a baseball bat: He might have killed 

of ms; with ;hts beatings if it had not been for the presence of a Japa
nese civilian attached .to our camp as an observer. This .civilian was the son 

:;?bffleT.aihdukGenera^ who had sponsored a rebellion against Em
peror Hirohito i n i  93h and earlier had opposed an imperial policy decision

r.tbl-StdjfelSquffl for. ultimate seizure of the British
^colony pf’;Malaya,ihe>Dpte colony, of. the East Indies, and if. necessary The

'Because: of his, father’s opposition to im-t 
Per!^^hes,tpTur^youhg Mazaki had.not been .allowed to join the;.Army, 

fabler’s .former prestige, he knew how to talk to. Army 
. :RVenv;His>a^ td our ,mad commandant saved’tis'-many'con-:
v&j|slbn^andcatleast-on'e; deat h; : • • . ’ 
h - ' l ^  1 t f f i i ig 1 to : tlie garbage sit jtliei oflicers* quarters mearithe

our̂  right to
, !?:̂ yb jiig li|^  .to read .until lights-out at 9 :30 :P:mI ‘The' com-

.^9:M,dbrdefs)frdm :toughi^thaf.'tiiejhd-.W{^’'
i11?dhXthejNetyGfdcr, thatKw^
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wrong was done there m ight.som e day,' after th e :w a r/ come a: time of 
payment. Then, sternly, he reminded the com m andant that the: name of.the 
Im perial Throne m ust never be sullied by impropriety/in’intern^atiohiai deal
ings. - ■ . ‘ . ...

Young M azaki, our benefactor, was later killed when an American plaine 
strafed a Japanese truck convoy. The convoy had just delivered a life-saving 
shipment of food to 6,000 interned W estcrners-at a camp south of Manila. 
The camp had  been cut off from  supplies during the confusion which fol- ;: 
lowed the first American landings in Luzon in 1945, I n  later years, when 
I knew the history of the Mazald family, I  was impressed by the fact that 
those who had  tried to keep Japan from waging an unjust war were brave, 
m en who had continued their struggle to the end."-

In  Decem ber of 1944 our. concentration1 camp was moved: in: trucks to - 
M anila for the denouement of the war. We lived on chicken cornj.weeds, 
and snails for a m onth and a half. And. then, unexpectedly, .came the.U.S, ’ 
1st Cavalry. M acA rthur had received a tip from an unknown Japanese—  
a correct tip as we were told later by. a 'mem ber of our camp committee—  , 
that Tokyo had ordered concentration camp commandants to dispose .of 
their prisoners rather than surrender them; O ur executions were scheduled 
for M onday morning, February 5, 1945. On Saturday afternoon^ .February 
3, the list Cavalry tanks m ade a dash across the swamps north■ of Manila. : 
They arrived in the city at dusk; We were; housed' on 'the 'concrete' floors of; 
the Bilibid Prison hospital, a bleak white building shuttered with sheets of 
corrugated iron and surrounded by the thick mossy walls of an old Spanish ; 
fortress. From  our roof the Disney cartoon' emblems' on the' sides ;pf , the-> 
tanks could not be m ade out for what they were - They looked like ,Japanese 
characters. Only scattered rifle fire greeted the tanks a t  first, but .thhn a 
Japanese battery on a building across the avenue opened up and sent us all 
scuttling downstairs to lie low on the concrete ground floor.. No one could 
tell whether the Americans had finally arrived or whether the Japanese were 
putting down a guerrilla insurrection. A few wealthy internees laid bets pro ; 
and con w ith :their last'hoarded ounces'; of PHilippirib>tpbacco,: and ipeatiuL 
butter. : -r'' fv." ^

Four objectives were red-circled on .the  tank, crews’ maps: our Bilibid 
-- Prison, the bigger internment center at Santo Tomas University, and two 

breweries. W hile/waiting for reinforcements, the ;tanks begari ;circling the ,: 
fpur city blocks containing these four objectives. Only a skeleton' force, of 
Japanese soldiers remained in the city, and they were concentrated irt the v 

. old Spanish citadel to the south of us. This skeleton force ̂ had been supple- : 
mented at the last minute by a landing party, of Imperial Marines— aristo
cratic kinsmen of the Em peror— and at the instigation of these newcomers : 

> was now preoccupied with a. deathrthfoe, orgy of rape and murder in the 
: Filipino slums. As a result, except for fires set by infiltrators and a few small



shells lobbed in from knee mortars, action in our area was light. A Japanese 
inanitions dump which was being destroyed several blocks away lit the 
night with carnival fireworks. The tanks went round and round our com
pound with a monotonous grinding sound. We still did not know for sure 
that they were American.

Then, one of the gold miners of the Benguet Company, who was interned 
with us, crawled upstairs and peered over the parapet on the roof to see 
what the tanks were doing. While he stood watch, two of the tanks stopped 
and opened up their turrets for the men to smoke a cigarette. One of the 
drivers yelled something to the other. The miner crawled back downstairs 
and passed on his story. It reached me by an excited missionary spinster in 
her fifties: “Hey, Casey, haven’t we been up this fricking street before?” 
And so we knew that bets could be paid off, that the last little hoards of 
food could be eaten, that the tanks were American.

Next morning the Japanese officers in charge of our Formosan and Ko
rean guards carried machine guns and Molotov cocktails up the stairs to our 
roof where they prepared to make a last stand. My father was asked by the 
chairman of our Executive Committee to stand watch over the meager 
possessions we had left on the deserted second floor. After shooting at the 
tanks for a while, the officers of the guard were signaled from the prison 
gate that the tank crews outside had agreed to Japanese terms: release of 
all P.O.W.’s and internees unharmed in exchange for a jeep ride to the city 
limits and freedom to join Japanese forces outside Manila. Our Japanese 
officers then came down from the roof. They found my father sitting alone 
at the head of the stairs on the second floor. Knowing nothing of the 
agreement made at the gate, he assumed that they were going out to die and 
might well shoot him in passing. In his confusion he politely muttered 
myonara, good-bye. The first of the retreating officers turned on him with 
a look of hate. “Hope I  see you all soon In Tokyo,” added my father 
brightly. The second officer smiled, opened his coat, took something from 
an inner pocket, and thrust into my father’s lap a bottle of beer,

In a moment the Japanese had withdrawn from the building. My dazed 
father was left surrounded by half-empty flasks of brandy and bottles of 
beer—tokens of the Japanese hopes for the future. Our own American 
tankmen drove the Japanese guard out into the suburbs and let them off at 
a place where Filipino irregulars were waiting to gun them down. I did not 
feel sorry for the officers at the time, but I was grateful for their bureau
cratic propriety. They had let us live because our executions were not 
scheduled for another twenty-four hours.

- - Twenty years later, with degrees from Dartmouth and Oxford and ten 
years of. experience on Life magazine, I was finishing my fifth book, a 
volume about the philosophy of science. My agent suggested to me that the 
e tors of William Morrow and Company would be interested in a book

Author to Reader XX1
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about the Japanese side of World W ar II, based on Japanese docunients.

; The thought of unriddling my childhood puzzlement about the double 
nature of the Japanese appealed to -me strongly. -I spent almost a: y earstudy- 
ing in U.S: libraries. I learned how to speak Japanese again ,stiir badly, and 
for. the first time how to read it— slowly. I worked my Way through 140*000 
pages of collateral reading in English, French, and-German, 50,000 pages 
of testimony presented at the postwar Tokyo w ar crimes trials, and another
30,000 pages of captured Japanese documents and U.S. Intelligence reports. 
Then I moved my wife, my four children, and 272 reference books to a 
small Japanese-style house overlooking the experimental fields of the 
agricultural faculty of the old Imperial University in Kyoto, the ancient 
capital of Japan. > •: v ? c  .. i

On an afternoon in September of 1965, I  Was eating seaweed-wrapped 
rolls of vinegared rice and raw fish across a table from a retired Japanese 
Naval Air Force commander. H e was one of ahandfUl of air' aces who had 
survived both Japan’s war with' China and; her war- with the  United States. 
I had had an uneasy feeling ever since my ’arrival-afew; weeks earlier that 
nothing had changed in Japan except the size of the buildings; and I  was 
prepared to dislike the commander cordiaUy, Half his face had  been blown 
away and was covered with purple scar tissue.-He was gentle and-spoke 
English. Learning th a t!  had spent thirty-nine months in a Japanese concen
tration camp, he said that he was ready to help me in any way that he 
could, for his people “owed me a debt,” H e told me that he had dive- 
bombed over both the mountain tops w h e re l had seen- Japanese f i r e a s a  
child. We compared dates and discovered that I had probably seen his 
plane hurtling down out of the sky on both occasions: once in :1938 and 
again in 1941. H e had even spent time on G uam ; where my elder brother; 
a U.S. M arine on his way to liberate the concentration camp's m ih e T h ilip -  
pines, had died before a Japanese machine-gumblast;in /1944;; ;'; '>

Strangely, I soon found myself talking animatedly with this former 
enemy. Despite his blasted face, he had no bitterness.' War. was a profession 
and a game to him. He interested me in if and gave me introductions, to. 
several old retired generals who^had not, already been.bored vrithmtefviews 
and interrogations. I  became something of an authority on Japanese battle- 
grounds and Japanese World W ar II  strategic concepts. Soon :I realized that 
I  was being passed from .hand to h a n d to  hearincidental stdries 'of Japanese 
heroism and tactical genius.- I  was notcbpred :;by;the.;rstd^ 
disbelieve them, but I cam e to feel more andm ore  strongly ..that anecdotes 
and actions do not a  war make. I  was stiil haunted by my.ichildhpod:ques- 
tion: W hat had m ade the,delightful, intelligent; artistic Japanese people 
turn to war arid run amok over half of Asia? ;̂:L_ v;

•The stock ;ans.Wer to my, question.-wasrinilitarism;; a, .mass;madne§k.which, 
was supposed .to. have beeri. stirred ■np^in: th e ::Ja^ /the
. .1930’s by . a handful of conniving* ambitious generals; I  . studied: the' soldiers;,
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lwas intervicwing:;Most of them had ended the war as lieutenant-generals,
All of them were iritelligent inen who:had gone on to staff college after 
'military f-acaHemy^ahd ^sathad ; served, .for. years in the nerve , center . of 
Jap an esc mi 1 itari sm, the: offi ces of. th e Army General Staff in Tokyo. All of 
•tte^^cre ;enffiuiMstic-;m i l i t ^  technicians, full of recommendations about 
the-condtict o flh e  war in Viet Nam. None of them seemed to be gifted 
politically.- When they felt they could not give straightforward answers to 
,my Jiuestions.Jthey said-nothing:- they looked blank and professed ig
norance,.'ofJhey: looked arch and pleaded continuing security restrictions. 
P'On pccasion they .letslip previously unknown facts of great significance. 
Aretiredgeneral; .of, seventy-six, for instance, proudly-told me that in 

.Augustbf J938  ;he had .been put in charge,of devising air-to-ground com- 
raunications and given detailed, maps of the. terrain for. the Nomonhan war 

with Russia.; Evidently he did not realize that this war,; which began in May 
vdf 4939/wasistiik represented, officially by the Japanese government as a 
;sppn&hebtfs:^^ * superiors. had; testified, at the war
;:t^ « ^ a ls -C 6 :bemg-:unable, at the outbreak'of die “incident,” to find a 
map in the. files 'of; the General Staff-, which . would show ,'them where 
Nomonhan;was. r,  ̂ 'V

--•T could hardly believe,.. I, said, -.that there were no radios in; most Army 
■ Air.Force plan J 938..Was the general,absolutely sure of his dates?
.:rHe?mmmageid-:ih;.his papers sin.the.next;rooht.and .triumphantly returned 
twith'?ayohjfrie.'of-his'diary;.;He; showed it where he
■had;recorded hisvpssignment, Two Japanese:witnesses.were present at my 
interview with him, and when it was over, I questioned, them both to make 
r?ure;that Thad;.made;n6 mistake.iabput.vyhat lie-had said; They assured me 

J.^ t^h^M bf.^ut.bnbof them .showedburiosity^as tP. why. I  laid such stress 
on the date. . : \  'JJA;-: \J'.

the.kevehty-six-yeaf-dld^ general:,traveled over 500 miles,
; UP to Tokyo and back, to see an aged colleague;who was;a consultant for 
Japanbjihod^ Forces'.-Whenhe jeturned b e  called me to say

J $ ^ ;hediad hcbn:mistak^ carelessly>cPnfused the 1938 and
V4\939v̂ o l u i ^ 6 s . ; : o f S i n c e ' > hadjseen .the year,. Showa jusannen, 

.and inside; the Volume, in r question, I dismissed the
save\the ,gerieral’§' face. *

I had an .opportunity to see: most of my generals in the company of . a
I.was-impressed by their deference to him. They ;y‘ 

( • aGIe'arlyp they. .had;.beenm ere; cogs in the machine -of
^ - . i h o t ;  have Jhe.;s6fcial|:casfe and with it.the,self- ;*y- 

i y’-̂ .?V®'y"'f0^ed/-^nitarism  on-Japan—not without the;- tacit, •' j  
-v^PPoA-pfjheirjbettefk’m  . . ; ,
;J:: ^  9fjJPJ-gerierais. J /d is ^  I had ..seen cpmr.,!; -
' {. China; and bp-ade the Philip-' ;

from .’a .latent vengeful :■,
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cruelty in the Japanese o r from  a well-considered policy of terror which 1 
the Japanese soldier carried out under orders. M ost of my generals had; 
little to say on the subject except to insist that Japanese troops committed 
no m ore casual brutalities than the troops of any other nation. They cited 
old military police reports and Chinese newspapers to persuade me that, 
ordinarily, in Taking a town Japanese soldiers'had committed about two 
murders and twenty rapes for every thousand troops engaged. I  was pre
pared to believe that similar figures might hold for any army.

Tn addition to casual brutalities, however, the Japanese had frequently 
massacred entire villages in China. One of my generals admitted that this 
was true. H e explained that every realistic commander, who had to hold a 
wide territory with a few troops, was forced on occasion to conduct dis
ciplined reprisals against villages as object lessons to neighboring villages. 
H e maintained cynically that this practice, too, was common to all armies; 
Indeed, a good commander, he said, kept his special “dirty” reprisal units 
apart from the rest of his men so that corruption would not spread through 
the ranks.

I  persisted that there had been occasions like the Bataan death march 
. and the rape of Nanking on which the Japanese Army had com m itted at 
one time not ten murders out of casual brutality and notTa -hundred 
murders in 'a  reprisal raid but thousands and even tens of thousands of 
murders. All of my generals confessed that they had heard of such “bad 
things” but only my one exceptionally cartdid general would make a 
comment. “Those were the politicians’ murders.” H e wrinkled his face and 
would say no more.

I t was the “politicians’ ” murders which interested me and I  began to 
study seriously the machinery of prewar Japanese civilian decision making;.

In  Kyoto I  had acquired an excellent research assistant, an honest, 
politically moderate young student leader taking a m aster’s degree at . 
Doshislia University. Hijino Shigeki bought and read and underlined for 
me some 30,000 pages of Japanese memoirs and background histories. 
H e worked for me purely in a research capacity and is not'responsible 
for any of the views or judgments expressed here in  A  born politician, he 
gave me insights into Japanese politics. H e recruited for me an army of 
research assistants which I would never have been able to mobilize for 
myself. His indefatigable staff scanned and culled for me the whole of 

; Japan’s voluminous war literature. In  the editorials and novels of the late 
1920’s which my research group collected, I found no evidence of any trend 

' . toward militarism. On the contrary I  found a popular desire for peace, a 
. 'repudiation of the hoary  warrior cult of the sam urai.-In the staid economie 
' and military journals of the period, however, I found every evidence of 

planning fo r/w ar— planning without popular support but directed and 
centralized from the pinnacles of the Japanese aristocracy. ... vYTV:;; T T ' 

; I had an introduction at the Imperial Court from General M acArthur’s :
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nephew, Douglas MacArthur II, a former U.S. ambassador to Tokyo. 
T  used it to test my growing suspicions in interviews with courtiers who 
had been close to Hirohito. What a contrast they were to my generals: 
charming, devious, knowledgeable, never at a loss. Surely here were the 
real leaders of Japan.

Two of the courtiers inserted into their conversations with me a number 
of stories about the ruler of Japan since 1926, Emperor Hirohito. These 
stories had never been reported in print, and I dismissed them at first as 
Court gossip. But they assumed considerable importance when I later 
assembled the full context for them. I was told, for instance, that Hirohito 
had listened to shortwave transmissions from Malaya on the night of Pearl 
Harbor; that he had once been induced to have a son by artificial insemina
tion; that his own birth was rumored to have taken place a year earlier 
than commonly stated.

In the anecdotes told to me, I perceived that Hirohito, at the very least, 
was not the passive dupe of history that he had been made out to be. 
From the mouths of his own chamberlains he emerged as a powerful auto
cratic protagonist. He was said to have extraordinary intelligence. Until 
1945 he was said to have kept up with every detail of government, to have 
consulted constantly with officials of all sorts, and to have maintained 
always an over-all view of world affairs. His powers—civil, military, and 
religious—were acknowledged to have been absolute, but he was said to 
have exercised them only ceremonially and to have rubber-stamped the 
recommendations of his state ministers. Yet in anecdote after anecdote he 
was shown keeping abreast of his ministers’ deliberations and putting in a 
word now and then to steer them toward recommendations which would 
be acceptable to him. It was even admitted that he had occasionally decided 
between opposing viewpoints, accepted a minority viewpoint, or disregarded 

, a recommendation altogether.
I realized that I must go back to the beginning of my research and start 

all over again.*Emperor Hirohito had signed the declaration of war with 
the United States. It was said that he had done so unwillingly, but this 
assertion did not appear in the record until made by a retired prime 
minister, Prince Konoye, many months after the war had started. It was 
also said that Hirohito might have been assassinated if he had tried to 
prevent the war. This assertion seemed farfetched, for it was generally ad
mitted that privates and generals were all ready to die for him and that the 
only Japanese irreverent enough to assassinate him would have been the few 
Westernized bankers and diplomats who opposed the war.
_ Emperor Hirohito had stamped the orders sending troops into north

nna in 1937, It was later said that he did so unwillingly, yet he went on 
"o months later to stamp orders for the dispatch of troops to central and 
south China as well. He reluctantly postponed execution of the south-China 
or ers on the advice of hesitant “militarists” in the Japanese General
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Staff. H e opened an Im perial Headquarters in his palace so that he could 
personally'.supervise the fighting. H e became so immersed in w ar planning 
that the prim e minister at the time complained of his preoccupation. Finally 
his own; uncle assumed command of the attack in  Nanking, the. Chinese 
capital, and moved into a hotel in Nanking, to look on while his troops 
m urdered over 100,000. defenseless military and civilian prisoners there. 
I t  was the first act of genocide in W orld W ar II, but when the uncle re
turned to Tokyo, H irohito went out of his way to confer decorations and 
honors upon him. , . ■ . ' -
; Earlier, still, in; 1931-32, H irohito had sanctioned the  conquest of 
M anchuria.. Again it was said afterward tha t he had  acted reluctantly, but 
the records of the time simply indicated that he had been reluctant to  have 
the full -responsibility for the venture borne by the sacred institution of the 
Throne which he represented. Again, when the conquest was complete, he 
honored , the conquerors, making the general in charge his chief aide-de- 
camp and,military advisor.: ,

From  such obvious facts, I concluded tha t there was a  great disparity 
between the deeds o f Em peror H irohito and the words which were said 
about him in. later years. I. reviewed and reconsidered all the notes I had 
taken in my reading of source documents,- and I  became convinced that 
the m odern history of Japan, as presented since W orld W ar II, was a skill
fu lly ; contrived illusion fabricated late in the war,; partly , by counter
intelligence. specialists, in the ; General i Staff and , partly by high-ranking 
palace courtiers. .

The logic of the Japanese cover story was so topsy-turvy that sequels 
were sometimes cited as causes for what had already happened. Again and 
.again th e : documents, o f the time showed that events attributed to chance 
o rsp on taneous, m assac tio n  .had actually been discussed at high official 
levels months o r years in . advance. The Em peror’s . chief political advisor, 
the lord privy seal, routinely named the next prime minister and described 
“his mission” weeks or months before the onset of the Cabinet crisis which 
would topple the prime minister already in office. Conversations were even 
on record in which the lord privy seal correctly foresaw the personnel and 
accomplishments of the next two governments. .

; I  began .tp m eet my; Japanese contacts with :a fresh attitude, interviewing 
them • inform ally. a n d . asking for flesh-and-blood details of the countless 
stick . figures who scurried across the pages: of the testimony, the diaries, 
the; ;reminiscences ; which .I read. I was rewarded with responsive 

- a n s w e r s , - c a u t i o u s  >.an^ now full ofvanecdote and Ulustra^.
tion; The. vignettes given;. to me were subtle and ironic, as . fragile , as 

buttctfly  % ingsyb^$  remarks of a 'consum-.
^ a te r b o s t^ ^  bpvgfim]»fe4he Teal world inside. Japan’s closed
' V p r e w a j i : - ^ J ; / v  >

.^veryonb-iispoke.,' pdlitely < in well-:
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bmkihgnf ̂ etdriial dritngub;;.ji?liemen ,id ;th e d in ie i ig h td l^  
dorcp6werfdlfiguresih:tiieshado\v..In.assessing:ther6le'a:rnanpl ■
jeeds had to be counted for more than'/his/words/and his' associations and ' 
:6yaltiesior _mord ;dian :lnspersonal character. State policy was; frarnedin; 
backrooms behind back rooms and the: people .had no .voice in it. Even 
0 ' . ’pairty:politrc^^^ -ibagn'ates: were ftim llylotit ;
an the; edges of:the national web of string, pulling and innuence peddling. - 
BTfma^bs\yfer6.in6]feiftg nhore.dhan a. mob,-’swayed this' way: and .that;by 
atvenai/press ’arid.; a system: of public relations: and rumor mongering \yhich 
had been in lise for more than a thousand years.. -y- : . &
. As nty . understanding bf prewar Japanese society - grewp-I .becamedd-. 
CT^asmgiy^uflcd^ -in -the . Japanese- sdcietyr.pf.^de^.-l^hajrbbrea
blasphemous vthoughts about the man who from 1926 to 1945 had been 
^Srsfii^CT1‘6y^aH\^apan‘0SC‘'as'-a god. I t d id /no t/eaS e^  
knowledge:,tq discover that most of the Japanese who. befriended mie .in-
'K^dio^ha&t^n''^ydddYWar; II- intelligence best: iti^
formantsdn .Tokyo .askcd :to have their final interxdews .with nre surrepti-- 
tiobsly in; 'Smdlldut-bfdhe-way. cafes: where. ;ihey;w b id d ,;^  
mail-from-\the/tJnited {States showed Signs of .h'aVirtg^eclif opened -by thfe 
hocaljpoStmaster.tWiiile my luggage lay.av/hitirig shipment.bh ;a Kobe docki 
tw q/n^ marked /“Rape of:Nanking’’-fdisappeared

' .A-.v
When! bur./ship; cleared harbor, taking m y family;arid rme on; the first. Idg... 

.olnhpjpumey^hdmd-to the 'United;StatdS,‘l.:Watched;.t^ 
pf-Japandidth/m regreriVrelief/ftbm;^^
.ffiat . 1/was. being .watched;, regret;, that; the ..book d ;envisaged .writing * would 
/nqt;rnakb,iTie;yelcbnie^  ̂ ’’ " ' .
:;-I;bad;'with;me-^ foldera* o f ;m  withbhc
personpel djetords^ipf ;v932;i lead ing Japanese -̂ hureau crats ;.and; mil itdryhoffi^ 
persp;2,0Q0/pages'- of' closelyy scribbled :;m6t^qpk^,i;a;-bunarcd 'issues ;;:of

kplumes';bf’i|apandsevdiarieS5arid reminis-. 
'5^®5^bandl24,0 Jidurs of-.interviews' arid; impressions. on/magnetic t a p e ? .

honfe/fork
ifiVehyeeks .in I  was; able';

*9i ̂ ad ’.Jbc;.bpmjfiete/iUf^ /W artim e^  {'the Syonah Rimes',
Published;by -the; Japanese authbrifiekdn - English. In/Canberr a, ;

kindlygiven access;to/sOme ffiprld^Var II Ausfrajian civil; 
^telligericdbepdf^
^ ^ p p p s e d - tq d d y i^  in the postwar"admih- „
$ fa d ° n 'd p j^ q ^  Chief;
/ * . v b ^ d i a m  {Webb/who -bad ̂ p resided /oy^

w at/briro^
I ’w^/rciiewe^
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war’s end Australian, New Zealand, and Chinese officials had all agreed 
that Em peror H irohito was the m aster of Japan and should head any list 
of Japanese responsible for the war. They had later bowed to a decision by 
General M acA rthur— a decision which I  myself thought sensible— to use 
the Em peror for the rehabilitation of Japan rather than try him as a 
criminal under international law.

On return to my home in Connecticut, I  began to assimilate and arrange 
the mountain of half digested information I  had brought back with me from 
abroad. From  my eight volumes of individual personnel records I  distilled 
a large wall chart of the men who had occupied key posts in the Army, 
the Court, and the bureaucracy. From  Japanese biographical dictionaries 
I  drew up scores of pedigrees of aristocratic families.* From  old Japanese 
newspapers and from 5,613 pages of diaries kept by the highest officials 
in the Japanese state, I compiled a day-by-day chronology of events, 
covering 8,125 days of the m ost intimate Japanese history. Gradually I  
learned to separate spear carriers from principals. Patterns emerged—  
factions and tongs which maintained consistent positions year after year 
and decade after decade. Countless “incidents” which had once seemed 
unfathom ably Oriental began to m ake hard, rational sense. Everything fell 
into place and reinforced my simple perception of the obvious: that Hiro
hito had, indeed, been Emperor.

The picture of Hirohito which emerged from my evidence differed from 
the official portrait of biographers as a photographic negative from a photo
graphic positive. By my account H irohito was a formidable war leader: 
tireless, dedicated, meticulous, clever, and patient. H e had inherited from 
his great-grandfather a mission, which was to rid Asia of white men. Since 
his people were reluctant and backward, he had skillfully manipulated 
them for twenty years before the war in order to prepare them psycho
logically and militarily for their task. By contrast the official portrait— in 
many ways less attractive— represented Hirohito as a cultured, secluded 
biologist who left the management of his realm to generals and admirals and 
devoted all his energy to puttering about with fungi and small wormlike 
marine organisms.

Skillful mythmaking, of which I  had uncovered many examples in 
Im perial Court press releases, could account for the imprinting of a false 
image, bu t I was perplexed by the ease with which the true image had been 
obliterated. I t  was difficult for me to believe that an entire people, plus 
foreign observers, could suffer consistently from mass blindness. Could an 
Em peror really strut about naked while everyone, including envoys from 
other nations, admired the quality and refinement of his clothes? Apparently

* I discovered with wonderment that neither in Japanese nor English had a complete 
 ̂list ever been printed of the living members of the imperial family. Even during 

- World War II, when Japanese were calling their Emperor a god and committing 
suicide for him by the legion, no Western analyst had traced the careers of the 
Japanese generals who were his uncles and cousins.



'i  -!jjpv ̂ dui^-fdr-in ':%96# I^witnessedV av i& n v in c in ^  
phenomenon. '~,:y ■ ■-,],' ■•yy.'^'y ,
• In January of that year, as I. neared the end of my researches; a small 

■ Tokyo publishing /firm;. Hara Shobo,cam e out. with the memoranda of 
: j apah!s wartime ArmyGhitf :o k S ta f l^ G e « ^ a l;^

down in his daybook between 1940. and 1944. Here was an uriimpeaefc 
able handwritten source document by the: highest military official- in the 
Japanese state. Sugiyama/had .committed; siiicide:in^.i945, -^ ’? ^ . tm e :  ofi 

. Japan’s surrender, and had had no opportunity to dress up. his notes iriany 
way.. Most of them were concerned with dull military details or duller . 

. militaristic cant A  few of theni, however, were verbatim accounts of con
versations with Hirohito. They revealed Hirohito asking detailed questions 

- • about militarj' and' economic planning .in the months :before PearI Harbor.
• They • directly; refuted statements' which;-General, Douglas; M acAtlhur; said 

-,v. that Hirohito had made to him after the war, professing ignorance of all
military and Economic matters' in ■ 1941.. / y-y-^-fy,-y' > :y
,\'M osf surprising,the>SHg;yfl>?;a"Me7no/;anr/astatedthatinJanuary 1941, 
eleven months before the outbreak of. war .with the United States, Hirohito' 
had personally ordered a secret evaluation to be made of the feasibility of 

• .a surprise/attack .oh- Pearl Harbor,.’Previously//Western.historians-had; be
lieved that,Hirohito had known nothing of the su rprise-attack plan until at 

; • least' ^dvem ber - l? 4 l ;. '/T h e / l94 f ;: grandvclm^
; -Kantaro; was -even ,on record/stating hatlyV.after the warpthat Hirbhifq jiad; 
-, been ignorant of .fhe Pearl -Harbor p lan u n tilith ad b ecn  already -executed;

• The yuglyama Memoranda;TtvQ^6d :{h^t Hirohito had participated' in 
•the Pearl Harbor planning a; full six months/.before 'any of his official 
military advisors were informed d f . it. Evidence/taken’ before the/Ahied 
judges. of'ihSTnteniatm^^ '^eyFar^hstV'andl^erifiefl.’
;by::withesses under hath;; and'croSsrexamination,; demonstrated, to 
that .none of the thiilitarists” who were. supposcd to have :dragged Hirphito 
to war knew of the Pearl Harbor plan: until August 1941. General TojoV 

Vthe.arch “militarist’’ who>headedJapah’a.'ward^^ 
the plan, until November 1941. . : : : ;>A-
. This, then, was a major historical revelation. Its hypothetical equivalent 

/ hh/iU-S..;;terms.;would; be;a;'.newly./discovered /notednUheyhM^
.'^Secretary-.of: War-Henry /E^.SdmsoriVassertihg 'A 

President .Roosevelt had secretly ordered, a study to be made of. the pos-/ 
sibility o f  keeping obsolescent battfeships a t/c q n sp icU o u ^

• moorings in Pearl Harbor in order to lu  rejapan  into making, an attack and
, providing,:.%exCuseTpr; A ^  . i;
v I could imagine-.what>a^-front-page/sensation’.-s \a:•'doeftmentarj^disr
•'f^v^ry-.-wotdd-i%pa^Jn the/.United States^ atid I- watched with:fascination; 
:^e i aPanese:reactipn to the publication ol the Sugiya?na Memoranda. The
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Sugiyama’s papers had been published in two handsome volumes. But not 
one newspaper carried a review of the set o r commented on it in any way. 
As a result U.S. newspapers never got the story, and H irohito’s personal 
part in the Pearl H arbor planning had not yet reached the pages of The 
New York Times as this book went to press in 1971.

The silence which greeted the Sugiyama Memoranda convinced me that 
the Japanese, even today, remain extraordinarily discreet in matters touch
ing the Em peror, and that Western observers in Japan, beset as ever by 
linguistic and cultural confusions, can fail to notice anything that is not 
deliberately pointed out to them. To see this demonstrated erased a  last 
doubt in my mind. I t  was the summer of 1 9 6 7 .1 had just finished reviewing 
the last of die plots and assassinations of the 1930’s and  had satisfied myself 
that Hirohito had had a hand in many of them. I  wrote finis to a 300,000- 
word rough draft which I had been writing of all that was new and prob
lematic in my research. I t was not a book but a legal brief which examined 
all the evidence available to me. It assured me that all events fitted my inter
pretation and that all the historic protagonists were consistently motivated.

I  laid my rough draft aside for a  m onth to consider its implications. The 
story that emerged from its densely packed pages was strange and new. I t 
was unkind to both Japanese and Americans. M ore than half of my in
formation had never before been reported in English. And the burden of 
it all was that Hirohito had n o t only led his nation into war by stamping 
military orders but, through his coterie, had also intimidated those who 
opposed him by conniving in bizarre Oriental intrigues, including religious 
frauds, blackmails, and assassinations.

I  realized that it would be difficult for anyone to believe that what I had 
written was true when it was largely unknown to Western specialists on 
Japan and when much of it would be new even to well-informed Japanese. 
So many prior considerations had to be taken into account by the in
credulous reader before he could suspend his disbelief. H e had to  know that 
ancient religious taboos still clung to the person of the Japanese Emperor; 
that until 1945 no Japanese plebeian ever dared utter the syllables 
Hi-ro-hi-to; that until 1945 Japanese commoners never looked at the 
Em peror except slyly from an almost prostrate position on the curb beside 
an imperial progress; that Japanese courtiers from time immemorial had 
been inventing artful stories to conceal the active participation of their 
masters in  controversial affairs of state. The concept of god-king had 
passed out of memory in the West Centuries ago, and Western observers 
in Japan had never had reason to put together all available scraps of infor
mation about the imperial family; they had readily accepted the conven
tional assertion that Hirohito was a ceremonial figurehead, for they had 
preconceptions about “constitutional imonarchs” based on such figures as 
Queen Victoria. No firsthand records of day-to-day dealings with Hirohito 
had been published in Japan un til 1966. A nd most important, General



Douglas MacArthur, in hopes of recasting Japanese character in an 
American mold, had decided in 1945 to use the Emperor and to whitewash
him rather than depose and expose him.

It would take pages of particulars, I  felt, to make others understand these 
bizarre circumstances, and I  foresaw that my pages might be roundly 
abused before the general reader would have a chance to look at them. 
Only twenty-five years ago millions of Japanese had died with a prayer on 
their lips of Banzai, “May the Emperor live ten thousand years.” Since 
then Japan in 1967 had passed West Germany in gross national product to 
become the third-ranking nation on earth.

Yet as late as 1961, when a Japanese magazine published a fantasy about 
a robber who broke into a palace and beheaded a fictional emperor, the 
publisher found himself terrorized for having committed lese majeste. Hired 
“patriots” from one of the underworld gangs forced their way into his print 
shop and smashed up his presses. Then they went on to his home, shot one 
of his servants dead, and wounded his wife. The Grub Street scribbler who 
had written the fantasy disappeared. Reportedly he went underground and 
some say that he emigrated to Brazil.

Through no virtue of my own, I had happened to revisit Japan during a 
period of historical re-evaluation in which some of the first important 
papers of the Imperial Court were published. These cast a new light on the 
rest of the documentation, a light which was particularly illuminating to 
anyone like me, going over the whole mass of materials freshly at one time.

The Te-evaluation—so I  was told later by a senior Japanese diplomat— 
had been launched by Hirohito himself. In the fall of 1963, at a palace 
banquet in support of literature, Hirohito had suggested to the writers at 
his end of the table that it was time to overleap the trauma of Hiroshima and 
to begin re-creating the true spirit of Japan’s prewar and wartime history. 
World War II no longer seemed the colossal blunder it had in 1946 but a 
positive piece of statesmanship which had hastened the complete in
dustrialization of Japan. The year 1965 would be the twentieth anniversary 
of the end of that war, and 1966 would be the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
the beginning of that war.

The historical re-evaluation begun in Japan in 1965 was conducted with 
extreme circumspection and aimed mainly at the knowledgeable Japanese 
audience. I  had to make its implications explicit for the American audience.
I had to explain feelings and motives which Japanese took for granted__
especially the feelings and motives of Emperor Hirohito. In so doing, I 
would have to enter dark corners of Hirohito’s life wherein I  would have 
to hunt-down clues and rely on circumstantial, as well as verbal and 
documentary, evidence.

Moreover, since history is continuous, I  would have to offer to fit my 
interpretation into the whole course of Japanese Jiistory. I  could not pos
sibly make myself as much of an authority on the years 1866 to 1911 as I
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Sugiyama’s papers had been published in two handsome volumes. But not 
one newspaper carried a review of the set or commented on it in any way. 
As a result U.S. newspapers never got the story, and H irohito’s personal 
part in the Pearl H arbor planning had not yet reached the pages of The 
New York Times as this book went to press in 1971.

The silence which greeted the Sugiyama Memoranda convinced me that 
the Japanese, even today, remain extraordinarily discreet in matters touch
ing the Em peror, and that Western observers in Japan, beset as ever by 
linguistic and cultural confusions, can fail to notice anything that is not 
deliberately pointed out to them. To see this demonstrated erased a last 
doubt in my mind. I t was the summer of 1 9 6 7 .1 had just finished reviewing 
the last of the plots and assassinations of the 1930’s and had satisfied myself 
that H irohito had had a hand in many of them. I  wrote finis to a 300,000- 
word rough draft which I had been writing of all that was new and prob
lematic in my research. It was not a book but a legal brief which examined 
all the evidence available to me. It assured me that all events fitted my inter
pretation and that all the historic protagonists were consistently motivated.

I  laid my rough draft aside for a month to consider its implications. The 
story that emerged from its densely packed pages was strange and new. It 
was unkind to both Japanese and Americans. M ore than half of my in
formation had never before been reported in English. A nd the burden of 
it all was that Hirohito had no t only led his nation into war by stamping 
military orders but, through his coterie, had  also intimidated those who 
opposed him by conniving in bizarre Oriental intrigues, including religious 
frauds, blackmails, and assassinations.

I realized that it would be difficult for anyone to believe that what I  had 
written was true when it was largely unknown to Western specialists on 
Japan and when much of it would be new even to well-informed Japanese. 
So many prior considerations had to be taken into account by the in
credulous reader before he could suspend his disbelief. He had to know that 
ancient religious taboos still clung to the person of the Japanese Emperor; 
that until 1945 no Japanese plebeian ever dared utter the syllables 
Hi-ro-hi-to; that until 1945 Japanese commoners never looked at the 
Em peror except slyly from an almost prostrate position on the curb beside 
an imperial progress; that Japanese courtiers from time immemorial had 
been inventing artful stories to conceal the active participation of their 
masters in controversial affairs of State. The concept of god-king had 
passed out of memory in the West Centuries ago, and Western observers 
in Japan had never had reason to put together all available scraps of infor
mation about the imperial family; thjey had readily accepted the conven
tional assertion that Hirohito was a ceremonial figurehead, for they had 
preconceptions about “constitutional imonarchs” based on such figures as 
Queen Victoria. No firsthand records of day-to-day dealings with Hirohito 
had been published in Japan until 1966. And most important, General



Douglas MacArthur, in hopes of recasting Japanese character in an 
American mold, had decided in J945 to use the Emperor and to whitewash 
him rather than depose and expose him.

It would take pages of particulars, I  felt, to make others understand these 
bizarre circumstances, and I foresaw that my pages might be roundly 
abused before the general reader would have a chance to look at them. 
Only twenty-five years ago millions of Japanese had died with a prayer on 
their lips of Banzai, “May the Emperor live ten thousand years.” Since 
then Japan in 1967 had passed West Germany in gross national product to 
become the third-ranking nation on earth.

Yet as late as 1961, when a Japanese magazine published a fantasy about 
a robber who broke into a palace and beheaded a fictional emperor, the 
publisher found himself terrorized for having committed lese majeste. Hired 
“patriots” from one of the underworld gangs forced their way into his print 
shop and smashed up his presses. Then they went on to his home, shot one 
of his servants dead, and wounded his wife. The Grub Street scribbler who 
had written the fantasy disappeared. Reportedly he went underground and 
some say that he emigrated to Brazil.

Through no virtue of my own, I had happened to revisit Japan during a 
period of historical re-evaluation in which some of the first important 
papers of the Imperial Court were published. These cast a new light on the 
rest of the documentation, a light which was particularly illuminating to 
anyone like me, going over the whole mass of materials freshly at one time.

The re-evaluation—so I was told later by a senior Japanese diplomat— 
had been launched by Hirohito himself. In the fall of 1963, at a palace 
banquet in support of literature, Hirohito had suggested to the writers at 
his end of the table that it was time to overleap the trauma of Hiroshima and 
to begin re-creating the true spirit of Japan’s prewar and wartime history. 
World War II no longer seemed the colossal blunder it had in 1946 but a 
positive piece of statesmanship which had hastened the complete in
dustrialization of Japan. The year 1965 would be the twentieth anniversary 
of the end of that war, and 1966 would be the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
the beginning of that war.

The historical re-evaluation begun in Japan in 1965 was conducted with 
extreme circumspection and aimed mainly at the knowledgeable Japanese 
audience. I had to make its implications explicit for the American audience. 
I had to explain feelings and motives which Japanese took for granted— 
especially the feelings and motives of Emperor Hirohito. In so doing, I 
would have to enter dark corners of Hirohito’s life wherein I would have 
to hunt-down clues and rely on circumstantial, as well as verbal and 
documentary, evidence.

Moreover, since history is continuous, I  would have to offer to fit my 
interpretation into the whole course of Japanese history. I  could not pos- 
S1 ly make myself as much of an authority on the years 1866 to 1911 as I
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was on the years 1931 to 1945, but I would have to say w hat I knew about 
those years: because it had not been said before and because the burden of 
my book related as much to the nineteenth, the seventeenth, or the twenty- 
first centuries as; it did to the twentieth. .

Also, I  would have to present Hirohito as the leader of a “conspiracy,” 
a word which, through overuse arid jingoism, had become universally 

. suspect; The International Military Tribunal for the Far East had handed 
do\yn a verdict of “conspiracy to wage aggressive war” against Japanese 
war-leaders and had uncovered no less than eight important conspiracies 
which had directed the course of Japan between 1928 and 1936. Con- 
spiracy;had an old and honored place in  Japanese culture. Each of Japan’s 
territorial: armies in prewar, days had had a team of staff officers which was 
officially ..called “the plot section.” I  had added six conspiracies to the list 
compiled by the Allied judges and had connected them all with Hirohito’s 
central, imperial-family conspiracy. Hirohito had worked with a minority, 
in secret, first to lead Japan to war with the West and then, in defeat, to 
.‘obscure the record. .

Resolutely I entitled my work Japan's Imperial Conspiracy. I set out to 
select the m ost pivotal events from my research and to bring them alive 
with light and color. W herever I felt I  had enough information to work 
with, I  did my best to make the,reader feel that he was present. If I  knew 
from my. own experience what a landscape looked like at a  certain time of 
year, I  re-created that landscape if it came up at that time of year. If I 
knew what brand of cigarettes a man smoked, I  mentioned it when I 
reported that he was smoking. If I  knew a man cracked his knuckles 
idiOsyncratically, I  took the liberty of saying that he cracked his knuckles 
at this of that juncture.

. ‘ I  also Used certain rhetoricak devices which may irritate some readers 
already familiar with Japan.. To overcome the difficulty and confusion of 
Japanese , names I tagged, some of them, repetitively, with touchstone 
adjectives;.I  did this because I  found that even specialists often lost track 
of m inor characters in. the cast of Japanese history and kept in mind no 
over-all picture of their careers.

Between: 1967 and 1970^: w hile ,I worked on my final manuscript, I 
; received m uch help from Japanese who came to  see me. I  was honored by 

visits from an influential banker’s son, a leading publicist, an in-law of 
the Japanese imperial family, and an important diplomat. All of these men 
were friends o r children of H irohito’s closest advisors. Passing through New 
Y ork,. they .breathed the freedom— or the social informality— of the United 
States and spoke much more candidly than even the best of my informants 
in Japan; Only :onc of: them volunteered information to me, but I now had 
detailed knowledge of many of their relatives and close associates, and I 
was able to draw them  out. In  response to trivial questions they unburdened 
themselves; A  . ■ . ■
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They gave me many of the grace notes I needed and, more important, 
they assured me that I was right. They corroborated my interpretation and 
encouraged me to think that I was presenting a true view of an Oriental 
ideology during an era when Americans were preoccupied with European 
communism and fascism.

It seems to me that Western historians have gone too far in portraying 
the Japanese as creatures of mass hysteria. Japan’s economic record belies 
such a patronizing attitude. Only a century ago, in 1868, Japan’s economic 
development resembled that of England when Henry VII came to the 
throne in 1485. The transformation of the last century was not wrought by 
inscrutable madmen but by a most industrious and intelligent people. I 
have had the awe and pleasure of knowing them all my life. It is a basic 
premise of this book that Japanese leaders— and their Western counter
parts also—have been very smart men.

When Allied armies overran Germany in 1945. they captured millions 
of pages of the highest state papers. By contrast, when the Allies began 
their negotiated Occupation of Japan, the war had been over for two weeks 
and the only papers of any consequence which fell into American hands 
were placed there voluntarily by the Japanese themselves. The minutes of 
the meetings of Imperial Headquarters, presided over by Emperor Hirohito 
in his palace from 1937 to 1945, had all, it was said, been incinerated. 
So had most of the files of the Army General Staff, the Navy General Staff, 
and the secret police.

In my bibliography and source notes I  have cited about a thousand 
books and documents which have provided me with items of information. 
Most of them, however, have given me a single detail or a single insight. 
Only a score of them have been extensively helpful and all but two of that 
score were not published in Japan until after 1960.

The only significant primary source documents turned over after the war 
to Allied Occupation authorities were diaries. Every Japanese in an impor
tant position kept a record of his official life in order to defend himself 
against the threats of blackmail or charges of irresponsibility which were 
likely to be made against him in the normal course of Japanese politics. 
All such daybooks were of course written with an eye to the public and to 
posterity. They might at any time be seized and produced in chambers by 
the secret police. They might in later years be published by impecunious 
grandchildren. And in the case of palace officials they might always be 
requisitioned for research or recreational reading by Hirohito himself.

Two of these carefully written journals, by men in the highest policy
making circles, were placed in American hands during the first two years 
of the  ̂Occupation. One was the Kido Diary, 1930-15)45, written by 
Marquis Kido Koichi who had been lord privy seal and chief civilian 
advisor to Hirohito in the years 1940-1945. Less than a tenth of it, selected
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asked me to conceal the fact that 1 had interviewed them at all. I have kept 
these promises because o f the danger which still exists for those who speak 
too freely in modern Japan.

There was one extraordinary Japanese aristocrat in his sixties who said 
to me, in English: “Why, I  believe you are leading me on. W hat do you 
wish me to say? 1 knew Hirohito as a boy. H e was a romantic warlike 
idiot then and I suppose he still is. But I have been out of things for several 
decades. I  do not wish to be disturbed in my old age. If you quote me by 
name I shall deny that I  ever met you.”

Strict historians do not approve of using information from privileged 
sources. In dealing with American or European history they are certainly 
right in so feeling. F or Japanese history— and perhaps for all Asiatic his
tory— a case can be made for greater latitude. In most parts of the Orient, 
the very idea of a public record does not exist. To a far greater degree 
than in the West, state records belong to the statesmen who made them. 
The tradition of a free press has no deep roots. Even the written contract 
in financial transactions has only begun to supplant the verbal agreement 
based on word of honor.

However, I  think that any thoughtful scholar who takes the trouble to go 
through the source notes at the end of this volume will find that the essen
tial facts of die story which I have told come from written diaries, memo
randa, and memoirs. I have relied on privileged word-of-mouth sources 
primarily to corroborate my assessments of the facts, characters, and 
motives revealed in the primary source documents and to re-create as 
closely as possible the physical settings in which events took place. I have 
invented nothing but I  have put together much. And I trust that from 
total immersion in the day-to-day, week-by-week record of Japanese his
tory, I have gained an understanding of circumstances and nuances which 
has enabled me to shed more insights than I have committed errors.

So many people have helped me with this book that I cannot list them 
without fear of forgetting a few. I am especially grateful to the librarians 
of the Beinecke and Law School libraries at Yale, of the Doshisha and 
Kyoto University libraries in Kyoto, of the W ar Memorial Museum in 
Canberra, Australia, of the Fergusson Library in Stamford, Connecticut, 
and of the U.S. National Archives’ W ar Documents Center in Alexandria, 
Virginia. There I would like to call attention to Thomas E. Hohmann as 
the most knowledgeable, unbureaucratic expediter of information flow 
whom I have ever encountered inside or outside of government.

Kitagawa Hiroshi, Koizumi Shinzo, Henry R. Luce, Douglas M acArthur 
II, and my father were all particularly helpful in opening doors to me in 
Japan. Historian H ata Ikuhiko made available to me personal notebooks 
which he had compiled over a fifteen-year period. Retired M ajor General 
Tanaka Takayoshi allowed me to read part of his 5.000-page unpublished 
memoirs. Aso Shigeru, Lester Brooks, Don Brown, Robert J. C. Butow,
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Chiang Kai-shek, Olis Car}', William Craig, James Crowley, Grace Fox, 
Fujimoto Kazu, Fujisawa Shigezo, Frank Gibney, Giga Soichiro, Hashimolo 
Hirotoshi, Aithur Hummel, Inoki Masamichi, Inoue Ichiro, Kajiura Ginjiro, 
Kagami Mideo, Kawamata Yoshiya, Kobayashi Yoshiaki, Kotani Hidejiro, 
Matsumoto Shigeharu, Morishige Yoshi, Walter Nichols, R. K. Ochiai, 
Ogawa Masao, Okumiya Masatake, Oya Soichi, Edwin O. Reischauer, Sato 
Yoshijiro, Osamu Shimizu, Roy Smith, Sung Yueh, Tachibana Yoshimori, 
Takahashi Shun, Takata Ichitaro, Takata Motosaburo, Tanaka Katsumi, 
Tsurumi Shunsuke, Uemura Kazuhiko, Elizabeth Gray Vining, William P. 
Woodard, Chitoshi Yanaga, all have given me their time and their "kind and 
courteous attention. I am indebted to Hillel Black, John Cuneo, Alan 
Fraser, Lawrence Hughes, Peter Leavitt, Elizabeth Lucas, and Mary 
Newman for invaluable help and criticism in reducing my manuscript to 
its present form. My dear wife has lived with me and typed each of these 
pages more than once in the last six years. Finally I wish to express par
ticular gratitude to a Buddhist priest and an innkeeper in Kyoto, to four 
retired Japanese generals, to three former members of Hirohito’s Court, 
and to three second-generation members of Hirohito’s circle of intimates 
without whose information this book would have been stillborn.

In writing the names of Japanese citizens, I have followed the native 
Oriental custom: that is, last name first and first name last To do otherwise 
would be inconsistent, for the ruler of Republican China is known as 
Chiang Kai-shek, and it would be confusing to Westernize the order of his 
names by calling him Kai-shek Chiang. In dealing with Westerners, modem 
Japanese usually reverse the order of their names whereas most modern 
Chinese do not. In these pages the reader is asked to remember that family 
names are given first and personal names second according to the familiar 
bureaucratic formula, “Doe, John.”

In daily life the second or personal name of a Japanese male adult is 
almost never spoken. Even good friends do not address one another as Jim 
or Harry but always as Mr. Jones or Mr, Smith. Moreover, the ideographs 
in which given names are written often have exotic pronunciations. In 
every case there is a right reading which was used by the man’s parents 
when he was a child, but even the man’s close associates in later life may 
not know what it is. The notorious World War II prime minister, Tojo, 
for instance, was listed for years in Who’s Who in Japan as Tojo Eiki when 
in fact his name was Tojo Hideki. Many of these misreadings have be
come permanent fixtures of the historical record as it is set down in English. 
In the chapter which follows, for example. Lieutenant General Tada Hayao 
is known in most other books as Tada Shun. Throughout this work I have 
tried to give people the names their mothers actually called them. I have 
undoubtedly made or perpetuated some mistakes,'for which I apologize 
in advance both to readers and to mothers.

Author to Reader
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Finally, I  dedicate .th is:wdrki to.!:a;rather^simple, old-fasliiofled p roposi-- 
: tion: that history is not determined by blind economic and demographic 
: forces; that the much maligned masses of countries play little part in it; 
that the resppnsibility for it belongs primarily to a few: willful individuals 

- who take upoh themselves the professional duties of goverrlment. Except
• in tiny city-state democracies or in broken-down, societies; -prey, to anarchy,
, the people do n o t : niakc policy: The leaders who do make policy are,. I
.believe, enthusiastic,patriots who ;come to identify their personal advance-

• mieht • w ithithe nation open to persuasion only when 
, they hope to get the best of a bargain or when they fear that their leader

ship position may be destroyed before the eyes of their followers. My story 
deals with leaders who recognize such homely truths; with leaders who look

: uppn themselves as institutions rather tlian individuals; with leaders of a 
t-;Sofcietyf;which'; has. ;a:̂ origer.;;fecPrd:=of • uninterrupted successful domestic 
/ political; development than any o th er in the w orld;:
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jiM vThe; E fep ^ ro r is: s ^ r e d ; aiid inviolable’ ( C onstitu tion , A rt.
• 3 ) .  H e  can n o t be  rem oved from  the  T h ro n e  fo r any reason, 
arid he . is n o t to  b e  h e ld  responsible fo r over-stepping the 
lim itations of law  i n , the  'exercise of -his sovereignty. A ll 
responsibility  fo r  the  exercise o f  his sovereignty m ust be 
assum ed by  th e  M inisters of S tate and  o ther organs. Thus, 
n o  criticism  c an  be  d irec ted  against the  E m pero r, b u t only 
against the  instrum ents o f his sovereignty. Law s are n o t to  
be  applied  to  the  E m p ero r as a  princip le  especially crim inal 
laws, fo r  no  co u rt Of law  can  try  the E m p ero r him self and  he 

■ is n o t sub ject to  ariy law .1’ ' V

P age  117, The Japan Yearbook 1944-45, published  by  T he  
F o re ig n  A ffairs A ssociation  of Jap an , an o rganization  financed 
b y  the Japanese  governm ent.
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RAPE OF NANKING

SHRINE OF REMORSE

High on a green hillside of gnarled pines and weathered rocks, some 
fifty miles down the coast from Tokyo, stands a more-than-life-sized 
statue of Kanon, the Buddhist goddess of mercy. She looks southwest 
toward China across the blue waters and white sands of Atami, a beach 
resort celebrated for its baths and its courtesans. She is made crudely of 
clay baked to a mud-gold glaze. Half of the clay is native Japanese soil; 
the other half came in sacks from China in 1938, dug from the banks of 
the great muddy Yangtze River. If you scramble up the rock on Which the 
goddess stands and work your way around her pedestal, you find a four- 
foot clearing in the underbrush immediately behind her flowing robes. 
There, where they cannot be seen from the path below, seven slender 
boards of graying unpainted wood are stuck in the earth, each with a name 
lettered on it in black Japanese characters: Tojo Hideki, Itagaki Seishiro, 
Doihara Kenji, Hirota Koki, Kimura Heitaro, Muto Akira, Matsui Iwane. 
They are the names of the men hanged by the Allies after a two-year trial 
in 1948 as the Hitlers, Himmlers, and Goerings of Japan.

Nearby, on a terrace poised over the sparkling bay a thousand feet below, 
stands a small shrine. Its eaves are hung with ropes of colored paper— 
token presents to the spirits of the dead. On a lectern, at one end of the 
prayer rail that runs across the shrine entrance, is a guest book. Members 
of the families of each of the hanged men on the hill have signed it every 
month or two since the early 1950’s. Inside the shrine, mementos of Jap
anese war dead hang on one wall and of Chinese war dead on the opposite 
wall. Between them at the altar, on most days most of the time, kneels the 
shrine priestess chanting prayers and lamentations. As she chants she
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strikes musically on a polished stick and weeps. She says, if you speak to 
her, that it is her duty to weep and that she has been weeping since 1938.

Beside the shrine is a tea pavilion for pilgrims who need to catch their 
breath after the steep climb up the hillside. It is hung with testimonials to 
the ideal of Pan-Asianism and with posterlike paintings of Chinese and 
Japanese toiling together in harmony. Along one wall of the tea pavilion 
runs a minutely detailed panoram a of the monumental roofs" and towers 
which once adorned the skyline of the Chinese city of Nanking. It was for 
Nanking that the priestess first began to weep— Nanking which for a decade 
in the 1920’s and 1930’s was the showpiece capital of China, Nanking 
Where a brief experiment in republicanism intervened between the totali
tarian eras of old Imperial Peking and new Communist Peking. The 
priestess weeps fo r Nanking because she is engaged to do so by her 
family, the Matsuis, on whose estate the shrine stands; because the name 
of her kinsman, General Matsui Iwane, is one of those on the markers up 
on the rock behind the goddess of mercy; because it was for Nanking that 
M atsui was hanged in 1948.

In 1937 M atsui’s army, in a brilliant, brutal four-month campaign, 
smashed its way 170 miles up the Yangtze Valley' from the port of Shanghai, 
captured Nanking, and subjected it to six weeks of gruesome, graduated 
terror. Between 100,000 and 200,000 Chinese were executed. A t least
5,000 women, girls, and children were raped before they were killed. 
Everything of value in the city was pillaged and whole sections of it were 
systematically pu t to the torch. Before Warsaw, before Buchenwald, Nanking 
was the great atrocity. It convinced many Americans, for the first time, that 
the governments siding with Germany in the Anti-Comintern Pact were 
genuinely evil.

The goddess of mercy on the slope above Atami. built half of Yangtze 
and half of native clay, was already standing, in 1938, in acknowledgment 
of Japan’s national guilt for Nanking. A decade later, after many more 
atrocities and the war with the United States, the markers for the seven 
hanged men were added secretly behind the statue. The markers were put 
there not to condemn the shades of the men to eternal penitence for Nanking 
but rather to signify that Japan’s war criminals, like the Chinese murdered 
in Nanking, were considered sacrificial victims. In the eyes of m ost Jap
anese, they were not guilty in the sense charged by the international tri
bunal of jurists which had sentenced them. They were not evil conspirators 
who had forced Japan to war, not m ad individualists like Hitler and his 
cohorts, but loyal servants of the Emperor, responsible officials of the 
government, symbolic scapegoats elected from the ruling circle to satisfy 
the requirements of Western justice. As such they deserved the mercy of 
the goddess and the special prayers of all those pilgrims who felt that they 
too had participated in the nation’s crime.

Although Japanese almost unanimously condemn the sentence handed
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Rape of Nanking
;;dptvnht’the war crimes Trial in>19^8j,they;do not;therefore;mamtam 

japaii wentto.warby majority choice or even that Japanese sbldiers rapecl • 
: and killed without official, encouragement. They say only that Japan is a 

collective family society and that it is impossible for any seven men to have 
- been mainly responsible.■ They say. tha t: Japan is a hierarchic society and 

- that none of-the seven men hanged came from- the topmost layers of the
■’ afistocracy.,; They'say that EmperorjHirohito;,declared the :wair'ahd that'he

is still the master, of the Japanese nation. The priestess at Atami says that 
'her shrine is a reminder “to. the Emperor arid the great vassals of the debt 

which they owe the people and the dead.” pp- p y /  V'
.. • '“It is not only fbr the former time,” she explains, .“but for today and 

the time to come that I remain at my post in prayer.” <■<;;{

: -i';'. JAPAN AND CHINA - ' / " y A  '

•In 1937, when the crime of Nanking did not yet burden the Japanese . 
‘ conscience, Japan had been wresting territory from China for over forty 

years: the island of Taiwan and the peninsula of Korea in 1896; a .NeWr 
England-sized piece of Manchuria in A 931; the remaining Texas-sized piece 
of- Manchuria. in 1932; the .Kansas-sizedprovince ̂ ofJehol ih l9 3 3 ;a n d  

: Montana-sized Inner Mongolia in 1935. Then in the summer of 1937 Japan 
A, went on. to launch a full-scale invasion of all; that was left, of China, the 

populous heartland of soirie 500 million souls extending from thc Great 
; AVall in the north to the borders of Indochina, Siam, Burma, and India to 
, . the south. First, in July, Japanese armies captured Peking, the old imperial 
i capital in North China. Then ̂ in August,, Japanese forces began ;to fight at 

the mouth of the Yangtze River for the huge port of Shanghai Which laid 
; claim;.with New.York,Ibridon}.and Tokj'Opto being jhelargest city in the 

: world. Shanghai- was the doorway to .Central China. Once unlocked^ it
. would open an easy passage to :Nanking, thc Chinese capital,:which lay l70  

. miles inland up the Yangtze River. Ar-:ry P  A - ' { - ‘A :Trk(AyAyy- :v.X :o ;
Ostensibly the war with• China began because a Japanese private 'left his 

, '.unit-fop: a fewerninutes ; while he went into, the ' bushes to'ririnatbpWhile^he; 
:. f  was .gone :his comrades heard shooting. They - were men of the;Japanese . 

\  tegiment garrisoned by treaty in the northern Chinese city 'of 'Tientsin. They: 
were out on night maneuvers near the ancient Marco. Polo Bridge outside 

-r .Pekingd Their '.commander biaid,/,‘T heard;Chinese//CommUnisC 
. . /.and ordered a roll call. Finding that the soldier who was urinating did not 

answer the roll call, the commander advanced on the; Chinese fort at one 
end of the-Marco. Polo Bridge and demanded that it open its gates so that 

; ; t^^ ^ P anesc couId search:it for their missing comrade. When theChinese;

. . . ’A ’1' A d e c o r a t e d  with stone lions.which tiie/Venetian; traveler,'.six hundfed' and 
■ “y years .earlier, - had called .“unequaled by any other in the world.” ; .
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commander refused, ilie Japanese commander started shelling the fort. The 
absent soldier had long since rejoined his battalion, but the war had begun.

Although two million Chinese were to die in it and one million Japanese 
were to fight in it, the Japanese government insisted, throughout the eight 
yearn that it lasted! on calling the war the “China Incident.’* To this day, 
some Western historians maintain that it really was an incident, beginning 
in an accidental brush between Chinese and Japanese troops and escalating 
into a major conflict as a m atter of military honor on both sides. In reality 
Em peror Hirohito of Japan had directed his General Staff to plan the 
war in early 1935, In March of 1936, still more than a year before the 
war broke out, Hirohito reviewed the plans which had been made. They 
were so detailed that they included even a description of the provocation 
which would be staged at the M arco Polo Bridge.

In the inner circles of Japanese government, the war was a controversial 
issue from the moment it was first planned. It was opposed, in particular, 
by the Japanese Army. A majority of the officers in the General Staff 
wanted to fight Russia, not China. The most zealous of them sought to 
change Hirohito\$ views by supporting an insurrection of junior officers in 
the streets of Tokyo in February of 1936. Hirohito refused to be swayed. 
Exercising his full powers as commandcr-in-chief, national high priest, and 
divine descendant of the sun goddess, he put down the insurrection and 
dismissed from the Army the ringleaders of the Strike-North o r Fight- 
Russia faction.

Hirohito insisted on fighting China not because he bore any animosity 
toward the Chinese but because war with China had become a necessary 
part of the national program which he had inherited from his grandfather 
and great-grandfather. After Commodore Perry of the United States in 
1853 had forced Japan at gun point to open her ports to Western com
merce and settlement, Hirobito’s great-grandfather had sworn an oath with 
his great vassals. The “ redheaded barbarians*’ must be driven from Japan’s 
sacred soil and Japan must “expand overseas” in order to create a buffer 
zone which would prevent any further profanation.

By the 1920’s, Hirohito and his own great vassals had decided that the 
national program could not be fulfilled until Japan had added the East 
Indies to her empire. Except in the East Indies there was no adequate 
source of petroleum in Asia. And without petroleum for ships and air
planes, Japan could not hope to keep die “barbarians” at bay. To control 
the East Indies Japan  needed ports and staging areas along the South 
China coast.

In the early 1930’s Chiang Kai-shek, the ruler of China and a former 
protegd of Japan, ceased to co-operate with Hirohito. Like the Japanese 
Army, he insisted that the first enemy of Asian traditionalists was Russia 
and communism. I t  followed as the night the day that the necessary staging 
areas and dock facilities in southern China must be taken by force. At first

Vengeance of War
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Hirohito and his intimates thought to bring Chiang Kai-shek to reason by 
only threatening war. But in December of 1936, on a visit to a town in 
western China, Chiang Kai-shek was kidnapped by a group of his own 
soldiers. As a condition for his release, Chiang agreed to stand up to 
Japan and grant the Japanese no more concessions.

When the urinating soldier disappeared and Japan began pouring troops 
into North China, Chiang held to the political pledge he had made to his 
kidnappers and refused Hirohito’s offered terms of peace. When Japan ex
tended the fighting from the Peking area in North China to Shanghai in 
Central China. Chiang committed his best divisions to an all-out defense of 
Shanghai. At that point Hirohito and his advisors decided to make China 
get rid of Chiang Kai-shek and accept a more accommodating leader. The 
capture of Nanking was planned in the innermost recesses of the Imperial 
Palace in Tokyo to bring about Chiang’s ouster.

MATSUI’S COMMAND

The eerie arrangements for the rape of Nanking began to be made on 
August 15, 1937. On that day General Matsui Iwane, the kinsman of the 
weeping priestess at the shrine for war criminals in Atami, the man who 
would go down in history as “the butcher of Nanking,” was summoned by 
Emperor Hirohito to the Imperial Palace in Tokyo. Matsui’s official car 
approached the great moat from the southwest. Beyond it rose a massive, 
mortarless, fifty-foot wall of gray granite erected in the sixteenth century. 
Atop the battlements grew pine trees. The corners of the tile-and-copper 
roofs on the white watchtowers curved up at their tips like wings about to 
fly. Beyond could be seen the crowns of giant hardwoods in the Emperor’s 
private park, the Fukiage Gardens. There in a landscape of trees and rocks 
and ponds—perhaps the most carefully tended garden in the world-—ram
bled the one-story buildings of unpainted weathered wood in which Em
peror Hirohito lived. General Matsui had never seen them at close quarters. 
He had been no farther into the Inner Palace than the courtyard of white 
pebbles and the ghostly white wood Shrine of the Sacred Mirror where 
Hirohito worshipped his ancestors. Few but servants and members of the 
imperial family went farther.

Matsui’s car threaded its way between the office buildings of government 
ministries on his right and the southwest wall of the palace on his left. 
Rounding the southernmost corner of the wall he crossed through Cherry 
Field Gate into the imperial public gardens. Thence across the moat, 
t rough Foot-of-the-Slope Gate, he arrived at the cluster of office buildings 
w ere clerks of the Imperial Household Ministry toiled over investment of 
the Emperor’s hundred-million-dollar private fortune. Outside the office of 
the imperial aides-de-camp, Matsui alighted and saluted a fellow officer, an 

• aide> who would Rad him into the Imperial Presence. 'His samurai sword

Rape of Nanking
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knocking against his ankle, M atsui 'followed the aide through a checker
board of raked pebble courtyards, miniature gardens of dwarfed trees, and 
sundry outbuildings. Some of these unpretentious palace shacks were only 
kitchens; others were tiny research centers and libraries, the repositories of 
imperial fam ily codes, genealogies, and contracts.

Emerging once more into open park, M atsui and the Em peror’s aide 
passed the sprawling banquet hall and Privy Council chamber and came to 
the east entrance of the O uter Palace reserved for ceremonial functions. 
Here, a quarter of a mile from Hirohito’s residence and from the Western- 
style study where he did most of his paper work, were the official audience 
chambers and anterooms in which Japanese history was, if not made, at 
least formalized.

General M atsui mounted a flight of stone steps, passed through a quiet 
reception area of m uted gold screens and coffered ceilings, marched down a 
plain straight corridor, and stiffly saluted the Em peror’s chief aide-de-camp 
who stood at the door of the Em peror’s audience chamber. In  accordance 
with ancient custom, Matsui untied his ancestral samurai sword and 
handed it to his guide, the junior aide, to keep for him while he was in 
the Em peror’s presence. Then, he strode forward into the magnificent 
audience chamber, the Phoenix Hall. I t  was so named for the motif of 
fiery mythological birds which could be picked out everywhere in the par
quet, brocade, lacquer, chased silver, and carved wood of its floors, walls, 
and ceilings.

The Phoenix Hall was empty. Matsui bowed double and remained bow
ing while he waited for Em peror Hirohito to show himself. In  this room 
Hirohito was a god-king who could m ake no mistakes. In  this room Hiro
hito never exercised the absolute power he was acknowledged to possess. 
In  this room Hirohito acted only on the advice of his advisors. Beside 
M atsui bowed the chief aide-de-camp, waiting to  advise.

M atsui had been sounded out by the chief aide-de-camp the previous day 
and knew th a t Hirohito was about to offer him a command in China. It 
was a  great honor for him to be reactivated from the reserve for such an 
appointment. I t  was especially gratifying to him because he was a pro
ponent of friendship with China. Only two months ago he had been 
hatching subversive plots to prevent an all-out war with China. H e did not 
know it, but a secret-police report to that effect had recently crossed the 
Em peror’s deskATwo years ago, in August of 1933, when Matsui had first 
heard about the proposed conquest of China, he had asked to  be retired 
from active Army command and had gone on a tour of Asiatic capitals 
seeking leaders who would support his personal dream of a united Asia. 2

2 His fellow conspirator, according to the secret-police report, was General Honjo 
Shigeru who -will be met with in the pages that follow as the conqueror of Manchuria, 
then as the Emperor’s chief aide-de-camp, then as a sympathizer with the Army rebels 
who tried unsuccessfully in 1936 to change the Emperor’s mind.
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In Peking, he had tried vainly to establish a local branch of the Too 
Renmei or East Asia League, a society which he had helped to found in 
Japan two years earlier.

Now that war between China and Japan was a reality, Matsui felt com
pelled, out of patriotism, to change his line somewhat. For the past month, 
in his public speeches for the East Asia League, he had been advocating a 
bold drive up the Yangtze River on Nanking, the Chinese capital. Swift 
capture of Nanking, he said, followed by humane occupation policies and 

~an honest municipal administration, would persuade the Chinese masses to 
forsake Chiang Kai-shek and throw in their lot with the leaders of Japan.

That Hirohito, knowing Matsui’s convictions, should be giving him a 
command in China was a good sign—a sign, perhaps, that Hirohito was 
beginning to understand the advantages of a negotiated settlement with 
China. Matsui would have felt happier, however, if his impending audience 
with the Emperor had been called in the concrete Imperial Library on the 
fringe of the Inner Palace. There in his workroom Hirohito was acknowl
edged to be a man and fallible. There he talked to other men. There he 
expressed opinions and invited discussion. Here in the magnificent Phoenix 
Hall he usually uttered only predictable formulas in the high-pitched official 
voice belonging to his position as national Shinto high priest.

As a devout Buddhist, the sixth son of a wealthy scholar of Chinese 
classics, Matsui paid only lip service to the state religion of Shinto ancestor 
worship. This bowing and waiting in the August heat made him feel older 
than his sixty years. After all, he was not a well man. His weight was 
down to one hundred pounds and that was too little even for his slight, 
five-foot frame. His medal-encrusted full-dress uniform stilled him. The 
humiliating tics in his right face and arm began to work uncontrollably. 
He felt as if one of his fevers might be coming on. His mind drifted. He 
entertained a brief vision of East Asia awakening under benevolent Japa
nese leadership—and felt somewhat better.

Suddenly the Emperor was present. With words of extraordinary solici
tude he begged Matsui to stand at ease and come forward. He regretted that 
he had kept the general waiting and asked him how he was recuperating 
from his (tuberculosis. Matsui straightened and marched unsteadily ahead. 
He saw his thirty-seven-year-old monarch standing before him in a plain 
unadorned khaki uniform, rumpled and slightly sweat-stained but buttoned 
to the neck. Hirohito had not been seen out of military uniform, now, lor 
a year and a half.

Before Matsui had begun to answer the-Emperor’s question about his 
health, the chief aide-de-camp interrupted to remind Hirohito of his next 
appointment. Hirohito nodded and told Matsui that the latest flare-up of 
fighting in the port city of Shanghai, the gateway to Nanking, had reached 
a critical juncture. Hirohito had decided to dispatch a relief force of two 
divisions to assist the Marine garrison which was endeavoring to protect

Rape of Nanking



Japanese property in the port. H e understood, he said, that General Matsui 
would be willing to lead such an expedition.

M atsui bowed low and, still feeling faint, began to explain the honor that 
he felt and also the convictions that he held as to the enlightened methods 
which m ust be Used in bringing the Chinese over to the Japanese cause. 
H irohito nodded approvingly and unrolled an official scroll of rice-paper 
parchment. A t M atsui’s first pause, the Em peror began to read in his high- 
pitched official voice. A t a nudge from the chief aide-de-camp Matsui knelt. 
Hirohito proclaimed him commander-in-chief of Japanese forces in Central 
China and bestowed upon  him a baton symbolic of his new command.

M atsui might have reflected that a retired general in his state of health, 
with his nervous frailties and somewhat mystic convictions, was an extraor
dinary choice for the duty which Hirohito had conferred upon him. Matsui, 
however, was in a daze. A few moments later he found himself riding out 
of the palace grounds sharing a car with the highest ranking of Hirohito’s 
hereditary counselors, the lanky, cynical, effete Prince Konoye. At forty- 
six, after seventeen years as Hirohito’s chief back-room crony, Prince 
Konoye had finally been appointed by Hirohito, just two months previously, 
as the nation’s constitutional figurehead, the prime minister.

“There is no solution,” said little General Matsui to Konoye in the car, 
“except to break the power of Chiang Kai-shek by capturing Nanking. That 
is what J must do.”

A t a farewell dinner given by his fellow directors of the East Asia League 
on the eve of his departure for China two days later, General Matsui 
explained, “I  am going to the front not to fight an enemy but in the state 
of mind of one who sets out to pacify his brother.”

M IRED 'IN  SHANGHAI

As Japanese Intelligence well knew, Matsui would have a hard time of 
it. Chiang Kai-shek had saved his best troops from commitment in the war 
in North China and was pouring them into the action in Central China at 
Shanghai. Ordinary tactical considerations were complicated by the fact that 
Shanghai was the world’s most cosmopolitan city. The United States, Great 
Britain, and France all maintained military garrisons there in addition to the 
Japanese and Chinese. English clubs, American hotels, French cafes, Rus
sian bakeries, German rathskellers, and Japanese geisha houses, together 
with branch offices of all the largest commercial concerns on earth, rubbed 
walls with opium dens and brothels— the unparalleled poverty of China’s 
worst slums.

When M atsui received his orders from Em peror Hirohito, the Japanese 
Marines stationed in Shanghai were fighting for their lives. Chiang Kai- 
shek’s troops outnumbered the Marines ten to one and had collectively 
about half the fire powei of the Marines. A Japanese fleet of destroyers,

10 Vengeance of War
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cruisers, and battleships lay out in the mouth of the Yangtze River pouring 
shells into the Chinese rear, A tiny Chinese air force, commanded by 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, was doing its best to sink the Japanese fleet with 
ten- and twenty-pound bombs. A minority of the Chinese pilots had been 
trained in America and were harassing the Japanese fleet effectively. A 
majority of the Chinese pilots had been trained by an Italian mission sent 
to Chiang Kai-shek by Mussolini. They were greatly confusing issues by 
dropping bombs near Western ships in the harbor and even on the crowded 
streets of the International Settlement. The pursuit planes of the Japanese 
Naval Air Force were fighting back effectively and gradually knocking the 
Chinese pilots out of the sky. The bombers of tire Japanese Army Air Force 
were raining down explosives on the Chinese slums with a carnage that was 
appalling.

By international agreement Japan was pledged, in waging war, to avoid 
all deliberate killing of civilian noncombatants. Quaint as it may seem 
today, the bombing of civilians was a novelty, little practiced before except 
in Spain’s civil war and in Mussolini’s aggression in Ethiopia. Japan’s viola
tion of the convention had begun on August 14, 1937. On August 13 
Emperor Hirohito’s uncle, Prince Higashikuni, had been appointed chief of 
the Japanese Army Air Force. In aristocratic Japanese circles, Prince Higa
shikuni was known as one of the boldest and most unscrupulous of Hiro
hito’s retinue—a man with a long, unsavory record of Army Intelligence 
work, blackmail, and religious fraud.

Into this complicated military', political, and diplomatic situation, little 
General Matsui brought some 35,000 fresh troops on August 23, eight days 
after his audience with Hirohito. As he was landing his men, a hidden 
Chinese artillery emplacement opened fire on the Japanese docks and killed 
several hundred Japanese before it was silenced. One of those who fell was 
a cousin of Hirohito’s wife, Empress Nagako.3 It was little General Matsui’s 
first setback and a foretaste of things to come. Chiang Kai-shek’s troops 
fought with a reckless courage that was unexpected. Against their human- 
sea tactics every step of advance was taken over a hill of corpses. After five 
days of action General Matsui had to be reinforced by another regular 
division and two reservist divisions which had been forehandedly reac
tivated months earlier.

Even with five divisions at his disposal, Matsui could not break out of the 
street fighting in Shanghai to drive upriver on Nanking. His progress was 
made doubly cautious by the presence of the English, American, and 
French forces nearby who were entrusted with protection of their own 
nationals in Shanghai’s International Settlement and French Concession.

3 Prince Fushimi Hiroyoshi. He recovered from his wounds but died of complica- 
Jjons a year later. The Chinese exulted, for his father, a cousin once removed of 

mpress Nagako, was the chief of the Japanese Navy General Staff.

Rape of Nanking
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Japanese intellectuals in Army uniform who hoped to incite Western inter
vention caused almost daily incidents with Western Marines and policemen 
along the borders of the various zones of foreign settlement. The Chinese 
A ir Force, in the same spirit, had already bombed two of die largest West
ern hotels and, with remarkable accuracy, had killed some forty-odd foreign 
nationals.

General M atsui took extreme pains to keep his men from lobbing shells 
over the foreign settlements or from taking tactical advantage of foreign 
leasehold soil. Although he spoke pigeon English haltingly and pronounced 
French unintelligibly, he became a favorite source of Western newsmen and 
was invited to  dinner at some oFthe best homes in the foreign community. 
Little by little his live divisions advanced out of the Japanese sector and 
moved on, street by street and barricade by barricade, into the native slums 
to the west. But it took time, and when two months had passed, Matsui was 
still battling his way out through the suburbs.

From  the beginning M atsui’s sluggish pace disappointed Hirohito and he 
began to feel that he must take more personal charge of the war. Up to that 
time he had supervised operations through two channels: over-all strategy 
through his wife’s great-uncle Prince Kanin, chief of the Army General 
Staff; and detailed tactics through his cadre of aides-de-camp who shuttled 
back and forth between the palace and the General Staff Operations office 
three hundred yards from the palace wall. All divisional movement orders 
had to be signed by him ultimately, and he liked to be in on tactical deliber
ations before they arrived on his desk as fully developed plans. He had 
found in the past that unless he expressed his wishes early in every process 
of policy formulation he could not object to a detail later without making 
some underling lose face and tender his resignation.

In early September, Hirohito requested the creation of a Grand Imperial 
Headquarters inside the palace a t  which he could supervise staff planning 
personally. The membership and protocol of the headquarters, doing busi
ness as it would in the Imperial Presence— the presence of a god— naturally 
took some working out, and the Imperial H.Q. did not become a reality 
until mid-November. Hirohito insisted on it partly because of the'stalemate 
in Shanghai and partly because he had learned in early September that 
some of his instructions to the General Staff were being filed and forgotten 
in the in-basket of the chief of the Operations Department, M ajor General 
Ishiwara Kanji. <.

Ishiwara was a brilliant strategist and had drawn up tire plans for the 
conquest of M anchuria six years earlier, but he was also an idealist. With 
M atsui’ the little tubercular, general in Shanghai, he was co-founder of the 
East Asia League, the Toa Renmei. The League espoused w ar in  order to 
create a united Asia in which Japanese would be equal partners with other 
Asian nationals. I t  stood in  contrast to  the Asia Development Union, the

Vengeance of War
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Koa Domei, which espoused absolute Japanese mastery and exploitation of 
Asia for “war eternal” with the other races. The founder of the Asia Devel
opment Union was Tojo, chief of staff of Japanese forces in Manchuria 
and later notorious as Japan’s prime minister in World War II. Tojo was 
Ishiwara’s most bitter enemy. Five days after Hirohito discovered that 
Ishiwara was not transmitting all his imperial instructions, Ishiwara was 
posted to Manchuria to become Tojo’s assistant.

In the weeks that followed, a new chief of operations— appropriately 
named Shimomura Sadamu, or Shimomura the “Peace-Fixer”— drew up 
plans for a second expeditionary force to Central China which would out
flank the stubborn Chinese defense of Shanghai and push on to Nanking. 
The development and realization of these plans were entrusted to members 
of the Emperor’s own cabal of officers. These were colonels and generals in 
their forties who had become liegemen of one or another of the Emperor’s 
uncles at the Military Academy and Staff College between 1905 and 1915.4 
Most of them had pledged themselves to Hirohito personally in 1921 in 
Europe when they were embassy Intelligence officers and he was a crown 
prince on a grand tour. Most of them had attended political indoctrination 
classes at a school in the palace in 1922-1924 and had become converts 
there to the idea that Japan’s destiny lay to the south in the Indies.

As soon as plans for the Nanking operation were completed in October, 
the two young officers on the cabal who had been responsible for drafting 
the plans were assigned as assistants to General Matsui’s staff in Shanghai 
to see that the plans were well understood and executed. At the same time 
one of the Emperor’s kinsmen, his favorite aide-de-camp,5 left Hirohito’s 
side to take charge of the all-powerful Military Affairs Bureau which ran 
the War Ministry. Also at the same time, the most talented of the Em
peror’s cabal, Major General Suzuki Tei-ichi, was attached to the command 
of the 16th Division which would actually conduct the great rape.

Suzuki was one of the two or three young Army men whom Hirohito 
knew best and relied on most. His name will crop up so often in these pages 
that, to distinguish him from other Suzukis (other Smiths), he will be called 
the “ubiquitous” Suzuki. He had the keen, lean, professorial air of many 
successful stockbrokers: long face, high forehead, close-cropped hair, spec
tacles, and thoughtful creases around the jaw. As chief of the Cabinet 
Planning Board, he would become the czar of Japan’s legislation and eco
nomic mobilization during World War II. After ten years in Allied prison,

Rape of Nanking

4 Emperor Hirohito had no true blood uncles, but Empress Nagako, his wife and 
tstant cousin, had six uncles and nine avuncular first cousins. Two of her uncles 

an two of her uncle-cousins married Hirohito’s blood aunts. The term “Hirohito’s 
unc e as used in these pages refers regularly to one or the other of his two double- 
nncles-in-law.
. hfachijiri Kazumoto. He and the Emperor’s uncle, Prince Higashikuni, on a trip 
0 ans in 1920, had been the two original founders of the cabal.



he remains at eighty-one, in 1970, one of Japan’s best dressed, best spoken, 
best informed citizens.

The ubiquitous Suzuki supervised the rape of Nanking largely by radio 
from a desk at the hom e headquarters of the 16th Division in the old 
Japanese capital city of Kyoto. He probably supplemented his desk work by 
lightning plane trips to and from the front lines, but testimony as to the 
times and frequency of his inspections is confused and contradictory. He 
had known Chiang Kai-shek at Military Academy in Tokyo thirty years 
ago, and he had been used as H irohito’s personal emissary to Chiang on 
several past occasions. Jn addition he was the Army’s leading economic 
expert. Thus he was equipped to fulfill a double function. On the one hand 
he would play the intermediary in secret radio negotiations between Chiang 
Kai-shek and Prime M inister Prince Konoye while the rape of Nanking was 
in progress. On the other hand, to defray invasion costs, he would direct 
his 16th Division in a  systematic looting of Nanking.

When his most trusted minions in the Army had taken their ominous 
places, Hirohito issued an imperial rescript in October explaining that Japan 
was unleashing her military might “to urge grave self-reflection upon China 
and to establish peace in the East without delay.” Prince Konoye and little 
General Matsui, the commander in Shanghai, both expanded on this thesis 
to itemize the political objectives of a drive on Nanking. They made two 
principal points: the Chinese must appreciate “the price they will have to 
pay” for “continued nationalism” and “anti-Japanese sentiments” ; they 
must forsake tile cause of Chiang Kai-shek and of his party, the Kuomin- 
tang o r KMT.
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RED TENTS

When the fourteenth-century Mongol conqueror Tamerlane invested a 
city, he is supposed to have camped before it in a white tent on the first day 
of the siege as a sign of mercy, in a red tent on the second day as a sign 
of mercy to women and children, in a  black tent on the third day as a sign 
of mercy to no one. M atsui’s expeditionary force to Shanghai had been 
Japan’s white tent. Now in late October, when Chiang Kai-shek did not 
respond to Hirohito’s edict, a second flotilla gathered in North Chinese and 
Japanese ports. I t carried four and a half fresh divisions, some 80,000 men. 
I t  sailed in two shifts, a “red” and a “black.” It struck at two ill-protected 
shorelines, the first well south and the last well north of the fighting in 
Shanghai. Logistically both landings were triumphs of amphibious tech
nique on hostile beaches and deserve place in military annals beside the 
exploits of Napoleon in Egypt or of Caesar in Britain. They foreshadowed 
the landings of the later war in the Pacific.

The experts who presided over the amphibious technicalities had been 
working in Taiwan for three years, assigned to study the problems as
sociated with the possibility of a Japanese attack on offshore islands like



Java o r Euzoh: Half: the men in the two armadas had been purged from the 
Army by Hirohito’s order in-the ideological struggles of the previous twelve 
.ycaj-s/.jlie/ovef-all comrnander, who personally led the major southern 
prong of the ta s k  force, was himself a reactivated general, a small, bald,
’sthdious-loolcirig-strategist named Yanagawa Heisuke. He had been cast 
into tlie reserve, as oneof the three Army figureheads of the unsuccessful 
rfebelli6n against Hirohito in 1936. General Yanagawa had been in Paris to 
grdet liirohito in' l 921 when the then crown prince had made his first and 
'oiily;tnp beyond thuborders of his homeland. Yanagawa had been in and 
'out of tlie palace at all hours as the vice minister of war between 1932 and 
1934: In late 1935 he had-taken charge of the Japanese army stationed in 
Taiwan and had superintended the development of many of the amphibious 
■ techniguesHvhich were to be tried out this day. Like most of his men he was 
hungry to re-establish himself in imperial favor. When recalled to command 
in September, hc had written to his wife: “It is as if I were recrossing the 
Styx out of Hades;.I can see light ahead.”

;Early oh;the morning\of’ November 5, 1937, Yanagawa’s task force 
steamed.under radio silence into Hangchow Bay, a finger of the China Sea 

i somejio miles south of Shanghai-which reached into the China coastline 
along the underbelly of Chiang Kai-shek’s southern flank. The transports, 
with over 60,000 men aboard, hove to and waited for dawn off the water
front of the little walled town of Chin-shan-wci, Bastion of the Golden 

^Mountain; On the muted ships/, over the grumble of taut anchor chains and 
,/Vit squeak , oiTne' winches which were lowering assault boats, could be 
; heard the:\vork; chants of the awakening town, tire “heya-hoa” of coolies 
shouldering produce and refuse to and from the central market place.

- /T:"First1igHt-, tevcnlcda. ’cinwn fog clinging to the yellow waters of the bay. 
General Yanagawa decided to wait for it to lift. This low-lying green shore 
^yond die fog was tlic southern edge of the swarming, industrious bayou 
land of the Yangtze River delta; it was laced with sampan canals which 

..would cause confusion and casualties unless his men could see the whole 
lay.of the terrain. To the rhythmic knocking of the assault boats against the 

v metal hull of the ship, Yahagawa wrote two bleak tanka (thirty-one-syllable 
poems): : '

The. mist of morning 
has still not dissipated.

, Enveloped by it,
:; * I wait out ninety minutes 

’that .seem interminable. ,,

. By the Emperor’s . , .
r inex’orable mandate,.

the road that I take ; .
-v , v Is like today’s scenery 

washed entirely; in tears.
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W hen the effluvia of the bay began to melt under the rising sun, Yanagawa 
donned a white surgical mask, such as Japanese regularly wore in those 
days to prevent the catching or spreading of colds. His common soldiers, 
hastily mustered under his command, did n o t yet know that he was the 
former vice minister of war, and he thought it best that they should not 
recognize him now. Yanagawa stepped onto the nets above the waiting 
assault boats and ordered the first wave to  cast off and make for the 
beaches.

The Chinese soldiers in the area were taken completely unawares. By 
noon m ost of Yanagawa’s three and a half divisions were ashore and had 
invested the Bastion o f the Golden M ountain, The nex t morning Yanagawa 
had clouds of advertising balloons wafted aloft on an onshore breeze. They 
dangled scrolls of false intelligence: “A  million Japanese soldiers have 
landed at Hangchow Bay.” Provincial Chinese levies melted away before 
the news. Those that stayed at their posts were quickly overrun by the 
Japanese 6th Division which spearheaded the thrust north from the beach
heads. Its commander, Lieutenant General Tani Hisao, later executed as a 
war criminal, is described by a contemporary Army commentator as begin
ning tire advance by "galloping off in eight directions in the fog With the 
fury of the demon Ashura,”

Three days after the landing, the 6th Division had burned and blasted its 
way twenty-five of the forty miles to the outskirts of Shanghai. On the third 
day it occupied the suburban city of Pine Bay or Sungchiang. Nine weeks 
later a British correspondent managed to see what was left of Pine Bay. 
"There is hardly a building standing,” he wrote, "which has not been gutted 
by fire. Smouldering ruins and deserted streets present an eerie spectacle, 
the only living creatures being dogs unnaturally fattened by feasting on 
corpses. In the whole of Sungchiang, which should contain a densely packed 
population of approximately 100,000, I saw only five Chinese, who were 
old men, hiding in a French mission compound in tears.”

BLACIC TENTS

With their southern flank turned, the Chinese outside of Shanghai began 
to  pull back to a line of pillboxes across the  Yangtze delta which had been 
planned by Chiang Kai-shek’s German military aides for this very eventual
ity. Then the Japanese 16th Division, the "black” fleet from North,China, 
steamed up the Yangtze estuary under cover of darkness and landed at a 
place called Paimou Inlet on the Chinese northern flank just behind the line 
of pillboxes. The second "black” half of Japan’s seaborne pincer had closed. 
The executioners of Nanking had arrived. The new division was com
manded from Kyoto by the ubiquitous Suzuki and in the field by Lieutenant 
General Nakajima Kesago, fifty-five, a small Himmler of a man, a specialist * 
in thought control, intimidation, and torture. I t  was Nakajim a who would
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superintend in detail over the Nanking atrocities. Like most of the other 
officers recently reposted to take charge of the Nanking operation, Naka- 
jima had been in France as a member of Army Intelligence in 1921 and 
had then had die honor of being presented to Crown Prince Hirohito. Since 
the Army mutiny in Tokyo in 1936, Hirohito had employed Nakajima to 
keep peace in the capital as chief of the secret police or kempei.

Although Japanese officers rarely criticize one another in front of foreign
ers, they make an exception in Nakajima’s case. In their words, Nakajima 
was a “hard man of sadistic personality.”

“He is such an expert marksman,” wrote one, “that he finds duckhunting 
‘ridiculous’ and prefers to stand by a waterfall shooting robins as they come 
over in the downdraft. Now [in 1939] in North Manchuria, where he has 
been sent to preserve peace after the sacred war with China, there are no 
more ‘bandits’ to suppress and . . - he is no doubt morose. It must be a 
catastrophe for the robins of Manchuria.”

“Nakajima drank too much French civilization,” said another. “He fan
cied himself a Robespierre or Danton. He came to Nanking bringing special 
Peking oil for burning bodies.”

“After we broke out of Shanghai,” recalled a third, “my 11th Division 
advanced on a parallel course with Nakajima’s 16th which had just landed. 
Every night from my sleeping floor I could see the glare of the villages they 
were firing. . . . Burned houses make bad billets. Only cowards are 
involved in such incidents.”

After the war, Chiang Kai-shek’s government charged that Nakajima’s 
16th Division, together with the 6th under “demon Ashura” Tani, took
390,000 lives in their advance on Nanking.

Rape of Nanking

STOP LINE FARCE

In the trident of Nakajima hooking down from the north, Yanagawa 
stabbing up from the south, and Matsui thrusting out towards Nanking from 
Shanghai to the east, the retreat of Chiang Kai-shek’s troops turned into a 
rout. The necklace of pillboxes scientifically strung across the Yangtze delta 
by German military engineers was abandoned with hardly a fight. Dark 
rumors circulated in China that it had been bought out with Japanese gold, 
and so in part it may have been, but in an over-all sense it fell to Japanese 
technique and daring.

After the Chinese retreat began, the Japanese divisions in the field did not 
pause in their pursuit. The General Staff in Tokyo made a great show for 
the Western press of drawing lines on the map and announcing that here 
the advance was to stop. At each line the men regrouped and then moved 
on as soon as they received secret orders from the Emperor to do so. The 
existence of such orders was not revealed until their publication by a group 
of retired generals in 1964.
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At the time an impression was carefully created for foreign observers that 

the men at the front were out of hand and could not be controlled. The 
truth "was that they had never been more scrupulously obedient, for they 
knew that a Grand Imperial Headquarters was being established in the 
palace and that their deeds would be watched by the sacred Emperor in 
person. The first stop line was drawn across the Yangtze delta on Novem
ber 7. When all divisions had arrived at it on November 24, it was dissolved 
by the Emperor’s order. The General Staff drew a second stop line that 
same day fifty miles farther west. Hirohito dissolved it unofficially three 
days later and officially seven days later.

By that four-day interval between unofficial and official orders hangs a 
typical palace tale. The vice chief of the General Staff in Tokyo, Lieuten
ant General Tada Hayao, disapproved of the attack on Nanking because he 
knew of the campaign of terror that was planned for the Chinese capital 
and felt that it would undermine Army morale. He steadfastly refused to 
advise Hirohito to give it imperial sanction. Just as steadfastly Hirohito 
insisted that Tada must so advise— and must countersign the necessary 
orders—because he was the vice chief of the General Staff. The task of per
suading Lieutenant General Tada fell to the new, biddable chief of the 
General Staffs Operations Department, Major General Peace-Fixer Shimo- 
mura. He coaxed and threatened all week long from Monday, November 
22, to Saturday, November 27. At midweek, on Wednesday, November 24, 
Peace-Fixer Shimomura met privately with Emperor Hirohito after a 
session of the Grand Imperial Headquarters staff and arranged with him 
to have all formalities and seals and counterseals ready so that the orders 
could be put through the Court machinery instantaneously when Tada once 
capitulated. On Saturday, nearing despair, Shimomura sent out a most 
irregular pair of cables, one official to General Matsui in Shanghai, the 
other unofficial to the staff officers from Hirohito’s cabal who had been 
injected into Matsui’s command the month before. The first cable to Matsui 
said:

KEEPING A FIRM DETERMINATION TO ATTACK NANKING W E ARE ENGAGED 
- " 1N ™ S  DEPARTMENT IN STEADY DISCUSSION. HOWEVER, W E HAVE NOT YET 

OBTAINED A FINAL DECISION. ONLY REST ASSURED, PLEASE, THAT NO MATTER 
WHAT, \VE ARE COMING AROUND.

The second cable— to the staff officers under Matsui—was marked con
fidential and sent special priority. It said:

ALTHOUGH I HAVE NOT YET OBTAINED A DECISION FROM OUR SUPERIOR OFFI
CER, TH E,CENTER OF THIS DEPARTMENT IS ENTHUSIASTIC FOR THE ATTACK 
ON NANKING. WITH THIS UNDERSTANDING, THEREFORE, PLEASE ABANDON 
YOUR PREVIOUS OCCUPATIONS AND GO AHEAD WITH IT.

Rape of Nanking
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The only “center of this departm ent,” aside from M ajor General 
'5himpmura;-.who-'signed the; cables, was E m peror Hirohito. T h e  “superior 
officer” was, of course, the embattled Lieutenant General Tada. .: :!;

A s soon as staff officers at the front received the second cable, they had 
their troops bugled out of bistros and brothels in the two principal cities on 
the second stop line and made ready to plunge onward. The stubborn Tada 
in .Tokyo was threatened with the possibility that the troops would move 
without orders— a.stain, on Army honor for which he, as vice chief of staff, 
would be m ade to take the responsibility. Faced with retirement and dis
grace on tlie one hand and on the other promises of a prosperous future, 
Tada gave in on the evening of the day the cables were sent. He stipulated 
that the orders be dated December 1, four days hence— a peculiarly Japa
nese way of putting on record the fact that he was acting under duress. He 
also asked that Em peror H irohito acknowledge his responsibility for the 
orders by promulgating them in the form of an imperial edict to the whole 
people of Japan,

.Tada conceded that he would carry the orders to the front himself and 
that they need not mention the second stop line but should merely say, 
“Take Nanking.” An imperial edict required imprimatur by the Great Seal 
of State and by. the counterseals of chamberlains who were ordinarily scat
tered , about in villas and spas all over Japan. Usually the formalities took 
a week or more. Now, to Tada’s astonishment, all arrangements had been 
m ade in  advance; Em peror Hirohito, in perfect propriety, was able to affix 
the G reat Seal to them the next morning, Sunday, November 28. Tada then 
completed his demonstration of dissent by taking three days to deliver the 
written orders to Shanghai, a one-day flight away. However, the orders 
were radioed to the front immediately, and the troops poured over the 
second stop line minutes after receiving them. Some of the men were under 
the impression that they were ordered to “ take Nanking, effective December 

, 1,” which meant that they had more than 100 miles to go in three days.
■ The “white” divisions of M atsui and the “red” divisions of Yanagawa 

now began a race to see which could reach Nanking first. Matsui’s men 
m ade a brilliant start by an amphibious flanking thrust across the Tai-Hu or 
Big Lake which lies just west of the Yangtze delta, about halfway between 
Shanghai and Nanking. Yanagawa’s men, skirting the same lake on .the 
south, more than kept pace. On the northernm ost front, the “black” 1.6th 

. Division : of the sadistic Nakajima, who was to conduct the Rape, loafed 
along in the rear. On Decem ber 1, when the Em peror’s orders to take 
Nanking arrived officially, all forces were running well but all had over fifty 
miles to go: before they could comply.

The campaign had cost the Japanese .70,000 casualties already and would 
cost them another 40,000 before Nanking was taken. In  the decimated 
forward regiments battle fever propelled,the men on nerves alone. Inter-unit 
rivalries had always run fierce in the Japanese Army, making mortal com-
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ijatfout of the traditional barroom brawl. But now, according to surviving 
Veterans, the chase up: the Yangtze delta had brought the men to such a 
competitive, pitch that they, were burning village.*, slaughtering cattle; and 
carrying off girls solely to deprive men from other units of billets, food, and 
entertainment/Their ,mood may> be gauged froth an item passed by the 
censor.and printed on December 7 bythe Japan Advertiser.

.. : ' SUB-LIEUTENANTS IN RACE
" . . . . .  . TO FELL 100 CHINESE

RUNNING CLOSE CONTEST

, SUb-Lieutenant Toshiaki Mukai and Sub-Lieutenant Takeshi Noda, both of 
; the.Katagiri unit at Kuyung, in a friendly contest to see which of them will 
- first fellT 00 Chinese in individual sword combat before the Japanese forces 
. compteieVy occupy Yanking, arc wett in Ync fmai sJi ibais n o t ,  tot,vAv.g 
: . almost nCck to neck. On Sunday [December 5th] • • • the “score,” according 

to the/4sa/»V was: Sub-Lieutenant Mukai, 89, and Sub-Lieutenant Noda, 78.

A week later, the day after Nanking had already fallen, the Advertiser 
went ori to tell that the goal had been extended to 150 because referees had 
not been able to determine which contestant had reached 100 first. “Mu- 
kai’s blade,” it reported, “was slightly damaged in the competition. He 
explained that this was the result of cutting a Chinese in half, helmet and 
all.' The contest was ‘fun’ he declared.”

After moving 120 miles in a week, against the grain of the few motor 
roads in the region, the “red” men of the eager, disgraced Yanagawa oc
cupied Lishiu,'or Water-Chestnut Pond, on Saturday, December 4. From 
there Itwas^ohly thirty, miles north along a good highway to the Nanking 
$t^W j^.-;ihere, -however, .a -last-ditch line of resistance had been impro
vised • by "fresh provincial Chinese levies who were defending their own 
homes .and "paddies.- Yanagawa’s weary soldiers could not make a break
through‘and were "held up for almost three. dayS- Farther north, Matsui’s 
“white” troops reached the same stubborn line two days later and proceeded 
to blast through the Chinese entrenchments with a salvo of all-out infantry 
charges; Still farther north, the sadistic Nakajima and his “black” forces 
cut ;Oiit-cross-country. after a ride along the Shanghai-Nanking railway 
hacks and, meeting little resistance, began to catch up with their fellow 
runners. 1 ■ / w :- : ■. ‘V

ĉornered: v; ;̂ / ■-
Within the walls of Nanking, Ghiang Kai-shek.had lived through a month 

of bitter disillusionment; At his request, on September 12, the League of 
Nations had called a conference of law-professing nations which had met 
from Noyember 4 to November 24 in Brussels. The conference had closed
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without taking action except to censure Japan mildly. Chiang Kai-shek’s 
German advisors had asked for more support from Berlin and had learned 
that the faction of Foreign M inister R ibbentrop, favoring Japan, had 
won H itler’s ear. Russia, caught in the toils of Stalin’s latest purge, could 
send only a few more planes and pilots to Chiang. The United States sent 
retired A ir Force General Claire Chennault and a score of flying adventurers, 
but American planes, already bought and shipped, were being off-loaded 
and held in Californian ports. On December 2 Chiang Kai-shek met with 
his generals and agreed to accede to Japanese terms. From  a Japanese 
point of view, they were moderate, amounting to no more than official 
Chinese recognition of de facto realities: an autonomous Inner Mongolia; 
an enlargement of the international demilitarized zone around Shanghai; an 
alliance with Japan  against Russia; demilitarization of a two-hundred-mile- 
wide strip along the M anchurian frontier which would include the old 
capital of Peking; appointm ent therein of officials friendly to Japan.

On accepting the terms in principle, Chiang learned on December 5 that 
the situation had changed and that Japan was no longer willing to offer any 
peace terms. Chiang therefore told his neutral negotiator, the German 
am bassador to China, Oscar Trautm ann, that further negotiations were 
impossible in the military predicament of the moment. Chiang proceeded 
to evacuate the last skeletal bureaus of his government from Nanking. He 
and his staff followed on December 7, when he flew to Hankow, 350 miles 
farther upriver, and there established a new temporary capital.

HIROHITO’S UNCLE

By December 7, 1937, the 300,000 troops remaining between the Japa
nese forces and their goal, Nanking, were in complete disarray, and the 
Chinese capital was effectively naked of any defense except its own ancient 
brick walls. Four divisions of weary, overstrung Japanese soldiers were 
converging on the city across a cold, ravaged countryside: Yanagawa’s 
“red” 6th and 114th, M atsui’s “white” 9th and Nakajima’s “black” 16th. 
As the bloodthirsty troops closed in, General M atsui lay bedridden with a 
tubercular fever at his field headquarters in Suchow in the Yangtze delta. 
On December 2, five days earlier, Em peror Hirobito had relieved him of 
personal supervision of the men in the field and had moved him up to over
all command of the Central China theater. In his place as commander-in- 
chief of the Army around Nanking, Hirohito appointed his own uncle, 
Prince Asaka.

Despite the fact that he was a member of the imperial family, Prince 
Asaka was a tough professional soldier and in his thirty-year rise from cadet 
to  lieutenant general-had enjoyed few favors or sinecures. A lean, silent 
aristocrat of fifty, he walked with a pronounced limp which he had acquired 
in a car crash outside of Paris in 1923 during his three-year posting there
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_with his present helpmeets Yanagawa and Nakajima—as a military intel
ligence officer. Once a versatile athlete, he had concentrated on golf since 
his accident and now played one of the best games in Japan. He used it 
along with his fluent French to entertain most of the luminaries who visited 
Tokyo from Paris in the 1930’s. During the Army mutiny of February 
1936, at an emergency meeting of the Council of Princes of the Blood, he 
had sided with Emperor Hirohito’s brother Chichibu in urging consideration 
of the grievances of the Army’s Strike-North or Fight-Russia faction. After
wards, in a memorandum for the palace rolls, Hirohito had singled him out 
for censure as the one imperial kinsman whose attitude was “not good.” He 
had been given this present disagreeable duty at Nanking as an opportunity 
to make amends. When he had performed it, as he would perform it, all too 
well, he would return to imperial favor.

Prince Asaka’s appointment to the front, overriding all other authority in 
a wave of imperial influence, gave the sick General Matsui premonitions 
that his command was about to be abused. He ordered his armies to pull up 
and regroup three to four kilometers outside the Nanking city walls, to go 
into the city with only a few well-disciplined battalions, and to make sure 
that the occupation was carried out in such a way as “to sparkle before the 
eyes of the Chinese and make them place confidence in Japan.” Then he 
called the staff officers of his legions together at his sickbed in Suchow and 
issued them a most extraordinary tablet of moral commandments:

The entry of the Imperial Army into a foreign capital is a great event in 
our history . . . attracting the attention of the world. Therefore let no unit 
enter the city in a disorderly fashion. . . . The units entering the walled 
city shall be the ones especially chosen for that purpose by the divisional 
commanders concerned. Let them know beforehand the matters to be re
membered and the position of foreign rights and interests in the walled 
city. Let them be absolutely free from plunder. Dispose sentries as needed. 
Plundering and causing fires, even carelessly, shall be punished severely. 
Together with the troops let many military police and auxiliary military 
police enter the walled city and thereby prevent unlawful conduct.

Prince Asaka left Tokyo by plane on Sunday, December 5, and arrived 
to take command at the front three days later. He found his old companion 
°f Paris days, the sadistic Nakajima, installed in an abandoned Chinese 
country villa near advanced field headquarters some ten miles southeast of 
Nanking. Nakajima was laid up with a painful flesh wound in the left but
tock received that Sunday. He reported to his former princely patron that 

e Japanese forces had broken through everywhere at the outer Nanking 
perimeter and that some 300,000 Chinese troops were about to be sur
rounded and pinned against the Nanking city walls. Preliminary negotia
tions indicated that they were ready to surrender. After Prince Asaka had 

Mrd this summary, a set of orders went out from his headquarters, under
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his personal seal, m arked “secret, to. be;destrdyed.” They said simply. “KiIl 
allcaptives.” The Chinese, soldiers 'sensedUa:change-:m it^ tud6 ::M d' 
the walls of Nanking. A t.least three quarters of them lived to fight another 
day. The remaining 75,000, men were later trapped in Nanking and; con
tributed substantially to  the fatality statistics compiled by W estern observers 
in the city during the. rape. Prince Asaka’s staff officer for Intelligence, a 
lieutenant colonel, claimed to friends that he had forged the “kill” orders 
on his own .initiative;- If he  did, it is rem arkable tha t he : was hot courts 
martialed but continued his fighting career until June of 1945 when he 
died, a lieutenant general, in the caves; o f O k in a w a .? >:

THE PANAY DIVERSION • ^  \

A fter Prince A saka’s dispatch to the front, during the final days before 
the capture of Nanking, Em peror HirohhOiis described by one ,of his ,cour
tiers as “taking no recreation and exercising a •wide intensive supervision of 
military operations.” Prince Konoye, the prime minister and dong,the spe
cialist in domestic politics within H irohito’s coterie of young men, feared 
that the Em peror might be losing his . perspective in a welter Of military 
detail. Though a prince, the lanky cynical Konoye belonged n o t ' to the 
imperial; family but to  the equally ancient and;aristocraticlFujiwarayclan 
whose duty it had been for thirteen hundred years to stand around the 
Throne as “ministers on the left” and “ministers on the right”:; and protect 
emperors from the consequences of their own cloistered enthusiasms. No 
courtier knew better than Konoye how to: hum or Hirohilo. With no other 
palace familiar did the young Em peror feel more equal— more' free, to : 
argue, to talk personalities, to .bandy criticism ^;' f  ;v f

On Noybmber 20, when Hirohito established his Grand Imperial Head- 
quarters, Prince Konoye had stormed in to ..the palace to protest the fact that 
he was not included in-the headquarters even as an observer; Hirbhito 
assured him that it would be a purelym ilitaryconclave,;o f' great stiffness, 
in which a politician would have no interest. Konoye replied that military' 
decisions . were always of political .interest., “i  would like to resign,” lie 
declared, “before this second 'strategy iri China begins.” Accustomed, to 
such dramatic outbursts from his favorite, ’Hirohito begged Koiioye to rbH 

, fhaiir in .office and soothed him with fa 'promise: “I'm yself :.\vnb'keepfy6u; 
fullyihform hdfori military operationis.” ;, ; ‘;7 f - i■;}[■■■■X

Konoye had voiced no previous objections to the warWith China; On the
;contrary ,if Jap an b ecam eem b ro iled d eep ly en o u g h iriC h m ash em ig h tb e

. prevented from making a disastrously premature attack oh RUssia to the

v .. ° Cho. Isamui Earlier, in 1931, he had heIped to organize, ’under palace; auspices,
. : a  pair bf .fake coups .d’etat which served to confuse issues and ease settlernents' du'ring

the ,domestic:political crises;attehdant upoh the ;conquest: of-ManchuriaioT 7 7 -



north Or on: the United States and Great Britain to the south.' All autumn: 
16ng Konoye had been fighting a nmriing battle with officers in the General 
Staff who wished to fight Russia and avoid involvem'ent 'in Ghina. They had ,
opposed the expeditionary^ force to Shanghai, opposed"reinforcing it,- op
posed; the additional landings south, and north of Shanghai, andopposed 
the orders to take Nanking. Most recently they had sought to accept Chiang 
KaSrshek’s Offer of. conditional capitulation, and Konoye had been hard put 
to it to increase the severity of Japanese demands so that. Ghiang would not 
accept them. I t  was .difficult for a politician to stand against militarists when 
they, wanted to make peace. "V- U ihyU ',

-Now “this second strategy in China” threatened Konoye’s objectives in 
a different way. He had helped to persuade Hirohito that no acceptable 
deal could be worked out with Chiang. He had urged, without much per
sonal conviction, that the capture of Nanking would cause Chiang’s generals 

..to desert, him and would make possible the establishment of a puppet, 
Chinese regime co-operative toward long-range Japanese aims. But this new 
strategy which was to be pursued at Nanking gave Konoye pause. He may 
not.have known much about it, but he knew enough to feel squeamish 
about presiding over it as prime minister. If terror and destruction at Nan
king were carried far enough, they might even succeed in toppling Chiang 
Kai-shek. Then the problem would be:to prevent HirOhito and the Navy 
from .proceeding too fast with plans for an attack on. Malaya and the Indies.

On December 1; after another audience with the Emperor, Konoye ielt 
that his worst fears were coming true. He.knew from his sources in Ghiang 

. Kai-shek’s: suite that the, Chinese leader had fled Hanking, that day.. The 
:-*;troops;'were closing in.. And Hirohito was entirely absorbed.in long-term 

military planning. Konoye’ complained ;to Marquis Kido, another. of , the 
Einperor’s intimates: “I just met with the Em peror and he;;is talking of 
strategy, all the way up to next March. He mentioned sending ,a division to 
Canton, which surprised me because I  had heard nothing of such a strike 

. before ”. Cantonlay. Only fifty-seven miles from the British crown colony of 
Hong Kong; HirOhito had already signed the orders to attack it. “If things 
go on this way,” continued Konoye^ “I, cannot take’ the full responsibility.
1 told the Emperor that.after observing the results of the capture of Nan-’

.; kihgjCl vmay, have- to ask. for- a ..change - of . Cabinet. The Emperor seems :'to/ 
have no objections.” . ?> y

y d a y s ' a f t e r K o n o y e ’s audience with Hirohito, an old crony of th e . 
,pnmeministerv a.reactivated, reservecoionelof'artillery: named. Hashimoto 
, ,K.irigorb, torpedoed the plans to attack Canton by. singlehandedly instigat

ing n celebrated international incident, the sinking' of the U.S. gunboat 
. ^Q”a'V- Shortly after Chiang. Kai-shek .fled his capital,, Hashimofo’s artillery 
regirhent had reached the .Yangtze by.an overland route sixty m iles.up-.

y .^^^^p i^K ahb ing .vT h .ere ,^  a '
^ P r^ ik '.^ h tle tA fh e a ^ ’ifield 'pieccsTalcme the fiver bank-in. order.to: cut ^
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off fugitives attempting to escape up the river from  Nanking. Late on Satur
day, December 11, he had shelled a ferryboat load of British refugees and 
a British gunboat, the Lady Bird, and killed a British sailor. On the follow
ing morning he learned that a second convoy of W estern refugees, consist
ing of three Socony-Vacuum tankers and the little U.S. gunboat Panay, was 
waiting out the occupation of Nanking at a safe anchorage downriver, 
halfway between the battery and the beleaguered city. Colonel Hashimoto 
commanded a squadron of naval aircraft which had been attached to his 
unit to help him blockade the river. H e ordered his naval pilots to attack 
the U.S. ships. The pilots, although they were not commissioned officers, 
questioned Colonel Hashimoto’s orders and took off only after long argu
ment. V  U % f pf ■— p>

A t 1 :30  p .m . ordinary Sunday routine was being observed aboard the 
Panay. Eight of her officers were off visiting with the civilians on the three 
nearby tankers. I t  was a  fine clear day. The two huge American flags 
painted on the Panays decks glistened in the bright sunlight. A t 1:38 
three twin-motor planes in V-formation were seen coming in at a consid
erable height from the southwest. R ed circles on their underwings pro
claimed them Japanese, which was reassuring, because the Japanese had 
been notified of the Panay's position, and Japanese pilots, unlike their 
Chinese counterparts, were not known for dropping bombs by mistake. 
Then suddenly black dots detached themselves from the bellies of the 
three planes and a moment later, in what was for that time a miracle of 
precision bombing, the Panay was mortally damaged. One bomb scored a 
direct h it on her bow and a second stove a hole in her starboard side. The 
engines were knocked out. The three-inch gun was disabled. The pilot 
house, sick bay, and radio shack were demolished. The captain went out 
of action with a hipful of shrapnel. (  €>$^0  %

Before the crew could recover from this instant devastation, six single
engine biplane fighters bore in from the south, unloading smaller anti
personnel bombs. The executive officer, who had just assumed command, 
took a piece of shrapnel in the throat and could not speak. He continued 
to issue orders, scribbling them on slips of paper. The slow biplane fighters 
wheeled and climbed and came in singly for a second and third run of dive 
bombing. The crew of the 30-caliber machine gun on the afterdeck col
lected itself and began to return fire. Two of the planes answered in kind. 
After twenty minutes of bombing and strafing, the Panay was listing to 
starboard and slowly settling, and the attacking planes turned their at
tention to the three Socony tankers.

Every one of the Panay's line officers was wounded along with almost 
every member of the crew. A t 2 :00  p .m . the mute executive officer scrawled 
an order to abandon ship. As the wounded were being ferried ashore, one 
of the planes returned briefly to strafe the open lifeboat. By 3 :00  p .m . the 
decks of the Panay had been emptied and were awash with the yellow
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waters of The greatseptic river. When she- did not sink at once/two mates 
rowed back to-her to take off provisions and medical supplies. A Japanese

■ Jaiincli approached the Panay, swept her decks with macliine-gun fire, and 
put aboard an inspection crew. A moment later the Japanese seamen could 
be seen leaping back into their boat and hurrying away. Five minutes later, 
at 3:54 p .m^ X\iq Panay rolled onto her starboard side and sank; Two of 
the tankers were burning and the third had been grounded, on a mud bank. 
Their passengers and crews, together with the men of the Panay, hid out 
for three days in the rushes of: the riverbank. They were finally rescued

•iby:a'ev^S/';gunboat .'Oahit. ' In  all, two Americans were dead, one dying 
and fourteen others critical Titter cases. A considerable number of the 
Chinese crewmen of the tankers had also been killed or wounded but could 
not be counted because many of the survivors had fled into the countryside. 

\O nthe dayafterthe  sinking of the Panay, President Roosevelt unoffi
cially, requested the Japanese ambassador in Washington to transmit his 

“ shock andconcem ” directly to Emperor Hirohito. It was an unprece
dented "step; ̂  the facade of Japan’s official government.
; Qiamberlains with :diplomatic experience encouraged Hirohito to think 
I that it might presagc a 'declaration of war by the United States. Ambassador 
' Joseph Grew;ffi> the American Embassy a few blocks from the palace had 

servants start packing his trunks and Jet it be known that the situation 
reminded him of Berlin in 1915 when the Lusitania had been sunk. 
Japanese Foreign- Minister H irotaK oki immediately offered apologies and 
: promised an indemnity for the families of the bereaved and wounded. 
Japanese private citizens flocked to the American Embassy and stopped 
embassy ;;staff ■ members^ on . the streets to express their regrets. One well- 
dressed Japanese woman cut off a tress of her hair in the embassy lobby 

^nd submitted; it with, a. carnation to signify that she felt as if she had 
. lost a husband.r So much ■ unsolicited condolence money poured in to the 
embassy that Grew finally rounded it out and contributed $5,000,000 to

■ Japanese charity. Vice- Navy Minister Yamamoto Isoroku, who would 
later lead the attack on-Pearl Harbor, -publicly accepted the full responsi
bility for the incident::and privately fumed because he could not force the

^;^nyrt6: ̂ c ^ i i n ^  its-. Colonel Haslfimoto who had ordered the Panay'\o

Through Konoye’s patronage, the;guilty Hashimoto enjoyed impunity.
'•in;pbhfmand"bf ‘his artillery regiment until March of 1939. 

finally.dqffedfhis‘uniform, Prince Konoye was organizing a one- 
P^ty system for Japan— an Imperial Rule Assistance Association which 
/■would serve as' a reasonable facsimile of the Nazi party in Germany or of 
the Gommunist .party in Russia. Konoye made Hashimoto executive direc
tor of t h e ^ ^  . ' ' ..

. . shelling H.M.S. Lady Bird, Coloiiel
, inm aking the  planned attack on the Hong Kong
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area too dangerous for execution. O n Decem ber 20, eight days after the 
Panay incident, 30,000 Japanese troops were em barked o n  transports in 
harbors along the southwestern coast of Taiwan. Two days later, a t Ko- 
noye’s urging, H irohito reluctantly ordered them back ashore and post
poned the' a ttack on Canton for ten months. A  strong presumption exists 
tha t Konoye sent a messenger to China to ask Hashimoto to sink the 
Panay. I t  is reinforced by the fact that a  few days after the Panay sinking, 
an  emissary of Konoye, sent to  feel out Chinese politicians on a puppet 
regime which might replace Chiang Kai-shek’s government, was mistakenly 
apprehended by the Japanese secret police in the port of Osaka and pre
vented from 'leaving Japan in time to keep his appointments on the 
continent.

On the day of the Panay sinking, December 12, Konoye moved into a 
new villa in  the suburb of Ogikubo. A t the housewarming he told one of his 
guests, “I  can no longer bear it. When Nanking falls, Chiang Kai-shek’s 
government must fall. If it does not, I  am to issue a  statement of non
recognition of Chiang and to refuse to deal with him. I  think that is the 
time for m e to withdraw. I shall resign then.” A  statement to the effect 
that Japan would refuse to deal with Chiang Kai-shek and would found 
its own puppet government in China had already been drafted by Hirohito’s 
kinsman and favorite aide-de-camp, Machijiri. Konoye did finally issue a 
version of the statement a month later when the rape of Nanking was 
teaching its final stages. But neither Konoye nor Chiang Kai-shek re
signed, and Konoye’s new hom e at-O gikubo came to be known in the 
Japanese vernacular as the “Hate-China” Villa. By the uninformed Japa
nese masses, in short, Konoye was held responsible as prime minister for 
the butchery at Nanking.

THE ELEVENTH HOUR
I ?

In  the 'b leak  winter landscape of resting rice paddies outside Nanking, 
the little mud-walled villages of fanners’ huts were almost empty. By 
December 10, three days after Chiang Kai-shek had left the capital, almost
800,000 of the 1,000,000-odd inhabitants of the city had fled upriver. 
Eighteen million refugees from the Yangtze delta had passed through the 
environs of the city and most of them, too, were now on their way into 
the hinterlands. The Chinese rearguard of about 100,000 soldiers bundled 
any civilians remaining in the suburbs inside the city walls; in accordance 
with “a scorched-earth policy of resistance” enunciated two months earlier 
by Chiang KaL-shek, they proceeded to bum  every outlying field and roof 
that might be of use to the invader.

As the sound of cannon fire approached, the Chinese troops manned 
the great brick walls and waited. Twenty feet thick and fifty feet high, 
the notched medieval battlements ^presented a substantial impediment
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even to modern artillery. Within them the old medieval city had been 
razed: during a peasant rebellion eighty years earlier. Now, except for 
several dense Chinese residential and - commercial; areas, it was a monu
mental government park, studded with new public buildings and full 
of open vistas in which pheasants nested. As the Chinese troops waited to 
be attacked, they respected, the republican dream embodied in the city. 
They stole a few bicycles and broke into a few shops but connoisseurs of 
warfare in China were struck by their exemplary discipline, their solemn
good behavior. - , ' v

American, German, and British residents remaining in the city or
ganized a safety zone, a non combatant area of one and a half square 
miles around the major missionary, university, .and hospital properties. 
The fleeing Chinese government had turned over to the zone’s administra
tive committee of foreigners, 450 policemen, 10,000 sacks of flour, $400,- 
000 in cash, and four million pounds of rice. It was hoped that in the zone 
Chinese civilians might find refuge for a few nights until the Japanese 
had completed their occupation and re-established law and order. Such 
a scheme had been tried in Shanghai, and h ad . been welcomed by the 
Japanese. General Matsui had contributed almost $3,000:out of Ixis own 

• pocket to help defray its expenses. a. ; . . .. .
,.:B.ut in the case of Nanking, the Japanese refused in advance to sanction 

pa. safety zone. And before attacking,, they ; advised that all non-Chinese 
should leave the area. Consular officials and most Western businessmen 
complied under orders from their head offices. Some retired to Western 
gunboats on the river like the Fanny, others to a huge floating wharf of 
transit sheds, and check-out shacks maintained by the British Jardine- 
Matheson Steamship Company. Twenty-two university professors, doctors,

: missionaries, and businessmen, however, remained inside the walls, includ
ing fifteen Americans and six' Germans. Because of their .presence the 

..occupation - of Nanking was carefully documented'"as the occupation of, 
pother-cities ^est oTSHanghai had not been..The,Germans in particular; had, 

a chance to see all, for they felt protected by the Anti-Comintern Pact 
and walked about freely wearing swastika arm bands. :

; On Thursday, December 9, twp;.battaliohs of Matsuffs 9th Division drove 
to within a trench line of the southeastern walls. General Matsiii had 
leaflets- dropped from planes, promising clemencyarid suggesting truce
prdceduresforhandingoverthe'reins.ofcivilgovernm ent.A trniddayon
Friday two of Matsui’s staff officers stood for, three hours outside the 
Mountain •; Gate in the eastern wall, waiting .to - see if the Chinese would: 
send;out a delegation under flag of 'truce to cede the city. When none^ 
came, Hi rohito’s uncle Prince Asaka ordered .a general assault According 
to Tokyo’s Asahi newspaper, the next day, Prince Asaka. stood Napoleonic 
On a fiiff to .the east- andy‘watched-'-'4he:vjfaii--6f'-- the city surrounded ,T)y 
clouds of gunsmoke.”: In the morning commoners in Tokyo were rewarded
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with the opportunity ' of eating ̂ specially decorated dishes of Nanking soba,
Nanking-noodles;; ••

The news, and noodles were premature^ however. Late on Friday, De
cember 10, the men of Matsui’s 9th Division::had managed to plant the 
flag of the rising sun on the southeastern , walls . only to be driven off by 
counterattacks during1 the’ • night; Prince Asaka' ordered the three; other, 
divisions under his command tb;cut - short their, mopping-up activities - in 
outlying areas and make a thorough investiture of the city. The- terrible 
16th under secret-police sadist Nakajima was to . circle; around: on die; 
eastern side, the brutal 6th to fight its way up the western side along the 
river, and the reservist 114th to join the attack on the southern walls, p  

Black-booted but still limping from the bullet in his buttock, Nakajima 
was detained during Saturday,: December 11, by resistance on the hump 
of the Purple Mountain northeast of the walls. l t  was a wooded rsubhrban: 
area noted for its fine villas and for the acre-large, granite-stepped 
mausoleum of Sun Yat-sen: The mausoleum was laid out on the upper 
slopes of the mountain in the shape of an ancient Chinese crossbow 
pointing toward the summit. Sun Yat-sen, once a protege of/Japan, was 
revered by Chinese republicans as a George Washington. With the aid 
of spotters in two blimps which, hovered unmolested over- his head, 
Nakajima was able to capture the tomb unscra tchedand to  burn the 
nearby homes of China’s rich on a selective political basis: : ;

Yanagawa’s 6th and 114th Divisions were also held up that day, by a 
bloody action on the Rain Flower Plateau south of Nanking. However, by 
Sunday, the following day, air units had  -foug'ht tlieir v/ay clear. Nakajima 
spurred his men west toward the Yangtze along the northern wails of-the 
city while Yanagawa’s 6th Division hunted down Chinese soldiers in the 
marshes along the riverbank and headed north along the western walls. 
When the pincer of the two divisions closed'at the riorthwest corner of 
town, it would shut off Nanking from the Yangtze and block the last avenue 
of escape. Chinese troops manning the walls began to desert their posts 
in panic;. The Chinese commander made belated gestures toward arrang
ing a- truce.- through German intermediation,;;then abruptly joined tire 
fugitives.. • . ,v ; ’’ yyy.

. The last, way out .of the city was the Ichiang or Water Gate on- the 
’ Yangtze to the northwest. In the approaches to this gate, - according to ;a 

letter written twelve days later .by Nanking’s regionak YM .C.A. secretary 
. .  George Fitch, “Trucks and. -cars jammed, were overturned, caught fire;

. at the gate more cars jammed and were burned—a terrible holocaust— ; 
and the dead lay feet deep. The gate blocked, terror-mad soldiers scaled 
the wall and let themselves down on therb tterV ide/w ith .'ropeg /^eM ^d- 
belts tied together, clothing torn to strips. Many fell and were killed. But 

y a- the river was perhaps the most appalling scene of all, A fleet of junks
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was there, I t  was totally inadequate for the horde that was now in a 
frenzy to cross to the north side. The overcrowded junks capsized, then 
sank; thousands drowned.”

Some of the fugitive junks and sampans survived the panic a t the Water 
Gate to make a start upstream. Above Nanking they were overhauled by 
fast Japanese naval launches which had followed the Army’s advance ail 
the way up the Yangtze from Shanghai. The duck hunt which ensued was 
no t in the finest traditions of the aristocratic British-style Japanese Navy, 
and on some of the boats generous rations of sake were issued to keep the 
sailors happy with their work. In  and out the launches darted, ramming 
and machine-gunning'until the river was clear.

FALL OF THE CITY

T hat night, Sunday, December 12, Nanking was captured at last. The 
storming of the walls resembled some scene from the brush of Hieronymus 
Bosch. It was not yet moonrise, and the only light was the hellish flicker 
of grenade bursts and flares. The Chinese fought with antiquated muskets 
and great two-handed M anchurian swords from a parapet that had been 
deeply furrowed by artillery fire; the Japanese machine-gunned their way 
up scaling ladders which were set up, overthrown, and set up again. The 
cadences of rattling, whining, thudding high explosive were punctuated by 
the splashes of bodies falling into the waters of the ancient moat. At 
about midnight men of the 114th Division—m ost of them disgraced rebels 
like their commander, Yanagawa— scrambled to  a slippery foothold 
atop the battlements, raised a Japanese flag, and fought their way down 
the stairs within to open the Sun Yat-sen Gate at the southernmost ex
tremity of the city. A  few minutes later the Wakizaki unit of Matsui’s 9th 
Division blasted their way through the R adiant Flower Gate farther to the 
east.

By early M onday morning retreating Chinese soldiers, with nowhere to 
run, were taking off their uniforms and begging the German businessmen 
and American professors in charge of the unrecognized safety zone for 
admission and concealment. The innocent Westerners disarmed several 
hundred of them, assured them that they would be treated as war prisoners 
by the Japanese, and quartered them all together in one building where 
they could be turned over to the occupation troops in a body. Many of 
them then proceeded to filter out of the building and mingle with the rest 
of the refugee throng in the safety zone.

According to a  report unearthed years later in occupied Berlin— a re
port written by General Alexander Ernst von Falkenhausen who was at
tached to  the German Embassy as a'military advisor for Chiang Kai-shek—  
the attitude of the first Japanese soldiers entering the city that Monday
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slums in 'the soutHern part of. town, men .of 'Yanagawa’s division were first 
reported in the safety, zone. at eleven o’ciock on Monday morning.'. Three 
members of. the Zone committee met them and /explained to them the; 
purpose of/the: zdne;;,-Acc&rding:i6>tlie^ Y.M.C.A.. man Fitclfi
“They showed no hostility, though a few moments later they killed twenty 
refugees who were frightened d)y ;their: presehce ond rah a^vay. from thern.,’ 

Throughout the rest of the day patrols frpm Matsui’s and Yanagawa’s 
divisions:/wandered •; through rthe/city//exploring,-/sightseeing; :ancl;b^^ 
aUyshooting.Cne'ofMatsui’s./staffofiicers-hntered'the M ountainG ateon 
the east and checked the route over ;;Which^Maitsui; wouldI'-ridel oh hbrSeback 
whenhe presidedafithe, official triumphal, entry, planned fdf-fou 
Around :the;.:Radiahtv-Floweh:.G'ate“whefe;fightm^ had:;bee^
W akizakiunit:tidiedup,; crematingChinesecoipses:-and;assernblin'g-and:
marking.Japanese ones. All day:and'througli .the might iBuddhist-hh 
chanted prayers beside the rows of b o d i e s : r-C :■ 'p 'y-Sf-P ■'
vr That night i a ' few ’ picked garrison battalions and a > number of ‘anvol 
drunks remained in the:cityi The :bulk ;of the men who hadenferedin  the 
morning returned as ordered tO; the 9th and ; l;l;4tlr.Divisipn :encarhpments: 
outside/ithe; Walis-r^to"'cold!> tents,i-'.poor food,-;andtscafee .W at^^ 
with them as' solace about a dozen Chinese .women -whom they had seized 
in;the city.During the night :thc patrols left in: the townrshot at'any Chinese; 
seemabroadp andthe:drunk-and disorderlywent on; a';behdeYih\the?OTuthem 
shims/in the-bourse;of5 which ;they ; murdered ;eight.nien ;ahd ■ boys -in; one. 
household and. raped,: 'murdered, ::and mutilated a: woman and- twovgirls in 
a family of thirteen. The next day an Americau missionary, on a'w alk 
through the downtown area,; wasJ disgusted •;to find a ' “civilian Chinese 
corpse on almost ever}' block.’’. '1 '■ iA. v ^ C C

.According to a survey -made three months later by an American sociolo
gist, three hundred civilians had died during the capture of the city, fifty 
of them by stray bullets, bombs^: and shells in the military action, the rest 
by wanton shooting and bayoneting after the military action; was over;: As 
^ r :y^nCin:Chiha(ih^.thdse/days'ittwas'/hm
'killed./afewdozeuraped
Shanghai, and all other major cities occupied in China by Japanese troops
Imprewou^weeks^/Cf*' 7̂ r = V*' ̂  ' r' ̂  ;'-̂ 4
• Not knowing; that the casualties would be deliberately'multiplied a liuh- 

montiv'tOComej',Western neWs^^

correct and whatnot. :Heseryedas-military goyernor for the Third Reidr in Belgiuni
and^nded: tlie’ waf-,; first 

A-lhed ̂ ptjson^e'twas' fudged; guilty: of ,i War,1 crimes at
'Nuremberg-but’because.bf exfenuating circurristances the executioh 'of his prison sen- 
V.t®.ncewas indefinitely suspended:^: <cS. ";Vj " voA'A: -'CvV; Vf.'
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night to return to Shanghai and file their stories. A  dozen of them left the 
city walls early the next morning and fretted out the next few days on 
docks or over beer in Japanese regimental field H.Q.s waiting for trans
portation. Only one, Yates McDaniel of the Associated Press, remained in 
the city long enough to witness the onset of the terror.

THE RAPE BEGINS

Late on Tuesday morning, when Nanking had been in Japanese hands 
for thirty-six hours, form er Tokyo secret-police chief Nakajima and his 
16th Division rolled into town through the W ater Gate in trucks and 
arm ored cars. H e had been delayed by the capture of some 10,000 
prisoners at the last moment. All through the night his men had been 
busy herding the prisoners drove by drove to the edge of the Yangtze. 
They had worn their fingers to the bone pressing machine-gun triggers. A t 
least 6,000 of the prisoners had died. Now in the flat drear light of the 
next noon, N akajim a’s men began a systematic search inside Nanking for 
Chinese soldiers who had run away, taken off their uniforms, and vanished. 
The orders from Prince Asaka, the Em peror’s uncle, were explicit: kill 
all captives. There were supposed to be 300,000 captives; less than 10,000 
had been killed. Chiang Kai-shek’s advisor, the Junker General von Falken- 
hausen, in his report to Berlin, notes that thereafter he saw a “complete 
change in attitude” in the Japanese.

“The Japanese troops,” he wrote, “which had been insufficiently sup
plied because of their rapid advance were let loose in the town and be
haved in a m anner which was almost indescribable for regular troops.”

Secret policeman Nakajima came to Nanking with an appointment in his 
pocket from Prince Asaka putting him in charge of the “maintenance of 
public peace.” Thereafter public peace was sedulously destroyed. With 
Nakajim a came Colonel M uto Akira, a member of the imperial cabal; he 
was charged by Prince Asaka with the “responsibility for billeting Jap
anese troops in the Nanking area.” Thereafter the troops found their own 
billets. M uto announced that their camps outside the walls were inade
quate and invited all hands in all four divisions to enter town and bed 
down where they pleased.

In defense of the Muto-Nakajima administration it was submitted at 
war crime tribunals a  decade later that Nakajima had only fourteen secret 
policemen to assist him in maintaining public peace. The facts are that he 
had just come from the supreme command of all the secret police in Tokyo; 
that he had planes available for transporting staff officers to and from the 
homeland; and that Western observers saw those secret policemen which 
he did have in Nanking supervising looting and standing guard for soldiers 
who had entered homes to rape the women.

Colonel Muto, at his trial, made cynical fun of the proceedings by an
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equally absurd excuse; he pleaded that divisional encampments outside the 
city on the banks of the great Yangtze were “inadequate due to shortage 
of water.” When the horde of soldiers were moved into town, they sub
sisted largely on water which they boiled and filtered and which was carried 
in to them by coolies from the Yangtze. The Nanking municipal water 
plant had been put out of commission by a bomb or shell on December 9. 
Damage to it was described as slight. Muto had at his disposal the 6th 
Field Epidemic Control Unit and a part of the 8th Field Engineers. Yet 
water was not turned on again in Nanking until January 7 when the 
Japanese had been there for over three weeks.

The 80,000-odd soldiers turned loose in Nanking by Muto, Nakajima, 
and Prince Asaka would have raped, killed, stolen, and burned if left to 
their own devices. In the event they acted under the guidance of their officers; 
they worked at being drunk and disorderly; they ran amok, but systemati
cally. Their rape of Nanking began when Nakajima entered the city on 
December 14; it continued for six weeks; and it was not stopped, despite 
world-wide protest, until Prince Konoye admitted to Hirohito that there 
was no longer any hope of it unseating Chiang Kai-shek.

The full tale of crimes conveys a numbing insistent horror which beggars 
summation. It is recorded in some four thousand pages of notes, letters, and 
diaries written at the time by Y.M.C.A. man Fitch, General von Falken- 
hausen, and several others including an American surgeon and two Ameri
can university professors. In addition the Safety Zone Committee filed 444 
carefully authenticated “cases” of murder, mass murder, rape, arson, and 
pillage with Prince Asaka’s staff officers while the terror was in progress. 
Finally the Reverend John Magee, postwar chaplain of Yale University and 
father of Ian Magee, the war poet, documented the sights he saw with a 
movie camera. His black-and-white film—which he later protested did not 
do justice to the “black-and-red realities”— was smuggled home to the 
United States. Its parade of mutilated corpses, blood-spattered rooms, and 
babies on bayonets was considered too revolting to exhibit except to a few 
limited audiences. Ironically enough, sections of the film were given their 
widest circulation by America First organizations intent on demonstrating 
the futility of foreign involvements.

On the afternoon of his arrival in town, Tuesday, December 14, sadist 
Nakajima had bills posted advising Chinese soldiers who had gone into 
hiding to give themselves up and trust to “the mercy of the Imperial Jap
anese Army.” One of Nakajima’s subordinates called on the Safety Zone 
Committee to inform it that 6,000 discarded Chinese uniforms had been 
found inside the walls. Unless the soldiers who had worn them surrendered 
quickly, they would sacrifice their rights as prisoners of war and would be 
subject to the death penalty as spies. The Western committeemen circu- 
ated the Japanese argument by word of mouth through the zone shelters 
and advised Chinese that it was legally correct. The next day thousands of
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Chinese soldiers and coolies who had .served in labor battalions gave them
selves up. “How foolish I  had been,” wrote Y.M .C.A. m an Fitch fort
night later, “to tell'them  the Japanese would spare their lives'.’” .

Throughout Wednesday, December 15, the prisoners of war were assem
bled in city squares, trussed hand to hand and man to man with signal 
corps telephone wire, and marched off to pens along the riverbank to be 
“interned.” T hat night a command orgy was held beside the pens. The 
captives were brought out group by group, surrounded on all sides by 
soldiers, and used as dummies for bayonet charges. Kerosene was poured 
on the heaps of bodies and ignited. M ore prisoners were led out to be 
prodded into the flames of the pyres. Officers with sabers gave decapitation 
demonstrations. A  trial was m ade of old samurai swords in which it was 
demonstrated that none had the virtue of being able to split a m an from 
pate to  groin a t a  stroke.

O n Thursday the perform ance was repeated. For lack of military prison
ers N akajim a’s men requisitioned any able-bodied Chinese civilian they 
could lay hands on. They took the staff which was laboring to turn on the 
power again at the electrical plant. They took ninety policemen and forty- 
seven volunteer policemen employed by the safety zone. They took a quota 
of fathers and sons from most of the refugee camps. Once again novel 
forms of execution were tried out in an effort to heighten the terror and 
relieve the sickening monotony of bayonet and bonfire, According to 
photographs snapped by Japanese officers— and later copied by Chinese 
technicians in Shanghai studios where the films were brazenly brought for 
development— men were bound hand and foot and planted neck deep 
in earth. In  the third century b .c ., the Chinese emperor -who built the 
G reat Wall of China had executed a band of proscribed Confucian scholars 
in this way. Generations of Chinese and Japanese schoolboys had read the 
old horror tale with flesh crawling. Its re-enactment at Nanking must have 
struck some staff officer as a clever way to exploit cultural traditions, but 
in the staging the psychological effect was mitigated by overembellishment 
and impatience. In  antiquity the protruding heads of the victims had had 
to endure the kicks and catcalls of passers-by until the bodies below 
ground began to waste away. In  1937 the victims were all dead long 
before the onset of starvation and maggots— some jabbed with bayonets, 
some trampled by horses, some doused with boiling water, some crushed 
under tank tracks.

Between their nocturnal duties as devils on the riverbank, the Japanese 
soldiers were employed by day for looting. According to sociologist Lewis 
Smythe, one of the American professors in Nanking, the pillage began as 
private enterprise. “Japanese soldiers,” he wrote, “needed private carriers 
to help them struggle along under great loads.” B ut already on the day 
after Nakajim a’s arrival, Smythe also saw “systematic destruction of shop
front after shop-front under the eyes of Japanese officers.” H e ad d ed ,'
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• $j5corS’::pf Scamps 1 and, -shelters' ;had'-money/' and- valuables ;.re-”
; niovcd from their slight;possessions during mass searches:” The great bulk ; 

of the booty found its. way not into privates' knapsacks but into'official 
: Army warehouses. Three months later; one of the zone committee tried to 
: nack;down a piaho which had been looted.from his home; He was politely 

conducted by a Japanese officer toan? Army storage shed containing, two ' 
hundred .pianos. Otherwarchouscs were filled with rugs. and: paintings,/ 

^■rnattresses'and; blankets,'antique, screens and chests. Some high officers, in- 
; eluding Nakajima, were able to keep, small fortunes for themselves in jade •' 

and porcelain 'and silyer, but most of the plunder was later sold and the 
.^m phe£us^ Army expenses.-

^e'^ame'f.day, -December-15, that the crime for which Nanking,
: is most remembered became an organized pastime; The raping started when 
/trucks commanded by well-spoken officers made the rounds of the safety- 
zone refugee camps and took away loads of young women for “question
ing.” In some instances the pretext was belied on the spot by'the soldiers 

/  who/raped the girls in full public view, even before loading them on the 
tmeks.. Women of beauty- and some education were usually culled from 
each catch to serve with others of their own quality in the harems of 

/colonels ofrmhjor; generals. Less fortunate creatures were shipped off-to 
the various -public buildings and auditoriums where soldiers were bar- 

yra^ed.\iSpm§::were;xapea::foc- a--night by ten or twenty men and then 
released in the morning, to be called for again and again by other trucks. 
in days to confer Some were violated and then executed. Many immature 

J^ghls/were^ such a manhandled condition that they. died- a
.day or'twolater. Sturdy vvives were often assigned as slaves to platoons,or 

x M ^ ;:? ^ I^ n ie i::and;\^ere'cexpected to wash clothes all day. and perform
^young women were simply tied to .beds as 

- fi^tuiesiaccessible" to any and all comers. When they became 
/too: vveep'y /or tod: diseased/ to arouse desire,, they were disposed of. In' 
alleys and parks lay the corpses of women who had been dishonored even 
after death by. mutilation and stuffing. /'■ ,

rdf- December 15, and 16 caused, panic and .whold-’-' 
sale immigration of. .women' and children into the safety zone. Most came 

.!'5*v‘w -typy.‘̂ nightfsome painted sores and rashes on their faces arid skulked 

..5h,:i}ong/b^ The population of the zone climbed from
;tp*-2O0^obo Tn-sevenly-two hours. Only a quarter of the refugees 

epujd fit-into the various schools and dormitories where the Zone Com- 
mittee, had organized staffs: and/ kitchens. -The rest camped where they. 

?>.i j f t the  organized shelters. as possible. They thereby gained 
.from ffie.zone’s policemeri and from 'ffie-.nearbykpfteehee-d 

°f Nanking’s.twenty-two .Westerners: • - \ ;!vh •• ,/- ///;
. /̂  Nevertheless/:/ the .buildings o f the zone regularly,
r;.̂ f ^ ® f t e r l i i i g l i t  ;soldiers, climbed • over walls- into. the
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various compounds, brandished pistols, and had ;their way with as many 
cowed women as-they wanted. Westerners retained remarkable authority 
under, the circumstances and could usually prevent rape when they came; 
on it in person. Thus M inor Searle Bates, a history professor with degrees 
from Oxford, -Yale, and H arvard, succeeded :on five occ'asions in. b'reaking 
up-acts of rape already in progress. But; there were.m any' women invthe 
zone, many buildings, many lascivious soldiers, and the indignant Western" 
missionaries and professors could not be everywhere. Moreover they them-, 
selves were sometimes held at bayonet point and made to look on help
lessly. ■ ;• *■-. . ;

O n Thursday night, when the rabble of unkempt, laughing, drunken 
conquerors had unbuttoned their collective lust for two full days, the mem
bers of the Safety Zone Committee m et to compare notes. Some of them 
broke down and wept while trying to tell what they  had seen: They es
timated that a thousand women-were being raped that night, and that almost 
as many had been raped tha t day. The next morning one of them took into 
his compound a dazed creature who said that she had been abused by 
thirty-seven men in turn. A nother decided to leave on his lawn undisturbed 
a  baby who had cried and been smothered by a soldier who was raping the 
child’s mother. ; v >

In  N akajim a?s first three days of terror, his men had been ruthless but . 
not efficient in the later Nazi sense. To save machine-gun bullets they had 
used bayonets for most of the killing, and an astonishing number of victims 
crawled away to recover. So many thousands of men and women had been 
submitted to the crude Japanese techniques of: genocide that the hundreds 
who survived are no t statistically surprising. But individually the tales of 
hardihood which some of them: recounted at postwar tribunals seem miracu
lous. Men-who quickly, threw themselves flat sometimes"survived' machine- 
gunning, bayoneting, and burning, with kerosene. Men run through with 
bayonets andhburied” in the river clung to reeds for hours, waiting for the 
Japanese to go away. M en “beheaded”—-their iffiick. carrying-pole shoulder, 
muscles severed but not their spinal cords— recovered untended• in river- 
bahk hovels. A few men even" lived to tell of scrabbling up b u t of shallovv 
mass graves. The Chinese peasant w ho survived his septic childhood had 
a. hardy constitution an d , an uncomplicated will to .live. V -'=: i ' ; ■ - -  ^

■. "-’y  :Y;■ ■■ ■■ TRIUMPHAL ENTRY" r F

O n Friday morning, December l7 , the rape of Nankin g . slackened d iir-; 
ing the ceremonial entry into the city of little General Matsui. Still feverish ■; 
after the latest flare-up of his chronic,tuberculosis^ M a t s u ^  
river in a naval launch,: put into a car, and driven around, to the battered, 
triple archway of the Mountain. Gate, on the eastern side of The .city. There 
he mounted a fine chestnut w ith  a narrow white stripe or race , on its-nose:
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TOile he waited at the gate for the trltimphal procession to form up be
hind him, he mused sorrowfully on his old friend Sun Yat-sen, the founder 
of Republican China, who lay buried in ..the great mausoleum up the hill 

"'to iiis rear. It was more than twenty years now since Matsui and Sun had 
first/talked dreams; together of Oriental unity and brotherhood..-It was 
already eight years since Sun’s entombment there on the Purple,.Mountain. :; 
The other- Japanese who had attended the entornbmenti as .mourners were 
all dead or. discredited. Of all the old group espousing Sino-Japanesc co
operation only Matsui'.still held a position of authority. : . ->■ '; - :

îylatsui-iWas distracted in'his meditations by a $tir behind; him. He ,turned 
and saw that the second place in his cavalcade had been taken by Colonel 
Hashimoto Kingoro who had sunk the Pcmay. It was a calculated insult. 
Matsui/had triedto discipline Hashimoto. after the Pcmay attack only to 
discover that he was protected by influential friends and that Prince 'Asaka 
would not even, reprimand hum To make-die indignity, more pointed, H a 
shimoto rode a larger, finer horse than Matsui’s, a thoroughbred bay with 
a full.blaze on its nostrils' The pleasure went out of the afternoon; the 
laurels ohthe:conqueror'seemed faded and empty. This was Prince- Asaka’s . 
command territory,: and Matsui cduTd;d6 nothing about the affront without 
merely calling attention to his own loss of face. He Was reduced to com- 
plaining of the incident a week later to—of all people— the/Americancor- 
respondent of The New York Times. ‘ ‘

A fanfare of iihblown bugles sounded and General Matsui led Hashi
moto and the entourage of Prince Asaka into , the conquered /capital, The 
boulevard .bef6re him was lined with tens of thousands of soldiers’. 'H e ... 
reared his horse and wheeled it smartly to face the palace in Tokyo far 

' and away .to the northeast. Nearby the .announcer for Japan-Radio quickly, 
softly,:tensely told his microphone: "beneral Matsui..will lead a -hriple. 
banzai -for the Erhperor;” V ' ' '.'V //.’■ ■ -■

■ - General,Matsui broke in at bnce in a thih straining yoice: . ‘‘Dai Gen-sui 
- Heika (Great Field Marshal on the Steps of Heaven)— banzai-—ten thou- 
. sand years, of life.” . ..'V y j \  -y
;..;/ "A great banzai canie rparing back but it ended---he could hardly believe. ’ 

it of: Japanese tropps on review—in a hideous cackle: of drunken' laughter.
T'/riv'^^M /’/heWentured .more shriHyrf-and /a lhqu^hd. voices shouted; -

a. third.time—̂ and'a/fadid technician bad tbTiiriv 
overloading arid■''distortion.''';Tbe, words Were ; 

:;h°h^ph6nal :^ou^f./but,.the;. apices* of-hthe;.-nipnyVpresei^ed.>ph' /tape) by:'> 
, . Japan’s jNatipnal;Broadcasting,.^ have' done; credit’ to'idhC;.;

legions’oG Matsui headed: his horse down the
?^ î.I?i^o'ceecled .'i al iotiga^ •carefully; clea.i/ed ''rbutejtipast .•&6usattas 

of cheering soldiers* until he arrived at the Metropolitan Hotel in the north •



.From  tlie; shouts and look of ;the m e n .at the parade and from hints . 
dropped during the feasting at the M etropolitan that evening, Matsui 
gleaned a shrewd suspicion,of.;what had been happening in Nanking. His 
specific instructions to quarter only a few picked battalions in the city had 
been flagrantly disregarded. H e cut short the banquet and called a staff 
conference. According to officers who were present, he dressed down 
Nakajima. and M uto and ordered them  to have all unnecessary troops 
mo.ved out, of the city. Billeting officer, Muto promised to take a fresh look 
a t accommodations in the countryside. ' ; : ; ; ; v

On awakening; in the M etropolitan next morning. Matsui was melan
choly. One of his civilian aides asked him why and he replied, “I now 
realize that we have unknowingly, wrought a most grievous effect On this 
city. W hen I think of the feelings and sentiments o f  many of my Chinese 
friends who have fled from  N anking and of the future of the two countries, . 
I  cannot but feel depressed. I  am very lonely and can never get in a mood 
to rejoice about this victor}'.” . ; ^ ;v ;

Even in his press release that m orning,; though h e  dutifully trumpeted 
official Tokyo policy, M atsui let. a note of sadness creep into the bombast: 
“Future Army operations will depend entirely , on wb at attitude Chiang 
Kai-shek and the Nationalist Government take. I  personally feel sorry for 
the tragedies to. the people, but the Army must continue unless China 
repents. Now, in the winter, the season gives time to reflect. I offer ,my 
sympathy, with deep emotion, to a million innocent people.” . v;

All that day M atsui remained lugubriously intent upon the dead.: He 
visited the tomb of Sun Yat-sen, on the Purple Mountain, and sat for 
hours at a memorial service at the Nanking city airport just inside the 
southeastern walls. During the ceremony, he composed one of those short, ; 
cryptogrammic “Chinese poems” which have been cultivated as a separate 
art by Japanese literati for so many centuries that they are difficult to 
understand either for a Japanese or a Chinese. It was addressed to the 
soul of Sun Yat-sen: ' ^
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In the gold-purple tomb 
was he present or absent -
fhe\departed:-spintj-'--',;T.:;-.1-'. ' '
my friend of former years, 
in the ghastly , :  . v . 
field-colors of the dusk? ,

Memories of past meetings “
on the battlefield ; . ; , . J  .
came back to pierce my heart , ,r
asTaat,:head b o w e d , ' - v . '

' astride my war horse 
under the Mountain Gate: •:



ipbLedat^^^ Matsui-delivered'"a1 substantial .:
address 6n the. awakening of ‘̂GreaterrEast Asia,;, and ^he brotherhood of 
Ghine'se "^ncl^'d^partese^-Hb ;spoke df conducting- a . service for ; the "dead v, 

:;Chiii&e':waradifs''^bicli 'would-immediately-follow the' ceremony for - the 
fallenJdpahese'.-Hdxyfev.er,; Prince Asaka^ told him-that since it was growing 

,jafe the'"^service'for-the Chinese would'have to be held some other time.
•,..Matsui;;'-wasyupse the bcCount he; '.gave - to 'Shis 4Buddhist;

.confessor-; shortly-before his : hanging! in 1948: “Immediately after the 
. ihemorial'services, ;T assembled the higher Officers ;<ahd wept tears! of anger 
before them. ; >; . Both Prince Asaka - and- Lieutenant General Yana- 

Vgawa-L’ t -. I  told them' .1  V everything had been lost' in 
pneiih'oiiient'thrbiigK llie brutalities' -of-the soldiers. And can you imagine it,

'$ v ^S fte£ ‘ih W  1 - r : '  : ;
next day^biUetihg bxpeft Mutd reported'thiat he still could find no 

1, adequate facifitiea for
y'his fuirgbwerssas' commander of the' Central China Theater,'issuedbpera- 
. tibnal orders whicliwould send three of the four divisions in Nanking out 
; on new campaigns across the-Yangtze or back toward theco astlT h e .re - 
^mainingdivision was Nakajihia’s'-“black” ■ 16th- - and that Matsui could hibt . 
.//lpubh';because'’df'iwas •‘•already•’assigned--t6‘ Nanking b y ' Imperial H ead-.
,; • quarters 'in Tokyo. Prince Asaka’k retinue of ̂ European-educated staiff̂ : bffi- 
-jeersV'lhinkihg'it best to humor Matsui, assured 'him'that his orders'would 
\befcanfied;put;pro V-. . ‘v-^: '"-V

• Later that Sundaymorning/when M atsui1 expressed a wish to inspect 
•• ;̂ffi^whdleof•Naftking;• a group of them drove him-up-to the observaioty on 
VChinling;Hill;i’’̂ There'die-made lhem ;̂ “look; cunousIy7at'‘ one 'another” ; he. 

y studied^e;-destroyed areairbf tlie’-city intently’ through field glasses and ' 
/said, “If General Chiang [Kai-shek] had been patient for a few years 

Llbhgep and; ;avoided';bpStilities/: Japan Vyould' haVe ’.undefstbbd ‘ th'c - disaH- 
• i vantege- o f‘tj^g<tp;splve/ffie issuie between^the-two ebuntfies'by ihe/.usb 
//dLarms .̂’tph-th  hill Lfom:lKe'bbseiyatbty, Matsui Abruptly ■

A fter'S1'bribf:̂ /
. delay a suitable' grpup was herded together for him/ and he went abbut 
; amohg ffiem̂  p  and offering words o f comfort '; and rcassur- ,

^v/r^at'aftempbiiMatsuiVyasTembved -to’ ibirice Asaka’s b e a d q ^
of Hanking,' to be put o n a  destroyer a' day/later' and sent back to. 

:Sbanghai.:r  : L V.'v': - H y H - ' V ; L :f-: / /H ; 3.^

R APE. kEHJEWED; / J  ;v

.conducted his ̂ sentimental visit tb  dhb/cbnqtferehfe^ 
f ' • f i y d h  .;in :the weSte'ih'haff:bL

. then ;weBe;execmte^
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score women raped. As soon as he  had left the city, however, terror was 
resumed. And by midnight the committeemen of the safety zone had set 
down that Sunday as “the worst yet.” f o r  the first time they themselves 
felt threatened. They continued with impunity to haul soldiers from the 
bodies of Chinese women, bu t they were also forced to watch Chinese 
husbands, who had stirred in defense of their wives, killed out of hand. 
M atsui in reproving his staff officers had said too much about the danger 
of antagonizing foreign powers and about the shame of Japan before the 
world. The men involved in the shame felt compelled to flaunt their in
difference. They m ade a hero out of Colonel Hashimoto who had sunk the 
Panay. They went out of their way to dare the W est to-intervene. One 
American was shot at tha t day and several others were jostled and shoved. 
Western homes m arked and sealed as neutral property were broken into 
and looted. Chinese caretakers at deserted W estern embassies were killed. 
Star-Spangled Banners and Union Jacks were torn down and trampled. 
Uniformed Japanese toughs went out of their way to m urder in front of 
white witnesses. A m andarin in a long silk gown was overtaken by two 
Japanese soldiers under a balcony where two Americans and two Russians 
were standing watching. One of the Americans later testified: “He was 
trying to get away, hastened his pace to get away, around a comer in a 
bamboo fence, but there was no opening. The soldiers walked in front of 
him and shot him in the face. . . . They were both laughing and talking 
as if nothing had happened, never stopped smoking their cigarettes and 
talking, killed him with no m ore feeling than one taking a shot;at a wild 
duck.”

That night the confused devil soldiers were rallied and regimented for a 
new destructive duty that could be laid out for them in plans like a 
campaign of battle. The objective was to complete the looting of Nanking’s 
shops and home industries and then, alley by alley and section by section, 
to bum  them systematically to the ground. The arson squads were given 
tracks in which to load everything of value before a  building was put to 
the torch. F o r kindling they were issued black sticks of Therm it and 
strips of paper impregnated with another incendiary chemical. It was cold 
in Nanking and the men went to work with a will. The first fires bloomed at 
dusk a few hours after Matsui had left the city. By the next night Y.M.C.A. 
m an Fitch, looking from his bedroom window, could count fourteen dis
tricts all blazing at once.

I f  anyone doubted that the rape was to continue, he was disabused on 
Friday morning, December 24, when Nakajima advised the Safety Zone 
Committee that the number of Chinese soldiers who had doffed their uni
forms and gone into hiding was not 6,000 as previously estimated but
20,000. Equally ominous, it was noted that the molestation of women 
had begun to take new and extreme forms— grandmothers over seventy, 
girls under twelve, and mothers in the last month of pregnancy.
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- Afici; Matsui had gone, his staff officer Colonel Muto, the billetirig ex
pert, stayed on in Nanking “overseeing the. enforcement: of Matsui’s pr- 
;aer^^¥i^re^was^iysbnieltteiay” ■iii-withdrawing. the; su^][usv(3iyisiohsA'By.;;:v: 
Thursday/December 23, Yariagawa’s renegade 114th, the brutal 6th, and: 
:M a ^ s :? 6 ^ i^ ’thyHad "'^ft'drawiiVirAm;' tfeeaty.sv^eyeafteir c.oflly 
. jiina’s :16th most disciplined
stage of the;rape: Nanking: was already:.a picked carcass; .only a sharp •;' 
knife could cut more flesh from it. v ■ "0 .yA. v - - ./Ay-//'-

A /-A y //f  A : A " - '  ASAKA’S LAST OUNCE:; / i; -’V : " y A / A ''

Ct Prince Asaka, the Emperor’s- uncle, moved his headquarters into .Nan- 
icing', on Christmas Day. He remained within the.Avans  ̂all through January 
while .rape and murder continued. to ladle off blood from', the city into a .. 
graduated chem icalflask.Itw as not until the last hope of frightenihg or 
shaming . the Chinese - into' capitulation had - vanished— the . last little girl 
been violated—that he finally started back toward Tokyo on February 10. . 

y; In Shanghai little General Matsui heard: of . new atrocities: in ; Nanking 
every dhy. He remained powerless to stop them and so he ‘‘worried .. 

greatly” '-about. Prince Asaka’s reputation. On Ghristmas,.; the day . that 
Asakay moved into Nanking, -Matsui, -voiced h is. worries in an interview ' : 
Wth']New;Yo correspondent Hallett Abend-rrwhom;he struckyasi; -
/‘‘likeable” a n d ‘‘pathetic.” Having little hope that this indirect plea'to E m - . 
:peror : Hirohito, .through the pages of The New. York Times, would do 
' ariy goodj' he followed it up the next day by. sending a message to Prince ,
; Asaka’s chief of staff. ‘‘It is rumored,” he wrote, ‘‘that unlawful acts cbn- 
:.titiiie'.yy y;-;v:y;Especiaitty; because Prince- Asaka . is; our ; commander ■ military 
discipline and-moralsmust be that much more strictly maintained. Anyone r. 

y^hpymiscoridutns diims^ ; m ust, be severely .punished.’’: Privately; over ■
:New: Year’s toast, Matsui told a Japanese, diplom at,‘‘My hieh/have'done , : 
something very wrong .and extremely regrettable.” Asked later if the men 

■ had thrown over the traces and gone berserk, he pointedly said,. “I con-;.y 
:;sidered ,thatythe;-discipline -was excellent but the ; guidance and behavior " 
>\vere ;nbt.” r.; --v: \ A ; A-: ;.h.- ..yAA:; A :.f
^VivPespiteyMatsvii’sVprpteS^/itj-rem'ained-'a commonplace; ^  
bodies in the fetid streets j or to see queues of soldiers/waiting their turn; /  
outside a doorway where some Chinese woman had at last been ruri to 
earth.'.All the men remaining in the city were.registcred by. Nakajima’s 

- ,ŝ ret police, arid a few score of them were selected .each afternoon for that' A ' 
:n!ght’s'vbeheading party. The city .remained without lighty water/ garbage ; 
disposal, police, or firemen. The Safety Zone Committee warned Prince ... 
Asaka’s ^headquarters . of the . danger of . plague. As^ka’s staff officers. .

. replied by offering, to take over the feeding of the 100,000 Chinese who . 
wê e being kept Alive:by  ̂thezone’s dahy rice dole; With :this .responsibility, y ;
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o f  course, :the;: Japanese^ Army would ^  
warehouses arid international.relief: f u n d s : ^
the ■offer::-W(at^ra^newspaperc-;were beginning .to print'their-first;->yewitiiiess'^ 

' accounts b F w h & F hatl-bapp im ed tin -'N ank^
Prince>-Asaka’s':-e'nginpcrs~fih'aiiyr<turhed'-on ;'th ec ity ’s':p;ubiic::iutiiifidis/^ii'''’.' 

January 7, Three daysla ter Prince Kaya, a cousin ofH iroh ito ’s-E m p ress^? 
one who,had= served m previous .years ; as : ait'adm iring emissary td Addlf ̂  
Hitler— paid Nanking a “ Ceremonial visit and ta lk e d  /earnestlytitoKsecohdi ; 
lieutenants.” On January 16, after, Prince Kaya:’s ;report^ ,h6me»JtoVthei 
Throne, the lanky, cynical ̂ Prince Kpnoye played .his last"tornp;'ah'a/:a ri^  
pounced that the Japanesepeople: no -longer reco ^ tzed  
as the representative , of the C h in esep ed p lb ,th a t war^ to The' deatiiVwouldi 
continue; to be waged; against f the Chianif regime,-: hn d  that: ia Tapanese-V 
sponsored government would soda d o  wHilabte to  nil,Chinese who: ;
to  give their, allegiance to' peace aPd-'Pan-Asl&isnDt;-'-\v’'f-''.'.--', : - . VjJ-M'-v;’ 
: KonoyeV th rea t to continue the war indefinitely:‘wasV-a}threat"ip’-fell:.; 

China;- the rape of Nanking had been the: preliminary-''to'iture /supposed'^-, 
m ake Chinese believe the threat and fear it. Butipolice technigiiepbsuajly 
so successful against indiVidual Ghinesei failed to- work pri ‘ the'Chinese 

mation as a whole, Kdrioye’s declaration elicited no response; Indeed 
Chiang Kai-shek government: had xiever been : -more, popular - than fin1’ its 
present fugitive state tin^H ankow .'■ And--so .the -unsuPcessful:"pplic^;̂ ^ r  
gradually abandoned. Corpses were cleared-from, the^streets:and:ponxls;. 
and the systematic burning of the city ceased. The last abuse protested by :; 
the - Safety - Zone Committee— the- rape -.of :.a>- twelye?yeai^id,^r%4obk'^ 
place on February 7,h fifty-seven::days: after-the'“Japanese'bad;- Completely/; 
occupied:die city : and quelled ail. resistance. G ehep^ 
the;1 Gerinahi: continued his :;meticulpuk pcc6uht â̂  little vforther/ up-to 
March 19 when he'noted that a girl was raped-by ^Tapfinese'poli^Hihi 
the U.S; nussionary compound. --"v ' ' '■■ ' [ ' ' ' ' / ' ' K ' .

' -; ; ;

In  till,- according to';-figurcsiaccepted-':affbr -j^o ’yearn 
panel o f eminent jurists from m any lands,: the ln  Milititiy;Tri-

,,buna! fo rv th e F a tH a s tw h ic h 's a t- In  Tpkyb frohy -j^
•women•were raped iii'‘Nanidng.^ahid its: vicinity, a r i^

/ le a s ta iq u a rte r  b f 'th e m 'a ^

- ' Many Japanese nVairitairi t̂hat 4he\figdfesri accepted ;by;Jhe.:tfibuh^->re%Msly
exaggerated>;beingbasedinpart;onChineseciairns.T|ie.auUior,afterrevIewing:tl3c
original data arid, 'weeding oiit; Chinese statistics; hplieves i t . fair tpr.say; that pot .less,

. than 100,000 wri .̂pVisqriers;'^andi.50p00:-fciviiians wefe^ executed within. thirty-seven :
'' ' miles of Nanking and that at least 5,000 womeri Were raped, many of them' repeatedly 

- or on several-occasions. r - - : - e
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destroyed by fire. Everything of value was removed from the ruins and 
placed in Japanese Army warehouses. The Nanking shopkeeper and the 
farmer outside tire walls were economically wiped out. According to a 
survey conducted in March 1938 by sociologist Smythe and his university 
students on a 2 per cent sample of the population, the farmer had lost in" 
money and goods the equivalent of 278 days of labor, the city dweller the 
equivalent of 681 days of labor. Since both at tire best of times lived at 
subsistence level, the wherewithal to begin life anew did not exist. There 
were few stores of seed grain for replanting, few savings with which to stock 
shops. Thousands of utterly hopeless women and children had no future 
except the day-to-day dole of rice provided by international relief funds. It 
would be a year before capital filtering back into Nanking from other parts 
of China began to create employment opportunities and a semblance of 
economic revival.

I

Rape of Nanking

REWARD AND PAYMENT

The tally of lives taken at Nanking was obviously no accident. I t  would 
not be easy for 100,000 men to kill 200,000 in the course of routine care
lessness, drunkenness, and disorder. But despite world-wide protest against 
the crime, none of the criminals were in any way punished by the Japanese 
government of the time. I t  was official Tokyo doctrine that the troops in the 
field had gone berserk and that nothing could be done about them. When 
the Nanking veterans first returned home, however, many of them told a 
different story—a story of disgust at what they had seen and done. They 
complained that they had “learned nothing in the Ariny but rape and bur
glary”; that they had had to shoot prisoners merely to test the efficiency of 
machine guns; that they had been ordered by their officers, in dealing with 
Chinese girls, “Either pay them money or kill them in some out-of-the-way 
place after you have finished.” In February 1939, the,War Ministry issued 
orders to suppress such “improper talk” which may “give rise to rumors” 
and “impair the trust of the people in the Army.” Even today Nanking is 
regularly referred to by retired Japanese Army officers as “the ten-year 
shame” or “the great dishonor.” Except in the most vague theoretical terms, 
h remains impossible to talk about Nanking with any Japanese who par- 

' ticipated in the deeds done there.
After Japan’s defeat in 1945, Japanese government spokesmen claimed 

at the war crime tribunals that an Army officer had been court-martialed 
and put to death for responsibility in the Nanking fiasco. They did not give 
his name or rank. They said that a noncommissioned officer had even been 
sentenced to prison “for stealing a Chinese lady’s slipper.” They said that 
many of the principals in the rape had been “severely reprimanded.” 

me 1937 Japanese attitudes toward Nanking are not reflected in such 
u 10us latter-day assertions. More relevant facts are these: that on the day
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after the capture of Nanking Em peror H irohito expressed his “extreme 
satisfaction” to Prince Kanin, his wife’s grand-uncle, who was chief of the 
Army General Staff; that Prince Kanin sent a telegram of congratulations 
to General M atsui, telling him that “not since history began has there been 
such an extraordinary military exploit” ; that in late January Prince Kaya, 
the Empress’s fascistic cousin, returned from Nanking and gave the Em 
peror a full report on what he had seen there; that a month later, on 
February 26, Em peror Hirohito received the febrile Matsui, the princely 
Asaka, and the eager Yanagawa a t  the imperial summer villa in Hayama 
and rewarded each of them with a pair of silver vases embossed with the 
imperial chrysanthemum.

M atsui retired to build his shrine of remorse at Atami, Prince Asaka to 
play golf. No longer in disgrace, General Yanagawa was appointed by the 
Em peror to run the economy of occupied China and then serve as minister 
of justice, no less, in the Japanese Cabinet. H e finally died of disease as 
proconsul in Sumatra in 1944. Billeting expert M uto rose steadily to be
come a m ajor general and chief of the powerful M ilitary Affairs Bureau in 
1939, lieutenant general and commander of the 2d Imperial Guards in 
1942, and later Y am ashita’s chief of staff in the Philippines in 1944-45. 
The ubiquitous M ajor General Suzuki Tei-ichi, who had done the cerebral 
desk work in Kyoto for the terrible 16th Division in the field, remained as 
always H irohito’s personal envoy and troubleshooter in the Army, moving 
about with breathtaking versatility from one delicate appointment to the 
next. As for the sadistic Nakajima, who had dirtied himself most in the 
rape, he was allowed to retire from  the Army in 1939 and to live out his 
life in comfort on the spoils which he had brought back from Nanking.

Hirohito honored all the criminals, punished none of them, and remains 
to this day on cordial terms with his kinsman Prince Asaka. If Hirohito had 
any feeling at the time that Prince Asaka had sullied the family name, he 
gave no sign of it. H e continued to play golf with Asaka, to attend weekly 
showings of newsreels with him, to grant him private audiences, to sit with 
him  on the exclusive Gokazoku Kaigi or Council of Princes of the Blood. 
If Hirohito had any feeling that Prince Asaka had been deceived or ex
ploited by his Army subordinates at Nanking, he gave no sign of that either. 
On the contrary he appointed three other members of the imperial family 
to im portant Army commands in the six months after the rape of Nanking.

I t is the crowning irony of Nanking that the man who finally shouldered 
all the blame was little tubercular General Matsui. H e was tried, along with 
the other six leaders enshrined at Atami, by the International Military 
Tribunal for the Far East. Scattered through the 150,000-page record of the 
trial may be found the gist of M atsui’s part in the rape-as it has been 
recounted here. Nowhere in the record t is there any evidence that Matsui 
issued secret orders for the rape to take place. Nowhere did the Allied
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attorneys for the prosecution ever impeach his sincerity or catch him out 
in even one lie.

On the other hand, there is also no explicit statement by Matsui or his 
defense lawyers that his authority as Central China commander-in-chief 
was overridden at Nanking by the imperial authority of Prince Asaka. 
Instead, in one of the most fuzzy defense presentations in the annals of 
jurisprudence, Matsul’s lawyers allowed him to discourse about Sino- 
Japanese friendship in a windy manner that could only impress his judges 
as hypocritical. He wound himself in a noose of Buddhist piety and mysti
cism. He buried himself in pompous platitudes. His judges were naturally 
impressed by eyewitness accounts of Nanking bestialities. When they heard 
him offer no adequate excuses for the fact that he had been in over-all 
command in Central China they assumed that he must be worthy of hang
ing. Matsui himself did not disagree. After a decade of introspection, he felt 
that he should have done more to guide Prince Asaka and the Emperor and 
that it was his religious duty now to die in protection of the Throne.

“I am happy to end this way,” he said. “After things turning out this 
way, I am really eager to die at any time.”

Memoirs, orders, and diaries which have come to light in Japan since the 
trial tend to corroborate Matsui’s story. Moreover, the conduct of the trial 
itself, as an honest quest for truth, is open to question, and has been ques
tioned by every single Western historian who has since had occasion to 
review it. It is an incredible fact of the Matsui case that Prince Asaka, who 
Was in direct command at Nanking and physically present there during 
most of the rape, was never summoned into court to testify even as a 
witness, much less as a defendant. The judges, who knew his position of 
command and listened to many less important stories at tedious length, 
would not have been averse to hearing his account of the rape of Nanking. 
They were prevented from doing so by the terms of the political equation 
which held in Japan immediately after the dropping of the atomic bombs 
and the Japanese surrender.9

History is not merely enacted and recorded but made and remade by later 
events and later points of view. After Nanking, Japan went on to invade 
South China and then Russian Mongolia. In the year that followed, 1940, 
Japan remodeled herself domestically as a one-party police state totally 
mobilized for modern warfare. In early 1941, Japan made a satellite of 
French Indochina and began to train troops seriously for the conquest of 
British Malaya, of the Dutch East Indies, and, contingently, of the Philip
pines. That summer President Roosevelt cut off Japan’s supplies of strategic 
materials, particularly oil. In the negotiations which followed, Japan ex
pressed herself willing to accept all of Roosevelt’s conditions, except the

"This point is taken up in detail in Chapter 3.
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m ost im portant: withdrawal from China and from the bases there which 
could be used against the Philippines and other points south. Emperor 
H irohito ordered the attack on Pearl H arbor to be prepared, and when 
Roosevelt persisted in calling the Japanese hand, Hirohito overrode-voices 
of caution and procrastination and ordered the attack to be launched.

In  the next six months Singapore, the Philippines, Borneo, Sumatra, 
Java, and a dozen other islands of immense natural wealth fell to Japan in 
an Army-Navy operation of unexpected brilliance and ferocity. The atro
cities of Nanking were repeated again and again— at the Bataan Death 
M arch, in the building of the Burma-Tliailand railway, in the final desperate 
rape of M anila in 1945. Then .came the counter-atrocities, the appalling 
incendiary raids on the wood-and-paper cities of civilian Japan, and the 
atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

W hen Japan had been effectively defeated, the Japanese dream of an 
Asiatic empire lay buried under four million corpses. If the Emperor or
dered it, the Japanese people were prepared to add their own seventy 
million bodies to the carnage heap before admitting the defeat. America’s 
war, however, had been waged against fascism, not the Japanese people. To 
stay the slaying, peace had to be made a t any price. How it was made will 
be told in the next two chapters. The price paid was a polite international 
lie, a falsification of history. I t  was not a high price, but historical lies have 
to be corrected if anything is to be learned from the lessons of life on earth. 
From  the fourth chapter onward, this book presents a previously untold 
story: the inner workings of the Japanese government during its attempt to 
conquer the world.

If a grievous miscarriage of justice was delivered by The United States 
and her Allies in the hanging of General M atsui in. 1948, i t  is a t least 
not thought of that way by m ost Japanese today. Rather, they see Matsui’s 
death as a noble suicidal sacrifice in the interests of peace and the saving 
of Japanese and American face. The musical stick of lamentation, struck 
daily by the weeping priestess at the shrine in Atami, tolls in her own ears 
no t merely for her kinsman general, nor merely for the other war criminals 
on the hill above her, not merely for Japan alone, but for all men every
where.
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A-BOMB

HIROSHIMA

■';■-!Yob will proceed to a rendezvous at Iwo with two othei; B-29’s. One 
plane'will carry it;

[; - The other planes will carry instruments and photographic equipment. 
,;,V6u-three wiil not contact each other!’ but w ill maintain the strictest radio 

silence. v - ' • ' •' - ’
w ;’[Weather-!observation planes will be returning from over the Empire and 
!'! the area of the targets. They will'not. address you directly, but speak , as if! 
readdressing, the , base a t ‘Tinian. You will> naturally take extreme care in 
r ..hearing .their -reports. If they are not understood you will mot break radio 
esilencedd askrepeat.iThey .will be repeated as prearranged., ..

will. approach the,target at, a ground speed around 300 mph, ,and 
i.- niaintain, a -steady , bombing platform at about, 30,000 feet. 
r.;-,;;Bqrnbing .will be visual.. If the city of choice is not clear," proceed .aV.ybur 
ylfecretion!'to.^anothet; target. ,.
r^:AsJl)omliji;'raeased; you will immediately turn at a 150-degre'e anjgle." 
!!£.A9u?.®̂ t'̂  dot!'repeat,;ndt: follow standard bombing procedure by pro- 
/ asrusual to fly over-' the- target :. You will not fly over this 

'■^explosio^ , >• V;: -r.-r.-;: :,~l~ '
./ : After bombs away, turn sharply so as not to-be over'Ground Zero when 

y:-1^99fivice.’explodes; ;,You; may even ,wish' to dose altitude ;to put more dis- 
.J'-:4a%e,'between-yourseifand zero. • .;-r -y-.r;, , • ,

^?se:specifications, p la n e s th e ,5 p 9 th :Gpmposite;Grpup.had 
practiced , for seventeen [days dropping oddly shaped; “punkins” of -Torpex 
explqsives. on various< Japanese • cities. Japanese: plane ' spotters had grown 
used to the sight of B-29’sithat came.in harmless .threesomes and dropped a 
single bomb. Japanese radio' propagandists [had even picked up enough idle:
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radio chatter from American, ground crews in Tinian to taunt the 509th 
because its men put on airs of importance and secrecy. Tokyo Rose :said 
that they had been trained in America’s last desperate, resort : ' “magic.” : 

On August 6, 1945, however, the 509th’s Enola' Gay was not carrying 
magic or pumpkins but a “Thin Boy,” a: long slender container in which 
small pieces of uranium -235 waited at one end to be fired at a large piece 
held at the other— in short, an atomic bomb. Six and a half hours from 
take-off in Tinian, at ex ac tly '8 :15 :17  a .m . Hiroshima time, tlie special 
bomb-bay doors opened and the bomb and its parachute were toggled o u t 
Colonel Paul W. Tibbets took back the control from bomb-run pilot Major-: 
Thom as W. Ferebee, put the plane, into a violent turn,: aiid at full .throttle 
headed down and out. About two minutes later— fifteen miles away— the; 
fleeing Enola Gay leapt like a bronco. Captain Robert. Lewis who was 
keeping the flight log had last written, “There wifl bfe: a short intermission , 
while we bomb our target.” Now he entered the simple exclamation, “My 
God!” :

The bomb had burst in a clear blue sky about 1,500 feet over the north
west center of the city and of its 245 ,000- inhabitants. For an instant a ball 
of fire 250 feet in diameter had hung in the air like a piece out of the heart 
of the sun. A nd in the next instant some 64,000 Japanese civilians had 
been set aflame o r crushed. Another 26,000-odd were scorched and riddled 
with neutrons and gamma rays. They died within the following minutes, 
days, weeks, and months. : -v • •••• ■ -

A  great light sparked the land out to 100 miles. An intense thud of sound 
leveled 6,820 buildings at a clap and could-be heard over ten miles away. ' 
The whole center of the city, a mile Wide, burst Into flamed A titanic spout 
of air and ashes— ash of buildings, ash of people— shot into the upper 
atmosphere and flattened into a mushroom head against the floor of space. 
Around the foot of the fiery cloud, cold air rushed in to fill the vacuum, 
gradually picking up speed until two and three hours after the explosion it 
roared in to fan the flames with a 30- to 40-mph gale. .‘Around the outer ', 
eddies of the fire storm, where the initial heat wave had parched, every thing 
to tinder, more- fires .sprang up as. if licks of flame were breaking through 
the earth from below. In  a few hours.four square miles were burning.

The pall of airborne rubbish hanging over the city darkened the crackling, 
streets. Hail-sized drops of: muddy water, taken up  as vapor from Hiro
shima’s rivers, sporadically fell out of the cloud in a. kind of ■ rain. The 
ionized air had a  pervasive, electric smell such as one scents near a light
ning stroke or a welder’s arc. Small tornadoes played around the edges of 
the storm, disturbirig the ruins and toppling still-standing trees. \
'. Stunned human beings, finding escape holes from collapsed buildings : 

near >the cen te r:'d fthe : blastj‘ joined processions; o f horfibly; bufned;;ghqsts; 
who had been caught in the open but were stilf alive enough to try to walk 
away. M ildly:burned^andirradiated outsiders;hdvered bh'-the. p e i t e e t ^
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the inferno looking for relatives. They saw and never forgot the bodies 
stumbling out, flayed by the heat, skin black or bubbled or hanging in gray 
strips. Tile three rivers flowing out of the heart of the city became clogged 
with corpses of adults and notably of children who had quenched their 
seared lives in the water.

As the fire spread it caught many mildly injured people trapped under 
wreckage. Passing evacuees extricated some and ignored others. Men in 
search of their own families were even said to have stopped and apologized 
for obeying what they considered to be their first duty. Some sections of the 
city became entirely ringed with flames and the survivors in them huddled 
in open parks and gardens. In these 'sanctuaries, the dying died. Those 
destined to live fought fires that crept in on them, went about distributing 
cups of water from broken pipes and running streams, told stories for the 
children, swapped theories about what had happened, and spread rumors 
about what would happen next. A low-flying plane caused terror of strafing. 
The queerness of the rain suggested that the city Was being sprayed with 
gasoline for final immolation. Soldiers went about searching for American 
parachutists.

For the first thirty hours most survivors wandered about digging in 
ashes, staring at horrors, unwittingly picking up roentgens. Electricity was 
out, water pipes had been broken in 70,000 places. Of forty-five hospitals, 
three were left standing and of their staffs only twenty-eight out of 290 
doctors and 126 out of 1,780 nurses remained uninjured. Yet life did go 
on. It was determined later that earthworms, even in the immediate area 
of ground zero, continued to crawl only a few inches beneath the surface 
of the soil.

Gradually above ground, too, a semblance of order was restored. On the 
day after the bomb the governor of the prefecture called for “rehabilitation 
of the stricken city and an aroused fighting spirit to exterminate the devilish 
Americans.” The Japanese Army, which for all its faults was a relatively 
modem and efficient organization, took charge of relief. Casualties were 
herded into hospitals. Army stockpiles of food and blankets were dis
tributed. Heaps of corpses were soaked with gasoline and incinerated. The 
fires burned out in three days, the embers smouldered for a few days more.

By final count six months later, over 90,000 civilians and almost 10,000 
soldiers had perished. Another thousand-odd were to die in the decade 
ahead of leukemia and other radiation diseases.

A-Bomb

NAGASAKI

<t ^ le U.S. had a second type of atomic bomb ready to drop on Japan*. 
Fat Boy.” A prototype of it had already been exploded atop a test tower 

m the New Mexican desert. Fat Boy depended for its power on an extremely 
ssile element, plutonium, which was not found in nature but was man-
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m ade at a p lant on the Columbia R iver in the state of Washington. Atoms 
of the plutonium were distributed more or less evenly throughout a com
pressible medium which kept them apart and prevented them from engaging 
in chain reactions. They were encased on the outside in a spherical shell 
of conventional explosive charges. When the charges were sparked and 
detonated, the plutonium atom s would be blown in on one another and for 
a fraction of a second would be held together so tightly that a far more 
universal splitting of the atoms would take place than in the shotgun type 
of uranium  bomb used at Hiroshima. Indeed, the F a t Boy was expected to 
pack at least three times the bang of the Thin Boy.

Since F a t Boy was the second atomic bomb, everyone involved in drop
ping it knew that he was making awesome history. Casualty estimates‘had 
already been broadcast concerning Hiroshima. Radios crackled with com
mentary and speculation about the significance of the atomic age a-dawning. 
Japan must surrender soon. N ot even the suicidal kamikaze pilot could 
stand on his honor while his entire homeland was being erased city by city. 
M oreover, the U.S.S.R. was massing tanks on the Russo-Manchurian bor
der in order to snap up the continental fragments of Japan’s collapsing 
empiie. The Soviet offensive was launched at midnight on August 8, Tokyo 
time. President Trum an was informed of it an hour later, and die news was 
broadcast. Bomb crews in the Pacific, preparing for early morning take-offs, 
took it in with their coffee and briefings.

F a t Boy was scheduled to be dropped on Japan on August 11. A few 
hours before the Russian drive started, on the afternoon of August 8, the 
F a t Boy bomb crew were out dropping a practice “punkin” in the Pacific. 
That evening when their B-29, named Bock’s Car, touched down at the 
U.S. air base on the Pacific island of Tinian, the crew were abruptly notified 
to be ready to fly again that night— this time in earnest. A wide'storm 
center was forming out in the Pacific. Southern Japan was expected to cloud 
over the next day and to remain closed in for five days thereafter. To avoid 
any chance of a mistake, President Truman had ordered that the F a t Boy 
be cast visually, not by radar. General Thomas Farrell, the Tinian com
m ander who had discretionary powers as to when the next A-bomb should 
be dropped, had decided to move up the  idate from the eleventh to the 
morning of the ninth. William Laurence, The New York Times science 
reporter who was to accompany Bock’s Car in one of its attendant camera 
planes, observed dryly, “I ’ll bet those weather forecasts came ’all the way 
from Potsdam .” ( t 8 a s : >

From the beginning the1 crew members of Bock’s Car seemed dogged by 
hard luck. To be ready for early morning take-off they were allowed only 
two hours of sleep. Awakened at 11 p .m ., they were briefed until midnight, 
then ate a light meal and stood by during the loading of the bomb and the 
complex checkout of all its mechanisms. A t the last minute the flight engi
neer discovered tha t an auxiliary fuel pump was out of action and th a t a
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600-gallon tank of reserve gasoline would not be available for use during 
the long flight borne. “To hell with it,” decided Major Charles Sweeney, the 
Bock’s Car’s, pilot. He took off at 1:56 A.M., Tokyo time.

An hour later the crew of the Bock’s Cat were disturbed by an extraordi
nary breach of radio silence from headquarters in Tinian. One of the two 
attendant photographic planes had left behind a physicist who was supposed 
to run a scientifically important high-speed camera. For thirty excruciat
ing minutes everyone including, it was feared, Japanese radio monitors 
listened while the operation manual for the unmanned camera was read out 
over the airwaves. An hour and a half later, the black box which monitored 
and controlled the Fat Boy began to flash a  red light which indicated that 
all firing circuits were closed. For another tense half hour the crew waited 
in fear of fission while the lieutenant in charge of electronics delved into the 
black box. It turned out that a faulty switch had lit the warning light mean- 
inglessly. Another hour and a half of napping and routine passed. Then 
at 8:12 a.m . Bock’s Cat rendezvoused with one of its two camera planes 
off the southern tip of Japan. The second camera plane, the one which had 
left behind its physicist, was cruising at a higher altitude a little to the north. 
For forty minutes the planes circled in search of one another, passing again 
and again just out of sight. At 8:56 Pilot Sweeney decided that the fuel 
supply was too short for further search and headed north toward his target. 
Weather planes up ahead reported conditions excellent: dawn haze clearing, 
blue skies shining through.

The primary target that morning was not Nagasaki but Kokura, a manu
facturing town of 170,000 inhabitants on the north coast of Kyushu, the 
southernmost of Japan’s main islands. Kokura had been little bombed previ
ously and was an ideal target. It lay in a plain and'nudged so closely 
against the industrial cities of Tobata.' Wakamatsu, and Yawata that the 
four have since been amalgamated as a single megalopolis, Kitakyushu, the 
fifth city of Japan. Had Bock’s Car unloaded Fat Boy on Kokura that 
morning, it is estimated that at least 300,000 of the 610,000 people in the 
four cities would have been killed.

As Major Sweeney approached Kokura at 9:30 A.M., he was pleased to 
see that the weather held, the sky was clear, theVisibility excellent. As the 
plane passed over its target, however, Bombardier Kermit Bcahan reported 
that he could not see the arsenal which lie Was supposed to use as aiming 
point*, it was obscured by the smoke of factory chimneys.1 Major Sweeney

1}iew York Times, correspondent William L. Laurence, in an eyewitness account 
which was delayed by censorship and not printed until September 9, wrote that there 
was "no opening in the thick umbrella of clouds that covered” Kokura. This was the 
official story for many years but now crewmen of the bomb plane deny it. By Septeni- 
“r when his article appeared, Mr. Laurence was extremely busy, being given 

a whirlwind Air Force tour of atomic installations m the United States as background 
°r an exclusive series of articles on the manufacture and testing of atomic bombs.
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circled and came in for a  second bomb run. Once again the city fled past 
below. Once again the river and other landmarks near point zero could 
be seen clearly bu t not the arsenal. Once again Bombardier Beahan called 
out, “No drop.” On the third bomb run members of the crew murmured 
that Japanese antiaircraft gunners were beginning to get the range and that 
Japanese fighters were climbing from below. For the third time Bombardier 
Beahan failed to see his bull’s-eye and shouted, “No drop.” Circling and 
surveying the white puffs of the flak over the city, M ajor Sweeney an
nounced that he was giving up and proceeding to the secondary target, 
Nagasaki, ninety miles to the southwest. By now the fuel situation was 
critical. There was no possibility of returning to Tinian. The plane would 
have to refuel at Iwo Jima or at the airstrip on recently secured Okinawa.

Bock's Car thundered in toward Nagasaki a few minutes before eleven 
in the morning. The edgy crew saw clouds ahead and begged for a radar 
drop. Navy Commander Fred Ashworth, who had over-all charge of the 
bomb, at first refused. M ajor Sweeney assured him, “I ’ll guarantee we come 
within a thousand feet of the target.” As there was not enough fuel left to 
carry the heavy bomb back to Okinawa the only alternative would be to 
jettison F a t Boy over the ocean. After a moment’s hesitation Commander 
Ashworth decided to  disregard President Trum an’s orders and gave his 
consent.

Nagasaki stands at the head of a V-shaped bay. Its two heavily built-up 
strips of harbor front meet at the center of the city and extend inland up 
two narrow valleys. The distinctive X-sliape of the city showed up clearly 
on the radarscope. Ground zero was supposed to be the center of the X. But 
as Bock’s Car bore in on it, Bombardier Beahan suddenly sighted a sta
dium through a rift in the clouds, a stadium which he recognized from 
reconnaissance photographs. “I’ll take it,” he shouted. He asked for a cor
rection to the right and received it. Less than a minute later, at 10:58 a .m ., 
Tokyo time, he released the bomb visually and Bock’s Car jumped as Fat 
Boy fell from the bomb bay. M ajor Sweeney banked his plane sharply and 
hared away to the south toward a forced landing on Okinawa two hours 
later.

Behind him, dangling from its parachute, drifted the “gimmick” as it was 
known to the fliers— the pikadon or “thunder-and-lightning” as it would be 
dubbed by the men on the ground. I t had been released not 1,000 feet off 
target but 11,000 feet or more than two miles. I t  was descending over the 
bowl-shaped valley of Urakami, which housed Nagasaki’s most important 
war factory, the Mitsubishi Ordnance Works. Through the valley ran an
other valuable objective, the railway line which linked the big peninsular 
port city to the rest of Japan. All of the dozen Japanese who looked up, 
and lived to write about it later, remember searching a clear blue sky. 
Several of them saw the plane; two of them saw the bomb and its parachute. 
A t their lathes, turning out torpedoes and small arms, the workers in the
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Mitsubishi plant heard nothing. The congregation at the Friday morning 
mass in the nearby Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception, the largest 
Roman Catholic cathedral in the Orient, saw nothing. The roar of 
machinery, the opacity of stained glass saved them from fear before they 
died.

Four minutes after release, at a point approximately 1,540 feet above the 
ground and 200 feet east of the railway line, the bomb went off. Directly 
under it, destruction was complete, more complete than at Hiroshima, and 
death was instantaneous. But the bowl of the Urakami Valley shielded the 
rest of Nagasaki from direct radiation. There were no fire storms, no 
strange falls of muddy rain. The valley's two-mile strip of city had simply 
been crushed flat. The immense thunderclap echoed from the surrounding 
hills, overtaking the fleeing Bock's Car and jolting it with no less than five 
separate head-jerking shocks. By a count made six months later, 39,214 
men, women, and children had died.2

ATOMIC DECISION MAKING

The two atomic bombings took 140,000 lives in all. The rape of Nan
king, eight years earlier, had taken approximately the same number. Japan’s 
conquest of Asia had begun and ended in horror. An eye for an eye and a 
tooth for a tooth had been meted out to an uncanny jo* and tittle by the 
whirling scythe of war. Unlike Nanking, the A-bomb has become one of tire 
most completely documented events in history. The unknown terrors of 
radiation, the horror of death by flame, the large number of victims who 
lingered on to die weeks later have all combined to give humane men and 
women everywhere an uneasy conscience. Many have wondered whether 
an act of vengeance or even cold-blooded racism was not committed. Ber
trand Russell, the British mathematician and political idealist, went so 
far as to call Hiroshima “a wanton act of mass murder.” I t  is difficult 
to face the skulls of Hiroshima and Nagasaki objectively. Cautious 
Ph.D.’s, however, have searched and searched again through the records 
offhe decision-making process which led to the A-bombing of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, and have found little to cavil with.

At the time of the bomb decision the statesmen of three nations were

2 Had it not been for Bombardier Beahan’s lucky two-mile miss, another 50,000 to 
75,000 would have been killed. Beahan does not maintain that the miss was entirely 
accidental. He says guardedly that he knew where he was dropping the bomb and 
fhat the stadium which he sighted through the Tift in the clouds was an “alternate 
aiming point.” It may be, then, that the humane miss was authorized at a high level 
m General Carl Spaatz’s Strategic Air Command. Wasting the kill power of such an 
expensive weapon would have been sufficient reason at that time for hushing up the 
story Five minutes after dropping the bomb the radio operator on Bock’s Car flashed
mian. Results technically successful but other factors involved make conference 

necessary before taking further steps.”
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against a live target.” The scientists’ answer was delivered on June 16. It 
said;, in a sentence that Stimson underlined in his own copy, “We can 
propose no technical demonstration likely to bring an end to the war; we 
see no acceptable alternative to direct military use.”

A group of equally distinguished atomic physicists, who did not sit on 
the Interim  Committee but had also worked on the bomb, disagreed vehe
mently. A t a series of meetings conducted by Nobel Prize winner James O. 
Franck at the University of Chicago, they drew up the Franck report, a 
strong idealistic plea not to use the bomb in warfare. Their protest, which 
was submitted in Washington but never reached the highest levels of gov
ernment, was couched in strategic, moral, and political terms. They foresaw 
the possibility of “suitcase warfare,” that is “a Pearl H arbor disaster re
peated in thousandfold magnification in every one of our major cities.” 
They recommended that the United States demonstrate the bomb before 
representatives of the United Nations and then turn it over to an interna
tional control commission. After demonstration, they said, the bomb might 
be used against Japan with the sanction of the United Nations.

A t a time when the United Nations was just being organized and the 
Russians were beginning to show their postwar colors, internationalization 
of the bomb was not an idea calculated to appeal to U.S. statesmen. The 
one scientific question at issue, that of staging an effective demonstration 
of the bomb for Japanese leaders, was begged by the Franck report. It 
should perhaps have been considered more deeply. That perennial political 
loner, Edward Teller, who later masterminded the H-bomb, has since 
asserted: “I  was positive then and I am positive now, that we made a 
mistake dropping the bomb without a previous bloodless demonstration. We 
could have used the bomb to end the war without bloodshed by exploding 
it high over Tokyo at night without prior warning. If  it had been exploded 
at an altitude of 20,000 feet, instead of the low altitude of 2,000 
feet . . . there would have been a minimum loss of life, if any, and hardly 
any damage to property, but there would have been tremendous sound and 
light effects. We could then have said to the Japanese leaders: ‘This was an 
atomic bomb. One of them can destroy a city. Surrender or be destroyed!’ ”

Such a demonstration might very well have been effective. Indeed it 
might have impressed the leaders in Tokyo more than the actual oblitera
tion of provincial Hiroshima. The technical difficulties of getting the drop- 
plane away from the burst at such an altitude could have been solved 
readily. The uncertainties of a night attack, so long as it were made without 
warning, would have been minimal. The fact is, however, that the sug
gestion was never put forward in government circles.

After the Interim  Committee had met on June 1 and voted to use the 
bomb militarily, the decision was never changed. I t was, however, kept 

v open to change. In  the six weeks that followed, President Truman was 
preparing for the last of the wartime conferences with Stalin and Churchill.
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It was to be held at Potsdam in the Soviet Zone of Germany. There the 
decision to use the bomb would be made final. Up to the last minute Tru
man watched Japan. Through radio monitoring and code breaking, he had 
access to all messages which passed between Tokyo and Japanese embassies 
in neutral countries. He was also privy to the reports of Army, Navy, and 
O.S.S. agents. Though not all of this intelligence has yet been made public, 
he cannot have found in it much hope that Japan was about to accept 
unconditional surrender because the actual deliberations in Tokyo at that 
time were a study in procrastination and bluff.

JAPAN’S DILEMMA

The majority of Japanese officials had long recognized the need to sur
render but their will to act was frozen. They did not know how to admit to 
one another that they were beaten. They only knew what they had done in 
their own conquests, and they feared vengeance in kind. Theirs was not the 
Washington world of brusque, explicit proposals and of statesmen con
cerned with moral issues but a murky political atmosphere of guarded 
allusions and feudal allegiances, of time-consuming etiquette and prickly 
samurai honor.

Emperor Hirohito had been reminding his ministers to miss no chance 
for concluding an advantageous peace ever since the Japanese capture of 
Singapore in February 1942. Indeed, a Navy peace mission, equipped with 
special code machines and clerks, had been installed in Switzerland in 1941 
even before the attack on Pearl Harbor. It was charged with keeping chan
nels of negotiations open and maintaining contact with U.S. Intelligence. To 
Hirohito’s dismay, however, the Japanese mission discovered that U.S. 
leaders had no interest in a negotiated peace. The Americans remained 
confident of final victory even at the lowest ebb in their fortunes. They took 
the position that they had been forced into war by Japan’s surprise attack 
and that they did not mean to cease fighting until they had divested Japan 
of her empire and made her into a peace-loving nation. In October of 1942, 
Hirohito had the Army dispatch to Europe its own corps of peace experts. 
The major general in charge of the mission, Okamoto Kiyotomi, was an 
intimate friend of the Emperor’s brother Prince Chichibu, who enjoyed a 
reputation in the West for pro-British attitudes. Nevertheless, in Sofia, 
Ankara, Vichy, and Berne, Okamoto and his three fellow officers found that 
neutral mediators held out little hope.

Six months before Peail Harbor Hirohito had had the Naval General 
Staff make a study of war prospects. When the results were submitted to 
him, he had ordered that the study be made again by a separate group of 
staff officers. The second analysis corroborated the conclusion of the first: 
that Japan could wage war successfully on the United States for eighteen 
months, or until June of 1943. After that Japan must negotiate a peace or
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she would gradually lose everything. When the deadline passed and Japa
nese envoys still reported no hope of arranging a settlement, both Army and 
Navy had new studies made of the war outlook. By the end of 1943 the 
Navy’s had been completed and the Army’s was nearing final draft. The 
Navy’s concluded that Japan had lost the war and would be forced to give 
up all the territorial acquisitions which she had made since 1880. The 
Army study concurred and went a step further: Japan might be able to 
attach only two conditions to surrender, that the homeland be spared from 
ravage and that the imperial dynasty be left on the Throne.

The chilling conclusions of the two staff studies were difficult to accept. 
H irohito’s forces still held a vast empire, an area of the globe wider than 
Canada and almost as long as South America. Prime Minister Tojo assured 
Hirohito that the cold figures of war production and war losses could lie; 
much could happen. But Hirohito understood figures. The staff conclusions 
might not be inevitable but he m ust still make some provision for the 
eventuality of defeat. H e therefore asked his closest civilian advisor, Lord 
Privy Seal M arquis Kido Koichi, to study the problems of peace from his 
standpoint as a specialist in opinion making and domestic political control.

Kido committed his first thoughts to paper on January 6 ,1 9 4 4 , precisely 
nineteen months before the bomb fell on Hiroshima. The war, he conceded 
in essence, is lost. We must make a realistic peace proposal before Ger
many capitulates. We should ask the U.S.S.R., as a neutral in the Pacific 
W ar, to act as our go-between and convoke a “commission of the princi
pal Pacific nations” to dispose of our conquests. We must be ready to let 
them all go, either returning them to China or giving them their inde
pendence as “perm anent neutral nations like Switzerland.” Then, “in 
view of the terrible attrition we have suffered,” we must “preserve and 
cultivate our power for one hundred years.” Above all we must “keep 
tlm Anglo-Saxons from  destroying us as a colored race.” We around the 
Throne “will have to retain our actual power in the state secretly.”

If the Throne was to keep its power in secret and Japan was to lie low 
for one hundred years, the people of the country would have to be care
fully prepared. The fighting men had staked their honor on victory or 
suicide, and hundreds of thousands had died in the Emperor’s name. If 
peace were declared prematurely, patriots would say that Hirohito lacked 
courage to fight the war through. Widows and orphans would blame him 
for letting their loved ones die in vain. To save the nation’s face, then, 
the war must be continued until everyone had suffered from it and was 
eager to see it finished. A t that point the people could be made to feel 
tha t they had fought poorly and let the Em peror down. At that point, if 
Hirohito declared peace, the people would feel obligated to him.

‘ Kido discussed his ideas with other members of the Emperor’s Young 
Set— all in their fifties now— and found that they had been thinking along 
similar lines. According to an ancient metaphor, the Em peror lived “above
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the clouds like a crane,” surveying the whole state of his nation and leaving 
the routine of government to his appointed officials. On those rare occa
sions of national crisis when he felt compelled to issue direct commands to 
his people, his intervention was known as “the Voice of the Crane,” The 
members of the imperial cabal all agreed that, when the right moment came 
to announce a surrender, the Emperor should do it personally and sud
denly, as if on an impulse of pity for the sufferings of his subjects. Then 
his act could be romanticized at home and abroad as “a sacred decision” 
enunciated by the Voice of the Crane. It might even be effective to break 
with all precedent and broadcast his voice on the radio.

To make Japanese absolve Hirohito would be difficult, but to make the 
democratizing conquerors accept the Emperor would be a problem of in
calculable difficulty. Personally Hirohito did not care what happened to 
himself. If he lost the war— and he did not admit that he had lost it yet—  
he would gladly abdicate. It was the imperial institution, the bequest of 
his divine ancestors, which must be protected. With this one proviso, 
Hirohito encouraged Kido in his peace plans and returned to his preoccu
pation of the moment, the defense of the Marshall Islands.

Having gained the tacit consent of the Emperor, Kido delegated the task 
of contingency planning for defeat to a group headed by the lanky, cynical 
Prince Konoye, the prime minister at the time of the rape of Nanking. The 
group called itself the “Peace Faction.” I t included Japan’s living ex
prime ministers, half a dozen of her leading diplomats, and several of her 
best strategic minds from the Army and Navy General Staffs. I t  met 
secretly a t  first in Konoye’s home, the “Hate-China” Villa, where he had 
lived since the fall of Nanking in 1937. Later in 1944 it hired a regular 
secretarial staff and rented space in the Dai Ichi Insurance Building over
looking the southeastern gate of the palace. This location was ideal. In 
the basement Japan Broadcasting Corporation had its secret emergency 
radio station. On the sixth floor were the headquarters of the Tokyo Area 
Army and a switchboard controlling direct lines to the palace, to the 
various police headquarters, and to all military barracks in the city.

The duty of the Peace Faction was not to promote peace, as its name 
implied, but to salvage as much as possible from surrender. Analysis of 
American propaganda broadcasts to Japan revealed that Americans tended 
to exaggerate the dominance of “the military clique” in Japan. As a former 
foreign minister explained it to Lord Privy Seal Kido: “In the United States 
they think there is a confrontation between moderates and extremists. They 
think the extreme group suppresses the moderate one.” Hoping to exploit 
this misapprehension, the Peace Faction created cover stories and remade 
public images for the cenlury of enforced quiescence which Kido en
visaged after defeat. Army and Navy officers were sought out who would 
be willing to take the part of extremists and lead mock mutinies against 
the Emperor when it came time for him to surrender. Men with reputations
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as moderates were coached in the roles they would have to play as postwar 
cabinet ministers. Still other: moderates were recruited, from" the business 
world to take charge=of hidden imperial assets and care for them as their "5 
own property. Since, true moderates were., in short supply, make-believe 
moderates were manufactured by the simple expedient of having^ the secret:" 
police keep dossiers on them as possible subversives. In  this 'fashion even 
Prince Konoye, who had led the nation to war in 1937, hoped to create 
dove’s clothing for himself. , v7,:-

In  early 1945, Lord Privy Seal Kido had. the secret police imprisonvfour ! 
hundred members of the Peace Faction and keep them in detention for 
forty days. H e apparently did so without consulting them, but as they 
were well treated they did not hold it against him. Many o f "them had 
once been leading advocates of war with the. United States and Great 
Britain. Now they were cleared in W estern eyes ;and would be enabled to 
hold government posts during the American Occupation.; Indeed one of 
them, Yoshida Shigeru, was to serve for seven years as a postwar prime 
minister. Since 1933 he had been an unabashed proponentVof the Sh*ike- ? 
South policy, against the United States, Britain, and the Netherlands.; 
Now, overnight, in a well-appointed prison cell, he became ; a certifiable 
hero of the resistance movement. His sudden transformation Was all the 
m ore bewildering to the silent populace because he was the;soh-in4aW o f . ' 
Count Makino, the Em peror’s chief advisor from 1926 to  1935. Makino 
had been implicated in all of the assassinations and. fake coups d’etat of 
that era which had turned Japan’s military zeal from the U.S.S.R. towards 
the United States. • ::

The staff officers of the Peace Faction saw the second great weakness in 
American political psychology as ah obsessive^fear %of-/‘communism:'xBye 
playing on it, they felt that they could make Americans look at modern 
Japanese history in a new and more sympathetic: fight. vThe assignment fell 
to Prince Konoye. H e qualified as something, of air .expert .because his son, 
“Butch,” who later died as a prisoner of war in Russia, rhad attended 
Princeton. Konoye set about his task by creating “notes” : and “diaries” 
which would explain the events of his own three years as prime minister. 
H e discovered that the forgeries were more difficult to write than he had ; 
anticipated. H e knew too much about the complexities of Japanese polities 
to frame straightforward arguments. Throughout the- summer of 1944 his 
false starts piled tip in his secretary’s files. One of them, a specially com
posed “diary,” turned up ;as late as 1967 at one of the inns to which he 
used to take assorted male and female companions.3 4 4 - rv ’4 :44 4 444;.

3 Japanese, who are .ordinarily tolerant about such matters, shake their heads over; 
Konoye’s . sex life. They complain that he had a taste. for Vmeri; and women of the 4- 
lowest classes and that he would give entire weekends.;to the bizarre experiences - 
which they devised for him. A geisha who knew him. has defended his aberrations 
as “a> natural expression of' te- . ^ecui ati ^e^mi nd. ”> ’ ^
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yFihaliy^:Prince: .Konoye -; ^ofefaAlorig,.-- implausible .‘‘Aemona|.to/.. 4he > 
T h ro n g  . later 'turned over, to y Allied Intelligence^^T
standing as a document of staid, he actually read the memorial to Hirohitp
on February 14, 1945. He. land the Emperor must have chuckled over 
some of the allegations in it. Konoye accused the. Communists; “as part of:
.a purposeful •plah)'”- of. inciting -nulitafism;in"Japan ‘‘ever since , the .M an-; 
churian incident’’ of 1931; The Reds, he said, had brought “tlie country 
to its present plight” in . order to, create conditions for lower-claiss revolu-. 
tion in “the confusion that will arise out of defeat.” Unfortunately for 
Konoye’s! thesis, all Communists and most leftists of any description. in 
Japan had been in prison since, the late 1920’s. The only civilians agitating 
for.militarismhad. always been hired bullies belonging to Court-sponsored 
“patriotic societies.” To cope; with these; awkward .facts,- Konoye went on 
to- explain. that :“oiir: right-wingers are- nothing -more :thari Communists, 
masquerading.” -. ■ - ' v  .. . ■ ■

*• i Throughout the planning of peace, Lord;Privy\ Seal ,Kido encouraged 
Hirohito: to maintain a bold public front; of fight-to-the-finish. Only thus 
could the honor of the samurai be-,satisfied. Only thus could the people be 
kept at their jobs. Only thus could the enemy be made to appreciate the; 
expense involved in. reducing Japan's island'strongholds.; Only thus,•finally,:

• could; the . Americans; be persuaded - that--the real power, in Japan lay not; 
with calculating: civilians of the highest caste but "With soldier fanatics from 
one of:the lower castes. -: ■
: In the spring of -1944 Hirohito Approved construction of a labyrinth of; 
tunnels under three mountains in the wild Nagano Alps. He let it be 
believed that there, if worst came to ; worst; :be would preside^over the 
finril imperial Headquarters iand. fight to the death with his best; troops.; Six; 
miles of concrete- galleries- were ultimately completed .arid - 75,000 men

intimates that if .he -even left Tokyo- the people’s will . toy resist. would; 
cdllapse.: ; f;y;y y . rv - :T.--y!;---:C-; .Cv -C

, pLatefyintheautumn^^^ Hirohito sanctioned the manufacture of;
: “speciai;attack weapdns,’’ kamikaze.planes and:torpedoes:desigried specifi- 
: Cally for.Suicide.missions. He put his seal on plans for fire lanes!across the.!

cut down .to minimize drie, effectiveness .off 
,.incendiar^-bqm liesupported,; in his'-ediefs"and .'rescripts,':a'-oampaigh-:
- . domestic propaganda: calculatedJto-.persuadp.^the-people', that the"U;S.. 
T^^raaW nt'riieanttorapeand-destroyJapantlioroughly in the 'eventof

! A yeari passed ip. which Japan lost battle after desperate battle.. When 
and.the iKLariaiaas fellliii June of 1 ?44,-Hirohito was persuaded that:

'intpVfriaifc-’,
ing a peace offer. Hirohito therefore withdrew his support from Prime
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Minister Tojo, who was supposed in  the United States to be the archmili- " 
tarisl, and smoothly replaced him with a less notorious member of the 
imperial cabal, reserve General Koiso Kuniaki. Although he had master
minded much of the plotting for the conquest of M anchuria in 1931, 
Koiso was little known outside Japan. Wizened and narrow-eyed, the new 
prime minister looked more like a Chinese opium den proprietor than a 
Japanese head of state. H e was known in Japan as a man of guile, a 
specialist in counterespionage rather than combat. His appointment sig
nified that Japan was no longer trying to win by conventional force of 
arms but only to salvage w hat she could by intrigue. I t was under Prime 
M inister Koiso’s guidance that Japan now resorted to human bombs, 
hum an torpedoes, and banzai charges. Though they made U.S. victories 
costly, the kamikaze tactics could do no more than slow the leapfrog 
approach of American task forces.

THE GREAT BLUFF

On January 6, 1945, exactly a year after admitting to his diary that the 
war could not be won. Lord Privy Seal Kido, the Em perors chief civilian 
advisor, was thumbing papers and digesting lunch in his book-lined study 
on the third floor of the Imperial Household Administration Building. He 
was a slightly built, owlish man of fifty-five— short sparse hair, spidery 
utilitarian glasses, a Hitler mustache. To those who were his friends he was 
known for his dapper grooming, his light-colored waistcoats, and his 
“hunted animal look,” a disarming expression of puzzled astonishment 
with which he greeted all news, whether of rain outside or of a city de
stroyed. To those who were not his friends, Kido was known for theatrical 
fits of hysteria in which he would shriek threats at social inferiors who 
thwarted him. His detractors liked to point out that he kept a pack of 
savage chows and police dogs locked in sepaiate cages along the front of 
his villa and that he had fed them red meat throughout the period of war
time rationing. Behind the mask of Kido’s driven personality worked a 
mind which friend and foe alike conceded to be the coolest, quickest, and 
soundest in the counsels of government. Em peror Hirohito, who had 
known Kido all his life and had worked with him closely since 1922, 
valued his judgment and held a genuine affection for him. When Kido was 
put on trial as a war criminal in 1946, Hirohito let it be known that he 
would abdicate if Kido were sentenced to death.4

Now, when the telephone rang, it was the Em peror asking Kido to come 
over and talk to him. Kido summoned his charcoal-burning limousine and *

* Kido was released from Allied prison in 1956. Thereafter he lived In a villa 
outside the palace, shunning all publicity. At late as 1968 neighbors said that he 
looked as frail and aristocratic as fine rice parchment but remained lively, saw 
many visitors, and read many books.
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shipped horne, and silenced. Only after the war, more than three years later, 
was their story finally given to the public. Even then full documentation 
of White House participation in the affair remained classified as it still does 
today. Because of a minor infraction of the international chivalric code, 
official Washington would keep a secret, keep it well, and keep it more or 
less indefinitely.

Unprodded by any press release from Washington, Tokyo withheld the 
news of Yamamoto’s death for thirty-four days while soldiers cut their way 
through the jungle to his wrecked plane and positively identified his charred 
remains. No one doubted that he had died, however, and Hirohito was so 
informed immediately. Lord Privy Seal Kido heard the unnerving news 
from the Emperor’s own lips the very morning after the ambush. He wrote 
in his diary, “I felt shock and bitter grief.”

A party of reformed Bougainville headhunters, drafted for tbe purpose, 
bore Yamamoto’s body to the Japanese base at Buin. There his limbs were ; 
ceremoniously cremated and carried in a small white box onto the battle
ship Musashi for transport back to Japan. When the Musashi steamed into 
Yokohama on May 21, Tokyo radio announced that Yamamoto had “met 
gallant death in a war plane.” For the next two days naval officers from all 
over Japan trooped aboard Musashi to pay their last respects. On May 23 
the ashes were moved ashore to a funeral train which was greeted at Tokyo 
railroad station by a crowd of thousands, including all Cabinet ministers 
and leading bureaucrats and palace officials.

For the next thirteen days rites were performed over the ashes at Yasu- 
kuni, the shrine for warriors outside the north gate of the palace. A packet 
of ashes was given to Yamamoto’s wife for interment at his home town of 
Nagaoka on Honshu’s northwest coast. Another packet was given to his , 
mistress, the geisha Kawai Chioko, for her prayer shelf. A third packet was 
prepared for Yamamoto’s official Tokyo funeral.

Since Emperor Meiji’s restoration, the Throne had sanctioned only 
eleven state funerals, ten of them for noblemen and members of the im
perial family. Only one had been accorded a commoner, Admiral Togo 
Heihacluro, the victor over the Russian fleet in 1905 and later the chief 
of Hirohito’s faculty of tutors. Admiral Yamamoto’s was to be the second 
state funeral for a commoner in Japanese history.

Beforehand Yamamoto’s last minutes were thoroughly scrutinized to 
make sure that he was deserving of the honor. Investigators learned that 
just before boarding the plane for his final flight, the hero of Pearl Harbor 
had handed an aide a scroll of fine rice paper on which he had inscribed in 
his own bold calligraphy a copy of a poem written by Emperor Meiji forty 
years earlier. He asked that the scroll be given to Samejima, the admiral 
who had sent out the fateful broadcast of his itinerary, the admiral who, 
until the previous October, had been the Emperor’s chief naval aide-de- 
camp. The copied poem said:

Crumbling Empire y /y
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the losses of her recent bad-luck streak and marshal a counteroffensive.

Back in Tokyo every patrician was mobilized for the total war effort. 
Only by showing herself ready to fight with every sinew could Japan hope 
to keep a bargaining position at the peace table. Empress Nagako herself 
rolled bandages and helped to wrap comfort packages for the men at the 
front. Lord Privy Seal Kido, for his part, joined his engineer brother, Wada 
Koroku, in proselytizing indefatigably for complete devotion to the con
struction of airplanes* Even Hirohito’s eldest brother, Prince Chichibu, who 
had often differed with the Throne, now set up his personal aide-de-camp 
at a suite in Tokyo’s Sanno Hotel to co-ordinate all peace dealings with 
Chiang Kai-shek.

While Tojo was still in Rabaul explaining total war and the new policy 
of abandonment for the beleaguered garrisons in the Solomons, the Allies 
on July 10 staged an awesome exhibition of their might in the European 
theater. One hundred and sixty thousand Allied troops stormed ashore 
from 2,000 ships onto the beaches of Sicily. As in New Georgia the Axis 
defenders found themselves hopelessly outnumbered in every medium: 
land, sea, and air. A stage in the war that had seemed “decisive” a month 
earlier now seemed all too clearly decided.

On July 25 the King of Italy and the Italian Grand Council deposed 
Mussolini, put him in protective custody, and gave the rule of the Italian 
realm to Marshal Pietro Badoglio and a caretaker Cabinet which was 
charged with the delicate duty of surrendering. The next day Lord Privy 
Seal Kido warned Hirohito that one Axis partner would drop from the 
Tripartite Alliance at any moment and that the other, Germany, could jno 
longer be trusted to help Japan. Soon Japan would fight alone. Kido told 
Hirohito, “We must prepare for the worst.”

Three days later, on July 29, Kido received a visit from Major General 
Matsumoto Kenji, the personal aide-de-camp of Prince Higashikuni, Hiro
hito’s devious uncle. The secret police, said Matsumoto, were beginning to 
look into the peace plots of Prince Konoye and Prince Higashikuni. In 
translation from belly talk this meant that the secret police, with the con
nivance of Peace-Faction leaders, had put Peace-Faction members under 
surveillance as subversives and had begun to compile dossiers on them 
which would tend to clear them of war guilt in American eyes.

During August, while the Allied army conquered Sicily, while Badoglio 
and southern Italy waited to surrender, and while Hitler studied what 
countermeasures to take in northern Italy, Hirohito assimilated statistics 
and understood what Kido meant by “preparing for the worst.” U.S. sub
marines that month took a dreadful toll of Japanese shipping. Almost half 
the prewar merchant fleet—3,000,000 tons—had gone to the bottom since 
Pearl Harbor and, despite heroic efforts, Japanese shipyards had replaced 
only two thirds of the losses. In  the air, too, Japan was losing more fight
ing and transport craft than her factories could produce.
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Now has come the time 
For those of us who were horn 

, Here in warrior land—
Now has come the time for us 
To make ourselves truly known.

A nother poem, composed in Y am am oto’s own words, was found in his 
cabin on the vast 64,000-ton battleship Yamato, where he had had his 
headquarters. I t  was a  long, imperfect free-verse effort which had never 
been reduced to the discipline of a proper thirty-one syllable tanka: 0

So many are dead.
I cannot face the Emperor.
No words for the families.
But I  will drive deep
Into the enemy camp.
Wait, young dead soldiers.
I will fight farewell
And follow you soon.

Having passed muster, even in his poetic sentiments, commoner Yama
moto was duly accorded a state funeral with full honors on June 5, 1943. 
The date had meaning, for it was the anniversary of the day on which 
Yam am oto had withdrawn defeated from Midway. Fifteen hundred official 
m ourners and a throng estimated at a million gathered in or near Hibiya 
Park, south of the palace, to hear the funeral oration and accompany the 
small white box of ashes to its final resting place. Along the way naval 
bands played Y am am oto’s own chosen Western anthem, the famous 
marche funebre from Chopin’s second piano sonata. The cortege wound 
its way through the crowded streets out to Tama River Funeral Park in 
western Tokyo and there, in a newly consecrated Yamamoto shrine, the 
nation’s share of the ashes was buried beside the shrine to Admiral Togo, 
the other honored commoner who had become a Fleet god.

H irohito was not allowed to attend funerals because they would make 
him unclean as national high priest and would force him to perform intri
cate ceremonies of ablution. However, Lord Privy Seal Kido attended 
Y am am oto’s funeral on behalf of the Throne and reported feeling a 9

9 Yamamoto’s screed was not shown at once to the Emperor lest it upset him. 
Instead it was entrusted for presentation to the Throne to Baron Harada, the former 
secretary-spy who had been attached to the late Prince Saionji. Harada kept it for over 
two months and then gave it to the Empress’s steward, Marquis Hirohata Tadata'a. 
Hirohata brought it to Lord Privy Seal Kido on August 18 and discussed with mt 
whether or not the Emperor should see it. Kido noted only the subject of the is 
cussion in his. diary and did not mention what conclusion was reached. Presuma y 
he voted for showing the scroll to Hirohito, otherwise he would have omitte t e 
matter from his diary altogether.
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^O A :rA ugust,5 Chief; of Staff Sugiyama subm ittedrio Hirohito a detailed 
report oh the hopeless situation facing the Lae and Salamaua garrisons on 
the north .coast of New Guinea and the Munda-Kolbmbangara garrisons 
in northwestern New Georgia. ;Hirohito was so distressed by the report that 
he  dropped his usual mask of moderation and self-control and exchanged 
words with Svgiyaws that would have wade a less hardened counselor 
resign. . . ■

H irohito: It’s h o t good in any area. Can’t we hit, the U.S. forces hard 
. anywhere?

Sugiyama: N o, in all areas it’s only a matter of time. We’re.doing our best 
, at the front lines. I ’m extremely sorry.

H irohito: You may well be. If we are forced to retreat gradually like this, 
the uplift for our enemies, and the effect even on neutrals, will be great.

’ , Where in the world are you going to dig in? Where do you propose to fight 
a decisive battle? I don’t think that we can afford to keep being pushed back 
like this, bit by bit, do you? • ; "

Three days later, in another audience with Sugiyama, Hirohito re
peated his plaintive refrain again and again: “Can’t we take the offensive 
somewhere? . . . Isn ’t there any way to strengthen the air force 
quickly?-. . Isn’t there any possibility of slapping the Americans one 
sharp blow?” . . .. . . ,

By way of answer Sugiyama submitted to Hirohito the preliminary find- 
injgs bf a  top-secret study of counteroffensive possibilities which had just 
been drawn up  by the leading departm ent chiefs of the General Staff. The 
study began by comparing the two threats confronting Japan: that of the 
British thrusting east out of India and that of the Americans and Australians 
thrusting north from  Guadalcanal. O f the two, said, the study, the Amer
ican threat-dem anded the m ore urgent attention. To check it would require 
tha t strength fo r a m ajor counteroffensive be built up in some rear area like 
T a iw an’or th e ; Philippines. Transports, planes, guns, supplies, and men 
would have to be held back-and saved up from current operational ex
penditures. The study demonstrated in  cold figures-that present military 
commitments left-no slack for such a buildup.

Suppose then that Japan reduced her commitments by pulling back her 
legions into a smaller defense perimeter and cutting civilian expense to 
subsistence level. The study examined; what could be .gained by cutting off 
all. imports of rice to Japan, by. sending no more supplies'to Japanese 
forces.in  the. Solomons and-in the. MarshallAsl&nds,:and finally by ahan- 
dqfiing to/hunger,; the forces; in New Guinea? Rabaul, and the Caroline 
Islands. The study concluded that .alLthree of these .drastic measures would 

, haye td  be taken;.in order, to prolong, the war. and that even, th en , we will 
not be able^ to accumulate enough strength in rear areas” o r.to -m o u n t. an

\adqquafe\:cpXuiW^
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profound sense of nothingness.” Hirohifo promptly asked to pay a “visit to 
the Fleet to improve naval morale. The next day, June 9, however, an 
accident took place in the magazine of the 38,900-ton battleship Mutsu, 
at anchor in Hiroshima harbor. The gigantic warship, larger than any yet 
sunk in combat, blew up and sank immediately. So few sailors remained 
aboard to perish in the catastrophe that the naval military police and 
civilian Special Higher Police investigated the incident as a possible exam
ple of espionage or Fleet protest. Nothing could be proved, however, and 
after a two-week delay, on June 24, Hirobito duly paid his visit to the 
Fleet and commiserated with wounded men brought back from the war 
front.
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HOPE FISHING

Admirals might wait for decisive fleet engagements; generals might talk 
of tactical withdrawals; industrialists might explain temporary industrial 
bottlenecks; but many knowledgeable civilians called continuance of the 
war “fishing for hope.” Sympathetic to Yamamoto’s quick grab at immor
tality, but lonelier by the loss of one of his sturdiest vassals, Hirohito had 
to go on living and fighting. He had no advisor to compare with Yama
moto for long-range military thinking. The sixty-three-year-old Chief of 
Staff Sugiyama was an agreeable pachyderm who could accept scoldings 
and countermanded orders without taking offense. The fifty-eight-year-old 
Prime Minister Tojo was a correct military politician who could stand up 
to fellow officers, suppress civilian troublemaking, and resist cartel bribes. 
The once ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi, now the staid fifty-four-year-old 
chief of the Cabinet Planning Board, had specialized increasingly in eco
nomic matters and had come to talk like a banker. Lord Privy Seal Kido, 
fifty-three, was a civilian, adept in civilian arts such as image making, 
police work, and espionage. Moreover Kido was now exerting much of his 
cold and awesome hysteria, and his meticulous cunning, to advance plan
ning for peace.

In Yamashita, the Tiger of Malaya, Hirohito might have found the type 
of popular military leader who could make the most of Japan’s dwindling 
opportunities. But the outspoken Yamashita, who had frowned on the Yen 
Hsi-shan massacres and had urged immediate invasion of Australia, was now 
in an I-toId-you-so position. Hirohito left him in Manchuria.

Instead of Yamashita, Hirohito took into his private councils Yama- 
shita’s former staff officer, the brilliant young zealot, Colonel Tsuji 
Masanobu, who was eighteen months Hirohito’s junior.10 After propagating 
the verbal orders for the Death March in the Philippines, Tsuji had accom
panied General Hyakutake Seikichi to Guadalcanal where he had master
minded the last two abortive Japanese attempts to throw the Marines back

10 Some Japanese biographical dictionaries give Tsuji’s birth year as 1903, but 
according to his own account he was born on October 11, 1901.



By the end of Sugiyama’s recital, the mask had fallen again over Hiro- 
hito’s features. Mechanically he asked time to consider the study. Somewhat 
later by telephone, he instructed Sugiyama and then Navy Chief of Staff 
Nagano to have exhaustive, independent studies prepared of war prospects 
by the Operations and Intelligence departments of both the Army and 
Navy General Staffs. The operational studies—described earlier13— were 
completed by the end of the year and were both more bleak than Sugi
yama’s preliminary findings. The studies prepared by the Intelligence 
departments of the two services are not extant but are said to have pre
scribed subterfuges closely resembling the events, described in Chapter 2, 
which would actually take place in and around the palace at war’s end a 
year and a half later.

While hungry Japanese soldiers continued to hurl themselves against the 
U.S. beachhead on New Georgia in the Solomons, Hirohito received ample 
confirmation of Staff Chief Sugiyama’s chilling conclusions. On August 11, 
Vice Admiral Nomura Naokuni, a former chief of Naval Intelligence, re
turned by submarine from Germany, went straight to the palace, and told 
Hirohito that the condition of the Third Reich was parlous. On September 
2 Foreign Minister Shigemitsu reported to the Throne a continuing lack of 
progress in peace negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek and with U.S. oper
atives in Europe.14 Shigemitsu recommended, and Hirohito approved, the 
sending of a special envoy to the Japanese Embassy in Moscow to see what 
could be done to enlist Soviet help in negotiating a peace settlement. The 
scheme later foundered in bogs of bureaucratic Soviet disinterest.

On September 2 the Allies landed in Italy. On September 8 the Badoglio 
government surrendered in the name of the king. Admiral Carlo Bergamini, 
the commander in chief of the Italian Navy, with eighty-five warships 
from the bases at La Spezia, Taranto, and Trieste, attempted to dash south 
to Malta and give himself up to the Allies. Along the way, however, he was 
overtaken by German dive-bombers and sent to the bottom in his flagship, 
the Roma,

On September 9, Hirohito attended a liaison conference at which it was 
decided to close Italian embassies, freeze Italian assets, and intern Italian 
nationals. On September 10 the Nazis seized Rome, and a select cadre of 
German paratroopers began briefing for a special mission. Two days later 
they dropped behind Italian lines, extricated Mussolini from house arrest 
at one of his villas, and brought him back to Rome to serve as a German 
puppet.

13 See Chapter 2, page 62.
14 One of the latest Japanese peace feelers had been extended through a presumed 

U.S agent in Sofia, Bulgaria. Such repeated Japanese overtures were either too 
subtly worded to excite American interest or U.S, documentation on them remains 
classified. Most of the files of the wartime Office of Strategic Services were talcen 
over by the CI A., after the war and have not been opened to public inspection.
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Into the sea. Following the second failure, Tsuji had returned to Tokyo to 
admit candidly his errors in judgment and to urge the evacuation of 
Guadalcanal, which had turned out successfully. Long known to Hirohito 
and ardently sponsored by Prince Mikasa, Hirohito’s youngest brother, 
Colonel Tsuji had impressed H irohito by his frankness. As 1943 wore on, 
however, Hirohito saw that Tsuji was too young, fanatical, and provincial 
ever to replace Yam am oto as an easy-going, informal stimulant in the 
processes of strategic decision making. In  August 1943, without hard 
feeling, H irohito sent Tsuji back to China to play the role he loved best, 
that of staff-officer intermediary between the palace and its Army procon
suls abroad.

In  the early months of 1943, during the retreat from Guadalcanal and 
the northeastern coast of New Guinea, the desperation which had driven 
Yam am oto to invite death had oppressed Hirohito as well. Shortly after 
his January scolding of Staff Chief Sugiyama for having no tanks at Buna, 
H irohito had tongue-lashed Prime Minister Tojo for lagging industrial 
efforts. Taking a page from the book of his predecessor, Prince Konoye, 
Tojo had  retaliated by falling sick and indulging in absenteeism. Lord 
Privy Seal Kido had promptly begun a list of possible new prime ministers 
an d liad , a t the same time, written in his diary, “However, I respect Tojo.”

Tojo’s health quickly improved; he received kind words from the 
Throne; he agreed to stagger on with Japan’s burden. He brought into the 
government, as his assistant, a new vice war minister, Lieutenant General 
Tominaga Kyoji, whom Hirohito had long recognized as an authentic Army 
expert on air power. A t the same time Tojo invited into his Cabinet half 
a  dozen industrialists to serve as ministers without portfolio and advise on 
war production.

While Tojo was encouraged to fortify his government for prosecution 
of the war, Lord Privy Seal Kido went on making contingency preparations 
for the chance that Japan might have to surrender and be occupied by 
enemy troops. On February 4, 1943, at the home of his secretary and post
w ar successor, M atsudaira Yasumasa, Kido met secretly with former Prime 
M inister Konoye to review Peace Faction planning. They agreed to exploit 
to the fullest U.S. fears of communism and to promote the idea that the 
Japanese people, in the dark hours of defeat, might turn Communist if 
they were stripped of their god-emperor.

On M arch 18 Kido reassured Yoshida Shigeru, the postwar prime min
ister of Japan, that he was the real leader of the Peace Faction and that 
Prince Konoye, due to ill health and American distrust, could never e 
more than the faction’s figurehead. -

O n A pril 7 H irohito ordered Kido to have two diplomats of the impena 
coterie change places: Ambassador Shigemitsu Mamoru to return from 
the Em bassy in Nanking and take the portfolio of foreign minister, or 
eign M inister Tani M asayuki to go to Nanking to handle relations wit e
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<̂ Hirohito^tliatday: 6 f/S ep fem b eb 4 6 'ap p ro v ed ;^
■'seventeen'ofj.the .thirty-four; under-strength : revisions 4 e f F ^  
churia, and K orea to Taiwan and the Philippines. The Army, opposed the 
decisionbecause it left the Continent inadequately defended against Rus- 
sian "and Chinese Communist fo rces,, and even against Chiang Kai-shek. 
M oreover, U.S. submarines p ro w lin g th e  China Sea made the operation 
hazardous; H irohito, however, argued that, if U.S. submarines made it 
dangerous now to ship 300,000 men across the China Sea, they would 
m ake it  doubly so when the men: were needed to repulse U.S. landings 
in the Philippines. Conversely, if Russia threatened to, attack, U.S. sub
m arines might not be too zealous in interfering with troop shipments in 
the opposite direction, from  the Philippines back to  the mainland; ;• 

Tlie Navy had asked that some of the troops from the. Continent be sent 
beyond Taiwan out to forward posts in the Marshall Islands. Hirohito, 
however, sided with the Arm y in this one particular. Already the -garrisons 
iii the M arshalls bould not be adequately supplied w ith rice and bullets; It 
would; be a waste and a hardship for the Em pire to send them more men.
In  justification of his sentiments H irohito gravely quoted a favorite proverb 
of his father, E m peror Taisho: “Affection between father and son; fairness 
between rulemand: ruled.” • • ,

.•During the last half of-September 1943, Chiang Kai-shek rebuffed the 
peace proposals extended through M adame Sun Yat-sen by saying that he 
did not trust the sincerity or authority of e ith e r the Japanese Army or the 
Japanese Foreign- Ministry. Anything but direct dealings with Emperor 
H irohito, he' suggested,’ would be a bootless 'conversational exercise; As a 
token of his readiness for such dealings, Hirohito, on September 22, gave 
an unprecedented private audience to Wang Ching-wei, formerly a' KMT 
lieutenant of Chiang Kai-shek and now the puppet president of; Japanese- 

. occupied China. W ang was unwell and would die of cancer in a Japanese 
hospital fourteen’months later; A fter explaining to him Japanese hopes for 
a peace settlement, H irohito said, “I  pray for your health and that you 
may establish peace in the F ar East.” ; :;: >U "
: A fterw ard, to Kido, ; H irohito shook his head ;and-added with a half 

puzzled, half mocking smile: “W ang.kept asking, ‘How can I  manifest and 
incorporate in m y  own vile body Y o u r Majesty’s. sacred virtues. , He. spoke 
as if he thought he were a Japanese!” : " , Y ^ ,
:' Despite H irohito’s great condescension and show of favor, Wang was

unable to  persuade Chiang K aTshek to accept Japanese :peace term s.,To j
break with Roosevelt and Churchill in exchange for. a Japanese .
drawal from;Ghina;, would., have. lefr.’Glnang .aldrie.tp nbpeww’th Mao - T s e - , 
tung and Stalin. Since he feared; his wartime ally Mao more than anyone ; .
else,':Chiang:opted-to be;-;patient and, to Jeave Japanese.troops in eastern̂ .̂..,.

China; as4qngpaa!;p pssib le> 7Y Y 'Y :v ':Y ;Y ^ '^
..•• Y :O n^S<^feinbe^^ the ;Strike; Soutii,



.Ghinesepuppetgoyerrimentthere.VShigemitsu'had for., some, time .been 
agitating fpr a quick peace with Chiang Kai-shek: a withdrawal of Japanese 
troops from' Chiha in return for a -break 'in diplomatic relations between 

/Chiang and the Anglo-American Alliance. Both Shigemitsu and Tani .be
lieved that such a peace could be made and that'they had the necessary 
contacts with Chungking to negotiate it. The pipeline was to run through 
Sun Fo, the son of Sun Yat-sen and former lover of Japan’s.girl spy East
ern Jewel.12 Sun Fo would communicate Japanese propbsals to his mother, 
Madame Sun Yat-sen. She, being a Communist, on . the one hand, and the 

' sister-in-law .of Chiang Kai-shek on the other, would then negotiate the 
necessary understandings with both Chiang and Mao Tse-tung, the two 
fighting leaders of China. .

Hirohito invested Shigemitsu as . foreign minister on April, 23. At the 
same time. Hirohito brought back into public office another Big Brother, 
Viscount Okabe Nagakage, whom he invested as education minister in 
charge, of propaganda. Like Shigemitsu, Okabe had lost sonie favor with 
the Throne by inclining toward the Strike-North Faction in the early 1930’s. 
Other sympathizers with the Fight-Russia group would ride in bn the two 
men’s coattails. By bringing them back into office Hirohito not only made 
a bid for the support of the disaffected Strike-North partisans on the 
domestic scene buLalso indicated to foreign analysts that Japan was again 
worried by the threat of communism and was re-enlisting the services of 
leading anti-Communists. .

Two .days after the Cabinet shuffle, on April . 25; Lord Privy Seal Kido 
was-told, by Prince Konoye that contacts in Chungking reported favorably 
on prospects for an .over-all peace settlement1 that would include the West 
as well as China. Madame Chiang Kai-shek, said Konoye’s informants, had 
recently learned on a" trip to Washington that ,“U.S. war. leaders are' sur
prised'by the power of the Soviet Union and have decided, as a result, not 
to defeat Japan and Germany too utterly;”

In early May Shigemitsu, the new foreign minister, pressed, forward 
with his Chungking negotiations. On May' 13 he reported to Kido ;that the 
greatest.obstaclerih- the talks was a Chinese feeling that the Japanese mili
tary would override any agreement which could be drawn up and woUid; 
remain in China .fighting no matter: what treaty was signed bjr the Foreign 
Ministry. Kido told Bhigemitsu to.tell. Chiang. Kai-shek/'thatJ Japan:wbuid 
honor her.dipiqmatic:;cpmmitm t ‘that,';-:if necessary .to control' th e .

- vo.1.1 Much later,-^.'i95j^57,‘!f^-;.>v&'"made.^basra3or'tdrWash!n^qh.-V ,.:V
• Eastern : jewel Ayas.-rpow al “spui’̂ broker”;;Tor, ;tlie .
- community. Jnj-Pekihg.;.;SHe . brought ' toVttie , attention .ofVthe Japanese’ ’secret

merchants; who-:-stilK;. d̂ssc»ed<-hidden-''guid;' âhd;---'wheh.:tliey' weire 
(, ̂ arrested,. she arranged, and tookApefcenfage of 'the ransoms which; they paid for. the!r'; 

-: prided,the money because she‘:n6\y .had-to:tore' professional actors-add,
.. sing-song;girls-to'satisfy:her, various sexual: appetites.:•
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993
Shumei/re-entered Court records after several years of absence. Having 
masterminded the plots of 1931 and the assassinations of 1932 he had 
passed under a cloud of polite police surveillance until 1935. Then, offi
cially released “from prison,” he had rejoined the spy service and had 
held a position of authority in the South Manchuria Railroad Research 
Institute over Soviet spy Sorge’s Japanese accomplice, Ozaki Hotsumi. 
During the war, while Ozaki languished in prison, Okawa had remained 
a top spy-service operative and maintained close touch with his former 
chief assassin, priest Inoue Nisho, who now lived in the home of Peace 
Faction figurehead Prince Konoye. Because of his many services, Dr. 
Okawa had only to speak in order to be heard. He now sent a message to 
Lord Privy Seal Kido suggesting to him that the final Prince Higashikuni 
Cabinet, projected for the end of the war, should include as an advisor 
or minister without portfolio retired Lieutenant General Ishiwara Kanji, 
the blunt, irascible strategist who had engineered the conquest of Man
churia in 1931.

Kido dismissed Okawa’s suggestion as “sincere but naive.” At the same 
time he noted in his diary that Okawa wanted the matter discussed with 
Count Makino, the eighty-two-year-old former lord privy seal who had 
masterminded Court liaison with all the plotters, assassins, and coup d’etat 
artists of the early 1930’s. Kido had a healthy respect for his charming, 
nervous, soft-voiced predecessor and did not seek out his company. Per
haps he felt it enough that he met frequently with Makino’s son-in-law, 
the projected postwar prime minister, Yoshida Shigeru. On this occasion, 
however, when Kido did not immediately consult with Makino, Makino 
finally came to Kido. The result was that Makino took an increasingly 
active part in Peace Faction planning, afld Manchurian conquistador 
Ishiwara—“sincere but na'ive” though the idea might seem—did in fact 
become an advisor to Japan’s surrender Cabinet. In that capacity twenty- 
three months later, he would tour the country telling the people that his 
old rival Tojo was alone responsible for the mistake of having gone to 
war with the United States.

On October 5, ten days after the reappearance at Court of Strike-South 
apologist Okawa, Hirohito began to allow leading war-criminal suspects 
to retire from possibly incriminating public offices. The first to go was 
the ubiquitous retired general, Suzuki Tei-ichi. In relieving him of his 
onerous duties as Japan’s war-production czar, Hirohito honored him with 
permanent ministerial rank at Court15 and a full-time assignment to peace 
planning.

Meanwhile Hirohito’s Army brother, Major Prince Mikasa, had been 
trying to find out why Chiang Kai-shek would not accept the favorable 
peace terms which Japan had offered through Madame Sun Yat-sen.

- f t
15 Without such rank he would have been ineligible under Court rules to see and 

advise thb>Emperor in private.
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Army, H irohito was prepared to appoint an imperial prince as prime 
minister.

The next day, May 14, Kido asked for an audience with Captain Prince 
Takam atsu, H irohito’s brother in the offices of the Navy General Staff, and 
having explained to him  w hat was afoot, asked for his and the Navy’s 
fullest co-operation.

Prim e M inister Tojo was quick to see the virtues of a peace offensive 
and to propose to H irohito that it be broadened to cover not only China 
but also other occupied territories. Why not promise independence, at one 
time or another, to all the lands Japan had conquered? Why not promise 
to withdraw troops from them at an appropriate moment and leave them 
with their own duly constituted, independent, anticolonial governments? 
W hy not call a conference of Greater East Asian puppet leaders later in 
1943, in November, to m ake public and ratify these magnanimous Japa
nese goals? H irohito broached Tojo’s idea to Lord Privy Seal Kido on 
M ay 19. Kido agreed that it was an excellent suggestion which would fit 
well into other peace planning. So encouraged, Hirohito telephoned Kido 
a  few minutes later to ask for his opinion on what to do with Hong Kong: 
leave it British, return it to China, or declare it an independent protectorate 
of Japan?

While participating in these peace arrangements, Hirohito had indirectly 
adm itted tha t the w ar was lost but he had not neglected its prosecution. 
H e had lunched o r dined several times a week with industrialists in an 
effort to alleviate Japan’s growing shortages of airplanes, transport ships, 
machine tools, alloys, petroleum products, and rice. Before anything could 
grow out of the understandings reached at these meetings, the American 
industrial m onster struck again with a new invasion, this time to the north 
in Arctic waters.

9° 4 . Armageddon

ATTU

Adm iral Yam am oto’s hunger for death had communicated itself rapidly 
to  all ranks in all theaters. Even the guards in concentration camps far 
behind the front lines had begun to talk of the impossibility of winning the 
war and the inevitability of dying. The numbing new fatalism first expressed 
itself in action on the desolate island of Attu in the Aleutians.

A ttu had been occupied by Japanese troops as a consequence of the 
Midway debacle. Initially the advance on Attu had been meant as a feint 
to distract Am erican forces from the main thrust of the Midway operation 
across the Pacific toward Hawaii. However, when Midway turned to dis 
aster, A ttu had been occupied by a few hundred Japanese troops, unre 
sisted, in order to save face and report something successful to the Japanese 
home front. ,Attu was the  closest to Japan of the islands which stretc e 
across the N orth Pacific from Alaska. Less than a thousand miles separate



Chiang’s wartime ally, M ao Tse-tung, seemed to be to blame, but Mikasa 
could learn nothing for sure. H e expressed his frustration to Kido on 
October 8 by observing contemptuously that China had hedged all her 
bets. She had a  W ang Chiang-wei government to deal with Japan if Hiro- 
hito won the war, a Chiang Kai-shek government to deal with the United 
States if Roosevelt won the  war, and a M ao Tse-tung government to deal 
with the Soviet Union if the real winner turned out to be Stalin. “There 
are three heads in China,” said M ikasa, “but only one body. As yet the 
Y enan [Mao Tse-tung] government has not been fully appreciated.”

In  early O ctober Japan’s leading fascist publicist and pro-German fa
natic, N akano Seigo, heard of secret peace planning at Court and in the 
Cabinet and swiftly recruited a conspiratorial band of right-wing labor 
heelers and Army veterans to assassinate Prime Minister Tojo, Lord Privy 
Seal Kido, and others. The plot came to  light when one of its least re
sponsible recruits, a disabled veteran named Terai who made a living 
by showing his wounds to a dozen different sympathetic widows, ab
ducted an aristocratic priestess from one of Tokyo’s shrines and took 
her on a ten-day spree to the fleshpots of Atami. When the authorities 
caught up  with Terai, he revealed the assassination attempt and the 
Thought Police moved in on fascist Nakano.

A  few days later, on October 27, Nakano committed ritual suicide 
in prison. The story was put out on the grapevine that he had been ordered 
to do so by Tojo because he refused to divulge the names of certain im
perial princes who were associated with his plot. No knowledgeable per
son believed this carefully leaked rumor. Hirohito alone could expect to 
be obeyed in ordering a man to  commit suicide. And all adult princes of 
the realm  were closely associated with Kido, one of Nakano’s intended 
victims. Consequently the double-talk of the official rumor was reduced to 
a single inescapable conclusion: Nakano had threatened, in his enthusiasm 
for the war, to expose Court plotting for peace. When told in prison that 
the Em peror was displeased, he agreed to show Hirohito the sincerity of 
his aims by taking his own life.

END OF THE PUPPET SHOW

The Allied thrust up the Solomons continued. On November 1, U.S. 
troops landed unopposed on the northernmost island of the archipelago, 
Bougainville. In  easy striking distance of Rabaul, they bulldozed an air
strip and held it well against numerous Japanese counterstrokes. Prince 
M ikasa and Lieutenant General Anami— the former imperial aide-de-camp 
who was to commit suicide as war minister in 1945— flew south on No
vember 4 to bolster the morale of the men in the field. Anami stayed on 
to take command of the faltering Japanese defense of western New Guinea.
~ The renewed American advance detracted somewhat from a proud mo-
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Attu from' the .northernmost,;of Japan’s own■: seasonally inhabited '^urile, r. 
Islands, which: arced ■ north. from Holdcaido 'tbward Sib'eria’s Kamchatka 
Peninsula! ,= v

.. By May 1943,. a few weeks after Yamamoto’s death,1 the Attu; garrison ; 
had grown to 2,630. men. A still larger number of Japanese troops had g a r 
risoned, little Kiska, 170 miles farther east toward the: American- mainland. 
To U.S. troops.-these distant Alaskan outposts, meant little.,; T heirbone-- 
strewn seal beaches and mushy, interiors of muskeg bottomland and. tundra 
plateau were hardly worth fighting for. Their only, inhabitants were Russian 
fur traders and a few hundred native Aleut Eskimos. -They..-'had-nq trees; 
at all and.no shrubs higher than a man’s.knee exceptTor;a .solitary fir;bn j 
Umnak, the advance listening post for Dutch Harbor.off the Alaskan coast. 1 
This one conifer had been flown in, potted, from Seattle, 2,400 miles away. . 
It had been surrounded by a wooden stockade and posted with a sign which 
declared it the “Umnak National Forest.” : :i - v - : ; !''i';

On May 11, 1943, defying fogs and the. unpredictable Arctic: island 
winds known as williwaws, an American fleet stood off Attu and .began 
to put ashore 11,000 U.S. troops. The 2,630 Japanese defenders of the 
island, softened up by a naval barrage, knew what to expecti and bottled . - 
themselves up in the most, defensible valley on the island. Eighteen days 
later the cautious U.S. invaders reached the valley from both ends and 
began to move in on it. The Japanese were by. now hungry and .spent from 
waiting, and their commander, who had :been.info.rMed.;by;.Xbkyo3that.'Be;_'- 
could expect no reinforcements, called together his staff, officers'. He .told y 
them that it was time for the entire garrison to die. Only by dying could 
Japanese express the sincerity of'their purposes t̂o;; A m erica^  
same time abide by their oaths as soldiers to -the Emperor;

The result of this resolve made a deepi impression-upon‘the. U.S. troops ; 
oh the island. The last 1,000 of Attu’s garrison sortied that night from the.. 
old Russian seal station of Chichagof in' a banzai; charge. They broke ! 
through U.S. night picket lines to annihilate, an Americanfieldhospitaland 
a'quartermaster depot. Half of them were!, shot ,down, atfack^The.i
other, half, at least 500 men, pulled the :pih's),froni • the^cnades'jfucked{into. 
their belts and blew themselves up. Neitheb.Eiirohifp nor-the U!§! 'troops.'^ 
could understand their bootless sacrifice) Tor neffherihad eyer:khb\vh !their. 
depths' of hunger and hopelessness. U!Sv';.6bseryers‘ were-iappalied .by;,the,! 
piteous waste, of life and by the peculiarwayinf;which;;the ^ 
could:clean-;ihen.'of • fteif:;brains'’;an'd'. inri^es‘‘whiie!-leaymg'-'outbr! shells ;of., 
hone and skin; intact. No G.I. philosophers, ho\vever, shed ’ tears for the! 
.suicides., Before dying.the, Japanese.garrison!had taken 1>800 U.S. casual-:

•'ties, including 600 dead. ; ! !V tT y ;;
Irnperial Headquarters had lost radio contact with; the Attu garrison on 

May 27, two days before the suicide charge. As a result, the first, news of
.what had.happened. on'the’dark cold hillsides o rth e  iriand reached Tokyb.!
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ment in the life of Prime Minister Tojo when, on November 5, he pre
sided over the convocation of a Greater East Asia Conference of all Jap
anese puppet leaders from the occupied territories. The meeting was held 
in the chilly auditorium of the Diet Building, just behind the prime min
ister’s residence outside the south wall of the palace. Blue woolen cloths 
covered the U-shaped string of conference tables. At the head of the U, 
where braziers of hot coals filled the cloths with warmth, sat Tojo and the 
Japanese delegation. Down the legs of the U, where there were no braziers, 
sat the representatives of the conquered territories: on Tojo’s right, Ba Maw 
of Burma, Prime Minister Chang Chung-hui of Manchukuo, and Wang 
Ching-wei of eastern China; on Tojo’s left, Prince Wan Wai-thya-kon of 
Thailand, President Jose Laurel of the Philippines, and Chandra Bose, 
the ward of Black Dragon Toyama, who had been groomed for twenty- 
seven years in Tokyo and Berlin to become the leader of Japan’s “govern
ment in exile” for India. Sukarno and other Indonesian leaders had not 
been invited to the conference because Japan needed the raw materials 
of their land and was not prepared to grant Indonesia independence.

To the other puppet leaders Tojo orated on a text of “Asia for Asiatics.” 
He promised them all “self-determination” as soon as possible. Thailand 
would remain independent—with Japanese advisors. Burma would be 
turned loose in 1944 and the Philippines in late 1944 or early 1945. 
Mukden and Nanking would both have new liberalized treaties with Japan. 
Chandra Bose would rule India as soon as the Japanese Army could 
conquer it.

The puppet leaders professed to be greatly moved. “One billion Orien
tals, one billion people of Greater East Asia!” cried Laurel of the Philip
pines. Laurel had been entrusted by MacArthur’s captive, the prewar 
Philippine president Quezon, with the task of dealing with the Japanese. 
Now he distrusted Japan even more than he distrusted America.

“All the nations of East Asia should love their own countries,” de
clared China’s noncommittal Wang Ching-wei, “and should love their 
neighbors and love East Asia.”

“I have heard the voice of Asia calling to her children,” mused Burma’s 
Ba Maw, “but this time it is not in a dream.”

“It is undeniable,” said Tojo in his usual short, positive manner, “that 
the nations of Greater East Asia are bound by indissoluble ties of blood.10 
I therefore believe firmly that it is our common goal to secure stability in 
the Greater East Asian area and to create the new order on a basis of 
wealth and happiness for all.”

Tojo was at least half sincere. Having given his life to Japan’s im
perial conspiracy; having permitted the murder of his patron, the first of

0 This was roughly equivalent to saying that Birmingham Afro-Americans, Boston 
Brahmins, Hungarian Magyars, Spanish Basques, and Orange Irishmen were all blood 
Kin to Romans because all professed to Christianity.
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. through American broadcasts; M ost Jfipaneise who heard the ap.
. plauded: the suicidal courage of the: defenderiri^E^ .

was impressed. H e rioted in his diary: “I siricerely/bowed^:to";C oio:^ 
zakti Yasushiro arid to his men. I  felt a sad and limitless rage 

Hirohito, however, was displeased. Suicides -might: becoriie necessary h r 
th e : la tte r; stages; of The; war to ; evoke American,pity: and^'& ^^ey^riiigfit." 
become .necessary in the mid-stages ;of the war to complete the people’s 
sense of participation; but now, in H irohito’s view, was still the first stage- 
of the war, arid suicides were wasteful. ■ -■ ;:V> N -.

By June 6, ,1943— the day -after Jtfam ainoto V  'state" tuiiriitl^lKrqKifri.:'' 
had had a week in which to weigh the consequences of the Attu debacle. 
H e had seen that Japan  would now have to garrison and fortify her north
ern islands, the Kuriles. This effort would take ship toririage.-that was 
already fully engaged in provisioning Japanese expeditionary .forces else
where arid in bringing back raw materials to Japanese factories. The im
provident frugality which had been exercised iri the arming arid supplying 
of the A ttu  outpost would now exact a heavy, price.' Hirohito called Chief 
of Staff Sugiyama and complained: . 1 : .

It is regrettable that we have had to follow, this kind .of strategy. . In future 
please look ahead before making troop commitments. .; .. . I  .wonder if the 
Army, and Navy, are really co-operating.,. . ...We, have now suffered fre
quently from a break in communications, caused by the enemy, ..between 
ourselves and the front. Please .keep that, in mind in. future operational 
planning. =. •;

The next day Prime M inister Tojo saw the Emperor and announced, 
ominously to Lord, Privy Seal Kido after the : audienceV, “The war has 
reached a decisive stage. The attitude of Germany will bear watching. Over 
there, too, the situation has changed.” ,.iJ,.;.
. I t  had indeed changed. On M ay 12 the last German troops. had been 

, driven, from N orth; Africa, and now the Allies were preparing. to. inyade 
Sicily., F o r Tojo, who had. championed alliance wifh;.jp,emany; and j ta l jv ;  
the Germ an retreat , was personally humiliating, A a a rmatter; of;hp 
self-punishment in the presence of the Throne, he had ywarned-Plirohitp 
that Japan, now fought,alone .and,, that Hitler, if. possible?^;^riid mai,eTri5 ;  
own separate peace.

O n June, 8,, the day after Tojo’s con fession ,iJ^ph itp ,,^
;of the' A ttu, Island tragedy. To 'Chief of .iStaff-SugiyamaN^ 
scathing: '■ y 1 J , ; . . \ ; 1'r i . V r i N ' " i - j#-!; >/ - ■' "F

. : : You foresaw itiik edhjirigeric
; N  ;a ftw Jh e :e r i^ y J ^ < 5 d : ;o t iy k a y ;1 2 ;^
. -Y ou -apologize ;thai’:the jog; wJs'hea'vy^biit^ydu sufely:kriejv 
.r'NtheVfogs/ 'a must have:-, foreseen-Tq^



the-fEiree: Grows,.->Nagata ^e tsuzS h , ;;iri :1935if ii^ m g , Ain; shortyseem the -A 
• dream s , of his .youth burn  into "the ;, ash . of ;.oldArnieh%fcigarsjv%e‘'' wajs icon- A 

vinced.' that the one justification for iali tha t Japan; had;,done must be, his-' A 
torically,; the liberation .of Asia from ; Western .colonialism. (Most. aged' A 
Japanese generals in postwar Japan, would hold to this slender thread of 
self-excuse. . r  .- ■ .v, A v - , ■. • . A

D uring the G reater East Asia Conference, Hirohito himself gave lunch, 
in the palace to the delegates and spoke; a few, kind words to each of ; 
them. Then, after, a last tea ceremony in the Shinjuku Palace gardens and 
a last banquet at T ojo’s official residence, the puppets set out .to return 
to the harsh Realities of Japanese rule in their-hom elands: printing-press 
money :which Japanese-quarterm asters gave, for.; what they took; a spy- ' 
hostage system by which Japanese secret police controlled influential 
native families and institutions; levies of conscript labor for the roads, : 
railroads, and fortifications dem anded by  Japanese tacticians; countless 
“rationalization schemes” devised by Japanese economists to make sure 
of crops and products useful to Japan; and finally .the relentless cant and 
mass meetings exacted by Japanese propagandists. ; , v:. — : ,

O n: N ovem ber 19, 1943, as soon as the Co-Prosperity Sphere bunting 
had been taken down, Lord Privy Seal Kido received a secretbriefing at 
his official residence from R ear Admiral Takagi Sokichi, the strategist who 
had been called upon by -Hirohito’s directive earlier in. August, .to assess 
w ar prospects for .the Navy. With a few well-chosen graphs and deductions, A 
Takagi told Kido that Japan  had no hope and would have to give back 
everything; ;His opposite num ber in the Army,- Colonel Matsutani; Makoto, 
h e  said,, was even moire pessimistic .and feared that Japan might have to 
be decimated- before the enemy wearied of killing and. allowed Japan to 
survive a t all as a nation. .■ , A • ■ A-’-. - / Nr- ■ - v ,  ;v; •

Prince H igashikuni: had a  lunch , to recruit noblemen; for ;>the Peace 
Faction the nex t day, . November 20, at the Kasumigaseki imperial villa 
near th e D ie t Building. A fter dessert Kido drove out to Hongo,, a sub-ward  ̂
north  of the palace, to meet Konoye at a private hospital where he was 
recovering from  m inor surgery.- The rEmperor was busy for the next three . - 
days w ith .military concerns, arising; from Jhe-U .S,: landings on .Taravh arid ;; 
M akin in the. G ilbert Islands, on November 21 A;Kido did not confer ynfh 
him  on. Rear. A dm iral. Takagi’s ;black>.assessmentAoLprospects ajnffi.;-No- ;

- vemberA24.-vA^en,--,-aftery.a;:week^bf^'Consultationis,yr^rbfiit9;:"5l>P ® ^cJ ''f ,  .
panel ’of civilian.economic .expertsj,headed by tthe .ubiquitous. Siizuki ^ei- v

, A ichi, retired Ahead of the C abinet Planning Board, to check Admira 
A; 1 . T  Anqxt day^ •DecemjjdS^^ ;
.sAA;:'^ ;:iand'AChiangA:K airsh ^
■A,;f A down. o n ce ;ah d ;R hafiin 'persona lA rem ^ ■

H irohito .ceiebrated th e  .second .a NAAs
/ by makingAa state'pilgriniaAge; to: t ^

996 , ....... ^rm ageddon ^



987
the Army and Navy are really communicating with one another frankly? 
It seems to me that one service makes a brave boast and the other promises 
irresponsibly to back up that boast. You must be sure that you can ac
complish what you agree upon. To make a fine agreement and break it is 
worse than to reach no agreement at all. We will never achieve any success 
in this war unless the Army and Navy can consider their conflicts honestly 
and frankly.

If fog inhibited our movements, it was surely a mistake to invest ships 
and airplanes in that theater, for ships and airplanes consume a lot of oil. 
If we go on fighting this way we will only make China rejoice, confuse 
neutrals, dismay our allies, and weaken the Co-Prosperity Sphere. Isn’t there 
any way somehow, somewhere, of meeting U.S. force squarely and of 
destroying it? 1

The Army is doing fine in Burma. Maybe in its own element the Army 
will not be defeated, but on the islands in the ocean the full strength of the 
Army cannot be brought to bear. . . . You have said, Sugiyama, that the 
Navy’s ability to fight a decisive battle “covers” us against disaster in this 
way, but I am afraid that this ability no longer exists.

The bland and genial Sugiyama, usually so optimistic, had no reply to 
make. As cheerfully as he could, he reminded the Emperor that a joint 
Army-Navy air strike was planned for the morrow against the Flying Tigers, 
the American volunteer air corps in China. The next day, June 9, Hirohito 
was pleased to be able to commend Sugiyama upon the success of the raid. 
Sugiyama took the opportunity to beg the Emperor for full support of the 
Army’s campaign to hold what was left of New Guinea. He gave it as his 
opinion that New Guinea and other outposts which Japan held in the 
southwestern Pacific, although they might seem remote, represented the 
“last-ditch chance to defend the nation.”

Crumbling Empire

READINGS FROM TOLSTOY

In order to follow his master’s thoughts, Lord Privy Seal Kido found it 
necessary at this juncture of the war to read one of Hirohito’s favorite 
books, Wat and Peace. He found in it “ ideas of great interest for current 
affairs.” It was Tolstoy’s thesis, in his saga of Russia’s struggle against 
Napoleon, that the war fever of a people, when once aroused, must run its 
course; that a kind of redemption by bloodshed must take place before a 
nation could make a fresh start. Also, Tolstoy felt that it was sentimental 
hypocrisy to wage war by rules as if it  were a game. To be of any cathartic 
value, war should be total and fought to the death. Tolstoy’s ideas fitted 
well into the fanatic spiritualism of Japan and helped to explain to Kido 
why Japan must follow the course that she did.

ICido’s excursion into Russian literature was prompted by a new Amer
ican. move in the Solomon Islands. Throughout early June 1943, aerial
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for his part, visited the grave of the unheeded prime-minister-maker, 
Prince Saionji. Neither the advice nor the forgiveness of the dead, how
ever, could go far toward relieving the fearful ordeal for Japan which 
loomed ahead.

By mid-December 1943, complete intelligence returns had come in 
from the Allied summit conferences of November: a meeting in Cairo of 
Roosevelt and Churchill with Chiang Kai-shek and then a meeting in 
Teheran with Stalin. The analysts reported that Chiang Kai-shek would 
never now jeopardize his alliance with Roosevelt for the sake of an early 
peace with Japan and that Stalin was prepared—-notwithstanding the 
Russo-Japanese neutrality pact—to join in the spoiling of Japan as soon 
as Germany was laid low.

Three days before Christmas, Kido received one of his rare visits from 
Count Makirto, the knowledgeable, eighty-two-year-old former lord privy 
seal. Makino asked Kido to see Count Kabayama Aisuke, a seventy-nine- 
year-old operative emeritus of the spy service vvho had news of interest to 
communicate. Kido obediently gave an hour of his busy day that very 
afternoon to Kabayama. The old count gave him an evaluation of U.S. 
public feeling based on the reports of Japanese students—Ambassador 
Bancroft Scholarship winners—who had just returned from New York 
on an exchange ship. According to the students, most Americans had 
little hostility toward Japan and little interest in the war in the Pacific. 
The Pacific war, said the students, was widely considered a private enter
prise of “Roosevelt and his henchmen.”

Kido thanked Count Kabayama for his intelligence and wrote in his 
diary, “We must be determined to have ready a secret plan for the con
clusion of the war.”

During the next two weeks Hirohito took advantage of the holiday 
season at year’s end to make his own over-all appraisal of war prospects. 
He had the underlings of Imperial General Headquarters to lunch. He 
even read a letter from Saionji’s old Black Dragon informant, Takuno 
Dempu. Finally, on January 4, 1944, he transmitted his conclusions 
briefly to Kido. On the one hand, for the sake of the nation’s pride, he 
wished to prosecute the war fully. On the other hand, for the sake of the 
nation’s survival, he wished to have a sound plan ready for defeat. Kido, 
writing in the first person, set down the gist of his understanding of the 
Emperor’s feelings, in a memorandum attached to his diary entry for 
January 6, 1944. This memorandum, mentioned earlier in these pages, 
became the blueprint for postwar Japan.

Kido began by observing that, if Germany could somehow resume the 
initiative, prospects would brighten for Japan and the rest of the memo
randum could be disregarded. If, however, Germany succumbed, Japan 
must not fall prey to undisciplined pacifists and traitors like Badoglio. 
There must be a planned approach to peace in which the government at

Crumbling Empire



reconnaissance told of an invasion fleet gathering off Guadalcanal. Hirohito 
fretted because costly Japanese air strikes and submarine attacks failed 
even to ham per the  U,S. buildup. On the night of June 20 an advance force 
for the U.S. thrust— two companies of the 4th M arine Raiders— landed 
unopposed at Segi P oin t on New Georgia, m ore than a third of the way 
from  Guadalcanal to Rabaul, and there began to build an airstrip. For lack 
o f air support Japanese ground forces in the area failed to dent the little 
enclave and the M arines in it methodically developed it as a reception 
center for much larger Am erican landings ten days later.

H irohito was dismayed by the brazen self-confidence of the American 
invaders and angered by lack of co-ordinated Army-Navy thinking on how 
to deal with them. The Navy General Staff improvised plans for strength
ening fleet and air units in the area. The Army General Staff wrote recipes 
for reinforcem ent which smacked of the same stale tactics that had failed 
in the Guadalcanal campaign. Both chiefs of staff spoke evasively when 
H irohito asked them if they could hold New Georgia. F or someone who 
would speak frankly to him  out of firsthand knowledge, Hirohito sent to 
T ruk in the Carolines and summoned home his cousin, his one-time spar
ring partner, Adm iral M arquis Komatsu of the submarine fleet. Arriving 
in Tokyo early on June'29 , Kom atsu confirmed Hirohito’s worst fears: the 
Solomons could n o t be held.

Prim e M inister Tojo was scheduled to set out the next day on a long- 
postponed inspection tour of the “Southern Areas.” After a stormy morn
ing of consultation at the ironclad Imperial Headquarters shed, Hirohito 
called Tojo and entrusted him with an imperial message to all commanders 
in the Solomons. I t  asked them to fight a tenacious holding action, giving 
and taking no quarter and selling their lives as dearly as possible.

Tojo sought to cheer up Hirohito with brave reassurances, but he only 
succeeded in m aking H irohito blaze up in  a rare exhibition of temper:

You keep saying the Imperial Army is indomitable but whenever the 
enemy lands, you lose the battle. You have never been able to repulse an 
enemy landing. If we do not find somewhere to stop them, where, I ask you, 
is this war going to end?

T

Tojo flew to  R abaul the next day. June 30. His arrival coincided with 
the m ain U.S. landings in New Georgia which put more than 10,000 troops 
ashore o n  five different beachheads. Tojo found most of the front-line 
commanders assembled to greet him. W ith some severity he told them that, 
due to the Italian-Germ an collapse in North Africa' the Allies would soon 
have m ajor forces to spare for offensives in the Pacific. Japan desperately 
needed to build up reserve strength in rear areas with which to stem the 
Allied onslaught. Consequently forward garrisons, for the time being, 
would have to live on their own resources without hope of reinforcement 
o r supply. If they fought well, they would gain time for Japan to make up
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all times rem ained responsive to imperial bidding. A fter the Tojo Cabinet 
fell, as fail it m ust when “its continuance becomes quite difficult/’ 17 the 
next Cabinet should probably be instructed by the Em peror in advance as 
to the specific opinion-forming mission it was expected to fulfill along the 
way to peace. So too with the next Cabinet, if a next Cabinet should prove 
necessary.

In  regard to the nation’s pride of face, Kido pointed out; “It is clear 
in the imperial proclam ation of w ar tha t the G reater East Asian conflict 
was aimed at breaking down what were called the ‘siege lines’ of American- 
British-Chinese-Dutch encirclement. F o r the time being, therefore, we can 
consider it as a satisfactory conclusion of the war if we have accomplished 
this objective.”

As to peace terms, Kido concluded that “only considerable concessions 
on our part will be acceptable to the enemy”— self-determination for all 
Pacific nations with the possible exception of Manchuria.

Kido acknowledged that his assessment might seem to some “weak- 
kneed and conciliatory,” b u t he went on to explain that he was surrender
ing not in spirit and not forever b u t only to the brute force of American 
technology. In  a paraphrase of H irohito’s own lordly sentiments, he wrote;

Looking over the future trend of the world, I  believe that we must pre
serve and cultivate our real power in the state for about one hundred years. 
Through our experience in the Sino-Japanese conflict, the Soviet-German 
war, and the development of aircraft, we have gained insight into the real 
strengths of the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. We have also suffered a terrible at
trition of our otf'n national strength. Accordingly, assuming that these as
sessments are correct, we should avoid at all costs being isolated and attacked 
by the other nations of the world as a colored race. With this goal in mind. 
I  believe that the best course for us is to retain the effective power in the 
state secretly and to co-operate with the Soviet Union and China. Those 
nations are essentially Oriental in their thinking. Through them we can 
maintain our stand against the Anglo-Saxon powers of the United States and 
Great Britain while we watch developments.

17 This state of affairs did come to pass six months later, in July 1944.
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went downstairs to wait for it. The Imperial Household Building, once a 
dazzling concrete symbol of Court modernization, looked dingy under its 
protective wartime stripes. The watery winter sun did not flatter it. When 
the car came, it drove Kido along the northern outbuildings of the cere
monial Outer Palace where Matsui had received his baton of command 
for the offensive against Nanking in 1937. The car continued up a drive 
flanked on the left by the moat and wall of the Inner Palace enclosure. On 
the other side of the wall were scattered the facilities dedicated to the 
personal use of the Emperor and Empress: Hirohito’s biological labora
tory and experimental rice field; Empress Nagako’s silkworm house; the 
Imperial Shiine in its courtyard of white pebbles; the severely Japanese 
Residential Palace in which Hirohito no longer lived. All were surrounded 
by an artful sea of vegetation, the woodland of the Fukiage Gardens. It 
had suffered little from the austerity care of wartime. Its surprise turnings 
still surprised; its perfect vistas still satisfied. Fewer cranes and peacocks 
strutted the paths but there remained the arching bridges, the rock gardens, 
the hidden lotus pools, the tiny greenhouses containing dwarf trees, some 
a thousand years old.

Kido’s car took a sharp left, crossed the moat on a  causeway, and passed 
through a gate into the inner enclosure. A short driveway did scant justice 
to the wonders of the gardens. Through the trees on the left Kido could 
glimpse the gables of the English-style country house where the Empress 
and her chief ladies had their wartime quarters and where Emperor and 
Empress entertained close personal friends. It was known officially by the 
colorful old name of Ka-in Tei, the Pavilion of Concubines, but no con
cubines had been kept there during the two decades of Hirohito’s reign.

Straight ahead at the end of the drive rose a squat rectangle of con
crete known as Obunko, the Honorable Imperial Library, Hirohito had 
built it as a work place and over the busy years it had become his 
home. Now, in addition to his office, it  consisted of a complex of ante
rooms, and sixty feet below, in the hill on which it stood, an air raid 
shelter. The concrete walls of the bunker, twenty feet thick, enclosed 
ventilating machinery, cubby-holes for attendants, a comfortable Western- 
style living room and bath, and a long monastically furnished audience 
chamber. The walls were pierced by two sloping shafts. The tunnel from 
the audience chamber led up a staircase to a steel bulkhead in the hillside 
behind the library. The shaft from the living quarters came out to a 
concealed door in Hirohito’s above-ground workroom.

As Kido made his way into the library, past guards and chamberlains, 
he reviewed the arrangements with satisfaction. Hirohito was waiting for 
him. “The American fleet,” Hirohito said, without prologue, “has begun 
to shell the beaches of Lingayen Gulf. 1 am told that they will land and 
fliat it will be difficult to defend Luzon.” Luzon was the main island of the 
Philippines, and Hirohito’s information was accurate and up-to-date. Soft-
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ening up; of the beaches had begun, that morning in preparation for a 
: , ianding three days later. “The situation,” , continued the Emperor, “is ex

tremely grave and I wonder if the time has not come for me to consult the 
elder statesmen. W hat do you think?” . • ,
-  Hirohito was telling Kido that he was ready to order his government and 
people to surrender; He pever consulted the elder statesmen, the former 
prime ministers of Japan, unless he was about to take a momentous step. 
The last time he had seen them had been before Pearl Harbor. The ma
jority o f them then had advised him against war with .the United States 
and he had disregarded their counsel. In offering to consult them again now, 
he was. admitting tha t his course of conquest had been wrong from the 
beginning; that his life,, in effect, was a failure. Kido knew how difficult it 
must be for him. The forty-three-year-old Hirohito was no longer the taut 
ambitious prince of 1922. H e felt himself middle-aged now, growing fat 
and puffy from overwork and lack of exercise. His people murmured 
against him. A s he paced his study, his drooping mustache quivered and 
his short legs shuffled jerkily as they always did when he was nervous. He 
cut a sad figure, as symbolic of Japan in defeat as he had once been, 
in his scrubbed,callow youth, symbolic of the aspiring opportunistic Japan.

“As you say,” said Kido, “the war situation in the Philippines is ex
tremely grave, and as it develops we may have to reconsider seriously our 
guidance of the war. But before we do I  beg of you to stand back and 
await developments for a while. I think you should sound out the real 
convictions of the two chiefs of staff on a thoroughly informal basis. Then 
later call in the members of the Cabinet. Finally, if you deem it necessary 
to decide on a change in the fundamental imperial policy, summon a joint 
meeting of the Cabinet and the elder statesmen in the Imperial Presence.” 

It was no part of Kido’s peace plan to have the Em peror admit his 
mistakes, or blurt out his declaration of peace prematurely. First he must 
give up his direct personal supervision of military operations and ask the 
chiefs of staff to take all the responsibility for further defeats. Then, he 
must warn the members of the Cabinet of his change of heart so that they 
could make necessary political arrangements. Then finally, when the public 
mind, was prepared, he should simply announce his decision to the elders., 
Hirohito glady took ,Kido’s advice and from that day on he became a 
willing cog in the machinery which Kido had been designing for the past 
year.-, .... "

Lord Privy Seal Kido, as chief, advisor to the Throne, had assumed the 
dread responsibility of deciding when the, moment was ripe, for the im- 

’ penal decision.: His final meticulous arrangements went forward at an 
excruciating snail’s pace. I t would be disastrous to declare for peace too 
early. Kido could not be sure that his plan would work at all. It must have 
the benefit of perfect,timing. The nation must be reduced to war-weariness. 
The soldiers must sate their sense of honor. If possible, the enemy, must 
begin to feel shame and pity.

68 - • Vengeance of War
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FALL OF THE HOMELAND

(1944-1945)

THINNING THE GARDEN

Not Tolstoy, not even Machiavelli, ever dreamed in their historical 
philosophies of an entire nation embracing agony with such eager and un
necessary self-sacrifice as that of the Japanese in the next eighteen months. 
One out of every seventy Japanese stoically threw away his life for Em
peror Hirohito— and this after Hirohito had admitted to his closest ad
visor, Kido, that the war was lost.

Hirohito could have surrendered in January 1944. The police, to be 
sure, would have had to deal with some diehards, but if the military 
realities had been explained to the people at large they would certainly 
have accepted defeat. Indeed many of them would have welcomed it. By 
prolonging the slaughter for another year and a half, Hirohito gained no 
better terms from the Allies, but he did preserve the unity of his people: 
their sense of persecution, their commitment to being Japanese, and their 
feeling of participation in his own imperial dream.

No doubt in acting as he did Hirohito was moved partly by wishful 
thinking and by pride and fear of humiliation. The fragmentary docu
mentation, however, which in this period records mostly imperial acts 
rather than imperial conversations, suggests that considerations of state 
overrode Hirohito’s complex personal emotions. In the hour of crisis the 
Spencerian biologist and the national high priest took charge of the Im
perial personality, leaving even less scope than usual for the man.

If Hirohito had stopped the war in January 1944, initial acceptance of 
his decision might have given way later to grumbling. When death and 
rationing had ceased, and when the nation’s huge war plant had been 
dismantled and taken away by the Allies for reparations, many would in- 
evitably say that he had sold out too cheaply. Millions of unemployed
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dreadnoughts had never been brought to bear. The issue, once again, had 
been settled at long range by air power. Prince Takamatsu’s predictions 
had been borne out. But Prince Takamatsu’s Air Navy, because of the 
sluggishness of the home front, was not yet a force in being. Hirohito >vas 
incensed that a substantial part of it—400 planes—had been lost in-sup
port of the no-longer-needed Japanese carriers. From now on planes would 
operate from the decks of carriers only in coastal waters whence they 
could, if necessary, find quick refuge on airfields ashore.

WANTED: A DIVINE WIND

After the Philippine Sea engagement had been broken off, one of Prince 
Takamatsu’s partisans, Captain Jo Ei-ichiro, looked aft at the smouldering 
havoc on the flight deck of his light carrier Chiyoda and sat down in his 
cabin to pen a radiogram. Having been recurrently a naval aide-de-camp 
to His Majesty, and having been second man in naval intelligence at the 
Japanese Embassy in Washington during most of the 1930’s, he expected 
that his missive would be given personal attention by Hirohito. He sent it 
to Vice Admiral Onishi Takijiro in the Ministry of Munitions, the friend of 
Prince Takamatsu who in January 1941 had arranged for the Throne a 
secret independent evaluation of Yamamoto’s Pearl Harbor plan,

Captain Jo’s radiogram reached Onishi on June 21 and was reported to 
Hirohito by Prince Takamatsu on June 22. It was couched in bluntly lucid 
terms such as few Japanese appreciated better than Hirohito:

NO LONGER CAN WE HOPE TO SINK THE NUMERICALLY SUPERIOR ENEMY 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS BY CONVENTIONAL ATTACK METHODS. I URGE THE IM 
MEDIATE ORGANIZATION OF SPECIAL ATTACK UNITS TO CARRY OUT CRASH- 
DIVE TACTICS.

Hirohito, too, had digested the fearful lessons of the “decisive battle.” 
Planes had been wasted in a conventional fleet operation. Tojo’s naval 
partner, the Navy Minister and Navy Staff Chief Shimada, was to blame. 
He had promised to support the concept of the Air Navy and then, for the 
sake of old fleet friendships, had allowed planes to be thrown away in this 
asinine “decisive” debacle.

Prince Takamatsu found Hirohito determined that Shimada must soon 
be removed from the government and that, because of Shimada’s stupidity 
and the great loss of planes in the Philippine Sea, the use of crash-dive 
tactics should indeed be given serious consideration. ’

The idea of the suicide pilot had been implicit in Prince Takamatsu’s 
Air Navy proposals from the beginning. Staff studies conducted in 1943 
had shown, incontrovertibly, that crash divers could sink more enemy 
shipping, per man lost, than could pilots using conventional bombing and 
torpedoing techniques.

Fall of the Homeland



factory workers might find time lo  loqk  back  e f e i c a ^  
century and perceive the im penai : C o risp ira ^  'iia i^
w ar were fought out to the brink of national ruin;- the same millions would 
be too busy, as bom bed-out refugees scratching a living: from ' the bubble, 
to think of anything bu t their own survival: . :*'•

Then, too, if Japan  surrendered in the pink of health and productivity, 
the Allies would be far more likely to take revenge than if she surrendered 
hungry, sick, and. decimated; By having, to. kill defenseless;Japanese,;:theiv 
white soldiers would be moved to feel pity or guilt; By Seeing Japanese 
give their lives-away,, the Americans. would;be forced ito wbnderdh, after; 
all, Japan had not fought sincerely for a cause .: > r ; ; ;  . ;h.

Also, the Allies needed to be given time to fall out with one another, 
The Am erican-Russian partnership had been formed in  a moment bfi des
peration. I t  could be expected to flaw and crack as soon as victory began; 
to cool w ar enthusiasms. If Japan could hold out for a year .or two,either 
the Americans o r  the Russians would grow eager, to enlist Japanese sup
port against the other. ... .>  , . ;.. ; i

Finally, H irohito, both for scientific and high-priestly, reasons, believed 
firmly in  the value of death. The population of crowded Japan needed to 
be thinned before* it would fit back into the narrow confines of the home, 
islands to which the Allies promised .to-restrict;it.. Better;for>the;nationr 
to be thinned by enemy bullets than by , fratricidal competition for enough 
to eat. : v /\, i/y} "p
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The killing could ease the Japanese conscience. .When if was oyer, {ho 
Japanese would need to feel, an y fu rth e r -debt , to,the,^ohiside wbrid.:; Japan . 
would have paid for. her.predations limb for limb and eye foreyfei^^^w p^i;, 
no t need to  say, -‘Surnimasen,” th e  .ponveritidhai pquivalerit;'fqrp$bfty/b. 
which; literally-m eans, “We are ,not yet equal;.;! ;owe you.'soinethihgyK'By:. 
balancing,the m oral books with a.prograrn of. death, Hirohito c.ould hope ; 
to enable Japan  to start again after defeat with a renewed sense of pride
and righteous• resentment. . ...... , .. . ......... ....

In  letting die the myrmidons who had failed him, Hifohito meant no 
special, malice;?, As * archbishop . of .Japan’s ; spiritualistic 
lieved— apparently sincerely— that;warriors?cut?down in battle were,.for
tunate. The shades of most men;, who. died complacently like oxen in.their . 
stalls, tended to. fade in the afterlife .and. w eresoon  forgotten by the .-living, 
b u t the  souls of, unavenged? heroes .were;strong?.and.:liycd-jpng^
given a warm .home at,Tokyo’s; Yasukuni Shrine; and; there, :m ; that  ̂ji 
halla, they fed daily-on the prayers, offerings, and admiration of pilgrims.

;::r;G lI^ER TS?T6;

. .Hirohito ■ had beefo
death and rebirth primarily-by the tj.S:: invasion , of the Gilbert



< From  a  popular propaganda yiewpoint, the.aiipanejW as^ari ideal suicide • 
vehicle. The pilot : alone in his ebckpit could be bompm^ 
vidual samurai swordsman who, in a thousand Japanese romances, cut a 
spectacular dying swathe through the;ranks of his enemies. A s.yet no anti
aircraft batteries invented stood m ore than half a chance, of. exploding a 
plane hurtling down from the sky in a full-throttle dive. And with one 
well-aimed crash a plane could sink a vessel costing thousands of times 
its own worth. B y comparison, the banzai charge o f massed ^  
real courage and discipline. I t offered no satisfaction to the samurai sense 
of individual heroism. I t  cost many-lives.- .^ d \b e c a u s e ,o f ; ;A e ^  
firepower of the enemy’s bazookas, flamethrowers, and automatic rifles, it 
offered little hope of gain. . : v  ■ ■;

Jap an ’s simple, functional, inexpensive aircraft, , too, w ereadm irably. 
suited to throw-away use. Indeed, the quantity production methods of war-; 
time had  rendered m any of them: good for little else. Defective aircraft Avcre 
pouring from  the assembly lines and could not be. relied upon to give’seh'- 
ice over a  protracted period of time. M aintenancecrew s in combat- areas 
were no t up to correcting the flaws left by the factories. More, planes were 
being lost in ordinary operational use or during ferrying flights to forward, 
areas than w e re  being downed in combat. Those which arrived intact at 
the front were expended cheaply by hastily trained pilots who lacked the 
skills to fight off enemy interception and to place bombs and torpedoes on 
ta rg e t /. v , :

A  one-way flight by a resolute patriot determined to crash into, a major 
U.S. warship would multiply by at least a factor of ten the effectiveness, of : 
every plane which Japan  could manufacture. The plane: itself would hate 
to  be good enough only to get to the theater of operations and fly a .single 
mission. The pilot would have to be good enough only to take off, follow 
a leader, and then steer straight toward a target. A single plane loaded with 
gasoline and a 500-pound bomb could wreak more mayhem by a crash 
dive onto the deck of a carrier than tw o. well-placed torpedoes or; a dozen 
conventionally delivered bombs. . -T;.'/-p • v 4

Finally, Japan had the patriots who., were w illin g ,tb rd ie .:^  
vidualism— the Christian doctrine of soul and conscience, against which 
H irohito had inveighed a decade earlier in his conversations with Chief 
Aide-de-Cam p H onjo— did, not perm it ITS. pilots ; toexpendfhernselves: 
suicidally except in moments of combat stress such as they had experienced . .
at Midway. Japanese youths, by comparis6n, had been brought lip:to be
lieve in themsel ves as junior members in a .national, f  amily. The survival of 
the fam ily,and of the elders of the family, seemed infinitely more, important .: 
to them than their; own., physical-suravai,: I n . frugal;;;iealisfic■ ,Japan.;flie, 
fearing o f a child was considered an investment in the fUUife. ,While still lg  . 
his twenties and thirties a m an , was held  a debtor to the speiety .which ha . • 
fed, clothed, and educated him. H e did not reach decision-making maturity.



November. 1943. Earlier Allied offensives in New Guinea and the Solo
mons had demonstrated U.S: material superiority, but Japanese forced had 
iibt jbeen^so; outnumbered as to lack a lighting chance. In 'the  ,Gilberts, 
however, U.S. strength was overwhelming; there was no .contest.: This 
U.S. ability to mount a crushing onslaught in mid-Pacific while also sup- 
portirig MacArthur's endeavors in Australasia and Eisenhower’s vast en
terprises in Europe had . first convinced Hirohito— at least in the, book
keeping, compartment of his mind— that Japan must be ready to abandon 
her gains and minimize her losses. . , j

Tlie U.S. ,invasion fleet for the Gilberts included-twice as many, air
craft carriers as Japan had,ever owned: eleven fast fleet carriers and eight 
escort carriers. In addition there were no less than twelve battleships, 
fourteen cruisers, and sixty-six destroyers. This armada landed 6,472 Amer
ican soldiers on Makin, where there was an 800-man Japanese garrison, 
and 18,600 veteran Marines on Tarawa, where there was a Japanese garri
son), of 2,000 laborers and 2,500 soldiers. Behind the total U.S. assault 
force of 25,000 stood a reserve of 10,000 more front-line fighters ,and an 
auxiliary of 73,000 with 6,000 vehicles and 11^,000 tons of cargo.: Six 
days after the landings, the Gilberts were secure. A thousand U.S.;fighters 
had died and .almost all the 5,300 Japanese-Korean defenders. - 
. Seventeen. Japanese and 129 Koreans had been taken prisoner. The 

Japanese were all unconscious or immobilized by wounds at the time of 
their .capture. When they regained their senses they protested that; they 
should; have died and that they could never return to their families- in 
Japan., On. the other hand, having admitted themselves dead to-; their own 
society, they; were eager, to be helpful to their captors and to . find, impos
sible,. a new life. - , , : • ' - ■ w.v

The great steel press which Admiral Nimitz was using: to crush Japan’s 
scattered outposts clamped next upon the. Marshall Islands. The. 8,675 
Japanese manning Kwajalein were ^assaulted ,.by .41*000 U.S. troops; on 
January 31, 1944, and a week later, with the. sacrifice: of 372 U:S. lives, 
all but 805 of the defenders had been buried and-accounted for. Eleven 
days later,.8,000 U.S.: Marines and. soldiers;, took on the ,3,000-man Japif 
anese garrison of Eniwetok. By February 22 the; island was secure with 
a loss of 339 U.S. dead and 2,677 known Japanese: dead, Sixty-four 
Japanese were taken prisoner, !> ■' bw- , ) - ) ) : i ..

AIR NAVY

'm'A^.®lf^i^etok'.was,given- up.forTpst onEebruary 21,:the.Tokyo' daily 
Wam/cfir.rananunauthorizededitorialvoicingasuppressedpbpularsenti- 
ment: “wars cannot) be . won; with bamboo spears.” The Thought 
Police Investigated but. preferred no: charges, for it turned put that 
Mainichi's editors were not traitors but patriots supporting Hirohito’s
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until he passed the symbolic age of forty-one. If he died of natural causes 
before that age, his spirit would live on in the afterworld but would never 
attain much influence there for lack of achievements in life. If, however, 
he died in battle, his spirit would have accomplished something; it would 
be promoted one rank by the Emperor; it would be given a permanent 
abode at the warriors’ ghostly rest home, Yasukuni Shrine.

Despite all these irrefutable reasons, Hirohito knew that his political 
advisors, including Kido and even General Tojo, were opposed to any 
regular, officially sponsored use of pilots for suicide missions. It was one 
thing to order a half-literate farm boy to charge to sure death in the heat 
of battle; another tiling to keep a corps of semiskilled pilots on permanent 
suicide call, taking lessons in the most effective techniques of self-destruc
tion. The morale of such a corps could be sustained only by religious fervor 
and formal imperial blessing. At a time when Hirohito’s most sane and 
cosmopolitan advisors were all racking their brains for ways to refurbish 
the Emperor’s public image after the war, the use of suicide pilots seemed 
lunacy unless it could absolutely guarantee victory. And that not even its 
staunchest proponents could promise.

In the educated classes there was also a feeling of embarrassment about 
combining the traditional Japanese code of the swordsman with the West
ern technology of the airplane. Well-traveled Japanese sensed that use of 
suicide pilots would shock Westerners, would be branded fanaticism, and 
would be remembered with suspicion long after other war passions had 
cooled.

In talking to Prince Takamatsu about Captain Jo’s proposal at the Im
perial Library in the palace woods on June 22, 1944, Hirohito alluded 
briefly to these pros and cons and pointed out that the public-relations 
side of the question needed much study. Takamatsu was forearmed for this 
objection. Captain Jo’s suggestion, he said, was not an isolated phenomenon. 
On June 19, three days earlier, Captain Okamura Motoharu of the 341st 
Air Group, during an inspection of the Tateyama base, on the peninsula 
due south of Tokyo, had presented a similar petition for “turning the tide 
of war” to Vice Admiral Fukudome Shigeru of the Second Air Fleet. Fuku- 
dome had shown the petition to the vice chief of the Navy General Staff, 
Vice Admiral Ito Sei-ichi, and Ito was now a proponent of the suicide- 
pilot idea. So were many of the pilots in the ranks, for they were sick and 
tired of suffering 50 per cent casualties in mission after mission without 
achieving results.

Hirohito admitted that, if the idea were presented as a popular ground 
swell coming up from the ranks, it might be possible to allay the fears of 
Kido, Tojo, and other advisors. Certainly some such kamikaze, divine 
wind, was needed if the enemy armadas were to be wrecked short of the 
sacred, Japanese shore. For the moment, however, Hirohito would author
ize Takamatsu only to pursue design studies for an easy-to-produce piloted
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The Mainichi indiscretion gave ’the’ public its only, hint of. a :difference 
in strategic opinion which had /b een ; argued • on: the steps of the Throne 
for over a m onth. On January 24, w hen. the U .S! fleet was just staging 
for its advance on the M arshalls, Prince Takam atsu petitioned Hirohito 
to adopt a new aerial strategy proposed by air enthusiasts in the Navy Gen
eral Staff. The Army and Navy were bickering over their allotment-of 
aircraft output. I t  would be better, said Takamatsu, if neither service got 
a share and if all new planes were:given to a new service, an air force;. 
Alternatively the traditional Navy might be scrapped completely and re- 
placed by an air force. The point was th a f scarce. planes -were beirig' 
wasted by traditionalists in support of ineffectual conventional troOp and- 
fleet movements. Instead, if Japan was to survive, planes must be em
ployed, in their own right, by men who understood their capabilities. They 
must be expended for one purpose only: to sink the aircraft carriers by 
which the United States was extending her air superiority into Japanese 
w aters.- - ■ ’ ■

In  the circles of senior fleet officers, observed Prince Takamatsu, the 
ideas of the late Admiral Y am am oto1 were only beginning to be accepted. 
Y am am oto had developed Japan’s air power as an ami of the fleet. Now 
his ideas were already outmoded. As he himself would have been .the 
first to perceive, the arm had outgrown the body. Fleets now needed air- , 
planes for protection but airplanes did n o tn e e d  fleets except' as' floating.. 
gun batteries, around floating air-fields; in.offensive-'actions, darJbuU to/ 
sea. -In defensive actions, close to landingfields ashpref airplanes did not 
need fleets at all. • 1 '--//’dX xX y’X yyy-X

It had been the. dying hope of Yamamoto to use Japan’s 64,000-ton 
super-dreadnoughts, the Yamato and Musdshi;in"• a .■ “decisive” ; shoplout •, 
with the smaller-gunned battleships of the U.S. fleet. Now this proposal, 
which Yam am oto had considered a desperate expedient even in 1943, had ■; 
been seized upom by other senior admirals - and/made an article. offatafistic 
faith.-Alm ost complacently they told their juniors: AVaifuntil the American . ■; 
fleet comes to us;: then we will m eet it in a- great'surface;action\vhich will 
decide everything.

In  the opinion of Prince Takam atsu’s iconoclastsJhte 
cisive battle” was a dream which would- never.:.be realized. Even - d .tfle . 
surface fleets ever came w ithin,range of ione another > aircraft would sti 
deliver the telling blows. And .at. sea,/frdm/mpw '00,/U .S .^
always enjoy numerical; superiority/because their counto/ was. prOducing :,
m ore aircraft carriers .each month than Japan could build dm a year. , ;v 
- Japan’s -only hope was to capitalize immediately on her. unsinka e 
immobile aircraft carriers/ the cbuntless islands: .which crowded her- ia 
of the Pacific. If all the .Navy’s1 technical:competes 
channeled into air operations' and if all the money being sphnt on war

brother Prince Takamatsu in a campaign for increased aircraft produbtion
and improved use of aircraft. : ;?rv'
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bomb which would take maximum economical advantage o f ; kamikaze
talents if they were ever harnessed. •> :> A ',/> V:--;

'SAIPAN' AND

By the time H irohito took this new responsibility on his sacerdotal con- 
science, the week-old U.S. invasion of the M arianas had put some 7.0,000 
Americans ashore on the island of Saipan. Like .the: monster in. some, post
war Japanese science fiction film, the invaders had :systematically destroyed 
the ingeniously prepared: positions,- traps, and strongpoints of .the 30,000- 
m an Japanese garrison. ' • : : / • A  >

Saipan was the first of Japan’s prewar possessions to be attacked by the 
enemy. I t  was the largest of the islands -which-. Japan had:seized from Ger-; 
m any during W orld W ar I and held under League of Nations mandate. It . 
was a beautiful place and Japan had colonized it heavily, studding its green 
hills with sawmills and sugarcane fields. In addition to the 30,000^soldiers: 
on Saipan, there dwelled a t least 25,000 civilians. /A ;:

As the battle turned against the Saipan garrison, a question-arose: how . 
to instruct the civilian inhabitants. Previously, except for, a fe\v prostitutes : 
and bureaucrats, no Japanese civilians had come within U.S. reach. Now an 
entire, Japanese community, including many of low caste- who had emigrated r - 
for lack of, opportunity a t home, was about to fall :.prisdner\;M e ^ ^ ^  p
danger th a t the  civilians would be captured alive; That they would be sur
prised and pleased by U.S. treatment; that they would be used in U.S. . 
propaganda broadcasts to subvert the fighting spirit o f  the -rest -;oL3ap^>/- 
A  Japanese civilian prisoner' encampment- w as/ indeed, /erected/behind//■ 
M arine lines on June  23 and soon had more than/a thousand inmates./It
had electric lights which were left conspicuouslyhlazing;at/highL/IM <^Av 
daily, its mess tents exhaled ,a sweet savor of cooking rice and meat and . 
were queued by long lines of evidently happy, expectant Japanese. ;

H irohito found the defection /of the Japanese civilians on ; Saipan dis
turbing, and at the end of the month an imperial order went out encourag-. 
ing civilians who were still at, large to' commit suicide.2 The order did 'not 
dem and suicide; it empowered the commander on Saipan to promise
civilians who died there an equalspiritual status iP tbe aftedife with that of. ;,
soldiers perishing in combat. On June 30 the prime minister, war minister, . . 
and chief of staff, nam ely General Tojo,intercepted this order and delayed 
its sending. I t  went out anyway, the next day, after Tojo had brought it to . 
the attention of Kido and other ciyilian advisors in the palace. \  /

2 Some apologists for Hirohito have . asserted; that.. Uhs,; arid o th ^  
issued at other times under;thd im pend  werehll\actually;'sent sby,.soineo ...
at Imperial Headquarters who daredto abuse’-the seals with; which/Hirohitp^aWP ./ /  /  
state papers. Theim pious scoffiriw,has 'never..been/ideritified.^Hah' the 
palace, beginning with Lord Privy’ Seal. Kido/ would .have felt-obliged to cut open 
their bellies if the sacred seals of the Throne had bverpeen’.xhirapplied-; . ; . /
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ships could be diverted to aircraft manufacture, it might be possible 
quickly to patrol Japan’s island outposts with a highly mobile air fleet. 
Ten thousand planes—less than five months’ factory output—would be 
enough to overwhelm all the planes which U.S. carriers could bring into 
Japanese waters. If such a force could be hurled from island airfields at the 
next U.S. invasion armada, a dozen or two U.S. carriers would be sunk. 
Carriers took longer to build than airframes. Japan would gain time to im
prove her defensive position.

Prince Takamatsu’s proposals were too ‘rational to dismiss and too 
radical to adopt—at least not without a major political upheaval. And so 
Hirohito promised only to study them. He had long believed in air power, 
but so he had in all naval technical innovations, over the sea, on it, or 
under it. To junk Japan’s big ships would be to antagonize all senior salt
water skippers and many of the great vassal families to which they be
longed. To allocate the cream of Japan’s aircraft production to the new 
Air Navy would be to antagonize the more plebeian Army as well. At best 
the proposed air strategy would only buy time, for it was apparent that the 
United States could eventually build a bigger plane than the B-29, capable 
of striking the homeland from bases as far away as Australia or Hawaii. 
Then Japan’s cities would be burned down without a U.S. task force ever 
entering Japanese waters. Nevertheless, after ten days of consideration in 
which he heard arguments on every side of the issue, Hirohito made up 
his mind that Takamatsu was right.

On February 2 Hirohito summoned Lord Privy Seal Kido and gave him 
a military briefing of unprecedented fullness. Then he asked Kido whether, 
in his opinion, the military advantages to be gained from an Air Navy 
would outweigh the disadvantages of a dictatorial imperial decision over
riding the advice of both chiefs of staff. In listening to the Emperor’s stra
tegic disquisition, Kido had particularly noted that the proposed Air Navy 
would not assure Japan of Victory. He, therefore, advised Hirohito that, at 
this juncture in national life, it would be most unwise to act in any fashion 
that might be construed as tyrannical. Hirohito nodded and somewhat 
curtly asked Kido to discuss the matter directly with Prince Takamatsu. 
This was Hirohito’s method of telling Kido that he meant to have his way 
and that it was up to Kido to remove the political obstacles.

In his work with the Peace Faction, Kido was already having trouble 
enough finding postwar witnesses to excuse, disguise, or shoulder Hiro
hito’s responsibility in the authoritarian decisions of the past. Now Kido 
was expected somehow to conceal another dictatorial act, a war decision 
unpalatable to all Hirohito’s senior military advisors. It was a hopeless 
assignment but Kido, without murmuring, set about it as if it were a 
challenge. He found, to his relief, that he had an ally in the loyal prime 
minister, General Tojo. If worse came to worst, Tojo would take responsi
bility for advising Hirohito to dismiss the two chiefs of staff. It would 
be better, of course, if the two chiefs would change their views. And fail-
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Five days inter, on July 6 , organized; resistance on Saipan collapsed, and ; 
Admiral Nagumo, the former Pearl Harbor task force commander who had 
chargebf naval forces on the island, squatted at the mouth of a cave; slit ■. W 

: open his:abdomen; and. then had an aide standing behind him dispatch hint , . '  
: with a bullet into -the back, of his head. Thatniglit the starving remnants ; 

of th e mainJapanese garrison on Saipan charged U.S. Marine lines. Those 
who failed to be killed by U.S. machine guns’ took their own lives with \  . 
'gfehades,':revolvefs, mines,-swords, knives,;arid sharp stones. "' ' ; ‘

.; : On July: 8 the Marines moved unhindered through the stench of bodies ;
toward the north tip of the island. There over. 10,000 Japanese civilians 

: iwereVdesfroying themselves: dashing their babes against rocks",‘ hurling'their.. . 
children and wives into the sea, jumping from -the high; cliffs. Before the 
Marines could stop the slaughter, on July 12, most of the civilians had 

- accepted Hirohito’s offer of a privileged place in ghosts’ paradise. Marine 
veterans looked down info the surf, awash with the bodies of children;1 arid, 
tumed away:with troubled minds and queasy stomachs. ; , r r

Over-all there fell on bloody Saipan some 15,000 Japanese civilians and 
about 30,000. Japanese soldiers and sailors. Even so, the Marines took their 
firstmajor bag of prisoners: 921 Japanese troops arid 10,258: civilians. Of 
67,451 U.S. combat troops 3,426 died. .

• 'soori&s'-Saipan had been secured,-the Marines,-bn; July-21, invaded ’ 
Guam. This was the largest of the Marianas—209 square miles as com
pared with Saipan’s 70 square miles— arid the one island of the archipelago 
which had belonged to the United States rather than to Japan before the 
war. Between. July 2 1 ‘and August 10, some 55,000 U.S; troops fought 

. there againstabout 20,000 defenders. Some 10,000 Japanese were killed in v: •; 
the campaign and another 8,500, who hid iri the hills, were killed in the 
year which followed. Orily 1,435 U.S. troops died and only 1,250 Japanese 1 

//Were-thkenf captive."" ' W-./VW 'y  ’W-e/
//•thej'thiijj.'feland' of the Marianas, 40-square-miie Tiniari, was invaded 

, by: 15,614 Marines on July 24. After three days of blistering pre-invasion, - ; 
pounding, in which the first use was made of napalm, a mixture of explo- 

.. sives arid petroleum jellies, the 9,0.00 men of the Japanese garrison put,; . .
up a ragged resistance. In a week 5,000 of them could be counted dead and /.

, .the rest permanently missing." The Marines' had lost 389 killed, in action 
?ud had taken .252 prisoners. The Japanese .airstrip was quickly iinproved C. 
to become the finest runway for long-range bbmbersin the Pacific,; From it; : 
a year later, would take . off ihcEnola-Gay with the bomb for Hiroshima. '?■■■■ 

During the slaughter on Guam and Tinian, Hiroliito was forced by his " 
nearest and dearest to . give up the war,; give up liis direct participation an 

■ d . a n d  staff.meetings, pnd' inaugurate the programed successiori of de- 
.escalations in .war /spirit which: had beeti planned by the Peace Faction. ’

. Hnohito was reluctant to accept this final turning point: in his life but he X 
. • a;. Wwk/:of-.:.vaciiiatiori^under-. pressure rather,; than
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: ing that, perhaps they could be induced, by promises, to resign• quietly, fo r ' 
reasbns; of health. /  . v ?V;

W lE ' “GHUN^GMNG ;'M A I ^ E i ^ . d  ■

During the complex political process which; ensued—-an imbroglio which 
lasted for eighteen , days and involved rail the . great lo rds. of back-room 
Tokyo, politics— Kido noted in his, diary, a single; imperial diversion.- On 
February 14 Prim e M inister T o jo  came to the.palace to give: Hirohito a 
progress report on th e ; efforts of :Golonel .Tsuji Masanobu, the,executioner 
of Singapore and B ataan ,' to negotiate. peace or at least postwar under-: 
standings with Chiang Kai-shek. :<■ y :T " C v: ^ 1

According to Tsuji’s latest communication he had made good contacts. 
in Shanghai, with the Chinese underground and .with Chiang Kai-shek’s : se
cret police apparatus, the. Blueshirts. Soon,, during a “special inspection” 
of forward areas,. he would "meet with direct emissaries from; Chiang Kai- 
shek. H e had: hopes that they would take him to Chungking so that he 
could talk face to face w ith .G en era lT ai Li,-rihejcomniander of^theTlue-v 
shirts, and with Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek himself.
•• H irohito was pleased , with the news/ His brother Prince Mikasa 'haci 
m ade Tsuji’s negotiations possible." During a Visit to occupied China the 
previous November, -Mikasa h a d -. suggested and authorized - a . two-week 
memorial celebration for Chiang Kai-shek’s m other. on the eightieth an-;; 
niversary of her b ir th : at Chiang’s home town, Fenghwa,- in occupied 
Chekiang province;. Gdlonel\Tsuji: had:pVefseen.-the'Teidiyitiesrih^ 
afterwards, through the Bhieshirts, had sent Chiang Kai-shek.-a memorial.

Chiang the good: wishes of W ang:Ching-wei, 'Prince; Mikasa, and Hirohito.
.■AlthoughHirohitohad.greathopesforthisessayinpexsonal.diplomaej',
Colonel Tsuji would; fail in his- “special inspection” drip,;to;;n?gotiate:-safe5.j. 
passage for himself -to . Chungking. Chiang Kai-shek’s emissaries wanted 
further assurance. that . Tsuji could - speak for Hirohito: As va;Jesuit' ^  
would make arrangements ffor^one :of, his ■.best’̂ Biueshirtephtact^

; agent named Miao Pin, to gb’toTokyo and engage in {direct conversation  ̂
with Hirohito’s .'uncle Prince Higashikuni . The reciprocal ;arrangements for 
Tsuji to go . to, Chungking. and deal wifff hn/mtimatecdf ;Chiahg ̂ Kai- l̂^k.

. were1, not Realized; Instead,*.fiveymonihsHaterH^ 
on a temporary- assignrrieht 'of greater . u r g e n c y ; i n y-

; he would not finally :escape to make his. long: postponed Chungking P -•
grim age nntil'jthe/wam^

SACKING THE

■ : " : t s M ^ # id ig h te E d ;E r i e f l ^ l ^ i R ^
Vdf the pblitical crisis' m  T okyow asdeepen ing  dailytThem-OmF^ ,y;
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: : coercion. H e adm itted.to his closest adyisors that he -w asbeatehandH ad 
- been wrong; herdid not abdicate bis place .as spiritual.war leader^; i V  

The m om ent of H irohito’s resignation was probably July 7, -the day after 
the collapse of organized resistance-on; Saipan; That day Prince Takamatsu 
asked Lord Privy. Seal Kido to arrange m ore athletic exercise for Hirohito 
and m ore clerical help for him. O n July 11, as the; horrible suicide of Japa- 

' nese. civilians on Saipan -neared its. end, the senior generals of the; Army 
and admirals o f t h e  Navy; including some of the Strike-North paction 
which had opposed H irohito in  thevl930’s, met; without fanfare at .the Army 
Club north  - of the palace walls and agreed quietly that the time had come 
to  bury factional differences, to draw in protectively around the Throne, 
and to, m ake a symbolic change in leadership by ousting the w ar'“shogun,” 
G eneral Tojo. . ;lfV.

Accepting the verdict of his senior officers, Tojo immediately tendered 
his-resignation to the Throne, H irohito at first rejected it and encouraged 
Tojo to shore up his political position for a while longer. .Hirohito did not 
believe that Peace Faction planners could really whitewash him and felt that 
i t  w ould  be cowardly for him  even to let them try. He and Tojo might 
sometimes differ b u t Tojo, he  said, was still the strongest war leader in 
Japan. Tojo took two days to consider the Em peror’s.request.
■; The planning to use suicide pilots -disturbed Tojo; if only for. the quiet 

'■ofihjsspulJij the afterlife, he did not want to take responsibility: for -send
ingThousands of Japanese young men to certain death when he knew that 
th e ir: sacrifice could not win the war. In  addition Tojo .owed loyalty to 
A dm iral Shimada, his Navy minister and Navy staff chief; Hirohito wished 
to m ake Shimada the public scapegoat for the Marianas .debacle. If Shimada 
were jettisoned: from  the government it might be possible, thought.Hirohito’s 

. political advisor Kido, to leave To jo in office. The main complaint of the 
critics was the “part-tim e strategy” of war leaders who had to run the 
civilian bureaucracy as well as the General Staff offices. Since the U.S. 
island-hopping campaign made , the-w ar mainly naval now, ;; it- would be 
enough for the moment to dismiss the part-time naval strategist -and to leave 
G eneral Tojo in office. .

/■ A fte r, discussing the situation -with :his patrons,, w th  his- parfisans, vand 
with Admiral .Shimada, ..Tojo-pr9n i i s e d ' ; i f i i : p h i t o . . o r i ‘ 
m ake an effort to stagger-on \with.tt&e'-;burderi. _
next five days, however, in trying. ito^.give h is^^b .ine t ;a;,face-li^ 
fresh lease, oh; life, he encountered iso m uch. hostility ;and 
he  :saiy.he had -no sound basis;of;:co-operatibn;.with 

.' : On July 18 Tojo submitted h is /f  erignation. Unequiyocany tpvHirohito, :
. an d tw o  idays :iater,;iffi^ by: in vesting,! wo.ngn^at ;

ohee with the-prime1.'ministeriad;.respdhsibiiity.>T^
Kuniaki, whose M arch Plot had paved the way. for the invasion of aF  •

, churia in 1931, was to h ead  the partnership .f .
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1944, a devastating U.S. carrier-based air raid on Truk Island in the Caro
lines, the Pearl Harbor of Japan’s surface fleet, persuaded Hirohito that 
he could wait no longer for Kido and Prince Takamatsu to work out a 
smooth political settlement. Japan must have an Air Navy immediately.

On February 18, the day after the Truk raid, Hirohito summoned his 
blunt, broad-shouldered, many-hatted “shogun,” General Tojo, and au
thorized him to request the lesignations of both chiefs of staff: Navy Chief 
Nagano, who had taken responsibility for Pearl Harbor planning, and long- 
suffering, bland, “Bathroom Door” Sugiyama, who had stood close by 
Hirohito’s side ever since the Army mutiny of February 1936. Neither 
Nagano nor Sugiyama thought to oppose Hirohito personally or even to 
disagree explicitly with his strategic thinking. That was not the Japanese 
way. Rather, both men felt bound by leadership promises which they had 
made to subordinates whose careers and livings would be adversely af
fected by Hirohito’s decision.

Sugiyama, in particular, felt obliged to reject Tojo’s request to resign.1 
He felt that a protest had to be inscribed in the record on behalf of the 
Army. Kido and Tojo had not been able to find a single suitably qualified 
and willing replacement for him. To enforce the Air Navy decision Hiro
hito would have to appoint Tojo, who was already prime minister and war 
minister, as chief of staff as well. This would be a clear violation of na
tional custom. As Sugiyama told Tojo’s go-between, the vice minister of 
war, on the afternoon of February 19:
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I cannot accept this demand. Supreme military command and civilian 
government cannot be combined. Their separation is an ironclad tradition 
of our form of government. If the war minister and the Army chief of 
staff are one and the same person, political considerations will find their 
way into military decision making, and the entire system of discipline by 
which orders are accepted in the field may well break down.

That evening Tojo called a meeting of himself, Sugiyama, and the 
third of the Army’s Big Three, the inspector general of military education, 
General Yamada Otozo. A quiet man who had long preoccupied himself 
with the administration of Hirohito’s experimental germ warfare program, 
Yamada was present not to say anything but to vote with Tojo.

During the course of the meeting Sugiyama blamed Hitler’s interference 
with staff matters for the “mistake made at Leningrad.” Tojo shot back: 
Hitler was originally a  common soldier and I  detest the thought of being 

associated with him. I am a Japanese general. All that I  have done as

' Nagano simply awaited the outcome of the power struggle and then retired to 
Private life He returned to the headlines briefly in January 1947 when he died of a 
complex combination of infirmities during his trial as a Class A war-crime suspect by 
* e Allied International Military Tribunal for the Far East.
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big, hearty'Admiral Yoriai Mitsumasa, as Navy minister and assistant prime 

' ininister. :Since Yonai had been a full prime minister earlier, in the first 
half of 1940, he was no longer on the active list of naval commanders. He 

. .'was,-therefore/ineligible by law to serve as Navy minister. Hirohito solved 
this small difficulty by a stroke of his seal as commander in chief: he simply 

•’ reinstated Yonai to the active list.

-.A  DESPERATE SHO

Early in August 1944, not long after the Koiso-Yonai partnership had 
; removed Cabinet meetings once again to a discreet distance from the 
! palace, Hirohito approved production of the Ohka missile, a 4,000-pound 

bomb, equipped with wooden wings, a cockpit for a pilot, elementary 
flight controls, and five small rockets which could propel it for a distance of 
19 to 20 miles from its point of release by a “mother” bomber. Production 
models of the Ohka would not be ready for use until the very end of the 

. kamikaze effort and then would give poor results. The building of them, 
however, involved civilian workers in the kamikaze program, making it all 

V too- clearly; official.
The Ohka scheme dismayed those of Hirohito’s advisors who had the care 

of his public image. They redoubled their efforts on behalf of the Peace 
Faction. At 2:23 p .m . on. August 25, still a full year before the Americans 

■ would set foot in Japan, Lord Privy Seal Kido emerged from an hour-long 
■: audience with’the Emperor at the concrete library in the palace woods and 
. drove to his official residence outside the palace walls. There he spent the 

last half of the afternoon, from 3 p .m ., getting to know an officer he had 
■asked to see who was reputed to have the most formidable memory in the 

Japanese Army. The officer was retired Major Tanaka Takayoshi and this 
was the.first of several interviews with Kido which would ultimately launch 

’...Tanaka on his second career, that of star witness at the American war 
crimes trials: witness for the prosecution, witness for the defense, guide to 
U-S. prosecutor Keenan, informer, double agent, and patriot par excellence.

Meanwhile Allied strategists had been fiercely debating the course to 
follow in reaching Tokyo and ending the war. General MacArthur. main- 
tained that the United States was committed primarily to the lifting of 
Japan’s yoke from the Philippines. To this political pledge, which Mac- 
Arthur considered a matter of national; and personal honor, the reduction 
of Japan should be considered secondary, Some British and Dutch states- 
meh went further, advocating step-by-step reconquest of. all the islands in 
the South Pacific so that they could be put back under stable colonial ad
ministration before Japan fell, and before Allied war zeal fell from fever 

. Pitch, and before the inevitable postwar peace conference bickering began, 
.^he.most nan'owly efficient and technologically minded commanders in the 
U-S.; Armed Forces, especially admirals, saw no valid military reason for

Fall of : the Homeland



prime' minister, I  have done with, d u e .'c o n s id e r  
tions.” 'V  "

A  tense debate followed, but in the end, when Sugiyama saw thatYamada 
sided with To jo, he bowed to .majority opinion. H e added, however, that ' 
before resigning he would subm it h is protest, for the record to Hirohito 
H e did.so on the morning of February 21 .. Hirohito accepted tlie written • 
protest, gracefully,'.saying: f ,

I too felt uneasy about the combining of political and militaryleadership 
but I talked the matter over with Tojo and he has premised;to keep it in 
mind. That satisfies me. It ;is, as yo u : say, an extraordinary 'breach \ihh.; 
tradition, and for that reason I ask you to be discreet and co-operative . 
about it so that we may have success with it for the war effort;

Sugiyama could say no m ore and the heroic Jo jo  bravely: shouldered V 
the triple responsibility for civil prime ministerial politics, for. war. mim 
isterial bureaucratic management, and for General Staff planning of .war 
strategy. ■ f • :.'r

INDIA, THE LAST OFFENSIVE;. '■. • : : A

.On being invested executive dictator of Japan, Tojo’s first act was to 
move all government meetings .into; the palace:; those of. the Cabinet and " 
W ar M inistry as well as those of the General Staffs. Although studiously: 
ignored and obscured after the 'war,- the :*ifact'';^‘::&^^ 
were now open to informal attendance by Hirohito and that Hirohito often 
took  advantage of Tojo’s* arrangements to attend. The Japanese press at/ 
the ' time acknowledged that the. E m pero r. had : imp6sed . “direct imperial % 
guidance.” ' ' 7 A , i d -

U nder the aegis of Tojo’s long-time naval crony,-Admiral Shimadaj who 
was now Navy chief of staff as well as Navy minister, ,strenuous;. efforts 
were m ade to realize Prince Takam atsu’s Aur-Navy Preamp Ekeiy.prpmis^ / . 
ing naval recruit was tried out for flight training. Construction of hundreds • 
of smali airstrips began’' on.; Scores :of Ismail;islands: N aval .^rcr^pro(|uc-j.c;;j 
tion rose above 2,000 planes,- am on th ';an tP go^s ;W<h:e: 
fram es and engines in ffie .fisca l;y eap ah ead ;;''-R a th er;sc rap . the exj 
surface Navy, ’ which stillycontained-■ many ^yaluable;^-yess^^aud ■ offi  ̂
Shimada and Tojo,. at the end of February, moved' if from its home an- 
chorage in the In land 'S ea 'to -a  roadstead"Th>th£^^ 
a  hundred miles south of Singapore. The aim was to cut l?ack the. main-

> tenance costs of the fleet while its .remaining strength was being expended. . ;
A t Lingga Roads it would! have easy access to the Indonesian fuel oil it 
burned and would be in easy; steaming distance of: the anticipated battle-: 
grounds off the Philippine Islands where its. obsolescent ships were to

: • sacrificed. : /•.. a/ V l v ^ " ' I V X " 't



shedding blood and spending bullets in the East Indies, Malayan or the 
Philippines.> They instead advocated - the .quickest possible seizure of Japan 
by the throat: landings on Taiwan and in friendly areas; on the south ..China; 
const, or possibly landings in  the Bonins and Ryukyus,.followed by: a :direct 
assault.,on-theTiomedsland df Ryushu. \  - ; ' -• ,
: A  week after th e in v estm en t o f the Koiso-Yonai Cabinet in Tokyoj 
President Roosevelt paid a state visit to  Hawaii and resolved these strategic 
issues ‘in a m eeting ,on  July 27, With M a c ^ th u r  and Nimitz at, the. home . 
of an old crony, Chris Holm es, on K alaukau Avenue in the-Waikiki suburb 
of Honolulu. M acA rthur spoke eloquently of the political advantages to 
be gained by: reconquering the Philippines before assaulting Japan. Roose
velt nodded his sympathy with M ac A rthur’s arguments. /Niinitz agreed, 
somewhat reluctantly, th a t  he would as: soon destroy the remnants of the 
Japanese fleet- and naval air arm in Philippine waters as in the China Sea, 
the Bonin Trench, or .the Okinawan Deep. And so was- decided. Final 
Strategy Japan. T h e  chiefs of -staff in W ashington would continue to debate 
i tfo ra n o th e r .te n  weeks before.it would be made official. :

On Septem ber 15: M ac A rthur’s Army forces advancing north from 
Australia, and Nimitz’s Navy forces sailing west from Pearl Harbor pinched 
in, o n  the Philippines with co-ordinated landings, at M orotaiin  the Molucca 
o r Spice Islands, halfway betw een1 N ew -G uinea and Mindanao, and at 
Peleliu in the Palau Islands off the. eastern, shores .o f the Philippines/ tvvo 
thirds of the way from Guam to M indanao. A t Morotai MacArthur’s men 
quickly overran a garrison of 500 with the. loss of only thirty-one dead. At 
Peleliu th e /M arin es  encoun tered :a: s to u t garrison of over..10,OOOi;The 
desired airstrip and local air superiority were, gained in a week: but heavy 
fighting continued fo r  two months. :  ̂ . > , . : -'.'o' ^ -

Im proving on the lessons learned in the caves of Biak, the Japanese 
commander on Peleliu,. Colonel; Nakagawa Kunio, assisted by an envoy 
from the palace Office of Aides-de-Camp, made best possible use of the 
hollows, in the coral underlying the main ridge of Peleliu?s hills* Drilling had 
interconnected the vacancies. left by prehistoric marine organisms and 
cem ent had been: added within their gossamer-gothic architecture. Neither 
shells, nor bom bs could .pierce their galleries from  above and Marines 
equipped with/ thie most long-spurt: flamethrowers had to move with exr 
treme caution :wheriever.,they came to: a-.turning in a tunnel. ,v r ;; / '

: Colonel Nakagawa and his imperial adviser, Major. General Murai R e ^
jiro ,beld  oUt in M eif well-stocked subterranean cbmxnand center for seventy.
days and finally committed ritual suicide together on the night of Noveiii et ■ 
24-25.: Other.; Japanese* still deeper in th e  coral Hades, held out longer/: 
Thirty Japanese from  an inner cave burst- o u tfb  k i l la n m n b e ro f  /
G.L souvenir,hunters in December. And the last five Japanese did not ig. . 
out from fh e  labyrinth;:m^^^ until Tetmua^^^ ; {
- - Assured b y fh e  Jand irig s& n-^  Peieiiu>ffia^;'tfi6; >V
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Next Tojo ordered the Army to mount a counteroffensive at the one 

point where it was strong and the enemy was weak: the frontier between 
Burma and India. This frontier was guarded by a hundred-mile-wide cor
ridor of trackless jungle and mountains. Since the collapse of British re
sistance in Burma two years earlier, various Allied commando units had 
made raids through it from India. Now Tojo ordered an army of 155,000 
men—three Japanese divisions and one puppet Indian division recruited 
from the ranks of Singapore war prisoners by Chandra Bose and his In
dian government in exile—to march through the terrain barrier from east 
to west and invade India. The Japanese columns dutifully set out on 
March 8, 1944. They had no proper means of supply and no hope of liv
ing off the wild, almost uninhabited countryside. Yet to the consternation 
of British Lieutenant General William Slim, who had charge of India’s 
defense, they crossed the frontier and in a month had taken up positions 
in eastern India from which they threatened the important railheads of 
Imphal and Kohima.

Throughout late April and early May General Slim brought up to the 
front every available reserve. At one point the British garrison in Kohima 
was reduced to last-ditch defense of two hills. Then, however, attrition 
began to tell on the enfeebled, dispirited Japanese soldiers. They failed 
to press home their attacks. The monsoon season intervened. In the wet, 
an unprecedented breakdown in discipline took possession of the Japanese 
Army. It retreated despite orders from Tokyo to advance and despite the 
orders of its commanders on the scene to hold firm. In the Japanese with
drawal 65,000 died, a few hundred by British bullets, the rest by disease, 
hunger, suicide with grenades, drowning in rivers and quagmires, and 
finally by fratricidal strife and murder. When the remaining half of the 
expedition got back to the plowed fields of Burma in late June and early 
July of 1944, reports quickly filtered back to Japan that the samurai 
escutcheon had been smirched beyond cleaning and that the Army had 
lost its stomach.

To still the wagging tongues and to discourage the possibility of U.S. 
landings in loosely held areas along the south China coast, the Army in 
China, early in June, broke its truce with Chiang Kai-shek to mount a 
major thrust south from Hankow along the branch railroads to Canton 
and the borders of Indochina, Thailand, and eastern Burma. To resurrect 
Burma Army morale, Colonel Tsuji Masanobu, the great samurai apolo
gist, the great believer in the Japanese Army’s spiritual purity, the great 
executioner of death-march vengeance, was taken from his negotiations 
with Chungking and reposted to Rangoon. There he rallied the retreating 
remnants of Japan’s India expedition and succeeded in making them once 
more an effective fighting force— adequate in the dark months ahead to 
fight a delaying action against a major British advance out of India.

Fall of the Homeland
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indeed, the next U.S. objective, Hirohito affixed his seal to a General Staff 
defense plan called SHO.3 The name stood for “victory” but the delibera
tions surrounding the inception of SHO reveal that it was considered a
plan for one last glorious Gotterdammerung gesture before defeat. In effect 
it'coolly prescribed the sacrifice—self-destruction was the term used by the 
plannersr^-of almost 250,000 soldiers and 50,000 sailors. They were not 
expected to. win any victories, unless “by a miracle,” but they , were expected 
to sell their lives dearly and so prove to the enemy Japan’s will to resist— 
her “sincerity.” ' *

The most total SHO sacrifice was expected of the Navy. Its big ships 
were no longer of much value. They did not have oil with which to oper
ate. They must not be captured by the enemy. It was the duty of their 
captains to shoot up the U.S. armada as much as possible and get sunk.

The Air Navy, on the other hand, was expected to preserve itself insofar 
as possible for defense of Japan’s home shores. Most of it was still in train
ing in Japan and would be kept there, uncommitted. The rest, about 2,000 
planes which were already operating from bases in Taiwan and Luzon, 
would strike only if they could do so to advantage, by sinking U.S. carriers. 
If they could not do so with reasonable expectation of success, they were 
to exploit the fact that they were land based and had hundreds of safe 
fields to fly to. That is, they were to run away and live for the day when 
the Air Navy was ready for battle.

The Army’s part in SHO was more conventional. The 250,000 soldiers 
who had been shipped to the Philippines early in the year were to fight to 
the death for every island, every mountain range, every hill and rill.

The long-range value of the suicidal SHO;operation as a means of exact
ing improved surrender terms from the enemy escaped most Japanese Army 
officers. About. September 20 a group of them who had been sympathetic 
to the Strike-North Faction in the 1930’s conceived a political plot to over
throw the Koiso Cabinet and replace it .with a more talented and realistic
“war prosecution government” headed by General Yamashita,. the. Tiger of 
Malaya , who had been exiled to Manchuria. Members of the conspiracy 
approached Prince Asaka,. and Prince Takeda. asking for their, support. 
Asaka and Takeda, through Hirohito, promptly reported to the lord privy 
seal. Kido was not about to have an unknown step thrown into his carefully 
programed staircase of governments leading down to surrender. At Kido’s 
suggestion, Tiger Yamashita was recalled to Tokyo; given a. week of brief
ings, and then reposted to an assignment which would fully occupy his 
genius: the command of the 250,000 fated soldiers in the Philippines. 
Yamashita obediently reported at Fort McKinley outside Manila onOcto- 
ber 6; From a platform in a blacked-out hall that evening: he explained to 
hisv assembled commanders: “I .have, been told by our .Emperor'that: the

;_a.Hir°liito had t̂emp.oranly withdrawriVfroin^overt^poiiticaractivityj but he was still 
commander in chief.'
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DECISIVE BATTLE

F ar to the south and west of India, R abaul had been cut off in the early 
months of 1944 and 30,000 Navy plus 70,000 Army personnel had been 
abandoned there to survive as best they could beside their own sweet- 
potato patches. The 15,000 men remaining of the once crack 6th Division 
on Bougainville attempted an all-out offensive against the U.S. Marine 
“perim eter” from M arch 9 to  M arch 17 and killed 263 Americans for a 
loss of 5,469 Japanese dead. The starving Japanese survivors retreated 
into the hills to become guerrilla farmers. In New Guinea, too, the Jap
anese retreated and starved. On May 27 M acArthur’s leapfrogging ad
vance up the New Guinea coast bypassed the last Japanese strongpoints 
at the northwestern tip of New Guinea and struck at the offshore island of 
Biak. The local Japanese commander withdrew into the caves at one end 
of the island and continued to resist for a month. When the caves of Biak 
had  been incinerated, 460 U.S. servicemen had died and 10,000 Japanese. 
O n the nearby island of Noemfoor another 1,714 Japanese and sixty-six 
U.S. troops were killed. T he G .I.’s rescued on Noemfoor 403 emaciated 
survivors of a 3,000-m an Indonesian coolie gang which had been trans
ported thither as slaves to w ork on the fortifications.

The capture of Biak brought M acA rthur’s troops into easy reach of any 
num ber of lightly defended small islands in eastern Indonesia which could 
be used as final stepping-stones for the reconquest of the Philippines. On 
June 15, however, nine days after the Normandy D-day in Europe, Ad
miral Nimitz’s naval arm ada stole a march on MacArthur by advancing 
into the M ariana island chain and landing Marines on Saipan from which 
U.S. long-range bombers, the new B-29’s, could raid Tokyo.

The very day of the Saipan landing, B-29’s from bases deep in China 
gave a small dem onstration of what lay in store by striking a glancing blow 
at factories in Kyushu, the southernmost of Japan’s home islands. This 
raid  m arked the beginning of the bombing of Japan^ and Hirohito was 
quick to realize that, if Saipan fell, bombing of Japan would become 
routine.

Nimitz employed no less than fourteen battleships, fourteen cruisers, 
twenty-six carriers, and eighty-two destroyers in the Marianas campaign. 
H irohito sent out from the Philippines, to seek a “decisive battle,” almost 
all the expendable remnants of the Japanese fleet: four battleships, nine 
carriers, seven cruisers, and thirty-four destroyers. In the Battle of the 
Philippine Sea on June 19-20, three out of five of Japan’s heavy carriers 
were sunk and almost 400 of her 473 carrier planes were shot down. 
Nimitz lost about 100 of his 956 airplanes and none of his ships.

The “decisive battle,” on which surface fleet commanders for severa 
years had based their hopes and their assurances, had now been foug t. 
I t  had come to  an appallingly decisive end. The big guns of Japan s super



crisis will first develop on this battlefield. This gives ns all a heavy respon
sibility.” 4

O n October 10, the growing m onster of Admiral Halsey’s fast carrier 
task force— nine heavy attack carriers, eight light attack carriers, six battle
ships, fourteen cruisers, and fifty-eight destroyers— forayed into Japan’s 
hom e waters and launched air raids against Okinawa and the other islands 
of the R yukyu chain connecting Kyushu with Taiwan. The raids caught 
few planes on the ground but smashed up m any of the stopover fields 
needed by the A ir Navy if it was to strike back in the Philippine area. The 
next day Halsey’s planes temporarily decommissioned many of the landing 
fields in  northern Luzon.

Finally, on October 12 and for three days thereafter, the 1,068 planes 
from  the U.S. task force, supported by B-29’s from China,5 took on the 
thousand-odd planes which Japan had stationed in Taiwan. More than 500 
of the Japanese planes— about a twentieth of the projected Air Navy, about 
a tenth of the A ir Navy already in being— were destroyed either in the air 
or on the ground. In  addition, on the third day of the strikes, the U.S. 
pilots uncovered and bom bed some fifteen new airfields on Taiwan with 
which A ir Navy officers had hoped to achieve a measure of surprise when 
the time came fo r full deployment of their forces. For these gains Halsey 
paid a m odest price; less than 100 planes lost and two cruisers out of 
action but successfully towed away.

Having destroyed in utero the m orale of the recently conceived Air Navy, 
the U .S. forces turned to their main task, the reconquest of a beachhead in 
the Philippines. There were 840 ships in the converging U.S. armadas, in
cluding forty-seven aircraft carriers, ten battleships, thirty-one cruisers, and 
176 destroyers. A bout 1,600 planes based on the carriers were supple
mented by an equal num ber of bombers and long-range fighters flying from 
China, Tinian, M orotai, and Peleliu.

The deft elimination of Japanese air power from Taiwan was recognized 
by the Tokyo G eneral Staffs as a m ajor disaster calling for desperate coun
term easures— one of them being a complete withholding of the news from 
the Japanese public. F o r the sake of morale the Navy concealed the full 
extent of its losses from the Army, and the Army the full extent of its losses

4 Three days later, on October 9, Hirohito dispatched a special envoy to Moscow 
—an inveterate critic of Matsuoka diplomacy, Morishima Goro with a let er rom 
Lord Privy Seal Kido to Ambassador Sato Naotake. The letter was mean 
showing to Russian Foreign Ministry officials as evidence that Sato was empower  ̂
to seek Stalin’s help as a mediator in ending the war. No detailed account_ot ' 
shima’s mission or of Sato’s dealings with Molotov has yet been 
suggested in Chapter 2, the seed fell on ground frozen by the cold of a k. .
diplomatic winter. . , tons

6 The first 500 of the gleaming Superfortresses, each capable of car!TinS 1 
of bombs for 3,500 miles, had begun to arrive at bases in China and the vaci 
that summer. 1
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69A-Bomb
The B-29’s came almost nightly. Men on whom Kido counted disap

peared in the air raids. Men lost sleep in shelters. Men had to be pushed. 
Hirohito, himself, sometimes wavered and had to be encouraged. On Janu
ary 22, 1945, Kido wrote a heartening poem for him:

If a hedge of plum 
can survive a winter 
of sear and fallow, - 
the heart of the warrior 
can also bloom again.

While Kido waited for the perfect moment, 200,000 Japanese died.
From the last week of January until early in April, 1945, Hirohito gave 

private audiences, one by one, to each of the admirals and generals in the 
top echelons of the military bureaucracy, to each of Japan’s former prime 
ministers, and to a number of lawyers, professors, cartel owners, and 
mouthpieces for slum gang lords. By mid-March there was hardly a man 
of influence who had not pledged his silent unselfish co-operation in the 
plan for national survival. As each of them emerged from the Imperial 
Library or from the audience chamber in the bunker below, he had further 
conversation with Lord Privy Seal Kido and learned what specific service 
he might render.

While the political muster continued, so did the military bluster and 
bluff. Nine thousand obsolescent planes were hidden in forest airstrips. 
Suicide pilots were put in training to man them. Gangs of peasant volun
teers drove stakes and dug entrenchments along Japan’s sacred beaches. 
Exhibits of hoes, rakes, axes, bamboo spears, and other rustic secret 
weapons were mounted in such public places as the lobby of the prime 
minister’s residence. The last concrete was poured at the headquarters of 
final resort under the Japanese Alps. The Americans were promised a 
“final decisive battle” if they ventured to land, as anticipated, in the coming 
autumn.

On March 24, 1945, the wizened Prime Minister Koiso, in whose help 
Hirohito had been led to expect subtlety and sophistication, came to the 
library, in agitation after a stormy Cabinet session. He requested an im
mediate audience, and asked Hirohito’s approval for plans to make tire 
government a complete military dictatorship. Hirohito did not intend to 
give the Army more power than it already possessed. He feared that if he 
did Japan would be committed to a suicide course. He had hoped that 
Prime Minister Koiso would be able to remain in power until the summer, 
by which time the nation and the armed forces might be fully prepared 
for peace. But events had moved too swiftly and Koiso already found the 
political pressures on him intolerable. The Emperor, he said, must either ‘
et him prepare for war to the last or replace him with a true surrender 
Cabinet.
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Hirohito listened in silence while his .prim e minister described the de
terioration of national m orale and the psychological need for drastic 
political reorganization. O ut the window it was another fine spring after
noon. The sun smiled down as if in mockery on the Fukiage Gardens. It 
had been a month of unrelieved disaster. In  two weeks more than 100,000 
Tokyo residents had burned to death in the great fires of the enemy’s first 
incendiary' raids. In four weeks Iwo lim a had fallen. It was the first island 
to be lost on Japan’s inner defense perimeter, the first home island where 
Japanese fishermen had lived for centuries. W ith Iwo had perished 20,000 
soldiers and any hope that the new kamikaze tactic of despair would do 
more than postpone the inevitable. All those 20,000 men had vowed to 
die and take as many Americans with them as possible. They had had 
eight months to dig tunnels and develop the natural caves of the rocky 
island. And in the end they had killed less than 7,000 Americans and 
held out for less than five weeks. Their failure was a preview of the fate 
in store for Hirohito if he accepted the Army’s plan and became a chieftain 
of guerrilla werewolves in the Nagano Alps. Prime Minister Koiso came 
to the end of his report.

“I  appreciate the painful service that you have rendered,” said Hirohito. 
“Since you have offered it, I will accept your resignation. But I must ask 
you to keep it confidential and remain at your post until I  have appointed 
a  suitable successor fo r you.”

Im perial advisor Kido spent the next two weeks in difficult negotiations. 
The prime minister and principal Cabinet members who were to succeed 
the Koiso government had been chosen tentatively, as part of the peace 
plan, during the previous autumn. But now many of them felt that it 
was too early for their appointment. The high command of the secret 
police could give no assurance that the armed forces were ready yet to 
accept a peace cabinet. The government might discover on surrendering 
that it spoke for only a part of the country and had become a “Badoglio 
regime” like the one in Italy. Nevertheless, having weighed the risks and 
consulted the elders, Lord Privy Seal Kido finally advised the Emperor to 
proceed according to plan.

Hirohito accepted Kido’s recommendation and on April 7, 1945, in
vested as the next prime minister Suzuki Kan-taro, a retired admiral of 
eighty. Mrs. Suzuki had helped to take care of Hirohito as a little boy and 
the admiral himself had served from 1929 to 1936 as Hirohito’s grand 
chamberlain, one of his four principal advisors.5 No man had done more 
to turn the Em peror’s eyes south toward the wealth of the Indies. No

/
5 The other three were the lord privy seal, who specialized in domestic politi

cal intrigue; the chief aide-de-camp, who' handled liaison with the Army; and the 
imperial household minister who took care of the Emperor’s intricate finances. It 
was the grand Chamberlain’s function to counsel the Emperor in personal, religious, 
and diplomatic matters.

Vengeance of War
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from the Navy. Only Hirohito and a few of the highest officers in the Gen
eral Staffs were told the whole truth. Hirohito promptly issued a rescript 
congratulating his airmen on a great victory and commiserating with Tai
wanese who had suffered from the U.S. raids. At the same time, privately, 
he overrode the last objections of his political advisors and ordered that 
the remaining planes of the Air Navy be used, as needed, for suicide attacks.

On October 17 Hirohito dispatched Vice Admiral Onishi Takijiro, Prince 
Takamatsu’s go-between in Pearl Harbor and kamikaze planning, to take 
charge of the air remnants in the Philippines. On October 18 Hirohito 
gave his final approval to the naval part of operation SHO: the sacrifice of 
Japan’s remaining oil-eating carriers and battleships. On October 19, hav
ing discovered that there were only some sixty planes in condition to fly 
left in the Philippines, air envoy Onishi drove out to the Air Command 
center at Mabalacat, north of Manila, and personally informed the flight 
leaders there of what was expected of them:

In my opinion there is only one way of assuring that our meager strength 
will be effective to a maximum degree. That is to organize suicide attack 
units composed of Zero fighters armed with 250-kilogram bombs, with each 
plane to crash-dive into an enemy carrier. . . . What do you think?

Long silence greeted Onishi’s words. Many Japanese flight leaders had 
long advocated tai-atari or body-crashing tactics. Frustrated pilots had often 
collided deliberately with Flying Fortresses in a last angry effort to destroy 
them. Only four days earlier, when the U.S. Leyte invasion armada had 
first been sighted steaming in from the east, Rear Admiral Arima Masafumi, 
a scion of the imperial family, had reportedly taken personal charge of a 
ninety-nine-plane attack group and had shown the way by crash-diving into 
a U.S. carrier. The assembled flight leaders had no way of knowing that, 
according to U.S. records, there .had been no suicide attack on any U.S. 
ship that day or on any of the four days since. To them it seemed only that 
now, pursuant to Arima’s example, Admiral Onishi had arrived from the 
Emperor, asking them to make good their boasts and give their lives.

At length one of the fliers said soberly, “The chances of scoring a hit 
will be much greater than by conventional bombing. It will probably take 
several days to repair the damage one of us can cause on a flight deck.” 

With this self-deprecating stoicism the Kamikaze Corps was officially 
formed, and in a few hours Admiral Onishi had recruited more willing sui
cide pilots than he could find room for in serviceable planes.

Fall of the Homeland

LEYTE AND LEYTE GULF

The next morning, sunup October 20, 1944, the 420 transports and 157 
warships of MacArthur’s assault force— about two thirds of all the 840
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another in coffee, at 10:50 a .m ., five more kamikaze flew in, this time
from Admiral Onishi’s original group of devotees at Mabalacat in Luzon. 
They approached over the wave crests, below radar range, then soared to 
5j000 feet and dived. One missed the bridge of Kitkun Bay, tripped over 
the port catwalk, and tumbled exploding into the sea. Two others went 
for Fanshaw Bay, the Taffy Three flagship, and were blown up before they 
striick. Another pair started for White Plains but pulled up short, riddled 
with 40-millimeter bullets. One of them came on to explode near White 
Plains, causing eleven casualties. The other veered off to strike St. Lo un
expectedly amidships. Flaming debris ignited torpedoes and bombs stacked, 
oh the hangar deck. Seven quick explosions followed and at 11:25, thirty 
minutes later, St. Lo foundered. The Kamikaze Corps had made its first
kill.

As St. Lo sank, Admiral Halsey off Luzon was sending out his third 
and most telling air strike of the day against Ozawa’s Northern Force; By 
the time its 200 planes returned to their decks all four of Japan’s decoy 
carriers, including the big 27,000-ton Zuikaku which had participated in 
the Pearl Harbor attack, were in sinking condition. By the end of the day 
all four had sunk. By the end of the Japanese withdrawal, two days later, 
a crippled heavy cruiser and two wounded light cruisers were finally dis
patched by the far-ranging and tenacious U.S. airmen. Other derelicts of 
the battle were shadowed relentlessly and finally hunted down in various 
Philippine harbors within the next month: heavy cruiser Nachi on No
vember 5, light cruiser Kiso on November 13, battleship Kongo on No
vember 21, and heavy cruiser Kumano on November 25.

In all, including these after-actions, Japan lost by the Battle of Leyte 
Gulf four battleships, four attack carriers, eight heavy cruisers, five light 
cruisers, and seven destroyers. With the ships perished about 15,000 
sailors. The U.S. Navy lost a light cruiser, two escort carriers, three de
stroyers, and less than 2,000 sailors. For a mind like Hirohito’s, only one 
bright statistic emerged from the quixotic venture: nine Japanese kami
kaze pilots, and their planes had been spent in exchange for over 100 
American lives lost, three U.S. escort carriers grievously hurt-; and One 
sunk., A new hope shone oh the edge of the dark clouds surrounding Japan.
If means could be found to make every Japanese die as effectively as the 
kamikaze pilots, there would be no Americans left to take possession of 
Japan, after the dying. This vain hope was to see several more hundreds,} 
of thousands of Japanese to their deaths. • ■ ■
' After the two successful kamikaze attacks on U.S. ships , in Leyte Gulf, 

Imperial Headquarters sent'the.new commander of the Special -Attack; 
Cprps,- Vice Admiral Onishi, a message of personal congratulations from " : 

; Hirohito, which, Onishi was authorized to read to the kamikaze volunteers 
under his tutelage. Its wording had been carefully considered, by Lord ;:‘ 
Privy Seal Kido and other palace advisors for some time:



U.S. ships involved in the invasion— began putting ashore the first 145,000 
men of the vast 200,000-m an expeditionary force which was to recapture 
the island of Leyte in the central Philippines. The Japanese had only 20,000 
m en on the island, later to be reinforced by 5 0 ,0 0 0 'more. A  typhoon of 
naval fire swept inland from  the beaches, curtaining a massive ship-to-shore 
movem ent of men in  landing craft. B y noon such a deep beachhead had 
been established tha t General M acA rthur himself landed, with representa
tives of the Philippine government in  exile. In  an historic address to the 
Filipino peoples, he  reinaugurated the Voice of Freedom broadcasts which 
had  been suspended at the fall of Corregidor two and a half years earlier.

As the U.S. Arm y blasted inland, paving its way with Japanese corpses, 
the rem nants of the Japanese Combined Fleet sortied to execute its part in 
the SHO plan, the battle for Leyte Gulf. This last and largest of history’s 
naval surface engagements, involving 218 Allied warships with 143,668 
crewmen and 64 Japanese ships with about 42,800 crewmen, was fought 
over a six-day period, O ctober 23 to October 29. Its Japanese planners had 
little hope for it beforehand, but looked on it as a quick and glorious way to 
dispose of vessels and crews which would otherwise have to be deactivated 
for lack of fuel oil. They had admitted this frankly to Hirohito before he 
gave his final approval to the operation. The scene was a joint Army-Navy 
meeting in the ironclad Imperial H eadquarters shed on October 18. There 
R ear Adm iral N akasawa Yu-u, Naval Operations Section chief, called the 
Philippines “a  fitting place to die,” and pleaded; “Give us of the Combined 
F lee t a 'chance  to bloom  as flowers of death. This is the Navy’s earnest 
request.”

H irohito granted the request but restricted the Navy to a modest, practi
cal, inglorious objective: to attack, if possible, the U.S. troop transports 
lying off the Leyte beaches. The Navy General Staff drew up a plan which 
divided the available Japanese ships into three forces, Northern, Center, and 
Southern, each of which was to approach Leyte Gulf from a different direc
tion by a different passage.

Center Force, the mightiest Japanese fleet to seek action since Midway, 
consisted of two 64,000-ton super-dreadnoughts, Yamato and Musashi, plus 
three ordinary battleships, ten heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, and fifteen 
destroyers. I t  advanced from ’the west, niaking for San Bernardino Strait 
which opened, between the southern tip of Luzon and the island o f Samar, 
on the waters to the north of the Leyte beachheads. Before he set forth 
from Lingga Roads the commander of Center Force, Vice Admiral Kurita 
Takeo, had to deal with' the murm uring of officers who 'resented the sense
lessness of the sacrifice ahead. H e called them together on the deck of his 
flagship, the heavy cruiser Atago, and told them:
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Tt would be shameful to have the fleet remain intact while our nation 
perishes. I  believe that Imperial Headquarters is' giving us a glorious op



•• '-•.-//■ i. '/ / ; .  /,-,!; -.•/;.-,
• A t'^e iifron tfm ,-the-:;Philippines# Onishi iadded, “His Majesty’s words, 
suggest tha t jffis - M ajes ty is ;gfeatly; concerned. /W e must redouble - our ef- 
forts to relieve His M ajesty of this concern.” ; - ., : v . ,

': 4 When •told;=of:-'^e^pecial attack, ;His Majesty; sa&j. ^
- .f^tta.ihls'extreine? The.'nieh .certainlydid^a-maghiiiceitt.jQb.’’ ; •..

;^y; : f  TH E GREAT DYING :: ........

. In.; subduing iLeyte after the. Battle of Leyte Gulf about 4,000 .U.S. 
soldiers and sailors died in -process of killing some 65,000 Japanese,

The immense U .S; expeditionary force went on in early 1945 to invade 
Luzon and the other islands of the Philippines. A t the cost of 10,400 
Am erican lives, another 2 5 6 ,0 0 0 Japanese were destroyed.

Iwo Jim a came next, a  volcanic m ountaintop protruding from the sea 
halfway between Guam and Honshu. I t was needed as a. way station for 
the  escorts, of B -29’s flying against Tokyo. O n Iwo between February 19 
and M arch 27, 1945, about 21 ,000 Japanese and 6,812 Americans per

ished.., . •■. / .  . . . . . . .
T h e  capture of ;Iwo enabled fleets of 200 to 300 B-2.9’s to range at will 

over J a p a n ’s home islands. On the night of M arch 9  the first massive in
cendiary raid on .Tokyo burned to death 80,000. Over the next twenty 
weeks fire raids on five other m ajor urban centers, plus return visits to 
Tokyo, and a t length a systematic burning of fifty-eight secondary Jap
anese cities cut. short an additional 150,000 civilian lives.

A t the same time, from  A pril 1 to June 22 1945, U.S. forces conquered 
Japan’s isixteerith century acquisition^ the island,pf Okinawa, where Com
m odore Perry had p u t in on his way from Taiwan to Tokyo Bay in 1853. 
The Okinawa campaign killed 12,500 U.S. servicemen, l 10,000 Japanese 

. troops, and about 7 5 ,0 0 0 ,Okinawan civilians, \  -
Then, at last, the w ar ended with the climactic slaughter of 140,000 at 

H iroshim a and Nagasaki. . - -
i H alf this fearsome tragedy— the tentative, time-consuming efforts of the 

Japanese to achieve a w ar settlem ent/and -the hasty impatience of the 
Allies— has been recounted/already in Chapter 2. The other half, the 
dying, has been described in moving detail by many writers but will never 
b e d o n e  full justice,-for death is .personal . and so many deaths cannot '  
personalized. ■ • / /  - '  > ; / / / . /  '/•"
/  T h e ;c o ld ^ o ld ,s ta tis tic ‘is that, in  e ll,/8 97,000 Of one;of evepvseventy 

eight of the. proud,em otional Japanese people died in those last nine morit |  
pf animal ferocity apd despair, buried inweaves ani,

V • trapped between infernos. TheY/ died /fiill of Kate/ and/. hungry . craving, / 
. : faiUislied,: ;thirsty ;̂ and> febrile;/broken, twisted, and: mainaedt foiled,

•T :puradrig;zzand/ loathsome td .Jh e ir .own ;ne& $s
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portunity. You must remember that such things as miracles do happen. Who
can say that we have no chance to turn the tide?

So hopeless was Kurita of any success except by miracles that in steam
ing toward the Philippines he did not even take the routine precaution of 
posting destroyers ahead of him as picket ships to guard against submarine 
attack. Consequently, at dawn on October 23, two boats of the U.S. wolf 
pack, Dace and Darter, welcomed him in Palawan Passage, just north of 
Borneo, with two workmanly spreads of torpedoes. In twenty minutes two 
of Kurita’s heavy cruisers, his flagship the 13,400-ton At ago and her sister 
ship the Maya, both went to the bottom. Almost 2,000 sailors drowned. 
Another thousand survivors, including Kurita himself, were picked up by 
destroyers to continue their desperate foray. They had to leave behind 
Takao, a third 13,400-ton cruiser, which had taken a torpedo in her engine 
room.0

All that day the remaining twenty-nine vessels of Center Force plunged 
on toward Leyte, tracked intermittently by U.S. submarines and scout 
planes. At the same time Japanese air reinforcements were arriving at the 
airfields north of Manila. By the scheming of General Yamashita’s faction 
in the General Staff, all 350 of the fresh planes were assigned to the Second 
Air Fleet of Vice Admiral Fukudome Shigeru rather than to the First Air 
Fleet of the kamikaze enthusiast, Vice Admiral Onishi. Fukudome was a 
sympathizer but not yet a convert of the kamikaze creed. That evening 
Onishi pleaded in vain with Fukudome to release some of the planes to him 
for use in suicide attacks. Onishi, in his entire First Air Fleet, had only 
thirteen planes which could fly. Fukudome, however, insisted that before he 
would give Onishi any planes he meant to mount one last massive conven
tional air attack on the U.S. fleet: a 250-plane raid scheduled for the next 
morning.

About 150 of Fukudome’s planes, in three waves, did arrive successfully 
over Admiral Halsey’s fast carrier task force during the following day. They 
were driven off with more than 50 per cent losses. One of them, however, 
diving alone, out of a cloud, planted a lucky bomb on the 11,000-ton light 
carrier Princeton, starting fires below which ultimately crept into fuel tanks 
and magazines. After most of Princeton's crew had been taken off, her 
after half erupted in a series of spectacular explosions which bombarded 
nearby ships with massive pieces of debris. On cruiser Birmingham, which 
stood by alongside helping to fight the fires, the rain of fall-out, which in
cluded whole jeeps, took 200 lives, twice as many as were lost on Princeton 
herself. By late afternoon the last fire fighters were withdrawn from Prince-

0 She was towed back to Borneo by destroyers. In efforts to get a second shot at her 
the U.S. submarine D a r t e r  ran aground on a reef and had to be evacuated and 
destroyed by her companion vessel D a c e .
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tioners—of whom 32,000 also died, and bravely— did only what the 
Japanese themselves seemed to demand before they would surrender.

Patriotically overwrought after fifteen years of indoctrination, prickly 
proud after four years of strutting Asian overlordship, genuinely fearful 
for the sacred homeland under American vengeance, few Japanese could 
contemplate defeat without writhing inwardly. At the same time few 
Japanese had accepted propaganda" at face value; they were too literate 
and cynical, too close to the frugal, industrious struggle of Japanese life. 
Many knew at heart that their defiance of death for the sake of honor 
was a romantic posture, the stylized grimace of the samurai with his blade 
flashing in the moonlight.

If the Japanese masses had been told that the bulk of their Navy and 
a fifth of their Air Navy had been destroyed in the Leyte action, and that 
the United States had three times as many ships and planes in the Pacific 
as Japan had ever produced, popular sentiment in favor of surrender 
would have swelled mightily.7 The masses were not told, however'— 
neither by Hirohito on domestic radio nor by President RooseVelt in short
wave broadcasts.

As a nation predicated upon a moral code and a belief in self-govern
ment by indigenous peoples, the United States, after the capture of Saipan, 
should have mounted an all-out campaign to tell Japanese of U.S. war 
grievances, accomplishments, goals, and international commitments. At 
best such a campaign would have shortened the war; at the least it would 
have strengthened the U.S. position in postwar Asia. If U.S. planes had 
dropped leaflets and shortwave sets on Japan as well as bombs, and if 
the taped voices of Roosevelt and Churchill had been put on the air each 
night projecting the humanity of Allied convictions, Hirohito might have 
felt compelled by public opinion to accept defeat before the worst of the 
blood bath. Even if he had used the fall of Germany on May 7 as an 
excuse to capitulate, he would still have saved about half a million lives.

Unfortunately Roosevelt and Churchill were concerned mainly with 
American and European politics. Their constituents labored under pro
found ignorance and distrust of the Japanese masses. Psychological war
fare experts were unsure of the best arguments to use in approaching the 
Japanese. Writer-translators who could wield a mighty pen in Japanese

7 After the war U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey teams conducted a poll to find out 
when the misinformed Japanese public began to realize that its side had lost. They 
discovered, as might be expected, that every reverse which could not be concealed 
from the people increased the number of pessimists. Two per cent of the population 
despaired of xvinnmg in June 1944 before the fall of Saipan, 10 per cent in December 
after the first heavy B-29 attacks, 19 per cent by March 1945 whert the fire raids 
began, 46 per cent by June after the collapse of Germany, and 68 per cent by 
August when the atomic bombs fell, The will to fight decreased proportionately, and 
by the time of surrender 64 per cent of the people had reached a point at, which they 
felt they were personally unable to go on with the war.
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ton's forward decks and U.S. escorts dispatched the blazing derelict with 
torpedoes.

During Fukudom e’s conventional air attack on Halsey, 259 of the 1,068 
planes in Halsey’s task force were off in the Sibuyan Sea on the other side 
of Leyte— the “backside” as it was called by the Americans— hammering 
away relentlessly at K urita’s oncoming Center Force. All day the U.S. pilots 
bom bed, strafed, and torpedoed, inflicting some damage on every ship in 
the Japanese fleet. They gave special attention, however, to one of the two 
super-dreadnoughts, the 64,000-ton Musashi N o ship afloat could lay 
better claim to being unsinkable. H er huge hull was honeycombed with 
watertight compartments. By midafternoon it had successfully absorbed 
nine torpedoes and five bom b hits. Then at 3 :20  p .m . the planes of three 
U.S. carriers came in on Musashi to deliver a death blow. In the course of 
the attack she took ten m ore torpedo and twelve more bomb hits. Her 
“special-caliber 16-inch guns”— a naval limitations euphemism for 18.1- 
inch guns— had never been fired in action. Now in desperation they were 
loaded with a type of grapeshot called sanshiki-dan which would scar the 
insides of their barrels. N ot even thundering bursts of grapeshot, however, 
could deter the intent American pilots. One by one the great guns jammed 
and the torpedoes struck home. A t 7 :35  p .m . the leviathan Musashi stood 
on end and slid under. With her drowned 1,023 of her understrength 
2,399-m an crew. Survivors were picked up by Japanese destroyers and 
taken to M anila.

On Musashi’s sister dreadnought Yamato, Admiral Kurita had been 
vainly sending out pleas for land-based air support. A t 4 p .m . he decided 
th a t he m ust a t least pretend to retreat. H e radioed Imperial Headquarters:

. . . .  CONCLUDE IT BEST TO RETIRE TEMPORARILY BEYOND RANGE OF HOSTILE
PLANES UNTIL FRIENDLY AIR UNITS CAN ENABLE US TO RESUME ADVANCE.

So it was that U.S. pilots, when they broke off their attack late in the 
afternoon, reported to Halsey that Kurita was fleeing west with half his ships 
smoking. A t 5 :1 4  p .m ., however, when the American planes had disap
peared over the horizon, Kurita again reversed course and bent Yamato 
and her screen of damaged battleships and cruisers back toward San Ber
nardino Strait a t the fair speed of 20 knots. An hour later, when he was 
already on his way, he received a message from headquarters which strong y 
confirmed his decision:

ALL FORCES WILL PROCEED FULL SPEED TO THE ATTACK AND TRUST IN DI
VINE GUIDANCE.

As K urita resumed his advance, Admiral Onishi in Manila was prevail
ing upon his fellow air fleet commander, Admiral Fukudoine, to “use t e 
remaining Japanese planes in  the Philippines for suicide missions. In the
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were as scarce in the W est as sumo wrestlers. A n all-out information war 
had never been waged before. I t  would be expensive. I t could not win as 
surely as killing. Consequently no leaflets were regularly dropped with the 
bombs on Japan until mid-May 1945. A nd warnings to evacuate specific 
cities, before they were burned out by massive incendiary attacks, did 
not begin to be  issued until July 27, only ten days before Hiroshima. ’ ,

So it was tha t Allied leaders did little to subvert the plans of the Peace 
Faction. The people of Japan  were allowed to reach a state of political 
disinterest and preoccupation with survival, a state of mind beyond re
crimination, before being told tha t their war sacrifices had been in vain. 
H irohito did his utm ost to keep them in hope— facing death optimisti
cally— until he  was personally ready to surrender. In the last months of 
the war he repeatedly abused his power of imperial rescript to announce 
victories in place of defeats. Even at the end, in his historic surrender 
broadcast o f A ugust 15, he personally added the phrase “not necessarily 
to our advantage” in describing recent war developments.

N o one knew better than Hirohito that Japan was defeated; no one 
could explain why with more logic and candor; but no one clung more 
tenaciously to straws of unrealistic hope. The shame at having to admit 
to the ancestors, the people, and the enemy that he had committed Japan 
prem aturely to w ar with the W est was more than he could bear. He saw 
no alternative for himself in surrender but suicide or retirement in dis
grace. H e knew that Kido and Konoye had already discussed temples in 
which he might live in priestly penance after his abdication. And so, al
though he approved the stand-by measures of the Peace Faction for the 
sake of the Throne, he remained, for his own sake, addictively engrossed 
in every desperate effort to salvage some sense of accomplishment from 
his reign.

1032 Armageddon

THE WILL TO KILL

The reckless do-or-die of Japan in her final throes at first frightened U.S. 
com bat troops, then puzzled them, then disgusted them, and finally moved 
m any to genuine compassion. The brute misery of the Japanese soldiers 
in their caves and the forlorn desperation of their banzai charges made it 
increasingly difficult to “R em em ber'P earl H arbor.” And as Japanese 
prisoners began to be taken in large numbers, their co-operative, indus
trious, affable ways belied the other wartime maxim: “No good Jap hut 
a  dead one.”

G.I. hatred for the Japanese probably crested and began to ebb in 
February 1945 during the battle for Manila. After „the U.S. landings 
along Luzon’s Lingayen Gulf, oh January 9, M acArthur’s troops move 
on the Philippine capital cautiously, entering its northern suburbs on Febru 
ary 3. Yam ashita had pulled back the bulk of his army into defensive posi 
tions in  the mountains around JBaguio. H e had planned to give up the Mam a



U.S. fleet standing off. the eastern coast-, of Leyte, American , commanders 
were hastily preparing,receptions for the other two prongs of the Japanese 
attack: the Southern Force which Halsey’s pilots had- sighted at-9: 18 that 
morning 250 miles to the southwest, and the Northern Force which task 
force fliers had belatedly discovered at. 3 :40 that, afternoon 400 miles to , 
the north.- ’ ~r • "
. The Southern Force was a small one of two battleships, a heavy, cruiser, 

and four destroyers. I t  was obviously making for Surigao Strait, the south
ern entrance to Leyte Gulf, between Leyte and the northern tip of .Minda
nao. There, since noon, preparations had been underway.to give it a robust 
welcome. In the strait it would run a gauntlet of U.S. motor-torpedo boats' 
and at the exit from the strait it would encounter the broadsides of six U.S. 
battleships, eight cruisers, and twenty-eight destroyers. Admiral Halsey, had 
no fear that it would break through into Leyte Gulf, a confidence that was 
fully justified by the event. Between 11 p .m . and 5 a.m . the. whole of 
Southern Force was blown out of the water except, for one destroyer. A 
reinforcement squadron of three Japanese cruisers and four destroyers, 
which had come all the way from Japan, rather than from Lingga Roads, 
arrived in Surigao Strait too late for the . main action but in time to pick 
up some survivors. Nevertheless over 4,000 Japanese sailors perished.

Convinced that Center Force had been turned back and confident that 
Southern Force was being annihilated, Admiral Halsey, at 8:22 p .m ; on 
October 24, steamed off through the night with his task force to; attack 
Northern Force which lay off Cape Engano on the northeast coast of Luzon. 
The appearance of Northern Force had surprised him and reports that it 
included a number of aircraft carriers excited him. : ■ V V,;: , ;

Northern Force had sortied from the supposedly abandoned Combined 
Fleet anchorage in Japan’s own Inland Sea: U.S. submarine skippers had 
watched the exit from the Inland Sea, the Bungo Strait,-throughout Halsey’s 
earlier attacks on Taiwan. They had concluded, from seeing only :a one-way - 
scurrying of small:. vessels into the Inland Sea, that all major; Japanese fleet 
units had, as described by Intelligence, left the Inland Sea months earlier for 
Lingga Roads; Accordingly they had given up their watch and returned to - 
their proper business of sinking Japan-bound tankers and merchant vessels. .

On October 20, two days after the withdrawal of the U:S. wolf pack, 
Northern Force had emerged from Bungo Straits undetected. Its com- 
mander, Vice Admiral Ozawa Jisaburo, was at first relieved and then 
positively embarrassed by the lack of attention , given rio him .in his dash' :- 
south; His was a decoy force of one heavy aircraft carrier, three light car- . 
riers. two modified battleships with small flight decks, : three light cruisersj ’ 
and'eight-destroyers. All were ships which had been half mothballed during 
the previous four months. They had lain at their berths, forbidden to expend > 
fuel and obliged to give away their technicians, one by one, to . the Manpower

•ResourcesBoafd.Theywereconsideredexpendablebecause.nbwJapanVV
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area without a fight and so spare its million-odd Filipinos from the hard
ships of siege, bombardment, and street fighting.

Hirohito’s Imperial General Headquarters had other ideas. At the last 
minute, over Yamashita’s objections, Tokyo Headquarters sent into Manila 
a naval landing party of some 15,000 sailors and marines under Rear Ad
miral Iwabuchi Sanji, a former imperial aide-de-camp. Together with
4.000 to 5,000 soldiers, whom Yamaslrita had left in the city to demolish 
Army stores and munitions dumps, Iwabuchi and his men contested the 
city street by street, house by house, and sewer by sewer. A month later 
when the last sailor had been blasted from his hole, the finest sections of 
Manila had been turned to rubble.

Iwabuchi made his last stand in Intramuros, the old Spanish walled 
town in the south of the city. Having themselves decided to die, Iwabuchi’s 
men showed no mercy to the Filipino civilians whom they had entrapped 
with them. They raped the women and machine-gunned the men. When 
the battle was done, 1,000 Americans had died, 16,000 Japanese, and
100.000 Filipinos.

The desperate Japanese tactics combined with another circumstance in 
Manila to feed G.I. hatred. In the northern outskirts, on their first two 
nights in the city, February 3 and February 4, the U.S. troops liberated 
some 5,000 Western internees and prisoners of war who had endured 
three or more years of Japanese captivity. The emaciated liber is, who 
weighed in at between eighty and a hundred and twenty pounds apiece, 
told chilling stories of starvation, medical negligence, beating, torture, and 
capital punishment for trivial offenses. Worse, the captured records of 
concentration camp commandants revealed that Japan had not intended 
any of these wretched prisoners to return alive into American hands. Only 
a last-minute dash into Manila by MacArthur’s armored flying columns 
had prevented Japanese guards for complying, reluctantly, with orders from 
Tokyo to get rid of their charges.

The first discretionary hints to kill prisoners rather than let them fall 
into the propaganda-making hands of the enemy had been issued in stages 
by Imperial General Headquarters during the latter half of 1944. In 
Borneo Japanese commandants had obeyed instantly by instituting a series 
of death marches and impossible jungle construction details which killed all 
but six of 2,000 Australian prisoners of war there.

On Palawan, the most southwestern of the large islands of the Philip
pines, the local commandant decided to dispose of his P.O.W. work force 
on December 14, 1944, when lookouts reported a large U.S. convoy steam
ing past the Palawan coast. He ordered the 150 U.S. prisoners under his 
charge—men captured in the fall of the Philippines in 1942— to take 
cover in three air-raid shelters. Then, quickly, he had his own soldiers pour 
buckets of kerosene into the shelter entrances and throw in lighted torches. 
As burning prisoners came rushing out through the curtain of flame, they
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was defending hom e waters in reach of land airfields and had no further 
use fo r carriers.

In  the forthcom ing engagement, it was the explicit assignment ot Admiral 
Ozawa’s N orthern Force to lure Adm iral Halsey away from Leyte waters 
and to get sunk by Halsey while Admiral K urita’s Center Force was break
ing through. Because of the nature of their mission, the Japanese carriers 
were m anned by skeleton crews and carried less than half their complement 
of planes: altogether 108 aircraft of all types. The planes were not intended 
to take part in the battle. They were only aboard the carriers in order to 
hop a  ride to the Philippines where they were being sent as reinforcements 
for the shattered air wings a t M abalacat. 1

Arriving undetected off Luzon, Northern Force commander Ozawa saw 
th a t he  would have to call attention to himself. Early on October 24> there
fore, when he  dispatched his planes to  their bases in the Philippines, he 
asked the pilots, en route, to strike a glancing blow at Halsey’s task force. 
The scheme worked to perfection: the Japanese planes attacked Halsey 
from  safe heights and distances and most of them succeeded in landing at 
their assigned fields in Luzon. Halsey’s radar technicians noted the direc
tion of attack; search planes were sent out; Ozawa was discovered; and 
now Halsey was speeding north with his fleet of flattops, leaving behind 
him  an opening fo r K urita’s battered Center Force when it emerged from 
San Bernardino Strait.

A t 5 :4 0  a .m . on October 25, 1944, Halsey, with twelve of the sixteen 
fast carriers rem aining to him since Princeton's sinking the previous after
noon, had reached a point halfway up the eastern Luzon coast There and 
then he  began to  launch his first air strike against Ozawa’s Northern Force, 
150 miles farther north, which was steaming a box pattern waiting to be 
sunk. F ar to the south the few survivors, of Southern Force were backing 
out of Surigao Strait aboard the reinforcement flotilla which had rescued 
them. N ot so far to the south Admiral Kurita of Center Force had emerged 
from  San Bernardino Strait shortly after midnight, and passing Halsey’s 
rear guard going in the opposite direction, was heading down the east coast 
of Sam ar toward Leyte Gulf.

A t tha t moment, in a shack beside a field outside Davao on the big 
southern. Philippine Island of M indanao, Japan’s first six successful kami
kaze pilots were receiving their final briefing. The place was one that in
spired patriotism  fo r here Japan had had a colony since the fourteent 
century. Adm iral Onishi had  spread the kamikaze gospel widely in the last > 
six days. Volunteers for suicide flights had come forward at every air base 
in  the  Philippines. Onishi himself had organized official Special A ttac' 
Units at M abalacat on Luzon and at Cebu City on Cebu in the centra 
islands. The M indanao unit was unofficial but it had received authorization 
the evening before to commence operations. Onishi extended to it the same 
prom ise he had m ade to the units he had visited:
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were swept with machine-gun fire and bayoneted. Nevertheless some 
broke through to leap off a fifty-foot bluff into the sea. While the Jap
anese soldiers were busy shooting at heads bobbing up in the surf a group 
of prisoners from one of the shelters broke out of an escape tunnel they 
had been digging which opened on the cliff face. They too dropped into 
the surf and hid in the rocks at the base of the cliff.

Japanese landing barges patrolled the edge of the bay hunting down the 
escapees until well after dark. Five, however, survived. A t nine that night 
they swam the bay together and got away into the jungle. Days later they 
reached a guerrilla encampment where they were sheltered until U.S. forces 
reoccupied Palaw an in M arch 1945, three months later. Then they led 
their liberators back to the bluff by the sea and directed the disinterment 
of the charred bones o f their comrades.

Executions cheated the G J .’s of only some of the prisoners they had 
hoped to  liberate; m any more had been spirited away to Japan. In late 
1944, when Japanese troops and nurses were still being brought to die in 
the Philippines, and when m ore than half of Japanese shipping between 
the colonies and the home islands was being sunk by U.S. submarines, 
Tokyo ordered all troop transports returning empty to Japan to take on 
as many P.O .W .’s as possible. The prisoners might be of service as slave 
labor; their presence in Japan, subject to Japan’s pleasure, might count 
for something in later peace bargaining.

The wasted transportees were huddled into the hulks so sick and close 
that on some vessels a quarter of them died at sea in the course of what 
should have been a three- o r four-day voyage. Some fell dizzily and 
drowned from  outboard toilet scaffolds. Others lay down in the excrement 
of the holds and expired of thirst and hunger. On most of the vessels, at 
the first indication of U.S, submarine attack, the hatches were battened 
down. If a torpedo struck, the inmates were left to break out or go down 
as best they might after Japanese crews had already abandoned ship. A 
surprising num ber of practiced survival experts did succeed in swimming 
away from such sinking prisons and in living to tell about it.8

8 1 had a heartwarming encounter with one of these survivors on the night of 
February 5, 1945. Old Bilibid Prison in Manila, where internees from Baguio ha 
been subsisting for the last two months, had been liberated the day before and was 
now surrounded by fires spreading from demolished Japanese ammunition dumps, e 
U.S. Army was evacuating us all to tpe Ang Tibay Shoe Factory about two nnes 
north beyond the flames. There were only enough trucks for the sick and debihta e , 
and so I and another sixteen-year-old set off down the burning street with our parce s 
of cherished belongings—our coconut-shell dishes and spare loin cloths slung e 
tween us on a carrying pole. Filipinos, who were also fleeing, from the fire, c eere 
us on with shouts of “M a b u h a y banzai, hurrah, victory. In the garish tumu t, a 
half-filled U.S. Army truck stopped to offer us a lift. It came from a separate com 
pound in Old Bilibid which had housed 800 military prisoners of war.

I sat down in the truck next to a shriveled Englishman, a London cockney, e 
worked on the Burma-Thai railroad. He had survived to be shipped out of Stngapo
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You are now all gods, without earthly desires. One thing you will want 

to lcnow is that your own crash dive is not in vain. Regrettably, we will not 
be able to tell you the results. But I shall watch your efforts to the end 
and report your deeds to the Throne. You may all rest assured on that point. 
I ask you all to do your best.

Each of the six young pilots had volunteered for suicide duty because all 
the other pilots had. They had been selected because they were the least 
skillful and most expendable aviators at their base. They had accepted 
their selection because they were not outstandingly successful young men 
in other ways and felt themselves suitably unworthy, indebted, and deserv
ing of their fate.

Each of them drank a little sake and then a cup of pure water. Each 
wound a ghostly white cloth around his forehead. This was the symbolic 
hachimaki worn by the samurai of old when they wished to show that they 
were entering battle resolved to die. Over their white sweat bands the 
fledgling crash divers pulled on their tight flight helmets. Then, as non
chalantly as they could, they swaggered to their planes and took off in the 
first light of dawn.

Out in Leyte Gulf the forces on which Halsey relied to guard his rear 
were going about routine business. The six battleships, eight cruisers, and 
twenty-eight destroyers which had destroyed the Southern Force at the exit 
of Surigao Strait were standing at ease, catching up on sleep and looking 
up ammunition ships from which to replenish their stores of armor-piercing 
shells. Farther north between the Leyte beachheads and Kurita’s Center 
Force cruised three flotillas of light, slow escort carriers or “baby flattops.” 
The southernmost of these forces, Taffy One, included four escort carriers 
with a complement of 118 planes. The northernmost, Taffy Two and Taffy 
Three, included fourteen escort carriers with a complement of 336 planes. 
Each baby flattop mounted a single 5-inch gun and carried a flight deck for 
about twenty-eight planes. Each was protected by the thinnest of armor 
plate. Three of them were converted 11,400-ton tankers; the rest were 
7,800-ton items mass-produced by the Kaiser Corporation.

As dawn broke on October 25 all three of the Taffy escort carrier groups 
were launching workaday flights to provide cover for the fleet and support 
for the infantry ashore. Admiral Kurita’s Center Force was assumed to be 
hundreds of miles away, a fleet of cripples wallowing their way home. 
However, at 6:40 A.M., Kurita’s masthead lookouts spied Taffy Three on 
the horizon. Three minutes later a pilot from the escort carrier Kadashan 
Bay, on routine antisubmarine patrol, reported incredulously that he was 
flying over what looked like four Japanese battleships, eight cruisers, and 
any number of destroyers. A moment later bright flashes of anti-aircraft 
fire persuaded him as well as the distant onlookers of Taffy Three that he 
was suffering no illusion.

Fall of the Homeland
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U.S. publicists made much of the privations described by liberated U.S. 

prisoners. As a result, the War Ministry in Tokyo felt obliged to clarify 
previous hints and make sure that no more captives would be recovered 
by the enemy. The new instructions, couched in the least subtle belly talk 
possible, went out to prison camp commandants in a secret telegram under 
signature of Vice War Minister Shibayama Kaneshiro on March 17, 1945:

PRISONERS OF WAR MUST BE PREVENTED BY ALL MEANS AVAILABLE FROM 
FALLING INTO ENEMY HANDS.

THEY SHOULD EITHER BE RELOCATED AWAY FROM THE FRONT OR COLLECTED 
AT SUITABLE POINTS AND TIMES WITH AN EYE TO ENEMY AIR RAIDS, SHORE 
BOMBARDMENTS, ETC.

THEY SHOULD BE KEPT ALIVE TO THE LAST WHEREVER THEIR LABOR IS 
NEEDED.

IN DESPERATE CIRCUMSTANCES, WHEN THERE IS NO TIM E TO MOVE THEM. 
THEY MAY, AS A LAST RESORT, BE SET FREE. THEN EMERGENCY MEASURES 
SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT AGAINST THOSE WITH AN ANTAGONISTIC ATTITUDE 
AND UTMOST PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE TAKEN SO THAT NO HARM IS DONE 
TO THE PUBLIC.

IN EXECUTING EMERGENCY MEASURES CARE SHOULD BE HAD NOT TO PRO
VOKE ENEMY PROPAGANDA OR RETALIATION.

PRISONERS SHOULD BE FED AT THE END.

Perhaps this stipulation that every prisoner be given a last meal proved 
too difficult to fulfill; in any case, camp commandants generally disre
garded the directive from Tokyo and in the final five months of the war 
killed far fewer than they might have of the Allied prisoners still in 
custody on bypassed islands and in Japan proper.

Among the foot soldiers, enthusiasm for killing and being killed was 
running out on both sides. At the beginning of the Luzon campaign, U.S. 
troops took almost no prisoners. By the end of March, they were taking 
prisoners in lots of a hundred. Ultimately over 50,000 starving Japanese 
soldiers would give themselves up in the Philippines and would be nursed 
back to health in U.S. pens and field hospitals.

Even Kamikaze Corps pilots began to suffer from loss of fighting spirit. 
Theirs was the highest morale in the Japanese armed services because they 
alone were taking more lives than they were losing. Between the Battle

for Japan on a prison hulk. Coast-running up the western side of the Borneo-Philippine 
archipelago, his ship had been torpedoed by a U.S. submarine off Mindoro. He had 
swum ashore and joined the Mindoro guerrillas, been recaptured, and finally reduced 
to his present straits in Manila. Having outlined all this, he began to chant for me his 
favorite poem, stanza after stanza: Kipling’s paean to the common soldier, “Tommy 
Atkins.” The truck lurched across yawning gaps in the pavement. The flames leapt 
high on both sides of the street. Manila burned and my companion was wracked by 
dysentery. But he rose to heights of bitter eloquence and ecstasy as he drove home to 
me: “It’s ‘Thank you, Mr. Atkins,’ when the guns begin to roll.”

Fall of the Homeland



Consternation reigned on -bo th^sM es^A dm lraT K urik^^  
was encountering Halsey’s fast carriers and that-Gzavva’s^decoy, triissfen.had; 
faded: R ear Adm iral Clifton Sprague of Taffy . Three^realized; tliat His dIttie ! 
squadron of four 7,800-ton escort carriers, 'three destroyers, and four 
destroyer escorts was only 20 miles from  the biggest guns id  ffie^Japahese:- 
fleet, the biggest guns afloat' anyw here., . ' -. : ^  '•)=- ^  T

A dm iral Sprague immediately launched o r recalled all die 16S planes 
under his own com m and arid urgently requested"assistance ; f r d m ^ i 6 g  
planes of Taffy Two and the 118 planes of Taffy 6ne ; H ^ d r a e r y  
riers to run . away a t full speed, which was 18 knots as compared to the 20 
knots of which even the m ost battered of the Japanese vessels 'were'4till; 
capable.. He had his ships belch the  thickest possible screen of smoke.

■ A t 6 :5 9  A.M., only twelve minutes after the soundirig of geheral quarters, 
14-inch and 18-inch shells from the Japanese cruisers and battleships began 
to  splash in lurid geysers of Orange and purple dye-marking beside the U.S: 
escort carriers, A t first the Japanese aim seemed good. Several 'ships were 
straddled with shots and took  violent evasive action, trying to 'hide them
selves in the spray from  explosions where the skippers knew the next salvo 
would not fall. . v  y

A t 7 :01  Adm iral Sprague threw his code book and security regulations 
overboard and sent o u t ' a  plain-language M ay Day to all U.S. units in 
hearing. A t 7 :0 6  he acknowledged that he had reached “the ultimate in 
desperate circumstances” and estimated th a t  all hikcarriers woxfld he sunk 
in five minutes. H e  ordered his three destroyers and four destroyer escorts 
to  charge the Japanese array of three battleships, seven heavy cruis'ers, two 
fight cruisers, and nineteen destroyers advancing against'h im kyi’_;h .

In one o f the proudest moments of U.S. naval history, ̂ Spfa^e’s ; de
stroyers and destroyer escorts no t only obeyed his' :ordejFibu|;;s’eriousty 
disturbed the Japanese formation. Destroyers-exchanged. moadsides at 
close range w ith battleships and destroyer escorts •with-‘h ^ v y ^ i^ i» rscB y  • _ 
a  combination of luck and good ship handling none ofithe U;S. smalliry 
w ere immediately sunk in their desperate attack, and the fifty-odd torpedoes 
which they launched gave' Sprague’s ' ’c a iT ie rsfa ''m o m en i^ te^® . '-£hdy 
one of the torpedoes m ade a  sure hit-4-oh th eh eav y c ru ise r--Kurtiano^'
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of Leyte Gulf and the beginning of the battle for Manila two months later 
they expended 378 suicide-plane and 102 escort-plane crews but sank 
sixteen U.S. ships and damaged eighty-seven more. In  the process they 
lost about 600 m en and killed about 2,000 U.S. sailors. U.S. skippers 
feared m id hated their wild attacks, but the kamikazes themselves knew 
that they were no t killing massively enough to change the course of the 
war.

Kam ikaze commanders agonized over mission assignments. By the end 
of January 1945 new suicide pilots were being drawn mainly from the 
ranks of bookish university boys, capable of learning the rudiments of 
flying in a few weeks but no t of arousing excessive sympathy in the minds 
of the veteran air officers who had to send them to their deaths.

Sakai Saburo, the ace who had lost an eye over Guadalcanal in 1942, 
expressed the feeling of most professional Japanese fighters toward suicide 
tactics when he was required to fly a one-way mission against Saipan early 
in the battle for Iwo Jima.

H e  resented the assignment from  the start, calling it “a death without 
meaning, w ithout purpose.” H e later wrote:

I  appreciated better than most the wisdom of retying upon my own 
strength and my own skill to escape the death which in a dogfight was never 
more than a split second away. I could count only upon myself and my 
wingmen. . . .  A samurai lives in such a way that he will always be pre
pared to die. . . . However, . . . there is a great gulf between deliberately 
taking one’s life and entering battle with a willingness to accept all its 
risks. . . . Man lives with his head held high; he can die in the same fashion.

Acting on such sentiments Sakai led his two wingmen to within 50 
miles of Saipan. He saw seven of the eight bombers and five of the eight 
fighters accompanying him shot out of the air by U.S. Hellcats. By superb 
flying he led his wingmen out of the ambush and continued to search for 
the U.S. fleet. Then the weather closed in and he turned back to Iwo, 
bringing both his wingmen home with him.

Only two other pilots survived the flight. On alighting, Sakai stumbled 
over one of them, lying in shame in the darkness beside the runway. He 
picked the man off the ground and arm in arm with him marched to the 
office of their commander. There, with a mounting sense of anger, Sakai 
reported the total and predictable failure of the mission. No one said any
thing. H e was reposted home to Japan to live out the war as a flight in
structor.

1 0 3 6  Armageddon
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The war-weary sense of perspective which had begun to touch the one 
eyed Sakai after seven years of air com bat in China and the Pacific was
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side where the Japanese fleet was not. He thereby gained more than 
fifteen minutes of time and opened the range between himself and the Japa- 
nese big guns by several miles. By 7:45 his own hundred-odd planes plus an 
equal number from Taffy Two were raining the Japanese fleet with tor
pedoes, bombs, and bullets. When they ran out of projectiles they landed 
for more on the decks of Taffy Two or on Tacloban Field ashore on Leyte. 
When concerted strikes were not yet near at hand, pilots without bullets 
kept Japanese gunners busy by weaving “dry runs” through the flak. “The 
air attacks,” said one of the Japanese officers afterwards, “were almost 
incessant.”

In this incredible battle, in which the Japanese surface vessels had 
more than a forty-to-one superiority in firepower, the U.S. planes made up 
the difference. During the first forty-five minutes of action they had 
created mayhem on the decks of all the Japanese ships and had crippled 
three of the seven Japanese heavy cruisers. The amazing American victory 
would have been still more devastating if all U.S. planes in the area could 
have come to the aid of Taffy Three. But at 7 :40, Taffy One, the southern
most of the three U.S. escort carrier groups, was prevented from rendering 
any substantial assistance by the first blowing of the divine wind, the 
kamikaze.

The six pilots who had dedicated themselves to suicide at Davao air 
base two hours earlier bore in on Taffy One from the south after a 250-mile 
flight. At least two of them were exploded in mid-air as they dived on 
escort carriers Suwanee and Petrof Bay. A third broke through to carrier 
Santee, crashed on the flight deck, and penetrated it to blow a 15-by-30- 
foot hole in the hangar deck below. Sixteen of Santee's crew had been 
killed and twenty-seven wounded. A gasoline fire roared beside a stack 
of 1,000-pound bombs. It was put out in eleven minutes and Santee's crew 
began emergency repairs which would enable her once more, in a matter 
of hours, to receive aircraft. The three remaining fliers from Pavao took 
notes on what had happened. One of them, about fifteen minutes later, 
dove out of a cloud on carrier Suwanee, tearing through her flight deck 
and exploding against her hangar deck with much carnage. The two last 
kamikaze pilots flew home to Davao to report that none of the crash divers 
had succeeded in sinking their targets.

Failure of the kamikaze-stricken Taffy One to send out her air strike 
enabled Kurita’s fleet to close again on the fragile fleeing carriers of Taffy 
Three. In the desperate action which followed, the U.S. destroyers, having 
no more torpedoes, engaged the Japanese battleships and cruisers with 
machine-gun fire. Two of the three destroyers and one of the four de
stroyer escorts were sunk with a loss of more than half their heroic crew
men. Kurita’s ships broke through to the escort carriers and should have 
sunk them all. But the Japanese marksmanship was poor. And aging 
Admiral Kurita, who had not slept for seventy-two hours and who still
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novelty ^amorig ;airmen,-foi they. seldomflad to see. the results of .their '
. to affect.Sakai’s opposite, num- .

sjrdib' :ffielUniiied ■ States,' ;wha: now, with the fall, of I wo: Jirha,., were 
. called bn to deliver the final telling blows on Japan. Newly graduated from 
, accelerated driass flight-training programs, they - questioned -no orders but 
: :i-iiled innoceht3y, ;on a: which would horrify a generation,of com- .

mentatorsr •: . :'/•:/ .ry k-’ ’ -
:l,. ;r..The'air ;massacre, of. Japan opened;,with the, devastating March 9: fire 

raid on Tokyo. In the days, which followed it, Allied moralists missed 
;,.,theip'supreme.opportuhi^..to uphold, elucidate, or repudiate the rules;of 

civilized warfare:which Western diplomats had written into the treaties 
and protocols of international law" in previous decades.® ’ . .'V.'

' ;:;;p^e;March^9 ::attack was ordered by Major General Curtis LeMay on
• :.:^y=bv^;.''disc3ced6n'atyl ‘authority - as B-29 commander in the Marianas. 
'LeMay, however, had recently been appointed to his post as a result, of 
. President . Roosevelt’s /.dissatisfaction with previous failure of the B-29
program to hasten the end of the -Pacific war. .On the day before the 
March ;,9. raid;LeM ay , gave a verbal briefing -to Major .General -Lauds 

' Norstad, ah-.emissary.from Air Force.commander General.Hap; Arnold’s 
• staff. Then LeMay wired General Arnold in Washington,to prepare “for 

.outst^ding'show.” . ■>. - - 1 , ’ . :v
The raid marked a sudden change in U.S. bombing tactics. Previously , 

the Br29’svhad, struck at ..industrial targets from high altitude in. an effort 
to cripple Japanese. war plants by precision bombing with ordinary ex
plosives. Incendiaries and anti-personnel bombs had been used only 
sparingly and experimentally. On .March 9-10, however, under cover of 
midnight, the B-29’s came in over Tokyo low, at from 5,000 to .8,000;

• .J.TMt,;drpppihg..exdiiaively incendiaries and on ,the densely populated poor 
. . districts in the southeastern sections of the city: In these wards the Tapanese.

: fligh t .unprepared. They had hardly begun to carry,, out the anti- : .
^incendiary programs which were underway in other urban areas: the'tear- . 

-.{mg{down of 'houses .to create firebreaks arid the evacuation, o f . all: non- 
essential wbmen and children to the countryside. The weather,.'too,splayed. ' .

:; its paft, for Tokyo that night was a cfente'r of air turbulence. Stfong 'shift- 
_ N S ^ n^ l ariried'the flames and drove them in first one direction .grid then 

another.' vG; V ;  ■.", ' " -- '^V ‘r i) ■"
' The B-29’s started the. raid by dropping two strings of.incendiaries which , 

marked the center of the. sixteen-square-mile target area w ith a blazing j . 
;N9ss: Succeeding: waves of B-29’s: drew- a.circle around .the cross: and then :

® Sohieof them; later.protested against .the.atomic'bomb because it .seemed: new.and 
■ /rie^rfpbor b^ause—to.pafapbfase.'Hilaire Belloc—it was.a weapon which the'United,
- tiad/got and .the Soviet/ Union- had -hot. .They-:would: have stoodroir';_finner"'-.-ri.

Smun.d,'wipj jess,suspect;.political .motives; ;/ifthey':had,;prbtested/thc. equaliy:lethal/' \  
. .. use earlief of the “conventional”, incendiaries;,' V . y G : -■ •.{“y ■
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suffered- from the .swim; he had taken the day befo re : in. the Sibiiyan Sea 
after the  torpedoing of his first flagship, was issuing orders: erratically and 
inconsequentially.- J':' •'

K urita commanded the cream of the Japanese fleet, but it did hot have, 
the morale of 1941. Its officers knew and resented the fact that they had. 
been sent on a silly suicide mission. They were more preoccupied with the 
state of their souls and the m anner of their final gesture than they were 
with the conduct,of the battle. •• t  ^

U.S. morale, by contrast, was superb. W hen the Japanese heavy cruisers 
closed with Fanshaw Bay, the Taffy Three flagship, between" 8:30 and 9̂  
Adm iral Sprague directed the gunner of his. single 5-inch cannon i “Open 
fire with the peashooter as soon as the range is clear.” A t about .8:50, 
when escort carrier White Plains drew abreast of heavy: cmkei. Chokai, 
the U.S. gunnery officer pleaded with his men, “Hold out a fittle longer/ 
boys, we’re sucking them into 40-m illim eter range.” : The U .S / carriers { 
were being h it and h it repeatedly, bu t by armor-piercing shells which passed 
right through them  without exploding. Fanshaw Bay was punctured by 
four 8-inch shells and Kalinin Bay by thirteen. The escort carriers’ hahdy- 
m en were scalded with steam from burst pipes and drenched with iniush-,: 
ing sea water, bu t in the elation of battle, they somehow welded patches 
on hulls and stopped the holes. : • -■

A t 9 :0 7  one of Taffy Three’s six baby flattops, Gambier Bay, took a 
hole too m any and sank. Destroyer H oelhad sunktwelve:minutes earlier^; 
Destroyer Johnston and destroyer escort Roberts1 were in process p f  sink-, ■ 
ing. So were the Japanese* heavy 'cruisers ’ (jhdkaiiJChikuma,: '^ d ’;Siizuyai^. 
The lost Japanese ships totaled 34,400 tons; the lost U.S. ships 15,450 
tons. A t 9:11 A dm iral K urita ordered his vessels to break, off action, re
group and survey losses. “Goddammit,” shouted'the^signalman onFabshm^. 
Bay to Adm iral Sprague, “they’re getting away.” ; Observed Admiral : 
Sprague, with a sigh of relief in his report, “̂i  t had expected 
ming by this time,” , \ / ’

The dazed Adm iral Kurita drew back and wandered about, aimlessly 
in the Philippine Sea for the next nine hours while he argued .with his staff 
officers. H e was still convinced that he had encountered Halsey’s task 
force. H e contended that he  had inflicted heavy damage on it and that he 
had m ade his gesture - and was justified in retreating. Most ofyhis ■ 
officers knew., better. U nder continued air harassment,;-
finally allowed Kurita to send the necessary radiograms .to Tpkyp and then

to withdraw, that night, through San Bernardino Strait toward safer waters. , 
Taffy Three, as soon as Admiral Sprague could believe thfyt 

anese . f le e t,was really retreating, sent half its planes in pursuit, sent .t e 
other half ou t to, search for; survivorsi of̂  sunkenilj.S/,ships, 
erally relaxed. While most hands were in their wardrooms, .toasting: one
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filled in the dark  quadrants: Through the target wound Tokyo’s Sumida 
' Rivers feid- by. hundreds" of sewage canals which crosshatched the entire 

area. The flames leapt the caiials, destroyed bridges and trapped hysterical 
mobs of refugees on burning islands.,Discipline and etiquette broke down; 
M any of the weak, were tram pled; the strong survived briefly and then 
burned o r suffocated. The wind fed the flames and the heat fed the wind. 
Therm al tornadoes known as fire storm s’ or dragon tails howled back and 
forth  through the fire- fronts, leaping into the sky and touching down 
again on cool ground with blazing fingerprints. The rising drafts from 
the fires severely buffeted the B-29’s m ore than a mile overhead and-the’ 
smoke blackened their bright fuselages with soot.

W hen the fires had been put Out four days later the Japanese govern
m ent adm itted an official toll of 78,650 dead— 500 more than the official 
toll it would admit after Hiroshim a five months later. As in the case of 
H iroshim a, the official count was determined in after years to be a con
servative estimate. To this day ho One knows for sure, but students of the 
available records generally conclude that the March 9 raid on Tokyo was 
m ore lethal than the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.

A fter the fire raid, a handful of U:S. divines rose in their pulpits to 
protest indiscriminate bombing of enemy civilians, but no one paid much 
attention; The United States, in numerous treaties regarding the conven
tions of war, was on record as condemning civilian bombing. The Roose
velt A dm inistration, however, considered itself unbound by rules of war 
which the enemy had already flouted.10 Both Germany and Japan, to the 
best of their capabilities, had indiscriminately bombed the civilians of 
Allied nations. Now, therefore, it was thought just for the, enemy to reap 
the tares which it  had sown. N o distinction was made between the. poor Of 
H am burg and Berlin, who had played some part in allowing Hitler to rise 
to power, and the poor of Tokyo who had simply inherited Hirohito, with
out passing upon him.

Em perdr H irohito was quick to appreciate the injustice which would be 
felt by the impoverished victims of the fire raid. Since mid-December 1944, 
after the first heavy conventional raids on Tokyo, he had been living, for 
the m ost part, in the complex of tunnels and shelters which had been 
constructed in 1942 under his prewar work place, the imperial Library, 
Obunko. W hen the first B-29 pathfinders began dropping their incendiary 
sticks, shortly before midnight on M arch 9, he was still. at duty in his ^

10 On the other hand Roosevelt was careful to honor commitments from̂  which be 
had not been released by enemy action. During the Iwo Jima campaign. 
Japanese soldiers were taking manyitJ;S;;-lives from hot, sulfurous timne s u8 ,n. . •

. the slopes and inner craters of the’.volcanic cones there, a serious-proposal was ma , 
by the "U.S; General Staffs to resort to poison gas. The proposal reached ?5esi . 
Roosevelt’s desk-arid'-was returnedmarked^ “All .prior endpfsements;,dehiedr -̂ fan.V;, : 
D. RooseveIt, Commander-in-Chief.” '.-v;7 ’V.-r'.. --
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man had done more to furnish him with an image as a peace-loving con
stitutional monarch. No man knew him more intimately. “To Suzuki,” 
Hirohito once said, “I  could pour out my heart.”

Despite his years, the old admiral-chamberlain maintained a droll facade 
of youth. He had big ears, a puckish face, and an elfin sense of humor. 
He smoked as many cigars as the defense effort would allow him. When
ever he had a spare moment, he produced a volume of Taoist philosophy 
and appeared to immerse himself in it. He larded his talk with ancient 
Chinese aphorisms. He never disagreed with anyone and almost never 
expressed an opinion. “The art of government,” he liked to say, “lies in 
non-government.”

Prime Minister Suzuki opened his term of office with a call on the people 
to fight and die to the last. His words, as he later explained, were an 
exercise in haragei, belly acting or belly talk, the art of saying one thing 
and meaning the opposite which has been cultivated by Japanese ever 
since the nation became an efficient police state in the tenth century a .d . 
Suzuki knew that he would be considered at home and abroad “a peace 
prime minister.” At his investiture ceremony, according to his recollection 
later, he was “given to understand” that he must end the war.

After searching his soul and talking with Lord Privy Seal Kido, Suzuki 
saw his mission in the terms of an old Japanese romance. A baron who had 
been defeated in battle and had lost the flower of his knights was called on 
by the enemy to surrender his castle. His surviving retainer besought him 
to seek terms and save his life. He refused. He retreated to the castle, 
dismissed the retainers, opened the gates wide, and stood exposed on the 
drawbridge all alone. When the enemy came in sight, he shouted, “If you 
want to come, come.” The enemy, fearing a trick, retired, and the shrewd 
baron was left to rebuild his fief. This was the stratagem which Hirohito 
was to use in surrendering his Imperial Throne to the conquering Ameri
cans.

In Washington former Ambassador Grew correctly interpreted the ap
pointment of the Suzuki Cabinet as a peace gesture. He responded, as 
Suzuki would have wished, by asking for Japan to be reassured that she 
could keep her Emperor system. When the suggestion was not accepted 
by President Truman, Prime Minister Suzuki’s vigil on the drawbridge 
became a nightmarish test of nerve. Japan’s ally, the Third Reich, was 
collapsing with terrifying abruptness. By mid-April 1945, a month after 
crossing the Rhine into German territory, Eisenhower’s armies had driven 
to within sixty miles of Berlin. To the east the Red Army had broken 
out from its bridgeheads on the Oder River and was even closer to the 
German capital. The idea that troops could perform miracles when 
fighting on their native soil lay exposed. Japan’s hope of winning a de
cisive battle on her home beaches began to look foolish. Tire home minister 
in charge of police and the education minister in charge of propaganda

A-Bomb



c o n su lt^  ivitti /Lorcl ;Privy: Seal Kido on; means of suppressing,'.popular 
unrest.. On April 29 H irohito’s forty-fourth birthday was marred by;news 
that h is ’former ally Mussblini had been executed a t  Lake Como the day 
before and his corpse, mutilated and left in the gutter by a mob of angry 
Italians. - . , - ■ ' •,

On M ay ly Hirohito warned Lord Privy Seal Kido of the im m inent' 
capitulation of Germany and discussed it with him for fifty minutes. On the 
following day they discussed the suicide of Adolf Hitler. In his initial peace 
planning sixteen months earlier, Kido had hoped to negotiate a peace , 
before the fall of Germany. Now that the Allies had both hands free to 
strangle Japan, the last hope of negotiating terms had vanished and un
conditional surrender became inevitable. B ut Japan must appear to be an 
irrational nation. Otherwise there would be no heed for the Emperor to 
intervene and speak with the Voice of the Crane. More than ever,there- 
fore, Japan must show that she was ready to hold out insanely. On May 7, 
the day Of Germany’s official surrender, Kido went through his family 
strong room to remove from it all documents and mementos which might 
incriminate the Throne.

Two days later an operational dispatch in code, stamped “urgent, con
fidential, top military secret,” arrived at the Navy Building across the 
street from the plaza outside the main south gate of the palace. It came 
from  Commander Fujim ura Yoshiro who had sat out the war as the head 
of the Navy’s peace-seeking mission in Switzerland. Desperately- worried 
about his nation’s plight, Fujim ura had recently redoubled his efforts. 
Now he proudly reported that Allen Dulles, the head of O.S.S. in Europe, 
had offered his services in case Japan should wish to arrange a termina
tion of hostilities, Fujimura followed his first cable with six others in the 
next ten days. H e described the havoc which Nazi diehards had brought 
to Germany. He enumerated the Allied forces which were being diverted 
from Europe to the Pacific Theater. He relayed intelligence that Russia 
would soon join in the war against Japan. H e described the-part which 
Allen Dulles had played in bringing peace to northern, Italy and pre
serving it from destruction. ' :

Fujim ura’s cables from Switzerland continued to arrive at the Navy ,, 
Building. Pressure mounted on the two principal officers of the Navy Gen
eral Staff to  give .some kind of answers. On M ay 18,.when, five cables had 
accumulated in in-baskets, Hirohito?s brother Prince Takamatsu, a captain 
on the Navy General Staff; .came to the palace to discuss the cables with 
Hirohito and Lord Privy, Seal Kido. I t was unthinkable for the Emperor to 
make peace directly with the Americans— not after ordering the attack on 
Pearl Harbor,’ not after, the; Americans had scorned earlier offers of- nego- ’ 
tiated peace. But perhaps— and prince Takamatsu merely raised the p o s - . 
sibility— perhaps, after all, Hirohito should , abdicate in favor o f his eleven- 
year-old son and leave, others’ to. assume the responsibility and chagrin ;
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underground command post, half napping and half waiting up for two 
important phone calls concerning expected developments. One would tell 
him about a final Japanese Army take-over from French puppets in 
Saigon, the other about the birth of his first grandchild, the offspring of 
Princess Shigeko and Prince Higashikuni’s son Morihiro. After midnight 
both labors were successfully concluded and he would have retired except 
that he had begun to hear of the horrifying raid then in progress.

During the night, either by accident or invention, sparks from fires in 
southeast Tokyo three miles away supposedly alighted in the Fukiage 
Gardens and were beaten out on the very porch of the Imperial Library. 
It was even said that a U.S. pilot had dropped a single incendiary within 
the sacrosanct palace enclosure. But LeMay had issued explicit instructions 
to all B-29 pilots to spare the Imperial Palace because “the Emperor of 
Japan is not at present a liability and may later become an asset.” Earlier 
precision bombing by B-29’s had been disappointingly imprecise but not 
to the extent of three-mile misses.

In the morning, on arising and coming to the surface, Hirohito surveyed 
from afar the damage to the Tokyo slums and asked to visit the devastated 
areas in person so that he could extend his condolences to the bereaved 
and homeless. Three days later, having given the matter judicious thought, 
Lord Privy Seal Kido opined that it would be most unwise, politically, for 
the Emperor to pay an ordinary state visit to the ruins, attended by the 
usual armies of policemen and prepared through the usual infiltration of 
the populace by secret police agents. If the visit was to be paid at all it 
must be arranged to look like an informal, spur-of-the-moment imperial 
whim. Hirohito insisted that, even on these difficult terms, he owed it to his 
people. And so, six days later, on March 18, after elaborate preparations, 
Hirohito walked informally, as if impromptu, through the bumed-out 
shacks along the banks of the Sumida River and shook his head, with a 
sad countenance, at the heaps of ash and charred bodies still in evidence 
there.

The fire convinced the Japanese lower classes, as no propaganda ever 
could, that surrender was, indeed, out of the question and that Americans 
really were demons bent on exterminating all Japanese.11 After the raid it 
took the atomic bomb to persuade them that anything could be worse than 
the imagined cruelty of U.S. occupation troops. Japanese who had traveled 
or associated with Westerners in prewar Japan knew better, but they were 
in a minority. Moreover, even they felt apprehensive. It was clear from 
plain-language transmissions of the U.S. fleet that racial hostilities had 
deepened alarmingly since Pearl Harbor and that few Americans any 
longer looked upon “Japs” as human beings.

11 According to the later U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey’s poll, belief in victory at 
this point in the war fell off far more sharply than will to fight. In short, the Japanese 
masses took the fire raids stoically as meaning that they must die.

Fall of the Homeland
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HANGING THE TIGER

Although there was some inhumanity in the Allied handling of lesser 
Japanese war criminals, it was not such as to excite much comment even 
in the Japanese vernacular press. What did arouse the censure and derision 
of Japan was the ignorance which the West displayed in its initial handling 
of so-called major war criminals.

The first “major” trials were held in Manila in late 1945 and early 1946. 
They began with the prosecution of General Yamashita. The Tiger of 
Malaya had drilled the Special Maneuver forces for the Strike South in 
Manchuria in 1941. He had bested General Percival in Malaya in 1942. 
He had embarrassed General MacArthur by his skillful defense of Luzon, 
with pitifully equipped forces, in 1945.4 These achievements were still fresh 
in the minds of the Japanese public when, on October 29, 1945, General 
Yamashita was put on trial for his life as a war criminal. To many outside 
observers in the West as well as in Japan, it seemed that MacArthur was 
indulging in petty vengeance. In reality MacArthur was simply playing 
politics. The Philippines, he felt, were his constituency. On arriving in 
Tokyo, he had decided to spare Japan and rebuild it as a bulwark against 
communism. If he did not treat Japan harshly, his Filipino constituents 
would feel cheated, and so he picked on General Yamashita to serve as a 
scapegoat whose trial would distract Filipinos during the early months of 
the lenient Allied Occupation of Tokyo.

The Yamashita trial served its political purpose admirably. For over a 
month Filipino survivors of Japanese atrocities paraded themselves before 
five U.S. generals who sat in court-martial over Yamashita. Little girls 
pulled up their frocks to show the court their multiple bayonet wounds. 
Older girls testified to the circumstances of their rapes. No attempt was 
made by MacArthur’s uniformed prosecutors to show that (any of these 
brutalities had been ordered by Yamashita. On the contrary the trial brought 
out clearly that the orders authorizing latitude in discipline for such acts had 
emanated from Tokyo and that Yamashita, locally, had tried in vain to 
countermand the hints of Imperial General Headquarters. The trial defi
nitely established that most of the atrocities of which the Filipinos com
plained had been committed by the aristocratic Naval Special Landing Force

4 If MacArthur’s tactics in the Philippines in 1941—42 had been brilliant, Yama- 
shita’s in 1944-45 had been inspired. On the same terrain, against similar odds, 
MacArthur had held out on Corregidor with a small fraction of his command for six 
months; Yamashita, with most of his starving troops, had held out in the Luzon 
mountains for eight months and had only surrendered when ordered to do so by 
Hirohito. Five thousand of Yamashita’s soldiers had defended Corregidor, the island 
bastion at the mouth of Manila Bay, for eleven days in 1945 after the first landings 
on the island by U.S. forces. Four thousand of MacArthur’s men had surrendered the 
same island in 1942 less than twelve hours after the first Japanese had set foot on it.
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LAST BATTLE

Desperately the Foreign M inistry officers who had supported Hirohito 
in going to w ar looked toward Stalin as a sane, humane, neutral mediator. 
As peace feelers were vainly pursued in Moscow, the monster of the U.S. 
arm ada and expeditionary force clawed its way ashore on Okinawa and 
proceeded, with 183,000 soldiers, to exterminate the well dug-in 110,000 
Japanese defenders.

N ine hundred and thirty kamikaze pilots hurled themselves to death 
against the U.S. invasion fleet, sinking ten destroyers, an escort carrier, and
six lesser ships, and heavily damaging 198 vessels including twelve carriers, 
ten battleships, five cruisers, and 63 destroyers, and killing over 3,000 
U.S. sailors.

O n A pril 6, five days after the American landings on Okinawa, Japan’s 
surviving 64,000-ton super-dreadnought, Yamato, which had once been 
A dm iral Yam am oto’s flagship, m ade a suicide sortie from the Inland Sea 
tow ard Okinawa. She was accompanied by other activated remnants of 
the Japanese fleet, including a cruiser and eight destroyers. She never had 
a  chance— not even to train her vaunted 18.1-inch guns on a worthy target. 
She was shadowed from the start by U.S. submarines. And she went down 
short of her m ark under U.S. air attack. With her sank her escort cruiser, 
four of her destroyers, and about 3,000 hands. H er crewmen perished to 
little purpose. They demonstrated discipline to “Great Orders,” stamped 
by H irohito. They kept their great floating coffin from ever falling into 
enemy hands.

O n the night of June 21 when the last trench lines on the southern tip 
of Okinawa had been breached and the remaining defenders were waiting 
in caves to be killed, Lieutenant General Ushijima Mitsuru and his Chief 
of Staff L ieutenant General Cho Isamu held a last feast with other officers 
in  their command cave. They drank up the last cases of Scotch whisky 
which they had carried with them in their retreat and then made ready to 
commit hara-kiri. Com m ander Ushijima, an old-fashioned samurai, told 
self-deprecating jokes in a soft voice and impressed all who heard him with 
his fatherly manner. Chief of Staff Cho, however, who had issued the kill- 
all-prisoners” order for Prince Asaka outside of Nanking in 1937, had been 
living on whisky for several days and marred the final rites by “boisterous 
talk.”  Earlier he had issued an official suggestion to all Japanese civilians on 
Okinawa to kill themselves. Now he wrote last messages to friends in 
Japan. One of them, sent to Prince Asaka’s villa for transmission to Hiro
hito, had a sober ring: “We fought as valiantly as we could with the best 
strategy, tactics, and technical aids available but our efforts counted for 
little against the material might of the enemy.”

Cho and Ushijima had a  white cloth spread at the mouth of their cave, 
and having nostalgically watched the set of the moon, knelt down upon



which h a d  intervened belatedly, to fight for M anila in direct contravention 
of General Y am ashita’s orders; All Japanese  witnesses agreed that ; Yama- 
shita, off in the hills,.had no means even-olcornmunicatih^ 
ate sailors in M anila, m uch less of directing them. , '• .

D uring ;the Yam asliita1. tr ia l,;half the. A llied ;cp fresp o n d en tp ah ^ed /to - 
M ac A rthur’s suite were in M anila, away from Toky o . :.In tliei r absehceM ac-' 
A rthur was having his first meetings with. Hirohito:Jand’̂ temipfing^mithe':1 
words of his political, staff chief, B rigadierG eneral Courtney: :Whitriey, :;to 
“blackm ail Japan”, into, acceptance of Occupation: reform s. Mac Arthur paid 
for this arrangem ent by receiving a poor press at.the trial in Manila:

The New York Times's R obert Trum bull•;wrote :'^A il^reSdehts?m ^iw - 
have been thrown ou t the \yindpw.. .• 7 .. Therh;are no regulatidhs gqyeniiiig>: 
the.: Am erican W ar Crimes Com m ission,: except those it . makes, for itself, 
and it has m ade very.few .” , , 7  ;v,

Newsweek described spectators a s “scandalized b y th e  break WitbAnglo- 
Saxon justice” and observed that “even third-hand hearsay' is; admitted as 
evidence.” V;.,:

; H enry Keyes of London’s Daily Express at. One: point: reported: ftYama-; 
shita’s trial continued today— but it isn’t a trial, I doubt if.it is even a hear
ing. Y esterday his nam e was mentioned once., Today it w'as= not brought up 
at all.” '
: N o doubt, as a .seasoned Japanese commander, Yamashita could have 

been faulted for moral turpitude on a number of counts— though perhaps : 
n o t in a, court of law. H e had, after Sll, ussisted H iro h ifo /^
Strike-North m ovement ^d d m b m g in g .ab p u td h e .'F eb ^  ' ■
which had enabled H irohito to .insist upon a  Strike South. In 1938-39 he > 
had beem  chief. o f staff, of the tough; N o rth . Ghina^Army;Groupdat:a=,time -- 
when it had carried out m ore than one reprisal massacre of Chihese villages. 
In. his 194.6 tr ip :to Germany, he had :stdien;radar:aeCTe^from'?JIitlpr,= By.ri 
training Strike-South forces;ih;M anchbriadrM l9

. H irohito in plans for aggressive war. D unng his term as commander in . 
Malaya, he had failed td.:eheck,the secret.'policedn their. ^
Singapore’s Chinese merchants; . . K'"’’
'  ̂The one offense: fo r wW YaritasliitaieoUld nbfbevf^^
treatm ent Of W esterners., ̂  . Junker-trained h*?; ■ ■

. m in d --th e  h a lf he :used-m ,deaM g-W itfr 
correct w ar conduct,.:He;'haddncurred:the;:displeasure;6L 
by"'disciplining^'pfficefs^.of his .cpminand. ^ h o ^ p e ^

' against British .troops iih;Jhe M alayanFpm paignvof.l
d  944 he had taken painsAAWdf e x p ^  take,
'prisphere':;dhd:Thtemees;:out:of;,'&^^
Baguio where h e ’: ^  o w n ia s t ,d e s p e r^
ing i n f l u e n c e ; h a d i c o m m a h d a h i s .  of  ^
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it'at :4:10 A.M. ;on June,22; to face, north toward, the.palace and perform. 

•.their final act- of service. Commander Ushijimia had calmly cut open his 
belly when nearby American troops, hearing, sounds, in the dark, flung 
grenades toward the cave entrance. The hard-drinking Chief of Staff Cho 

'half,rose! as-if to order another attack. .His second;-standing behind.him to •- 
dispatch him in case his death throes.proved.too painful, promptly scythed 
downward with a drawn sword,and cut off his head. So it was, according 
to Army gossip, that butcher Cho died: not by his own hand with honor, 
having first laid down his guts upon the ground; but by beheading, at the 
hands of another, like any common thief in Tokugawa. times. ■ : ; - ’

. - H E A D  A B O V E  SH AM E  . v ; 1 r;;> ^

Japan was beaten as thoroughly as any; nation had ’ever been beaten in 
history. The average intake of food for every citizen had fallen to less than 
1;700 calories a day,12 Most storage tanks for fuel oil and aviation gasoline 
had been pumped dry. All ships but a few wooden coastal vessels had 
ceased to ply. eyen the Inland Sea. Ferries to smaller home islands iwere' 
being sunk, daily. Railroads were: running on a catch-as-catch-can basis.. 
The Continent was cut off. A million Japanese soldiers, from Seoul to 
Singapore, had no way of coming home to join in the final fight.
. . .Sharpened staves of bamboo were handed ou t as spears to the . villagers 
along likely invasion beaches in southern Japan! And then the U.S. B-29’s 
proceeded, to drop the sophisticated atomic bomb. C;
. ..Hirohitohad been expecting to negotiate , a surrender, in September or . 
October after the loss of perhaps another million of hisToyal subjects. The 
bomb, as he later told MacArthur, gave Japan an excuse to surrender 
earlier. That is, it forced Hirohito to “bear the unbearable’’ humiliation of 

..surrender immediately. He realized,, correctly,13 that it would be only a , 
matter of time until an atomic bomb was dropped on Tokyo. Then the 
entire imperial family would be wiped, out and Japan, from Hirohito’s point 
of view, would cease to exist. .- ■ : -
.. Having accepted the irrefutable logic of the bomb, Hirohito acted on it 

, with great decisiveness. As detailed earlier, he overrode the quibbles and 
.. vacillations of his chief vassals at the historic .meeting ; in h is  air; raid : 

shelteratmidnight on August-9,'1945.Again,onthemoming-ofAugustl4,.

“ Captives of the Japanese at that time enjoyed,800,to 1,300:calories a,;day!;After V 
.* ;the captives had been liberated,' however; ,;ordinaryJapanese?;citizens remained.,011.
. : short rations for many months. They suffered little Tram acute forms' of malnutrition : 

^beriberi but they suffered.greatly; from hunger-aggravated diseases like tuberculosis.
; . .'^J^P^eral.Gafl A.-Spaatzfjhe commander, of the;;U,S.;, Strategic -Air-Forces,"had,.

.̂already urged^krongly that the next atomic bomb’ be dropped, on Tokyo: Two more -V7 
;. of- the bombs vvere; on their '.way fo.Tiriiari ready for assembly and,.delivery-in the V 7.. .nê t;Tew weeks. If Hirohito. had- fejected. the Hiroshima-Nagasaki; uitimatUnis, 4ns 7 

^Hdefgrdund bunker would almost certainly haveibeen crushed, forthwith.'; 1 > y i



, Philippines from acting on suggestions from Tokyo Imperial Headquarters 
to kill all U.S. prisoners rather than let them be liberated.

Nevertheless, MacArthur, in his studied ignorance of Japanese history 
and his desire to please and exploit the Emperor, chose to prosecute Yama- 
shita for crimes of which he was far more innocent than most Japanese 
commanders. What followed put a lasting stain on the American escutcheon 
and created an embarrassing precedent which would be remembered by 
American lawyers and jurists later after the My Lai incident during the Viet 
Nam war.6

As well as the rape of Manila, of which he was innocent, Yamashita was 
charged with the command responsibility for the incineration of 150 Amer
ican P.O.W.’s on Palawan Island in December 1944 and for a series of 
reprisal massacres against Filipino villages in the province of Batangas in 
the early months of 1945. The facts were, as brought out in the trial, that 
Palawan was under command of the Tokyo-directed Air Navy at the time 
of the atrocity, and that the Batangas reprisal raids were also ordered from 
Tokyo rather than from Yamashita’s command post in the mountains. In 
addition, even Filipino witnesses admitted that the Batangas villages had 
been centers of guerrilla activity. It was a recognized rule of civilized war
fare that guerrillas had no rights. To the American mind, however, this rule 
did not justify the machine-gunning, burning, and bayoneting of women and 
small children, a crime against humanity which had indubitably been com
mitted several thousand times in Batangas under Yamashita’s nominal 
authority.

The Batangas massacres supplied the one instance of possible criminal 
negligence on Yamashita’s part which might have justified singling him out 
as an example from the whole hardened corps of Japanese Army officers. 
When the time came, however, for Yamashita to speak in his own defense, 
he half closed his eyes under the bright lights of the courtroom and delivered 
himself with simple eloquence:

I did not hear at once of the events which took place nor did I have 
prior knowledge that they might take place. . . .  I was under pressure 
night and day to plan, study and execute counterstrokes against superior 
American forces. . . . Nine days after my arrival in the Philippines I faced 
an overwhelming American tide moving on Leyte. . . .  I was forced to 
confront superior U.S. forces with subordinates whom I  did not know and

5 In January 1971 Columbia University Professor Telford Taylor, a retired briga
dier general who was U.S. chief counsel for the prosecution at the Nuremberg trials, 
was reported by The New York Times as saying that, under the rule of the case of 
General Yamashita, U.S. General William C. Westmoreland, former commander in 
Viet Nam, “could be found guilty” of war crimes. Yamashita’s former defense at
torney, A Frank Reel, protested to the Times: “Under the Yamashita rule as set down 
by the United States Supreme Court, Westmoreland would be convicted.”
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when his ministers had debated the Allied reply to Japan’s surrender note 
for two days, he cut off their deliberations and ordered them to accept the 
U.S. terms without further ado.

In  these his final acts as absolute god-king, Hirohito reportedly carried 
himself well, and fo r the most part, exuded a serenity and readiness to 
face death which inspired his retainers. A t 9 :15 on the morning of 
August 12, when the Allied reply to Japan’s surrender note had just been 
received and studied by the Foreign Ministry, Lord Privy Seal Kido pri
vately pointed out to H irohito that the Americans insisted on an eventual 
form  of government in Japan dictated by the will of the Japanese people. 
This insistence on democracy, said Kido, was the issue which most troubled 
the im perial advisors.

“If  the people didn’t  want an emperor,” said Hirohito with conviction, 
“ all would be futile. I  think I  can trust the people.”

Kido found H irohito’s high-priestly self-confidence a little breathtaking, 
I t turned out, however, to be justified. According to a careful polling of 
Japanese opinion by the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey months later: “The 
E m peror largely escaped the criticism which was directed at other leaders, 
and retained the people’s faith in him. It is probable that most Japanese 
would have passively faced death in a continuation of the hopeless struggle 
had  the Em peror so ordered.”

The sublime detachm ent of H irohito was shared, to an extent, by other 
members of the family. O n the afternoon of August 12, from 3 to 5 :20 p .m ., 
H irohito had all the adult princes of the blood attend him in the Imperial 
Library. H e asked their support in his decision to accept the Allied note 
received th a t morning. The corpulent, seventy-one-year-old Prince Nashi- 
m oto— patron of Tojo, go-between with the Kwantung Army before the 
China W ar, and since then lord custodian of national shrines and chief 
priest to the sun goddess at Ise— arose as senior prince and pledged Hiro
hito the full co-operation of all present. For the next two hours the princes 
talked over the roles assigned to them by the Peace Faction in the days 
ahead. N o detailed record of their deliberations is extant but the central 
issue was clear and simple. H irohito’s Navy brother, Captain Takamatsu, 
who was one of those present, had stated it succinctly to a General Staff 
gathering nine months earlier: “H ow  to be defeated gracefully.”

T hat evening, as soon as the Imperial Family Council had adjourned, 
W ar M inister General Anami, who had been explicitly charged by Hirohito 
w ith the task of controlling the Army in defeat, was given an audience by 
H irohito’s Arm y brother, Lieutenant Colonel Mikasa, The two met m 
M ikasa’s palace air-raid shelter which adjoined Hirohito’s. Anami com 
plained th a t the Arm y was being m ade to take all the blame for the war 
and pleaded with Prince M ikasa to intercede with his brother for a fairer 
distribution of war responsibility. With remarkable sangfroid, Mikasa re-
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■ •witKt%H6sV:charactef.-.and;';abiIity,; i ; i ^
, efficiency of the Japanese army system, ityptffdrnbt ;

■= duties were extremely; complicated. -The -troops :W ere^sCatfe^ 
communications were very poor. > . I became gradually cut off from the 
situation and found myself, out of touch. :1 believe under these conditions I  
did the best job \ I  could have done, . . ,. I did not order [any] massa- 

. cres. . . . 1  put forth my best efforts to control my troops, I f  this Was, not 
enough, then I agree that somehow I should: have done 'more;.Some men 
might have been able to do more. However, I feel I did my best. .:

D espite the evidence at hand, and despite Yamashita’s maverick position 
in domestic Japanese politics— a position which coulcl have been explained 
to the  court by atiy reasonably; articulate T b k y p y a rd  'lieeier~i^am asii|a’s 
judges decided that a  military commander, even. 'when .T im iifb ^ ^ a n d ' 
countermanded by higher authority, should still remain fesponsil>le'f6r .the 
acts of his troops. I t was , a blithely irresponsible postwar decision whicli 
would later cause m uch distress to  U.S. Army lawyers;“It,’meanf in effect 
th a t eVery senior, from general up  to president or- Jtm e-m i^tfir/'w as^re* 
sponsible fo r the orders obeyed by every junior 1 It meant that legal respon
sibility for war crimes could be adjudged, by reductio ad absurdum, to 
anyone in a chain of command regardless of his character, motives, and 
state of .knowledge.' '■ '• / '  -■ '"-'v;--v -  - V u ;  •. •

Y am ashita’s sentence of death was handed dow ninM anilaon  December 
7, 1945, th e  fourth anniversary of Pearl Hairbor. Yamashita-stable defense 
lawyers, who w ere  all volunteers from the legal section of MacArthiir’sown 
U.S. Arm y, appealed the sentence up to the U.S. Supreme Court; In January 
1946 the court chose to hear the appeal but after a month of study declined 
to overrule the military tribunal which had sat in^Manila; .By;a 'yote pf;five- 
to-two the U.S. Supreme Court justices avowed that a military commander 
did indeed have criminal responsibility for the  ^ h isd re a sA o f 'l& 3 ^ ^ ? ^ , 
no m atter how extenuating the circumstances; • Justices H&l^StonftvJIugO; 
Black, Felix Frankfurter, William Douglas, and Harold Burton assented in 
this argument. Justices Frank M urphy arid Wiley Rutledge dissented. 
M urphy who penned the thirty-two-page, d issen t,in  tyhicH^RTOedgppon- 
curred, wrote with a special authority 'becaiuse* hef f i a £ : s ( ^  
the Oriehtj having once beCir U.S, IJigh 'C otinm siohjer^  ' '•

' .- Never before havevwe;triedfandconvicted
tions taken during hostilities or otherwise in. the.course- of tnilit ar3r.: 6p ppa|i^ps v.

' or duty— much less have we condemned one for failing to take action. . . • 
Thip.petifionef3'was.''rushed''tp:'.trial;under.nj 

. . sufficient, 'timeV.tbttyepare an .adequate,,defense,-'’ d e p ri;^
. some o f thetmdsf^.elementary; rules,3pf ̂ evidence,-fand^sun^^

. to be hangfedtjlri ;;all this.: needless .and unseemly^ 6asteV:there 
'f  attempt to ;prove.:that lie;>committed;:'a'-recognizedViolaiipn^pf >4.

i war. 3-'
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• fused. He pbinted out -that the Army, bureaucracy had: taken a leading role 
in advising the Throne since the Manchurian Incident in 1931. Not only 
had the generals advised but on occasion-they had ‘‘acted not peffectly in- 

fAccordance, \vith .imperial wishes ” - ^ ’ A / /
Princess Mikasa, in the next room of the. princely shelter, noticed that, 

the prince and the war minister were speaking loudly to one another.14 
She had the' impression that Anami was arguing against surrender plans 
arid that Prince Mikasa was insisting upon them. Later that night, when 
Anami had left, a group of staff officers also called at the Mikasa bunker. 
One of them, noted the princess, had been a classmate of the prince in 
military academy. Again voices were raised and the prince took his guests 
up1 into the moonlit gardens so that they could talk without disturbing the 
family.

Two nights later it was a mysterious Lieutenant Colonel X, fitting the 
description of Prince Mikasa, who led a group of Mikas a V  military 
academy classmates in the elaborate palace coup, previously described in 
detail, which was billed as an attempt to prevent Hirohito from surrender- 

. ing/ The commander of the palace guard was assassinated in the. presence 
of Lieutenant Colonel X. War Minister Anami retired to his villa to com
mit suicide. Most of the young officers of the rebellion followed Anami’s 
example except Lieutenant Colonel X, who vanished.- . .
. While the Army was taking responsibility for the. war in this peculiar 
fashion, Hirohito, by his own account, lay awake in his bed in the. Im
perial Library, above ground, until the alarmed whispers of chamberlains 
in his anteroom told him that the abortive, insurrection had been staged 
as planned. Then he rolled over and went to sleep. He had not needed to ■ 
worry about the behavior of his people. Almost a million of them had 
died in the last year. Their deaths had been more painful to. them than 
to him, but they remained his . obedient children. Tomorrow, noon, when 
his voice would go out on the radio, acknowledging to them the fact of 
defeat, they would weep loyally. They would sympathize, with him in his 
humiliation. They would be grateful to. him for his final mercy. Now, the 
next .concern was the behavior of. the conquerors. A A '/ /  : >
‘ In the morning, after the minions of Colonel X had withdrawn from the 

c offices of Japan Broadcasting Company and Tokyo radio, had /gone back .
. bgrthe-; air to announce the impending imperial .Jriroad.cast,/Grand 'Cham-. ./, 
rberiain Admiral Fujita Hisanori. reported- at the; imperial Library'for..w.bfk;.. 
as usual. H e  was called in for his .first audience ; at 8::l O. A.M. As he 
straightened up from his deep Low of morning! elicitation, he first, noticed- \

/; v'^urjkp.-was'--the_eidcst daughter.-of. Viscount TakdglMasanori./A
Stie was cousin to Big Brother Baron Takagi. Yoshihiro and ,kin;;to. Rear Admiral > y 

;,',Takagi: Sokichi .whOj/since; i^39,i.had Had .charge .cfjcdritingency planning for defeat ’ 
in the Navy General S t a f f . ■ /; -A/;-,-.;/,/' A  A-A- ./A//A'\;/Av:-i /A/AyA
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He was not charged with personally participating in acts of atrocity or 
with ordering or condoning their commission. N ot even .knowledge of the 
crimes was attributed to him. It was simply alleged that he unlawfully dis
regarded and failed to discharge his duty as commander to control the opera
tions of the members of his command, permitting them to commit acts of 
atrocity. The recorded annals of warfare and the established principles of 
international law form not the slightest precedent for such a charge.

This indictment, in effect, permitted the Military Commission to make 
the crime whatever it willed, dependent upon its biased view as to the peti
tioner’s duties and his disregard thereof. . . .

In our opinion such a procedure is unworthy of the traditions of our 
people or of the immense sacrifices they have made to advance the ideals of 
mankind. The high feelings of the moment will doubtless be satisfied but, 
in the sober afterglow, will come the realization of the boundless and dan
gerous implications of the procedure sanctioned today.

No one in a position of command in any army, from sergeant to gen
eral, can escape these implications. Indeed the fate of some future President 
of the United States and his Chiefs of Staff and military advisors may well 
have been sealed by this decision. . . .

That there were brutal atrocities inflicted upon the helpless Filipino peo
ple, to whom tyranny is no stranger, is undeniable. That just punishment 
should be meted out to all those responsible is also beyond dispute. But 
these factors do not justify the abandonment of our devotion to justice in 
dealing with a fallen enemy commander. . . .

Today the life of General Yamashita, a leader of enemy forces vanquished 
in the field of battle, is to be taken without regard to the due processes of 
law. There will be few to protest. But tomorrow the precedent here estab
lished can be turned against others.

A procession of judicial lynchings without due process of law may now 
follow. . . .  A nation must not perish because, in its natural frenzy of the 
aftermath of war, it abandoned its central theme of the dignity of the human 
personality and due process of law.

When the text of Justice Murphy’s dissent arrived in Tokyo in February, 
General MacArthur issued his own counterstatement on the Yamashita 
case: I

I have reviewed the proceedings in vain search for some mitigating cir
cumstances on his behalf. I can find none. . . . The soldier, be he friend or 
foe, is charged with the protection of the weak and unarmed. It is the very 
essence and reason for his being. When he violates this sacred trust, he not 
only profanes his entire cult but he threatens the very fabric of international 
society. . . . The transgressions . . . levealed by the trial are a blot upon 
the military profession, a stain upon civilization. . . . Particularly callous 
and purposeless was the sack of the ancient city of Manila, with its Christian 
population and countless historic shrines and monuments of culture and 
civilization which, with campaign conditions reversed, had previously been 
spared. . . .

New Clothes



how tired the Em peror looked, and theh ;- in spite of himself- he: smiled •. 
a p p re c ia t iv e ly .O n ^ e ;s h e lf fo ro rn a m e n ts ,r e c e s s e d in th e w a I lb e h in d  
H irohito’s back, had :stood  for: years; the: busts of Darwin and Napoleon; 
now Napoleon’s had been quietly replaced by Abraham Lincoln’s: The 
Em peror had spoken w ithoutsaying a w ord/ i:«s , : . r  ,
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No new or retroactive principles of law, either national or international, 
are involved. The case is founded upon basic fundamentals and practice as 
immutable and as standardized as the most natural and irrefragable of so
cial codes. The proceedings were guided by that primary rationale of all 
judicial purposes— to ascertain the full truth, unshackled by any artificiali
ties of narrow method or technical arbitrariness. The results are beyond 
challenge.

I  approve the findings and sentence of the Commission and direct the 
Commanding General, Army Forces in the Western Pacific, to execute the 
judgment upon the defendant, stripped of uniform, decorations and other 
appurtenances signifying membership in the military profession.

T he vehemence of M acA rthur’s assertions and the richness of his prose 
betrayed an ill-informed anxiety. However, his fears were needless. Yama- 
shita’s Am erican lawyers appealed to the court of last resort, the White 
House, bu t the fledgling president, H arry Trum an, declined to meddle in 
M acA rthur’s business. A nd so Yam ashita was given a last meal of aspara
gus, bread, and beer. I t  was almost the tenth anniversary of the 1936 
February M utiny in which he had helped H irohito to assert absolute power 
over the Japanese Army and point it  south. A fter a brief nap, at 3:27 a.m . 
on  February 23, 1946, General Yam ashita climbed the scaffold of New 
Bilibid Prison, outside M anila. H e bowed curtly north toward the far-away 
palace of the god-king. The trap sprang and he was hanged until he was 
dead.

1UD4 * Epilogue

CUTTING OFF THE NOSE

As soon as sentence had been passed on General Yamashita on Decem
ber 7, 1945, the m ilitary court in M anila began proceedings against Gen
eral H onm a, the “linguist with the red nose” who had translated the first 
pirated copy of the Lytton R eport on M anchuria in 1932. Honma was tried 
for having been over-all commander in the Philippines when the Bataan 
D eath M arch took place in 1942. Somewhat guardedly Japanese witnesses 
a t the trial brought o u t the true state of Honm a’s command during the 
D eath  M arch, revealing that it had been pre-empted by higher authority 
vested in staff officers from Tokyo and Singapore. The U.S. generals who 
sat as judges discounted this testimony as a weak excuse. From their own 
experience in the U.S. Army they could not imagine how colonels like Tsuji 
could usurp the command of a lieutenant general like Honma.

H onm a’s Am erican defense lawyers themselves did not appreciate the in
tervention of imperial influence in Honm a’s command business. As a resu t, 
they relied in their presentation on an ill-informed argument that rea } 
was an excuse; an argum ent which they could substantiate only through t ie 
opinions of some Japanese journalists and civilian bureaucrats; an argument 
to  the effect that no orders had Been issued for the Death March and at 
it had developed as an unprem editated act of passion on the part of venge u



E P I L O G U E  

NEW CLOTHES

TO SPOIL THE SPOILS

In the bright darkness of the flamethrowers and burning cities, in the dark: 
darkness of the destroyed palaces and rifled archives were gestated not only 
a new Japan also a new Asia. The Far East of Western colonialism would 
never be the same comfortable place again. In the final months of the war- 
Japanese commanders in China, Indochina, Malaya, and Indonesia worked 
around the clock trying to negotiate lasting understandings with local- pup
pet political leaders^ After the surrender, the younger princes of the imperial 
family were sent out to the legions overseas to make sure that they would 
surrender peacefully—Prince Kanin Haruhito, the son of the long-time chief1 
of staff, to Singapore; Prince Asaka Takahiko, the son of the rape com
mander, to Nanking; artd Prince Takeda Tsuneyoshi, Hirohito’s principal 
wartime go-between ■with the legions, to Manchuria. As a result, before 
French, British, and Dutch troops returned to Indochina, Malaya, and 
Indonesia, sizable Japanese arsenals had been turned over to native patriots 
and many Japanese advisors had gone underground to assist local independ
e n t  movements. • ■ ■ ■ ■■■ ' ' ■■■■■■ ■

The Japanese advisors were not treated with much gratitude and many . 
of them were subsequently betrayed to Allied justice. Throughout Southeast . .. 
Asia, however, the Japanese arms handouts fortified native opposition; to re
imposition of. Western colonial rule. Particularly;.in. Malaya^' Indonesia, .and”:  ̂
Indochina, bands of irregulars ̂ benefited from, the Japanese' largesse and V 
figured prominently in guerrilla activity against the British, Dutch, and :: 
French during thefiist.year.after the war. Later these resistance movements 
became increasingly ^Communist-dominated. In Malaya the British fought'.

, the guerrillas to a  standstill and managed a settlement on favorable terms.

r.;/,-- ./■ : 1045 ; a
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Japanese soldiers. The five U.S. military judges could see only evasion and 
prevarication in such an argument, for they knew that the Death March had 
continued for a week, that verbal orders had been issued for it, and that at 
one point its stumbling columns had passed within a mile of General 
Honma’s headquarters. And so, as rational men, they sentenced Honma to 
execution before a firing squad.

Honma’s American lawyers exerted themselves to postpone execution of 
sentence for three months and to appeal the case, once again, to the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Honma’s chief counsel, John H. Skeen, Jr., pleaded that 
it had been “a highly irregular trial, conducted in an atmosphere that left 
no doubt as to what the ultimate outcome would be.” As before, however, 
the court decided to let the Manila verdict stand, and Associate Justice 
Frank Murphy saw fit again to file a powerful dissent. “This nation’s very 
honor,” he wrote, “as well as its hope for the future, is at stake. Either we 
conduct such a trial as this in the noble spirit and atmosphere of our Con
stitution or we abandon all pretense to justice, let the ages slip away, and 
descend to the level of revengeful blood purges.”

Justice Murphy’s persistent and eloquent objections stung MacArthur. 
When Honma’s lawyers appealed to him for clemency after the Supreme 
Court decision, MacArthur, on March 21, 1945, issued a lengthy explana
tion of his reasons for executing the verdict: I

I am again confronted with the repugnant duty of passing final judgment 
on a former adversary in a major military campaign. The proceedings show 
the defendant lacked the basic firmness of character and moral fortitude 
essential to officers charged with the high command of military forces in the 
field. No nation can safely trust its martial honor to leaders who do not main
tain the universal code which distinguishes between those things that are right 
and those things which are wrong.

[Here MacArthur interpolated a fine tribute to the fighting achievements 
of the Battling Bastards of Bataan. He continued:]

No trial could have been fairer than this one. . . . Insofar as was 
humanly possible the actual facts were fully presented to the commission. 
There were no artifices of technicality which might have precluded the intro
duction of full truth in favor of half-truth, or caused the slanting of half-truth 
to produce the effect of non-truth, thereby warping and confusing the tribunal 
into an insecure verdict. . . . Those who oppose such honest method can 
only be a minority who either advocate arbitrariness of process above factual 
realism, or who inherently shrink from the stern rigidity of capital punish
ment. . . .

If the defendant does not deserve his judicial fate, none in jurisdictional 
history ever did. There can be no greater, more heinous or more dangerous 
crime than the mass destruction, under guise of military authority or military 
necessity, of helpless men, incapable of further contribution to war effort. 
A failure of law process to punish such acts of criminal enormity would 
threaten the very fabric of'world society. . . .

New Clothes
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Iri Indonesia a  former Japanese puppet, Sukarno, finally emerged tiium- 
phant over the D utch and proceeded to m ake his country, which was nature 
ally the richest in A sia ,in to  one of the least solvent. In  Indochina, where the 
H o Chi M inh faction gained coniroJ of the independence movement, the 
little brush fire on which the Japanese had -poured fuel grew into a major 
conflagration which burned for m ore than a quarter of a c e n t u r y . / v  
' The great Japanese proponent of these last-ditch, cheat-the-enemy tactics, % 
which did little good for Japan or for Asia but which did severely embar
rass the West, was Colonel Tsuji M asanobu. This angrj' young messiah of 
Asia fo r the Asiatics, who. had worked during the war with credentials from,; 
H irohito and Prince M ikasa and had directed the; slaughter Of thousands oT 
English and Chinese captives on Singapore and of Americans oh Bataan, t  
now  got himself to a Tliai monastery outside Bangkok. Disguised in :the 
saffron robes of a Buddhist priest, he sought to make his temple hideout 
the headquarters for underground movements throughout Southeast Asia. 
H is lines of communication, however, were poof from the start. They were . 
m ade worse when the British Army, which.had just chased fleeing Japanese 
units across Burm a, went on to occupy “neutral” Thailand. In October:. 
1945, when British agents began to sniff the incense around Tsuji’s monas
tic cell,. Tsuji threw him self upon the mercy .of.Chiang Kai-shek’s BhieshirttV 
agents who were also operating in the Bangkok area; The Blueshirts smug?.'.-;, 
gled him  away to Indochina and thence to .Chungking, where- he finally, f 
achieved his . wartime ambition of talking to Chiang Kai-shek- about the 
future of Asia. ■ ,, ...

As  a  calling card to Chiang, Tsuji reproduced, : ahnotated, or franslated 
a decade’s worth of Japanese strategic planning against commuhism in 
M anchuria and north China. O ut of gratitude Chiang Kai-shek released
from prison a number of Japanese war criminal suspects and took on half -
a dozen o f them, to ; serve, as advisors in his postwar, struggle against Mao \ \  
Tse-tung. The chief of them, who became for a while one of Chiang’s 
in tim ates,, was form er CJeneral. O k am u ra . Yasuji;:; thq. ; tlie ^Thrpe,
Crows of Baden-Badenj On whom Hirohito had first relied as a nucleus for
conspiracy in the 1920’s,1

Tsuji rem ained in Chma with Chiang.Kai-shek untij FebruaT}? 19,48y;hen.^ 
it became clear that M ao Tse-tung and his Communist armies would win the 
Chinese civil war, Then Chiang-began to see less of his Japanese military

cabal
General .Sumita Raishifb, .was madeJ assistahb torhis, fello*v, Tokyo .
graduate,: the mbch abused, governor of^China’s}Sh'ansi; gfov!iioe,'_'R®S^^= 
shah. Some - of those who .fought for ' Chiang later went bn to s4ty6:.E|^PeJ9J;;.,?«• ,

' Selassie in Ethiopia. They were led from 1953. to 1962 by former Lieutenant ^CTerap.
, Ikeda?'Sumihisa •wh9, : as Gabmet •PlanningBoard -member; had .attended 

surrender meeting in Hirohito’s bunker oh : the' night bfv August ;9,
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\ O i l  final appeal President T rum an again did no t presume to stand in the 
way: o fM acA rth u r, and on April 3, 1946, General; Horim a fell before a 
U.S. firing squad. In  his final letter to his children he exhorted them to look 
for t h e ‘‘right direction’̂ in life rather than  to follow the: customary direction 
of bringing flowers to bis grave, “Do not robs the right course,” he wrote. 
“This is; my very last letter ” > v ■ o  ^ ■ V;v '

Sihce “our forces were being demobilized in the Philippines,” explained 
M acA rthur later, “the rem aining United States cases of this hind were tried 
by the International Tribunal in Tokyo.” ; .

TOKYO TRIAL DEFENDANTS

In  the M anila trials M acA rthur unwittingly rid Hirohito of two subjects 
who had differed with Im perial General H eadquarters in 1942. Yamasbita 
had  insisted upon decent treatm ent of British w ar prisoners in Singapore 
and then had predicted dire results unless Japan followed up her initial tri
um phs with an invasion of Australia. I t  was Honm a’s sin that he had seen 
no  need for haste in taking B ataan and then that he had pleaded for an 
enlightened and hum ane adm inistration of the Philippines.0 MacArthur, of 
course, knew only that Y am ashita and H onm a had caused the Supreme 
C om m ander Allied Pow ers (SCAP) much vn favorable publicity daring the 
w ar and after it; and tha t the State D epartm ent wanted future trials of 
Class A  Japanese 'w ar criminals to  be conducted with more care. For the 
Tokyo trials of Japan’s wartime government leaders, therefore, MacArthur 
spared neither tim e nor expense.

Since, by the custom of their society, Japanese leaders; always solicited 
the  advice of subordinates and sought out supporters who would be willing 
to share responsibility for decisions which might go wrong, it . was no mean 
.task fo r  M ac A rthur’s war-crime investigators to compile a roster of major 
war criminals. In  H irohito’s retinue there were few foolhardy blusterers 
who could stand beside H itler’s gang in Germany and be called most 
blam eworthy for leading Japan to war. Selection of Class A war crirnihals 
was m ade doubly difficult by the restriction that neither the Bmperor, nor 
members of his family, nor anyone who would implicate them should be 
indicted. Finally, as pointed out in Chapter 3, defendants for the trials 
were selected only after m uch consultation and negotiation with the palace.

Given the peculiar circumstances, M acArthvfs prosecutors performed

: . 0 His efforts at, leniency, were regularly countermanded by. ImperiaTi^erierahH^d - , 
quarters. To cite.'ah -instance,: h e ,had Western missionaries ;ip, Baguio r e l e a s e d . 
internment camp on January, 29, 1942. A day later fresh/orders^arrived from-, o ■, 
arid allbut a dozen of. the 170-odd Jiberes were reinterried: i  Ws; fortunate in . a.: 
my family was among those left1 at liberty,'on,a: technicality; for;ci8Hh-mdpUts,yas.a,, 

.-.gesture, to'save General Honma’s face. - r- •' v.,;
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advisors and his soldiers massacred many unrepatriated Japanese colonists 
on Taiwan. Taking these hints, Tsuji, in March, returned secretly to Japan. 
For the next four years he lived in a state of negotiated hiding, politely 
ignored by U.S. Allied Occupation forces, and supporting himself with 
books and articles about his checkered career. In 1952, as soon as the Oc
cupation had ended, he was elected to the Diet where he made laws and 
continued to write books until 1961.

Then, at a time when Japanese news correspondents were first beginning 
to cover the war in Indochina and to look for exposes of Western military 
excesses, Dietman Tsuji visited Ho Chi Minh’s capital of Hanoi as a feature 
writer for Asahi. While there he vanished. Ho’s Viet Minh government 
could not explain his disappearance and never produced a body to show 
that he had died. Japanese veterans’ associations, which had proved them
selves diligent in bringing home ashes or bones of dead Japanese soldiers 
from islands in the Pacific, made no effort to recover Tsuji’s remains.

Popular rumor in Japan has it that Tsuji did not die but continues his 
spectacular career in Hanoi. Some say he works there as an agent for the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency; others, that he is an assistant minister of 
propaganda, helping Japanese correspondents turn out tales of U.S. atroc
ities; still others, that he remains a stalwart of the prewar Japanese spy 
service directing Pan-Asian, anti-Western movements in Southeast Asia.

VENGEANCE OF THE VICTORS

Before Japan’s surrender, Allied troops killed thousands of Japanese 
soldiers who, with a little trouble and risk, might have been taken prisoner'. 
In a few isolated areas of reconquest, the killings continued even after the 
surrender. One of the largest butcheries took place under the aegis of 
Australian commanders in British North Borneo. There, 6,000 Japanese sol
diers who had surrendered were told to stack their arms at Pensiangan and 
march 150 miles to Beaufort for internment. The previous year these same 
troops had wiped out many native villages on the Borneo coast suspected 
of having traffic with U.S. submarines. Now, therefore, vengeful surviving 
tribesmen were turned loose on the disarmed Japanese columns to enjoy a 
headhunt in which all but a few hundred of the 6,000 Japanese perished, 
Some of the Australians who stood by were ashamed of their complicity in 
the crime and later exposed it for the death march it was.

The atrocities committed by Allied infantrymen on the surrender battle
fields could be half excused as products of war passion. More outrageous 
acts of injustice took place thereafter in courts of law where thinkers should 
have had time to think. Out of ignorance and lack of appreciation for Japa
nese politics, MacArthur’s war-crime prosecutors sedulously ignored leaders 
like Tsuji, Prince Mikasa, and Emperor Hirohito and zealously tried,
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as well as they could. They produced -a list of defendants which included 
several of the commoners who had participated most actively in Hirohito’s 
imperial conspiracy. It excluded all but two of a number of suggested can
didates who had been at odds with the Throne. These two were little Gen
eral Matsui, the scapegoat of the Nanking rape, and Matsuoka, the noisy 
American-bred diplomat who had put on a lonely wheeling-dealing show 
with Hitler in 1941 in a last vain attempt to make Hirohito consummate 
the plans of the Strike-North faction. The list even contained the name of 
one man, Dr. Okawa Shumei, the spy-propagandist, whom palace chamber
lains were anxious to keep out of the witness box. It would have brought to 
court two more of the same sort except that Prince Konoye and Hirohito’s 
former chief aide-de-camp, the Strike-North General Honjo, chose to disbar 
themselves on the eve of their arrests by committing suicide. The remaining 
defendants could be counted upon to keep the secrets of Japan’s ruling 
inner circle.

In all, twenty-eight defendants were chosen for the Tokyo trials. The 
oldest of them was Baron Hiranuma, the seventy-nine-year-old lawyer for 
right-wing interests who had returned to Hirohito’s side in the final agony of 
the bunker and the surrender. Hiranuma was a member of Emperor Meiji’s 
generation and a crony of old Chief of Staff Prince Kanin who had report
edly died in hospital “of hemorrhoids” on May 21, 1945.

Ten of the twenty-eight defendants ranged in age from seventy-two down 
to sixty-four and belonged to the in-between generation of Emperor Taisho. 
They had been brought into the palace circle by Taisho’s contemporaries, 
Field Marshal Prince Nashimoto and Fleet Admiral Prince Fushimi.7 The 
remaining seventeen defendants were all either members or satellites of 
Hirohito’s own Big Brotherhood. They broke roughly into three groups: 
Army officers who were contemporaries and close associates of Hirohito’s 
fifty-eight-year-old uncles, Prince Higashikuni and Prince Asaka;8 bureau-

7 The Taisho group included General Matsui and diplomat Matsuoka. Its other 
members were General Minami Jiro, seventy-two, the war minister at the time of the 
Manchurian Incident; General Araki Sadao, sixty-nine, the canny, compromising, 
golden-tongucd leader of the Strike-North faction; Admiral Nagano Osatni, sixty- 
nine, the Pearl Harbor chief of the Navy General Staff; former Prime Minister Hirota 
Koki, sixty-eight, the Black Dragon Society graduate who had headed the government 
for Hirohito after the 1936 mutiny; Field Marshal Hata Shunroku, sixty-seven, a stal
wart of the Throne, who complained that he could not hear to answer questions be
cause he had been the “Western Army" commander, headquartered in Hiroshima, 
when the bomb clapped over his air-raid shelter; General Koiso Kuniaki, sixty-six, 
the March Plotter and post-Tojo prime minister in 1944; General Umezuo Yoshijiro, 
sixty-four, the chief of the General Staff at the time of surrender; and finally Togo 
Shigenori, also sixty-four, who bad been foreign minister both at the time of sur
render and of declaration of war.

8 The military men included Tojo’s Navy Minister Shimada Shigetaro, sixty-three; 
Baden-Baden Reliable Doihara Kenji, the “Lawrence of Manchuria,” also sixty-three;
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defamed, and hanged military officers who knew no morality bu t obedience 
to  orders.

Imm ediately the war had ended, many of the pathetic psychopaths and 
syphilitic madmen who had been used in  the administration of Japan’s 
prisoner-of-war program  were tracked down by Allied military policemen, 
identified by form er Allied captives of Japan, and given rough-and-ready 
justice. Some were beaten during interrogation. Some were identified by 
face alone and tried under names which were n o t their own. Some were 
summarily pu t to death after hearings lasting less than an hour. By their 
own private admission, however, none of them was murdered in his cell 
and none of them  was executed without cause.2 Few tears were shed for 
them even in Japan, for they had been misfits in their own tolerant familial 
society.

A ltogether about 5,000 Japanese were arrested for the calculated reprisals 
of state and individual acts of brutality which had taken the lives of over 
half a million Asiatics and Westerns. M ost of those apprehended had com
mitted their crimes against W estern nationals who represented less than a 
tenth of the victims. A bout 4,000 of the suspects were brought to trial be
fore U.S., British, Australian, and Chinese military tribunals which sat in 
scattered courtrooms from Guam to Rangoon and from Timor to Tokyo. 
O f the 4,000 some 800 were acquitted, some 2,400 were sentenced to three 
years o r m ore of imprisonment, and 809 were put to death.3 In addition 
several thousand Japanese captured by Russian troops in Manchuria died 
in Siberian labor camps.

1U 4« Epilogue

2 A committee of nine convicts in Tokyo’s Sugamo Prison collected from fellow 
inmates all the complaints they could about Allied war-crime trial procedures through
out the Empire. They mote up their findings in a mimeographed volume called Sen- 
pan Saiban no Jisso, The Real Facts of the War-Crime Trials. It makes pallid reading 
beside the affidavits of former Allied P.O.W.’s written at about the same time. In Hong 
Kong former Japanese secret policemen were struck with rulers, threatened with their 
own torture tools, knocked down in the course of unwanted boxing lessons, and forced 
as punishment for food riots to walk barefoot on broken glass. In Singapore former 
concentration camp guards grew thin on two meals a day, each of which had to be 
eaten in five minutes. In Tokyo a U.S. interrogator named Dyer, attended by a Nisei 
interpreter, sometimes brandished a gun and sometimes massaged throats threaten
ingly in efforts to make suspects sign confessions. No Japanese claimed that he ha 
been hung by the thumbs, or filled with water and jumped on, or touched with hg te 
cigarettes at penis tip, or kept awake with drugs while fine slices of flesh were emg 
cut from his hams, delicately sauteed and eaten before his eyes. These were c arges 
which could be made and authenticated only by liberated Allied prisoners o war 
prisoners, moreover, who had simply fought the Japanese, not tormented t em i 
concentration camps. Tm

2 This figure, which includes 802 minor and seven major war criminals, is the Jap * 
nese count. I have had no luck in attempts to declassify complete war-criminal s a i 
tics in Washington, and I am told that complete figures for war-criminal processe 
held by the Nationalist Government in China are not available in any case. ,
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crats who had gone to school with Hirohito’s fifty-six-year-old foster 
brother M arquis K id o ;9 and political thugs and polemicists from the coterie 
of the late fifty-four-year-old Prince Konoye.10

The care which had gone into the selection of these defendants__these
twenty-eight men who were to bear the whole guilt of Japan’s pride, greed, 
and cruelty— was justified by their conduct in court. They lived in Sugarao 
Prison, wearing G.L cast-off clothing and eating G.I. rations throughout the 
two and a half years of the trial. Their families on the outside were shunned 
by neighbors and suffered poverty, hunger, and cold. Nevertheless they went 
into court each day and submitted patiently to the alien intricacies of the 
quasi-judicial, quasi-political process which had been arranged for them. 
They hid the violence and arrogance which had characterized them iff years 
gone by. They read books of philosophy and religion in their cells and lis
tened attentively to the translated, fragmentary half-truths brought out 
against them.

The defeated Tojo, who had failed in his attem pt to commit suicide at the 
time of his arrest, regained popular Japanese respect by setting his fellow 
defendants an example. H e  listened to every word of his accusers and caught 
Am erican prosecution lawyers in a thousand ideological contradictions, 
political hypocrisies, and outright errors of fact. He did so with such spirit 
and back-biting wit that even chief prosecutor Keenan developed a grudg
ing respect for him. H e might be the bureaucratic accomplice in much 
rapine but he was undeniably a m an of self-respect and presence of mind. 
W hen his patriotic burden as scapegoat became too heavy for his family to 
bear, he even had the freedom of spirit to suggest— as described in Chapter 
3— th a t he had ordered no crimes without Hirohito’s authorization. As soon 
as H irohito saw to it that the Tojo family was better provided for, Tojo 
retracted his hint, resumed his difficult duty, and carried it on to the gallows.

sixty-two-year-old General Tojo, the self-proclaimed villain of the war, who as com
bined prime minister, war minister, and chief of staff had finally shouldered all the 
responsibility; Baden-Baden Reliable Itagaki Seishiro, conquistador of Manchuna, 
sixty-one; the Strike-South ideologist and former Army spy, Okawa Shumei, sivy, 
wartime ambassador to Berlin Lieutenant General Oshima Hiroshi, also sixty; Tojo s 
vice minister of war, Kimura Heitaro, fifty-eight; the Army’s ubiquitous economics 
expert, Suzuki Tei-ichi, fifty-seven; one of Suzuki’s henchmen, Muto Akira, w a a 
ended the war as Yamashita’s chief of staff in the Philippines, fifty-four, an na y 
Tojo’s wartime Military Affairs Bureau chief, Sato Kenryo, only fifty.

9 In addition to Kido himself the only men tried from this group were v; a i 
Finance Minister Kaya Okinori, fifty-seven, and two fifty-eight-year-old  ̂ ip oma 
Shigemitsu Mamoru of the Peace and Strike-South factions, and Shiraton 
one-time Big Brother who had gone astray by espousing the cause of the Strike or .

10 After Prince Konoye took poison, his contribution to the conspiracy was rcc g 
nized by the indictment of just two of his men: Hoshino Naoki, the chief o ns P 
war Cabinet Planning Board, fifty-four, and retired Colonel Hashimoto n®° ' 
fifty-six, who had sunk the U.S.S. Panay and gone on to head the youth movem 
in Konoye’s mass party, the Imperial Rule Assistance Association.

Epilogue



'of capitulating' to the Americans. Kido disagreed sharply. Abdication 
would be not only cowardice but an admission of -guilt. I t  would.: discredit 
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v, th‘e=sehi6t imperial family, Prince. Kanin, died'on May . 21,

three dhys after Prince Takamatsu’s visit-to the palace, -the cause of his 
. death-—hemdrrhoids—-was the subject.of disrespectful jokes; Nevertheless^, 

the next day, Commander Fujimura in Switzerland was sent a cable wam- 
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enemy plot. Therefore we advise you to be extremely cautious;” *v ; . .
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• palace roofs. Sonie 5;00p Imperial Guardsmen and several hundred officials 
.: night,-.but,the;fiames,:̂
.) : organized .‘ bucket .brigades; Succeeded;;; in- wetting
, .';-P ;̂ î'-.;^phsphoid;-!^imstr^?;,'and;-, preserving^'it^untouchedj^but.^tiie bolder i 

buildings which stood wall to w all with it were all burned to the ground 
the IpVely Phoenix Half and banqueting .chamber, the villa of the crown

:5̂ cfudlngV severed -.st6rebouses,-for,;'linjpferi

wihen.ta month had passed,rthe^zealbus^-Fujimura;w^ 
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records. Some firemen who took all the responsibility for failing to check 
the flames were later found shot nearby. As the embers cooled, Hirohito 
announced from  Jhis concrete library in the Fukiage woods, “I am glad to 
share the sufferings of my people.”

-The American attem pt to bring the war home to Japan’s richest and 
most influential citizens only caused the great feudal vassal families to draw 
in  closer to the Throne. I t  was clear now that the Americans were ready, 
if need be, to  topple the entire social hierarchy. They would n o t consider 
H irohito’s personal abdication an adequate expiation of war guilt. The 
elite m ust survive or perish together. Lord Privy Seal Kido, the Emperor’s 
principal advisor, discovered that he had new supporters. A dawn of com
prehension gleamed in other aristocratic eyes when he spoke of the elabo
rate deceptions envisaged in his peace plan. Three days after the fire, 
when the minister of w ar sought to resign in apology for the destruction 
of tile palace, Hirohito was widely quoted, with approval, as saying, 
“Please stay at your post; you will be needed this fall when it comes time 
for the survival o r obliteration of our nation.”

Now, at last, in the first week of June, the official leaders of the Japa
nese government were recruited to carry out the first phase of Kido’s 
peace plan and to decide publicly on the need for surrender. Their per
formance, as staged, was a masterpiece of belly acting which said one 
thing to the world audience and another to the exclusive audience of 
political connoisseurs on the domestic front. On June 7 the Cabinet re
solved no t to desert the capital before the final decisive battle. This meant 
that Hirohito had given up the idea of fighting to the last in the Nagano 
Alps. I t meant that there would be no final battle because Japan would 
surrender first.

W ith this understanding the Cabinet and representatives of the General 
Staff m et at the Imperial Household Ministry on the following day for a 
full-dress council in the Imperial Presence. Before the meeting each man 
present was handed a pair of documents prepared by the General Staff. 
One reviewed the “World Situation,” the other “The Present State of Our 
National Power.” In  the most pessimistic phrases, the most chilling sta
tistics, the two studies revealed that the war had taken “an ominous turn” 
and that “insurmountable difficulties” stood in the way of continuing it.

After the Em peror and the others in the room had glanced through the 
two gloomy background papers, a declaration was read aloud and passed 
unanimously. I t  called on the nation to fight to the last of its 70 million 
men, women, and children. It announced that this was the fundamental 
policy to be pursued henceforth in the prosecution of the war. Then it 
gave one minuscule hint that the policy being decided was really one for 
prosecution of the peace: “The enemy is also facing its own concealed diffi
culties and is desperate in its efforts to terminate the war soon. . . . We 
must resolutely take every political and military step to grasp the god-sent
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Sturdy vassals though they might be, the twenty-eight defendants at the 
Tokyo trials caused palace chamberlains many restless nights. Diplomat 
Matsuoka and General Matsui, in particular, had no reason to feel beholden 
to the Throne. Fortunately Matsuoka, who professed Christianity, died of 
tuberculosis at the start of the trial, and the half-senile, inarticulate Gen
eral Matsui never publicly wavered in his devout loyalty. Potentially more 
dangerous was the undisciplined, unprincipled intellectual Okawa Shumei, 
headmaster of the palace indoctrination school in the 1920’s, geopolitical 
apologist for the Strike South, and go-between in a dozen plots and assassi
nations. Prime ministers and commanders of armies might be trusted to go 
to their deaths quietly, but Okawa, the scrivener, even with the best of inten
tions, might say more than he should.

So it was that Okawa, alone of the defendants, was helped to cop a plea. 
Whether American complicity or gullibility most figured in his escape from 
justice has not been established, but the extraordinary facts of his case are 
on record and have not been disputed. In May 1946, during the reading of 
the indictment at the beginning of the International Military Tribunal for 
the Far East, Okawa fixed a foolish smile on his face, unbuttoned his shirt, 
and gradually caught the tittering attention of the gallery by scratching his 
chest. When the shirt slipped off one shoulder, Chief Justice Webb ordered 
the sentries guarding the dock to see that the prisoner kept himself present
able. Okawa humbly promised to behave, but a few minutes later he began 
again to undress. An American M.P. was stationed behind him to restrain 
his arms and preserve decorum. He fell quiet for a few hours. Then, 
abruptly, when the M.P. had relaxed his vigilance, Okawa rolled up his 
copy of the charges made against him, leaned forward, and resoundingly 
slapped the shaven pate of Tojo who sat in front of him. Hauled from the 
courtroom, he told reporters:

Tojo is a fool. I’m for democracy. . . . America is not democracy. . . . She 
is Demo crazy [which in Japanese meant demonstration crazy], . . .  I am a 
doctor of law and medicine. I haven’t eaten in seventy daysi You see, I eat 
air. . . .  I am the next emperor of Japan. . . .  I killed Tojo. . . .  I killed 
him to save the reputation of his respectable family.

It was Okawa’s last day in court. For weeks thereafter he regaled Amer
ican and Japanese doctors at Tokyo University Hospital with accounts of 
visitations he had from such as Emperor Meiji, Edward VII of England, 
and President Woodrow Wilson. Mohammed the Prophet, he said, was a 
particularly helpful familiar as he and Mohammed were collaborating on a" 
new Japanese version of the Koran.

With coaching from Japanese doctors and some help from Japanese 
laboratory technicians, Okawa succeeded in persuading the American 
doctors who examined him that he was suffering from tertiary syphilis, or

New' Clothes
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Another child of the late Prince Kanin, his fifth daughter Hanako, was 

married to the third son of the former Prince Fushimi, chief of the Navy 
General Staff. The two had been brought together for the first time on 
their wedding day after a courtship entirely by photograph. In 1951, 
after three children and twenty-four years of marriage, he was running a 
chicken farm on a vestige of his former properties and she, at home, was 
eking out the family budget by giving lessons in American dancing at their 
former princely villa. The menage fell in ruins on the night of July 18 
when he returned from the chicken farm to stumble in upon her in the 
villa cloakroom making love to one of Hirohito's chamberlains, a Mr. Toda. 
After the divorce, she and Mr. Toda, at Hirohito’s insistence, got married.

One of the family scandals touched Hirohito closely. On a bleak Febru
ary morning in 1966 the grandson of Tokugawa Iesato, husband of Hiro
hito’s third daughter, Kazuko, was discovered gassed and naked in a 
frowsy Tokyo walkup fiat. Beside him lay the body of the proprietress of 
a bar called the Isaribi. A leaky gas fire had made sordid tragedy and 
public shame of an assignation which might have been held secretly, ro
mantically, and safely in any proper princely villa of prewar days.

Through such revelations the Japanese middle classes— a rigidly proper 
group compared with either the Japanese upper or lower classes—have 
developed a jaundiced view of the lesser members of the imperial family. 
This view has helped to hold the many demoted princes in their new 
plebeian place. Former Prince Higashikuni, as the most forward and fro- 
ward villain of the clan, has repeatedly tested the public to find out if it 
has yet relented at all.

After resigning as prime minister, Higashikuni pooled assets with March- 
Plot financier Tokugawa Yoshichika, the wartime director of Japan’s South
east Asian espionage headquarters at the Singapore museum and botanical 
gardens. Together they started an antique business. They made a success
ful failure out of their venture by putting nice Japanese pieces into the 
hands of influential Occupationaires. Then, in 1947, they declared them
selves bankrupt and Higashikuni went on to new enterprises, chief of 
which was a religious sect which he named Ultra-Modem Cosmopolitan 
Buddhism.

To serve as high priest in his new religion Higashikuni took back into 
partnership the spiritual confidence man, Ohara Ryukai. Fifteen years 
earlier Ohara had supplied Higashikuni with the talking statue of the 
goddess of mercy which had figured in the Prayer Meeting Plot and others 
leading up to the February Mutiny of 1936. During the war Ohara had 
keen imprisoned for five months for $400,000 worth of accumulated fraud. 
Notwithstanding his past record, Ohara still made an imposing chief priest. 
Ultra-Modern Cosmopolitan Buddhism spread rapidly and enjoyed a par
ticular vogue in the spiritually starved ranks of retired servicemen.

In 1950 SCAP outlawed the “Higashikuni religion” as a subversive mili-

New Clothes
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had died to satisfy good American intentions. They should have been 
avenged but it was impossible to take revenge on good intentions. Nearest 
of kin were forced to admit to the war criminal shades that the zealous 
kamikaze spirit had been abandoned, that samurai ideals were dead, and 
that, for the time being, Japan m ust play the buffoon and lie low.

Epilogue

IMPERIAL CARETAKERS
s.

Yoshida Shigeru, the form er Peace Faction leader who had become the 
prim e minister of occupied Japan, described h is people’s plight as “the 
comic helplessness of being Japanese.” By this wry remark he meant only 
that, during h is 'term  of office, all native Japanese political activity had to 
be suspended and all talents devoted to circumventing or softening the 
reform  directives, the “SCAPINS,” which daily isued from MacArthur’s 
headquarters to be “Potsdammed” through the Diet onto the nation’s law 
books. Except for a year-long interregnum in 1947-48 of well-controlled 
lower-class Socialist government, which embarrassed MacArthur but failed 
to deter him from execution of his programs, Yoshida remained in charge 
of the “comic helplessness” from May 1946 to December 1954.

In  common kamikaze frustration and guilt at being alive, the Japanese 
were politically unified in defeat as they had not been in victory. No factions 
of Army, Navy, and civilian bureaucrats were left to bicker with one an
other. All were hungry together. And so, despite the best ideological ferti
lizers which M acA rthur could plow in, only one middle-of-the-furrow 
party would grow in Japan, and tha t was Yoshida’s, the Liberal-Democratic 
Party. I t  made Japan a more perfect one-party state than Prince Konoye had 
ever been able to achieve through his gang-sponsored, secret-police-sup
ported Im perial Rule Assistance Association. The Liberal-Democratic label, 
however, covered a multitude of sects and schisms. I t  included both the old 
Constitutionalist Party, the Seiyukai, and the SeiyukaCs loyal opposition, 
the progressive, imperial anti-Constitutionalist Minseito.

Beneath its bland surface Yoshida’s party was still fundamentally flawed 
by the same kind of disagreements which had divided the Strike-North and 
Strike-South groups in  prew ar Japan. In  the warrior caste of the samurai, 
many were individualists and traditionalists who persisted in seeing modern- _ 
ization and collectivism as the main threats to Japan’s heritage. They main
tained the Strike-North position that the Russian ideology from across the 
western sea was the most subversive for Japan. The less specialized, less 
military-minded nobles of Court rank, above the samurai, continued to see 
the main danger toward the east in the land o f Commodore Perry. It was 
there that people were controlled by financial rather than family status, by 
wages rather than religion, by the chance to earn ease rather than the 
opportunity to gain salvation through service to a lord. Individualism for e 
working classes was still anathema to Court nobles, and Russian commu-



tary  organization. I t s = Blue-Cloud-M ountain-Dragon-Sea T em p]e~a piece 
of property which had formerly belongcd to  the Army’s judge advocate-^ 
was auctioned Off to  the highest Bidder as seized contraband. In . 1952, as 
soon as the Occupation had ended, the new owner of the. property brought 
a com plaint to court saying % at .minions- d S P n n c ^ ^  
to  terrorize him and had just burned down his house, HigashiJcuni settled 
out of court with a promise to cease and desist. A decade later, However 
in  1962, he had the aplomb to  bring a  countersuit of his own, claiming 
tha t the land in question had been given to h is : family: by Emperor Meiji! 
and rem ained his by divine disposition, The' case dragged on thrdugh the 
courts from June 1962 to February  1964. A  Solomon of a judgehnaliy 
suggested th a t the only way to decide the divine rights of the matter 
m ight be to  call Hirohito' -'into -court :f6t ••ex^ert^tktihlbhyr^ W f g ^  
prom ptly dropped his claim.

SHADOWS B EIIIN p CURTAINS M

H alf em ancipated by the Occupationj half shackled by*'tradition^'the' 
sensitive, literate, emotional Japanese public has been sorely tried and 
torn by the demands m ade on its feelings since the war. It h as  repeatedly 
dem onstrated its affectionate loyalty to ! the Throne by^ oversiibs'cribihg 
palace reconstruction schemes. A t the same time it has: repeatedlydentom 
strated its distrust of form er imperial princes and of former Japanese Army, 
and N avy officers if they speak too resurgently or militantly rW ith ‘fear , of 
the bad old days is coupled a genuine regard for the American G.I. and 
for the dem ocratic institutions lie  brought to ' J a p a n .' Oh ; thedther; hand,: 
with traditional loyalty to Shinto and1 the Throne is coupled a doctrinaire 
belief that Japan  must someday, somehow'avenge herself by besting the 

. U nited ' States. This conviction varies : in emotibnal cohteht from herce 
hatred to unhappy fatalism bu t it is Widespread, and nothing that the most , 
good-natured G .I.’s m ig h th av e  done could ever have uprooted it, ;

Throughout the last twenty years most rfiass movements in Japan have 
been mobilized as instruments of policy for dealingwith the; United States. 
Dem onstrations outside the U.S. Embassy inT okyo  have're^larly,featured^ 
a platoon of ‘vociferous leftists accompanied by- 
folk who turn out because they en joy 'M em onstrati^  
respond to the hints of policemen,' ward heelers or student leaders. Rioters 
may feel in need . of ‘ expressing indignation, sthdents may think they are 
genuinely radical, but in politically sophisticated 
b y  organizers.1w ho 'can  u su ally b e  identifiedas-'the ambidoua. ̂  
staid public figures— men who express officiahhorror at the disorders after
they haved:akeh-■place.^"■■';'':'•'''■>'>: '̂;!̂ ':^ vtt:‘./:::./;:^^v‘;:;'‘'"y^

In  l9 6 b  when the United States still -needed b a se sd ir^ p a iy  
, and short-range missiles, Japanese mobs rioted obstreperously against re-



nism continued to seem far less destructive of the Japanese social fabric of 
family allegiances than did the anti-socialism of American Protestants.

In the postwar era, as before the war, the scions of samurai outnumbered 
those of Court nobles. In 1954, when the Occupation had come to an end 
and the Korean War had restored economic health to Japan, political strife 
awakened within the Liberal-Democratic Party. The majority unseated 
Yoshida and replaced him with Hatoyama Ichiro, the Strike-North partisan 
of General Araki and Prince Saionji, who as education minister from 1931 
to 1934 had led the attack upon Prince Konoye’s professorial imperial 
apologists, the organ theorists.

Between December 10, 1954, and December 23, 1956, under constant 
attack from the scholars and publicists whom he had once offended, Hato
yama formed and dissolved three Cabinets. He had the votes but not the 
influence to stay in office. As historians, since the Occupation, have not been 
able to draw upon subpoenaed diaries, the mechanics of Hatoyama’s down
fall remain hidden. Since his retirement, however, Japan has been ruled 
again by prime ministers possessing Hirohito’s confidence: first by Kishi 
Nobusuke, the former minister of commerce in the wartime Tojo Cabinet, 
then by Ikeda Hayato, former finance minister in the Yoshida and Kishi 
Cabinets, then by Kishi’s younger brother, Sato Eisaku.11

Sato and Kishi, who have dominated the ruling Liberal-Democratic 
Party since 1957, hail from the same south-Choshu area of fishing villages 
and belong to the same network of impecunious samurai families as did 
Emperor Meiji’s great Constitutionalist prime minister, Ito Hirobumi. As 
Ito’s heirs, they hark back to the Meiji era and command allegiances which 
antecede pro and anti Constitutionalist or Strike-North, Strike-South faction
alism. Under their tutelage Japan has pursued the traditional foreign policy 
of Ito and the Constitutionalists: expansion abroad by peaceful means 
only—by economic opportunism, by cultural promotion, and by not so 
much as a ripple of military muscle.

FACTORY POWER

At tlie end of the war Japanese felt that American production of air
craft carriers and airplanes had overwhelmed the homeland despite the 
superior spiritual prowess of Japanese warriors. As a family they re
solved that Japan would never go to war again without overwhelming 
material strength. The peaceful policies of Kishi and Sato have started 
Japan moving toward such strength—moving with a swiftness that is the 
wonder of the economists of other nations.

Japan has passed France, Great Britain, and West Germany to become, 
economically, the world’s third most powerful state. In the lands and

11 Kishi was born a Sato and adopted by the Kishi family. His father, conversely, 
had been born a Kishi and adopted by the Sato family.
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newal of the U.S.-Japanese Mutual Security Treaty, forcing cancellation 
of a visit to Japan by President Eisenhower. Nine years later in 1969, when 
the security treaty came up again for renegotiation, high-spirited students 
looked forward to staging the biggest and best riots in Japanese history. 
Their leaders had been planning novel escapades of protest for a full three 
years beforehand. When the time came, however, Liberal-Democratic 
bosses had the word spread that circumstances had changed since 1960; 
that ICBM’s made bases in Japan a matter of convenience rather than 
necessity for the United States; and that the Mutual Security Treaty was 
now more to Japanese than American advantage. A single nationwide 
demonstration was staged in March 1969 in which 100,000 people par
ticipated. Thereafter the United States agreed to consider seriously the 
return to Japan of Okinawa and the Liberal-Democratic leadership dis
couraged further mob scenes.

After cancellation of the anti-American riots and extension of the se
curity treaty, students in October 1969 expressed their disappointment by 
demonstrating violently against universities. Relative to the tens of thou
sands of students and policemen engaged, few heads were broken. For 
the first time since 1945, however, police boxes were smashed and tram- 
cars turned over not for American benefit by a people united in defeat 
but for domestic benefit by genuine dissidents. The students had only 
vague ideas as to why they were protesting or by what chain of command 
they had been encouraged to protest. They felt a resentment, however, 
against the apparent fact that democracy was a sham and commoners were 
once more being manipulated as pawns in policy struggles taking place 
behind the scenes.

Since at least the early 1960’s the fundamental question at issue within 
the inner sancta of Japan’s closed society has been whether, and if so 
how, Japan should try to dominate her neighbors. Aged Strike-North par
tisans in the Self-Defense Forces and in the Liberal-Democratic Party have 
pleaded as ever for candor, for forthright rearmament, for open declaration 
of limited, practical, foreign-policy goals. In particular they have asked 
that Japan reach a negotiated understanding with the West, enabling her 
to take over most U.S. responsibilities in Asia and to compete on equal 
terms with Communist China for pan-Asian leadership.

Discredited remnants of the Emperor’s Strike-South Faction, including 
all members of the imperial family, have carefully avoided offering any 
ultimate alternative to the program suggested by the Strike-North partisans. 
Rather they have piously supported Prime Minister Sato in his policy of 
all-out peaceful economic development. Some of them have admitted pri
vately that they see no reason on the one hand for alarming the United 
States by an excess of candor and on the other for relieving the United 
States prematurely of its costly military burdens in the Orient. If Japan 
can continue to infiltrate foreign markets and outstrip the Uhited States
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islandsw hich  H irohito once hoped to dominate by force, Japanese trade : 
reigns:suprem e. Filipinos, Indonesians, and even Australians depend on 
Japanese salesmen for m ost of the manufactured goods they import’ and ' 
on Japanese buyers for most of the, raw materials they export.

’ Jap a n  has become a  great factory. Pylons strut across her green hills. The 
concrete;.of superhighw ays,lies heavy on her paddy lands. A  belch of 
smoke, which darkens the poetic heart of the samurai, threatens to blot 
out the sacred sun; Opinions differ as to the  outcome. Some Western eco
nomic analysts say tha t problems o f pollution will ultimately halt Japan’s 
growth; . O thers say th a t Prim e M inister Sato and the board of what is 
anxiously called Japan  Inc. have simply no t yet dealt with pollution. Until 
1965 the per-capita income of Japanese was held below $500 a year. 
Then, in the n ex t five years, when there began to be a little room in 
Japan ’s factory, building program  to pay the builders, the per-capita in
com e abruptly trebled to over $1,500 a year. If pollution has to be re
duced, it may be that workers will temporarily go without raises again 
while money is being invested in smoke and waste control.

Barring- any sudden breakdown in Japan’s well-collected mercantile 
genius, W estern economists agree that by 1980 the Japanese gross national 
product will exceed tha t of the Soviet Union and before the year 2000 that 
of the U nited States.

N either the half-free American economy nor the rigidly planned Soviet 
economy has been able to match the Japanese growth rate except fitfully. 
B ureaucratic shortsightedness recurrently bogs down Soviet booms in bottle
necks and surpluses. U.S. spurts peak out in runaway opportunism, infla- 
tion, and technological unemployment. Japan, by comparison, has shown 
an uncanny ability, through a spirit of internal co-operation and cohesion, 
to dam p ou t economic fluctuations. Japanese industrialists have regularly 
worked together for the sake of the nation while still competing for the 

:sake of themselves. Japanese workers have regularly foregone spendthrift 
consumption in Javor of saving and have worked long hours for fringe 
benefits ra ther than quick purchasing power.

Japan’s astonishing economic growth in the 1950’s and 1960’s is no 
new or passing phenomenon. I t  is simply a resumption of Japan’s equally 
astonishing development from  1867 to 1944. The American B-29 s caused 
a tem porary setback, costing a decade Of hard work, but from the grand 
view of the econom ist Japan, since she started from a state of medieval 
technology' and monetary bankruptcy in 1867, has continued to increase 
her wealth m ore steadily and rapidly than any other power and this ; 
despite her cramped area, dense population, and acute lack of natura
resources. ' v l ’ ''-’y  ‘•j- .

The secret of Japan’s achievement has been her stem, hierarchic fami y. ; 
■ system of government, combining as it does many of the most galvanizing 
features of individualism as well as collectivism. Young; Japanese have



in  rate of economic growth, there will eventually come a time, they say, 
when Japan can confront the land of Perry  and M acArthur on equal- 
terms. Then it will no t be necessary to seek a negotiated understanding 
with the W est; Japan’s pre-eminence in  Asia will be an accomplished fact

D uring the last decade Japan’s high-level secret introspections have 
found public expression in several incidents which no Western observer 
can know for sure how to interpret. In  general, however, it is the heirs to 
the Strike-North heritage who encourage popular unrest for they are the 
partisans of international frankness and public discussion. Prime Minister 
Sato is on the side of silence. H irohito’s imperial kinsmen support Sato 
bu t do no t object to  an occasional incident as means of gauging popular 
sentiment.

O ne of the earliest outbreaks connected with the great debate was the 
“Three Nothings Incident” of 1961. Mikami Taku, the paroled Misty 
Lagoon flight lieutenant who in 1932 had shot Prime Minister Inukai 
through the head, resolved twenty-nine years later that “direct action” 
was once again needed to  bring Japan to her senses. He approached mem
bers of the Self-Defense Forces for co-operation in a coup d’etat. They 
reported him to the police. When he was arrested he insisted that he had 
m eant no  harm  and had only wanted to bring to nothing three great evils— 
bribery, taxes, and unemployment. For his “three nothings” he was appro
priately sentenced to three years of imprisonment.

In  1932, when he assassinated Prime Minister Inukai, it had been hard 
to tell whether M ikam i, in his headstrong idealism, was most under the 
influence of ex-Navy pilot Prince Yamashina, the Emperor’s kinsman at 
the M isty Lagoon, or of W ar Minister Araki, the Strike-North leader. In 
June 1961, when he went to prison for the second time, it was still im
possible to be sure for whom he acted, for he was still close both to re
tired General A raki and to former Prince Higashikuni.

O n February 26, 1965, shortly after he emerged from prison, Mikami 
participated in a rightist rally which again raised many eyebrows. The 
occasion was the twenty-ninth anniversary of the February Mutiny of 1936. 
M ikami was guest of ✓ honor at the unveiling of a public monument in 
m em ory of the rebels. Beside him on the speakers’ platform sat Sagoya 
Tom eo, who had shot Prime M inister Hamaguchi in 1930, and Blood 
Brother Konum a Tadashi, who had shot financier Inoue Junnosuke in
1932. Sagoya now  read his given name as Yoshiaki and Konuma his as 
Hirom itsu bu t all present knew' perfectly well who both men were.

The principal speaker that day was none other than the eighty-seven- 
year-old form er General Araki, still full of droll Shavian eloquence even 
after ten years in prison as a  war criminal. Political connoisseurs took the 
strange get-together of aged assassins as a warning to Hirohito that Jap 
anese idealism could no longer be used privily to intimidate but only pu 
licly in frank and open discussion.
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regularly shown great initiative, secure in the belief that parents will ex
cuse and a supreme parent, the Emperor, will sanction their acts. Old 
Japanese, even the most rich and greedy, have conferred, compromised, 
and worked together like brothers. Simple methods, realistic goals, and a 
sense of mission— of “God with us”— continue to inspire even the hyper
modem Japan of the 1970’s. As a result its bullet trains run on time and its 
videotape recorders work smoothly. Its public libraries and sewage sys
tems are few, but its exchequers overflow with the hardest currencies of 
international exchange and its super-cities contain almost no slums.12

Prime .Minister Sato personally presides over Japan’s Supreme Trade 
Council on which the wizened, hard-eyed bankers and industrialists of 
Japan sit to agree upon annual national goals and division of world markets. 
The great cartels, which were officially broken up by MacArthur, con
tinue to act as well-integrated units. The directors of the fragment com
panies of the Mitsui combine, for instance, all occupy the same building, 
consult with one another over private phone lines and across private cor
ridors, and remain loyal to the dictates of the Mitsui family.

The Sato government holds all the big-business families together in a 
super-family. It grants them preferential credit, tax incentives, and insurance 
in all their overseas investments. Inter-cartel meetings of managers are 
held regularly, under government auspices, to agree upon price-fixing and 
sales propaganda in foreign lands. Japan's growing foreign-aid program 
is carefully discussed with export division managers so that it will dove
tail with over-all economic planning, creating long-term credits and raw- 
material processing capacity in areas abroad where Japanese traders see 
market potential. The Japanese government owns a profit-making corpo
ration called JETRO which supplies overseas advertising to Japanese 
firms and sells them information about favorable foreign investment op
portunities. Sato’s Supreme Trade Council not only helps to set the annual 
goals of Japanese economic expansion but also advises on the means by 
which the cartels will be most willing to achieve the goals.

Since the war the great Japanese merchant families, who a century ago 
were just above untouchables in caste, have all been privileged to form 
ties of marriage with the Court nobility or with the imperial family itself. 
Today the men who sit on Sato’s council consider themselves aristocrats. 
They have been let into the “inner circle” as they never were before the 
war. They are now part of the elite in the most nearly tribal society which

12 Broad areas of Tokyo, Osaka, and a few other large cities are covered with 
crowded shacks which appear to the casual tourist to be no better than slum dwell
ings. Nor are they except in one important psychological respect. Each shack has a 
hny garden a yard or two square, and almost all the inmates of the shacks have

ank or postal savings accounts. Almost none of the slum dwellers are on relief and
CW 01 ^em are even supported by relatives. Only in the 1960’s did the municipal 

governments of Tokyo and Osaka begin to acknowledge that their shanty towns pre
sented any social problem at all.
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During the five years from 1965 to 1970 Prime Minister Sato’s govern

ment undercut the outspoken Strike-North partisans by relaxing somewhat 
the stem thrift of Japan’s economic revival and allowing some of the na
tion’s earnings to be diverted from factory building to workers’ wages. As 
a result taxable per-capita income and consumer spending both trebled. 
Almost every farmhouse gained its electric rice cooker and television an
tenna. Only idealistic students and samurai diehards could any longer 
complain of the direction in which the nation was heading.

In 1967, with little protest, an old national holiday was revived: Febru
ary 11 or National Foundation Day. On this date, until disabused by Mac- 
Arthur’s men in 1948, Japanese had long celebrated Emperor Jimmu’s 
mythical ascension to the Throne in 660 b.C. N ow, on February 11, 1967,
100,000 pilgrims showed their approval of returning to old ways by 
journeying to the countryside outside Nara in the Kyoto area and paying 
homage at Emperor Jimmu’s supposed tumulus.

LONE CRY OF ANGUISH

Nearly three more years of prosperity passed before the ill-conceived 
student riots of October 1969. These were directed very largely against 
the organ-theory academicians of the 1930’s. When the public showed no 
sympathy for the rioters, it looked as if the old partisans of the Strike- 
North movement had fought and lost their last quixotic battle with the 
Japanese Establishment. One determined spirit, however, who had sup
ported the students and shared their dissatisfactions, was not prepared to 
give up. Somehow nation and Emperor must be made to see the dangers 
of economic imperialism and to cherish the beauty of the old Japan. For 
months this solitary samurai considered the means of protest at his dis
posal and settled at last upon the traditional one, the ultimate gesture of 
sincerity, suicide. It was to be one of the most spectacular suicides in 
Japanese history.

The unlikely hero—or villain— in this act of self-destruction was none 
other than Japan’s celebrated novelist Mishima Yukio. He was a man of 
good samurai family who had graduated during the war from Japan’s most 
exclusive academy, the Peers’ School. With sufferance, because of his mani
fest talent, he had gone on to become something of an eccentric. He 
furnished his house with the most ugly Western Victorian furniture. He 
was a homosexual. He kept a wife and two children. He had been repeat
edly considered as a candidate by the Nobel Prize committee in Sweden/ 
Since adolescence he had been haunted by memories of the kamikaze 
pilots of 1944-45 and by a sense of inadequacy in not having been one 
of them. According to his critics his writings apotheosized a life style of 
sex every night followed by suicide every morning.

A dramatist and actor as well as a novelist, Mishima was theatrical.
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has; adapted, to the upheavals; of the last. txvo thousand years. As'such ^  
have adopted the imperial mission which is to defend Japan’s ghostly heri
tage from molestation by the outside world. / - b i y ; . , . ' ;> V . ' ; . < ; v̂ ::vb 

M acA rthur hoped to change the; religious mission of thc: .Japanese'- upper 
classes by his benign Occupation of Japan. But lie elevated Yoshida and. 
other leading enemies of, the.U nited States to high office and he persecuted 
the less well-bom enemies of Russia,evpnputting''ffie-political;leader;of;the 
Strike-North m ovem ent,,- General Araki, in p r is o n ; ks a war criminal. As 
Prim e M inister Yoshida observed: “The Occupation was hampered by 
its lack o f know ledge,. and even more so perhaps by i ts :generally happy 
ignorance of the. am ount o f . requisite: knowledge it lacked.” ; . ■ •

' ' ' THE SILENT EMPEROR

. In  developing his. blind spot toward the Em peror, MacArthur accepted 
views handed down to him. by Ambassador. Grew and other prewar diplo-: 
mats. H e then refused to consider .and, by suppressing; evidence,' prevented 
others from considering, the truth about the Em peror as it might have been 
revealed in captured documents. T hat a mere mortal could fill the role of 
god, leaving unsatisfied the need for a larger, omnipotent, omnipresent 
Being, exceeded-the imagination of M acArthur and many other Christian 
th in k e rs .'- * V  \.;b-

M acA rthur was shrewd in seeing Hirohito as an indispensable helpmate; 
in reforming Japan. M acA rthur was shortsighted in'believirig that .Hirohitp. 
could be emasculated by forgiveness and forgetfulness. It did not hurt 
H irohito to have underlings take-the  blame for him, for that was cus
tom ary irt Japan at-any time. ;It did hurt M acArthur, however, to make 
light of W estern science and justice by strapping blinders on the-Intehia- 
tional Military Tribunal; for the Far- East, i v b ; T -S ; 

H ad M acA rthur been wiser and- stronger he might have - insisted that
the trial of m inor war criminals— of-concen tra tion ;camp.command ants.
and secret-police torturers1—w as;:enOugh,^ and -fh'at the punitive.^ntihients/ 
of. politicians in - W ashington and .Canberra -‘should - not .:bO';:e»ended; t5 ... 
policy-shaping members of HirohitoY retinue.; Indeed, if he had been 
supremely wise., and strong, he might have insisted that the roughly: $9 
million spent on trying Tojo and his colleagues be used .instead fo r. a 
nOnpunitive inquiry into the mechanics Of leadership which had Jed Japan 
to offend the world. Truth, :ih short, could ;have been' pursuecl,:COuld h ^  .: 
been pu t On record, and cOuld have provided the ' Japanese people wit r . 
more reliable clues to self-government than any of. the fragile American . 
relationships with-' Japanese aristocrats

; Now that M acA rthur lias passed into histoty, events.have left Hirp ito.
: ■ still warmly enshrined in the hearts, of his tribe. A majority, of JaPan̂ e 
; still feel the imperial taboo and speak of theiV ruler Only; with great i -



the Self-Defense Forces were the best A rm y,'N avy, and A ir Force in Asia 
Despite the considerable co-operation which Self-Defense Force leaders 

had  extended to M ishim a, they had  failed to give him a microphone with 
which to m ake his final words heard. Some of the 1,200 men gathered to 
hear him  shouted “Baka” and “Bakaro” a t him — “You idiot, you peasant” 
— and drow ned out the logic of his eloquence. Mishima cut short his ad
dress, stalked back  inside from  the balcony, and turned to the difficult part 
of his gesture, for which he had done the m ost intensive psychological self
preparation. H e  knelt and ripped open his belly with a knife. One of his 
gold-braided retainers hacked and hacked again at his neck with a sword. 
W hen M ishim a had finally been decapitated, his headsman knelt in turn, 
cut his own belly and was decapitated by  a second retainer.

M any Japanese rem arked upon the extreme sincerity and traditionalism 
of M ishim a’s suicide. The gory rite of decapitation by a second had been 
seldom practiced since the  eighteenth century. Most of the important 
twentieth century suicides had m ade sure tha t they would be seconded by 
m en who were good pistol shots o r who knew how to cut into the carotid 
artery from  the back  of the neck. >

M ishim a’s friends and admirers in the West could hardly believe the 
sacrifice he had m ade of his great talent. In the shocked obituaries which 
they wrote for New Y ork, Paris, and London newspapers, they sought to 
explain his action in purely personal terms, acknowledging that they had 
never understood his political compulsions. None ventured to examine 
the m erits of the cause for which he had killed himself.

In  Japan  an editorialist of the imperial faction, Yamamoto Kenkichi, 
was quick to  point out tha t the act of violence made a Roman candle of 
M ishim a’s career, leaving “one flash in the darkness and nothing else.” 
Novelist A rim a of the imperial family contented himself with private ob
servations to the effect that the futility of Mishima’s death exposed the 
theatrical trum pery of the 1936 February Mutiny.

A fter the event the men of the Self-Defense Forces who were inter
viewed by newsmen all expressed regret that they had booed Mishima and 
showed adm iration fo r his courage in acting upon his convictions. To a 
man, however, they continued to  disagree with him. The Emperor, they in
sisted, should no t and could not be held responsible for Japan—not in 
1971 any m ore than in  1945. The Mac A rthur Constitution, they said, 
was right in defining him as a “symbol of state” rather than a living god.

“The E m peror should be a symbol,” declared one sergeant, a pillar 
the people o f Japan can rely on in their hearts. H e should not be in politics 
himself, nor should he  be used by those who are in politics.”

Despite the devout naivete and historical ignorance manifested by sue 
rem arks, Japanese editorialists agreed in conclusion that the men oH ie 
Self-Defense Forces had proved themselves true individualists, true citizen 
soldiers, true products of postwar democracy. -
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fidence. Some politicians are willing to comment snidely upon Hirohito 
in private, but they do so more to suggest their noble birth and cosmopolitan 
independence than because they feel any irreverence. Some plebeian 
Marxists make theoretical statements against the institution of the Throne 
but seldom dare to attack Hirohito personally except through veiled, tech
nically inoffensive hints. For instance, one of the most scurrilous booklets 
of anti-imperial propaganda, which may be bought at left-wing bars in 
Tokyo, is a handsomely boxed pamphlet containing ninety-nine identical 
pictures of Hirohito, looking his coldest, most sneering, and least lovable. 
Not a word illuminates this protest except a title and a designation of pub
lisher: “Portrait of our Imperial Parent; Imperial Household Ministry.” Xi

Since the end of the war, Hirohito has said little and allowed his public 
image to be rewrought by competent professional image-makers. In the 
early days of the Occupation, Prince Higashikuni, the prime minister for 
the surrender, apologized to the nation for unsuccessful imperial family 
leadership. Hirohito followed the apology with a tour of provincial areas. 
It was widely reported that when one of MacArthur’s aides had tried to 
shake his hand he bowed graciously and said, “Let’s do it this way, in the 
Japanese style, without touching,” On his tour, however, he adopted the 
new American style and shook hands vigorously with his native Japanese 
constituents. Those who made contact with the divine hand were awed; 
a few of them were startled into attempts at conversation. Hirohito be
came famous for the unvarying words of his noncommittal response: Ah 
so desuka? “Oh, is that so?”

The Japanese masses supposed that in his bows and handshakes Hiro
hito was wearing a hair shirt before the world and drinking gall. The symbol 
of Hirohito’s humiliation came to be the famous photograph showing Mac- 
Arthur in casual khaki standing head and shoulders above the newly non- 
deified god-king in his seedy wartime morning clothes. Whether Hirohito 
felt his shame as keenly as others felt it for him may be doubted. In any 
case he endured it with good spirits and benefited by the fact that all Jap
anese felt sorry for him. Never before had he occupied such a warm place 
in the affection of his subjects.

Hirohito continued to do public penance throughout the seven years of 
the Occupation. In 1946 he was forced to dissolve the imperial family 
holding company and give most of his fortune back to the people. Through
out the war crimes trials, he read every word of testimony and legal

” Supporters of the Throne are sensitive about Hirohito’s appearance. In 1968 a 
cosmopolitan young Japanese publisher, the son of one of the diplomats who repre
sented Hirohito at the signing of surrender on the battleship Missoni! in 1945, read a 
part of the work in hand with a view to having it translated for the home market. 
He reached the description of the Emperor at the August 9, 1945, conference (in 
Chapter 2) and slapped the manuscript down in anger. “This book,” he said, “will 
never be published in Japan. You cannot describe the Emperor so."
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AtMishima’s funeral— a tolerant Buddhist affair attended by fashionable 

friends in maxis, minis, and bell-bottoms— one eulogist tried to break 
through the all-pervasive complacency by begging Hirohito “for even a 
single word [of comment on the suicide] from the imperial family.”

On the balcony, and in his essays and articles for several years before 
mounting the balcony, Mishima had been asking Hirohito to break silence 
and say something meaningful and religious about the sacrifice of World 
War II. Hirohito had not responded then and he did not respond now. 
Instead, on January 5, 1971, forty days after Mishima’s suicide, the Em
peror appeared in public to officiate at the award-giving in the annual 
poetry-writing contest. The theme of the year was the word ie, meaning 
house or home or clan. Hirohito’s own contribution to the contest was:

Amid the cedars,
I see a clump of houses, 
and then the cedars 
step out row after long row 
across the Tonami plain.18

Some Japanese opined that Hirohito, in this verse, had spoken out for 
pollution control on behalf of more trees and less houses; others insisted 
that he had spoken for continued breakneck economic development and 
for less trees and more houses. To all obvious intents and purposes Hiro
hito spoke not at all. The bright television lights seemed to bother him. 
He closed his eyes and seemed to be sleeping.

THE FUTURE

In 1931, when Japan invaded Manchuria and began her march toward 
Pearl Harbor, the United States did not have the military strength in the 
Orient to say her nay. As a result some five million human beings would 
die. This suffering, and all the present evils in Asia which stemmed from 
it, could probably have been averted if the United States had known how 
to contain Japan. The United States has since learned the lesson that de
terrent military strength is a prerequisite to the containment of other nations. 
On a worldwide basis, however, no strength can ever suffice unless it is 
applied with mechanical advantage. To threaten an entire nation is to in
sult a people and gain more enemies than can ever be defeated. Far wiser 
is it to keep force as a basis for polite private conversations with the key 
leaders of a possible opponent.

If U.S. Intelligence agencies, backed by military force and speaking 
through the State Department, could have discreetly threatened to expose 
the machinations of the Throne at any time before September 1931, the

10 A sacred wilderness area near the north coast in western Honshu.
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wrangling and occasionally .asked his courtiers to insert corrections in the 
; record through Court-controlled witnesses.' In  , 1947, after many unavail
ing evasions, he was compelled to let his uncles and cousins be dembted 
to the rank of commoners. In  1948, when sentence was about to be 

. passed on Tojo:. and the other m ajor w ar criminals, :he threatened again; 
as he had at the start of the trials, to abdicate. Mac Arthur made con
cessions in other matters bu t refused to interfere with the judgment of the 
Allied jurists presiding on the tribunal. Having gained a little leverage, 
H irohito, after all, sent M acA rthur a pledge that he would not abdicate.

Having m ade his gestures of penitence and resistance, Hirohito took a 
new suit into his wardrobe for the first time since the war and settled 
down to live out the last three years of the American Occupation in ap
parent preoccupation with his hobby o f m arine biology. When the Occupa
tion ended in 1952 he gradually and guardedly resumed a .part in national 
affairs. How large a part will not be known for a generation or more until 
publication of some of the relevant documents. A little is known'already, 
however. •>’

U nder the pretext of advising the Im perial Household Ministry, retired 
prim e ministers and other public figures have reconstituted a near fac
simile of the . Privy Council which M acA rthur abolished in 1945. As a 
“symbol o f  state” H irohito retains the duty of putting his seal upon some 
10,000 government documents annually., Since 1957 he has demanded, 
in exchange for discharge of this duty, that he receive regular briefings, at 
least once a week, from the prim e minister. In the more than fourteen 
years of the Sato brothers’ stewardship of the nationj his' -'imperial^ques- 
tions” have been seriously considered and respected. . ;. . . .  ;
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- • PRIVY POCKETING

During his silence, H irohito has been, quietly gathering the major; in-' 
gredient of private power: money. A t:the end of,the-war ihisjfaniily^holdfe^ ■ 
stood at about three billion yen with an official value of less than a $100 
million and a real value of $400 to $500 million. . 'A.-,small fraction .of the. 
fortune was in greatly depreciated .bank deposits. About, at tenth .of 

. capital investment greater than that of any of the cartels .except. Mitsui — 
was in damaged w ar .factories. The b u lk -o f it was in undeprecjated Jan >.

. gold, and jew els., SCAP succeeded in • taking, aw ay; about tw o. thi rds o f t  is 
, treasure and giving it to the.Japanese government.Almost,al3 the rest a 
• been entrusted, during .the closing months of the war, to loyal trustees_

: , Acknowledging the impossibility. of tracing all ..this buried wealth,

" The. eleven:,.branches .o f .the .'Mitsui. family held ',390 million
’.•,r.caj)itar:''gop'ds;-The.-twdvbranches'vof. the TWasaki’s ,.. w h oran ,-Mitsubis i, . e . :

! '’millions;:'^thP.Sumitbm6,s."held, 31.4 millions;; and;;the: Imperial .Househp . 7
. ; : somewhat;more than 33,0,imillioris.: ' jv/.-;.V;!< ;.y • .7 ly-.v
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Pacific h a lf of W orld W ar I I  could most likely have been postponed in
definitely. W ithout bloodshed a  situation could thereby have been achieved 
for U.S. interests in  Asia which would certainly have been no worse than 
that which was achieved through much bloodshed.

Again in the 1970's U.S. leaders had  to give grave thought to Japanese- 
American relations. The septuagenarian H irohito was a spent samurai, who 
could no t be a w ar leader again after the shame of 1945. He had carried 
himself well under the humiliation of defeat, but as long as he reigned, 
Japan  would persevere in the ways of peace. In the fall of 1971 he planned 
to round o u t his Showa era by paying a flying visit to Bonn, Brussels, Paris, 
and London. H e was scheduled to set out on September 27, the fiftieth 
anniversary of his report to the gods after his history-shaping 1921 Euro
pean tour. Thereafter, it was rumored, he would turn over most state 
business to his son, Crown Prince Akihito, who would be thirty-eight in 
Decem ber 1971.

A s tu to r to the crown prince during the Occupation, Elizabeth Gray 
Vining gave Akihito a favorable report card as a bright, charming, and 
sensitive young man. According to courtiers, however, Mrs. Vining may 
have taken an indulgent view of her charge and may have closed her 
eyes to some of the tough, cynical ways of thought which had been trained 
into him during the first thirteen years of his life before her coming to 
Japan. Nonetheless it has been attributed to Mrs. Vining’s tutelage that 
Akihito later broke precedent with tradition by marrying a commoner of 
no  C ourt rank, the daughter of a  wealthy cartel owner, whom he met on 
a  tennis court. On trips abroad to Europe and the Philippines, Akihito has 
impressed foreign observers by his polish and understanding of local prob
lems.

Like H irohito before him, Akihito has inherited a religious duty in 
which vengeance has a part. Like Hirohito, too, he can be relied upon to 
do conscientiously whatever he believes he should do. Only the Japanese 
people, who are individually moral, courageous, and literate, can be ex
pected to redirect national policy if it threatens to lead Japan again toward 
excesses. A t the m om ent the people are busy enjoying the recent better
m ent in their lives. They are apathetic to calls upon both their conscience 
and their patriotism . Nevertheless, within the ceremonial formulas of the 
democracy which M acA rthur left them, they will be asked soon to take 
sides in the debate about the goals or vengeance which Japan should ulti
mately pursue.

In  the past men like Saionji, Araki, Matsuoka, and Mishima, who hope 
to influence national policy making, have sacrificed themselves in the tra i- 
tional Japanese m anner— by passionately polite hints. They have faile . o 
do m ore than em barrass their aristocratic patrons. If the Throne is to e 
m ade a true symbol of state and servant of majority interests in Japan,

Epilogue



made it illegal for the Emperor, in the years ahead, to accept gifts of any 
size.

Socialists in the Diet have periodically investigated the transactions of 
the Imperial Household Ministry in an effort to enforce the law, but ade
quate policing has not proved possible. It is estimated that the submerged 
imperial fortune, held in trust by loyal brokers, may now amount to con
siderably more than $1 billion.

In addition to his concealed assets, Hirohito has gradually amassed, by 
completely open means, a little gambling bankroll in the stock market, 
estimated to be from $40 to $50 million. Some of this money, which has 
grown quickly because of remarkable investment opportunities, represents 
repayment, through information, of some of the hidden imperial funds. 
The seed crystals from which it has grown, however, have been laid aside 
from the legal spending money alloted to Hirohito annually, by Diet vote, 
since 1947.

The Diet annually passes on three separate appropriations for the up
keep of the imperial family. The largest (some $12 million in 1970) goes 
to the upkeep of Hirohito’s palaces and villas. A second (some $200,000 
in 1970) goes to the support of the families of Hirohito’s daughters and 
brothers, each of which receives a tax-free allowance of about $30,000 a 
year. The third appropriation goes into the privy purse of Hirohito and 
his son, Crown Prince Akihito. who reached the age of thirty-seven in 
December 1970. It, too, is tax free, but it represents almost pure profit 
because the imperial grounds and buildings, the imperial garages and 
marinas, the imperial tables and wardrobe, the imperial entertainments 
and protocols, and the imperial travel accounts are all covered by the 
separate, principal appropriation in support of the imperial household.

This mad money of Hirohito was set at a niggardly $22,000 a year in 
1947.1S By the end of the Occupation in 1952, it had been raised to 
$83,000, by 1965 to $189,000, by 1968 to $233,000, and by 1971 to over 
$300,000. Since the imperial allowance is all tax free, accessible and as 
good as the national exchequer, it enables Hirohito to stand pat with the 
largest of the cartels or to dive with the fastest plungers. Assisted by more 
than a score of investment counselors— a part of the permanent palace 
staff of about two thousand menials, chamberlains, guards, and experts—  
Hirohito has invested in the stock market wisely. (It is said that his port
folio is a bit heavy in electronics and hotels.)

In addition to giving Hirohito an annual raise in allowance, the Diet has 
also appropriated to Hirohito’s use a number of special building funds 11

11 Eight million yen with an official value of $160,000 and an actual value of 
about $22,000. It was one of the curiosities of the postwar Japanese economy that, as 
it recovered strength, MacArthur’s experts gradually allowed the yen to seek Its 
level on the market. As a result the yen was at first worth less and later more than 
its dollar quotation. I have used the factor of 360 to one for all post-1946 conversions.
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criticism of it and of national policy may have to be expressed more ex
plicitly in the future. - .

Many Japanese will try to dismiss from mind the ugly story told in this 
book, assuring themselves that it is a simplification. In a sense they will he 
right. Here the ideas of leaders have been put forward as the mainsprings 
oi Japanese political action, whereas, in practice, Japanese tend to  think 
of politics only in terms of personal ties between friends who have done 
favors for one another. If these pages have done scant justice to the com
plexities of allegiance and loyalty in Japan, perhaps they will stimulate 
Japanese historians to recount fully the personal relationships involved in 
the undoubted events of Hirohito’s reign. Up to now Japanese explanations 
of the period have struck many Westerners as either allusively circumstan
tial or mystically broad.

To face reality, to earn the goodwill of neighboring peoples, and to make 
Asia a responsible fourth force which can stand apart from America, Russia, 
and Europe are hard tasks without glamor. They can be achieved only by 
exorcising the spell of the ancestors, by blowing away the heavy halo of 
taboo which encircles the Throne, and by shattering the devout silence 
which makes conspirators of all who enter service in the palace. Japanese 
know and dread the alternative, which is to dive back into the Pacific to 
grapple once again with Commodore Perry’s leviathan.

New Clothes 1 0 ^
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which have been augmented by tax-deductible contributions from loyal 
subjects. In  1959 the villa of the Crown Prince was rebuilt. In 1962 
Hirohito’s wartime living quarters, the Im perial Library in the Fukiage 
Gardens, were expanded, modernized, and refurnished. In  1963 construc
tion began on a new ceremonial palace to take the place of Emperor 
M eiji's magnificent edifice which had burned down on the night of 
M ay 25, 1945.

Completed in 1967, the new palace cost over $36 million. I t is a hand
some, m odern concrete building with traditional roofs of green copper. 
Its seven wings, containing no less than 243,000 square feet of floor space, 
include a banqueting hall which can accommodate 3,000 guests. Its archi
tect, Yoshim ura Junzo, who also designed the Japanese house in New 
Y ork’s M useum of M odern A rt, withdrew from the project in 1965, two 
years before its completion. I t was claimed that he had aesthetic differences 
with H irohito’s chamberlains about some of the furnishings. In fact, after 
his departure, the underground areas of the palace, which include a 120-car 
garage, were redivided and greatly improved with vaults and stairways 
which do no t appear in his original plans.

The new palace was considered such a success that Prime Minister Sato 
set aside another $2 million in 1968, to build Hirohito a new summer 
villa, with advanced marine research and communications facilities, on the 
least polluted, westernmost shores of Suruga Bay, near Shimoda, 110 miles 
from  Tokyo.

Epilogue

DEMORALIZED PRINCELINGS

W hile H irohito has silently prospered, his many kinsmen, who strutted 
about the Em pire on inspections during the war years, have adjusted poorly 
to enforced retirem ent. Their undignified comments, carouses, cupidities, 
promiscuities, and other assorted incompetences as private citizens have 
repeatedly embarrassed the Throne and titillated a generation of Japanese 
tabloid readers.

Kanin H aruhito, the disentitled son of Prince Kanin Kotohito, former 
A rm y chief of staff, managed a “tourist agency,” an “iron works,” and 
two “trading companies” during the hectic giveaway years between 1945 
and 1949. All four ventures operated a t a loss, and Kanin’s wife grew 
weary of her husband’s role as a SCAP-palace pander. In her dissatis
faction she developed an intimacy with one of Kanin’s former Army sub
ordinates, a M r. Takahashi. As she was, in her own right, a daughter of the 
noble Ichijo family and the headmistress of a fashionable girls’ school, her 
dalliance excited gossip. A fter a showdown with the directors of the school, 
she abriiptly walked out on all her form er life and, in partnership with Mr. 
Takahashi, opened a successful coffeehouse on the Ginza in downtown 
Tokyo.
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opportunity.” In other words, Japan must exploit the distrust between 
the United States and Russia in order to negotiate a surrender. Without a- 
word being said explicitly about peace, everyone in the room understood 
that peace was the issue. As Hirohito later explained to one of his cham
berlains: “A concealed clause, which we may call clause X, was contained 
in the proposals laid before the imperial conference of June 8. This clause 
was a peace clause.”

As soon as the meeting had adjourned imperial advisor Kido drafted a 
written plan for implementing the peace resolution. His idea was that the 
United States could be made to concede terms out of fear that, otherwise, 
Japan would give China to Russia. He proposed therefore that Japan 
should begin conversations with Russia at once on two separate topics: 
what bribe Russia would take to remain a neutral', and what te rn s  Russia, 
as mediator, would be willing to try to get for Japan in a peace settlement. 
Kido proposed that Japan should hold out for two conditions: preservation 
of the Emperor system of government and some face-saving statement by 
the enemy that Japan had won peace with honor. Hirohito approved Kido’s 
plan the next day, June 9, and Foreign Minister Togo T at once promised 
to press home negotiations with the Russian ambassador in Tokyo. Hiro
hito urged Togo “not to be too prudent.” One of Togo’s envoys had been 
talking to Russia’s Ambassador Malik for a week. As yet the two men 
had not passed the point of drinking tea together and swapping stories 
about the lack of understanding for the Russian character in Japanese 
provincial areas.

A-Bomb

POTSDAM ULTIMATUM

This was the state of cold fear and colder cunning which immobilized 
Japan in June when President Truman began to prepare for the Potsdam 
Conference in mid-July. It was a state unknown to any American at the time 
and not one which would have aroused much sympathy if it had been 
known. As yet the Japanese government had made no official offer to 
surrender. On June 18, President Truman approved plans for Operation 
Olympic which would have sent a million Americans into the beachheads 
of southern Japan in the coming November. To support the invasion Chief 
of Staff Marshall in Washington was expecting to need— for “tactical use” 
—no less than nine of the new untried atomic bombs.

By coincidence, on that same day, June 18, Hirohito began to feel that 
bis ministers were dawdling over the task of salvaging an honorable peace. 
That afternoon Lord Privy Seal Kido arranged a meeting of the Big Six— 
fbe chiefs of staff; Army, Navy, foreign, and prime ministers— and had
4-
7 Not to be confused with Japan’s notorious World War U Prime Minister Tojo, 

spelled with a /.
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them adopt a tim etable for ending the war. They agreed that negotiations 
m ust be opened i n  Moscow before the middle of July and that the target 
date for cease-fire should be September. Their plan was confirmed at a 
meeting in the Imperial Presence four days later. I t  was an unusual meeting 
in that H irohito spoke individually to the ministers requiring their active 
co-operation in the humiliating task ahead. The next day Hirohito asked 
his advisor Kido to have work begun on the imperial rescript which would 
have to be issued explaining defeat to the people.

A week later, on June 29, the Japanese foreign ministry finally made its 
first written proposal to the U.S.S.R. Through an intermediary,8 Foreign 
M inister Togo offered Soviet Am bassador M alik a neutral Manchuria, no 
more special Japanese fishing privileges, favorable consideration of other 
Russian requests— this pittance in exchange for a pledge by Russia that she 
would refrain from joining in the war against Japan. No mention was made 
of Japan surrendering. On the contrary the Japanese emissary suggested 
that perhaps the U.S.S.R. would like to throw in some oil and aviation gas 
in order to weaken the common enemy, the United States. Soviet Ambassa
dor Malik fidgeted and seemed hardly to be listening. The Japanese were 
no t offering enough to tempt Russia nor asking enough to help themselves. 
Malik stifled a yawn and promised routinely to study the proposal. For the 
next two weeks he put off increasingly desperate Japanese representations. 
H e was sick in bed, he  said, with Japanese dysentery.

On Independence Day, the British government concurred jovially in 
what it termed the “independent” U.S. decision to use the bomb.

In  Tokyo that day leaders were discussing fresh intelligence from Switz
erland. I t came this time from Lieutenant General Okamoto, the head of 
the Army “peace mission” there. Through a third party Okamoto had 
sounded out Allen Dulles, the chief of the O.S.S. in Europe, as to what 
terms, if any, the United States would give Japan. Dulles had replied that 
“if Japan surrenders” it was the “understanding” of the United States that 
the Allies would allow the Em peror system of government to be continued. 
I t was the one condition which Japanese leaders months earlier had agreed 
to settle for if worst came to worst. B ut no one knew how much trust to put 
in it. Japanese spy agencies had offered such reassurances routinely in 
China without any intention of honoring them. Moreover, on July 2, Sen
ator H om er Capehart of Indiana had told Congress that “Japan’s capitula
tion is imminent” and that “only the Em peror’s status remains to be 
decided.”

Analysis of foreign broadcasts had brought it home to Hirohito that 
Allied leaders a t their scheduled Potsdam meeting in mid-July were about 
to decide the fate of the Orient. To save American lives, Truman might 
invite Russia and even China to contribute troops for the assault on Japan.

8 Hirota Koki, a former prime and foreign minister.



GLOSSARY

Following is a descriptive list encapsulating or amplifying characters, events, 
groups, organizations, and geographical features mentioned in the text of Japan’s 
Imperial Conspiracy. Offices and departments of the national government are 
described elsewhere, in the chart “Japan’s Prewar Government” on pages 374— 
375. Relationships within the imperial family are delineated in the genealogical 
tables on pages 268-270. Names in capitals within the text are cross-references 
to other entries.

Anami Korechika (1887-1945). Army officer, military academy classmate and 
protege of Hirohito’s uncles Prince Higashikuni and Prince Asaka. From 1926 
to 1933 he was Hirohito’s favorite aide-de-camp. Thereafter, except for a brief 
term as vice war minister in 1939-40, he served mostly in the field, bringing 
morale to his men and firsthand knowledge back to Tokyo. In December 1944 
he was recalled from his command in New Guinea and made war minister. 
He encouraged the attempted palace coup on the night of surrender, August 
14, 1945, and then committed hara-kiri.
Anti-Comintern Pact. Agreement between the Japanese and German govern
ments, signed in Berlin on November 25, 1936, to act together against the 
spread of communism. Secret provisions of the pact bound each nation to assist 
the other economically and diplomatically if either waged war with Russia.
Anti-Constitutionalist party (Rikken Minseito). Political party founded in 
1927 by H amaguchi Osachi to offer organized, professionally managed opposi
tion to the Constitutionalist party. Prince Saionji Kin mo chi recruited 
financial backing for it. After July 1940 the Anti-Constitutionalists, and the 
Constitutionalists as well, ceased to exist as parties and were replaced by the 
Imperial Rule Assistance Association.
Araki Sadao (1877-1967). Army officer, protege of Emperor Taisho, military 
academy classmate of Honjo Shigeru and MaZAki Jinzaburo, and the most 
eloquent spokesman for the Strike-North Faction. An intelligence expert 
specializing in Russian affairs, he served in the St. Petersburg Embassy from 
1909 to 1918, then with Yonai Mitsumasa in the Vladivostok Special Service



the progenitor of the entire modern imperial family except for the houses of 
Hirohito and his three brothers.
Kuniyoshi, Prince Kuni II (1873-1929). Son of Asahiko, grandson of 
Kuniye, father of Empress Nagako. He was an early advocate of air power 
and of germ warfare. One of his proteges was Yamamoto Isoroku.
Kurusu Saburo (1888-1954). Career diplomat who negotiated the Tripartite 
Pact and who was special envoy to Washington in November 1941 assigned 
to guide Ambassador Nomura Kichisaburo in his negotiations with the U.S. 
State Department.
Kwantung Army (Kanto-gun) . The portion of the Japanese Imperial Army 
stationed in Japan’s Kwantung Leasehold in Manchuria. Employed to protect 
Japanese interests on the Continent, it won a reputation as containing the 
toughest units in the Army. The success of Japan’s invasion of Manchuria, 
begun with the Manchurian Incident, was largely the result of its effective
ness. At some points in their careers, most members of the Emperor’s Cabal 
served as staff officers with the Kwantung Army and came to be known, espe
cially in the West, by the misleading euphemism of the “Kwantung Army 
gang.”
Kwantung Leasehold. Territory in southern part of Liaotung Peninsula, 
Manchuria, including ports of Dairen and Port Arthur. It was acquired by 
Japan after first Sino-Japanese War, 1895, and then relinquished under inter
national pressure; China then leased the area to Russia. After the Russo- 
Japanese War it was occupied by Japan, and in 1915 Japan acquired a ninety- 
nine-year leasehold on it from China. It became the base for the Kwantung 
Army, the terminus for the South Manchurian Railroad network, and the 
arsenal of Japanese strength on the Continent.
Lytton Commission. The League of Nations’ Commission of Inquiry, headed 
by Lord Lytton of Great Britain, appointed to investigate the circumstances 
of Japan’s invasion of Manchuria. The commission’s conclusions, set forth in 
the Lytton Report, were that Japan’s action was not in “self-defense” and that 
the subsequent state of Manchukuo did not result from any native independ
ence movement. The report recommended that Manchuria be given an auton
omous administration under Chinese sovereignty. The Lytton Report1 was 
adopted by the League over Japan’s objection, in February 1933, and Japan’s 
withdrawal from the League followed.
Machijiri Kazumoto (1889-c. 1950). A well-connected Army officer, son of 
Count Mibu Motonaga who was a celebrated loyalist nobleman at the Court 
of Emperor Komei. He was the adopted son of Viscount Machijiri Kazuhiro, 
master of rituals at the Court of Hirohito, and brother of Count Mibu Moto- 
yoshi who married the elder sister of Prince Higashikuni. Machijiri married 
Empress Nagako’s first cousin Yukiko, the elder sister of Prince Kaya Tsu- 
nenori. In 1919 Machijiri accompanied Prince H igashikuni to Europe where 
he helped to recruit the Three Crows and found the JEmperor’s Cabal. 
Returning to Japan, he had command of artillery of the Imperial Guards in 
1926 and became an aide-de-camp and liaison officer for Hirohito in 1930. 
He left the Emperor’s side briefly after the February Mutiny in order to 
carry out a purge of dissident junior officers in the War Ministry. He left it 
again in October 1937 to take charge of the influential Military Affairs Bureau 
in the War Ministry during the personnel manipulations which preceded the 
rape of Nanking. Other delicate assignments followed,v some in the Army 
bureaucracy in Tokyo, others in command or staff posts with the armies in 
China. In the seven months before Pearl Harbor, Machijiri ran the Chemical
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• Organ during’Japan’s Siberian intervention. In 1925-26 during the purge o f ' 
the GHOSHUdeade?rship‘ from: the/A rm y/.he(cO n^ 
years follow edjri.w hicrihe:ran;ThdAfmy’sMaff:colIege 
supporters in the officer corps, and spoke out increasingly, against the polities 
of the Strike-South Faction;. In December 1931, after the seizure of Mukden, ; 

- he came into power as war minister with the-;C6nkiiutiohali^ 
five years he ; fought a shifting battle with- Hirphito on national policy and 
finally retired- in defeat after the F ebruary M utiny' in.. 1936. Araki returned 
to prominence briefly as minister, o f ' education; during, the 1939 N omoniian 
Incident . After World War II he submitted quietly, to;prosecutibh as-a : 
criminal. Emerging from “life imprisonment” in 1955, he soon returned to his 

, old ways and began to agitate for the strengthening of Japanese military power ' 
to deal with Russian, threats, tintil his death.at,:hiriet^hdppt^yaribuk^^ 
of secret state documents from the 1930’s as guarantees for his continued - 
health and freedom from persecution. v;---’
A rmy  P urification M ovement (Se i gur i - ha).- An organisation in  the Array 
Officer corps promoted in  3934-35 by' U e u t b h a n t G e r i e f a l  
H isaichi. Its followers advocated strict obedience to orders and; h o n in g  
in politics. - .
Asa-akira,, Prince Kuni III (1901- ) . Son' of KuNivosHi,; brothereof;;.
Empress Nagako, childhood playmate of Hirohito. -He.'gr^uated ̂

. naval' academy in 1921 arid in 1925 married h is. seebrid. cousin Toiriokp, . 
daughter pf A dm iralPrince F ushimi H irOyasu. ;ln ;1942 ;̂;as;a >reaf |admiMf5 V 
he commanded the air squadron which supported -the; occupation okTimbri;;;, 
-Eatet jnl the w ar he' supported Pririce TAkA&ATSuriri.pr^ 
cbrps. In postwar Japari he ran the..Kuni. 'Perfume;'Company. W  

:. brokerage.' Later, as conditions eased, he'becatne/ri^gehtlem 
for his sheep dogs and his orchids. - \ . • :
A sahiko, :- Prince Kuni (1824-1891). Son . of, Kuniye,; nineteenth’ Prjrice 

• :Eus_HiMi;'t;HeSbecame.r̂ counselor /to;.Emperpri;I!^Mm;; a^;deading>;pro^;,i
ponerit of "expelling-Western barbarians from the Orient. JErnpress N^ /
his granddaughter.: -, , y.v,A,.;; ...y- ..■•/j'y ;VE--

; A s  Aka Y asuhiko, ’ Pririce (1 8 8 7 - ; ; Eighth sori-of. Asahiko ‘ arid uncle of 
Hirohito. A  professional Army officer,. he was commander at Nanking in 1?37 - ;• 
during the; m akive; reprisal n3assacre!;which’t6bk'abput' 1A4,0,00 p £ C b * ; 
In. the postwar era he was known as. one of Tokyo’s; best-golfers.: , ; '
A sia' D evelopment B oard,; ( K o a - J t i ) ; ; Established by Prince Konoye, then; 
prime minister, in December 1938 tp 'cotor^inafe^the?^ 

i China. Major-General-'-.Suzuki T ei-ichi w a sh ea d o f  
of the board.. .A k--;’?/ /3 y - i :-
BAnzAi RihAchiro; Retired lieutenant ’ geriefal>/yeterati-:bf;j^pan^1ntfc|igeh5®(;y:.< 

' - in China, former advisor "to Y iiari Shih-kai inPekirig.In the 1930’s, he -became 
. . director - of the “C ivilian S py Service.”: ■■
. B ig BROTHERs (/l>2/- i« h )..A  descripti used
. a group of ’energetic arikocrafs.' whd .werd'Considerda-to 

by Hirohito. All were nine to fifteen years'.older than -he -was. All. had 9 °  •
; - often to his :foster;home;to pIayriw bh?K ln0s;^

'clakmkekbither-pf-- hik'bhcle/Prih
foster . parent’s ^on, Kipo Koicm, born in ’ 1889. d r  ;.of. Prince... Ko 

vFuMrMARo^ pranking; 'noble^pf ;the; Court;
: - in 1 8 9 1 .A t f ir s t ,  in addition .to H ig a r ir ik u n i;^  .- -v. 3



Weapons Branch o f'the  Army which handled both gasses and gunpowders. 
During the war, from 1942 to 1944, he commanded Japan’s garrison army in 
French Indochina. He retired from military life in May 1945 and died a few 
years later.

Makino N obuaki, Count (1862-1949). A member of the Satsuma nobility, 
he was a principal companion of Crown Prince Hirohito on his European 
tour in 1921; as lord privy seal from 1925 until the end of 1935, he was the 
Emperor’s principal advisor, closely involved in the intrigues to eliminate 
adherents of the Strike-N orth Faction from the Army and the government 
hierarchy.

M anchukuo. Japanese name for the pseudo-independent state set up in Febru
ary 1932 and eventually comprising the three provinces of Manchuria and the 
province of Jehol.
M anchuria. Region in northeast China, including the Liaotung Peninsula on 
which Japan’s Kwantung  Leasehold was situated. In the seventeenth century 
it had been the homeland of the Manchu conquerors of China. After the 
M anchurian Incident in September 1931 the Kwantung Army took it piece 
by piece and made it a slave state of Japan, renamed Manchukuo.
M anchurian Incident (Manshu Jiken). Japanese designation for the seizure 
of Mukden, capital of Manchuria, on the night of September 18, 1931, by the 
Kw antung  A r m y; pretext for the attack was an explosion on the railway. 
In  reality the Japanese government, through assignments to various Army 
officers, notably Ishiwara K a n ji, had been planning the conquest of Man
churia for more than two years.
M arch Plot (Sangatsu Jiken). Scheme devised in the early months of 1931 
by the Emperor’s close supporters—principally Lord Privy Seal Makino 
N obuaki, his protege Dr. Okawa S hum ei, and Strike-South Faction officers 
in the W ar Ministry and Army General Staff—to compromise the politically 
moderate General Ugaki Kazushige, war minister and potential leader of the 
Constitutionalist party. The plotters involved Ugaki in a weird plan to seize 
the Diet and declare himself military dictator; the plan was never intended 
to be effected, but it was sufficient to incriminate Ugaki as disloyal to the 
Emperor. He was removed as war minister and appointed to the politically 
harmless position of governor general of Korea. Intimidation of Army mod
erates around Ugaki opened the way for militants to proceed with plans for 
the conquest of Manchuria.
M atsuoka Y osuke (1880-1946). American-educated diplomat, foreign min
ister who negotiated non-aggression pacts with both Germany and Russia and 
whose indecision concerning policies and intentions toward the United States 
led to his replacement in July 1941.
M ay F ifteenth  Incident (Go-ichi-go Jiken). Japanese designation for the 
threatened coup d’etat which resulted in the assassination of Prime Minister 
Inukai on May 15, 1932. The assassination, promoted by the E mperor s Cabal 
and by the E leven Club because of Inukai’s opposition to substantial budge 
increases for the military, was the final act in the so-called Triple Intrigue, 
in effect, it ended government by political party in Japan.
M azaki Jinzaburo (1876-1956). Army officer, protege of Emperor Taisho, 
military academy classmate of A raki Sadao and H onjo Shigeru. Noted o 
his loyalty and blunt honesty, he was put in charge of the 1st Regimen o 
the Imperial Guards in July 1921 during the delicate months of Crown Prince
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influential of the Big Brothers were F ushimi family scions: Prince Asaka 
Yasuhiko, Prince Kitashirakawa Naruhisa, and Marquis Komatsu Teruhisa. 
Some other Big Brothers, who remained important in Hirohito’s counsels until 
the close of World War II, were the Army officer Marquis Inoue Saburo; the 
courtiers Count F utara Yoshtnori, Baron H arada KuMao, and Viscount Okabe 
Nagakage; also the diplomats Shigemitsu Mamoru and Tani Masayuki.
Black Dragon Society (Kokuryu-kai), A Japanese patriotic tong professing 
a credo of Asia for the Asiatics. The powerful underworld boss Toyama 
Mitsuru founded it in 1901 with the initial purpose of supporting Army 
Chief of Staff General Yamagata Aritomo’s position that Japan should control 
all of Manchuria up to the Amur or Black Dragon River, the boundary 
between Manchuria and Siberia. Black Dragon lord Toyama was a patron of 
Sun Yat-sen, who met with Chinese exiles in Black Dragon headquarters in 
Tokyo to found a revolutionary parly— the Kuomintang or KMT of Chiang 
Kai-shek. The Black Dragon Society later supported the Strike-North Faction 
in the Army, and its influence dwindled as that faction was gradually eliminated 
in the 1930’s.
Blood Brotherhood (Ketsumeidan). Select group of apprentice spies trained 
for work in China as an adjunct of the Everyday Me iji Biographical Re
search Institute in Oarai. Agents belonging to the brotherhood acted as 
assassins in the killing of Inoue Junnosuke and Baron Dan in 1932.
Cabal. See Emperor’s Cabal.
Cabinet Planning Board (Kikaku-in). The central organization controlling 
Japanese economic mobilization for World War II. For his part as chief of 
the board, retired Lieutenant General Suzuki Tei-ichi was found guilty of 
war crimes in 1948 and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Cherry Society (Sakurakai). An organization of Army junior officers, under 
the aegis of Army Intelligence chief General Tatekawa Yoshiji. It lobbied 
for conquest of Manchuria and larger military budgets in 1930. Some of its 
members were admitted to the Emperor’s Cabal.
Chichibu, Prince (1902-1953). First brother of Hirohito. Often at odds with 
the Emperor, he sympathized with the Strike-North Faction in the February 
Mutiny of 1936.
Cho Isamu (1896-1945). Army fanatic, member of the Cherry Society 
and of the E mperor’s Cabal. In 1931 he planned the October Plot. From 
August 1934 to July 1937 he was employed in drawing up plans for Japan’s 
war with China. In December 1937 he was chief of staff for Prince Asaka 
outside Nanking and issued a notorious order for the prince: “Kill all pris
oners.” In the spring of 1938 he commanded the 74th Regiment in the border 
war with Russia known as the Lake Khasan Incident. During training of 
Strike-South forces in the summer of 1941, he served as vice chief of staff to 
General Yamashita Tomoyuki. On the eve of war he was assigned to the 
staff of General Count Terauchi Hisaichi in Saigon. Later in the war, July
1944, he became chief of staff of the 32d Army on'Okinawa. There, in June
1945, having put up a good defense, he committed suicide rather than surrender.
Choshu. A large clan in the southwestern corner-of the central island of 
Honshu, of which Mori was the leading family. When Emperor Komei enlisted 
Choshu support and advice in his struggle with the Tokugawa shogunate, clan 
leaders urged unification under the Emperor and a program of expansion on 
the Asiatic continent to create buffer zones between Japan and the West.
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Hirohito’s absence in Europe. He later became the leader of the Imperial 
Way Group in the Emperor’s Cabal. In 1931 he and his followers supported 
the war ministership of the urbane Strike-North leader Araki Sadao. Between 
1932 and 1935, first as vice chief of staff, then as inspector general of military 
education, Mazaki feuded with Prince H igashikuni and repeatedly criticized 
palace policy making. In the summer of 1935 Chief of Staff Prince Kanin 
openly required him to resign as inspector general. As a consequence the 
schism deepened in the Emperor’s Cabal and finally had to be dealt with in 
the bloody confrontation of the F ebruary Mutiny. After the mutiny Mazaki 
was interrogated for months by the secret police, refused to admit any guilt, 
went on a hunger strike, and was finally acquitted. He withdrew from public 
life and spent most of his last twenty years puttering about his ancestral estate 
on the island of Kyushu.
Metji, Emperor (1852-1912). Son of Emperor Komei, he completed the 
overthrow of the Tokugawa shogunate and effected the restoration of direct 
rule by the imperial house. During his reign Shinto was established as the state 
religion, industrialization and foreign trade were entrusted to the Zaibatsu, 
and the buildup of the Imperial Army and Navy was climaxed by victory in 
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05. Meiji was succeeded by his son Yoshihito, 
Emperor Taisho.
Mikasa, Prince (1915- ). Third brother of Hirohito, Army officer, patron
of Tsuji MasanobU. After matriculating at the military academy in 1934, he 
specialized in tanks and graduated in 1936. He remained attached to the tacti
cal communications headquarters of the cavalry throughout most of the war 
years. In 1944, as an associate member of the Peace Faction, he accepted a 
desk in the Office of Military Education to work with other junior officers 
who had been his classmates. In August 1945 a group of his charges staged 
the abortive palace coup on the night of surrender. During the Occupation he 
went back to school and became an “anthropologist” specializing in the ancient 
tombs of Babylon, Egypt, and Japan. He became known as the nonconformist 
of the imperial family, fond of wearing sports jackets and given to open-minded 
discussion of republican and proletarian views.
Military Academy Plot (Shikan-gakko Jiken). Plan for an armed uprising 
in Tokyo, intended to arouse the Emperor to “renovate the nation,” devised 
in November 1934 by a group of cadets at the military academy with the back
ing of Army staff officers who were partisans of former War Minister Araki 
Sadao and the Strike-North Faction. The plot was disclosed to the War 
Ministry by Strike-South Faction spies in the academy—notably Tsuji 
Masanobu— and its cadet leaders were put under arrest. However, the plans 
of the plotters were to become the basis for the February Mutiny in 1936.
Misty Lagoon Air Development Station. Naval air force training station, 
established under the command of Yamamoto Isoroku, on Kasumi-ga-Ura, 
the Misty Lagoon, 30 miles northeast of Tokyo. Its function was to train Navy 
pilots in torpedo-bombing techniques in preparation for aircraft-carrier Opera
tions. A group of Misty Lagoon fliers assassinated Prime Minister Inukai dur
ing the May F ifteenth Incident.
Nagata Tetsuzan (1883-1935). Army officer who assumed leadership of the 
Emperor’s Cabal in the 1920’s and came to be known as the first of the 
Three Crows. As a major general in 1932 he headed the Intelligence Depart
ment of the Army General Staff, then in 1934 became chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau in the War Ministry. In 1935 he was assassinated because he



Ghoshu samurai led by General Y amagata ArItomo; dominated Empei or 
MeijTsnewTrnperialyArmy: andm onopolizedkeypostsuntilits-reorganization 
in: 1924. Disgruntled Choshu officers and retirea:officers supplied much of the,: 
backing for the Strike-North Faction during the 1930’s . , ^
“Civilian Spy Service.” A; paramilitary,/espionage organization which co
ordinated ,, and supplemented the. .work of the";A rm y^hd^N a^intell^dhce '' 
departments of the Tokyo General Staffs. I t s - d i f e c to r k ^ ^  
of the Imperial Palace through the fronts of charitable and; cultural organiza
tions, was'm ostly staffed by retired military intelligence .'officers.v'Jts agents 
worked in the diplomatic corps of the Foreign Ministry and;the ;inarketihg staffs 
of cartels engaged .in foreign'trade. Its network. bHhkefeii{Asik'-f atid .-extend^ J  
into all the major cities of the West. Founded by • Emperor Meiji’s Imperial 
Household Minister Count Tanaka Mitsuaki, the spy service was directedf; 
throughout most of Hirohito’s reign by retiredLieutenanfG eneral Banzai-: 
RihAchiro. ‘

Constitutionalist party (Rikken Seiyukai). First important political party, 
in Japan, founded in 1900 by Prime Minister Ito HiROBUMg Yyhd ihbpeffvto.i 
create a counterbalance to the autocratic power of'Emperor -Meiji .and ;a basis " 
for  • constitutional • party government. Constitutionalists imgeneral favored'eco-; ; 
nomic rather than military expansion. In the Diet Tyhicffvh^ 
veto increases in budgets, they sought to curtail rniiitaryvappropriationsjLater 
leaders of the party were Prince Saionji Kinmochi ; Hara Takashi, prime, 
minister in 1 9 1 8 -2 1  (when he was assassinated); and retired, .Genbral"Count 
Tanaka Gi-ichi, whb attempted while prime minister .in 1927-29  to 'moderate; 
young Emperor Hirohito’s aspirations for China. ' ‘
Control Clique (Tosei-hai) . The  minority-of the Emperor’s Cabal in the 
Army which remained loyal to him from 1930 to 1936 and supported him 
and the Strike-South Faction in an anti-Western policy. of expansion into 
Southeast Asia and Indonesia. The name Control Cliquef^was;^meant to’ appeal 
to those who feared possible lack of self-control dn. Hirohito’s policies fo r- 
Japan. The dissident half of the Emperor’s Cabal w as'the .Imperial. WaY :. 
Group. Prominent members of the Control Clique were Suzukt Tei-ichi, . . 
D oihara K en ji, Itagaki Seishiro, Tatekawa’-Y6smji?Tan£
D oihara K enji (1883-1948). Army officer, -protege,of-Piin.be>^
the Eleven Reliables, known as the “Lawrence of: Manchuria.” :Througnout '; 
most of the 1920’s he was attached to the General Staff,- running espionage 
errands to eastern Siberia arid North China. In March l92ff:.he was ernN9y^ .̂::: 
as a military advisor by Manchurian warlord CharigTspJin. In : A u^st 493 . . 
he took charge of the Japanese Special Service Organ in -M 
himself mayor of the city on the morning of September 19 after the. outbrea- 
of the Manchurian Incident. H e W enton In . November; to_ EeCome ;Spe^a: 
Service Organ chief'in Harbin' xyherfe'fife.preparedifprfjapan^ 
city- also; Doihara- had ’a large part' in-theadm inistratioapf;the new- puppe , ,
state of MANCHUKUo until l937, when he .abruptly began ;a second: career^as::,,
a respectable field officer commanding the l4th -Divisidn' and later tqe 
Army in North China. In October 1940, assuming a professorial ro,e> ^  %■ 
appointed. principal, -of the. military tacademy. In June 194.1 he accep e
inspector, generalship of military aviation.' Dufing the war he held successive y ,
three imposing comrnandsofarmiesin rear areas.iDoihara’ŝ .earlier .aĉ  ..-v:
in Manchuria had not been :forgotten, however; In;1948;he was conv 

. a war criminal and hanged. ■. ;.’.y. 4'>/> ;->4-’' ■ ' > ; J'"--.rrV f ’'=■■>’
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was opposed to plans for war with China and because his part in the M arch 
P lot, exposed by Strike-North generals, had grown embarrassing to the 
Emperor.
N ashimoto M orimasa, Prince (1874-1951). Fourth son of A sahiko and elder 
half-brother of Hirohito’s two uncles Prince A saka and Prince H igashikuni. 
He graduated from military academy in 1896; studied and traveled—incognito* 
under the name of Nagai—in Europe 1903-04 and 1906-09; rose to the rank 
of colonel'in 1910, general in 1923, and field marshal in 1932. In 1936, dur
ing the F ebruary M utiny , he ingratiated himself with Hirohito by his un
questioning loyalty at a time when imperial family councils were divided. In 
May 1937, on a visit to Tojo in Manchuria, he secured a pledge of co-opera
tion in ' the planned war with China from dissident Strike-North elements 
remaining in the Kw antung  A rm y . He was rewarded in October 1937 by 
appointment to the remunerative sinecure of lord custodian of national shrines 
and chief priest of the sun goddess at Ise Shrine. Second to none in the 
spiritual realm and second only to Prince Kanin  in the Army, he continued 
as one of Hirohito’s closest family advisors until October 1945. Then he was 
arrested and held for six months as MacArthur’s hostage during negotiation 
of changes in Japan’s fundamental laws and institutions,
N ational F oundation Society (Kokuhonsha). Right-wing nationalistic organ
ization of businessmen and labor leaders, which sometimes applied brakes to 
imperial policy making in the 1930’s. Its director, Baron Hiranuma Kiichiro, 
was prime minister during the N omonhan Incident in 1939 and president of 
the Privy Council from March 1936 to January 1939 and again from April to 
August 1945.
N ational Principle G roup (Kokutai Genri-ha). An organization of dissident 
Army junior officers concerned with the Army’s role in politics and the con
flicts between the Strike-N orth and Strike-South factions. The organizers 
were in sympathy with the officers involved in the M ilitary A cademy Plot of 
November 1934 and were to be the leaders of the February Mutiny in 1936.
N ative-Land-Loving Society (Aikyojuku). Commune of philosophic farmers, 
followers of Tolstoyan doctrines, which maintained a co-operative located in 
the region between Oarai and Mito. Prince Konoye and Prince H igashikuni 
arranged an endowment for the society in 1930.
N omonhan Incident . A major border conflict fought in Manchuria with the 
Soviet Union in 1939. Though hushed up at the time, it involved tens of thou
sands of troops and cost the Japanese Army thousands of lives. The Japanese 
troops who provoked it were soundly defeated. As a result the Strike-North 
Faction in Japan was discredited.
N omura K ichisaburo (1877-1964). Retired admiral, ambassador to the 
United States in 1941 who conducted the final Japanese negotiations with the 
State Department before the attack on Pearl Harbor.
October Plot (Jugatsu Jiketi). Scheme promoted by the Emperors Big 
Brothers and their supporters in the Army, in October 1931, to create an 
impression at the League of Nations that the Japanese government was m 
danger of a coup d’etat by militarists. Certain young Army officers were en 
couraged to enlist in a synthetic plot, devised by Lieutenant Colonel Hashtmo o 
Kingoro and Intelligence Major Cho Isamu , to assassinate the prime minis er 
and members of his Cabinet. The plotters were duly exposed (but niere y 
placed under house arrest), and the government was able to announce l 
escape.
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Dollar Swindle {Doru-bai). First element in the Triple Intrigue of 1931— 
32. It was a financial maneuver advocated by the Emperor’s close advisors 
among the Big Brothers and the Eleven Club to win support from certain 
Japanese bankers and cartelists by inviting them to speculate in foreign cur
rencies with advance knowledge of the government’s intention to renounce 
the gold standard. The government fulfilled its pledge in late 1931, to the great 
financial disadvantage of the banking and industrial interests.
East Asia All-One Culture Society (Too Dobun-kai) . Movement begun 
in Japan and extended to China by Fujiwara Prince Konoye Atsumaro, father 
of the future prime minister, Prince Konoye Fumimaro, to promote Japan’s 
mission as the leader of Asian culture and politics.
Eleven Club (Juichi-kai). A group of about twenty Peers’ School graduates 
of like mind and like age who met more or less regularly with Marquis Kido 
Koichi on the eleventh evening of each month. Most of them were courtiers 
or aristocratic bureaucrats; a few were military officers or diplomats. They 
discussed imperial policies, plans, and plots under consideration by Hirohito 
or by his official advisors. In either modifying or activating policy, they were 
extremely influential. Marquis Kido started the club in 1922, on November 11—  
the eleventh day of the eleventh month of the eleventh year in the reign of 
Emperor Taisho. The club held its last recorded session on January 11, 1945.
Eleven Reliables (Jushu na jinsai no juichinin). Junior Army officers 
thought trustworthy enough to approach as possible recruits for the Emperor’s 
Cabal by the Three Crows. Most prominent of the Eleven Reliables came 
to be Tojo Hideki, Doihara Ken ji, Komoto Daisaku, Isogai Rensuke, 
Itagaki Seishiro, Watari H isao, and Yamaoka Shigeatsu.
Emperor’s Cabal (Shown Rikukaigun no Cbushin). An elite cadre of intel
ligence officers recruited in the 1920’s to work in secret for Hirohito’s programs 
within the Army and Navy. The leaders of the cabal, brought together by 
Hirohito’s uncle, Big Brother Prince H igashikuni in October 1921, were the 
Three Crows—Majors Nagata Tetsuzan, Obata Toshiro, and Okamura Yasuji. 
They promptly enlisted a group of fellow junior officers known as the E leven 
Reliables. TLe cabal’s immediate goals were to modernize the Army and 
displace the old-line Choshu leadership. Further recruits1 came into the cabal 
through the University Lodging House, the Suzuki Study Group, and the 
Cherry Society. Around 1930 the cabal split into the Imperial Way G r o u p , 
which supported the Strike-North Faction, and the Control Clique, which 
supported the Strike-South Faction.
Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute (Joyo Meiji Kinenkan). 
Front organization in Oarai, 50 miles northeast of Tokyo, for co-ordinating 
intelligence supplied by the various branches of the “Civilian Spy Service." 
Nearby were two affiliated academies which trained agents for espionage work. 
The institute was organized by a longtime Court ’ official, Count Tanaka 
Mitsuaki, who had been household minister to Emperor Meiji. Ostensibly it 
was a museum where scholars labored to prepare an official biography of Meiji. 
The institute was closed down and its staff moved elsewhere in 1932 when 
people began to point out that it had been deeply involved in the assassination 
of Prime Minister Inukai during the May Fifteenth Incident.
Fake War (Shanhai ni kcmei undo) . Second act in the T riple Intrigue of 
1931-32, a diversionary attack on the Chinese half of Shanghai in January 
1932. In return for stopping it before it involved the Western segments of the 
city, the Japanese government expected that the League of Nations would
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Ohtani Kozui (1876-1948). Maternal uncle of Emperor Hirohito by mar
riage, an early supporter of the Strike-South Faction, and Buddhist mission
ary in the East Indies and Malaya. His friendship with the sultan of Johore 
helped to make possible the swift capture of Singapore in February 1942.
Okawa Shumei (1886-1957). Propagandist and ideologist for the Strike- 
South Faction and one of the top operatives in the “Civilian Spy Service.” 
He was a doctor of philosophy (Tokyo Imperial University) and a linguist 
proficient in English, French, German, Sanskrit, Arabic, and several other 
languages. He worked as an intelligence agent in China for the Army General 
Staff from 1911 to 1918. In the 1920’s he was director of the University 
Lodging House. A protege of Count Makino Nobuaki, he figured in the 
March Plot, the October Plot, the Blood Brotherhood, and the May 
F ifteenth Incident. As a defendant in the war crimes trials in Tokyo in 1946 
he escaped sentence by feigning insanity.
Oshima Hiroshi (1886- ). Chief negotiator with Hitler from 1934 to
1945; officially ambassador to Germany from 1938 to 1939 and again from 
1940 to 1945.
Palace Shrine (Kashikodokoro) . The trio of Shinto shrines on the grounds 
of the Imperial Palace where Emperor Hirohito worshipped his ancestors and 
did obeisance to replicas of the three sacred treasures of the imperial regalia: 
the mirror of the sun, the necklace of agriculture, and the sword of war. 
Remnants of the originals of the three treasures are housed in shrines in the 
provinces. The sword, enshrined on a piece of sacred ground in the city of 
Nagoya, was destroyed by a U.S. bomb in 1945.
Panay Incident. The sinking of the U.S. gunboat Panay in the Yangtze River, 
December 12, 1937, by Japanese artillery commanded by Colonel Hashimoto 
Kingoro during the campaign to capture Nanking. President Franklin Roose
velt and American Ambassador Joseph E. Grew protested vigorously, and the 
ensuing international crisis probably deterred Japan from its planned attack 
on Hong Kong. (Colonel Hashimoto of the October Plot, a prot6ge of the 
then Prime Minister Konoye Fumimaro, later became executive director of the 
Imperial Rule Assistance Association.)
Peace Faction. A group of General Staff officers, diplomats, and politicians 
who in 1944 and 1945 drew up detailed plans for the contingency of defeat. 
Founded in 1939 by Navy Captain Takagi Sokichi and Army Colonel Matsu- 
tani Makoto in the General Staffs, the group was gradually expanded during 
the war under the titular leadership of Prince Konoye F umimaro, the active 
leadership of Yoshida Shigeru, and over-all supervision of Kido Koichi. 
Prince Mikasa and Prince Takamatsu discussed its activities regularly with 
Hirohito at a weekly gathering of the imperial family to watch newsreels in 
the palace. By the end of the war the Peace Faction’s organization included 
leaders from all spheres of Japanese life, and its planning covered everything 
from demonstrations of protest at the surrender to planes held in readiness for 
the transportation of peace negotiators.
Peers’ School (Gakushtiin). Organized by Emperor Kokaku in 1821 (re
organized and named in 1877), to educate the sons of royalty and nobility for 
roles in government. The school provided Hirohito’s formal education between 
the ages of eight and fourteen; its headmaster was General Nogi Maresuke, 
commander of Japanese forces in the assault on Port Arthur in the Russo- 
Japanese War. After World War II the school was opened to gifted common-
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abandon all thought of imposing economic sanctions' against Japan for aggres
sion in Manchuria. Expectations were fulfilled and the Fake War was brdught
to ah end in March 1932. ' ' "■

F ebruary M utiny  (N i n i r o k u  J i ke t t ) .  Armed uprising in Tokyo,; ;bfganiizdd 
by officers of the Army’s crack 1st Division, who hoped to persuade Hiro- 
hito to change his national policy. They sought ’domestic reform 'and 'a . 
return to the traditional values of the samurai ethic. They were set on by 
members of the Strike-N orth and Strike-South factions, both of which 
hoped that the, mutiny could be used to further their own political ends. :In 
the early hours of February 26, 1936, soldiers of, the 1st and 3d regiments led 
by two captains and nineteen lieutenants marched out of their barracks to kill 
“the evil men about the Throne.” Assassination squads murdered Finance 
Minister Takahashi Korekiyko, Lord Privy Seal Admiral Viscount Saito, and 
General Watanabe Jotaro, inspector general of military education; they failed 
in attempts to, kill Prime Minister Okada Keisuke and Hirohito’s Grand 
Chamberlain Admiral Suzuki K antaro. Rural accomplices also failed in out- 
of-town attempts to murder former Lord Privy Seal CountMAKiNoNoBUAKi 
and Prince Saionji K inm ochi. The rebels occupied the center of, Tokyo for 
three days before surrendering. Hirohito refused to bow to any of their demands, 
and after their suppression he demanded the resignation of most of. the generals 
in the Army. He made a notable exception of General Count Terauchi of ,the 
Army P urification M ovem ent, who became the' next war minister. Two 
officer-leaders of the mutiny committed hara-kiri, thirteen others were executed 
by firing squad. In the months following, practically all officers of the' Strike-, 
North Faction were retired from the Army, and full-scale .preparations were 
made to carry out Strike-South policies. ’ ; h
F ujiwara., An imperial clan originating in the seventh century A,n.': under,the: 
patronage of Emperor Tenji. Fujiwara princesses served as wives aiid coneiibines 
to emperors and Fujiwara princes acted as intimate advisors'to the Throne for, 
thirteen centuries. Two of the last of the Fujiwara jirinces were  ̂;SaionjI;; 
K inm ochi (1849-1940) and Konoye F umimaro (1891-1945).
F ushim i H iroyasu. Prince (1875-1947). Son of SadanAru, hehvas the tjyentyf; 
second Prince Fushimi. He became an admiral and^ served ; as
of staff of the Navy from 1932 to 1941. . ..
F ushimi, House of. A collateral branch of the imperial family, founded ip 
the fourteenth century, which traditionally .supplied 'husbands Tor;̂  ̂thk-.unwed ■ 
daughters of emperors. Through the effortsof KuniyE; and. AsAHi^b, its influx,', 
ence at Court increased greatly in the;nineteentli , c e i ^  
imperial branch families were.dying out for lack of . male issub;;?Fjisffi 
reached its zenith in alliance with the Satsuma,clananchthpImperial . Navy 
during the first half of the reign of Hirohito. A Fushimi princess,; Naga'O. 
daughter of Prince Kuniyoshi, became Empress :of - Japan . . i  
Hirohito in January 1924. 1 , ;  V . - ,vr  
F utara Yoshinori, Count (1886- : ). A  member of Hirohitos b̂ ^
Big BROTHERSj later married to a cousin bf the. future Empress NagaKo.; .
accompanied the Crown Prince oh his European; tour, im̂  
thereafter to, serve a s: imperial public relatiohs agent. He/1and,%zV5r;. 
were largely responsible -for . creating the, impression . common , iti ;, e 
countries pf HirbhitO; as a Westernized ryounV,liberal.'14 ’“:
H amaguchi ;QsachI; (1 87041931). Orgdnizhd;;a p  riii'4927re
unite.- various factions opposed to the ' Cohstitiitiohalists. ^Shot L y -an^assas .  ̂
in November 1930, he was incapacitated and ifihally^died; in



ers, and 'Crown Prince Akihito studied there under the tutelage of an Ameri
can, Elizabeth Gray Vining,

Prayer M eeting Plot (Shimpeitai liken). Scheme to blackmail groups of the 
Emperor’s political opponents devised by Lieutenant General Prince H igashi- 
k u n i, prominent Big Brother and uncle of Hirohito. in the summer of 1933. 
The absurd plot—to assemble several thousand rightists in the guise of pilgrims 
at the Meiji Shrine in Tokyo for prayer and the Emperor’s blessing, after which 
they would proceed to terrorize the capital with a series of political assassina
tions— was never intended to succeed; its purpose was to embarrass the spon
sors enlisted for it by Prince H igashikuni, all of whom represented interests 
allied with the Strike-N orth F action.

Sadako, Empress Dowager (1885-1951). Wife of Emperor Taisho and mother 
of Emperor Hirohito. A strong and gracious woman, she disapproved of Hiro- 
hito’s warlike policies and made her palace a salon for aristocrats who sought 
to keep him from going to war and later from continuing it.

Sadanaru, Prince (1858-1923). Twenty-first Prince F ushimi, fourteenth son 
of K uniye. He was a French-educated apostle of Westernized military organi
zation for Japan and served as a field general in the 1894-95 war with China 
and in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05. He was lord privy seal from 1912 
to 1915, an intimate advisor of Emperor Taisho and one of his group of Six 
Princes.

Saionji K inm ochi, Prince (1849-1940). One of the authors of the Constitu
tion of 1889, a leader of the Constitutionalist party (later he helped finance 
the A n t i-Constitutionalist party) , twice prime minister—finally the last 
Constitutional father (genro). In 1921 he accepted the role of prime-minister- 
maker, official advisor to the Emperor on the appointment of Cabinets. Until 
his retirement in 1937 he represented to many Japanese the last liberal West
ernizing influence in prewar Japan.
Satsuma. A large clan in the island of Kyushu, of which Shimazu was the 
dominant family and Kagoshima the hereditary stronghold. A large proportion 
of officers of the Imperial Japanese Navy in the decades leading up to World 
War II were descendants of the old Satsuma clan, traditionally seamen-war- 
riors.
Six Princes. Intimates and advisors of Emperor Taisho, including Sadanaru, 
twenty-first Prince F ushim i, and his brothers Prince Asahiko and Prince 
K anin . They plotted the unsuccessful attempt to assassinate Chang Tso-lin, 
warlord of Manchuria, in 1916, favored the invasion of Siberia during World 
War I, and opposed the Choshu policies of Army Chief of Staff General 
Y amagata Aritom o .
Sorge Spy R ing . Masterminded by German intellectual Richard Sorgo the 
ring provided liaison between the Russian and Japanese governments in t e 
1936-41 period and in effect helped to maintain peace between the two coun
tries. One of Sorge’s sources in Tokyo was Saionji Kinkazu, leftist gran son 
of Prince Saionji K inm ochi; another was Ozaki Hotsumi, Marxist mtellec ua 
and a protege of Prince Konoye Atsumaro, father of Prince Konoye um 
maro. Both men remained loyal to the Emperor while at the same time etng 
in a position to assure the Kremlin that the Strike-North Faction wou no 
wage war against Russia. Foreigner Sorge and commoner Ozaki were execu e 
as spies in Tokyo in 1944 but aristocrat Saionji Kinkazu was spared, in 
1960’s he was Japan’s representative in Communist Peking.
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Harada Kumao, Baron (1888-1946). Prince Saionji Kinmochi’s political sec
retary, Eleven Club member, one of the Big Brothers. His grandfather Was 
Harada Kazumlchi, an advisor of Emperor Meiji. He attended Kyoto University 
with other Big Brothers, graduating with Kido Koichi in 1915. Following 
Hirohito to Europe, he stayed on there to help Prince Higashikuni with intel
ligence work. Returning home, he became Prime Minister Kato Taka-aki’s 
secretary in 1924. From 1926 to 1940, while acting as liaison between Hirohito 
and Prince Saionji, he wrote a nine-volume, 3,000-page record of his political 
transactions known as the “Saionji-Harada Memoirs.”
Higashikuni Naruhiko, Prince (1887- ) . Ninth son of Prince AsaHiko,
uncle of Hirohito, Army officer, Big Brother. He managed the formation of 
the Emperor’s Cabal in 1921 and went on to play a personal part in almost 
every one of the plots, intrigues, and incidents of the next twenty-five years. 
At the end of the war, having achieved the rank of field marshal, he took 
responsibility for all he had wrought by becoming prime minister in the first 
two humiliating months after Japan’s surrender.

Honjo Shigeru (1876-1945). Army officer, protege of Emperor Taisho, 
military academy classmate of General Araki Sadao. A  China expert, he served 
as military advisor to North China warlord Chang Tso-lin from 1921 to 1924. 
In August 1931 he was made commander of the Kwantung Army to carry 
out the well-considered plans of the Emperor’s Cabal for the seizure of 
Manchuria. He fulfilled his assignment well and was rewarded with the post 
of chief aide-de-camp to Hirohito in April 1933. For the next three years he 
sought gently to persuade Hirohito to give up Strike-South aspirations. He 
failed. His nephew participated in the February Mutiny. And in March 1936, 
with many marks of imperial regard, he was forced to resign his position in 
the palace. Throughout the next nine years, however, he was summoned and 
consulted privately by the Emperor as a loyal dissident. On November 20, 
1945, informed that he was about to be arrested as a major war criminal and 
tried for his part in the Manchurian Incident, he committed ritual suicide. 
Revealing extracts from diaries he kept during his service as chief aide-de-camp 
were published in Tokyo in 1967.

Honma Masaharu (1887-1946). Army officer, protege of Prince Chichibu 
for whom he served repeatedly as aide-de-camp between 1927 and 1937. 
Though considered too pro-British by many of his fellow officers, he was valued 
for his fluent English. In 1932 he read and summarized for Emperor Hirohito 
the Lytton Commission Report, a 400-page document, in twenty-four hours. 
Put in charge of the invasion of the Philippines in 1941, he was reproved by 
the Emperor for failure to prevent MacArthur’s forces from digging in on 
Bataan. His command authority was promptly pre-empted by Colonel Tsuji 
Masanobu and a group of staff officers who came from Tokyo with imperial 
orders. The disgraced Honma sulked in his tent, virtually shorn of authority; 
it was he, however, who was executed for the Bataan death march by the 
Allies in 1946.

Ho-Umeku Pact. Agreement between China and Japan concluded by Chinese 
General Ho and the commander of the Japanese garrison at Tientsin, Strike- 
South General Urnezu Yoshijiro, in June 1935. It provided that Chiang’s troops 
m the North China province of Hopei be withdrawn—in the face of Japanese 
preparations to attack—leaving the North China area open to Japanese pene
tration and exploitation.
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South Manchurian Railroad (Mantetsu) . A  Japanese government corpora
tion formed to build railroads on rights of way in Manchuria acquired in 1905 
with the Kwantung Leasehold. Railroad police garrisons along the rights of 
way kept the lines of track open for the Kwantung Army so that Japanese 
influence in Manchuria, from 1905 to 1931, could never be denied. At all im
portant junctions on the railroad a Kwantung Army military mission or Special 
Service Organ operated through local hirelings to keep a finger on local 
political pulses. Engineers of the railroad later facilitated Japanese Army move
ments by repairing or laying track across the China and through the Burmese 
and Sumatran jungles.
Southward Movement Society (Nampo-kai) . A branch of the “Civilian Spy 
Service,*’ utilizing Japanese commercial travelers and Japanese emigrants to 
Southeast Asia. It was set up in Taiwan in 1934, soon after Strike-South Gen
eral Count Terauchi Hisaichi took command of Army forces there. Informa
tion about Malaya, the Dutch East Indies, and the Philippines supplied by the 
society’s agents was used by Army staff officers in 1941 in planning the mili
tary campaigns which opened the war.
Strike-North Faction (Hokushin-pa), Proponents of the idea That Japan 
must devote all her military energies to preparing for an inevitable war with 
Communist Russia. A few of the Strike-North Faction, particularly the leaders 
of the I mperial Way Group in the Army, had a genuine ideological phobia 
against communism; many more, however, simply hoped that by turning 
Japanese belligerence against Russia, Japan could remain on friendly terms 
with the West. These pacifists in war paint included some of the noisiest Con
stitutionalist party politicians who spoke for a Strike North in the Diet.
Strike-South Faction {Nampo-hci). The minority in the Japanese establish
ment which dared, under the leadership of Hirohito, to insist upon a national 
policy of expansion into the rich lands of Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 
thereby incurring the antagonism of the colonial Western powers, The Nether
lands, France, Great Britain, and the United States. Historically the first ad
vocates of a Strike South were the lords of the Satsuma clan and theirrin-law 
allies at Court, the imperial branch family of F ushimi, with which Hirohito 
allied himself by his marriage to Empress Nagako m 1924. Satsuma-clan and 
Fushimi-family kinsmen dominated the Japanese Imperial Navy which carried 
out the Strike South in 1941 and 1942. In the Army the Control Clique in 
the Emperor’s Cabal fought for the Strike South against the Imperial Way 
Group. They were backed by industrialists who had foreign trade interests in 
Indonesia and the South Seas and by priests of the imperial family who be
lieved that Emperor Jimmu, the progenitor of the imperial line, had come 
from the south. Most important, they were supported by Hirohito himself, 
who saw no profit for empire building except in the islands of the south where 
there were rubber, oil, and room for colonists.
Sugiyama Hajime (1880-1945). Army officer, protege of Prince Kanin, a 
senior member of the Emperor’s Cabal, nicknamed “Bathroom "Door”' for 
his noncommittal facial expression. In 1912 he drew up the,first General Staff 
contingency plan for the capture of Singapore. In the 1920’s he handled pro
curement for the fledgling Japanese Army air force. After t assisting in the , 
March Plot and Manchurian Incident, he rose to vice chief of staff in 
1934 and war minister in 1937 during the first year of the War with China. 
In 1940 he followed Prince Kanm as Army chief of staff, a post which he 
would continue to fill until February 1944. From July 1944 to April 1945 he
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I mperial Rule  A ssistance A ssociation (Taisei Yokusan-kai) . The mass 
party organized by Prime Minister Prince Konoye in 1940 to replace all other 
political parties in Japan.

I mperial W ay G roup (Kodo-ha). The antagonists of the Control Clique 
and the majority party in the E mperor’s Cabal. They became disaffected with 
Hirohito’s national strategy in the early 1930’s and supported the Strike- 
N orth F action in agitation for military preparations against Russia. Put down 
by Hirohito in the F ebruary M utiny , leaders of the Imperial Way Group 
were retired from the Army in 1936, but followers continued to resist imperial 
policies through the war and into the half century following the war. Principal 
purged Imperial Way Group leaders were M azaki J inzaburo and one of the 
Three  Crows, Obata Toshiro. Important unpurged sympathizers with the 
movement were Ishiwara Ka n ji, Yamamoto Isoroku, and Yamashita 
T omoyuki.

Ishiwara K a n ji (1889-1949). Army officer admired for his intellectual bril
liance but cordially detested by most of his peers for his religious preaching, 
uncompromising frankness, and self-righteous sense of mission. Ishiwara headed 
his class at military academy and went on to staff college in 1915, only six 
years later. In the 1920’s he served for four years as an instructor at the staff 
college and for three years as an attache and intelligence agent in Berlin. He 
became a member of the Suzuki Study G roup and was accepted belatedly 
into the E m peror’s Cabal. In October 1928 he was attached to the staff of 
the Kwantung A rmy to draw up plans for the seizure of Manchuria. Assisted 
by the salesmanship of Itagaki Seishiro, he saw his proposals accepted, and 
in 1931-32 he executed the military half of them with awesome efficiency. 
From August 1935 to September 1937 he was employed, with many outspoken 
qualms, in supervising war planning for the conquest of central China. During 
the F ebruary M utiny of 1936 he insisted upon strict obedience to Hirohito’s 
orders in dealing with the young mutineers. Having refused to side with either 
the Strike-N orth or Strike-South factions, he survived the purges which 
followed the mutiny, but in the first year of the war with China he saw his 
worst fears confirmed and made himself increasingly unpopular by his critical 
outbursts against imperial policy. After December 1938 he was relegated to 
garrison commands. Finally, in March 1941, he was retired to the reserve 
with the rank of lieutenant general. He returned briefly to prominence in 1945- 
46 by making speeches for the government in exculpation of the Throne and 
accusation of General Tojo. The effort broke his health. During the war crimes 
trials the International Military Tribunal sent a deputation to take testimony 
from him on his sickbed. Assorted debilities, exacerbated by wartime malnu
trition, ended his life in 1949.
Isogai Rensuke (1886-1967). Army officer, one of the E leven Reliables, 
He conducted the preliminary negotiations for the H o-Umezu Pact m 19 
and acted as governor general of Hong Kong during World War II. After t e 
war he was tried and judged guilty of war crimes by the Chinese, but was 
pardoned by Chiang Kai-shek through the intercession of TsuJi MasAnobu.
I tagaki Seishiro (1885-1948). Army officer, one of the Eleven Reliables, 
a tough, engaging, back-slapping specialist in China intelligence work. In ay 
1929 he was posted to the K wantung A rmY to assist Ishiwara Kanji Poi!'  
ically in planning the seizure of Manchuria. In 1932 he ordered the incitemen s 
for the F ake War. From August 1932 to March 1937 he served on the Kwan
tung A rmy staff as chief advisor on Manchukuoan affairs. In this capaci y
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; was againw arffiinister. After the\-surrender .im A u^st'f 1945' both: he and his 
wife committed ritual suicide. A volume of his memoranda. written during his 
term as wartime chief of staff was published in Tokyo in 1967. V , i :

Suzuki K antaro 11867-T948). Admiral, chief of the Navy General Staff 
1925-29, and grand chamberlain to the Emperor 1929-36. Severely wounded - 
in. the; F ebruary Mutiny , he remained' an advisor to Hirohito but withdrew 
from public office. In April 1945, at the age of scventy-seven, he was sum
moned by Hirohito to be prime minister, arid he smoothly operated the do
mestic political machinery during Japan’s surrender. :
S uzuki Study .Group (Kenkyu-kai, later. Mumei-kai and Isseki-kai) Army ' 
officers under the direction of (then) Major Suzuki Tei-ichi who prepared ■ 
position papers in 1927 urging that North China warlord Chang Tso-lin be 
disposed Of and his province of Manchuria acquired by Japan; th e  group in
cluded Ishiwara Ka n ji, several graduates of the U niversity Lodging House, 
and two of Hirohito’s aides-de-camp, Viscount M achijiri Kazumoto and ; 
A naMi Korechika. ’ ' 1

Suzuki T ei-ichi (1888- ). One of the most capable officers in the Em-
peror’s Cabal, specialist in economics, and protege of Marquis Inoue Saburo 
of the B ig Brothers. Having known Chiang Kai-shek at military academy ; 
in Tokyo in 1907-10, he was assigned from November 1920 to December 
1926 to assist and observe Chiang during the latter’s rise to power in the KMT. '% 
From 1927 to 1929 as a member of the operations section of the General Staff, . 
he successfully urged preparations for Japanese seizure of Manchuria. By I; 
1930 he Was closely associated with Marquis Kido Koichi and the Eleven 
C lub . From 1930 to 1933, first as an attache in Peking, then as chief of the 
China Squad, Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry, he planned the monop- 
oly-granting system which was used for the economic exploitation of Man- /;■ 
chukuo. After a brief stint as head of Army press relations, he was employed’ 
almost uninterruptedly from 1934 to 1941 in planning and executing the eco- ./i 
nomic exploitation of China. From November 1937 to April 1938 he had - 
charge of the organized sacking of Nanking. For the next three years he was . 
the leading spirit in the A sia D evelopment Board. In April 1941 he retired •. 
from the Army to become a minister of state in the second Konoye Cabinet 
and head of the Cabinet P lanning Board. In this capacity he mobilized and 
administered Japan’s war economy until the fall of Prime Minister Tojo in 
July. 1944. After the war the Allied Military Tribunal sentenced him to life // 
imprisonment, from which he was released in 1956.
Taisho, Emperor (1879-1926). Son of Emperor M eiji, father of Emperor , . : 
Hirohito. He was not a personal force during his reign; the policies of the 
period, including Japan’s participation in World War I, were largely deter-.,-.; 
mined by his advisors, the Six Princes. After 1921, when Taisho suffered a •• 
stroke and consequent mental incompetence, Hirohito acted as Regent. ;
Takamatsu, Prince (1905- ) . Second brother of Hirohito, professional; :
naval officer. From 1935 to 1945 he had a desk in the Navy General; Staff 
offices. His intimacy with Admiral Y amamoto Isoroku was largely resppa-.:: :- 
sible for Japan’s adoption of the Pearl Harbor attack plan. During the. war he.:-.;:; 
was closely associated-with the development of an Air Navy and the finalTjva'! 
sort to kamikaze tactics. After the war he was active in the affairs of t»| y 
Imperial Household Council and such cultural organizations a s' the -Rebiitlt;!|

. Society, the Sericulture Association, the Red Cross, the Maison Frahcp-:.^ 
Jajpbriais; arid the Japan Basketball Association. ' ‘ ' '
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he shared with Doihara Ken ji the responsibility for sore aggression and 
exploitation of the new colony. In the first year of the war with China he 
commanded the 5th Division. As war minister from June 1938 to September 
1939 he presided over two disastrous border "wars with Russia, the Lake 
Khasan affair and the Nomonhan Incident. Thereafter he served as a com
mander of rear-area armies in China, Korea, and Malaya. After the vm  he 
was tried for war crimes in Manchuria and hanged beside Doihara.
Ito Hirobumi (1841-1909), A Choshu samurai who became the leading 
spokesman of Japan during the reign of Emperor Meiji. He supervised the 
drafting of the Constitution of 1889. As a gradual opponent of the war policies 
of General YamagatA Aritomo he tried to avert the Russo-Japanese War. 
While he was prime minister in 1900, he founded the Constitutionalist 
party. He was assassinated in Korea in 1909.
Jimmu. The legendary first Emperor of Japan, or of Yamato, who according 
to tradition ascended the throne in 660 b .c. and according to archaeologists 
reigned in the first century a.d. All Japanese emperors are descended from 
him, though not all patrilineally or by primogeniture. Hirohito is accounted 
the one hundred and twenty-fourth of the line.
Kanin Kotohito, Prince (1865-1945). Adopted son of Emperor KoMEi, 
seventh son of Kuniye. Having outlived the last of his brothers, he ranked 
from 1923 to 1945 as the senior member of the imperial family. At the same 
time being a professional Army officer, a graduate of French military acad
emies, who had risen through the officer corps to the rank of field marshal, 
Prince Kanin became the gray eminence of Japan’s military establishment. 
Always an activist, he presided over an attempt in 1916 to assassinate Chinese 
warlord Chang Tso-liu and occupy Manchuria. In 1921 he personally showed 
Hirohito the World War battlefields of France. In the 1920’s his proteges 
Tatekawa Yoshiji and Koiso Kuniake assisted their juniors, the T hree 
Crows and the Eleven Reliables, in recruiting the Emperor’s Cabal. In 
December 1931, during the conquest of Manchuria, Prince Kanin accepted the 
nighest post in the Army, that of chief of staff. He retained it throughout the 
1930’s, while the war with China was undertaken, until October 1940. There
after, in his late seventies, he remained at Hirohito’s side, manipulating Army 
elders, until his death on May 21, 1945.
Kaya Tsunenori, Prince (1900- ). Grandson of Asahiko, first cousin of
Empress Nagako, husband of a niece of Empress Dowager Sadako, and child
hood playmate of Hirohito. In 1934 he and his wife paid a state visit to Hitler 
and returned admiring the Third Reich and supporting alliance with it. 'As a 
major general in 1943, he served on the faculty of the Army Staff College 
supervising war strategy. After the war he occupied sinecuresTn the Taisho and 
Nisshin Life Insurance companies.
Kido Koichi, Marquis (1888- ). First of the Big Brothers and founder
of the Eleven Club. A diligent bureaucrat, he was responsible in the Ministry 
of Commerce and Industry for much of Japan’s early industrial planning for 
war. In 1930 he became secretary to the lord privy seal and in 1940 lord privy 
seal. He remained Hirohito’s closest civilian advisor throughout the -war. In 
1948 the International Military Tribunal sentenced Mm to life imprisonment; 
he was paroled in 1956. His diaries were published in Japan in 1966. '
Kita Ikki (1882 1936) , Political theorist whose major work, The Fundamen
tal Principles for the Reconstruction of the Nation, provided many of the basic 
ideas of Japanese fascism, particularly those of the Strike-North Faction.
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Takeda Tsuneyoshi, Prince (1909- ). Grandson of Emperor Meiji and
son of Meiji’s sixth daughter, Masako, he was one of the ablest of Hirohito’s 
generation in the imperial family. During World War II, as a major, later 
lieutenant colonel, he served as Hirohito’s personal liaison officer to the Saigon- 
based staff of General Count Terauchi Hisaichi. After the war he escaped the 
financial pinch felt by some of his cousins and retired to his estate in Chiba, 
where he raised prize cattle and polo ponies.
Tanaka Memorial. A report to the Throne by Prime Minister Tanaka Gi-ichi 
on the Far Eastern Conference of 1927, a meeting of Japanese Foreign Min
istry officials and Army commanders from Korea and Manchuria to formulate 
policy for China and Manchuria. The actual text has been lost, but a Chinese 
version, widely circulated in translation in the West, presented the Memorial 
as Japan’s blueprint for world conquest. Japanese sources, however, show that 
Tanaka’s report was actually intended as a plea to the newly acceded Emperor 
Hirohito to pursue a policy of economic rather than military aggrandizement.
Tanaka Mitsuaki (1843-1939). As imperial household finance auditor, Peers’ 
School director, assistant minister and then minister of the imperial household 
between 1891 and 1901, he became one of Emperor Meiji’s closest confidants. 
During the last decade of Meiji’s reign he established a single clearinghouse 
and co-ordinating directorship for Japan’s proliferating autonomous espionage 
agencies. After Meiji’s death, under guise of writing a definitive biography of 
Meiji, he moved most of the paper work of his “Civilian Spy Service” to a 
cover organization, the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute 
in Oarai, north of Tokyo. When the institute was closed following the May 
Fifteenth Incident, he frequented the palace, took too proprietary an inter
est in Hirohito’s sex life, and after his ninetieth birthday was eased out of 
Court circles with the excuse that he had become stone deaf.
Tangku Truce. Agreement negotiated between Chiang Kai-shek’s representa
tives and Major General Okamura Yasuji of the Three Crows in May 1933, 
following Japan’s invasion of Jehol. The province was ceded to Japan and the 
area south of the Great Wall was declared a demilitarized zone.
Tatekawa Yoshiji (1880-1945). Army officer, master intriguer, protege of 
Prince Kanin, and a senior member of the Emperor’s Cabal. He was com
mended by Emperor Meiji for conspicuous service as leader of a band of 
irregulars behind enemy lines during the 1904-05 war With Russia. After 
serving as an intelligence officer in Switzerland during World War I, he was 
appointed confidential secretary to War Minister Oshima Kenichi, the father 
of Oshima Hiroshi. During the purge of Choshu leadership from the Army in 
the mid-1920’s, he handled the Europe-America desk in the General Staff. In 
1928 he supervised the assassination of Chinese warlord Chang Tso-lin. In 
1930 he sponsored the Cherry Society. In September 1931, when he had 
ecome a lieutenant general, he carried secret imperial instructions to Mukden 

and closed his eyes approvingly when the Manchurian Incident broke out. 
n 1939, having retired from the Army, he was appointed ambassador to the 
oviet Union and conducted the preliminary negotiations for the Soviet- 
apanese Non-Aggression Pact. Returning to Japan in 1942, he assumed leader- 

’ d'*d °f youth corPs ° f the Imperial Rule Assistance Association. He 
Ie on the eve of his arrest as a war crimes suspect in September 1945.

TEiuycm Hisaichi, Count (1879-1946). Son of Field Marshal Terauchi 
sa a e who was war minister throughout the last nine years of Emperor
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KMT. Abbreviation for^ the. Kuomintang, political party in- China ultimately 
headed by Chiang Kai-shek. ' - , y
Koiso Kuniake (1880-1950). Army officer, intelligence specialist, protege of 
Prince Kanin, a senior member of the Emperor’s Cabal. As a General °Staff 
emissary to Inner Mongolia in 1915-17 he arranged for the Mongol invasion 
of Manchuria which was co-Ordinated with the 1916 Japanese attempt on the 
life of Chinese warlord Chang Tso-lin.In the early 1920’s he was responsible 
for seeing that aviation intelligence gathered by Japanese attaches in Europe 
was fully utilized in the development of a Japanese Army air force. In 1931 
he masterminded the March Plot. Vice war minister in 1932, commander 
in chief of the Korean Army in 1935, minister of colonization in the Cabinet 
in 1939 and 1940, governor general of Korea from 1942 to 1944, Koiso finally 
became prime minister in the desperate kamikaze months of July 1944 to 
April 1945. After the war he died in prison while serving a life sentence as a 
war criminal.
Komei, Emperor (1831-1867). The last Mikado of old Japan in whose reign, 
in 1853, U.S. Commodore Matthew Perry forced his way into Tokyo Bay at 
cannon point. In  the last fourteen years of his life, Komei cast about vainly 
for vassals strong enough to expel the Western invaders, enforce Japan’s tradi
tional policy of seclusion from the world, and preserve the sanctity of Japanese 
shores—the religious trust handed down to him by his imperial ancestors. In 
the course of his stubborn efforts Komei endorsed a long-range imperial policy 
for Japan: to cast out the barbarians and conquer a buffer zone in neighboring 
lands which would keep them from ever intruding again. By insisting on this 
goal too early he demanded the impossible of his vassals. The martial samurai 
clan of Choshu which had first suggested the goal to him was humiliated by 
his insistence on immediate action. Leaders of the clan had him murdered, 
with the connivance of a sympathetic nobleman, Iwakura Tomomi. His fifteen- 
year-old son Meiji was accepted as his successor.
Komoto D aisaku (1893-1954). One of the Eleven Reliables in the Army 
officer corps. In 1928 he blew up a railroad car carrying Chang Tso-lin, the 
warlord of North China, and so launched Japanese aggression in the Manchu
rian area, climaxed by the Manchurian Incident. Having taken responsibility 
for the assassination of Chang, he enjoyed a comfortable life as a member of 
the board of directors of Japan’s South Manchurian Railroad. He died of 
natural causes in his villa outside Kobe in 1954.
Konoyr Fumimaro, Prince (1891-1945). Highest ranking Fujiwara prince, 
youngest of the Big Brothers. As prime minister from 1937 to 1939, he 
assumed responsibility for the war with China; as prime minister again in 1940- 
41, he acquiesced in the Emperor’s Striker-South plans, organized the Impe
rial Rule A ssistance A ssociation, and prepared the way for totalitarian 
government. Resigning in favor of Tojo HiDeki in October 1941, Brince 
Konoye acted as titular leader of the Peace Faction during the war. On t e 
eve of his arrest, after the war, as a major war criminal, he took poison. His 
Princeton-educated son Fumitaka, or “Butch,” was sentenced to twenty- ve 
years at hard labor by a Moscow court for war crimes against the Russian , 
in Manchuria; he died in 1956 at Ivanova prison camp in Siberia. Princ 
Konoye’s brother Konoye Hidemaro conducts the Tokyo Symphony Orches ra,
Kuniye, Prince (1802-1875). Nineteenth Prince F ushimi, he was the adopted 
son of Emperor Kokaku and the father of sixteen sons of his own. He wa
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Meiji’s reign and; prime minister for Emperor. Taisho from 1916 to 1918, 
Hisaichi, the son, overcame an undistinguished early start in the Army by 
coming out for an end to factionalism in the Army and an unquestioning obe
dience to imperial orders. He founded the Army Purification Movement 
and after the February Mutiny, in 1936 he was appointed war minisfefvto 
purge adherents of the Imperial Way Group, and the Strike-North Faction 
from the Army officer corps. Still the martinet, he presided from Saigon as 
commander in chief of all Japanese armies in the Southwest Pacific area from 
1941 to 1945. His uninspired leadership and harsh disciplinarian spirit .was. 
responsible .in part for the failure of samurai chivalry during thew aryears; 
When the end of the war came he was too sick to attend surrender ceremonies 
or be arrested as a war criminal. "

Threat of Coup d’Etat. Third element in the Triple Intrigue of 1931^32 ■; 
Political activists and espionage agents of the Blood Brotherhood and the 
N ative-Land-Loving Society along with a cadre of officer-pilots from. the. 
Navy’s Misty Lagoon A ir D evelopment Station were recruited by the 
Emperor’s inner circle of Big Brothers and Eleven Club members to exe
cute a series of political assassinations which were climaxed by the'murder of 
Prime Minister Inukai in the May Fifteenth Incident. The earlier October 
Plot had also been intended to give the impression of dangerous, instability 
in Japan’s internal affairs, but the Threat of Coup d’Etat was more convincing. 
It persuaded many foreign observers to be patient with Japan and many do
mestic onlookers to fear for their lives. " ’ V ;
Three Crows. The first and foremost officers of the Emperor’s Cabal, re
cruited in Europe by Prince Higashikuni in 1921: Nagata TETSUZAN. -Gbata: 
Toshiro, and Okamura Yasuji, of whom Nagata was to be the most influen
tial. All three were trained in military intelligence and were serving in Europe 
at Japanese embassies as attaches. Their immediate assignment was to formu
late plans to mechanize the Imperial Army and to purge it of Choshu leader-■ 
ship. During their first meeting in Baden-Baden, Germany, in. October 4921,- 
the three officers chose the Eleven Reliables. Nagata was eventually assas-. 
sinated; Obata broke with the cabal in the 1930’s in disagreement with; its., 
objectives; Okamura went on to become an army commander. in China, ad-; 
visor later to Chiang Kai-shek, and after the war a leader in the organization 
of Japan’s Self-Defense Forces.
Togo H eihachiro (1847-1934) ; Admiral , in command of the Japanese fleet 
during the Russo-Japanese War, popular hero of the decisive victory of .’Rg- 
shima Strait in 1905, and later chief of Crown Prince Hirohito’s board of 
tutors. In the early 1930’s he became, estranged from Hirohito and a syrnpa- 
thizer with the Strike-N orth F action. His son Togo Minoru rose to the rank 
of rear admiral in the war and afterward served as a night watchman at 
Yokosuka Naval Base, standing , guard over U.S. submarines and destroyers;
Togo Shigenori (1881-1950). Career diplomat, son o f a-, Satsuma: 
samurai. He was second secretary in the Japanese Embassy in Berlin in-1920, . 
counselor, there in 1929, and ambassador in 1937—38. He was appdintedvforr 
eight minister in the‘Cabinet of Tojo Hideki in October.1941, -and.*was;.re-^ 
placed in September 1942; he was foreign minister again, in 1945, in the.sur-;, 
render Cabinet of Suzuki Kantaro'. He died in 'S t  Lplce’s 
in 1950 while serving a twenty-year sentence as a war criminal. He and Jus 
German wife, whom he married in 1920, had one daughter; he adopted.her 
husband, Togo Fumihiko, who became corisul general'in New Yorkdn 1967-
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A .XHe' tlioxight ofCa Rxissian invasion-was terrifying enough, but <the:,thought 
. bf a GIiinese revenge. raised cold sweats: Hirohito decided1 to go over the 

■ head'oi “sick” Ambassador Malik , in Tokyo and begin direct, conversations 
with Mplotby . in Moscow. He, summoned Prime Minister Suzuki on July 7 
arid told hirn,.'“We .are wasting precious time feeling out the belly of Russia. 
How would it be if we ask, her frankly to act as go-between and offer to 

■fsendVan.:envby.to. Moscow;with an imperial letter?” Suzuki accepted the 
suggestion “gratefully.” ■ , . , ' . , ,

, Hirohito, anguished over the decision he had made, began to have.second 
-i'-thbu^tsr'XDhJulyLlO-Kis'old Army minion, the ubiquitous Suzuki,Tehichi, 

who had manned the home headquarters of the division which raped Nan- 
king, came to the palace to discuss Japan’s ability “ to end and start again.” 

;.Finallyi tvvo:days later, imperial advisor Kido noted that “the Emperor has 
now reached a state of determination.” Kido at once arranged a private 

. audience for Prince Konoye. Konoyc assured Hirohito that the nation must,
; >indeed,: surrender...In. his description of conditions outside the palace, he 
- went so far as to say, “The people all want to find a way out. Some are even 
',iof the opinion that the-Emperor should be Tebuked.”

“Is it yoiir conviction then that we should end the war at once?” asked 
Hirohito.bleakly. • ■ ■ ■ - ' V •. ;•>■"

'j7t is;”-replied Konoye. 1 '
"So be it,” said.Hirohito. “There may be occasion to send you to Russia. 

Please be ready to act on your convictions.” And with that the Emperor 
left.the room. •

. . /. Prince Konoyewent directly to a meeting with Foreign Minister Togo 
and Togo cabled at once to Ambassador Sato in Moscow: see molotov 

• BEFORE HIS DEPARTURE FOR POTSDAM. . . .  CONVEY HIS MAJESTY’S 
/■..̂ TRQNGDESIRE TO; SECURE A TERMINATION OF THE WAR. . UNCONDI

TIONAL SURRENDER is THE ONLY OBSTACLE TO PEACF. . '. . ' A : '
That night at 11:25 Ambassador Sato cabled back: there is no chance• 

soviet ''.union to our side aNd of Obtaining ,
HER SUPPORT ON /THE BASIS SET FORTH IN YOUR CABLES. . . . ilAPAN IS , 
DEFEATED. . . . WE MUST: FACE THAT FACT AND ACT ACCORDINGLY. . 7 ; .

\ ; Sato’s message crossed en route with a second cable from Foreign Minis- 
;,te_r :ToS0; It contained, the news that Prince Konoyc,: bearing a letter in 
Hirohito’s own hand, would cbme to Moscow to work out the details .o f;

: G range immediately to obtain ;.an 'entry,.permit:,
FOR PRINCE KONOYE and HIS PARTY. ; . , HAVE A SOVIET.PLANE .MEET
them at TsrrsiHAR or manchouli.0 x 'r , V ; . " i l - % 

There followed as sad a correspondence. with deatli as history has,ever

i :  h  _qfi<upln.is A, town 'on the ‘ Russo-ManChurian, border -near,the eastern
:, ™y,°*^°ng6Ha.'Tsij'sihar dr. Ltirigkiang, which is inside; of Manchuria 220• miles:.'

°m the border. had.a better airporf.: - ' •; A-AA V
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recorded. Am bassador Sato Naotake in Moscow cabled home on July 13 
that M olotov “could n o t find time to see me.” So Sato saw Molotov’s 
subordinate-instead and begged him for a quick response to tlie proposed 
Konoye v isit Late tha t night Ambassador Sato was told over the phone that 
“ the Soviet aniswer will be delayed because of the departure of Stalin and 
M olotov” for Potsdam. Throughout the Potsdam Conference Sato called 
every morning at the Soviet Foreign Ministry to relay further clarifications 
from  Tokyo as to the purpose of Konoye’s mission. Every afternoon and 
evening he composed cables itemizing the latest Soviet requests for still 
more clarification. Hirohito seemed relieved at the Russian procrastination. 
When he received Foreign Minister Togo in audience on July 18, he said, 
“The fate of our proposal is now beyond your control. I t depends on the 
response of the other side and on the national destiny ordained by the. 
divine ancestors.” * . '

On July 19 Am bassador Sato in Moscow finally received an ordinary 
postal letter from a member of Molotov’s staff, stating that the Japanese 
proposals, as yet, were too vague to warrant an answer. Sato relayed this 
opinion to Tokyo and accompanied it with an impassioned plea for a realis
tic surrender note which would spare his beloved country. Foreign Minister 
Togo consulted with H irohito and felt able to give Sato little further clarifi
cation. I t was Prince Konoye’s mission, he cabled, to bring specific surren
der proposals to Moscow and to arrange a  peace short of unconditional 
surrender. v

Unknown to Stalin, unknown to Hirohito, the telegraphic correspon
dence between Togo and Sato was being intercepted by U.S. Intelligence; 
it was decoded, translated, and submitted to Secretary of State Byrnes. It 
revealed cleariy that Japan was desperate to surrender. I t did not reveal the 
minimal face-saving terms which Lord Privy Seal Kido and members of the , 
General Staff had agreed to accept, months earlier. I t  did not show any 
willingness on the part of the Japanese to settle for the one condition which 
had already been granted through O.S.S. Chief Dulles. U.S. intelligence 
analysts tended to see Japan  as a brutal police state under the control of a 
few tough fanatic generals like Tojo. The analysts did not know that Tojo 
was only an obedient servant of the Throne, They did not know that the 
Em peror’s civilian advisors were at least as influential as his military aides. 
The power of the Japanese Army was judged by its arrogant totalitarian 
behavior in conquered countries overseas. I t  was not fufly appreciated that . 
most Japanese soldiers were, of humble birth and that this made them 
subservient to aristocratic civilians at home. . : . L - ■ ; • ,

Secretary of State Byrnes was advised, accordingly, that the Togo-Sato 
cables appeared to be an attempt on the part of the Japanese military to 
make a deal with Russia and thereby attach conditions to surrender, condi
tions which might enable the military clique to evade punishment and stay 
in power. Russian analysts took an equally inappropriate view: tliat Japa-

Vengetiyce.<of~ Wttr'i-



Tojo Hideki (1884-1948), Army officer and World War II prime minister. 
He was a protege of Prince Kanin, who had studied and toured in Europe 
with Tojo’s father, later a lieutenant general. Through the prince Tojo became 
one of the original members of the Emperor’s Cabal and was chosen as one 
of the Eleven Reliables. He graduated from the military academy with high
est honors and won a place in the 3d Regiment of the Imperial Guards in 
1908; in 1916 he became adjutant to War Minister Oshima Kenichi, father of 
Oshima Hiroshi. During the 1920’s and early 1930’s he rose steadily but in
conspicuously as the protege and shadow of Nagata Tetsuzan. After Nagata 
was assassinated in 1935, Tojo was taken under wing by Prince Nashimoto 
and immediately appointed commander in chief of the secret police in Man- 
chukuo. In March 1937 he was made chief of staff of the Kwantung Army. 
He became vice war minister in May 1938 and war minister in July 1940. 
He succeeded Prince Konoye Fumimaro as prime minister in October 1941 
and took respbrisibility for leading Japan into war with the United States. 
After resigning as prime minister, war minister, and Army chief of staff in 
July 1944, he remained an active advisor to the Throne until the end of the 
war. Under Allied arrest and prosecution for more than three years, October 
1945 to December 1948, he defended himself ably and went to his hanging 
bravely,
Tokugawa. Clan that provided the shoguns between 1603 and 1868, begin
ning with Tokugawa Ioyasu (1542-1616). The Tokugawa shogunate ended 
when the fifteen-year-old Emperor Meiji announced restoration of direct rule 
by the imperial family and enforced it with the aid of the Choshu and 
Satsuma clans by defeating the last shogun, Tokugawa Yoshinobu, Lord of 
Mito, in a battle near Kyoto. Thereafter the Emperor moved the capital of 
Japan from Kyoto to the old Tokugawa stronghold of Tokyo (Edo). Toku- 
gawas continued to take part in Court life and political intrigue; Baron Toku
gawa Yoshichika financed the March Plot in 1931 and directed espionage 
activities in Southeast Asia during World War II from Singapore.
Toyama Mitsuru (1855-1944). Patron-founder of the Black Dragon So
ciety and leader of the underworld in Japan from about 1890 to about 1936. 
Discredited finally because of his insistence upon fighting Russia and avoiding 
war with the Western powers, he yet remained a hero of the Japanese masses 
and was consulted by Prince Higashikuni for political advice as late as 1940.
Tripartite Pact. Agreement made by Japan, Germany, and Italy (signed 
September 27, 1940) in which the three powers pledged, for ten years, “to 
assist one another with all political, economic, and military means.”
Triple Intrigue (Sanbo no sanbo). Designation for the crucial events in 
Japanese politics in 1931-32: the Dollar Swindle, the Fake War, and the 
Threat op Coup d’Etat.
Tsingtao Leasehold. Enclave including the port city of Tsingtao on the south 
coast of Shantung Peninsula in northeastern China, leased to Germany in 1898. 
Japan took it from Germany in 1914, returned it to China in 1922, and re
occupied it from 1937 to 1945.
Tsuji Masanobu (1901-1961 or later). Army fanatic recruited by the Em
peror’s Cabal through the Cherry Society in 1930; later mentor and pro- 

of Prince Mikasa. In 1934, during Mikasa’s term at military academy, 
Tsuji was an instructor there and exposed the Military Academy Plot.'He 

011 to prove himself a tough, zealous, brilliant staff officer in Manchuria 
and North China. In November 1940 he was attached to the command of the
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Showa Record], Nihon Hoso Kaisha [Japan Broadcasting Corp.] (Tokyo: 
NHK Sabisu Senta, Oct. 1965).

40 Muto’s promise to consider accommodations in countryside: IMTFE 
Exhibit No. 2577; Nakayama, testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 21899-
907. , ,

Matsui quoted (lines 11-16): Okada Takashi, testimony, IMTFE, ibid. 
(Canberra), 32738.

Matsui’s press release quoted: ibid., 3510-11.
Memorial service at Nanking airport: ibid., 47183-87, 21901-07. 
Matsui’s poem: ItoKanejiro, 1:212.
41 Matsui to his Buddhist confessor: Hanayama, 186.
Matsui quoted on China war: Okada Takashi, testimony, IMTFE “Pro

ceedings” (Canberra), 32749 ff.
Prince Asaka’s headquarters then 30 miles from Nanking: Iinuma 

Mamoru, testimony, ibid., 32655, 32673.
Matsui sent back to Shanghai: Nakayama Yasuto, testimony, ibid., 

21907-916; Kazue Sakaibara, testimony, ibid., 32686; Okada Takashi, 
testimony, ibid., 32752.

42 One of Americans at Nanking quoted: Rev. John Magee, testimony, 
ibid., 3900 ff.

Thermit and strips of paper: John Rabe, Library of Congress microfilm 
WT 5, 4459-62.

Fitch cited: Timperley, 35.
Chinese soldiers in hiding, not 6,000 but 20,000: ibid., 27, 38; Hsu, 

161,171.
43 Muto quoted: testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings” (Canberra), 3552 

ff.
114th, 6th, 9th divs. withdrawn: Nakasawa Mitsuo, testimony, ibid., 

32623-627.
Prince Asaka in Nanking Dec. 25 to February 10: Iinuma Mamoru, 

testimony, ibid., 32673.
Matsui to Abend: Abend, Life in China, 270-73.
Matsui to Asaka’s chief of staff: IMTFE Exhibit No. 2577; “Proceed

ings” (Canberra) ,47187 ff.
Matsui to Japanese diplomat: Hidaka Shunrokuro; see his testimony, 

ibid., pp, 21448 ff.
"I considered that the discipline was excellent” : Matsui, interrogation, 

March 8,1946, ibid., 3459 ff.
44 Prince Kaya “talked earnestly to second lieutenants”: Asahi (Osaka 

ed.), Jan. 20, 1938.
A third of the city destroyed by fire: Rabe, Library of Congress microfilm 

WT5, 4459-62.
45 Summary of economic distress: from findings reported in Smythe, 
Nanking veterans' reports, War Ministry’s suppression orders: IPS No.

625 Supplement, Library of Congress microfilm WT5, 641-43.
Nanking “the ten-year shame”: Horiba, 109 ff.
Japanese spokesmen’s claims at war crime trials re Nanking: defense 

summation for Matsui, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 47187 ff. 46
46 Hirohito’s “extreme satisfaction” expressed to Prince Kanin: Asahi 

(Tokyo ed.), Dec. 15,1937;
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Taiwan Army to draw up plans for the conquest of Malaya. In February 1942 
on the staff of General Yamashita Tomoyuki, he saw his plans come to 
fruition in the Japanese capture of Singapore. A month later, reposted as 
chief of the Operations Squad, General Staff, he was in the Philippines where ' 
he took part in the capture of Bataan and then supervised the Death March. 
Later the same year, in October, he was on Guadalcanal directing vain Japa
nese efforts to dislodge the U.S. Marines. In August 1943 he was reposted to 
China in charge of secret but unsuccessful peace negotiations with Chiang 
Kai-shek. In July 1944, after the collapse of Japan’s invasion of India, he was 
sent south to  shore up the morale of tire Burma Area Army. At war’s end he 
went underground in Bangkok and through contacts in the Chinese secret 
police was smuggled out to Chungking. There he assisted in staff planning for 
Chiang’s war with the Communists. As soon as danger had passed that he 
would be tried for war crimes in Japan, he returned home, wrote bestsellers 
entitled Underground Escape, Singapore, Nomonhan, and Guadalcanal, and 
was elected to the Diet in 1952, 1954, and 1956. He mysteriously vanished 
in 1961 while visiting Hanoi.

Twenty-one D emands. The substance of a bold diplomatic note presented to 
the new Republic of China by Japanese Foreign Minister Kato Taka-aki in 
January 1915. China had no recourse but to accede to most of the demands 
until they could be renegotiated with arbitration by the Western powers at the 
peace conferences following World War I. In consequence China conceded to 
Japan the right to occupy the Tsingtao Leasehold, to build a railroad inland 
from Tsingtao to Tsinan, to occupy the Kwantung Leasehold for an addi
tional ninety-nine years, and to exercise control of Chinese iron mines as col
lateral for Japanese loans to China. A final group of demands caused such 
international stir that Japan withdrew them; they would have forced China to 
accept Japanese advisors in political, military, and economic affairs and to 
aUow Japanese railroad building throughout central China. Twenty years later 
Chiang Kai-shek’s refusal to grant a similar set of demands brought on the 
1937-45 Sino-Japanese War. v
Ugaki Kazushige (1869-1956). Army general who as war minister in 1924—
25 carried out the plans devised by staff ofiicers of the Emperor’s Cabal for , 
reorganizing the Army. Later, taking a moderate position between the extrem
ists of the Strike-North and Strike-South factions, he acquired a large  ̂
following in the Army officer corps and was* courted by both political parties 
as a potential prime minister who might keep the Army from executing its 
planned seizure of Manchuria. Before he could realize his political ambitions, 
however, he was compromised by the March Plot in 1931. Consoled by the 
post of governor general of Korea from 1931 to 1936, he was rebuffed in a 
second attempt to become prime minister in 1937. In 1938 he served for four 
months as foreign minister in the first Konoye Cabinet. After the war Ugaki 
sat in the Upper House of the Diet from 1953 until his death.
U niversity Lodging H ouse (Daigaku-Ryo). Cover name for the indoctrina
tion center for junior Army officers established on the Imperial Palace grounds 
soon after Hirohito became Regent. The purpose of the Lodging House was 
to educate carefully chosen officers in ideology, strategy, and tactics for the 
expansion of the Japanese Empire into neighboring lands. Organization and 
curriculum were entrusted to Dr. Okawa Shumei.
Watari H isao (1885-1939). Army officer, one of the E leven Reliables, a 
specialist in Anglo-American intelligence. Assigned in 1932 as guide to the ^
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1114 Notes to pages 47-58

Prince Kanin’s telegram: ibid.
Hirohito presented silver vases to Matsui, Asaka, and Yanagawa: Asahi 

(Tokyo ed .), Feb. 27,1938.
Three other members of imperial family: Prince Higashikuni, Prince 

Kaya, Prince Takeda II; see Asahi, March 8, 25, Apr. 4, May 31, June 20 
Aug. 30, Oct. 28, Nov. 4, Dec. 22,1938.

47 Matsui quoted: Hanayama, 186. On the night of his execution Matsui 
said: "I sincerely appreciate the infinite grace of the Throne. It happens 
that I have come to be sacrificed for the Nanking Incident” (ibid., 255).

48 Four million corpses: my own estimate including more than one 
million Japanese, two and a half million Chinese, and more than 100,000 
Americans (in the Pacific theater).

2. A-Bomb

For this chapter, in addition to sources cited or listed in the bibliog
raphy, I have drawn for background on: Ronald William Clark, The 
Birth o} the Bomb (New York: Horizon Press, 1961); Hiroshima Plus 20, 
by the editors of The New York Times (New York: Delacorte Press, 
1965); and William Bradford Huie, Hiroshima Pilot (New York: G. P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1964).

49 H ir o sh im a : details of bombing mission, Amrine, 152-55, 176-79, 
199-202; description of Hiroshima, John Hersey, Hiroshima (New York: 
Alfred A, Knopf, 1946); deaths, Genshi bakudan saigai chosa hokoku-shi 
[Collected A-Bomb Damage Investigation Reports] (Tokyo: Nihon Gaku- 
jutsu Shinkokai, 1953, 1961), 19 ff.

51 Nagasaki: details of Bock’s Car flight, Craig, 75-88, 90-97; de
scription of Nagasaki and details of attack, Robert Trumbull, Nine Who 
Survived Hiroshima and Nagasaki (Rutland, Vt., and Tokyo: Charles E. 
Tuttle Cd., 1957), Pt. 2, passim.

52 William L. Laurence quoted: Feis, Japan Subdued, 116, n.5.
53 N .l; crewmen of the bomb plane deny it: see Craig, 85-86, descrip

tion of flight over Kokura, based on his interviews with crew members.
54 Clear blue sky: Ttumbull, Nine Who Survived, 111: Nagai Takashi, 

We of Nagasaki (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1951), 102, 146; 
among accounts in Japanese, Gembaku Kokunai, Hiroku daitoa senshi 
(Tokyo: Fuji Shoen, 1953), 330,340.

55 N. 2: bombardier’s two-mile miss: telephone interview, Kermit 
Beehan; Bock’s Car’s radio message to Tinian, quoted, Craig, 97.

57 Stimson to Truman, Apr. 25, 1945: Stimson’s memorandum in his
article, "The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb,” Harper’s magazine, Feb
ruary 1947. J .

Truman in his memoirs: Year of Decisions (1955), quoted, Amrine, 53,
May 1, Grew met with Stimson and Forrestal, Forrestal quoted: Feis, 

Japan Subdued, 15.
58 Truman’s statement of May 8: ibid., 16.
Truman wrote to his family: Year of Decisions. quoted, Amrine, 79.
Stalin to Hopkins, ’‘give them the works”: Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt 

and Hopkins, 903-4, quoted in Feis, Japan Subdued, 18.
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Lytton Commission, he made heroic but unavailing efforts to show the Com
mission only the bright side of Japanese rule in Manchukuo. He died, a 
major general, in China in 1939.
Yamagata Aritomo, Count (1838-1922). Army general and leader of the 
Choshu clan. He was the principal architect of the Imperial Army as it was 
developed during Emperor Meiji’s reign. His concepts of military strategy for 
Japan became the basis of policies pursued by the Strike-North Faction.
Yamamoto Isoroku (1884-1943). Naval officer and protege of Empress 
Nagako’s father, Prince Kuniyoshi. Trained in the Russo-Japanese War and 
later in the naval staff college, Harvard University, and the Japanese Embassy 
in Washington, he played a leading role in the development of the Japanese 
naval air force. In 1924 he took charge of the Misty Lagoon Air Develop
ment Station. In 1929-30 he attended the naval limitations negotiations in 
London. In late 1934 he led another delegation to London where he announced 
Japanese abrogation of the Naval Limitations Treaty. In 1936-39 he was Navy 
vice minister, and from 1939 on he was commander in chief of the Combined 
Fleet. In his last command he planned and executed the daring attack on 
Pearl Harbor. In April 1943 President Roosevelt had him ambushed and shot 
down by U.S. Army Air Force pilots while he was on an inspection flight in 
the Solomon Islands.
YaMaoka Shigeatsu (1884- ). Army officer, one of the Eleven Reli
ables. A Shinto fanatic, with great faith in the spirits’ inhabiting cold steel, 
he was responsible for the Japanese Army regulation that all officers must own 
swords. He was implicated in the murder of Nagata Tetsuzan in 1935. He 
sympathized with the Strike-North Faction, became increasingly an embar
rassment to his seniors, and was finally discharged from the Army in 1939.
Yamashita Tomoyuki (1888-1946). Army general, the “Tiger of Malaya,’’ 
who captured Singapore in February 1942. An intelligence specialist in Ger
man, he was brought into the Emperor’s Cabal through early acquaintance 
with Tojo Hideki and later membership in the Suzuki Study Group. Before 
the February Mutiny he played a difficult part in leading on the rebels, for 
which Hirohito later sent him a secret commendation. Thereafter Yamashita 
became chief of staff in North China in 1938 and inspector general of Army 
aviation in 1940. In 1941 he led a delegation of officers to Germany to meet 
with Hitler and study Wehrmacht methods. Later that year he took charge 
of the training of the troops that were to be used in the invasions of Malaya, 
the Philippines, and Indonesia. After capturing Singapore he differed with 
Hirohito and was rusticated to command of the First Army Group in Man
chukuo. In September 1944 he was posted to the Philippines, where he directed 
a brilliant defensive campaign against superior U.S. forces. In February 1946, 
after a trial much criticized by U.S. jurists, he was hanged as a war criminal,
Yamato. The name for the early imperial realm in Japan which encompassed 
the fertile valleys from the harbor of modern Osaka inland to modern Kyoto.
Yonai Mitsumasa (1880-1948), Naval Intelligence officer specializing in 
Russian. He was chief of Special Service Organs in Vladivostok in 1918—19, 
the first year of Japan’s Siberian intervention. Alternating between sea duty 
ana intelligence posts, he rose to be Navy minister, 1937—39, and prime min
ister January-July 1940. Although opposed to the war with the United States, 
e returned to the Cabinet to serve as Navy minister and preside over the 

sinking of the Japanese fleet from July 1944 to December 1945. Thereafter he
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58-60 Interim Committee: ibid., 30-40.
60 Scientists’ answer: Amrine, 108.
Franck Committee: Feis, J a p a n  S u b d u e d ,  40-44,
Edwaid Teller quoted: by William L. Laurence in N. Y. Times News

Service dispatch, Aug. 1965.
61 Navy peace mission: see note on page 72.
Okamoto’s mission: for a full account see Tatamiya, 115-42.
62 Navy and Army reports: Butow, J a p a n ’s  D e c i s i o n ,  22,26.
Kido conceded war was lost: Kido, N i k k i ,  1078-79.
65 “Peace Faction”: That the Peace Faction’s assignment was contin

gency planning for defeat is my own interpretation of the evidence. I ex
plained it in 1966 to Koizumi Shinzo, the courtier who had charge of the 
education of Crown Prince Akahito, and he did not demur. To my mind 
the salient considerations are as follows: Col. Matsulani Makoto and Rear 
Adm. Takagi Sokichi were assigned to work on contingency planning for 
defeat from 1940 onward (Hata, interview; also Butow, J a p a n ' s  D e c i s i o n .  

20-22, 26-27, 58-40, 85 n.3). Takagi, in particular, maintained close liai
son thereafter with civilian members of the Peace Faction (see, e.g., 
Harada, 8:316-18, 365-69, 579). The civilian Peace Faction leaders, 
Konoye and Yoshida, maintained close liaison with Hirohito’s right hand, 
Lord Privy Seal Kido, and with Kido’s secretary and successor, Matsudaira 
Yasumasa (Kido, N i k k i ,  e.g., 945-47, 967-68, 1005, 1024-25, 1056-57, 
1109-10). Princes Higashikuni, Kaya, Mikasa, and Takamatsu were all 
involved in Peace Faction schemes at one time or another during the war 
(see, e.g., Butow, J a p a n ’s  D e c i s i o n ,  14 n.18; Coox, 8, 100, 126; Toland, 

R i s i n g  S u n ,  824; Kido, N i k k i ,  1003-5, 1057-59). They met informally 
with Hirohito during the war years at weekly palace newsreel showings 
(Ando, “Senso to kazoku,” Pt. 2, 89). Peace Faction members were re
sponsible for creating the postwar illusions that Hirohito was a pawn of 
militarists and that the Peace Faction itself had to operate in a clandestine 
manner for fear of police persecution. The first illusion is belied by Chief 
Aide-de-Camp Honjo in his N i k k i  (see my notes to Chs. 17-21) and by 
Chief of Staff Sugiyama in his M e m o  (see my notes to Chs. 24-29). The 
second illusion is belied bv such considerations as the following: As 
n a i d a i f i n  and foimer n a i m u d a i j i n  (lord privy seal and former home min
ister) , Kido Koichi had unsurpassed control of Tapan’s police apparatus. 
(In Tapan proper, as the Sorge case demonstrated, the military secret po
lice or k e m p e i  remained biddable colleagues of the metropolitan police 
and subordinates of the Thought Police or ( O k k a . )  The Peace Faction held 
receptions openly and on a lavish scale to recruit volunteers for special 
assignments (Kato Masuo. 15). Bv Tenting space in the Dai Icbi Building 
(testimony of Okada Keisuke. IMTFE "Proceedings.” 29259-63), the 
Peace Faction shared auarters with local Army Area Headquarters which 
supervised discipline throughout the Tokyo area during the days before 
and after the surrender.

Former foreign minister lo Kido; N i k k i  1206. The speaker was Togo 
Shigenori. who returned to the Cabinet as foreign minister in April 1945.

*64 Mass arrest of Peace Faction members (the so-called Badoglio inci
dent) : my interpretation of the evidence. Yabe, 2:45 ft., demonstrates that 
only Kido could have supplied the information on which the police based 
their charges against Konoye and Yoshida. The terms of the wartime rela-

Notes to pages 60-64



gave evidence at the war crimes trials in Tokyo. Because of his deceptively 
frank manner he was known to Japanese as “the goldfish minister” and “the 
lamp shining in daylight.”
Yoshida Shigeru (1878-1967). Diplomat and celebrated postwar prime min
ister of Japan. He was a member of the Takenouchi family, which was related 
by marriage to the imperial family through a daughter of Prince Asahiko, 
Yoshida grew up in Court circles and married a daughter of Count Makino 
N obuaki. He was first secretary in the Japanese Embassy in London in 1921 
and was in Gibraltar to welcome Crown Prince Hirohito on his way to Eng
land. As consul general in Tientsin and later in Mukden in the 1920’s, he 
played a leading part in formulating imperial policy regarding the Chinese 
revolution, Chiang Kai-shek, and Mao Tse-tung. In 1928 he tried to persuade 
the Kwantung Army to seize Manchuria. In 1933 he launched the first po
litical agitation for a Strike-South policy. From 1936 to 1939 Yoshida was 
ambassador to Great Britain. Throughout the war he served in Japan as a 
member of the Peace Faction. Having been arrested by the secret police in 
1945, he was deemed pure of war guilt by SCAP investigators. He then served 
as foreign minister from September 1945 until May 1947 and concurrently 
as prime minister from May 1946 to May 1947. He was appointed prime min
ister again in October 1948 and continued in office until December 1954. 
Historians generally credit him with Japan’s successful accommodation to the 
Allied Occupation and the nation’s subsequent resurgence as a first-class power.
Zaibatsu. Any large Japanese family holding company, equivalent to a cartel 
in Western countries. The three great zaibatsu in twentieth century Japan have 
been Mitsui, belonging to the eleven branches of the Mitsui family; Mitsubishi, 
belonging to the Iwasakis; and Sumitomo, belonging to the Sumitomos. To
gether with the Imperial Household Ministry, which administers investments 
for the Throne, these three zaibatsu have controlled Japanese banking, heavy 
industry, and foreign trade both before and after World War II.
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tionship between Kido and Konoye-Toshida (Kido, Nikki, 933—i 171 pas- 
sim) make it inconceivable that Kido could have betrayed his friends out 
of animosity or indiscretion. : ' / / ; ;~V--y .'

■Kongye’s “diary” : publishedCas Kondye NiktciU^Tdkyb:::;ky6db:T^usWn-,>
sha, 1968)'/: v . ■>.' - / :  i ^ y i y ^ y r y ^ y } y y / y :;:y y y (-

. N. 3: Information from several interviews, but see Takeda/iSei/7-kay 99.
65 “Memorial to the Throne,”> r e a & to j& rc ^

.495-98. Butow, Japan’s Decision, 47-50, gives'translation from/which;' 
quotations here have been taken; see also his note (54, on p, 47) on the
Konoyetext..  ̂ ) ' :- y / y  'y y y - :< y y y :i^''--:~yy\:y y y s y
, Hirohito’s underground retreat: Imai Sei4chi, “MisshitsU 'no }naka,’’ .
7 8 ff .. ■■■;.■; ,'.7/,,:

66 THe  Great Bluff; this section based on Kido, M % ‘, as. cited, and
interviews with Koizumi Shinzo and another palace official. : ; .: / v

Hirohito would abdicate: Vining, Crown Prince, 170. Mrs. Vining, as 
tutor to Crown Prince Akihito, was living in the palace in the. war-crimes 
trial period and was acquainted with the Emperor’s inner circle, ; ; i ;

67 Details,of palace grounds and interior: ibid., passim. . //.,; . : . :
67-68 “The American:fleet,” Hirohito said: discussion between’ Em

peror and Kido based on Nikki, 1134-. V V  /
68 “The situation is extremely grave’’: for the basis,of. Emperor’s;state-:: 

ment, see a joint; Army-Navy Rejport om 'W arfProsperts/Ja^
duced in' Translations, 1: No. 15.’ : . /  / / ; / • . /  ’/ / : / ; / : /  / / / / / ’.

He became a willing cog: see Kido, Statements, 2 :175; “I : perceived 
that an important resolutioii was being formed in his mihd, and;:after that : 
I exchanged opinions with the Emperoi-still more.intimately;/ j , / /  V/V/ /
■ 69 Kido’spoem: Nikki, 1167. : /  •..:./.■ Z ^ / / . / / / ;

Hirohito .gave pMvate audiences: ..The; best.:khown bf:.the: Emperor’s::, 
interviews is that with Prince Konoye, and; the most Tevealingaccbunt: of : , 
it may be found in Hayashi, Nihon shusen-shi, 19 ff. For Kido’s memo- • 
randa on seven of the audiences see his. Kankei bimslw, A92-510. :I: have; 
assumed that in addition .to those seven: audiences of state Hirohito also 
gave unofficial audiences to .some or all of the prominent Japanese who 
stopped by in Kido’s office during February and March (see Kido, Nikki, 
1169-84 passim). ■ / /

69-70 Hirohito’s.audience with^Kois^ K id b ^ i/^ b 'i
. 70 Koiso’s resignation: for additional resignation reasons see. Hayashi. ,
Shigeru et al, 2:45. . y y

,' Kido.spent the next two weeks: Mkfci, 1181-94/ :
Hirohito accepted Kido’s recommendation: ibid. . ..

. ■ '71 Hirohito quoted1 re Suzuki: 'Matsudaira,,Yasumasa, Statements, ^ : 
418-24. ■'/. y f ' J ' y y - ,  v - / / ;  ^ y y y ^ y j ly

“A peace prime rhinister” : In the officer c o i ^
, was kn6wh:to have been given the missiQn :of ehding the; War; Maj,nen. '

Nagai Yatsuji, Statements, 2 : 6 1 6 . ; A: : / ' / / / / V / / ' ••/ 
... Suzuki.“g iventouhderstand’’::;Butow,/(7pan’s ;Decis/o/z,:.67.Seealso.' 
■•Matsudaira/:jSte/e«£»/f,^ m e: after ;the w af/fl- ,;;
was aware of Suzuki’s sentiments . . ..: and I was convinced that he under-.

■;y stood biy'sehtimehts/ ’’/ 1 ̂ y :^ \y y y y p y iy -]y y iy ^y y 'y j< y y y y y ;y y - /: .



NOTES

In what follows I have not cited sources for personnel information or for 
conclusions drawn from knowing the employment and whereabouts of my 
characters at a given moment. I have collected this information little by little 
in my own card files. I have transcribed much of it from manuscript materials 
("Notebooks” and "Personnel Records”) lent to me by Hata Ikuhiko. Some I 
have filled in from casual references in the Japanese literature. The rest is 
available in the personnel records or lists of officeholders reproduced in the 
appendices of Harada’s memoirs, of T a i h e i y o  s e n s o  e  n o  m i c h i ,  and of Hata’s 
G u n  f u a s h i z u t n u  and N i c h u  s e n s o .  A little personnel information may also be 
found in the annual D a i j i n - m e i  j i t e n  [Dictionary of Illustrious Men] published 
by Heibon-sha; in W h o ' s  W h o  i n  J a p a n , published biennially from 1912 to 
1944; and in IPS Document 1606.

The numbers at the beginning of Notes refer to page numbers jn the text. 
Unnumbered notes fallowing refer to material on the page as specified.

1, Rape of Nanking
There are no general accounts of this unchronicled but notorious episode 

in history. Except as specifically noted, my account follows Hata, Nichu 
senso-shi, 280-86, for military details; Timperley, Japanese Terror in China, 
and Hsu, War Conduct oj the Japanese, for atrocity details; Asahi (both 
eds.) and the “Personnel Records” of Army, Navy, and Foreign Ministry 
officers compiled by Hata for comings and goings at the front. The Shimada 
and Usui volumes of Gendai-shi shiryo provide most of the extant Army 
documentation; Kido, Nikki, provides most of the insight into “the Center.” 
I have chosen between minor textual differences in Timperley and Hsu by 
reference to papers at the National War Memorial in Canberra which 
appear to be mimeographed copies of original letters written by Western 
observers in Nanking during the rape. Many observers gave testimony and 
affidavits to the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE). I

I am indebted to Penelope Bergamini, Valle Fay, and Sharon Corsiglia for 
their assistance in the preparation of these citations.
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Grew asking for Japan to be reassured: Feis, Japan Subdued, 15-16.
71- 72 Home minister, education minister consulted with Kido: Nikki, 

1197.
On May 1, Hirohito warned Kido: ibid., 1198.
Kido went through family strong room: ibid., 1199.
Fujimura’s dealings with O.S.S.: Fujimura, Statements, 1:135-58. 
Pressure mounted on Navy General Staff: for one case of pressure see 

Hayashi Shigeru et al, 2:128-29.
72- 73 Prince Takamatsu came to the palace: Kido, Nikki, 1201-2.
Prince Kanin's death: Asahi, May 22,1945.
Fire raid destroyed ministries, ignited Outer Palace roof: Kido, Nikki, 

1203.
N. 6: O.S.S. dropped Fujimura: Brooks, 133.
74 Cabinet resolved not to leave capital: Kido, Nikki, 1208-9.
Council in the Imperial Presence: Hasunuma Shigeru, Statements,

1:295-302; Matsudaira Yasumasa, ibid., 2:417-31.
75 Hirohito, "A concealed clause”: Matsudaira Yasumasa, Statements, 

2:425. In Matsudaira’s further statement, note: "The Emperor consistently 
continued his efforts and scheming, but since most of this was behind the 
scenes and the matters handled were very minute, it would be difficult to 
explain them in detail here.”

Kido drafted a written plan: Nikki, 1209; Statements, 2:171—84. Mat
sudaira Yasumasa, ibid., 2:418, says of Kido's plan: "Among my duties as 
secretary to the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, the task of submitting intel
ligence reports to him was particularly important. Both he and I were of 
the impression that, since the military had started the war, they no doubt 
had some definite plan for ending it. Since such a plan would be top secret 
I assumed that the military had kept it even from the Lord Keeper of the 
Privy Seal. Moreover, the Emperor never discussed matters pertaining to 
the High Command with Kido.”

75-76 Kido arranged meeting of Big Six . . . confirmed at meeting in 
Imperial Presence: Kido, Nikki, 1211-13.

76 Through intermediary: Hayashi Shigeru et al, 2:133-34.
On Independence Day: Feis, Japan Subdued, 46.
Fresh intelligence from Switzerland: Tatamiya, 119-29.
77 Kido summoned Prime Minister Suzuki: Kido, Nikki, 1215.
Suzuki Tei-ichi came to palace: ibid., 1216.
Hirohito’s private audience with Konoye: ibid., 1216-17.
77-78 Togo-Sato cables: texts given here are based on U.S. Intelligence 

intercepts which were seen by government officials at Potsdam (texts in 
Butow, Japan’s Decision, 130, citing The Forrestal Diaries, ed. Walter 
Millis); I believe the originals (Togo to Sato, No. 891; Sato to Togo, No. 
1382; Togo to Sato, No. 893) repose in the Japanese Diet Library among 
Gaimusho (Foreign Ministry) papers collectively entitled Teikoku no tai- 
bei seisaku kankei no ken (Imperial Policy Vis-a-vis the United States). 
A fuller translation of Nos. 1382 and 893, made from Magic intercepts, 
may be found on National Archives Microfilm No. 8-5.1 CA, "Transla
tions of Japanese Documents” (vol. 2, no. 9, “Japanese Foreign Ministry 
Radios exchanged between Togo and Sato from 7 2 July to 7 August 1945,” 
Document No. 57938). In Sato to Togo where the version quoted reads

Notes to pages 72-78



From its “Proceedings” , (microfilm, Yale Law School Library) -I have con
sulted pp. 2624 ff., Minor S. Bates; pp. 4460 ff., George A.- Fitch; pp. 
3900 ff., John Magee; pp. 4470 ff., James McCallum; pp. 4450 ff., Lewis. 
S. C. Smythe; and pp. 2527 ff., Robert O., Wilson, The notes of German 
observers John H. D. Rabe and General Alexander Ernst von Falkenhausen 
(Library of Congress microfilm WT5, pp. 4459-69) provided most useful 
and dispassionate corroboration of the Americans’ accounts. In addition to 
specifically cited sources I have consulted: Ando, "Sense to kazoku”;. 
Chamberlain; Hashimoto Kingoro, “ Iwazumogana no shirushi” [A Record 
of .Matters Better Left Unsaid], Jinbutsu Orai, March, 1966; Hata, 
“Higeki,” in Himerareta.Showa-sh/; Imai Sei-ichi, “Misshitsu”; Ito Takeo; 
Nakano; Taiheiyo senso e no michi, 3; Harold S. Quigley, Far Eastern War, 
1937-1941 (Boston: World Peace Foundation, 1942),; Yabe; and 
Yokoyama Taketsune, Matsui Taisho den [General Matsui’s Story] 
(Tokyo: Kakko-sha, 1938)..

5 A Japanese private'. . . into the bushes to urinate: Morishima, 131,
6 Hirohito had directed his General Staff; see Taiheiyo senso, 8:214-16, 

also Chs, 17-19 of work in hand. All Japanese Army operation plans were 
drawn up in the offices of the General Staff and were personally approved 
by Hirohito. Then they were forwarded to commanders in the field with 
specific directions— also approved by Hirohito— defining the latitude im
personal initiative which would be tolerated on the part of officers at the 
front; Gen; Seijima Ryuji, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 8111 ff.

W ar with China part of the national program: see Chs: 5, 6.
By. the 1920’s, Hirohito had decided: my interpretation of the events 

recorded in Chs. '7-9. ’ . , ' , •
Chiang ceased to co-operate before 1930; see Suzuki Tei-iclii in Hithera- 

reta, 20-25.
7 Matsui’s visit to Emperor: Asahi, Aug. 16, 1937. Details of palace 

protocol from Honjo and-Kido, Nikki; palace interior and grounds, Terry 
and Vining. I discussed Matsui’s feelings and opinions with his relative, 
the priestess at Atami, and have drawn on accounts of his personality by 
Ito Kanejiro and Abend, Life in China.

8 A great honor for Matsui: Ito Kanejiro, 1:209, gives a circumspect 
but revealing discussion of Matsui’s character.

Matsui’s plots to prevent war: Harada, 6:62, and interview with former 
colonel in the secret police. -

9 M a tsu ia  devout Buddhist: Abend,Zz/<? in China, 268-85.
.10 Matsui to Konoye: Konoye Memoirs, 320 (passage referred to here 

is. in penciled notes or'rough draft written by Konoye’s. secretary Ushiba 
Tomohiko, some years after-1937); see also Suda, 110 ff.

, i l  ' Chiang saved his best troops: he used over 400,000 men at Shanghai; 
Liu, 198. . . ; ' A , '/ ' ~ : ■

Rrince Higashikuhi as head of Army Air Force: Asfl/n', Aug,;14, ,1937; 
also June 9, 1937. FA - 7 '■

•;'!':Fivef.diyi'sions:. (tlie/9tli,.73th, 101st^3d, .1 I th )U ,S . A rn^ Forces,Far 
East, ]apcinese Monograph No. 7,12-14. ‘ '
; .12- Grand ..Imperial>Meadquarfers:,;i:Imai^rSeirichi, .“Misshitsu,” v78: ff; . 

Usui, Gendai-shi,;9:384; see.also'Crowley,' 356-57. . v \' :. ■■; ; . - ; ;-:sK

110$ Notes to pages 5-12
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“Japan is defeated . . . We must face that fact and act accordingly,” the 
version supplied for Document No. 57938 by the Allied Translator and 
Interpreter Service has, “ If it is correct to assume the war situation has 
taken an extremely unfavorable turn since [the Imperial Conference of 
June 8 ], the government must make a crucial decision.”

Negotiations with Russia: see Togo Shigenori, Statements, 4:237-78; 
Togo, 294-308.

79 Efforts of Grew and others re a warning of atomic holocaust: Feis, 
Japan Subdued, 25-26.

“Baby bom satisfactorily” : reports and reactions to A-bomb detailed, 
ibid., 63 and note.

Churchill on July 22 to Stimson: Stimson diary for July 22, 1945, 
quoted, ibid., 75.

Churchill, “was never even an issue” : Second World War, 6:553.
80 Eisenhower remembered later: quoted, Amrine, 169; see also Feis, 

Japan Subdued, 178, n. 1.
Stimson, "in the manner best calculated” : quoted, ibid., 173. Opera

tional order: quoted, ibid., 88.
Truman, “ I casually mentioned to Stalin” : Year of Decisions, 416; 

cited, ibid., 89-90.
Stalin four days later: ibid., 98.
Potsdam Declaration: text in U.S. Dept, of State, Occupation of Japan; 

Policy and Progress, 1946.
“to us . . . just something to be ignored” : my translation from Obata, 

7:327.
81 Broadcast on July 28: Zacharias, 421-22.
Togo cable, Aug. 2: Translations, 2: no. 9.
“The whole city . . .” : Kawabe Torashiro, Statements, 2:98-100.
Hirohito and Kido met in Imperial Library: Nikki, 1222.
82 Japan’s atomic research effort: Yanaga, Since Perry, 623.
Kido urged the Emperor: Nikki, 1222.
Hirohito to Togo," . . .  tell Prime Minister Suzuki. . . ” : ibid.
August 8 in Tokyo: for an account of events see “Fateful 8 August,” 

Translations, 3: no. 1.
“blew Joey off the fence” ; N.Y. Times, Aug. 9,1945.
Sato’s appointment with Molotov: Brooks, 172, based on Togo Shige

nori, Statements, 4:285-89.
83 Lt. Marcus McDilda: his story told by Craig, 73-74.
83-89 Big Six meeting followed by council in the Imperial Presence 

(pages 85-89): Hasunuma Shigeru, Statements, 1:295-302; Hoshina 
Zenshiro, ibid., 1:480-86; Ikeda Sumihisa, ibid., 1:551-57; Kido, Nikki, 
1223. See also Butow, Japan1s Decision, 167-77.

84 “A cruel thing to say” : Craig, 148.
85 Anami’s career: Hata’s “ Personnel Records.”
Expertise in kendo, personal habits: Brooks, 44—45.
86 Baron Hiranuma might be invited: see Miyazaki Shuichi, State

ments, 2:543.
Kido assured Hirohito re Hiranuma: Nikki, 1222,1223.
At 11:25 P.M.: ibid,, 1223.
87 Hirohito unkempt and haggard-looking: my translation from Oya,

Notes to pages 79-87
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Ishiwara and plans for Manchuria: see his entry in Nihon jinbufsushi 

taikei [Japan Biographical Outlines] (Tokyo: Asakura Shobo, 1960).
Toa Renmei: Fujimoto, 187.
15 Koa Domei, ibid.
Shimomura Sadamu and drive on Nanking: for his Own version, see 

Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:379 IT.
Pledged themselves to Hirohito personally: see Ch. 7.
Two young officers: Col. Muto Akira and Lt. Col. Kimihira Masatake. 

They had been chiefs of Operations Section and Operations Squad in the 
Army General Staff; they now became vice chief of staff and assistant vice 
chief to Gen. Matsui. See Hata, Nichu, appendices.

Suzuki attached to 16th Div.: November 1,1937, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 
2355; Hata, Nichu, 362, and Gun fuashizutnu, 351. This was an odd post
ing, for the orders reproduced in Shimada, Gendai-shi, 8, show that the 
16th Div. already had a Col. Nakasawa as its chief of staff. He was a former 
Army medical school instructor, Rikiigun jitsueki teinen meibo Sept. 1929, 
255. Nakasawa was described simply by retired Lt. Gen. Fujisawa Shigezo 
as “a torturer” (interview).

Suzuki one of Army men whom Hirohito relied on most: Kido, Nikki, 
and Harada, passim.

14 Testimony on Suzuki's trips to war front: Lt. Gen. Fujisawa Shigezo 
(interview) remembers seeing him in Shanghai; Suzuki himself implied to 
IMTFE that he never left Kyoto, “Proceedings,” 35172 ff. Repeated 
inquiries by me in Kyoto veterans' circles in 1965-66 failed to turn up 
anyone who remembered seeing Suzuki in Kyoto in 1937. For the staff of 
the Kyoto headquarters of the 16th Div. under Lt. Gen. Nakaoka Yataka, 
see Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:213.

Suzuki as intermediary: interview with retired major general, privileged 
source. See also Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:308.

Hirohito’s rescript: IMTFE, “ Judgment,” ch. 5, part B, 700-701.
In late October a second flotilla: Hirohito's orders to Lt. Gen. Yanag- 

awa dated Oct. 20, Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:213.
15 Half the men purged fiom the army: Matsui, interrogation March 8, 

1946, IMTFE, “Proceedings,” 3460.
Yanakawa quoted: letter dated Oct. 7, 1937. The Japanese text: Kimi 

yasunze yo sudeni sugitari sanzu no kawa tenkoku no mon o hiraku moku- 
sho no ma.

Morning of November 5: this and two paragraphs following based on 
Hata, Nichu, pp. 282 ff., supplemented by Ito Kanejiro, 1:33, 38, 57-59; 
2:110 ff.; and Moritaka, 5:41-43.

Yanagawa’s tanka-. Ito Kanejiro, 1:59: Asagiri no/mada hareyaranu/ sono 
naka ni/kyujippun no/machi-tosakana.f fOkimi no/makasc no manhnani/ 
yukumichi nifkyo no nagame wajtada namida nari.

16 Advertising balloons: Taiheiyo senso 4:32; Montaka, 5:42. 
Provincial Chinese levies: Liu, 199.
6th Div.: a tough unit traditionally recruited from the lowest class of 

peasants in the Kyoto aiea; Hata, interview.
Lt. Gen. Tani “galloping off”: Tto Kanejiro, 1:333,
British correspondent quoted: Timperley, 72. He was correspondent in 

China for the Manchester Guardian. 17
17 Nakajima a "hard man”: Hata, Nichu, 286. >.

Notes to pages 13-17



. lchibmmagai hi, 24. 7 -7 7 7
•Secretary- Sakomizu Hisatsune’s ;uncanny.’feeling:; This somewhat fanci-; - . 

ful reconstruction is based on the evidence of the painting itself (see para- 
graph below, in text) , arid on a remark by Sakomizu (S/a/cme/ris, No.' 
61476) . to the effect, that he .felt .himself already in the. spirit world. He 7 
redescribed the scene in the bunker often after the war to friends in Tokyo, 
and two of .them, Tony Kase and a privileged source, told me that my : 
version sounded .right. • 77 7; 7 7 7 '7 ; ;  .777-7
. 88 Hiranuma, "In accordance with . . Miyazaki-’Shtiichi; Statements, 7 

2:550-' r . ’i'yj-.-j'x X
. 90 Japan’s note: text in Butow.Japan’sDecision, AppendixD.; . 777.

Canberra cabled London: Australia, '‘Cablegrams, .1945-i946,’,':,No. ^' 
225 to London, Aug. 9,1945. •. . /. . . - 77 ,;'., -7 :7 ■' 7 ;7 7 7 7

Second cable: ibid., No. 1138 to Washington, Aug. 9,1945. .! •
91-92 Byrnes’s Note: Butow,Japan's Decision, Appendix E. : ' ’ ;
92 At 5:30 that morning: account here follows that given in Brooks, 

215-16,218-19. ' . ' 7
93-94 Foreign editor of Domei and Navy captain: Brooks,-216-r 17,.also 7 7 

228-29, based on interviews with editor Hasegawa Saiji., . •,/
“a menial belonging to . . Brooks, 216, has reizoku as: the.word used • 

by the Domei editor to translate the crucial phrase in the Byrnes note; (“the .-. 
Emperor . .  . shall be subject to”); he gives the English meaning as “sub: 
ordinate to.” The word reizoku, however, is a strong one, implying vas
salage or even serfdom. 7 ' \ V ; 7 - ;; 7.

At 8:20 a.m. Army and Navy chiefs met: Hasunuma Shigeru, State
ments, 1:295-302. ■' i '7 '■r 7 ;  ; 'h7':':-''^;:; ;; ,':V7;r X s X

At 11:00 a.m. Togo at,palace: Kido,Nikki,: 1225; Togo, 324-25. .7 7 7 
Anami, audience with Hirohito; Kido, Nikki,>122$. ■;= ,7..; ^7 77-7".; . 7 
Hiranuma received by Hirohito on Sunday:’ibid., 1225.: : . \ ■■■■ 7 , 7"
95 Anami encouraged group to stage rebellion: Ida Masatake, State

ments, 1:511. .. . .. .^....,.7 '. .7,7. 7'.\,,:Vv '...,.v;:7:,..,<.7;7 7 ; -.7:
Lt. col. of secret police, Tsukamoto Makoto: see his; account; instate-,-7 

meats, 4:413-17; see also Craig, 139-41. ., ,.77 .7. ' :'-7-; 7-7 7 ;7 --7 ;
96 Now did begin, in earnest, to plot coup d’etat: Tsukaniqto,;Makoto,7 

Statements, 4:413; Ida Masatake, Statements, ,1:5.10—197 : :  ̂7 7• 7.7 7.77
,97, Kido, ‘‘stricken with consternation”: Nikki, 1225/ ;.7;7-. , : 7

, Council in the Imperial Presence, Aug. 14: ibid. . ;v ? . 7-: • ;' ;r7 7 : '77 
Hirohito’s remarks as basis for imperial :rescript: :ibid.; also,; Kido, 

1MTFE ‘‘Proceedings,” 31191-94. 7 7  7 7  v.!/ 7 - 7 : '7 '7 . ;7.7;7;:v;
.' 98 Anami told subordinates to abandon coup: ; bya, Longest Z)ay, 77; : ] - 
Takeshita Masahiko, Statements, 4:75. 7 7 '7  ■.77T 77, 77 '7777:- 7 :7 7 ;:7  
‘ Kido received visit from Prince Mikasa: Kido, MArfcrV 1225. 7 i .77::7 

PrinceKonoye called on Kido: ibid. 7 77  77 7 7  77,7}'7 ; 7_7:777.“ ‘ 
... Lt; Gen. Mori saw Emperor’s chief aide-de-camp: The aide, Gen. Hasu- V 

numa Shigeru, gave account of events oh Aug, .14 in Statements, 1:295— 
.302; Oya, Ichiban nagai;hi; :82, quotes Gen. Hasunuma; for which I have ; 

... given my own translation. • 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ;7 7 7 7 ;7 7 7 7 7 7  77;'7 7:7 777-
98-99 Gen. Tojo’s son-in-law, Tojo’s visit to Anami: Oya, Longest Day, -7

156. : '.;.-'7:7, =vV.v '7'1 '.7

Notes to pages 88-99 v . ' ’7  7 --7 ;\774|1.97';7
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“An expert marksman” : quotation from Ito Kanejiro, 106-7.. Y ; ?!' 
“Nakajima drank” : Tanaka, interview. r :\ :k/'; •/
“After we broke out of Shanghai” :, retired Lt. Gen.‘ Fujisdwa/ iritmiew > 
Claim of 390,000: Hata, Mc/zu, 285. ;
Lines drawn on map: llsm, Gendai-shi, $;587; H&ta, Nichur 283-84. {

19 Emperor’s order: relayed through Prince Kanin, Usui, Gendai-shi,
9:390. ' '■ ; .•' -' •V ‘ v :-'v,,

Tada’s disapproval of aitack: Tada was backed by Col. Kawabe Tora- 
shiro, chief of W ar Guidance Section of General Staff, who was .on,:an, 
inspection trip to the front, advising postponement of the'attack; in his 
telegraphic dispatches; Hata, Nichu, :284.-Shimomura was backed by ,Miito' : , 
Akira, Kimihira Masatake, and Matsui’s chief of. staff, Tsukada Osamu, 
later chief of, staff for Gen.-T eraucfcl in. W orld-W 4r .iii;'H ata,dbidi/2fe37.;V 
84, 343; Horiba, 109 ff; Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:380. r 

Shimomura and Tada: for Shimomura’s 'account bf his coaxing,;as ,told : 
here and on next page, Usui, Gendai-shi, 9:587 ff.

First cable to Matsui: Hata, Nichu, 343; see also Usui, Genddi-shi, 
9:392. ' . • _ t

Second cable: ibid. /  :

20 Thrust across the Tai-Hu: see Operations Log of 9th: Div., repro
duced in Usui, Gendai-shi, 9: 230 ff. , v , 1 : 7 . v' >’:

.2 2  Japanese terms summarized: Jones, 60, n.4. , • 'T
Chiang ends negotiations: J, T. C. Liu, “ German Mediation :;inThdSirio:p7 

Japanese War, 1937-38,” Far Eastern Quarterly, Feb. 1949, 16;:also Dirk- 
sen to Neurath, Dec. 7, 1937, in Docuthehts on German.ForeigniPoiicy,::' 
1937—45, series D, Vol. 1, 799 (Washington, Gov’t Printing 'Office;;1,949) . > :■ 

Chiang leaves Nanking, Dec. 7: rHoUingfon 
(New York: Rockport Press, 1950) , 31-481 : ; ’ • ?'!V ;'C v ^V! ’ f  ̂  Yl:

23 Prince Asaka’s attitude “not good”: Kido, Nikki, 468; ;
“To sparkle before the eyes of the Chinese” : Nakayama Yasuto, testi- .

mony to IMTFE, “ Proceedings,” 21893; see also 33081 ff., 37238 ff., 
32686 (Canberra) ff. ’•

Matsui’s commandments: ibid., 47171-73. ■ ' : V  
Asaka’s arrival at the'front:IMTFE Exhibit #2577 (Canberra), 4... . ; 
Nakajima wounded: Asahi, Dec. 8,1937. • ; ■ " V •':V 
Nakajima’s report to Prince Asaka: Tanaka, interview. , ; ,
Orders issued from Asaka’s, headquafters: TsinakzifSabakarertt M ^ 5 ;  •<-, 

see also Harada, 7 :152;:Ando, “Senso to /k a £ 6 ^  ;■

24 Hirohito described: Harada, 6:87-88. •/••: ;
Prince Konoye protests: Kido, Nikki, 602-05, / •• : / . ;
Konpye quoted: ibid. \  .-:.v '-.v.

■ 25 Konoye quoted:K ido,:Nikki,:608; see. also:.Harada, ;6:.)7f,175,:. 
for insight into Hirohito's state of mind; . . : ' ' v

Hirohito’s orders to attack Canton: Usui, Gendai-shi, 9: 222':. '
Sinking of the Pandy: this andmext three paragraphs Eased 6n IMTFE , /

. “Proceedings}’’; 352CP-3552/ alsof 215612-435^3466 ;.ff,7'381817ff; j
■ : 27 That Roosevelt’s message might presage a; declaration; of war: •;
' Butow, tojo, 389, n.46. - (■

, Grew andPm2n)rincident': Grew, 7>n Yeflrs, 204-213.Vv v ;.
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Difference of opinion between Anami and Yonai: ibid., 155-56.
9 9 - 100 Emperor’s wishes communicated to Yonai: ibid., 165-66.

i

100 Emperor emended Anami’s insertion: ibid., 166.
100- 101 Arao remained to talk with Anami: Oya, Ichiban nagai hi 

102-3.
101- 111 Reactivation of coup d’etat plans: narrative of officers’ actions 

between 9:30 p .m . Aug. 14 and approx. 7:30 a.m . Aug. 15, including the 
suicide of War Minister Anami, based on: Ida Masataka, Statements, 
1:510-19; Hayashi Saburo, ibid., 1:391-411; Takeshita Masahiko, ibid., 
4:68-86; Oya, Ichiban nagai hi, 104-200 (and English version* Japan’s 
Longest Day, 300-350); Brooks, 303-351; Craig, 181-201.

101 A fake coup: This interpretation—my own—of the evidence seems 
to me an inevitable consequence of the assumption that Japanese, and 
particularly Japanese in a position to know, behave logically in order to 
achieve practical ends. The opposite assumption, that Japanese leaders are 
irrational or that they put up with irrational behavior on the part of their 
subordinates, strikes me as difficult to reconcile with Japanese achieve
ments. In this case, the behavior of all the participants in the coup 
achieved what most Concerned them: the protection of the Emperor from 
American prosecution. No single piece of evidence in extenuation of the 
Emperor has been cited more frequently than his supposed helplessness in 
the face of the coup that night.

102 Togo reads lengthy postscript: text quoted, Togo, 336-37.
Anami to Togo: ibid., 335.
102- 103 Anami to Suzuki: Sakonji Seizo, Statements, 3:191-98.
103 Recording session: Oya, Ichiban nagai hi, 120-21; Longest Day, 

209-12.
106 A few minutes later Hatanaka shot Mori: Ida Masatake, Statements, 

1:511, says shooting occurred at 2 A.m . I have followed Ida’s chronology 
except in this particular; other sources indicate that the shot was fired 
earlier.

108 Chamberlain Tokugawa Yoshihiro: see his account in Statements, 
4:295-300.

109 Anami’s poem: O-okimi no/fukaki megumi ni/abishi mi wa/i-i 
nokosubeki/kata koto mo nashi; Oya, Ichiban nagai hi, 144.

111 Last days of Gen. Tanaka Shizichi: Tsukamoto Kiyoshi, Statements, 
4:410-12.'

112 Text of imperial rescript: U.S. Dept, of State, Occupation o/ 
Japan: Policy and Progress, 1946; also in USAFFE, “ Japanese Monograph 
No. 119, along with Hirohito’s exhortations at the moment of defeat to the 
Army and Navy.

Notes to pages 100-117

3. Defeat
116 Kido consulted only Hiranuma: Kido, Nikki, 1226-27. 
Hiranuma’s teeth: Oya, Longest Day, 320.
117 Higashikuni bargained with Hirohito: Ando, “Senso to kazoku, 

Pt. 1; Kido, Nikki, 1226-27.
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Yamamoto accepts responsibility: Harada, 6:189; also 183 in which 
Yamamoto tells of meeting between Navy Minister Yonai and Prime Min
ister Konoye when Yonai went to dine with Hirohito on December 11, 
the day before the Pcmay was sunk.

28 30,000 troops embarked: retired Lt. Gen. Fujisawa, interview; Usui, 
Gendai-shi, 9:222.

Presumption that Konoye sent messenger to Hashimoto: see, e.g., Mat- 
sui’s explanation of Hashimoto’s motives in Abend, Life in China, 273.

Konoye’s emissary mistakenly apprehended: retired Maj. Gen. Kajiura 
Ginjiro, interview; also Suda, 112.

Konoye quoted: Harada, 6:180.
Statement drafted by Hirohito's kinsman Machijiri: Horiba, 110; in 

observance of the imperial taboo, Horiba identifies Machijiri by office 
rather than by name. That Machijiri is meant, however, is clear from Hata, 
Gun fuashizumu, 357, and Nichu, 347. For Horiba's credentials, ibid., 565.

"Hate-China” Villa: a typical Japanese pun. The house was known as 
Tekigai-so or Outside Ogikubo Villa. Tekigai written with different char
acters, however, means “anger against enemies,”

800,000 had fled upriver: Smythe et al, 4.
Rearguard of about 100,000: ibid., introduction, i.
Brick walls of Nanking: description of Nanking from J. Van Wie Berg- 

amini, verbal.
29 Behavior of Chinese troops in Nanking: Rev. James McCallum’s 

journal for Dec. 19, 1937, quoted in introduction to Smythe; IMTFE 
“Proceedings,” 47174-175, 4470 ff.

Matsui’s contribution of $3,000: equivalent to $10,000 Chinese. Hidaka 
Shunrokuro’s testimony to IMTFE, “Proceedings,” 21465; letter of Jan, 7, 
1938, from Nanking Safety Zone Committee to Fukuda Tokuyasu of the 
Japanese Embassy in Nanking, Timperley, 193-94.

Twenty-two Westerners remaining in Nanking: count from Gen. 
Alexander von Falkenhausen memoranda, Jan. 15 and Feb. 10, 1938, to 
German Foreign Minister Baron von Neurath, via German Embassy in 
Hankow, found in German Foreign Office file of memoranda and tele
grams, Nov. 1936-March 1938, IPS Document No. 4039, Library of Con
gress microfilm WT-5, 4462-69. Germans: John H. D. Rabe of the 
Siemans Co., Christian Kroger of Carlowitz & Co., Eduard Sperling of the 
Shanghai Insurance Co., Rupert Hatz, R. Hempel, Auguste Gounan. Amer
icans: university professors Minor Searle Bates, Charles Riggs, and Lewis 
S. C. Smythe; J. V. Pickering of Standard Oil; physicians C. S, Trimmer 
and Robert O. Wilson; Y.M.C.A. secretary George A. Fitch; missionaries 
Rev. John Magee, Rev. Ernest H. Forster, Rev. James McCallum, Rev. W. 
P. Mills, Rev. Hubert L. Sone, Miss Minnie Vautrin, Mrs. Paul de Witt 
Twinem, Miss Grace Bauer. An Englishman: P. H. Munroe-Faure of 
British Asiatic Petroleum. Not included in Falkenhausen’s count were two 
Russians and three other unidentified Europeans. See also Timperley, 25.

9th Div. on Dec. 9: Operations Log of 9th Div., Usui, Gendai-shi, 
9:230 ff.

Leaflets dropped from planes: Nakayama Yasuto, testimony to’ IMTFE,
Proceedings,” 21895 ff., 47173-175.,
Prince Asaka described: Asahi, Feb. 24, 1938; date, ibid., Feb. 8, 1938.

<31 Nanking noodles: Asahi (Tokyo ed.), Dec. 11, 1937.
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132-133 Reception at Atsugi, Shinagawa hospital: Kato Masuo, 256 ff.; 

Craig, 285 ff.; N.Y. Times, Sept. 2,1945. . ; -
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134 Yokohama’s only egg: Sheldon, 29.
U.S. reporters to Tokyo: Brines, 23,26; Kato Masuo, 259. .
Police reports shown to Hirohito: Kido,-Nikki, 1230-31. ... ;
G.I • crime rate revealed therein: Asahi Journal, Jan. 30,1966,74.
134-135 Considerations of Hirohito: Kido, Nikki, 1229-30, supple

mented by interviews with Koizumi and the most aristocratic of my privi- , 
leged sources. ; /

135 Hirohito’s threats to abdicate: MacArthur, 288. . , .
Hirobito loath to hand over war crime suspects: Kido, Nikki,' 1230-31.
136 Kido advised against abdication: ibid. - . _./■-'-v' vyr~
Higashikuni called on MacArthur: Ando, “Senso to kazoku,” Pt. 1:

also Whitney, 247. . - .
MacArthur waited for Hirohito overture: MacArthur;287. ; v
Occupation proceeded apace: Eichelberger, 264 ff. . ...=.
Wainwright and Percival: Whitney, 216 ff. '
137 Difficulty in finding Japanese to sign surrender: Imai Sei-ichf,.

“Kofuku,” 74-75. ; ■■ A' 7
On the Missouri: Whitney, 217 ff. (an account written by RaseJor . 

Whitney, later included in his own Journey to the “Missouri”) ; also Shige- 
mitsu, 374. #

Shigemitsu began negotiations with MacArthur: ibid., 375-76;. .Wil- . 
loughby and Chainberlain, 302.. ; 7 n ^

Hirohito’s address to the Diet: N.Y. Times, Sept. 4, 1945; W,n.l°ugu y. , 
and Chamberlain, 301; MacArthur, 280. A"

138 Konoye to Kyoto: Sumimoto, 131,185. ;
Official U.S. occupation of Tokyo: N.Y. Times, Sept. 6, ,8,11, 19 ■

Craig, 312-13. ' , V.; ; ̂  : v; W:; 7-;V >
. .139 Japanese atrocities: see, e.g., Lord Russell, 66, 77, 180- 86;-John B... . 
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/: nbse c^pitalism .was attempting to perpetuate its hold on the Japanese prole

tariat. TheJact that capitalists had given their factories and that, generals 
bad given their lives in order to serve Hirohito as a god-king seemed 
beyond understanding in the practical-minded West.

In the U.S, State Department a group of men around former Ambassador 
•Grew shared an affection for Japan and understood some of the complexi
ties of Japan’s savaige heart. They demanded that the unconditional surren- 
;der..poiicy enunciated at the height of the war be restudied so that American 

tstatesmen might know: the various interpretations which could be placed on 
it. They succeeded in securing an agreement that unconditional surrender 
should be explained as unconditional surrender of soldiers and guns, not of 

v women and private property. Before President Truman left for Potsdam,
: they also exacted from him a reassurance that he would try to incorporate 
. in the Potsdam Declaration a warning of the atomic holocaust which would 
; be visited on Japan if she did not surrender soon. Grew, and to some extent 

Stimson, wanted to include in  the warning a clear statement of the bomb’s 
. existence and a reassurance as to the person of the Emperor. But other 

. .. presidential advisors saw no reason to tell Russia, in effect, we are going to 
A-bomb Japan, so you had better hurry in your attack on Manchuria. And 
still others saw no reason to assure the Emperor that he and his family 
could remain in the saddle, riding out a token Allied Occupation that would 

/' riakemo basic changes in Japan’s class and power structure.
-; On July 14, Washington time, when the Allied leaders were all in transit 
J  to Potsdam, the first A-bomb was hoisted atop a tower in the New Mexico 

desert for a test. Early on July 17, the morning of the Potsdam Conference, 
J ^ m a n  heard the'first; news of results: “Baby satisfactorily born.” On the 

following day details came in: “Baby’s scream” was strong enough to be 
; .'ffPIT1 'the , Capitol in Washington to Interim Committee Secretary 

JJP eorgo,:Harrisori?S'house.;in Upperville, Virginia. The “light in baby’s eyes”
;' : was:bright enough to shine from the Capitol to Stimson’s home in Highhold, 

Long Island. The bomb was far more powerful than anyone had anticipated. 
In a pre-test pool conducted by the physicists in New Mexico, guesses as 
to the yield of the explosion in terms of TNT equivalent had ranged from 

\/: dpvyntb.askept ical  “zero” tossed in by. Dr. Lee DuBridge, 
-director of U.S. wartime radar research. The actual yield was 20,000 tons. 
After reading the full report of the test, Churchill on July 22 leaned forward 

'chair,- wnveB .Jiis.'cigar in emphasis,, and rumbled oracularly: ' “Stim- 
k .S l ■■ ̂ Y^kwasguh^ What was electricity? Meaningless.;This .

atomic bomb js the Second Coming in wrath.” : V " .y; V."v 
; : ':; ^ cWLwas to; add'iater: “The decision whether dr not to use the 

'c I3?111'310 corripcl the surrender of. Japan was never even an issue.” 
■J. f  . rh*han’s mind, however^ i t  was a source of uneasiness. On July 18, th e , 

^ ^ e  President receivcd details of, what the bomb could do, he consulted 
' ^ t his milharyiadvisors .and with vanyone. else whose opinion might be'
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valuable. General Eisenhower, who was visiting in Potsdam that day, 
remembered in later years tha t he had been sounded out by the President 
and had “expressed the hope that we would never have to use such a 
thing . . . take the lead in introducing into war something as horrible and 
destructive.”

Stimson, however, maintained tha t the bomb might be the excuse the 
Japanese were waiting for, and he urged that it be used “in the manner best 
calculated to persuade the Em peror to submit to  our demand for what is 
essentially unconditional surrender.” Churchill and other statesmen sided 
with Stimson. And so on July 24, while still at Potsdam, the President 

-issued the operational order to General Carl Spaatz that the first “special 
bomb” should be dropped by the “509 Composite Group as soon as 
weather will perm it” after about August 3.

The same day, as Trum an recalled later, “I casually mentioned to Stalin 
that we had a new weapon of unusual destructive force. The Russian 
prem ier showed no particular interest. All he said was that he was glad to 
hear it and hoped we would make ‘good use of it against the Japanese.’ ” 
Stalin almost certainly knew that this was the atomic bomb which Red 
Army Intelligence had been warning him about, but he gave no sign of 
knowing; later, when the bomb was used at Hiroshima, the Red Army was 
to require alm ost two days before it was ready to scramble across the bor
der into M anchuria. Instead of commenting on the bomb, Stalin four days 
later revealed to Trum an that he had been asked by Tokyo to act as a 
peace m ediator. H e added, m ore or less truthfully, that Tokyo had not made 
any specific proposal. I t  was Trum an’s turn to look innocent, and he agreed 
that the Japanese peace feelers as yet had been too tentative to warrant 
much attention.

On July 26, after the wording had been hammered out between the 
Allied leaders and their staffs, Japan was given the warning of the Potsdam 
Declaration: “We call upon the government of Japan to proclaim the 
unconditional surrender of all Japanese armed forces. . . . The alternative 
for Japan is prom pt and utter destruction.” Japanese Foreign Office 
analysts noticed with appreciation that the Allies had defined unconditional 
surrender as applying only to the “armed forces.” They did not notice any
thing m ore than ordinary propaganda in the phrase “prompt and utter 
destruction.” Two days after the Potsdam Declaration had been issued, 
Prime M inister Suzuki declared that it offered no change in the Roosevelt 
policy of unconditional surrender laid down at the Cairo Conference in 
Decem ber 1943 and that “to us its meaning does not seem of great worth, 
just something to be ignored.”

Several historians and several participants in the history of that'decade, 
including General Eisenhower, have complained that the Potsdam Declara
tion was inadequate. It did not tell the Japanese why destruction would be 

- .  “prom pt and utter” nor how relatively pleasant might be the prospect of

Vengeance of War



Konoye and Shigemitsu suggested as criminals: N.Y. Times, Sept. 9, 
1945.

140- 141 Tojo’s arrest: Bulow, Tojo, 446-67; Craig, 315-17; N.Y. 
Times, Sept. 12, 13, 1945.

141 A 32-caliber Colt: some writers say a Colt .58. Its serial number 
was 535330.

“All the so-called wai criminals . . . ”: Kido, Nikki, 1234.
141- 142 Shimada’s arrest: N.Y. Times, Sept. 13,1945.
“Government . . .  of nonmilitary elements . . . trembling under threats

from the Black Dragon”: ibid., Sept. 12, 1945.
142- 143 Black Dragon: for history of the society see Byas, Govt, by 

Assassination, 193-202; also Jansen, 33-102 and passim; for list of its 
actual members, see Storry, Double Patriots, 312-13.

143 Two of the men mentioned had never belonged to society: Kato 
Genchi, Hashimoto Kingoro. A third already dead: Uchida Ryohei, A 
fourth, Tojo’s victim: Nakano Scigo. Three others no longer members: 
Hirota Koki, Kikuchi Toyosaburo, Ogata Taketora,

Konoye visit to MacArthur, Sept. 13: Yabe, 2:581; Shigemitsu, 379; 
Kido, Nikki, 1234. Eichelberger quoted: N.Y. Times, Sept. 14, 1945.

Kido saw most suspects before their arrest: Kido, Nikki, 1227-35.
Baldwin on Emperor as junior partner: N.Y. Times, Sept. 14, 1945; 

Higashikuni quoted on forgetting Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima: ibid.
144 Eichelbeiger and MacArthur criticized: N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 

1945.
Suzuki’s outrageous lie: quoted, ibid., Sept. 16,1945.
Willoughby accepted idealized account of Emperor: Willoughby and 

Chamberlain, 291.
Shigemitsu replaced by Yoshida: see Higashikuni, Watashi, 169.
145 MacArthur moved to Embassy and Dai Ichi Bldg, in Tokyo: Whit

ney, 227-32; Gunther, 52.
Higashikuni’s first press conference: N.Y. Times, Sept. 19,1945.
Sen. Russell’s wish to try the Empetor: Singapore Times, Sept. 20, 

1945; N.Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1945.
146 Higashikuni’s Sept. 20 call on MacArthur: Ando, “Senso to 

kazoku,” Pt. 1, 87-88.
Sept. 25, Japanese allowed to use short-wave bands: Singapore Times, 

Sept. 25, 1945.
Hirohito met the press: Kido, Kankei bimsho, 512-14; N.Y. Times, 

Sept. 25, 1945.
Headlined the next day: that is, on the morning of Sept. 25 New York 

time, the night of Sept. 25 Tokyo time.
Palace disavowal of Kluckhohn’s report: N.Y. Times, Sept. 29, 1945; 

Singapore Times, Sept. 27,1945.
Hirohito rehearsed for meeting: Kido, Nikki, 1237.
147 Hirohito’s meeting with MacArthur, 287-88.
148 Hirohito’s conversation with MacArthur: a composite drawn from 

several of MacArthur’s own accounts to interviewers. The most complete 
version is given in Far Eastern Commission, Australian Delegation, Interim 
Report, Feb. 11, 1946. I have also made use of an account of the meeting

Notes to pages 140—148 1123
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Since 1920 Suzuki assigned to Chiang as advisor: For Suzuki Tei-ichi’s 
experiences in China, see his testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 35172- 
185; also his “Hokubatsu,” in Himerareta, 23-24.

N. 5: see Inoue’s testimony, IMTFE “ Proceedings,” 35158 ff.
345-346 Anami’s party for Lodging House graduates and their dis

cussion: Tanaka MS, "Okawa Shumei hakushi.”

9. Hirohito as Emperor
348-352 Hirohito’s regimen: Suzuki Kantaro, Gonichi no itfan, 13 ff.; 

Enthronement of the Emperor; Futara Yoshinori, “Tire Life of the Em
peror,” 47-51; Byas, Govt, by Assassination, 300-301, 313-17; Fleisher, 
17-20; Price, 17,19-20.

350 Hirohito met with Privy Council every Wednesday: Enthronement 
of the Emperor, Futara’s article, 50; Japan Year Book, 1944-45, 7, 118.

352 Emperor’s function at religious rites, details of ceremonies: Pon- 
sonby-Fane, Studies in Shinto, 1-136 passim; Enthronement of the Em
peror, Hoshino Teruouki, “Ceremonies Throughout the Year,” 66-70; 
Japan Year Book, 1944-45, 581-86; Byas, Govt., 313-17.

352-353 Higashikuni returned “incognito” from Paris after word of 
Taisho’s death: N.Y. Times, Jan. 12,1927.

Went on to Asia for intelligence duties: interview, Koizumi; cp. 
Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 563.

354 Chiang blamed troops’ excesses on Bolshevik agitators; troops burn 
consulates in Nanking; expeditionary force halted by Japan’s refusal to 
Join: Yanaga, Since Perry, 452-53; Abend, Life in China, 49-50; Shide- 
hara Kijuro, testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 1349.

Foreign enclaves in largest Chinese cities: see esp. Murphcy, 1-66, on 
Shanghai,

West had invested more than $2 billion: see, e.g., Boake Carter and 
Thomas Healy, Why Meddle in the Orient? (New York: Dodge Publish
ing Co., 1938), 173-75.

355 Chiang Kai-shek’s struggle with Communists, climaxed by Black 
Tuesday and split in KMT: Ekins and Wright, 43-57; Liu, 36-52; Clubb, 
135-37.

Chiang’s government at Nanking: Liu, 48.
356 Sun Yat-sen’s widow went into exile in Europe: Ekins and Wright, 

54-55.
Tanaka Gi-ichi career and policies: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 46- 

47; Scalapino, 232,235: Shimada, 53. 357
357 “I promise to co-operate with Chang Tso-lin”: Tanaka quoted, 

YosEihashi, 14.
Suzuki study group: Parent organization was the Nagata kurabu (Na- 

gata club), Harada, 9:3. For the study group or kenkyu-kai phase of 
the association, see Tanaka Kiyoshi as quoted in “Brocade Banner,” 22. 
Later names for fhe same group were Mumei-kai (Nameless Society) and 
Isseki-kai (One-Evening Society); Takahashi, 142-46. For other details 
see Himerareta, 180, and Ogata, 26.

Chang Tso-lin’s reply to Tanaka: Shigemitsu, 47.

Notes to pages 345-357
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in the possession of Otis Cary and MacArthur’s own Reminiscences, Mac
Arthur’s final remarks, asking for Hirohito’s advice, are from Hirohito’s 
own report immediately afterward to Kido {Nikki, 1237). See also Wil
loughby and-Chamberlain, 327.

149 Japanese attempts to suppress Hirohito-MacArthur photograph: 
Wildes, 77.

Hirohito’s glee: Kido, Nikki, 1237—38; 1243.
149-152 F irst Q u ar rel: this section a synthesis drawn from Yabe, 

581 ff.; Sumimoto, 132-33; Hayashi Masayoshi, 266 ff,; Kido, Nikki, 
1239-40; Yoshida, 64-68; N.Y. Times, Oct. 7, 10-14, 18, Dec. 2, 1945; 
MacArthur, 305; interviews with Koizumi and Tanaka.

152 Occupation now manned by fresh recruits: N.Y. Times, Oct. 16,
1945.

MacArthur’s disenchantment with all occupation armies: MacArthur, 
282.

153 “widespread promiscuous relationship” : Sheldon, 120.
Yoshiwara ruins off limits: Craig, 296.
153-154 G.I. encounter like an opium dream: verbal, from a personal 

friend who was engaged at the time to his present wife. A very similar 
story is told by Sheldon, 42 ff.

155 Ando Akira and his Dai-an club: Wildes, 36; Sheldon, 145.
155-156 Entertainments and investment opportunities: Wildes, 35-36; 

Gayn, 178-79; Sumimoto, 304; Matsumoto, interview.
157 Burma-Thailand railway figures: Wakefield, 176.
Class A Criminals charged with “conspiracy,” etc.: IMTFE “Indict

ment.”
Matsudaira felt out supposed criminals: Koizumi and aristocrat (privi

leged source) have both confirmed this statement. Tanaka Takayoshi, in 
interviews and in “Kakute Tenno,” “Oni kenji,” and Sabakareru rekishi, 
has provided a wealth of circumstantial detail that supports the statement. 
See also Kido, Nikki, 1137,1153 (Aug. 25,1944, Nov. 16,1944).

158 Nashimoto’s menial chores: Sugamo, Senpan, see n. 2 on page 
1048, Epilogue; Kurzman, 246.

158-161 Kido’s last month of freedom: Nikki, 1238-57.
159 Trip to Ise: ibid.; also Kido, Kankei bunsho, 139-40. In the latter 

Kido thought it good that the elderly spectators sat instead of kneeling in 
the prewar fashion. “The ties of the imperial family are invisible,” he 
wrote, “beyond all theories" about the problem of war responsibility. Peo
ple with oxcarts bowed. Just before the train entered the Tsu station in 
Mie-ken a widow held up a picture of her late Army officer husband. I 
watched her face and thought, ‘She is a true Japanese.’ ”

“ I heard the news with a calm heart” : Kido, Nikki, 1255.
161 Konoye’s suicide: Gayn, 30 ff.
Kido disinfected: Sugamo, Senpan, see n. 2 on page 1048. Epilogue,
“Now that the dead wood has been removed” : courtier was Matsudaira 

Yasumasa, quoted by Cornelius Ryan in London Daily Telegraph, Dec. 20, 
1945.

162 Vories mission: interviews with William P. Woodard, who had 
access to Vories’s diary kept by his widow, Mrs. Hitotsuyanagi Meireiru,

Notes to pages 149-162
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Chang’s new policy; ibid., 47; Yoshihashi,2l; Clubb, 140.
358 Far  E astern  Co n feren ce: except as cited, this section based on 

Taiheiyo senso e no michi, 1:289-90; Ogata, 15, 196-98; Yoshihashi 
21-26.

Suzuki’s recollections of his address, quoted: Yamaura Kanichi, Mori 
kaku (Tokyo, 1941), 599-601.

Muto-Tanaka exchange: Yamaura, Mori kaku, 636-37, quoted, Yoshi
hashi, 26; Muto’s reputation as "the Silent” (mono iwanu shogun), his 
obituary in Mainichi, Feb. 28,1933.

359 Tanaka Memorial: text in Crow, 22-112; see also Shigemitsu, 45- 
46: K. K. Kawakami, Japan Speaks on the Sino-Japanese Crisis (New 
York: The Macmillan C o., 1932), 145-46, and introduction by Inukai 
Tsuyoshi, xi-xii.

C h ia n g  G oes A-W ooing: except as cited, this section based on Ekins 
and Wright, 58-66; Clubb, 141; Jansen, 199-201 and 254 n. 54; Yoshi
hashi, 34 and n.

N. 7: Crow, 36-38.

360 Tanaka, "O ur government is taking the position . . .” : Takakura 
Tetsuichi, ed., Tanaka Gi-ichi denki (Tokyo, 1960), 2:740.

Muto refused to accept Yoshida’s proposal to cut Peking-Mukden rail
road: Yoshihashi, 30-31.

Photograph of Chiang with Black Dragon leader Toyama: Taiheiyo 
senso e no michi, 2:207; see also Higashikuni, Watashi, 60. The photo is 
one of those reproduced in this volume. 361 * * 364

361 Chiang’s bargain: Naturally no official source states the basis for 
the Chiang-Japan understanding as explicitly as I have set it forth here. 
However, Nihon gaiko nenpyo narabini shuyo monjo [Chronology of 
Japan’s Foreign Relations and Major Documents] (Tokyo: Diet Library, 
1955), 2:105, does give the record of a conference between Prime Min
ister Tanaka and Chiang Kai-shek, Nov. 5, 1927. According to this 
record Chiang assured Tanaka that Japaneses interests would be duly 
respected should Japan assist in the achievement of the Kuomintang 
revolution; Ogata, 196.

Konoye resigned from Research Society (Kenkyu-kai), regarding it as 
dominated by reactionaries: Yabe, 1:118-20, 154,168.

Col. IComoto Daisaku practiced dynamiting railroad bridges: Shimada, 
Kanto gun, 63.

361-362 March 1928 arrests of demonstrators, ultimate disposition of 
prisoners: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 21-22.

Massacre of 7,000 Chinese at Tsinan: Yanaga, Since Perry, 455-56; 
A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 39-40, 44; Abend, Life in China, 83. Spe
cial Service Organ agent was Nezu Masashi; Dai Nihon teikoku no hokai 
(Tokyo, 1961), 2:64. Hirohito sanctioned plan: Harada, 2:64, supple
mented by interview with aristocratic source (privileged).

Prince Kanin’s order to disarm Chang Tso-lin’s troops: Usui^Katsumi 
in Himerareta showa-shi, 29; see also Clubb, 143; Yoshihashi, 37-38.

Saionji’s emissaries persuaded Tanaka to cancel scheduled disarming ot 
Chang’s troops: Taiheiyo senso, 1:306-8; Yoshihashi, 39-40, 42; Bro
cade Banner,” 19-20.

364 Komoto advised of plan to assassinate Chang Tso-lin, accepted

Notes to pages 358—364



. also with Roy Smith, who came to Japan at the same time as Vories .and 
■'has since taught in Kobe; also Sumimoto, 131,185. ; .

. 163 Drafts of non-divinity proclamation: Far Eastern Commission, Aus-
tralian-Jbelegation^Interim Report,” Annex VII.

Shidehara’s final revision : Sumimoto, 135-36.
' 163-164 Non-divinity proclaimed: Wakefield, 145; Holtom,219.

164 Hirohito’s poem of 1946: I am indebted to Kitagawa Hiroshi for 
the Japanese text; the translation is mine. See also Wakefield, 144; 
Brines, 98. '

’ ’vi-:!64-169 Dictating Democracy: except as cited, this section based on 
Kido, Nikki, 1240-42; Kido, Katikei bunsho, 514-26; MacArthur, 300-1; 
■N.Y. Times, Oct. 22, Nov. 2,22,1945. ‘

' K  MacArthur’s requirements of new Constitution: Far Eastern Commis- 
, siph, Pacific Affairs Division, “Memorandum.” .

165-166 U.S. draft of Constitution forced through: ibid.; Whitney, 
.248 ff.; Gayn, 126-29.
. 1 6 7  . Resignation of fifteen princes: Straits Times, Apr. 8 ,1946.

: . .Wake in the palace: Fujishima, 61.
Imperial fortune liquidated: Wildes, 82; Gayn, 136. . . .

, Constitution promulgated;. for a complete text and a comparison with 
. .the old Constitution, see Borton, Appendix IV. - \

. Self-Defense'Force: interviews with Tony Kase and Hata Ikuhikb. Offi
cers in the Self-Defense Force in the 1960’s include the sons of World 
War IP Prime Minister Tojo; of conqueror and commander in Indonesia,

. ,Lt; Gen. Imamura Hitoshi; of Class A war crimes defendant and wartime 
Military Affairs Bureau chief, Sata Kenryo; of 1928 War/Minister, Shira- 
kawa ypshinori; and of wartime P.O.W. administrator, Hamada Hitoshi. ,

. ;. T68 -Hirohito'at Hiroshima: Brines, 91.. . : \
; 168-169 Differing Allied views on choice and culpability of .war. crime 

, defendants: ;Far Eastern Advisory Commission, WC 5—401; see also Aus
tralia, “Cablegrams, 1945-1946.” ... . ,

. . 169'MacArthur quoted on distaste for trying vanquished: MacArthur, . 
V 318. : „ '. , ;  ;■

, .../.MacArthur’s wish to limit indictment to Pearl Harbor: N.Y. Times, 
Nov.25,1945, ' x-vv.-;-'

;.v MacArthur asked.to:be relieved of,responsibility:for, trial?: .MacArthur;
■J 318. V . ■ ''--y.A; A/.;'.-' , U

: 170 Keenan’s character: Butow, Tojo, 496: William J; Sebald with 
, Russell Brines, With MacArthur in Japan: A Personal History of the Occu- 
pation (NewYork: WAV.Norton, 1965), 157. . . : ' A

Keenan’s statements to press: N.Y. Times, Nov. 16, Dec. 1, 7,.8, 15, 
1945; also Singapore Times, Dec. 14; 1945. a A  ■

? - A*Hy-Keenanfsstaff: .Far.. Eastern;Commission;/Australian.1 Delegation;/: 
..; /.‘‘Interim.Report,” AnnexVII; Report on’ war crimes prosecution progress',A

•?i/Jan;;7j;1946?^^
:J72 rMacArthur’s.defense-ofEmperor,/visit-of;Far Easterri;Commission, / 

; and Australian members’, report: ;Faif. 'Eastei%'<&^

Notes to pages 163-172 1125
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assignment to manage it himself: Hirano Reiji, Manshu no inbosha 
(Tokyo, 1959), 79-81, cited by Yoshihashi, 45; Taiheiyo senso, 1:308-9.

Chang telegraphed commanders his decision to withdraw to Man
churia: Watanabe, 89-93.

Preparations for bombing Chang’s train: Murofushi, 209.
Chang sent “number-five wife” and others ahead: Shimada, Kanto 

gun, 64.
Maj. Giga remained on Chang’s train: ibid., 65.
Train-watchers: Taiheiyo senso, 1:308-9; interview, Tanaka.
365 Details of bombing Chang’s train: Murofushi, 210-13.
Manchurian guards killed, Russian-made bombs planted: Shimada,

Kanto gun; 73ff.
Komoto’s chief assistant: for Tomiya Tetsuo’s career, see Tsurumi et al, 

4:297-302.
Escaped Manchurian sentry told true story to Chang Hsueh-liang: 

Koyama, 98.
366 Banquet, June 13, and six notables at Hirohito’s table: Mainichi 

(Osaka ed.), June 14, 1928.
366-367 Tanaka’s visit to Saionji: Harada, 1:3-4, supplemented by 

interview with aristocrat (privileged source).
Mid-August, Gen. Mine’s preliminary report: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 563; 

Shimada, Kanto gtm, 73 ff.; Tanaka Takayoshi, testimony, IMTFE "Pro
ceedings,” 1945-50.

Hirohito had telephone installed in study: Mainichi (Osaka ed.), Aug. 
22,1928.

Hirohito never identified himself on telephone: see, e.g., Harada, 
1:94-95.

N. 9: Price, 16, and Eleisher, 20, were among journalists who initiated 
this misconception.

368 Kellogg-Briand Pact put Tanaka in disfavor with Emperor: Yanaga, 
Since Perry, 463-64; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 264.

Gen. Mine’s second report on Chang Tso-lin killing: Harada, 1:5-11; 
Taiheiyo senso, 1:319-27; Shimada, Kanto gun, 73.

N. 10: Ishiwara had orders “to use force”: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 
22170-180.

369 Enthronement: for ceremonies, traditions, etc., see Enthronement 
of the Emperor, passim; Ponsonby-Fane, Imperial House, 34-69: Mosley, 
101-3; Vaughn, 181-90.

Chang Hsueh-liang’s character: Kido eventually recognized his strengths; 
in Feb. 1932 he wrote in his diary, "Chang Hsueh-liang: complex per
sonality, sensitive, cool, merciless, resolute” (Nikki, 136-37).

370 Anti-Chang handbill, excerpt: IMTFE "Proceedings,” 19151.
Chang Hsueh-liang had Gen. Yang and railroad chief killed: Clubb, 152. 
“believing that an opportunity will soon present itself”: Vaughn, 118-19.
371 Komoto’s memo ("Manmo talsaku no kicho”) cited in Ogata, 198. 
Hirohito’s "august face would be muddy”: Harada, 1:4.
Kido had worked on industrial mobilization plans: e.g., Nikki, 22, 26, 

27, 68.
Motive for Kido's trip to America: interview, Koizumi,
371-372 Division chiefs’ audiences with Hirohito: Harada, 1:8-9.



1126 Notes to pages 174-182

Delegation, “ Interim Report,” Annex I.
174 Agreement on use of evidence by Japanese defense lawyers: Sumi- 

moto, 314.
175-176 Keenan’s star witness and assistant: Tanaka Takayoshi, 

“Kakute Tenno,” “Oni kenji,” and interviews.
176 Description of courtroom: John Luter dispatch no. 291, May 11, 

1946, to Time magazine.
Statistics of trial: Webb Collection, “ IMTFE papers covering a series 

of applications . . . ,” item ( f ) .

177 Webb’s work and character: see Webb Collection, “ Inward and 
outward correspondence with SCAP, Feb. 1946 to Feb. 1948,” passim.

Webb to Evatt: Webb Collection, “Miscellaneous Correspondence, 
1946-1948,” reproduced in memorandum of Sept. 15, 1948, to Maj. Gen. 
Myron C. Cramer.

Comyns Carr on possible suppression of minutes of Imperial Headquar
ters meetings: IMTFE "Proceedings,” 21685; see also 21680-690 in Can
berra copy.

178 Keenan’s attempt, Sept. 25, 1946, to exonerate Hirohito: IMTFE 
“Proceedings,” 29303 ff.

Kido’s diary eight days before Pearl Harbor: Nikki, 927-31.
179 Keenan’s press leak: N.Y. Times, Sept. 26,1945.
W ebb’s press leak: North China Daily News, Sept. 27,1945.
Tojo’s brother arrested: N.Y. Times, Oct. 12,1947.
180 Logan in direct examination of Tojo, Dec. 31, 1947: IMTFE 

“ Proceedings,” 36520.
Tanaka arbitrates: “Oni kenji” ; interviews.
Kido promised the Tojo family betterment: my own conclusion, con

firmed by a friend in Kyoto who made inquiries on my behalf of Mrs. Tojo 
whom he knew socially.

Keenan’s entertainment in Atami: Tanaka, “Oni kenji”; “Kakute 
Tenno.”

181 Webb to MacArthur on Life article: Webb Collection, “Inward 
and Outward Correspondence with SCAP.”

Quote from Webb’s second draft of judgment circulated Sept. 17, 1948: 
Webb Collection, “ IMTFE papers,” item (e), 271-74.

182 Justice Bernard quoted: IMTFE, “Separate and Dissenting Opin
ions,” Dissenting Opinion of the Justice from France, 20-23.

Keenan, “ the sentences are stupid” : Tanaka, "Oni kenji,” 278.

4. Imperial Heritage
In writing this chapter I have tried to provide a guide to the Japanese 

past and at the same time to fit my findings about 1920-1945 into the 
Whole context of Japanese history. For this purpose I have used ony 
materials already available in English, pointing up in them features wfiic 
seem tom e to have been neglected. . ,

For the lives of the emperors I have relied upon Richard Ponsonby- 
Fane’s Imperial House of Japan, 28-116, 229-91, 295- 332, 369-405; on 
his Sovereign and Subject, 19-84, 93-248; on his Studies in Shinto and 
Shrines, 1-135; and on his The Vicissitudes of Shinto, 81-117.



1136 Notes to pages 372^393

372 Tanaka’s audience ’-’with'' Hirohito' and .his- resignation^Harada, 
1 :9-11; J 'aiheiyo: seriso, 1:327; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, ,46-47.V

. For insight Into feelingsabbutTahaka’s treatm ent;lseed^
Col. Komoto-posted to Kanazawa: “Brocade Banner,” 19.
373 Maj. G igar Several versions of the Giga story are extantlTh^ 

confirmed by his son, Giga So-ichiro, a professor of economics at Osaka 
University, who is - in  possession of memoranda and, notes left by his 
father. I am indebted to Maj. Giga’s nephew Uemura Kazuhiko for^h 
put me in touch with, the-son. See also Watanabe,

Quote from Chinese Book of Rites: Shigemitsu, 49 and-m V '?■;!> I

10. Sea Pow er'.,-

380 Shidehara on assuming office: for full statement see 4srt/n‘ (Tokyo 
ed .), July 10,1929. , ' ) H Y ‘-

Young Army Ge n iu s : This account, except as otherwise rioted, fol
lows Shimada, Kanto gun, 76, supplemented by Fujisawa Shigezo inter
views. ■■ ■'- 1 ;•

381 Ishiwara: on his role and character see ;Nihon jinbutsu-shi faikei 
[Japan Biographical Outlines] (Tokyo:' A s^ u fa ;^o i)p iv'196p)^ 7;:’’Shi-' 
mada, Kanto gun, 79; Fujimofo, Ningen, 56-57, 67, 195, 203-4; Yoshi- 
hashi, 137; Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 430; H ata,'/Gun, 155;: and Hata’s 
“PersonnelRecords."

,382 Ishiwara’s book: it-was.entitled The. Ultmat&World.ifyari HayasHi 
Fusao, 261. • : .7' -

Last week Kita Ikki had accused: “Brocade Banner,” 15. .i; -.:
383- 386 Y oung; N avy, Ge n iu s : Agawa, 3-18, 50-51; Potter,-.3-22;

Hata’s “Personnel Records.” - <. : -4 ;f-Y qv
384- Secret naval development plan: Harada, i :  130 . \ / ; V
387 Saionji’s cautionary message: Harada, 1::18.; .V -q V ^ v 'V  ''W;,
388 National defense question .discussedin- publication: ; “Br6cade .

Banner,” 26. See also.Harada, 1:17 an d 222. , v‘ ",
Saionji opposed to official debate on national goals: ibid., 1: 74-75.
N. 5: Phone interview with his son, Charles Allert''Buchanam. •
389 Japanese delegation, dined with Hoover: .

1929. . ' ‘ ' ,?’• ' ' V ’.,
. Yamamoto secretly met by Konoye: interviews withi retir^d'.I^ay^ c^m- 

mander, Tanaka, Matsumoto;,see also \
391 Yamamoto and Takarabe acclaimed^as conquerqrs: ; Harada, l:^4- : 
“Thank you for j'our pains” : Gokuro jy&ita, ibid., l:7 0 / ; \  v - 
Crowds, stillcheereci for Wakatsuki: ibid., 1: 9 8 ; J /: 
Plan “agreed with actual deyelbpment” :. Tanaka, intenn'ew. . ■ 
ftlemorandum with plan:- Harada, ’1 :,;130.,:l;'.
392 -:Ugaki V “sick-down;strike” :'. conversation w ith T^

■ Saioriji’s tonguedn-cheek note to Ugaki:;Ugaki diaryiquoted, Yosliihasni);
85. For another, similarversiohsee Harada, l : 82; ! r r  ’  ̂ ^

393' ElevenCXu\j:jiL\6oJ^
V . #14X «r>«M M. ■ i* • ' ' T It ' 'rttt /J pj' !X̂" <

•Y-: - - t

Kato
see Harada

accusing .'Count”-Mhkinb:h'Ithave;bIided:K^
•ada, l:3 5 ,an d  Yoshihashi, 68-69. : ..... ” ‘



For the wider history, of shoguns and people I havedeperidedmainly. 
v upon G. B. Sansom’s authoritative three-volume History of Japan. :
; For the .early prehistoric arid semihistorical periods 1 have used Komatsu:.-/: 

Isab’s archeological suirimary, The Japanese People, and J; E. Kidder’s 
Japan Before Buddhism. . A ;/ * 'y A
"o I have found riiost useful1 "-the-, translated ekeerpts front early -Japanese 

. works included in Sources of Japanese Tradition, compiled by Tsunoda 
Ryusaku, Wm. Theodore de Bary, .and Donald Keene. .1

Other general histories which I have consulted: Storry’s A History of 
Modern Japan, Leonard’s Early Japan, Natori’s Short TIistory of Nippon, ■ 
and A History of East Asian Civilization, ,vol. 2, by Fairbank, Reischauet,. 
and Craig. ' ? . - V,1-.:-

On specific facets which interested or puzzled me; I found help in 
Ballou’s Shinto, Bunce’s Religions in Japan, GouverneUr Mosher’s Kyoto:
A Contemporary Guide (Rutland, Vt., and Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttie-Co., 
1964) i and Takeyoshi Yosaburo, The Story ofjhe Wako: Japanese rPio: 
neers in the Southern Regions. A. L. Sadler’s.biography of leyasu was also 
useful, and so was Oliver Statler’s Japanese Inn. ' ;

My account of the introduction of firearms into Japan, on pages 206 ff., 
is based almost entirely on Noel Perrin’s-“Giving Up the Gun” in the 
New Yorker magazine (November 20,1965) , ' v  : '

5, The Coming of Perry
For the most-part this chapter is based on accessible English-language ‘ 

sources which I have not thought it necessary to cite in detail: principally, ' 
Sampson, vol. 5, Beasley, Barr, Reynolds, Perry, ;Heuskensy Preble, Yana- ; ; 
ga’s Japan Since Perry, and the books of Statler and Pdnsonby-Fane. In 
Ponsonby-Fane I have drawn particularly on The Imperial ,House of 
Japan, 115-29, 281-91,332-58, 405-17, dealing respectively with emper
ors, shoguns, imperial consorts, and imperial mausolea; on-Sovereign'and , v 
Subject, 248-r52 (Tokugawa Mitsukuni); and 252-60 (Iwakura Tomomi); ' 
on The Vicissitudes of Shinto, 119—21 (the civil war) , .248-50 (Shimazu . - ; 
Nariaki) .; 320-24 , (Prince Kitashirakawa .Yoshifiisa);  arid an Visiting , 
Famous Shrines in Japan, 380-90 (Shimazu N a r i a k i r a ) • t ;; , / - -.

■In addition I have.absorbed pointspf view arid atmosphere from George 
Akita, Foundations of Constitutional. Government in Modern Japan, .1868^, sr 
1900 (Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press,1967); R. P. Dore,

. Education in Tokugawa Japan, (Berkeley .and .Los Arigelest. University p f  ,: 
California Press, 1965); Richard Hildreth,‘/riprin Aslt WasandMflypls'L ' 
(Chicago: A. C.McClure& Co.,1906) ; Artlutr May Knapp, Feiidai and ' 
Modern Japan (Yokohama: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd., rev. cd., 1906); Joseph;
H. Longford, The:'Evolution ,o}; New Japan: .(Cambridge:  ̂ Cariibridge ,Urii- Vff;' 
versity Press; 1913).;; and Albert'M., Craigj. Choshudni^e^eijf:Restoral::', 
tfonV Harvard Historical Monographs, XLVn :(Cambridge, Mass.: Har-;v 

’ vard University.Press,1967). v/'.-Vr T-A;r.; ■’ r-V'- '

221-222;;Discu'ssi0ri.pf the.Hpuse^of Fushimi: IritervieSvs .with Koizumi 
- Shinzo and a member of the Ohtani family,.supplemented by reference to . 

Japanese. bibgfaphical;dictibnaries "arid ;the genealogical charts in rthe Worksl; 
of Ponsonby-Fane. -v; ~ ^ '•4̂ -1-

Asahiko: here .'and. in’.yvhat’.follows'iny. a’ccount of .As^hikp’ri; 
activities is taken from 'the. brief biography of him ^yrittenfby his.grand- .

Notes to pages 187-226 . i i z  /
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,N. 8: Kido, Nikki. 1165.
393-394 Kido-Konoye conversation at the golf club: as reconstructed 

by a fellow golfer over tea in locker room afterward and recorded and 
passed down to me through interview with banket’s son. See also Kido, 
Nikki, 33.

594-395 Japan subject of intelligence annual report: “Brocade Banner,” 
22, and Yoshihashi, 101.

395 Three slogans of Nagata and the cabal: see Crowley, 88, 112. 
“Scratching your toes”: Harada, 1:148,
Treaty debate beginning to “vex” Hirohito: ibid., 1:176.
396 Detailed report on conquest of Manchuria: Shimada, Kanto gun,

81.
Too large a naval budget may “cause popular agitation”: Harada, 1:210. 
396-397 Killer Sagoya to Tokyo: Murofushi, 223-28.
397 Visit from Iogi Ryozo: ‘'Brocade Banner,” 9; Harada, 1:222 and 

note 9.
“Take good care of yourself”: ibid., 1:219.
398 Hamaguchi shot: ibid., 1:219-20.
Assassin Sagoya: Kido, Nikki, 45-46, and Murofushi, 223-29.
Field headquarters (at Okayama): Kido, Nikki, 45-46.

11. March 1931
400 Saionji shocked and confused: Harada, 1:220.
401-402 According to a banker friend: Notes in possession of the 

banker’s family; they were referred to by my informant in order to answer 
my questions. I have added some details, such as the Pall Mall cigarette, 
from Omura Bunji. Also, it may be that the attendant who followed him 
up the hill was his steward Kumagai Yasomi rather than his secretary 
Nakagawa Kojuro.
’ 402 Saionji’s comments regarding Ugaki: Harada, 1:226, 228. 

Hirohito during return from maneuvers: Honjo, 257-58.
403 Harada’s audience with Makino and his statement re Gen. Ugaki's 

value: Harada, 1:231-32.
To frame him for high treason: see for instance “Brocade Banner,” 26. 
N. 1: Honjo, 257-58, confirmed and explained by Koizumi Shinzo who 

heard the story from Suzuki Kantaro.
403-404 Th e  March Plot: The most important source of informa

tion about this dark affair appears to have been overlooked by Western 
historians: Okawa’s kempei (secret police) interrogation paper repro
duced in Harada, 9:344-53, Consequently an erroneous impression exists 
(see, for instance, Storry, Double Patriots, 63) that the bombs were re
turned to the military on March 8, 1931. In reality the bombs were kept 
by the civilian plotters and used to blackmail the Army until March 8, 
1932. In this highly condensed account, I have also drawn on Nakano, 
67-84; Murofushi, 229-32; Kido, Nikki, 147-48; Harada, 2 :19, 22-30, 
32,37, 41-42, 44, 51, 55-56 , 106, 111, 117-18, 121-24, 332-35; 4:299, 
343,348; 5:137; 6:14, 22, 78, 261; Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 34, 109-11; Hata, 
Gm, 27—31; “Brocade Banner,” 28-32; Tokugawa Yoshichika’s diaries

Notes to pages 394-404



son, Empress N agato’s brothe^ j^ash ifu sh im i j k u r i ^
238 Lord ; Li’s ;assassinatibn:vhere:I have; supplemented the account .in 

Barr with that in OkakuraKakuzoV:TheAwakeningkf}ja'$^
. York: Japan Society, Inc.,"reprint, 1921)7 135T367;y7:--77777/7/7:777.:,;

. 248-249 The killing of Komei: Murofushi, 34 if., supplemented: by 
Koizumi interview and Ninagawa Arato, Teuno (Tokyo, 1952), 105.

252 Meiji’s. birthplace: 1  am indebted to Otis Gary for. pointihg out the 
cottage to me. '• ‘r.

254 The crowds knelt in waves: On his own entry into Edo a decade, 
earlier Heuskens, 141, wrote, “an officer shaking his paper fan sufficed to 
cause hundreds of persons to step back,” - v ' \7 7 7 7 7 '7 -

258 Meiji amassed fourth largest coricentfation of capital: KurodaVl.3.5;; 
Young Saionji teasing Yamagata: Harada, 4:66-67. ; ;
261 Origins of the Diet: Fukuzawa Yukichi, “The History - o f . tlie 

Japanese Parliament,” Transactions Of the Asiatic.Society, of Japan, Tokyo,
1 9 1 4 ,577ff. , ■ -V \ / : ' 7

262-264 .Lord High Assassin.: Byas,' G ovt, by  A ssa^sjtip ti6n ,-^3^k^  
265 Meiji’s celibate headquarters in Hiroshima:. Akimbto^ 291rr92^: X

6. Hirohito’s Boyhood , . , , ■  ̂ -
273-274 Early BAbY: These-four,opening paragraphs are' based.on an- 

interview with a nobleman of .one.of,The “five/families.” -K 
story to Koizumi Shirizo, former chief tutor for/ Crown'
Hirohito’s son. He sighed, .acknowledged that:Hie; 'lad /lieard ;;. the'i.same^ 
gossip, and shrugged it "off, saying, ,“Jn. th o se7 d ay s> ^ o sK an ^  
possible/’ For documentary corroboration of the story,- see n. 1 . page 274
in text.- - 7 - - 7 '’" 7 ,7 7 - - 7 ^  777": 7 7 7 7 ,7 7 7 7 7 :

Since 1758 all emperors:begot by. mistresses:.- Ponsonby-Fane, Imperial 
House, 16 ,21 ,22 . r . .■■•=..

Yoshito’s wedding: Baroness d’Arietham, Fourteen Years of Diplomatic 
Life in Japan (London, .1912), entry of that date. -.L/V:7 7 7 / 7 / 7 7 7 7 7 7  

274 N.2: see Piggoft, 125; Enthronement of the Emperor,Futara, .-.‘The , 
Life of the Emperor,” 47; Tleisher, 21. Alsq note;statement ofTonsonby-/. 
Fane, Imperial House, 337. v 7 7 7 - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 - .7 7 7 ^ 7 7 7 7 /7 7 '''^ .

275-277 Hirohito’s: fosterhom e: Tanaka Sogoro,. Tehno no kehljyti... 
[The,Emperor’s Studies] (Tokyo: Kawabe Shobo, 1951), 232-37; Kqi- 

- zumi, interviews. , ';_ 7 . 7 / 7 :'' 7 / .  , 7 7 7 - 7 7 7 7 : 7 ; . ' : 7 7 7 7 7 7 -
277 Hirohito’s first and last drink: Honjo, 254. , ' ; • ' /
Kido Koichi’s lineage: - The.most anstocratic of my sources gave^ine

this story about Kido’s mother; Support is lent to it,by Kido AhVc/crm which 
Kido refers to his mother--with'--unusual; respect;--^ 7-
his mother as Chutaro-sama, a familiar giyen nanie coupled witlva respec - ■
ful sama suffix, which Kido. accords lo K a  one: else,- in- his entife m

278 “Konbye?/HKv7as7  n ic e ,^ :^ lre n :T % is ;; ;a t:P ^
used to make him -.cry:byteasing /him, .but/I ‘thought 'HqvWasjj.:^^ TK15 j ‘ 
man.” Higashikuni in .interview/ by. Matsumoto Scicho, Buhgei. Sntmju,^
January 1968,160 ff. 77- 7 7 7 7 7 7  - 77 .7 7
■ ■ • Sun Yat-senin-Japan/Jansen,- 1 0 5 7 3 0 7 / 7 , ;7 77-7-7. , 77;7

■' 1128 ■ '  /f; Notes to pages 23 $-27.8'



as rendered in IPS Documents Nos. 2582, 2638, 2639, 2640; IMTFE 
“Proceedings,” 1441-1605.

405 Ugaki accosted by Hashimoto: Cho Isamu, verbal, as reported by 
Tanaka, interview.

“Kemal Ataturk” : ibid.
Tatekawa’s advices to Ugaki: ibid.
405-406 Koiso, Nagata, and Nagata’s “novel”: Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 109- 

10; see also “Brocade Banner,” 28.
406 The story of the bombs: Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 34; Murofushi, 231- 

Nakano, 74; Harada, 2:40, 55-56.

407 Ugaki’s meeting with Col. Okamura: Nakano, 67 ff., reveals that 
Ugaki met him on January 13,16,21, and 24.

N. 6: IPS Document No. 517, citing an article by Iwabuchi Tatsuo in 
Chuo Koron, February 1946, says that Mazaki for this offense was rusti
cated to Taiwan.

408 $100,000: Harada, 9:344—45.
The night that compromised Ugaki: Harada, 4:348; Koiso’s “memoirs” 

as cited in Hata, Gun, 29; Ugaki’s diary as cited by Yoshihashi, 91 (a 
copy of the original is in the hands of Prof. James Morley of Columbia 
University); Harada, 2:44, 106, 111, 117-18; conversations with Hata 
Ikuhiko and Tanaka Takayoshi,

Plot had served its purpose: see, e.g., "Brocade Banner,” 28-29.
409 March 2-6: Harada, 9:251; Hata, Gun, 27-31.
“This plot was not an ordinary one”: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 1627; 

also'1610-13, and Storry, Double Patriots, 62-63.
Ugaki at palace and Makino’s promise of face-saving assignment: 

“Brocade Banner,” 28-29; see also Makino’s sly remark, Harada, 2:30.
409—410 Makino-Okawa blackmail of Army: “Brocade Banner,” 38 

and 28; Harada, 9:344—53; interview with Hata Ikuhiko. Details of 
Komoto's mediation and the financial settlement come from Harada, 
9:346-49. See also “Brocade Banner,” 31; IMTFE ’’Proceedings,” 1402 
ff., 1418 ff., 1441 ff.; Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 34, and Hata, Gun, 29, for some 
details.

410 Kido’s visit to Saionji: based on verbal information from a source 
with access to the papers of Viscount Uramatsu Tomomitsu, a member of 
Kido’s Eleven Club. Kido, Nikki, 65, states that the visit actually took 
place on March 10, after Ugaki had made his peace with Makino. That 
the two visits are one and the same is suggested by Kido’s closing note: 
“Concerning Makino there was some very confidential talk until 11 P-m. 
Then I returned to Tokyo.”

Makino “conducting . . . the March Plot . . . out of darkness into 
darkness” : Kido, Kankei bunsho, 3. < ,

Many important fish knew: see, for instance, Harada’s raw, unprocessed 
notes on the March Plot, 9:112. , ,

12. Seizure of Mukden -
Two excellent studies have been written in English about t% subject 

matter in this chapter, Ogata Sadako’s Defiance in Manchuria and Yos l- 
hashi Takehiko’s Conspiracy at Mukden. In general, I have cited their sum- -
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278-283 Felling Goliath: this section on the Russo-Japanese War,:. ; 
except as cited, based on Yanaga, Since Perry, 294-300; Hargreaves;'.and 
Thomas Cowen, The Russo-Japanese War (London: EdvvardArnold, 
1904); "" ' ' '
, 279, Toyama’s visit to Ito: Kuzu Yoshihisa, Toa senkaku shishi.kiden , 

[Stories,and Biographies of East Asian Adventurers] (Tokyo: 1933-1936) ,/
.1: 705, cited by Jansen, 109.

281. $65 million bribe: Post Wheeler and Hallie Enninie Rides, Dome 
of Many-Colored Glass (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1965) ,
306 ff. " V

282 Baltic Fleet lost at Tsushima Strait: Scherer, Meiji Leaders, 103.
: 283 Terms of Portsmouth Treaty unpopular in Japan: Yanaga, Since 

Perry, 311-17.
On rioting which made Katsura Cabinet .resign: see Harrison, 187-89. 
Only Hirohito’s Big Brothers exulted in victory: based on interviews 

with Arthur W. Hummel and Roy Smith who were teaching in Japan at 
the time.

Yamagata warned war too much of a gamble: Takahashi Yoshio, Sanko 
iretsu [Three Examples of Distinguished Service] (Tokyo: Keibundo-sha, 
1925), 90-145. . • ■'

Ito in Korea and later his assassination: Yanaga, Since Perry, 343-45.
284-286 Princely ABC’s: Tanaka Sogoro, Tenno no kenkyti (Tokyo: 

Kawabe Shobo, 1951), 232-37; Mosley, ch. 1; Scherer, Meiji Leaders, 83j 
71-73,96; Koyama, 87; Koizumi, interviews.

287-288 Matsumoto Seicho, interview with Higashikuni, Bungei Shttnju, 
January 1968,160 ff. . . .
. 288.1911 rebellion against Manchu emperors in.China: Jansen, 105- . 
30; Yanaga, 348.

Notes to pages 279-296 , 1129 \

7. Crown Prince Hirohito
290-292 Death of Me ij i : Mosley, 19-20,; Gibney, 92;-A..M. Young, ;

■ Recent Times, 18; my interpretation of. Nogi’s motives m committing sui
cide, Kido, Nikki, 527-30. • ; V- ' '  7.E/  -y.' "

292—296 Taisho’s Coup: my interpretation, wife.which the most aris-, 
tocratic of my. sources heartily agrees. It is usually assumed that Taisho 
was a pawn of Katsura, but this sorts ill with the wreck which the pre- : 
-mature coup made of Katsura’s career or wifh Katsura’s .social pqsition 
.relative to that of Sadanaru and other elderprinces of the blood; In short, 
because of, fee imperial taboo I concludejhat japanese. have blamed ,'Kat- ’ 
sura, when the plain fact of the event is that Taisho attempted a sudden ■ 
increase in direct imperial power. See Bush,1 iMnd of. the Dragonfly, 93; 
Beasley, 182; Borton, 251; A. M; Young; Recent Times, Ch. 2; Fairbank •

- et al, 559-63; Mosley, 21-22. ' 1;7 • V '7V:^,77\-
295.;Fpfmatibnof.ifamamotoCabinet:'Haracia4.:334-35.

.'. 7 Taisho,Kato,’;Samnji smoke:.ibid;, 4:38.' ^ ' ':r;7
v v 296-298 Finishing School: Tanaka Sogoro, Tenno ho kenkyu i t The: : 

Emperor's Studies] (Tokyo:. Kawabe Shobo, 1951) , 232-37; Jidai Kenkyu- v. 
kai, Rising Japan (Tokyo-1918), section II. ;.
V; 296 Professors’ lectures “bland as jagaimo”: Koizumi Shinzoiinterview,



maries, which are liberally provided with source notes, rather than give my 
own citations.

411 A 10 per cent decrease: Kurzman, 110-13; Kido, Nikki, 78-80; 
see also Harada, 2:12,82.

412 Hirohito had before him two plans: Crowley, 92, 107; Taiheiyo 
senso, 1:366-74; Yoshihashi, 137-43.

Began to find and make provocations: for details see Shimada, Kanto 
gun, 97; Japan Chronicle, July 22, Sept. 9, 16, 1931; IMTFE “Proceed
ings,” 19195, 19210; Harada, 2:25-38,41.
" 413 Regimental commanders at “map exercises”: Honjo, 3-4.

Honjo’s mustache: Fujisawa, interview.
Ugaki’s conversation with Honjo: Honjo, 3, supplemented by interviews 

with Kajiura and Tanaka.
Ugaki’s wire to Koiso: ibid.
Suzuki’s arrival and conversation with Honjo: ibid.
415 Honjo’s doubts and suspicions: my interpretation of entries in 

Honjo’s diary, e.g., July 16, line 5; July 18, line 3; July 19, line 4; July 
22, line 2; July 23, line 1.

Wakatsuki’s special report: Harada, 2:9-12.
Chiang’s speech and delegation from KMT: Vaughn, 261-62; Japan 

Chronicle, Sept. 16,1931.
Saionji and the vice chamberlain: Harada, 2:12.
416 Chang Hsueh-liang hospitalized while field pieces set up: see 

Abend, Life in China, 150-51.
Pair of cannon in Mukden: Shimada, Kanto gun, 100-101; Yoshihashi, 

133-34; Harada, 2:77; IMTFE "Proceedings,” 1990.
417 Itagaki a consummate politician: description of Itagaki’s role and 

character based on Morishima, passim; Ito Kanejiro, 1:234; 2:351; Shi
mada, Kanto gun, 75-84; Ogata, 42-50; Yoshihashi, 134-37.

418 Honjo at the Summer Palace: Honjo, 8. He had an audience 
afterward with Prince Kanin and a call late that night from Baden-Baden 
Reliable Isogai Rensuke of the 2d Dept, of the Office of the Inspector 
General of Military Education.

Commanders receive briefing: Honjo, 8-9.
Honjo closeted with Suzuki and Itagaki: this account, from interview 

with privileged source, differs'slightly from Honjo’s own, 9, in which he 
says he met Suzuki and Itagaki the next afternoon, Aug. 4, in his room at 
Tokyo’s Station Hotel.

Secret meeting in offices of General Staff: Ogata, 56. Honjo, 9, reveals 
that, meanwhile, Minami was dining with him. Honjo met that day also 
with Okamura, Yasuji, and Mazaki Jinzaburo.

419 Minami quoted: Crowley, 109.
Asahi editorial: Asahi (Tokyo ed.), Aug. 8,1931.
Spokesman asked Harada to warn Saionji: Harada, 2:40-41.
Visit of Wakatsuki to Saionji: Kido, Nikki, 96.
N .l:ib id .
420 Tokyo papers received several thousand calls: Harada, 2:46.
Saionji’s meeting with Minami: ibid., 52-53 and 9:123; Ogata, 58.
Emergency meeting: Yoshihashi, 115; Hanaya, 45-46.
Tatekawa’s talk to his Intelligence officers: Yoshihashi, 115; further
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1130 Notes to pages 297-324

relaying story told by ICanroji Osanaga,
297 Hirohito’s fascination for tactics and logistics: this was not gen

erally appreciated until the publication of the Sugiyama Memo and Hon jo 
Nikki.

298 Sugiura’s lecture notes: Tanaka Sogoro, Tenno no kenkyu, 232-37.
301-302 1916 bomb attempt on Chang Tso-lin: Harada, 1:11-13.
302 Siberia: I have drawn this section from fames William Morley, 

The Japanese Thrust into Siberia, 1918 (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1957), and from A. M. Young, Recent Times, 128-42, 177-87.

306 No. 2: Wilson’s present to Flower Child: Omura Bunji, 351.
307 Tojo’s prior association with Prince Higashikuni: Matsumoto 

Seicho interview with Higashikuni, Bungei Shiinju, fanuary, 1968, 160 ff.
308-312 Color-blind bride: this section based on Murofushi, 158-60, 

Koyama, 22-35; Mosley, 35-51; Tsurumi, 6:259-261.
309 Prince Kuni’s enthusiasms: fidai Kenkyu-kai, Rising Japan, section 

III.
313 Futara to Toyama: Yatsuji Kazuo, in Bungei Shunju, Special Edi

tion, 1956,149,
Saionji Hachiro’s tluashing: Murofushi, 158-60.
314—317 Salt Air : Futara, 13-36, supplemented by biographical infor

mation about inembers of the retinue.
317-322 War Front Tourism: this section is based on Futara, 36-182.
318 Lord Riddell’s observations on Hirohito: Lord Riddell, Intimate 

Diary of the Peace Conference and After, 1918-1923 (London: Victor 
Gollancz), 298, quoted in Piggott, 129. It is Piggott, also, 126, who tells 
the story about Hirohito and the Prince of Wales.

320 Busts in Hirohito’s study: Vining, Crown Prince, 114.
321 Battlefields an obsession: see Mainichi, July 9,1921.
Officer broke his pelvis: Colonel Heusch, Le Temps, June 26,1921. 
Paris-Zurich-Frankfurt intelligence triangle: Col. Eugene Prince, U.S. 

Army Intelligence, retired, interview.
322 Hara assassinated: A. M. Young, Recent Times, 249-50.
Konoye given advance notice of assassination: Harada, 1:220-21.
323 Higashikuni organizing cabal: my own deduction, corroborated by 

the most aristocratic of my sources and not denied by either Tanaka or 
Koizumi when I asked them about it. For further corroboration consider
Higashikuni, Watashi, 19,

323-326 Cabal’s first meeting: Takahashi, 142 ff., citing Takamiya, 
Gunkoku. Although the meeting has not previously been mentioned m 
English, I met no official figure in Japan who did not already know of i s 
occurrence when I mentioned it. The descriptive details supplied here are 
drawn from interviews and from knowledge of Baden-Baden.

That week Petain in Baden-Baden area: Le Temps, Oct. 22,1921.
Nagata’s parentage: Ito Kanejiro, 1:136-38; description of his appeal 

ance and that of other plotters my own from photographs.
324 Obata’s character and attainments: ibid., 1:356, supplemented y



information from Tanaka, interview;
421 Tatekawa’s telegram to Honjo: ibid. t ;,!;[■J':;-
Second telegramr.Yamaguchi, 112. ' y f ">"■
Third telegram: Taiheiyosenso, 1:434. ‘
Ishiwara’s and Itagaki’s doubts: Yoshihashi, 156-58; Taiheiyo senso, 

1:436—37. ' ■ '/ ,
422 Honjo’s movements: Honjo, p .21;'-tariakaHntemeyi^
Tatekawa’s train trip and receptionin Mukdem,Taiheiyo seriso,"i:438j

Yoshihashi, 158-59; IMTFE.“ Proceedings,” 30261; Fujisawa and Tanaka', 
interviews. - _ ; , v ',.V

423 At Special Service Organ office:;; Yoshihashi,; 159-450; Fujisawa, f 
interview; Morishima Morito’s affidavit, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 3004 ff.

Honjo at portrait painter’s home: Honjo, 22; Giga Soichiro, interview.
424 Itagaki after phone call: ibid. ,}
Railroad explosion: Taiheiyo senso, 1:438-39. i c; r ,l -‘
Army explanation of 10:40 express: Yoshihashi, 3,4 65P 
Skirmish at railroad track: ibid., 2-3. V.
Itagaki’s orders: Fujisawa and Tanaka, interviews; Yoshihashi,.! 66-67
425 Tatekawa at the literary  Chrysanthemum:/ Kajiura, ' interview;

Yoshihashi, 158-59. " . V\ ~
Japanese soldiers occupied barracks: ibid., 3. : ;
Honjo at Port Arthur: this and following three paragraphs a summary 

from Fujisawa; interview; : IMTFE “Proceedings,” : -18890-92; ̂ 1911 lv 
19326, 19518, 22119, 22237; Shimada, Kmto 
senso, 1 ;436ff. - :

426 Honjo transferred H.Q. to Mukden: Honjo, 22-23, 351-55; Yoshi
hashi, 167-68, 170.' • '■ & && ■-■

Military success: Yoshihashi, 4-6; Honjo, '23, notes arrival ;of . eight 
bombers and eight observation planes from Korea on-afternoon of Seph; 
20. Casualty figures;. IMTFE “Proceedings;” 194571

427 Tatekawa in Mukden, Sept. 19: Fujisawa^mtemwi. N ip  •
Tatekawa delivers his message: IMTFE'“PrpceeiHĵ ŝ ^̂ ^̂

Double Patriots, 81. . V . ; ' - ' -:'y{
“altogether appropriate”; shigoku dato, Harada; 2:71.

' “Restrict operations, to south’';Man'chuna” fiMlTFE-;; “feroreddin^-f-v 
18901-5, amplified by Tanaka, infpWiewsV':n^;'r‘̂ .;; V ; %_

Honjo’s worrying: Kajiura, interview. •
. 428 Meeting of principal advisors: Harada, 2:64-66; Kdo,. 100. ; .
429 Minami, “non-aggravation doeshot hecessanly *mean; non-enlarge- ■:

ment” : Harada, 2:64, 68; Takeuchi, 352. ;:'V \  y
Cable to commander in Korea: Tanaka,' iriterview; Y0shinasni, ; 1.7 > 

see also Mori, 56. ~
Honjo sent Tatekawa and Suzuki back  to Tokyo: Honjo, 23.. .. , ,f 430
430 Hirohito would personally, take lesponsibilityr for prde^^

Japan’s Korean Army:. My interpretation :of events; see Privy . Counci 
meeting of O ct.7 , 1 9 3 1 minutes, in IPS Document No.; 904.1n my ppm- -
ion, the strongest . evidence for mydnferpretatibh is provided . by.; thedis- :
cussion in Harada 2i:4i and 65: If iiidhte,Jhly-^almost t\vo 'mOntns betpre., 
the' eyent-^-the. closest'cohfidantsdf■'H irohitoW erediscu^
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1131
Fujisawa interviews.

325 Okamura: ibid., 2:310.
Okamura to "historical” section: Mainichi, March 21,1963.
526-328 A Funny Happening: the main event of this section, the car 

crash, is based on Asahi (Osaka ed.), April 3, 4, and 7, 1923. For some 
details and minor discrepancies, see Le Temps, April 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, 
1923; also Illustration, April 7, May 5,12, 1923.

528 Hirohito fell out of love with espionage: see, e.g,, Harada, 7:234, 
which quotes Hirohito, in 1938, as saying: “Plots are very unreliable. The 
general rule is that they will all fail and that when one succeeds it must 
be regarded as a miracle.”

Notes to pages 325-333

8. Hirohito as Regent
For this chapter, in addition to sources cited or listed in the bibliography, 

I have drawn for background on: J. Ingram Bryan, Japan from Within: 
An Inquiry into the Political, Industrial, Commercial, Financial, Agricul
tural, Armamental and Educational Conditions of Modern Japan (New 
York: Frederick A. Stokes, 1924); Fujiwara Akira, “Ugaki Kazushige to 
rikugun no kindaika” [Ugaki Kazushige and Modernization of the Army] 
(Chuo Koron 80, No. 8, 572 ff.); Kamada Taku-ichiro, Ugaki Kazushige: 
A Biography (Tokyo: Chuo Koron-sha, 1937); Nakayama Masaru, “Okawa 
Shumei to no Koto” [Okawa Shumei and His Affairs] (Nagare, February 
1958); Kurihara Ken, Tenno: Showa-shi oboegaki [The Emperor: Notes 
on the Reign of Hirohito] (Tokyo: Yushin-do Bunka Shinsho, 1955); and 
Barclay Moon Newman, Japan’s Secret Weapon (New York: Current Pub
lishing Co., 1944). 329 330 * 332 333

329 Hirohito’s party: Price, 22; Mosley, 70-71; interviews with the 
most aristocratic of my sources who was at the party.

330 Saionji’s purpose on visit to Tokyo: Harada, 4:311.
Saionji not concerned about “looseness”: Mosley, 29; also Honjo, 254.
351 Confirmed in office of Genro: Saionji had been appointed unoffi

cially to the ranks of the genro by Emperor Taisho in 1913; Kido, Nikki, 
207; Harada, 4:353-34.

331- 334 Palace Plot School: except as cited, this section based on 
“Brocade Banner,” 14, 23; Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 71—72.

332 Social Problems Research Institute: Shakai mondai kenkyu-sho; 
Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 71.

Purpose of Lodging House: Tanaka MS, “Okawa Shumei hakushi.”
Headmastership delegated to Dr. Okawa (assisted by Yasuoka Masa- 

atsu): Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 71, and Tsurumi et al, 4:99.
On Makino-Okawa relationship: see Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 71; "Brocade 

Banner,” 38; Tanaka MS, “Okawa Shumei hakushi.”
Okawa’s education: “Brocade Banner,” 11-16; Hayashi Fusao, 123-24.
332- 335 Credo published in War Cry: "Brocade Banner.” 13.
333 Okawa discovered Kita in 1918: Hayashi Fusao, 148.
Kita’s ideas summarized: “Brocade Banner,” 12-13; Ohtani, Kempei- 

shi,11,89-91.
Chichibu’s friend who made edition of Kita’s work: Nishida Chikara.
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of moving troops without official imperial sanction, then it must be con- 

;: eluded that the; officially unauthorized troop movements did have Hiro- 
Hito’s unofficial authorization. Otherwise Saionji and other liberals would 

' have been able to persuade Hirohito to issue explicit orders to the Korean 
Army not to move. The events of the February Mutiny (see Chs. 20-21)

V'f demonstrate-'that Hirohito could have issued such an order and it would 
- have been’obeyed. Furthermore, Harada’s observation that the Tsinan 

intervention had created a precedent for officially unauthorized troop move- 
: menfs indicates to me only that Hirohito had arranged for that troop 
- .movement also, knowing in advance that there would be a reprisal mas- 
: . sacre for which the Throne must avoid official responsibility.
';\4"’ Johnson and memo; Rappaport, 25.

: Forbes’s return to U.S.: ibid., 26, and N.Y. Times, Feb. 27,1952, ix, 2:7.
;.V StimVon’scable: Rappaport, 26.

; i >. v: ■ 13. Dollar Swindle
. - v:433 Hirohito’s post-mature birth: see note on page 273.

454-455 Excerpts from Vespa, 45-62.
435 Takeda Nukazo: data from Hata’s “Personnel Records.”
436 Dinner at Kido’s: this section based on the brief entry' in ICido,

■Nikki,. 101, supplemented by interviews with a privileged source who had 
access to the papers left by Big Brother Viscount Uramatsu. It seems to 
me to be corroborated by events, by Kido, 114—15, and by Harada, 2:72,
76, 84-86, 90,93-94,114,126-28,130-31, and esp. 156 and 164-67.

’ ; 4 3 7  Hirohito on Hoover’s moratorium: Kido, Nikki, 91.
"Save the League’s face”: Uchida Yasuya’s phrase; see Harada, 2:93.
438 Okawa and Army bombs:, see note on pages 403-4 and Harada,

2:55-56. , . ’ . /  ■
h.JConoye and Higashikuni endowment: Storry, Double Patriots, 96-101,

‘ arid Byas, Govt.iby Assassination, 39 ff.
; :439 Misty Lagoon unit an elite: see Sakai Saburo, 29-38.
':':;i;,^SwreFp9liceman';Aihakasu'in Harbin: Ogata, 67-68; Pernikoff, passim.

439-441 Henry Pu-Yi taken to Manchuria: Pu-Yi, 219-21, supple- 
• mented by interviews with Tanaka.

>hrbi.^P':?“‘YiV'"atidience'-hall” : a similar description is in Harry Carr,
-Riding the Tiger: . An American Newspaperman in the Orient (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1934), 91.

■f 'M'A A.-niessenger:!-kamizutni Toshi-ichi rather than Kaeisumi Toshi-ichi as 
; Pu-Yi reports, , !!

.: .. 441 Eastern Jewel: this section.based on Tanaka Takayoshi, “Shokai 
'Av:̂ iiben,” 82jiiis;M S' “Ybshiko”; and’interviews with him. See . also Mc- 
: ; ;Aleavy,vl60 ff. For/ details of Kawashima Naniwa’s career, see Shimada, ,

Nanto gun, 17-18, and Jansen, ,137.:-40. • ' .  , • ..
/jtagaki ;vquo'teiJ: • -Tanaka,' •. “Shokai jihen,” 182, and his 

“Yoshiko’/ give slightly different .wordings. 1 .’v v . / ' - ■
:-Vw~443;]^ §10,000: Watanabe, 118. v- • V

Saionji had gone to Kyoto:.Harada, 2:52 if. ' . ..
Saionji’s agent'published letter 'accusing Makino of rriaifea'r. , '

Notes to pages 433-444
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, Kifa’s :sutria.for-ffirpHiiofrYat^ Kazuo;y“S h 6 w h ^
Ikki” [Kita Ikki, the Man Who Shook the Reign of Hirohitq] IBungei 
Shunjw (SpepiarEd.).F^b;

Curriculumdirectedby Okawa: IPSbocum ents Nos;;687 and 689/give.;:
excerptsrfrom'Okawa’s'oW nw ritingsdunrighisyterm -asheadm aster.In"-:
one of them lie refers to the Lodging Hodse as the
In another, ah appreciation of the 19th. cerituiy: agronomist-phiioso^her: .
Sato Nobuhiro, dated Feb. 20,1924’; dkawa,wrote: “ AccOrdingto Sato’s : '
belief, the -first country to be created w as: lapan. Therefore Jap is the :
foundation of all other countries;; From/the . beginning i t ^
sion of him who rules our Empire to- give peace : and^satisfaction' to ; ali -
peoples. Accordingly; he has established a most ;concrete; geopolitical-;;
philosophy in which the means are expounded for fulfillirig japan’s heav.y ; '
eniy mission of reigning over-the w orld;"’O kawaw ent^nTp^spepify^th^
first steps,as securement of control over eastern\Siberia,.the;&
islands, and world trade. Vv v,7- ^

1 1 3 2  ' . >  • ■ V ’ < ■. ■ ' ;,  Nofes to pages 334-342 ’

334 Col. Sugiyama’s comic dance; recaHediAdetter AL Marched, il945; { f  
from Harada to Kido, in Kido,;Ko«fce/'.&'4«s^^^

, 335 Disaster of Yokohama earthquaker Bush,'{Landlof.Dragpnflf,
43; A. M. Young, Recent Times, 295-306. - •>;:V- ..•'5; ' ; ! - ^-''v

N. 2; Scientific American, SupplementFlo. ;i293,.May 26>, 19PQ4,M^K :::r‘'J
336. Yuasa. and Osugi’s death:I&do,N&fci, 507.
337 Assassination attempt:. Ohtahi/Kempeifshi, .6O.-.i0Erl U s l f i ^ \ 1 9 ’

: 337-338 ' Namba’s father, arid the gun, used h yN a’mba:/ Tsuramijef il, £  \ 
, 5:119; also Murofushi, 191-93. ' v ^ ^ ' W - V -  

:;;N.'3:, On Higashikuni’s. equerryYasuda;.'SeeKlidq,“Thei.Gifcumstaric^ 
Before and After, the Resignation of the Third Korioye Cabinet,” IPS 
Document.No. 2 (Library of Congress microfilm WT 6). \

338 Ugaki Kazushige, a man of the: people: for characterizations; of 
Ugaki; see Bush, Land, of Dragonfly, 144; A. M. Young,; Recent Times, 
307; Yrinaga, Since Perry, 403 ff. :

339;;Ugaki as tutory to"; Hirphitb:'^ JTanal^:;Sbigorp feg lh 1*
[The Emperor’s Studies] (Tokyo: Kawride Shobo, 1951) , 232-37. *" '■:

, ....- Ugaki in diary: quoted, Takeda, 1 . , A;.]-:;o:a SA-sA A : ■■■ \:wA:: ; ■
Princess Nagako studied under.special hitors: Koyama, i0-p54. .

.hlagako /carried a fan;-' see:Koyamri,'42;^^;;
■ f  339-340 Wedding .ceremonies: Mosley, 87-90; Koyama, 44-^49;: .at- 

;• tended by Toyama Mitsuru: . Bush,:Landof:Dragonfly,:153^ ; yv
■;>-':!';340. “W e:face'a\Satsuriia/clan;cbh^^

Ugaki’s shiiffle of Choshwarid-Satsuma generals :-My_ account..of the 
; Ariny; purge1 is basedpn/iistsof generals w l ^  Miwwc
a tth e tim e /: and Hata’s ;“PersqnrieIRecbrds”,;conb;rnirig-^ y
:similar.conclusions/based6n:indepehdentapproaches,: seeOhtani,/^mpei- ;

■ ■sJiL,: 15; \Kei^<fy,;(japmhandf:HerpD^
. j\G rbw leyi*87^8;/TakedaA ^ \

341 33,894 men and 6 089 horses: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 15.
■;> ̂ :;342'yNEW; '̂STAR-j n  yCmi^Ai;;.' excepti-:;as,;pi^^^
:; ̂ EkinShhd3^Aighti; 1 <5^23;. -̂QIubb;yi4 4 ; ; ; .'-yJ



sance: ibid., 90-91, 103. y.\.
VHhrada serit:toKyoto,;Saionji’s'opinions recorded: Ibid.y88. • ] •  

Y H a r a d a m e t  with Kido, Makino, Suzuki: 'ibid. :Note Saionji’s'refusal to 
see Lt. Gen. Banzai Rihachiro of the Spy Service, Oct. 15; ib id .,93- 94. /
' 445 Harada ih Kyoto with Saioriji: ibid., 88-92; K oyarna/i04Y ";;-̂  . / ' /  
:: “ to refrain from action” : Ogata, 69.. V„. -Y

Ishiwara led air raid: Ishiwara entry iri! Nihon jinbutsu-shi Talk'd 
[•Japan Biographical Outline] (Tokyo: Asakuro Shobo, 1960) ; see Fuji- 1 
niotOi .67. hie also spoke of severing relations between the Kwantung Army 
and Japan and of abandoning Japanese citizenship; Ogata, 94.; '.  Y;
■: October Plot: Harada, 2:91,99-10,0. .: ^  ; Y ‘'; / Y;-\YY;Y?Y-y ' / Y
'•446 Suzuki, Hashimoto, Cho involved in p lot:. Storry, Double Patriots, ■

Cho’s October plan and quote: Murofushi, 229-32. . : ' y
[the commander of the Misty I.agoon Air Station]: “Brocade Banner,”

144. • . 'y / y V;'-; - ■ v̂ ;::;vr'
447 To gain a blackmail hold on Araki: Kido, MMzV ii5 , reveals that 

the Eleven Club met on Oct. 13 to discuss the'Army*s; growing espousal/.1 
“of a so-called,Strike-North continental policy,” Kido expressed-disgust)' 
with the Army’s stupidity. According to IPS Document 517—an English- 
language version of an Iwabuchi Tatsuo, article in Chuo Koron of Feb: :. 
1946—the Strike-North ideologist, Kita Ikki, offered to contribute in the, 
October Plot by orjganizing.demonstratidris in Hibiya Park .H is:help, how- 
ever, was not accepted because. he; and"Mori Kaku were/believed;'“ to have;Y 
a counterplot” for “avenging Tanaka Gi-ichi.” Y - / / Y ^ C Y ^  y YY‘/ Y  

Araki quoted: Harada, 2:107. <-\ : :-Y y  Y/ ' /Y ,  •'Y'y  /  YY Y-’ /:
Araki’s talk with Hashimoto and Cho: Murofushi, 229-32. . /
Arrest of eleven officers in plot: ibid;;' “Brocade/Bahner/’- i l4 .,Y'y Yy  
Okawa quoted re October Plot: Murofushi, 232. i /... / / / ’///••' /Y/YYy CY/ 
Saionji went to villa in Okitsu: Harada, 2:101, 105. y Y / Y  Y-y y / y  Y/Y 
Koiso’s talk with Saionji on train: ibid., 105,^dpplemehtedby. interyiew , 

with privileged source, a hanker. . , . Y y
4.48 Saionji’s surrender was announced at dinner: Harada, 2:94. The : 

announcement was made by South Manchuria Railroad president-Uchida .y  
Yasuya; for his mission in Tokyo at that time, see. Ogata, 83-85, also A. y : 
M. Young, Imperial Japan, 99-100. • . / Y / Y r y y V ■//y y y r Y y y y  ,yY

Saionji waited until Oct. 30: Harada, 2:108. -Yy :Y y ; / / , /  y Y  y . . Y /  
Saionji’s health ignored: Inoki, interview.. -;Y 'Y- / ‘Y y y y y Y y , ;y y y Y  
Saionji met Makino Nov. 2, their exchange: ibid., 2 : 112, .114/ . ; - :  -y

449 Saionji’s visit with Emperor: ibid., 115-16. '; /Y  „ Y y Y Y / y y Y Y .
Invasion ordered on Oct. 30: Honjo,26. . Y’, y
Honjo dispatched engineers: ibid. • '// y  -Y y y Y y y " ' Y i - ' / y  ' y y Y Y  
Kwantung Army’s move on ' Tsitsihaf:. Taiheiyo sensp, 2;49 ft.; A._M  ̂ ;;

Young, Imperial Japan, 102-5j 145- 46; Ito Kanejiro, 359; Harada, 2. , y - y
35; Rappaport, 82. ' '  Y ' y ' ' '  y Y y  Y Y Y ' y  .;y  Y y ’'- .Y /Y y'-

450 Doihara’s visit to PufH'wIIa:;Pu-Yi;-1': 2 2 5 ^ 0 d n a i c a 0 r ^ i ^ p  
See also IMTFE "Proceedings,” 4573-374. Y y Y y y  Y y  / Y Y Y  YY Y Y  y

Eastern Jewel’s visit to Doihara: Tanaka, y‘Yoshiko,” and interyiew.  ̂ ;. 
Doihara’s account: corroborated by .Fujisawa,interview. y y  ;• .;.y / / /?;

. 451. Efforts., to get Pu-Yi to • Mukden:' Pu-Yi, :l:228-29;;• see also

1142 : y ^  Notes to pages 445-451-
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unconditional surrender and U.S. occupation. Captain Ellis M. Zacharias of 
E.S. Naval Intelligence did as well as he was permitted in a Japanese and 

~English broadcast on July 28 that was beamed into Japan on the medium 
.• waye band which could be picked up by the radio sets of ordinary Japanese 
citizens.10 “Japan,” he said, “must make a choice. One alternative is prompt 
and utter destruction. . . . Centuries of sweat and toil will be brought to 
naught in a cataclysmic end. . . . The other alternative is the end of war. 
One simple decision will allow tranquility again to return to the city and the 
countryside. . . . The homeland of Japan will be saved to continue a sover
eign existence under a peacefully inclined and responsible government.” 

On August 2, Foreign Minister Togo begged his ambassador in Moscow 
to extract from the Soviet government some answer to the proposal that 
Prince Konoye fly to Russia for talks. Togo now promised that Konoye 
would he empowered to accept the Potsdam Declaration as “the basis for 
a study regarding terms.” At the Soviet Foreign Ministry, Japanese Ambas
sador Sato learned that Molotov was still on his way home from Potsdam 
and would see him m a few days. Russia delayed. Japan waited. The Thin 
Boy was flown to Tinian and assembled. On August 6 Ambassador Sato 
was informed that Molotov had returned and would see him two days later 
at 5:00 p.m . That same morning, August 6, Ambassador Sato heard that 
Hiroshima had disappeared in a puff of flame.

THE GOD SPEAKS

When most of Hiroshima vanished from the map, it was the switchboard 
operators in Tokyo who first noticed that something was missing. Minutes 
later incoherent phone calls began to come in from the Hiroshima area. The 
Army General Staff at once responded by sending out wires for more 
information. On the following morning, Tuesday, the vice chief of staff 
received an angry, terrifying confirmation of his worst fears: “The whole 
city of Hiroshima was destroyed instantly by a single bomb.” The Army 
General Staff sent out more wires, and planes as well, to find out what sort 
of bomb had been dropped and how many had been killed.

While the generals waited, Emperor Hirohito and his advisor Lord Privy 
SealKido already knew the answers, When they met in the Imperial Library 
that afternoon, both had seen Naval Intelligence analyses and reports from 
physicists at Tokyo Imperial University. The claims being broadcast from 

£ United States were almost certainly honest. It had been an atomic bomb. 
mperor Hirohito had received remarkably accurate statistics as to the 

Casualties: “130,000 killed and wounded.” Unlike most of his countrymen

see i t  * rat!'0S werc registered by the secret police and periodically inspected to 
onl vf conld not pick up short wave. Zachartas’s broadcasts were made possible 

r y U s relay ships steaming in perilously close to the Japanese coast.
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Hirohito understood what genshi bakudan, atomic bomb, signified. Until a 
few months previously, he had patronized Japan’s own atomic research 
effort. I t had come to a disastrous end when a physicist, some technicians, 
and two buildings full of apparatus had been mysteriously blown up. Under 
pressure to save Japan from defeat, tire work had been pushed ahead too 
fast and safety precautions had been neglected.11

In  the glare of Hiroshima, Kido and Hirohito knew that they could 
conspire to delay no longer: the time had come to put Kido’s peace plot to 
its final test. M an and god, they set to work that afternoon seeing key 
functionaries and giving them final instructions. By the next afternoon, 
Wednesday, August 8, the machinery was primed and ready. Kido took 
advantage of an air alert to join the Em peror in his bunker under the 
Imperial Library. Kido urged the Em peror to speak the word which would 
set the machinery in motion. Hirohito at once summoned Foreign Minister 
Togo and told him, “Now that a weapon of this devastating power has been 
used against us, we should not let slip the opportunity. . . . Tell Prime 
M inister Suzuki that it is my wish that the war be ended as soon as possible 
on the basis of the Potsdam Declaration.” In the unforeseen and unan
swerable bomb, Hirohito saw a face-saving excuse for Japan’s fighting men, 
one which could be used to ease the humiliation of defeat and smooth the 
pathway to surrender.

I t was that Wednesday night, six hours after Hirohito had spoken, that 
the bomb, in the words of Wisconsin’s Senator Alexander Wiley, “blew Joey 
off the fence.” Japan’s Ambassador Sato in Moscow had an appointment at 
11 p .m . Tokyo time, 5 p .m . Moscow time, to see Foreign Minister Molotov. 
H e went to the appointment expecting to learn at last whether Russia would 
receive Konoye and help in arranging Japan’s surrender. Instead, he was 
handed a declaration of war. Molotov coolly explained to him that the 
Russo-Japanese nonaggression treaty had been canceled years before by 
Japan’s assistance of Germany. Stalin had promised Truman at Potsdam 
that, before entering the Pacific war, he would reach agreement with Chiang 
Kai-shek on the future of China. The Red Army chief of staff had told his 
opposite number at Potsdam that Russian operations would not begin 
against Japan until the second half of August. Now, ahead of schedule on 
all counts, after only two days of preparation, the Soviet forces were surging 
forward into M anchuria. It was the next morning, eighteen hours after 
Hirohito had spoken, that the bomb fell, tragically, on Urakami— and 
blessedly spared Kokura and most of Nagasaki. The Japanese had had three 
full days to think since Hiroshima. No American knew that Emperor 
Hirohito had already decided to accept the Potsdam Declaration.

On Thursday morning, August 9, when the second bomb was scoring its

11 The physicist was named Odan, thirty-eight years old; the explosion was prob
ably caused by careless handling of liquid gases.

Vengeance of War
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Tanaka, "Yoshiko.”
Doihata engineered riots in Tientsin: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 4394-97; 

Pu-Yi, 1:229-30; Harada, 2:126; Zumoto, 65-68,
Pu-Yi's flight: Pu-Yi, 1:231. An alternate version, circulated at the 

time by Doihara and often repeated (e.g., McAleavy, 202), had it that 
Pu-Yi was smuggled out of the “Quiet Garden” in a nagabitsit, a wooden 
tub for dirty laundry. For the occasion on which Doihara did resort to 
this strategem, see Ronald Seth, Secret Servants: A Histoiy oj Japanese 
Espionage (New York: Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1957), 122-24.

452 Pu-Yi’s escape: Pu-Yi, 1:232-40.
His wife joined him: Tanaka, interview; see also McAleavy, 203.
Arrangements handled by Prince Chichibtt: Harada, 2:147.
453 Politics and financial maneuvers: based on Harada, 2:127-31, 135, 

138-41,144,146,149-56; O. D. Russell, 243 ff.
Saionji, “It is like a bank”: Harada, 2:135-36.
League debated for a month: Rappaport, 68 ff.
Hirohito and fireflies: Kinoshita Michio, “Gunkan haruna kokanpan-jo 

ni haisu seinaru isshun no kokei” [One-Instant Scene of Reverence on 
the Quarterdeck of the Battleship Haruna]. Fujin no Tomo, June, 1939.

Toyama’s opinion: Harada, 2:146.
454 League’s decision: Rappaport, 76-77.
Herald Tribune’s editorial: Dec. 10,1931.
Black Dragon hireling: Adachi Kenzo; see Storry, Double Patriots, 313.
Saionji’s opinion: Harada, 2:152-55.
Inukai’s qualifications: Jansen, passim; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 

passim.
Harada’s exchange with Kido: Harada, 2:156; Kido, Nikki, 120.

455 Cashing In : this section based on Harada, 2:164-67; Kido, Nikki, 
147; O. D. Russell, 247-51; Vaughn, 181-90.

14. Fake War
456 In China an envoy of Inukai: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 1480. For 

details of the envoy, Kayano Chochi, see Jansen, 200 and passim, also 
“Proceedings,” 1478-1522. For other peace efforts of Inukai, see Crowley, 
158. Storry, Double Patriots, 109 if., presents a factually accurate but 
strained interpretation of Kayano’s mission.

Frigidly formal audience: Kido, Nikki, 120, makes a point of the fact 
that the audience lasted only thirteen minutes,

Cabinet met immediately: Araki’s affidavit, IMTFE Exhibit 1880.
Gen. Kanaya Hanzo resigned: Asahi (Tokyo ed.), Dec. 16,18,1931.
Triumvirate agreed to nominate Minami: ibid., Dec. 23, 1931.
Process of Prince Kanin’s appointment: my interpretation of Kido, 

Nikki, 121-23, and Harada, 2:197.
457 Kanin’s appointment celebrated: Asahi (Tokyo ed.), Jan. 31,1932; 

Harada, 2:175-77.
Sun Fo: he was then prime minister of China; Rappaport, 125. On his 

mission see Clubb, 194-95, and A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 96.
457-458 Eastern Jewel in Shanghai: Tanaka, “Yoshiko,” and inter

views.
I Pong-chang’s trip to Tokyo: Murofushi, 234; Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 63

Notes to pages 452-458



559 Fujita an undercover agent: Johnson, 109; Harada, 3:102, 149-59, 
8:386. For Fujita’s part in Sorge spy case later, see page 559.

Proroguing trial of Blood Brotherhood: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 
191; Byas, Govt., 50; Asahi, Mar. 28,1934.

560 Hirohito thinking of abdication: Kido, Nikki. 246. That same day 
Kido, Harada, and two other young bureaucrats of the Eleven Club 
lunched with Prince Higashikuni at the Tokyo Club. They discussed with 
him a snide suggestion which had recently been made to reporters by Gen. 
Tanaka Kunishige, one of Gen. Araki’s partisans. His Excellency Higashi
kuni, said Tanaka, should consider giving up his rank as a prince so that 
he would be eligible to run for prime minister. The prince told Kido: 
“I do not know Gen. Tanaka personally. However, I think no one would 
pay any attention to me if I descended to commoner status ” Said Kido, 
“I am greatly relieved ”

Settlement of Red smear: Kido, Nikki, 246-47; 249-54.
561 Reposting of Strike-Noith olliceis: my analysis of the shuffle based 

on Hata’s personnel records and on replies to inquities during inteiviews 
with Fujisawa and Kajiura.

Silent Muto asked for mercy toward Manchukuoans: Vespa, 109.
Muto’s poem: Mainichi (Osaka ed.), July 27, 1933; my own transla

tion.
561- 562 Barony for Muto: Honjo, 244; also Harada, 3:108, and Kido, 

Nikki, 247, 255.
562 Hishikari and the press: Mainichi (Osaka ed.), July 28, 1933.
562- 566 The Kaspe Kidnapping: this section based on Petya 

Balakcliine, Finale vi Kilaya• vosnik-novenive, razvitiye y ischez noveniye 
beloi emigrantzii na Dalnyem Vostokye [Finale in China: formation, 
development, and disintegration of the White Russian immigration in the 
Fai East] (Munich, Georg Butow, 1959): 110-122, 210 if.; Pemikoff, 
187-216; Vespa, 205-30. Balakchine is the most detailed; it is based on a 
manuscript by a certain Martinoff who is said by Vespa to have been one 
of the main organizers of the kidnapping.

566 Midwives and doctors agreed: Koyama, 90-91.
Hirohito and Nagako on beach: Honjo, 244-45.
Eleven Club party: Kido, Nikki, 249.
Prince Fushimi wanted change in regulations: ibid.; Honjo, 163-66; 

also Agawa, 119-20.
566-567 Army staged air raid drills: Kido, Nikki, 250; Honjo, 245-46; 

Koizumi, interview.
567 Hirohito on board the Hiel: Honjo, 246-47.
Croquet game: ibid.
Meeting with Cabinet ministers, Aug. 30: ibid., 247.
568 Princes unpopular at clubs: Kido, Nikki, 254.
Hirohito gives Honjo lesson on yacht: Harada, 3:132-33.
Change in naval regulations should be kept secret: Honjo, 165.
Hirohito on Dutch navy, ibid., 249. 569
569 “We will expand”: Harada, 3:158.
"There is no middle way”: ibid.
Big Brothers at Chinese feast: ibid., 3:164.

Notes to pages 559-569 1155
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V ii^U ag^ -Hoiijo,\60; Tanaka, interview:" A / v y  ..
.'./; Western reaction lo renewed aggression:. Rappaport, 83-94;.. Westel W. 
.‘Willoughby, Japan’s - Case %xawi'/rted\-^Baltimore: Johns Hopkins; Press; 

1940), 12-13, ; y  ■
i-Sivxison’s note: Foreign Japan, 1951-19dit 5:7-8. The

note/.whs/.sentto;':i\m ba^d6r.'Pprbes-'at'riooh Jan. 7 Washington time, 
:i2;A.M;vJan.;8,.Tblcyo:time. -  ; ; -.vi, V . • , . - ; ;
■■'•v;'.459'VAssassihation attempt:’Murofushi, 233-35, ’

. •Assassin sentenced to death: according to “Brocade Banner,” the sen
tence was hot carried out; instead I. Pong-chang-supposedly recanted and 
became a’loymf Japanese agent.’. , • . .
. ICido on assassination: Nikki, 127—28. , •

. . Reactions hf lkki and Huohito: Harada, 2:173, 184r-88.
A60 Saionji’s comment: H arada,2:189. ; ■
Japanese riot in Shanghai; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 155-34; 

Tanaka,interview: . ,. . •
Ghost House: this section based oh “Brocade Banner/’ 40-44 and 16; 

Murofushi, 237-41; Harada, 2:304-5; Crowley, 174; and interviews with 
..retired NaVy commander. •' •
. 461 Re Spider Tanaka: Hata,.Gu», 49 says that priest Inoue Nisho was
a direct protege of bid Tanaka. He adds that Inoue Nisho had had contact 
with the flight officers at the Misty Lagoon Air Station since Aug. or Sept, 
of 1930.
y 462 Tnoue as.intimate of Konoye and Higashikuni: see Inoue’s entry in 

.Japan Biographical Encyclopedia and Who’s Who (Tokyo: Rengo Press, 
1958) , 384; see also Kido, Nikki, 844,849/861,867,869, , . '

.463 Jtagaki’s telegram to.Tanaka: Tanaka, “Yoshiko.”
Itagakfs report to Hirohito: Kido, Nikki,328-29..
On receipt of Col. Itagaki’s telegram . . .: this and following paragraph 

based on Tanaka, “Yoshiko” and “Shokai jihen,” 181. if.; Watanabe, 
118 ff. ' .
: ;464. Tanaka and.Shigeto and Mitsui representative: Ramifications'of 

this; incident finally, led to rhurder of Mitsui industrialist Muto Sanji on 
. March 9, 1934; I w ish someone would; unravel the complete ;stoiy; some 

Of the;relevant references are Harada, 2:144) 153; 6 .  D. Russell,. 244; 
A.VI.Young, imperial Japan,218~2Jl. /; - ’

Subsequent events in Shanghai: ibid., 136; Zumoto/109-10. •. y V.’
22,000,000 yen: My source, a banker, states that the request was made 

on the day the Diet recessed, i.e., Jan. 21. Harada, 2:179. reports Inukai s 
conversation with Dan in his entry for Jan. 18; O. D. Russell,.255, seems 
to put the scene at a later date, Mar. 2. Kido,'Nikki, 130-^56, provides a 
context: which strongly suggests ‘ that the conversation took place on; pr 
about, the date stated (Jan. 21). Note that Harada’s entries arc curious y 
muddled in this month and that there are differences of mpre than, transla* . . 
tion between the published Japanese text and the English-language version 
prepared for the U.S; Army - Far/East Command .in; 1947*: /  y--; : :v,

464-465 Inukai hoped to establish Manchuria as a nation: Harada, 
2:231, also 2004201, 21 l-rl4; Kido, Nifcki; 134; A y /; A V ;̂

H irohito’s willingness to accept compromise: Inukai Keh?s,/esUmony, .. . 
IMTFE “Proceedings/:’ 1540-45, states that Inukai was ready:to ask .Hiro-
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Kokubo no hongi to sono kyoka no teisho; Crowley, 208; Harada, 4:91.

585 War Minister Hayashi assured businessmen: Harada, 4:119.
Hirohito bivouacked with Asaka: Honjo, 197.
Maneuvers: Ito Kanejiro, 1:182, 356-57, supplemented by Fujisawa, 

interview. Young officers at war minister’s residence: Harada, 4:132.
585- 586 Suicide at Middle School: Honjo, 258-59.
586- 587 Th e  M ilitary Academy Plot (or “November Plot”) : this 

section based on Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 114-17; IPS Document No. 1416; 
Harada, 4:141-42, 155; see also Yanaga, Since Perry, 512.

586 N. 1: Honjo, 259.
588 Resolution of Inner Cabinet, “For the time being. . . ” : Japanese 

Foreign Ministry Archives, Teikoku no tai-shi seisaku kankei no ken 
(“Matters Relating to Imperial Policy Against China”), v. 3 of 1933-1937 
series, appendix; cited in Crowley, 201.

Power play could be expected: Harada, 4:153.
“names of the imperial family appear constantly” : ibid,., 155.
Budget battle: ibid., 107-95, passim.
588-589 National Principle Gioup (Kokutai genri-ha) and their cate

chism: Crowley, 263-65.
Kido’s assessment of feelings and factions in Army: Nikki, 389-90.
Secret police briefs reported group “ resolved to take political power”: 

Harada, 201-2.
Attack on Ikki planned: Harada, 4:202-3,
Baron Kikuchi began defamation of Ikki: Yanaga, Since Perry, 507.
Minobe’s two articles: Harada, 2:404, 3:218; Kido, Nikki, 202; Crow

ley, 209. The first was a five-part series in Asahi, Jan. 18-22, 1934, Seito 
seiji no shorai (“The Future of Political Parties”) ; the second, Rikugun- 
sho liatten no kokubo-ron o yumu (Perusing the Discussion of National 
Defense as Developed by the W ar Ministry), Chuo Koron, Nov. 1934.

590- 591 Emperor did not transcend the state but was merely an organ 
of state: for a good summary of Japanese legal thoughts on the status of 
the Emperor, see Joseph Pittau, The Meiji Political System (Studies in 
Japanese Culture, Tokyo: Sophia University, 1963).

591 Prof. Minobe’s speech: text in appendix, Harada, 4:455; transla
tion of most of it is included in Tsunoda, 746-53.

591- 592 Maj. Gen. Eto charged Minobe with lese majeste: “Brocade
Banner,” 59-61. i

592 On saluting Pu-Yi: Honjo, 201-2.
593 “ Of course my ranking is different. . Honjo, 203.
Konoye decided to withdraw resolution: Harada, 4:213.
Omoto-kyo threat: Kido, Nikki, 385-87; 416—17; Harada, 4: 160- 62,

288.
“the Diet should be burned to the ground” : Harada, 4:220.
Ikki beaten by thugs hired by relative of Kikuchi: Ohtani, hempei-s i, 

566; “Brocade Banner,” 61.
593-594 Kido tried to persuade Minobe to resign: Harada, 4:216-17, 

226,228.  ̂ , ;' .
Commanders at palace for individual briefings from Hirohito: Honjo,

Notes to pages585-593



hito to issue such an order, '
Baron Dan promised to consider proposal: Harada, 2:178-79,181.
Makino’s warning to Saionji: Kido, Nikki, 131,133.
465-469 Commencement of Hostilities: this section based on Zu- 

moto, 107-38; Abend, Life in China, 186-93; Vaughn, 513-15; A, M. 
Young, Imperial fapan, 135-38; IMTFE “Proceedings,” 3245 ff.

466 Mayor Wu notified Adm. Shiozawa: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 3286.
Abend’s exchange with Adm. Shiozawa: Life in China, 187, also his

Can China Survive?, 155-57.
467 By 7 A.M. planes were strafing and bombing Chapei: John B. 

Powell testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 3245-52.
468 Launching of Chiang’s warship in Tokyo: Kennedy, Problem of 

Japan, 165-67.
“mufti army”: ben-i-tai, Harada, 2:206.
In Tokyo Hirohito was gravely worried: this passage based on Kido, 

Nikki, 139; Harada, 2:201. See also Minami’s report to the Throne, Jan. 
28, 1932, Kido, Nikki, 132, and Hirohito’s refusal to delegate any au
thority even in appointments of home guard commanders, ibid., 145, 149.

469 “sit big as a mountain”: ibid., 129.
Household Ministry’s announcement of Prince Fushimi’s appointment: 

Asahi (Tokyo ed.), Feb. 3,1932; see also Harada, 2:197-99.
N. 3: ibid., 197, 304; Murofushi, 275.

15. Government by Assassination
470 Blessing the Killers: this section based on “Brocade Banner,” 

40-44, and Murofushi, 237-41.
471 Foreign minister offered Western diplomats opportunity to medi

ate: Harada, 2:200; Rappaport, 127-29; Crowley, 162-64.
Makino told Inukai: Kido, Nikki, 134,
Stimson would not co-operate: Rappaport, 127-29.
471-472 War minister briefed by finance minister: Harada 2:201-6, 

208; also Kido, Nikki, 136.
472 Hirohito directed Inukai to reject . . . green again: My summation 

based on what happened and on Hirohito’s audiences that morning as 
reported, ibid., 135.

On Saturday morning, February 6: this paragraph based on “Brocade 
Banner,” 42, and Harada, 2:204.

Commander Fujii: The departed ringleader, according to Mori, 1:40, 
was a graduate of the University Lodging House in the palace.

473 Army landed brigade of 10,000: Zumoto, 142.
Hirohito gave his personal instructions: Kido, Nikki, 136-37.
"lecture in the Imperial Study . . Harada, 2:208,
Matsuoka expressed the opinion: Kido, Nikki, 136-37; the younger- 

older brother illustration of "the Darwinian principle” is added from a 
later speech of Matsuoka reported in the newspapers.

Saionji’s comment: Harada, 2:208.
Hirohito’s audience with Lt. Gen. Banzai: Kido, Nikki, 137.
Banzai the immediate superior of Friar Inoue: Byas, Govt, by Assassina- 

nation, 57; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 190.

Notes to pages 465-473 1145
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205-7; Harada, 4:227; Yanaga, Since Perry, 508.
Mazaki circulated memorandum, “The organ theory is incompati

ble . . ibid.
Hirohito, “Does the Army hope . . Honjo, 205-7.
594- 595 “In his statement Mazaki calls me the shutai . . .”: ibid.
N. 3: Honjo, 261-62.
595 Hirohito asked Terauchi to help discipline the Atmy and end the 

organ-theory attack: Harada, 4:227-28,231.
Apr. 18, Hirohito asked Fushimi for Navy policy: Honjo, 212-13,
Veterans’ clubs petition explaining evils of organ theory: Harada, 4:241.
“Will it be all right. . . ” : Honjo, 207.
595- 596 Hirohito had been called a liar, withdrew for six days; 

exchange with Honjo, “The Army is acting against my will. . . ”: Honjo, 
207-8.

596- 597 Hirohito itemized his objections to veterans’ arguments: ibid.
597 Honjo maintained anti-organ agitation a philosophical debate, 

strengthening people’s resistance to propaganda: ibid., 210-11.
Hirohito shocked by Navy Minister Osumi’s show of disaffection: ibid.; 

Harada, 4:256-59, 268. (Harada, 4:246-47, already knew that “the 
Army and Navy have joined forces to start planning for operations in the 
South Seas, using Taiwan as their center.” Note that his informants were 
Shigemitsu Mamoru, the later war’s-end foreign minister, and Capt. 
Takagi Sokichi, the later ranking Navy member of the Peace Faction.)

597- 598 Hirohito, “Men in the Navy . . . and Rear Adm. Idemitsu’s 
reply: Honjo, 211-12,262.

598- 601 Through the Great Wall: except as cited, this section based on 
Crowley, 214-24; Honjo, 213-17; Harada, 4:256-66, passim; interview, 
Kajiura Ginjiro.

599 May 1, Prince Kaya off on tour of north China: Mainichi (Osaka 
ed.), June 28,1935.

Staff officers at Tientsin accused Chinese magazine of lese majeste: 
Harada, 4:286 n.

600 Terms of Ho-Umezu Pact: for effects of pact on Chinese see Chiang 
Mon-lin, Tides jrom the West (Taipei: China Publication Foundation, 
1957),204-5.

Notes to pages 594-604

19. Purges of 1935
602 Ishiwara’s hurried memo: see also Harada, 4:279-80.
603 “A Written Opinion on Purging the Army”: Shukuguti ni hansuru 

ikensho, by Capt. Muranaka Koji and Paymaster First Class Isobe Asakazu, 
TPS Document No. 3166 (National Archives Microfilm, WT79-WT80). 
For publication date see Harada, 4:302 (n.).

On the eve of the purge: Kajiura and Tanaka, interviews.
Hayashi and Prince Kanin visited Kwantung Army: Crowley, 260.
604-607 The Firing of Mazaici: entire section, including quotations, 

follows Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 73-102 (confirmed by Harada, 4:293-94, and 
Kido, Nikki, 418). Ohtani was in charge of the secret police squad 
detailed to monitor the affair, and he or one of hjs men hovered in earshot
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Banzai .left Hirohito at two o’clock: Kidd, Nikki, 137. ■ V. . 1 : r '
Two Hours later Koriuma received a messenger :MurofushV237A. i i 
Kohuma described: ibid., 240. >. : ‘ :.v;
474 Details of Inoue Junnosuke’s assassination: ibid., 237-38, ;;
Friar Inotie moved his base to student hostel: “Brocade Banner,” 42. 
Honma had been Inoue’s colleague, ran elementary school: ibid. ; '
In his new headquarters this paragraph, ibid., 43.
Kido lunched with Arima and Harada: Kido, Nikki, 137. Kido’s men

tion of Inoue Junnosuke’s murder is brief; Harada’s is briefer. Yet 
Fleisher, 66-69, tells of being present at a dinner party with Harada on 
the night Inoue was shot. The diplomatic elite of Tokyo were, also present. 
The news of the assassination spread swiftly by whisper as embassy 
couriers arrived one after another at the door with urgent messages'for 
their chiefs of mission. In the view of all present Harada walked across 
the room to relay the news to ImperiaT Household Minister Baron Ikki 
Kitokuro. Ikki reacted not at all except by rocking back and forth on his 
heels. ,

475 Board of Fleet Admirals and Field Marshals met: Harada, 2:209. 
“ burst of power” : ibid., 213.
Election campaign issue and slogans: O. D. Russell, 251-52.
N. 3: Harada 9:351-52, supplemented with details about Tokugawa 

and Ohtani reported elsewhere in these pages. \
476 “Constitutional Protection Movement” : Goken undo. Kido, Nikki,

169, supplemented by interviews with privileged source (a banker).
Honjo refused bribe offer: Honjo, 75; interview with Kajiura.
Feb. 19 meeting of Eleven Club: Kido, N ikki,140.
476-478 Dinner meeting of Kido and. Konoye with Inoue Saburo: 

ibid;; 140-41 (exegesis courtesy of source with access to Uramatsu papers).; 
N. 4: Harada, 2:219. ' ' ;
478 As anticipated, the people elected Constitutionalists:. S.calapihq,,

242; Crowley, 169. ; ;
Harada told Saionji.' of purposes of planned coup d’etat; and Saionji’s. 

comment: Harada, 2:219-21. . > ! -." j  -
Saionji knew there would be no coup d’etat, had reached own under

standing with Araki: my interpretation of Harada, 2:221-36 passm.\.
479 Inukai exchanging cables with Chiang: e.g., Harada, 2:230-31.
Big Brothers spread excited gossip: e.g., ibid., 2:225/ , f;:' ^
Konoye’s visit with Saionji: ibid., 2:226;. -
Harada at Okitsu with Saionji’s comment: ibid., 2:227. ..: ;  '•
480 Stimson’s letter to Sen. Borah: Rappaporf, 141. y; ; , ' ; . , y
Inukai proposed Baron Dan as envoy, and Koiso’s"interview witkDan. * ■

Harada, 2:230, supplemented; by-interviews with Tanaka. For other: a - 
tempts to intimidate Dan see A. M.; Young, 'JmpetidUJdpantfX 9 - ^ ; ;. 'X\

Friar Inoue selected HisanuiiiaTo assassinate.Dan:
. 481 Saionji decided time.had come to declare himself: Harada, 2.23l 

33, supplemented by reference, through, an in te rm ed iary ,^  Ay.
a banker close, to Saionji. -v.\ A'A'AA-AA a A'A/ A

• Saionji quoted; Harada, 2:232-33. ' y ' / ' - ' . V ,  . . ; i r -  nrt
V V ictory in Shanghai;: .this 'section based fpn Zumoto,y ̂ -_oo  a 
Chart 3; Yanaga, Since Perryf 557—59;; IMTFE “Proceedings, 28135- -



of the conversations. The report he submitted: afterward to his superior/: 
the commandant of the-secret police, was so detailed that it won him 
immediate promotion to the post of secret police chief for the. Chiba area. 
Such reports were filed by the secret police commandant and. made avail
able to the palace, on a need-to-know basis , either . through the civilian . 
Office of the Lord Privy Seal or the military Office of Aides-de Camp, 
whichever was appropriate. Hirohito ordinarily appointed a new secret 
police commandant every eighteen months. The iricuffibeht at' this time; 
was Lt. Gen. Tashiro Kanichiro. - :

N. 1: Kido, Nikki,416-17. - ' ,;v ' •
607-609 Ripples and T heir  Control: this section, including quota

tions, based on Honjo, 220-222; also Harada, 4:295. V- ; ;' ;; 1 :
609 Nagata’s position paper on using the Army for' pblitical.puiposes:V 

a memorandum written in Aug. 1935 a few days before his death.: In it 
Nagata wrote: “ I believe it unjust to use the power of the Army for the ; 
purposes of the Restoration.. . .  [ I t  should be used] only; at the direct 
order of the Emperor and only in its entirety.” Shido Yasusuke, Teisuzan 
Nagata Chujo [Lt. Gen. Nagata Tetsuzan] (Tokyo, 1938) , 285—87; cited 
in Ogata, 200. , .  ̂ : v :

609-612 Araki’s Revelations; except as cited, this section follows 
O htani,Rakujitsu, 102-13. ; i ‘!

Yasuda and Aizawa old subordinates of Higashikuni: in, 29th Regt., ; 
2d Div., at Sendai; Matsumoto Seicho, intervie\v with: Higashikuni, 
BungeiShunju, Jan. 1968, 161 if.

612 On Matsui’s resignation and missionary activities in China:.;see:
IMTFE “Proceedings,” 2311 If., and ibid., passrm.Matsui’sowntestimony; 
as indexed by Dull and Umemura. , ... ■- j ‘ry.-;v. ^y;,.

Eleven Club meeting, July 26: Harada, 4:299; “Eleven.; ClubY;used; 
loosely here; only the nucleus of Kido, Harada, and Konoye present.; .

Mazaki at Summer Palace: Honjo, 222-23. .. --j.'.A;..’ i-.: Y
613-616 Nagata’s Murder: except as cited, this secfioh: based on 

Murofushi, 280-86; Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 126-31;- Harada, 6:21  ̂ :303, arid . 
4:309; Byas, Govt, by Assassination,, 95-118. V

613 Aizawa went to see Prince Asaka: HafadaJ4i.355-56.-;-;L:y;C;-''.-:{. y ? V 
613-614 Prince Asaka arranged to see Hirohito: Kido, Nikki, 421. ;
614 Vice war minister begged Nagata to go abroad: Honjo, 226.
615 Kido expressed no regrets for Nagata?s assassination:’. Nikjci, ^2S- 

24.
615-616 Emperor’s reaction to the murder: Honjo, 2,24y..-; y ; , : '
616 Saionji’s comment on Nagata’s murder : Harada, 4: 311..; >, >; T; ; ;  ■
Hayashi criticized: Ohtani, Rakujitsu','i29-30ir - O y y . Y ’r?'JYA:v:
Nagata’s funeral: Ito Kanejiro, 1:140-41. * V A ; ;
617 Tojo given posbbf commandant of KwantungArmy’ssecret police- , 

Higashikuni, interview with Matsumoto’ Seicho‘:
1968, 160 if.) took.credit himself foir Tojd’s:
time Higashikuni acknowledged that Tojo’s patron was Gen^ Abe; i\o u.
yuki. Abe Was.-a friend and protege of Prince Nashimoto,. his senior by 

. one year at military academy. It'-would: &em,vi t h a ^

1160 Notes to pages 607-617 \
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482 Three privates’ suicide charge: The nikudan or “human bullets” 
became a legend: see, e.g., Vaughn, 325, and A. M. Young, Imperial 
Japan, 141-42.

Major who felt responsible: Maj. Soga; Vaughn, 326.
482-483 Eastern Jewel’s role with 11th Div,: Tanaka, “Yoshiko,” also 

Taiheiyo senso, 2:138.
482 N. 6: Zumoto, 163, 167, and interviews withEujisawa.
483 League’s Welcome: this section based on IMTFE “Proceedings,” 

1713; Rappaport, 180; N.Y. Times, Feb. 29-Mar. 7,1932.
484 N. 7: Lindbergh had annoyed Japanese authorities; had been enter

tained by Kido's brother: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 265.
485 Dan’s connections with U.S.: Yanaga, Since Perry, 177; Fleisher, 

68; Byas, Govt, by Assassination, 30.
Meeting of Mitsui directors, their dividend rate, Mitsui refusal to par

ticipate in government bond issue: O. D. Russell, 253-55.
A Browning delivered to Hisanuma: “Brocade Banner,” 42.
486 Dan’s dinner party: Fleisher, 66-69.
Assassin Hisanuma went to Funabashi Beach: “Brocade Banner,” 42.
Harada, before entraining: Harada, 2:234.
Dan at banquet for League’s commission: O. D. Russell, 256-57.
Details of assassination of Baron Dan: Muiofushi, 242-44.
Saionji and Harada on train: Harada, 2:234-35.
N. 8: Harada, 1: Plate 3. This photo is one of those reproduced in this 

volume.
487 Saionji’s visitors; Hatada, 2:235-36.
As a son is expected . . .: this paragraph based on Harada, 2:236-39.
March 8, smoke bombs returned: Harada, 9:346-47. See also Hata, 

Gun, 29; Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 34; IMTFE “Proceedings,” 1416.
Saionji met Araki for first time: Harada, 2:236.
Police chief began to make arrests: ibid., 2:237.
Friar Inoue taken to jail, Okawa left at liberty: "Brocade Banner,” 43.
487- 488 Saionji insisted only that the killing cease . .  .: this and follow

ing five paragiaphs based on Hatada 2:238-48 and Kido, Nikki, 151-52,
488 §8-million bond issue and $7-million loan (22 million and 20 mil

lion yen): newspaper reports. For the negotiations concerning the Mitsui 
payoff, Harada, 2:256-57,327-28, and 9:138.

Okawa gave flight lieutenant §500: Harada, 2:306.
488- 489 April 4 meeting of Eleven Club: Kido, Nikki, 153-54; Harada, 

2:252-53.
489 Lord Lytton desciibed: Rappaport, 179.
Saionji and Lord Lytton: Harada, 2:312-13.
Lytton commissioneis to be in Mukden April 21: Honjo, 98; IMTFE 

"Proceedings,” 1713.
The former Japanese ambassador to the Soviet Union: Tanaka Tokichi. 

See Kido, Nikki, 161-64; Harada, 2:284; Honjo, 90, 92, 93, 98, 102.
Col. Watari Hisao detached to be advance man: Kajiura, interview, and 

Honjo, 47, 98. “Advance man” is perhaps the wrong term. On Nov. 24, 
1931, Secretaty of State Stimson wired Geneva his backing for the draft

Notes to pages 482-489



(privileged) is correct in identifying Prince Nashimoto consistently as 
Tojo’s main patron.

Hirohito took instant dislike to new war minister: see, e.g., Harada, 
4:350.

Hirohito’s instructions, "The Army must be the Emperor’s Army . . 
ibid., 322-23.

Sept. 18, Minobe resigned from House of Peers: Yanaga, Since Perry, 
507-8.

618 Kido recorded as fact that Higashikuni was paying Yasuda: Kido, 
Nikki, 266.

Okamura Yasuji’s opinion re Chiang Kai-shek: Crowley, 231.
Finance Minister Takahashi’s message to Saionji: Harada, 4:342-43.
618- 619 Toyama’s meeting an excuse for crackdown on Black Dragon 

Society: Byas, Govt, by Assassination, 198,200.
619 Oct. 25, Lt. Gen. Nishio Toshizo’s cable re propaganda for China 

war: IMTFE "Proceedings,” 2277 if.
Attempt to kill Minobe: Murofushi, 286-89; "Brocade Banner,” 59-64.
619- 620 Higashikuni told Harada of agitation for Prince Kanin’s 

resignation: Harada, 4:352.
620 Saionii, “Ikki and Makino are still capable. . . ” : Kido, Nikki, 

444-45.

Notes to pages 618-621 1161

20. February Mutiny
For this chapter, in addition to sources cited or listed in the bibliography, 

I have drawn for background on: Fukumoto Kameji, Hiroku ni-ni-roku 
jiken shinso-shi [True Story of the Secret Record of the February 26 
Incident] (Tokyo: Ozei Shinbun-sha, 1958); Hashimoto Tetsuma, Tenno 
to hanran shoko [The Emperor and the Officers of the Rebellion] (Tokyo: 
Nihon Shuho-sha, 1954); Kono Tsukasa, ed., Ni-ni-roku jiken [The 
February 26 Incident] (Tokyo: Nihon Shuho-sha, 1957); Matsumura 
Hidetoshi, "Hochoku meirei to Ishiwara Kanji no yudan” [Obedience to 
Orders Decreed by the Empetor and the Brave Decision of Ishiwara 
Kanji] in Tenno to hanran gun (Tokyo: Nihon Shuho, March, 1957); 
Ohtani Keijiro, “Kempei no me de mita hanran shoko” [The Rebel 
Officers as Seen Through the Eyes of the Secret Police] in Tenno to 
hanran gun-, Ohtani Keijiro, “Mazaki taisho muzai no giwaku” [Doubt as 
to the Innocence of General Mazaki] in Tenno hanrun gun; and Ni-ni-roku 
jiken sanjunen kinengo [February 26 Incident Thirtieth Anniversary Me
morial Volume] (Tokyo: Shinseiryoku-sha, 1965).

In addition to the sources cited, I found Tateno’s Hanran most useful 
for atmosphere. I am also indebted to his “Ni-ni-roku no nazo” and 
Showa gunbatsu for provocative ideas about the incitement and exploita
tion of the incident. Another background account I found helpful was 
Maeda Harumi, Showa hanrati-shi [History of Rebellion in the Reign of 
Hirohito] (Tokyo: Nihon-sho Hosha, 1964). There is, of course, a 
voluminous Japanese literature on the rebellion, and it is impossible to do 
any research in Japan without being told many stories taken from this 
literature. The best guide that I know of to all Ni-ni-roku sources is Hata 
Ikuhiko, whose Gun juashizumu, 131-202, includes a complete set of 
bibliographical notes.
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47; Grew, Ten Years, 69.
Police attack on Socialist and Communist leaders’ meeting: U.S. Army 

Far East, Intelligence Rept. “Left Wing, Right Wing,” 27 ff.; Harada, 
2:296.

Prince Konoye at Blood Brotherhood accessory’s funeral: A. M. Young, 
Imperial Japan, 189.

All hut six were free men by end of 1935: “Biocade Banner,” 54-56.
513 Prince Yamashina’s “nervous breakdown” : Koizumi, interview; 

see also Kido, Nikki, 271.
Commander Inoue retired to the reserve: interview with retired Navy 

commander.
Meiji Institute turned into museum: Kido, Nikki, 188.
Higashikuni scandal: H arada,2:344,349. ,
Scandal hushed up with difficulty: ibid., 8:305.
Makino and writers of anonymous letters: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 85; also 

Murofushi, 261-63.
Okawa carried letters signed by Makino: “Brocade Banner,” 38.
Inukai’s letter to Toyama: Vaughn, 341-42.
514 Friar Inoue’s subsequent career: “Brocade Banner,” 54; Kido, 844, 

849,861,867,869; Japan Biog. Enel. (1958),384.
Flight Lt. Mikami: “Brocade Banner,” 54; Asahi, June 5, 1961; and 

Feb. 26,1965.
Eastern Jewel’s later career: Tanaka, “Yoshiko”; McAleavy, 213-14; 

Tsuji, Underground Escape, 233-34. See also Kido, Nikki, 238-39 (May 
23 and 30, 1933): is Kido leally talking about lessons he is taking in the 
art of dramatic declamation, or about Eastern Jewel (Yuang Kuei-fei), 
General Kawashima Yoshiyuki, and a sumo wrestler named Takasago?

16. Outcast Nation * *

516 New American ambassador: Grew, Ten Years, 13-14.
517 Grew shooting a tiger, other details: N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, Feb. 10, 

1932.
Grew’s arrival: Grew, Ten Yeats, 17-21.
Impressed by courtiers, esp. Makino: ibid., 38-39.
518 Grew’s diary quoted: ibid., 76.
O peration  Co n c u b in e : This section is based on interviews with the 

same nobleman who gave me the details of Early Birth on page 271. Again 
I checked the story with Koizumi Shinzo and he did not deny it. A partial 
version of the intrigue may be found in Koyama, 73-87, and in Mosley, 
104-7 and 116-18. My account adds the artificial insemination episode 
and definite dating. I have based my chronology on a plenitude of relevant 
but obscure references in the diaries, including Kido, Nikki, 185-91 an 
123, and Harada, 8:305 and 2:344-55. I have taken as coiroboration ot 
the artificial insemination episode all references in Kido to Taichti 1 entto 
or Inside-the-Womb Emperor. He introduces this term in hisentry lor 
May 11, 1931 (Kido, 76) and last uses it on Nov. 27, 1937 (ibid., ow h 
Taichu Tenno is an ancient euphemism of Court diarists'for any pa l ic 
larly private and personal affairs of an emperor. That Kido tevived l as 
specific code term for the test-tube prince seems to me clear for a ”unl  
of reasons. First, Inside-the-Womb Empetor was extremely apposite. £> • 
ond/neither Harada nor Honjo used it in their diaries. Third, Kido wro
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622 Relations of rebel officers with Chichibu, Higashikuni, Asaka, 
Yamashita, and Okamura; Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 195-98, also his Rakujitsu, 
174-76; “Brocade Banner,” 78. For Chichibu’s involvement, see especially 
Kono Tsukasa, “ Ni-ni-roku jiken no nazo” and also his Ni-ni-roku jiken, 
passim. As a close kinsman of Kono Hisashi, one of the rebels, Kono 
Tsukasa was long the head of the Ni-ni-roku izoku-kai or February Mutiny 
Bereaved Families Association.

623 “The gods, the Emperor, and the good earth . . Hata,  Gun, 154.
Yamashita failed to keep appointment: Ohtani, Rakujitsu, 174-76.
Dec. 20 protest meeting: Harada, 4:403; Storry, Double Patriots, 180-81,
Mutiny plan in Kido’s diary: Nifcki, 452-53.
Defection of soldiers in Manchuria: Harada, 4:413; Kido, Nikki, 459- 

60; Tanaka, interview.
624 T h e  Ta l k in g  G oddess: This section, not previously reported 

either in Western or Japanese secondary sources, is taken from Kido’s 
memo on the police findings, Ohara-Shimazu case (Kido, Nikki, 527-29), 
and on Kido’s diary entries (ibid., 456,493-97,500-501.504-14,516,518, 
526, 591). See also Haiada, 5:154-55, 167.

625 N. 2: Koyama, 51-52; see also Murofushi, 195.
626 Higashikuni’s stand-by sword arms: Kido, Nikki, 470-71; Harada,

4:413,420; also “Brocade Banner,” 71-72. i
626-627 Aizawa trial: Yanaga. Since Peiry, 513: Byas, Govt, by 

Assassination, 99-118; Kido, Nikki, 452-53; Takahashi, 32; “Brocade 
Banner,” 71-73; Harada, 4:411.

N. 4: Kido, Nikki, 470-71.
627 Kido’s reseaich into Army feeling: Nikki, 459-60.
628 1936 elections: Scalapino, 381-82.
628-629 Preliminaries of mutiny up to Feb. 22: ^Takahashi, 32-37; 

Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 89-91.
629 P-day minus four: Takahashi, 37.
P-day minus three: ibid., 34, 40; “ Brocade Banner,” 74.
Feb. 24, P-day minus two: ibid., 73-74, 134; Takahashi, 35-36; Ha

rada, 5:300. After the war Usawa became the defense lawyer for Matsui 
Iwane and Shiratori Toshio at the International Military Tribunal; “Bio- 
cade Banner,” 146.

Saionji warned he was to be assassinated: The various accounts 
conflict as to when Saionji received this warning. The best and most Giisto- 
cratic of my verbal sources states positively that Saionji removed bimselt 
from harm’s way on the day before the rising, Kodama Yoshio, a right- 
wing jailbird with excellent undei world sources of information, also ie 
that Saionji had received adequate prior notice of the rising (̂Kodama, 
54). A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 277, understood that Saionji * warne 
by a telephone call . . . claimed the hospitality of the Chief of Police or 
the night.” Byas, another Western newsman with usually reliable m‘°n5a 
tion, states only that Saionji “was hastily taken to a place of safety by 1 
Governor of the prefecture where he lived, and if the rebels intende 
kill him, they were baffled” ; Govt., 121. “Brocade Banner,” compile y 
U.S. Intelligence agents after the war from Japanese secret police  ̂ i » 
implies that Saionji was not warned until some time between 6 and̂  a. • 
on the morning of the killings (143). Latter-day Japanese investiga
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straightforwardly of “the Emperor’s personal problems” when that was 
what he meant. Fourth, Kido used the term last in 1937 when the test-tube 
piince should have reached adoption age. Fifth, Kido did not use the term 
again in the years 1938-45 when the Emperor continued to have many 
persona! problems. And sixth, at his first use of the term in Nov. 1931, 
Kido wrote explicitly about “the problem of Inside-the-Womb Emperor's 
succession to the Throne.” That this person was not some ancient pre
tender being considered for reinstatement in the imperial pantheon I am 
assured by absence of any reference to him in the authoritative works of 
Richard Ponsonby-Fane (see Bibliography).

520 Hirohito “too staid”: Koyama, 76.
521 Tanaka’s falling out with Higashikuni: Kido, Nikki, 190.
“I cannot believe you”: Koyama, 82.
522 “I know everything”: ibid., 85.
Empress and the illegitimate heir: ibid., 89-90.
N. 3: Harada, 9:139.
522-523 Gen. Ma’s pretended sell-out: A M. Young, Imperial Japan, 

146-48.
523 Ma embarrassment to Japanese: summary of Honjo, 98-106.
Undercover messages to Lytton: Vespa, 161-63.
Russian student caught and killed: Pernikoff, 127.
Lytton retired to Peking: Rappaport, 180: NY. Times, June 5. 1932.
Report of Ma’s death: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 148-50.
524 Honjo’s ideas on development of Manchuria: interviews with 

Fujisawa and Kajiura.
Relocation of 25,000 Chinese families: Pernikoff, 102.
525 Farmers used for bayonet practice, described: ibid., 241.
525-526 Experiences of Oleg Volgins: ibid., 32,47,261-67.
526 166 technocrats dispatched, July 1932: testimony of Tanaka Shi- 

zuka, IMTFE "Proceedings,” 20459 ff.
Aviation company an extension of Air Forces: ibid., 28312 and 2708.
Industrial development of Manchuria; this and following 2 paragraphs 

based on Chamberlain, 27 ff., and on Scherei, Manchukuo, 50-56.
527 Amleto Vespa quoted: Pernikoff, 74.
“Japan is poor”: Vespa, 89.
Concessions sold to guilds of vice experts: details in Vespa, 231-65.
Japanese had healthy fear of dope addiction: this and following 4 para

graphs based on Frederick Merrill, 3-9,72-110. 528 529 * * * * * *
528 Reporter paid twenty coppers: Edgar Snow, in Saturday Evening 

Post article, Feb. 24, 1934.
Brothels, other rackets: Fernikoff, 98; Vespa, 102, 255-59, 272-75.
529 Manchukoans paid and paid again: Pernikoff, 143; Vespa, 25.
The friends of Hirohito , . .  realized a substantial part of the profits and

plowed it back: my own summary of evidence from many sources.
Chamberlain from Couitin Manchukuo: from Aug, 1932 to Apr. 1934;

see Kido, Nikki, 186, 321, and Itiye Kanichi in Who’s Who in Japan,
1933-34 ed. F

“like a miniature garden”: Ogawa Masao, interview.

Notes to pages 520-529
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including Murofushi and Takahashi, also indicate that Saionji had only 
just enough time to escape, Harada, 5:36, 300, however, reveals that 
Saionji was warned by telegtam on Feb. 25. His informant, Usawa Fusa- 
aki, had learned of the conspiracy the day before, Feb. 24 (“Brocade 
Banner,” 143). “Biocade Banner” further states that Gen. Mazaki awak
ened Usawa shortly after 4 a.m. on Feb. 26 and put him on the 5:30 train 
to Okitsu. I interpret this to mean that Usawa arrived in Okitsu before 
7 a.m. and that he came to make sute that Saionji had heeded the warn
ings sent a day earlier. Then, apparently, he found no one at Saionji’s 
“Sit-and-Fish” Villa except a few servants such as the maid who answered 
the phone when Kido called at 6:40. Kido’s behavior seems to support 
this conclusion. In Kankei bunsho, 4—5, he leveals that he knew on Feb. 2, 
1936, that the 1st Div. intended to rise and kill the elder statesmen. He 
apparently waited until 6:40 a.m. on Feb. 26 to phone a warning to 
Saionji. He was then told that Saionji was peacefully sleeping and need 
not be disturbed. A year later [Nikki, 535) Kido learned by phone from 
Makino that news of the mutiny’s definite commencement Bad reached 
Gen. Mazaki “not at 8 a.m. as previously stated but at about 3 a.m .—and 
this is corroborated by the chauffeur.” In short, it would seem that by the 
date of this entry, Jan. 12, 1937, Kido and Makino were still trying to find 
out whom to blame for Saionji’s escape,

N. 7: Harada, 5:300.
630 Saionji’s escape: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 277—78, corrobo

rated by interview with the son of a banker who was a close friend of 
Saionji.

Polishing the manifesto: “Biocade Banner,” 74; Takahashi, 27-28.
Evening, Feb, 24-moining, Feb. 25: ibid., 34-35; Murofushi, 310-11.
Mazaki at Aizawa trial: Asahi, Feb. 26, 1936; A. M. Young, Imperial 

Japan, 276.
Resentment in 1st Div. barracks: Takahashi, 37—38.
Bloodshed At Last: this section, except as cited, based on “Brocade 

Banner,” 73-94; Takahashi, 46-60; Murofushi, 290-313; Byas, Govt, by 
Assassination, 119-22; Fleisher, 69-88; A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 
276-80.

633 Tshiwara’s sortie from General Staff offices: Hata, Gun, 154-55.
Saito’s night before at the Grews: Grew, Ten Years, 157.
634 Suzuki’s delicate wound: Agawa, 88.
636 Makino’s rescue by his granddaughter: Grew, Ten Years, 157-58.
N. 8: by count from Takahashi, 46-49.
637 Story which diaries expose as false: compare Kido, Nikki, 464-79; 

Harada, 5:3-22; and Honjo, 235-38, 266-67, 271-99, with*the accounts 
of the February Mutiny pieserved in Gtew, Ten Years; Craigie; Byas, Govt, 
by Assassination; Fleisher; and A. M. Young, Imperial Japan (as cited).

Honjo-Hirohito exchange, Feb. 25: Honjo, 234—35.

21. Suppression
638-639 Honjo, 5 to 8 a.m., Feb. 26: Honjo, 271—72. In Honjo’s reply, 

on page 639,1 have compressed thoughts which Honjo in his own version 
wrote down as if he wished he had voiced them. 639

639 Kido and Harada to 8 a.m.: Kido, Nikki, 464-66; Harada, 5:3-4.

Notes to pages 630-639
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529-530 Plan of the puppet state: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 2903-3001. 
For a succinct diagram of it, see Kido, Kankei bunsho, 163. ,

530 Report to t h e  League: most of this section is taken from dis
patches of Hallett Abend and Hugh Byas in N.Y. Times during Aug. and 
Sept. 1932; Rappaport, Ch. 7; and memorandum from George H. 
Blakeslee to Stanley Hornbeck, U.S. State Dept., 14, 1932, reproduced in 
Rappaport, Appendix.

N. 5; N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, 1932.
532 Honma’s translation: Hata Ikuhiko, interview; “Honma Trial 

Proceedings” in National W ar Memorial, Canberra.
Known as “linguist with the red nose” : Ito Kanejiro, 1:203.
532 “The effect of . . .” : Appeal by the Chinese Government: Report 

of the Commission of Inquiry (League of Nations Publication VII, Politi
cal, 1932. Series VII, No. 12), 107.

“without declaration of w ar” : ibid., 127.

533 Foreign Office spokesman quoted: Byas, in N.Y. Times, Sept. 6, 
1932; see also FO quotes from report in Times, Sept. 9, and Uchida’s good 
summary of report as quoted in Sept. 10 issue.

“no secret clauses,” terms “less onerous” : Byas in N.Y, Times, Sept. 3, 
1932.

Secret protocol re Manchukuo: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 2982 ff. In 
three other secret protocols (ibid., 29789 ff.) Manchukuo agreed to bear 
the cost of building communication and other facilities; to grant its 
Japanese advisors full extraterritorial rights; and to adjudicate all differ
ences with Japan on the basis of the Japanese rather than the Chinese text 
of relevant treaties, contracts, and understandings.

533-534 Plenary session of Privy Council: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 
2972 ff.

534 Rumor re conquest of Jehol: A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 
161-63.

535-536 Suzuki’s embassy to Chiang Kai-shek: Suzuki-Huang conver
sations, Harada, 3:72-73, and interviews with Tanaka; see also Harada, 
2:403, and A. M. Young, Imperial Japan, 202-3.

536 For final months of Japan’s participation in League of Nations 
debate, see N.Y. Times, Nov. 1932-Jan. 1933.

Harada quoted: 2:421.
Details of Shanhaikwan Incident: N.Y. Times, Jan. 3, 1933; also Harry 

Carr, Riding the Tiger: An American Newspaperman in the Orient (Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin, 1934), 123-29.

537 General Staff would abide by Hirohito’s pledge to Chiang: Honjo,
160, and Harada, 2:427-28. See also Harada, 2:419, 422-23, 426, 430 
for the circumstances. , ,

Mafia-style meeting: Harada, 3 :4-5. The meeting took place m the 
evening at Hiranuma’s home. The Black Dragon Society was represented 
by Nakano Seigo, the extreme rightist and apologist for Hitler who wou 
be forced by Tojo to commit suicide during World War II. At the en o 
the meeting Hiranuma said to Konoye: “As for our China policy, I believe 
we must strike to the south. I have listened to Ambassador Yoshida s views 
and I am in complete accord.” For students of Yoshida Shigeiu it cou

Notes to pages 530-537



Kido’s phone call to Saionji; Kido’s three-line description of this call 
was unaccountably left out of the translation—marked “in full”—of this 
entry which was prepared for presentation at the IMTFE.

Harada’s two days in rebel territory (i.e., Feb. 26 and part of Feb. 27); 
Harada, 5:$.

"Shoot-at-sight” list: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 191.
639-640 Kido at Inner Palace: Nikki, 464; description of accommoda- 

dations there: Koizumi, interview.
640 Terms given Kawashima: “Brocade Banner/’ 75 ff.; Takahashi, 

58-60.
Prince Fushimi’s audience with Emperor: Kido, Nikki, 464. At 8 a.m .: 

Honjo, 272; see also Agawa, 94; Honjo, 273.
641 Kawashima at palace: ibid., 272; also Byas, Govt, by Assassina

tion, 123.
Manifesto: Takahashi, 25-26. In this translation I have tried to repro

duce the flavor as well as the sense.
642 Hirohito’s reply to Kawashima: Kido, Nikki, 464, gives the first 

two sentences of this reply and Honjo, 272, the last sentence.
642-646 F irst Day of Siege: this section based on Honjo, 272-74; 

Kido, Nikki, 464-66; "Brocade Banner,” 81-82, 86-88; Takahashi, 58- 
64, 69-72, 78-90; Hata, Gun, 152-55; interviews with Koizumi.

646-649 T h e  Second Day: except as cited, this section based on 
Honjo, 274-76; Kido, Nikki, 466-67; Takahashi, 78-90 passim, also 
93-99; "Brocade Banner,” 87-88.

646 "to strangle me with a silken cord and . . .” : for clarity I have 
doubled the Emperor's image, which was literally “ to strangle my head 
with soft cotton”—mawata ni te Chin ga kobe o shimuru ni hiioshiki 
yukinari; Honjo, 276.

647 Hirohito willing to go down to barricades himself: Honjo, 235 
and 276, gives two slightly different versions of this scene.

Peers’ Club and stopping of Harada: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 191-92.
Chichibu and Imperial Family Council: ibid., 195-98, supplemented by 

interviews with Koizumi Shinzo; Kido, Nikki, 466; and Higashikuni in 
Matsumoto interview, Bungei Shunju, January 1968, 160 ff.

N. 3: Ideograph for Chin: I am indebted for this charming etymology 
to Kitagawa Hiroshi.

648 Chichibu andNonaka suicide: "Brocade Banner,” 146.
Hirohito’s evaluation of his kinsmen: Kido, Nikki, 468.
N. 4: Imperial House Law: The Japan Year Book, 1944-45, 809 ff.
649 T h e  T hird  Day: except as cited, this section based on Honjo, 276- 

79; Kido, Nikki, 466-67; Takahashi, 99-104.
650 Honjo aged years that day: Ito Kanejiro, 2:68. _ .
Ishiwara, "W e shall attack”: see his entry in Nihon Jinbutsu-shi Taikei

[Japan Biographical Outline] (Tokyo: Asakura Shobo, 1960),_vol. 7.
Rebel response to pleas: see Bungei Shunju. January 1966, 263.
651 Hirohito accused the Army of insubordination: In Honjo Nikki as 

published this scene is reported as of this hour and date (4:50 p.M., Feb, 
28) in two different places (236, 278); in relating the conversation here,

-^64 Notes to pages 640-651



. . be.poirited out .that'Harada’s;pagesgive considerable-'detail' on ghe, unity of,;
• Iiord: Privy Seal Makiho and; his .son-in-law, Yoshida, with .the
• the Satsuma clan/.In. this connection;see als.o Yoshida’s-bellicose-attitude;;.;.: 
Y toward ;Chang- Tso-lin 'mentioned 'earlier herein, pageiSSOh-andKido, -y.

Nikki, 215-16. 1 Y ; U '■ -Ay yJ y/ ■
538 On Feb. 10, 1933: Kido, ibid.Y 216,. gives. a/slightlydifferent; 

account'. My source.for this paragraph has been described .earlier,; On pages 
271 and 518. At this juncture he withdrew, from active participation in ;Y 
Hirohito’s circle. His access, tojnside information, however; continued for . , 
several years thereafter and will be reflected occasionally. in the, notes • that; 
follow. ■ a - - \ > Y . : ...y .w , ■■

Cabinet meeting on League question:, summary based on . Harada 
2:428-33 and 3:3-4, supplemented by interviews. It. may. be that the; 
conference occupying Araki, mentioned by Harada, was;a liaison con
ference rather than a Cabinet.meeting.lt may. also be/that .the Cabinet 
meeting of February 13, which passed; on the Jehol operation; had also 
approved withdrawal from the League and that-Araki, on Feb. 17 was 
simply informing the General Staff. In any case a day, or. two. later, Harada . 
could write about the League question with finalhy::‘‘Our jatritude has 
been decided upon.” - V : ;=• , YAK''-A.-''»-■YY.Y-

539 League Assembly meeting: based on N.Y, Times, Feb. 25, 1933,
dispatch'by Clarence Streit. 'Yv'Y. ..... Y-.Y- ;Y;.Y;YYY''

17. North or South? : ;.y
The interpretation implicit in this chapter, title—-one basic to this book 

— is confirmed by unusually explicit diaty entries by Kido and by Harada 
In .late 1932 and early 1933. K\Ad~’N ikk i,215-T6Yst2hed:plainiy,w 
ary 25, 1933: “The Army expounds a.policy,of, hostility, toward Russia. .. 
while the: Navy, calls for commencement;of ..war-,between YfapanYund. .. 
America.” Harada echoed this realization, and .went'bni :{Harada;,3:3~5) • 
to explain how; Lord- Privy .Seal. Makino,, in.jalliance.with^ the .Na-^. the. 
Satsuma clan, Hiranuma and the; underworld, hoped jto “control the;,Army” . 
and persuade it that, “we must strike spilth.” Kido.,too, noted; the IMakinoYY- 
Navy alliance, and shortly therefafer.(Nikki; 2 2 (^ 2 7 )he observed realis- v 
tically that certain Strike-North leaders “are: thinking" of Ygoyermrient'Y 
directly by the Emperor.- Makiho 'says • that;dnVtHis.: pbjh£,.we'^^ 
extremely careful.” . Y YY ‘'{'•./'•’V ; 545

545 Pshaw:, this section based .on Takeda, .65-66, and' N]Y^Time'0m^/li 
Feb. 22,. MarlH 3,-and Pi 1933; see alsoHatitf G m j 7 . 5 i ; i

,,5,46 The ,Strike-North ,-LEAbER:..this.:sbcti6n ^  
own- many, speeches reported in both the Japanese-and Western press. I 
have added little, new. except,iY niy, inte'rpretabon:.;% is being ■thab/Arakf̂ "’ . 
was a sympathetic character and that his :wariikc.;bluster was a political Y /  
stratagem by which he hoped ;.to keep enough influence ltd prevent- Japan ,
from iighting America:.. YY;/: ■, ■ YY. Y y YYY l:Y/TYY;Y^ -Y ''■!

■ Y'-547;‘AraB’s | ^  .:.;Y YcYyv YYYYYY-Cl
.v>:A'taki?? file: .interviews with .Tanaka and with. Araki’s grandson.. My 

• explanation of its conterits is deduced from Araki’s previous career and '. ■ 
; relationships with the Throne. • ; Y / Y Y , ; - > Y Y ’- Y/VY YY'Y;Y; Yy-YYY-}'

.. Y Notes to pages 538-547 ■■■/..; • , Y -'



X'Htiveput the two accounts together.:. ■ - s -/•■ /
V--:> £ :;’6\ 3;j3sKiWafa.confronted. Ataki: Agawa, 6 .' . :v
. ^i 'HmoHiTo's Settlement: except as cited/-this section based omHoiijo,

; 279-300; Kido, Nikki;-468-78;Harada; 5:6-22; Takahashi, 104-118. '
Nonaka’s suicide: “Brocade Banner,” 146. :

/;  654 . Hirohito in uniform: Honjb, 266-67,283. -
/  /  ,:{656 .Addition of seven divisions: Hata, “Notebooks”;.Tanaka,-interview..
/  657 Kanin’s explanation of purges: my own translation of Harada,

5:10. ‘ : * ■ ■: .
2,000, noncommissioned officers to Army reserve: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 

212; also Crowley, 274. , -
/  ■ 658_.Mazaki’s hunger strike: Kido, Nikki, 535.
/ ’"'•Araki's.assessment of Mazaki’s pardon: Takahashi,:203.

' • 659 Yamashita’s reassuring note from Hirohito: Potter, Soldier Must 
Hang, 22; supplemented by Hata’s “Notebooks,” corroborated by jnterview 
with Fujisawa, who served under Yamashita in the Philippines.,

. / Rebels’ one-hour.trials: Ohtani, Kempei-shi, 214-17.
Last- words of executed rebels: Takahashi, 192-200; also “Brocade 

Banner,” 90.

\/ Notes to pages 653-667  1165;

v- 22. . Neutralizing Russia : < • ;

. 663-664, Drowning A Radio: this section based on Klausen’s own 
account in interrogations, as cited in Deakin and Storry/207.
; ;,664. Significance of Sorge ring: see Johnson, ch. .7, esp, 153-55.
/Sorge a middle-class intellectual, Russian mother, served in World War 

I .'/Johnson, 69. ;  . .
.. /  . Acknowledged Hero of Soviet Union in 1964: Deakin and Storry, 350.

>, 665 Sorge joined party in 1920, became agent for.Comintern: . Johnson,, 
71-72. • - - • • - /

, /  .Reassigned to Red Army Intelligence,'sent to Shanghai: ibid., 73-74.
, Sorge met future Japanese agents in Shanghai: Deakin and Storry/75. //y .;/ 

Communist paymaster in Shanghai arrested, Sorge closely watched:. \  
ibid;91-92. - ‘ Y\

... ' Sorge’s mission in Japan, his preparations in Germany/ibid.y 95-103,. 
/Established’.close relations with German Embassy in -Tokyo: Johnson;. 

140-42. "■ ■ ■ - ■- . / i -  7 . . v
American Japanese joined Sorge, arranged meetings with -Japanese lib- ,. 

eralsandleftists: Johnson,94-95,105. -Vy / ' / y "
. "666, Sorge obtained Klausen for radio work; he builtequipment, estab- 
, - fished .contact with Russian’ station -in Siberia, iri-Apr,' 1936/ Deakiri/and ' 

Storry, 156 ff.; Johnson, 101-2, ;/  '/. /f / '’/ ' / / / / ' / / / /
. . //yjbelegation.to'Yosemite: Johnson, 111413. , ;: /./.. ■ / / / - / / .  .;. V'/;K;y;7
///.:'/:.667fSaionji:'.Kihkazu' consulted', on; Communist/prpblemsiy^
. .tation ofvyoung Saionji's .’role here and. latef/was first; sug^ested/to ’ hie .byv 

Matsumoto Shigeharu- Ivasked him how’it was that Saioiiji had. escaped. /  
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.Saionji for doing what was expected of him. Later I asked Koizumi Shinizo ;
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about young Saionji’s pardon and he observed that upper-class Japanese 
looked upon spying somewhat differently from Westerners; that they could 
not imagine one of their number being a traitor; that the relationship of 
Saionji and even of Ozaki to the Sorge ring could be considered a form of 
international mediation or public relations rather than of spying or 
treason.

Still later I  asked the most aristocratic of my sources about Saionji, and 
he replied in his outspoken fashion that in the inner circle Saionji was 
considered a valuable pipeline to Stalin.

Analysis of Kido’s diary supports these statements. In the entire period 
between 1930 and 1945 Kido reported meeting with young Saionji exactly 
twenty-two times on July 10 and Aug. 1, 1932; on March 25, June 3, June 
10, July 22 and Sept. 16, 1933; on March 16 and Nov. 1, 1934; on March 
10, 1936; on July 13, Aug. 31, Sept. 2, Sept. 16 and Oct. 25, 1937; on 
Apr. 25 and July 23, 1938; on June 9, 1939; on Nov. 24 and Dec. 2, 
1940; and on March 3 and Nov. 24, 1941. From Kido’s brief entries on 
these meetings, supplemented by interviews, I have pieced together a 
tentative history of the Kido-Saionji relationship. At the first two meetings 
Kido made use of Saionji’s knowledge of English and his Oxford con
nections to get information on the attitudes of the Lytton commissioners 
who were then drafting their famous report. At the third meeting, Kido 
and Saionji discussed British attitudes to Japan’s withdrawal from the 
League of Nations. The next four meetings were all concerned with Araki’s 
Red smear and Kido’s attempts to dig up material for counter-blackmail. 
By this juncture Saionji had proved his skill and loyalty as an agent of the 
Throne and on Dec. 26, 1933, and Jan. 10, 1934, Kido discussed with 
Harada a long-term assignment for young Saionji as an advisor on left-wing 
matters to Prince Konoye. At the eighth meeting, in March 1934 Kido dis
cussed the assignment with Saionji. At the ninth, the following November, 
Saionji met with several members of the Eleven Club to celebrate the suc
cessful defamation and overthrow of Konoye’s rival in the House of Peers, 
Tokugawa Iesato. By the next, the tenth meeting, in March 1936, Saionji 
had already infiltrated leftist circles and was instructed on the line he 
should take at Yosemite. The next five meetings took place in 1937 when 
war had broken out with China and when Saionji was a member of Prime 
Minister Konoye’s kitchen cabinet. Out of them came Ozaki’s reports to 
Sorge and Sorge’s reports to Stalin on Japanese intentions in China. The 
sixteenth meeting, in April 1938, had the effect of explaining Japan’s 
mobilization to Stalin. The seventeenth, in July 1938, in effect assured 
Stalin that the Lake Khasan incident would not be allowed to escalate 
into war; the eighteenth, in June 1939, did the same for the Nomonhan 
incident. Then in November-December 1940 followed the only two social 
meetings of the entire Kido-Saionji relationship and both were purely 
formal, having to do with the death and funeral of old Prince Saionji. 
Finally, on March 3, 1941, Kido met young Saionji to instruct him on his 
duties as a companion to Matsuoka on his European trip. The last meeting 
was held at old Saionji’s tomb on the anniversary of his death. Since the 
rest of the Sorge ring had been arrested, it marked the funeral of the 
Saionji-Kido association. Thereafter Kido discussed Saionji with others and 
exerted influence on Saionji’s behalf but held no more recorded meetings 
with him.

Ozaki’s youth: Johnson, 22-23; Koizumi, interview; for background on 
Japanese in Taiwan, see Jansen, 83.

Ozaki at university: Johnson, 26.

Notes to page 667 (corn,)



-merdfiil .two-miile/miss, the Big Six of the Japanese-Government had/just 
•: gathered in .tHe.pnmeiininister’s air raid shelter outside the palace to debate 

the Emperor’s wish to accept unconditional surrender. They had been sum- 
■S;im&nfed';Ui'e :previous'-evehihg;.but some of the military members of the group 
/  had/made/them selves unreachable. During the night, however, pressure for 

^nstant action had mounted when the secret police circulated news1 of a 
“confession” made by a B-29 pilot shot down the day before off Osaka.
• /Already bruised and bloodied by his interrogators, Lieutenant Marcus 

. .’McDilda hacI been threatened with death unless he revealed what he knew 
about the atomic bomb’. Knowing nothing, he decided to tell all. “As you 

■ /•lap^’̂ he began injiis Florida drawl, “when atoms are split, there are a lot 
of plusses and minuses released. Well, we’ve taken these and put, them in 

„ a huge container and separated them from each other with a lead shield. 
When the box is dropped out of a plane, we melt the lead shield and the 

/plusscsarid-minusescome together. When that happens, it causes-a tremen
dous bolt of lightn ing and all the atmosphere , over a city is , pushed back.

: >:Then;when,the . atnrbsphere rolls in again, it brings about a tremendous 
: thunderclap, which Icnocks down everything beneath it. •

- / / / ‘Tbelieve,’’ added :McDilda under prodding, “that the next two targets 
■C (%tpijbe'^yota/and;Tbky‘o; .-Tokyo is supposed to be bombed in the next 

: few days.” . . . .  ■ .• '
V'̂ :':'.%'^^yar.minister and'the two chiefs of staff.sat down with the other • 
/, members of the .BigSix to discuss Hirohito?s request in the sweltering air 
/ ■ raid -shelter/ they'exchanged information about McDilda’s confession and 

. felt oppressed by the thought that Tokyo and the Emperor, or Kyoto and 
y, the tombs/of past Emperorsi might soon be turned'-to-ash. At the same time/ 

they also feared an end to- the' war. They still had at their disposal-in the 
,r;5;;hiillibn>.combat-equipped troops and 9,000 /kamikaze 

... P‘anes•• These men had been told for years that death was preferable to 
surrender. For-rnonths They, had .been promised “a final .decisive battle” on 
.the.shores of Japan, a battle so costly to the enemy that it-might be possible 

V. ̂ ?hcrvyaT(Js:-to. negotiate, a; conditional surrender and win - an honorable /peace.
; , °̂ snrrencjer these meriWi thout a . fight - evoked visions of unbearable future 
. / shame~-of the ve{eran in rags who, vvquld spit on any general he passed on 
/: jhe street and feel justified in doing -so. = ■ '  y- • ' ■ . ■ ■ ' . ,  ■; . .v
r General Anami,. the war- minister, carried the argument for his fellow 
// ; S0 ^ers.;The :Ernperor .Wished to surrender, Japan must surrender/ But ■ it /  

t̂̂ ? bargain;/Japan' should signify her willingness, to accept 
>:fot?^fb//ipeclaration^; on- four,.conditions:./that .her/soil be spared the 

troops;1 that, her. .fighting .men ’.be; disarmed. and'./dis-; / 
’/.;/-?!’̂ ^ /^ ;^ F -/°W n  . Officers; that .her’w a ^  

courts; and n^ost.important, that the Emperor system of government be 
:///^ â .n^et̂  .^^FryPnc agreed to the last proviso as an unquestionable article ;. 
' :/.///rC l"'0us Only the tWo chiefs of staff, however, Would back the. war
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minister on the other three provisos. The prime, foreign, and Navy minis
ters argued tha t to surrender unconditionally on one condition might be 
possible but that to surrender unconditionally on four conditions could only 
invite an atomic attack on Tokyo. The 3 -3  deadlock was not broken when 
news of the Nagasaki bombing was brought into the council chamber about 
11:30 a .m . A t one in the afternoon Prime Minister Suzuki opened his 
eyes, pushed away his teacup, stamped out his cigar, and recessed the 
meeting for an hour.

W ar Minister Anami returned to his own ministry to see if anything 
im portant had come up  in the business of the morning. A group of his most 
militant subordinates clustered around him to ask about the Big Six meet
ing. H e put them off with generalities and a promise tha t he had taken a 
strong stand. One of them, his own brother-in-law, warned him, in a loud 
voice, “If you are going to accept the Potsdam Declaration, you had better 
commit hara-kiri.”

“A cruel thing to say,” remarked Anami to his secretary as they climbed 
back into the car. “They don’t know how easy hara-kiri is for an old man 
of sixty like m e.” His secretary thought he looked tired and deflated as he 
spoke. The car drove on to the official residence supplied Anami by the 
government. There he took out his old samurai bow and target and tested 
the state of his nerves in the back yard. It took him seventeen shots to group 
five arrows in the center of the mark. Usually ten or eleven sufficed. Aware 
of his tension and his limitations, he went inside for a hurried lunch of rice 
and pickles and returned to the prime minister’s residence.

For the afternoon session Prime Minister Suzuki had called in the rest of 
the Cabinet. Now instead of six there were fourteen at the deliberations. 
Two voted with W ar Minister Anami for the stiffest conditions, five with 
Foreign Minister Togo for a moderate response, and five others opted to 
accept unconditional surrender in any wording that would still leave a little 
room for bargaining. The meeting continued from 2:30  p .m . to 5:30 p .m . 
and resumed after dinner at 6 :30  p .m .

As the sun moved over the lotus pools and lengthened the shadows of 
the artfully grotesque trees in the palace garden, Hirohito waited in the 
Imperial Library to give the divine command which would end all argu
ment. I t was his unique privilege to vouchsafe peace to the war-weary, his 
dangerous responsibility to withhold honor from the fanatics. A t intervals 
during the afternoon L ord  Privy Seal Kido came to the library to reassure 
him and beg him to be patient. It was a matter of plan that the meeting in 
progress should fail to reach unanimous agreement, but the ministers were 
duty bound to exhaust every avenue of argument before conceding a dead
lock. Only then could they legitimately appeal to Hirohito and invoke the 
Voice of the Crane.

The task of protracting the proceedings and of preventing the weary 
negotiators from reaching a compromise rested on the broad shoulders of

Vengeance of War
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His postgraduate work: ibid., 32.
Trained as journalist, sent to Shanghai: Johnson, 34,40.
Ozaki and Agnes Smedley: Deakin and Storry, 70-71.

668 Sorge and Ozaki: Johnson, 67; their beliefs, ibid., 1-4.
For six years Ozaki knew Sorge as "Johnson”: ibid., 67,87.

„ Sorge’s intermediary met Ozaki in deer park, Nara: ibid., 11.
Report of 1936 Army Mutiny: in obi, Gendai-shi, 2: 137.

669 Kawai Teikichi’s spy career: Johnson, 79-80,90,109.
Ozaki joined group around Prince Konoye: ibid., 115-20.
Ozaki learned "Johnson” was Sorge, Sept. 1936: Deakin and Storry,

187.
Ozaki became member of Konoye’s Showa Research Society: Johnson,

120.
Kido and Saionji Kinkazu: see note on page 667.

670- 671 I nner Mongolia: this section based on Tanaka MS, "Yo- 
shiko,” IPS Documents 724,1634.

Mongol horsemen massacred Japanese officers: N.Y. Times, Dec. 10, 
1936.

Prince Teh proclaimed loyalty to Chiang Kai-shek: ibid,, Dec. 12, 1936.
671- 674 T h e  Generalissimo Kidnapped: except as cited, this section 

based on Ekins and Wright, 155-76; Snow, 397-431; Chiang Kai-shek, 
A Summing Up at Seventy: Soviet Russia in China (London: George C. 
Harrap, 1957), 72-79.
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I have followed N.Y. Times, Dec. 14, Dec. 21,1936.
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James Chen, an aide to Chiang Kai-shek.
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Matsuoka on Indochina policy, conference of June 16: Sugiyama, 

1:222-25;Ike, 55-56.
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679 Ugaki’s search for war minister and Terauchi’s counter-moves, 
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Kempei-shi, 250-51.
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690 Breaching the Matang Boom: interviews with J. Van Wie Berga- 
mini, Hata, Tanaka.

691 A Soviet Defector: this section based on Johnson, 148-49; 
Deakin and Storry, 199-203; interviews with Tanaka.

N. 9: Itagaki recalled to become war minister, see Taiheiyo senso, 4:47.
692 An Unauthorized Incident: military details in this section 

drawn from IMTFE “Proceedings,” 38290 If.; 22575-638; 7773 ff.
Lake Khasan incident plotted by Tada: Haiada, 6:500-35, and 7:1—47, 

coupled with Prince Chichibu’s trip to China May 2-18 (Asahi, June 20, 
1938), suggests to me that Hirohito may have enabled the Lake Khasan 
incident to take place as a device for discrediting the Strike-North Faction.

Tojo’s cable to 19th Div. commander: Tsunoda, Gendai-shi, 10:4.
693 Kanin and Itagaki, Itagaki and Hirohito: these three paragraphs 

based on Tsunoda, Gendai-shi, 10:\xxiv-vi, and Harada, 7:50-54, 61. I 
have followed an interview source in inserting the Emperor’s remark 
about Itagaki’s stupidity (Otnae gurai ataina no warui mono wa m i) ; 
according to Harada, 8:13, it was actually made on a similar occasion a 
year later.

694 Ozaki’s report to Sorge that the Lake Khasan incident would stop 
short of war: Obi, Gendai-shi, 2:165, also 85.

Significance of Ott’s appointment as ambassador: Deakin and Storry, 
101, 138; Hata, “Notebooks”; Kido, Nikki, 638. Sorge’s own appoint
ment, Johnson, 140,143.

694-95 Sorge's mission to Hong Kong and Manila, his motorcycle acci
dent and its sequel: Deakin and Storry, 197-99.

696 The Lake Khasan Mutiny: military details in this section from 
IMTFE “Proceedings,” 38290 ff.; 22575-638; 7775 ff.

Mission of Tanaka and Clio at Lake Khasan: my synthesis from 
Tanaka, interviews; his Sabakareru, 44; Hata’s “Notebooks”; Harada, 
7:61.

Bare display of courage by Tanaka and Cho: Ito Kanejiro, 2:274, also 
1:43.

Stalin reassured, Bliicher imprisoned, lepoit to Berlin photographed: 
Johnson, 146-49; Deakin and Storry, 200.

697-698 Wang Ching-wei left Chunking, was later abducted: Usui, 
Gendai-shi, 9:624—25; IPS Document No. 1005. See Miwa Kimitada, 
"The Wang Ching-wei Regime and Japanese Efforts to Terminate the 
China Conflict,” In Studies in Japanese Culture, edited by Joseph Rog- 
gendorf (Tokyo: Sophia University Press, 1963).

698 Ozaki Hotsumi, “The New National Structure,” Contemporary 
Japan, Oct. 1940, cited in USAFEE, “Left Wing, Right Wing: Japanese 
Proletarian Politics”; Sorge-Ozaki conversation about it: Johnson, 120.

699 Konoye’s resignation and its purpose; see Harada, 7:250-59.
Takamatsu at Hainan: Asahi (Osaka ed.), March 1,1939.
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Order No. 1 were resurrected from the Tokyo city dump, the yeoman’s 
recollection of it was found to be letter perfect except for a few stray 
prepositions and relative pronouns. (This note courtesy of Otis Cary.)

790 Konoye began to think of resigning: Kido, Nikki, 906-7.
On Sept. 18 four toughs attacked Konoye’s car: "Brocade Banner,” 102.
Konoye at liaison conference of Sept. 20: Sugiyama, 1:334-41; Ike, 

173-76.
. Sept. 26 exchange between Konoye and Kido: Kido, Nikki 909.

Hirohito asked Kido to investigate U.S. rubber supplies: ibid., 910.
791 Hirohito taken up with maneuvers at Army War College: Hattori 

Takushiro, Statements, 1:341; Kido, Nikki 911; interview with retired 
Navy commander.

Konoye begged Grew and the Emperor for help: Grew, Ten Years, 
387-89; Kido, Nikki, 911.

Oct. 9 statements of Kido to Konoye: ibid., 912.
Hirohito consults Prince Fushimi: ibid., 913.
792 Hirohito approved combined Army-Navy command for Southern 

Regions: ATIS Rept. No. 131.
Hirohito admitted no hope in diplomacy: Kido, Nikki, 914.
Konoye’s message to Roosevelt via Bishop Walsh: Farago, 222.
Kido and Tojo reached an agreement: Nikki, 914-15; Konoye, 

“Memoirs”.
Tojo and Oikawa at meeting Oct. 12: Kido, Nikki, 913-14. This was 

appaiently not a formal Cabinet meeting, but among those present were the 
prime, foreign, war, and Navy ministers, Suzuki Tei-ichi of the Cabinet 
Planning Board, and Cabinet Secretary Tomita Kenji. The meeting was 
held at Konoye’s Ogikubo villa.

792-793 Tojo’s report of his conversation with Kido: Sugiyama, 350- 
51.

793 Cabinet change seemed inevitable: Kido, Nikki, 915; Konoye, 
“Memoirs” (section entiled “On the Resignation of the Third Konoye 
Cabinet,” Library of Congress Microfilm WT6) ; Kido, 3 (Kanlcei bunsho): 
488-92.

Prince Higashikuni receives Konoye: Ando, “Senso,” Pt. 1; Matsumoto 
Seicho, Bungei Shunju, January 1968,161 ff.

Tojo’s private audience with Hirohito: Kido, Nikki, 916.1 have assumed 
that the conversation Tojo had with Kido at 3 p .m . was substantially the 
same as one that he had just had with Hirohito; see also Kido, Kankei 
bunsho, 488-92.

794 Kido’s consultation with the Jushin: Kido, Nikki, 917-18, and 
Kankei bunsho: 481-88; Kase, 53-56.

Hirohito dismisses Oikawa: ibid.
N. 6: “Brocade Banner,” 109; Tolischus, Record, 227-28.
795 Hirohito promoted Tojo to full general: Sugiyama, 1:352.
Hirohito to Kido, “You cannot catch a tiger”: Nikki, 918; see also

Sugiyama, 1:353.

26. Pearl Harbori
For this chapter, in addition to sources cited or-listed in the bibliography,
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700 Hitler pressed for alliance: Ikle, 78-88.
701-702 Hirohito’s provisional acceptance of alliance and Hitler’s re

jection: ibid., 711-15; Tanaka and Koizumi, interviews; Ikle, 87-102.
Hirohito’s turmoil over alliance with Hitler, ICido, Nikki, 710-11.
702 Nomonhan (1): this section based on IMTFE “Proceedings,” 

7854, and testimony of Maj. Afimogen Erastovich Bykov, ibid., 38359 if * 
see also ibid., 22594-718; 23011 ff.; 23025 If.

703 Hitler signed with Mussolini, Japan excluded: Ikle, 113-14.
N omonhan (2): Bykov testimony, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 38359-385.
704 Significance of Azuma, Yamagata, and young Higashikuni: Hata, 

“Notebooks” ; Tsunoda, Gendai-shi, 10:81; Asahi, March 20,1942.
705 Ozaki took job under Okawa: Deakin and Storry, 249.
Kido to Saionji, Saionji to Sorge, Sorge to Moscow: Obi, Gendai-shi, 

1:50, 2:86, 169-70; also Deakin and Storry, 202-3; Johnson, 150-52.
705-706 Zhukov in Mongolia: Georgy K. Zhukov, Marshal Zhukov’s 

Greatest Battles, intro, by Harrison E. Salisbury (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1969), 7-8.

706 Young Higashikuni’s desertion: Tsunoda, Gendai-shi, 10:81; also 
Kido, Nikki, 1105 (entry for May 9, 1944).

Zhukov’s offensive: see Zhukov, Greatest Battles, Intro., 7-8; IMTFE 
“Proceedings,” 7854; Johnson, 150.

707 “ Japanese not good at armor” : Zhukov to Gen. Bedell Smith at 
end of war, quoted, Zhukov, Greatest Battles, Intro., 8.

Kido’s and Hiranuma’s reactions to pact: Kido, Nikki, 741-42.
Hitler’s tirade against Hirohito: Ikle, 133.
708 Nakajima embassy to Nomonhan: Ishiwara Kanji, testimony, 

IMTFE “ Proceedings,” 22594 ff.
Suicide of some Japanese commanders: Imai Sei-ichi, “Nomonhan 

jiken,” 76 ff.

23. Joining the Axis

709 Twelve new divisions added: Hata, “Notebooks.”
Grew’s speech, Oct. 19,1939: Grew, Ten Years, 251-56.
Speech discussed by Emperor’s circle: ibid., 258-59.
710 Diet members formed League for Waging Holy War: Yanaga, Since 

Perry, 543-44.
Hirohito sent emissary to Marquis Kido: Kido, Nikki, 783.
Kido had advised Konoye re I.R.A.A.: ibid., 744-83.
He acknowledged to his diary: ibid., 784.
Kido put pressure on politicians: ibid., 784-86.
710- 711 ICido, Konoye, Arima agreed on postponement of announce

ment of New Structure: ibid., 787-88.
711 Finished plans for New Structure, invested as lord privy seal: ibid.,

788. See also Harada, 8.250-51, wherein Saionji refused to give cere
monial endorsement to Kido’s appointment. *

711- 712 Hirohito read position papers describing Japan’s
ture.” “golden opportunity”: see, e.g., IMTFE “Proceedings,” 697o-7 .



I have drawn for background :on:. A. J: Barker, Pearl Harbdr ( t iw  York: .
; Ballantine;Booksy l969) ; Fujisawa /Cliikao, Kb/onar/sm:: >ln :i« 

to the Siu^iy of Japanese Global ^  or Kotonarism (Tokyo: .The 
..Society for the. Adyancement: of Global .Democracy,; 1954) an extra-  ̂
ordinary "postwar exposition of^tJaipMesendeoldgy ;by ;?n';^e\yar^pf6pa-<:' 

•''gandist;,'OKashi Hided, “Watashiyya Zoruge;p;toraeta’! ; [ ^
XSimdity Mmhichi,jji\y2l 1961)'*
no kqkugo [The Strike South and the Resolution of the People] (Tokyo: 
Nanpo . Mondai ‘ Kenkyu-sho,' 1941 j[StrikeSouthsjpfpfel^niWf^fe^eSrch''

. Institute]; SakamakiTCazu'&,TAftack$d$Mr)Mafffi^ :■
dated Press, 1949); arid Sugimori Hisahide, ̂ */T̂ ojo;:Mideki:iYHftowai«o.-X; 
jotohei to yobu” [Tojo. Hideki: They make fun of him by calling him a"

. first-class private], in Bungei Shunju, Special Edition No; .95, April 1966,' 
116 ff.

.. 798 Sorge’s Arrest : This : seOticm is. based ;dri; X o h ris^  1
• Deakiri and Starry,'248-80; - Vs-;" / I - C J ; •. ; ..%

: Ito an informer: Johnson, 175-77.
, ,799 Ozaki waited stoically: he described hisJ“premonitidf ’ and.prepara- '- 
tions for. arrest in ■ a • statement written riri: prison, quoted, Deakin .and 
Storry,252.
: Sorge on evening of Oct. 17: Klausen queried; iMd;, 255;;0  V-’ .

Arrest of Sorge: ibid., 254. ,- ' ' V ^ ' } V v , ;

1180 /  ■ : / Notes to pages 7

801 Liaison conference of; Oct. 23: Sugiyarna,l:;353-5.4^
5 801-862; Daily, liaison“conferences:. SUgiyama, \1:354^62jglke'bd87-9.9;

803 Formation; of the Peace. FatUqn:>- Kidq;'.;-M 
merited by interview; wdth.M^sumptd Shigeharu, Vy:};r ;■ '•'

• Liaison conference of Oct.' 30V.Sugiyama^.l : 336-62; Ike,^vl96-99. .̂ :; .V-- 
Tojo breakfasted with SugiyaniaSugiyama, 11370-72.

. 803-804 Liaison conference of Nov,. ,1.: Ibid.,;13;72^6Y.,ike,,'i^942of.'.;.
, 805;Kayaphoned: Sugiyaiha, 1:386. : ■ ,

Togo held out: ibid.
Tojo’s aiidience with Hirohito: ibid., 586-87. ;

, At 5 p .m .: Kido, Nikki, 921. : ; "r AmvV -u;
• Nagano received his. copy of Order .Number, Oner AT,IS Research :Rept;; , 
No. 131.' -'[f  ■:

■ 1 Preamble quoted: ibid. : '
;t 806 Quotations from order: ibid. V 3yv:\ ’>.'77̂ ; ' . l '̂ '.7 , 3 

By the evidence Of his own memoranda: ' Sugiyama,•inteileafed h is., 
memorandum; on ’the' subject'.from the. Navy, at' the’̂ te .
for Nov. 1: see Sugiyama, 1:370. 7 •
. 806-808 Meeting of Nagano .and Sugiyama-.with :Hirohito:,.Sugiymna, ;.

' • 387-88. '. . ■’“ ‘ ;
. 806 N., 3 i Butowp Td/o,: 375 -Prof?'

. sisterif-with the' fact; that,: according to ATIS No. 131, only two- 0 e .
; 300 Copies of Order No. l .were .distributed to,the Arinyr.T presuma y. . . 
went to Terauchi and. Sugiyama, the two 'officers with the most need O ; . 

•; know .; J /, ^ V;
„ • 807 The.Eriiperpr’s copy of: any major military order .was; regularly
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and IPS Document No. 1987.
712 Emperor’s visit to tombs of his ancestors: Kido, Nikki, 791-92.
Emperor asked questions about Italy’s entry into war: ibid., 792.
Kido and Hirohito discussed French and Dutch colonies during dinner 

at Kyoto Palace: ibid.
Pact with Thailand a means to infiltrate Fiench Indochina: IMTFE 

"Proceedings,” 6869-75; Frederick Whyte, Japan’s Purpose in Asia and 
the Pacific (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1942).

713 Kido advised Yonai’s Cabinet members to resign, urged vice foreign 
minister to speed negotiations: Kido, Nikki, 792.

Tani’s conversations with French ambassador: Negotiations between 
Tani and Arsene-Henry for further concessions in French Indochina con
tinued through Sept.: IMTFE "Proceedings," 6875-6924; Harada, 8:266- 
67.

Meeting at Changsha of Chiang’s deputy and Japanese vice chief of 
staff: Kido, Nikki. 802-3, 808, 810-11, 816-17, and thereafter passim.

714 Japanese encounters with Chiang’s forces arranged in advance: 
interviews With Kajiura Ginjiro (he had command of Japanese salient 
farthest up Yangtze River during most of the war).

714- 715 Prince Asaka assured Hirohito that British were losing, 
recommended combined airforce: Kido, Nikki, 795.

715 Hirohito approved Konoye’s Cabinet choices: ibid., 797-98.
Kido suggested Anami stay on as vice war minister: ibid., 799.
Kido recommended Konoye as prime minister: ibid. 805-7.
Tojo learned of his selection on return to Tokyo: Butow, Tojo, 142.
"a high-degree defense state”: propaganda slogan of editorialists at the 

time.
715- 716 Saionji comment, “like inviting a robber”: Harada, 7:366.
The New Order: Konoye’s program is set forth in detail in Harada,

8:338-45.
Matsuoka’s American experiences: Fleisher, 46-47.
Grew’s conversation with Matsuoka: Grew, Ten Years, 279-80.
July 26,1940, new Cabinet adopted program: Sugiyama, 1:7-10.
717 Hirohito planned to remove members of imperial family from posi

tions of responsibility: Kido, Nikki, 811.
Important ministers of Cabinet met with chiefs of .staff to ratify pro

gram: Harada, 8:299-302.
This "liaison conference” first in two years: Sugiyama, 1:6.
Staff officers’ plan, “Main Japanese Policy Principles”: Tailieiyo senso, 

8:322-24.
718 Tojo protested to Kido: Kido, Nikki, 812.
Hirohito’s analysis of Cabinet's difficulties: ibid., 812-13.
719 Concubines would no longer have telephones: Grew, Ten Years, 

284.
Saionji re Japanese press writing “like drunkards”: Harada, 7:282.
The Cox Case: sources for this incident are Fleisher, 123: 308-9; Morin, 

60; Craigie, 111-12; IPS Document No. 1533; obi, Gendai-shi, 1:192.
Hirohito ready to reconsider tripartite military alliance- Ikle, 154.
N. 6: see, e.g., Higashikuni, Watashi, 59, and Matsumoto Seicho's article

Notes to pages 712-719



'submitted to him by. the:appropriate aide-de-camp before he was called’ 
■upon.'to discuss it with either Of. his chiefs of staff. In this instance Hiro-' 
hito had apparently received, his copy of Order No. 1 late on Nov. 1, for 
early the next morning he phoned his Navy brother, Takamatsu, with a 
question regarding plans vis-a-vis the United States: Kido, Nikki, 921. •

:. - 808 ..Nagano’s meeting with Kuroshima:, Potter, Yamamoto, 68-69.
’ 808-812 The War Council Assents: This section, including all quo

tations, is taken from Sugiyama, 1:388-406.. ... . .
812-816 T he Formal War Decision: This section is based on Sugi

yama, 1:406-50, supplemented by Ike, 208-39.
816 Hirohito approved dispatch of Kurusu: Kido, Nikki, 921.
817 Clipper was kept waiting: Moore, 258.

, Hirohito assumed incognito to attend gozen heigo: Tanaka, in interview, 
first mentioned that the .Emperor was said to have reviewed the fleet 
secretly before Pearl Harbor; Koizumi, in interviews, did not deny the 
rumor. I deduced the dates from Kido’s diaries and mentioned the episode 
as if it were well known and proven in an interview with the retired Navy 
commander; he said he was unsure of the details but suggested those used 
in the account here. Later the publication of Sugiyama Memo convinced 
me . that the Emperor’s review had indeed taken place in the period de
scribed.

Chiefs of staff met with Hirohito immediately after Nov. 5 conference: 
Sugiyama, 1:431.

818 Hirohito to Hayama at 10 a.m . Nov. 7: Kido, Nikki, 922-23, and 
preceding note on gozen heigo.

Eighty-three pages of tables: Sugiyama, 1:433-516.
819. December 8 the day of attack: ATIS Research Rept. No. 131; 

Hashimoto, 1-5. ..
Nagumo orders captains to ‘‘complete battle, preparations”; ibid.
First of twenty-seven: ibid.
Most of Pearl Harbor task force had gathered, by Nov. 14: Farago, 267; 

and intervievy, retired Navy commander; ATIS Research Rept. No. 131; 
Hashimoto, 4-5; Potter, 78. '

Fleet Dispatch: Material in this section is drawn from ATIS Research 
Rept. No; 131; Farago, 267-68; Hashimoto, 1-5; Potter, 78; interview 
with retired Navy commander.

820 Joseph W. Ballantine quoted: text of memo in Trefousse, 304—6.
821 In World War II, it was planned: quotations from "Land Disposal

Plan in the Greater Asia CoTProsperity Sphere,” IMTFE Exh. 1334; text 
in Storry, Double Patriots, 317-19. . . . .

821-822 Liaison conference of .Nov. 20: Sugiyama, 1:525-28; Ike, 
249-53. ■ ' ' ,

822 Togo'cable: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 10399.
823 Stimson’s diary: -entry for Nov. 25, 1941, quoted in Feis, Pearl

Harbor, 314. ~ \ 'k' ■
. - 25,000 Japanese troops: ibid., 315. . v v'V' . ‘ •' Hk, ?

• v^he President “‘fairly  ̂blew^up^/^k-Stihisoh’s diary for Nov. 26, .1941 
reproduced in Trefousse.: 141.. ;>•

Notes to pages 808-823 1181
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in Bungei Shunju, January 1938,160 ff. Re Kido’s continued communication 
with Toyama: Nikki, e.g., 844,849,861,867,869.

720 Japanese must suppress pro-British sentiments: Ikle, 167.
721 Konoye government “marking time”: Grew, Ten Years, 283.
Stahmer at Japanese Embassy: Ikle, 168.
Matsuoka consulted Emperor on replacement of diplomats abroad: Kido 

Nikki, 816; see also IMTFE Exhibit 548.
721-722 Agreement between Matsuoka and Vichy French ambassador 

Arsfene-Henry: This may have been reached on Aug. 20 but I err in saying 
that it was signed then; the signing took place on Aug. 30 (Kido, Nikki, 
818; Grew, Ten Years, 286-87). Col. Cho Isamu was dispatched to 
Indochina in late August and Gen. Tominaga Kyoji in early September 
(Tanaka, interview; Hata, “Notebooks”) . My interpretation of the gallant 
Japanese effort to save French honor is based on interviews with Tanaka 
and Koizumi. A German transcript of a September 20 telephone call from 
Gen. Boyen of the French Armistice Commission to his German opposite 
number, Gen. Stiilpnagel, reveals that the French gesture of resistance was 
reported in advance to the Reich (IMTFE “Proceedings,” 6968-75). For 
other details of the Franco-Japanese negotiations see IPS Document No, 
985 on Library of Congress Microfilm WT-26 and “Proceedings,” 6801- 
6975. The latter, 6875 ff., contains an exchange that expresses perfectly 
the spirit of the talks. Ambassador Arsene-Henry said, “The Japanese 
request is one-sided.” The chief Japanese negotiator, Vice Foreign Minister 
Tani Masayuki of the Eleven Club, replied, “That is natural. That is why 
we are able to negotiate.”

722 Saionji on the Emperor’s fading aura in approving the Tripartite 
Pact: Harada, 8:330. Of Matsuoka, who had negotiated the pact. Saionji 
spoke more gently: " I t  would do Matsuoka good to go crazy, but unfor
tunately for him he is more likely to regain his sanity.”

New Navy minister “ easy to talk to” : Harada, 8:331.
723 Hirohito’s private acceptance of pact on Sept. 4: Harada, 8:368 

(also 335) and Kido, Nikki, 819, supplemented by interview with Koizumi. 
Also that day Hirohito attended graduation ceremonies at the military 
academy and received news of young Prince Kitashirakawa Nagahisa’s 
death in a plane crash.

Hirohito’s talk with Kido about German bombing: Kido, Nikki, 820.
Sept. 9, Hirohito unexpectedly at liaison conference: Harada, 8:348-49.
724 Matsuoka and Stahmer conversed in English: Ik l6 ,171.
Sept. 13, Hirohito studied text of pact four and a half hours: interview, 

Koizumi; see also Kido, Nikki, 821.
Hirohito’s editing of text: ibid., 823-24.
Unofficial liaison conference of Sept. 14: Harada, 8:369,
725 Hirohito asked Kido to call conference in Imperial Presence: Kido, 

Nikki, 822.
725-727 Conference of Sept. 19: Sugiyama, 1:41-55: Ike, 4-13.
727 Matsuoka’s ultimatum of Sept. 19: IPS Document No. 985.
Tominaga Kyoji arranged invasion: Imai Sei-ichi, “Misshitstt no na a

no konran,” 78 ff.
728 Tripartite Pact signed in Berlin: The procedure and date, as well

Notes to pages 720-728
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Hirohito to Kido: Kido, Nikki, 925, and Sugiyama, 1:532.
824 Received radio message: Hashimoto Mochitsuru, 5.
Nomura and Kurusu, cable to Tokyo: quoted, Millis, 244.
“ I have washed my hands of it” : Hull as recorded in Stimson’s diary 

for Nov. 27, 1941, entry reproduced in Tiefousse, 141.
Fleet began to sail from Hitokappu Bay: IMTFE “Proceedings,” 10425. 
“ the final alert” : Stimson's diary for Nov. 27, Tiefousse, 142.
825 Stark’s message: quoted, Millis, 250.
Kimmel and Short agreed to plan: KimmeTs testimony to Joint* Com

mittee, Trefousse, 35.
Halsey was ordered to depart for Wake: KimmePs testimony, quoted 

MiHis, 268.
Kimmel later testified: testimony reproduced in Trefousse, 36.
Gen. Short’s cable: ibid., 65.
826 June 1940 order: ibid., 62.
Maj, Gen. Martin supeivised study: Millis, 63.
827 Grew’s warning, Jan. 27, 1941: Ten Years, 318; quoted, Millis, 

33-34.
Forwarded to Kimmel: ibid., 34.
827-828 Kurusu’s trans-Pacific telephone conversation: IMTFE “Pro

ceedings,” 10430 ff.
829 W ar Cabinet meeting, Nov. 28: Stimson’s testimony to Joint Com

mittee, reproduced in Trefousse, 133.
Tojo’s objections: Butow. Tojo, 344, n. 58.
829-830 Elder Statesmen’s Conference: Kido to IMTFE, Exhibit 1966, 

Trefousse, 250-51.
830 Liaison conference of Nov. 29: Sugiyama, 1:535-38; Ike, 260-62.
Kido at residence of Prince Takamatsu: Kido, Nikki, 927-28.
Hirohito, after hearing message from Takamatsu: ibid.
Kido’s reply: ibid.
Hirohito sees Tojo, Shimada, Nagano: ibid.
Hirohito, “ Instruct Pi ime Minister Tojo” : ibid.
Kido wrote in his diary: ibid.
831-832 Conference in the Imperial Presence, Dec. 1, 1941: Sugiyama, 

1 :5 3 9 -4 4 ;Ike, 262-83.
Hirohito to Sugiyama: Sugiyama, 1:544. 834
833 “ Climb Mount Niitaka” : ATIS Rept. 131.
Kimmel-Layton exchange: Layton’s testimony to Joint Committee, 

quoted, Millis, 297.
Ciano’s diary entry: extract in Trefousse, 271.
834 Foote burning code books: his testimony to Joint Committee,

Farago, 303. .. 7R, t -...-:
Japanese task force left Samah harbor: Tsuji, Singapore, 72 / , J 

had made a flying trip to Tokyo the week before to defend his plans 
against last-minute alterations, Sugiyama, 1:5-6.

N. 6: Ciano diary, Tiefousse, 272. *
835 Liaison conference, Dec. 6: Sugiyama, 1:565, identifies the meet 

ing of Dec. 6 as the 75th liaison conference. On pages 563-65 e a
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as the text of the pact, had been passed upon by Hirohito at the conference 
in the Imperial Presence of Sept. 19. Sugiyama, 1:42-45, gives the Japa
nese text of the pact; for an English text see F. C. Jones, 469-70.

729 HirohitO felt as if he were looting a store during a fire: Kido, Nikki, 
854. “Really,” he said, “we should not exploit this time when others are 
weak as if we were lobbers at a fire. Personally I don’t like it. It doesn’t fit 
my principles. Now, however, when we face crisis, I have no choice.”

Hirohito approved pact out of fear of assassination: Giew, Ten Years, 
300.

730 Harada made contribution to imperial cover story by producing so- 
called Saionji-Harada Memoirs: my interpretation of Harada, 1:3-9 (Intro
duction) and 297-503, which includes account of removal of manuscript to 
Prince Takamatsu’s villa.

Saionji understood journal was kept to show Emperor complexities of 
politics: So Hirohito told the professional writer Satomi Ton who had 
helped with matters of style in writing the diary . The oecasion was a din
ner for the Belles Lettres Society in Sept. 1948; see Abe Nose, ed., Tenno 
noinsho (Tokyo: Sogen-sha, 1949), 24-25,

Special ceremony at Palace Shrine, Oct. 17: Kido, Nikki, 830.
731 Yamamoto raising funds in Osaka: Harada, 8:380.
Hirohito 2600th birthday speech: Byas, Govt, by Assassination, 296.
Takamatsu broadcast: Harada, 8:393-94.
Death of Saionji: this section based on Harada, 8:394-99.
Kido went to Okitsu to express Emperor’s regrets: Kido, Nikki, 838.
732 Kido met Saionji Kinkazu at funeral: ibid.
Sorge had had to rely on German Embassy sources entirely: Deakin and 

Storry, 223,
Sorge’s Communist ties discovered, but Nazi Press Dept, head decided 

to keep contact with him: Johnson, 12, 171.
Schellenberg sent Gestapo Colonel Josef Meisinger to watch Sorge: 

ibid., 172.
Meisinger had part in rape of Warsaw: Deakin and Storry, 514.
Meisinger revealed suspicions about Sorge to secret police; aristocrats 

around Court cut connections with him: Johnson, 172.
732-733 Young Saionji spurned Australia for Tightest cell: Harada, 

8:325.
733 Kido’s long view, Dec. 3: Kido, Nikki, 840.
735-734 Yamamoto’s forebodings: Harada, 8:365-66.

24. Passive Resistance
736 Yamamoto taunted code experts for new Admirals’ Code: inter

view, Okumiya; Farago, 106-7.
Yamamoto communicated with Hirohito through Prince Takamatsu re 

Pearl Harbor plan: Kido, Nikki, 836, as explained by former Navy com
mander (privileged source). The explanation is corroborated by the deli
cate handling of the story in Agawa, 206-8. Agawa states that 
the naimei or "inside orders” for Genda to make his study were not passed 
on to Yamamoto “formally” until Jan. 7, 1941. Agawa suggests that the 
catise for the delay may have been related to the indiscretion of a junior

Notes to pages 729-736
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identified another meeting, Dec. 4, as the 75lh liaison conference. Taiheiyo 
senso, 8:611-13, agrees that both meetings should be called the 75th 
liaison conference. Taiheiyo's text, however, omits a mysterious typo
graphic symbol (two concentric circles) which appears in the original 
Sugiyama version, identifying the speaker of a deadlock-breaking state
ment near the end of the second half of the conference on Dec. 6. To 
judge by internal evidence, the 75th liaison conference met for two hours 
on Dec. 4 and broke up after failing to agree on anything of substance 
except the proper protocol to use in announcing the war to Pu-Yi, the 
Manchukoan puppet emperor. On Dec. 6, after two days of back-room 
consultation, the conference reconvened at 10 a.m. to consider the rest 
of its agenda. The timing of the note to Hull was conceded without much 
debate, but then both Army and Navy officials expressed their lingering 
doubts about the war in an argument as to what to tell Hitler. The Army, 
Russophobic as always, wanted to promise Hitler that Japan, by making 
war on the United States, would cut off American aid to Russia through 
Vladivostok; the Navy insisted that it would do nothing to interdict U.S. 
aid to Russia because the possibility of antagonizing Russia was more than 
Japan could risk during her Strike South. At 3 p.m. the bickering was re
cessed briefly, then resumed in a session that lasted until 6:30. Late in the 
afternoon the person identified by the two concentric circles made a 
"decision” to adopt a suggestion of Finance Minister Kaya and to tell 
Hitler simply, "We hope you will understand, but, as long as we must 
avoid a confrontation with Russia, we cannot co-operate fully with you 
while still carrying out our military operation in the South.” Having made 
this single utterance, the speaker was rewarded by seeing the proceedings 
brought to a speedy conclusion.

Japanese reply to Hull’s Nov. 26 statement: Millis, 322.
Consulted privately: Millis, 219-20.
836 Roosevelt’s message; text lepreduced in Grew, Ten Years, 421-23.
Roosevelt’s memo to Hull: Millis, 319.
837 Decipherment of fourteen-part note: Kramer’s testimony to Joint 

Committee, Trefousse, 196-200.
Roosevelt and Hopkins: Schulz’s testimony to Joint Committee, ibid,, 

220-25.
Nagumo listening to local Hawaiian stations: Millis, 331.
Flag of Admiral Togo: Zacharias, 250.
838 Grew received cable late in evening: Ten Years, 420.
At 6:15 p.m.: Kido, Nikki, 932.
839 Typing the note: Feis, Pearl Harbor, 341.
840 Marshall’s cable to Short: Marshall’s testimony to Joint Committee, 

Trefousse, 178-79.
Grew’s efforts to deliver Roosevelt’s message: Ten Years, 420-21.
Togo’s reply: Togo, 219.
Togo’s telephone call to Kido: ibid., 220; Kido, Nikki, 932.
Japanese bluejackets in Shanghai: testimony of Frederick Charles Parr, 

IMTFE "Proceedings,” 10608-38.
841 Kido drives to Imperial Library: Kido, Nikki, 932.
Hirohito listening to radio: ibid., amplified by interview with a tetired 

lieutenant general who in 1941 was attached to Imperial Headquarters. 
Another informant, Koizumi Shinzo, said: "I believe that, like most people

Notes to pages 836-841
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officer who told a Peruvian Embassy official about rumors that Japan 
meant to attack Pearl Harbor. Ambassador Grew heard the warning in 
late Jan. and relayed it to Washington, where it was discussed (Grew, 
Ten Years, 318; Farago, 135-37). In the meantime, however, Genda had’ 
received his assignment. Evidently the officers around Prince Takamatsu 
had already decided that the security breach would have no repercussions. 
The fate of the indiscreet junior officer is unknown. For further details on 
the close relationship between Yamamoto and Prince Takamatsu, see 
Agawa, 108-9; see also Potter, Yamamoto, 53-57, and Farago, 136, for 
other English-language accounts of the Pearl Harbor plan.

737-739 Unit  82: this section based on ATIS Rept. No. 131 ("Japan’s 
Decision to Fight”) ; Tsuji, Singapore, 3-71; Farago, 119-123.

N. 1. " In  January 1941 . .  . Emperor ordered Onishi to research Ha
waii attack” : Sugiyama, 1:370: Ichigatsu Yamamoto GF chokan ni tai 
su Hawai kogeki no kenkyu o Onishi shosho ni kamei su. Takao Akiyama, 
who translated The Tale of Genji for U.S. television, gave me this transla
tion. As a student of Court Japanese, and one old enough to remember the 
idiom of 1941, he states flatly that the expression kamei su is absolutely 
unambiguous in this context and means "the Emperor ordered.”

738 Count Ohtani’s career: interview with member of Ohtani family.
Ohtani had been expelled from Java: Harada, 5:127-28.
For Ohtani’s Strike-South credentials, see his 1936 entry in Who’s Who 

in Japan.
Tsuji and colleagues made flights over Southeast Asia: ATIS Rept. No. 

131.
739 “ In the first six to twelve months of a war . . .” : interview with 

Matsumoto Shigeharu; Potter, Yamamoto, 41, 43. There are several prime 
sources for Yamamoto’s sentiments which indicate that he voiced them on 
several occasions in roughly the same words from the summer of 1940 
to the fall of 1941.

Worthless paper money “made ideal spills” : Koizumi Shinzo, interview.
Army not budgeted in 1941 for new divisions: Kido, Nikki, 850.
739-740 Numbers of divisions: Hata, "Notebooks.” These notes give 

the dates on which divisional commanders and chiefs of staff were first 
posted to the command structures of divisions. Although some divisions 
may have remained skeletal for months after they had headquarters, the 
Japanese reservist system was such that any one of the divisions could be 
activated and put in the field within six weeks of the receipt of battle 
orders. Here and elsewhere, therefore, I have followed Hata’s notes and 
counted divisions by the dates of the establishment of their conunana 
structures. Historians familiar with “Report Concerning the Expansion of 
the Japanese Ground Forces from 1921 to 1941” (Translations, 2, No. , 
National Archives Microfilm 8-5.1 CA) may find that I count some v i
sions as forces to be reckoned with before their official mobilization as 
acknowledged by Japanese officers in postwar interrogations. Counts base 
on Hata’s notes, however, seem to me to be more realistic.

740 Diet cut appropriations for I.R.A.A.: Tolischus, Tokyo Record, 
83-86.

Count Arima resigned, replaced by Gen. Yanagawa Heisuke: ibid. 741
741 Nomura wanted no part of “ act which might disgrace nation

Notes to pages 737-741
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Paul Caraiio and Pedro C. Sanchez, A Complete History "of Guam (Rut- y 
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Harada, 8:377-78; see also ibid., 361-63.
Hirohito assured Nomura: Kido, Nikki, 835, but see also Harada, 

8:387-88.
743 Feb. 3 liaison conference: Sugiyama, 1:173-77.
German military attaches showed Japanese visitors how to lake Singa

pore: Deakin and Storry, 223.
744 Feb. 7, Hirohito’s discussion with Kido re German-Russian war: 

Kido, Nikki, 855.
March 3 meeting between Kido and Saionji Kinkazu: ibid., 859, supple

mented by interview with Matsumoto Shigeharu.
Saionji reported back to Ozaki: Deakin and Storry, 224; Johnson, 

152; Obata, Kindai, 57-59. Obi, Gendai-shi, vols. 1-3, contains a good 
deal of information on Sorge’s reports regarding the Matsuoka trip. See 
especially the thirtieth and fortieth interrogations of Sorgc by the pro
curator.

745 Hirohito gave audience to Matsuoka, March 11: Kido, Nikki, 861.
Matsuoka in Berlin: Feis, Pearl Harbor, 180-84; Tolischus, Record,

106-7; Presseisen, 289-93; Deakin and Storry, 224.
Hitler quoted re German objectives: Basic Army Order No. 24, March 

5,1941, cited in Feis, Pearl Harbor, 183.
Matsuoka four days with Ribbentrop, two interviews with Hitler: 

Presseisen, 289.
Matsuoka reported Hitler’s comments: Kido, Nikki, 861.
746 Dr. Paul Schmidt quoted re Matsuoka: William Shirer, The Rise 

and Fall of the Third Reich (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1960; Fawcett 
Crest Book, 1962), 1144.

Matsuoka’s exchanges with Ribbentrop: Presseisen, 289-91.
“If Japan gets into a conflict with the United States”: Shirer, 1146.
746-750 Hugging the  Bear: except as cited this section based on 

Feis, Pearl Harbor, 186-87, and Presseisen, 293-95.
748 Steinhardt’s report: telegram from Steinhardt to Secretary of State, 

March 24, 1941, Foreign Relations, U.S.: Japan, 1951—1941, 2:143-45.
Sorge explained neutrality pact to Red Army Intelligence: Johnson, 152; 

Deakin and Storry, 224.
Matsuoka lectured Stalin on Hakko Ichiu: Sugiyama, 1:201: Ike, 20- 

23; report of liaison conference, Apr, 22, 1941, during which Matsuoka 
gave account of his visits in Moscow.

Trans-Siberian express held for Matsuoka: Kase, 159.
749- 750 “Banzai for the Emperor!”: details of Stalin-Matsuoka ex

change at celebration of pact from Tolischus. Record, 106-7, as reported 
by members of Matsuoka’s party on return from Moscow.

750- 753 Konoye’s Peace Plot: account of the efforts of the Mary- 
knoll Fathets, see Taiheiyo, 8, final document, for memo drawn up by 
Ikawa Tadao and Father Drought which began negotiations. The rest of 
my account is taken from Farago, 172-88; Robert J. C. Butow, “The Hull- 
Nomura Conversations: A Fundamental Misconception,” American His
torical Review, 65:4 (July I960), 822-36; Konoye Memoirs, IPS 
Document No. 3 (Library of Congress Microfilm WT6, 329 ff.); Bishop 
Walsh to IMTFE, Exhibit 3441; see also Ike, xx-xxiii.
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' 1942-August 7, 1942 (Tokyo: Asahi Shinbumsha,. 1942); Rohan D. Rivett,
• Behind Bamboo: An Inside Story, of the: Japanese Prison Camps (Sydney: 

Angus &;Robertson Ltd., 1946),-containing an account of,,.the Sunda
- Straits" battle;. R. W. Volckmann, We Remained (New York: W. W.

• Norton & Co., 1954); Robert Ward, Asia for the Asiatics? The Techniques .
: ,','of Japanese Occupation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1945), ,
;,by the,:t).S. consul in Hong Kong in 1941; Osmar White,- Green Armour 
.{ (Sydney:. Angus and Robertson. Ltd., .1942), firsthand account, of. AuS-;

•; tralian defense of New Guinea; W. L. While, They Were Expendable 
(New York: .Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1942); and Malcolm Wright, If /  
Die: Coastwatching and Guerrilla Warfare Behind Japanese Lines (Mel
bourneLandsdown Press, 1965), adventure on the island of New Britain.

;' 853 Excerpt from Kido’s diary: Kido, Nikki, 932-33.
. .854 Invasion at Singora: Tsuji, S/ngopore, 82-88.
. Landing at Kota Bharu and Japanese sapper's action: ibid., 95.

- Fog over.air bases in Taiwan: Sakai Saburo, 71.
. ^Japanese Army pilots damaged Baguio: Ind, 91-105*.

, 855 Brereton urged take-off of B-I7’s and MacArthur’s refusal: Brere- 
tpn,.38-39.. ; ' . . .  '
" At,10 a.m. in Taiwan, fog lifted: Sakai Saburo, 71. .

855-856 Account of air attacks on Clark Field based on Brereton,- 39- 
,43; Morison, .3:170-71; Allison Ind, Bataan: The Judgment Seat (New 

. York: The Macmillan Co., 1944), 91-105.. ;
856 Account of one Japanese air ace and quotation: Sakai Saburo, 72-

■ 73: • ; . - , - ' . :
,. bSakai’s tribute to the B-17: ibid., 85. ■ ‘ , ‘ ■
•Y>4, :.857;J'0nly-a!’'clPud;marred- the day: see Emperor’s remarks to Sugiyama ’ 

.on.Feb.ilS, 1942;'Sugiyama, 2:26. -• -
' i f British destruction in Borneo oil fields: Wigmore, 180. " ’ ‘ ;
’ . 858 Attack on Guam: Morison, 3:185-^86, 1 . .. Y ' - v

• Japanese landings at’Aparri and Vigan: Kaw;agoe Moriji, Statements, ... 
2:155 f f . ;  Nakajima Toshio, ibid., 638-41. > ’ : , s ; . '  , .

Control of the  Ocean: this section based on .Gill, 476-83; Gren- 
; fellf 109-36;. Wlgmore, 141-45, with some details from-OM9; Gallagher, 

Retreat in the East (London: Gdorge C. Hatrap'’&Cp;'/l942)'V' \
. .‘•859 “Churchill’s yacht”: Gallagher, 45,. , ’ - 'XOVy/.; F./.y
:;';861 ■/■We;:are..off- to. look for trouble’.’: message ;ppsted;..m^JRepulse,, 
quoted, Gallagher, 45. r 7: . \  .

“Atdawn”: ibid.,49. ;.. Y.
; .v-:; 864 “Bloody.good shooting”: - CBS, correspondent Cecil;Brown,dn'iDon; 

VCorigden, ed.,,Combat:. The. War. with Japan (New York:1 Dell -Publishing4'- 
Co., 1962), 23; yY. ; Y ^ 1 * 1 ; ' ■ « ■ “(-O'i'
v' Officershad never seen such bombing: Gallagher, 60. . Y Y Y '■Y-Yf Y i

! “We have completed our task” : ibid., 70. 1- /;,,.. .’ ' Y 1 ! Y ;Y
•; News of victory reached Hirohito ai 3 v.M.vKido, Nikki, 933. . ' ; ;

•; 867; “Hup,hup,hqpray!’’:;;ibid.,... ;Y V ) Y . Y Y  Y (y Y-■ YYyY ■ Yy~;
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754 Matsuoka leceived immediately by Hirohito: Kido, Nikki, 870. Cf.
Konoye, “Memoirs/’ which suggests that Matsuoka merely stopped at Niju- 
bashi to do obeisance. j

Matsuoka “recovered from fatigue” : Kido, Nikki, 871. Kido,and 
Konoye were also indisposed at the same time, and Hirohito sent a 
courtier to Kido asking whom he was expected to turn to for advice.

Procrastination would make U.S. distrustful: Sugiyama, 203-5.
May 8 liaison conference: ibid., 205-7; Ike, 27-31. Prof. Ike’s book, 

Japan’s Decision for War, contains translations of liaison conferences and 
conferences in the Imperial Presence from April to December 1941. They 
are based on the Japanese text reproduced in Taiheiyo, 8. Sugiyama Memo 
from which the materials in Taiheiyo were drawn was not available to 
Prof. Ike when he began his work. Conversely T read Sugiyama Memo 
and drafted this and following chapters before Prof. Ike’s book came to 
my attention. In  ray final text I have followed, for the most part, Prof. 
Ike’s wording and am greatly indebted to him for the precision and polish 
of his translations. In one or two passages I have kept my own rough 
translation because I felt it better mirrored the roughness of the original.

755 Hirohito questioned Kido on “how to fathom Matsuoka”: Nikki, 
873.

Konoye and military chiefs discussed Matsuoka: Sugiyama, 213.
Hirohito to Konoye re considering replacement for Matsuoka: Konoye, 

"Memoirs.”
755-759 Matsuoka’s Treason: this section based on Farago, 191-

201.

758 Matsuoka’s report persuading Hirohito and Navy Staff that Code 
Purple remained secure: interview, Matsumoto Shigeharu; see also Kido, 
Nikki, 873.

759 Matsuoka’s campaign of double talk: see, e.g., his personal message 
to Molotov reported in Sugiyama, 1:295.

Matsuoka cabled Nomura revised version of “draft proposal” : Ike, 31.
Grew considered Matsuoka’s harangue “bellicose”: Foreign Relations, 

U.S,: Japan, 1951-1941,2: 146-48; see also Ten Years, 337.
Liaison conferences, May 12 and 15: Sugiyama, 1:207-11; Ike, 31-36. 

Ike dates the 23d liaison conference May 13, but Sugiyama, 207 and 
Taiheiyo, 8:416, agree that it was held on May 12.

760- 761 Liaison conference of May 22: Sugiyama, 1:211-15; Ike, 
36-43.

760 N. 10: Prince Takamatsu as Bo: I discussed this identification with 
Koizumi and Tanaka; Koizumi’s only response was that he had hear 
same account, but Tanaka declined to comment on the grounds tha a ' 
matsu was a Navy man and therefore outside his field of expertise.

761- 762 Liaison conference of May 29: Sugiyama, 1:215-17, Ike, 
43-46.

Matsuoka’s anti-British feelings: see, e.g., Kido, Nikki, 877-78. 762
762 Oshima’s cable: ibid., 879.
June 6 liaison conference: ibid.; see Sugiyama, 1:218.
Conference on June 7: Sugiyama, 1:218-20; Ike, 46-47. -
Matsuoka-Takamatsu exchange, June 12: Sugiyama, 1:220-2 , 

52-53.
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869 Cufflinks from Prince Mikasa: Tsuji, Underground Escape, 77.
Prince Takeda sent to Saigon: Asahi, Nov. 20,1942.
N. 2, death of Prince Nagahisa: Asahi, Sept. 6,1940.
870 Excerpt from Just Read This: ATIS Document No. 7396.
871 Malaya's Jitra L in e : this section based on Wigmore, 137-52, 

and Tsuji, Singapore, 107-25.
872 Bicycle troops: operations described in Tsuji, Singapore, 183-85.
873 W a k e : this section based on Morison, 3:223-54.
874 Hong ICong: this section based on Wigmore, 170-76; Strategicus, 

The War Moves East (London: Faber & Faber, 1942); James Bertram^ 
Beneath the Shadow (New York: John Day Co., 1947), 78-96.

Japanese terror at field hospital in St. Stephen’s College: testimony of 
James Barnett, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 13112 If.

877-887 Lu zo n : this section and the following Manila and The 
D e fen se  of Bataan are based, except as specifically cited, on Hattori, 
278-83 (plus separate folio of annotated m aps); on Hattori (he was chief 
of operations in the Army General Staff) in Statements, 1:315-90; on 
other officers’ statements, ibid., 2:115-36, 393-96, 576-77, 627-30, 
638-44, 657-60, 661-68; ibid., 3:80-97, 110-17, 152-59; ibid; 4:369- 
82, 544—51; 552-57; and on Agoncillo, 1:124-62, and Toland, But Not 
in Shame, 124—93.

877- 878 Seventy-three convoys: Kawagoe Moriji, Statements, 2:122-35; 
Ohmae Toshikazu, ibid,, 3:60-63.

N. 4; Japanese commanders claimed only 15,000 troops landed: for 
data and reasons see, e.g., Kawagoe, Morioka, Ohyabe, Onumu, Towatari, 
Statements, 2:117, 578; 3:81,153; 4:375,

878- 879 Fall-back of Gen. Wainwright's forces: this and following two 
paragraphs, personal knowledge refreshed by conversations with my father, 
J. Van Wie Bergamini, and reference to the diaries of my mother, Clara 
D. Bergamini.

879 Honma on ramp of barge: Agoncillo, 1, plate opp. p. 87,
Landings at Lamon Bay and Legaspi: Morioka Susumu, Statements,

2:576-77.
N. 6, 7: Ohyabe Shozo, Statements, 3:81.
N. 8: Kawagoe Moriji, Statements, 2:117; interview with Fujisawa.
N. 9: Nara Akira, Statements, 2:662.
880 MacArthur announced decision to Quezon Dec. 23: see Agoncillo, 

1:79. Maeda Masami, Statements, 2:393, says Gen. Honma knew of deci
sion through spies by Dec. 25.

Message from Quezon to Japanese colonel: see note on pages 87
881 Sugiyama to Honma re Philippines command: Kojima, 1:182-85.
882 On withdrawal to Bataan: Haba Hikaru, Statements, 1:195; Naka-

yamaMakoto, ibid., 2:657-60. ... .. TC.Q
Kido interviewed Lt. Gen. Tanaka: Kido, Nikki, 936; Agoncillo, 1:358.
882-883 Hirohito urged Sugiyama to abbreviate timetable: Hattori, 

Statements, 1:315-16.
883 Honma’s staff officers had protested: Maeda Masami, Statements, 

2:393; Nakajima Yoshio, ibid.,2:638-44.
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War Minister Anami, He performed it willingly enough because it helped 
liim save face before his subordinates. He was known as an advocate of 
surrender, but of conditional surrender. For months he had been promising 
his men that he would wrest an honorable peace from the Allies or die in 
the attempt. He had made a similar pledge to the Emperor.

Of the cabal of young officers who had served Hirohito since the early 
1920’s, the sleek, burly Anami was the most dedicated and loyal, the most 
perfect exemplar of the samurai ideal. His archery was only one of the 
ancient knightly exercises by which he kept himself fit; he had also attained 
the fifth degree in kendo, the traditional Japanese swordsmanship. Con
temptuous of money, careless of personal comfort, he cultivated a relaxed 
frame of mind, what the Japanese call “a belly that knows how to sit down.” 
He was no intellectual and had twice failed the entrance examinations for 
military' academy. But he knew how to lead men. In combat he was re
nowned for his nerves of steel. Out of combat he was beloved for his even 
temper, his affable storytelling, and his hard drinking.

Having gone through military academy with Prince Asaka and Prince 
Higashikuni, the Emperor’s uncles. Anami had come into the palace circle 
naturally at the outset of his career and had been a part of it ever since. He 
had served as an aide-de-camp for the Emperor from 1926 to 1932. On the 
very day of Hirohito’s accession to the Throne, December 25, 1926, Anami 
had represented the palace at a meeting with Tojo and other members of 
the cabal, a meeting which had resolved on the “liberation” of Manchuria 
from Chinese sovereignty. Many sensitive assignments later, Anami had 
found himself in 1944 attempting to perform miracles in New Guinea where 
the Japanese garrisons were cut off from outside help. When the situation 
had become equally desperate in Tokyo in December 1944, Hirohito, at the 
instigation of his two uncles, had had Anami flown home.

At 10:00 p .m., eleven hours after the second atomic bomb had been 
popped, thd sturdy Anami was still finding arguments against uncondi
tional surrender. His opponents, who did not fight a bout and fill a clout 
each day, were all exhausted. Prime Minister Suzuki, Hirohito’s old grand 
chamberlain, decided that enough of a gesture had been made. He called 
a recess and left the other members of his government to enjoy the hos
pitality of his residence while he drove to the palace. It was a clear night. 
The moon had not yet risen. Tokyo lay blacked out. As his car groped 
along behind its hooded headlights, Suzuki admired the silhouettes of the 
great trees on either side of the palace malls.

the old admiral-chamberlain-prime minister found Hirohito sitting up 
"aihng for him in the library. He reported the deadlock in deliberations 
and advised the Emperor to break it by calling an immediate council in

e Imperial 'Presence. Hirohito consented instantly and asked his at- 
endants to phone Lord Privy Seal Kido and make the necessary' arrange- 

®ents. By prior agreement with Kido, Suzuki then asked the Emperor if

A-Bomb
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Baronj H iranum a might be invited to the council.H irohito  winced and 
nodded his assent vyith downcast eyes.Few  men in . Japan Had tried harder, 
than Baron Hiranum a to turn Hirohito from the path to Pearl H arbor; 
few had m ore right to say, “I told you so.” ... . ' .
. A t eighty, Baron Hiranum a represented the traditional 'pre-fascist variety 

of right-wing nationalism in Japan. He had the backing of other mbssback 
aristocrats and also of many slum gang leaders and shape-upbosses.F rom . 
1929 to 1936 he had  directed the .affluent National Bdimdation -SpciHy dr 
Kokuhonsha, an equivalent in U.S. terms of a combined Mafia headquarters' 
and New Y ork Athletic Club. Through his underworld connections lie 
claimed to represent labor, and through labor, the people. In -the; early ■ 
years of H irohito’sre ign , Baron H iranum a ’had  ; supporfed-;iai^ 
faction in the Arm y which, wished to direct Japanese aggression, against• 
Russia. In  addition; as a legal authority, he had taken the position that 
Hirohito should not be above the law in act unless he Were willing to avow 
himself above the law ;in nam e as well. A fter long conflict,H irohito had 
conceded the point in 1936 when he personally and openly purged the' 
Strike-North faction from the Army and turned on. China. At the same 
time he had reached an understanding with Hiranum a and appointed him; 
to . the presidency of the Privy Council, an advisory body which met With 
H irohito every W ednesday morning. In 1939 Baron Hiranuma had gone 
on; to preside as prim e minister over the,Nom onhan, Incident,va .hmitfed ! 
exploratory attack on Russia. It had turned into a fiasco and Baron Hira- 

. nuffla h a d : withdrawn into brief retirement. He had sprung back as a 
Cabinet minister in 1941 and had survived an assassination attempt by 
a hired gunman who tried to m urder him for his outspoken opposition to
w ar with America. Since then he 'had helped Prince Konpye; to.'orgaiii2e_;
the Peace Faction. '
■. When Lord.Privy Seal Kido arrived at the library a. few- minutes later, 

he assured Hirohito .that Baron H iranum a wo.uffl cause no- trouble, He :and , 
Kido had had a long talk the day before; there was an, understanding; 
Hirohito, nodded gratefully.. The baron certainly had a sharp legal mind. 
And he had proved his .pertinacious lbyalty:even a s a n  opponent; It was,; 

; probably no more than just that he should assist at these final fateful de- :, 
liberations. Hirohito waited restlessly for them to begin. It was 11:00 p .m . 
before the members of the Cabinet and High Conirnand began to arrive
at the ;library. L ord  :Privy .S ea k K id o  bustled -about, having 'a  w ord  'With , 
each  o f  them . ChambOrlains and :eguexrics: then escorted  them  one. by one  
around to  the h illsid e entrance o f .th e  im perial bunker and dow n the;steps., 
in to  the hill, s i x t y ; f e e t i n t o l t  horizontally , ;; fifty ; fee t I n t ^  
th e  anteroom  ou tsid e th e  subterranean audience cham ber. It w as 11:20 p .m . 
b efore th ey  Were all briefed  and assem bled;

A t 11 :25 h.M . ;Kido .had a last twelve-minute meeting with H irohito,. 
and then the Em peror proceeded down .into die bunker through his own
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Terauchi’s message to Honma, transmitted verbally: Arao Okikatsu, 

Statements, 1:44-46; Ishii Masami, ibid., 587; Maeda Masami, ibid., 
2:393-96.

Piince Takeda sent to Manila: Asahi, Jan. 20, 1942; Ishii Masami, 
Statements, 2; 588.

Takeda communicated “real situation in the Philippines” to Hirohito: 
ibid., supplemented by intetview with tetiied lieutenant general.

884 Cable to Honma, his discussion with Takeda: "Honma Trial Tran
script” (National War Memorial, Canberra) 3:225-27; Maeda Masami, 
Statements, 2:393-96.

Lt. Gen. Nara Akira a kinsman of Nara Takeji: Koizumi, interview.
Nara’s attack on Abucay line: According to Hattori, Statements, 1:383, 

the official order for the attack was Impel ial General H Q. Army Directive 
No. 1076. According to letired Lt, Gen. Fujisawa Shigezo, directives with 
this designation were taitnei or Great Orders, which had to be not only 
reported to Hirohito by his aides-de-camp but actually stamped with Hiro- 
hito’s personal seal of state. The seiies of which this was No. 1076 had 
started with the various orders for Dec. 8, 1941; in other words, in a 
little over a month, Hirohito had personally issued ovei a thousand orders 
to the Army alone.

885 Honma’s meeting with Gen. Staff officers from Tokyo: Kojima, 
1:182-85.

886 “an old carp . . . must be fished patiently”: Fujisawa, interview.
Eisenhower had “studied dramatics under MacArthur”: quoted, Lee, 99.
Eisenhower’s staff study: Long, MacArthur, 74-75,
887-890 Retreat From Malaya: this section based on Percival; 

Tsuji, Singapore; Wigmore, 337-81; Attiwill, passim.
On Japanese planning for advance on New Zealand and Samoa, see 

Takahashi Chikaya, Statements, 4:34-37.
888 Churchill’s complaint re Singapore’s guns: 4:50-51.
890-896 Singapore’s Agony: this section based on Percival, 272-301; 

Tsuji, Singapore; Wigmore, 337-81; Attiwill, passim.
Situation at Imperial Headquarteis, Tokyo: interview with retired Navy 

commander.
Liaison conference of Feb. 4: Sugiyama, 2: Intro. 11-13.
891 Hirohito’s briefing protracted many hours: interview with retired 

Navy commandel.
Hirohito’s conference with Sugiyama, Feb. 9: Sugiyama, 2:22.
For a more detailed account of Yen’s position, see George E. Taylor, 

The Struggle jor North China (New York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 
1940).

General Staff kept a Yen file: interview with Tanaka Takayoshi.
892 Yen’s name a code word: interview with Tanaka Takayoshi. The 

first Yen Hsi-shan operation—a hunt of Yen’s men from airplanes—is 
described in Haiada, 2:36.

“The Yen Hsi-shan treatment” : interviews with Tanaka and Fujisawa; 
also see Kido’s references to Yen Hsi-shan operations in 1940-41, Nikki, 
843, 847, 886, 901, 902, 907, 920.

892-893 Hirohito’s conference with Sugiyama, Feb. 9 (continued):

Notes to pages 884-893



1029 Fate of derelicts: Nachi, ibid., 239; Kiso, ibid., 356; Kongo, ibid., 
410; Kumano, ibid., 357.

Total losses, Japanese and American: ibid., Appendix II (Japanese) 
and Appendix I (U.S.).

1029-1030 Emperor’s message to kamikaze: Kido, Nikki, 1148; inter
view with retired Navy commander; Inoguchi et al, 64.

1030 Leyte casualties: Morison, 12:397; Toland, Rising Sun, 607.
Luzon casualties: Smith, Appendix H, 692,694.
Iwo casualties: Morison, 14:68-69.
Incendiary raids: Berger, 145.
Okinawa casualties: U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, Campaigns of 

Pacific War, 331; Appleman et al, 473.
1031 N. 7; Survey on Japan’s will to fight: U.S. Strategic Bombing 

Survey, Effects of Strategic Bombing on Japanese Morale, also Summary 
Report, 21.

1032 Warning leaflets: Berger, 146,149.
Hirohito’s bleak personal prospects: Coox, 100; Koizumi interview. It 

may be that Hirohito did not seriously entertain any thoughts of suicide or 
abdication. He knew, however, that some of his samurai retainers would 
expect one or the other of him as a matter of honor.

Lingayen Gulf landing: Morison, 13:123-50, 193-96.
1033 15,000 Japanese sailors and Marines to Manila: ibid., 196-97.
Intramuros casualties: Smith, 306-7.
Japanese intentions for war prisoners: see, e g., telegram entitled Army 

Asia (Secret) No. 2257 introduced in evidence, “Proceedings,” 14533; or 
Taikoku Camp document on “final disposition" introduced ibid., 14725, or 
file of radio messages concerning "release without record” from chief 
P.O.W. administrator, Tokyo, to chief of staff, Taiwan Army, IPS Docu
ment No. 2697.

Palawan massacre: Lord Russell, 88-91.
1034 The prison hulks: ibid., 93-107.
1035 Vice war minister telegram on war prisoners: IPS Document No. 

2697.
1036 Kamikaze spirit and effectiveness: e.g., Suzuki Kantaro quoted in 

Inoguchi et al, 189-90.
“Death without meaning”: Sakai Saburo, 319; also 306, 309.
Flight described in detail: ibid., 302-25.
1037 Details of March 9 raid: Berger, 127-31.
1038 Fire raid casualties: Kato, 215,224.
Hirohito moved underground: Coox, 24.
1038-1039 Hirohito on March 9: ibid., 28.
N. 10: Poison gas proposal: Newcomb, 240.
1039 Spare Imperial Palace: Toland, Rising Sun, 744.
Kido advised informal visit to ruins: Kido, Nikki, 1176-177.
N. 11: U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, Japanese Morale; also Summary 

Report, 21. 1040
1040 Yamatolost: Ito Masanori, 184-90.
Details of Cho’s death: Tanaka interview; see also Appleman, et al,

Notes to pages 1029-1040 1197
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Sugiyama, 2:22—25. ;■ y  y ;Jy yyy
.. Sbgiyama -d i s c u f s ^ } s } t u | t i o n f w i f h th retired officer,;* i ■ 

Excerpt from Tsuji: Singaporey 258,. supplemented;.by 
■ Fujisawa.,. 7 v ...yy::;-. . /y ; V':.; ^ ^ v V V : C

Tsuji’s Teference ,to.reduction of Taiyuan Sheng: for Prince Kanin Haru- 
hito’s and Prince Takeda’s paiisun tKis earlier atrocity^see'XsH/iiy Mar. ^O,.

Japanese action: at Alexandrai Barracks'^Hospital;V TAiji A Shmn pore ̂
2 5 9 - 6 5 . . ■ ,  ■ ;.A - ' y /. /y y A A v V ■'

896-897 ICido had warned Hirohito: - Nikici, 943-44;;- see also Kido- 
Koichi, Statements, 2:195, “The Emperor wore an expression as if to say,
T wonder if Kido knows what he is saying.’ ”. ^

897 Hirohito?sstM em eritfo iT ojpV 'K ^ Nikki,.945.
The next morriirig Hirohito .informed ;Kido:ibid.,;946. v ' ; - ;•

, Hirohito had watched newsreels: ibid., 944. ; t ; ! 1--,V \X<TryVy’i
898- 899 Plans to Jnvade, Australia .VHa^ and. Staieineiite,:: 

1:357-58; interview with retired Navy commander.; . . V ' Al y y A y  Vv..
899- 900 Liaison conference of Feb. 23:: Sugiyama, 2 :30^33. > f  ■
900 N. 14: Sugiyama,2:32. . :■ • .
901 Liaison conference of'MarchT: Sugiyama, 2 : 12V ■ y ’y y ’V A  * •

Excerpt from Kido’s diary: Nikki, 949-50. \
902 N. 15: Sugiyama; 2:60. ;
904 Hirohito’s attitude to Hoiig Kong disclosures:;: Kido, Nikki,.,950. /
904H906 On the capture of Bataan: Akiyama Monjiro, Statehtehfs,1:;J8-'. 

20; Nara Akira, ibid., 2:661-458; Onuma Kiyoshi, ibid., 3 :152^59;^hyaba, ,; 
Shpro, ibid., 3 :80-97; Oishi Hiromi, ibid., 3:110-117; Ypshida Motp-. 
hiko, ibid., 4:544-51. '

906-909 T h e  Death  Ma rch : , this section based on Agoncillo, 1: 198- : 
.231; Dyess, 61-132 passim;'IM TFE“Proceedings,” 12578-738.;/Tblarid,; . 
Not in Shame, 70-104; Tsuji, Guadarukanaru. ■ y y .  :f  CV " V.

Brig. Gen. Steve Mellnik, U.SvA. Ret;, in; his'P/n/ippinc D;fl;y, 7939- 
1945 (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1969) , tells of acting as 
guide after the fall of Corregjdor to a Japanese colonel who would appear: 
almost certainly to have been the.redoubtable .Tstiji ; ‘ V :.

A few commanders.refused io be bullied:..Im ai-T^ .s’
909 Kido knew Korematsu well: Kido records in A/kk/ over.100 meet-.

ings with him. , y y  ; " y r y y y A ' - yprk-r.y
910 Kido’s talk with the Empress Dowager and th fjb b tam ^  ._ •

Kido, Nikki, 956, supplemented by interview, Koizumi Shinzo. ; y y . :
910-912 Doolittle raid: see James.MerrilLpassim-/- !•:; r ; ■
912 To jo defended captured. U.S. airmen: see. esp, testimony evetr of

Tojo’s arch rival, Tanaka JFakayoshi,,iM TFE /9^ •
913 Orders: • USAFFE, “ Japanese Monograph’’ No..71, 86- 87;.see!also , .

87—118. A ‘ :v. ^ v . - r : ; ':V'V;:‘A A - v , '" V V i V . y y K j f ^ :A...;.
Destruction in Chekiang and Kiahgsi: Janies, MerrilirdOO.,,^P ^P p rp 'P :',- ',
914 Armada.;dispatched to Midwayybri Jhterrelatiphship^.^f jHpoBttle 

raid;and Midway attack,;;see'AgawaK271“ 72.vii;J^;

1188 • ;■ ■; '%< vvV'A, ;y [;\.:TNotes to  pages 896-914H
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Okinawa, the Last Battle, United States Army in World War II: The War 
in the Pacific, vol. 1 (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Office 
of the Chief of Military History, 1948).

1041 In Japanese the equivalent of “ it never rains but it pours” is 
“while crying stung by a bee on the face.” On top of the fire bombing the 
atomic bomb stung cruelly. Kato, Lost War, 217.

1042 “Emperor . . . retained the people’s faith”: Summary Report, 21. 
Imperial Family Council: Kido, Nikki, 1225; see also Coox,*126.
1042- 1043 Anami’s visit to Prince Mikasa: Craig, 148; Toland, Rising 

Sun, 824.
1043- 1044 Installation of Lincoln’s bust: Oya, Ichiban nagai hi, 202; 

Oya, Longest Day, 312. (The choice of words in the Japanese text seems 
to me to convey a richer feeling of belly talk and belly laughter than that 
of the English text.)

Notes to pages 1041-1053

Epilogue: New Clothes

This brief review of Japanese events since 1945 is based on the com
mon record of news reports and on conversations with Japanese. I have 
cited below a few specific sources for details which seem to me to have 
gone unappreciated. Essentially my account is an interpretation of events 
— an opinion, if you will—suggesting the relevance of what has gone 
before in these pages to what may come after. I have drawn on no state 
papers and no diaries of statesmen because none are available. I look for
ward, however, to the gradual opening of such records in the years and 
decades ahead. 1045 1046 1047 * 1049 1050

1045 Japanese arsenals turned over to native patriots: e.g., see N.Y. 
Times, Sept. 9,1945, and Singapore Times, Nov. 20, Dec. 12,1945.

1046 Cheat-the-enemy tactics: see Tsuji, Underground Escape, 1-90.
N. 1. from interviews with retired Maj. Gen. Kajiura Ginjiro.
1047 6,000 Japanese prisoners attacked by tribesmen on Borneo: K. G.

Tregonning, A History of Modern Sabah (North Borneo, 1881-1963), 2d 
ed. (Singapore: University of Malaya Press, 1965), 217-221.

1049 Hanging t h e  T iger: this section based on “Yamashita Trial 
Proceedings” (unpublished papers, National War Memorial, Canberra), 
passim. See also Potter, Soldier Must Hang, 170-97, and Reel, passim.

1050 News reports quoted: Potter, 180.  ̂ ,
Yamashita took pains to remove U.S. prisoners from Baguio: authors

experience; Watanabe Hiroshi, Statements, 4:448-53;^ see also Todam 
Naotoshi, Yama Yukaba Kusamusu Shikabane [Walk in the Mountains, 
Rot as a Corpse in the Grass] (Osaka: Bunsho-in, 1965), passim-

1051- 52 Yamashita in his own defense: excerpted from Yamashita s 
final statements to the court, N.Y, Times, Dec. 1,1945.

N. 5: Taylor quoted: Neil Sheehan article, N.Y. Times, Tan. 9, 1940; 
Reel protested: letter to N.Y. Times, Jan. 19, 1946. See also Newswee , 
Feb. 22, March 22,1946.

1052- 1053 Justice Frank Murphy quoted: N.Y. Times, Feb. 5,1946.
1053- 1054 Gen. MacArthur’s statement on the Yamashita case:
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• >f THE;Death oIf 'iEorregidor: this section based on Yoshida.Motbhiko, 
(f Siataiiehis;4l352-57i-and Mdltnk;.Philippine Diary, 135-55. - - • ! 1
^.i'Sii^Sl^/Pririce'Higashikunl’s son on tour.of southern areas: Asahi, 

May 17,27,1942. . y ; ' / ’. 1 ' - ■■ .y ;  ; y  \ ( :
;>^v.7.916^26.;;THfe::̂ CORAL' Sea: this section based mainly on Morison, 
^<4:21-64-Tto-Masanori, 52-53; Toland, But Not in Shame, 369-73, '

.; 920-933 Midway: .this section based on Morison, 4:69-159; Lord, 
Incredible Victory; Fuchida et al; Tuleja; and Toland, But Not in Shame,

;( ;3 7 3 -9 s ,y y y y y y - ;r; ' \  • y ; ' _y
931-932 Attack of Yorktoxvn and Enterprise dive bombers: Who 

h. bombedirwhat'jhas been the source of controversy. On review I have.-ac-. 
^.^P.N^^tfie7rec6ristruction.by Walter Lord in Incredible Victory, 289-95,- 

which seems to me best to accommodate the largest number of details in 
the accounts of Japanese as well as American,eyewitnesses.

i':7 V 28.  ‘ Crumbling Empire
' For this chapter, in addition to sources cited or listed in the bibliog- . 

raphy, I have drawn for background on: A. G. Allburv, Bamboo and 
Bitshido (London: Robert Hale, 1955), firsthand account of work on the 

: ; Bunna;Tiiar railroad; Benedict R, O’G. Anderson, “Japan the. Light of 
...Asia”. ifPhiD.; dissertation, Yale University, 1964), Japanese policies in 
■ Indonesia; Corey.Ford, Short Cut to Tokyo:. The Battle for the Aleutians 

j :(New(York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1943); Frank Foster, Comrades in 
: Bondage .(London; Skefiington and Son, Ltd., n.d. [1946], fall of Java 
; and Burma-Thai railroad; Ernest Gordon, Through the Valley of theKwai 

/(NewYork: -. Harper and Brothers, 1962); Agnes Newton Keith, Three' 
JlCame'H^ Little, Brown & Co;, 1947) ; K. P.: MacKenzie,
::;}fi^aliqnYtRahgqpn Jail ;(London: Christopher, Johnson Ltd.;/; 1954),. 
;::-;'jApanwe:.pnspneirs in Btirma; William H- ATcDougall; fr,, By .Eastern fyin- 
;* iJpwsi'Tji'f Story-of a Battle of Souls arid Minds iii the Prison Camps of

Arthur Barker Ltd., 1951).;:Nakamura’Aketoj-Hofoke “■(, 
i  no{slnreikan:-Chu-tdi kaiso-roku. [Buddha’s Commander: s Reminiscences - 
:■ (ofGarrisonDuty in Thailand] (Tokyo: Nihon Shuho-sha, 1958); Rbco«- 

OfficiaLRecord of the Australian Army’s Successes in the.Of}eh-v 
Against 'iN&iv <3tiine6] iSeptemb/et 1943June 1944; (Director General ■■■ 

\ . {of. public Relatiphs; Under Authority (of 'SirThomas 'Blarney, C-in*C,--Ausr ; 
t̂h.rMiari'Miiifary Forces); Alfred A. Weinstein, Bdrbed-Wire Surgeon; {New .
York: The . Macmillan Co., 1948), efforts (of a doctormCamp.O’Donnell;;

; (.and. Cabanatuan;, :and Desmond.. V/ettem, T&. Lo/;e(v' Battle (London: •
•f ;;’W .(jHhAl^ ,_.adyenfure'of ivho hid
: .^^V 'S pngn 'a i and evaded’c'apfuhs for four .:yeafyg;y:(y-'/''h.-Lv ; / .  ;

(934 .Sumo-wrestling image: letter from Yamamoto; Eisuke; tbK ido, ( 
£( June 5,1943 (th eday. of; Adm. YamamotoJsoroku’s funeral—no relation) 
.L.ICahfei bunsho,'596-97:..vJapan,wak.a4small(sumbnWrestleLbr^ (tech-,. 

nique fighting a grand champion(of. great(.weight., Tnstead,of waiting .for 
tyc. usual.limbering-up ceremonies( the;little,wrestler attacked and almost.; ' 
Pushedthe champ ion ou t o f the ring... . but. tire grand .champion staggered; (( 

■(rh.b.ack at the edge.of the, ring, plaiited'.hisrfe&Vfirihiy;!'hnd'sio##•'6egah'-td'L.-
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R e m i n i s c e n c e s ,  295-96.
1054 Gen. Yamashita’s last hours: Potter, Soldier Must Hang, 194.
Cutting Off the Nose: this section based on “Honma Tiial Proceed

ings” (unpublished papers, National War Memorial, Canberra).
1055 Honma’s American lawyers active in his defense: Toland, Rising 

Sun, 320 n.
fustice Murphy quoted: ibid.
MacArthur defended verdict: Reminiscences, 296-98.
1056 Honma’s last letter to his children: Toland, Rising Sun, Mac

Arthur quoted: 298.
1059 Okawa’s behavior at trial opening: John Luter, Dispatch No. 284 

to Time magazine; in Okawa’s ravings Luter included: “Do you know 
Happy Chandler? I’m going into business with him.”

Okawa raved to reporters: Gayn, Japan Diary, 209; Newsweek, May 13, 
1946, cited in Butow, To jo, 485.

1060 Official diagnosis of Okawa: ibid., 486.
Many Japanese impressed by evidence of savagery: Takeda, 120-23.
Shigemitsu asked Hirohito to his face: Kase Toshikazu, in N.Y. Times, 

Sept. 2,1970; see also his Journey to the "Missouri,” 220 ff.
1061 A Japanese newspaperman observed: Tony Kase, interview.
Japanese attitudes at beginning of trial, and judgment declared hidoi:

Carl Mydans, Dispatch No. 770 to Life International, Nov. 13, 1948.
1062 “the comic helplessness of being Japanese”: Faubion Bowers (a 

personal aide-de-camp to MacArthur, 1945-46), “How Japan Won the 
War,” N.Y. Times Magazine, Apr. 30, 1970, 39. See also Yoshida, 59.

1063 Factory Power: In this brief recital of Japan’s economic lesur- 
gence I have consulted Louis Kraar, Fortune, Sept. 1970, 126; Takashi 
Oka, N.Y. Times, Jan. 5, 1970; “What Makes Japanese Business Grow,” 
Boston Consulting Group (unpublished printed material) *, “The Japanese 
Economy: A Continuing Miracle?” Interplay, Dec. 1969/Jan. 1970; James 
C. Abegglen, "The Economic Giowth of Japan,” Scientific American, 
March 1970, 31,

1065 Merchant families have ties of marriage to nobility: for a full 
account of merchant-noble intermarriage see Suzuki Yukio, esp. the 
genealogies.

1066 “Occupation was hampered by its lack of knowledge . . 
quoted, in Bowers, “How Japan Won the War,” 37. The extent of U.S. 
ignorance remains a moot point. Gen. MacArthur’s Staff, Historical Report 
of Operations in the Southwest Pacific Area, completed in 1951, told the 
story from the general’s point of view (vol. 1) and from captured docu
ments by the Japanese commanders (vol. 2); it has remained classified. 
Morison, 12:ix, says of it: “Only three copies were printed (and don’t 
ask me where I saw one, I can’t tell!).”

Roughly §9 million spent on war crime trials: Carl Mydans, Dispatch 
No. 770 to Life International, Nov. 13,1948.

1068 Privy Pocketing: this section based on Kuroda, 185 ff., supple
mented by N.Y. Times, Dec. 27, 1967, Dec. 27, 1968, Jan. 25, 1970.

1070 Another $2 million to build new summer villa for the Emperor:

Notes to pages 1054-1070



935 Kido persuaded him Throne not yet so desperate: Nikki, 967-68.
Kido received visit from Yoshida; ibid.
Peace Faction: see note on page 64 (in Ch. 2 of Notes).
Dec. 16,1941, Kido talked with Konoye: Kido, Nikki, 934.
Konoye met again, Jan. 20, with Kido: ibid., 941.
Harada leported to Kido on police opinion of Saionji Kinkazu: ibid 

942-43.
Hirohito discussed Sorge case with Home Minister Yuzawa: ibid., 951. 

Saionji Kinkazu interrogated: Johnson, 199; Deakin and Storry, 292. After 
the war Saionji became Japan’s unofficial ambassador to Communist China. 
When he returned to Japan in 1969 he set out to act as a bridge between 
Peking and the West. He appeared conspicuously in photographs of the 
Chinese Ping-Pong team which accompanied a U.S. team on a widely 
publicized good will tour of China in 1971. Moieover, a Japanese diplo
mat has told me that he played a leading role as intermediary in the 
Washington-Peking negotiations that preceded the Ping-Pong rapproche
ment. Once branded a spy, Saionji Kinkazu was at last being appreciated 
for his true forte as an international go-between.

937 Kido’s frank conversation with Konoye: Nikki, 951.
937-938 Konoye’s proposed peace trip to Europe, Yoshida’s letter: 

ibid., 967-68.
939 Landings on Guadalcanal: Morison, 4:283-91.
On surprise caused by Guadalcanal landings in ranks of palace staff 

officers: Takahashi Chikaya, Statements, 4:34-37. In Sugiyama, 2: Intro., 
15, the news is described as coming like “cold water in a sleeper’s ear.”

940 Australian coast-watcher saw Japanese planes approaching: Mori
son, 4:292.

940-941 Sakai’s adventure: Sakai Saburo, 218-34,
941 N .l: Raymond F. Tolivei and Trevor J. Constable, Fighter Aces 

(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1965), 338, 345, 345.
943 Battle of Savo Island: Morison, 5:17-64; Collier, 278-86.
943-944 Guadacanal routine: Morison, 5, is basic source; many details 

from Griffith.
945 Hirohito gave lunch to Nomura and Kuiusu: Kido, Nikki, 979.
Hirohito proposed Tojo as foreign minister: ibid., 980-81.
Hiranuma’s audience with the Emperor: ibid., 982.
947 Battle of the Eastern Solomons: Morison, 5:79-107.
948 New troops commanded by Maj. Gen. Hyakutake Seikichi: on this

and following imperial interventions in the Guadalcanal battle, see Trans- 
lations, 3, No. 3, “Truth of the Guadalcanal Battle.” . . . .

Hirohito informed Kido that counterattack had failed: Kido, Nim, 
983-84.

Saratoga torpedoed: Morison, 5:111-13.
Casualties in Hyakutake’s bayonet charges: Griffith, 121.
Japanese submarine damage: Morison, 5:130-38.
U.S. troops got adequate supplies: Griffith, 130.
949 Maruyama’s attack: Griffith, 168-73.
950 “second attack has failed”; Kido met Konoye at hospital, new
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ambassador to Rome: Kido, Nikki, 989-91.
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, Naval Battle of Guadalcanal: Morison, 5:225-82.
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rnoto, 61; Kido, Nikki. 994-95.
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Dec. 9 liaison conference: Sugiyama, 2:191.
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details of shrine and ceremony. Enthronement, 71-74.
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Sugiyama, 2, Intro., 18.
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ing Japanese Gen. Miyazaki.
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privileged sources.

960 To eat the flesh of Americans: there weie several cases in the 
Marianas, IMTFE “Proceedings,” 15035 ff.

Prisoner of war statistics: ibid., 14901.
961 Japan’s policy on piisoners, Prisoner of War Information Bureau: 
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private door by his own stairway. H e looked into the subterranean living 
room where some of his children and nieces and nephews were camped out 
asleep on the rugs and sofas. He spoke briefly with his chief aide-de-camp. 
He passed inspection by his wife. Empress Nagako. Then at ten minutes 
to midnight, his hair noticeably unkempt, his eyes unusually deep-set and 

- haogard-looking, he entered the hot, damp 30-by-l 8-foot chamber. Voices 
hushed and there were sighs of astonishment at his disheveled appearance. 
He sat down behind a table, covered like an altar with a cloth of golden 
chrysanthemum brocade.

At Hirohito’s back extended a magnificent, six-gate, golden screen. 
Before him, behind two narrow tables along the walls, sat eleven tired 
men, Four were civilians, four were generals, and three were admirals. 
The gathering was an accurate cross-section of the hierarchy which took 
turns administering Hirohito's police state. All were of the inner clique 
and had been privy to high conspiratorial affairs since the late 1920’s. All 
knew now that the great gamble of war had been lost. Suicide or prison 
closed in ahead of them. The stuffy air of the shelter seemed, in the words 

„ of one of them, “to buzz with the spirits of the dead.” A mood of bitter 
spiritualistic Weltschmerz engulfed the room.

Prime Minister Suzuki’s secretary, Sakomizu Hisatsune, had the uncanny 
feeling that he and his companions in the bunker had already passed over 
into the other world. A nimbus seemed to surround the Emperor. Military 
Affairs-Bureau Chief Yoshizumi Masao, sitting next to Sakomizu, bore an 
eerie resemblance to another Military Affairs Bureau chief, Nagata Tetsu- 
zan, who had been stabbed to death exactly ten years ago by an assassin 

, sent to him from Hirohito’s two uncles, Prince Asaka and Prince Higa- 
shikuni. It seemed only right that Nagata should have returned now. Until 
a month before his murder, he had been the leader of the Emperor’s Army 
cabal. He had fallen out with Hirohito over plans for the war with China 
and had embarrassed Hirohito through security leaks. He had been offered 
a chance to save himself by resigning or taking a leave of absence, but he 
had chosen instead to remain at his post and to become a sacrificial victim.

The haunting presence of Nagata’s spirit in the bunker seized so strongly 
on Secretary Sakomizu’s mind that years later his vision was incorporated 

■' w a Painting of the surrender scene which he commissioned foi the 
f memorial museum to Prime Minister Suzuki. By subtly strengthening the 

c m and filling out the lips of the real man in the bunker, the artist re
created a startling likeness of Nagata as he looked at a conference in 1935 

i s °%  before his death. The men across from him seem to be eyeing him 
7 ‘ly ^ut be does not look hack at them. His eyes appear to be closed, 
st f°n< ^  bps Plays a distant half smile, half sneer of sardonic 

i Sals acdon. Thousands of Japanese visit the Suzuki Museum each year 
f anJ Sllen% file past the painting.

n real bunker, that evening of August 9, 1945, the cynical, impres-

r
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sionable Secretary Sakomizu saw the.ghostly proceedings open with a cere
monial recitation of all the anguished: arguments , o f : the , preceding' days. 
Hirohito sat listening mute'and immobile, ramrod stiff, at the altar before 
the: golden screen, Foreign . Minister Togo and' Navy Minister Yonai re
viewed the inescapable reasons for accepting unconditional ■ surrender. War 
Minister Anami and Army ‘Chief .of.Staff Umezu ..begged—fforothe. honor . 
of the living and the dead—to fight a final battle. . . .a . ... j

Then Prime Minister Suzuki called on the octogenarian lawyer, Baron 
Hiranuma.; The room rustled as the others in it whispered to One another, 
asking why Baron, Hiranuma should speak and what he was doing there in 
the. first place. They soon learned; Baron Hiranuma was to act as prosecu
tor on behalf of Japan. He was to remind each of them, even Hirohito, 
of his responsibilities .and past irresponsibilities.- As the old man rose, his 
long equine face was blank, then he pursed his.lips judiciously, narrowed 
his eyes, and began. -
• • .‘‘Have you ever made proposals to the U.S.S.R. on concrete matters?” he 
demanded in his cross-examination of Foreign Minister Togo. “Is a defense 
against these bombs possible?” he asked War Minister-Anami. “It seems
to me that the enemy do as they please and that there are absolutely no 
counterattacks against enemy air raids.” He turned, on the Navy minister 
and naval chief of staff: “Does the Navy have any countermeasures against . 
enemy task forces?” Having no ships left to speak of,.Naval Chief of Staff 
Toyoda spoke lamely of new types of kamikaze planes. “In view of the 
present deterioration of the general situation in Japan,” cut in Hiranuma 
relentlessly, “we can suppose that continuation of the war will create greater 
domestic disturbance then ending of the war.” ' ,

Finally, Hiranuma turned his eyes on the Emperor. “The wording of the 
reservation to be sent to the Allies must be revised. To accept the Potsdam 
Declaration ‘on the understanding that it does not include any demand for 
a change in the status of the Emperor under the national laws1 is inapprpr 

,priate. ;. . The sovereignty of the Emperor is not derived .through state 
law, nor is it provided for by. the Constitution. It is only referred .to. in the 
Constitution. If the. wording is changed to read ‘the said -declaration,does 
not comprise any demand which ̂ prejudices the prerogatives, of ,HiS .Majesty
as a sovereign. ruler/ I.would .then .have np objection.” ; >, ,,

When Hirohito had nodded his assent to Foreign Minister Togo that he 
:would accept;.this definition of his power and: responsibility in the surrender 
. note, Hiranuma closed his case :. “In accordance with the legacy bequeathed 

by the ancestorSj Y^ Imperial Majesty is also responsible for .preventing y 
-unrest in the nation. I should .like do ask : Your : Majesty to make your de
cision with lhis point in mind.” •"•••;. a ‘T ::--r ,y; 'A 

.' Baron Hiranuma sat down. The diaval chief of ; staff -briefly took the
? f l d o r ; S u z u k i - ; s e c o n d e d , : t h e : : s u g g e s t i o n : o f  Hiranuma: V
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A-Bomb, 89

“For hours we have discussed these matters and come to no decision. We 
cannot afford to waste even a minute. I  propose to seek the imperial 
guidance. His Majesty’s wish must settle the issue.” Suzuki took a step 
toward the altar where Hirohito sat and there was a gasp at his boldness.

Without rising Hbrohito replied in the high-pitched, senile-sounding 
Court monotone which was reserved for state pronouncements: “I will state 
my opinion. I agree with the foreign minister. My reasons ate as follows: 
I have concluded that to continue this war can only mean destruction of the 
homeland. I cannot bear to have my innocent people suffer further. I  was 
told by the Army chief of staff that in June the defenses at Ninety-nine 
League Beach would be complete. . . . It is now August and the fortifica
tions are not complete. It was officially reported to me that one of the 
newly created divisions had been fully equipped. I find that as yet the men 
have not been supplied even with bayonets. . . . Some advocate a de
cisive battle- in the homeland. . . .  In my experience, however, there has 
been a discrepancy between the plans and the achievements of the fight
ing sendees. . . .  I am afraid that in the face of present circumstances 
the Japanese people may be doomed. But I  wish to hand on the country 
of Japan to our descendants; I wish to see as many as possible of our 
people survive and rise again, . . .  I t  gives me great pain to think of the 
faithful soldiers and sailors who have been wounded or killed on distant 
battlefields and of the families who have lost everything in air raids at 
home. . . . Disarmament of my brave and loyal men is painful to me. 
Painful, too, that my devoted vassals should be considered war crimi
nals. . . . But the time has come to bear the unbearable. . . , It docs 
not matter what happens to me. . . .  I  have decided to bring the war to 
an end. That is why I agree with the foreign minister’s proposal.”

The men in the bunker were all weeping. Hirohito rose. Prime Minister 
Suzuki quickly said, “The imperial decision has been expressed and is 
thereby made the conclusion of this conference, Meeting adjourned.”

It was 2:20 a.m . Hirohito turned to the door which was opened for him 
by his chief aide-de-camp, who had remained standing in a corner through
out the proceedings. When the Emperor had returned into the depths of the 
bunker, the other leaders mounted the steps into the Fukiage Gardens. The 
moon had risen during their stay underground, and the beauty of the garden 
m the moonbeams somewhat restored their despondent spirits, Hirohito 
reported briefly to his wife and Lord Privy Seal Kido. The Cabinet ad
journed to Prime Minister Suzuki’s residence where with food and drink, 
m a fourth and last meeting of a long and bitter day, they Voted unani
mously to accept the imperial decision. They broke up and went home 
about 4:00 a.m. Foreign Minister Togo worked on until 7:00 a.m . when 
•s diplomatic note to Sweden and Switzerland, announcing Japan’s un

conditional surrender on one condition, had been duly coded and tapped 
out
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AMERICA RESPONDS

Seven o’clock in the morning in Tokyo is eleven o’clock the night before 
in Stockholm and Berne. By the time Japan’s surrender offer had been 
decoded by Japanese diplomats in those capitals, it was past midnight. The 
diplomats waited politely until morning before transmitting the note to 
Swiss and Swedish foreign offices. By then it was past midnight in Washing
ton. Thus when Trum an and his advisors met to discuss the note at 
9 :00  a .m . on Friday, August 10, Washington time, sixteen anxious hours 
had passed in Tokyo. M oreover in Australia, which had been the most 
im portant fighting ally of the United States in the Pacific W ar, it was once 
again midnight. Japan was trying to surrender against the clock. Her note 
to the Allies stated:

T H E  JA PA N E SE  GOVERNM ENT ARE READY TO ACCEPT THE TERM S ENUMER
ATED IN  T H E  JO IN T  DECLARATION W H ICH  WAS ISSUED AT POTSDAM ON JULY 
26, 1945 . . . W IT H  T H E  UNDERSTANDING THAT T H E  SAID DECLARATION DOES 
N OT COM PRISE ANY DEMAND W H ICH  PR EJU D IC ES THE PREROGATIVES OF HIS 
M A JESTY  AS A SOVEREIGN RULER.

T H E  JA PA N ESE GOVERNM ENT SINCERELY H OPE THAT THIS UNDERSTANDING IS 
WARRANTED AND DESIRE KEEN LY  THAT AN EXPLICIT INDICATION TO THAT 
E F F E C T  W IL L  BE SPEEDILY FORTHCOM ING.

Trum an and the new British Prime Minister Clement Attlee were dis
posed to accept the Japanese reservation about the Emperor. As far as 
anyone knew in the West, the Em peror was only a figurehead. Later that 
afternoon, however, when dawn came “down under,” Australia was heard 
from. First Canberra cabled London:

W E  WOULD INSIST THAT THE EM PERO R AS HEAD OF STATE AND COMMANDER 

IN  C H IEF O F THE ARMED FORCES SHOULD BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE JAPA

N ESE ACTS O F AGGRESSION AND WAR CRIMES AND WOULD THUS DEMAND HIS 

REMOVAL.

As the motherland of the British Commonwealth, the United Kingdom 
had been allowed hitherto to speak for Australia in most wartime policy 
making. Now, however, when London replied with vague reassurances, the 
Australian government was not to be reassured. I t rebelliously shot off a 
second cable, this time directly to Washington:

. . . THE EM PEROR SHOULD HAVE NO IM M U N ITY  FROM  RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

JA PA N ’S ACTS O F AGGRESSION. . . . THE VISIBLE DETHRONEM ENT OF THE SYS
T E M  IS A PRIMARY MEANS O F SHAKING THE FAITH OF THE JAPANESE IN THE 
HEAVENLY CHARACTER OF TH E EM PEROR IN  WHOSE NAM E TH EY  HAVE COM
M ITTED  MANY ATROCITIES. UNLESS THE SYSTEM GOES, THE JAPANESE W ILL
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pitted against one another in a triangular negotiation, conducted through 
curtains of national security and self-interest. F or U.S. leaders the concern 
was to find a surrender formula that would m ake it possible after the war 
to revolutionize Japanese culture, root out the cherished cults of samurai 
and Em peror worship, and cure Japan of the wish to spread ruin, ever 
again, through the F ar East. The Em peror and the men around him had 
narrower objectives. They wanted to keep as much as possible of the Japa
nese Empire, to  protect themselves from execution or imprisonment as war 
criminals, and above all to  preserve the institution of the imperial family 
which had become, in modern Shinto, the be-all and end-all of Japan’s 
spiritual life. The third party in the surrender struggle was Russia, repre
sented by Stalin. A nd in Stalin’s eyes the self-interest of the U.S.S.R. lay 
simply in acquiring for communism as much territory and influence as 
possible.

To achieve its ends each of the three parties had certain powers which 
encouraged it and certain fears which inhibited it. The United States had 
the strength to invade and crush Japan utterly, but could not revolution
ize the governing process in Japan without the co-operation of the people 
and particularly of their leader and god, the Emperor. Consequently the 
United States needed not only to keep the Em peror as an agent but also to 
keep him in doubt about his future status so that he would be a helpful 
agent. W here Russia was concerned, the United States was in a position 
either to offer or withhold sanction for land grabs which the Soviet Army 
could and would make, with or without authorization, among the pieces of 
Japan’s vast continental empire. The United States also had some power, 
through threat of landing troops on the China coast, to see that the govern
ment of China was turned back to Chiang Kai-shek rather than to Com
munist M ao Tse-tung.

The power of Japan’s leaders lay in their ability to command a fanatic 
last-ditch battle from hill to hill and cave to cave which would have cost 
the United States 250,000 to 1,000,000 G.I. lives, would have decimated 
Japan, and for the future, would have deprived U.S. policy of the most 
viable, m ost stable, and most progressive nation in postwar Asia. In  addi
tion the Japanese could, at last resort, give the U.S.S.R., unopposed, the 
fair provinces of M anchuria, Korea, and China in return for continued 
neutrality and war materials with which to fight U.S. invasion.

As for the U.S.S.R., her veteran armies, in co-operation with those of 
Mao Tse-tung, had the brute strength to make M anchuria and most of 
China safe for communism. She might do this without casualties and with
out honor by making a deal with “fascist” Japan, or if the war lasted long 
enough, she might gain Anglo-American blessing to do it by force. Though 
depleted, the Japanese armies on-the Continent were still dangerous. To 
defeat them would take manpower needed for the reconstruction of war- 
ravaged western Russia. Moreover, the U.S.S.R. had a nonaggression treaty
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with Japan which would not expire until 1946. On the other hand, to make 
■ a^ear.vykh J^pan wbuldfbe.to,'incur tlie^disapproval bhCommuriists eve^r ' , 
where and the instant'antagonism of theTJnited States and Britain; Russia , . 
Cc>uW,;i ^  she wished, She had much to -gain and.
nothing to lose s im p ly b y ap o licy  of . watchful opportunism.Therefore, . 
.when Berlin fell ;in May 1945, the U.S.S.R: began to moVe the Red Army 
reVsttp avvaifdevelopments on the doorstep of, the Japanese Empire.

•\Vheri the bomb burst in this triangle of power politics, it disrupted all the 
' equations of statesmanship. Japanese, leaders had no inkling of its presence 
until Hiroshima was' actually hit in August. Stalin was far better informed. 
Soviet espionage had revealed to him the ,existence, of the bomb project in

it was nearing success. 'When his troops had 
, c ^  in Germany, he had, been briefed, on
;their, purpose, and ,told- the potential military significance of. the bomb. But 
as subsequent events were to show, Stalin did not fully appreciate the new 
weapon until it was used. To him it was only a bigger bomb. And in his 
lifetime he had. seen bombs • enlarged from one kilogram to a thousand 

.'.without hpsetting the basic power balances between, nations.- .: , .
As :the:guardiansiand;..bankers for the international; g ro u p 'd  physicists 

'Awho ftadiniilt leaders "had been .thefirst
. implications-'of -the new -Weapon. The' far-sighted, War Secretary Henry 
; Stimson notified the new; President Harry S Truman onf April 25, 1945:
; ‘‘The wdrld in its ̂ resent state of moral advancement,-compared with its 
; technical development, would be eventually at the mercy of such a weapon.
■ In pthcf :words, inodern civilization might be completely destroyed.” Tru- 

r 'inan noted in his memoirs that Stimson “seemed at least asmuch concerned
■ ■wth the Tple df the atomic bomb in the shaping of history as. in its capacity

to.shorten this \var.” r : ■ •. dTw,'-
■. .On April 7 a new Cabinet had taken office in Japan. The State Depart- 
ment had analyzed;it as a “peace, cabinet,” but as ycl:it had sounded no 
overtures to peaccf On May 1 Under Secretary. Joseph C. Grew, the pre- 
wat  ambassador, to Japan; niet with the Navy, and War.: Secretaries to urge 
that the United States offer some face-saving token that would serve as an 

:;opening fpr negotiations. Both Stimson and Navy Secretary James Forrestal 
.:WCre sympathetic. :“How far and: ho\v thoroughly,” asked Forrestal, “do we 

want to beat.Japan?” Enough to make Japan a law-abiding nation was the 
- ^̂fCc®P^d;answer,;but no .one .was sure how much of a.thrashing that answer

to .assure, the Japanese that they 
f0ll̂  ̂ eeR their Emperor, but a number of other State Department officials, 

w ;■ . j^ssista xi tSecret a n cs c A ch esoxi .and; Archibald MacLeish,
wFgvied.-.that the ills bf; japan m i ^  as long as the

;Tmpsrdf remained even as titular head of state. ; •-'■■■•; V. :
•cT£.v̂ ® r  S’hmsori;^ndV|!diTCStal; on May 1, President
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58

Trum an on M ay 8 faced up to the obdurate belligerence of Japan and to ld , 
the press that the United States would fight on “until the Japanese military 
and naval forces lay down their arms in unconditional surrender.'” He called 
for “ termination of the influence of the military leaders who have brought 
Japan to the present brink of disaster.” H e promised that the United States 
did not want “extermination or enslavement of the Japanese people” but 
cjnly a “return of soldiers and sailors to their families, their farms, their 
jobs.” His words were, of course, beamed to Japan by radio and were 
dismissed by many of the Japanese privileged to hear them as mere propa
ganda. A few days later Trum an wrote home to his family:

I know that Japan is a terribly cruel nation in warfare but I can’t bring 
myself to believe that, because they are cruel, we should ourselves act in 
the same manner. For myself, I certainly regret the necessity of wiping out 
whole populations because of the “pigheadedness” of the leaders of a na
tion and, for your information, I am not going to do it unless it becomes 
absolutely necessary. My object is to save as many American lives as possible, 
but I  also have a humane feeling for the women and children in Japan.

Throughout May, the humane Trum an waited in vain for any Japanese 
response. In  Moscow, on May 28, Stalin suggested to Presidential Envoy 
H arry Hopkins that it might be possible to accept a conditional surrender 
from the Japanese and then, after occupying Japan, to escalate gradually 
the severity of American demands; in other words, according to Hopkins, 
“ to agree to milder peace terms but once we get into Japan to give them 
the works.”

This was the world of sharks and gentlemen in which, on May 31 and 
June \ \  the leading political strategists of the United States met with the top 
atomic scientists of the United States to discuss policy regarding the big new 
bomb being perfected at Los Alamos. The group was called the Interim 
Committee and included Presidential representative James Byrnes, War 
Secretary Stimson, Chief of Staff George C. Marshall, A-bomb Project 
D irector M ajor General Leslie R . Groves, and representatives of the Navy 
and State Departments.

On the scientific side, the meeting was staffed by Vannevar Bush, James 
Conant, and Karl Com pton and was assisted by the expert testimony of 
three Nobel Prize winners: Karl’s brother A rthur Compton, Enrico Fermi, 
and Ernest O. Lawrence, the cyclotron builder. All three advisors were 
pioneers in nuclear research, fission, and chain reactions, and they had been 
living with the vague theoretical threat of the bomb since the early 1930’s. 
They had with them J. Robert Oppenheimer, the physicist whose charm 
and political ability had played a major role in enabling generals, scientists, 
and industrialists to pull together in production of the bomb.

Stimson, the white-haired Secretary of W ar who had shaped U.S. policy

Vengeance of War
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in the Orient since the Japanese conquest of Manchuria in 1931, swept the 
gathering with his burning eyes and declared the purpose of the meeting:

Our great task is to bring this war to a prompt and successful conclusion. 
We may assume that our new weapon puts in our hands overwhelming power. 
It is our obligation to use this power with the best wisdom we can com
mand. . . .  To us now the matter of first importance is how our use of this 
new weapon will appear in the long view of history.

Technical questions followed Stimson’s opening. Though still untested, the 
bomb would almost certainly work. Two bombs would be available for use 
early in August. Thereafter an additional bomb would be ready for de
livery ever)' few weeks.

Throughout the morning session, it was assumed that the bomb would be 
used, At lunch Arthur Compton suggested that it might be most humane 
to hold a demonstration of the bomb for the Japanese before using it on a 
target. War Secretary Stimson enthusiastically agreed. But over dessert the 
idea foundered in a sea of practical difficulties. Without killing anyone or 
devastating a city, what demonstration in America would impress an obser
vation team of Japanese generals? On a mesa or bleak salt flat, the big 
firecracker would be startling but it would do little visible harm to the 
surface of the earth. How make the generals pace off the distances, learn to 
trust the wind gauges and seismographs, and compute tire difference be
tween this bomb and other bombs? How persuade them that it was not all 
some kind of gigantic materialistic Yankee stunt?

To stage an announced demonstration in an uninhabited section of Japan 
also seemed futile and quixotic. Under combat conditions many things 
could go wrong: the bomb might not work or the plane and its bomb load 
might be captured by the enemy. The President’s representative, James 
Byrnes, feared with good reason that the Japanese, if warned in advance, 
might assemble an army of American and British P.O.W.’s to stand 
shackled as viewers and victims of any demonstration.

For the statesmen present, time was of the essence. If the scientists could 
really deliver their goods, Japan might surrender before Russia gobbled up 
China. The daily toll of Japanese lives taken by conventional bombs—
80,000 in a single incendiary raid over Tokyo on May 10—might cease. 
The bomb offered an opportunity, in Churchills words, to “end the whole 
war in one or two violent shocks” ; and in Stimson’s words, to “save many 
times the number of lives, both American and Japanese, that it would cost.” 

The Interim Committee, including all the scientists present, finally voted 
against demonstration and for military use of the bomb. At the same time 
Ue scientists were asked by Stimson to consider the matter further and 
prepare a report as to whether we could devise any kind of demonstration 
at would seem likely to bring the war to an end without using the bomb

A-Bomb
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with knowledge o f English were at once routed from their beds and set to 
work translating the note and studying it. Their initial reaction was gloomy. 
The wording seemed excessively harsh and straightforward. There were 
none of those polite hypocrisies with which Japan had always honeyed her 
communications to conquered peoples. The note stated flatly that “the 
armed forces of the Allied Powers will remain in Japan until the purposes 
set forth in the Potsdam Declaration are achieved.” Those purposes in
cluded complete disarmament, removal of all obstacles to democracy, “ex
action of just reparations,” and “stern justice . . .  to all war criminals.” 
Not even before the capture of Nanking had Japan sent a note of such 
severe tone. Anyone without firsthand experience of gruff Western ways 
would be led to expect wholesale rape, pillage, and butchery. The people 
m ight no t accept the prospect without civil strife.

For the time being, then, the text of the note would have to be kept out 
of the newspapers. I t  could not be prevented, however, from circulating in 
the upper levels of the bureaucracy. There, the vice foreign minister ob
served, the problem would be to have the note “swallowed without chew
ing.” The troublesome phrase would be the one, “government . . . estab
lished by the freely expressed will of the . . . people.” That was arrant 
republicanism. I t  went against the ancestral precepts handed down in every 
family of the warrior caste. Rather than submit to it, there were those who 
would prefer to see the whole Japanese race pass over into the spirit world. 
From  a Valhalla in  Hades, said some devout Shintoists, the ghosts of 
samurai would wreak vengeance for the rest of eternity, causing fearful 
accidents to befall barbarians who ventured to set foot in the empty sacred 
isles of the homeland.

A t 5 :3 0  a.m . that morning the ranking officials of the Foreign Office took 
the American note, and the problems which they felt it presented, to 
Foreign Minister Togo at his residence. In the car one of them suggested 
that perhaps a diversion could be created to distract patrician attention 
from the “will of the people” clause. Togo’s German wife was away in the 
mountains, and the foreign minister greeted them personally in his sleeping 
kimono. In  this informal Japanese attire he seemed more relaxed than 
usual— more approachable than in the striped shirts, French cuffs, and 
Savile Row  suits he wore to the office. Nevertheless his subordinates bowed 
to him  with a depth and formality that exceeded required courtesy. Their 
feelings for him ranged from fearful iespect to cool dislike. One of them 
noticed that his hand, as he took the American note, was completely steady.

Until a few years ago Foreign Minister Togo had been a heavy drinker 
and had smoked three packs of Turkish cigarettes a day. Then, a t a word 
from his doctor, as he neared his sixtieth birthday, he had given up both in 
a single stroke of self-discipline. He was, without doubt, an intellectual of 
great brilliance and considerable inward sensitivity, but the walls of his 
psyche bristled with spears. His sarcasms punctured and his punctilios drew

Vengeance of War
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Occupation status of the Em peror as that of “a menial belonging to the 
Supreme Allied Commander.”

A t the same time the Foreign Office was running off a translation of the 
note which described the Em peror’s Occupation status as “limited by the 
Supreme Allied Commander.” The foreign editor at Domei immediately 
sent a special messenger with the translation he had made for the Navy to 
Prim e M inister Suzuki’s office. The prime minister’s secretary proceeded to 
call key offices throughout the bureaucracy in order to advise them that the 
Navy was circulating an unauthorized translation of the note which differed 
from the official one put out by the Foreign Ministry. By the time that most 
bureaucrats arrived at their offices to face another day of shortages and air 
alarms, i t  was common knowledge in official Tokyo that the Americans 
were turning all their spite on Hirohito personally and that the men in 
striped pants at the Foreign Ministry were trying to hide the fact.

A t 8 :20  a .m ., that same Sunday morning, Army and Navy chiefs of staff 
met with one another to discuss the situation and went on to call at the 
Im perial Library'. They told Hirohito that in their view the U.S. note 
was rude in  the extreme and that the Army and Navy stood ready to a 
man to die if Hirohito wished to reject it. Hirohito’s chief aide-de-camp 
noted tha t the chiefs of staff seemed uncomfortable in their protestations, 
as if they were making a polite gesture suggested by their subordinates. 
H irohito thanked them for their loyalty and assured them that he would 
study the note carefully when he received the official text from Sweden. At 
11:00 a .m ., while the Tokyo grapevine buzzed with gossip and concern 
over the Em peror’s humiliation, Foreign Minister Togo motored to the 
palace. H e reported to the Throne that, in his view as a diplomat, the 
American note was honest and as lenient as could be expected. Hirohito 
agreed and asked that the Cabinet officially endorse his acceptance of it.

SAMURAI’S COMPACT

The Cabinet and the chiefs of staff debated the American note through
out Sunday afternoon and all day Monday. W ar Minister Anami, who 
had had a lengthy audience with Hirohito on Saturday, once again led the 
anti-surrender faction. Baron Hiranuma, who had previously played peace 
advocate, was received in audience by Hirohito on Sunday and had there
after supported Anami and supplied him with legal arguments. U.S. air
craft had not bombed Japan since Friday, and both men could be reason
ably sure that there would be no  more atomic attacks for the time being.

The Japanese masses, however, had no such certainty. They were for
bidden by law to listen to foreign broadcasts. And as yet the domestic 
press, though it had mentioned “the new type of bomb,” and finally the 
atomic bomb,” dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, had printed not a
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report on their p lans:” ■ 6 ld . plotter ^sukam oto  pndera tobd ( at -once. He^ 
renewed acquaintance with a former messmate on AnamiY staff and 
through, him made friends with Anami’s other subordinates. ' : ■

The arrival of Tsukamoto gave the fanatics on Anami’s staff an official 
witness, This was im p o rtan t,to them because it meant that their: deeds 
would be recorded, and, if they died, they would -be given - a  fair diearing 
by their ancestors’ in the spirit world.' In  Jap an ’s tightly organized .homo? 
geneous family society, it was bbmmon, for political plotters to end their 
cell meetings with a report to the local police .box. Like the priests or 
p sy ch ia tr is tso fo th e rla n d s /th ep o lice c b u ld b e  relied on to treat such con- 
fessions as privileged communications. They would advise as ;tdv penalties'': 
and eVeri sound out superiors as to official policy and attitudes. But.theif 
meticulous records would not be accessible except to o ther policemeri. 
The act. of confession, and, its recording on the tablets of life were consid
ered a sacramental end unto itself. The crime and-the/punishment, jbeing ; 
ordained by fate, were secondary. If a confessionw as made before 'the> 
fact, th a t was a sign of sincerity and was usuffily considered-mitigating.;. 
If  a confession; was m ade after the fact, that was satisfactory and gave a 
man a  place again in the family of. his ancestors. But if  a confession was not 
m ade voluntarily, then one had to be extorted even, if it meant torturing a : 
man to  death. The best Japanese police took the same, attitude and as
sumed the same heavy, responsibility as .the inquisitors of the Church; in 
medieval Europe. y\: : p -  •' V' v-Y

Having been joined by police witness Tsukamoto, a group of . the most 
patriotic majors and lieutenant colonels at the War Mihistry now did begin, 
iii earnest, to plot; a coup d’etat. Before surrender became final they would 
seize the.palace, they said;, and savethe. H m p e ro rT r^  
who advised him to accept dishonor. .War Minister Anami’s bfother-in-law 
assured them that.Anam i supported them and would commit suicide, if their 
plot failed. On several occasions they discussed their ideas with Anami 
directly. Though always noncommittal, :he took pains;-toseem^.sympathetic.;;: 
to their cause. They also sounded out the commander of the Imperial 
Guards Division and the commander.of the*Tokyo/Area'Army;^Jlffiese two

.generalsrespondedw ithappropriaterem arksabouttheim portance of Army 
discipline but otherwise did nothing to stop, thd  conspirators. On Sunday,' 
August 12, when the U.S. reply was received, the p lo tte rs  drew up final 
plans for a rising.on the following night. Secret-police Golqnel Tsukamoto ..

• A ^once^reported j the qfians,in:;duil j a :l i i s Y h i^ /W
■ When the appointed evening ̂. arrived, thepebels;h  .to AVar ;M inister' .
; Anami to
; join them. Anahii reviewed' their schemes and found fault with their ar- • ; 

rangements for cutting- palace telephonelines.- He ̂ advised them tb . wait ,a , • 
day.and they agreed that they would. - t '.p Y  Y ;, Y.Y.. pt-:-; i :YY-;;Y

96 „ •; . r :’-"-': ‘'V;>:̂ e « g . e a n c e ?
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Before the meeting in Hirohito's air raid shelter, that Tuesday morning, 
August 14, W ar Minister Anami had told his subordinates to abandon their 
coup d’etat plans. During the meeting, however, Lord Privy Seal Kido 
received a  visit from  Hirohito’s brother, twenty-nine-year-old Prince 
Mikasa, an Army lieutenant colonel. And after the meeting, when the senior 
members of the conspiracy refused to have anything to do with the coup 
plans, a  m ajor who had been a close friend of Prince Mikasa at the military 
academy tried to revive the plot. H e spent the rest of the afternoon making 
the rounds of im portant generals’ offices in an effort to muster support.

Late that afternoon Prince Konoye got wind of the coup in the air and 
called on Lord Privy Seal Kido to discuss rumors of “unrest in the First 
Imperial Guards Division.” The commander of the guards, Lieutenant 
General Mori Takeshi, was a friend, protege, and distant in-law of Prince 
Konoye. He was one of those who had been sounded out by the rebels and 
asked to give his support to the rebellion. A t 6 :00  p .m . Lieutenant General 
M ori came himself to the palace to find out what was expected of him. As 
he drove down the mall from guard headquarters to the Imperial House
hold Building he saw his men posted outside every one of the gates to the 
Fukiage Gardens. It was all most unprecedented. Two of the three guards 
battalions had been called out together to stand watch in the Inner Palace 
Enclosure and he, their commander, did not know why. He had a shrewd 
suspicion that Japan was facing the crisis of surrender, for he had seen the 
pamphlets dropped that morning by the B-29’s, but he knew nothing 
specific. A t the Imperial Household Ministry he saw the Emperor’s chief 
aide-de-camp and sought to feel him out as to what was brewing. The 
most that he could elicit from Hirohito’s chief military advisor, however, was 
a typical piece of Court advice: “The ultimate test has come. Unless it is 
m ade to go with great circumspection, it will not go at all.” Mori, who 
was a simple, studious man, went on to see General Tanaka, in charge of 
Tokyo A rea Defense. Tanaka told him frankly of the Emperor’s decision 
to surrender. Imperial Guards Commander Mori returned to his headquar
ters in the north o f the palace immersed in thought. Late that night he,was 
to behave so circumspectly that it was to cost him his life.

General Tojo, the former prime minister, was also worried by rumors of 
a coup. His son-in-law M ajor Koga Hidemasa was involved in it. The day 
before, son-in-law Koga had paid a brief visit to his suburban home next 
door to the Tojos1 and had asked Tojo’s daughter if she had recent clippings 
of his hair and nails. I t was the duty of every soldier’s wife to keep such 
things to put in a box on the" prayer shelf and worship in case her husband 
died. M rs. Koga, Tojo’s daughter, bade adieu to her husband in the belief 
that he was about to die. With the Spartan stoicism of a good Japanese wife 
she calmly told her mother at supper what Koga had said. Her father, Tojo, 
at once drove in to Tokyo to find out what was happening. He returned

Vengeance of War
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a classmate of the junior officers participating in the coup th a t night. Mikasa .. 
had called on Hirohito and his chief advisor Kido twice that afternoon; The 
performance o f M ikasa’s classmates that night was to be so gruesoniely 
realistic that it could not have been staged, not even as a hopeless samurai 
gesture of honor, without high priestly, imperial sanction* •.

A few minutes after 9 :30  p .m ., when W ar Minister Anami left his office 
in his limousine, Lieutenant Colonel X  and his firebrand protege, Major 
H atanaka, visited the colonel in charge of the two battalions of Imperial 
Guards waiting in the Fukiage Gardens. Earlier in the day this same colonel 
had refused to subscribe to M ajor H atanaka’s coup-plans. Now, when pre
sented to Lieutenant Colonel X , the colonel said, “I t  seems I  have; changed 
my m ind.” - , v,:'-

While M ajor H atanaka and Lieutenant Colonel X  were making their 
rounds in the palace, W ar Minister Anami, alone in his car, gazed out at 
the ruins of Tokyo on his right and the ancient, unchanging walls of the 
palace on his left. H e had ordered his last young men to die. He had 
thrown his last dust in the eyes of the enemy: He returned to the Cabinet 
meeting at the prime minister’s residence to ' approve the wording 
of the note which would be sent that night to the A llies::‘‘His: Majesty 
the Em peror has issued an imperial rescript regarding Japan’s accept- ; 
ance. . . . His Majesty the Em peror is prepared to authorize and insure 
the signature by his government and the Im perial'General Headquarters o f ; 
the necessary terms.” • -■ - --v '''/

Anami listened apathetically, without comment, to the main text of the 
note. Then Foreign Minister Togo began to read a lengthy postscript 
which he planned to send in a second cable, and Anami opened his eyes; : 
wide with interest. “I t is earnestly .'solicited':that.-.^f 'of^
points in lapanese territory to be designated by the Allies for occu
pation be limited . . . ; that . . .  the Japanese forces be allowed to 
disarm themselves . . . that . . . th e h o n o r of the- soldiers will be re- ’ 
spected, permitting them, for instance, to wear swords . .  . ; that rea- ; 
sonable time be allowed before the cessation of h o s t i l i t i e s . ;  that th e . 
Allies will be . good enough quickly to take necessary steps or extend us 
facilities for the shipment of indispensable foodstuffs and medical suppiic? 
to Japanese forces in distant islands.” . u  Vv : 0. r .: ^ y ? y  y--:;

“If I  had known you were going to deaf with the matter that way,” 
exclaimed Anami, “I  would not have felt compelled to speak so zealously 
earlier.” Foreign Minister Togo, bowed stiffly in acknowledgment of the 
apology. V.;::' ■ '-'v. ‘y ^ y y .

The Cabinet sat on, reminiscing as to what might have been and specu
lating as to the next phase of Lord Privy Seal Kido’s peace plan. rWhen the 
ministers finally adjourned, about 11:30 p .m ., W ar M inister Anami tarried 
for a last word with Prime1 Minister Suzuki. “I  am afraid I  have caused you: 
a great deal of trouble,” Anami, said-—and handed the prime minister the;
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r e m a in  u n c h a n g e d  a n d  r e c r u d e s c e n c e  o f  a g g r e s s io n  i n  t h e  p a c if ic

WILL ONLY RE POSTPONED TO A LATER GENERATION.
AT YOUR REQUEST W E POSTPONED PUBLICATION OF THE REPORT WHICH IS 

NOW BETORE THE WAR CRIMES COMMISSION. . . .  IN OUR VIEW IT DISCLOSES 
A DELIBERATE SYSTEM OF TERRORISM AND ATROCITY WHICH MUST HAVE BEEN 
KNOWN TO THE SUPREME AUTHORITIES IN  JAPAN NOT EXCLUDING THE EM 
PEROR. IT WOULD BE A VERY DIFFICULT MATTER TO JUSTIFY DISCRIMINATION 
IN THIS RESPECT AS BETWEEN HITLER AND HIS ASSOCIATES ON THE ONE HAND 
AND HIROHITO AND HIS ASSOCIATES ON THE OTHER.

FOR THESE REASONS W E ARE OPPOSED TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF SURRENDER 
ON THE UNDERSTANDING WHICH THE JAPANESE ARE ATTEMPTING TO ATTACH 
TO THE POTSDAM TERMS. . . .  IT  SHOULD BE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD BY THE 
JAPANESE . . . THAT THE PERSON OF THE EMPEROR IS TO BE REGARDED AS AT 
THE DISPOSAL O r THE ALLIED GOVERNMENTS IN THE SAME WAY AS EACH AND 
EVERY OTHER PERSON OF THE SURRENDERING ENEMY STATE.

Truman and his Secretary of State James Byrnes wished to humor Aus
tralia if at all possible. Australia had contributed almost as much sweat and 
blood to the defeat of Japan as had the United States. Moreover, Australia 
had been excluded from the inner counsels at Potsdam. On the other hand, 
Great Britain and China had already approved a U.S. draft of the reply to 
Japan. So had the Soviet Union, but with a warning that the Hed Army 
would continue its drive into Manchuria until Japan ceased to fight. Secre
tary of State Byrnes, therefore, made minor modifications in the U.S. note 
on the evening of August 10 and, pleading the urgency of the situation, 
begged the Australian government to be satisfied with them. The two sig
nificant paragraphs, over which Japanese would agonize, were the second 
and fifth;

FROM THE MOMENT OF SURRENDER, THE AUTHORITY OF THE EMPEROR AND 
THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT TO RULE THE STATE SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE 
SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE ALLIED POWERS, WHO W ILL TAKE SUCH STEPS 
AS HE DEEMS PROPER TO EFFECTUATE THE SURRENDER TERMS. . . .

THE ULTIMATE FORM OF GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN SHALL, IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE POTSDAM DECLARATION, BE ESTABLISHED BY THE FREELY EXPRESSED 
WILL OF THE JAPANESE PEOPLE,

The phrasing was masterful. On the one hand it assured Japanese that 
the Emperor would retain authority “to rule the state”; on the other it 
assured Australians that he would be “subject” to the Allied commander, 
MacArthur. Early on the morning of August X1, Byrnes received grudging 
approval of his wording from the Australian government, and at 10:45 a.m ., 
Vashington time, the note was broadcast to Japan. There it was now a 

quarter to one, Sunday morning, August 12, exactly forty-one hours forty- 
hve minutes since Japan had announced her surrender.

In Tokyo the vice foreign minister and half a dozen seasoned diplomats

A-Bomb
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THE FINAL GESTURE

; ' -."J- / : Vengeance^of War:

During Hirohito’s recording session and .War Minister Anami’s farewell 
to his Cabinet colleagues, the long and gingerly incubated coup d’etat 
was finally taking shape. A t 10:00 P.M., when the ' air raid sirens'were 
sounding for the first time, one of the principals in the coup, Lieutenant 
Colonel Ida M asataka, was lying on his bunk in the staff quarters at ithe- : 
W ar Ministry, gazing at the ceiling in romantic gloom'-. Ida was the member 
of Anam i’s staff whom Tsukamoto of the secret police had first contacted 
on his return from Taiwan. For a week Ida had been the coup’s most 
enthusiastic booster, but since Hirohito’s final decision in the bunker that, 
morning Ida  had obediently given up the scheme. He had told the young 
firebrand major, H atanaka, not to count on him and had devoted himself all 
afternoon to a  new idea: the mass suicide of the Japanese Army officer 
corps. If enough officers would take their lives and so demonstrate their 
responsibility for fighting a losing war, it would save the honor of Japan 
and a t the same time exonerate the Em peror in American eyes.. But when 
Ida conducted a poll of the officers at the W ar Ministry, he found that only 
20 per cent were willing to kill themselves. Another 10 per cent thought it ? 
would be better to go underground. The remaining 70 per. cent had n'o- 
opinion. Ida had been so disgusted by the results of his poll that lie had 
retired to his quarters to prepare himself for his own suicide. : /

When the air raid sirens shrieked out, Lieutenant Colonel Ida lay still in 
his bunk and hoped that a bomb would fall on him. Suddenly his friend 
M ajor H atanaka burst into his bedchamber to give him the exciting news, 
of Anam i’s commitment to suicide and of the agreement' of the colonel in 
the Fukiage Gardens to support the coup with his two battalions of guards. 
Unlike Ida, H atanaka was not troubled by subtle, palsied cgsts of thought. 
H e was a  man of action. Handsome, serious, slight, athletic, hehad  the look ; , 
of a man who would make a  good soldier if he ever survived.his thirty-fifth 
birthday. " '.v --['-.y

Lieutenant Colonel Ida listened, to him .morosely, shook his .head, and 
told his eager young friend that the coup. Would never impress Americans 
as much as mass hara-kiri. Major, Hatanaka swiftly explained that the two 
plans could be dovetailed. After the coup the conspirators could commit 
suicide. L ieutenant Colonel Ida brightened somewhat :at. this .thought, .and 
M ajor H atanaka ..pressed home his argument.. Without Ida’s participation, ■ 
he said flatteringly,, the coup could not even begin. Ida was a . kinsman of-: 
Lieutenant General Mori who had over-all command of the Imperial Palace : 
Guards. W ithout Ida’s help it would be impossible to talk to Lieutenant 
General Mori and persuade him to issue the necessary orders for the coup. 
Ida proudly saw.the logic-of this argument and agreed to play his part. -
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blood; His one failure as an ambassador had been scored .in -.Germany dur-; 
,ing the nrid:Thirtics when he persistently referred to Hitler .'as.-“that up
start.” Qhe oh they principal .reasons .that; Hirohito had appointed him 
■ foreign mihisfer; in-tbe Suz^M Gabirief .was that he had the daring to .call 
generals “idiots’' to their faces. Now, as Togo patted out the . wrinkles in 
his kimono and fitted on his heavy b'lack-rimme'd: spectacles, he had never
looked more human. .. v : '

Togo read the, note once, slowly. “This is the problem,” he said, putting 
his finger on the “will of the people” clause. “In. the long run it will not be 
,an insurmountable -problem from a .practical standpoint, but. emotionally it 
is difficult to accept. I do not think that the people will vote against the 
Emperor in. a plebiscite, and until then the Emperor’s ‘authority to rule 
the state’ .is specifically acknowledged.” Togo knew that the concept of 
free-will"was religious anathema to all but the tiny minority of Japan’s 
-300,000 Christians! As for free; expression, it had been successfully con
trolled ;fot more than, a thousand years.,

“On this basis;” continued Togo; “I  think The Emperor will rise above 
personal feelings and accept the humiliation of being declared ‘subject’ to 
a;foreigner. Still; it is an extremely hard note. Do any of you have any 
suggestions , for softeningIts impact? At this time of crisis, it: is most im
portant for the whole nation to maintain perfect ..harmony: and a united 
front.” . -  ;■ : '
.: The other foreign officers present broached the idea of creating. a dis
traction. Vice Foreign Minister. Matsumotb suggested that .the Emperor’s 
.submission to “subject’’.,status could;;be considered from, one point of. view 
■ as .an awesome act.of self-sacrifice,, made .for. the sake of the nation. Indeed 
;the•-supreme-.humiliation could be used, to make him seem a herd, in his 
own eyes and in the eyes of the people. Togo seized on. the idea with e n - , 
thusiasm. All attention must be focused on the pathos and nobility of, the 
Emperor’s position. The,meeting: broke up shortly after .dawn,, and- before 
breakfast .the necessary-diversion was being created. - 

, :  Within the hour a captain in the Navy’s .Political Strategy'Section, ■ who . . 
happened; also; to be a minor member of the imperial1 family, called :on the 

! foreign bditor.’b f ;Domei, The- state-controlled ̂ press:serVicel1-":Despite the 
' . *!?e,.press’had riot published-4-'and for three days: wbiild'.riot'puB-
lish—-anything about the Surrender negotiations, the captairi asked the . ;

itP1" for a translation of the American note. The.vNavy,;he- said, did n o t. y. 
feel -sure enough of its .own English to .iriake a =. correct translationr Sirice : ■!. 

i:. ,^^Yal. riffles had studiedm.Eriglarid,arid even served:.asvmid-;
,: shipmen in the British fleet; Domci’s editor understood that a gatne was 

. played. After feeling out the requirements of . the' captain, he gave . 
him a Doniei News. trarisiatiori of the American note which described the y,

y y’T2; Captairi . AnmsiiTakayasu ;and-Editor Hasegawa Saiji." ;-T , . ■ " : ; . .  - y ;. /■
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“Does it have to be tonight?” ashed Takeshita.
“I ’m glad you do not oppose the idea,” replied Anami.
“Why don’t you use the poem you wrote before you went to the front in 

China?” suggested Takeshita.
Anam i laughed and ordered the maid to bring beer mugs to put the sake 

in. “It’s all right,” he said. “The revolt won’t amount to anything because 
General Tanaka and the Tokyo Area Army will refuse to support it.”

Takeshita telephoned Imperial Guards headquarters to say that Anami 
was going ahead with suicide according to plan. Then he and Anami settled 
down for a last bout of serious drinking together.

Firebrand H atanaka returned to guards’ headquarters shortly after 1:00 
a .m . He found Lieutenant General Mori, Lieutenant Colonel Ida, and 
Lieutenant Colonel X  still discussing suicide and the destiny of Japan. At 
H atanaka’s reappearance Lieutenant Colonel Ida bowed himself from the 
room and left H atanaka, Lieutenant Colonel X, and a newcomer, an Army 
A ir Force captain, to finish the conversation. A few minutes later firebrand 
H atanaka shot dead Mori, the commander of the Imperial Guards. The 
A ir Force captain, Uehara Shigetaro, scion of one of the greatest mili
tary families in Japan, drew his sword and decapitated Mori’s brother-in- 
law from  Hiroshima.

In  the quiet of the night and the blackout expectant ears throughout the 
palace area heard the gunshot. War Minister Anami heard it a mile away 
and realized that his colleague Lieutenant General Mori had met a mean
ingful end. The chamberlains at the Imperial Household Ministry also 
heard the shot. So did Secret Policeman Tsukamoto at his headquarters 
outside the N orth Gate.

Lieutenant Colonel X  stepped from the room where the murders— the 
courted ceremonial self-sacrifices—had taken place and nodded to the jun
ior officers waiting outside. He then disappeared, insofar as the records 
reveal, into the palace night. Firebrand H atanaka and Air Force Captain 
Uehara followed him out of the murder room, glassy-eyed and spattered 
with blood. Tojo’s son-in-law Koga and other majors entered the room, 
took the seals from the gory, kimono-clad general on the floor, and used 
them to stamp orders, which Koga had prepared earlier, for the Imperial 
Guards to seize the palace. As several hundred of the sleepy guardsmen 
were being mustered from their barracks, Lieutenant Colonel Ida told the 
overwrought M ajor H atanaka to take charge of himself and the men while 
Ida went to the Dai Ichi Insurance Building and gave the signal for general 
uprising to the Tokyo Area Army. Ida drove to the Dai Ichi Building, 
reported to the Tokyo area commander, and was back at the North Gate 
of the palace at 2 :45  A.M. The blood-stained M ajor Hatanaka was waiting - 
for him. Hatanaka had successfully deployed the Imperial Guards and had 
seized all major checkpoints in the palace compound. He had apprehended
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word about the surrender note sent to Washington. Dark rumors spread 
of atomic horrors, and the inhabitants of every city wondered fatalistically 
if they would be next. While Anami sought to impress the enemy with 
Japan’s continuing will to fight, the fierce kamikaze spirit was, in reality, 
oozing from the nation’s heart and leaving only apathy and despair.

In addition to reasons of state, War Minister Anami had a strong per
sonal motive for prolonging the surrender debate. He had encouraged a group 
of his favorite subordinates to stage a rebellion at the moment of Japan’s 
surrender, and he had tacitly promised them that, if they would make this 
last suicidal gesture, he would go with them to the spirit world by com
mitting hara-kiri. It was a feudal bargain of a type unknown in the West 
since the days of chivalry— a death pact between a knight and his liegemen 
in service to their king. In Japan such romantic deeds of self-sacrifice had a 
recognized place in government, and careful preparations were made to see 
that the victims were honored and their lives were not wasted.

War Minister Anami’s suicide plan had first acquired official standing on 
July 27, a few hours after Japan received the Potsdam Declaration. That 
day orders under Anami’s seal were radioed out to Taiwan recalling to 
Japan a lieutenant colonel of the secret police, Tsukamoto Makoto. Tsuka- 
moto had recommended himself to imperial attention in 1934 when he had 
helped other Court agents uncover a subversive plot of the Strike-North or 
Fight-Russia faction at the military academy. He had then served under 
the Emperor’s uncle Prince Higashikuni in various intrigues in Osaka dur
ing 1935, one of them the murder of the Military Affairs Bureau chief who 
appears as a ghostly anachronism in the Suzuki Museum’s painting of 
Hirohito’s bunker. Promoted to the rank of captain— a high one in the 
secret police—Tsukamoto had gone on in 1937 to assist Prince Asaka, 
the other of the Emperor’s uncles, at the rape of Nanking. Now, when 
Lieutenant Colonel Tsukamoto received his orders in Taiwan he saw that 
they contained a built-in official disclaimer of the type reserved for special 
assignments. That is, they attached him, for the record, to the secret-police 
force in Kyoto, but they asked him to report in Tokyo. Moreover, they 
gave him top transportation priority.

Planes out of Taiwan were almost nonexistent and Okinawa blocked 
any direct flights to Japan. Tsukamoto had to proceed by many short hops, 
first to Canton, then up the China coast to Shanghai, then across to Kyushu 
and along the main island of Honshu. It was August 6 before he was able 
to report in Tokyo to the supreme commandant of the secret police. The 
commandant professed complete bafflement as to why Tsukamoto had been 
ordered home but added, “Since you are here you may as well take a 
temporary assignment. The other day War Minister Anami was over 
worrying about unrest among his subordinates. He instructed me to look 
into talk of a coup d’etat. He wants me to watch over these people and
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surrender the recording. The chamberlains parleyed. H atanaka’s men en
tered the building and began to question the chamberlains individually. 
They all agreed that someone m ust have the recording bu t that he was “a 
taller m an with a bigger nose” than any of the soldiers’ prime suspects. All 
the chamberlains wore the drab blue wartime koku-fuku or national 
uniform for civilians, a  Nehru jacket and unstriped pants. I t  was difficult to 
tell one chamberlain from another. All had the air of expert butlers. 
H atanaka’s soldiers felt that they were being made fun of. They began to 
look increasingly frustrated and potentially violent.

A t 3 :20  A.M., fearing that H atanaka’s men were about to conduct a 
search of the building, one of the chamberlains aroused Lord Privy Seal 
Kido from his pallet and advised him that the soldiers were in a vicious 
mood and might kill him if they found him. Kido flushed secret documents 
in his room down the toilet and repaired to the great steel bank vault under 
the building where the paper assets of the imperial fortune were stored. 
Together with the imperial household minister and a number of secretaries 
and guards, he spent the rest of the night there, locked in like some gilt- 
edged security. The vault opened by a staircase into a cupboard in the ante
room for ladies-in-waiting outside the audience chamber on the third floor. 
I t  was provided with peepholes and intercoms which made it possible for 
the two prisoners to keep in touch with much of what was happening in the 
rest of the building.

Once Kido was safely hidden, the chamberlain who had put away the 
phonograph records set out to investigate reports that the Imperial Library 
was surrounded and cut off. His name, Tokugawa Yoshihiro, guaranteed 
his safety, for the Tokugawas had supplied ancient Japan with military 
dictators and the scions of the family still held a place second only to the 
Em peror’s in the esteem of soldiers.13 Chamberlain Tokugawa negotiated 
the rebel guard lines with sure aristocratic poise. A t the library he learned 
that the Em peror was fast asleep. The Emperor, according to his own later 
account, was not asleep but listening with amusement through the paper 
walls from his nearby bedroom. At the adjoining English-style country 
house, the Concubines’ Pavilion, Chamberlain Tokugawa was told that 
Empress Nagako was equally oblivious. He had the iron shutters of both 
dwellings closed as a precaution and then walked back through the dark 
gardens and through a newly built tunnel under a hill celebrated for its 
maples.

A t the Imperial Household Building, Chamberlain Tokugawa found that 
tire rebels had begun a room-to-room search for the imperial recording. The 
soldiers were slashing upholstery and breaking open fine Chinese camphor-

13 Tokugawa Yoshihiro was the son of Tokugawa Yoshichika who will be met 
with later as the financier of the March Plot, an intrigue which prepared the domestic 
political scene in 1931 for the conquest of Manchuria.
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JAPAN’S LONGEST DAY

On Tuesday morning, as the Emperor’s chief advisor, Lord Privy Seal 
Kido, was surfacing from the last dreams of the night, a chamberlain burst 
into his study on the third floor of the Imperial Household Building and 
shook him where he lay on his pallet on the floor. The chamberlain was 
waving a leaflet which had just been dropped in the palace grounds. It was 
one of five million which had been unloaded by B-29’s over Japan’s prin
cipal cities that morning. It informed the populace that “the Japanese gov
ernment has offered to surrender.” Kido sprang to his feet and, according 
to his own account, was “stricken with consternation.” He ordered that the 
chief of the civilian, police be phoned immediately to make sure that they 
were having the leaflets picked up as fast as possible. The people had 
standing orders to turn in the devilish B-29 pamphlets without reading 
them and most citizens obeyed, but there were always those who kept the 
pamphlets and spread the rumors they contained. Right now was the worst 
possible moment for the masses to learn that Japan had surrendered. They 
must hear it from the Emperor’s own mouth. Otherwise the doves would 
not feel grateful to him and the hawks might rise in unsolicited rebellions.

Kido phoned the library and was received in audience at 8:30 A.M. 
Hirohito agreed that the great gesture of debate must be stopped at once. 
Prime Minister Suzuki arrived at the library while Hirohito and Kido were 
talking, and at 8:45 a .mt. Hirohito instructed him to call together Japan’s 
leaders at once for a conference in the Imperial Presence. Imperial advisor 
Kido emphasized the urgency of the situation by stipulating that the usual 
Court attire of frock coat or cutaway would not be required. Two hours 
later, wearing the most presentable coats and ties which they could borrow 
in the offices where the summons reached them, the ministers and generals 
gathered.

Presiding once more in the underground audience chamber— a sweltering 
inferno that fine August morning—Hirohito again overrode all differences 
of opinion and ordeied his vassals to accept surrender. He spoke so mov
ingly of the unbearable humiliation which he and Japan must endure for 
the sake of national survival that he began to Weep. With him wept the 
leaders who had ravaged half of Asia.

When Hitohito emerged at noon from the bunker, up the private stair
case into his study, he found Lord Privy Seal Kido waiting for him. Still 
wracked by sobs, Hirohito asked that the remarks he had just made be 
nsed as the basis for the imperial rescript of surrender which he would 
read over the radio on August 15, the next day. Kido relayed the Emperor’s 
thoughts to the secretary of the Cabinet and he in turn wrote up a draft. 
Two scholars translated it into suitable archaic Chinese-style Japanese and 
labored to give it the required singsong cadences.



over which he had agonized earlier. The first was the poem which he had 
written years ago, before going to  China:

Having received from 
His Imperial Majesty 
many great favors,
I  have no final statement 
to make to posterity.

The second was a single new sentence in prose: “In the conviction that 
our sacred land will never perish, I  offer my life to the Emperor as an 
apology for the great crime.” By the great crime most surviving officers 
believe that he m eant the Army’s crime in being defeated. Having com
pleted his literary chores, he sat down with his brother-in-law for one or 
two m ore drinks. Amid the distractions of the modern world it was hard 
for a fifty-eight-year-old bowman to follow the ancient formulas of honor.

A t 5 :30  a .m . the supreme commandant of the secret police called at 
Anam i’s residence to inform him that Tokyo Area Commander Tanaka was 
now in the Imperial Guards compound in the northern comer of the palace, 
rescinding the false orders given earlier and calling the soldiers back to their 
barracks. The rebellion was over. Being no great friend of Anami, the 
commandant of the secret police was no t privileged to see the war minister 
but delivered his report to Anami’s brother-in-law.

F or W ar Minister Anami the time had come. His death, like that of 
M ori’s earlier, was required to show that the insurrection was not all play
acting. H e walked to  the veranda of his bedroom and laid out the two 
memorials he had written, together with a picture of his son who had died 
in battle the year before. H e took a kneeling position, shortsword in his 
right hand, dagger in his left. H e stared at the beams of the rising sun 
stealing in through the cracks of the closed blackout shutters of the porch. 
H e listened for a moment to the tread of the guards in the garden outside. 
H e sank the shortsword into his muscular belly below the lowest rib on the 
left. H e wrenched the sword to the right, through his stomach and then 
sharply upward. Having followed the painful prescribed formula, he found 
himself still alive. With the dagger in his left hand he reached around to the 
right side of his neck and felt about for the area of the carotid artery.

His brother-in-law came back into the room, ran to kneel at his side, and 
assured him that the rebellion had served its purpose. “May I  have the 
honor of assisting you? ’

Anami shook his head and dug the dagger into his neck. I t missed the 
carotid artery but cut the cervical vein. H e remained kneeling, swaying 
from side to side, for almost an hour. Then he fainted forward and con
tinued to bleed and writhe, unconscious on the floor. His brother-in-law
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greatly relieved to discover that his son-in-law had been involved in a coup 
d’etat plan but that it had been suspended.

The next afternoon, however, Tojo heard further rumors and at 6:30 
p.m. on Tuesday, August 14, he was again in Tokyo talking to War Min
ister Anami as he took a bath during a brief Cabinet recess. Anami, whom 
Tojo had known for twenty years as a junior member of Hirohito’s cabal 
of young officers, was strangely preoccupied and reticent. But Tojo un
derstood enough from his belly talk to stress vociferously that the way to 
deal with the American conquerors was not to try to deceive them but to 
stand up to them honestly. “After the surrender,” he said, “we will all 
of course be tried by a military court as war criminals. That goes without 
saying. What we must do when the time comes is all stand together. We 
must be forthright in stating our belief that the Greater East Asia War 
was necessary. What we fought was a defensive war.” War Minister Anami 
agreed abstractedly, got out of his tub, put on his clothes, and returned to 
the Cabinet meeting, leaving Tojo to go home despondent.

While Mori, the general in command of the Imperial Guards, was seeing 
the Emperor’s chief military advisor and Tojo was seeing the war minister, 
Hirohito was taking his evening stroll in the Fukiage Gardens. The junior 
chamberlain who walked in respectful silence behind him was alarmed to 
See “soldiers in the garden where they had never been seen before.” 
Hirohito nodded to the men lounging about under the trees and returned 
in silence to the Imperial Library. There he found Prime Minister Suzuki 
waiting for him apologetically to make a report on the progress of the 
Cabinet. The draft of the imperial rescript of surrender, which Hirohito 
had approved in the middle of the afternoon, had been debated for two 
hours and was still not ready for Hirohito’s signature. The phrase about 
“preservation of sacred national tteasures” had been deleted because the 
minister of agriculture felt “it might lead to disagreeable inquiries by the 
Occupation forces.” Hirohito impatiently approved this amendment and 
several other small word changes. The one remaining problem, continued 
Prime Minister Suzuki, was a tiny difference of opinion between War Min
ister Anami and Navy Minister Yonai. Anami insisted that the words “war 
situation has daily deteriorated” be changed to “war situation has not de
veloped to Japan’s advantage.” Navy Minister Yonai branded this change 
an attempted evasion of Army responsibility and refused to endorse it. Could 
the Emperor, asked Prime Minister Suzuki, please give the Cabinet some 
guidance on this unfortunate little detail? Indeed Hirohito could and asked 
Suzuki to tell Navy Minister Yonai that there was no objection to the war 
minister’s proposal.

Before the Cabinet meeting reconvened at 7:00 p .m . that Tuesday eve
ning, ̂ one of Prime Minister Suzuki’s secretaries communicated the Em
peror’s wishes to Navy Minister Yonai in the washroom of the prime
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No one was later tried for the acts of arson, but Suzuki and Hiranuma both 
collected a little devaluated insurance. M ore to the point, the public was 
satisfied. Both men had saved face. They had established their innocence 
of the anti-peace coup in the palace and they had paid a little for their 
pro-peace coup at the counsel tables.

A t 7:21 a.m ., Wednesday, August 15, the Japan National Broadcasting 
Company, having repaired its cables cut by the rebels, went back on the 
air to announce: “The Em peror at noon today will graciously broadcast, 
in person. This is a most gracious act. All the people are requested to listen 
respectfully to the Em peror. Electricity will be supplied to districts not 
normally supplied during daylight hours.” After the events of the previous 
weeks and the leaflets dropped the day before, few Tokyo residents had any 
doubt as to what the Em peror would announce. All morning long the park 
of the Imperial Plaza, outside the southeastern palace gate near the 
Household Ministry Building, filled up with relieved and sorrowful people. 
A t noon the loudspeakers there and at every other city square in the coun
try vibrated with the Em peror’s voice:

Vengeance of War

We declared war on America and Britain out of Our sincere desire to en
sure Japan’s self-preservation and the stabilization of East Asia, it being far 
from Our thought either to infringe upon the sovereignty of other nations or 
to embark upon territorial aggrandizement. But now the war has lasted for 
nearly four years. Despite the best that has been done by everyone . . . the 
war situation has developed not necessarily to Japan’s advantage, while the 
general trends of the world have all turned against her interest. Moreover, 
the enemy has begun to employ a new and most cruel bomb, the power of 
which to do damage is indeed incalculable. . . . Should We continue to fight 
it would . . . result in an ultimate collapse and obliteration of the Japanese 
nation. . . . Such being the case, how are We to save the millions of Our 
subjects; or to atone Ourselves before the hallowed spirits of Our Imperial 
Ancestors? This is the reason why We have ordered the acceptance of the 
provisions of the Joint Declaration of the Powers. . . .

Let the entire nation continue as one family, from generation to genera
tion. . . . Unite your total strength to be devoted to the construction for the 
future. . . . Work with resolution so as ye may enhance the innate glory of 
the Imperial State and keep pace with the progress of the world.

The throngs in the squares wept with humiliation, incredulity, and weary 
relief. M en prostrated themselves and knocked their heads on the pave
ments. H ere and there someone drove a dagger or bullet Into himself. The 
crowds bowed to each corpse, muttered words of prayer for each departing 
spirit and dispersed in silence to their homes. In all, 376 Army men from 
general to private, 113 Navy men from admiral to seaman, and 37 nurses
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newspaper-wrapped package of precious cigars which he had brought from 
his office.

“I fully appreciate your painful position,” answered Suzuki. “As His 
Majesty is extremely punctilious in the worship of his ancestors, however, 
and performs the rites required of him each spring and autumn, I am sure 
that the gods will show us their grace. I have not lost hope for the future 
of Japan.”

Anami smiled and bowed and turned on his heel. “He came to say 
good-bye,” observed Suzuki to his secretary. Anami drove to his residence 
and prepared for his last sentimental duty. He steeped himself in a scalding 
Japanese wooden tub, allowed his household maid to inject in his arm a last 

- vitamin shot, donned a comfortable kimono, poured himself a drink, and 
sat down beside his telephone, with paper, ink, and writing brush, to frame 
his final testaments. His secretary passed in and out of the room, giving him 
news and scraps of conversation. The maid stole in silently from time to 
time with a freshly warmed pitcher of sake.

Earlier that Tuesday evening, at 10:00 P.M., U.S. B-29’s had returned to 
Tokyo after a four-day bombing pause. When the air raid alert sounded, 
Emperor Hirohito decided not to wait for the adjournment of his Cabinet 
but instructed his chamberlains to make preparations at once for the pro
mulgation of the surrender rescript. At 11:25 p .m ., wearing the uniform of 
an Army field marshal, he drove across the palace park, through the black
out, to the Imperial Household Administration Building. There, in the 
audience hall on the second floor, a team of technicians from Japan Na
tional Broadcasting were waiting for him, and he intoned his rescript into 
a microphone. At the first reading, though no one presumed to remark on 
it, his voice trembled.

“It sounds too low and husky,” he said, when he listened to the playback. 
“Let me try again.”

On the second take his voice was clearer, more correctly high-pitched 
and nasal, and more nervous. He was not entirely satisfied and offered to 
make a third take. But the room was stifling and the technicians were awed 
to the point of suicide by the discomfort to which they were putting him. 
They assured him that a third take would not be necessary. Hirohito took 
them at their word and at 12:05 a .m . returned to his library.

Two records had been cut of each reading, one for playback and one for 
possible broadcast. After repeated hearings, the technicians judged the first 
reading to be far the most moving and discovered that there was a good 
reason to reject the second: Hirohito had left out a conjunction. All four 
pressings, however, were packed in cans and cotton bags and given to a 
c amberlain for safekeeping. After careful thought the chamberlain hid

em in a safe behind the books in a room on the first floor of the Imperial
ousehold Building belonging to one of the Empress’s ladies-in-waiting.
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Em peror system, or like Christianity and democracy, had to acquire flesh- 
and-blood meaning. A  few hundred Americans and a few thousand Japa
nese who spoke one another’s language had to fill out the blank checks of 
“unconditional” surrender.

In  the palace, Lord Privy Seal Kido and Em peror Hirohito waited with 
apprehension. They hoped that the enemy would demonstrate Christian 
kindness; they prayed that the enemy would fail to democratize. Unless 
they could preserve the Em peror system, they would not be able to answer 
to their ancestors. W ithout aristocracy and hierarchy, the society of the 
living would cease to  be at one with the spirit world of the dead. Up to now 
the peace plot had worked with the vanquished; now it must work with 
the victors.
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The two conspirators set out on their bicycles to pedal a mile through the 
sultry night from the War Ministry to the Imperial Guards headquarters in 
the northernmost salient of the palace. Ida’s bicycle sprang a flat tire, and 
Hatanaka had to stop and help the unmechanical colonel fix it. The two 
arrived at the North Gate of the palace at 11:00 p.m . arid asked to be taken 
at once to Lieutenant General Mori. Mori, however, sent out word asking 
them to wait a while. All evening Mori had been considering the woids 
about circumspection delivered to him five hours earlier by the Emperor's 
chief aide-de-camp. Now he was consulting his brother-in-law from Hiro
shima and was hearing for the first time an eyewitness account of the effects 
of the atomic bomb.

Lieutenant General Mori kept the conspirators waiting for an hour and 
a half and did not admit them to his presence until almost 12:30 a.m . By 
then he knew that Hirohito had returned from his recording session to the 
safety of the Imperial Library. Firebrand Hatanaka demanded that Mori 
call out Ms Imperial Guards, seize the palace, cut off the Imperial Library, 
and issue instructions in the Emperor’s name for the Army and Navy to 
continue the war. Hatanaka asserted that he spoke for War Minister Anami. 
Lieutenant General Mori insisted that Hatanaka must be mistaken. At 
12:45 a.m . Hatanaka agreed to go back to Anami and seek confirmation. 
He left Mori talking to his kinsman, Lieutenant Colonel Ida.

Five minutes later the courtiers at the Imperial Household Building were 
informed by telephone that the Emperor and Empress had gone to bed. At 
that moment, at his residence to the south of the palace, War Minister 
Anami was preparing for suicide. Tokyo Area Commander Tanaka was 
napping at his desk upstairs from Peace Faction headquarters in the Dai 
Ichi Insurance Building. Secret Policeman Tsukamoto from Taiwan, the 
watchdog of the coup, dozed in the police headquarters outside the North 
Gate of the palace, where he happened to have the duty that night. A stone’s 
throw away, inside the North Gate at the guards’ headquarters, Lieutenant 
General Mori and Lieutenant Colonel Ida were engaged in earnest conver
sation. At some time between 12:50 and 1 :00 a .m . they were joined by the 
mysterious Lieutenant Colonel X.

Major Hatanaka had commandeered a staff car and set out to seek reas
surance on the other side of the palace from War Minister Anami’s brother- 
in-law, Lieutenant Colonel Takeshita. He arrived at his destination about
1.00 a.m . and implored Takeshita to see Anami and have the waT minister 
telephone Guards Commander Mori. Takeshita promised to stee what he 
could do, and Major Hatanaka started back for the command post of the 
mperial Guards. Takeshita went off at the same time to drive down the
ock to his brother-in-law’s. He found Anami struggling to write a poem 

n arewell to life, “I am thinking of committing suicide tonight according 
toplan,” said Anami. - b
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Russia. The base of the pyramid consisted of “neighborhood association” 
leaders who doubled as police informers and air raid wardens.

M ore than most people under such circumstances, the Japanese needed 
to be told how to behave. In their own highly structured society, they had 
elaborate rules of etiquette for dealing with all grades of superiors and 
inferiors in all types of situations. But they had no universal code of behav
ior to apply to hum an beings from outside their society. Defeat was an 
unthinkable situation and foreigners had no place or rank in the national 
family. In  their bewilderment Japanese might fawn upon the Americans or 
might attack them with knives. Japanese soldiers who had been knocked 
unconscious in battle and so had fallen alive into enemy hands had almost 
always surprised Allied interrogators by their pliability as prisoners. Ready 
one day to cut out American hearts and eat them, they found themselves 
the next in another life, glad to be breathing but sure that they were dead 
to their own society. Now it was feared that the whole nation might react 
in the same way; that in the hunger, misery, and relief of defeat, the people 
might overnight forget their Japanese heritage.

To give the populace the clearest possible leadership in dealing with the 
conquerors, H irohito called to office the first Cabinet in Japan’s history 
headed by an imperial prince of the blood. Prime Minister Suzuki, the old 
cigar-smoking Taoist philosopher, submitted the resignation of his own 
Cabinet three hours after the surrender broadcast. Hirohito at once sum
moned his advisor, Lord Privy Seal Kido, to the library and asked him to 
proceed according to plan in recommending a successor.

Before making his nomination, Kido broke with all precedent and con
sulted only one of the elder statesmen, the canny old lawyer Baron 
Hiranum a. It was a symbolic gesture meant to indicate that the two greatest 
political camps in Japan, patrician and plebeian, had joined ranks in the hour 
of national crisis. H iranum a could speak for the village mayors who con
trolled the peasants, for the gang leaders who ruled the urban poor, and for 
the majority in the Army who had wanted to fight Russia rather than the 
United States.

In  response to Kido’s summons, Hiranuma walked over immediately 
from the Privy Council Office where he worked to the Imperial Household 
Building. “My teeth got burned up with my house this morning,” he mum
bled as he entered Kido’s office. “Now I’ll have to buy another house and 
another set of teeth.”

In less than an hour, he and Kido had agreed to recommend a slate of 
Cabinet ministers headed by Prince Higashikuni, the Em peror’s uncle. It 
was Higashikuni, figuratively, who was to stand on the bridge outside the 
palace and shout to the Americans, “If you want to come, come.” The 
people would understand that the imperial family was bravely accepting 
responsibility for defeat. A nd the Americans would see that Japan consid
ered her imperial princes to be men of peace.
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a Cabinet minister attempting to enter the North Gate of the palace and 
now had him under lock and key. But Lieutenant Colonel Ida had no solace 
to offer. The Tokyo Area Army, Ida repotted, would definitely not support 
the uprising.

Major Hatanaka set off, eyes glazed, to see what could be salvaged with 
the troops who now occupied the southern grounds of the palace. Lieuten
ant Colonel Ida offered to remain behind at the North Gate to preserve 
discipline. Hatanaka found that his rebel forces had captured the radio 
technicians of National Broadcasting and locked them in the keep at the 
southeastern gate. The technicians had lingered at the Household Ministry 
drinking toasts to the Voice of the Crane after their historic recording 
session and had been apprehended weaving an unsteady course home. Now 
Hatanaka’s fellow officers were grilling them as to their business so late at 
night in the palace.

Hatanaka’s men had also succeeded in cutting the main communication 
cables connecting the palace with the outside world. They did not know it 
but they had missed two secret cables: one from the chief naval aide-de- 
camp’s office in the Imperial Household Building, the other from the chief 
Army aide-de-camp’s office in the bunker under the Imperial Library. Over 
these the chamberlains of the Outer and Inner Palaces were keeping in 
touch with Tokyo Area Commander Tanaka in the Dai Iclii Insurance 
Building across the moat. At about the same moment that Hatanaka joined 
his men, the chamberlains learned that General Tanaka was in full com
mand of the situation and was prepared to prevent anything serious from 
happening. He had just seen Lieutenant Colonel Ida and sent him back to 
supervise developments at the North Gate. Tsukamoto, at secret-police 
headquarters outside the gate, was fully informed and ready to move with 
his men at an instant’s notice. As yet, however, Tsukamoto did not believe 
that secret-police intervention was warranted and feared that it might only 
be dangerous.

Having resolved to stage a realistic coup d’etat, the firebrand Major 
-Hatanaka needed a military objective in the palace on which to focus the 
attention of his noncoms and soldiers. The logical objective was the Em
peror. It would have been a simple matter to surround the Imperial Library, 
take the Emperor hostage, and force Japan to continue the war. Instead 
Hatanaka wasted two hours in meaningless comings and goings, making 
sure that all the guards at palace gates and checkpoints acknowledged the 
authority of the forged orders which had been issued. When the soldiers 
began to grow restless and apprehensive, Hatanaka declared that the pur
pose of the coup was to seize the surrender recording which the Emperor 
rad made and prevent it from being broadcast to the people.

At 3:00 a.m , Hatanaka’s troops surrounded the Imperial Household 
hnistry Building and demanded that the chamberlains on night duty there
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wood chests. They were angry that the style of furnishing was almost 
entirely Western. Tokugawa followed them about scalding them with patri
cian sarcasms. A desperate sergeant14 finally slapped him in the face, and 
a lieutenant sat him down and threatened him with a sword unless he 
would reveal the whereabouts of the recording. Tokugawa went to the aide- 
de-camps’ common room to inquire indignantly what the Army was doing 
to restore discipline. The naval aide-de-camp took him aside and whispered 
that he had just spoken on his secret telephone with the Tokyo Area Army 
HQ and everything was well in hand. Tokyo Area Commander Tanaka had 
set out from his headquarters by staff car shortly after 4:00 a .m . to begin 
the task of suppressing the revolt. A little later he had been joined at the 
North Gate by secret-police Colonel Tsukamoto, the rebellion’s watchdog.1"’
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LIVES FOR THE EMPEROR

At 3:30 a.m ., when the soldiers entered the Imperial Household Build
ing, Lieutenant Colonel Ida deserted his post at the North Gate of the palace 
to report to War Minister Anami. He found Anami still drinking sake by 
the mugful with his secretary and his brother-in-law. He had wound his 
belly in a white sash and put on a white shirt given him by the Emperor. 
Ida reported on the gesture of rebellion being made in the palace and sat 
down to join in the carouse. About 4:00 a.m . Air Force Captain Uehara 
called to relate ecstatically his part in the murder of Guards Commander 
Mori. Anami remarked, “Something else to make amends for,” and went on 
drinking. A little later his brother-in-law Takcshita asked the war minister 
if he might not be drinking too much. Anami discounted the idea by re
minding Takeshita that sake helped the blood to flow and that a fifth-degree 
swordsman could hardly fail in his suicide. Nevertheless Anami shortly 
dismissed them all and asked to be alone.

Lieutenant Colonel Ida went outside to wait. He later said that he waited 
on the curb for a passing Army vehicle which would take him back to the 
palace. But he could have called for a car easily enough. What he meant 
was that he was waiting to make sure that Anami would fulfill his part of 
the pledge and commit suicide. Ida, after all, had stood by patriotically, 
outside the door, while his own kinsman, Lieutenant General Mori of the 
guards, was being shot.

In bold, childlike calligraphy, Anami was completing the two memorials

14 Sergeant Wakabayashi, fifteen years later, made himself known to Chamberlain 
tokugawa, presenting him with an apologetic teapot made out of an ancient bronze 
mirror, the most cherished possession of his family.

Tanaka s aide, Major Tsukamoto Kiyoshi, was also present. The two Tsukamotos 
nave sometimes been confused in Western reporting of the record.
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tin, scrap iron, silver wire, copper, shoes, blankets, uniforms, banknotes, and 
blasting powder were distributed to the populace from Army warehouses. 
Years later the D iet— the Japanese equivalent of Congress— tried to investi
gate the profit-takers in the giveaway and succeeded in recovering only two 
million dollars. The other 9.998 billion had gone to repay old Army hench
men for services rendered or to bind them against services anticipated.

Special Cabinet Advisor Ishiwara Kanji, the retired strategist of Man
ch u ria , was detailed to go from  town to  town explaining the defeat. He was 
a popular hero, with a rabid following of Buddhist zealots in rural areas. 
Special trains were laid on everywhere by the government to bring the 
peasants in to the provincial centers where he spoke. He seldom addressed 
a crowd of less than 10,000. The burden of his message was simple: former 
Prime M inister Tojo caused the war; no one else is responsible. Ishiwara 
and Tojo had worked together as bitter rivals for imperial favor in the early 
1930’s. Tojo had triumphed, and no one knew better than Ishiwara the 
details which would make Tojo seem a fit scapegoat. A t his home in Tokyo, 
where he had been living in retirement for more than a year, Tojo accepted 
the vilification stoically and privately told his friends that it was his wish to 
take full responsibility for the war. His friends respected his desires but 
many of his former subordinates and servants protested. The porter at the 
prime minister’s official residence, for instance, was widely quoted as saying 
that Tojo had been the most human and considerate being who had oc
cupied the building in twenty years.

Having bribed the masses and indoctrinated them with an official expla
nation of war responsibility, Prince Higashikuni and his ministers turned to 
the external threat. In case the Occupation Forces came to wreak ven
geance, there should be a maquis organized to make vengeance costly. Japa
nese officers created a web of cultural clubs, research institutes, and gym
nasiums to serve as fronts for resistance work. With the connivance of the 
Ministry of Agriculture they founded a number of veterans’ farm communes 
on which gunless tanks were used for tractors and the men held in tight dis
cipline for service at a moment’s notice. Pistols and grenades were cached in 
mountain caves. Temples became repositories for airplane engines. Unin
habited islets off the coast were heaped with camouflaged guns and ammuni
tion. Two billion dollars’ worth of gold and platinum was flown home from 
Korea, encased in lead and sunk in Tokyo harbor. There it remained until 
A pril 1946 when, with M acArthur’s blessing, it was dredged up and 
returned to the economy.

Physical education instructors at middle schools were entrusted with blue
prints for the resurrection of a weapons technology in case Japan’s present 
factories were all razed. In  the island of Kanawa, just offshore from the 
Japanese Naval Academy, a veritable time capsule of twentieth-century 
Japanese civilization was stored away on shelves along hundreds of subter
ranean tunnels. The horde included one neatly labeled example of almost
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sat out the long vigil waiting for him to die. About 7:30 a.m . one of several 
•visiting officers finally called in a medical corpsman to dispatch him with a
hypodermic. ; • ;. ; ■ •

Within the palace, half a mile: to the. northeast of Anami’s . bedroom, 
Tokyoi.Area (Commander;Tanaka was:driving, from checkpoint to check-; 
point sending the soldiers back to their.barracks,His eyes flashed.' His mag- 
:nificentI;niustac5he,̂ ■■which' he had  first cultivated 'as„.an undergraduate years 
ago at Oxford, heaved and twisted expressively. His;riding crop slapped 
savagely against his Tiding boots, as he itemized and emphasized his admo- 

hifions'/TtAyfis,^ he too .had now. resolved on suicide.
As a classmate .and dld friend and rival of Anami he could do no less. He 
would blow, his brains out nine days later when he felt sure that the Army 
would obey the Emperor and accept surrender in a disciplined manner. 
Np\v,.in the palace, the soldiers followed his instructions instantly. In a 
matter of hiinutes there Ayas no disturbance;within the sacred precincts but 
the dawn twitter of birds. ; .
i ̂ i^ffjwithput.^dbps'^ffie^youing rebel officers of Ahami’s staff withdrew to 
the offices of the Japan Broadcasting Company two blocks outside the 
moat. There they sought to turn on the transmitters so that they could make 
their own last statement to the nation. Whcn they failed^ they disbanded 

jand went out to lose themselves in the early morning crowds of people 
going to work,. ;. V;- \ ; ;/■*-- V .• ,
:. Other attacks were made that night.on the homes of Hirohito’s accesso
ries in the peace plpt. This was a tried and true stratagem, a .standard 
method ofi;operation!; In . three. previous;sham coups ..d’etat-.staged, in the 
1930’s, :simultane6us attacks had always been made on the, homes of the 

( on:, the night of August 14, .1945, secret, policemen 
attacked the home of Hirohito’s chief advisor, Lord Privy. Seal Kido, and 

^;.d iivfen-;6ff^hy • other,-secret.-policemen.1 Groups .of venal civilian 
patriots, seasoned by the leadership of a.few soldiers, burned the private 
;rMfiences;6[f;Pcme Minister Suzuki and. of BarOn Hiranuma', the two -great 
impre^arios of the. peace scenes in the imperiai. bunker. Before both fires 
the victims .were given adequate warning, and allowed:to escape. Some of 
Baron Hiranunia’s own stout right-wing paftisaris;participated in. the burn
ing of his home. ' • v. ‘

■ \  At Prime Minister Suzuki’s , a  comedy of;fate overtook the .droll: old
. refused to start It,, was loaded with

faniily and valuables and proved too heavy for servants to push ..Hi s entire 
0dygugrd, Avhich was large enough to. repel an army, had to be summoned 

. jorfi neighborhood retreats to carry the car to. the top of a gradient. Every
one enjoyed the.farce, including Prime Minister Suzuki.' And when the car’s 
.engine^fmally.sparkedjgbing-dbwn'the.'hillttheibodyguafdturnedback:
.uproariously^ atSuzuki’shome.
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read' Sato M akoto in my family.” Other Japanese when questioned would 
agree that he could be telling the truth. The success Of such ' tactics may 
be seen from the fact that, two years after the war was over,-more than 
a  hundred of the Japanese witnesses who testified, at ..the Class A War 
Criminal trials in Tokyo, were able to go down in the record under ap
pellations by which they had never, been known at home. -

All, the names and .numbers of combat..Units had been, changed, a few 
weeks prior to surrender. Now many of the:officers were transferred to new 
commands where subordinates would h o t  know dheir past careers. In a 
move suggested to the Em peror on August 19, four days after Hirohito’s 
broadcast to his people, and reported to him again on its completion six 
days later, secret policemen and thought, policemen were.’given new cre
dentials as civilian detectives and traffic cops. Many who had been guards 
at concentration- camps were allowed to change their names and vanish 
into civilian life as if their military careers had never , existed. A sadist, 
whose victims at Omori Prison Camp called him only , by the fearful code 
name of M r. Brown, was never found by Allied investigators after-the 
w ar— and this despite the fact that he was well known by name and long 
association to H irohito’s brother’s brother-in-law, Tokugawa Yoshitoffio, 
who.had served at the prison camp, as an “observer” for the Japanese.Red 
Cross. A notorious secret police major, who also escaped the A lltel War 
Criminal Prosecution Section,, caters today to an almost exclusively.Amer
ican clientele of tourists at his old pottery.store on Kyoto’s main.shopping 
street. V -

“The flames of burning documents of a defeated nation preparing for 
the occupation of . the enemy were full of sadness and sorrow,” recalls one 
patriot. H e saw them as a “glare of big fires” as he returned to Tokyo on 
the morning of August 16 after informing the wife of the commander of 
the Kamikaze Corps that her. husband had just committed-suicide. Every 
town in Japan was blazing that night with bonfires of paper . The , o rder to 
destroy, from Imperial Headquarters, was itself marked “to-be destroyed,'’ 
and only fragments, of it were later picked up in. city dumps. Prefectural 
libraries did away with all ..books giving biographical information oh-pos
sible-war criminal suspects, including even Who’s Who's and their Japa
nese equivalents Daijinmei Jiten. In some libraries the books were burned; 
in others only their file catalogue cards were destroyed and the books 
themselves were taken home for safekeeping by the, librarians. Few if  any 
im portant documents were entirely lost. They may be found in yellowed 
stacks of paper surrounding former generals and statesmen interviewed 
today. They are still considered secret and withheld from foreign hands. 
B ut the. old gentlemen who keep them are usually willing to refer to them, 
to answer questions about them, and to do so with specifics •that: have the
air of authority. When Allied languageofficers. first fa n n e d p u tto lp o k  for
suchdocum ents a. generation ago; they found few. They were expected: to
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and civilians died by their own hands that week, a grand total of only 
526.16

The scores who killed themselves on the precincts of the palace in Tokyo 
included firebrand Hatanaka, General Tojo’s son-in-law, and one other 
leader of the hopeless coup the night before. A fourth rebel, Air Force 
Captain Uehara who had murdered General Mori’s brother-in-law, shot 
himself two days later. Four more of the rebel officers may still be found 
alive in Tokyo today. One presides over the Historical Section of Japan’s 
modem Self-Defense Forces. A second, General Anami’s brother-in-law, 
runs the Self-Defense Staff College. A third, Arao, is president of an auto
mobile agency. A fourth, Lieutenant Colonel Ida, has changed his name 
to Iwata. He has divorced his wife because she was ashamed of him for 
not committing suicide. He works in an advertising agency for Colonel 
Tsukamoto Makoto, the secret policeman from Formosa, the official witness 
of the coup, who in years gone by had assisted Prince Asaka at the rape of 
Nanking.

Through Hirohito’s broadcast the Japanese became the last people in the 
world to learn that the war was over. Others had heard the news the 
previous afternoon when Domei, the Japanese news service, at 2:49 P .M . 

Tokyo time, had beamed a message to the American operator on Okinawa: 
FLASH FLASH TOKYO AUGUST 14 IT  IS LEARNED THA T AN IM PER IA L  MESSAGE 

ACCEPTING THE POTSDAM DECLARATION IS FORTHCOM ING SOON. By the 
time that Japanese were going home from the Emperor’s broadcast to 
“eat stones and drink gall,” as they said, London’s first V-J Day celebra
tion was spending itself in walk-up flats. In New York surging crowds of 
sailors, soldiers, and girls in Times Square were waiting for the magical 
stroke of midnight.

The Allies had laid down the terms. The bomb had enforced them. The 
Emperor had accepted them. The Allies had obviated an inch-by-inch con
quest of Japan and postponed for a few years the communization of China. 
They had won a chance to cure Japan of her proud tribalism and to harness 
the vast powers of the Emperor for the task. Vengeance need not stand 
in the way of construction, for vengeance had already been taken. The 140,- 
000 corpses of Hiroshima and Nagasaki had paid for Nanking, and the
166.000 killed in the fire raids on Tokyo had more than paid for American, 
Australian, and British war prisoners who had been starved and beaten to 
death in Japanese concentration camps. Only ignorance and suspicion 
remained to be conquered. The exact arithmetic of war had to be replaced
by the conversational arts of peace. Vague foreign concepts like Shinto and1

16 The over-all suicide rate that year dropped dramatically from the norm of 2.5 
Per ten thousand to 1.5, an all-time low even in the postwar period. Apparently the
onor of the few was more than discounted by the need to survive of the many.
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limits, “Willow Run,” as it came to be called," had a production line of 250 
girls and an average quota of 3,750 G .L’s a day.

The R .A .A . and kindred organizations were promoted and guaranteed 
by a group of industrialists who offered their services to the Throne as 
“one-yen-a-year” men. They were recruited and directed by Yamashita 
Taro, a chemicals and shipping magnate who had been sitting in on Peace- 
Faction councils and conferring frequently with Lord'Privy Seal Kido for 
the past ten months. Yamashita and bis associates put together a fund of 
200 million yen, or about $14 million, and offered-it to the Emperor as 
a  contribution. Some reciprocal favors were implied by the gift because 
Lord Privy Seal Kido took two days to negotiate its acceptance.

Of the many tasks undertaken by Yamashita and his one-yen-a-year 
men, the m ost delicate was liaison with M acArthur and his aides. The 
ladies at Court advised that relations with Allied G.H.Q. would go most 
smoothly if the incompetent services of insular police interpreters could 
be dispensed with and replaced by those of cosmopolitan gentlewomen 
who had real ability as linguists. Accordingly, a group of princesses and 
marchionesses who had lived in Paris and London agreed to merge forces 
with a group of businessmen who had good contacts in the United States. 
Money was laid aside to buy new kimonos for w ar widows whose con
servatively invested fortunes had been wiped out by depreciation. Family 
villas were inspected and rated according to their chic and their entertain
ment facilities. Private clubs were created in imitation of those which had 
been observed in Occidental capitals. Some groups-of wealthy blue-stock
ings invited famous geisha to address them on the art of entertaining men.

The nervous bustle of peace preparations was punctuated by the violence 
of diehards who still protested against surrender. Prince Takamatsu, the 
Em peror’s brother, had to go down to Atsugi Air Base near Yokohama to 
pacify a group of dissident kamikaze pilots who were dropping leaflets on 
Tokyo calling for continuance of the war. Two hundred men of a pro
vincial garrison mutinied and marched on Tokyo. Twelve extreme rightists 
of the Revere-the-Emperor-and-Expel-the-Barbarians Society blew them
selves up with hand grenades atop a hill in Tokyo’s Shiba Park.

MISSION TO MANILA

As the cult of death died and the plans to live developed at fever pace, 
Japan had no communication with the conquerors except by radio.-The 
future invaders remained faceless, giving instructions and hints of their own 
diabolical planning by Morse code. On August 19, four days after the 
Em peror announced Japan’s surrender and in compliance with orders from 
M acA rthur in Manila, Army Vice Chief of Staff Kawabe Torashiro flew to 
Okinawa by Japanese bomber and thence by American bomber to Nichols 
Field southwest of Manila. After twelve hours of flying, he 'and  his aides
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RECEPTION CABINET

The Japanese were the only people on earth who had lived in their 
homeland from prehistoric times and never been conquered by outsiders. 
Many of them, however, had studied surrender subterfuges from the great
est masters, the Chinese. And now, after surrender in 1945, Japan had two 
weeks in which to prepare before the first American Occupation troops 
would unload from their planes onto Japanese soil. Dazed and disheartened 
as they were, the people demonstrated extraordinary discipline and, in the 
words of one newspaper, “complete compliance with the imperial will.” 
From palace on down to police box, they moved with zeal to implement the 
well-considered plans of the Peace Faction. Millionaires gave millions “to 
save the nation,” and aristocratic ladies prepared to contribute even their 
virtue if it was required of them.

Fighting off a mood of inanition and despair, Hirohito worked early and 
late to set his people an example. He reviewed most of the peace prepara
tions personally and saw a steady stream of “experts” who had ideas for 
handling the Americans. No rigid policy could be laid down in advance for 
the attitude which the people should take toward the conquerors, but tenta
tively one of cautious politeness and obedience was agreed upon as the best 
initial approach. This recommendation was transmitted to the masses hy an 
amazingly efficient word-of-mouth system perfected during the war. Each 
of ten men was responsible for telling ten other men and each of them, in 
turn, for relaying die message to ten more. The superstructure of the pyra
mid was Japan’s single monolithic political party, the Imperial Rule Assist
ance Association, which had been organized by Prince Konoye in the late 
1930 s in emulation of the Nazi and Communist parties of Germany and
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other small points m ade known to the U.S. guard unit at the Rosario 
Apartments. By the time he awoke four hours later, Allied translators had 
prepared a new packet of instructions for Tokyo in which offensive pro
nouns and servant requirements had  been suppressed.

Kawabe took off at 1 :00 p .m ., highly elated by the success of his mission. 
Hours later as his Betty-type bomber approached Japan, it sprang a leak in 
a fuel line. The pilot changed course to hug the Japanese coast. About 
midnight the last drop of gas was gone and he brought the lumbering craft 
down to a crash landing a few yards from a beach in central Honshu. The 
buffeted members of die delegation waded ashore and found themselves 
looking up  in the moonlight a t M ount Fuji, M ount Fortunate Warrior, the 
volcanic symbol of Japan. It was more than a hundred miles to Tokyo, and 
by the time that the delegates had roused villagers, summoned a truck, and 
negotiated the pockmarked roads to the capital it was late in the morning.

General Kawabe reported at once to the prime minister’s residence and 
Prince Higashikuni drove with him to the palace. Em peror Hirohito re
ceived them at 1:15 p .m . and heard a full report of ICawabe’s exhausting 
ordeal. I t closed with the assurance that “in general the enemy attitude is 
unexpectedly good.” The next day a capable labor racketeer, who was a 
friend of Prince Takamatsu, the Em peror’s brother, put to work his truckers 
and construction men to repair the Atsugi kamikaze base for the American 
landing. Werewolf preparations were almost abandoned. Destruction of 
documents and briefing of girls was pushed forward frantically to meet 
with the new early date of American arrival.

Lights also burned late that week at M acArthur’s headquarters in Manila 
and at the State Departm ent in Washington. Throughout the war the sages 
of Am erican foreign policy had had mixed emotions about the war with 
Japan. In  Roosevelt’s inner councils Japan had been considered a tool and 
the Pacific a secondary war theater. As a result the degree of severity with 
which Japan should be punished had never been fully decided. Here was a 
nation which had shown the way in savagery to its European partners, a 
nation which some said was not merely sick like Germany but innately 
predatory. Then again, here was a society little understood, a cultural relic 
of an earlier, more barbaric age, a country which had developed apart 
and then had been forced to join the modem world by Commodore Perry 
and the United States.

The Japanese had succeeded beyond Roosevelt’s wildest nightmares in 
conquering the Pacific, and the road back had been a  long one. But from 
the beginning the American government had known it would win and had 
debated what it would do with its victory: reduce Japan to a pastoral state 
as many Australians advocated? Remake Japanese society from the bottom 
up and thoroughly re-educate the people as some New Deal intellectuals 
demanded? Trust a  chastened, demilitarized Japan to carry out her own 
moral reformation as many old Japan hands urged? O r simply take away
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Emperor Hirohito accepted the nomination of Prince Higashikuni as a 
matter of prearrangement, but Higashikuni himself had last-minute objec
tions. t)uring the 1860’s, after the Americans had forced their way into 
Japan the first time, his father, he complained, had undertaken a similar 
role as a peacemaker for Hirohito’s great-grandfather. And for this loyal 
service he had later been disgraced and banished from Court. Prince 
Higashikuni wanted assurance that the same thing would not happen to him 
now. The next morning, August 16, Hirohito talked privately with Higashi
kuni for twenty minutes in the library and promised him a lifelong place in 
the imperial favor. Higashikuni later said that he was much moved by the 
Emperors haggard appearance. Lord Privy Seal Kido was summoned to 
witness the bargain, and Higashikuni formally accepted the imperial man
date to form a government.

Higashikuni designed a Cabinet which would look like an apology to the 
people and a gesture of defiance to the Allies, particularly to the Chinese. 
He indicated the Emperor’s contrition for the disastrous adventure in the 
South Seas by including as ministers several members of the Fight-Russia 
or Strike-North Faction ousted in the 1930’s. At the same time he took as 
his chief minister of state Piince Konoye, who had led the nation into war 
with China, and as war minister General Shimomura Sadamu who had 
forced the plans for the rape of Nanking through the General Staff in 1937. 
As special Cabinet advisor, Higashikuni chose a retired Lieutenant General 
Ishiwara Kanji who had conducted the strategic planning for the conquest 
of Manchuria in 1929-1931.

To those in the inner circle of Japanese leadership, the most cynical 
.feature oLHigashikuni’s Peace Cabinet was Prince Higashikuni himself. 
There were nine other eligible princes in the ranks of Hirohito’s immediate 
family who might have stood more sincerely for peace. The bold, affable 
Higashikuni had played a conspicuously active role behind the scenes in the 
last twenty-five years. And if the Allies could but know it, he was better 
qualified than most for the label of Class A war criminal. As a privileged 
Army Intelligence officer in Paris in 1921, he had helped to recruit a 
private, unofficial cabal of Army officers for Hirohito. In 1927 he had 
helped to persuade Hirohito to prepare for the conquest of Manchuria. 
Between 1930 and 1936, as part of the terror which silenced Japanese 
moderates, he had been involved in no less than eight fake coups d’etat, 
our assassinations, two religious hoaxes, and countless threats of murder 
and blackmail. He alone among princes of the blood had taken active 
measures in 1936 to help his nephew Hirohito to suppress Strike-North or 
ight-Russia insurgents. A year later Higashikuni had assumed command 

o the bombing of civilian China. In 1941, after Hirohito had approved 
P ans for the attack on Pearl Harbor, Higashikuni had stood ready to lead 
apan into the war as prime minister. Only the caution of men like Lord 
nvy Seal Kido, who considered the possibility of defeat and worried about
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ble for the actions of the government. Such an idea did not appeal to the 
idealistic American mind nor fit the known facts. It was the U.S. point of 
view that some element in Japanese society had misled the people and 
could be cut out like a cancer. The New Deal intellectuals in the State De
partm ent, led by Dean Acheson and Archibald MacLeish, believed that 
reform and democratization could be achieved only through overthrow of 
the entire Establishment, the hereditary ruling caste of imperial high 
priests, of professional bureaucrats and police administrators, of warriors 
and generals, of medieval merchant families and modern cartel owners. A 
less intellectual and more tolerant group of former diplomats and business
men, who had lived in Japan, allied themselves with ex-Ambassador Grew. 
They argued cogently that the ruling caste were the only Japanese who 
knew how to govern their country or had any experience with the outside 
world. If  a  reform was contemplated, they must be the ones reformed; 
they m ust be the cornerstone for rebuilding. Otherwise Japan would be
come an anarchy and the United States would be forced to administer her 
indefinitely as an American possession.

The debate finally resolved itself into disagreement on one central ques
tion: what to  do with the Em peror who ruled the ruling class. Some 
experts said he should be tried as a war criminal, others that he should be 
deposed, still others that he should be left to rule as a constitutional 
monarch. In the absence of any dependable information about Hirohito, 
the issue was argued hotly. The last two New York Times correspondents 
in Japan, drawing on the same Times morgue of translations and dispatches, 
wrote books on opposite sides of the question, Hugh Byas opting for the 
Em peror and O tto Tolischus against. The dispute could not be settled be
cause the problem was logically insoluble. Could Japan be reformed without 
destroying her god-king? A nd then again, could Japan be reformed with
out the god-king’s co-operation? The answer to both queries was patently, 
“N o.” A nd so Roosevelt, early in the war, decided that the best course might 
be to hold the Em peror as a hostage. Skillfully handled, he might be used 
to  sponsor reform  and at the same time to undercut the foundations of his 
own prestige and power. As early as 1942 the Office of War Information 
and the Office of Strategic Services spread the suggestion, through the many 
publicists, journalists, and authors o n  O.W.I.-O.S.S. payrolls, that American 
cartoonists should concentrate their attention on bespectacled General Tojo 
rather than Hirohito on his white horse.

In  August of 1945 President Truman wisely decided to delegate the 
execution of Roosevelt’s tentative policy for dealing with the Emperor to 
General of the Army Douglas M acArthur whose memos had helped to 
formulate it. M acArthur had the stature domestically to override American 
dissent and the experience in the Orient to carry out such a policy with 
flexibility and an ear tuned to changing circumstances. Truman appointed 
M acArthur proconsul in Japan on August 14, the day that Japan’s surren-
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the future of the imperial family, induced Hirohito to nominate General 
Tojo as prime minister instead.

More than any other prince of the blood, Higashikuni had always been 
able to work smoothly with Hirohito. The attraction between the two men 
—the Emperor was only thirteen years younger than his uncle—was one 

1 between complementary opposites, between a tough, unscrupulous man of 
the world and a hothouse product of the finest education which could be 
given in a palace. Nephew Hirohito was an intellectual who always strove 
to be more knowledgeable and rational than those about him. Uncle Higa
shikuni professed to be a simple, manly, religious fellow. Hirohito liked to 
attack problems by working from general principles; Higashikuni began all 
his thinking in terms of personalities and how to use them. Hirohito valued 
statistics; Higashikuni considered them details best left to subordinates. 
Hirohito surrounded himself with propriety and punctilio; Higashikuni had 
built up an undeserved reputation for himself as an easygoing wastrel who 
played,the devil with fast cars, hot planes, and French mistresses. Hirohito 
was known for being gruff, open, and to the point, Higashikuni for his 
ability to speak deviously, impressively, and at length without ever com
mitting himself to a single definite statement. Hirohito knew how to charm 
men of culture and breeding, Higashikuni how to manipulate violent, super
stitious men of a type with whom Hirohito had no contact.

Like his brother Prince Asaka, who had had command at the capture and 
rape of Nanking, Higashikuni was a fully professional soldier with thirty- 
one years of experience, including seven in Japanese Army Intelligence in 
Europe. Bull-necked and flat-faced, with a high forehead and a drooping, 
twisted mouth, he had an air of shamelessness—totally blithe and bland—. 
that was the fear and envy of his lower-class associates. A close friend of 
his once said that he looked on human beings “not as men, but as smells” 
—smells of human weakness which could be used to flavor his stews of 
intrigue. His forte was religious humbug. He knew and protected some of 
the best confidence men and charlatans in Japan. They reciprocated by 
recruiting credulous mystics to serve in his elaborate plots or by extracting 
information at seances which he could use for purposes of political black
mail.
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GIRLS AND WEREWOLVES

In preparing Japan to greet the American invaders, Prince Higashikuni 
and his chief Minister of State Prince Konoye gave their first attention to 
the domestic problem of keeping the people’s loyalty. On the day of sur
render the Cabinet ordered that there should be. a “disposal of government 
goods. Weapons themselves must be turned over to the Allies but every- 
t mg else stockpiled for the “final decisive battle” could be given away. 
Approximately ten billion dollars’ worth of cars, trucks, gasoline, rubber,
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majority of the Japanese electorate had never idolized the military and as 
late as 1937 still had the-courage to say so at the polls* Perhaps as a re
sult of childhood association with Indians at a U.S. Army post in Arkansas, 
M acA rthur saw the Japanese  as a tribal people who would lose their proud 
sense of identity as soon as their false gods were broken. His view was a 
patronizing one, but it grew out of sincere Christian convictions and he 
was willing to gamble his life on its correctness. When the first surrender 
note arrived on August 10, he proposed that he and a small airborne de
tachm ent should be landed immediately at Tokyo' airport to help the Em
peror surrender. I t would have been a theatrical gesture of a type which 
both he and  the Japanese loved. More than likely no harm  would have 
come to  him if he  had been allowed to try it.

The officers to whom M acA rthur would delegate the execution of his 
policy for Japan were all with him in M anila and were all thoroughly 
educated in what he would expect of them. Three of the most important 
of them were Eichelberger, Willoughby, and Whitney. Lieutenant General 
R obert Eichelberger. a  kindly, intelligent man, was to be MacArthur’s 
hands. H e was to have command of the Eighth Army which would manage 
the nonpolitical, physical half of the Occupation. T t would be his men 
who would fan out into the Japanese countryside, his M .P.’s who would 
execute the raids and arrests decided on by Mac Arthur’s inner brain trust.

M acA rthur’s Chief of Intelligence, M ajor General Charles A. Willoughby 
— a crude, witty, gargantuan son of a German aristocrat named Tscheppe- 
W eidenbach— Was to be M acA rthur’s eyes and ears. To keep his command 
as autonomous as possible, M acArthur had always banned from his theater 
of operations the Washington-centered O.S.S. and O.W.I., and Willoughby 
was his sole source of background research. It was Willoughby who would 
teach M acA rthur what he knew of the past careers of the Japanese leaders 
with whom he dealt, Willoughby who would be in part responsible for the 
United States being caught by surprise when the Chinese entered the 
Korean War.

Despite thirty years in the American Army, Willoughby retained a Prus
sian view of world affairs. In  a book called Maneuver in War, published in 
1939, he had admired almost every aspect of Japan’s strike for Lebensraiun 
in China except her “yellow fingers clawing at white women.” “Historical 
judgment,” he had written, “freed from the emotional haze of the moment, 
will credit Mussolini with wiping out a memory of defeat by re-establishing 
the traditional-m ilitary supremacy of the white race for generations to 
come.” H e was. in brief, a straightforward military man. He admired Mus
solini’s exploits in Ethiopia and, grudgingly, those of other Conquerors 
including the Japanese. His knowledge of campaigns in out-of-the-way 
colonial wars was encyclopedic. Having helped to form MacArthur’s plan t 
for Japan, Willoughby touted it a s-a  “shatteringly simple formula” for 
"resolving “the terrific tension” in Japan by “utilizing the existing Japanese
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than ever before. Hirohito was not alone n r his brooding; men waited in 
anxiety throughout-the Orient. An officer at Atsugi kamikaze base, prepar
ing to greet, the Occupation troops, impIored his men to kill themselves 
before taking offense-at any . action of the conquerors. F ar to the south in 
M anila’a G.I. cleaned his gun and m uttered: “A people can’t be turned off 
and on like a hot water faucet.” He was one of a few hundred detniled to 
go into Japan with the U.S. advance party-—-to land in the midst' of tlie 
enemy camp where 2.5, million fanatic Japanese soldiers were waiting to be 
disarmed. . , -.,.V..

O n August 27 the weather cleared, and a single American: ddredeyil from 
the carrier Yorktown astonished Japanese ground crews by landing at At- 
sugi unauthorized, a full day ahead of schedule. As G eneral: MacArthur 
would have, predicted, he was courteously treated .Indeed - he was helped to 
pu t up signs which said,-“Welcome U .S .A rm y from the .Third hleet.,,; As 
soon as he had taken off, the ground crews removed the .signs lest they give 
offense to the serious Occupation forces due-to arrive on ^ e -m o iro w j,;j.-v

A t dawn the next morning a line of forty-five C-47’s snaked in over, the 
head of the giant bronze Buddha at Kamakura and landed;at .Atsugirin! 
rapid succession. As an evasive precaution they came in with the wind be
hind them and so pulled up at the end of the airport where the Japanese 
least expected them. By the time that the reception committee had started 
a truck and raced the length of the field,,the Americans ;were out of their 
planes with carbines on the ready. Greetings were exchanged stiffly and a. 
long walk led back to the reception booth at the other end of the runway. 
There the Japanese had ready pitchers of freshly squeezed orange juice. It 
was said to be the favorite. American drink, but diese Americans would not. 
so much as sip it until they had seen their hosts drink;first Into the atmos-. 
piiere of tense suspicion, the Japanese commander introduced a Russian 
naval attache whom he had brought with, him from Tokyo expressly for the 
purpose. As anticipated the rival white, man shamed the Americans out of 
their jitters. Soon Japanese and American officers were swapping cigarettes 
and working together smoothly. A U.S. naval group sqt out in Japanese; 
vehicles to. visit nearby Allied prisoner-of-war camps. Lunch, complete 
with fruit and wine, was served by - the Japanese on whi te , tablecloths.' ' :

After lunch the American commander, Colonel Charles Tench, was com ; 
suited on the case of an American prisoner o f w in  who/ had • cbme.'/down,; 
with appendicitis. The Japanese said that he was in the hands of a capable ■■■•. 
physician such as attended .P.O.W Js routinely, but added that perhaps,

• since theA m ericans (wereho\v in,charge; dhey m ight wish: fo thq:<V
care,: o f 'th e ir countryman or- send^-aj'dpc'tortd assist; at}tfe.Lappendectqmyn ;; 
Colonel Tench replied that he  had full confidence in the Japanese surgeons 
who had been handling the ease; He did not know the reputation of the 
S h in a g i^ a ^ P lO ^ tj jp s ir i ta b n q r t l rp ^ ^  prisoner had
been: taken. I t  had one. model- wing which- was used for inspections and
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: i0ok up.'the; unequivocal :truth of ■ history; in black and .white, but instead- 
: they pondered a:nightmare record of gray lies and half truths. <̂ hXX-
■ ■ If the Occupation forces came to Japan with good intentions rather than ; 

a lust for vengeance, that too .was a contingency to be prepared for. there  
must be facilities, ready for welcoming them and for divesting them as .. 
quickly as possible of. war hate. Hirohito’s sixty-one-year-old mother," 
handsome Empress Dowager Sadako, had been 'consulted on the entertain- 
ment problem by her kinsman, Prince Konoye, many months previously. 
Although she was a severe critic of the war and had.been on'strained'tends 
with-Hirohito since Pearl Harbor, she . had promised that ladies : of 
rank would do all they could, to help the Peace Faction in its patriotic ; 
efforts; Now in the days immediately before .and after surrender, Konoye 
and the police put into effect a number of; the Court ladies’ .suggestions. 
Foreign embassies which had been closed for over three years were in 
spected and their former staffs of servants were reassembled, where posr - 
sible, to re-create a semblance of convivial days gone .by.1 The plaque near 
Yokohama, commemorating Commodore Perry’s opening of Japan at gun
point in 1853, had been .torn down by overzealous patriots, during.the war.; . 
Now it was put up again by the Yokohama prefectural.police-in;the, polite 
secrecy.of a dark night. .... . . '.■■■ . .i-.-v.. V-:;v
• On the day of surrender, August 15, Prince.Konoye called Ban Nobuya, 

the. superintendent of tire Tokyo Metropolitan Police, ;and told;lum: “We 
must, protect .the daughters of Japan. I,want you to' see. to it personally.” ' ' 
The. staid.middle .classes were hiding their women;in dhe hills and .-giving 
them-cyanide capsules to take in an emergency. In the/villas of the aristoc
racy, where the ladies had been brought up to understand the political.re- 
.quirements of their fathers and husbands,: less dire ’prospects were, being 
contemplated with equanimity if not positive pleasure. In .the slums, re- , 
mained thousands of women who had never had the fight to be virtuous , 
nor the .time to think of themselves patriotically as. national assets- Now 

: was their hour. Police Superintendent Ban. convoked, the leaders, of the 
major entertainment guilds in Tokyo—the keepers of hotels, restaurants, 
mah-jongg parlors, geisha tea houses, hostess bars, and ordinary brothels.
®y August 23, these worthies had founded, a Recreation and Amusement'

. Association, the R.A.A., for Allied enlisted men. It was capitalized; at $2, 
million through a stock issue floated-amcrng friends of the Emperor by the

Bank, In a matter of weeks • tire ,R.A;A.- could offer the .services- ,.
Establishments in Tokyo, five', in'the provinces,; and two hos- 

pitals for women. Under separate management a large munitions factory . ' 
? in downtown Tokyo was converted into a hotel. Never was. sword more y 

profitably beaten, into plowshare. Before the place was finally declared off

, . j But the rain water which had come in through a bomb hole in the roof was
.• pointedly, left standing on the floor in the chancellery of the American Embassy. /  ''
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dinner. H e  could not promise an egg for breakfast, however, and one of 
M acA rthur’s generals sent out a search party. In the entire ruin of Yoko
hama, a city tile size of Baltimore, the hunt uncovered precisely one egg 
M acA rthur was so impressed by the people’s hunger that he ordered all 
U.S. personnel to live entirely on their own rations, and he had his com
missary contribute twenty-one truckloads of food to the Yokohama munici
pal government.

The American war correspondents who had landed with MacArthur 
proceeded by public transportation to make their way inland and occupy 
Tokyo. People on trams and trains looked at them curiously and then made 
room for them with calm civility. A Japanese Domei reporter, who had 
greeted them at Atsugi and warned them to be cautious, arrived back in 
Tokyo to find them in his office using his typewriters. Russell Brines of the 
Associated Press had gone directly to the Aztec-style Imperial Hotel de
signed by Frank Lloyd Wright in the early 1920’s. In the cool cave of the 
volcanic-stone lobby, the manager was standing as if waiting for him. “So 
glad to see you,” said the manager, “Do you want a room?”

OVERTURES

On the afternoon of August 28, when the first police reports on the 
behavior of the Occupation troops arrived in Tokyo, they were taken at 
once to  the palace. H irohito was impressed and summoned Prince Higa- 
shikuni. A fter the audience Higashikuni rescinded previous orders to give 
away Army stockpiles and issued instructions to buy back any munitions 
which might have been distributed by mistake. The behavior of the Ameri
can soldiers remained exemplary. By August 31 when there were almost
50,000 Occupation troops in the Yokohama area, the police had reported 
only 216 complaints against them, and of these 167 had been lodged, over 
matters of jurisdiction, by the police themselves. M ost of the remaining 49 
cases were alleged thefts. By September 5, after nine days of Occupation, 
the G.I. crime rate, as reported by the Japanese police, had fallen to an 
average of two offenses a day and the cumulative total up to that date 
included only one m urder and six cases of “complete and incomplete rape.”

During the five-day rainstorm which had preceded the U.S. landings, 
Hirohito had pondered the various fates which might lie in store for him. 
H e was not afraid of being hanged. Martyrdom would insure the loyalty of 
the people to his son. N or was he afraid of being shorn of power and made 
a constitutional monarch. As long as the Throne survived, his heirs would 
have a chance to recoup. W hat most disturbed him was the possibility that 
the Allies would systematically discredit him in the eyes of his people. If 
they forced him to preside over their own acts of vengeance— their repara
tions and war crime tribunals— then the people might become disillusioned. 
They might turn to democratic forms of government. They might even
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disembarked into a sea of American olive drab, of men who pointedly 
ignored hands extended for shaking, of cameras which ground ceaselessly 
to record every wince and twitch of shame on the impassive faces of the 
Japanese delegation, of crowds of Filipinos who stood beyond the police 
lines and screamed curses learned in years past from Japanese soldiers. The 
drive into town led through a corner of the Spanish citadel which had 
been thoroughly laid waste, looted, raped, and butchered by suicidal young 
Japanese aristocrats of the Imperial Marines only six months previously. 
The drive ended at the Rosario Apartments overlooking Manila Bay. 
There the accommodations were comfortable but once again the associa
tions were not, for a group of Japanese Marines and of Filipino women 
seized as hostages had spent their last hours there.

After an American dinner served with frigid punctilio, the Japanese 
delegation went on to an eight-hour, all-night meeting at MacArthur’s 
headquarters in the half-ruined Manila City Hall. MacAtthur was repre
sented by his chief of staff, General Richard Sutherland. Kawabe and his 
aides spent the night turning over to Sutherland, item by item, the maps 
and lists of Japanese troop dispositions in the Orient. Then the Americans 
submitted to the Japanese MacArthur’s instructions for the reception and 
billeting of U.S. troops in Japan. The first American transport planes 
were to touch down at Atsugi Air Base on August 23, a scant eighty hours 
hence.

General Kawabe begged for more time: “The Japanese side would sin
cerely advise you not to land so quickly. At least ten days are needed to 
prepare.” He elaborated on the unrest among the kamikaze pilots at Atsugi. 
He did not mention the fact that the field at Atsugi was full of holes and 
would require an all-out construction effort before it could be safely used.

General Sutherland agreed to a five-day postponement and told Kawabe 
to have the New Grand Hotel in Yokohama ready for occupancy by 
MacArthur and a fleet of fifty automobiles in running order for staff trans
portation. Kawabe agreed to do what he could but left the meeting warning 
that a week of preparation would be insufficient. “You are the winners,” 
he said, “and so your decision is almighty, but to our way of thinking, 
there remains some uneasiness.”

Back at the Rosario Apartments the members of the Japanese delegation 
watched the sun come up and read over some of the other American 
requirements. Three maids for every U.S. officer of general or admiral class, 
two for everyone of colonel class, one for everyone of lieutenant class—did 
the Americans think they were dealing with Chinese? Then there was a 
statement prepared in Washington which was to be issued in the Emperor’s 
name. The Japanese text of it had the Emperor using the ordinary humble 
pronoun L Everyone knew that the Emperor, when referring to himself, 
used the old Chinese imperial pronoun Chin, meaning moon that speaks to 
heaven. Before going to bed, Kawabe had his dissatisfaction with these and
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“Y our magnificent sentiments do you the utmost credit,” replied Kido, 
“but I  would venture to surmise from the attitudes and preconceptions of 
the Allies a t present that it  wouid be rather difficult to secure agreement on 
a step of that sort. Then too, since foreign ways of thinking are seldom the 
same as our own, a proclamation of abdication would create the impres
sion tha t the foundations of the Throne had been shaken. The result would 
be a democratic reorganization of the state structure— in short, republi
canism. We should beware of arousing discussion of that type. The im
portant point for Y our Highness is to adopt a relaxed and studious fagade 
and watch the moves of the other side with all due prudence.”

Hirohito nodded noncommittally, and the next day his uncle Prince Higa- 
shikuni paid a courtesy call, as prime minister, on General MacArthur at 
the New Grand H otel in Yokohama. The meeting was purely formal, but 
M acA rthur took the opportunity to suggest that the Japanese Establish
ment would greatly improve its reputation in America if it would show 
some signs of progressive leadership. I t  might begin, for instance, by revis
ing the Japanese Constitution.

H irohito considered the Japanese Constitution a sacred document. Over 
the years he had used it and interpreted it freely but he was not willing to 
change it. I t  had been promulgated by his deified grandfather Meiji, and it 
gave 'the Throne a more absolute power than the Roman Senate had ever 
voted to Nero or Caesar Augustus. I t enumerated at length the duties which 
devolved upon subjects and carefully restricted the rights which it conceded 
them: freedom of speech “within the limits of law” ; freedom of religion 
“within limits not prejudicial to peace and order and not antagonistic to 
the duties of subjects.” Its over-all flavor may be sampled in a deliciously 
Japanese clause on petitions: “Japanese subjects may present petitions, by 
observing the proper forms of respect, and by complying with the rules 
specially provided for the same.”

Since Hirohito would not even consider a change in the Constitution, his 
courtiers cast about for other sops to throw to the American reformers. 
M acArthur for his part maintained a frigid reserve and made no effort 
to follow up Prince Higashikuni’s overture. Some of his staff recommended 
that he summon Hirohito and tell him what would be required of him. But 
M acA rthur assured his aides that the Em peror would make his own ad
vances in his own good time. Meanwhile there was more than enough to 
do. Over 10,000 Americans were being landed in Japan each day and were 
fanning out to look for records and arms caches, give away chocolate bars, 
and make friends with children.

On both sides leaders were preparing for the official surrender cere
monies aboard the battleship Missouri in Tokyo Harbor on September 2. 
The Allies flew in General Jonathan Wainwright and General Arthur Per- 
cival, the senior American and British officers who had just been released 
from Japanese prison camps. Both were walking skeletons. Both had sat
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Japan’s colonies and post observers in her ports as her former allies' the 
British proposed?

Each of the suggestions entailed a predictable amount of expense and 
moral commitment. To pastoralize Japan an army would have to carry out 
a brutal pacification campaign and then remain in oppressive occupation 
for many years to come. Indeed the population would have to be decimated 
many times before it could be expected to subsist on agriculture alone. To 
remake Japanese society in the Western image might be a more humane 
goal, but it too would require a long occupation of several decades. To 
suppose that Japan had learned her lesson and could reform herself seemed 
foolhardy in the light of past experience. Merely to penalize Japan heavily 
and leave her to struggle up again out of abject poverty seemed equally 
shortsighted.

To choose intelligently between the various possibilities was virtually 
impossible because there was no information to work with. The government 
of Japan was a box within a box, a closed corporation within a closed and 
secretive society. No one knew how Japan’s aggressive policy decisions had 
been made nor who had made them. The Emperor was said to be a ceremo
nial nonentity. The parliament or Diet had only limited budgetary powers. 
The Cabinet was always changing. During F.D.R.’s presidency Japan had 
had eleven different prime ministers. The bureaucracy of “militarists”  in the 
General Staff who supposedly controlled the Japanese juggernaut shifted 
about so frequently that it was rare for one man to occupy the same post 
for more than two years. But some man or group of men surely did have 
hold of the helm, for Japan’s aggressive policies had developed consistently. 
Moreover, everyone who had ever visited Japan agreed that the people 
themselves were gentle, courteous, and law abiding and that the domestic 
administration of the country was as orderly and efficient as any in the 
world.

Western scholars who had studied Japan and men of affairs who had 
lived there could cast little light on the puzzle. Only a handful were fluent 
in Japanese, and the rest could not speak authoritatively about any part of 
Japan except the white man’s ghetto world where everyone knew English. 
Linguists who had studied Japanese institutions more closely portrayed a 
society which did not fit comfortably into Western frames of reference. 
Knights rode side by side with secret policemen. Great industrial combines 
were built on feudal allegiances and run like fiefs. It was not clear whether 
atrocities like the Tape of Nanking should be thought of as Buchenwalds or 
Deerfield Massacres: Japan presented the sinister twentieth-century fagade 
of a highly industrialized fascist state but was/also, in MacArthur’s words,
something out of the pages of mythology.”

Of the various proposals for dealing with the Japanese enigma, the 
tolerant British plan and the vindictive Australian program were alike in 
that they both treated the whole Japanese people as if they were responsi-
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people were not allowed to keep their national structure, they might 
abide by the Potsdam Declaration unpeacefully. MacArthur genially 
ignored the suggestion and once more sent Shigemitsu away empty handed.

The following day, September 6, Prince Konoye was sent down to 
Kyoto, the ancient capital of Japan, to arrange suitable retirement quarters 
for Hirohito in case he should decide to abdicate. In old Japan, before 
Perry’s coming, abdication had been a  routine imperial tactic. In those 
days the Em peror had exercised little bu t religious power and had delegated 
his political and military authority to the shogun or chief general of the 
nation. If the shogun failed to respect imperial wishes, however, the Em
peror would set one of his children on the Throne and retire as an abbot 
and regent to one of Kyoto’s great Buddhist monasteries. Thence he could 
continue to control the Throne, and free of all ceremonial duty and re
sponsibility could devote himself full time to the plotting of intrigues 
which would em barrass the shogun.

It was with such a thought in mind that on September 7 Prince Konoye 
left the lovely old inn of his previous night’s entertainment and motored 
west through the narrow colorful streets of the Gion, Kyoto’s entertain
ment district, where the arts of pleasing men had been developed and 
handed down for a thousand years. In  the northwestern suburbs at the end 
of a green lane he left his car and walked into the white courtyards of the 
great Zen temple of Ninna-ji. The chief bonze conducted him up a hillside 
through a park of pines and cryptomerias to the Omuro Imperial Villa. 
Konoye admired the fine views over Kyoto in one direction and over a 
little river gorge in the other. The place would be ideal for Hirohito in his 
old age. Konoye gave instructions for repairs and improvements and drove 
back to Kyoto to worship at his mother's grave.

During Konoye’s trip south, M acArthur made his ceremonial entry into 
Tokyo. On September 6 one of his press officers had asked American 
reporters to leave the capital because “it is not American military policy for 
correspondents to spearhead the Occupation.” On September 7, all Japa
nese troops had been withdrawn to the north, leaving only about one divi
sion of Imperial Guards who remained behind secretly, in civilian clothes, 
to protect the palace. M acArthur set out from Yokohama on the following 
morning. He had instructed the Japanese government to take no security 
precautions. When his car broke down on the road, however, a crowd of 
police and plainclothesmen materialized out of nowhere to stand about 
helpfully until a new car was brought up from the rear. Then MacArthur 
pushed on through a wasteland of war damage to the Tokyo town line. 
There the veteran jungle fighters of the U.S. 1st Cavalry Division were 
drawn up waiting, dressed for parade. A t a word they rolled forward into 
the enemy capital, leading the way to M acArthur’s future residence, the 
American Embassy. By nightfall they had taken up positions all around the 
great gray-walled palace of Hirohito. The hub of the Japanese Empire was
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der note i was! received. Thereafter Truman supported MacArthur. in ■ a vyii* 
^hioso soloirole unparalleled in American history. For five, years MacArthur 

was to rule absolute in Japan. He. was. to-disregard almost all suggestions 
from other Allied governments,, and Truman was to back him up. Seldom;

; since ihe days of Scipio Africanus has a proconsul had such power bver a 
icpnquered,people. ,Never has one been so popular as MacArthur was with 
almost 80 million Japanese. . -

MacArthur had been in and out of Japan since 1,904 when his father^
: General Arthur MacArthur,; had had charge of pacifying the Philippines 
after the Spanish-American War. MacArthur was a brilliant man: first in 
his class at West- Point, youngest divisional commander in U.S. history,

. and youngest chief ofstaff. He had retired from the U.S. Army in  1937, to 
become a field; marshal in the Philippine Army. He had been recalled to 
active duty—the defense of the Philippines in. July,. 1941—rby his , close 
personal friend and political antagonist, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
Throughout World War II, .in defeat, and victory, MacArthur had com

manded the American Army, in the Pacific.
• On.August 1.4,. 1945, as soon; as MacArthur heard of his appointment to 

the .military .governorship of Japan, he instructed his staff and intelligence 
officers, in,Manila to work out the logistics of occupation and to submit

- ideas,ohrthe,best approach to use in taming and exploiting the Emperor. 
Mac Arthur’s Chief of Intelligence Charles A. Willoughby brainstormed the 
problem with his assistants and advised that the Emperor should be har-

:messed tactfully and: gradually. Willoughby recommended that Hirohito 
••v:':;$hotaid;be- sunrcfcraded'.by “liberal advisors” and made to feel that he was a 

“symbol’Vfor the.“regeneration of Japan.” MacArthur. himself had already 
'given long thought to the problem and had his, own shrewd perceptions of 
\vhat would be required. He did. not consider himself, an expert on, any 
Oriental country save the Philippines. He knew few ,of the details of-mod- 
ern Japanese; history and did not want to know them. Bygones, he felt, 
should be bygones. If Americans tried to pit their detective work against 

. Japanese deceptive cunning, he was sure that the Japanese would win and 
thatno.one -would. be the better for it. The solution; to the-problem of 

;;;, Japan did. not.exi.st..except in some prescription.—any prescription—which
- •; had ;,he;/authbrity. of; a, good doctor behind it. The Japanese must cure

themselves. : . v - . . v - , ••
;/ As early as September of .1.944, when he ,hadJanded ,a t Morotai,: an 

, ; ^dies, MacArthur had expressed his considered
'’■ •^ ^ ^ l^ v ^ 'i i^ ^ a h d v c t t r e '.o f .  Japan. He termed the disease “a:type of 

rnational-savagery- at strange variance with many; basic impulses; of; the
cure,- he felt, would' be: automatic:, “The Japanese 

,;citizen; \viff . cease his .almost idolatrous, .worship.-, of -the military”,- whenT he 
t. T : failed, him.;In .this,;his greatest hour of 

Arthur either did not know, ori didinot:choose; to know, that a ’



General Eichelberger’s M .P .’s, establish a W ar Crimes Board, The " bo a rd . 
worked out of Willoughby’s advance headquarters1, in .Tokyo-in ■;the -old 
secret police building outside the North Gate of the palace. On September 
10 the board issued its first tentative list of w ar criminal suspects who were
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to be arrested. ■ . .•
The first nam e on the list was that of General Tojo, the Pearl Harbor 

prime minister. American correspondents at once threaded their way by 
jeep from police box to police box, through the maze of blasted, burned-out 
Tokyo streets, to Tojo’s suburban home. They found the bald mus- . 
tachioed little man in gray knee socks, white shorts, and shirt, playing the 
part of a gentleman truck farm er in his garden. Unlike Konoye, Shigemitsu, 
o r Prince Higashikuni, General Tojo was a man of conviction: straight
forward, sharp, logical, and irrasciblel When he saw that he could not fob 
off the reporters, he sat down with them on a garden bench,, offered themS 
cheap wartime H ope cigarettes and told them what he thought -‘T believe, 
he said, “ that Japan’s war was a just one. Although I know your country 
will not accept that, history will decide who was right. As for me, I accept 
full responsibility f o r  the war.” ' r v.-.,

A week earlier General Tojo had been summoned by War Minister 
Shimomura, the general who had forced the Nanking attack plans through 
the General Staff in 1937. On behalf of the government the war 'minister ; 
asked Tojo to submit to arrest if necessary and to forego suicide until he 
had had a chance to persuade the Allies that he, rather than the Emperor, 1 
was responsible for the war. Tojo promised to continue to do everything
in his power to shield the Em peror b u t warned that he might feel compelled . 
to commit suicide for the sake of honor. He would voluntarily turn himself 
in on request at any prison in Japan, but he would not submit to being. 
seized like a captive on the battlefield. H e was a soldier and had Vowed 
never to be captured alive. War M inister Shimomura thanked him and inti
mated that whatever happened the Tojo family would be taken care of .
financially.

On the afternoon of September 11, when U.S. correspondents had been 
staked out in 'the Tojo front yard all day, the M.P.’s finally came to make - 
their arrest. Tojo questioned them out his study window. What did they 
w ant?-D id they have a warrant? Would the American OfikCr in charge 
present his credentials? After each answer Tojo ducked back into his study 
to consider the next question. “I t ’s beginning to look like the balcony scene 
from Romeo and Juliet/’ cracked one of the U.S. correspondents. Finally 
Tojo- asked them to wait a moment while he opened the front door. His 
wife, whom he had: dismissed' at the approach of the jeeps,-stood watching 
the house from a neighbor’s garden. She had put on a pair of peasant- 
woman trousers so that she would not.be noticed. It. was her duty to report v  
as. many particulars as she could tor.the rest Of the TOjo family. ■ : ; :

Inside the house, T ojo  had seated himself in his favorite red. armchair :
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government, the person of the Emperor, and the psychic force of tradition.” 
Brigadier General Courtney Whitney, the chief of the Occupation’s Gov

ernment Section, was MacArtliur’s mouth and writing hand. A tough, 
nimble-witted lawyer who had made a small fortune for himself in Manila 
during the 1930’s, he was to conduct the political negotiations with Japa
nese leaders, dictate the reform of the Japanese government, and write 
most of MacArthur’s personal utterances. In describing MacArthur’s policy 
for Japan, he later minced no words: “We blackmailed Japan. . . . Dis
cussion concerning the Emperor . . . was designed to encourage action 
toward a speed-up in essential reforms.”

In the week that intervened between General Kawabe's visit to Manila 
and the landing of the first U.S. Occupation troops at Atsugi kamikaze base, 
couriers and cables shuttled back and forth between Washington and 
Manila; MacArthur’s ideas were integrated with those of State Department 
officials to become the official policy of the U.S. Government. The docu
ment that resulted was entitled “United States Initial Post-Surrender Policy 
for Japan.” Its final text was radioed to MacArthur on August 29 after he 
had already started for Japan and was stopping over for a night in Okinawa. 
It instructed him as follows:

The ultimate objectives of the United States in regard to Japan . . . are 
. . .  to insure that Japan will not again become a menace . . . [and] to 
bring about the eventual establishment of a peaceful and responsible govern
ment which will respect the rights of other states. . . .  It is not the responsi
bility of the Allied Powers to impose upon Japan any form of government 
not supported by the freely expressed will of the people. . . .  In view of the 
present character of Japanese Society and the desire of the United States to 
attain its objectives with a minimum commitment of its forces and resources, 
the Supreme Commander will exercise his authority through Japanese gov
ernmental machinery and agencies, including the Emperor. . . . The policy 
is to use the existing form of government in Japan, not to support it.

1 There followed a blueprint of the social reforms which MacArthur was 
to carry out: disarmament; punishment of war criminals; breakup of land
lord and industrialist holdings; emancipation of religion, press, labor, and 
women.

Defeat

U.S. TOUCHDOWN

For five days after General Kawabe’s return to Tokyo from Manila, rain 
drummed down on the tiled roofs of the palace and branches tossed in the 
Fukiage Gardens. Late each afternoon Hirohito walked to the Palace 
Shrine, stood beneath the dripping eaves, and meditated on the ordeals 
3 w-f ^ Urla*ns white nfist enclosed the shrine, making its lustrous white- 
pebbled courtyard seem more private, more infinite, more close to the dead
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Shigetaro, Tojo’s opposite num ber in the Navy. In the entryway, where 
invited guests would have taken off their shoes, they were greeted by Mrs. 
Shimada. She knelt at the edge of the raised floor of the interior and 
touched her head to  the matting. Then wreathed in polite smiles, she asked 
to see their credentials. She bowed again and promised that her husband 
would be wdth them in fifteen minutes. The American M .P.’s, stamping and 
chafing in the doorway, heard the sounds of a last meal being hastily served 
inside. W ien  the fifteen minutes had passed, a nisei or second-generation 
American of Japanese ancestry' took off his shoes and entered the house. 
A t the end of twenty minutes Admiral Shimada finally appeared dressed 
in a new green uniform still freshly crinkled from the tailor’s box. Shimada 
asked to see the M .P.'s credentials. “Tell him to get his shoes on and get 
going," said the American major in charge. “Tell him to quit this nonsense.” 
Shimada laughed and put a hand on the  m ajor’s shoulder. “Be quiet,” he 
said in broken English, “I don’t suicide.” As he put on his shoes, his wife 
and two daughters knelt on the matting in deep obeisance. The daughters 
were weeping. Shimada bid them live bravely, turned and walked away 
with the M .P .’s to seven years in jail.

A t about the m om ent that Shimada was being ushered from his home, 
Field M arshal Sugiyama Hajime, the highest ranking commoner in the 
Army, who had served as chief of staff from 1940 to 1944, blew his brains 
out. His wife took cyanide and plunged a dagger into her throat. In an 
effort to save a Jew necks for the hangman, M acArthur’s headquarters 
issued an extraordinary statement claiming that the Japanese government 
of General Prince Higashikuni approved of the arrests. Overlooking the she 
admirals and generals in the Cabinet, M acArthur’s spokesman declared: 
“The government is made up principally of nonmilitary elements which 
have been trembling under threats from the Black Dragon and other sup
posedly secret organizations.”

The nam e of the Black Dragon Society had caught the fancy of Western 
journalists in the 1930’s, I t was supposed to be, and once had been, one of 
the most powerful subversive tongs in die Orient. The 1911 revolution 
which overthrew the throne of the Manchus and brought republicanism to 
China had been subsidized by it. The Kuomintang party of Sun Yat-sen and 
Chiang Kai-shek which rules Taiwan today had held its first meeting in 
Black Dragon headquarters in Tokyo in 1905. Western observers had 
always been encouraged by their upper-class Japanese friends to think of 
the Black Dragon as a crime syndicate, akin to the Mafia of Sicily. But in 
reality the Black Dragon was first of all a revolutionary cell dedicated to 
Pan-Asianism and xenophobia. Its sinister name referred not to some 
m onster of the underworld but to the Black Dragon River, the Amur, 
which separates M anchuria from Siberia. During the 1890’s and 1900’s the 
nam e had stood for Japan’s determination to prevent Russia from extend
ing her empire south of the Amur. When Japan seized control of Manchuria

Vengeance of, War
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would have been used for the appendectomy if1 an American observer had 
been sent. The rest of the hospital was a horror house of lice and excre
ment. The doctor in charge was later hanged for senseless experiments in 
sadism. Healthy men he had bled to death for their plasma. Sick men he 
had killed with strange injections. He had shot soy bean milk and urine 
into their veins. He had administered bile from dysentery patients to TB 
cases and serum from malaria victims to those with beriberi. Late that 
night the Japanese commander at Atsugi came to Colonel Tench incensed 
because a U.S. naval party under the command of Harold Stassen, the 
later presidential contender, had raided Shinagawa Hospital and spirited 
away the appendicitis case to an American hospital ship in the harbor.

The speed with which the Americans worked astonished the Japanese. 
In the first four days some 5,000 ragged, emaciated, ecstatic war prisoners 
were evacuated from camps in the Tokyo-Yokohama area to Allied ships 
offshore. A new fifteen-mile oil pipeline was laid to Yokohama and was 
operating in a week. All through the second day, August 29, U.S. C-54’s 
swooped down on Atsugi, landing at two-minute intervals and disgorging 
almost the entire 11th Airborne Division by nightfall. Japanese fliers stood 
by watching with rueful admiration. That same afternoon the whole of the 
4th Marine Regiment came ashore in Yokohama. One of its members de
scribed it as being made up “entirely of admirals trying to get ashore before 
MacArthur.”

On the third day MacArthur himself arrived with his retinue of staff 
officers and war correspondents. “Of all the amazing deeds of bravery of 
the war,” wrote Winston Churchill a few years later, “I regard MacArthur’s 
personal landing at Atsugi as the greatest of the lot.” MacArthur deplaned 
with a corncob pipe in his mouth, embraced fellow General Robert Eichel- 
berger, and said, “This is the payoff, Bob.” He climbed into a decrepit 
Lincoln supplied by the Japanese government and started for Yokohama 
fifteen miles away. Some forty cars, most of them charcoal-burners, started 
with him. At the head of the procession moved an old red fire engine which 
sometimes started and sometimes stopped. Smartly caparisoned Japanese 
staff officers cast down their eyes at American complaints and humbly 
insisted that these were the best vehicles left in Japan,

Along the entire fifteen-mile route stood armed Japanese soldiers, their 
backs to the roadway, watching the fields on either side for any hint of 
trouble. This was a security precaution normally accorded only to the 
Emperor. MacArthur was so delighted by it that he took the rest of the 
two-hour automobile burlesque in good part. Moreover, he dispensed with

odyguards throughout his remaining five years In Japan and forbade any 
officer walking.Or riding with him ever to wear a sidearm. The Japanese so 
justified his confidence in them that not a rock was ever thrown at him.

That night at the Edwardian New Grand Hotel in Yokohama’s waterfront 
P^k, the manager provided MacArthur and his staff with an excellent steak

Defeat
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has lost. The war is ended. Let us now bury hate.” General Eichelberger 
was criticized in Washington for telling reporters: “If the Japs continue 
acting as they are now, within a year this thing should be washed up.” Mac- 
A rthur was criticized in Washington for announcing that Allied Occupation 
forces would be cut from 500,000 to 200,000. State Department employees 
continued to publish evidence of Japanese wartime atrocities. I t was leaked 
that the Australian and Chinese governments headed their war criminal 
lists with the nam e Hirohito. Japanese newspapers published stories of G.I. 
murders and rapes which were unreported by the Japanese police. Mac- 
A rthur personally accused the press of “lack of good faith in handling the 
news.” The sly old Taoist philosopher Suzuki Kantaro took his cigar from 
his m outh to tell U.S. reporters an outrageous lie: “The Emperor did not 
know that Japan had attacked Pearl H arbor until the Japanese militarists 
told him .” Several American correspondents submitted demands to the 
palace that they be allowed to interview the Em peror personally.

Palace officials were frankly worried. The Em peror showed no inclina
tion to save himself, and M acA rthur’s investigators now seemed intent on 
getting at the tru th  without respect for persons or rank. A t the same time 
M acA rthur himself seemed eager to believe the best of Hirohito. A dignified, 
idealized account of the Em peror’s role in ending the w ar was prepared by 
one of the palace public relations experts and accepted gratefully by Mac
A rthur’s Chief of Intelligence General Willoughby. “Based on personal 
confidence rather than official pressure,” Willoughby later wrote, “American 
Intelligence in Tokyo obtained confidential notes and observations by one 
of the highest functionaries in the imperial entourage.” Repeatedly Mac
A rthur told visitors that he was weary of dealing through middlemen and 
would like to get to the point. Hirohito, too, was dissatisfied with the results 
brought back by his envoys from M acArthur’s New Grand Hotel head
quarters in Yokohama.

As a  Japanese, Prim e M inister Higashikuni assumed that the cause of all 
the unpleasantness must lie in the quality of the go-betweens being used. 
On September 17, he relieved Shigemitsu of his duties as foreign minister 
and replaced him with Yoshida Shigeru, the former Strike-South advocate 
who had been arrested by the secret police a few months earlier as a mem
ber o f the Peace Faction. A  short, scowling, cigar-chewing gnome of a man, 
Yoshida was an ideal emissary to use with American generals. He spoke 
good English and with a gruff directness most unusual in a Japanese. He 
needed no instruction in the inner workings of palace politics for he was the 
son-in-law of H irohito’s chief advisor and Lord Privy Seal from 1925 to 
1935. In serving his father-in-law, Yoshida had built his career on work 
behind the scenes, with the result tha t he had held no incriminating public 
offices. His last public appointment, in fact, had been ambassador to the 
Court of St. James in the period, 1936 to 1938. A nd although an advocate 
of expansion into the South Seas, he  had never felt that it was absolutely
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renounce all tilings Japanese and allow themselves to become wholly 
Americanized.

Hirohito had always minimized the danger of democratic sentiments 
taking hold in Japan. He felt that the Anglo-American type of government 
was too individualistic to be compatible with Japanese society. In a democ
racy each voter needed a conscience of his own and an absolute scale of 
right and wrong. B utin  Japan these prerequisites did not exist. Eveiy act, 
from casting a ballot to commitring a murder, could be right or wrong 
depending on whether or not it was in the interest of the family or clan or 
nation. The highest justification which any Japanese ever sought for an 
action was taigi ineibun, “individual share in large righteousness.” And for 
many Japanese the largest conceivable righteousness was mere feudal 
loyalty-loyalty to the next man higher on the totem pole. During the early 
years of his reign, Hirohito had made a point of impressing on every' man 
to whom he gave an office or assignment that taigi meibun meant sharing 
in national rather than clan or family righteousness. The idea of an indi
vidual striving to transcend the morality of his group by reference to a 
universal frame of reference struck Hirohito as a Western hypocrisy. In
dividualism, he felt, could only lead to misery and bad government.2

The early reports on American behavior at Atsugi made it clear that 
MacArthur intended to complete the conquest of Japan by kindness. Prince 
Konoye warned Hirohito to be wary. As Emperor he had had little experi
ence in negotiation and compromise, but he had had the final power of 
decision. Now, as MacArthur’s puppet, he would have no power, only a 
bargaining position. MacArthur would seek his seal of approval for Ameri
can “reform” programs. Some of them might redound to Hirohito’s credit, 
but most of them would undercut his authority and destroy his popularity. 
Konoye recommended that the safest course would be for Hirohito to 
abdicate. No one would hold his eleven-year-old son responsible for being 
manipulated by the Americans. And in due course the Americans would 
return to their own country.

Hirohito seized on Konoye’s advice to abdicate and in the weeks ahead 
repeatedly offered—almost threatened— to take it. If he was to be Mac
Arthur’s puppet, he wished to make it clear at every step of the way that he 
was acting under duress for the sake of the nation and hot for any selfish 
motive of his own. On August 29 ,'after sleeping on the first reports from 
Atsugi, he called his special advisor, Kido, to the library in the Fukiage 
Gardens and told him: “To pick men responsible for the war and hand 
them over to the Allies hurts me more than I can bear. I am wondering if it 
might not go well in tianslation if I myself, as the one man lesponsible, 
clear the books by abdicating.”

i Hirohilo’s convictions, as here summari7ed, aie taken from his recorded con
versations with his former chief aide-de-camp, General Honjo Shigeru.

Defeat
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prpval Prince Higashikuni at once paid a courtesy call on Mac Arthur in his'i 
new office in the D ai Ichi Building. H e told M acArthur that he was pre-. 
pared^ to resign whenever M acA rthur of Hirohito requested it. He also 
indicaied,, guardedly, that the Em peror, in the interests of liberalism and 
democracy, would like to emerge from his cloistered life in the palace and 
play a  nibfe personal part in public affairs. M acArthur had the false'impres- 
siohj gleaned from newspapers, that the Em peror had never been inter
viewed, never delivered a public speech, never even used a telephone. And 
so he  endorsed Higashikuni’s suggestion with enthusiasm. He added by way 
of reminder, however, that H irohito’s emergence would not be accepted as 
a substitute for constructive steps towards'reform  on the part of the Japa
nese government. ■ •

Hirohito began his career as an extrovert on September 25, 1945. Many 
other Japanese remember it as the day that they were allowed to unstrap 
the short-wave bands on their radios and for the first time since prewar 
days listen again to broadcasts from overseas. Hirohito remembers it as the 
day that he gave ten-minute interviews to two U.S. newspaper correspond
ents. O n being ushered into the audience chamber of the Imperial House
holds Building, F rank Kluckhohn of The New York Times strode briskly 
across to the dais where the Em peror was standing, reached out aggres
sively and shook the Em peror’s hand. Hirohito showed no surprise at the 
unprecedented familiarity but in  Kluckhohn’s words “looked directly into- 
my eyes, giving a  sincere impression.” H e told Kluckhohn that he approved 
of Constitutional monarchy and that he relied greatly on General Mac- 
A rthur, “Once the Japanese people have been fed and clothed,” he declared, 
“it will be comparatively easy to carry out the needed reforms within . 
Japan.’’ Kluckhohn also understood the Em peror to say that Tojo had 
acted against imperial wishes and had misused the Grand Seal of State in 
attacking Pearl H arbor before delivering a declaration of war.

: “Hirohito in Interview Puts Blame on Tojo in Sneak Raid,” headlined 
TheN ew Y ork  Times the next day. The story drew a quick disavowal from 
the palace in which Hirohito pretended disingenuously that he had not 
known in advance the details of the Pearl H arbor attack plan. “It was 
usual,” he declared irrelevantly, “for the High Command to handle the 
details of attacks. I  meant Tojo to declare war in advance. ’ In actuality,

: both he and Tojo had m eant to give the United States a few minutes’ warn
ing failed to do so because of a series of tragicomic accidents.

Hirohito followed his chats-with American reporters by making an ap-. 
pointm ent to cali on M acArthur. The historic first meeting took place at 

; 1 0 :0 0  A!M. SCptember27 within the clean white plaster walls of the Ameri
can Embassy. Hirohito had reheatsed and discussed the foie' he planned to; 
play with his favorite advisor Lord -Privy Seal Kido for two hours ■ and 

^forty-fiveminutes' thC;previpus day. H e  was ready to take an extremely low 
^;pqsiti6ii,'’’^ i b b  h u m l ^  if necessary, in order to Win
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iid s^ ia i-W ^o^8-'sufrender tables, W ainwrightin the Philippines- and .
of meet n̂g "with them was so humiliating 

that"itẑ was difficiilt fiFfind-Japanese of suitable rank to accept it. Hirohito 
be°an the trouble himself by asking that no member of the imperial family 
be expected to sign the surrender documents. Several Army officers fol- 
lo\ved :suit by announcirig that they Would commit suicide if asked to 
attend the ceremony. Chief of Staff Umezu was finally induced to represent 
the Japanese Army, but Hirohito did not give his personal approval to the 
text of the instruriient of surrender until 1:00 a.m . of the day on-which 
it was to be signed; '
■̂ Thb Weathbr ivas so clear that Mount Fuji, the Fortunate Warrior, could 

seen ".sixty f miles away. The sun sparkled on the white uniforms of 
American sailors. Tokyo Bay overflowed with Allied vessels of war— the 
greatest-armadaV'eyer .assembled. MacArthur delivered an oration and 
used five pens to sign the surrender instrument. The Japanese signatories 
walked and- talked as stiffly-as mechanical dolls* As soon as possible they 
climbed back down .to' the launch provided for' them and made fo r  shore; 
They went directly to the palace and reported to the Emperor. The. next 
morning Hirohito and his closest advisors repaired-to the Palace Shrine 
to announce officially the end of the war to his ancestors and the sun 
goddess. .. ■- -

:.-;-vTfeat;afterfo  ̂ 3, negotiations began in earnest'to find out
what MacArthur meant to do to Japan. Foreign Minister Shigemitsu called 
on him at the New Grand Hotel in-Yokohama and informed him that the 
last, of Japan’s munitions factories had now been shut down. MacArthur

- said he, was delighted. If ihe Japanese -government continued to cb-operate 
so .well with -:Oc'cupation policy, he said, it might be possible after all to 

.;wprk;throUgh the.local authorities rather than'replace 'them with American 
officials. MacArthur had never intended to do anything else, but the im- 

..plied threat was;effective and the foreign minister expressed his gratitude. 
MacArthur followed up his advantage by suggesting that if the Japanese.

.. government. Would also co-operate in rounding, up - war criminals and revis-
• mg.the Constitution, it should be possible to preserve the Emperor system.
■: foreign .MinisterShigemitsu reported MacArthutis terms to the palace 
that same evening. Hirohito heard thenv Without recorded comment, but the

- next day in a; public address to an emergency session of the -Diet' Hirohito 
pbliquely reminded MacArthur that Japan had accepted unconditional sur- 
rcnder on certain understandings. Politely avoiding the Word “defeat” 'and 
substituting for it “termination of hostilities,” he told the-people, that if

• they would abide peacefully by the terms of the Potsdam Declaration it 
should be possible for Japan to rebuild and keep her “national structure”

. :ŝ t ehu- Tho next morning, September 5 /  Foreign' Minister
 ̂ lgemitsu resumed his negotiations with MacArthur in Yokohama and 

^pointed out that the Emperor’s statemenChad an obverse: if the
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M acA rthur thanked: Hirobito for the.excellent conduct of his people. 
M ac A rthur added that he had heard of H irdhiio’s decisive role: in ending 
the war and was grateful for it. ‘

Hirohito objected modestly that he had not ended the war singlehandedly. • 
“The public was no t correctly informed,” he said, and it w as; difficult “to 
bring about an end to the war without a shock to  public opinion. ;• . V th e  
peace party did not,prevail until the bombing of Hiroshima created a situa
tion which could be dramatized.” . -  - -. ; > H : /

M acA rthur said he was puzzled how it .was that an Emperor powerful 
enough to end the war had not been powerful enough to prevent it. ; :

“I  felt my heart was breaking,” -replied Hirohito, “when I  gave the word, 
for,w ar against the British royal, family. They treated me with great kind
ness w hen I, visited Europe as a  crown, prince. But th e id e a  of gainsaying 
my. advisors in those-days never even, occurred to me. Besides, it would 
have done no good. I would have been put in an insane asylum or even
assassinated.” •. ............... .. ..A,,.:-

“A monarch m ust be brave enough to run such risks,” said MacAftliur, 
sternly. t- : - ( f

Hirohito replied instantly. His well-modulated nasal voice rose slightly. 
JHis eyes turned attentively on the interpreter whose English seemed, Slid-, 
denly hushed and hesitant: “I t  was not clear do me that.our course was 
unjustified. Even now I  am not sure how future historians will allocate the 
responsibility for the war.” M acArthur was. surprised. He had expected 
Hirohito to disassociate himself from Pearl H arbor and lay the blame for 
it .on -Tbjo; Instead he heard Hirohito say: “General MacArthur. I  haye - 
come to you to offer myself to the judgment of the powers you represent 
as the one to  bear sole responsibility for every political and; military- deci- 
sion made by my people, every action taken in the conduct of .the .war.”. ;' ■ :
- “This courageous assumption of responsibility implicit with death . . ” . 

wrote M acA rthur later, “moved me, to the very marrow of my pones. He 
was an Em peror by inherent birth but in that instant I knew T faced the 
First Gentleman of Japan in his own . right.” Beaming paternally, Mac
A rthur explained. that the punishment of w ar criminals was ; a political 
necessity, dictated by W ashington'which he, as a soldier, found .distasteful. 
H e added, however, that there could be no harm in punishing those who, 
for personal ambition, had  given the Throne evil counsel. “I  believe,” he 
said, “that the .Emperor, of Japan - knows best about- the important men in 
the Japanese political world. Therefore. I  want to get your advice from now 
on on various matters ” ; - A;.- -•'-/"'■'A:

' Delighted, Hirohito promised to advise M acArthur .in any \vay that- he. 
could. H e would; be ready, h e . said, to. come to the embassy in person or 
send over the lord privy seal or grand chamberlain whenever he could be 
of assistance. A >■
' M acArthur promised to consult him often and on this cordial note their -
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secure. Two days later, on September 10, Lord Privy Seal Kido felt it safe 
to leave the palace and sleep in his own home for the first time in a month.

SEIZING TOJO

With almost 100,000 U.S. troops ashore now, MacArthur could begin, 
gingerly, to impose Occupation policies on the Japanese government. 
Politically the most pressing order of business was war criminals. Atrocity 
stories told by the 30,000 Allied P.O.W.’s found in Japanese concentration 
camps made prompt arrests mandatory. In the last week the State Depart
ment and its Australian counterpart had both supplemented the tales of the 
prisoners by releasing previously classified files on Japanese deeds in other 
theaters earlier in the war. American airmen had been cooked and eaten 
by Japanese generals on Pacific islands. Sixteen thousand Allied P.O.W.’s 
had been beaten, starved, and worked to death in the construction of a 
jungle railway from Thailand to Burma. The Japanese secret police had 
kept pens of naked Western men and women in tire cellars under the 
torture chambers of Bridge House in Shanghai. The Japanese public knew 
nothing of such brutalities except what had been whispered by a few 
disgusted Japanese soldiers who had returned home. Now, as the horror 
stories were printed, public incredulity turned to fear and shame, and 
Japanese leaders grew nervous waiting for MacArthur to outline the terms 
of Western vengeance.

On September 9, two members of Prince Higashikuni’s brain trust told 
reporters: “The Allies should announce their war criminal list soon so the 
Japanese people can consider it and perhaps add a few names. Prince 
Konoye, the deputy prime minister, and Mr. Shigemitsu, the foreign minis
ter, should be included on it.” This strange accusation, which suggested 
bitter hatreds within the Higashikuni cabinet, was really no more than a 
statement of fact. Konoye and Shigemitsu had helped to lead Japan to Pearl 
Harbor, and both had promised Hirohito that they would take responsibility 
and serve as scapegoats.

The United States had had a War Crime Subcommission making lists of 
Japanese suspects in Chungking since November of 1944. With Chinese 
help the difficult Oriental names had been sorted out but not the guilt. 
Sometimes it seemed that all Japanese were guilty, sometimes that no one 
was guilty. There was no outstanding group of leaders like the Goering- 
Goebbels-Himmler gang in Germany. Nor was there any clearcut party like 
the Nazis by which to judge affiliations. Every Western expert seemed to 
know a different faction which was supposed to be the keystone of Japa
nese fascism.

Prodded'by Washington and by the anxious Japanese themselves, Mac- 
rthur approached the .problem of war guilt with caution. He had his giant 
ertnanic Intelligence chief, General Willoughby, in co-operation with
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between the prim e minister’s residence, the palace, and the Dai Ichi Build
ing. Prince Higashikuni first suggested that he and his Cabinet should 
resign in protest to the directive and should then return to power with a 
new home minister. M acArthur, however, told a go-between: “I have the 
highest regard for Prince Higashikuni and I know of no one better qualified 
to carry out the terms of my directive, but if the Cabinet resigns en masse 
tom orrow it can only be interpreted by the Japanese people to mean that it 
is unable to implement my directive. Thereafter Prince Higashikuni may 
be acceptable to the Em peror for reappointm ent as prime minister, but he 
will no t be acceptable to  m e.” 3

Prince Konoye then suggested that Foreign Minister Yoshida Shigeru 
form a Cabinet. H e had, after all, been groomed for the post by his mem
bership in the Peace Faction and by his incarceration at the hands of the 
secret police. Hirohito and his favorite advisor, Lord Privy Seal Kido, 
however, were not sure that it was time yet for a Yoshida Cabinet. The 
sixty-seven-year-old Yoshida had been “saved” for the prime ministership 
for so many years that it would be foolish to waste him now. Until the 
proud warriors of Japan became accustomed to American authority, until 
M acA rthur had finished arresting war criminals, until the first hungry 
humiliating winter of the Occupation was over, it might be best to exploit 
a m ore expendable man. By bedtime, Hirohito and Kido had agreed that 
the ideal person would be Baron Shidehara Kijuro, seventy-three. In the 
1920’s Shidehara had been sorely used and abused as a diplomatic front 
m an for Japan. Perennially foreign minister, perennially castigated by 
soldiers as “the weak-kneed diplomat,” he had persuaded the world that 
Japan was a peaceful nation, and then, after the conquest of Manchuria, 
he had been pu t to pasture.

The next day, October 5, when the Em peror and his advisors were all 
agreed on w hat must be done, Prince Higashikuni made a great face-saving 
show by storming into the palace and declaring that he could not remain 
in office another m oment after receiving such an insulting Allied directive 
as that of the previous evening. Foreign Minister Yoshida immediately saw 
M acA rthur and sounded him out on the candidacy of old “weak-kneed” 
Baron Shidehara. “Isn’t  he rather old?” asked MacArthur. “Can he speak 
English?” Assured th a t he could, M acArthur nodded approvingly and said 
that he had no intention of interfering in domestic Japanese politics. ^

And so it was decided that Shidehara would be Japan’s next prime minis
ter. Persuading him  to accept the post was not easy. He saw no honor in 
being M acA rthur’s lackey, and after his shoddy treatment in years gone by 
he felt he owed Hirohito no favors. All morning on October 6, chamber-
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3 MacArthur in his Reminiscences remembers saying this of Prime Minister Shide
hara during a later purge in January 1946. The story as told here follows Japanese 
sources.
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and picked up a 32-caliber Colt automatic pistol taken from a downed 
American pilot during the war. It was the same weapon which his son-in- 
law Major Koga had used to kill himself after the rising in the palace on the 
night of the surrender. Tojo unbuttoned the top of his shirt. On his-chest 

• the outline of a heart had been drawn in charcoal a day or two earlier by 
the doctor who lived next door. Tojo aimed carefully at the target area and 
fired. The bullet went through him and buried itself in the upholstery. By 
.ah irony iof anatomy it barely missed his-heart, an abnormally long and 
/slenderone. Instead it punctured his lung and the two holes it had made in 
’ his skin alternately frothed, and.sucked as he gasped for breath. The Amer
ican M.P.’s .kicked1 in the .door, found him alive and conscious, and sum
moned a doctor. .

For two hours Tojo bled and begged to die while American correspond- 
ents photographed him front every conceivable angle and dipped souvenir 
handkerchiefs in his blood. “I am very sorry it is taking so much time to 
die,” he said. “I would not like to be judged in front of a conqueror’s court. 
I wait for the righteous judgment of history.” Finally the American doctor 
arrived, sutured the holes in his chest and back, and administered plasma. 
Tojo responded well. The doctor moved him to a hospital and there, after 
several transfusions.from G.I. donors, he recovered to stand trial and go to 
the gallows.
./ The day after Tojo’s arrest, September' 12, the Cabinet voted to preempt 
Allied justice by having war criminal, suspects arrested and tried by native 
JapaneseTa\y agencies.'Prince Higashikuni, the prime minister, hurried to 
.the Imperial Library' for Hirohito’s endorsement of the subterfuge and was 
met with refusal. “All the so-called war criminals,” said Hirohito, “wanted 
bv the enemy, particularly those said to be responsible for causing the war, 
are men who spent themselves in loyal honest sendee to me. To judge them
m.my name puts me in an intolerable position. I will ask you therefore if 
there is not some room for reconsideration.” If the Americans insisted on 
vengeance, Hirohito meant to let the blood be on their own hands. Lives 
might be saved by nominal Japanese justice, but Hirohito' trusted the ac- 
cused to prefer martyrdom and honor at American hands. ' ;

MacArthur had ordered twenty-four other Japanese leaders to be ap
prehended including, all members of the 1941 Pearl Harbor. Cabinets The 

•;^cklyT6reigri;minister'..who:had- spoken, for surrender in the imperial air 
; raid:shelter on August 9 was on.the,list. So was.the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei- 
ichi, who had recruited most of Hirohito’s cabal of young officers in the 

;c;.??.?•'MacArthpt had his.M.P.’s carry out their,arrests on a leisurely, one- 
man-a-day schedule. Some said that he was indulging his sense of-theater; 
,?pnte That lie;: hoped vthe.-war criminals would commit suicide if..given 
,Pn°ugh time; som ethathe was waiting for Hirohito to agree to punish the 
war.criminals himself; ; 1 , . ■... ■/ .- ... :
- Qn September 12, the M.P.’s knocked at .the door of- Admiral Shimada



; V'-:'v;The. sixteen Communists celebrated their freedom by  leading 500 idle 
citizens in a noisy hunger demonstration under M acArthur’s windows on . 
the Imperial Plaza between the D ai Ichi Building and the palace. The next 
morning, Columbus Day, Mac A rthur held his first -meeting with the new 
prim efm ihistef, ;Shidehafa, and .urged him to press forward with other re-' 
forms: to give the people a bill of rights, to emancipate women, to allow 
labor to organize, to eradicate cant and mythology from textbooks. In his 
hereditary capacity as advisor to the Throne, the lanky Prince Konoye 
countered the following day with a statement to the effect that the Emperor 
would not object to being made a constitutional monarch but was seriously 
concerned over other suggested changes in the Constitution. Abdication, 
said Konoye, was a possibility which Hirohito had not yet ruled out. On 
O ctober 14 the Cabinet voted to give women the franchise and to decrease 
the voting age from twentyrfive to twenty. Two days later the Japanese 
General Staff was. dissolved. On the following day the demobilization of the 
Japanese A rniy:and Navy was proclaimed complete. Veterans still overseas 
would be mustered out as they arrived home in Japanese ports.

The reform programs of Prime Minister Shidehara had at least two 
happy results. Thousands of politically suspect Japanese were restored to 

, first-class citizenship and so were enabled to clear their family escutcheons 
of dishonor. And in the election the following spring, thirty-eight women 

; were elected to the Diet. Imperial advisor Kido’s son-in-law at once called 
; on 'M ac A rthur to tell him with gleeful mock horror that one of the new 
representatives was a famous prostitute.

“How m any votes did she get?” asked MacArthur.
. : “Two hundred and fifty-six thousand,” sighed Kido’s son-in-law.

. M acA rthur, who was later to give different versions of his reply to some 
audiences, smiled and said, “She must be a hard-working woman.”

V : : : ? ; " " C : :  — BLOOM OF ROMANCE

.^^Wjbien.Pijme M inister Shidehara’s “reform” Cabinet had been in office a 
week, SCAP announced that the majority of the Occupation forces were no 

. longer combat veterans bu t fresh recruits from the United States. The Oc
cupation was no longer a military operation bu t a  social experiment. Mac«r 

■ A rthur feared that it now faced its .greatest test. H e had commanded the 
f P ' ainbnw^.Division;'.iri the  occupation of the^ Rhineland after World War I, 

and he.m aintained that never iri history had there been a  successful peace- 
; time occupation army. Under combat conditions, he felt, men retained dis- 

, .tipline and respected the enemy, but in the slothful toils of peace conquerors 
;v: grew: overweening and veterans Iqst their starch .. H e feared that the boys 

. from home would soon be subjugating women to make up for the heroics 
of real conquest which they had missed. ;

Japan was fully prepared to take up the psychological slack which Mac-
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in 1932, the Black Dragon Society persisted in calling the main enemy 
Russia It backed the Strike-North Faction in the Japanese Army and lost. 
After 1936 when Hirohito singlehandedly overruled the expansion plans 
of the Strike-North Faction, the Amur River Society ceased to be a force. It 
held its last public meeting in October 1935 to protest Mussolini’s white 
invasion of black Ethiopia.

Ten years later, on September 13, 1945, MacArthur’s headquaiters 
ordered the immediate dissolution of the Black Dragon Society and the 
arrest of seven of its leaders. Two of the men mentioned had never be
longed to the society. A third had headed the organization and had died of 
old age in 1938. A fourth had been forced to commit suicide by the order 
of Tojo in 1943. Thiee others had renounced their affiliations with the 
Black Dragon in early manhood and had since served Hirohito as responsi
ble Cabinet ministers.

Distressed by the out-of-date intelligence in the hands of MacArthur’s 
Intelligence agents, Deputy Prime Minister Konoye sped down to Yoko
hama on September 13 and tried to explain matters. He phoned back that 
he was having difficulty in making himself understood through MacArthur's 
personal interpreter, Colonel Sidney Mashbir. Foreign Minister Shigemitsu 
at once followed Konoye to Yokohama and late that afternoon transmitted 
in English a message which could cross the language barrier: if Mac
Arthur’s men would consult with the Cabinet on war criminals to be ar
rested, the suspects would turn themselves in voluntarily at specified Allied 
detention points. Shaken by Tojo’s suicide attempt and by the embar
rassment of having tried to arrest dead men, MacArthur’s War Crimes 
Board readily agreed. The Cabinet for its part persuaded Hirohito that it 
would be no treachery for him to save old retainers from the indignity of 
forcible arrest. General Eichelbergcr at once issued orders for the Japanese 
police to “deliver Japanese war criminals in good health.”

HIROHITO’S OUTING

The five days that followed rubbed sensibilities raw on both sides. The 
remaining twenty-three war criminal suspects named by MacArthur’s staff 
m its first sweep turned themselves in alive and well. The most important 
of them were given words of imperial comfoi t by Lord Privy Seal Kido’s 
secretary before they reported for imprisonment. New York Times colum
nist Hanson Baldwin in Washington accused MacArthur of accepting the 
mperor “as a sort of junior partner in  the Occupation.” On September 14 

1 e glib prime Minister Higashikuni, in answer to a questionnaire mailed 
un by the Associated Press, raised a storm in the United States by asking: 
eople of America, won’t you forget Pearl Harbor? We Japanese people 

w 1 forget the picture of devastation wrought by the atomic bomb and will 
r entirely ^ew  as a peace-loving nation. America has won and Japan
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down a path to, an. old inn on tlie edg^ of a cliff. Jn'Miihe-veEti^vay^four 
delicate, creatures in kimono helped them off. with their, shoes; andiled 
them upstairs;to ,a room.flodred with mats arid:̂ ;fu m ish ^ ;^ lth vp n e y ^ : l ^  
quered; table: Cushions, were brought for them to sit upon,: and one wall 
was slid away to. reveal, am agnificen t -view :o f ; the.,crashing];surf?:beiow; 
Maids slipped in with bottles of beer, tubs of- steaming rice, :and various 
hors d’oeuvres to add to the K-rations. The girls made uproarious mistakes 
in English and hand-fed the G.I.-s w ith chopsticks. The girls taught the G.I:’s 
to play p arlo r games with fingers and matchsticks and beer/bottles— gaines 
which transcended language. W arm :sak<y w asbrought In  itin^.pitch^fsvand 
drunk from tiny pottery cups. Soon food and communication were-almost 
exhausted and one of the girls said, “Take bath now.” ; :

Down two flights of stairs, the incredulous Gilds were ushered into-a 
grotto room in the cliff. The stone floor slanted gently to a wail which 
opened on the sea. In  the center of the floor was a sunken tiled pool Of 
steaming water. The, girls, disrobed and firm ly b eg ah to  undress dhem eri, 
Then they poured sm allw o o d en b u ck etso fscald in g w ate r over themselves.: 
The perform ance was repeated, with the G.Ids the delighted victims: When 
everyone was washed and rinsed, the girls slipped into the; bath. Little 'by 
little the men were induced to follow them and were taught the trick of 
sitting completely still, neck deep in the 120-degree water,1 until it no longer 
seemed to scald. As the,girls mopped.,the-G:I;X%dW5':wthVtoyttdwel^'they- 
fed them Small glasses of beer from bottles brought in by the maids.. In, the 
distance the shadow of the cliff lengthened on the Pacific swell below. .

W hen everyone was well steeped,, the maids broug^Tcleahpotton Sleepy 
ing kimonos, and the men learned to kno t the sashes in front iahdpufl them' 
around so that the sash ends hung in back. Then ;the.girls:led 'the:G.L’s,upr 
stairs to private rooms where thick mattresses were laid out: on the matting 
floors and more bottles of beer were standing on the low tables. “Show. me 
Am erican love,” said a girl to the sergeant as she curled herself up, against 
him. A nd the sergeant,, who a moment before felt stuffed, swamped, and 
steeped, found himself ,tpo proud to refuse. -In the morning.he awoke aldne. : 
Arousing his companions in  nearby, rooms, he pooled money .with them in 
a worried effort to find out if they could pay for their, sumptuous enter
tainment. The maids; brought them tea and rice , and after breakfast they, 
consulted their host in the black suit. H e told them that the cost, bf their ;

. en tertainm entw ould , be two ' packs,.of ';AmenCah':;cigarettes';tro 
them : In  the ..foyer-, their- mistresseis vof-ihe.' night tbefdre:-,wah 

, ; horns, .all. smiles and bows, to see them o n : tlieir way. : • •••/.:. y y  y d d y ;;; ■
Memories andstonesofsuch:earlyliaisonsniadeitimpossiblefor:Amer'-,

lean ,M.P:-s ■ eveT; to ::begin;vto;.e n f o r c e ^
nonfraternization;; By ’ the...̂  time; the - .yeterans .• of
tiirned f‘s’tateside,y t:he girls, idiew, their .why. arbund ,;tJ.S;,;biljeta;-M
periodic clean-up campaigns. .In m a h y b b tb e  -former. Japanese Ariny ,ba

' . ■. /  '■ y  , y • , V . y . f r . ; y ;!;
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necessary to attack the United States. In 1941 he had felt that attack on the 
United States was still to be avoided. Painstakingly groomed and trained, 
he now came into his own at the age of sixty-seven. MacArthur and his 
generals liked him so well that from 1946 to 1954 he would be five times 
prime minister and would be remembered as the architect of postwar Japan.

On September 18, the day of Yoshida’s investiture as foreign minister, 
MacArthur and his staff moved up from Yokohama to Tokyo and opened 
for business on a more or less permanent basis. At the American Embassy 
which MacArthur took for his home, the entire prewar staff of servants 
reappeared one by one without being summoned. They stole in by the rear 
entrance, went up to the attic, unpacked their brown staff kimonos from 
trunks, and resumed service as if the four years of war had never been. For 
his place of work MacArthur took the white-columned, marble-and-granite 
Dai Ichi Insurance Building where the Peace Faction and the Tokyo Area 
Army had had their offices a few weeks earlier. Here were security facilities 
unequaled elsewhere in Japan, including shoot-the-chute tubes for personnel 
to use in reaching the’ground floor in the event of fire. Here, from a phone
less, walnut-paneled room on the sixth floor, MacArthur would preside over 
Japan for five and a half years. Here he would organize an entire second 
government for Japan, a sprawling bureaucracy of American officers and 
civilians who would ultimately require a 278-page phone book and would 
be known collectively as SCAP, Supreme Commander Allied Powers. Here, 
from his sixth-floor window, MacArthur looked directly out, across a moat 
and plaza, onto the walls and watch towers of Hirohito’s palace. Probably 
never in history have two adversaries, holding such absolute power over 
the same land, worked so near one another.

On SCAP’s first day in Tokyo, the prime minister, General Prince Higa- 
shikuni, held his first press conference for American reporters. One of them 
later doubted that any man “of comparable political status in any country 
of the world has ever been subjected to such blunt questioning by news 
correspondents.” Rakishly dressed in a tan silk suit, Higashikuni fielded the 
insulting questions with bland sangfroid. Yes, he intended to broaden demo
cratic processes. He expected soon to abolish the War and Navy Ministries 
and to curtail sharply the influence of the House of Peers. Yes. he would 
submit all his plans for approval to MacArthur, but he hoped that his 
Cabinet would be able to keep many of the contemplated reforms in its own 
hands. For example, the prosecution of war criminals— it had begun long 
before the entry of American forces, and men were already being punished 
for their roughness with Allied prisoners. No, on the spur of the moment he 
could not give the names of those convicted nor the "sentences against them, 
hut he would make a list of them available through SCAP.

The next morning, September 20, newspapers reported that Senator 
ichard Russell of Georgia had asked the U.S. Senate to resolve that the 
uiperor be tried as a war criminal along with Tojo. With Hirohito’s ap-



I t tailed:for-ffie^afrest^bfrGerieraUTa'dalHayati^^
as vice chief of staff to prevent .the-rape, of Nanking:- And a t  left Gen- i f  

pral"^Shimomura^Sadanin^^vhQ .had:Sfofced;lihibh|h/t^ 
plans, at large as;the:Shidehara government’s demobiiization^board direc- ' 
•t6 r.vThe;'list-'- alsovlhdicted-- &e; learhedvDivnOkawa ::Shi^iy;':a’; d a ^ r ^ ;-v 

. man to put on trial because,., in the :192()’s, lie, had given indoctrination • 
lectures in the palace to Hirohito^s xabal .of-'young officers, and in The 
1930’s,, he had, served .a: token prison term for organizing the assassination . 
of -.a financier; an:: industriafist^ and^nctpnmfe^inisten who opposed Hiro- / 
hito’s policies. A ithirdControversial• narrie bnr&b-list;^^^
YOriyasu, the “Socialist Count.” Arima rhad recruitedvleft-wing- backing ^ 
for Konoye’s . wartime oneparfy system huLhe'hyasvrdsoa^Oousin-inrlaw 7; 
of the Empress; . A / V  . p:

. M ost insupportable of all, the December list included seventy-one-year- • 
old Prince Nashimoto Morimasa, the senior member of-the imperial family. . 
E lder brother of; the Em peror’s, twov scheming uncles, :Prince.iHi^ashikuni; s.: 
and P rince Asaka, Nashimoto w as /the -highest -ranking: of the four fieid; : 
marshals of the Japanese army. He,wds also the chief priest of Ise; Japan’s ; 
cardinal- shrine- where dwelt the spirit of Amaterasu, the ancestral, siin, 
goddess. I t  was Nashimoto who had journeyed to M anchuria- in;3June; of " : 
1937 to  arrange, with Tojo; the buibreak,of w a lw ith  ‘/China/'In';this,/sense/v; 
he .w as:the au thpr,df .the,.whole,:eight!years offhellish; wafj.butrjwhether or, 
no t SCAP’s investigators knew. it has never. beem revealed.No charges were': 
ever--presSed: against Nashimoto. H e was merely held in Sugamo/Prisoh.for, 
five months until H irohito had agreed to all of M acArthur’s legislative 
reforms.'for'Japan.:-In the eyes of the Japanese people, it-was good for the.; 
im a g e o f th e T h ro n e tb  h av eam em bero fthe im peria l.fam ilybearihg lom e: 
share in the punishment for the. war. But the indignity was monumental; 
Venerable-prince and -bhief p rie s t 'though he was; Nashimotb cleaned toilets 
at-SugamoPrison-/along with: the rest ofthe-',1Glass A:;war,/fefimihahsus^
A^heavy old man of. porcine,/:joyial vfeatures; :he went ab o u r his-::menial : 
chores w ith . a philosophical good hum or that was; put dov\h to his . credit.. 
<-yOn;Pecembef:-6,..three:days'£tftef?the;;P.ecem
SC A P; announced1 a codicil of - two more n ames :to  be added. tb the roster.

-. They were those of Lord-/Privy --Sear.Kidb.phd prince'•KOnbye,y 
. . .  tw o "most- intimate,' advisors.-: The [decision'.--to Take.^themPad h^

- ;^CAPJs; w h r /d im h e s ^ t io n - p u ^
pub lican n p u n cem en t-w asn iad e jH irb h itb h ad a lread y reco h ciled h iin se lf

>" A to /iL a n A re s iim ^
: . .. reveals’ that the- anes.tswerejhahdled/With/^
’'"'Ambny^mbking it/as/ebsy/tm /H i^

//'■ .;: ,r. '.Kidoihtm̂ ^
-SeAP,'-"as i'.'a.-.v/ar^criniinalAlSe:.' asked,;* only: 'that-’hia;1. office ̂ bfi.lord-'pidyy-beal-.-^
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MacArthur’s-sympathy. . He could afford to cut such a figure because, in 
Japan, there was an old and honorable tradition of playing the; fool- while 
waiting for revenge. It went so deep that every man in the Japanese Army 
had for decades cultivated a slovenly bumpkin appearance in order to seem 
weak and undisciplined in the eyes of. potential spit-and-polish Western 
enemies- Japanese , drill masters had taught privates to drag their heels on 
'paraffe,:t o ^  buttons undone. Hirohito, who had worn
Array uniforms for years, understood well this Spartan samurai mystique.
Arid the drab disguise, the self-effacing air, became him well, 
c /k$aladin';in'^ ‘confronted one of the last knights to imagine

.‘armddi *m: shining .Christian chivalry. MacArthur came to the meet- 
ing determincd .to be as magnanimous as possible.- He was under orders 
from Washington to punish Japan’s war. criminals, but it was a duty which 
he disliked/bne that served no .useful purpose but to satisfy vengeful voters 
in H i e , and :<3reat Britain. In MacArthur’s view all- Japanese 
had behaved badly, but- as pagans rather than criminals. Now they needed to 
he :erih‘ghtened,-'npt punished. The Emperor, he believed, was a:\veak; and 
ineffectual man who had the power to lead his people but no will except to 
.h e led i;^ V :x ..rc h c - - h r  - -V
ŷ ;HihjhU6:amy^Jt-the'Anierican-Embassy in one of the oldest .limousines 
in the imperial garages, a plum-colored Daimler of World War 1 vintage;
He had doffed his field marshal’s uniform weeks ago and now, like the 
lowliest chamberlain' in his suitey he was dressed in shabby prewar morning 
clothes. At the embassy steps he was met by Brigadier General Bonner 
Fellers. Topellers’s astonishment Hirohito held out his hand, and Fellers 
automatically took it and shook it.: Then Hirohito and his attendants were 
led into theffoycr: and introduced to a group of M acArthurs aides. U.S. 
.^iHriqticed ftat-the-Emperor seemed -highstrung and trembling— almost 

Agivcn ;ah Pearly-morning stimulant. The impression was 
highlighted .by the'fact that one of the courtiers with him was introduced .

• pKi^sIclaiit 'By prior arrangement, at Hirohito’s own insist- . .
Ik? -ineetirig^yasVto1 b,e entirely private .and only Hirohito and his inter- 

Preler;'vcre ushered intoM acArthury presence.. '
A^fPArt]hurimet^Hirbhito. at the door Of the embassy library dressed in 
sharply pressed khaki trousers - and plain open-necked khaki shirt. He- was • , ' 
/ h r ' ? ' ' g e n i a l . As he led-Hirohito to a chair he -recalled 

i.when^hyenty-five,'-^  ̂ had had the ,privilege\of being received 
Aith his;father, General VArthu r MacArthur * by Hirohitoy deified, grand- -« <

American' cigarette to Hirohito-y- - - 
a npnsmoker--and. noticed chow the 'Emperor’S;, “hands shook as -.

...: There-followed .a .thirty-eight-minute conversation; -No
:. ® ^ r H ^ ^ ^ P t .6|--it;^ut;ibpth!;MacArthur'-ahd Hirohito later gave ac- ■

;^M ;w as'saidh •; y v . ' . X . V y  .. V:;'. •Vi'.r
Of hisTro6ps.vy:r , ,

' '14? ,



The E m peror had told his grand chamberlain, “I would like to call Kido to 
the palace*. foi?^.a^last' visit.” -• •• •:

. The grand chamberlain, an admiral,, had replied, “Kido is how a war 
criminal suspect so he may hesitate to come out of politeness. Possibly it 
is better for Y our Highness not to see him at the present time.” ,
; “From  the American point of view,” said ;the Emperor, “Kido may: be a 

war criminal, but from our nation’s point of view he is a man to be ac
claimed.” ■ ' v  . •- •. .. V.,.'

On hearing, of this conversation from  the petty chamberlain Kido felt 
deeply moved. “If  the Em peror summons me,” he declared, ‘T ; will. come.” 

And so at 6 :0 0  a .m . on December .10 Kido received an order to present 
himself at the palace that evening. He put on his old: working clothes of 
striped pants and cutaway, stopped to worship a t  the.tom b of his grand
father, and, presented himself a t his-old office in the Imperial Household 
Ministry at 5 :0 0  p .m . A chamberlain was there to greet him: “The Em
peror is waiting fo r you; Please go to the Imperial Library at once.” .

-Kido drove-across the neglected garderis where the maple leaves ?lay 
unraked in windfalls. “As usual,” he wrote, “I met the Emperor in his 
private study.” ■ r -v : ; > v -

H irohito was in a sentimental mood. “A t this season I  am filled with re
grets,” he said. “Please take care of your health. I  think you understand 
my feelings completely, for we had talked to one another always. So 
please explain fully to the others in prison.” \

“I swear I will follow the Imperial Will,” said Kido thickly.; And Hiro
hito, in his most charming manner, at once took the conversation off into 
pleasant byways of reminiscence, “ telling stories,” as Kido w rote:“m all dW 
rections.” A fter the tete-a-tete Empress Nagako came In-arid presented 
Kido with a precious antique table. A group of' ^ d p V 'fo ^ e Y .c o f ie a ^ e f  
joined the royal gathering with more presen ts.and  wines arid dinnef fol- 
lowed. A t about eight o’clock the Empress bestowed pn Kido, as a last 
parting gift, a  tray of doughnuts which she had baked with her own hand. 
Then, slightly, tipsy, he retired from the, Imperial Presence and returned 
to the ’Im perial Household Ministry to , pay .his. fatewellS to the {other; 
chamberlains. H e retired for the night to the home of a friend’s mistress.
..... Before he. went to. be ,̂%.hi5i’sbn^m-iaw,^Harvard graduate .Tsuru Shigeto, 
a specialist in American law, called p n  him and told him: ‘Tt will ;seem to 
Americans that the Em peror is guilty if his privy seal tries to accept re-: 
sponsibility and take all blame for th e . war upon himself. Conversely, if 
the privy seal maintains his innocence, .then the opposite, impression, will 
be. made and , the Emperor, in American eyes, will .be judged not guilty. 
This is their way of thinking, so it is necessary to. consider well the matter 
of lawyers for you.” Kido thanked h is son-in-law, .asked, him to get .the 
best ,lawyers, and, ’.if, possible, tb talk to the chief ,American prosecutor.
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first tete-a-tete‘adjourned. A cameraman was summoned to record the 
historic moment. His photograph, showing the hulking general in fatigues 
towering over the tiny Emperor in striped pants, was so unflattering to 
Hirohito that Japanese editors did not publish it until ordered to do so by 
SCAP. Then it captured a curious place in the affections of the populace. 
The public humiliation of the little Emperor in striped pants became a 
symbol for the self-pity of the entire nation in defeat. Hirohito was brought 
close to his people as never before.

Hirohito returned to the palace and at once told Lord Privy Seal Kido of 
the understanding reached with MacArthur. “And this,” he said, with glee, 
“was volunteered from MacArthur’s side.” Two days later, when Kido told 
him that the latest press clippings from America were almost all hostile to 
the Throne, Hirohito struck an indignant pose and threatened to go right 
over to his friend General MacArthur and have the criticism stopped. Kido 
owlishly warned him “to bottle up his resentment and keep silent.” Kido’s 
warning was reinforced by a member of MacArthur’s War Crimes Board 
who indicated that the board had not yet decided whether or not to try the 
Emperor. To wile away the hours of uncertainty, Hirohito worked on a 
personal account of the events of his reign, a document in his defense which, 
unfortunately for historians, he was never called upon to produce in evi
dence. By October 3 he had brought his account up to the year 1929.

FIRST QUARREL

Any sense of cozy safety which Hirohito had brought away with him 
from his meeting with MacArthur was shattered on October 4 by a directive 
known as JCS 10 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington. It demanded 
reform of the Japanese police system; abolition of the thought police which 
had dealt with political crimes; amnesty for all political prisoners, including 
Communists; and complete freedom of the press—freedom even to criticize 
the Emperor. Hirohito received an intercept of the directive and Prince 
Konoye, a minister without portfolio in the Cabinet, at once called at the 
Dailchi Building to-find out from MacArthur what it would mean. Konoye 
returned with the unsettling intelligence that MacArthur saw no harm in 
Communists, freed from jail, making speeches from soapboxes. Further, 
MacArthur intended to repeal the 1936 law making “thought criminals” 
liable to preventive arrest and the 1939 law requiring Japanese Christians 
to subordinate their faith to Shintoism. In addition, ah commercial trans
actions between Japan and the outside world must now be approved by 
SCAP. Finally, Prime Minister Higashikuni’s home minister must be
ropped from the Cabinet because he had formerly been a thought police

man. That* afternoon an official copy of JCS 10 was delivered to Prince 
Higashikuni at the prime minister’s residence.

MacArthur worked late that night and emissaries shuttled back and forth
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GOD IS DEAD

,; ' Land reform -disestablishm ent of state Shin tof women’s suffrage, antitrust 
legislation— these were reforms .Which would be presented to the Diet and 
passed without m urm ur. Landlords,- priests, politicians, and Industrialists 
could be trusted to find their own loopholes in the new law's, their own \vays 
of maintaining the status quo. The Em peror himself Was willing to give away 
much of his personal wealth. But the fundamental charter of the land, the 
description of the Japanese Way of government, the Constitution—that was 
different. To be forced to accept an imitation of the American constitution 
was' a humiliation and danger which no one in the ruling classes could bear. 
While war criminal suspects languished in prison camp, the possibility pf 
cdnstitutionaT reform Was tabled in committee and studied and studied 
again. In its place H irohito sought to compromise and temporize by ac
cepting a redefinition of his religious status. The suggestion came from 

. a curious quarter, a form er American Y.M .C.A. leader. •
1 In  thd first week o f1 September, when the palace was still looking for 

effective go-betweens to use in dealing1 with M acArthur, Prince Konoye 
had', enlisted the help of Japan’s m ost eminent native-born American, 
William M errell Vories. Vories was an evangelist, an architect, and a mil
lionaire. Kansas bred, he had come to Japan for the Y.M.C.A. in 1905 
arid had stayed to m ake a  fortune selling the patent ointment Metholatum: 
A t the same time he had designed and built many of Japan’s largest modern 
buildings, h ad  founded a thriving Christian sect, the Omi Brotherhood, had 
married: the daughter of Viscount Hitotsu Yanagi, and had become a natu
ralized Japanese citizen. Hirohito considered Vories a friend because, shortly 
before the outbreak of the Pacific W ar, he had arranged to give Vories 
an ‘'accidental” private audience. A Court chamberlain had visited Vories 
and suggested to  him that he  would find it rewarding to go to the Kyoto 
Palace at a specific hour on a specific day and wait there-beside a specific 
flowering bush in the palace garden. When he did as he was told, the Ein- 
perori down ir i Kyoto on a visit, chanced to pass that way on a stroll and 
stopped to chat With him. They talked about Japan arid religion for almost 
a h  hour.; Hirohito was impressed by' Vories’ patriotism- for his adopted

.. countiy and his com m andjpf thri Japanese language. , . .
, :Ori September 7, 1945, while inspecting abdication quarters for. jffiro- 
hito - in Kyoto, Korioye had asked Vories to visit MacArthur and sound
;o u th is iriten tio n s .V b rie s .ag reed to d o /w h a t:h eco u id ,b u ttw o d ay s;la te r ,
when he went to SCAP headquarters in Yokohama, he was treated like a 
.collaborator,.; M acArthur, refused, to see him and sent word through .an 
aide th a t ' if Kofibye or Hirohiio had any th ing to say they should say: it 
directly Without use of emissaries; also, that if they hoped for concessions;, 
they should come 'bearing specific proposals for reform. Vories reported his
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jains and Cabinet ministers at the Imperial Household Building wooed 
Shidehara in vain. At Kido’s suggestion, Hirohito sent a special lunch over 
to him from the imperial kitchen. After lunch Hirohito sat down with him 
in private, dispensed with the usual Court formalities, and spoke to him 
not as sovereign to subject but as man to man. In an hour Shidehara was 
persuaded to do his disagreeable duty.

Every new prime minister of Japan always had a clearly recognized 
mission to perform. Hirohito and his advisors usually formulated the mis
sion and selected the man for it weeks and even months in advance. Indeed, 
those close to the Throne could sometimes see so far into the future as to 
know who would be the prime minister after next. Prince Higashikuni’s 
mission as prime minister had been to see that the Japanese Armed Forces 
obeyed the Imperial Will and demobilized peaceably. In addition, by resign
ing, he was able to signify to the nation that the imperial family disas
sociated itself from the rest of MacArthur’s program. Shidehara’s mission, 
by contrast, was to give in to MacArthur, to “bend like the young bamboo.” 
He was to carry out American reforms as a gesture, at the same time mak
ing it clear that he acted without commitment and was only a figurehead. 
On his first day in office he promised to back MacArthur and added sar
castically, “I hope I am not a war criminal, but if I turn out to be one, that’s 
all right too; we all helped to fight the war,” Three days later he attributed 
the war with the United States to a “succession of minor incidents.” Seven 
weeks later, when petitioned by members of the Diet to appoint a board of 
inquiry to fix responsibility for starting the war, he rejected the suggestion 
with the words, “I would rather ask you all to continue inquiring into the 
causes of defeat.”

The Cabinet of Prime Minister Shidehara began its truculent co-opera
tion with MacArthur by dissolving officially the secret police which had 
retained a skeletal organization since the surrender. Before complying with 
MacArthur’s demand that political prisoners be released from Japanese 
prisons, one of Shidehara’s aides came up with the alarming information 
that 957,000 convicts were about to be let loose on the Japanese popula
tion, Investigation, however, soon showed that this figure represented the 
total number of arrests made in Hirohito’s reign for all types of crime. Next 
it was said that 10,000 desperate leftists would have to be released. But 
this figure, too, turned out to be somewhat exaggerated. It was the number 
of leftists picked up in a mass arrest in April of 1929. Of the 10,000, only 
1.200 had been held in jail after 1935. Of these, seven had been executed 
after due process, 200 had been beaten to death, and 200 had died of mal
nutrition and disease. A little over 700 had been released into labor bat
talions during the war or simply sent home on probation after American 
bombing began. Finally, when all the facts were in, twenty-five political 
agitators were released from prison, sixteen of them Communists.
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vidual the opportunity to pursue the calling of his choice; to abolish “all 
base customs of form er times” and follow “the laws of heaven and earth”; 
“to seek knowledge in  every corner of the earth in order to extend the 
foundations of the Em pire.” This much was belly talk to tell the people 
that Japan had slipped back to the humble position of 1868 and that it 
might be a  hundred years before Japan  could rise again. Then came the 
crucial sentences which had gone through so much editing. Buried as they 
might be, couched as they might be in an alien phraseology, they were a 
revelation to most Japanese:

The ties between Us and Our people have always stood on mutual trust and 
affection. They do not depend upon mere legends and myths. They are not 
predicated upon the false concept that the Emperor is divine and that the 
Japanese people are superior to other races and fated to rule the world.

When Hirohito published his annual thirty-one-syllable tanka for the 
New Y ear’s poetry contest a few days later, he suggested to his subjects that 
they must not be confused by the frosting of dissimulation forced upon 
them by circumstances:

Courageous the pine
that does not change its color
under winter snow.
Truly the men of Japan 
should be a forest of pines.

DICTATING DEMOCRACY

While the senior kinsman of the blood, the venerable, seventy-one-year- 
old Prince Nashimoto continued each night to lay his bald head on a prison 
pallet, Hirohito and M acArthur, through their respective intermediaries, 
fought a bitter battle over the Japanese Constitution. Consideration of 
constitutional reform had begun on October 8, 1945. Then Lord Privy Seal 
Kido, Prince Konoye, and Prime Minister Shidehara had agreed, first, that 
the old Constitution could not be improved except possibly by changing a 
few words in it; and, second, that SCAP would take unilateral action unless 
the Japanese changed far more than a few words. Prime Minister Shidehara 
felt it would be “easiest to surrender and keep the documents of negotia
tion” in order to repudiate the imposed MacArthur constitution at some 
later date. Hirohito had a higher view of his responsibilities and felt that he 
must m ake it clear from the beginning that he would not be an accomplice 
in changing a sacred document handed down to him from his grandfather. 
Accordingly, two committees were set up: one of courtiers, headed by 
Prince Konoye; the other of Cabinet ministers and scholars, headed by an 
expert on constitutional law, Matsumoto Joji. When the moat, figuratively
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Arthur 'anticipate • in his troops., The Peace ‘ Faction’s Recreation; anti 
: '^ o c k t io n  had mobilized ,the nation’s seductive: powers for
that very purpose. From the first when U.S. armor began rolling into Tokyo, 
occupying assigned barracks and factories and setting up checkpoints, the 
.men were astonished by trucks of girls that.were unloaded at their road
blocks with interpreters in train to explain: “Courtesy of the Recreation and 
Amusement Association.” These initial advances were all rebuffed and the 
truckloads of presents sent home unopened. But in a matter of weeks, when 
fear of Japanese treachery subsided, the Americans began to thaw. Soon 
kfacArthur was expressing “grave concern and deep distress over published 

. reports suggestive of an existing widespread promiscuous relationship be
tween members.of the occupying forces and Japanese women of immoral
character.”
’ In prewar days Japanese prostitutes had enjoyed an international reputa
tion ;for.their petite figures, their unabashed hedonism, and the tasteful 
•illusion they created of self-respect and honest feeling.; They lived and 
worked in ornate walled ghettos on the peripheries of the major cities. The 
most ' famous of their compounds was Tokyo’s Yoshiwara, forty well- 
.policed .acres of winking lanterns and narrow teeming streets, of gilt 
dragons. and red-lacquer archways, of costumed pimps and. tumblers and 
vendors Of sweetmeats, Of pools and gardens glimpsed through lattice gates, 

. of girls on balconies and girls in cages—of concentrated Oriental glamour 
arid vice. MacArthur’s M.P.’s knew of the Yoshiwara by report and on their 
firri day. in Tokyo headed for it directly to post “Off Limits” signs. They 
found,only-a ruin gutted by incendiaries.. : : . ; ; , ;

The girls who had survived the bombing were scattered over the whole 
riietropolitan and suburban area. Those who cOuld speak a little English had 
been recruited by the R.A.A. and were waiting to serve at quaiht Old inns 

rinrihe outskirts; or in .the new cabarets and brothels which the R.A.A. was
building downtown. Eventually American demand would create such mani
fest hotspots as the Big Tits Bar in Yokohama or the Hard On Cafe in 
.Tokyo, but now, less than a month after the Occupation had commenced, 
the girls were being trucked about discreetly to emerge, as if by chance, 
wherever it seemed that they might be welcomed. :I >:: 
v Some-of the G.I. encounters from those earliest . days read like opium 

'̂ ;:•̂ r•”̂ ^•■^fe^® K ^^th . 'Armyisergeant)' who roved the Japanese country^ 
side looking for caches of arms to destroy, gave an account of a day in late 
Octobbr̂ oT 1945;j,  ̂ V ft?
: parked their, jeep in the dusty plaza of a : small

 ̂ seaside town east of Tokyo. As the men unpacked their K-rations for lunch, 
a Sen^eT aa ,in biack, wearing a top hat, came to beg them in halting Ehg- 
, s to fa!f.® 'foeir ,:repast in the shade of his humble'roof. Standing-on- the 
Pack bumper of their jeep, he directed them up a dirt road to a bluff over- 
00 inS fhe sea. Then lie stopped them at a bamboo grove and led them



the people. I  suggest, therefore, that you read it here and now while we, 
wait outside.” . 7 f AA ; \  - : A- . wbA ‘ '

F or a m oment there was no sound except a peculiarly Japanese hiss of 
intaken. breath. The.tiny, barrel-shaped Foreign Minister Yoshida, dressed . 
in white, scowled a black Niebelung scowl. Then Shirasu Jiro, his live-in 
assistant and for twelve year's a golfing crony of imprisoned Lord Privy. Seal 
Kido,- mshered. Whitney and his aides outside into the artfully landscaped 
garden.'H e. showed them to a little pavilion where they could be comfort- 
able and left them- with the sarcastic, bitter words of the vanquished, 
“Please, bask in the atomic sunshine.” Almost an hour later he returned to 
summon them; apologizing profusely for the long wait. “N ot at all,- Mr. 
Shirasu,” ■ said Whitney. “We, have enjoyed your atomic • sunshine .very 
m uch.” A t that m oment a B-29 happened to  roar over, lending weight to ; 
his retort. The committee promised; to use the statement of principles as the 
basis for a new. attem pt at constitutional revision. . . .

Two days later, on February 14, Shirasu, the foreign minister’s assistant, 
sent Whitney a letter explaining, “Y our way is so American in the way that 
is straight and direct. Their way must be Japanese in the way that is round
about, twisted and narrow.” In the same letter Shirasu reminded Whitney,
“I  am afraid that I have; already accelerated the paper shortage by writing 
this mumble but I know you will forgive me for m y shortcomings for which 
my late father is also partly responsible.”

. Four days later Whitney received another letter from the committee by 
which he learned that “some of.,the roses of the West, when cultivated in 
Japan, lose ;their fragrance” ; also that his brain child, the American version 
of the constitution, had not yet been translated into. Japanese, Whitney saw 
M ac A rthur and M acA rthur saw H irohito. On Washington’s Birthday, 
W hitney m et again with the committee and ordered i t  to present the Ameri
can .draft; immediately, at the palace for consideration by the Emperor. 
Foreign Minister Yoshida did as told that same afternoon and'was ’aston
ished to hear. Hirohito say,; albeit stiffly, “Upon.these principles will, truly 
rest, the welfare Of O ur people and the rebuilding of’Japan:”

. T he committee, obediently fussed over ,the.;translatiOn of Whitney?s con
stitution, made a few changes in it, and Lad it inscribed on fine:parch
ment. It was submitted tp M acArthur on March 4 and approved with minor 
qualifications’. :Whitneyv organized 1 another crash program to edit I t; and 
reconcile the Japanese, arid English texts. For; thirty-six hours liis Govern
ment Section ;sat:. with ’theU apanesecoriifnittee and an army of translators 
to thrash out the fittabwOrding; K-rations, and,five^allon cans of coffee were 
served -.continuously. A t 6 :30  on the afternoon of March * 5; -1 946,-MacAr- 

, thur approved /the completed. text : T h  e - next, day he- announced1 to newsmen 
the “decision of the Em peror and the government of Japan to submit to' the. 
japariese people • a new and enlightened constitution.” - : . • - . A"AA‘:.
• The general election at which the people were to pass upon the Const!-
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racks and converted munition factories occupied by Allied personnel, lights- 
out became a mysterious witching hour of tapping heels and wafted scents, 
sighing and creaking. At the once dignified Peers Club in Tokyo, which had 
been requisitioned as quarters for members of MacArthur’s staff, twenty- 
two chambermaids and switchboard operators had to be fined for spending 
their nights in the officers* rooms. Before the Occupation was six months 
old, it was conservatively estimated that more than half the American offi
cer corps had Japanese mistresses.

It was about the time that Prime Minister Shidehara’s Cabinet took office 
in October that the recruits of the Recreation and Amusement Association 
began to distinguish between American enlisted men and officers and to 
urge that the entire Occupation army of 500,000 could not all be enter
tained in the same handsome fashion. From that date began the cheap 
hostess bars for noncoms and the “Willow Runs” for privates. The fine old 
inns were increasingly reserved for officers. By no means were all of them 
fully appreciated, however. Some lovely villas with exquisite gardens were 
fitted out with American-style bathrooms and then all but forgotten. Most 
popular with the American officer class turned out to be private clubs, open 
only by invitation, in the neon-lighted heart of Tokyo.

The most popular of the clubs was the Dai-An or Great Satiated Repose 
run by an effusive war profiteer, Ando Akira, who was a crony of Hiro- 
hito’s second brother, Naval Captain Prince Takamatsu. A leader in the 
trucking and construction rackets, Ando had recommended himself by his 
rapid repair work at Atsugi Air Base before the touchdown of the first 
Occupation troops. At his Dai-An club he introduced high-ranking Ameri
can officers to vivacious English-speaking noblewomen and nightly gave 
away strings of Mikimoto pearls as table favors. His lavish operations 
nudged him repeatedly to the verge of bankruptcy and repeatedly he re
couped through killings on the black market. After finally serving a brief 
prison term, he retired to honored comfort.

Outside of the clubs, the most successful entertainments were held at the 
villas of Cabinet Secretary Narahashi Wataru and of former Prime Minister 
Prince Higashikuni himself. Not much has ever been recorded of Higashi- 
kuni s parties, but Narashashi’s were such brazen seductions that they make 
old American generals blush to this day. Narahashi had his villa at Atami, 
the beautiful, vulgar beach resort which also houses the goddess of mercy 
erected by General Matsui after the rape of Nanking. Atami’s hay and 
fountains and celebrated baths and hostesses needed no special lore to be 
appreciated, and Narahashi was an excellent host. A wealthy lawyer, he had 
spent the war years running the largest, most lucrative listening-post hotel 
In„^ê ’n8' One of his staff, Viscountess Torio, became the mistress of an 
0 cer who served under Brigadier General Courtney Whitney. Whitney 
Mn the Government Section of SCAP where the reform legislation for
apan was being drafted. Old hotel keeper Narahashi boasted that he and
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Sometimes in drill, when no Americans are watching, the men of the 
Self-Defense Forces re-enact a scene that took place years ago when the 
new American order, “Eyes right,” was first screamed at a regiment on 
parade. Eyes turn right, as if to ogle a  passing girl, but chins and noses 
remain pointing straight ahead in perfectly disciplined cynicism.

IMPERIAL BARGAIN

As soon as the Japanese people had endorsed the American constitu
tion, old Prince Nashimoto was finally released from his four months of 
unexplained detention in prison. The days of imperial insecurity were over. 
The Em peror had paid his ransom. He had given up most of his wealth, all 
of his favorite retainers, many of his family’s privileges and titles, his claim 
to divinity, and now his supreme power under the Constitution. It was an 
enormous price but having m ade his bargain Hirohito would not renege on 
it. H e would tour the country making friends with the people. He would 
become known to them as Mr. Ah-so-desuka, M r. Oh-is-that-so. Everyone 
would remember his visit to Hiroshima, on an anniversary of its bombing, 
when he said dryly, “There seems to have been considerable destruction 
here.” Finally, when personal appearances were no longer necessary, 
Hirohito would retire behind a fagade of penitence to become the senior 
national consultant. H e would let it be known that he was giving himself 
entirely to his hobby of marine biology, and, with the help of his laboratoiy 
assistant, would publish a serious scientific book, the beautifully illustrated 
Opisthobranchia of Sagami Bay. Domestic Japanese politics had never 
much interested him, and now, for several decades, Japan would have little 
voice in her role in international politics.

I t  was M acA rthur’s part of the bargain to keep the Emperor out of 
court at any cost. On May 3, twenty days after Prince Nashimoto’s release 
from prison, the International Military Tribunal for the Far East would 
arraign twenty-eight of Hirohito’13 retainers as Class A war criminals, there
by beginning a trial of them that would last for two and a half years. It was 
to be a unique experiment in controlled historical research, and great effort 
had gone into making it a political success. While cajoling, bribing, and 
blackmailing the Imperial Court into co-operating with Occupation therapy 
for Japan, M ac A rthur at the same time had been fighting for the Emperor s 
life. M ore than Hirohito knew and far more than he could believe, there 
was a genuine desire on the part of many Americans and most of the Allied 
governments to treat him as a common criminal.

The various national positions on his case had been communicated to the 
United States at the time of surrender. Nationalist China, whose analysts 
had the best grasp of the historical facts and also the most reason to feel 
vengeful, demanded flatly that Hirohito be hanged. Communist Russia had 
doctrinaire theories against emperors in general but voiced surprisingly
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particularly beautiful suburban villa from a wealthy industrialist to live in 
during his last days of freedom. For the next month, however, he was too 
busy to occupy it and was spending from one to three hours every day in 
private audience with Hirohito. Finally on November 10 he submitted to 
a three-hour interrogation by a SCAP investigating team at the Meiji 
Building. He returned to the palace to accompany Hirohito to Ise Shrine 
and the old capital of Kyoto.

At Ise the roofs are like those of palm-thatched South Sea island huts—  
steeply gabled in the ancient imperial style with Tafters crossing and ex
tending outward in V’s against the sky. Hirohito walked alone into the 
inner shrine where only he and other anointed priests and priestesses of 
his family are allowed. There he remained for an hour apologizing for 
losing the war to his supposed ancestress, Amaterasu the sun goddess. In 
Kyoto he repeated the apology at the shrines of his grandfather Meiji and 
of the supposed first Emperor Jimmu. Kido noted with great relief that 
the spectators along the imperial progress seemed reverent and respectful 
as they had been before the war. There were no great crowds of children 
and factory workers marshaled by the police as there had been in prewar 
days, but old men and women sat on mats beside the railway tracks and 
bowed as the train passed.

On the days that followed, members of the imperial family went on 
pilgrimages to the tombs of the other one hundred twenty-one Emperors 
who had ruled in lapan. On November 20, Kido accompanied Hirohito to 
Yasukuni Shrine in Tokyo, the Valhalla for the souls of warriors who had 
died away from home in battle. Four days later, after seeing to innumer
able last-minute details, Kido went to the palace for his last day in office. 
He drank champagne with the Emperor and thanked him for various fare
well gifts including a box of canned goods, a barrel of sake, an antique 
inkstone, a vase, a scroll, and two checks totaling $8,000.

On Tuesday, November 27, Kido cleaned out his safe deposit vault. On 
Wednesday he returned to Ise Shrine and Kyoto for his own report to the 
gods. The following Monday he was back in Tokyo and finally took up 
residence in the exquisite suburban villa he had borrowed. He devoted 
Tuesday and Wednesday to reading books, a pastime which he had been 
promising himself for twenty years. On Thursday, December 6, the radio 
announced that SCAP had ordeted his and Konoye’s arrest, effective 
December 16. “Having expected it,” he wrote in his diary, “I heard the 
news with a calm heart.” For the next ten days—his last days of freedom 
—he made an almost ostentatious display of his tranquility. He strolled in 
the gardens of his villa, wrote poems, played croquet, and performed a 
service at his household god shelf to explain to the family spirits their 
removal to new and temporary domicles.

The day after the announcement that Kido would be arrested, a petty 
chamberlain called at his retirement villa to bring him news from the palace.

Defeat
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procedure.” Having been assigned the formidable task of reforming; Japa
nese society; he did not wish to im pair his image as : an inspirational leader: 
in th e '•eyes of the Japanese' people. v:,. - ■ •  -nyo;-
■ On November 14, therefore, the.trials were put in the charge of a U;S.. 

prosecutor, to be sent from Washington. And on November- 25, when the 
palace had tem porarily’ severed, relations with: the D ai Ichi iBuilding Jover'.; 
selection of those to be arrested, SCAP’s information officers released to the
Japanese Ipresaa .detailed .accbuht of.-MacArthur’s.stmgglesAyith Washing-;
ton on the war criminals’ behalf. The press release served a double;function/ 
It .cleared M ac A rthur with the Japanese, arid it Warned Hirohito that if he 
did. not co-operate SCAB would leave him to the tender graces of the trial 
prosecutor. Hirohito promptly capitulated and the. riariies of Lord Privy-Seal; 
Kido and Prince Konoye were put on the wanted list the very day that tile . 
U .K prosecutor arrived in Tokyo. ■ . - ' . > ,

RIGGING JUSTICE !

T he prosecutor who took- the burden, of the trials from MacArthur’s 
conscience-was a politicians’- lawyer, a former assistant- attorney general,.
Joseph Berry Keenan. In  the early 1930’s Keenan bad  made a name for 
himself by sending Machine Gun Kelly to the penitentiary and framing the'
Lindbergh Kidnapping Law. B ut a decade o f Washington whiskey, politics, 
.'and poker had taken their toll. By the time he cafne to Japan he was.

, described by one of his frierids as ‘.'a-florid, aggressive but riot unkindly 
m an.’>His‘enemies pointed out tha t'in  court he;did not'always havexomj-;. 
m and of 'the-facts at his disposal, that his language was often imprecise and 
full.' o f;;Fpurth of ;' July oratory, that" his 'delivery; 'especially1 ih ufternboii;;-: 
sessions;, ,was ̂ sometimes thick arid blurry; • ' ‘,;.' ' , , y . . . . V 
; O n November 15, before leaving Washington, Keen ari had discussed “his - , 

•mission’’ with President T ru m a nand Attorney'Gerieral TomVC. 'Cferk’; ,p l |  
D ecem ber.7, the. d ay afte r 'lu s 'a rriv a lin  Tokyo, Keenan Speht the morning 
with,M acATthur:and.declafed'wheri he (emerge'd-’firo'm; ttfe-JQai JehLpuildirig;,;; 
tha t he hadrfound :‘,dePided;b a ’rmp  ̂ in .the;views-of the PresideiiL 
Supreine Commander. L ess.than.,a.,week^later,;he anripunced to. the.press. , 

- that he and M a c  A rthu r:“h a d ;sifted the Emperor’s war record:’ and; found ' 
; nothing incriminating in it. H e hoped^ he said, for a speedy, trial, of Tpjo 

arid'Tils c l iq u e T o p th e i r '^ h t '^
1937, the openirig o f : the w arw ith ;C h in ri.;H e;say that;it w  

. date,- because it marked the beginningbf OTojo’a rise to positions of pohgy- v. 
,i niaking responsibiiity. Three days latef he conceded th a t he had .beeriffiasty.̂
l* i iy r ia m ih g ; ih a h M ^
■■ l'duee; police ;and;;.tfial; records fp.Lfiyeypfipr incidents. yyh.ich.'bbm c

7 lBetweeh;'I932m hd-,1937
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Tsuru succeeded'inihavjng 'lunch with the prosecutor on December 15.
On hearing, his report Kido prepared cheerfully to present himself the 
next morning for incarceration at Omori, a. former prison camp for Allied
p o.w.’s. . ; $%;■. .y

;. Prince Konoye, who was supposed to accompany Kido to prison, held a 
party tliat-night at his luxurious: suburban Hate-China Villa, which he had 
christened precisely eight years earlier during the rape of Nanking. The 

•close...friends:arid/Tdatives,who.were his guests reported afterwards that he 
was his iisual languid^ cynical,. witty self. When they had gone, he put on 
phjamas;and.a: silken robe..On the low table beside his bed, he laid out 
some of hisTavorite books and the best of the essays he had written for 
the Peace Faction in exoneration of the Emperor. One of the books was 
a morocco-bound - copy of .Oscar Wilde’s De Projundis. And one of the 
passageshe had marked in it for . posterity was this: “I must say to myself 
that I ruined myself and that nobody great or small can be ruined except 
by his own hand.” . • / ; , . »•  • - •
: Jhe one paper; on the table which SCAP released to news reporters 
explained -Konoye’s;motives for suicide: “I have been gravely concerned 

>byet the faet that I have, committed certain errors in handling state affairs 
■ since the outbreak of . the China Incident. I  believe my real intentions are 
ycyett npw,;understood arid,-appreciated by my friends, including not a few 
'friends jn Aril erica. ,The winner is too. boastful and the loser too servile. 
;World:public opinion,: which is at present full of overexcitement . . . will 
yin;, time 'recover calmness and balance. Only then will a just verdict be 
rendered.” A few hours later Prince Konoye took poison, dying as sybariti- 

l ^ly as'he.had ;liyed. He. had failed to steer Hirohito from an unsuccessful 
?j^:?He;.Kad^proved. 'himself a failure in the. stratagems of defeat. H e 
'Jd;-.not^st;himself .to shield the Emperor under cross-examination in 

court.. And most important, perhaps, h e ;was a snob and could, not bear 
the thought of sharing a cell with a commoner like Tojo. t 
, Half blind without his glasses, the myopic Lord Privy Seal Kido stood 
naked before.an American doctor in the infirmary at Omori prison, camp:,. 

;:iP¥°?ecLaht ;was squirted over him, his clothes land possessions wereicata-,’;/ 
logu'ed by American M.P.’s, and.finally he;was allowed to .dress and join his 

'ic /^-^-crim iria ii --suspects;. At that moment.the barons .and .marquises : 
;: lv/?o.Md :attended ;Kqnoye’s soiree the night .'before, .were ,.telephbnin'g;one^’-"’f 

anotlier.to.transrnit the intelligence., that Prince. Konoye had really gone : 
through .with his boast and was now dead. The fast arrests had been made.. 
More .than' one hundred of- Hirohito’s- loyal retainers were in American 
hands. Hqsv many would be tried, how many hanged, would depend how.

dj,e;;ai.ac rity ;^vith' "which,,. fiirohito; 'arid.the-1, jCvabine t.'.'bf .".l̂ rirne" '.j\finis ter 
'Shideharamade laws to reform J apari. Mac Arthur,: told' the. courtier who 
had had charge of negotiating th e . war, enminaf lists : } “NptyThat,fthe; dead , 

^opd has'been removed. Emperor Hirohito can be a real Emperor.”
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MacArthur, on January 27, made a straight face of it and reassured his 
chiefs; “There is no specific or tangible evidence to connect the Emperor with 
responsibility for any decision of the Japanese government during the past 
ten years. The Japanese people would regard indictment of the Emperor 
as a grave betrayal. They understood the acceptance of the Potsdam terms 
as preserving the position of the Emperor. Trial of the Emperor would lead 
to an upheaval. There would be action by resistance groups. This could 
be held in check by the Occupation forces but it is not unlikely that there 
would be a complete breakdown of Japanese governmental machinery. The 
whole plan of occupation would have to be changed.” MacArthur added 
that he would “make no recommendation concerning the Emperor,” but 
advised strongly that, if it were decided to try him, a million troops should 
be stationed in Japan and it would be necessary in addition to have 20,000 
or more civilian administrative personnel. “Plans should be made at once.” 

Two days after filing this recommendation, MacArthur was visited in the 
Dai Ichi Building by the Far Eastern Commission, the Allied board which 
sat in Washington to advise the United States on the Occupation of Japan. 
The commission had come to Tokyo for its first on-the-spot look at Occu
pation progress. The Australian members of the commission sent home a 
detailed report on Mac Arthur’s reasons for holding the Emperor guiltless:

His views, he stated, were based mainly on personal talks with the Em
peror himself. MacArthur gave a description of the Emperor’s personality in 
which such phrases as “good blood,” “wears his clothes easily,” “cultured 
man,” “gentleman” occurred. . . .  He summed up the Emperor’s position 
as that of a stooge who had never had a positive thought in his life. The 
Emperor’s sense of duty was high. If held responsible for Japan’s aggression, 
he would accept his fate. Nothing in his life would become him like the 
leaving of it. . . . His execution would have the effect of making him a 
martyr with incalculable effect on the Japanese attitude.

The Far Eastern Commission went on its way grumbling, newspapermen 
turned to other stories, and MacArthur and Keenan faced the next hurdle: 
the arrival of the Allied judges. To guide eleven sharp legal minds from 
eleven different national backgrounds through a millrace of half-hidden 
Japanese history and bring them out in a serene pond of unanimity was a 
challenge of an order which Keenan had never faced before—not even in 
A1 Capone’s Chicago. It was agreed that the men whom Keenan would 
place on trial should be charged with “conspiracy to wage aggressive war ’ 
and with responsibility for “organized crimes against humanity,” that is, 
atrocities. That the deeds had been done was beyond question. That they 
were crimes," however, was not felt by more than a tiny minority of Japa
nese. And that the selection of men in the dock were particularly responsi-

Vengeance of War
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rebuff to Konoye and was asked to stay in Tokyo and help think of a 
suitable reform.

On September 12 Vories awoke in the Imperial Hotel a block and a 
half south of the Dai Ichi Building with what he considered to be a godsent 
idea. Let the Emperor publicly renounce his divinity. Educated Japanese, 
including Hirohito himself, had never considered the Emperor a god in 
the omnipotent, omnipresent Western sense. Rather, he was a kami or im
mortal spirit. All things Japanese, even rocks and trees and women, were 
thought to possess some share of kami. The Emperor had the largest and 
most potent share. To the Japanese mind there was nothing superhuman or 
moral about kami; it was the distilled essence of a man, his special charm 
and efficacy. The spirit world to which it belonged was an exact shadow 
of the real world. No god ruled over it. It was animated entirely by worldly 
spirits. Japan's social hierarchy extended into it, and the Emperor when he 
died joined the souls of other Emperors in presiding over it. Holding such 
beliefs, the Emperor would find it easy and meaningless to renounce his 
Western-style title to divinity.

Vories transmitted his idea to Konoye who took it to the Emperor. A 
dictionary revealed that the English word “God” meant “the Spirit of 
monotheism; the Master Craftsman of all things.” Hirohito acknowledged 
that he was neither of these and Konoye the next day visited MacArthur. 
He found that SCAP welcomed Vories’ suggestion with enthusiasm. During 
the next two months, however, the idea hung fire. I t  was revived in Novem
ber to use as a poker chip in the final negotiations about war criminal lists. 
Then, in December, when Prince Nashimoto, the senior member of the 
imperial family, and Lord Privy Seal Kido, the Emperor’s chief advisor, 
were safely in Allied hands, SCAP submitted a draft of a “non-divinity 
proclamation” such as it would like Hirohito to make. Hoping that it 
might serve in place of a new constitution, Hirohito had the Imperial 
Household Ministry draw up a counterdraft. After discussion the two 
drafts were dovetailed. Hirohito and MacArthur personally edited the re
spective Japanese and English texts, and an approved version was sub
mitted to Prime Minister Shidehara for consideration by the Cabinet. The 
prime minister found the wording “too Japanese in spirit.” He revised it in 
his best Gettysburg Address English and had it translated back into stilted 
Japanese.

Hirohito approved the Japanese version, MacArthur the English one, 
and both were issued together as the Emperor’s New Year’s message to 
his people on January 1, 1946. Tire key sentences were buried at the end of 
a long rescript in which Hirohito reiterated the charter oath made by his 
grandfather, Emperor Meiji, in the spring of 1868: to govern the nation 
j trough deliberative assemblies according to public opinion; to unite the 
and in single-minded pursuit of the national interest; to give every indi-

Defeat
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conspiratorial years. Before 1928, as will be particularized later in this 
book, Tojo and other members of the imperial cabal had appeared to be 
harmless junior officers who went freely in and out of the Imperial Palace. 
A fter 1928, when they became busy bureaucrats and important colonels
and generals— when they began to organize military adventures abroad__
they severed open connections with the palace and maintained a seemly 
distance from Hirohito.

To Keenan’s 1928-and-after restriction on behalf of the prosecution, a 
further obfuscation was added by the defense. Every one of the accused 
was represented by one American lawyer and at least one Japanese lawyer. 
The American defenders were mostly able, if somewhat quixotic, volunteer 
lawyers from the ranks of the American Army. Because of their knowledge 
of English and of Anglo-American legal procedure, they were to do most 
of the speaking “for the defense in court. They depended, however, on 
Japanese defense lawyers for the substance of their briefs. All the Japanese 
members of the defense were graduates of Tokyo or Kyoto Imperial Uni
versity Law Schools and thus classmates and cousins of the leaders in 
H irohito’s bureaucracy. M ost of them had assisted at rigged trials during 
the 1930’s to defend the assassins and plotters of coups d’etat who had 
terrorized the Japanese nation into accepting the overlordship of Hirohito’s 
militaristic cabal.

In  early 1946,- before the w ar criminal trials began, these Japanese 
lawyers for the defense met in secret to draw up rules which might guide 
them in presenting evidence on behalf of Tojo, ICido, and their other clients. 
They considered two propositions: whether or not to use evidence favor
able to their clients but “disturbing” to the Emperor; whether or not to use 
evidence favorable to their clients but “prejudicial to the honor of the Japa
nese nation.” They agreed to exclude all evidence which they judged to be 
unfavorable to the Em peror, but they voted down the second proposition 
on the grounds tha t it would be a “breach of human rights” to sacrifice 
their clients fo r the  reputation of the country as a whole. They pledged 
instead “no t to forget the importance of saving the nation.” The American 
lawyers for the defense were not told of these resolutions by their colleagues 
nor given other reason to question the selection of information fed to them.

While Keenan restricted the evidence which could be presented for the 
prosecution and Japanese lawyers restricted evidence which could be pre
sented for the defense, both parties worked with a common aim to find men 
willing to testify in court. The clearing ground for all evidence was the 
palace. The office of the form er lord privy seal approved all defense wit
nesses and steered most prosecution witnesses into Keenan’s hands. Be
cause Japanese soldiers considered it treason to reveal information to the 
form er enemy and because they might be easily trapped into telling the 
truth by their combined hostility and sense of samurai honor, it was no

Vengeance of War
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speaking, froze over between the Dai Ichi Building and the palace in mid- 
November, Prince Konoye and his committee submitted a report to the 
Throne that the old Constitution needed no substantial changes and then 
made a great public show of resigning. Having thus washed his hands of 
responsibility for reform, Hirohito directed the Cabinet’s committee on con
stitutional reform to pursue “detailed studies.”

Months passed while the Cabinet committee used a thesaurus to rewrite 
the Constitution in new words with the same old meanings. Finally in late 
January, under great pressure from SCAP, the Cabinet committee sub
mitted a "Gist” and an “Explanation” of the changes it proposed. Mac- 
Arthur found the changes insufficient. He noted that the Emperor was no 
longer “sacred and inviolable” but “supreme and inviolable”; also that too 
many clauses ended with the loophole “except as otherwise provided by 
law.” Accordingly MacArthur penciled a note on the minimal provisions 
which he expected to find in the new document: “The Emperor’s rights 
and duties . . . will be exercised in accordance with the constitu
tion and [be] responsible to the basic will of the people as provided 
therein. . . . War as a sovereign right of the nation is abolished . . . and 
no rights of belligerency will ever be conferred upon any Japanese 
force. . . . The feudal system of Japan will cease.”

On February 3, 1946, after MacArthur assured himself that the Japa
nese Court and Cabinet would not be able to meet his demands without 
detailed coaching, he handed his scribbled notes to General Whitney and 
told him to have his Government Section mount a crash program and draft 
a sample constitution of the sort that would be acceptable. Whitney dele
gated the task to his right-hand man, Colonel Charles L. Kades.

Nine days later, the American constitution for Japan was ready. Gen
eral Whitney laid it before the Cabinet Constitutional Reform Committee 
at a meeting at Foreign Minister Yoshida’s residence that afternoon. 
“Gentlemen,” he said, “the Supreme Commander has found your proposals 
for revising the constitution inacceptable. Your draft falls far short of the 

' broad and liberal reorganization of the government structure . . , which 
the Allied Powers could regard as significant evidence that Japan has 
learned the lessons of war and defeat and is prepared to act as a responsible 
member of a peaceful community. Accordingly the Supreme Commander 
has had a detailed statement prepared of the principles he deems basic. We 
are presenting this statement to you in the form of a draft constitution. I 
advise you to give it your fullest consideration and I propose that you use 
it as a guide in renewed efforts to prepare a revised constitution. Of course 
there is no compulsion upon you . . . but the Supreme Commander is 
determined that the constitutional issue shall be brought before the people 
well in advance of the general elections in April. . . .  If the Cabinet is 
imabie to prepare a suitable and acceptable draft before that time, General 
MacArthur is prepared,to lay this statement of principles directly before

Defeat
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Express,” the best sake. According to Tanaka’s published reminiscences, 
which are nothing compared to the voluminous notes which he has written 
but not published, Keenan used Tanaka as his guide to Japanese life. If 
Keenan wanted feminine companionship, he had only to insert the remark, 
“Je suis fort,” into a conversation and Tanaka would be on the phone 
m aking arrangements. Tanaka, in fact, was so knowledgeable that he could 
arrange places of entertainment where Keenan could stride in over the 
delicate tatami (m atting) floors without going to the trouble, which he 
hated, of taking off his shoes. Keenan disapproved of the liaisons between 
American officers and Japanese noblewomen. “I like a little fun, too,” he 
used to say, “but I don’t  mess around with amateurs. It’s no good.”

While the script was being written, while the actors were learning their 
lines, while D irector Keenan and Producer M acArthur were sedulously hu
m ored by the Japanese playwrights and prompters, a set was designed to 
impress all with the seriousness and high purpose of the trial. The tribunal’s 
two-and-a-half-year run was mounted in the old Japanese Military Acad
emy auditorium on Ichigaya Heights next door to the building where War 
M inister Anami had spent his last days. The witness box occupied the 
center of the darkly paneled auditorium and was surrounded by tables for 
Japanese and American lawyers. A t the right of the witness box, as one 
entered the room, stood a stepped, three-tiered dock for the defendants. At 
the left, in dark solemnity, towered an unusually high polished bench for 
the judges. Rimming the walls were balcony seats for spectators and glass- 
fronted boxes for correspondents and translators. Miles of wire gave every
one headphones over which the proceedings could be heard in simultaneous 
translation in a language of choice: French, Russian, Chinese, English, or 
Japanese. Sixty floodlights made the floor brighter than day. Hundreds of 
translators and lawyers were to put almost 200,000 pages of testimony, 
debate, correction, and collateral exhibits into the murky record before 
Tojo, Matsui, and five others were to be hanged. The case for the prosecu
tion was to begin on June 13, 1946. The case for the defense was to run 
from February 1947 until April of 1948. The judges were to pronounce 
sentence on November 12, 1948. And the sentences were to be executed 
on December 23, 1948.

Vengeance of War

SOUR VERDICT

Of the eleven tribunal judges only one could be allowed to speak in court. 
Otherwise the trial would have become a babel. The others would have to 
pass their questions and suggestions in notes along the bench. By prior 
political arrangement the speaking role of tribunal president was awarded, 
on February 14, 1946, to the Australian judge, Sir William Webb, chief 
justice of Australia’s vast northern state of Queensland. He had had almost 
two years of experience trying Japanese war criminals in New Guinea and
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tution was scheduled for April 10. As the campaigning reached its noisiest, 
Hirohito quietly submitted to another concession which he had struggled 
to evade ever since it had first been suggested to him by Prince Higashikuni 
the previous October. It was that all members of the imperial family should 
give up their titles and become commoners except Hirohito and his immedi
ate sons and brothers. Four days before the election, Prime Minister 
Shidehara called on Hirohito at his vacation palace at Hayama on tire sea
shore to tell him that the first step had been taken: the Cabinet had 
accepted the resignation of fifteen princes of the blood from the House of 
Peers. The process would be completed two years later in October of 1947 
when Hirohito attended a great wake in the palace at which fifty-one sisters 
and cousins and aunts met to drink a last bitter cup of commiseration at 
their downgrading to the ranks of plain citizens. With their titles went most 
of their emoluments. The vast imperial family fortune had been impounded 
and returned to the people. Imperial forests and gardens had been made 
national parks. Imperial treasures had been turned over to museums. Many 
of the imperial stocks and bonds and an unknown quantity of gold and 
silver had been secretly given to loyal friends of the Throne who could be 
trusted to handle it astutely and return it with the accrued gains at the end 
of Kido’s suggested one-hundred-year period of quiescence. Investigators 
of SCAP's Economic Section traced some of these underground reserves, 
and the rest must have been depleted by the postwar inflation which 
dropped the exchange rate of the yen from 15 to 50 to 270 and finally to 
360 per dollar.

On April 10, 1946, aTecord turnout at the polls expressed favor for the 
Constitution. “Oh? Has it been translated into Japanese already?” joked 
the voters But they voted for it enthusiastically, and on November 3, Hiro
hito would declare it the law of the land. It stated in part: . . The
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the na
tion. . . , Land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will 
never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not be 
recognized.” This was MacArthur’s own favorite clause, put in at his insist
ence, but in three years he felt compelled by the Soviet menace to betray it, 

- to give Japan a lesson in the interpretation of constitutions, to insist that 
Japan build up forces for self-defense: an Army and Air Force of police 
tvhich in twenty short years would grow to be the most highly skilled and 
up-to-date military establishment in Asia. By 1970 it would have a morale- 
lifting tradition all its own. Instead of answering to the traditional banzai 
with a great roar of “Banzai!”— May the Emperor live 10,000 years!—it
would respond only to a materialist catechism: “Do you all want color 
television?”

“Hail”
T)o you all want electric rice cookers?”

“Hail”

Defeat
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beyond question the Em peror’s war guilt o r . innocence. Yet no attempt was 
m ade, in  court to deny its existence. Gomyns C arr merely' dropped' his^ 
suggestion and passed on to other matters:^wben.he .was^hiled' but-W.oidejfe 
His rem arks were later stricken: from the proceedings, and can only be found 
in  early unedited versions of the trial transcript, \y ;i - • - c l y : v;?y):y

Tribunal President Webb and’British Prosecutor Comyns Carr early took 
a dislike to Chief Prosecutor Keenan of the United States, and to his style 
of law, his style of oratory, and most o f all to th e  self-righteousness \vi(h , 
which he went about his task o f saving the Emperor. Soon the “Keenari- 
W ebb feud” as it was dubbed by the American press began to break 
through professional decorum into open exchanges in court. Keenan had the : 
worst of the stiff legal repartee, but he plunged through the chill winds of 
W ebb’s sarcasm and remained doggedly buoyant. Every month, or two he 
called a news conference and announced once m ore that there was no evi
dence against the Em peror. - . / ’?-V

W ith a united Japan behind him  and no opposition except the weli- 
disciplined kidding of Webb and Comyns Carr, Keenan survived' the -first 
months of the trial unscathed. But as the trial went on and evidence1 
m ounted, U.S. journalists renewed old criticisms and asked increasingly 
difficult questions. To quiet them Keenan tried, on September 25, 1946, to 
elicit from  witness Okada, a retired Japanese admiral and former prime 
minister, some evidence that the Em peror had had no foreknowledge? Of 
Pearl H arbor plans late in 1941. He succeeded in drawing from Okada a 
statement that the Em peror “disliked war,” was unable to avoid it, and. 
“was not concerned with winning or losing” it: • - -?; ^

“I fail to see the relevance of that in this trial,” interjected Tribunal 
President Webb. '• \ '■

K eenan : Mr. President . . the relevancy is the .■contention that .these 
accused were engaged in the conspiracy and that they seized the power: of 
Japan. They defrauded the people of, Japan into believing that the Emperor 
was behind the war with the rescript’.-that;.he. ’issued’..a?.fey?days'^fj^rV or, 
stantly— a few hours after—th e , attack -.that’ .constituted T aw lessh e^ i^  y
as well as a part of the breach of international law, too. • ■
Webb: This is the first time in this lengthy trial that that has 
and it is contrary>to the prosecution’s 'evidence: . *:. ,, ?, •• 1• y?-;

'K eenan : Mr: President, I respectfully call this Tribunal’s attention;;^  chief-': 
- prosecutor appointed underbids charter, to  the, faet tha t the. a.cpused who are 

, 'in  dock, arethepeoplew e believe are 'really responsible; fop.the- war." If there? 
• - had been anyone else, they, would have been in the dock, too.;' ;:yy;yy yy

.• Webb snorted and made no reply. As he had often pointed; out ih cham -; 
bers/-Lord Trivy?Sdal ;lC dp’s ^ id ty '^ q w e d : that ei^lif tb e fo ^ I^ a r iy  
•H arbor,;H irohito:;had rejected'- h;;last^m inuteplea f r b m d i j k J ^ ^  
Takam atsu;:Td;reCqnsidet Theyattack $ a n  ik/Hedtad
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little objection to the American policy of keeping Hirohito in power as a 
necessary tool for renovation. Australia advised “that international law 
should not give immunity to sovereigns” ; that Japanese “breaches of the 
laws of war” were “so terrible” and “so widespread that the Emperor and 
his ministers must have learned of them” and “abetted them if they did 
not take steps to prevent them”; “that it would be a travesty of justice 
seriously reflecting on the U.N. to punish the common Japanese or Korean 
guard while granting immunity to others perhaps even more guilty.” The 
government of New Zealand concurred but in more moderate language.

MacArthur, having inherited the Emperor’s absolute power in Japan, 
could afford to disregard the positions of the Allies but the U.S. State 
Department could not. It argued successfully, however, that the choice of 
war criminals to be tried should be made by the U.S. intelligence agents 
who were “studying the evidence in Japan.” Only the disgruntled Austral
ians refused to be put off by such assurances. The files in Canberra are full 
of complaints from officials and journalists who visited Japan in the early 
months of the Occupation. They professed shock to find that MacArthur 
knew little about prewar Japanese history and took little interest in the 
fragmentary information being turned up by his War Crimes Board. They 
rightly guessed that the only evidence tending to exonerate the Emperor 
was of words rather than of deeds. They felt that MacArthur was showing 
a cynical disregard for historical truth and legal justice. MacArthur, on the 
other hand, felt that the Australians weie more interested in the past than 
the future, more intent upon revenge than rehabilitation. He believed that 
the Emperor, if he had fangs at all, could be emptied of venom, rendered 
harmless, and used.

If MacArthur had had his way he would have extended to all Japanese 
leaders the same clemency that he felt obliged to show the Emperor. Politi
cians in both Washington and London, however, needed scapegoats to 
punish for the mass killings and tortures of the Japanese concentration 
camps. MacArthur bowed to their political necessity, but the inconsistency 
of punishing subordinates and pardoning superiors troubled him. As he was 
to write later, “The principle of holding criminally responsible the political 
leaders of the vanquished in war was repugnant to me.”

When in October of 1945, at the insistence of the Dean Acheson group 
in the State Department, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered MacArthur to 
begin prosecuting war criminals, he countered with “urgent and repeated 
appeals” that “any criminal responsibility attached to Japanese political 
leaders . . . should be limited to an indictment for the attack on Pearl

arbor.” His stratagem was to stage a quick trial of Tojo and the members 
e his 1941 Cabinet and thus avoid an investigation of wider scope that 
wight implicate the Emperor and jeopardize the Occupation program of 
re orm- When the Joint Chiefs insisted on a full showpiece trial, MacArthur 
as e<̂ to be “relieved of all responsibility having to do with the actual trial
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full responsibility lo r  himself; and.Fihelly resigned from the prosecution 
in-protests v - V - :

On the last day of 1947, lawyer Logan for the defense, in d irect examina- 
tion of Tojo,.asked ’the following question; “Do you know of any instance 
whatsoever where M arquis Kido acted or gave any advice contrary to the 
Em peror’s wishes for peace?” ; : . .

To jo : In so far as I know there was no such instance whatsoever and; I 
further wish to add that there is no Japanese subject who could go against 
the, will of His Majesty, more particularly among high officials of the Japanese , 
government or of Japan.
Logan; That concludes the examination on behalf of Marquis Kido.' „
T he president (W ebb) :  Well, you know the implications from that reply;

Indeed everybody did know. Keenan called his star witness Top-luck 
Tanaka back from vacation at his home by Lake Yamanaka near Mount 
Fuji and had him go at once to see Tojo in Sugamo Prison. Tojo would not 
yield, so Tanaka went to the palace and explained the situation to Mat-: 
suidaira Yasumasa, Kido’s former secretary and his successor as imperial 
advisor. M atsudaira, in turn, consulted with his fellow chamberlains and 
obtained permission from Hirohito to send a message to former Lord Privy 
Seal Kido in prison. Kido, who shared a cell next to Tojo’s, began a 
negotiation. H e spoke at length to Tojo around the M.p.-guarded partition. 
H e talked to Tojo directly as they jogged through their courtyard exercises. 
Kido promised betterm ent in the position of the Tojo family, and Tojo had 
to listen because the myopic little Kido, even in prison fatigues, was. Hiro- 
hito’s representative. After, two days o f. conversations,, Tojo gave in...,He 
relum ed to the courtroom and under continued cross-examination by. 
Keenan was brought to admit that he had persuaded the Em peror to go to 
war and that, in so doing, he might have forced Hirohito to act against his 
personal inclinations, , ;
. Thereafter, on January 8,, 1948, Keenan was given a tmly driental night 
Out. The place was a millionaire’s villa in the seaside pleasure resort of 
Atami. General M atsui’s goddess of mercy, lbpkecl down from the hillside 
over the bay, shimmering with moonbeams- 'Two former prime -ministers, 
a.form er war minister, and the:mayor of Atdmi were,on h an d to  entertaig 
Keenan. ‘‘J&suik said TKeenan.. The mayor called for.girls after
the banquet and, the, old. men. who had . been statesmen-, of Japan gaye 
ICeenan ;first-choice. klThe host always pays on. such occasionSj’’.,said^Keenan. 
to Tanaka later that night. And on the way home to Tokyo, in the first gray 
of dawn, he gave his, Chauffeur:$ 100Tor racing a train and beating it to ;;a 
cro'ssing, T an ak a ,:too, was,rewarded. He Was invited to dinner by Imperial
Advisor .Matsudaira inside the palace. His double role atThe -War iGrimes:
Tribunal w as explained to 'the -Emperor., “A h  sore wa kekko <iesu”v said . 
Hirohito— “Oh. well, that’s all right then.’’ , . ..
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On December 15, Keenan had lunch with Lord Privy Seal Kido’s son-in- 
law and gave him a message which eheeied Kido on the eve of his imprison
ment. A few days later Keenan made tire acquaintance of Kido’s successor 
in the Throne Room and former secretary, Matsudaira Yasumasa. By now 
.Matsudaira was an expert on every phase of the war criminal issue. From 
the beginning he had handled all liaison on the subject between SCAP and 
the palace and had interviewed each of the Class A suspects before they 
had given themselves up. He now helped Keenan to find a suitable Japa
nese secretary with whom he could conduct business. The offered helper 
turned out to be a young aristocratic professor of German and English 
philosophy who had been a petty propagandist during the war—one of 
those denizens of the literary demimonde in Japan who arrange meetings 
between waters and stories. Keenan had brought with him from Wash
ington a staff of twenty-four lawyers and fourteen assistants who were to 
he the nucleus of the American Prosecution Section at the tribunal. He had 
inherited the files of SCAP’s War Crimes Board and the suspects it had 
arrested. Now through the good offices of his new secretary’ he would 
inherit most of the board’s contacts as well. Men and women of the Peace 
Faction who had trooped to Yokohama in the opening days of the Occupa
tion to renew acquaintance with old Japan hands on MacArthur’s staff 

■ were obliged to repeat the peiformance and ask for an introduction to 
Keenan. The prosecutor enjoyed his popularity and welcomed the assistance 
given him. He needed documents to put in evidence and witnesses to testify 
in court To stage any sort of trial, fair or foul, would be no mean accom
plishment, he felt, in Japan’s closed society.

By New Year’s Day 1946, when Hirohito was proclaiming himself a 
common mortal and MacArthur was still waiting for the Japanese to submit 
an acceptable draft of a new constitution, Keenan and his lawyers had put 
down their roots in Tokyo and were hard at work preparing for the great 
trial ahead. MacArthur, through the State Department, sent out invitations 
to the other principal nations which had fought against Japan asking them 
to participate and send legal brams to preside. The panel of judges was 
announced in Washington on January 18. Each name on it was one of the 

jnost highly respected in the legal ranks of each of the Allied nations. There 
were to be eleven countries represented: the United States, Great Britain, 
the Netherlands, France, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, China, 
the Philippines, and India.

In writing stories about preparations for the trial, correspondents in
okyo inevitably suggested to U.S, readers that MacArthur was shielding 

t e Emperor. European lawyers and judges in transit through the United
tates on their way to the Tokyo trials were all asked their opinions on
irohito s guilt. The Dean Acheson faction in the State Department re

newed pressure on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, demanding that everything 
a out the forthcoming trials be scrupulously aboveboard and fair.

Defeat
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A  m ajority of W ebb’s colleagues felt that these scrupulous paragraphs 
would only be misinterpreted by Japanese apologists on the one hand and 
by Communists on the other. After being repeatedly outvoted, Webb grace
fully capitulated, and on November 4, 1948, he began reading in court a 
m ajority judgment which did no t contain his cherished escape clause con
cerning the role of the Em peror. He concurred in the judgment because, as 
president of the tribunal, he felt he m ust set an example of compromise to 
discourage his colleagues from each handing down a separate opinion. Even 
as it was, only four of the eleven judges concurred wholeheartedly and, of 
the seven who did not, four wrote their own independent judgments. The 
justices of Russia and Nationalist China, like Webb, signed the “majority” 
document cynically, suppressing their misgivings because they saw no 
other choice. Justices Jaranilla of the Philippines and Boling of the Nether
lands, whose national territories had been occupied by the Japanese dur
ing the war, wrote concurring opinions in which they spoke for heavier 
sentences to  m ost of the accused. Justice Pal of India, whose land had 
no t been overrun and who shared in the Buddhist religious heritage of 
the Japanese, dissented entirely because he could not see his way clear 
to condemning Japan for having waged war on the West. Justice Bernard 
of France dissented for the same reasons which had given President Webb 
such pause.

“I t  cannot be denied,” he wrote, that the war “had a principal author 
who escaped all prosecution and of whom, in any case, the present de
fendants could only be considered as accomplices.”

Keenan, when he heard  the sentences which he had rhetorically asked 
for, went out for an evening of drinking with his star witness, Top-luck 
Tanaka. “Stupid,” he said in his cups, “the sentences are stupid.” The 
penalty to which he most objected was death for Matsui, the pathetic little 
general whose command had been abused at the rape of Nanking.

So it was that seven of the Em peror’s most “loyal retainers” were 
hanged, eighteen others imprisoned for the duration of the Occupation, 
and the Em peror himself left on the  Throne and called a “fine liberal 
gentleman.” A t midnight on December 22, 1948, before mounting the 
scaffold, Tojo, M atsui, and the other five men to be hanged all joined in 
a  banzai for the Em peror, a last wish that Hirohito’s dynasty might remain 
on the Throne eternally. Allied diplomats who were obliged, in line of 
duty, to witness the executions were all impressed by the stoic good humor 
with which the condemned went to their deaths.

In  the lonely years that followed the trials, M acArthur’s policy of letting 
bygones be bygones took hold with astonishing thoroughness. When the 
Occupation catne to an end in 1952, the unhanged “war criminals” were 
first given home visiting privileges, then one by one released permanently 
from  prison. By 1956 all were free again and most were already back in 
back-room  politics. The dead had been brought home from the islands of
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ble for them—more than any other group of leaders who had advised Hiro- 
liitd 'in the last twenty years—was a doubtful proposition that would be 

.exceedinglyidifficult to prove. The most that could be said by thoughtful 
.Japanese was.;'thdtT^ responsibility for advising the Em-

vv'peronto 'take/the losing . gamble against the, United States in 1941. The 
Japanese soldiers -who had committed the atrocities did not usually blame 

. 1-.flieir.'supeiiots;'in;:tiief^erinan fashion. Nor did they seem, for the most 
: :part, to have found any sadistic satisfaction in their crimes. Rather, they 

said that they had done what their society1 expected them to do.
;Tjor hny .̂jurist the Japanese attitude posed disquieting questions— social 

" and' philosophical .as well as legal. Not a single one of the twenty-eight 
defendants, with, the possible exception of Hashimoto Kingoro who had 
sUnk.the Pariay inU:937, was a small bourgeois gangster of Hitler’s caliber. 

pNor.was there -any ideological common denominator between them except 
their lifelong loyalty to Hirohito. They h ad a ll served obediently under the 

. very best families, the most polite, wealthy, English-speaking people in all 
■̂ Japan.f V

Fortunately for Keenan, Japanese atrocities had been committed on the 
- 'persons of citizens of* every, one of the nations which would be. represented 

the judges.; By parading witnesses to horrors, he could at least distract 
v the-judges’̂  attention from the unsettling questions, why the Japanese 
. felt no Germanic guilt and why they did not blame their superiors. Japan’s 
proven atrocities had begun at the outset of Hirohito’s reign in a massacre 

* at the Chinese town of Tsinan in 1928. At that time none of the accused 
had been in a position to take leadership responsibility but at least most of 

ytheni;Kad been colonels. Tojo, awkwardly enough, had led an outwardly 
''life.-as'an;,Army bureaucrat until "1935 when he had assumed 

; '*5̂ ar6̂ i;°f;.,thc secret police in Manchuria. To establish leadership responsi
bility for the.policy of terror which Japan had pursued since 1928 would 
require/..riglitly-• speaking,--an intensive investigation of Japanese history 
sihee at least 1910 when the leaders of 1928 were young. Keenan could 

Jorsee a triai interminably mircd in cdmplexity if he-went back that far. He 
.. felt that he must' assert his authority at once to establish boundaries and 

ground rules for’ the investigation. : ■ ■ - , ' ' .
..th&'backing of Washington, Keenan had it understood by all judges 

when they accepted their appointments that his Prosecution Section would 
. -.feye the-exclusive right to choose the men to b e 'p u t on trial and the 
; evidence to be presented against them. This was a right of the prosecution 

most civilized cduntries and was' accepted without demur. Having estab- 
j-< and having “sifted the evidence/’ Keenan -proceeded arbitrarily to 

,",,:̂ ^ V - t^tmony.^bqut'd‘thd-:crinim • charged agdinst. “Tojo’s
* îIitaiy clique,,;to the period of atrocities since 1928. Whether Keenan 

new it or. not, he was thus excluding from consideration the most truly



and even on resurrected secret police files.'M en who had previously held 
their peace began guardedly to reminisce. F or the sake of ;the sacred an
cestors and of the sacred children of the future, the proud truth of Japan’s 
attempt— Hirohito’s attempt— to conquer the world had to be set down 
in writing. I t  has been coming out in snatches, much of it in ; small editions 
by, small publishing houses, much of it in private printings o r .in  manu
scripts circulated, from  hand to hand. F rom  this new material, this new 
truthfulness of the Japanese, emerges a story to which Western'historians 
have as y e t paid little attention. It* is a bizarre tale o f  Oriental: Realpolitiky 
intrigue, and murder. Perhaps never has Jthere been a detective story7 of 
such m onum ental proportions nor a hoax so rooted in antiquity. To trace 
its origins we go back no less than two thousand years.

184 Vengeance of War
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easy matter to provide witnesses who would serve. Men were needed who 
could reveal as much Japanese history as it had been decided to reveal, who 
could do so with accurate convincing detail, and who were smart, knowl
edgeable, and even-tempered enough to avoid being caught in contradic
tions. General Eichelberger of the Eighth Army, on landing in Yokohama, 
had told one of his first visitors, an old retired Japanese lieutenant general 
whom he had known in Siberia in 1920, that he feared it would be difficult 
to find witnesses for the inevitable war criminal trials. And so the word had 

" gone out through the ranks of Peace Faction courtiers to find the best man 
in Japan for the job.

The ideal was discovered in retired Major General Tanaka Takayoshi— 
Tanaka Top-luck, as his name may be translated. Tanaka was a shambling, 
Rabelaisian giant of a man with a ribald sense of humor and an enormous, 
shaven, egg-shaped head four times the size of most men’s. He kept in it 
a voluminous, almost comprehensive file of Japanese Army intrigues be
tween 1921 and 1945. As a former operative in Army Intelligence, he had 

' played a role in many of them personally. In 1923 he had attended special 
indoctrination classes inside the sacred walls of the palace. In 1928 he had 
helped plan the assassination of the ruler of Manchuria. In 1931 he had 
become the lover of Japan’s leading girl spy, a Manchu princess, and with 
her had created the provocations for a small smokescreen war in Shanghai 

, in 1932. Later, in 1938, he had helped Hirohito stop an unauthorized 
Army probe into Russia, the Lake Khassan Incident. “Monster Tanaka,” 
asliis messmates called him, had instant access to his vast memory and an 
intelligence quick enough to use and sift the information it provided accord
ing to the needs of the occasion. Most of all, Tanaka was brave; Tanaka 

- was loyal to the Emperor; Tanaka hated Tojo. In 1942 he had fallen out 
with Tojo over the attack on America and had lived out the war years in 
retirement.

With the approval of Lord Privy Seal Matsudaira Yasumasa, the new 
imperial advisor, Tanaka was turned over to Keenan’s interrogators in Feb
ruary of 1946. As soon as he overcame his hate for the conquerors, he 
became Keenan’s most valuable asset/ a loyal retainer of MacArthur and 
the Emperor, who would testify indifferently for the prosecution or the 
defense and could maintain his accuracy and affability even when produced 
as a hostile witness. In two years of service, under merciless attack from all 
quarters, asked to remember details of events ten and twenty years past, he 
made only one mistake and that of a single day in citing a date. Small 
wonder that, in 1970, Monster Tanaka was still considered by Japanese to
enjoy the protection of the American Embassy in Tokyo as well as of the 
palace.
* The hulking Tanaka soon became a familiar and bodyguard of Chief 
rosecutor Keenan. The two shared a common language, French, and 
anaka learned to enjoy bourbon almost as much as if it were “Super-
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Rabaul, and he already knew so much about Japanese atrocities in those 
areas that American lawyers for the defense unsuccessfuly moved that he 
should disqualify himself as prejudiced.

Tribunal President Webb was a large, indefatigable, implacably keen 
man. His blue eyes stung from beneath his heavy dark brows. Deep lines 
bracketed his mouth. His nose was massive and his command of English 
Churchillian. He had a high sense of the dignity, integrity, and independ
ence of his profession. If his secretary was not picked up by the jeep on 
time to come to work or if Webb’s own driver was given a questionable 
traffic ticket by the American M.P.’s, then SCAP had to reckon with a 
trenchant legal memo. If the air conditioning or earphone system broke 
down in court, that too would be the subject of a Webb brief. There was 
hardly room for two prose styles the size of Webb’s and MacArthur’s in all 
Tokyo.

Webb was convinced that the Emperor— the man MacArthur was trying 
to build up as a “fine liberal gentleman”— was in actuality the first war 
criminal of Japan. In early 1945, responding to a request from his govern
ment, Webb had cabled the Australian foreign minister, Dr. H. V. Evatt: 
“Although there is a prima facie case against the Emperor, his case should 
be dealt with at the highest political and diplomatic level.” For having so 
advised, before any trial took place, Webb also informed his government 
that he would feel obliged to disqualify himself from judgment at any trial 
of the Emperor. When he did preside at a trial from which the highest 
political and diplomatic levels had excluded the Emperor, he found himself 
champing at a bit he had put in his own mouth.

Webb’s views towards the proceedings were partly shared by the most 
articulate of the lawyers present, Mr. Arthur Strettell Comyns Carr. 
Comyns Carr was the head of the British section for the prosecution. He 
was a bencher at Gray’s Inn, a renowned London barrister of forty years’ 
experience. Tall and thin, with a lined face full of intelligence and kindly 
humor, hehad great courtroom charm: a lock of brown hair that kept fall
ing over his forehead, a mellow' voice, a wit that seemed gentle until it had 
sat a while and begun to etch. Comyns Carr had drawn up the original in
dictment of the twenty-eight accused. Like President Webb1, he was thor
oughly familiar with the known historical facts. Like Webb he was used to 
the Anglican style of court business. Unlike the American lawyers, who 
worked for Keenan to prosecute, or for the accused to defend, he had no 
special interest in shielding the Emperor. He and President Webb indulged 
m a game of gentle mockery concerning Hirohito. Comyns Carr would 
touch on incriminating circumstances, spin them out with fine irony, and 
then, when .he went too far, would be called good-naturedly to order by
*ebb. At one point he went so far as to suggest that SCAP had suppressed 

a caPtured copy of the minutes. of Hirohito’s wartime Imperial Head
quarters meetings. Such a document, had it still existed, would have proved

Defeat
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A fter three years of campaigning, about a .d . 50,3 Jimmu proclaimed 
himself Em peror of the fertile plain around Osaka Bay, together with its 
approaches in the  surrounding mountains. His kingdom included the sites 
of m odern Osaka, Kobe, and Kyoto. H e called it Yamato, which is still the 
chauvinists’ name fo r Japan.

Em peror Jim m u charged his three ablest lieutenants— Nakatomi, Inner 
Companion; M ononobe, Swordsmith; and Otomo, Mighty Friend— to gov
ern wisely for him and to push on against the pale, hirsute hunters of the 
interior. H e designated Nakatomi and his seed as the ceremonialists of his 
realm who would execute state business. He assigned to the Mononobe 
family the care and provision of weapons and the responsibility of enforcing 
state decisions. To the Otomo he gave the privilege of guarding his palace 
and person. Today most Japanese of any affluence claim descent either 
from Jim m u’s progeny or from  one of these three lieutenant families. Prince 
Konoye, for instance, who led Japan to war in 1937, considered himself the 
senior Konoye of the senior Fujiwara branch of the Nakatomi family.

A t first Em peror Jimmu’s kingdom of Yamato was only one of a hun
dred similar settlements reported by traders to contemporary Chinese 
chroniclers. Jimmu and his son, however, soon made it the most powerful. 
Jimmu brought to the natives a military leadership and discipline more 
Spartan than Sparta’s. H e and his kinsmen practiced a savage puritanism 
which equated godliness with cleanliness and required them to perform 
countless ceremonies of ritual purification. Like the Greeks at Thermopylae 
they bathed and combed their hair before battle. They also bathed after 
battle, after eating, after sexual intercourse, after slaying a stag—after any 
act which they felt to be unclean. To this day the Emperor’s bath is one of 
the most sacred pieces of furniture in the palace, and total immersion in 
w ater a t 110-130 degrees Fahrenheit is a daily ritual in the life of every 
Japanese.

Once having settled in Yamato, Jimmu and his men were terrified of 
succumbing to the pollution of death and the sloth of a sedentary life. When 
a m an died, his home was burned. When a monarch passed away, the 
entire capital was moved to a new site. Nor was this a passing fancy. For 
m ore than six hundred years, the capital was studiously looked upon as a 
field headquarters and was moved at the end of every reign. Only a .d. 710, 
when the bureaucracy had become so large that a sizable city had to be 
destroyed and rebuilt every generation, did the Court finally settle down 
and accept a perm anent capital city. To this day behind the great outer

3 Official Japanese dating, adopted for ideological purposes in the nineteenth cen
tury, places Emperor Jimmu’s ascension to the Throne at 660 b.c. Most scholars 
agree that this is six hundred to eight hundred years too early. Until after AJ). 200 
the Japanese employed a lunar calendar which made Methuselahs of the first nine 
Emperors. The chronology used here follows that of the archaeologist J. Edward 
Kidder.

Land of the Sun Goddess
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reassurance from the chiefs of the General Staff that Japan had a good 
chance of winning or at least of negotiating an advantageous peace. From 
a variety of evidence Webb knew that Hirohito had reviewed the attack 
plan on Pearl Harbor in detail, had approved it, and of his own volition had 
signed the necessary declaration of war well in advance of the attack. Webb 
also knew that his government in Canberra had conceded to the American 
prosecution section the right to choose the men who would stand trial. 
Keenan, for his part, had staked the honor of the United States on the 
implausible proposition that no one in Japan had had any serious responsi
bility for the war except the handful of defendants in the dock. Thousands 
of Japanese who knew better and had done worse went about their free and 
gainful pursuits sniffing politely.

The next day, out of court, Keenan told the press for the hundredth 
time, “A thorough investigation has convinced the prosecution that there is 
no evidence available to support a charge that the Emperor participated in 
the conspiracy.”
( Webb responded by leaking to his own newsmen the statement: ‘‘Quite 

early when decisions were being made as to who should be indicted and 
who not, it was decided not to bring the Emperor to justice. It must always 
be a matter of opinion as to whether this was justified for if the doctrine is 
to be maintained that the head of state is responsible for the acts of his 
ministers then at the very least he should have been made to stand trial.” 

As the trial drew to a close and the incidental matter of sentencing the 
men in the dock to hanging, imprisonment, or freedom became pressing, 
Keenan found his position increasingly difficult. In December of 1947 war

time Prime Minister Tojo himself took the stand in his own defense. Willing 
scapegoat though he was, he had been abused almost beyond endurance 
since the surrender. The Emperor himself had been reported in the news
papers accusing Tojo falsely of disobedience. Japanese editorial writers had 
called Tojo a coward for using a pistol instead of a sword and then failing 
in his suicide attempt. Tojo’s family were being treated like lepers by their 
Japanese neighbors and were short of money. His brother had been arrested 
two months earlier for stealing a bag of rice on the elevated railway.

Tojo, in short, had a grievance and could be expected to voice it. He 
had an awkwardly logical, almost Western way of thinking. He might well 
dash his accepted cup of hemlock on the courtroom floor and spatter every
one. ̂ American prosecution lawyer John W. Fihelly had conducted the 
interrogations of Tojo in prison and knew the complex ins and outs of his 
case. Since there was much political glory to be gained in examining Tojo 
m court and leading him correctly, Keenan decided to displace Fihelly and 
conduct Tojo’s cross-examination personally. To be precise, he requested 
lat he be allowed to open the cross-examination and let Fihelly pursue it 

ln. etail, but the court, Justice Webb dissenting, ruled that it was most 
air to ^ave only one cross-examiner for each accused. Keenan accepted the

Defeat
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The twelfth Em peror, Keiko, who probably reigned from 280 to 316; 
and who sired no less than seventy-two sons, felt so sure of his power that 
he left Yamato in the care of his ministers and returned for six years to the 
kingdom o f the sun goddess in the southern island of Kyushu. There he and 
one o f his sons rid the Kyushu queens of a savage tribe of aborigines which 
had been molesting them and succeeded in negotiating a permanent merger 
between Yamato and Kyushu.

By about 400, the descendants of Jimmu and the sun goddess had sub
jugated most of southern Japan and their captains were fighting the hairy 
men of the north in the vicinity of Tokyo. The earliest state document out 
of Yam ato, a report delivered by the Yamato ambassador to the Chinese 
Imperial Court in 478, asserted: “From  of old our forebears have clad 
themselves in arm or and helmet and gone across the hills and waters, spar
ing no lime for rest. In  the east they conquered fifty-five countries of hairy 
men and in the west they gained the homage of sixty-six countries of as
sorted barbarians.”

While so boasting, the Japanese emissaries to China also told their hosts 
that Y am ato, the name of their homeland, meant Great Peace. I t was thus 
inscribed in the Chinese chronicles, and when Japan officially adopted the 
Chinese method of writing a. few decades later, Dai Wa or Great Peace 
became the nam e of the country. In Japan, however, the Chinese characters 
for Dai Wa were given an exceptional double reading which flouted all 
rules. As every literate Japanese knew, the characters spelled d-a-i w-a 
when pronounced in front of a  Chinese and y-a-rh-a t-o when pronounced 
domestically. The truth was that Yamato really meant “mountain road” or 
path to new conquests— but it would have been undiplomatic to suggest as 
m uch to the emperor of China.

THE GRAVEDIGGERS

As Y am ato grew and the Emperors waxed all-powerful, they began to 
construct vast mausolea which attest not only to the slave labor which they 
could recruit bu t also to the fact that their Shintoism, their belief in the 
ghostly presence of their ancestors, had become a cult of death. Their 
divine descent “in a line unbroken for ages eternal” from Amaterasu, the 
sun goddess, took a terrible toll o f their adherents.

The eighth Em peror, Kogen, who lived about 200, had a small artificial 
hill built to memorialize his sarcophagus. It was only 180 feet long and 
only a few 'score of his retainers were laid to rest along its slopes, but it 
signified the beginning of a burial madness which possessed the Emperors 
for the next three hundred years. Each successive ruler demanded a bigger 
tumulus and a  larger company of victim vassals to accompany him to the „

Land of the Sun Goddess

place of Japan to which every Cabinet minister reports before assuming
office. ,
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Three months later the defense rested its case, and Webb and the other 
ten judges retired to ponder the evidence, draft a judgment, and agree on 
sentences. The more Webb reviewed the facts, the more worried he became 
that only half the truth had been brought out in court. On February 11, 
1948, in answer to a Life magazine allegation of a “Keenan-Webb feud,” 
he explained in a letter to MacArthur:

My Dear Supreme Commander,
. . .  I told the Chief of Counsel [Keenan] on one or two occasions that the 

question whether the Emperor was guilty or not was irrelevant as he was not 
on trial 1 also pointed out to him that the Prosecution’s evidence implicated 
the Emperor.

As spring passed into summer, Webb’s doubts multiplied and he began 
to wonder whether it would be just to exact the death penalty of men who 
were clearly obsessed with loyalty and would tell lies against themselves in 
order to protect their lord. He conceived the idea of treating them instead 
like Napoleons and of remanding them to the Allied powers for exile on 
distant islands. He so recommended in his own first draft of a judgment, 
adding that death sentences, under the circumstances, would seem “vindic
tive” and that the defendants themselves would prefer “swift spectacular 
death to banishment to some remote part of the earth.”

Webb amplified on his position in his second draft of a judgment, cir
culated among the other members of the tribunal on September 17, 1948:

. . . The great authority of the Emperor was proved beyond question 
when he ended the war. The outstanding part played by him in starting as 
well as ending it was the subject of unimpeachable evidence led by the Prose
cution and of necessary findings in the general conclusions as to Japan’s war 
guilt. But the Prosecution also made it clear that the Emperor would not be 
indicted This immunity of the Emperor, as contrasted with the part he 
played m launching the war in the Pacific, is something which 1his Tribunal 
must take into consideration in imposing sentences on the accused. It is, of 
course, for the Prosecution to say who will be indicted; but a British Court in 
passing sentence would 1 believe, take into account, if it could, that the leader 
in the crime, though available for trial, had been granted Immunity. If, as in 
cases of murder, the court must by law impose capital punishment, the pre
rogative of mercy would probably be exercised to save the lives of the con
demned. . . .

The suggestion that the Emperor was bound to act on advice is contrary to 
evidence. He was not a limited monarch. If he acted on advice it was because
e saw fit to do so. That did not limit his responsibility. . . .
I do not suggest the Emperor should have been prosecuted. His case was,

bo oubt, decided at the highest level in the best interests of all the Allied 
Powers.

Justice requires me to take into consideration the Emperor’s immunity
en determining the punishment of the accused found guilty; that is all.

Defeat



 ̂anti^pracliGp archery on them until V 
tiicy eventually slippedOr were; shot down. Pregnant-peasant women were V 
supposedly^ hropght to him so that he could enjoy the sensation of .tearing 

^-'Iheifijopeh;with'‘Kis''bare.hands.:-After -Yuryaku’s death, Court advisors saw 
to it that Emperors did not .mate with their aunts and half-sisters, or if they 
did, that crown princes be chosen from the broods of concubines only dis
tantly related to the mainstream of the imperial family.

l i g h t  f r o m  c h i n a

The fourth-century union of the Yamato patriarchy of the Emperors with 
the Kyushu matriarchy of the sun goddesses led to three hundred years of 
cultural strife at Court. The Kyushu women espoused the advanced, ancient 
civilization of China, closer ties with the Continent, and an all-out effort to 
extend the Yamato empire in tonorthern  Korea. The Yamato male retainers 
— especially the old lieutenant clans of the Nakatomi, Mononobe, and 
Otomo— spoke for war against the Ainu and extension of Yamato into 
northern Honshu. About 400, the Chinese system of ideographic writing 
began to interest.Court intellectuals. And Chinese Buddhism began to sap 
conviction in Shinto.

The Buddhism brought to Japan was an agnostic, almost atheistic creed, 
full of ceremony, mysticism, and homilies. I t  undermined the morbid super- 

; stition and sublime family confidence of the early Emperors and sowed in 
their niinds the Confucian'ideal of good government. According to Bud
dhist doctrine, a m an’s high birth could not be used as a passport to para
dise; N o m atter how aristocratic his family, his spirit after death might pass 
into a peasant o r a dog if he did not live wisely according to the teachings 
of the H indu prophets. .Only by submerging individualism in meditation and 
by achieving gentle unimpassioned enlightenment could a soul finally break 
out of the weary round of transmigration and escape into the oneness of 
the universe, the blessed nonexistence of Nirvana.

The Chinese system . of ideographs-—of characters or kanji—was 
almOst equally pernicious fO. imperiar pretensions because it made written 
laws and records a fact to be reckoned With. Fortunately for the Emperors, 
.however, it Was. not fan. alphabet,, an A  pictures, which had been
developed for the monosyllabic .uninflected utterances of Chinese, were not 
easily adapted to the polysyllabic, highly inflected words of Japan.6 
Phonetic; -syinbOls.^^hah Uofbe .ihventedi to express Japanese word endings, 
and long experimentation was required before general agreement could be 

; feaehed ;-:0n •;the ̂ correct matching of the Chinese idea sym b o ls  .with-spoken

AThe.Spoken"'languages’of- China.and Japan, are totally unrelated and-mutually . . > 
iiriintclligible. -Modern Chinese and Japanese, •' however, can communicate through ‘ j ,  
writing because their word pictures/have meaning independent of. sound. A :-: A AV

; • v <w.* . ' Land of the Sun Goddess : ‘
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(he Pacific and put to rest in Arlington National Cemetery or in Tokyo’s 
TJ:-S.‘ iriiaginatidn-'occupied itself, with the terrors of . 

creeping: communism and of domestic Hiroshimas, Japan rose from her. 
ashes to become, in 1968, the third most powerful nation in the world, 
boasting a gross national product second only to those of the United States 
and Soviet Russia. The majority of Japanese came to think of themselves, 
however unwillingly , as allies of their former American enemies. The ruling 
minority of Japanese watched Communist China grow, to become a menace 
and took sardonic satisfaction in the fact that the United States bore the' 
bulk of expense for defending Japan.

Only Hirohito lived on and remembered. He was protected at home by 
the reverence which the elder generation still felt for him. No longer was 
his name, Hirohito, a taboo that could not be spoken aloud, but the occa
sional-rudeness of a Socialist Dietman was not condoned by the populace 
and did not have to be taken seriously. At first the role of retiring con

stitutional monarch amused Hirohito. For four years after the war he in
sisted upon sharing in the misery of his people by wearing only threadbare 
prewar suits. Then in 1949, at the insistence of chamberlains who said 
that, American newspapers reported him walking about in rags, he con
descended to have a new suit made for his twenty-fifth wedding anniversary.
A few years later when a lady novelist, Koyama Itoko, wrote a book 
about Empress Nagako, she ended it with an account of the new suit. The 
Emperor was fond of Aesop and Andersen, and she knew that he would 
he pleased by her allusion to the Emperor's New Clothes.

Hirohito’s new clothes, in a figurative sense, were embroidered through
out the. j950’s. The crass suspicions of Western jurists and journalists in 
the 1940?s were forgotten. For lack of records, the handful of American 

‘.historians -interested in Japanese history depended heavily for their view- 
^u^tt'/sthe- verbal information of a small, accessible coterie of 

elder . Japanese statesmen. The same informants were interviewed again 
■hnd again'and their stories became more charming, circumstantial, and 
convincing with each telling. Schooled by centuries of experience in a 

-frugal, authoritarian, densely populated society, all Japanese are masters 
at creating pleasant illusions and at believing them to be reality. One care- 
fully tended shrub and one carefully selected rock in everv tiny urban 
front yard suggest to their proud owner all the beauty of a forest and a 
mountain. A fragile paper screen drawn between one room and another 

"9^P ^5P l?yacy arid prohibits the occupants of adjoining rooms- 
A l l t i j i i t e o f  what is said behind it. . v.r.v.t.

, Abbut 1960,:;however, Japanese historians and. journalists, writing in 
. keir .own .]anguage, began discreetly to suggest certain transparencies in 
b>^:^^pe^r*s';'new','Clo&es.• .They began to draw on “lost” records: -oriA

logs and generals’ daybooks, on the -miri- 
t̂es and hansactiohs p political societies, on law court transcripts,. -
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a bureaucracy on the Chinese model and with it provincial governors, a 
census, a land survey, and the right of petition to the Throne. Arms were 
collected forcibly into armories, for use only in time of war. Now, at last, 
after centuries of strife, a m an could walk a day’s journey without fear of 
being set upon by brigands.

In  670 the wise old reform er Nakatomi lay dying. To honor him, Em
peror Tenji, his patron and disciple, presented him with an imperial concu
bine who was already full with child. “If it’s only a girl,” said the Emperor, 
“then of course I  will take the responsibility for her sustenance, but if it’s 
a boy, you will want to keep him yourself.” I t was a boy, and Emperor 
Tenji, before he died a year later, bestowed on the child the name of Fuji- 
wara. I t  was this bastard imperial clan, the Fujiwaras, who were to take 
the place of the Nakatomis as Inner Companions and serve as the Em
perors’ most intimate counselors for the next 1,275 years. When the Fuji- 
wara Prince Konoye, who led Japan to war in 1937, took poison in 1945, 
he was the last of a kind.

During the eighth and ninth centuries, as ministers on the left, ministers 
on the right, and ministers on the inside, the Fujiwaras turned Court life 
into a pageant of ceremonies and costumes. Everywhere in the courtyards 
of the palace walked fat old men, stiffly. The cut and color of their robes, 
the depth of their hows, were all prescribed. On their heads they wore 
shallow skull caps of stiff black silk, rather like academic mortarboards but 
topped with various shapes and sizes of black lacquered phallic symbols 
denoting their rank. In  the big square Throne room, on a floor of white 
mats, the Em peror took on increasingly the appearance of a rouged and 
gilded doll, squatting motionless in the center of a gravely comic surrealist 
ballet. His person became so taboo and awe-inspiring that he was no longer 
called Em peror but identified by euphemisms such as Dawn in the Palace, 
Forbidden Closet, Steps to Heaven, or The Great Great. One of his names 
was W orshipful Gateway, the “M ikado” of Gilbert and Sullivan.

As the Fujiwaras institutionalized the Emperor, they gradually assumed 
responsibility for all advice given to him. Theirs was the first veil in what 
is known to Japanese as the Em peror’s “government from behind the cur
tains.” The Em peror lurked somewhere behind the last veil but, except on 
those rare occasions when he spoke with the Voice of the Crane, he did 
nothing overt. H e accepted the advice of his ministers or asked them to 
reconsider it. He presided and sanctioned but never— officially— did he 
initiate. Thus, if state policies turned out badly, the Fujiwaras took all the 
blam e and the imperial family was exempted from criticism or threat of 
violence. In  a land of volatile honor and pride this responsibility was a 
dangerous one. The Fujiwaras accepted it partly for influence and wealth 
and partly out of a genuine religious conviction that the Throne must be 
shielded.

Land of the Sun Goddess
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VIKING EMPERORS

The stained and crooked carpet of imperial purple that was trod by 
Hirohito in the twentieth century had been unrolled for him in centuries 
gone by. His was an ancient house, governed by precedents and aspirations 
as hoary as the hills. It was literally at about the time of the coming of the 
first Emperor, two thousand years ago, that the sacred volcano of Mount 
Fuji arose out of the Eastern Plain in a single fiery night of earthquake. 
Ever since then the Emperor’s relationship with his people and his method 
Of government had been developing in picturesque isolation from the rest 
of the world. Part figurehead and chief executive, part war chief and king, 
part high priest and pope for his people, he was invested in heavy seals of 
state, heavier coats of mail, and still heavier religious robes. In the Western 
world there had been nothing like him, as a political institution, since the 
time of the pharaohs.

The first people came to Japan about 100,000 years ago. They were pre- 
Mongolian Asiatics, similar to the aborigines of Australia today—wander
ing hunters with pale complexions and heavy beards of varying color and 
curliness. For the next 90,000 years, during the last of the ice ages, Japan 
was usually linked to the Asiatic mainland by land bridges and island 
chains. Hokkaido, the northernmost island, was accessible to Siberia. 
Kyushu, the southernmost island, was accessible to Taiwan and Southeast 
Asia Then, about 10,000 years ago, the oceans were swelled,by the melt- 
lng of the glaciers, and Japan was cut off from the Continent by straits 
twice as wide as thofee at Dover. She became a land beyond land’s end, out 
of sight of the mainland even on a clear day.

In her isolatioh Japan developed the unique qualities which set her apart
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vation, and only m crossing the mountain ranges might an agriculturist still 
meet with his savage Stone-Age brethren who persisted -invliving- by the 
hunt. The Cains of the land, however, were coming into the possession of 
good steel swords and these, added to their fleet arrows, made them formi
dable. Outlaws banished from the strict hierarchy of society provided them 
with leadership. > • ;i .

A  growing caste of nobles found use for hardy cutthroats. The Emperors 
and the Fujiwaras had many children^ and second sons had to 'be provided 
for: They were granted provincial fiefs-and lived in discontent because of 
their rustication from the capital. They gradually took over all the-ancient 
clans until hardly a region in Japan did not have a member of the imperial 
family in its m anor house. But- giving second sons taxTree; estates and 
allowing them to own the aboriginal citizens as serfs had certain inevitable’ 
drawbacks. The Ainu people of the northern culture repeatedly rebelled 
and had to be almost exterminated. The nobles themselves grew overproud 
of their provincial prowess and wanted to meddle in Kyoto affairs. Worst 
of all, land to give away to talented second sons grew scarce and tax-free 
estates kept the growing income of the nation from meeting the growing 
expenses of government. - ' . U  :

The Em perors, shortsightedly, had always considered the whole land 
their own fief and had set aside no special crown lands for income but only 
a few scenic estates for pleasure. By about 950 they began to find'them
selves dependent upon the Fujiwaras for money to make up  Court ̂ deficits 
which could not be covered by the dwindling tax take. The nation'was fall
ing apart into baronial estates. The barons were members of the imperial 
family who could not be dealt'with like the old clan lords because they were 
relatives and had their Own Iron-Age companies of soldiers. Even the 
Kyoto branches of the Fujiwara family, who Had seen to it that they did 
own some estates, found themselves dangerously dependent on professional 
soldiers and policemen to keep the peace. NO longer did a few hired braves 
suffice to preserve and equalize political balances; allegiances had to. be 
m ade with provincial kinsmen who could provide whole armies led by 
skilled generals. T  ;

' THE SHOGUNS

2 0 0  Land, of the Sun Goddess

> In  1192, after a w ar with a group of southern princes-who sought to 
supersede the Fujiwaras as manipulators of the Throne, the princes of the 
north converted ; a makeshift - Council which they had established in Ka
m akura n e a r : T o k y o , into a permanent headquarters Or “tent govern;* 
ment” : for the administration of the northern half of - th en a tio n . Upon 
their chief, Em peror Go-Toba conferred the title Sei-i DaiiShogim^pttsi 
Barbarian-suppyessing :General; The title would be; abbreviated injiater 
years to shogun and would come to mean in Western dictionaries, “military
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walls of the various imperial palaces, most of the buildings are simple 
wooden structures of one or two stories. Other Japanese have followed the 
Court example and most of them still live traditionally in flimsy homes of 
paper and wood. Until the advent of modern construction, it was a practical 
style well geared to easy moves and small losses in Japan’s recurrent earth
quakes.

On the animism, the local spirit worship of the natives, Jimmu built the 
basis for later Shintoism. He added the Continental worship of ancestral 
ghosts—and most particularly of the ghosts of his own ancestors who had 
been bom, he said, by the sun goddess. He showed the shellfishers a bronze 
mirror, a bright sword, and a string of semiprecious stones, rubbed smooth 
in the fetal shape of cashew nuts, and warned them that these were the 
talismans of his divinity, bestowed on him in person by the sun goddess.

Jimmu gave purpose to their placid lives by making them all doughty foot 
soldiers and by telling them that his mission was “to encompass the eight 
comers of the earth under one roof.’* His phrase, “eight comers, one can
opy,” would become a slogan nineteen hundred years later for Hirohito’s 
propagandists. Decade by decade Emperor Jimmu and his descendants led 
out his adopted people to conquer adjoining villages and kingdoms and 
drive back the Ainu.

Like the fertility cultists of the sun goddess in Kyushu, Jimmu and his 
retainers were careful not to mix their blood with that of the aborigines. 
They sought instead to replace the aborigines by having enormous families 
of their own. For five generations they imported women of their own race 
—whom they called Sacred Ones—from the home fief in Korea. Each 
prince and vassal, according to his wealth and power, had as many wives as 
he could afford. The old records tell of families with a hundred children. 
Such proliferation soon converted Jimmu’s few boatloads of retainers into 
a population of thousands. After five generations, Jimmu’s Court progeny 
began to marry their own cousins, the Great Children. The inbreeding was 
great, but the original stock had been healthy. A large percentage, prob
ably a majority, of modern Japanese are descended from it.4

In the reign of the tenth Emperor, between 200 and 250, Jimmu’s mirror 
of knowledge and sword of power were enshrined outside the palace for 
all to see and admire. Emperor Sujin felt secure in retaining only the jewels 
of divinity in his own keeping. The sword of power found its way to Atsuta 
Shrine in Nagoya, in an area newly wrested from the hairy barbarians of 
the north. The mirror of knowledge was housed closer to Yamato, at a 
shrine called Ise, overlooking the sea. Today Ise Shrine is the cardinal holy

4 If the Japanese ever cease to consider their excellent genealogical records as 
sacred and private and begin to use them in conjunction with blood-type and 
chromosome analysis, Japan should prove to be the perfect laboratory for human 
genetic studies.
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however, was treated [handsomely and was preserved in its Kyoto sinecure 
as the national.high priesthood. . .  .

' KUBLAI KHAN

During the supremacy of the first shogun family,-the Genji, the/neieh-" 
boring land of China was overrun by Mongol horsemen from the Russian ' 
steppes. In  1268 envoys from Kublai Khan, the new ruler in:Peking, 'whose' 
grandfather Genghis had swallowed most of Asia, arrived in Japan with a 
letter ordering “the king of . your little, country” to submit to . Mongol suze
rainty or suffer invasion. The letter was carried posthaste to the shogun in, 
Kam akura. H e deemed it so im portant that he decided to disturb the celes
tial peace of the Court and refer the letter to. the Emperor...

In Kyoto a careful note was drafted, rejecting Kublai Khan’s . demands. 
This reply was forwarded to Kamakura for the shogun toxonsider.and trans- 
m it if he saw fit; H e was incidentally reminded that he was responsible for 
the defense of the nation. The shogun decided that the Emperor’s note w as. 
unrealistic— both too proud and too humble— and sent the Chinese envoys 
back to Kublai Khan without a reply or even an acknowledgment. Kublai 
Khan indignantly ordered his vassal kings in Korea to construct a great 
fleet. The Koreans diplomatically kept the Japanese informed of Kublai’s 
intentions. - . .... ■ 1

For six years both nations m ade preparations; Finally, in 1274, 15,000 
Mongols and 8,000 Koreans embarked from K orean,ports and made sail:; 
for southern Japan. They first assaulted two little islands off the.Kyushue; 
coast. The Japanese garrisons on the islands established a heroic precedent
by dying to the last man. • : . •.

Next the Mongol fleet landed at H ikata, southeast of Kokura, .the lucky1 
prim ary target which would narrowly escape atomic destruction;. 671..years 
later. The Japanese fought a savage holding acticm at the beaches while 
the warriors waiting in central Kyushu .were called to join in the fray.9 That . 
night a storm blew up and the Korean captains of the invasion ships urged • 
a withdrawal. The Mongol generals of the landing force were nothing loath 
to seize the excuse. Their losses had been enormous. By the time they had ; 
regained the mainland and taken stock, they found that they had lost 13,- :
000 of their 23;000 men. ; . .. .

Kublai K han accepted the excuse of weather bu t not the rebuff to his. 
pride. He coolly sent more envoys., to Japan the next year, 'ordering the 
Japanese to surrender before he, began to fight in . earnest. The shogun had 
the envoys’, heads-cut offand, secured-im perial.approval for an all-out. na-

> The heroic .TOmmanderfwM’:Shiihazu! Hisatsune,V.a scion ofthe;imjperiaK family 
and .of the locat matriarchy of sun goddesses. His descendants and- the 'descendants 
of his powerful Satsuma clansmen would staff the [“Kyushu - clique” -which" [plotted; 
Japan’s aggressive Strike-South policy,'in the 1920’s. ' :  ̂ : - ; - - -- ‘ -



spirit world. Legend has it that Suinin, the eleventh Emperor, was troubled 
by the wailing of retainers who were being buried alive during the obsequies 
for his brother, a mere prince. He therefore decreed that at his own inter
ment clay figurines should be substituted for live victims. His humanitarian 
impulse wrought no lasting change, however, and the practice of retainer 
sacrifice continued by force up to the sixth century and sporadically by 
choice of the retainers themselves up to the death of Emperor Meiji in 
1912.

The imperial tombs still play an important role in Japanese government. 
Even now in 1970 the aged Hirohito continues to send Court messengers 
to them to report important events like the signing of treaties. The earliest 
of the tombs, following the style of Emperor Kogen, are keyhole-shaped 
mounds, like great gourds or butternut squashes half buried in the ground. 
They are said by some savants to be related to a cult of gourd worship, 
then popular in Korea, and to represent enormous beached boats reminis
cent of the ship mounds being thrown up by Norse adventurers in England 
at about the same time. The imperial mausolea or misasagi, however, are 
far larger than any of tire Viking monuments. Indeed some of them, in sheer 
amount of earth moved, rival the pyramids.

That of Nintoku, the sixteenth Emperor, who probably reigned a .d . 395- 
427, is a moat-girt artificial mountain, 80 acres in area, more than half 
a mile long and, after fifteen hundred years of weathering, still over 100 
feet high. As built, it is reputed to have had twin peaks and to have been 
planted and terraced and set about at its approaches with graceful arch
ways in the shape of the Greek letter pi. Twenty years in construction, it 
was built by conscripted labor. As the Court chronicles point out, obliquely, 
of another of Nintoku’s architectural efforts, “the people, without superin
tendence, supporting the aged and leading by the hand the young, trans
ported timber, carried baskets [of earth] on their backs, and worked their 
hardest without distinction of night or day,” 5

The most ferocious of the tomb-building Emperors was Nintoku’s grand
son, Yuryaku, who reigned from 457 to 479. He is reported by the later 
chroniclers to have been a particularly monstrous sadist who executed every 
male member of the imperial family that he could lay hands on. It pleased

"s Perhaps the most amazing feature of Nintoku’s tomb is the fact that modem 
- Japanese refrain from noticing it. It sprawls like New .York’s Central Park across 

the valuable real estate of Osaka’s suburbs but no guide books mention it, and none 
but Court ceremonialists ever cross its three concentric moats to climb its wooded 
slopes. The skeleton of Emperor Nintoku is still supposed to lie in a stone vault in
side, surrounded by his favorite possessions. Hungry antiquarians from the West 
have noted from afar that the sides of the mound are strewn with bones. For more 
than forty years they have eyed a fine stone sarcophagus peeping out from the 

'  left by a landslide. But whenever they suggest an official scientific investiga
tion to their Japanese colleagues, they are met evasively with a sudden change of 
subject. Nintoku’s tomb is the private, sacred property of Hirohito’s family.
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Buddhist trappings. Thereafter— down to H irohilo’s time— it became, a 
rule of thum b that Em perors who emphasized Shinto and ancestor worship 
in their priestly functions were xestorationists who wished to exercise power 
in their own right, and that Em perors who preached ethics and devoutly 
chanted Buddhist sutra were ceremonialists, satisfied with being figureheads.

In  1392 the princes of the southern dynasty accepted a handsome fi
nancial settlement and returned to Kyoto as a branch house of the im
perial family. Their capitulation, however, brought no lasting peace. From 
1467 to 1600 civil w ar raged incessantly. Clans and clan lords struggled 
like Scottish sheep thieves to extend or hold their fiefs. The hereditary 
warrior caste of the samurai, who were descended from Emperor Jimmu 
and his pirate lieutenants and who were allowed, therefore, to bear arms, 
wear mail, and ride horses, oppressed the peasants sorely. They observed a 
Spartan knightly ethic which prevented them from touching money and 
therefore from selling their services. B ut their extreme loyalty advantaged 
only their lords. Since it was taboo for them to touch gold or silver—in 
the nineteenth century Japanese Army officers still accepted their pay on 
an outstretched fan and passed it to their adjutants— the samurai were 
entitled to live off the land and expect free hospitality wherever they 
lodged. They had the right to kill any serf or farmer without having to 
answer for their crime except to the samurai o r clan lord who protected 
that commoner. They also had the right to kill one another in duels, sub
ject only to the laws of vendetta between samurai families.

W hen the entire family of a clan lord was exterminated in  one of the 
wars, his fighting retainers became masterless samurai or ronin— literally, 
wave men— who rode the billows of fortune and sold their services 
wherever they could. The same term, wave men, had been used to de
scribe masterless warriors in Anglo-Saxon England eight hundred years 
earlier. In  England wave men became mercenary brigands and pirates oh 
the salt sea. So they also did in Japan. In  the early sixteenth century Japa
nese wave men terrorized the coast of China and plied the seas as far away 
as Bangkok Bight and M anila Bay. By 1550 the kings of Burma, Siam, 
and Cam bodia all employed stalwart Japanese cutthroats for their personal 
bodyguards. •

Although the common folk suffered by the interminable marching of 
armies in Japan, it was the warriors who died, the clan lords who were 
bankrupted and dispossessed. Such statistics as there are show that the 
nation as a whole prospered in the civil War. The population rose from an 
estimated 15 to 25 million, making Japan almost twice as populous as 
France at the same time, almost four times as populous as Spain, and 
fully five times as populous as England. The artisan and merchant class, 
though considered materialists, beneath contempt b y , the samurai, had 
grown fat on war profits. Japanese lacquer and steel ware were the best
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Japanese words. More than two hundred years passed before the Chinese 
writing system became a dangerous vehicle for Japanese thought. In those 
two hundred years Court scribes would have adequate time to develop an 
acceptable account of the past, pleasing to their masters.

It was the ladies who finally won the cultural battle. The imperial family, 
in 562, lost its ancient Korean fief of Karak to neighboring Korean king
doms sponsored by China. The prestige of Chinese civilization soared. In 
587 Emperor Bidatsu, the thirty-first sovereign, embraced Buddhism on his 
deathbed. The clan of Court armorers, the Mononobe, rebelled. The 
Kyushu ladies’ faction at Court exterminated the MononObes, and then, in 
a typical Japanese compromise, brought to power the son of a Mononobe 
mother, Prince Shotoku Taishi. Shotoku agreed to co-operate in a Chinese- 
ifying program for the reform and strengthening of the nation.

Prince Shotoku was a child prodigy who had mastered the difficult 
Chinese system of writing by the age of seven. He instituted an ambitious 
research into Chinese laws and letters with a view to adopting them in 
Japan. The scholars of his study groups wrote the first histories, geogra
phies, grammars, and legal codes of Japan and drew up the first orderly 
plans for census taking, land surveys, and equitable conscription and taxation. 
Most important, Shotoku worked out the first accommodation between his 
family’s cult of Shintoism and the new religion of Buddha. Buddhist monks 
came to accept the Shinto pantheon of ancestors and nature spirits as mani
festations—bodhisattva—of Buddha himself. It was understood that Em
perors would be spared the humiliation of transmigration and given an 
automatic dispensation when they died to go straight to Nirvana.

While most of his plans for reform were still on paper, Shotoku Taishi 
died in 621, at the age of forty-nine. Without his leadership the Shinto 
princes allied with the imperial family and the Buddhist princes allied with 
the Kyushu sun goddesses quickly fell out. A small war in the streets of the 
capital made the Soga family of the Kyushu ladies’ faction the dictators of 
the country. Twenty-four years later, in 645, a crown prince and one of the 
last of the Nakatomi family, the Inner Companions, carried out a carefully 
planned countercoup. They slew some Soga princes in the Throne room in 
the very presence of the Empress and drove the rest out of the Capital. The 
leader of the Soga clan retired to his walled villa, set a fire, and burned 
himself to death. He took with him most of his retainers and most of the 
research papers and records which had been compiled by Shotoku Taishi.

VEILING THE THRONE

Crown Prince Tenji and Nakatomi Kametari of the Inner Companions 
followed up their victory by reconstructing from memory the lost programs 
of Shotoku Taishi and inaugurating a thorough overhaul of Japanese gov
ernment. In the great Taika Reforms of 645-655, the country was given
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The existence of hum an creatures across the seas, more- distant than 
the Koreans o r die Chinese, , had been realized in Japan since, the' sixth 
century and reported a t first hand by pirates since the twelfth century. 
F o r at least a century before 1521, when circumnavigator Magellan laid 
claim to the Philippines for Spain, Japanese seafarers had been serving 
and colonizing in the Sulu sultanate of M indanao in the southern Philip
pines. A fter 1510 Japanese adventurers were rubbing shoulders with 
Portuguese at G oa on the west coast of India. In  1529 Japanese buc
caneers sent home some Indians to be inspected and interrogated by the 
C ourt officials in Kyoto. Pirate news of the world was regularly sent to 
Prince Shimazu of the Satsuma clan in southern Kyushu— the descendant 

. of the hero of the Mongol repulse of 1274— and he relayed it, for analysis/ 
to  the shogun and Em peror in Kyoto.

In  1542 the first Portuguese ships began to call at ports in Kyushu, the 
southern island. Japanese officialdom, which had long expected their 
coming, arranged for them to be treated hospitably and given no offense. 
For six years intercourse with the West was sporadic, friendly, and safe/ 
Then, in  1549, the first Christian missionaries arrived in Nagasaki. They 
were led by the illustrious Jesuit, Francis Xavier, later to be declared a 
saint. The authorities followed Saint Francis’s movements closely. By full
time application he quickly acquired' a working knowledge of the Japanese , 
language, which he described, because of its difficulty, as “a contrivance of 
a conciliabulum of devils.”

A fter two years of study, he extracted the taboo intelligence that there 
was an  Em peror in Japan above the shogun. He made a painful journey 
to Kyoto, mostly on foot, and asked for an audience with Emperor Go-Nara. 
H e was told tha t his request could riot be referred through channels be
cause the shogun was out of town and that, in any case, the Emperor—the 
one who sold his penmanship— was living in retreat. The streets of Ky°to 
were so full of dueling samurai that; Saint Francis saw no hope for, a ; 
useful mission there, and after, a few days, set out to return to southern 
Japan, H e never did see the Em peror and referred to him in letters as a 
powerless spiritual leader “called Em peror” who maintained his establish-:; 
m ent in  Kyoto. N o other Westerner, saw the Em peror for more than, three 
hundred years, thereafter and his very existence was forgotten in the West..
. The carefully watched Europeans brought to war-torn Japan two power

ful pacifiers; fear of. invasion and knowledge of, firearms. When three/ 
Portuguese adventurers arrived on a Chinese cargo ship in 1543 at Tancga, 
an island off; the southern tip of Kyushu, the lord of the island promptly 
hired them to teach, him the. use. of their weapon, the gun/ After a month 
of lessons, he  was so impressed that he bought the., two , matchlocks .they. 
had.w ith them for the staggering sum of 2,000 taels— approximately the 
wages that a Japanese working man could expect to earn in thirty years,:
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Through the masterful, illusion-creating stage management of the Fuji- 
waras, the people of Japan came gradually to believe in a head of state who 
was a paradox: a mortal god, a zero infinity, an impotent omnipotence. By 
long tradition Japanese government had always been a family matter, and 
the Fujiwaras simply persuaded the nation that the Emperor was the head 
of the national family. Everyone had a voice in family councils according 
to the weight of his position in the social hierarchy. The Emperor, as 
father, had the most weight—so much, in fact, that everyone must try to 
spare him from ever being proved wrong. To be born into his national 
family was to incur an “unlimited obligation” to him: to obey him and take 
responsibility for him with the fierce, unquestioning family pride of a child. 
His desires were binding, but under Fujiwara tutelage he cultivated a dark, 
oracular style of speech which was always open to interpretation. It was 
the duty of the subject to act in the interests of the national family accord
ing to tlie unexpressed will of the Emperor. No need always to ask explicit 
instructions; need only to take all the blame if the imperial wishes turned 
out to have been misunderstood.

The Fujiwaras occupied the most important positions at Court, advising 
or manipulating Emperors from 670 to 1945. Until 1165 they actively 
headed the administration of the nation’s government. Over the centuries, 

-they imparted to Japanese politics a special quality of subtlety which re
flected their own temperament—their own family tradition and genetic 
make-up—rather than an inherent trait of the Japanese public. Almost 
without exception, the Fujiwaras, like their close kin the Emperors, never 
showed much taste for supervising civil servants or for constructing a body 
of workable laws. To rule, in their way of thinking, was less a science than 
an art—a game of skill to be played with living pieces, as if each move was 
a unique aesthetic experience. They unrolled history as if it were a moving 
tapestry which they themselves were weaving. They loved ceremony and 
intrigue. Ungloved might appalled them; they preferred deft assassinations. 
Sensitive, refined, amorous, and highly literate, also superstitious, cynical, 
and unscrupulous, they ran Japan to preserve the godhood of their imperial 
cousins and to indulge their own patrician tastes.

'Hie bedrock on which the Fujiwaras’ influence rested was not so much 
their own statesmanship as it was the hereditary good looks and carefully 
inculcated seductiveness of their sisters and daughters. For thirteen hundred 
years, more than three quarters of the wives and concubines who minced 
t eir way in and out of the palace were Fujiwaras. Many of them learned 
t e arts of love before they were ten and bore princes before they were

teen. Over the centuries they were to set an astonishing genetic record by
earing no less than fifty-four of the seventy-six Emperors between 724 

and Hirohito’s birth in 1900. In a Court where there were usually a score 
o noblewomen enjoying the imperial favor at any one time and where
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Y oung O da turned out to be a military genius. Other; lo rds:had guri- 
bearing foot soldiers but only- O da seemed able to employ them success
fully. By 1559, when he, was twenty-five,he h a d tak e n o v e rh is  entire home 
province ofO w ari, In  1562,:when he was twenty-eight, Em peror Ogimachi 
sent him  a secret message bidding him come and rid Kyoto bf its brawling 
samurai. N ot u n til4568, when Oda had. defeated all.the major. clan lords 
between Tokyo and .Kyoto, was he .able to comply. Then, however; he 
entered, the capital, with, perfectly, disciplined troops, deposed(the shogun, 
pu t a puppet shogun in, his place, and began to b u ild  /Em perorO gim adiia 
magnificent new palace. I t became a familiar sight for the workmen to; 
see O da walking proudly a t, the Em peror’s .side, giving advice: .on. the 
placement of a shrub, rock, or moon-pool. A; disarminglydvainv:niari; he 
wore a cloak m ade of . Chinese tiger skins and preened a twisted, upturned 
hairline mustache. ■. •< • ■

With the Em peror’s sanction, O da set out to destroy ; Japan ’s (feuding 
barons and unify the country. He coolly ordered entire families of noble
men to commit suicide. Politically-minded Buddhist priests, whom he 
abhorred, he  implacably roasted on spits. H e razed all the armed monas
teries of Kyoto and Osaka except one sacred mountain out in the country. 
T hat one he spared, after laying seige to it,; because he .received ; a reqdest: 
to do so from the Em peror. ,■ ( . , . \

W ith Christians, however, he remained lenient, and lived to see 15,000; 
converts and 200 churches in the Kyoto area. The p u re lo g ic an d  -.pure 
living of the Portuguese Jesuits fitted his'conception Of the 'holy ,man^and.< 
the Jesuitical view of killing as God’s business^ h o ta .S p o r t , ; t r ^  
with his own feelings. H e found the Christian teaching as straight and prac
tical as a bullet. I t  fired the hearts of some of his most Spartan' warriors. 
They went in to 'battle with Christian crosses and .'emblems 'hanging .{aCtheif: 
necks, and Oda found them m ore dependably fanatic at their posts than 
the best Shintoists. ■ " • '•  ; •  ’

In  1575, at the age of forty-one, Oda met the lords of the north coast 
in the biggest battle of his career. By this time lie’commanded an army of ; 
over 100,000 men, including many cannon and 10,000 matchlocks. His 
opponents had more men, far more samurai on horseback,, and almost.as 
many guns. But Oda had been perfecting the tactical use of firearms for.

. twenty-six years. H e picked out his 3,000 m ost disciplined musketeers— 
all men of low caste---ahd placed them in  th re e . ranks behind a : zigzag 
palisade in the center of battle where he expected to meet the most heroic 

' cavalry changes; H e had trained the men to fire successively, in three 
cadres of a thousand each,, one pulling their; triggers while the next was, 
lighting their tinder and the third was. stuffing powder and shot doyhi their 

i . muzzles. I t had been doctrine previously that a cavalry charge could. always 
• break a cluster. of missile. launchers. But at the battle of Narashino, Oda’s

; /  three fanks of plebeian musketeers knelt and aimed and fired so rapidly,
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themselves became engrossed in its theological fine points and began to 
rely excessively on the advice of Buddhist confessors. Empress Koken, who 
reigned from 749 to 758, grew so intimate with her priest that she is said 
to have made him her lover and plotted to put him on the Throne. This 
may be a canard, however, invented to justify the action of her Fujiwara 
ministers when they finally prevailed upon her to abdicate. In their eyes she 
had more foolish offenses to her discredit: she had issued a decree against 
the killing of any animals, and she had interested herself in yet another 
new religion—the teachings of a group of Nestorian Christians who visited 
the capital from China. With her deposition, Christian influence disap
peared from Japan for eight hundred years.

The curtain which the Fujiwaras hung around the Throne was meant 
only to protect it, not to stifle its occupant. If an Emperor showed a talent 
for politics and the real exercise of power, he was not supposed to indulge 
it while he remained Emperor, but if he abdicated and put his infant son 
on the Throne, it was deemed proper that he give full autocratic play to his 
abilities from behind the scenes. I t  became standard practice for every 
strong.Emperor to retire young to a monastery, set up his own Court and 
administrative offices there, and run the Fujiwaras who ran the nation. 
Sometimes he would outlive nis successor and manipulate a whole series 
of reigns. Sometimes, too, his successor would abdicate and compete with 
him in the arts of stage management. In 1301 there were to be no less than 

'  five retired Emperors, each doing his best to govern Japan from the temple 
of his choice.

The city of Kyoto, which was the capital from 794 to 1868, soon grew 
to be even more priest-ridden than Nara before jt. More than a thousand 
Buddhist temples were built atop the steep, pine-clad, natural fortress of 
Mount Hiei—Mountain of Wisdom to be Compared with the Emperor’s— 
and from it belligerent monks regularly descended in incendiary' raids on 
government offices which offended them. The imperial family’s cult of 
Shinto fell into disuse. After 946 the Emperors gave up the regular practice 
of sending messengers to announce important events at the tombs of their 
ancestors. When they themselves died, they no longer built huge burial 
mounds but allowed themselves to be cremated and interred in little white 
boxes under tidy stone slabs in neat rectangular Kyoto parks. Their learned 
skepticism, however, was not fully shared by the common people, and peri
odically folk superstitions would reinfect the Court and produce a brief 
Shinto revival.

The days and years and ceiituries slipped by in an afternoon doze of 
^mal intrigue, poems, paintings, new concubines, and occasional duels, 

he people responded well to Fujiwara direction. They wore cotton pants 
and wide conical straw hats, tilled their paddies, and paid their tithes in 
Jnnch the same way that they do in rural Japan today. Little by little the 
v ieys of Honshu, the large, central Japanese island, succumbed to culti-

i
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equipped fighting men would have been more than a match for any army 
in Christendom. In crossing to Korea, however, he was challenging China, 
the wealthiest and most populous nation in the world at that time. The 
kingdom of Korea was a tributary of China, and Hideyoshi knew that, if he 
attacked it, the Chinese would not stand idly by. In 1591, therefore, he 
went straight to the point and demanded that the Korean king give Jap
anese troops uncontested lines of march to the Chinese border so that he 
could move directly on Peking. The king of Korea decided that 150 million 
Chinese were a more lasting menace than 25 million Japanese and refused 
Hideyoshi’s proposal.

In the spring of 1592, after elaborate preparations, Hideyoshi dispatched 
an expeditionary force of 205,000 men to Pusan, the lost Japanese fief of 
Karak. Most of the Japanese force landed without mishap but Hideyoshi, 
being a dry-land general, had overlooked the importance of sea power and 
had relied overmuch on Japanese buccaneers and traders to keep open his 
supply lines. The Japanese pirate craft were basically coastal vessels de
signed for conditions in the calm Inland Sea between Kyushu and Honshu. 
The Koreans, by comparison, had large ships, armed with cannon, and a 
brilliant admiral, named Yi, who made driftwood out of Japanese supply 
convoys.

Despite severed lines of communication, the Japanese -army, once it was 
ashore in Korea, advanced from Pusan to the Yalu River in less than six 
months. Then, as anticipated, China launched a massive counterattack. A t' 
the height of her effort, she was to put more than a million troops in the 
field, the equivalent of at least four million in the more tightly populated 
world of today. Letters sent home to estate managers by samurai who had 
previously scorned the use of firearms are notable because they sound one 
refrain: “Send us more guns.” Japanese garrisons, outnumbered five to 
one, no longer cared for sport or honor but only for efficient killing.

After a three-year stalemate, Hideyoshi, in 1594, unleashed a second 
expeditionary force on Korea which again swept the southern half of the 
peninsula. Having suffered almost half a million casualties, China put into 
the field fully twice as many reinforcements. In danger of losing control 
of the sea, the canny Korean Admiral Yi, two hundred fifty years before . 
the Monitor and Merrimac, devised the world’s first ironclad. Designed in 
elegant Oriental baroque to look like a fierce turtle, it glided majestically 
under oar power through the wooden fleets of the Japanese—and can
nonaded and rammed with impunity. Once again Hideyoshi’s soldiers 
found their supply lines s e v e r e d  a n d  t h e ir  b a c k s  to t h e  s e a . G a rr iso n s of 
Japanese Christians and Buddhists vied with each other to see which could 
hold out the longest. The Chinese suffered terrible losses and once again 
conceded a draw.

In 1598, as negotiations toward a peace were resumed, Hideyoshi died. 
In his last hours he tried to make an old comrade in arms, Tokugawa
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"'^verriofniling. Japan?’-In Tealify the 'shoguns never did entirely.xule-Japan,'! 
ior they remained subjects of the Throne, ostensibly loyal and often bbedi- 
; ent,: They did, however, rule northern Japan and for the next seven hun
dred ̂ Yeafs'.they;. usually controlled the-armies which held the military, 
balance of power in the nation. V - .

being the third layer of government from behind the 
to -take responsibility for the Fujiwara chief minister at 

' : Gourtj and for the Emperor behind him. With the third veil descended also 
%ffieToiirth; The. shoguns were rusticated imperial princelings, and the real 

power'in their “tent govemment” lay with tough practical bureaucrats:
’either chiefs, ofstaff or military police chiefs. Most of these soldier adminis-j 
trators at the fourth level of government were also distant kinsmen of the 

; Emperor;. They -enriched themselves, they killed their own brothers for 
;powei:,;but none of them ever tried to seize the Throne or depose the god- 
• like senior kinsman who sat on it.

; Outside' the immediate environs of Kyoto, where the Court ruled 
supreme- the military administration of the shogun or field marshal, and of

- his-chiefs of staff, secret agents, and soldiers, policed the clan lords and 
collected, the taxes. They soon monopolized the temporal power of Japan 

. and left the Emperors nothing but the spiritual power. As high priests, how- 
-■ ever,- the Emperors : always retained the authority to confer and bless all
.High-level appointments. They successfully insisted that they were the
- overseers, of the nation’s welfare and that they must be consulted on all 
j,.matters}pf'hatipnal importance. In particular, they claimed •absolute-.auth.oj:-'
• } . .over.’:Japan’s .foot .soldiers. Though tenuous, their Claims -were “'never

denied.; -. . ; . . -. • -- 7 ' '''
Tn the new fourfold system of government, all offices oh the ladder 

swiftly became hereditary. The Kamakura chiefs of staff' would resign, in 
^favor of .their'^ns or' brothers in the event of a lost battle; the Kamakura 
;-;.ishoguns'^duld resign under the same terms for a lost war; a -Fujiwara minis-, 

ter of ̂ tate in^Kyoto would resign for a losing policy; .and :the Emperor . 
.would abdicate only for personal-reasons or as a gesture of national cere- .

. qnonialpurification after a ,particularly severe earthquake'. -
*n Go-Toba, who was now'the retired Eniperor, grew jealous of 

y; Ac growing power of the shogun, whom he1 .had rusticated to Kamakura,
While laying his. plans, and collecting his recruits,:

■ G°-T° traditional Japanese ruse: he pretended to be a
7 : ^  of surveillance. A t iiis strategy sessions, watered .
■ 'V̂S: s^ d Pbpiously by Court beauties in transparent kimonos,; The ;

were not deceived.. The; shogun 
puppet Emperor-to abdicate,- I 

;reP̂ accd hint with - anotiier . juveriile . puppet' Emperor, Go-Toba’s v
- .nephew. Frqm.that day Kyoto ceased to be the main center of power in the

if^h^d,tifie^Tokyo-area, in!the north, took its. place’. The imperial family, ,



perbr GorYpzcv.in 1611, abdicated in protest Then, in 1614, after further 
negotiation, ex-Emperor Go-Yozei consented to the; Tokugawa-imperial 
marriage, and Tokugawa Ieyasu, for; his part, issued an edict ordering the 
deportation of; foreign priests, the demolition of churches, and the renuncia
tion of faith;by all those Christians who-seek “to .change -the government 
of the country= and obtain possession of the land.” , ;
• In making this concession to the xenophobia of the high-priestly Ein- 
peror, Tokugawa was influenced by the views of a practical Protestant 
layman who had no love for Portuguese Jesuits and Spanish friars. This 
was Will Adams, an Englishman from Kent, who had arrived in Japan 
in 1600. as a virtual castaway—the pilot of a Dutch vessel which had lost 
three quarters of her crew through storm, hunger, thirst, and beriberi. As 
Tokugawa’s prisoner, Adams had built two European-style ships for the 
Japanese and had been elevated to the rank of samurai and given an 
estate. Though prohibited from leaving Japan, he regularly sent money 
home to his family in England , and found his Japanese household much 
to his liking.. “It is like unto a lordship in England,” he wrote, “with 80
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or 90 husbandmen that be as my slaves.” / .A 1'
Adams eventually died in 1620 in the arms of his Japanese wife, but 

his spirit is stjll worshipped by Japanese Shinto pilgrims who visit5 the 
shrine built Tor him: on the hill above his former estate. During his life
l in e  Adams enjoyed the. right of informal access to Shogun Tokugawa 
and, as a Protestant, constantly warned him against the territorial ambitions 
of Spain and of her advance agents, “the Papists.” As a result, Tokugawa 
tended to look upon all Spanish missionaries and most of the Portuguese 
Jesuits as fifth columnists bent on subversion. v :
-■iAntagonistic as he was to the minions of Rome, Adams had no de: 
sire to see all Christian missionaries deported from Japan. Nor was Tokur 
gawa so eager, to please the Emperor that he wanted to stop the profitable 
flow of Western trade and knowledge which came in the wake of the mission
aries.; And so, on Adams’s advice, Tokugawa encouraged Protestant mer-:. 
chants from Holland and England and used his edict against Christianity, 
merely as an unenforced warning to the friars and Jesuits. .

Tokugawa Ieyasu died in 1616-—the same year as William Shakespeare. 
Behind him he left a .dynastic system of administration centered in Tokyo, 
or Edo as it was then called, which would keep his heirs in office for 252 
years'; Theyfwould'be Called the “emperors” or “kings” of Japan in most, 
foreign lands and only taboo-struck native sons would know that there were 
true Emperors above the shoguns. Tokugawa’s thirty-seven-year-old son ; 
had been titular shogun for a decade and his fifteen-year-old grandson was 
already groomed to succeed his father. ■ .

Tjf In  >1612'Emperor. Go-Mizmno-0 succeeded to real power in the Kyoto 
ICpprth Gd-Mizu-no-D was a vigorous, scholarly young man of twenty-two 
; who would direct the highest affairs of state until his death as an octogenarian.
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tional defense effort. Kublai Khan was preoccupied with wars in southern 
China and it would be six more years before he would launch his thrust.

The Japanese prepared for it feverishly. They built a “vast cloud of 
firefly boats” with which to harass the Chinese war junks, and a stone wall 
more than a hundred miles long, with which to contain the most likely 
beachheads. Every man, woman, and child contributed money or labor 
toward the national armory.

Kublai descended in his full wrath in 1281. He impressed all the junks 
of Canton and Korea into his service and floated an army of 140,000 
troops—some 40,000 of them his own redoubtable northern warriors. They 
were landed all along the perimeter of the stone wall which the Japanese 
had constructed and in greatest strength at the two ends where it seemed 
most possible to turn the Japanese flanks. For fifty-three days desperate 
hand-to-hand combat continued without letup, particularly at the two ends 
of the long wall. Then at last came the divine wind—the kamikaze—which 
ravaged the Mongol fleet for forty-eight hours, August 15 and 16 in the 
year 1281.10 When the skies cleared, less than half of the great Chinese 
host of 140,000 men survived to touch foot again on the mainland.

SCHISM

After their great victory the warriors of Japan relaxed and fought aim
lessly with one another. The rule of the shoguns in Kamakura deterioriated, 
and the imperial family in Kyoto split into two factions. From 1339 to 
1392, there were two Imperial Courts, a southern one in the mountains 
south of Kyoto where an Emperor wished to rule in his own right and 
a northern one in Kyoto itself where an Emperor was willing to delegate 
all but religious power to the military strongmen, the shoguns.11 Confirmed 
Shintoists considered the true Court to be the southern one because it had 
possession of the imperial regalia—the mirror, sword, and necklace. The 
northern Court in Kyoto, the capital, was said to be occupied by traitorous 
pretenders, not anointed with the holy oil. In point of fact the northern 
Emperors had a better right under the rules of primogeniture to occupy 
the Throne, but since they lacked the talismans of divine power, they 
never felt sure of themselves and were to live down their usurpation for 
centuries to come. Hirohito himself was to be sorely vexed in the 1930’s 
by detractors who pointed out that he came of the northern dynasty.

To substantiate their claims during the schism, the southern Emperors 
< rev*ved Shintoism at Court and cleansed it of many of its accumulated

19 Those same August days in which, 664 years later in 1945, many devout 
apanese waited expectantly and accusingly at their family shrines, asking when 
ne kamikaze would blow' again.
• ' ^ d e n t a l l y  there were two popes during the same period in Europe, one 
m ”ome and the other in Avignon.
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y  ; ■ tioned in -Kyoto and the Em peror was not ' supposed to leave the palace 
without his .consent, - X.-i.;

EmperOr Go-Mizu-no-O, despite his Tokugawa wife, rebelled. In 1629.' 
after many protests, he abdicated and put a seven-year-old girl, on the 

. r Throne, the first Em press since 769.- I t was a sign to the nation tliat the 
Tokugawas were infringing on the imperial power and were fit to manage 
ho on e  bu t little-girls. Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu decided-to call the im
perial bluff, graciously accepted the girl puppet, arid, settled a meager in- 
come of a million pounds of rice a year on the abdicating^ Go-Mizu-noO. 
The latter resolved to m ake it do and retired to a temple to plot."For the 
next five years the Tokugawas led the perilous lives of tyrants. ’ ! .  .?;■ £
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se c l u s io n  -  - ; ;

In  1634 Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu came from Tokyo to Kyoto to parley. 
H e came in  peace, bu t with a tremendous show of pomp and power.: No 
less than 307,000 retainers escorted him down the 300 miles of the great 
stage route, the. E ast Sea Road, to Kyoto. Their officers overflowed;the; 
inns for miles around and their encampments filled the Kyoto plain up to; 
the horizon. Never had the courtesans and jugglers from the city’s pleasure, 
district, the minstrels and sweetmeat makers and rollers of dice,done such- 
business as they did around the nightly campfires. In  the capital the shogun, 
entertained the adolescent Em press,-her father the retired Emperor,; and : 
all their courtiers at Nijo Castle, built by Oda Nobunaga. " W ;-v.

During great feasting and the giving of magnificent gifts, Shogun Iemitsu 
and retired Em peror Go-Mizu-no-O withdrew from time to time for serious 
conversation-in a back room. Go-Mizu-no-O called for hnrei, suspension of 
usual etiquette, and the two squatted as equals on straw mats across a low 
table from one another. The shogun had  with him the globe on which;Will; 
Adams had formerly given lessons in geography to Ieyasu, the shogun’s 
grandfather. After many hours of belly talk, of careful, noncommittal, ex
haustive indirection, they had examined Japan’s position in the world from 
every-angle and reached a meeting of minds. I t was to determine Japan’s 
highest state policy for the next 233 years. Its specifics were unwritten and 
secret but its.general tenor may be judged from its results.; w

O n returning to Tokyo, the shogun adopted a course of . stringent con- 
servatism such as has never been matched in the history of any other 
nation. In  .1635 he required all clan lords , to live in Tokyo one .year, out 
of every two and to leave their wives and children there as hostages when
they were absent.. H e made rebellion virtually , impossible. T her;next year
he ordered all merchants to trade only within Japan; he forbade: Japa
nese dockyards to construct oceangoing vessels; he divested all .Japanese 
living abroad of their citizenship and promised death to any of them who 
ever returned to the homeland; finally he proscribed all practice o f ,the
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-them >as far away
c£ $ii£w& ̂ ^Cal<mt^;^a]pah\.was ’the' leading exporter of arms in the 
TanEaspH^ envied by Moorish craftsmen
jn^Tolcdo.v\::v:.:V;:' - v ; ••.' •/•• • / -

;-; :=Ilie:Wy6to> hit by fhe civil war because most of
(UWiteatJ-lprds niaifttaiiiedTtlieir 6 private troops in the capital. Each lord 
.'boped-to' ^  a campaign of extermination against
§is’ineighbofs:.'::ra however, could offer little leadership
bccause it remained riven between princes of restorationist tendencies and 
princeŝ  who;preferred to wield only ceremonial and religious power. The

.'because ’in  that evil era the Em- 
r^^reVoo^d^ot-:l>efstHfe- of-, com m anding .square meals for their noble re- 
$Mers;much":Jesr^ miles of their domain. F or years at-a  time

jfrpm.. the office of shogun, and the country 
?#unS;KybtoVa§ so,unsettled>;that they had difficulty collecting rents from 
•;their.:f e w ^  of the lesser Court nobles, who
were:nqt closely;related to :the Emperor of the moment or to his Fujiwara 

^n^sfeS^bf^state;Vlia<ifi^Jretum to their home fiefs to be sure of a decent

r ̂ Empeforp^ 1500, lay unburied for forty-four days
(while/jt^ _ shogun into, putting up enough money
*'f9fe^^^ .̂*^P?l̂ -;-ol5se^uies<dHis.--successor, Go-Kashiwabara, claimed to 
be so poor, that, for financial reasons, he postponed his official corona-

next.Emperqr,-. Go-Nara, who reigned from 
1526 to f557, made a pitiful show of penury by having samples of his 
: F . ; peddldd on .jthe.^Kyotb, streets.,.Efy such protestations he. raised

a_ .fine ,new palace and bring back 
hq'm the provirioes 'many of his'pbyerty-stricken courtiers. ; .

. BARBARIAN , ^

.imperial fortunes^‘ had reached their lowest 
;;e?^:^?i^^hrst;Eurbpehnk>caih'4'fp accustomed

evennyith 'spiritual power. They 
t erefore gained and .reported-apoor first impression of the Throne—one

^Emperors. soon came . to , fear 
.^?^^:h]i:^owiedge^^ of;.themselVes increasingly inaccessible 

:most;. Japanese,, foreign not ..human, heings .from
humah'.fdfm- who; might :as;Syeli:;have come ; ::x 

''were.-dalled;,e&wM„yvhich' nieantyihThe,:original ,
^ : ?\vordi ̂ .Ibarlpariariv, 33y ‘the • j>riestl^ .,

v̂AĈ: ?n Ŝ yptP»; regarded ;as:uricidan iiyermin Who 'would
:i. :^-^l!;S<fifaiid;a iigek fe  wCi;,. y.'- ; ; -.



and now Japan, in isolation, planned Jo improve Jief J n n e f ^  
it spiritually impregnable. At a time when she lmight stiU have run roiiglv- 
shod over Southeast Asia, it was a philosopher’s decision,, a decision for 
peace. The scholarly ex-Emperor Go-Mizu-no-O, who was 'largely/.re
sponsible for making it, could hardly foresee that the Great Qutside would 
undergo an industrial revolution while Japanese craftsmen weferaaking 
better sword blades and fans. He could hardly guess that Japan, which 
went into seclusion as one of the two or three strongest nations on the globe, 
would emerge from it, centuries later, as a distinctly second-class power.

216  _ \  ;;



6r roiiglily $180,000 by modern ^American standards.12 The lord; gave;the. 
: j»iins';to\ii^ '.to ’ copy* :>*nie latter, having trouble' with
the- spring in the breech, gave his daughter to the captain of the next 
Portuguese vessel that called in Tancga a few months later and received 
lessons in return from the ship’s gunsmith. , -

Once die knack of gunmaking was learned, it Spread quickly. The 
Japanese craftsmen, who already made the best sword steel in the world, 
yvere s6ph able:,to ^dden the bore and breech of the matchlock so that it 
; would carryfar th er and kill more , certainly. To quantity buyers, they sug
gested use of a serial firing technique. They packaged their wares in hand
some Waterproof.lacquer boxes, that protected them from powder’s greatest 
enemy, the rain! In Europe. at that time firearms were still special equip

ment,,hsed^ the standard tools of war. In Japan they were
: so swiftly 'improved and employed that some military historians say the 
first modem infantry and infantry tactics were developed there. Within 
a decade'every Japanese clan lord’s armorer was making guns and cannon, 
arid the-samurai wars of the previous two centuries were to end in a clap 
' of gunpowder, is .
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THE GREAT MUSKETEER

/One: of .the. first to whose ears, the crackle of musket fire sounded 
musically was a fiftcen-year-old boy who had been prematurely elevated 
to the 'leadership of his sub-clan by the death of his father. In 1535, when 

;'the; i«flapeJhdd .;boen: half destroyed by one of Kyoto’s periodic fires, the 
^ftoerhad^contributed, handsomely to a palace repair subscription. For 
thisireascin the.son, at an early age, was blessed with Court favor and 
information. His. fief \vas only a small one in the province of Owari, be- 
tween Kyoto andTokyo, but.it included the port of Nagoya which housed 

A-tsuta,- containing the sacred sword of Japan, the third item 
hi the imperial regalia.. . .

;Oda Nobunaga, as the boy was called, came of both imperial and Fuji- 
wara forebears. He had been a wild youth and had spent all his time with 
. Ksfather’s Soldiers instead of his.books. When his father died,Jeaving the 
Qria castle, to him, hisitutor committed suicide and. bequeathed to him a 

.note adrisinghinltornend his ways. Young Oda had listened to the boastful 
■;Tstorie| difoot soldiers 'who^had wielded, the'.earliest matchlocks in battle, 
■ 'firsi-act^^on succeeding his father was .to put .in an order for no less
thari five hundred of the new weapons to the gunsmith on Tanega. This 

. was iri l549 when theTanega gunsmith had been in business for less than

—Only -about- $65,000 by modem Japanese standards, but the Japanese working 
‘.^viqww-itdda^vin' relation  ̂to the world at large: than it was in
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U nder the Tokugawas, the day-to-day government of Japan was delegated 
to a senate of wizened elders who were no more than half privy to the 
long-range national policy. All of them came of prestigious pedigrees, rep
resenting the best interests of vast tracts of Japanese soil. Too old for 
personal ambition, they were allowed in their wisdom to draft die routine 
laws which governed the state and to nominate most of its officers. The 
headstrong young m an who happened to be shogun at any one time some
times overruled their appointments. The headstrong young man who hap
pened to be Em peror sometimes tabled their recommendations. Except for 
appointments, they asked for authority from the shogun only in high 
policy decisions and from the Em peror only in momentous policy de
cisions affecting the fate of the nation.

Between 1638 and 1853, the Tokugawa wise men— taken like a page 
from Plato’s Republic— managed Japan with sterile autocratic efficiency 
The deep freeze into which they put the energetic Japanese people may be 
m easured on the tablets of life in birth and death statistics. In over two 
hundred years the population increased only from 26 million to 33 million. 
The farmers were so well taxed and policed that they exposed and aban
doned all infants who could not be fitted into the national budget. At the 
same time the authority of the clan lords dwindled, and in most regions 
the villages developed a democratic independence, a town-meeting form 
of self-government, which enabled them to cope with the shogun’s tax col
lectors and policemen.

F o r two centuries little happened. The arts became more specialized and 
minor. The national etiquette grew more punctilious. Everything that had 
been peculiarly Japanese became m ore so, and Japan was unified in its 
practice. The arts of peace were cultivated so sedulously that the arts of 
w ar were relegated to the status of antiquarian sports. After 1640 the 
shogun’s government gradually licensed all gunsmiths and reduced the 
national annual output of firearms from about 5,000 to less than 200. 
Finally the guns that were being made were mostly art objects that went 
unfired into the collections of wealthy samurai. The shogun’s coastal de
fense forces kept their shore batteries well oiled and polished but fired 
them  only once every seven years. Then, since the cannon were all pre- 
1640 antiques and apt to  burst, the .gunners handled them gingeily, touch
ing them  off with matches on the ends of long bamboo poles.

KNOCKS ON THE DOOR

M any young noblemen who were privileged to read the Dutch news- 
briefs from the trading post on the tiny artificial island of Deshima com- } 
plained about the nation’s growing backwardness and military' weakness. 
They received reports on the spread of English colonies in the New World, 
of the American Revolution, and of the rapid expansion of the United States.

Land of the Sun Goddess
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one after another, that no samurai on horseback ever came in sword’s 
length of them. Almost 16,000 riders, the flower of northern chivalry, died 
on the field in front of the palisades. There was to be no battle to com
pare with it in Europe for almost a hundred years.

In 1582, seven years after the battle of Narashino, Oda was forty-eight 
and had reached the zenith of his power. He began to move his men south 
to conquer the southern island of Kyushu, the kingdom of the sun goddess. 
On his last night in Kyoto one of his most trusted generals, for unknown 
motives, with unknown instigation, assassinated him. The general tvas 
hunted down a few days later and died without betraying his patrons. To 
the mind of someone in a position of power, Oda’s pride and cruelty had 
grown excessive. He had served his purpose. During his meteoric career 
the population of Kyoto, the capital, had climbed back from a low of
20,000 in 1550 to almost 500,000.

Imperial Heritage

JAPAN’S NAPOLEON

Oda’s place was immediately taken by the most talented of Ws staff 
chiefs, Hideyoshi. Unlike Oda or the shoguns before him, Hideyos 
a commoner, the son of a peasant foot soldier. He had riseni m O das 
army by his ability, in many campaigns, to win battles. He g
for engineering and had found ways to sap or flood the most impregn 
strongholds. Like Oda, he gave the Emperor reverent allegiance His 
administration of sixteen years, from 1582 to 1598, was to e 
period of Japanese history up to 1945 in which the real rule of the natio 
would be delegated to a man outside the wide pool of hnperia oo .

Hideyoshi completed the unification of Japan. He force a e 
lords to come to Kyoto and renew their vows of allegiance * e r0 
He took hostages from families of dubious loyalty and held em m 
capital as privileged guests. He remapped the fiefs of Japan for tax purpos 
and in the process gerrymandered them to break up old rebellious a lane s. 
In a totally fraudulent gush of religious emotion, he requisitione mos 
the non-government sword steel in Japan to build the largest s*a*ue 
Buddha in the world. Finally, to provide employment for idle sword han s, 
he resolved on a course of overseas conquest. He spoke grandly o seiz g 
Korea, the Philippines, Malaya, Siam, Burma, and India. He eci 
begin modestly with Korea. . ,

Transported to Europe, Hideyoshi’s hordes of well-trained, weii-

13 Years later many Japanese were to say that Hirohito could abide 
Arthur because he saw in him another Hideyoshi, another military S .
outside the family circle, to whom revolutionary changes cou _ f  ca . .
out commitment The comparison was to be fortified'by the similarly m 
periences of Hideyoshi and of MacArthur in Korea.
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Ieyasu, the guardian and regent for his five-year-old son. Tokugawa 
promised to see that Hideyoshi’s child grew up but refused to play regent. 
Instead he agreed to rule the realm as one of a council of five of Hideyoshi’s 
generals’;In' anticipation of . a power struggle at home, the five generals 
.accented an immediate and barely face-saving peace treaty with China and 
Withdrew their armies from Korea. The war was over. For sheer carnage 
it had. surpassed Anything that Europe would see until the campaigns of 
Napoleon more than .two hundred years later.
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" TOKUGAWA TYRANTS

• Tokugawa Ieyasu was an icy, unlovable man with the heavy face and blood
shot eyes of a bulldog, but he had a gift for administration, a prodigious 
patience, and, unlike Hideyoshi, royal blood flowing in his veins. Fourteen 
months after Hideyoshi’s death, Tokugawa fought a decisive battle with 
his rival,,generals on a plain sixty miles west of Kyoto. Through the 
machinations of Fujiwara allies at Court, several of his enemies changed 
sides at;the last minute, enabling him to win an easy victory. He went 
on. to. make himself and his heirs the new shoguns of Japan.
. He spared the lives of his enemies, judiciously sliced provinces from 

their fiefs* and gave, the parings to his own henchmen. He repaired the road 
and .established new stage houses and garrisons along the great south coast 
trade route between Kyoto and Tokyo. He brought order to Japan’s 
chaotic ifinances. by creating a dependable currency of 'freshly minted 
gold coins. He provided employment for masterless samurai in a new na
tional police; network. In two years he had imposed peace on the country
wide; and made Japan into a beneficently efficient police state. A British 
.merchant who ran a trading post in Nagasaki compared Tokugawa’s au
tocracy with that of James I in England and concluded that Japan had 
. the greatest and most puissant tyranny that the world has ever known.”

In 1603 Tokugawa Ieyasu met with young Emperor Go-Yozei and con- 
ferred on him a decent share of the tax take. It was Tokugawa’s aim to 
put the .Emperor in a. gilded cage where he would live well, would be 
treated with'.respectful reverence, and would avoid embroiling himself in 
mtrigues against Tokugawa’s heirs. Except .in military theory* he could 
no more have deposed the Emperor and seized the Throne for himself 
.than the king-of France, could have declared himself Pope. Instead, Toku- 
,gawa pressed . Emperor. Go-Yozei to accept a Tokugawa granddaughter 
:as.a-daughter-in-law.

Emperor Go-Yozei contended that such a base alliance would be im- 
possible for -.a member of the imperial family unless Tokugawa could find 
some way to resume the offensive and drive the twin threats of white 
supremacy and Christianity from Japan’s door. Tokugawa did not feel 
strong enough domestically to lead Japan in a foreign crusade and so Em-
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tussle and laugh with one of the chamberlains' who constantly attended .him;, but (he , ,
already took seriously the burdens of ancestry and. tradition which: lay;. upon 'his 
shoulders. He had to live up to the expectations; of his dominwring-^andfathe^; 1 ? t 
Emperor Meiji (above); live down the eccentric reputation, o f h is :weak,:;vklnvlather;' v 

• Emperor Taisho (below left); and livejhrough years of-disapproval.from his religious: 
pacifist mother, Empress Dowager Sadako (below).’At his coronation ceremonies in 
1928 he and his bride, Nagako, (above right) would have"to 'wear ..robes Jalmostjas , 
ancient as the huge tomb of the fifth-century Emperor Nintoku. (below right).:. Tiie , : 
tomb took up valuable land in the suburbs of commercial OsakaV.bpt;'b.ecause .’if was;
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ex-Emperor sixty-three years/later in 1680.-At long last, in 1620,- with great 
p̂bta{J-:and ̂ ceirem6ny, Go-Mizu-no-O married the young shogun’s- sister; 
Tlie'shogunrediiprocated hy instituting a vigorous persecution of Christians.: 
fedtyoshiy'in;the last, wrathful year before his death, 1597, had set: the. 
precedent ;by ordering an experiment in what he understood to be- the 
Christian form of execution. He had had six Spanish friars from the Pliilip- 
pines ahd twenty of their Japanese converts nailed to crosses and exhibited 
i^hiie they died. ,l^ow,between 1620 and 1635, some 6,000 Christians were 
drucified,jnariy-of them upside down like Saint Peter.
^^^ e’ithe&ace,which.the Emperor saw in the Christians was, from his 
point of view, a real one. In seventy years, by 1620, the new religion had 
captured the minds of one out of every fifty Japanese.14 The majority' of 
the converts were peasants and many of them were foot soldiers who knew 
how to use guns. They had learned in the wars how to shoot down their 
betters at a distance, and they now had the leadership of half a dozen 
Christian clan lords. They set little store by the society, of ghosts and spirits 
which,surrounded other Japanese. They were ready to die for inhuman 
abstractions .which they said were above the Emperor. - v '

After the Tokugawa take-over in 1600, many Christians;who had fought 
on the losing side refused to commit suicide, as Tokugawa magnanimously 
suggested, and insisted, instead, on being ignominiously beheaded in pub
lic execution. The defiant honesty of these martyrs appealed; to all Japa
nese/, and the shogun found eradication of Christianity a politically difficult 
duty. After promising the Emperor in 1620 , to perform it, the young 
shogun continued to move cautiously. He spent '.thousands ori/.anti-Ghristian 
propaganda and pennies on headsmen and policework. He sought to 
get at the root of. the evil by rigorously , curtailing and supervising foreign 
trade. He kept new foreign priests from being .smuggled into the country, 
and those old missionaries, whom he allowed to remain under the pro-' 
tection of powerful native converts, he rendered ineffective by constant 
police harassment. Neverdieless, by the clandestine efforts of Japanese 
priests,;the runaway, subversive creed continued to spread. . ^
. In addition to Christians, there were anti-Tokugawa partisans aplenty 
left over from the wars. The system of police and informers designed bv 
Tokugawa leyasu functioned smoothly, but more than enough discontent 
simmered beneath the surface of his totalitarian state for another civil 
war.-To quash- it, the Tokugawas needed the support, however token, of 
%i.^P?dai family. Acrid the Emperor and his kin continued to sulkbecause 

-had not yet reinstated thein at the top of an unthreatened; 
unclinstiari; nation of peaceful reverence. To gain imperial sanction; for.’ a , 
::realisti'c:gradual policy of pacification, the shogun at first tried to bend 

by -force. An officer of the shogun’s government, was stair:.';

;! ^ah-'one'-.out- of every 300 Japanese professes Christianity., ;̂ ;



TRIP ABROAD r '..Vg -̂V
While still Grown Prince in 1921, Hirohito made a memorable visit to Europe.,

He did so over the objections of Army strongman Field Marshal Yamagata Aritomo. 1 
(above left). In Europe Hirohito founded tin anti-Yamagafa movement in the ranks 
of military attaches at Japanese embassies. It was headed by his uncles Prince , '
Higashikuni (above right) and Prince Asaka (below right). It suffered a temporary Vf: 
check in 1923 when Prince Kitashirakawa died in the car wreck below. Prince Asaka, V ;
too, was in the crash and broke his left leg. A brace is still visible as a bulge in his 
pants leg in the 1924 picture at far right. At near right he recuperates mountain , ,v .. . "J 
climbing in the Rockies. In one further outcome of the tour, Edward Prince of Wales ^ ' 
accepted an invitation to visit Japan in 1922 and finish a game of golf (above). :; i  
Hirohito greatly admired and envied Edward’s stylish dash and self-composure. 1



alien Christian religion on pain of death. Thus he found a substitute for 
Hideyoshi’s policy of overseas expansion; thus he satisfied the imperial 
wish to keep Japan safe for Shintoism; thus he sealed Japan off from the 
rest of the world.

When the law against Christianity was enforced and half a million 
converts were ordered to renounce their faith, many Japanese built their 
own crosses and waited to be nailed to them. Thousands were imprisoned 
to think things over while hundreds were being crucified as examples. 
Jesuit fathers who lived in hiding had to warn their parishioners against 
the pride of suicidal martyrdom. Tens of thousands of parishioners never
theless died. One Christian community of 37,000, which withdrew to the 
headland and castle of Shimabara in Kyushu, was butchered to the last 
man, woman, and child. Tens of thousands of other Christians went under
ground, and several congregations were to resurface in Kyushu and on the 
north coast of Honshu 235 years later.

In 1638 the shogun’s police rounded up the last Portuguese priests and 
deported them. Thereafter one or two Catholic priests were smuggled in, 
hunted down, and executed, and all ships from Catholic countries were 
turned away at gunpoint. A Portuguese vessel, Which called in 1640 to 
plead the cause of commerce, was sent home bearing as message to the 
outside world the corpses of sixty-one of its crewmen who had been de
capitated. Toward the Protestant Dutch and English, Ieyasu’s advisor Will 
Adams had given the authorities a somewhat more lenient attitude. As 
late as 1673 a British ship which called to trade was received civilly. The 
shogun was even inclined to let it discharge its cargo—or was until he 
learned that Charles II of England was married to Catherine of Braganza 
and that Catherine was Portuguese. After that all deals were off and the 
British East Indiaman was sent away with threats.

Only a small Dutch trading post was allowed to remain in Japan, and 
its staff had to pay a high price for their profits. To prove their religious 
neutrality they had had to provide the ships and cannon-fire which re
duced the Christian fortress of Shimabara in 1638. After 1641 they were 
cooped up on the tiny island of Deshima in Nagasaki harbor. To comply 
strictly with the Emperor’s feelings about the sanctity of Japanese soil, it 
was an artificial island only 300 paces long. Annually the Dutch traders 
had to walk to Tokyo, kiss the feet of the shogun, perform scientific 
tricks and buffoonery for him, and give him a written resume of historical 
events in the world outside. Periodically they also had to perform a ritual 
trampling of the crucifix.

In 1642, the year Isaac Newton was born, the last Japanese priest had
een crucified and Japan had closed like an oyster. She would not relax 

enough to be opened again for 211 years. She took the step deliberately 
a ter a debate which had lasted for 90 years. Hideyoshi’s attempt to con
quer a buffer zone to put between Japan and the outside world had failed,

Imperial Heritage ..



HELPFUL KINSMEN . )\
Top left; Prince Kanin, great-uncle of ; 

Hirohito’s wife, Nagako, and Army chief ; 
of staff, 1931-40. Mid-left: Prince J
Fushimi, Nagako’s cousin and Navy chief : : v
of staff, 1932-41. Bottom left: another 
of Nagako’s cousins, Prince Yamashina, 
after an audience with Hirohito in 1926.
He helped develop torpedo planes as a {  : 1. 
Navy test pilot. Above: Nagako’s. father, ’ ' I 
Prince Kuni, and mother, Shimazu Chi- 
kako, in 1927. Kuni communicated to V. i . j , * f 
Hirohito a lasting enthusiasm for,‘' a i f - . . j ; ; 
planes, tanks, and biological, warfare. At - ; . !
right: Prince Kaya, also a' cpu^n-;;o^.'-''f^-,.| : 
Nagako, and his wife, Toshiko, • a . first;* :
cousin of Hirohito. They are shown.pass- ■
ing through Los Angeles in lpMyafter/a:.’-.'..̂ /:̂ '̂  . 
goodwill visit to Hitler. Above’Nri^-v’A,1..:; .h';- 
Hirohito’s own three brothers; . Prmce,
Chichibu, the eldest, in 1937 in Lpndon;  ̂ ; . -f; 
below him, Prince Takamatsu of the 
Navy, in 1931; and at-far right, youngyb 
Prince Mikasa of the Army, as he ap-: 
peared in 1935.



t h e  c o m in g  o f  PERRY
( 1642- 1900)
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THE EMPTY YEARS

In closing Japan, the Emperor and shogun needed one another arid . 
shared a common aim: to keep the Japanese social'hierarchy safe and 
reverent for their heirs. They believed that by study'and contemplation 
Japan could rediscover the special quality that made her “the country 
of the gods.” Under the joint sponsorship of the Tokugawas and the Im
perial Court, the scholars of Japan from 1657 to' 1715 conducted an 
exhaustive research into the fountainheads of Japanese culture and into all 
things peculiarly Japanese such as gardens ' of raked ;pebblesj floors of 
straw matting, tea ceremonies, and prayer shelves of planed, unvarnished 
wood. The result of these efforts was a twenty-six-volume opus entitled 
Dai Nihonshi, The Great History oj Japan. The word for Japan used “in 
the title was the Shinto one, Nihon or Nippon, which meant sun-begot 
land. Throughout the pages of the book' the authors stressed the ̂ divine ' .. 
descent of the Emperors from the sun goddess and the unique verity of the 
ancient spirit worship, Shinto, meaning the way of the ghosts. The ; 
authors condemned as usurpers all those shoguns who had exceeded their 
imperial mandate and tyrannized the Throne.- ■ , ; ,

Lest the hoi polloi misunderstand such potentially infiammatory i d e a s , . '  
the Great History, on its completion, was kept out of print and circulated 
only in manuscript form, among the aristocratic few. To imperial princes, V 

, -fluttering their wings against the bars of their glided cage, the bookrepb f';/.-,' 
reseated-.a ̂ {rphugawa promise of Ultimate freedom. To Tokugawas .it rep--, ,,, ; ; ;

, .'.-Rented, a- commitment toTor'ce - japan into a . perfect Japanese .maldp'Tp ' vf.\ 
lords,;who-.Worried about! the -creeping military Aveak- .,, ;i' :;, ''

. aess' /of JapanjThe hook offered a prescription: arm again when the Em -^ yb- f , 
i ,- Perors have been; restored to fulj direct power. ’ ;r • Vr



FAVORITE ADVISORS ■/;'‘̂ ■ , ' ^ ' ^ 3  
Above left: World War II! Chief of ;StaTSugiyama 

on his way home as a colonel in l922 .after ai year and 
a half as an observer and aviation specialist at the 
League of Nations in Geneva. Atove:\Atoir4'^a»?f 
moto Isoroku when- he "was -a ;'<faptain\attached- to>jhe’ 
embassy, in Washington' in 1925. At left: Lord Privy 
Seal Makino shortly before his retirement in 1935: 
Below left: Lord Privy Seal"Kido.rafter-his retirement; 
in 1945. Below: Economic co-ordihator Suzuki Tei-ichi: 
during his trial' in 1947 as- a ' wlaiv CTiminaL-QpRDsite 
page, at top. Prewar Prime Minister"Konoye jilting in,; 
the guise of his ally Hitler , at a fancy-dress party; Below 
left, after his suicide, from poison iti -.1,9.45;d3eidW;,right: 
Wartime Prime Minister .Tojai*'/

:-
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REGENT HIROHITO
This photograph was released by the Imperial Household Ministry on December 

18, 1926, a week before Emperor Taisho died. Having governed Japan for five years 
during his father’s illness, Hirohito already knew what he wanted for Japan and how 
to go about effecting it.



JAPANESE AGGRESSION ''~'V:'{":'-yi
The siege gun above, emplaced to bombard,, 

Port Arthur in the 1905 war with Russia, was later;:; 
smuggled into Mukden in 1931, mounted in a 
recreation shed, and used to shell Chinese positions' " 
on the night of September. 18. At left: Tsuji 
Masanobu, the staff officer who mastcrmindedvtheT • 
conquest of Singapore and the Bataan uDeath1; 
March in 1941. Below: Japanese troops walk 
through the “back door” from Malaya to Singaj 
pore across an easily bridged gap in the causeway;? 
left by British demolition experts. Above right: the 
three commanders who took Nanking; in:',1937^-.; 
General Matsui, Prince Asaka, and General Yana- 
gawa—confer at field headquarters., ASaka, the; : 
Emperor’s uncle, was in local command:-when; ;: 
scenes like the one at right were enacted and 
thousands of Chinese prisoners were bayoneted 
beside Nanking’s walls. , ■ . ; 1
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SARTOR RESARTUS
It was years after the war before Hirohito would buy a new suit. When he did 

buy one, it was cut to an American pattern. Here, with Pearl Harbor now in the 
distant past and Japan once more a world power, Emperor Hirohito strolls in his 
new suit through, his palace gardens.
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revival of Shinto and a more careful supervision of Tokugawa government.
About 1820 the ex-Emperor Kokaku established a school for noblemen' 

between the ages of fifteen and forty which was to become the famous 
G a k u - s h u - i n  or Peers’ School. At the Peers’ School Hirohito would learn 
his ABC’s; at the Peers’ School his son Akihito would study Western 
ways under Elizabeth Gray Vining, the gracious Quaker tutor recom
mended for him by General MacArthur. When founded, the school was 
meant to prepare young courtiers, who already knew how to turn a pretty 
verse or finger a lute, for the realities of Japanese history and government. 
Its noble graduates were to take over policy making in the troubled years 
ahead.

Year after year foreign ships poked their bowsprits vainly into Jap
anese harbors. Some were mere merchantmen, off course and looking for 
a way station in a long voyage. Many were official government vessels 
commissioned to open trade with Japan and put an end to her fear of 
foreign contamination. Russian ships began calling at Japanese fishing vil
lages in 1739. The Tokugawa government responded by refurbishing the 
shore batteries along Japan’s northern coasts. The first U.S. vessel came 
to demand trade in 1791. The shogun’s government had the cannon 
polished on Japan’s southern coasts. Illicit commerce with the West began 
to thrive. In 1808 the crew of a British merchantman, visiting the brothels 
of Nagasaki, started a brawl and called attention to tire fact that it had 
been allowed ashore without authorization. On orders from the shogun, 
the mayor of Nagasaki committed suicide.

In 1837 the American brig M o r r i s o n  approached the Kyushu coast on a 
carefully planned mission. In token of peaceful intent her guns had been 
removed. Her hold bulged with presente and trading samples of the best 
New England textiles. On her deck stood seven Japanese fisherman-casta
ways ready to be repatriated. Hie shogun’s government had received ad
vance warning of her mission, and the antiquated Japanese shore batteries 
were actually fired to drive her off before she could discharge her passen
gers or cargo,

Tire M o r r i s o n ' s  bootless voyage came at a time of growing internal crisis. 
The progressives of the nation had reached the end of their patience and 
the traditionalists on the shogun’s council faced problems which they could 
not solve. Chinese and Dutch boats had brought a virulent form of small
pox into the country over the previous centuries and by now its ravages 
were endemic. Poor harvests, for several unusual years, had reduced the 
peasantry to starvation, stealing, and even murder. The perfect Tokugawa 
despotism, after two hundred years of trial, found itself bankrupt. There 
was a rebellion in Osaka which had to be crushed ruthlessly, and Shogun 
Tokugawa Ienari resigned in favor of Shogun Tokugawa leyoshi. The new 
shogun tightened purse strings and cut administrative expenses to the last 
ragged edge of red tape. But the depression continued. Men had to be
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firmament of some fifty princelings who surrounded Hirohito in the 1930’s. 
His son, Prince Kanin, would head the Army General Staff from 1931 to
1940. And of his grandsons, Prince Fusliimi would run the Naval General 
Staff from 1932 to 1941; Prince Kuni would father Hirohito’s wife, Em
press Nagako; Prince Asaka would rape Nanking in 1937; Prince Higashi- 
kuni would hand over Japan to the Americans as prime minister in 1945; 
and Prince Nashimoto would be held hostage by MacArthur until the 
acceptance of the new Japanese Constitution in 1946.

Prince Kuniye needed no prescience to appreciate the future blackguard 
vigor of his family. It had always been thus. His house of Fushimi was the 
oldest of the collateral houses and had twigged from the main stem of the 
imperial family in 1372. Ever since then it had kept its place in the 
family and avoided demotion to commoner status by providing husbands 
for old-maid daughters of the Emperors. The vitality of its brood stallions 
matched that of the Fujiwara clan’s brood mares. Fushimi princes were 
traditionally active men, privy to back-room policy and employed by the 
Throne as agents in intrigues. The very name, Fushimi, means Hidden from 
Sight.

The moment that Prince Kuniye and his son Prince Akira were rusticated 
by the Tokugawa police, two centuries of Emperor-shogun co-operation 
dissolved into bitter political warfare. Kuniye’s uncles, brothers, and sons 
were all abbots at the head of the Japanese theocracy. By their preaching 
and purple robes they had the hearts of men and women whom the Toku
gawa police could control only as bodies. From their temples they spread 
the insidious sermon that the Tokugawas had become disloyal subjects and 
impious tyrants. The Tokugawas squirmed under the attack and began to 
delegate their responsibilities more irresponsibly than ever. They passed 
about the office of shogun as if it were too hot to handle. In the next twenty 
years four different shoguns would occupy it and each would be a greater 
failure than the last.

When Japan’s internal political atmosphere had become implosive as a 
vacuum, it happened to be the Americans, the latest intruders, who most 
vigorously pursued the application of external pressure. In 1844 the Yan
kee whaler M a n h a t t a n  sought to win over the shogun by bringing to Tokyo 
a group of Japanese fishermen which it had picked up adrift in mid-Pacific. 
Captain Mercator Cooper was allowed to put ashore his hostages and then 
was turned aside by a letter from the shogun. “He thanks me for picking 
up their men,” Cooper wrote, “and sends me word that I must not come 
again.”

As soon as the M a n h a t t a n  had departed, Tokugawa Nariaki of Mito 
resumed his manufacture of cannon in defiance of his cousin, the shogun. 
The shogun’s army invaded Mito, put Nariaki under house arrest in his 
favorite temple, and had him turn over the administration of his fief to his 
seventeen-year-old son. Not a man to fritter away his time, Nariaki had e

\
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~ LOYAL OPPOSITION
Of those who fought Hirohito hardest behind the scenes and then accepted defeat 

in silence, the most notable were General Araki Sadao, far left above; General Ugaki 
Kazushige, left above; Toyama Mitsuru, the lord of the Black Dragon Society, shown 
in 1927 with Chiang Kai-shek, far left; General Honjo Shigeru, left, Hirohito’s chief 
aide-de-camp from 1933 to 1936; and finally Japan’s tragic old liberal, the most 
long-lived of Emperor Meiji’s advisors, Prince Saionji Kinmochi. Eyes ablaze with 
indignation, Saionji is shown above arriving at his Tokyo villa after one of the 
assassinations of 1932. He is greeted by Baron Harada Kumao, the Court spy who 
acted as his political secretary and Boswell.
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priests of the temple install a printing press in his apartments and began to 
set in  type the dangerously imperial Great History of Japan which had 
circulated only in m anuscript since its completion in 1715. With the help 
of shaven-pated assistants, the loyalist Lord of Mito was to finish setting 
the twenty-sixth volume in  1852, the last of his nine years of templed house 
arrest.

In  1846 U.S. Commodore James Biddle forced his way into Tokyo har
bor with two men-of-war and demanded that the shogun sign a treaty prom
ising Am erican castaways good treatm ent and consular representation. The 
shogun rejected the American note politely and sent out his guard boats. 
As gently as they could, they surrounded the American vessels, cut their 
anchors, attached lines to their sprits and stays, and towed them willy-nilly 
back out to sea. The Yankee tars set their sails but found the breeze too 
light to match the oar power of two hundred men in wide straw hats pulling 
for dear life in their war sampans. Commodore Biddle, who was a kindly 
m an, accepted the rebuff with equanimity and sailed home for further in
structions.

Only weeks before Biddle’s intrusion, the first of the Emperors who had 
grown up under the influence of the Peers’ School ascended the Throne. 
E m peror Komei, as he was to be called, was a powerful, robust, handsome, 
haughty youth of sixteen. He had as large and high-bridged a nose, as per
fectly long and oval a  face, as the first Emperor, Jimmu, eighteen hundred 
years earlier. Em boldened by a century of neoclassical scholarship, he was 
an ardent Shintoist who believed in the inherent war talents of his long 
tam ed and dorm ant family.

H e opened his reign with a stern note to the shogun in Tokyo asking for 
a full report on Japan’s defenses, reminding him that they must be impreg
nable, advising him that the policy of excluding foreigners must be upheld, 
and demanding th a t the Throne, from now on, be consulted fully on every 
detail of foreign policy. The shogun responded with polite meaningless 
promises, and young Em peror Komei was only half satisfied. He communi
cated frequently and secretly with Prince Kuniye, under house arrest in 
N ara, with the Lord of Mito, Tokugawa Nariaki, in his temple prison north 
of Tokyo, and with Lord Shimazu of Satsuma who was still at liberty far to 
the south in Kyushu. Beyond the effective reach of the shogun’s police, 
Shimazu continued to manufacture cannon, and he built several experimen
tal war vessels with which he hoped to match the ships of the West.

When the U.S. Navy’s sloop Preble called in 1849, the shogun tried to 
keep its visit a secret and swiftly handed over to  it the members of U.S, 
whaling crews held in Japan. Some of them had been kept and interrogated 
a t Christian House in Tokyo, an institution which had been maintained by 
the police since 1640 for the de-conversion of disciples of Western
philosophy. .

In  the summer of 1851 a  gifted young Japanese fisherman named Man-
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British, in 1842-43, had fought and won a war on the China coast for their 
traders’ right to sell opium to the Chinese masses. The Chinese emperor’s 
prestige had been so damaged by the British victory that now a rebellion 
to end all rebellions was in progress in China. The Taiping insurgents were 
a minority group of half-Christianized peasants under the command of a 
self-styled Chinese messiah, Hung Hsiu-ch’uan. He had set out to create 
a utopia of pastoral, puritanical communism in Central China. But now he 
and his zealots were merely killing. Before the rebellion would be sup
pressed in 1864 it would take five to ten million lives. Statistically—Chi
nese statistics always beggar the world— it would rank as the greatest war 
in history until World W ar II.

Perry’s fleet was detained in 1852, doing guard duty for American trad
ing posts on the China coast during the upheaval sweeping the Chinese 
hinterland. In  Japan, Tokugawa Nariaki, who had just sent his first prison- 
printed copies of the inflammatory Great History of Japan to the Emperor 
and the shogun, was abruptly released from nine years of house arrest. So 
was Prince Kuniye and two of his sons in Kyoto. The officers of the shogun 
hoped tha t Em peror Komei might be persuaded by a little kindness to open 
Japan to foreign trade and make it unnecessary to try to resist Perry by 
force. Em peror Komei, however, remained as xenophobic as ever. Out of 
spite for the Tokugawas, he promptly appointed one of Kuniye’s released 
sons, Prince Asahiko, as his chief advisor.

Asahiko, who was to be the father of Hirohito’s two murderous uncles, 
Asaka and Higashikuni, was twenty-nine at the time of his appointment, 
just six years older than Em peror Komei himself. Through his mother’s 
kin— all Court ladies of charm and experience— Asahiko was a near 
relative of Komei, some say a half brother. He resembled Komei closely 
except that, if anything, he was even more handsome and haughty. Unlike 
Komei, who was obliged to remain ceremonially closeted in the palace, 
Asahiko could go where he pleased. Being abbot and chief priest of the 
prestigious Buddhist-Shinto monastery-shrine of Shoren-In, he had business 
which took him all over Kyoto.

THE BLACK SHIPS

M atthew Calbraith Perry was the younger brother of the late Oliver 
Hazard Perry renowned for his report— “We have met the enemy and they 
are ours”— made after the Battle of Lake Erie in 1813. Commodore Mat
thew Perry had supervised the design and construction of the U.S. Navy s 
first steam frigate, the Mississippi, and had used it as his flagship in the 
taking of Veracruz during the war with Mexico. He was known throughout 
the Navy as “Old M att,” a taciturn disciplinarian with a gift for getting 
things done. Portly and somewhat vain about his appearance, he dressed 
immaculately. His double chin always puffed out over as stiff a collar and
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TRIUMPH AND DEFEAT 
At the fall of Singapore on February 19, 

1942, in a rare spontaneous popular appear
ance (left), Hirohito rode his horse White 
Snow out onto one of the palace bridges 
and remained motionless in the saddle for 
most of an hour while crowds gathered to 
share his moment of victory. Just as silently 
three years later Hirohito acknowledged 
imperial fault for the lost war by making 
his uncle Prince Higashikuni take the humil
iating post of surrender prime minister. In 
token of his humble and contrite position 
Higashikuni (above) stood on a lower step 
out in front of his ministers in the official 
Cabinet portrait. In November 1945, as soon 
as the Occupation began to look as if it 
would be a success, Hirohito (right) went by 
train as a pilgrim to the shrine of the sun 
goddess at Ise. Cutting a lonely figure at the 
window of his imperial carriage, he wore a 
modified naval uniform stripped of all 
badges of rank save his Order of Merit, 
First Class.
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Perry’s Dutch' interpreter, was. summoned to th e 'ra il and; shouted back 
that Perry was prepared to see no oncexcppt & c i i i g h ^
If the.delegation: w a^prepafed  to ;
come aboard. U raga’s assistant police; chief climbed up to the deck accom
panied by an interpreter, who introduced him as the vice-governor of U rag i 
They- were led below .to the chartroom adjoining Perry’s personal ;cabin. 
While -Perry listened, and  sometimes coached from the wings,, it was ex
plained to the Japanese that the commodore was the highest officer in the 
U.S.. Navy and could be expected to see no Japanese, of lesser, rank. Tlie 
Japanese thenceforward referred to him always, as admiral,; which he found 
slightly embarrassing. v;';./..

Perry carried with him a note from President Millard Fillmore; penned 
by  Daniel W ebster :and based on a first draft scribbled by Perry himself. It 
demanded the . opening of Japan to normal civilizedintercourse: andwas 
addressed to,.‘‘the Em peror.” By “Em peror” tHe American envdys quickly 
m ade it-clear th a t they meant “shogun.” The Japanese negotiators, who 
were all sub-sub-officials of the Tokugawa government in Tokyo, did not 
disabuse the Americans but introduced all those who were to deal with 
Perry thereafter as “princes.” Privately the Japanese compared the Amer
ican ignorance unfavorably with their own knowledge of the United States 
which had fattened on Dutch. newsbriefs since: :1745. :But they; kept the 
existence of the Em peror a secret and never did reveal what he meant to 
them as a religious;figure.:When the;first! Aimeficariconsulto.Japan, Tovfiy 
send H arris, finally did learn of the-Em peror’s existence a -few years 'iaterj 
he- described ityim his journal, as “a to6«'t6nbfe^ed:̂ .-c ^ ^ y (a s - ; th ^ 6 M - . 
of Polynesian witchcraft;”

President Fillmore’s letter to the “Em peror” pointed ou t:

. Our steamships can go from Californiato Japan in eighteen; days.;.;-. . -If. 

. your Imperial-Majesty, were. so.far to change'the ancient laws as to allow a 
-.. free trade. between the ,two countries, it would be extremely beneficial, to.

both. . .. . It;Sometimes ;happens in stormy weather that one of our. ships, is 
. wrecked on your Imperial Majesty’s shores. In all such ..cases we ask and 
' expect, that our. unfortunate people should be treated with;kindness, a 

their property should ,be protected; till we can send a '.vessel ahd bring thcni 
’away. We- are;veryrmuch;in^ earnest-in this.-,.y.
. great abundance of coal and provisions in  the empire of Japaii; . . • We 

•- wish that " our steam-ships' and other vessels should be allowed to stop in 
Japan arid supply themselves with coal; provisions arid water. They will pay.

. for them):-in money,yor ;anything ,else ;ydur :Imperial Majesty’s. subjects njay
prefer . .v .  :yWe>are;veiyddesirbus:bf.thjs.;H:(i^^

' ; ; Qnf i ne;ve l ] um, s e a l e d ; y^  of they
United % a i ^  hpu^ed
nccJctaTri.OhjOf.rif n o l i c d ^



•;: vTOby, noted ;the. appearance ;of; Yankee vessels' in.the.Cluha-Sea during, the ,.
, 1780?S;'Merchantsfrom. China ' reported -the;-disintegration of Chinese in

fluence iniSiam and the Indies; Someday, muttered the young samurai;. 
Japan would have to fight,, and when shedid, it might be. too late. V .:, ;

• ^. ̂ e - . great'center: of samurai unrest was old southwestern Japan; the 
land of the sun goddess. There the clans had paid.dearly for their> opposi
tion Jo -Tokugawa rule in 1600. Two clans in particular had forfeited much 
landlto. the, Tokugawas without losing any of their hereditary samurai 
families. Satsuma in Kyushu,, with 27,000 hereditary warrior lords, and 
Chbsliu- in Southwestern Honshu, with 1.1,000, had denser populations of 
unemployed :swordsmen than any other region in Japan. Both clans , had 
invested-heavily, in Hideyoshi’s Korean campaigns, and had fought stren
uously, against the Tokugawa policy of replacing external, aggression with, 
intemai . consolidation. Both clans were to play major .political roles in the. 
unleashed Japan of 1853-4945.
■\ :The.‘Satsuma clan was governed by. the branch of-the imperial family 
named Sljifnazu or. Island Port. Satsuma was the seagoing principality of 
. Japan; ;in southern Kyushu. It had. borne the brunt of the Mongol invasion 
in 1274. It had provided mdst of the ships for Hideyoshi’s Korean invasion 
fleetih 1592; It had conquered Okinawa and the Ryukyus for the nation in 
1609. It would supply more than its share of officers to the Japanese Navy 
in. 1941. During the 1930’s it would lead the fight for a Strike .South 
against the;colonies of the West.in southeast Asia.

Its fellow clan, Choshu, on the. main island of, Honshu, was governed 
by another -ancient branch of. the imperial family, the Mori, whose name 
means Those Who Took Advantage of, the Hairy Ones; It was a land- 
based power which prided itself on its provincialism and its big-handed, 
big-hearted'family form of self-government. It despised .money, cherished 

: land; idolized the dynamic sons of the land, and held to a creed of revolu
tionary puritan, conservatism that was strictly martial; Ghoshu had provided 
a disproportionate share of the foot soldiers who had fought with Hideyoshi 
in Korea and against the Tokugawas in 1600. From 1868 to 1924 its 
brightest spirits would control the Japanese; Army and threaten'to' control 
the Japanese state. In the 1930’s its partisans woulddead the losing political 
fight for a Strike-North policy against-Russia. vl 'v  y

Being ardent loyalists, the Choshu. and Satsuma swordsmen would have, 
risen in rebellion, at any time, if they had received a word .of encourage- 

. ment from Kyoto. Their readiness to defy death enabled the .Emperors to 
keep -Tokugawa pride in bounds during 'the ;first century, of seclusion. As 
Western ships and cannon became more-formidable, however, Tokugawa 
government became more rigid, astringent, and unrealistic. The pampered. 
Kyoto.Court grew more effeminately sure of itself. In 1779 the main line 
of the imperial family ended without male issue and a collateral house of 
more.vigorous cousins, the Kanins, took its place. The Kanins. instituted, a



waited for it, h e  had>liisjlP iigboats;m oyevahead;and/^
harborvT hroughouttheirsurvey tH eyw eresliaddw edbyluardbpatsw hicH
might easily have annihilated them, v ;; ' : ^ 1 /^ '
.•:• By the appointed day, Tuesday,: July 12, 1853, the shogun had received 

only a brief noncommittal note from  the Emperor, remindirtg him of his 
duty to preserve • the sanctity of Japanese soil; That-m orning the Uraga 
police, chief . Called in- his barge on Perry. .He /offered; p^
President Fillmore’s letter in. Uraga now, provided that-Perry would submit 
it later in Nagasaki. This was the official port for dealings .v̂ ith foreigDers, 
chosen because it was a full 600 miles from Tokyo. Perry brusquely re
jected the proposal and was promised that a duly accredited representative 
of the “Em peror” would be on hand to accept the letter on shore on Thurso;. 
day, July 14, i "■ ’•
; F o r the next two days "Japanese artisans were busy , hanging drapeswhicjv 
would screen the. huts of Uraga— and the inadequacy of the shore defenses' 
— from the evil- eye of the intruder. Miles, of figured. curtains bearing ; 
subtle challenges in ideographs from the samurai of the various clans were; 
stretched between bamboo poles along the beach. A t the head of the central 
jetty; a fine cerem onial shed was constructed. behind ;,a tidy :quadranguIaf '; 
drill ground.
'■■■■ On Thursday morning when Uraga’s . assistant- police Thief called at the 
Susquehanna to escort Perry ashore,: he was dressed in .golden trpusers, 
w id e 'S leev ed .b ro cad e jack e t,n n d b rig h t;:lacquer-clogs.A ccording;to’;;:the: 
official log of Perry’s voyage,, lie;ha’d'’"‘fyeiys;much:̂ h e  appearance of an v 
unusually biilli ant knave of trumps.’’ Perry had ready 300 picked men wh o . ; 
were coached in putting on a show of pomp an d ; circumstance for the 
American side. As they approached the shore, it was hned with-foot soldiers 
in  ribbed arm or of leather and iron, shaking clan banners of green, blue, •• 
and orange. Behind the front ranks bobbed the horned helmets of restless. 
cavalrymen. Their jeweled hilts and inlaid scabbards flashed in .the sun and 
their long  crimson pennons dangled fluttering to the ground,

As the first marines set foot on die sacred Japanese: sPil, hundreds pf the 
.watching samurai; grunted ,in> anger,-; Perry’s m en.pelted.; oil ,the c^non,- run*•, 
p u t^ d ^ rea^ y ^ io h ; ^P ^slu j^rbeh irid^em ^ hud-were carefiil ifipt;:tb rfliriph- r, 
•With .a .b la re ; o f/silver trumpets .fand/a. clash. of■ eymbals,; ;tlie:;nianne ;% hd;;; 
struck up “Hafl, vGolumbia” /a n d b  
ashore. Then 
Fillmore’s message

Negroes— in the words/of.'the.'log, utwo of tlie best.iopking fellers of the 
color .that:the squadron could furnish.” Behind him paced more marines - 
with guns 'arid: bayonets .on. the ready..1 H  b  H;:b'^ ; H b b y  H b y  T f;



executed as public examples,for espousing free trade and an opening of 
"the 'dbuntj^^rt and'desperation,5 'had-proni-
•%ed*-&afiSoony'-ye^ ?soonp would come the time of paradise and imperial 
'restoration. Young men at Court were ready to take over the responsibility.

The Coming of Perry : ; 221

FEAR WITHIN

. The crisis of 1838-1840 broke on the nation when the first graduates 
of the Peers’ School were approaching their mature forties. It was apparent 
that the Tokugawas had been lying to save face and that the millennium was 
not around the corner. For the first time since retired Emperor Go-Mizu- 
nd-O’s compact with the shogun in 1634, imperial princes began to plot

• with samurai and threaten civil war unless the Tokugawas could make good 
' on tlieir pledge. All the most important Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines
in Kyoto were run by princely priests who were first or second cousins of 
the Emperor.- Each temple had branches in the provinces and through these 
the Emperor-sent secret commissions to several of the most loyal clan lords,

• instructing them to put pressure on the shogun and make him strengthen 
shore'defenses: In particular the Court wooed the shogun’s cousin, Lord 
Tokugawa Nariaki of Mito; -,

The loyalist Lord of Mito responded by melting down all the temple bells 
in his fief as cannon metal. Lord Shimazu of Satsuma in the southern island 
of Kyushu did likewise and soon had the most up-to-date cannon factory in 
Japan.Theofficials' of the shogun became alarmed that the unauthorized 

/r.preparatibhsfor war might -beturned against the central government. The 
Lords of Satsuma andrMito were ordered to stop casting cannon, and the 

' Tokugawa.-police moved in against the center'of the conspiracy, the de
fenseless;^ Court. They clapped the Emperor’s son-in-law, Prince 

. .Akira,;into his temple and trumped up a charge against
; Prince Kuniye, -Akira’s father, forcing him to “close his doors in disgrace/’ 
:-jvy;Pfinw‘'Kuniyfe-was'-riot a person to-be trifled with in this fashion. Majes- 

tically pious, corpulent, and. concupiscent, he had innumerable connections 
-A^^-'j^^^se/iijflwtence.'-lSFeither Buddhism nor Shinto attached any stigma 

to bawdy, burly, worldly priests, and Priest Kuniye was as much all man 
•':'.?^®-^asy^-’afetberat. Harlots and harlequins/ hangmen and holy men 

jumped at his nod as .quickly as the rnost haughty courtiers: Kuniye headed 
^rgbsLof the/four “imperial houses” which were entitled to provide 

. heirs tp the Throne. For generations the other-houses had taxed their genes 
. . to raise one adult male per generation. At .least one of their princes perished 
- Wheneyer the Gourt caughtasniffle. :• . . . ’ - • -

.̂ ■ Prinee Kuniye’s house of iFushimi; by contrast, had had at least three 
ealthy sons im every generation for centuries. ‘Kuniye personally had two 

, he was- sixty-five he would have twelve
his loins would spring the whole
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jiro was lowered from the Baltimore clipper Sarah Boyd in a small boat off 
the coast of Okinawa. He was returning to Japan, bent on seeing liis mother 
before she died. By a run of incredible luck, he alone of all Japanese knew 
the United States. Indeed Manjiro had lived there for seven years. In 1842 
he had been a poor fisher lad of sixteen caught in a terrible storm on the 
banks in the Japan Sea. Driven ever northeast into a world of ice, he and 
his four companions had been wrecked finally on one of the Aleutians. For 
five months they had subsisted on rain water, fish, and seaweed, and then 
had been miraculously rescued by the John Howland, a whaler out of New 
Bedford. Taken home to Fairhaven, Massachusetts, by the captain, Manjiro 
had learned English, mathematics, and basic navigation. He had signed on 
for a four-year whaling cruise to the South Seas and had been elected 
second officer by his shipmates. With his share of earnings from the cruise, 
he had outfitted himself as a forty-niner, had worked his way around the 
Horn, and had promptly stumbled on a nugget as big as an egg in the gold
fields outside San Francisco. Cashing in his winnings, he had traveled as an 
honored passenger on the Sarah Boyd, and now the boat in which he cast 
off from her was his own, purchased in the French-held Hawaiian port of 
Honolulu.

Manjiro rowed for the palm-girt coast of subtropical Okinawa with 
trepidation. One of the Tokugawa seclusion laws stipulated a punishment 
of death for any Japanese trying to return to Japan from the old Japanese 
settlements abroad. Manjiro relied on his tongue, his acquired wealth, and 
the value of his knowledge about the outside to get an exception made in 
his case. His shrewd judgment was rewarded. The police in Okinawa 
shipped him to Nagasaki, and there, after eighteen exhaustive interroga
tions, he performed the ritual trampling of the crucifix and was sent on to 
Tokyo. The shogun at once made him a government official, in charge of 
American intelligence. From December 1851 until July 1853, working with 
artists and writers, he recorded all that he had seen and heard in the lands 
of the barbarians. One product of his debriefing was a remarkably accurate 
drawing of Boston’s Old North Church.

In early 1853 the head of the Dutch trading station on the artificial 
island of Deshima in Nagasaki harbor brought word to the shogun that an 
American naval officer named Perry was assembling a squadron on the 
coast of China in order to force his way into Japan. Manjiro urged that the 
American threat of force be used as a pretext for the Tokugawas to aban
don the increasingly unpopular seclusion policy. The shogun’s administra
tors listened to his advice carefully and kept him under close guard. Many 
of them agreed with him but felt that the Emperor must be persuaded to 
inaugurate any change of national policy from the summit of the state.

The issue was a delicate one, for though the Westerners were powerful 
and were much to be admired in some ways, they were also pernicious to

e civilization of the Orient. As both Tokyo and Kyoto well knew, the
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rebellious; In  meeting to  nom inate a new shogun^ they passed b^the  loyalist 
L o rd  of M ito and voted, in defiance of the'Em peror, to appoint the twelve- 
year-old scion of another Tokugawa branch family, an unfortunate" boy who ; 
will be known in these pages as Shogun Aquarius.5 --A— O vV . V.;

The new chief minister who had replaced Flattery-Department and: who 
had steered the council toward its decision was Lord I-i of Hikorie, a tough, 
practical executive of forty-three. H e proceeded at once to sign a trade 
treaty with Consul Harris, opening five Japanese ports to Western commerce. '. 
Em peror Komei refused to ratify the new treaty and sent it back to Tokyo 
with a pettish note, framed; by Prince Asahiko, abdicating all responsibility 
for foreign relations to the government of the shogun. : : ;. , .A

A  noblem an in the Kyoto Court, the thirty-three-year-old Iwakura 
Tomomi, who would later be called the “architect of modern Japan” 
promptly submitted a memorandum of protest to the Throne, advising Em
peror Komei that he could not delegate his sacred authority in this fashion 
bu t m ust order the shogun,to do his bidding. E m peror: Komei was struck 
by the attitude of the young nobleman and elevated Iwakura to the board 
of imperial advisors. Iw akura was allowed: to leak the news that the Em
peror had abdicated his power over foreign affairs under duress and was 
waiting for the twelve-year-old Shogun Aquarius to reconsider. At the; 
same tim e Prince Asahiko, .the Em peror’s principal advisor; sent horth'to^; 
M ito a secret commission under, Em peror Komei’s signature, ordering the 
cannon-building, ffiwo/v-publishing loyalist. Lord o f  Mito to get rid of the 
shogun’s objectionable new strongman. Lord I-i, the strongman, heard of^ 
the move and staged a massive counter-coup. ^e.ejficient.TplmgawappKce^ 
moved in on Kyoto and politely but firmly arrested more than a hundred 
noblemen, clan lords, and samurai who belonged to Emperor .Komei’s: 
coterie of ; loyalists. Prince Asahiko, the chief, im p en a i-ad v iso r,^  
cated to a little “wild” temple in the countryside outside of Kyoto, and; 
several of his lower-ranking samurai cronies were executed- In his place, 
Em peror Komei took as chief advisor the idealistic young npl5ieman, Iw4-:;;: 
kura. ^

Never before had the shogun’s government resorted - to such a. gloveless, - 
display of power. Em peror Komei warned Lord I-i that it wquld. ^  
war i f  he opened the ports of K obe .and .Osaka-^-both 
journey of Kyoto. He coldly,, flatly advised t- i:  must assuredly keep
aloof from foreigners and revert to the sound rule of /seclusion.” Lord f - i , 
paid no attention. H e had the young Shogun/Aquarius sign the treaty in the 
nam e of Japan and in 1860 dispatched a delegation:of eighteen lords and 
fifty-three servants to  the U nitedS tatesT oconvey the instru^ents of-rati- ; /

fication.. ' \  ’ A,.; ' :'r- ^
» Tokugawa IemochL Icmochi is an astrological given :name meaning House of 

the Dog, or by the Western zodiac, Aquarius, , -- .........  ’ - ■ - , -

'I^d^pf:',tHe(^ui^doddess^
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as much gold braid as the occasion would permit. He believed that Amer
ica’s manifest destiny—now that California in 1848 had been ceded by 
Mexico—extended across the Pacific. He felt that his ships, the “black 
ships” as they would soon be known in Japan, were “carrying the gospel of 
God to the heathen.”

Perry’s fleet consisted of two warships under sail and two side-wheelers 
under steam. It was calculated that the “steamers” could win a tug of war, 
regardless of weather conditions, against any number of guard boats that 
could Jay a tow line on them. Perry put in first at Okinawa, a tributary 
island of the seagoing Satsuma clan in Kyushu. There he made a great show 
of discipline and firepower. His marines forced their way up the crushed- 
coral main street of Naha, the capital city, into the local “palace” where 
ruled a boy, reputed to be descended from the imperial family, under the 
charge of a bureaucratic “regent.” After giving gifts and expressing some 
civilities, Perry and his men sailed on for Tokyo harbor. Perry noted with 
pleasure that several of the fast high-sided courier junks of the Satsuma 
clan’s navy preceded him out of Naha harbor bearing before him the evil 
tidings of his coming.

On July 8, 1853, his lookouts sighted Mount Fuji rising above the hori
zon and soon Japanese fishing boats were seen dropping their sails in the 
offshore breeze, putting out their oars, and “fleeing like wild birds” for the 
distant coastline. At five o’clock that afternoon, when the Yankee vessels 
cast anchor a mile off the town of Uraga in Outer Tokyo Bay, temple bells 
were already ringing a tocsin throughout central Japan. In Uraga old 
women clapped their hands to summon the spirits at the shrines and prayed 
for a divine tempest to come and disperse the Yankee fleet.

In Tokyo, according to a contemporary Japanese account, “the tramp of 
war-horses, the clatter of armed warriors, the noise of carts, the parades of 
firemen, the incessant tolling of bells, the shrieks of women, the cries of 
children dinning all the streets of a city of more than a million souls made 
confusion worse confounded.” Pawnbrokers and moneylenders reaped 
fortunes that night supplying ready cash to well-born families who wished 
to flee to the countryside. In his cozy private quarters behind the big 
draughty four-square palace in Kyoto, 300 miles to the west. Emperor 
Komei received news of the Americans’ coming by carrier pigeon shortly 
after midnight. ’

As his ships lazed at anchor in the balmy evening breeze, Perry’s first 
contact with the Japanese was anything but friendly. Guard boats flocked 
around the four Yankee vessels, and excited Japanese swarmed up lines 
and anchor chains to be dumped into the water by shakes, prods, and
ayonet jabs. In the gathering dusk, a large official-looking junk, flying a 

black-and-white striped pennant, approached Perry's” flagship, the side
wheeler Susquehanna,

I can speak Dutch,” cried a voice in faltering English.

The Coming of Peny
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into bloom prematurely, and now, in an unseasonal cold wave, snow and 
sleet were falling with the graying petals. As Lord I-i approached the 
Cherry Field Gate at the southeastern com er of the palace, his bearers and 
bodyguards, in wide conical lacquer hats and raincoats of oiled paper; 
leaned against the wind as they walked. On the other side of the bridge 
the rear guard of Lord Shimazu of Satsuma was seen disappearing into the 
palace.

Lord I-i called to his bearers to make haste; he wished to be present 
to  hear w hat L o rd  Shimazu was about to say to the young shogun. I-i’s 
guardsmen shouldered aside a group of nondescript sightseers in cloaks 
who were admiring the palace keep. When his palanquin reached the 
throat of the bridge, seventeen o f jh e  bystanders suddenly threw off their 
rain capes and revealed by their crests that they were samurai o f ‘the 
slighted Lord of Mito.

Drawing their swords, advancing at a crouch, wheeling and leaping, 
they slashed their way through I-i's litter-bearers and laid them red on 
the snow. The shogun’s guard dashed -from the palace and scattered the 
assassins. B ut too late. Lord I-i of Hikone was found crumpled in his 
sedan chair, a headless torso. Lord I-i’s head was delivered, by an assassin 
who escaped, to the Lord of Mito, Tokugawa Nariaki, who had ordered 
the deed done.0 N ariaki spat upon the head and sent it on to Emperor 
Komei in Kyoto. There it was displayed for weeks on the public execution 
ground above a placard which stated: “This is the head of a traitor who 
violated the m ost sacred law of Japan— that which forbids the admission 
of foreigners into our country.” ' 5

Land of the Sun Goddess

PROGRAM FOR' UNITY

In  the "weeks tha t followed, handbills denouncing the shogun as a 
traitor were posted by night in Tokyo’s main thoroughfares. Arcane scrolls 
of supposed great antiquity, foretelling the doom of the Tokugawa Shoguns, 
were turned up in many parts of Japan at temples controlled by the 
princely high priests in Kyoto. Several notorious brigands and gamblers 
in  the Tokugawa domains of the north were approached by noble emis
saries who came in secret from Kyoto to buy their swords. Masked bands" 
waylaid the m ail on the post roads, intercepted shipments of merchant 
gold and distributed it to the poor. A  gang of patriotic cutthroats broke 
into the  Ashikaga mausoleum and decapitated the statues of all thirteen 
of the form er shoguns who had ruled Japan from 1338 to 1573-

Released by their liege lords, samurai from all over the country flocked 
to Kyoto to offer their services to Em peror Komei. The coterie of restora-

0 The shogun’s forces claimed that this was a fake head and that Lord I-i’s had 
been recovered after the battle at the bridge. *
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• letter could, by law, be presented only through the authorized channel of  ̂
/  jhe Dutch;in::Nagasaki..-The unseen. presence. o Perry in the next room 

' boomed that such a letter from his own emperor, must be presented directly, 
?,-hatioff\tp:;h'atioh^!at;the'^Japanese' capital—̂or-not at .all.' H.e. woujh give itj > 

here in Outer Tokyo. Bay, to a potentiary of his own rank arid ;he hoped 
-.-.that*' ^hi^hevWjaited'-.tp-db so, the Japanese would disperse the-swarm of ;., 

guard-boat gnats that molested his fleet. Otherwise, he might shoot them 
out of the water. ; . • ' r - ■■

■ The assistant police chief asked for time to seek further instructions and 
withdrew, taking most of the guard boats ,with him- The few, that remained 
rowed off immediately when the Susquehanna launched a cutter. Night fell. 
As .the American sailors stood watch in their nests: and beside their open 
gun ports, the shore flickered with bonfires and signal rockets. Knights 
wearing shoulder-length .wigs of horsehair and demonffaced helmets were 
riding in from afl over the province, accompanied by troops of mailed 
swordsmen. What, seemed-to be;great forts overlooked the harbor. Their 
cannon were all antiques or dummies of ,wood; some of their parapets were 

. painted stage sets.' Perry, peering through his -telescope earlier in-the eve
ning, had;pronounced them “a false show.” But his men did not all share 
his confidence. For many it was a restless night; . -'‘.f

At daybreak the next morning squads of samurai could be seen in.split 
skirts, jacket-length kimonos^ over-cloaks,, and top-knotted■ hairdos prac
ticing their exercises on the shore. They rushed at. one another, with .staves, 
fenced skillfully, and;uttered Ipud nasal grunts^Periodically they broke off 
their sword drill, sauntered in single file along the beach, and then, as if 
by common consent,; suddenly set to again with their quarterstaffs. As the . 
day brightened, several sampans approached and anchored as close as they 
dared to the American fleet. The, Yankee sailors were astonished to see 
that they were, full of quick-sketch artists, recording every detail of the 

. -American planking, and. rigging. In a week all of their , drawings -were being " , 
studied by. the .shogun’s military experts and ,some of them; were being. 
hawked on the news-hungry, .fashion-lovirig streets o f T o k y b . ; ^

At 7:00 a.m . two large junks backedroars iofi: ^  and tlie
Uraga-chief,oTpolice,' presented as;the governor, boarded Perry’s flagship. ' 

- The diaiogue of the night before was .repeated and confirmed ; arid the Japa- 
nese.nsked: for four■■ days to send to; Tokyo'for instipcti6ns.- .They .meant,: of ■ 

; course, to Kyofo. The shogun’s castle in Tokyo was Only 30 miles away, or 
two hours by stage rider. The Kyoto Palace, on the other hand, was nearly i  

v. 300 miles away—a full twenty-four-hour ride even for the fleetest couriers
- • ^nd. horses in the government’s stables. And in tlie present crisis the shogun 

would wish; to send an official to.' Kyoto, to explain .matters fully, rather 
; i.tiriofjiclal,note.Tby carrier pigebn; ’■?£{. -v':.”- :

• ;. . Ferry, who did not know about the Emperor in Kyoto, magnanimously 
■ ;'iv.• ;?>e?;t^ ^ P aries^;three days in;which to :givehim'-an;answero While;;he v:
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and sixty-two, years of. banishm ent: With Em peror Komei’s sanction, ad
visor Iw akura persuaded the shogun to adopt it as the. long-range plan for 
Japan. I t  was to remain Japan’s basic policy until 1945. 4 - 4 ;

The first: stage in die Ghoshu programy :unificatidn,4vas the most diffi
cult.. The decadent Court in Kyoto and bureaucracy in ' Tokyo were'; not. 
ready for the sweeping changes which it entailed. :Up to this point-~earlyI 
1862— the noisiest patriots in Kyoto had been swashbuckling saniurai frora 
the seagoing Satsuma clan, in Kyushu who had been given leave by their 
lord to go to the capital and pledge thieir .loyalty to. the. imperial cause. 
When -the program of the rival clan of Choshu was: adopted: by Emperor 
Komei, .Choshu samurai also began to. pour into K y o tO ^ ^  
of; the, geisha district, the:Guion, the Satsuma men picked nightly quarrels 
with the newcomers. Their bloody brawls caused fires which threatened" 
the  whole: city. ; V. ~

A t Em peror Komei’s order, L ord Shimazu of .Satsuma:came to Kyoto, 
to suppress his troublemaking former retainers. One group of them* which 
had grown fond o f their swaggering,: masterless life ;resen ted ; Shimazu’s;. 
interference and plotted to : assassinate their former lord.; They gathered 
at th e  Teradaya Inn. I t was once again the roistering season Of the.cherry 
blossoms, - the spring o f ; 18 62.: Lord. Shimazu heard of; their schemej Visited 
the inn in  force, and in a famous melee fought entirely in darkness, killed 
seven "of Vthem. Sick of heart a t  shedding his own clansmen’s bioodj he 
resolved to rid the unification ;program ; of i ts . Choshu leadership and the 
C ourt of its; dynamic young advLor,Twakufa.

Lord Shimazu had many friends both in Tokyo and Kyoto.. He Was an 
in-law of the shogun and: had sisters among the, concubihek at Court. He 
had. worked with the late Lord Tokugawa of Mito ih buildihg up coastal 
defenses and w as; therefore persona grata to Em peror Komei. He had 
worked w ith th eb u reau c racy to p rev en taco m p le te ru p tu reb e  tween; Tokyo, 
and KyOto and was therefore persona • grata to.: the>Tokugawa family.;
A fter the unpleasant incident at Teradaya:,Inn, his first,moye \yas tO;liave
the shogun’s police>release Prince Asahiko, the Emperor’s former first
c o u n se lo i^ th e .fa th e ro fH iro h ito ’sac tiv is tu n c les—rfrom ;thelitde::‘‘wiid” :, 
tem p le in th eK y o to su b u rb sw h e reh e .h ad sp en tth e la s tr th reey ea rsu n d e r
house arrest.; Then ,he and Asahiko had no difficulty; agreeing that the,

. first order of-business wasvtoTreeErnperoe.Ko^^
• Iwakura, arid\of-Twnkura’s;: recruits,';the?; upstart .-clampLC^^

/ 4 -I tisa s im p lif ic a tio n b u th o e x a g g e ra tio n tq sa y th a tth e lin e so fm o d e rn
Japanese history; were drawn at that moment. The Army, supporters of 
the Strike North, who wanted to tu rnJapanese  aggression against Russia 
in the l9 3 6 ’s, were factional descendahts o f lw a k u ra .a r id C ^

;; apostles .of, the Strike South, w h o ,wished to. move against the Weist. in
S ih g a p o re a h d M a n ila L w e re to L e n a y a la d m ira ls 'o fS h im a z u ’s S a ^ a n ia .

, cian. ahd .princely/SOnL and grandsons':6L Asahiko;;^ s
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and blue. The Japanese emissaries, impassive as sculptured Buddhas, knelt 
on a dais covered with led felt. At the other end of the hall chairs were 
arrayed for the Americans. As far as the Japanese were concerned, chairs 
were Chinese artifacts, unused in Japan except by a few Buddhist priests. 
Since the Americans were known to sit in nothing else, however, these 
chairs had been collected for the occasion from Buddhist temples in the 
area.

As soon as Perry and his officers had sat down, the two ensigns who were 
serving as page boys carried the rosewood box to the edge of the dais, 
whence it was handed on to two dignitaries, presented as princes. They 
were in reality the governors of the town and of the province. The chief of 
police arose and read the official government acknowledgment. Its straight
forward lucidity showed clearly that the Japanese, for all their Dutch intel
ligence, still knew nothing of the diplomatic niceties:

The letter of the President of the United States of North America, and 
copy, are hereby received, and will be delivered to the Emperor.

It has been suggested many times that business relating to foreign countries 
cannot be done here in Uraga but only at Nagasaki. However, since we have 
noticed that the Admiral, in his capacity as the President’s ambassador, would 
feel insulted by a refusal to receive the letter at this place— the justice of 
which has been acknowledged—we hereby receive the aforesaid letter in 
opposition to Japanese laws.

As this is no place to negotiate with foreigners, so too we can offer you no 
entertainment nor hold any conference with you. The letter has been received, 
therefore you are able to depart.

Through his interpreters, Perry and his officers attempted to engage in 
some post-ceremony conversation. The Japanese dignitaries, however, 
responded in one-word sentences, the silences grew more long and impas
sive, and finally Perry had it announced that he would be back “next spring” 
to receive the “Emperor’s answer.” So saying, he turned on his heel and led 
his marines back through the glowering ranks of samurai to the longboats 
at the jetty. The phrase, “you are able to depart,” rankled. Before sailing 
away, Perry again sent his cutters into Inner Tokyo Harbor to sound and 
survey. When asked by the agitated “knave of trumps” why he did not 
depart, he replied that he was only seeking a big enough anchorage for the 
large fleet he intended to bring back with him in the spring. Finally on 
Sunday, July 17, he sailed away, to come again eight months later.

PERRY’S RETURN

During that eight-month interval, Japan seethed inwardly. The sixty- 
year-old shogun took the opportunity to die of “anxiety.” He was replaced 
y a twenty-nine-year-old nonentity. The real power passed to the new

The Coming of Perry
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lishmeii and an Englishwoman 01U for an early morning catlter from thev
foreign settlement in' Yokohama. The foreign sightseers -blundered .into 
Lord Shimazu’s vanguard, ignorant of the. fact that every Japanese,'by. 
law, was obliged to clear the road before a clan lord’s progress. One of : 
Shimazu’s sam urai swaggered forward and challenged the leading English- 
man, a  visiting merchant .from Shanghai, Charles' Lenox Richardson/ to 
a  duel. W hen Richardson failed to respond, the samurai laid him on his 
horse’s neck with one bloody stroke. The horse of the English lady be
hind Richardson bolted straight into the samurai phalanx. One of the 
Japanese swordsmen- deftly- lifted:-his razor-sharp blade to c u t :off the • 
lady’s pigtails. as a trophy. She galloped on, terror-stricken, to warn the .' 
English colony in Yokoham a while the two untouched Englishmen behind ; 
her. backed their horses, amid taunts, out-of Shimazu’s way. -

Richardson slipped to the-ground and lay bleeding at the edge oLthe-. 
road. When Lord Shimazu’s bodyguard had ridden past, he crawled to. a 
hu t and was nursed for a few hours by a peasant. Lord Shimazu heard of 
what had happened and sent back a retainer to dispatch him and dispose 
of the body. The swordsman dismembered Richardson and ordered the 
peasant to bury the pieces. - - ,; :s

W hat was done was done, but Lord : Shimazu was not happy with his 
last piece of work:- W hen he returned to Kyoto, he found that his' swords
men there had done th e ir butchery, no;: more artistically: thanTheircom-,;?, 
rades in Tokyo. They had attempted and failed to exterminate the.Choslnr. 
sam urai from the Kyoto streets, and the old capital had become a dan
gerous place for h im bW ortied  aboutBritish reprisals against his provincial y 
capital of-Kagoshima, Lord Shimazu paid his respects to the Emperor and 
then rode hard for his home fief in Kyushu. -V;.; L g i; Y  * 2 b - b b b  

In  his brief audience with the  Emperor, ; LordVShimazu complained: b a th  
the sealed orders which he had taken to, Shogun Aquarius in Tokyobad ;.: 
been less explicit about expelling barbarians than,.he had1 understood they 
would be. Em peror Komei,' aided by his jealous; advjsor, Pnnce' Asahiko,::, 
had. an, investigation made and discovered. that unauthorized softening .. 
phrases had  been written in- to- th e ;final presentation copy, of ;the brders:^  

.-.The Court ndbleman w h o h a d : physically .parried ..them, to the shogun s -, 
castle was sent in disgrace .to. am onastery,.’̂ ;and::adyispr. Iwjakum 
penned the original missive, fell under a cloud. In October, Iwal^ura was 
placed under guard in the palace, and in No vembeiy Emperor Komei issued 
a .debfee'btrippinghim /of.hi^ jU nkbnd; offices^
K y o to .T h a tn ig h t,b e fo re thesen tencecou ldbeexecu tedbyfo rce ,Iw akura-.

■ -;8 During'bghting^a/.-!certain>Kfdo grandfatherof.KWo
Koichi, Emperor Hiroliito’s lord privy seal, had made a romantic name for hiny-. 
self by • being saved fr6m: ambush by/.the warning of a geishaywho loved him. A 

‘ Choshu man by birth, he; took:the Satsuma'side in .the; swordplay. He subsequently 
•married. thei'geisha' :and; adopted Kidd’s .father t as -hiS'legitimate . son.

if (in d of 'ih e--5 iiii -'Goddess
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tiations which followed, Perry presented gifts to the Japanese which he had 
ordered from his own country more than a year previously. They included 
a mile-long telegraph line over which messages could be encoded, flashed, 
decoded, and explained to a Japanese umpire at the receiving station long 
before the fastest courier could bring the same intelligence on horseback.

Still more entertaining was the black horse brought by the black ships: 
a miniature steam engine, about the size of a small donkey, which ran on 
an 18-inch track. Perry had a carnival circle of the track laid out in a field 
by the jetty where he and his marines were negotiating. During recesses 
in the talks, the Japanese delegates delighted in mounting the runt locomo
tive as if it were a pony. Laughing bravely and hysterically, their cere
monial skirts flowing about them, they rode the unsaddled steam monster 
as fast as Perry’s chief fireman could run it, which was about 30 miles an 
hour. A Japanese student of Dutch engineering texts stood by making notes 
on every move of the American toy railroadman. Later, when the gift had 
been delivered, this studious onlooker, much to the surprise of Perry’s 
engineering staff, succeeded in setting up and operating the locomotive 
merry-go-round in a Tokyo park outside the shogun’s castle.1

When the train rides were over, Flattery-Department Legal-Latitude 
acceded to Perry’s demands and the witnesses from Court retired to Kyoto 
to nurse their saddle sores and write their reports to the Emperor. While 
the Court reflected, the shogun’s government went ahead on its own and 
provisionally approved the draft text of a treaty with the United States. In 
the months that followed, similar treaties presented by Russia and Great 
Britain were also accepted. Two provincial ports were to be opened to for
eign intercourse; Western consular officials were to be allowed to reside in 
them; Western visitors who broke Japanese laws were to be tried in the 
treaty ports by their own consuls. This last provision, which is known as 
the extraterritorial-rights clause, offended Japanese officials because it im
plied that their own courts and police were unjust and uncivilized. If there 
was one institution on which Japan prided herself under Tokugawa despot
ism, it was the national police force.

The Coming of Perry

IMPERIAL WRATH

Emperor Komei refused to approve the treaties with the West and opened 
a political war against the Tokugawa regime which was not to end until

l This was the beginning of a Japanese passion for railroading which has never 
slackened. Wherever the Japanese Army went in the first half of the twentieth 
century, it based its strategy on existing rail lines and built new ones. It would be 
or their demonic driving of slave labor in the construction of jungle railroads in 

ai and, Burma, and Sumatra that many Japanese officers would be hanged as war 
criminals in 1946. Today the “bullet train” that routinely streaks in four hours 
own the 300-mile track between Tokyo and Osaka continues to testify to the 
oroughness with which Japan learned its first lesson in technology from the West.
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keener sense of symbolism than of lealism. They started by giving their 
plot the name of Tenchu, Heavenly Retribution. Then they decided that the 

- signal for the uprising should be a state visit by Emperor Komei to the 
ancient capital of Yoshino where the schismatic restorationist Emperors 
of the southern dynasty had dined on pride in the fourteenth century. The 
brothex of Child of Joy, Komei’s favorite concubine, was to be ready in 
Yoshino with a small force of loyalists. They would proclaim “the restora
t i o n ,a t t a c k  the local Tokugawa police garrison, and then, because of 
Yoshino’s historical associations, they could expect the whole countryside 
to rally to the imperial cause.

Optimistic as the plot was, the populace might have responded to it if 
Choshu and Satsuma had had any luck against the fleets sent to bombard 

! them. In  their first reports to Kyoto both clans glossed over their losses 
and exaggerated the damage they had inflicted. The populace, which had its 
grapevine, knew better, but the secluded Em peror Komei went ahead with 
his plans undaunted. Then, in late September 1863, on the eve of the up
rising, Lord Shimazu and his retinue of Satsuma samurai galloped into 
Kyoto on lathered horses. Hasting to the villa of Prince Asahiko, Emperor 
Komei’s advisor, Shimazu confessed that reports of victory over the bar
barians had been grossly exaggerated. Shimazu was prepared to go before 
the Em peror and admit the truth. Prince Asahiko, however, proposed a way 
of softening the blow— of saving both his friend’s face and the Emperor’s.

That night a group of loyalist courtiers were closeted with Emperor 
Komei in his private apartments, fussing over last-minute details of their 
coup. The Em peror in a kimono of white silk sat cross-legged before a 
golden screen. His fellow conspirators knelt at the other end of the room, 
touching their heads to the matting as preface whenever they spoke. From 
time to time ladies-in-waiting brought freshly warmed sake to the door of 
the room . There they would kneel and press their foreheads to the floor. 
Also kneeling and bowing, Child of Joy, the favorite concubine, would 
accept the pitchers and, without ever rising from her knees, would move 
about the room refilling the tiny cups of her lord and his guests. The sliding 
doors to the veranda and garden were closed to an early nip of autumn and 
the room glowed in the subdued light of an aromatic oil lantern.

Suddenly the veranda doors were thrown open and Prince Asahiko burst 
in, prostrating himself and wearing the old priestly garments which he had 
not had on for two years. In  a hushed voice of awe he declared that he had 
just had a religious vision; that he had been commanded to resume the 
cloth; th a t he had been sent to warn the Emperor against any bloodshed 
while the stars hung in their present configuration. It had been revealed to 
him, he said, that natural disasters would temporarily rob the imperial 
cause of its victories. His forebodings were confirmed a few hours later 
when Lord Shimazu unexpectedly arrived from Satsuma and told Emperor
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parts said, “We may not be able to meet again in such a  pleasant manner,” 
they sometimes meant that they had been ordered to commit hara-kiri.

Emperor Komei’s advisor, Prince Asahiko, organized a subversive cell 
of young courtiers and clan lords. It met at Asahiko’s temple, Shoren-In, 
which remains to this day one of the most aristocratic and inaccessible of 
Kyoto’s holy places.3 There, on the second floor, the acolytes built a special 
secret chamber for the cell meetings. No doors that looked like doors gave 
entrance to the room, and for exit, in the event of a police raid, there was 
a blind stairway, a trap door, and a tunnel leading out into the azalea 
garden. From this hideaway, Prince Asahiko’s robed and hooded recruits 
disseminated a slogan that is still famous in Japan today: “Venerate the 
Emperor and expel the barbarians.” After the clandestine meetings, Asa
hiko, according to one of his grandsons, often went on to the palace for 
further discussion. Putting the colorful canal boats and lantern-lit alleys of 
the Gion pleasure district at his back, he presented himself at a small 
postern in the southeastern wall of the palace compound and was ushered 
directly into the garden of Emperor Komei’s private apartments. There, in 
his priestly robes of midnight violet,4 he had complete freedom of access, 
“entering and withdrawing from the Imperial Presence even in the dead of 
night.”

After three years of talk, intrigue, and stalemate, Flattery-Department, 
in 1857 found himself in an impossible position; he was caught between his 
promises to Emperor Komei on the one hand and on the other to inter
nationally-minded merchants who had helped him financially. After months 
of negotiation with Consul Harris, his subordinates had drawn up a trade 
treaty with the United States which they urged him to submit to the Em
peror. In vain he sent a spokesman to Kyoto to explain the advantages of 
world commerce. When Emperor Komei denounced the spokesman’s argu
ments as irreligious, the thirty-eight-year-old Flattery-Department suddenly 
died “after a brief illness.” His patron, the Ihirty-four-year-old shogun, fell 
sick and followed him to the spirit world less than eight months later.

Emperor Komei had been promised that the next shogun would be a 
member of the loyalist Mito branch of the Tokugawa family. The late 
shogun and his chief minister, Flattery-Department, had both agreed to the 
arrangement. But now that these two had succumbed to the overwhelming 
religious pressure from Kyoto, the elders of the Tokugawa council felt
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' UMf0rtUnately’ n'nt^ century building in which Asahiko plotted burned down 
“  1893’ and the present temple, what can be seen of it, is a structure of little in
terest, dating from 1895.

At Court, as a general rule, the Emperor wore white, the color of the departed 
ancestor̂  the princes of the blood, black or deep violet, the color of Secret action;

ujiwara courtiers, crimson, the color of sex and intrigue; and lesser nobles, 
retn, t e color of the land. On some occasions the upper Court ranks could also 

wear yellow, the color of thought.
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Having postponed the barbarian threat, young Shogun Aquarius took 
the government into his own hands and mounted a fresh expedition against 
Choshu to dispose of the domestic threat. Em peror Komei frowned, and 
none b u t the Tokugawa fiefs of the north would contribute troops to the 
expedition. Nevertheless the headstrong young shogun moved ahead into 
Choshu territory. His big army won ground but suffered staggering losses 
to Choshu riflemen who took their toll and vanished. The Choshu captains 
of the rifle companies were the future generals who would run the Japanese 
Arm y until the 1920’s. The military advisors of Shogun Aquarius- warned 
tha t the big army would be decimated before it ever met the main body of 
the Choshu forces. In September 1866 Shogun Aquarius, a twenty-year-old 
failure, abruptly died of an “abdominal disorder,” presumably self-inflicted.

REGICIDE

The nation had come to a standstill. The Tokugawas, the Court nobles, 
and the lords of Choshu and Satsuma had all made their loyal efforts, but 
imperial wishes rem ained as unrealistic and insatiable as ever. Emperor 
Komei appointed the young loyalist Lord of Mito to be the next shogun 
and called on him  to settle internal dissension and proceed with the expul
sion of the barbarians. In December 1866, Em peror Komei and the new 
shogun called another council of the nation’s clan lords. Of twenty-four 
lords invited to participate, only five came.

O n January 15, 1867, Em peror Komei had a cold and his doctors pre
scribed a potion for him. One of the elder ladies-in-waiting, who performed 
menial palace housework, later said: “H e was given smallpox poison.” 
Japanese physicians, who were conversant with Dutch medical texts, had 
been experimenting with smallpox vaccines since about 1840. It may be 
tha t w hat the old woman called “poison” was an oral vaccine which Em
peror Komei took in hopes that it would protect him from the recurrent 
epidemics which swept Kyoto. T he next morning Emperor Komei felt 
“unpleasant,” and against his doctors’ advice insisted on performing his 
customary rituals at the palace shrine. By January 18 he was confined to 
bed, was running a high fever, could not eat or sleep, and babbled deliri
ously. The next day his chief physician diagnosed a case of “either smallpox 
o r melancholy fever.”

“A  m an full of blood and muscles, who never suffers so much as a 
sniffle,” noted one of the courtiers in his diary. “This is indeed surprising 
and regrettable.”

In  the days that followed the vigorous young Em peror went through a 
typical case of smallpox. Tire pustules appeared on January- 20. On the 
twenty-first he tossed with fever and from time to time vomited. On the 
twenty-second his doctors diagnosed smallpox definitely and gave orders that 
“prayers be said for him at the seven temples.” By the twenty-third he was
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: ; Tlie:ambassaddrs traveled on the U.S. Powhatan and took with them 'a, 
Japanese escort vessel and fifty tons of baggage, including cattle, sheep, pigs,

; poultry, and many gifts and works of art. Their translation problems were 
bridged for them by Manjiro, the fisher waif who had been picked up on an 

i-'^euti^^land^ighteen- -years -earlier; Wearing the traditional two swords 
and robes of samurai, they made a deep impression wherever they, stopped 

. —in Honolulu, Panama, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New 
York. In Washington, when they went in parade to see President James Bu
chanan, they were cheered by a crowd estimated at 20,000. In New York 
theywere accorded “the finest public entertainment ever given in this coun- 
tr>'”—a ball and banquet at which there were 10,000 dinner guests and five 
bands instructed to play all night if necessary.

The Spartan samurai were not impressed by the noise of their welcome.
: “There is no end to speakers,” wrote one of. them, “some speaking quietly,
. some wildly brandishing their arms.” On their visit to Congress they were 
surprised to find a senator “making a speech at the top of his voice.” They 
were more impressed by iced drinks and by bare-shouldered “geisha,” who 
“hopped about” at public dances with their own husbands. But what most 
.stnick them were the massive preparations under way for the Civil War and 

/ the railroads snaking out across^ the huge continent toward California; In 
; \their feports; later they urged emulation of Western technology but not of 

Western culture or religion. They found the culture “too showy” and-the 
religion full of “good principles which are not well observed in the morality 

: of the people.” • .
-shogun’s.scouts were reconnoitering the strength of the enemy 

. abroad, the; secluded Emperor at home plotted implacably against the 
minister in Tokyo who had defied him. Komei’s private apartments in the 
Kyoto Palace became a midnight headquarters for noble recruits to the 
loyalist cause.- There the sake cups and candles of pure wax were tended 
by his favorite concubine, Nakayama Yoshiko— literally Child of Joy. She 
was the: daughter of amoble. family, which had-suffered repeatedly at Toku- 
gawahands.In 1852 she had borne Komei his only, healthy son, the future 

jC'.?®P?%;^eiji;;.Her-faflier«.and. brothers were all ardent believers in -re- 
storing. the iinperial house to direct rule. With her , encouragement, Em
peror Komei ordered his Chief Advisor Iwakura to recruit samurai and 
clan lords, in western Japan for a showdown with the government in 

■ Tokyo. , At her . urging, Komei finally directed .the loyalist Lord Of Mito, 
to do away with Strongman I-i. ..

Lord Li lived in ;a .rambling.gray-tiled villa,across the moat from, the 
.those..days-.the Tokyo;palace was the;home and,-, 

T ^ e.\shbgpn.: .Every; morning Xord. I-i ;was carried in a sedan/;
r i ' . ‘aciross the palace moat, to "deliver his daily report ; 
A ’’SHoguri'-•'A.quarius.- On the morning of March 24, r,l 860, 

c began his routine as usual. An early spring had brought the cherries

: file Coniing of Perry :
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The honorable Iw akura took all the royal blood on his own head and 
dedicated the rest of his life to the selfless service of Emperor Meiji, 
Komei’s son and H irohito’s grandfather.

Iw akura returned to Court with adequate backing from young Choshu 
and Satsuma warriors and with a large following among the Fujiwara offi
cials in  the palace. The position of his rival advisor was parlous. Prince 
Asaliiko tendered his resignation immediately to the new Emperor, the 
fourteen-year-old Em peror Meiji, and had it accepted.

A s a gesture of deference to the old regime. Iwakura, who was now 
firmly in command, organized a fine funeral for Emperor Komei and had 
him buried, uncremated, in tire pure Shinto fashion of the earliest “Viking” 
Em perors. A spur on the slopes of the pine-covered mountains east of 
Kyoto was cut away in a large mound 148 feet in diameter. Three terraces 
supported by retaining walls of cut stone led up to the grave beside which 
waited an immense rock of great beauty, brought from afar, to be rolled in 
over the coffin. Komei’s body was borne to the site at eleven in the morn
ing and placed in a stone sarcophagus. For the next five hours it inched its 
way up the burial mound, through countless ceremonies and symbolic 
barriers. A t each stop priests and favorite noblemen were left behind until 
finally, at the top, only four pallbearers. Komei’s most cherished retainers, 
were left to move the heavy sarcophagus into its pit and lever the great 
stone over the gaping hole. A t four in the afternoon the last prayer was 
said and the loyal courtiers retired in the dusk.

A  few hours later Iwakura Tomomi climbed the mound alone and knelt 
by the grave in the darkness. All night he remained there kneeling, praying, 
listening to the sighing of pine needles in the wind, explaining himself and 
trying to propitiate the angry imperial spirit he imagined hovering before 
him.

i
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RESTORATION

Even as he prayed, Iwakura was reviewing the plans he had for a new 
Japan. Writing letters and receiving only night visitors at his cottage out
side the city during his five years of exile, he had had much time to think. 
As with many other great men, a long period of enforced quiet had allowed 
him to solidify his ideas and accumulate a realistic program for the future. 
Even before the funeral he had set committees to work drafting plans for a 
new currency, a new capital, a new landholding system, a new way of gov
ernment. 1 '

In January 1868, the juvenile Em peror Meiji issued a rescript, penned
by Iwakura, abolishing the thousand-year-old system of “curtain govern
ment” and announcing reinstitution of direct rule by the imperial family. 
The .well-administered.clans of the Tokugaw’a in the north were dismayed 
at the prospect of being managed by priests from Kyoto and begged the
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tionists around Komei’s favorite concubine, Child of Joy, urged the Em
peror to declare the shogun a usurper and to order a general uprising 
against the Tokugawa bureaucracy. Had Komei listened, the “restora
tion” would probably have taken place immediately. But Emperor 
Komei, influenced by conservative Fujiwara ministers, did not primarily 
wish to be restored—did not desire to resume direct responsibility for all 
civil affairs. He simply wanted the shogun to perform his office and drive 
out the barbarians.

Having done his duty and killed a retainer of his own Tokugawa clan, 
the Lord of Mito, a few months later, was found mysteriously stabbed to 
death in his own bathroom— a victim either of suicide or assassination. A 
spirit of thoughtful calm now descended on the nation. Civil war seemed 
hardly a sensible response to the threat of foreign invasion. For a year 
the country ran itself, smoothly and bureaucratically, in a political vacuum. 
Iwakura Tomomi, the Emperor’s idealistic young advisor, spoke for re
conciliation and negotiated a marriage between Emperor Komei’s sister 
and the fifteen-year-old Shogun Aquarius. In return the shogun’s bu
reaucracy wrung permission from Consul Harris to delay the opening of 
Kobe and Osaka until 1868. At the wedding the boy shogun solemnly 
promised the Emperor’s emissaries that all foreigners would be expelled 
from the country by 1876.

With his sister in Tokyo Castle, Emperor Komei now felt that the Toku- 
gawas would be respectful allies and would proceed apace with the 
crusade against the infidels. However Iwakura, the Emperor’s advisor, 
knew that the problem was not so easily solved. He foresaw a long period 
of internal reorganization and modernization before the country would 
be strong enough to expel the barbarians. He was not impressed with 
what he had seen of the shogun’s government during the marriage negotia
tions in Tokyo. He felt that the country needed a new form of government 
which would make use of all clans and factions and would rally everyone 
around the Throne in this time of crisis. He persuaded Emperor Komei 
to circularize forty-nine “outer clans” of the southwest— clans which had 
been excluded from any voice in the government since 1600— and ask
them what programs they would recommend for Japan in her hour of 
need.

Most of the clans responded by pledging their loyalty to any course of 
action which the Emperor decided upon. But the great Choshu clan, on 
the southwestern tip of the main island, sent back a detailed prospectus 
or national unification under the Emperor and for long-range strategic 
P anning against * the barbarian enemy. First unite, modernize, and 
s r®n8then; then carry the war to the enemy by “expanding across the seas” 

creating buffer zones between Japan and the West. In essence the 
oshu program was that of Hideyoshi in the sixteenth century— a policy 

0 w ich the Choshu clan had remained loyal throughout their two hundred
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swordsmen, one of them a warrior, monk from a temple presided over 
by one of Prince Asahiko’s priestly brothers. Before the two; crouching, 
leaping, slashing, assassins: Could: be stopped they had wounded 'eleven 
of Parkes’s Japanese guards, one of his English infant^: escort, his groom
one of the Japanese - officials accompanying .-jiim, 'arid : fout yof/die ? party’s’
horses, ,.:V

Nothing deterred, Parkes made a fresh appointment at the palace and 
a few days later was ushered into one of the long bleak audience chambers- 
there. A t the far end was? a dais flanked by a carved lion in black lacquer ’ 
and another in gold lacquer. Over it hung a canopy of pure white silk on 
a frame of slender black lacquered pillars. The white drapes were/tied 
back with bright red sashes. Before the dais, on a lawn of green silk, knelt 
two princes of the blood, one a general, the other a priest. The Clan lords 
of Choshu and Satsuma . knelt in deep obeisance at one .side, utterly im/' 
mobile and impassive in glistening robes stamped with 'their, dan  crests.; 
Courtiers jostled outside the doorway wearing belted; thigh-length kimonos, 
divided skirts, and high black-lacquered hats that looked like loaves of 
bread tied to their heads. ‘ *.

As Parkes entered, Em peror.M eiji on the. dais arose in a white, brocade/ 
full-sleeved, tunic-length kimono and --'a -pair, of flowing Crimsori.yculqttes/. 
cut so that the 'leg  .ends trailed in little trains behind his high black-and-: 
gold lacquered clogs. On his head was tied a mortarboard: from which 
towered an oblong .two-foot fertility; symbol of stilf; black ?.lacquered;silk/:: 
stam ped with a  suitable inscription in . red. His face, was- powdered .mask; 
white. His cheeks were rouged. His lips were painted: red and,:gqid:/His 
teeth were lacquered black. In a high singsong voice, he read asc ro ilac -. 
cepting Am bassador Parkes’s 'credentials.and^the audience was//oyer.;:;/.?/

Behind the doll face of this pampered boy worked a,strong will and a 
keen intelligence. Meiji had been born, during the early whiter of 1852 .in 
an unpretentious cottage nestled beside the carved wooden gables of minor 
courtiers and courtesans under the; high, .white' w di\afohg;the{n^ 
of the outer palace compound in Kyoto. His mother was.notgheqfficiah 
Empress, a regal Fujiwara girl, but.the .'vivacious,, dedicated ...Child ̂ 
tlie favorite of Em peror Komei’s score of Court-lady concubines. ,Because 
of his birth to a second-class noblewoman, - Meiji had the privilege of 
being brought up until the age of eight by his natural mother and: by her. 
rabidly, loyalist father instead o f . b y . a committee of aged .:chamberlains;-as • 
vvas the wont with crown princes. On the death of the last of Jus half 
brothers ip 1860, Meiji was declared heir apparent and put into normal 
ceremonial harness. In 1863, when the shogun visited Kyoto in state tmd 
gave money for the rehabilitation of imperial tombs, Meiji and Koiriei offi
ciated together at an elaborate Shinto ceremony in ihe palace garden known 
as “worship at a.distance.” /

T hroughout the? next three years, until his father’s death, Meiji remained.

Land of-the Sun Goddess
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As the nation’s highest Shinto priest, Emperor Komei was obsessed by 
the idea that the few foreigners on sacred soil must be driven out. Then 
it would be time enough to consider the problems of national fortification 
and reform, The charming Prince Asahiko, whose rank as a prince of the 
blood gave him access at nil times even to Komei’s bedchamber, humored 
the Emperor in his fixed idea and, indeed, agreed with him. For Asahiko 
the old order was good enough. Reform and modernization, in themselves, 
were not desirable.

Very different were the views of Komei’s other advisor, Iwakura. He 
felt that the old order was stifling Japan and that the threat of suffocation 
from within was greater than that of desecration from without. But Iwa
kura, though a skillful courtier, was only one of the “New House Noble
men” and as such he was at a disadvantage— he could not see Emperor 
Komei without an appointment. His one bond with the Emperor was dedi
cation. The Emperor as a  religious recluse was dedicated to the preservation 
of his ancestral Shintoism. Iwakura, as a brilliant visionary, was dedicated 
to the future he saw for Japan.

In the spring of 1862, Lord Shimazu and Prince Asahiko, plotting to
gether, finally convinced Emperor Komei that he should order the shogun 
to give up many of his powers and at the same time begin a terrorization 
of the small foreign community, thereby forcing its withdrawal from Japa
nese soil. On delivering this message in Tokyo, Lord Shimazu advised the 
ministers of sixteen-year-old Shogun Aquarius not to pay too much at
tention to all clauses in the Emperor’s note. The important item, he said, 
was the intimidation of the foreign settlement. Lord Shimazu assured the 
shogun’s faint-hearted officials that the Emperor would compromise on 
matters of domestic management. And the West, too, would seek terms 
when its bluff was called. Thousands of miles from home, without any 
superiority except in cannon with which to shell the fringes of the coast, 
what could the barbarians do?

Lord Shimazu’s swordsmen, abetted by samurai from Mito, proceeded 
to harass the nascent foreign colony in Yokohama and to pick duels with 
the strongest of the shogun’s administrators. They won over the shogun’s 
advisors one by one. They slapped the faces of Frenchmen, Russians, and 
Americans. They set fire to the British Legation and mortally wounded 
hvo of the British consular guards.7 Finally, when they believed that the 
puerile shogun understood the wishes of his brother-in-law, tire Emperor,

ey set out once again under Lord Shimazu to return to Kyoto.
On September 14, 1862, when Lord Shimazu and his men started back

own the Eastern Sea Road toward Kyoto, they encountered three Eng-

dersfo16/  th'nB °-Ut t*ie ®ntish as special objects of their spite because they un- 
hcmnrnM Br’tain was 111(5 sreat naval power of the West and therefore the one 

y angerous opponent for Shimazu’s seagoing Satsuma clan.
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length of the Eastern Sea Road. A t every mile peasants lay prostrate along 
the shoulders of the highway to be present when the Being from above 
the Clouds passed. On November 26, 1868, twenty-three days after Meiji’s 
sixteenth birthday, the imperial palanquin entered Tokyo, Three West
erners were on hand to watch. Meiji rode in a black lacquered sedan 
chair surmounted by a phoenix of gold, its head and body like a peacock’s, 
its tail like a copper pheasant’s fanned out forward over its eyes. Sixty 
bearers and guardsmen of the imperial blood, robed in yellow silk and 
wearing tiny chrysanthemum-shaped earrings of feathers, walked beside 
him. In  front paced three aged lictors shaking fans a t the assembled 
multitudes to warn them of the imperial approach. The crowds knelt in 
waves on either side of the imperial retinue, gluing foreheads to the dust 
until it  passed.
5 In January 1869, from the former palace of the shoguns, Emperor 
Meiji decreed that commoners must no longer prostrate themselves in this 
fashion except before official imperial progresses. Then he ventured forth, 
unofficially, to inspect the first Western-style vessel built in Japan for a 
proposed national navy. A t the same time he declared Tokyo open to 
foreigners and advised that henceforth foreigners should be addressed in 
the noncommittal polite second person which was reserved in Japanese 
verb forms for the occasional awkward situation in which the speaker did 
not know the rank of the person he was talking to. Psychologically the 
new form  of address was a great advance over the bellicose, “Hey, you, 
barbarian inferior,” or the obsequious “Hail, outside eminence,” which 
had been in use previously. And since Westerners, learning Japanese, 
tended to speak as they were spoken to, the new form led to a great im
provem ent in W estem-Japanese relations.

The original program for dealing with the Western menace still stood 
as submitted to the Em peror by the Choshu clan in 1862. First Japan 
m ust grow strong; then she must expand overseas to establish a defense 
perim eter outside the sacred soil; then and only then should she expel 
the barbarians. But Em peror Meiji’s edicts told every Japanese of sensi
tivity that the program was to be put into effect cautiously, with patience. 
Em peror Komei’s frontal attacks had been rebuffed. The time had come 
to approach the cherished goal obliquely.

THE MIRACLE

Fresh edicts issued almost daily from the new palace in Tokyo. The 
incongruous pair, the assassin and his victim s son, worked together with 
astonishing wisdom and harmony. A nd still more extraordinary, Japan 
ancient, almost fossilized tribal,society responded.

N ot only the common people but also the most entrenched veste in-
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obtained a disguise from his sister,!who was a lady-in-waiting in the Im
perial Wardrobe, and -succeeded in stealing out of Kyoto. He established a 
hide-out in the countryside nearby, where he remained in contact with a 
handful of trusty Choshu samurai in the city and progressive young 
noblemen at Court. Emperor Komei dispatched a new emissary to Tokyo 
to tell Shogun Aquarius explicitly that the barbarians must be expelled 
forthwith.

In January 1863, the triumphant Prince Asahiko, alone now in the 
affections of his monarch, celebrated his thirty-ninth birthday. He had a 
small party at which the guests of honor were Konoye Tadahiro, the 
grandfather of the prime minister who would launch war on China in 1937, 
and Shimazu Tadayoshi, the twenty-three-year-old ward in whose name 
Lord Shimazu ruled over Satsuma. During the party, Prince Asahiko and 
the young Lord Shimazu met beside the gaunt winter skeleton of a par
ticularly fine and sacred maple in the grounds of Asahiko’s villa, and in 
the presence of Konoye pledged eternal friendship between their two 
families. This bond between the imperial house of Fushimi and the naval 
house of Satsuma was to remain the most dependable of the romantic 
feudal allegiances which would still be operative during the kaleidoscopic 
politics of the 1930’s.

The Coming of Perry

BARBARIANS UNBUDGED

During Asahiko’s birthday party, the big, melancholic thirty-three-year- 
old Emperor was preoccupied with the scholarly problems associated with 
ancient imperial tombs. When the second emissary had returned from 
Tokyo in December, he had brought no assurance that the shogun would 
elxpel all barbarians immediately, but instead a promise that Shogun 
Aquarius would come to Kyoto in March to discuss the matter. With the 

i promise was delivered a peace offering of money for the repair of the 
tombs of Emperor Komei’s ancestors.

A Court committee had had charge of rediscovering and maintaining 
the old tombs ever since the beginning of the Tokugawa era in 1658, but 
there had never been sufficient funds for a comprehensive assault on the 
delicate scholarly questions of correct identification and restoration. Now 
the shogun’s unexpected generosity, at a time when his own finances were 
precarious, gave the avid Shintoist Emperor a full-time diversion. The 
wost gossipy barbarian-haters at Court, the oldest and most pettifogging 

into neoclassicists, Were set to work drawing up a list of the hundred 
most important mausolea and an estimate of cost for providing each with 

- a f0nz archway, a stone lantern, a paved pathway, and a suitably inscribed 
marker. The day the work began a messenger was sent to announce the 
great event at the supposed tumulus of Jimmu, the first Emperor.

n March, the seventeen-year-old Shogun Aquarius arrived in Kyoto as
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possible, always, the m anufacture of bigger cannon. In  a later report to 
Em peror M eiji he dwfelt in particular on an off-the-cuff lesson in Real- 
politik which he had received from the old master, Bismarck. “The only 
way,” said Bismarck, “for a country like Japan is to strengthen and pio- 
tect herself with all h er own m ight and set no reliance in other na
tions. . . . When international law is not to a nation’s advantage, it is 
ignored and resort is m ade to war.”

Iw akura’s eyes were still opening when, in 1872, he was called home 
by rum ors of a  breakup in his oligarchy. The king of Korea was refusing 
to open ports to Japanese commerce. He was doing so as rudely and 
stubbornly as Japan had done earlier in the face of Western trade demands. 
During Iw akura’s absence, his deputy, the nobleman Sanjo Sanetomi, had 
sided with the Em peror and a group of young Satsuma oligarchs in advo
cating a military expedition to teach Korea a lesson. Iwakura hastened 
home, his head swimming with the immensity of the task of modernization 
confronting Japan. H e  demonstrated to the twenty-year-old Emperor Meiji, 
in economic black and red, that the game was not yet worth playing; that 
K orea was too small and intractable, and Japan too poor, to make the prize 
worth the effort.

Iw akura found his reborn nation slipping back into the abyss. The econ
omy was a chaos and the would-be conquistadors of Korea were ready for 
rebellion. For five years Iw akura wrestled with the situation masterfully. 
H e gradually forced Korea, by gunboat diplomacy, to open her ports, 
and at the same time he checked Japan’s runaway inflation. In return for 
promises of preferential treatm ent in the future— government pledges which 
later became the cornerstones of Japan’s cartel system and the grubstake of 
most m odern Japanese fortunes— he drew on the gold hoarded by wealthy 
merchants and established public confidence in his cunency and bonds.

Finally, in 1877, Iwakura felt strong enough to challenge the rebels of 
the Conquer-Korea faction whose threat had brought him home in 1872. 
The rebels had withdrawn to Kyushu and had enlisted most of the samurai 
of the seagoing Satsuma clan. They were led by Satsuma oligarch Saigo 
Takam ori. Iw akura set against them Satsuma oligarch Okubo Toshimichi 
who had grown up on the same street with Saigo but had also accompanied 
Iwakura to  Europe and there shared with Iwakura a look at the realities of 
the m odern world.11 Under Okubo the nascent national army of Japan, 
recruited from all classes, crushed the proud'sam urai of Satsuma and left 
rebel leader Saigo to commit suicide on a mountaintop with his last 400 
supporters.

n  Okubo was the father of Count Makino Nobuaki who would be Hirohito s 
chief advisor and lord privy seal from 1922 to 1935. On Iwakura’s European tour 
Okubo had been the Satsuma clan’s representative. The Choshu clan representative 
had been Kido Koin,' the adoptive grandfather of Kido Koichi who would be 
Hirohito’s chief advisor and lord privy seal from 1940 to 1945.

Lund of the Sun Goddess,
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Komei of the great fire which had swept his provincial capital after the 
repulse of the British fleet.

Against the will of the spirits, nothing could be done. Emperor Komei 
abruptly canceled his rising against the Tokugawas and exiled seven of his 
most firebrand restorationist nobles. His concubine’s brother in Yoshino— 
the uncle of the ten-year-old crown prince, die future Emperor Meiji— did 
not hear of die cancellation in time and went ahead according to plan. He 
seized local government offices and set out to attack the Tokugawa police 
barracks. After a brief beating, the shogun’s troops regrouped, summoned 
reinforcements, hunted down the rebels, and executed Child of Joy’s 
brother. In Kyoto Lord Shimazu’s men rounded up many troublemaking 
Choshu and Satsuma samurai and packed them oil to the clan capitals with 
Emperor Komei’s seven banished noblemen.

CIVIL WAR

In March 1864 at a national council of reconciliation in Kyoto, the new 
loyalist Lord of Mito, a Tokugawa, and the equally loyalist Lord of Choshu 
fell into a drunken quarrel before the Emperor. As a result a Choshu con
tingent marched north on Kyoto with a bill of grievances and a petition 
imploring the Emperor to broaden his circle of advisors. The Choshu men 
were driven off by the Tokugawa police, and Emperor . Komei agreed half
heartedly to a Tokugawa expedition against Choshu.

Shogun Aquarius marched south with an army of 150,000 samuiai. The 
young progressive leaders of Choshu prepared to meet him with cadres 
of riflemen which they had trained in the European style of warfare. At the 
last moment hostilities were averted by intermediaries from the neutral 
seagoing clan of Satsuma. The Choshu young bloods were not satisfied with 
the truce. They no longer believed it possible to compromise with Japanese 
traditionalists. Only a thoroughgoing refoim and Westernization of the 
nation, they felt, would suffice to meet the challenge of the West, Kido 
Koin, the adoptive grandfather of Hirohito’s lord privy seal, led a coup 
within the provincial Choshu government and unseated the clan elders who 
had agreed to accept peace.

In 1865 while the young samurai leaders of Choshu continued to prepare 
for civil war, a joint Anglo-Fiench fleet stationed itself off the unopened 
treaty port of Kobe, in the Kyoto area, and requested menacingly that 
Japan hurry up in fulfilling her tieaty commitments. Shogun Aquarius, still 
scarcely nineteen, moved his headquarters in. Juue to Osaka to be near the 
Emperor in the hour of emergency. Horrified at the dissension that had 
settled on the nation, Emperor Komei was induced by Prince Asahiko and 
Lord Shimazu to give his sanction, at long last, to the treaties which had 
been negotiated eleven years earlier with the Western poweis.

The Coming of Perry ■
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in return. Control of. the nation’s economy fell into the hands of three great 
cartel families, the Miisuis of the Mitsui' Company, the'Iwasakis of the / 
Mitsubishi Company, a n d ,the Sumitomos of the Sumitomo Company. Be
tween them they ruled Japan’s foreign trade, her heavy industry,; and. her 
banking. Because of. th e ir; loyalty a n d  indebtedness to -the Throne, they 
acted as. unofficial members of the government, co-ordinating their indus
trialization plans with long-range imperial policy. Past dependence upon-; 
doles from, shoguns had taught the lesson that high-priestly power could • 
no more be exercised without money than without arms. And so. Em peror 
Meiji amassed the fourth largest concentration of capital for himself and ‘ 
his family. Through gifts, investments, and, outright expropriation's, he in
creased the imperial fortune from a paltry $51,000 in 1867 to approxi
mately $40 million by the end of his reign in 1912. ^;..v; . -.f jC;

To consolidate further the position of the imperial family, Emperor Meiji 
sent all but two of the fifteen sons- and. nephews of Em peror Kpmefis.', 
advisor, Prince Asahiko, away to Europe, to study the Western arts of war; 
A t Sandhurst and St. Cyr, Brest and Dartmouth, the Polytechnique'and:.' 
Gottingen, they learned military physics and gathered around them.cadres, 
of poorer Japanese students who would.serve them gratefully, asvfamiliars, ;■ 
later in Japan. Future field marshals and chiefs of staff shared intimately• 
in the homesickness and bounty of the lonely princes in a wav that would 
never have been possible inside the rank-and-etiquette-conscious structure' 
of domestic Japanese society. -.

W hen the half-Westernized princes returned home, they joined Meiji’s . 
family council, his kitchen cabinet. Hidden from the public eve, this body 
advised Meiji on policy making; administration it feft;to'ffie-s'^iurm;.cabihet. 
of oligarchs. Unknown to the public, the cabinet also met regularly with 
Em peror Meiji— in an atmosphere not much .more formar.than that' in the 
back rooms of the White House at the same period. Thus, in 1896, young 
oligarch Saionji Kinmochi got up in Em peror Meiji’s presence to. recom
mend an official Japanese representative to send to the. coronation of Czar 
Nicholas II. H e delivered the following preposterous : encqhnum' on behalf 
of his fellow oligarch Yamagata Aritomo, Jhe.m ost sly,; tdutgh;;: unrecpn- , 
structed samurai in the room : ‘‘in s tead 'o f ;sehdihg; a :.man 
position or of thorough knowledge of 'conditi6nS, .orbf great ability, it woUld 
be better tq send a person whose words a re . not only trusted by foreign 
countries but who commands the implicit faith of- our own 1 and, too. as an 
indubitable national representative.” ! -VWien'r.Mfiji d&dYegovere^ his;
guffaws, Yamagata, .scowling, was nominated by acclamation.,. ■

Saionji and Yam agata represented; opposite poles of opinion in Eniperbr: 
Meiji’s o ligarchy -tw o  factions- w hichw ere;'to  h a u n t ^ m ^ ^  
decades' later. Ramrod-stiff; and straight, his shaggy mustache hristling, 
Yamagata was a Choshu-clan samurai, every inch the military man.. At the 
restoration, he. had been pu t in charge of national conscription. and had
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covered with oily pustules and his throat was too sore to eat anything 
hut chilled liquids. On the twenty-fourth the pox turned purple, he ate some 
rice gruel and passed wastes from the “honorable eighth and ninth holes.” 0 
By January 26 he was so far recovered that Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu, 
Lord of Mito, visited his bedside. The doctors called the twenty-seventh 
and twenty-eighth the “key days of the crisis.” The pus stopped oozing and 
the pox began to dry. On the twenty-ninth he seemed fully convalescent 
and ate heartily.

That night his handmaidens gave him a bath and a thimble or two of his 
favorite sake. The next day, January 30, 1867, he awoke in misery. The 
great draughty palace was unusually quiet and cold. No one was about but 
ladies-in-waiting. He asked that his half score of doctors be summoned and 
was given the chilling intelligence that every single one of them had been 
called from the palace that day on other business. Too weak to move, he 
dozed and waited. Somewhere in the distance a female attendant told one 
of his sisters that she could not be admitted to his sick chamber. He vom
ited repeatedly, “breathed like an insect,” and “passed blood from the hon
orable ninth hole.” Late in the afternoon he fell into a coma. During the 
evening his doctors reappeared in force, examined him, found his pulse 
growing weaker and his limbs colder. At 11:00 p .m . he died.

The death was not announced for four days, the funeral not held for 
thirty-two days. To courtiers whose diaries have been preserved, it ap
peared that Emperor Komei had survived a classic case of smallpox only 
to fall prey to a classic case of poisoning.

Iwakura Tomomi, the nobleman who had once been Emperor Komei’s 
chief advisor and had been living for four years in exile and hiding outside 
the Kyoto city walls, returned to Court immediately. One week after 
Komei’s death, when he was still locked in struggle with Komei's other 
advisor, Prince Asahiko, Iwakura sent a letter to one of the progressive 
samurai of Satsuma, one of the future leaders of Japan, with whom he had 
corresponded throughout the years of his rustication and plotting. In it, he 
wrote: “I wish to release you and the others from any responsibility or 
punishment. I alone am responsible.” His correspondent wrote back: 
“Silence is the best course.”

It was no light matter to do away with an Emperor. ‘ Whatever theii 
foibles, the Emperors were gods and none of them had been assassinated 
since Emperor Sushun in 592. Others as well as nobleman Iwakura were 
surely implicated in the strange death of EmperOr Komei in 1867. Possibly 
the devout Shintoist Emperor himself, believing that he was doomed to 
failure, trapped between the demands of his ancestors and the wishes of 
his people, had even agreed to die as an extreme form of abdication—a 
withdrawal to power behind the curtain in the spirit world.

s The first seven were eyes, ears, nostrils, and mouth.

The Comings of Terry
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wives. Ever since that time every Saionji had played the lute, had enjoyed
many mistresses, and had adopted an heir from another family often
from the family of a man who had been cuckolded by a Saionji.12

Oligarch Saionji Kinmochi was no exception to his family tradition. He 
was a Tokudaiji by birth, one of the highest ranking Fujiwara families at 
Court. His elder brother was for many years Emperor Meiji’s first Fujiwara 
advisor. His younger brother was adopted heir to the great cartel family of 
Sumitomo, the third wealthiest in Japan. Because of his excellent connec
tions, young expatriate „Saionji lacked not for money or introductions in 
Paris.'He ingratiated himself at the finest dinner tables. He played the lute 
passing well. He liked the French girls and they liked him. After less than 
a month in Paris he had his own chic French mistress. In one of his first 
letters home he declared that it was far easier for him to master the difficult 
barbarian books he was reading with a native barbarian girl at his side than 
all alone.

In 1880 Saionji had returned to Japan for a year, had moved into a
geisha tea house, and then had been sent abroad again to help an elder
oligarch, Ito Hirobumi, draft a constitution for Japan. Ito and the young
Saionji returned in 1883 with a blueprint that was 90 per cent Japanese

! •

1fThe aristocratic families of Kyoto have many such traditions, invented as 
conversation pieces in courtly years gone by but now maintained as treasures of the 
national heritage. Many families keep temples, supported by ancient endowments, 
where their first sons preside as priests. One family maintains a shrine for the spirits 
of broken sewing needles. I know a wealthy gentleman of fifty-five, known locally as 
“Prince of the Night,” who obeys a vow, taken at about the time of the Battle of 
Hastings, that every heir to the family must do proletarian work. His father spent 
sixteen years at French, English, and Australian universities and came home to be 
a farmer. The son, Prince of the Night, put in a dozen years as an Army officer on 
the frontiers of Manchuria, and came home to hawk noodles from a bucket on the 
Kyoto streets. When his day is over, he takes off the sweatband from his forehead, 
and the tunic and baggy cotton pants of the laborer, dons a custom-tailored sports 
shirt and trousers, steps into his chauffeur-driven limousine, and drives off each 
night to visit the score or more of bars, night clubs, and tea houses built on his 
property. I had the pleasure once of accompanying him on his evening rounds. We 
started at a modest bar at seven and went on to twelve other establishments, each 
more Japanese and exclusive than the last. On the way Prince of the Night acquired 
half a dozen new male acquaintances, three bar hostesses, and four apprentice 
geisha. Our last stop was an exquisite tea house, remodeled as a club, which had stayed 
open waiting for us from its usual closing hour of ten until our arrival at one in the 
morning. We left it in five rented Cadillacs which all escorted me home. A wife is 
a taboo item on such occasions, and mine was asleep upstairs in our Japanese-style 
house when the cavalcade pulled up at the curb. Prince of the Night took a package 
from his chauffeur and came in with me to present it as solace to the stay-at-home. 
When I awakened her from a sound sleep, my noble wife did me great credit in 
Japanese eyes by coming downstairs without a murmur to accept the gift: three 
teacups and saucers designed and commissioned from a local porcelain works by 
Prince of the Night himself. The next morning he was back on the streets in peddlers 
garb, crying, “Noodles, fresh noodles, all fresh, a-fresh-O.”

Land of the Sun Goddess
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shogun to bring the Empetor to his senses. Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu 
led a small military retinue of 30,000 toward Kyoto for a parley.

Iwakura advised the adolescent Emperor to take military action against 
this attempt at intimidation. Let the people see that the Tokugawas were 
powerless on the battlefield and that the Emperor meant to make a com
plete break with the past. Emperoi Meiji and his family council accepted 
Iwakura’s advice and put two princes of the blood in chaige of a large army 
of samurai from the “outer clans'’ recruited by Iwakura. The imperial 
forces fell upon Tokugawa Yoshinobu’s 30,000 retainers in the outskirts of 
Kyoto and routed them utterly.

With little bloodshed, against token resistance, the imperial armies drove 
north on Tokyo. The former shogun ceded to the Emperor his great 
fortress of Edo Castle, the future Impelial Palace, and retired to his 
home fief of Mito, which every Japanese knew to have been a center of 
loyalty to the Emperor for over two hundred yeais. There the last shogun 
disbanded his troops and waited. The new imperial regime in Tokyo first 
sentenced him to death, then to lifelong rustication, and finally invited 
him back to free converse in the councils of state. A few diehard retainers 
of other branches of the Tokugawa family continued to resist in north 
Japan, but after a year of ritual suicides and little real military action, the 
whole nation was in the hands of Iwakura and his samurai henchmen from 
Choshu.

With the help of another Court noble, Sanjo Sanetomi, Iwakura ran his 
radical young samurai as an oligarchy of comrades under strict revolu
tionary discipline. Each oligarch was assigned some task of reform such 
as breakdown of class distinctions or abolition of clan autonomy and 
was told to draw up a program for his project. Then, if the Emperor and 
the imperial family council approved it, Iwakura made the oligarch pub
licly responsible for putting his plan into effect The people were encour
aged to think that the Emperor signed whatever Iwakura laid before him. 
Thus the advantages of the old system of government were not abandoned: 
the oligarchy of young reformers were used in traditional fashion as a 
curtain, hanging like a new shogunate between the Court and the populace.

Behind the curtain stood the fifteen-year-Old boy, Emperor Meiji.10 The 
first and only Westerner to have a glimpse of him in his traditional Kyoto 
surroundings was Sir Harry Parkes, the British ambassador to Tokyo. 
When it was announced.that henceforth the Emperor would be head of 
state and would sign all treaties, Parkes journeyed to Kyoto in March 
1868 and requested an audience in which to present his credentials. On 
his way to the palace, he and his retinue were set upon by two expert

10 Strictly speaking, Emperor Meiji in his lifetime should be called by his per
sonal name, Mutsuhito. Meiji, Enlightened Rule, is the name he gave his reign and 
the name he is supposed to bear after death in the spirit world.

The Coming of Perry
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Complex feelings and disagreements had caused the long delay in issuing 
this extraordinary document. Its secret purpose was to persuade Western 
nations that Japan had an explicit social compact which could be relied 
upon as legally binding. Once the West was so convinced, it would be 
possible to renegotiate the humiliating treaties which allowed foreigners 
to be tried for crimes in their own courts. Once Western business interests 
in Japan came under Japanese jurisdiction, it would be possible to make 
Western statesmen accept Japan as an equal in international power politics.

Prince Akira, the elder brother of Komei’s counselor and the chief ad
visor on foreign policy to Emperor Meiji, hoped that by treaties and alli
ances it would be possible to play the Great Power game and share in the 
anticipated dismemberment of China. In the ranks of ordinary conservative 
samurai, the feeling prevailed that this was a dishonorable tradesman’s 
approach to national goals. Yamagata, the boss of the Army, encouraged 
such feeling. He saw no purpose in taking on Western state trappings and 
advocated a simple policy of armament, followed by straightforward con
quest of the required buffer zone. Saionji and a few other genuine liberals 
espoused the Constitution enthusiastically as an opening wedge for their 
plan to rationalize the mystical relationship between people and Throne 
and make the Emperor a being under law.

Two of the oligarchs who advocated the liberal position too openly in 
public were silenced by mysterious acts of violence. The day that the 
Constitution was promulgated, Minister of Education Mori Arinori was 
knifed and killed by a young Shinto fanatic. The assassin had been told 
that Mori, on a visit to the shrine of the sun goddess at Ise, had impiously 
raised a bamboo curtain with the tip of his cane in order to have a look at 
the relics behind the curtain.

Eight months later, on October 18, 1889, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Okuma Shigenobu lost a leg when a bomb was hurled into his carriage. The 
public was surprised to learn that Okuma had been returning to his ministry 
early in the morning from a heated debate about treaty revision which had 
been going on more or less continuously in the palace for four days—Em
peror Meiji presiding over it in person. Okuma had concluded the first 
egalitarian treaty—with Mexico—the year before, and was in process of 
negotiating successfully with the United States and Great Britain. His assail
ant claimed to have thrown the bomb at him for the upside-down reason 
that the treaty inequalities which Okuma was trying to eliminate still 
existed.

Land of the Sun Goddess

LORD HIGH ASSASSIN

Behind both of the would-be assassins stood the dark figure of a man 
named Toyama, who would be known as the intermediary for important 
assassinations of state throughout the rest of his long life. To Western on-
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beside the Throne at all occasions of state. He came to  revere the Shinto 
pantheon of his ancestors, to admire the free samurai spirits who swaggered 
in and out of the west gate of the palace, to detest the heavy robes and 
ceremony of state occasions, and to .feel filed by the dreams of a reborn 
Japan, the stories of Western material progress and power, which were 
told him in confidence by some of the more cosmopolitan clan lords who 
paid homage to his father. Although not a robust child, he was sensitive 
and quick and had a way of endearing himself to all the strident conflicting 
personalities who came and went from the palace during those final tumul
tuous years of Empeior Komei’s reign.

When Emperor Komei was killed and Iwakura returned from exile, 
Emperor Meiji was protected from knowledge of the sordid intrigue at 
Court and was soon a devoted admirer of Iwakura, the new strongman. 
It is likely that he had already met Iwakuia, for during the final year of 
his banishment the revolutionary young nobleman had frequently visited 
the palace in secret at night. I t is even said that he sometimes met with 
Emperor Komei, his banisher, and under flag of truce, by imperial request, 
aired his views on the state of the nation.

Sheltered child though he was, Emperor Meiji, even in the first year 
of his reign, was never a cipher. He disapproved of his father’s handling 
of the Court, he considered many of the princely priests who were his 
cousins to be dangerous “madmen,” and he responded to the magnetism 
of Iwakura. From the beginning he showed powers of decision, com
promise, and realism that contrasted sharply with the sulky, conservative 
standing on principle of his father, Emperor Komei had been sacrificed 
because his words, in favor of a foolish, impossible policy, carried so much 
weight that there was no other way to get around them. Emperor Meiji, 
though he did not hear until years later of the suspicious circumstances 
surrounding his father's death, was careful from the first not to take upon 
himself too much godliness. He insisted on his right to be wrong in in
formal discussions, and in formal capacities he never spoke until he was 
sure he was right. Iwakura helped to train him in this stance and was 
always careful to discuss and explain all matters of state with him in great 
detail.

Having announced that he would rule Japan in person, young Emperor 
Meiji’s first act was to transfer his capital from the tradition-laden city of 
Kyoto, where the Throne had remained since a.d . 794, and from the 
Western Plain of Yamato, where his “Viking” progenitors had come ashore, 
to the Eastern Plain and its bustling port city of Tokyo or Edo, where the 
shoguns had ruled for seven hundred years. Here was Japan’s true center 
of gravity, and Iwakura, the chief of the new samurai oligarchy, was de
termined that Emperor Meiji should sit in it. (

In November 1868, in the longest state progress of Japanese history, the 
entire Imperial Court wended its way, by easy stages, up the 300-mile

The Coming of Perry



was a master of the m a s the grunt-that expresses what is inexpressible and 
the long, seemingly significant pause that follows it. In his facial expressions 
he cultivated b o , an absolutely blank look of. sleepy indifference which 
might cover a genuine doze or a hand on the dagger in . the sleeve of his 
kimono. ^ ) ; ' V ; V  y v \v .;':-.yy^^-V^ ;y .y  i^S^'y-y

In his first years of success as. a gang leader, Toyama sometimes made a 
show of standing on a street corner passing out unopened packages of bank 
notes to liis henchmen. He would walk weeping with gifts to the home of 
one bf his men who had been killed in a brawl. He thought nothing- of 
striding into the office of a rival or politician with a scroll of signatures ad
vising his host to do hara-kiri. On one occasion, after many procrastina
tions and pleas of business,' he finally vouchsafed ' an .interviewrtov a 
Japanese newspaper reporter who had been trying to see him for. days. 
Shown in by a maid, the reporter found Toyama atop one of his many 
mistresses. “Excuse me for being on my horse,” he said casually—and con
tinued his erotic exercise throughout the interview. ;; y  -

In Toyama’s hands, the art of silent.intimidation was raised.to a level 
which is much admired-in Japan to this day. Without any show of-force, 
without breaking any of. the fragile, smiling conventions of Japanese eti
quette, he could come unarmed to a man’s home—to the home of a Diet- 
man or even , a prime minister— and make that man tremble for his life. 
As a matter of face, those whom he had successfully cowed, and bluffed 
always touted his powers thereafter.. Because he seldom needed to shed 
blood, his services as a bully were sought and bought by the heaviest ;' 
moneybags in the land. The poor recognized him as a Robin Hood and the 
rich as a valuable, if costly, arranger. With aristocratic backing he founded 
many patriotic tongs, only one of which was the famous Amur. River : 
Society or Black Dragon. It became the most powerful of . his organizations ; 
largely because of. its awesome-sounding name. In the minds of Japanese 
and Europeans alike, it evoked exotic visions of opium dens and of Chinese ; 
mandarins tugging new ecstasies of sadism out of their sparse beards. y ,’.y
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Toyama had just established himself as a national underworld figure, 
just withdrawn from the hurly-burly of the streets, just begun to run the 
lower classes of the nation from the back garden of his home, when Japan 
had advanced far enough to take the first step in her program of overseas 
expansion. In 1893 a dramatic increase in the national military budget was 
debated noisily in the Diet. The debate was abruptly stilled by a special 
message from Emperor. Meiji, explaining in .grand indirections .that the 
present state of the world required a strengthening of the nation. The mes
sage came at a time when the state of the world had been unprecedentedly
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terests of Japan answered to the challenge. The refined sensibilities of 
every member of the race—perhaps the most aesthetic, ascetic, romantic, 
disciplined, highly educated people on earth at that time—had been 
rubbed raw. It was as if everyone felt a personal responsibility for the 
state of affairs which had led to the killing of Emperor Komei. In two 
years, between 1869 and 1871, a miracle of idealism and self-sacrifice 
took place. While token civil war with Tokugawa partisans was still 
a-dying, all the feudal clan lords voluntarily relinquished the fiefs which 
they had ruled for centuries and gave back their patrimonies to the Em
peror. The samurai, who constituted 5 or 6 per cent of the population, 
gave up their special rights to kill to preserve the peace and to be fed 
without touching money or doing work and accepted a status under law 
equal to that of other citizens. The people themselves promised to give 
up their own class distinctions and behave as equals.

There was an outcast class, the Eta or Many Filthy Ones, which was 
descended from the aboriginal Japanese population, augmented by “non
men” outlaws from the criminal ranks of the rest of society. Decree gave 
to the Eta—approximately 5 per cent of the population—equal rights 
under the law with other citizens. And though prejudice against them 
persisted—and does to this day—Emperor Meiji’s edict on their behalf 
was enforced with remarkable fairness.

The most leveling of all the revolutionary imperial decrees called for 
the establishment of a national army and navy conscripted from the whole 
population without regard for birth in or outside of the traditional warrior 
caste. True, the officers were all former samurai, but in the ranks com
moners and samurai mixed. Peasants and untouchables felt positively 
proud to be conscripted.

As soon as the new laws had been promulgated and before they had 
worked themselves out in terms of enforcement, the idealistic Iwakura 
confidently turned over his Emperor and his oligarchy to the care of his 
lieutenant noble, Sanjo Sanetomi, and went on a scouting trip abroad. 
Officially his mission was diplomatic: to renegotiate the treaties with the 
West so that Westerners, residing in Japan, would be subject to Japanese 
laws and could not fall back on the tender mercies of their own consular 
courts. In this official purpose Iwakura failed, for no Western nation was 
ready to relegate its nationals to the Inscrutable mental processes of Japa
nese judges and police interpreters. In the real, unofficial purpose of his 
mission, Iwakura was more successful: he saw for himself what Japan 
had to contend with. For two years he xeconnoitered the capitals of Europe 
and America as an honored visitor. In his guarded letters home he ex
pressed dismay at the way power was used in the West, unchecked by any 
of the family feeling and cohesiveness which gloved fists in Japan. He 
was impressed by the dispassionate scientific quest for logic which made
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“a chance meehng’̂ .for himvWith a 'favorite 'concubineAvho had coifte dowri
from: Tokyo— a 500-mile journey— to give him solace. \  ■ J

Almost before the. first Sino-Japanese W ar:had."started^^ 
for peace. In  the settlemen t, she gave Japan not only ..the righ t to “protect” 
Korea, but . also , a ,,substantial i n d e m ^ i n l a n d :{df.Taiwan?pjr 
Form osa, and th eso u th ern seas id eu p p en d ix  of M anchurialk 
Kwantung Peninsula. Alarmed by the extent of Japan’s unexpected victory; 
France, Russia, and G erm anyp in ,a,triple, in te rv ^
Bismarck’s earlier, candid: lesson- to Iwakura ' by warning Japan.; that she 
was taking too much. Japan  resentfully relinquished her fights to the-Kwan-, 
tung Peninsula only to see -it leased for a song by Russia.three.years laten 
In. acquiring Taiwan, Japan had increased her area by .10 per. cent. Never-: 
theless, the mass of Japanese felt balked and bilked;by the triple interven
tion, and they were not at all mollified by 13 .S. acquisition of the Philippines, 
three years later, in 1898. r ^̂

discipline.- sqY- Spartan; that • cpur tiers - Aybiwed ̂ d r^ isv h b d il^ ^ tf  ̂ arranggd'

N ot knowing the high level at which the war had been plotted,- the Japa
nese Cabinet approved the occupation of Korea on the understanding that 
it would be only temporary. In the first year of the protectorship, two. 
enlightened Japanese administrators • did their best to steersKbrea .into,-a; 
progressive policy of Westernized nationalism and reform such: as; Japan , 
had followed, They-.were stubbornly resisted by reactionaries - r e a d y ^  
for the. cause of the-old, order. kv

Accordingly, the third of the Japanese ministers in KoreapGener al Miura 
Goro, a Ghoshu samurai who had run the Peers’- Schobl for noblemeh and. 
had  many intimate connections at Court, plotted with a .group of Black 
Dragon Toyam a’s men to snuff out the one vital ruling spark in .the effete 
K orean Court, Grown- Princess Bin. On-October: 8;.1 
soldiers restrained the  Korean Imperial Guards .outside the-- palace, 
Toyam a’s thugs chased, the princess .and;her.< lad ies)3d6^ fcp^  -inside. ;
and. lopped them limb from limb. The bodies were doused with oil and; 
burned in the, courtyard. M iura was haled home to stand trial for perriiit- 
ting the crime, but was acquitted/bylhis Japanese ;judgesP‘j ^  
tive evidence.”,,H e remained anVhbndre4 :..braclebehind;.-theV;Curta^ 
Japanese polities, and his advice .was sought on most Cabmet appointments 
for.the next;thirty ,years.. -p-v P

' The.nonentity who was, the emperor of Korea sought asylum in the Bu!>' 
si an Embassy .and, called - o n ' Czar':N icholasII to protect him. -.Nicliblas, the , 
last, of the czars, then thirty-three years old, was pffended • b y ; the Japanese 
attem pt to:make Kojrea'"a-;:col6ny:‘pp.‘;thie;bordere 
subordinates to giv'ehefuge/as: requested'j?X'4 ^
troops, once more on the Siberian-Korean border. Encouraged by Russia, 
Korean ultranationalists went on a rampage, of-assassination against the.

' Japanese military police. With ic m e j^ c ie n c y j t h e - p o t e
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THE WORKING YEARS

Now that the foreign putsch had been postponed/now that the clan lords 
had returned their fiefs to the Throne, now that inflation had been checked 
and all eager spirits taught to be patient awhile in harness, the nation for 
fifteen years germinated in the soil of hard work and money-making. The 
Japanese home craftsman became the light industrialist. The Japanese 
merchant became the shipping magnate. The Japanese moneylender be
came the financier. Tokyo, Osaka, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Kokura grew 
into industrial centers where armies of peasants from the countryside 
learned a new urban way of life working in mills and banks and railroad 
yards.

The patriotic duty of absorbing the spiritual strength of the West was 
practiced religiously by everyone—by tailors and musicians and dramatists 
as well as by technologists. As a result wave after wave of Western imita
tion swept over the surface of Japanese culture. Clan lords bustled about 
Tokyo wearing two swords, top hats, and plus fours. More than 30,000 
Western “classics” were roughly translated into the Japanese language and 
given to the literate public to puzzle over. Painters deserted their own re
fined native style and took to copying the robust realism of Western masters. 
Audiences attuned to the dulcet harmonic vagaries of the Japanese guitar 
and lute, the sanhsen and hiwa, allowed their senses to be assaulted and 
swamped by Beethoven and Wagner. New schools of Japanese writers 
threw over their classical conventions and began to tell stories in the con
temporary vernacular. University students fed on Bacon, Hume, Kant, and 
Hegel and espoused ill-digested new systems of thought and government. 
Action groups began to call themselves anarchists and socialists and were 
relentlessly persecuted by the police.

In 1883, when Japan, in her great leap forward into modernity, had still 
scarcely left the ground, Iwakura Tomomi, the strongman of the oligarchy of 
young samurai, died of stomach cancer at forty-eight. He was attended in 
his last hours by Emperor Meiji’s personal physician. Meiji, who had grown 
up to be a strikingly handsome and intelligent monarch of thirty-one, pro
ceeded to take the reigns of the oligarchy into his own hands. His touch 
was light and sure. He remained always “behind the curtain,” and handled 
his oligarchs with an easygoing sense of humor. On those rare occasions 
when a piece of paper came to his desk that displeased him, he would 
ignore it. Each morning he would carefully move it to the bottom of the 
pile of state business and would continue to do so until it was discreetly 
withdrawn and redrafted.

Under his keen eyes, not only the national family but the imperial family 
prospered. He gave monopolistic development rights in the new industrial
aPan to merchant friends of his Court and received a share of the profits

i
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built up the Army from a few ragged regiments to a formidable establish
ment of 250,000 men. A firm believer in Asia for the Asiatics, he saw the 
Choshu program of 1862 as strictly limited in its goals. If only Japan could 
create a buffer zone in Korea and North China, she would be able to draw 
in on herself once more and go back to her pursuit of disciplined one- 
family happiness. Yamagata believed the main obstacle to be the Russians 
for whom he had a deep hatred. In spirit, and by actual ties of blood and 
allegiance, he was the father of the Strike-North group which would try 
to force Hifohito ih the 1930’s to attack Russia instead of the United States.

Yamagata’s tormentor in Emperor Meiji’s councils, Saionji Kinmochi, 
was a blithe, graceful courtier of thirty-seven. He was no samurai but a 
prince, a prince of the Fujiwara family, which was second only to being a 
prince of the imperial blood. His faction was that of many Westernized 
Japanese who saw in the barbarians no threat and hoped that the Choshu 
program of 1862 would be abandoned. As a member of the Fujiwara clan, 
Saionji believed it his duty, bequeathed him by his ancestors, to preserve 
the institution of the imperial family and its pantheon of spirits. He hoped 
to do so, however, by making the Japanese god-king a powerless constitu
tional monarch. He meant every quip he flung at Yamagata to be a chip from 
the tree of tradition he hoped one day to fell. He was to be tragically disil
lusioned. Outliving the rest of Emperor Meiji’s oligarchs, he would become, 
in the 1930’s, Hirohito’s senior advisor. He would be scorned by his mon
arch and used as a loyal tool. Remaining loyal nonetheless, he would do 
his utmost to steer Hirohito away from the disaster he saw ahead. Finally 
in 1940, he would die at the age of ninety-one, recognizing that all his 
dreams had been blasted.

In 1868, at the age of eighteen, Saionji had made a name for himself as 
the leader of a cavalry troop in the civil war with the Tokugawas. He had 
stood out then as a bright young knight, wearing a green plume and green 
silk over his corselet of wood and metal ribs. Being only three years older 
than Emperor Meiji and a nobleman of the highest hereditary Court rank, 
he enjoyed an intimacy with his monarch far closer than that of General 
Yamagata or of any of the other oligarchs. Although he-was not allowed, 
by birth, to sit on the imperial family council, he was privileged to know 
more than the other oligarchs about the deliberations in that other, higher 
kitchen cabinet.

Saionji had gone abroad with Iwakura in 1871 as a member of the dele
gation sent to study Western customs. He had remained there, studying in 
Pans, for nine years. Unlike many of his fellow aristocrats, who felt them
selves slighted in Western capitals, Saionji enjoyed himself enormously. By 
family tradition, he was a ladies’ man. The first Saionji, in the twelfth cen
tury, had made a vow that he and his successors would never take wives but 
only mistresses. His excuse was that he played the lute in a way pleasing to 
t e Emperor and that the muse of lute players was insanely jealous of
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and 10 per cent French and German in inspiration. Constitutional scholars 

. 'say. that its priihe-;Western model was Bismarck’s constitution for Germany. : 
The ideas and purposes of the Constitution were debated within the-.oli- 
garchy for six years. { ' v • ‘ : ‘

Before considering the- Constitution closely, the oligarchy,-hired .Western 
juVists'-and ̂ interpreters to find an acceptable Western model for a legal; 
code, which would fit established Japanese police practices. Then .in 1885, 
tqTi&t ,th'e:applicability’ o f  the Constitution to the Japanese scene, Eniperbr. 
Meiji appointed a national deliberative body of wise men, the Diet or Con- 
gress! Conservatives feared that the new debating society- would reveal 
aristocratic secrets to the masses. Its powers, however, were .carefully; re
stricted in advance to legislation pertaining to increases in the annua! na
tional budget. Much to the disappointment of many gossips, the appointed 
delegates did riot stray far from this one topic. Policy, as represented by the 
budgets inherited from previous years, remained beyond debate. Only the . 
reasons for increases could be scrutinized. The Diet caused so little trouble 
that.it was continued and the restriction on its powers was written; into; the 
contemplated Constitution. , . . . ■

In April 1888 Meiji ordered the senior members of his.oligarchy to form ,. 
a new, advisory body to the Throne, the Privy Council, in order to thrash 
put-the firiaTtext;of the Constitution. For the next nine months the Privy 
Councillors met weekly with Emperor Meiji in the palace to argue and edit 
Saionji’s masterpiece. Finally, on February 11, 1889, the Constitution was 
promulgated as a. gift of, the Emperor to the people.; It ̂ explicitly conferred 
on the Emperor an unqualified, all-encompassing power that would have 
wanned the heart of a Catherine or Caligula: ^  : - . ,r

; The Empire- of Japan shall be reigned over and governed by a line of Em- 
perors unbroken for ages eternal, . , .  . The Emperor.: is sacred and inviola- . 
,ble.,,. ;. The Emperor exercises the legislative power ydth'the ;cbhsent;:bf 
the Imperial Diet. . . .  The Emperor convokes.thelm perial.Dict.opens,

, closes and prorogues it, and dissolvesthe.House of Representatives^ ,tyO'.;Ihe:- 
{.Emperor:gives sanction, to laws, and,.orders-,,them\'tq.;'be>promulgated.cand-'-' 
/- executed. . . . The Emperor, in consequence of . urgent ■ necessity; . .  . :is- 

JtHeImperial Diet is riot shting;■'imperial'dfdihrihces imthe 
place pf law. The Eriiperor, determ inestheorg^

- branches of .tb® adriiinistration, and salaries .of all civil ’arid military -officers, .■; 
.arid appoints and dismisses the same. ; ...'.The Emperor has the suprefne 
command of the Arniy. and Navy. . . . The Emperor determines the organ- 
'lotion .and;peace*.standing;of -the Artny-'and .Navy.,;:\-{;'.;-^y-Empetbr de- 
®I?res war, makes peace, and concludes treaties. . . . T h e  Emperor confers'.

: - peror orders arnnesty.' -pardon, commutationof punishments -'arid rehabilita-
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lookers he seemed a gangster. To the great mass of Japanese he seemed a 
patriot—the conscience of the nation, a man of the people. He took money 
from ward heelers in order to fix local grievances. He took money from 
Army sources controlled by Oligarch Yamagata. He accepted money even 
from imperial princes. When the Great Powers had signed new treaties and 
it came time for taking the first step in Japan’s expansion, he was to be 
entrusted with creating provocation for the step. After the imperial family, 
the Army, and the genuine liberals like Saionji, he was the fourth force in 
Japan, representing the people, especially the people of the new city slums.
A singularly Japanese character, he would figure large in Western writings 
about Japan for the next fifty years. It would be leaders of his foster organ
ization, the Black Dragon Society, who w'ould be arrested first by General 
MacArthur’s M.P.’s in 1945.

Toyama Mitsuru began his career at the time of the restoration in 1868 
as a shrewd thirteen-year-old urchin peddling yams on the streets of Fuku
oka in the southern island of Kyushu. Barred by his lowly birth from ever 
participating directly in government, he made himself a leader of labor 
bosses in the new industrial cities. Most of his henchmen were masterless 
samurai who had gravitated to the city slums and embarked on wastrel 
careers as poets or cutthroats. Still scornful of money, still dedicated to a 
strict barbaric code of honor, they were hopelessly incompetent at earning 
a living by peaceful arts, They still wore two swords, however, and still 
knew how to lead men. Toyama was the most successful of several criminal 
geniuses who saw that these masterless samurai, the ronin, had a role to 
play in the new order. Because of their former high rank in society, they 
could organize the new subuibs and shape Up the new gangs of factory 
hands.

Toyama instinctively knew all the right whistles for making the fierce 
wolves of the slums his obedient sheepdogs. He represented whatever he 
did, no matter how shabby or savage, as a piece of patriotism in the service 
of the Throne. If a ward boss had to be murdered, it was because he had 
slurred the name of the imperial family; if a businessman had to be black
mailed, it was because some society dedicated to the imperial cause needed 
the funds. Having once gained the admiration of a masterless samurai by 
his professions of a simple warlike loyalism, Toyama could, if necessary, 
cement his relationship with the man by an exhibition of personal prowess 
as a wrestler or swordsman. He was an excellent athlete.

One of Toyama’s most devoted disciples, a future Cabinet minister, ex
plained his idol as “an example of a man who refrains from displaying his 
tnental and physical faculties.” That is, he gave an impression of unused 
secret strength. His antagonists often capitulated to him without investi
gating the weaknesses of his position.
. But Toyama was nothing if not an exhibitionist. He larded his conversa

tion with vaguely threatening parables and anecdotes. In his storytelling he ‘
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therefore, depended on the gender of the child she carried. She was be
trothed to Crown Prince Yoshihito, the future Em peror Taisho. If she gave 
him  a boy, she would be m arried to him; if she had a girl, Meiji might give 
her a second chance, but only if none of the other noble mistresses of 
the crown prince delivered a boy first.

In  due course, then, when the fallen cherry blossoms had turned almost 
gray, Princess Sadako’s breathing quickened one morning and she retired 
a few weeks earlier than expected to labor in the pavilion assigned to 
her. T hat night, at ten minutes past ten, a wrinkled, premature Hirohito 
shouted his first cry. A trusted courtier inspected the tiny red body, whipped 
up his horses, and bowled across central Tokyo in his carriage to report the 
birth  at the Im perial Palace. Em peror Meiji tabled his glass of port and the 
writing brush with which he had been composing a tanka and ordered 
champagne all around for the chamberlains of his bedchamber.

Princess Sadako was formally married to Crown Prince Yoshihito eleven 
days later, on M ay 10, 1900. The wedding was a small family affair, held 
at eight o’clock in the morning in the Shinto shrine in the private inner 
enclosure of the main palace. Western ambassadors in Tokyo were per
mitted to congratulate the newlyweds at a reception that afternoon in the 
semipublic halls of the outer Ceremonial Palace. The existence of Hirohito 
was kept a  secret for almost a year, until the announcement of his first 
birthday on A pril 29, 1901. By the Oriental method of reckoning age, a 
child is one at the hour of his birth. The fact that, by Western standards, 
he is one a  year later enabled the Imperial Household Ministry to represent 
Hirohito, without technically lying, as newly born in 1901. Thus Western 
propriety and Japanese practicality were both satisfied, and no honor was 
lost.2

Born in secret, Hirohito was kept out of the limelight throughout his 
childhood. Until 1912 he was not even declared heir apparent but shared 
the right of succeeding to the Throne with his younger brothers. During 
his first year he remained snugly hidden with his mother in the Aoyama 
Palace. Then, because it was an old custom, devised to protect heirs from

■2 The official date of Hirohito’s birth, as acknowledged by the Imperial Household 
Ministry, is still 1901 rather than 1900. But the account given above, which is based 
upon Court gossip, has been tacitly accepted by several knowledgeable writers since 
the 1920’s. Thus F. S. G. Piggott, who later served as translator for ̂ conversations 
between Hirohito and Edward, Prince of Wales, described Hirohito as in his twenty 
second year” when he visited England in May 1921. And Hirohito’s personal pu■ 1C 
relations man, Count Futara Yoshinon, wrote unequivocally in 1928 that Hirohito 
was born “on the night of April 29, 1900.” The publisher of Count Futara’s account 
is on record elsewhere with a list of all the typographical errors concerning e - 
imperial family for which he was ever made to apologize by the police; he does not 
include Count Futara’s statement as one of them. Finally, the issues of Japanese 
newspapers for the fortnight surrounding April 29, 1901, were removed from Japa-' 
nese libraries in 1945 and have remained unavailable ever since.

Young Caesar
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peaceful—without'even a minor war, anywhere, for almost twenty years. The 
Diet, however, passed the special military budget 'without further murmur. 
And it was then, in 1894, that Toyama was given his first big foreign 
assignment.

Minister of War Kawakami Soroku of the Satsuma clan, a minion of 
Imperial Princes Arisugawa and Yoshihisa, the two senior generals of the 

rArmy at that time, gave an interview to a delegation of Toyama’s master
less samurai. They had come to see War Minister Kawakami for a trivial 
favor for their constituents. After granting it, he held them in his office by 
musing expansively on Japan in the world of 1894. The Cabinet, he said, 
was not officially prepared to seize Korea at that time, but if someone were 
to “start a fire” in Korea, the Ministry of the Army would be called in to 
put it out, and he, Kawakami, was prepared to play “fireman.”

Toyama’s men “understood his meaning” and duly reported Kawakami’s 
remarks to Toyama. Seeing his duty at once, Toyama hand-picked a band 
of fifteen self-styled “fire-setters.” They went to Korea, established relations 
with a group of ultraconservative Koreans, the Tonghaks, who were militat
ing for closure of the country to Japanese intercourse, and helped them to 
start a revolution.

.The Chinese Imperial Court in Peking had countered earlier Japanese 
infiltration of masterless samurai into Korea by the dispatch in 1883 of 
Yuan Shih-kai, one of China’s most promising young military minds, to 
serve as resident general in Seoul. Yuan was to become the ruler of all 
China twenty years later and was to be remembered, according to the slant 
of the commentator, as a Japanese puppet or as a cunning subverter of 
Japanese plans. In 1894, when he discovered that the Japanese “fire- 
setters” were backing the diehard Tonghak rebellion, he made the mistake 
of persuading the corrupt and ineffective Korean emperor to summon the 
aid of Chinese troops. This was all the fire that Meiji and his oligarchs 
needed. When the Korean government had already suppressed the Tonghak 
rebellion, when the Chinese were still mobilizing their intervention, when 
Czar Nicholas had massed troops on the northern Korean border but had 
not yet sent them across, Japanese divisions suddenly arrived by sea and 
occupied Seoul and other strategic cities in a brilliantly executed nineteenth 
century blitzkrieg. The Chinese Navy sought to prevent the Japanese from 
sending reinforcements, and so the Chinese Navy was sunk by the Japa
nese Navy.

Emperor Meiji put himself in personal charge of all military operations. 
To escape from the distractions of routine government and be within a day’s 
flight, by carrier pigeon, of the front, he moved himself and the General 
Staff to the fated town of Hiroshima in southwestern Honshu and there set 
up a strictly-celibate headquarters, no more luxurious than those of his 
generals in the field. His preoccupation with the war was so intense and his
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Peers’ School together: Prince A saka,; sixteen, whd would Tape Nanking ; 
iii 1937; his- half brother and near twin* Prince Higashikuni, wlio would 
become prime minister in. 1945; another s ix teen -y ea r-o id ',^  1
Prince -Kitashhrakawa; who would die-in the course; of arivinteliigehc6;iniS-^ 
sion in  France in 1923'; Kitashirakawa’s-'’h a lt  brother^ ;Ma^iiis:jK(matsu^ 
Teruhisa, fifteen,'who ;would' oversee Naval Staff studies for the: attack on : 
Pearl H arbor; and finally a- twelve-year-old hanger-on o l  the bigger boy 
the precocious, sensitive,'m uch'teased Fujiwara prince, Korioye Fumiraaro; 
who would: lead Japan, to w ar as-prim e minister

Being typical young aristocrats of their time, the Big Brothers: played 
soldier with H irohito and told him war stories. They spoke constantly of 
Japan’s mission to lead Asia out of Western bondage. They belonged ' 
to the East Asia All-One-Culture Society,: a movement launched in bbthp: 
Japan  and China by Prirtce Konoye Atsumaro, the father of :'the’;youngesh\ 
of the Big Brothers. A t the society the Big Brothers came to : khow and:;: 
patronize a motley assortment of idealists who believed' in  Asxa'Tofbthei'
Asiatics and of tough adventurers who believed in Asia for the ‘Japanese. 
Some were dispossessed samurai of the Black Dragoh Society who 
scratched out a  living in .China as white slavers, dope im poflei^’ or 
m bn cutthroats. Others were burly undercover agehts in̂  nibnks’ 'clothing y 
who had accompanied the high priests of Hongan Temple— the. temple 
of.H irohito’s m other’s family—-on  a 1900 pilgrimage; to, Thailand to bring . 
back the ashes of the true Buddha and on a 1902 expedition to,Saipdtkand 
“to explore yestiges of ancient Buddhist, culture” in ̂ Central: Asia:, Sltill i - 
p thers were non-Japanese Asian nationalists.whd..had,- faken ^refuge- m 
Tokyo from troubles at home-;—the. most notable being / the revolutionary > 
Sun. Yat-sen, later known .as the George .W ashingtqnpf, Chiria^y:r;>5;.;;;y 

Sun Yat-sen had led an abortive rebellion against the Manchii throne 
in South China and .w as,a  fugitive from the Chinese pohce. He was pro
tected in Japan by the elder Prince K onoye, and- ,by.>^rdy!figh-;-^^assiri 
T oyam a. of the Black Dragon Society. In 1905, at Black fDragoh head
quarters in T okyo .S un  Yat-sen met with .a vgroup-.x>f. 'f
to fo rm  a revolutionary party which was, later to b e c o m e  the Kuomintang -̂ 
,or KM T. The young Chiang Kai-shek, w ho: leads . th e V .K M r i g X ^ ^ |.  
todayt joined the.party in, 1907;,when ;Ke>'came'.to'Tojsiyb; fd y ,p o s i^  
work at the- Japanese 'Military;;Acadeniy:*:'. w  P-T ■-.‘vry’y ;: ^ y ' T

FELLING GOLIATH:

■-k'-Tri'T-^9!04^and.:;l 905 Tfirphito’s ;:Bjg/ Brothers^p F th e  T k ^ C ^ i k ^
• CuIturfVSbpiety.rhad fbnes ienthusisisiipiwfe^
•' ̂ iamsm,-^d;:this.-fra^ theUmtfiin'e^^

. conflict of 1894-95; Em peror Meiji: had bested the Dragon Throne of .the



The handful of liberal statesmen who advocated an enlightened administra
tion for Korea were discredited in Emperor Meiji’s councils.

The surviving brothers of Emperor Komei’s advisor, Prince Asahiko,13 
recommended that the next Japanese crusade be directed against the czar 
of all the Russias. The emperor of China had been put down. He could be 
dethroned if the emperor of Russia could be held in check. Finally both em
perors might be overthrown. Then, outside of Japan, there would be no 
monarch claiming to rule a great empire, with imperial prerogatives, except 
the old lady, Victoria, who sat on the throne of England. At the turn of the 
century in 1900, Emperor Meiji had no advice to fall back on but that of 
his cousins.

At that juncture entered the protagonist of the twentieth century, Hiro- 
hito. It would be his attempt to enforce restoration of his family’s rule over 
the nation, his attempt to expel barbarians and carry out the Choshu plan 
of 1862 which would lead to Nanking in 1937, Pearl Harbor in 1941, and 
Hiroshima in 1945. Emperor Komei had died for the cause of expelling the 
barbarians. Emperor Hirohito would live for it. It was a holy mission be
queathed by the imperial ancestors.

13 Asahiko had died at sixty-seven in 1891. His elder brother Akira, after thirty 
years as the Throne’s chief advisor on foreign policy, died in 1898. His younger 
brother, Prince Yoshihisa, had succumbed to dysentery as commander in chief 
of pacification forces in Taiwan in 1895. Out of the brood of twelve sons fathered 
by Asahiko’s lusty father, Prince Kuniye, there remained alive only Prince Akihito, 
a priest turned Chief of Staff; Prince Sadanaru, an admiral; Count Kiyosu, a pro
vincial governor; Prince Kanin, a colonel with a long future ahead of him; and 
Prince Yorihito, a Navy captain.

The Coming of Perry , 2 6 7
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“Let me sit closer to you, so that you can hear better,” quoth Toyama.
“You are too close already,” piped Ito, and dismissed Toyama under 

a cloak of indifference and senility.
A  few days later Ito asked permission of Em peror Meiji to take a vaca

tion and accept an honorary law degree from Yale University in the United 
States. Em peror Meiji was all too happy to  be rid of him, and Ito promptly 
took ship for San Francisco. Then, after a quick call on President 
Roosevelt, Ito rewrote his itinerary and boarded the fastest available packet 
for Europe. Via Paris and Berlin, he went express to St. Petersburg. Czar 
Nicholas welcomed him, even as a  private citizen, and wined and dined 
him magnificently. The czar’s ministers were less accommodating, how
ever, and would no t give Ito all the diplomatic concessions that he had 
hoped for.

Ito ’s efforts in St. Petersburg merely hastened the drafting of an Anglo- 
Japanese agreement in London. The British could not endure the possibility 
of an alliance between Russia and Japan at the northern approaches to 
Shanghai and Hong Kong. Ito vainly cabled Tokyo the results of his own 
conversations in Moscow. The Japanese cabinet on December 9, 1901, 
decided tha t the arrangements with Great Britain were the more satisfactory. 
Em peror Meiji, after consulting his Privy Council, cabled his approval 
to London, and Ito decided to accept defeat gracefully. He hurried to 
England and gave his blessing to the negotiations there. The historic Anglo- 
Japanese pact was duly signed on January 30, 1902.

Before launching her first blow against a Western nation, Japan, at 
Em peror Meiji’s insistence, m ade one other preparation. The British, by 
the treaty, were committed to attack any third powers which allied them
selves to an adversary of Japan. There was, however, a strong possibility 
tha t Russia might trounce Japan unassisted. Therefore Emperor Meiji, 
through his ambassador in Washington, sought and received verbal assur
ances from President Theodore Roosevelt that the United States, in the 
event, would do everything in its power to prevent Russia from occupying 
and annihilating Japan.

So armed, Japan readied herself for war, and Japanese envoys in Moscow 
pressed belligerently for withdrawal of Russian forces from the Russian 
rail lines and railheads in Manchuria. The czar had already agreed several 
years earlier that he would remove his legions in due time, but he was now 
of mixed mind, and he vastly underrated Japan as a threat. British leaders, 
too, began to have second thoughts about their new ally and cautioned 
Japan that she was not strong enough to win the war.

Ignoring all warnings, the Japanese government severed relations with 
Russia on February 6, 1904. Thirty-six hours later the taut young Japanese 
Navy, manned by men of the Satsuma clan and commanded by officers 
trained in England, stole up on the Russian Asiatic fleet in the middle of 
the night and scattered it by a surprise attack with torpedo boats. The
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u : of , Japanese held artillery: from the ridge and of Japanesebattleships waiting 
outside the bay, the Russian fleet was sunk to a vessel. .'.V. -Y .yV  

;; .Q n^N ew ^ar’s^Day- l 905, Stossel decided that the.position he held was 
no longer eitlier strategically useful or tactically tenable and he surrendered 
the .25,000 men and .500 guns remaining under his command. He was later 

• ' thelRussfenV^nd ’ sentenced to death, but the sentence1
Was commuted to life, because he. successfully maintained in court that he 
had been betrayed, ->V

The aftermath of the bribe has since been recounted by an
American diplomat, Post Wheeler, who knew one of the traitors and in
vestigated the whole matter personally. In 1915, eleven years after the fact, 
Army strongman Yamagata was not about to ask the Emperor to pay $65 
million for a fortress that had cost 20,000 Japanese lives. And so when the 
first of the Russian officers showed up in Nagasaki in 1915, Yamagata 
had him shot in the back. The death of a foreign tramp was accorded one 
three-line obituary in a single edition of one Nagasaki newspaper. The 
second .Russian' traitor, was believed by Post Wheeler to have been killed 

; by ; Japanese ’ agents somewhere in Russia. The third put his. note of halnd 
into the trust of a British syndicate which negotiated for years with the 
Japanese government for a settlement of payment. Yamagata’s brushwork 
signature on the document appeared, under the glasses of experts, to be 
authentic and elicited from the Japanese government contradictory ex
planations of why it was a forgery. In 1921, when relations between Japan 
and England began to deteriorate as a result of postwar peace conferences, 
the syndicate began to press its claim in earnest. Then, abruptly, the.third 
Russian Traitor, the. one material witness, vanished without a trace in
Switzerland.

After the capture of Port Arthur in 1904 and the annihilation of Russia’s 
Asiatic .fieefi-Japan’s Admiral Togo Heihachiro was able to . turn and re

-deploy, with little time to spare, for the reception of the. Baltic fleet. Fueling 
. problems forced the czar’s ships to make a straight dash from the friendly 

French port of Gamranh Bay in Indochina toward the depots of Vladi
vostok.; Togo lay in wait for them at Tsushima Strait which divides two 
islets in the channel Between Japan and Korea. As the Russian battle 
wagons emerged single.file from the narrow waters, TogoYships “crossed 
the T ” "of their column,, booming broadsides. When the action was over, 
Russia had lost almost all her. fleet, including twenty capital ships sunk, 
five captured, and some 12,000 out of 18,000 Russian sailors drowned. 
Japan had lost only three torpedo-boats and 116 men. When news of the. 
catastrophe reached Russia, it helped to touch off'Trotsky’s.; abortive-revolur 
tion of 1905. V
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tions, riots, and anti-Japanese murmuring campaigns, and so turned all Ito’s 
good intentions to hate and terror.

After three and. a half years of frustration the sixty-nine-year-old Ito 
was recalled to Japan, in the. summer of 1909. He was angry arid; ready to 
use his Constitutionalist party’s power at the polls to change the direction 
of , imperial policy. Three months later, he was dispatched; to Manchuria on 
a peculiarly inconsequential diplomatic mission. There, in the city-pp 
Harbin, he was shot and killed by a Korean. Japanese Constitutionalists 
murmured in vain for a full investigation of the assassination. It was > 
strange, they said, that Ito’s assassin had outwitted the Japanese . police,. 
had acquired a gun, slipped out of Korea, traveled all the way. to Harbin] 
and known where to be waiting for Ito. But the police killed the assassin 
during interrogation and announced that he was a fanatic, working alone. 
Seven months after the assassination, in May 1910, Japan formally an
nexed Korea. -

' ' ^oim g Caesar

PRINCELY ABCS ■ -ri

In the triumphant years after the war with Russia, when Japan took her 
place as an equal beside the nations of the West, the fascist princes, of the 
1930’s were still getting their educations. In April 1908, Hirohito began 
to go to. the famous Peers’ . School. He set out. each morning, usually on 
foot, with a chamberlain trailing along behind him. Most mornings he :had 
for company two junior princes. It was only a ten-miriute walk to the school 
from Hirohito’s Aoyama Palace, but when the three little princes went to
gether, they usually managed to provide a full halhhour’s exercise for the., 
nagging chamberlain who accompanied them. ! : :

Hirohito’s new school was the lineal descendant of the academy for 
noblemen, established in Kyoto during the late eighteenth century, which 
had instilled in the Court the courage and .independence to.agitate .for the 
restoration. In. 1908 its headmaster—always, a distinguished patriot—-was 
GeneraLNogi Maresuke, the.commander who had piledmp eorpses outside 
Port,Arthur and watched both of his. own sons slain there. Entrusted with 
the planning  of Hirohito’s curriculum,, he took anintense interest in the .: 
quiet young Emperor-to-be, and Hirohito responded by addressing hirri in., 
the forms ordinarily reserved for a father. , , r. -L;...' - if rV =v" 

.Nogi had been > born in 1849 . to* the traditional Spartan code of the 
samurai. As a. child, if he. complained of the cold,/he.;wasm a d e  fo itand ,, 
naked in the snow vyhile his father poured, buckets; of well water over hjxn- 
A s, a . sixteen-yearrold... adolescent, learning, fencing, he. lost an ; eye. As a ; • 
twenty-eight-yearrplds commanding;.his jSrst troops, in/bfttie,- .Be 
founded during the Satsuma clan’s samurai uprising Of 1.877, crippled m 
one arm and one leg, and disgraced in his own mind by the capture, of the 
imperial colors under his charge. Limping and looking out on the world
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HIROHITO’S BOYHOOD

(1900 -1912)

EARLY BABY

In the walled gardens of the Aoyama Palace in Tokyo, the cherry blos
soms, which Japanese compare with warriors because they fall in the full 
pride of their bloom, had drifted from the boughs and lay scattered on the 
ground. Each morning, surrounded by ladies in waiting, a fifteen-year-old 
princess named Sadako walked the fragrant carpets of fading pink, around 
the moon-mirror pools, between the painstakingly stunted and gnarled 
pine trees, and across the rainbow bridges. She glowed with good health, 
for she had lived most of her life on a farm, following a regimen pre
scribed by Court physicians to make her a fertile mother. Now the fact 
that she was in the last stages of pregnancy enhanced her beauty, bringing 
a special quality of color and transparency to her white skin. Her high- 
bridged imperial nose, long neck, and slanting shoulders stamped her a 
Fujiwara, one of the family whose daughters had traditionally knelt be
side the Emperors for over eighty reigns.

In carrying her child Sadako faced a challenge unknown to her Puji- 
wara forebears. Since Emperor Go-Momozono’s birth in 1758, all the Em
perors had been sons of imperial mistresses rather than of wives. To satisfy 
Western standards of propriety, Emperor Meiji had promulgated a new 
Imperial House Law stipulating that from now on only the official Empress 
could supply an heir to the Throne. As Meiji and his two most privy 
chamberlains1 interpreted the new rule, it meant that only a proven heir- 
producer could become Empress. The future of the princess in the garden,

1 Prince Tokudaiji Sanenori, the elder brother of Prince Saionji, the lute-playing 
Constitutionalist; Count Tanaka Mitsuaki, who would live to meddle in Hirohito’s 
°wn matrimonial affairs in the 1930’s. -

273
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after editings would express his mind on ceremonial occasions and would 
be read aloud at the national poetry contests held in the palace each 
New Year. f

Because of the imperial shuffle, Hirohito was far less gifted athletically 
than he was intellectually, a fact of genetics to which he reconciled himself 
only with the greatest difficulty. Living in a samurai’s world, he set great 
store on strength, agility, and endurance. By arduous effort he ultimately 
became a powerful swimmer, good horseman, and avid golfer, but each 
sporting accomplishment cost him great pain. As a small boy he had had 
little opportunity to learn ways of compensating for his defect because 
anxious chamberlains had forever curbed in him the normal abandon of a 
child, encouraging him to walk, not run, down corridors and step, not leap, 
down staircases. His tutor, Nogi, warned him repeatedly against develop
ing a hunchback’s psychology.

In spite of himself, Nogi showed a spontaneous partiality for Hirohito’s 
graceful, open-natured younger brother, Prince Chichibu. Chichibu was 
free of the imperial affliction. Chichibu excelled at sports. Chichibu had 
been publicly cuddled and privately cuffed by Hirohito ever since his birth. 
Hirohito was to make Chichibu the family scapegoat for the abortive 
Strike-North Army rebellion of 1936. Chichibu was to die of another 
imperial weakness, tuberculosis, in 1953.

Hirohito's physical disability, together with the other peculiarities of his 
childhood, left him with a defensive shyness and poise chiseled out of ice, 
and an almost masochistic need to prove himself by living more simply and 
working harder than anyone else. He schooled himself to become a lucid, 
well-paced, and even dramatic speaker at official gatherings but he never 
learned to seem completely at ease on the rostrum. He was steadfastly loyal 
to all who served him but warm and vivacious with only a few of his oldest 
intimates. His idea of humor was to give a pumpkin that looked like a 
melon to one of his in-laws who was excessively fond of melons. By 
exercise of an encyclopedic memory, he was able to appear perceptive and 
even maliciously witty on occasion. But few chambeilains ever felt sure how 
to take his sallies, because they came so rarely. Both he and his brothers 
had been carefully trained from infancy to listen rather than speak, to en
courage rather than command, to censor from their voiced thoughts every 
direct expression of bias or desire, to seek and weigh the opinions of others, 
and to make such advisors responsible for promoting suggestions that 
seemed good.

On his Way to the Peers’ School each day, Hirohito often led his en
tourage across the northern grounds of the main palace so that he could 
watch the Imperial Guards at their morning drill. Frequently he would see 
one of his Big Brothers on the parade ground and stop gravely to salute 
him. Prince Higashikuni, Prince Asaka, and Prince Kitashirakawa had 
graduated from military academy and had been posted as sub-lieutenants to

Young Caesar
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the recurrent dysenteries and fevers of Court life, he was put out for foster 
care, Princess Sadako returned demurely to the gay, Westernized, Ed
wardian life of the crown prince in the Akasaka Palace, and Hirohito, 
wrapped in purple swaddling clothes, was bundled off by coach and four. 
It was typically muggy Tokyo summer weather. The carriage skirted the 
barbarian embassies outside the western walls of the palace and rolled 
south through the best residential district of Tokyo, past villas belonging 
to Tokugawas, Fujiwaras, and princes of the blood. Finally it drew up at 
the home of Vice Admiral Kawamura Sumiyoshi in Azabu, about a 
mile and a half from its starting point.

Kawamura was a Satsuma clansman, a retainer of the Shimazu family. 
'He had been responsible thirty years earlier for importing ten British offi
cers to train the men of Japan’s nascent navy. Now he was an elder of 
sixty-live, renowned for his traditionalism and his simple way of life. His 
neat clean house stood for all that was purest in the old Japan: planed 
u'nlacquered cryptomeria, ground cypress, paulownia, and pine; sliding 
paper-paned doors opening on miniature gardens; tatami floors for stock
inged feet; charcoal braziers and throw-pillows; pallets rolled out onto 
the floor at dusk for sleeping; piping hot baths in a deep wooden tub; 
an austere alcove for prayer and meditation, where hung a single inspira
tional example of calligraphy.

Hirohito’s foster home was an island of conservatism and taste in a sea 
of change. Outside the small villa’s walls, shanties of plain pine crowded 
against one another as far south and west as the eye could see. The ancient 
fort town of Edo, now known as Tokyo, had become one of the largest cities 
in the world. Where the moon after dark had once stood over a few straight, 
empty, well-policed thoroughfares—illuminated fitfully by the glimmer of a 
geisha’s lantern or the bumptious roar of a samurai’s torch—there now 
twisted countless alleyways, draped with telegraph wires and busy under 
gaslight. It was a shark’s ocean. No longer did the people ask favors of 
portly government officials in starched robes but of pimps, racketeers, and 
slum landlords.

In the eyes of Hirohito’s foster father, even the great 240-acre palace, 
two miles to the northeast, had begun to suffer the modern defilement. 
Several of the grim battlements and moats had been leveled, pierced, or 
bridged in a manner which made them militarily unsound. A new ceremo
nial complex: of buildings, completed in 1889, contained a Throne Room, 
audience chambers, and a banqueting hall, all designed to satisfy Euro
pean ideas of magnificence.8 Writhing roofs of glinting green copper over
bung eaves and gables painted with green and blue floral patterns. In  the

3 Emperor Meiji began to use his $2 million Ceremonial Palace twenty-two years 
a ter Emperor Komei’s death. After it was destroyed in 1945, Emperor Hirohito 
waited exactly twenty-two years before dedicating a $36 million replacement for it.

Hirohito’s Boyhood



and go. away to Jive in -a:foreign-country: E m p e ro r-"M e iji^ a d lfe ^ ^ S ; 
.ignored, add asked Field-'Marshal. Yamagata, the'oldman-.'of the;.Aimy/'tov" 
talk some .sense into, the -young: isoldier’s - head:' .’Higashikuni■ 
however, that he would resign from the imperial family'mnleskYamagata' 
would agree, to owe him a posting abroad, payable ■ ondemand .Yamagata, . 
promised that he would, .and finally Emperor Meiji called: Higashikuni iin; 
for a private audience in the. Imperial Study. In his genial way; he'told ; 
Higashikuni not to be so, prickly; there would be foreign adventures enough  ̂
when Higashikuni had finished his training and was .ready for them. Then, 
more .-sternly* Meiji reminded the headstrong young prince that old cham
berlains were loyal retainers and must-not be alienated by childish lower- 
class outbursts of pride. : ^  , ,

REBELLION IN CHINA1

Four hundred million strong, the Chinese, in less than a century, had fallen 
in their own eyes from one of the mightiest to one of.the most miserable 
nations on earth. At least 20 million Chinese had become-addicts of opium, 
heroin, or morphine, most of which was imported by Western traders. The 
China coast had become a necklace of foreign enclaves. Whole Chinese 
armies had been routed repeatedly by landing parties of European and 
American marines. Japan’s victory over Russia in 1905 and annexation of 
Korea in 1910 only added to China’s humiliation. The “Eastern pigmies,” 
as the Japanese had long been called in China, were succeeding against 
the West where the Chinese had failed.

In 1911 peasant rebellions against the corrupt and bankrupt regime of 
the ruling lylanchu emperors—the Ching dynasty—broke , out in almost 
every province of China. For lack of any other national leadership the dis
sidents gave their, allegiance to the Kuomintang or KMT cell of intellectual 
Cantonese republicans headed by Sun Yat-sen. Sun and his disciples—of 
whom Chiang Kai-shek was one—were all proteges of the elder Prince 
Konoye’s East Asia All-One-Gulture Society, of Hirohito’s Big Brotherhood, 
and of Toyama’s Black Dragon tong. With combined Japanese and Ameri
can assistance. Sun Yat-sen was able to, help the peasant revolutionaries, pay 
their armies until they had secured control of the southern half of China.

The Mnnchu throne, was occupied at that time by a five-year-old boy, 
Henry, Pu-Yi, later Japan’s puppet emperor of Manchuria. The real power 
in,the Manehu Court,was held by. the general-in; charge of the:ManchM.
armies, Yuan Shih-kair:Like Japan’s Army strongman,.;his .good Tpend' 
Yamagata, general Yuan believed that China must=remam,unifiedmndera 
military dictatorship.- promised/to';, .betrdy. u
throne and throw; the weiglit oh his armies in to H jie ^  
could, become; China’s first president. Faced with, the alternative 9 * C1V 
war, Sun Yat-sen agreed. So it was that in February 1912 the five-year-o



Manchus. Now it was common knowledge in the palace that he was pre
paring to put down the czars of Muscovy.

Planning for the new war had started before Hirohito’s birth in 1900. At 
that time the lute-playing Prince Saionji and his mentor, Ito Hirobumi, 
the two oligarchs who had championed codified Western-style laws for 
Japan, were in favor of a straightforward agreement with Russia, acknowl
edging her supremacy in northern Manchuria in return for unopposed Ja
panese control of Korea. Army Chief Yamagata insisted that the whole 
of Manchuria up to the Amur River must be conquered before Japan 
would feel safe.4 Emperor Meiji and the surviving brothers of Emperor 
Komei’s advisor, Prince Asahiko, listened noncommittally and declined 
to set any limit to Japan’s ultimate goals. Army Chief Yamagata assured 
them that Japan would have a sporting chance against Russia unless the 
French and Germans intervened to keep Japan in her place as they had 
done in 1896 after the war with China. Emperor Meiji decided, therefore, 
to seek an alliance with Great Britain which would neutralize France 
and Germany and enable Japan to challenge Russia hand to hand, one 
nation against one nation.

As a part of his campaign to prevent the Emperor from going to war, the 
Westernized oligarch Ito Hirobumi, in the fall of 1900, tried to enlist the 
voice of the people by founding Japan’s first important political party, 
the Constitutionalists.5 There had been other political parties before, no 
less than fourteen of them since 1882, but Ito had the popular support to 
create a lasting organization that would have the mandate of the majority 
of the people. For the next thirty-five years it would regularly command 
45 to 60 per cent of the national vote. But it would struggle in vain against 
the overriding imperial powers written into the very Constitution it cham
pioned—in particular the power to appoint all officials. By contesting 
Army budget increases in the Diet, Ito dreamt that his party might be 
able to keep Japan at peace.

In the summer of 1901 Emperor Meiji sent a delegation of professional 
diplomats to London to negotiate the required treaty with England. Oligarch 
Ito at once resigned as prime minister in favor of his fun-loving protege, 
Prince Saionji, and threw all his energies into selling the people on his idea 
of direct negotiations with Russia. At the outset of his campaign, he was 
visited one day by Toyama, the Lord of the Black Dragon and “Darkside 
Emperor” of the slums. Somewhat hard of hearing, the sixty-one-year-old 
Ito craned his neck, cocked his head, and professed to be unable to hear 
aoy of the gang lord’s quiet threats.

■ Hirohito’s Boyhood 279

<j( T0'*'arna’ i°r<4 high assassin of the underworld, founded the Black Dragon
[ey m 1901 to support Yamagafa’s position. The society took as its own the 

6nese name for the Amur, Black Dragon River. 
n u 1, R ikL cn  S e iy u k a i, Constitution Political Comrades party.
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. . ; : DEATH OF MEIJI ’V

.. H irohito’s thiriy-two-year-old father, Crown Prince Yoshihito,. saw in the 
: Chinese Revolution a heaven-sent Opportunity going to waste. Had he been. 
Em peror he would have capitalized on i t  to take over one or the other o f . 
■the two halves Of China. Instead, while Yuan in Peking was consolidating 
'his'rpdy/erSArrny* strongman Yaniagata and the surviving .members‘ of 
; Em peror.'M e'ipV oligarchy, ruled in' Japan. Emperpr Meiji, that spring of , 
1912, had delegated to the 'oligarchs all his authority—Tor he himself lay 
dy in g o f stomach cancer. ' .:S y  •; k.y' y - t

. v Japanese flocked by the tens of thousands to pray in the plaza outside 
the palace for the Emiperor’s recovery. They burned hundreds of thousands 

. of; symbolic paper Offerings at the m ost important national shrinei dNeveh 
theless, on July 29, the great Emperor. Meiji died. He had had more than . 
a dozen sons, but Only one survived:him, the'child of a ‘concubine, the 
■father. Of .H irohitd,: Crown P rince: Ydshihito. YOshihito at once assumed .. 
possession of the' sacred; m ifror, necklace> and sword and took: the . reign- 
name of Taislio, Great Correctness. . : : t" ;  t

: y '.ih h p erb f ;!taisho;:ahd mosftof,;hisycduhtiefs':,w^
fo k a v b fa l 'I r i^  sugjgfestion^of /iiTegala'nfies:: To'yfceir^hriOTse,;/^
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Russian ships which remained afloat took refuge in the harbor of Port 
Arthur at the tip of the Kwantung Peninsula leasehold in southern Man
churia. There they were kept bottled up by Japanese battleships which 
waited broadside outside the harbor’s mouth.

On February 10, two days after the naval engagement, Emperor Meiji 
issued a rescript declaring war. As he had done ten years previously during 
the war with China, he moved from Tokyo to Hiroshima and there presided 
personally at staff headquarters. The strategy of the conflict developed 
around two particularly tense situations. On the one hand the citadel of 
Port Arthur, defended according to the best Prussian science of the day 
by Russia’s General Stossel, held out stubbornly against attack from the 
landward side by Japan’s expeditionary force. On the other hand, Russia’s 
large Baltic fleet was on its way around the world to avenge the havoc 
wrought by the Japanese torpedo boats. Unless Port Arthur could be taken 
in time, the Japanese would have to turn to meet the Baltic fleet, leaving the 
remnants of the Asiatic fleet free to emerge from their battle and attack the 
Japanese rear.

Great Britain helpfully denied the Baltic fleet passage through the Suez 
Canal and forced it to steam from the Kattegat, the strait between Sweden 
and Denmark, all the way around Africa. On the way it was further delayed 
by having to refuel only at the widely scattered ports controlled by the 
French. Nevertheless it did make daily progress and Port Arthur did not 
fall. When the Baltic fleet entered the Indian Ocean, General Nogi 
Maresuke, in charge of the Japanese army outside Port Arthur, was sent 
a personal command from Emperor Meiji in Hiroshima to take the citadel 
quickly, no matter what the cost. Wave after wave of Japanese advanced 
into withering fire and bewildering mine fields. The no man’s land before 
the fortress writhed with wounded who could not be helped. The stench 
of corpses hung so heavy on the air that the Russian defenders on the 
ramparts wore handkerchiefs soaked in camphor.

Finally the agents of Army Chief Yamagata Aritomo, who was assisting 
Emperor Meiji in Hiroshima, attempted to bribe three of Stossel’s officers 
with a promissory note for $65 million payable eleven years later and 
signed by Yamagata. For this enormous sum, it is said that the three 
officers gave their Japanese contacts a plan of the Russian mine fields. 
Whether or not the plan reached General Nogi outside Port Arthur and 
whether or not it helped him capture the fortress are debatable. The fact 
is that on December 6, 1904, when the war had been in progress for over 
nine months and the Baltic fleet was approaching the China Sea, General 
Nogi launched his third all-out assault on 203-Meter Hill outside Port 
Arthur. In previous charges he had seen both his own sons mowed down 
before his field glasses. Now at last he saw the Japanese flag raised on the 
summit of the hill and knew that the battle for Port Arthur was over. The 
crest commanded a fine sweep of the harbor and an easy run up a ridge to
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gether, put on new white, kimonos*- and knelt before an autographed picture 
of Em peror M eiji which hung In their^prayer;h lc q y e ^ i ';^

Six centuries earlier .a: retainer of the southern dynasty, after surrender
ing his army to a general of the northern dynasty,;had asked: his captors to 
bear witness to the fact that he had surrendered for the sake of his men 
and no t out of fear of death. Kneeling in front of them, he had deliberately 
cut open his belly and pulled out his entrails, explaining the Avhile' that he 
was dying by the m ost prolonged and agonizing method that he knew. Since ; 
his tim e the painful ceremony of hara-kiri or beUy c u t t in g ^ f  ^e^pz/fe; 
o r intestinal incision as it .was called b j T t h e - f ^ t i i i q ^ s ^ _ ^  
and observed by every m an of honor who wished to “prove his sincerity” 
before passing over into the spirit world. Women who. 
similar, “meaningful gesture” were not supposed to 49 hara-kiri but might 
die. slowly by another method, the severing of the carotid artery. . :

Following the prescribed formulas, Countess Nogi now drove a  dag-'; 
ger into her neck and bled to  death. W hen she. had lost consciousness, 
General Nogi thrust a short sword into his bowels, gave it a. pull crosswise 
and a final jerk upward. On the tatami at his side he left a note, deploring 
the self-indulgence of the. younger generation and begging ever}' patriotic 
Japanese to, abide m ore sternly .by the ancient warrior yirtues. Wheii the: 
new crown prince, Hirohito, heard of the tragedy, ,-he? stiffened-m'ra4jowj j 
and w ithout any other sign of emotion- said,•, “Japan has sufferedayre-■ 
grettable loss.” . ...... .■„> \  •

The story was put out for foreigners that General Nogi and his wife had. 
committed double suicide in order to follow their liege lord^M eiji.to  a- - 
new Throne: beyond the grave. For the mass of Japanese,:.who knew. that 
Nogi had not enough rank to .consider himself, an .indispensable .re|amef,'.it.;,'.. 
was said that the Nogis had fulfilled a sacred pledge made to themselves and . 
to the bereaved parents of other slaughtered sons after the costly storming 
of .Port. A rthur. ! t was well known that Nogi’s wife hadindeed taken-the,., 
death of her sons much to heart. But General Nogi, according to knowledge- ; , 
able aristocrats, felt most driven to suicide by pride. He had ndyisedagainst- 
the! selection o f Hirohito as, crown prince and his,, advice had-:been :Spurned,.:;., 
H e could not Jive to. see himself rejected b y  bis-;own studerit,.-;^^

. : • '• . : : . TAISHO’S COUP

On ascending the Throne at the end of July 1912, Hirohito’s.fatlier, the - . 
young Em peror Taisho, sought to be an absolute,-monarch' 
builder. He aspired to give Japan ̂ “progressive” Occidentaladministration,, ̂  
patterned, on th a t .of, Alexander the;,Gre^t,|..0^®sari Louis XIY) ^hd the .. 
G eirm an4c^seri.^e.;Jap a n e se ,ie :;feitivyyere.”too-parophi^

, in turning butward . and,.making. toemselves^a j f ^  world his people ,, :;
would require .sjiecific autocratic instruction at every step.- But he did not,
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PRICE OF PEACE

Once Russia had tasted the bitter -fruits of disaster and overconfidence, 
Theodore Roosevelt offered to mediate the war. Meiji accepted the offer 
with alacrity. For all her outward show of success, Japan faced an 
internal crisis. She had lost 20,000 men at Port Arthur and almost an equal 
number at Mukden, the capital of Manchuria, two months later. More 
important, her stripling economy was strained to breaking under foreign 
and domestic war debts. An honorable peace had to be sought, and when 
President Roosevelt first entertained the emissaries of the two belligerents 
at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, it looked as if Japan would gain enough 
to have made the war worthwhile. But Count Sergei Witte, the Russian 
negotiator, soon sensed that the Japanese were more eager to make im
mediate peace than he was. Little by little, he hardened his attitude, and 
by the time that the negotiations were concluded, the Japanese gave up 
what they most needed, a hard cash indemnity, and accepted instead un
questioned supremacy in Korea, Port Arthur, and the Kwantung Peninsula, 
and Russian railroads and rights of way In southern Manchuria.

Emperor Meiji reluctantly approved the terms of the treaty after a long 
and stormy conference in the palace on August 28, 1905. But the Japanese 
public, which had been fed on reports of unmitigated victory and had been 
sweated economically to make the war possible, resented the lack of in
demnity and rioted obstreperously in every major city. The violence reached 
such a pitch that the government proclaimed martial law and the war 
Cabinet of General Kalsura Taro had to resign. The new government was 
headed by Prince Saionji, the lute-playing Constitutionalist. Having been 
known as an opponent of the war, he successfully soothed the angry people, 
but he also shouldered for his Constitutionalist party the grievous financial 
problems and unpopular austerity created by the war.

In retrospect only young’aristocrats like Hirohito’s teen-age Big Brothers 
exulted in the great victory Japan had won. Army Chief Yamagata warned 
that the war had been too much of a gamble ever to be repeated. Oligarch 
Ito, the founder of the popular Constitutionalist party, spread the idea that 
Korea could have been won by negotiation. Now that it had been won by 
force, he said, it was all the buffer zone Japan needed. He opposed outright 
annexation of it because annexation would only give the Army a new border 
to patrol, better, he insisted, to make Korea a friendly ally and protectorate 
of Japan. With this aim in view he advocated a lenient civilian colonial 
policy toward Korea. Emperor Meiji, with characteristic good humor and 
poetic justice, let him practice what he preached by making him resident 
governor. At the same time masterless samurai of the Black Dragon Society 
were encouraged to enlist in Ito’s service and help him in enlightening 'the 
natives. They uncovered and savagely suppressed almost weekly insurrec-
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divisions in the Strength of the Army occupying Korea. The Constitutional
ists, headed by Prime Minister Saionji, the lute-playing prince of the old 
Court clan of Fujiwaras, opposed the increase on financial grounds. The 
nation was still struggling with the deficit financing left over from the war 
with Russia eight years before. Since Saionji and the Constitutionalists had 
the majority at the polls, in the Diet, and in the Cabinet, they voted down 
the Army expansion plan handily. As a result, in early December 1912, the 
war minister resigned and Emperor Taisho’s palace factotum, General 
Katsura, saw to it that no Army officer would accept the war ministership 
in his place.

Prime Minister Saionji had no choice but to resign, too. In the protracted 
government crisis which ensued, Emperor Taisho ordered no less than five 
statesmen to form cabinets. Each of them in turn failed, for the civilians 
under Saionji’s command were determined to show that they could be as 
disciplined about refusing Cabinet portfolios as could the military men 
under Katsura. Finally, on December 21, 1912, Emperor Taisho exercised 
his full constitutional powers and simply declared that Grand Chamberlain- 
Lord Privy Seal Katsura was to be the new prime minister. Katsura im
pressed an unimposing slate of old henchmen to serve as his ministers. The 
Navy at first refused to supply him with a Navy minister but was brought 
around when the money for new Army divisions was reallocated for a 
naval shipbuilding program.

Emperor Taisho’s coup d’etat blew up a typhoon of popular protest. His 
minion, General Katsura, was accused in the Diet of “hiding behind the 
sleeve of the dragon,” which was a Japanese way of saying that the Em
peror was using him in an abuse of the imperial power. In Meiji’s time 
when prime ministers had been assailed with this charge, Dragon Meiji had 
always belched softly and the accusations had been withdrawn. Now, how
ever, Emperor Taisho issued a direct order commanding the Diet to recess 
for three days. When, after two more recesses, the Diet remained as openly 
critical as before, Emperor Taisho summoned Prince Saionji and com
manded him to have his Constitutionalist party cease their opposition to 
the imperial will. Saionji obediently called a party caucus and delivered 
the Emperor’s request. After two days’ debate, it was voted down. Never 
before in the history of Japan had an express imperial order been rejected 
outright. Liberal though he was, Prince Saionji knew his place as a Fujiwara 
courtier: he immediately resigned his presidency of the Constitutionalist 
party.

Mobs rioted in'Tokyo, Kobe, and Osaka, burning newspaper offices, 
waging pitched battles with the police, and threatening civil war. Finally, on 
February 11, 1913, when the Katsura administration had lasted just fifty- 
three days, Emperor Taisho accepted Prime Minister Katsura’s resignation.
By his obedience to the Emperor’s wishes, Katsura had utterly destroyed his 
reputation as a deft politician. He died eight months later. Army boss

Young Caesar '
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through a single eye, he was probably saved from defeat in the Russian 
war—despite the sacrifice of his sons—only by Yamagata and Stossel’s 
three traitors. After the war, he is said to have asked Emperor Meiji’s per
mission to commit ritual suicide, and to have been answered with the words, 
“Not while I  am still alive, Nogi. That is an order.”

Nogi believed implicitly in the traditional samurai mystique of killing 
with honor, of magnanimity toward the chastened and defeated, of utter 
ruthlessness toward the base and mercantile, of appreciation mainly for 
the contrived artistic beauty of poems and paintings in life, and for the 
moonlight reality of the spirit world in death. This was Bushido, the way 
of the warrior. Out of it had come the only masculine selflessness and 
dedication which Japan had ever known.

While Nogi lived by command, he did all in his ken to make a good 
samurai out of Hirohito. He promulgated twelve rules to guide the prince 
and the other aristocrats under his charge. Among them:

“(4) Inquire of your parents about your ancestors, your crest and 
lineage, and keep them well in mind.

“(9) Be ashamed of torn clothes, but never of patched ones.
“(12) When you order your Western-style clothing, boots, and shoes, 

have them made larger than your present size, regardless of fashion. You 
will outgrow them.”

On one occasion Nogi had Hirohito stand naked under a glacial water
fall. When the boy proved that he could stand still there without shivering, 
Nogi beckoned him out and wrapped him in a commoner’s coarse winter 
house kimono. Nogi liked to boast that neither he nor his ward had ever 
known the feel of silk undergarments next to the skin.

Under Nogi’s tutelage, Hirohito tackled the forbidding complexities of 
written Japanese. He first learned the two Japanese syllabaries of fifty-five 
symbols apiece and the English or romanji alphabet of twenty-six letters 
so that he could read phonetically. In Japanese, however, phonetic reading 
does not suffice to impart understanding, because there are too many ordi
nary words used in writing which all have the same ambiguous sound. When 
used in intellectual conversation, they have to be identified either by a 
lengthy explanation or by a Chinese character traced on the palm with a 
finger. Like other Japanese, therefore, Hirohito next embarked on the 
learning of Chinese characters or kcmji. Through movement of hand and 
writing brush he memorized the primary and variant forms, meanings, and 
pronunciations of from three to four thousand characters, each consisting 
of one to forty-eight brush strokes. By constant drill and reading, he came 
to recognize 20,000 to 30,000 combinations of the characters which rep
resented whole words* In a nation where everyone gives the best years of 
liis life in an attempt to make the archaic system of hieroglyphs work, 
Hirohito learned to read and write with exceptional ease. By the age of 
twelve he was already trying his hand at delicate, disciplined tanka which,
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thrown by one of Toyama’s underworld assassins in 1889. Now seventy- 
six, he was not prepared to lose another. As the “Sage of Waseda”—-the 
president of a  university which he had founded— he was popular for his 
easygoing fund-raising manners and for his reassuring prescription of book 
learning for all ills. He had acquired a respectable following in one of the 
minority parties but did not belong to the disloyal Constitutionalists. The 
people accepted him as their champion, and for two and a half years, in a 
time of war prosperity and full employment, he gave them a stable gov
ernment.

Young Caesar

FINISHING SCHOOL

While the Okuma Cabinet was planning Japan’s new policy of smart 
opportunism, the embattled imperial household made peace with the nation. 
Prince.Sadanaru, the eldest of Taisho’s six family advisors, resigned the 
key palace post of lord privy seal, which he had taken when Katsura became 
prime minister, and turned it over to a commoner. Junior princes of the 
blood were transferred from the Imperial Guards Division in the palace to 
other, m ore plebeian units stationed in the provinces. Crown Prince Hiro- 
hito was withdrawn from the exclusive Peers’ School and put in the hands 
of private tutors under the charge of popular war heros. A simple classroom 
was constructed for his studies on the grounds of the Akasaka Palace and 
its Spartan furnishings were publicized in the press.

H irohito’s chief tutor, entrusted with the planning of his studies, was Togo 
Heihachiro, the admiral who had turned in time to sink the Baltic fleet in 
the war with Russia. Unlike General Nogi, he was a prosaic, peace-loving 
m an who believed in w ar only as a meticulously planned exercise in self- 
defense. H e sensed that Hirohito was antagonistic to him and he left the 
boy’s curriculum largely to two old Prussian-oriented generals. They were 
assisted by a  preoccupied scientist who was a  graduate of Yale and by a 
rear adm iral who was a prolific propagandist for samurai ideals.

U nder the planning of these staff officers, Hirohito’s tutoring was con
ducted with strict formality and clockwork. Lessons were monitored in 
silence, from a kneeling position on the tatami, by a spritely old court gentle
m an who listened only for thoughts that might be disturbing or un-Japanese. 
The lecturers who gave the lessons cam e in from Tokyo University or from 
Army or Navy' Staff headquarters; they knelt with bowed heads on a mat 
facing Hirohito and duly delivered themselves. The gap between crown 
prince and professor was so great that many of the pedagogues strove to 
say only what they imagined Hirohito should hear. If they became too trite, 
however, Hirohito himself let it be known that they were “bland as jagaano 
— bland as the white potatoes introduced from the West.

Army and Navy lecturers were the most interesting because they spoke 
boldly, as a m atter of honor, and because they felt sure that any chil
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the Imperial Guards Division in 1908 at the same time that Hirohito had 
entered the Peers’ School. There, in the north corner of the palace, from 
19Q8 until 1912, they ■were billeted with all the young lieutenants and 
captains who would later be known as the great fascist generals of Japan. 
Prince Higashikuni, for instance, has stated that in those years he came to 
know well the later famous Tojo who would act as shogun for Japan in 
the fateful years, 1941-1944. At that time Higashikuni found Tojo “a run- 
of-the-mill officer,” who was “ambitious for advancement.”

Emperor Meiji made no secret of the fact that Hirohito’s Big Brothers 
were his own favorites, too, and were being groomed by him for missions of 
national importance. He was especially partial to the four of them who were 
grandsons of Prince Kuniye, the father of Emperor Komei’s advisor 
Asahiko. In token of his favor he betrothed them to his daughters with an 
uncanny numerological precision: Kuniye’s sixth grandson, Takeda, to his 
sixth daughter, Masako; Kuniye’s seventh grandson, Kitashirakawa, to his 
seventh daughter, Fusako; Kuniye’s eighth grandson, Asaka, to his eighth 
daughter, Nobuko; and Kuniye’s ninth grandson, Higashikuni, to his ninth 
daughter, Toshiko. To make crystal clear his high hopes for these young 
men, Emperor Meiji put in a personal appearance at the first three of the 
weddings—in 1905, 1909, and 1910. He cared so little for the daughters 
he thus gave away that he met all three of them, for the first time in their 
lives, at the nuptials.

The fourth wedding, that of Mciji’s ninth daughter, was delayed because 
Kuniye’s ninth grandson, the trouble-making Higashikuni, became involved 
in a palace spat which caused him to be put on probation. It was Emperor 
Meiji’s custom, whenever he had an evening free of state business, to invite 
a pair of the four favorite princes to eat dinner with him. Higashikuni was 
invariably teamed with Prince Kitashirakawa, an enthusiastic, athletic youfig 
man who always said what was expected of him and never tired of hearing 
Emperor Meiji, over his port, expatiate on the future greatness of Japan. 
Prince Higashikuni, who in those days had not yet learned jto be devious, 
sometimes showed boredom in the after-dinner conversations.
' One day in 1911, when his stomach was upset and he was studying for 
the entrance examinations to Staff College, Prince Higashikuni refused one 
of Emperor Meiji’s summonses. A palace coach called for him anyway and 
he caused a scandal by sending it away empty. Chamberlains came to his 
villa to lecture him on filial piety. Higashikuni told them rebelliously that 
he wished he could emigrate to the West where filial piety was left to Con
fucius. There the matter might have rested except that Hirohito’s father, 
the future Emperor Taisho, who was Higashikuni’s elder by only eight 
years, took it upon himself to tell Higashikuni that he was not worthy of 
being a member of the imperial family. With' great' wounded pride, the 
twenty-three-year-old Higashikuni at once submitted a jorm al request to 
the Imperial Household Ministry asking leave to resign his rank as a prince
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In Europe there is little rice produced. In some Asian countries much rice 
is produced but of poor quality, incomparable with our own. Therefore, I 
feel sorry for the rest of the world, especially the Europeans.

Nowadays, although there are many nations on the earth, only two are 
strong: England and Russia. In the Western Hemisphere, the United States 
follows a close third. We do not yet know the outcome of the World War, 
of course, but it is plain that all the strong nations belong to the same Aryan 
clan, which comprises one nation. By contrast in Asia the large country, 
China, is degenerate. Therefore, China cannot be our partner and cannot 
stand with us against the nations of the West. Our Empire must decide to 
match arms with the Aryan clan all alone.

The ideas being entertained by the Russians are essentially American- 
European individualism. We must beware of them. Because of our growing 
closeness to Europe, esteem for the ancient sacred sw’ords of Japan is de
clining.

Though we speak of 8,000,000 gods in Japan we really pray only to the 
excellent souls among the Rulers and the Ruled. Our religion is unique. In 
foreign lands there are fixed gods. The religion there is based on mere 
hypothesis.

A t his Genbuku or coming of age in 1915, Hirohito donned the two 
swords of the samurai and presented himself at the palace shrine to be 
anointed a  warrior. His father celebrated the event by sending the boy a 
young concubine to instruct him  in the ways of love. Hirohito was shy but 
the girl was infinitely patient and tactful. Eventually— so Court gossips say 
— he satisfied his scientific curiosity. Courtiers at the time regretted that he 
did not seem to be a ladies’ man to compare with his hearty grandfather 
Meiji.

WORLD WAR

In August 1914 the expecteo war in Europe broke out. Foreign Minister 
Kato Taka-aki promptly threw in Japan’s lot with France and England. 
His object was not to  help Britain but, as he frankly told his colleagues, 
to silence in advance any British objections to Japanese moves on China. 
For the next two years Japan undertook to protect British interests in 
H ong Kong and Shanghai. She sent troops to Singapore to quash trouble 
there with “ the natives.” H er Navy convoyed merchantmen through the 
Indian Ocean into the M editerranean. She refused repeatedly, however, to 
contribute any troops to the bloody battlefields of Europe.

F or her pittance of co-operation Japan expected a mountain of reel 
procity. Foreign Minister Kato Taka-aki wanted the British government to 
run diplomatic interference for Japanese seizure and permanent posses
sion of all German mandates and leaseholds in the Pacific. Hard presse 
though she was, G reat Britain refused to give Japan such a carte blanche.



■Manchu Emperor Pu-Yi was forced to abdicate, and the Chinese Republic 
was born.. y > - ; .... v , - '-y ^  ,y y ;y Y Y v Y Y ^  y y-.Y >,y.-YYY,v;''::y;Yy 

For ;the first . time - since Genghis Khaii, China had; henowfi-native. govy 
ernment; the Mongol-Manchu conquerors from .the ,wastelands.1 north of the 
Great Wall had been finally expelled; But the peasants who had started the 
rebellion gained nothing. The same soldiers; and tax1 collectors,- oppressed[' 
them, and the fagade ,of democratic; government—of a .congress .and 
elections—which Yuan Shih-kai gave to his regime inspired only bitter 
jokes. From the day he became president Yuan .. began to plot against 
China’s leading parliamentarians. In'two years he would, have the bravest 
of them assassinated. In four years he would try to make himself emperor 
and found a new dynasty. L- ’ ,
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replied to the Western Powers with .-aisum ihary;O Ttbe;firstJfoi^^oints^^
a denial of the existence of the fifths To C h inaheR ep lied jw itif.t^
of 30,000 reinforcements for Japan’scontinental;garrisons/jW hdib^an'-*
continued to resist all the demands, Foreign-MinistO^KWp.’toW
May 7, 1915, that-..the fifth' set' could .b e '- r ^ 'e r y ^ - ip r ^
that he had only forty-eight hours to consider; t i e f i r s t  ̂ fou^sets^after'1
which Ghina would be invaded; Yuan p rom ptly );gay^
known in*.the' West that he .Was/acting • under'--duress^^ea^ r
the peace settlements were made after World W ar I, Chinese diplomats
regained a substantial part of the ground Which Yuan. had. temporarily
c o n c e d e d . '^ '’ .' ■ ■ ,i' v ■: b  " i . / : ^

In  Tokyo old A rm y Chief Yamagata saw; clearly from the: tenor of • 
Chinese newspapers that Foreign Minister. Kato bad? Vptf a Tyrihic Wc-'i 
tory. The Chinese felt that Yuan Shih-kai had actually put tip a brave stand; ■ 
against Japan’s hated cutthroats and carpetbaggers. At seventy-seven, 
Yamagata still had enough political influence to force thb->--Ca6mei;to-^e-W; 
sign. Prime Minister Okuma obediently formed a new. Cabinet Which dido 
not contain the controversial foreign minister, Kato:vr:>--;'x

In December 1915, four months after Kato’s ouster, China’s President.; 
Yuan Shih-kai announced that, by popular request, lie planned to crown 
himself emperor. It w as 'a  fatal miscalculation;'The:-WarlordsYvlio, cdm̂ :. ■’ 
marided Y uan’s armies might no t be republican idealists but neither./did . • 
they want to serve under a new imperial dynasty. Rebellion spread and 
on June 6, 1916, Yuan died of uremia brought on bynervousprostration. . 
H e was succeeded by a nonentity who preserved-the; central Republican 
government Only as a facade for many separate: pfpvincialyTegm^ 
run by one of Y uan’s former generals. ■; • ;
- Em peror M eiji’s old A rm y  Chief Yamagata. was• ̂ dismayed;yWithv.Yeaii'..;;; 
w e n t all hope of a strong Japam China to face the 'West.- Yaniagatavexerted 
all his influence to find a new, non-republican autocrat to govern .China 
and a new,t un-Westernized Cabinet, to govern Japan. He pointed out to 
his pro-Germ an Emperor, Taisho,:, that Japants allies'Were; not winning ;., 
the war; that the kaiser’s, armies w ere fightingthebattle., of- thê  ̂.Soinme and 
pressing on toward Verdun; tha t: tlie buffer-state/qf. Russia,'^ whibh.;separated; 
Germany from her lost, leasehold of Tsingtao,seemed-dangerpusly weaker. 
A fter a  complex political: parley and, fo r  an bid mah;;a tremendpus display 
of - energy and .influence, Yamagata succeeded, in: September :1916, in top- 

. pling the Okuma government; He persuaded. Emperor Taisho to appoint 
in its place a Cabinet .headed ''by.' a n / A m # - • v t»':;i •>,

Through Terauchi, Y am agatabacked the.war;lord of;Manchuria,;Chang A
Tso-lin;. as -the /next, strongman .iri;nprthern jChina-.: ;A peasant. b°y,' Chang. ,.
had.grow n .up-hunting;hares b it  the M anchurian, p ra ir ie s - 'ta h ^
self and his ailing seam stressm other. One day, as a'.teen-ager,: he had hid; ,

l Koliin ri o- olnmh n f .^neliPe fib thfl' QflilriH flf JlOrf?6 '̂,hOOV6S. . SC&injEI.;2L- ",



Hirohito’s own beloved tutor, General Nogi, organized a minority which 
favored the election of Prince Chichibu, Hirohito’s brother Nogi had no 
convincing reason to urge for his stand, only a vague presentiment, a sense 
of something dark He was, accordingly, outvoted and Hirohito was elected 
heir appaient.

In six weeks of deep mourning, wearing old-fashioned Court clothes, 
participating in numerous family riles of purification, the twelve-year-old 
Hirohito was made deeply conscious of his impending responsibilities, his 
coming of age. On September 9, 1912, as the progress of his grandfather’s 
shade into the spirit world drew to a close, he was duly proclaimed heir 
and simultaneously appointed to the rank of lieutenant in the Army and 
ensign in the Navy.

Three days later, on the eve of Meiji’s state funeral, General Nogi, the 
outvoted tutor, paid a last visit to Hirohito and to his two brothers, 
Chichibu, ten, and Takamatsu, seven. They received him in  their private 
apartments at the temporary Akasaka Palace where they lived while the 
new one—Taisho’s Versailles—was nearing completion. Nogi had recently 
returned from George V’s coronation in London and apologized for his 
long absence. He apologized further that he must go out of town again, 
immediately, as guide to Arthur, Duke of Connaught, the emissary sent by 
Great Britain to Emperor Meiji’s funeral. Then, earnestly, he scolded the 
three boys for neglecting their lessons while he had been away and reminded 
them that they must leam to police their own work habits if they were 
ever to fit themselves for the lonely task of rule. “•

Turning to Hirohito, Nogi discussed a recent specimen of the boy’s 
calligraphy and said: “1 ask you to study harder. You are now the crown 
prince, the youngest of the officers in the Army and Navy, and the future 
commander of the nation. I beg you to attend to your military duties. I  beg 
you to take daily care of your health, no matter how busy you are. Re
member, 1 shall be watching. Work well for yourself and Japan.” He 
handed Hirohito a book of Confucian moral precepts, bowed low, and 
backed out of the room.

In the next hour Emperor Meiji’s funeral cortege rolled out across the 
palace moat on the Double Bridge reserved for imperial progresses. The 
cannon of Tokyo harbor thundered rhythmically in the distance. Silent, 
prostrate Japanese lined the route which the cortege would take to Tokyo 
Station. There a railway car waited, paneled in new unfinished wood of 
ghostly whiteness, unblemished by knotholes. The next day it would arrive 
in the old capital of Kyoto where a heroic tumulus was being thrown up, 
beside’the graves of the ancestors, to receive the coffin.

General Nogi watched the cortege start from the palace and then walked 
home to bis villa in Azabu, not far from the house where Hirohito had 
learned to toddle. Countess Nogi was quietly waiting for him in the tiny 
entry hall. To the insistent tolling of the cannon the two took a bath to-
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a cap and a  horse from one of his surviving henchmen, and made off 
down a side street, unnoticed in the confusion. The bomb thrower was shot 
at once, before his affiliations could be determined, and Chang’s coachman 
covered his master’s flight by moving on gravely with the rest of the pro
cession. U ndaunted, a  second bomb thrower came forward to blow the 
empty carriage to splinters.

The next day a horde of Babojab's Mongol horsemen, accompanied by 
their Japanese advisors, poured into the country west of Mukden and drove 
on the city. To the surprise of the Japanese, a very angry and alive Chang 
Tso-lin marshaled his defense forces, met the Mongolians, and routed them. 
When the Japanese realized that they had failed, a number of nettled offi
cers proposed to seize M ukden anyway with regular Japanese railway guard 
units. The acting Japanese consul general in Mukden cabled news of the 
plan to Tokyo, and Prime Minister Terauchi cabled back orders that no 
one do anything more without authorization. Prince Kanin and his cronies 
were bitterly frustrated. They solaced themselves in later years by describ
ing with relish the Spectacle of Chang Tso-lin fleeing on horseback in com
mon soldier’s garb down a back alley. At length, after Hirohito came to 
power. Prince Kanin’s minions, in 1928, would inaugurate the aggressions 
of H irohlto’s reign by assassinating Chang Tso-lin successfully. Imperial 
policy might change direction but it did not forget or forgive.

SIBERIA

Shortly after Em peror Taisho’s ill-conceived effort to add Manchuria 
to  the Empire, Germany turned cast from stalemate at Verdun and over
ran Rumania. The Russian front collapsed and with it the rule of the 
Romanovs. During M arch 1917. Czar Nicholas relinquished his crown, and 
the whole long underbelly of Russia became a military emptiness, pre
occupied with internal rumbling. To many Japanese it appeared that any 
day Kaiser Wilhelm might come knocking at the door, demanding payment 
for the seized Germ an leasehold of Tsingtao.

In  the early months of 1917 Old Army Chief Yamagata was able to align 
most responsible Japanese behind him against further ill-considered essays 
in gunboat diplomacy. Taisho retired petulantly under the face-saving cover 
of sickness. Then, on April 7 ,-Tokyo time, the United States joined the 
Allies against Germany and Em peror Taisho felt better. The Six Princes of 
his kitchen cabinet began at once to tout the possibility of adding eastern 
Siberia to the Empire. The revolutionary regime in western Russia had not 
the men or money to defend Vladivostok. The Germans now would nee 
all their strength for the western front. And what was more, the British 
and French governments had invited Japan several times since 1915 to 
move troops west from Vladivostok in order to shore up the eastern front. 
By accepting the invitation at this belated date Japan might not be able to
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know Japan. He understood in theory but not in feeling the web of loy
alties which made the people work as one. Spoiled by diversions with polite 
wines and women and Western ideas, Taisho thought that he had only td 
issue orders. He could not imagine that the Throne would ever be dis
obeyed. He did not see the need for the easygoing charm and careful sub
terfuge practiced by Emperor Meiji. Highly intelligent but neurotically ar
rogant, he took no care of his public image. It was widely known that he 
dressed like a German hussar, waxed his mustache, and sometimes lashed 
out at delinquent servants on the palace grounds with his riding crop.

For all his faults, Emperor Taisho had wit and charm enough to com
mand the allegiance of the most cosmopolitan Japanese. His immediate 
followers and intermediaries w'ere six worldly-wise princes of the blood who 
had played uncles to him in his growing up. All but one of them had seen 
action in the War with Russia. Two of them were graduates of St. Cyr, the 
French West Point, one of Brest, the French Annapolis. Two more were 
graduates of Japan’s own West Point. The sixth was a Shinto priest who 
would run the nation’s religious establishment until 1937. The chief of the 
six was Prince Sadanaru, fifty-five, Prince Asahiko’s eighth brother and 
Emperor Taisho’s most intimate advisor. He had studied long in France, 
visited often in England, and attended the St. Louis World’s Fair in the 
United States in 1904.

In traditional Japanese fashion, Taisho and his six princely advisors at 
once called on a loyal henchman, General Katsura Taro, to stand before 
them and take responsibility for their plans. General Katsura had been 
prime minister from 1901 to 1906 and from 1908 to 1911. He had repre
sented the Emperor and the Army against the Constitutionalists in every 
election since 1900. While he was governor general of Taiwan in 1900, he 
had drawn up an elaborate plan for Japanese expansion southward into 
Malaya, Indonesia, and the Philippines. He had presented the plan to 
Emperor Meiji and his oligarchy and had been told that its execution 
would have to be postponed until the northern borders of the Empire had 
been secured against Russia. Now, August 1912, the war with Russia had 
been won, and it seemed that the time had come.

Katsura was in Russia on reconnaissance when the news of Emperor 
Meiji’s death and the summons from Taisho reached him. He hastened 
home and was at once appointed by Emperor Taisho to both the chief 
offices in the palace: that of grand chamberlain and, concurrently, that of 
lord privy seal. In the one he had the duty of making appointments for all 
audiences with the Emperor and in the other the privilege of being in 
attendance, ready to answer questions, at all audiences.

The cardinal plank in Taisho’s imperial program was “perfection of 
national defense” : a major buildup of the aimed forces in anticipation of 
trans-Korean empire building. At Emperor Taisho’s and Prince Sadanaru’s 
suggestion, the Army General Staff began to agitate for an increase of two
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A t the other end in Vladivostok they hoped they w o u l d ^  
ports ready to take them to France. As they began their- journey, the 
British landed marines in northern Rnssia at Murmansk,- and the German 
government demanded that the Bolsheviks disarm the Czechs before they ' 
could gather.at this potential second front. W hen the Reds tried to comply, 
the Czech rear guard, which was still west of the Volga, rebuffed, the at
tempt with bullets; In  a m atter of weeks the strung-out Czech column had 
seized every m ajor railhead from  the Volga to Vladivostok and their 
peaceful exodus had become a fighting anabasis. Seasoned soldiers, they 
drove off every force, Red or White, that sought to stay their passage. • 

The thought of 50,000 Czech patriots fighting their way across' 5,000 
miles of steppe and tundra was not difficult to-dramatize in newspapers; 
and the sympathy of the American public was profoundly stirred, ! The 
romantic feeling for the Czechs was used by American interests which 
feared the Red plague of Bolshevism, and on July 8 ,.1 9 1 8 ,the; United . 
States abruptly suggested to Japan that the two nations mount a joint, 
intervention in Siberia. Its objectives should be limited to help for the 
Czechs, satisfactory disposition of the 300,000-odd prisoners of war in 
Siberian stockades, and retrieval of Allied war supplies stockpiled in Vladi
vostok.

Old Army man Yam agata chuckled cynically when he heard the news. 
Overnight all his. opinions changed, and he became, :in the days that fol
lowed, an: ardent champion, of intervention. By July; 12 he was saying, 
“Since the present expedition is not to fight with Germany there is. no 
need fo r our inadequacy to give anxiety.” On A ugusts  the"Japanese -gov--',' 
ernment announced that it would participate in the Allied expedition; and 
three weeks later, by arrangement with China, 30,000 Japanese troops 
were already marching north to the Russian borderThrough -Manchuria:’ ^  ;;

The intervention was not popular anywhere: All through August,-after 
the decision for it was made, Japanese housewives staged riots in the ma
jor cities, burning warehouses in protest against the-high;
Soldiers complained that no one would come to see them off when they 
left for the front, and many of them wore civilian- clothes, so that they 
would not be recognized as Army-mem As' a 'resu lt of the popular,protest, :, 
the Terauchi government resigned in late September/ apd Emperor Taisho 
mollified the mobs by appointing in its place Japan’s first tm^ 
ernment,- presided over by a commoner, the president of the iGbnstitutiqn-... 
alists, H ara Takashi. -Y--. ■' Y-- Y V - " V  /•-- '-y: :yŶ  v;YY,
- - American observers were, no more pleased by Japan’s speedy/co-opera- 
tion than were the mass of Japanese themselves: . In American/eyes^too 
many Japanese troops had moved too quickly. Yamagata,: however, smiled 
innocently: The Army, he said, was always kept regdy tp m o ^ :sw ftly  :ana^, 
with a safe margin of force.: What right, he demanded brazenly,; had anyone 
to question the Em peror’s constitutional prerogative of supreme command.



Yamagata and his old rival in the oligarchy, Prince Saionji, prevailed upon 
Emperor Taisho to save face by accepting a military Cabinet of a different, 
nonpartisan sort, one headed by an admiral.

To the satisfaction of Prince Saionji and of his banker brother Sumitomo, 
the new Japanese prime minister, Admiral Yamamoto Gombei, cut gov
ernment spending by 13 per cent and canceled most of the fat naval ex
pansion program for which keels had already been laid during the “Army 
administration” of General Katsura. Emperor Taisho affixed his seal to 
Yamamoto’s measures with a surly show of indifference. He talked of 
abdicating. Courtiers noted that his fits of savage temper now gave way to 
long moods of morose dejection and silence.

In March 1914, on the eve of World War I, the surviving elders of 
Emperor Meiji’s oligarchy, in particular the sixty-four-year-old Saionji, 
persuaded Emperor Taisho to take heart and try a new approach to the 
realization of his imperial aspirations. Prime Minister Admiral Yamamoto 
was ousted from office by disclosure of a scandal involving naval procure
ment officers in Europe and kickbacks from Siemens Electric in Germany 
and Vickers Aircraft in England. Then, by prearrangement, Saionji pro
ceeded to the palace with one of the smartest, coolest diplomats in the 
Japanese Foreign Service, the monocle-wearing Kato Taka-aki.1

Taisho, Saionji, and Kato sat down and smoked and talked together with 
unprecedented informality. Years later Saionji would recall that Taisho, in 
the bargaining, showed himself as intelligent as any of the four Emperors 
whom Saionji served between 1865 and 1940. At the end of the negotia
tions, Taisho agreed to give up, for the time being, Katsura’s dream of 
military conquest in Malaya and Indoncsia-Wd accept in its place a shrewd 
mixture of economic salesmanship, watchful waiting, and diplomatic op
portunism. In particular he agreed that, in the event of world war, he would 
throw in Japan’s lot with the Western nations which had power in the 
Pacific; England which held Malaya, France which governed Indochina, 
and the United States which controlled the Philippines. It was a difficult 
decision for Taisho to make because he had always admired Germany most 
of the Western nations and had modeled himself on what he knew of the 
German kaiser.

Kato Taka-aki, the diplomat who sat beside Saionji in the informal smoke 
with Emperor Taisho, was given the key post of foreign minister in the new 
government. The prime ministership itself was allotted to a professorial 
figurehead, Okuma Shigenobu. Once a courageous liberal in the lower 
echelons of Emperor Meiji’s oligarchy, Okuma had lost a leg to a bomb

l Kato was a partisan of the late humiliated Prime Minister Katsura. He had 
served as foreign minister in the Cabinets of 1900 and 1906, had been created baron 
for his services in concluding the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, and had taken over
Katsura s minority party, the Constitutional Fellow Spirits, at Katsura’s death in 
October 1913.
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await developments. A s soon as his subordinates had worked out a suitable 
compromise, he would re-register at the Bristol and call for his effects. 
French hostesses, dying to  see Flower Child, invited him to all their parties^ 
but he  accepted invitations judiciously and usually left the girl back in his 
hotel suite.2 H e attended no sessions of the peace conference but met every
one he needed to m eet a t the soirees. All the Western statesmen at the con
ference developed a liking for him as an urbane conversationalist, a shrewd 
bargainer, and a  convincing liberal.

Saionji’s objectives at the conference were to keep the territories which 
Japan  had taken from  Germany during the war and to gain recognition for 
Japan  as a  first-class power. H e succeeded in keeping the leasehold of 
Tsingtao and the Germ an m andated islands in the Pacific, and he relin
quished in  return  Japan’s occupied areas in Siberia and the Shantung Penin
sula. H e succeeded in having Japan included, after France and Italy, in the 
Big Five bu t failed to win agreement on a resolution calling for legal equal
ity am ong nations without “distinction . . .  on account of their race.”

In  the summer of 1919, while Saionji was still in Paris, the forty-year-old 
Em peror Taisho suffered the first in a succession of cerebral hemorrhages 
o r thromboses which were to incapacitate him increasingly for the rest of 
his life. Although the attack was kept secret and indeed has never been 
precisely defined by the doctors who attended him, news of it spread quickly 
through aristocratic circles. I t  was difficult for Taisho to walk now, even 
with a shuffle. His hands trembled. His memory of recent events was 
blurred. His judgm ent and sense of propriety were dimmed. At the annual 
autum n maneuvers for the Army and Navy he descended unexpectedly 
from  the reviewing {stand and with his own hands unpacked a soldier’s kit 
to see what was in it. A t the opening of the D iet two months later he rolled 
the message he was to read into a spyglass and peered quizzically through it 
a t legislators who had offended him in the past. Though he seemed rational, 
h e  expressed himself with a heightened sense of whimsy and sarcasm which 
caused his retainers great pain. They called him  mad, a diagnosis which 
young Hirohito never accepted.

Em peror Taisho’s lapse removed the vortex from the hurricane of Japa
nese political life. The spry old Army spirit, Yamagata, stepped in to fill the 
void. Taisho’s Six Princes consulted with their sworn allies of the Satsuma 
clan and decided that, now or never, they must launch an underground 
campaign to  break the tightening stranglehold of Yamagata and his Choshu 
clan. Anti-Choshu cells m ust be established in the traditional Choshu strong
holds of the bureaucracy, in the Hom e Ministry which controlled the police, 
in  the Agriculture and Commerce Ministry which controlled long-range m-

2 He made an exception for President Wilson, who acknowledged the honor by 
giving Flower Child a necklace which Japanese appraisers valued at over $1,000.
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surrounded by French- and German-speaking civilians must be out of con
tact with the people, the stark “realities of a billet, and the verities of 
samurai ethics. They kept Hirohito well informed about the battles of 
World War I and about strategic implications for the Orient. He contracted 
a fascination for tactics and logistics which never left him. And he remained 
in touch with several of his military mentors throughout the rest of their 
lives.

One of Hirohito’s more academic instructors, a viscount, succeeded in 
making him reasonably proficient in arithmetic. Another viscount, for lack 
of courage to ask him questions and correct his mistakes, left him with a 
knowledge of French inferior to that of his brother, Prince Chichibu. In 
history, a baron, who specialized in studies of Manchuria, taught him at 
length the importance of that land to Japan and sometimes bored him with 
mythology about the gods begetting the Japanese islands—tales which 
Hirohito questioned as historically unsound and biologically distasteful. 
Wada Isaburo, who held degrees from Johns Hopkins, M.I.T., and the 
University of Berlin, gave him an enthusiasm for airplanes and a firm grasp 
of mechanics and elementary chemistry.

Only two of the palace professors made personal friendships with Hiro
hito. One was Hattori Hirotaro, an effeminate little man who taught him 
natural history, Darwinism, and, perhaps most important, Herbert Spencer’s 
apocrypha to Darwin. This was reduced by Hattori to two ideas: there are 
fit and unfit societies; the former must destroy the latter in the interests of 
the race as a whole; At the same time Hattori greatly enhanced Hirohito’s 
enjoyment of life by training him to notice the smallest details of nature in 
the world about him. When Hirohito complained that nature was dis
turbed by the column of chamberlains who accompanied him on natural 
history walks in the countryside, Hattori arranged fishing and diving trips for 
him in boats too small to hold much of a Court. From these excursions on 
the water, Hirohito garnered the most pleasant memories of his childhood 
and 'a lifelong interest in the worms and shellfish of Japanese bays— an 
interest that was eventually to win him genuine international recognition as 
a marine biologist. '

Hirohito’s other favorite tutor was Sugiura Jugo, a professional jingoist 
who for thirty-odd years had lashed about with his writing brush in defense 
of Japanese culture against Western adulteration. Though a chemist by 
training, with a degree from the University of London, ho was detailed to 
teach Hirohito ethics. And if Hattori distorted biology with his Spencerian 
asides on survival among nations, what Sugiura did to “ethics” was still 
more strange and flammable.. He lectured at'length on the three sacred 
treasures—-the mirror, the sword, and the necklace—and also on1 the 
inner virtues of the flag, the nation, rice, shrines, guns, watches, water, and 
Mount Fuji. From the lecture5 notes of his beloved tutor, here are some 
samples: * -
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Kanin- in the abortive 1916 M anchuria coup;3 Using Tojo as an inter
mediary, P rince. Higashikuni had soon established .contact M il  a galaxy 
of ambitious young non-Choshu attaches and observers all over Europe: 
in Berlin with M ajor Um ezu Yoshijiro, the future chief of staff who would 
surrender in H irohito’s bunker in 1945; in  Bern with Captain Yamashita 
Tomoyuki, the later general who would capture Singapore; in' Moscow : 
with Lieutenant M urakam i K eisaku ,. the son-in-law of Prime Minister 
K atsura’s w ar minister ; in-Copenhagen with Lieutenant Colonel Nakamura 
Kotaro,, a later w ar minister; in Paris with M ajor Nakajima Kesago, the 
sadist.; who would bring special body-burning oils to Nanking in1.1937; L 
in Cologne with Captain Shimomura Sadamu who would force the Nanking 
plans through the General Staff. To these in the early months of 1920 
were added other notorious fascist generals of years.to come.•

COLOR-BLIND BRIDE

Vague rum ors of an Em peror-Satsuma plot reached Yamagata’s ears 
through his private agents in the spring of 1920. He understood, he said 
delicately, that young Crown Prince Hirohito’s name was being used and 
abused by the plotters to give their machinations a semblance of sanction; 
Such impiety, as Yam agata saw it, stemmed from the marriage alliance 
which H irohito had arranged for himself. Two years earlier, on January 
17, 1918,. when the Navy had just sent ships to Vladivostok, the Imperial 
Household Ministry had announced the betrothal of Hirohito to Princess 
Nagako, the daughter of Prince Kuni Kuniyoshi. Prince Kuni was the sec
ond of the surviving sons of Em peror Komei’s advisor Asahiko and one 
of Taisho’s Six Princes. H is wife Chikako was the daughter of the Satsuma. 
clan lord, Shimazu, who had sworn eternal friendship with Asahiko and 
his heirs in 1863. F o r Hirohito to marry Princess Nagako was to bring 
the Throne itself into the Shimazu-Asahiko alliance.

As a Choshu man and a hereditary foe of the Satsuma clan, old Army 
m artinet Yam agata had not liked the marriage plans when he first heard 
of them in 1917 but had said nothing because he understood that Nagako 
was young Crown Prince Hirohito’s own choice. Chamberlains in charge 
of genealogies, rituals, and other imperial mysteries had scoured the land 
in early 1917 to compile a complete list of eligible fiancees for Hirohito. 
Em press Sadako, the pretty young woman who.had waited with the cherry 
blossoms in the garden in 1900, had insisted that her son make his selec
tion personally. In  midsummer, 1917, she had stationed the seventeen- 
year-old boy in  hiding behind a sliding door in her suite in the Con
cubines’ Pavilion of the palace, enabling him to observe the eligibles throug

' 3 War Minister Oshima Kenichi, the father of Lieutenant General Oshimi Hiroshi , 
who, as acting Japanese ambassador in Berlin in 1940,- would "bring Hirohito in o f 
the Tripartite Pact with Hitler and Mussolini.
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In October 1914, two months after the war started, Japan went ahead on 
her own. Imperial marines poured ashore on nominally German islands all 
across the western Pacific, while Japanese Army divisions landed on the 
Shantung Peninsula, jutting out toward Korea from the north China coast, 
to begin a drive on the German-leased port of Tsingtao. After three months 
of campaigning, mostly on the sovereign territory of China, the Japanese 
forces not only took the German city but occupied the entire peninsula, a 
region roughly equivalent in area and population to the combined states of 
Connecticut and Massachusetts.

British diplomats talked for time. American diplomats frowned. And 
Yuan Shih-kai, the president of the new Republic of China, protested 
mildly. He knew that Western friends could not help him while the war 
lasted, and he hoped that divided councils in Japan herself might protect 
his regime until the war was over. At the end of 1914, Yuan politely told 
Tokyo that, since the Tsingtao campaign had ended, it was time for Japan 
to stop parading troops across Chinese territory and restrict them to police 
administration in the German leasehold. Japanese Foreign Minister Kato 
expressed indignation at Yuan’s snide imputations and on January 18, 
1915, delivered a note to China “to clarify the situation.”

The note, which was amplified by a number of reference documents, has 
been remembered as the Twenty-One Demands. It explained fully— all too 
fully—what was required of China. The demands broke down into five 
groups, each making a separate point:

(1) As to Tsingtao: China must accept whatever settlement Japan might 
make with Germany and must let Japan build and operate a 200-mile 
railroad inland from Tsingtao to Tsinan on the Yellow River, thereby cut
ting China strategically into two halves.

(2) As to Manchuria: China must extend Japanese leases there to 
ninety-nine years and give Japan veto and first option rights in nil future 
economic development of that region.

(3) As to financing: China must come first to Japan for all future loans 
and must here and now deliver, as collateral for past loans, supervisory 
control of the Chinese iron industry.

(4) As to the West: China must cede no more harbors, islands, or bays 
to the barbarians.

(5) As to the future: China must employ Japanese advisors for all 
important political, financial, and military development programs; must 
buy over 50 per cent of her army and navy supplies in Japan; must let 
Japan build a network of railroads in central China. - <■

Foreign Minister Kato presented the Twenty-One Demands not to the 
foreign minister of China but directly to President Yuan Shih-kai, enjoining 
him to keep all of them, particularly the fifth group, secret. Yuan naturally 
leaked them as soon as'possible to the American ambassador in Peking, and 
Kato was embarrassed by diplomatic inquiries from all over the world. Kato
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generations of the Satsuttia clan’s Shimazu family. Since Nagako had a 
Shimazu m other the blemish might well enter the imperial blood stream 
if Hirohito went through with his marriage plans.

Y am agata’s family physician convoked a medical congress to discuss 
the problems of the color-blind. A  former inspector general of Army 
medicine devoted a lecture he had been asked to give at the “Imperial 
Study”— the imperial family’s standing adult self-education program— 
entirely to color-blindness. Empress Sadako, whose Fujiwara nieces and 
cousins had been rejected by her son, publicly stood by Nagako and 
scoffed at Y am agata’s allegations. Privately, however, she consulted her 
kinsman, the old lute-player Prince Saionji, and asked him if there were 
really any genetic danger. Saionji let Yamagata understand that he would 
not stand in the way if an attem pt were made to break up the engage
m ent of H irohito and Nagako.

Neither Y am agata nor Saionji knew their opponent. In  years past both 
of them had often worked out compromises with princes of the blood. But 
Prince Kuni Kuniyoshi, the father of the fiancee, was a man of conscience. 
H e believed in his daughter as he believed in military air power. When 
his uncle, Prince Sadanaru, the senior of Taisho’s Six Princes, came to 
him and begged him to hum or Yamagata— to withdraw his Shimazu daugh
ter Nagako in favor of his non-clan, non-controversial niece Masako— 
Prince Kuni stood on principle and refused. He announced that Nagako 
had been chosen through no machinations of his own, and therefoie he 
would take it as a point of personal honor if she should now be put aside. 
It was an extremely European stand to take, but it meant, in plain Japa
nese, that he was prepared to kill both himself and Nagako if she were 
now jilted.

Yam agata next got in touch with Sugiura Jugo, Hirohito’s favorite tutor, 
to see if he  could persuade the boy to annul the engagement by his own 
motion. Hirohito did not absolutely rebuff the feeler but mildly reiterated 
that Nagako was still his preference. Sugiura then justified all the trust 
H irohito had ever placed in him by announcing that if the crown prince 
were no t given his way, he, Sugiura, a mere school teacher, would also 
commit hara-kiri.

While Yam agata hesitated, Prince Kuni hired the powers of persuasion 
of a  band of Black Dragon thugs. From mid-Meiji times, Yamagata and 
the Black Dragon’s “Darkside Em peror” Toyama had been the upper and 
lower spiders in Japan’s “web society.” They had often co-operated in the 
past, and each owed part of his power to the other’s help. But now that 
Toyama, who had started life as a street urchin, found himself directly 
solicited by the imperial family, he knew that his kingdom had come. 
No longer need he cultivate Yamagata, who was after all a mere clan 
samurai. Besides, the romantic gangsters and slum dwellers whom Toyama 
controlled and represented would always favor a  prince in white armor
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band fleeing from the imperial Manchu constabulary, he raised his gun 
and shot one of the fugitives. When the chase had passed, he took posses
sion of the dead bandit’s horse. With this small grubstake he went on to 
become a bandit himself, the most successful in all Manchuria. During the 
Russo-Japanese War he and his men had served the Japanese as irregulars 
behind the Russian lines. After the war his troops had been accepted into 
the imperial Chinese Army and he had made a name for himself as a 
capable general. Now that Yuan was dead, Chang Tso-lin planned to fill 
the vacuum and make himself master of China. He took to striking Napole
onic poses and wearing a Russian greatcoat lined with otter skins.

The Six Princes of Emperor Taisho’s kitchen cabinet conceived an im
mediate dislike for Chang Tso-lin. They did not look favorably on his 
plans for unifying China or on his friendship with the old Choshu clan’s 
Army chief, Yamagata. Through their contacts with the remnants of the 
former Chinese imperial family, they arranged to have Chang Tso-lin’s am
bitions nipped in the bud. In 1916 Manchu Prince Babojab of Mongolia 
invaded western Manchuria with a horde of Tartar roughriders, officered 
by Japanese “advisors” who were all proteges of Emperor Taisho’s princes. 
The horsemen from the steppes harassed the railroad between Peking and 
the Manchurian capital of Mukden. Their presence on Chang Tso-lin’s 
flank made it impossible for Chang to prepare his contemplated invasion 
of China.

At the height of the Mongol invasion on October 15, 1916—six days 
after the formation of the Yamagata-backed Army Cabinet of General 
Terauchi—the youngest of Emperor Taisho’s Six Princes arrived in Muk
den to preside in person over an intrigue that was expected to end Chang 
Tso-lin’s career. The prince was Kanin, the tenth brother of Emperor 
Komei’s advisor, Asahiko, and the future Army Chief of Staff for Hirohito 
in the years 1932-1940. He was on his way home by rail from a state visit 
to Petrograd—the then capital of Russia, now Leningrad—where he had 
gone to assess the weakness of the czarist regime and of the crumbling Rus
sian front against Germany. At Mukden station Prince Kanin was met by 
a crowd of Japanese bureaucrats and Army officers employed by the Japa
nese governments of the Kwantung Peninsula Leasehold and the ’South 
Manchuria Railroad Zone. The reception committee was headed by the 
governor of Port Arthur, a general whom Kanin had known intimately 
for years. The general brought with him to the station, as host, Chang 
Tso-lin, the war lord of Manchuria.

After the platform welcomes, the groups of dignitaries climbed into 
carriages and bowled off together down the dusty unpaved roads of Muk-

en to an Oriental feast. As they neared their restaurant in the Japanese 
^carter, a bystander lobbed a bomb at Chang Tso-lin’s carriage, which led 
t  e cavaica(]e The bomb fell short and burst amid his mounted bodyguard, 

mg five of them. Chang leapt swift as an alley cat from his coach, seized

i
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keep them. The Em peror, it was declared, had full confidence in Yama- 
gata as a loyal elder of the nation.

BON VOYAGE

No sooner had  Y am agata retired to his com er to stanch his wounds and 
plan the next round than a  new issue was injected into the controversy, 
an issue which temporarily embarrassed Hirohito and permanently dis
credited Yam agata in the eyes of the public. For many months Hirohito 
h ad  been planning to round out his education with a trip to Europe. Ten
tative arrangements had been made with the British and French govern
ments and Y am agata had expressed his approval of the plan. Responsible 
officials of the government all agreed that die trip might improve relations 
with G reat Britain and m ake it possible to renew the advantageous Anglo- 
Japanese alliance. Y am agata’s old friend and rival, the lute-playing Prince 
Saionji, however, saw deeper. H e had some inkling of Prince Higashikuni’s 
mission to the young attaches a t the Japanese embassies in Europe. He 
had seen how Taisho’s Six Princes had come back from Europe in the 
1880’s with their private cabals of henchmen. He could imagine the magic 
which H irohito’s presence in France would work on Higashikuni’s efforts.

Through his son-in-law and adopted son— Saionji Hachiro, a cham
berlain— Saionji leaked to the press a highly distorted account of the 
reasons for H irohito’s trip abroad. According to the planted story, Yama
gata was sending H irohito away to cool his ardor for Nagako and break 
up the engagement. Overnight Toyama’s thugs, the newspapers, and the 
romantic Japanese masses joined in indignant opposition to the European 
tour. Editorialists suggested that Yamagata might have Nagako assas
sinated in  H irohito’s absence, that Westerners would ridicule Hirohito’s 
noisy Japanese way of drinking soup, that Korean assassins would be able 
to cut H irohito down in Trafalgar Square, that Hirohito would catch cold 
because of “the disgusting European habit of blowing noses.” Knowing 
nothing of the W est but distrust and nothing of Hirohito but reverence, the 
people could not appreciate the fact that their future Emperor was better 
equipped by training to feel at home in Western clothes, eating frogs legs 
on the Champs-Elysees, than to squat in kimono, sipping noodles on the 
Ginza.

Toyam a Mitsuru, the elder statesman of gangland, hardly needed to be 
told that Hirohito genuinely looked forward to his visit abroad and would 
come to no harm  by it. His enthusiastic underlings, however, invested muc 
face in the struggle to stop the voyage. Before Toyama was fully aware 
o f all the niceties of the situation, some of them had vowed to strap them
selves to the railroad tracks in front of the train taking Hirohito to his 
port of departure. And so, when visited by a chamberlain, Toyama sighed

Young Caesar



annex Siberia permanently but she would at least ingratiate herself with 
the victors and have counters with which to bargain at the postwar peace 
conferences.

On June 5, 1917, Emperor Taisho appointed a Special Advisory Council 
on Foreign Affairs to help him consider the possibilities At the same time 
he ordered the Army General Staff to prepare a detailed study of the 
strategic situation. The Army study, submitted in October 1917, showed 
that a thrust all the way to the eastern ftonl, as requested by France and 
England, would overextend the Army’s logistical resources, but that a  sim
ple occupation of the railheads and lines of track as far west aS Lake 
Baikal in mid-Siberia would be completely feasible.

Army strongman Yamagata and his old oligarch rival, Prince Saionji, 
mustered the elders of the nation in opposition to the Siberian venture. 
Army agents, said Yamagata, had discovered that there were approxi
mately 300,000 Austrian, German, Turkish, and Bulgarian prisoners of 
war m Siberia who would fight for the Bolsheviks in return for their 
freedom. Under the circumstances, a Japanese expeditionary force of less 
than 100,000 men would be a rash venture, courting disaster.

In late December 1917, the Central Soviet opened an administrative 
office in Vladivostok, and Great Britain at once announced that she was 
dispatching H.M.S. Suffolk to the port to look after British interests there 
and stand by to evacuate British nationals if it became necessary. Yama
gata agreed that Japan would be justified in doing whatever the British did. 
And so on January 12, 1918, Japan sent a naval squadron to Vladivostok 
to make sure that the municipal government there would remain in White 
Russian hands.

All through the spring of 1918 Japan kept open the Vladivostok beach
head, and an intense political battle raged in Tokyo about whether or not 
to extend it. Almost singlehandedly the eighty-year-old Yamagata held 
out against unilateral Japanese action.

“We must inquire the views of the various countries,” he told Emperor 
Taisho. “There must be a consensus and we must be fully justified.”

On April 23, 1918, Emperor Taisho finally bowed to his arguments. 
The Japanese marines went back to their ships and on April 25 Vladivos
tok formed its own soviet and entered the Lenin-Trotsky fold. ,

Just when Yamagata had won his battle, the whole situation was changed 
by an about-face on the part of the United States. Fifty thousand Czech 
soldiers, who had earlier surrendered to the Russians in,the hopes of being 
able to liberate their native land from the yoke of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, were now unemployed ^mercenaries in Russia, struggling to go 
borne. The Allies had agreed to use them on the western front if they 
could find any way of getting there. They organized themselves into sixty 
tramloads of from 700 to 1000 men each and set off from Western Russia 
m 1918 to stage their way east along the Trans-Siberian railroad.
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family scurried about rearranging schedules which had been thrown askew 
by the  announced arrival of “that bloody little prince” a whole week 
earlier than anticipated.

Young Caesar

1 SALT AIR

Hirohito and his fifteen-man suite of chamberlains and Army and Navy 
officers proceeded in state through the streets of Tokyo on the morning 
of M arch 3, 1921, boarded the battleship Katori off Yokohama, and 
steamed for the open sea with the battleship Kajima in escort. Before 
moving out of sight of the Japanese coast, the squadron hove to briefly 
three miles off the village of Hayam a where Empress Sadako and her sick 
Taisho lived in seclusion on the beach at their villa known as the Summer 
Palace. Standing a t the stern of the Katori, above the suddenly silenced 
propellors, the twenty-year-old Hirohito bowed in the direction of his father 
and for a  few moments meditated. Then he turned on his heel, the en
gines throbbed again, and the two warships made for the open sea trailing 
ribbons of soot from their tall slender smokestacks.

Hirohito sensed that this outing across the sea would be both his last 
childhood adventure and his first test as a ruler. For a year now he had 
stood in for his father at receptions for foreign ambassadors. The doctors 
said that Em peror Taisho’s condition was irreversible, and so when Hiro
hito returned from  abroad he would probably have to assume the full
time leadership of his country. As yet he had not had time to formulate 
a program for his reign. The long voyage through the Indian Ocean and 
M editerranean would give him a chance to think.

H irohito began all considerations with a sad awareness that his father’s 
reign had been a failure. The dream of the ancestors to rule theocratically 
and keep Japan  sacred for the sun goddess remained unfulfilled. Hirohito 
had reservations about the dream. I t was too insular, too mystical and 
unscientific. Because of his training in geography and economics, Hiro
hito could no t think of Japan in isolation but only as a part— the leading 
part— of Asia. Because of bis scientific training he could not accept the 
legend of the sun goddess at face value. H e was a devout Shinto priest 
and believed in the ghosts of his ancestors, but not in a simple supersti
tious way like most of his countrymen. He would eventually rationalize 
his creed by grafting onto it the semiscientific spiritualism of such Western 
thinkers as the astrophysicist Sir James Jeans and the physiologist J. S. 
Haldane. Hirohito believed that the spirits were always present and even 
available for consultation but only as psychic wave forms permeating the 
ether. H e doubted that they could provide physical assistance to men in 
battle, as many Japanese believed. No, if his country was to realize her 
imperial ambitions, she would have to count on armies of living men 
equipped with m odem  weapons and deployed with coolheaded statesman-



Mo^MMrifici)JIiroh{io:
'As'quicWy.as':p'ossibIe;PresW .WiIson: shipped 7,000VU,S,
trbopstoSiberlatokeep’aiieyerontheJapanese.Eachside^eparately.sup-.. 
.ported a succession of ill-conceived .White Russian puppet; regimes, all of 
Which were blackened from theirinceptionby the sundry .'tortures, rapes, , 
and murders of their- Gossack ' hangers-on. ..The, Japanese soldiers them- 
Selves . woh.hmam^^^ carrying ..out,- under ..orders, .several
vdlagdmassacresmrc^ terrorism. ■' •; v- ■ - ic , ■. ■ , J

None of the.White Russian governments set up by the .‘‘Allies” won any 
.degree of popular backing from the Siberian peasantry, and all-,.collapsed 
inT919 \vheh Recl Armies finally emerged out of .the < west, and',,.began to 
apply military, pressure.1 Anglo-American troops developed a revulsion for 
the duty they were called upon to perform. In late 1919 the British with-- 
drew their tiny contingent, and with tliem went a force of -Canadians who 
were-reported on the verge of mutiny. In April 1920 the last U.S. troops 
followed them,: leaving the Japanese to their own devices. In the months 
that followed, over-large areas of Siberia, all pretence of native government 
was dropped and the Japanese Army ruled by its own law. , ; .

.The Czechs, who had never needed any help in the first place, except 
.'shipsdo harry-.them"home, now began to be repatriated. They sailed from 
Vladivostok  ̂ all year long. While they waited: they
clashed frequently with the Japanese' and sold the last and best of the 
White Russian puppets, Alexander Kolchak, to a Bolshevik firing squad.

The 300,000 German, Austrian, Turkish, and Bulgarian war prisoners 
—men who might Rave been repatriated in '1917 i f i t h a d  not been for the 
: iritervention--were left forgotten in their stockades. Scandinavian, Amer- 
. ?hdyGennan;"Red'Cross teams began to take' notice of their sorry 
plight late iii; 1919, but before anything effective was done for them,
100,000 had died of starvation, typhus,' and smallpox. Of the survivors' 

;®kny ’Vefeyshipp The Japanese.'forces lingered on :ih
Siberia' until 1922' Only when the postwar. peace conferences .Wefe over 
ahd.theirp'resencexbuldhb longer be represented'as a force oi leverage in 

;-mtemaffoM-:p6lidcs^ they finally withdrawn!’ Vy;s; i "

conference bpehdd in -Ja^
delegation to it was' headed by the once debonair : lute-playing Fujiwara 
. rince Saioitji. Saidnji was ’now seventy years old>; and heI captivated the 
: V^|Vs:t Pf®.s^!by- arriving in':Pai;is; with''a treat; deal. of .baggage,'including

'rtanfed Flower‘Child whoth-he.unabash- . 
’ ■. ^  Callcd his toistress./ WheneVer hfegotiations went'badly for his delega- 

he moved the baggage arid Flower Child out to the lobby of the Hotel 
ristol where he-was staying tis a sign that Japan might withdraw from.; 

>;-= c donferencei Then he would take a stroll in the Bois de Boulogne, and ■



316  : Caesar
o f a r i d -  the brOtbei of the - deified fem peror-M eiji,T etK an^: 
still only ff it^ -s ix ^ e a rs^ ld ;;and;%ohld^livb^RLsee Tokyo: burhingbunder: 
Am erican incendi aries . Full of vitality, he was th e ‘ most active of Taisho’s 
Six Princes and the youngest field' m arshal in the  Japanese Army, equal in 
rank and superior in social position to Y am ag a ta  himself. I t  was Katun 
who had engineered the M ukden coup of 1916, Kanin who would head the 
A p iy  General Staff from 1931 to 1940 during the conquest of Manchuria, 
the invasion- of China, the  4939  Nomonhan war with Russia, and the 
preparation of w ar with the United States. Kanin looked even younger 
than his age: strikingly handsome, magnificently mustached, fit and muscu- 
lar, always well tailored and in spit-and-pofish press. His appearance was 
so unrJapanese that in F rance he sometimes passed successfully as a 
Frenchm an. ‘ .

In  addition to M akino, Chinda, Nara, and Kanin— advisors respectively 
on politics, diplomacy, tactics, and strategy—-Hirohito had in his retinue 
aboard the Katori three of his favorite Big Brothers: his fiancee’s cousin, 
M arquis Komatsu, who had  charge of his physical education program; 
Komatsu’s brotherrin-law, Count Futara, who handled imperial publicity; 
and a naval aide, Comm ander Oikawa Koshiro, who would be Navy 
minister in '1941 during the preparation of the  attack on Pearl Harbor. The 
other eight members of H irbhito’s personal entourage wereSaionji Hachiro, 
the Welted ,but wiser son of the old lute player; Big Brother Prince Konoye’s 
cousin, M arq u is : M aeda Toshinari, a major who would later direct the 
attack oil Bataan in  the Philippines in early 1942; and six other command
ers and im ajorsof noble birth with bloody futures ahead of them.

Lounging in  deck chairs or playing croquet, Hirohito and his suite dis
cussed the future of Japan. They were predominantly members or relatives 
of the great naval, clan o f Satsuma, favorable toward maritime expansion 
in the South Seas and antagonistic toward the Choshu clan which had 
provided Em peror M eiji with most of his oligarchs. In  Europe they were to 
be joined by representatives of Other non-Choshu interests. Hardly anyone 
outside Of Choshu who prided himself o u  his inside information had not 
hurried down to the ticket office to buy a  passage to Europe when 
Hirohito’s tour had b een  announced. Tht-Misliima Maru, which, the Katori 
would overhaul off the. coast : of Ceylon, , was booked Solid. Among these 
spectators.were in-laws .and debtors through, whom Hirohito could construct 
any conceivable alliance of interests that he wanted. H e must only beware 
Of making his father’s m istake^-of, coming out too autqcraticallyTn front 
of the brocade curtain hung for him by his ancestors. ; • -
,, The squadron of the crbwn.prince plunged its way through choppy.seas 
to the southernmost point of Japan. Though many on board wcre.seasic", 
IBrohito k ep t ffierdeck. Wheriythe; radio officer informed him that hundreds 
of school/children lined the shores Waving in his direction, he dutilulty • 
gazdd: badk .fOwaiHVtijem^^ spyglass," bxit, asCofintRutara  put it,
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dustrial planning, and most important, In the Army. The nineteen-year- 
old Crown Prince Hirohito probably gave his consent to the scheme, for it 
was his favorites in the younger generation of princes and noblemen—his 
childhood Big Brothers—who became the most active executioners of the 
plot.

One of the conspirators’ anti-Choshu cells, one which would cast a long 
shadow over Hirohito’s reign, was established in the ranks of Army Intelli
gence. Far from the prying eyes of Yamagata’s agents, it was headquartered 
in France and staffed by young noblemen who had arranged postings for 
themselves as military attaches in the various capitals of Europe. The task 
of recruiting this Parisian imperial cell fell to thirty-two-year-old Prince 
Higashikuni, the sixth and youngest of the surviving sons of Emperor 
Komei’s advisor Asahiko and the future prime minister who would hand 
Japan over to General MacArthur.

By 1919 Higashikuni was far less plain-spoken than he had been eight 
years earlier when he had refused Emperor Meiji’s dinner invitation. In 
1914 he had graduated from the Army’s exclusive Staff College or War 
College where officers had to prove their intellectual capacity in original 
strategic planning. In 1915 he had been finally restored to his family’s 
good graces and allowed to marry Emperor Meiji’s ninth daughter, Toshiko. 
Since then he had served with the 2d Division in the northern city of Sendai, 
taken a special course in armored cars and tanks at the Chiba Infantry 
School, and everywhere widened his circle of henchmen. By 1919 he was 
a thoroughly professional intelligence officer.
' In December 1919 the Satsuma clan’s senior general suggested to 
Choshu Army Chief Yamagata that perhaps Prince Higashikuni should be 
allowed to fulfill his long-cherished ambition to study at the famous mili
tary schools of Napoleon in France. The Satsuma chieftain pointed out 
that most of Higashikuni’s best Army friends were already in Europe and 
that a good spy ring was needed there if Japan was to catch up on the 
technological secrets developed during World War I. The bright young 
analysts attached to the embassies would work more closely and secretly 
together if an imperial prince joined them in their mission and impressed 
them with its importance. Army Chief Yamagata, unsuspecting, called in 
Higashikuni for a man-to-man chat, was impressed by his patriotism, and 
forthwith approved the orders which posted him to France.

Higashikuni took ship with another, more peripheral member of the 
imperial family, the husband of his eldest niece, Army Captain Viscount 
Machijiri Kazumoto. Within a week of their arrival at Marseilles, Machijiri 
was in touch with Captain Tojo Hideki in Switzerland, the later World

ar i l  “dictator.” Tojo was already a thoroughly trustworthy conspirator, 
for in addition to being an old friend of Higashikuni, he had served for

ree years as a personal aide to the war minister who had helped Prince
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W ar I  convoy duty; three days at Gibralter, inspecting the cisterns and 
tunnels of the R o c k G— and on May 8, Hirohito docked in Portsmouth 
England. In  the weeks of banquets, receptions, and parades that followed* 
he stood for the first and only time of his life out in front of the chrysan
themum curtain, under the full scrutiny of Western cameramen and re
porters. The British press were almost universally struck by his modesty, 
composure, and intelligence. In  the adjectives of Lord Riddell, he seemed 
“pleasant,” “unassuming,” “courteous,” “appreciative,” “with remarkable 
development above the eyes, showing, I  believe, great powers of observa
tion.”

Hirohito found time in  his crowded schedule to memorize the toasts and 
shorter set speeches he had to deliver without seeming difficulty. He 
learned in advance and did not forget the names and careers of the scores 
of officers and diplomats— Japanese and European— whom he met at re
ceptions. On one occasion he caught up a British officer on a fine point 
of British Army organization; “I  thought at the beginning of the Great 
W ar, England had division organization only and no army corps.” He im
pressed everyone with the economy and directness of his speech and his 
absolute correctness, fairness, and good manners in  dealing with subordi
nates. H e was up every morning at six, in bed at the latest by midnight, 
and seemed able to react like clockwork, without any visible tension, to 
the minute-by-minute timing of his schedule.

Facing a large audience for the first time in his life at his reception by 
the Lord M ayor of London, Hirohito “calmly glanced at the whole as
sembly”— in Count Futara’s words— “and, after lightly saluting, put his 
military plum ed hat under his left arm, and began to unroll the written 
reply to the address. As the scroll was thick and stiff, it seemed difficult 
for him to  straighten it sufficiently for reading, but without showing the 
slightest embarrassment, he straightened the paper calmly and continued 
his speech in a loud, sonorous voice, with eloquent intonation. . . . The 
faces of the Japanese group glowed . . .  at this triumphant performance 
of a delicate and trying task.”

As the days passed, the members of Hirohito’s entourage sometimes 
found that their paragon had more aplomb and sophistication than they 
had. On M ay 10 in Buckingham Palace, wh^n they were helping him 
dress for tire evening’s banquet after a day’s sightseeing at Windsor Castle, 
there was a knock on the door and in walked George of England, unan
nounced and as half-dressed as Hirohito himself: in slippers, shirt, and

e There Count Futara notes that Mr. Yoshida Shigeru, first secretary to the Japa
nese Embassy in London, came aboard “to consult us about various arrangements 
then being made in England for welcoming our Prince.” This was the same Yoshida 
who would launch the political movement for a Strike South in 1933; who wou 
given a new face when arrested by the secret police as a member of the Peace Fac
tion m 1945; and who would be Japan’s leading postwar prime minister.

Young Caesar



a peephole while she entertained each of them in turn at a tea ceremony. 
He had had time beforehand to study their photographs and their cur
ricula vitae. Many of them he had played with in years past on the beach 
outside the Summer Palace at Hayama or in the bamboo groves of the 
mountain resort of Karuizawa. Now almost a score of girls were paraded in 
front of him, kneeling to drink a ceremonial cup of tea and exchange a 
few words with his mother. They ranged in age from Hirohito’s own lofty 
seventeen down to a gawky eleven. Half of them, the prettiest half, were 
Fujiwara princesses, schooled to be charming, seductive, and obedient. The 
other half were princesses of the blood, culled from a smaller reservoir 
of-eligibility, and for the most part semi-Westernized, proud, and un
certain of their rights.

Chamberlains had expected Hirohito to pick one of the faun-eyed 
daughters of Fujiwara Prince Ichijo or the pert fifteen-year-old princess 
of the blood, Masako, with whom he had once spent a pleasant summer 
in the mountains. Masako then had been a good rough-and-tumble tom
boy of a companion; Masako now, in the chamberlains’ eyes, had filled out 
ravishingly. What teasing trick she had played on Hirohito they could 
never find out, but he passed her over and three years later sanctioned 
a purely political match for her with a foreigner; the only match which 
has been contracted by the imperial family with a foreigner to this day, 
a match, moreover, with a Korean prince, a leader of Japan’s most perse
cuted immigrant minority.4

In selecting Nagako over all the rest, Hirohito took a bright, serious, 
placid, chubby fourteen-year-old who could not be compared, as a woman, 
with most of the other candidates he saw. He made the choice out of 
loyalty to her uncles, his Big Brothers Prince Higashikuni and Prince 
Asaka, and to her fifteen-year-old brother Kuni Kunihisa who had been 
his companion since nursery days. She was, in short, the girl-brat who 
had often tagged along. He was at home with her and all her family. Even 
her father struck a responsive chord in him, for Prince Kuni shared Hiro
hito’s interest in science. He was an intellectual and a visionary. He ridi
culed the notion that Japan would ever make a military dent in the world 
by sheer force of samurai ardor and gave his enthusiasms instead to the 
development of the weapons of the future: the airplane, the tank, and 
bacteriological warfare.

In 1920 when eighty-two-year-old strongman Yamagata became sus
picious of the intentions of Hirohito’s fiancee’s family, he struck back with 
pseudoscientific arguments. He planted a learned article in a Tokyo pe
riodical tracing the hereditary course of color-blindness down through the
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4 After World War II, when the puppet princes of Korea became an unpleasant 
reminder of past glory, Masako found the condescending politeness of Japanese high 
ociety intolerable In 1963, she took her ailing husband back to his homeland Where 

they founded an orphanage for Japanese-Korean half-breeds.



Corps, under Lord Cavan, you [the interpreter] were in the 20th Division in 
the same corps, and that you lent me your horse one day.” Hirohito, 
gravely attentive as always, asked particulars. The Prince of Wales said’' 
“Splendid! One of the star turns of the evening!’?— and drifted off. : 

With the bonhomie of King: George and the air degage of Prince Ed
ward both working in his mind, Hirohiio moved on to Paris.; After initial 
formalities, he ascended th e  Eiffel Tower. The next day, June 3,, he took 
in the Louvre and the V enus1 d e M i l o “on th e r M ,’V a s ^ a id J L e ^ m p i/  
somewhat tartly reported, and then repaired to the tomb of Napoleon, at 
the Hotel des Invalides, where he gazed: long, and fixedly at the sword of: 
Alisterlitz. Having spent three times as long a t the tomb, as at the Louvre, 
he emerged so moved that he gave over $400 to  the upkeep of Napoleon's 
memory— an am ount which, by the normal standards of imperial family 
largesse, would have recompensed a village for twenty summers of hos
pitality to a prince or princess in Japan. :V '

On June 4 Hirohito inspected the French Artillery' School with/Prince 
K anin and one of Kanin’s form er instructors at ,St. Cyr, Marechal Petaim : 
A t the time Petain was the hero— ils ne passer out pas— of Verdun. Al
ready an admirer of D ’Annunzio’s . Italian Black Shirts, he was to wither 
his garlands later as a Nazi quisling. Throughout the rest of.Hirohito’s stay,11 
he acted as the young prince’s guide to, the .military. tourist 'attfactions .of 
France. ■■■ , - ; ,■ .. '

On June 5, H irohito canceled a scheduled visit to Versailles and went \ 
to the races instead. The press in Japan studiously ignored this wild' 
debauch and padded out its trip reportage the following day with general 
remarks as to the prince’s,keen interest in French'culture. In ,point o ffse t,: 
the cultural phase o f Hirohito’s stay in France,11 wlhchdasted ;frqmyMay;3l,,_.: 
to June 9, was perfunctory at, best. H e made token appearances at most of 
the routine tourist sights and reserved as much time as he could for personal 
matters. . . .  . ' ■  V. /

On June 7, Hirohito had a long intimate lunch withprince..yigashikuhi, , 
the B ig 'Brother of Army Intelligence whp- ,was: in^Paris' organizing^:spy,; 
ring for Y am agata and an anti-Yamagata cel! for Hirohito. On that June 
morning, Count .Futara, the imperial family publicity man, described •Hi- 
gashikuni, sim ply: a s , “studying under the incognito; o f CountHigashi.

Two days later, on June 9, Hirohito himself, assumed'incognito and;: 
for the first and only time in his. life ;walked alone on a city street. and 
passed money with his own hand. H e stopped at several shops and bought : 
presents for his ,family.„and fiancee'backLom e; For himself, too, he niade 
one purchase o f : a . lifetime: a bust o f Napoleon P it;, was to. stand in .hfs 
study thereafter, being joined in the 1920’s by a head .of Darwin and in . 
1945 by one of; Lincoln. Conquer, evolve, •: liberate: :this was to be the 
program imposed:on his reign by fate.: , ;; ^
v, On June 10, Hirohito left Paris .for Brussels, and for the next ten days



over a sly old fox of an aristocrat like Yamagata. When Prince Kuni’s 
bribes began to percolate down through Toyama’s adept hands, an aging 
buck in the Diet, Otake Kanichi, sprang up to challenge Yamagata to a 
duel: “For old times’ sake, let’s assassinate each other with swords.” 
More to the point, a Toyama henchman visited Yamagata and bowed 
himself out with the courteous threat: “I  would be humbly honored to 
accept the life of Your Excellency’s wife.”

Yamagata had heard all these dramatic declarations before and had an 
old warrior’s contempt for them. The police, however, who in Japan con
sider their function as mainly preventive intelligence rather than detective 
or punitive work, automatically set pickets around Yamagata’s villa in 
the Tokyo suburb of Odawara. Yamagata was so incensed by the sug
gestion that he might need protection—he, a samurai who could once have 
routed singlehandedly a dozen ruffians with his swordplay— that he drove 
off the police with his cane. Thereafter, a group of his fellow Choshu 
clansmen took it upon themselves to guard his home, standing shifts tact
fully in plainclothes.

Yamagata’s personal agent at Court, Imperial Household Minister Naka
mura Yujiro, who had seen to it that the trumped-up issue of color-blind
ness was the burning question in Court gossip, now sought an audience 
with Emperor Taisho and Empress Sadako. Kneeling rigidly on the tatami, 
head to the floor, he said: “I must beg miserably for Your favor after the 
failure of my Imperial Household Agency to discover the color-blindness 
in the Shimazu family of Princess Nagako’s mother. Now that the defect 
is well known, what is your Imperial Highness’s pleasure?” Emperor Taisho 
looked straight ahead, unspeaking, and Empress Sadako, too, was strangely 
silent. Nakamura looked up several times from the tatami and saw a bitter 
ghost of a smile playing around her mouth. When the tension had be
come extreme, the Emperor suddenly spoke in the high-pitched chanting 
Voice which he reserved for oracular priestly occasions: “I am told that 
scientists, too, often make mistakes.” Nakamura glanced at the Empress 
and saw her motioning with her eyes for him to withdraw. The audience 
was over.

On February 10, 1921, the Home Ministry, in charge of prefectural 
governments and police, announced: “Although there are rumors about 
Princess Nagako’s marriage, no changes of plan are presently contem
plated. Of this the government is absolutely certain. Also Household Min
ister Nakamura Yujiro has determined to tender his resignation.” Pre
viously the newspapers had carried no explicit stories about the marriage 
controversy but had only alluded to “a delicate situation in the imperial 
household.” Suddenly to announce Household Minister Nakamura as the 
culprit of the situation, when everyone knew that Nakamura was Yama
gata s protege, was rude in the extreme. Yamagata offered ostentatiously 
to resign all his titles and the Throne just as ostentatiously begged him to
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M arquis Komatsu, his athletics director, and then opened the ring to any 
other m em ber of his immediate suite who cared to tussle with him. Count 
Futara wrote: “Time and time again His Highness struggled with his op- ' 
ponents, even when troubled by nose-bleeding. The tsukidashi or sudden 
thrust appeared to be his favorite trick.” W hen Hirohito’s ships stopped 
again at Ceylon on A ugust 9, a British colonial matron remarked on his 
great increase in ease and poise since his previous visit four and a half 
months earlier.

HIROHITO’S TAKE-OVER

Hirohito arrived hom e on September 3, 1921. Old Army strongman 
Y am agata was sick and had only a few months to  live. Prime Minister Hara 
of the Constitutionalists, however, had taken over Yamagata’s authority 
behind the scenes and was loudly promising the people democracy. Known 
as the “G reat Commoner,” he ran an administration which was thoroughly 
venal in regard to money but was considered honest in regard to ideas. 
Then, two months after H irohito’s return, on November 4, 1921, at Tokyo 
railroad station, Prim e Minister H ara was knifed to death. The assassin, 
N akaoka Konichi, was a  young employee of the railroad. A few weeks 
earlier he had bragged to his fellow workers that he intended to commit 
hara-kiri or belly cutting in protest against the pleasure-loving laxity and 
creeping W esternization of the times.

“M any talk of cutting open their hara,” jibed one of his listeners, “but 
few have belly enough to carry it out.”

“H a!” screamed Nakaoka. “See if I do not cut hara" And so, after days 
of brooding, he fulfilled his pledge by cutting down Hara, the prime 
minister.

The m urder was passed off in the press as the act of an unhappy half
wit and was quickly forgotten. Hirohito’s Big Brother Prince Konoye, the 
future 1937 prim e minister, however, told his friends that he had known 
of the assassination in advance; that, in fact, a member of Japan’s spy 
service in China, a henchman of his father and of Prince Kanin, one Iogi 
Yoshimitsu, had come to him on the eve of the knifing with the promise 
tha t it would be done. The assassin Nakaoka was given an unusually light 
sentence of twelve years. On his release from Sendai Penitentiary in 1934, 
Iogi and other right wing “patriots” met him with a hero’s welcome and 
provided him with a living for life.

A fter Prim e M inister H ara’s murder, the other potentates of Japan 
particularly those who had been along on the European tour agreed that 
Hirohito was a truly Oriental leader, worth following and if possible 
guiding. On November 25, 1921, they gave their support to an imperial 
household announcement declaring Hirohito regent for the ailing Taisho 
and subject only to the advice of the imperial family council composed o 
Kanin and the other princes of the blood.
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and asked for time. The impatient young Hirohito was not prepared to 
give it and sent to him Count Futara, one of the Big Brothers of Hiro- 
hito’s childhood and the husband of one of the nieces of Emperor Komei’s 
advisor Asahiko. Count Futara was to become Hirohito’s public relations 
man. He would supply an image of Hirohito to satisfy the demands of 
Western newsmen—the one image on which Western accounts of Hiro
hito’s character as a young man are all based. He had a flair for words 
and drama. “We have gone with you this far,” he told Toyama, “but now 
we are all resolved to go with Hirohito even to the gates of death.” Toyama 
nodded approvingly and asked only for some little diversionary act of 
bravado which would make it easier for his men to back down.

A few days later, on February 27, 1920, a group of toughs forced their 
way into the home of Saionji’s son, Hachiro. They belonged to a cell of 
young intellectuals within the Black Dragon Society which was patronized 
by Hirohito’s Big Brothers and used by the Throne for private civilian in
telligence work in China. They were led by Dr. Okawa Shumei, who would 
later win a reputation as the “Goebbels of Japan” and as the ideologist for 
the Strike-South faction which espoused war against Western colonies in 
Southeast Asia rather than war against Communist Russia.

In a nod to popular chauvinistic sentiment, the intruders first accused 
young Saionji, wrongfully, of advocating Hirohito’s trip abroad. Then 
they leveled their real charges. They told Hachiro that he was suspected 
of having connived with Yamagata’s discredited Imperial Household 
Minister Nakamura and of having opposed Hirohito’s betrothal to Nagako. 
Finally they upbraided him, as a palace chamberlain, for having gossiped 
too much to the men of the press about Hirohito’s proposed trip. For 
these derelictions of duty they demanded that young Saionji stand up and 
be chastised. Hachiro realized at once that he was about to be punished 
sacramentally as a scapegoat for his father, the elder statesman. In  de
fense of the Saionji family honor, he drew his sword. Dr. Okawa’s toughs 
seized cleat bolts from the sliding screens and held their ground. Mean
while some of them dashed outside to fetch wooden swords which they 
had cached at the front entrance. Flailing the air, Hachiro retreated through 
a doorway at the rear of the house, turned and sought to escape through 
his back garden. The street bullies caught him, weaving‘through the trees, 
and thrashed him thoroughly with their mock swords. When they departed 
they left beside his bruised body a two-foot scroll that declared him a 
traitor.

Saionji Hachiro did ,not commit suicide, and his father and Toyama 
duly apologized both to one another and to the Throne. All the great nobles 
and princes at Court agreed with Hirohito that Yamagata must be firmly; 

• ignored. Accordingly, they decided to minimize further trouble by starting 
or Europe as quickly as possible. In London equerries of the British royal
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looked as if he knew w hat he was doing and what others were doing as 
well. O n him— perhaps alone in the Japanese Army— the utterly utilitarian, 
perfectly circular iron frames of general-issue spectacles sat well, giving 
him an air of detached scholarly competence. H e wore his hair closely 
cropped, Prussian style, and his mustache trimmed down to the silhouette 
of an oncoming seagull. His full lips moved easily from a slight twist, de
noting amusement or friendliness, to a  fine grim line of utmost sarcasm 
and contempt. His ears were well shaped but large. I t  was Nagata who 
carried out the early phases of the imperial program decided upon at 
Baden-Baden, and it would have been Nagata who commanded the nation 
as H irohito’s shogun in 1941, if he had not been assassinated, for opposing" 
w ar w ith China, by a minion of Prince Higashikuni in 1935.

M ajor Tojo Hideki, who did become the Em peror’s shogun in 1941, 
was N agata’s protege, best friend, and loyal servant. When Nagata died, 
Tojo would step obediently into his shoes. In 1921 a t Baden-Baden Tojo 
said little, for he was one whole military academy class behind the Three 
Crows. To have been too forward, according to the seniority code of the 
time, would have been to invite a face slapping. And so Tojo lit Nagata’s 
cigarettes for him and periodically checked the door of the steam room to 
m ake sure that no one was listening outside.

The m ost voluble of the conspirators was the second of the Three Crows, 
O bata Toshiro, an aristocrat. In  the words of his colleagues he was 
“skinny,” “nervous,” and “almost too brilliant.” He paced the steam-filled 
room  naked while the others steeped in a hot pool of Baden-Baden’s 
famous ill-smelling waters. Fifth in the 1904 class at military academy— 
just behind the steady Nagata— and first in the 1911 class at Staff Col
lege— just ahead of Nagata— he was a brilliant strategist, and his mind 
brim m ed over with possibilities at the thought of invading Manchuria. He 
had been stationed in Russia throughout the revolution and was convinced 
th a t Bolshevism was the number-one threat to Japan and the Throne. So 
intensely had he studied Marxism, however, that he developed a belief as 
the years passed that Japan m ust have her own tribal communism under 
which all men would share alike in mystical communion with the Emperor. 
These views m ade him a leader of the Strike-North or Fight-Russia faction 
in the 1930’s and ultimately estranged him from the Emperor. After the 
Arm y mutiny of 1936 he would be dropped from Hirohito’s inner circle. 
His genius as strategist and tactician, however, could not be dispense 
with, and when the war broke out with China in 1937, he would be câ  e 
back to handle the logistics for Japan’s crack mobile blitzkrieg’division, 
the 14th. Throughout the w ar years he would hover on the fringes ot 
politics, and in  1945 would become one of the many ministers without 
portfolio who would organize a welcome for M acArthur in the surren er 
Cabinet of Prince Higashikuni.
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ship. He was inclined to agree with his father that the most natural growth 
for Japan would be as a sea power into the islands of Southeast Asia.5 *

To help him formulate his plans, Hirohito had with him aboard the Katori 
the four men on whom he would continue to rely most throughout the first 
decade of his rule: Count Makino, Count Chinda, General Nara, and 
Prince Kanin.

Count Makino Nobuaki would be Hirohito’s lord privy seal, principal 
civilian advisor, and plot-maker-in-chief until die end of 1935. He was a 
tall, slim, nervous, thin-lipped gentleman of fifty-nine, renowned for his 
mercurial wit, his courtly manners, and his velvety softness of voice. He 
spoke excellent English, having spent eight unhappy years as a boy and 
teen-ager studying in the United States. From 1917 to 1919 he had served 
as the secretary of Emperor Taisho’s Advisory Council on Foreign Policy 
during the debate over the Siberian intervention. In 1919 he had gone to 
the Versailles peace conference as Japan’s active representative who 
attended sessions and spoke for the coyly aloof chief delegate, Prince 
Saionji. Makino was the son of Emperor Meiji’s oligarch Okubo Toshimichi 
of Satsuma who had led the imperial forces against his own clansmen when 
they revolted in 1877.

.Count Chinda Suterni also came of a non-Choshu clan, was also Ameri
can-educated, had also served under Saionji in the Japanese delegation at 
Versailles. Vice foreign minister in Emperor Taisho’s disastrous Katsura 
Cabinet of 1912 and then ambassador to England from 1916 to 1920, he 
was supposed to help Hirohito now in renewing the Anglo-Japanese 
alliance. A genial sixty-five, he would remain at Hirohito’s side as grand 
chamberlain until his death at seventy-three in 1929.

-General Nara Takeji, fifty-three, a non-Choshu officer from the northern 
province of Tochigi, was fatherly, taciturn, and efficient. He would be 
Hirohito’s chief aide-de-camp, in charge of all liaison between the Throne 
and the Army, until completion of the conquest of Manchuria in 1933.

Before the war with the United States Hirohito would have other chief 
aides-de-camp, other grand chamberlains, other lord privy seals, but Prince 
Kanin, the fourth important member of the suite aboard the Katori, would 
be with Hirohito as the senior member of the Supreme War Council until 
his death of severe hemorrhoids in May 1945. In 1921 Kanin was already 
a living anachronism. He was one of the last three remaining brothers of 
Emperor Komei’s advisor, Prince Asahiko, and by 1924 he would be the 
only remaining brother. As a baby he had been adopted by Emperor 
Komei, which made him, by the abacus of royal- adoption, the grand-uncle

5 This capsule of Hirohito’s ideas is drawn from many accounts, put together by 
many men who knew him, at different times over the next forty-five years. Possibly 
he did not yet entertain them all in 1921 but it is likely that he did, for in other
respects his thinking, character, and even turns of speech changed little from decade 
to decade.
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in  particular, train th e ,Arm y to fight with modern weapons such as tanks 
and airplanes. During the Siberian intervention, Japanese soldiers had ob
served that they were altogether outclassed in equipment and even tactics 
by the Czech veterans whom they were supposed to be rescuing. It was 
for this reason that Hirohito, on his tour, had been so assiduous in attend
ing military reviews.

A  third point decided at Baden-Baden was personnel. The Three Crows 
selected “eleven reliable men,” to carry out their program. Only two were 
present; the other nine were then in China, Siberia, or Japan. All were 
members of the military academy classes of 1904 and 1905 which had 
graduated during the war with Russia. All were non-Choshu. AH were mere 
majors, though talented. Several were already specialists in aviation. Three 
of them, To jo, Itagaki Seishiro, and Doihara Kenji, won fame enough to 
be hanged as Class A  war criminals in 1948. Another, Komoto Daisaku, 
was to  finish Prince Kanin’s bloody business of 1916 by assassinating the 
M anchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin in 1928. Isogai Rensuke, after amass
ing a brilliant record for himself as a lieutenant general in China, took 
responsibility for defeat in the Nomonhan border war with Russia in 1939, 
sat out W orld W ar I I  as the governor general of Hong Kong, and was 
still alive in 1970. Three others were to die betimes in China.7 The final 
three were to prove not so reliable after all and were to be cashiered fol
lowing the Army Mutiny of 1936.8

A FUNNY HAPPENING

- The first order of business in realizing the Baden-Baden program was 
the accumulation of technical information on modern weapons’ manu
facture. A  few weeks after the attaches had returned to their various posts 
in the cities of Europe, Hirohito dispatched two more of his Big Brothers 
from Tokyo’to encourage the plotters and help Prince Higashikuni in open
ing doors for them into the drafting rooms of the great European munitions 
works. H irohito’s new envoys were Prince Kitashirakawa, who had married 
Em peror Meiji’s seventh daughter, and Prince Asaka, the later scourge of 
Nanking, who had m arried Em peror Meiji’s eighth daughter. Princes 
Kitashirakawa and Asaka were both trained intelligence officers. They 
arrived in Paris early in 1922 and all that year the spy ring grew. By 
1923 fit had thirty members strategically placed in  the various capitals an 
all pledged to the anti-Choshu plan of Army reorganization. American in
telligence officers who were in Paris at the time say that their Japanese

7 Watari Hisao as a lieutenant general in 1939; Ogasawara Kazuo as an Air V o r c t  

lieutenant general in 1938; Italian specialist Ogawa Tsunesaburo, who was 
tache in Rome in 1921, in an airplane crash.

a Kudo Yoshio, Matsumura Masakasu, and Yamaoka Shigeatsu.
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“the distance being too great, to his regret he was unable to see the people 
on the coast.” Two days later the battleships made port at Okinawa, and 
the people of the island bowed low in silence along his route—once Perry’s 
route—-while he walked into the center of Naha, the Okinawan capital, and 
back again. Two more days and the squadron had skimmed the last point 
of Taiwan and left the Japanese Empire behind. Hirohito joined Marquis 
Komatsu, chamberlain of the imperial exercise, in prayers for Komatsu’s 
father, General Prince Kitashirakawa Yoshihisa, who had died of malaria 
during the subjugation of the island in 1895.

After another two days, the squadron was in Hong Kong for a long 
weekend of banquets. During the festivities, Hirohito made a special point 
of inspecting the reservoir on Victoria Island, which, as it turned out, in 
1941 was to be the crown colony’s tactical Achilles’ heel. On March 13, 
1921, the channel leading out of the harbor was edged by fourteen steam 
launches bearing fourteen huge ideograms on placards, reading “Royal 
send-off by the Japanese Association of Hong Kong. Banzai.”

In five more days the squadron entered the bastion of Singapore where 
Hirohito had to stand on deck for almost an hour returning the salutes of 
patriotic overseas Japanese who had come out to greet him and guide him 
in. The schedule for tire next four days was again crowded with state 
functions, and again Hirohito requested the insertion of a few items which 
interested him personally. He took in the Museum of Natural History and 
famous Botanical Gardens where Alfred Russel Wallace in 1857 had 
penned the learned paper on natural selection which forced Darwin to 
publish his own theories on evolution. He stopped the official clock one 
morning while he turned toward Japan and celebrated the vernal Shinto 
feast of tire dead. He borrowed a yacht and circumnavigated Singapore 
Island, of which Count Futara noted only that it “is separated from Johore 
by a narrow strait.”

The long twenty-five-day voyage from Singapore to Suez was broken 
only once by a stop at Colombo in Ceylon where Hirohito was awed and 
amused by native dances and a down-on-the-knees salute from forty ele
phants trumpeting in unison. During the days at sea he played deck golf, 
swam in the pool, polished up his French, and imbibed lore and gossip from 
the in-laws and powers of Japan who traveled with him. In the battleship’s 
makeshift cinema he demonstrated his progressive inclinations by ordering 
crewmen who huddled in the back of the room to come forward and take 
seats immediately behind his own entourage.

WAR FRONT TOURISM

Four days in Egypt, where he had the rare raw luck to see a genuine des
ert sandstorm whirl through the Cairo streets; two days in Malta, where he 
prayed for the seventy-seven Japanese who had become spirits on World
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statistically, in Japanese personnel records and only then* in the belief that 
.something, of note had , happened, turned to . French newspapers . and dis
covered the-occurrence Of the car crash. Hirohito himself was much af
fected by the death of his Big Brother, Prince Kitashirakawa. He fell out of 
love with espionage and never again subscribed to it with-enthusiastic ex-, 
pectations: Most important, he canceled his plans for a trip to Taiwan 
and refused ever afterward.to leave the main islands of Japan;.



braces. The retainers were flustered. Even the noblest of them was unsure 
of imperial family mores in the privacy of the back palace, and they 
feared that Hirohito might react with hostility to this unprecedented in
formality by one not of the blood. But Hirohito’s eyes scarcely widened. 
King George put an arm around his shoulder, sat down on the bed with 
him, told him what a pleasure it had been having him in Buckingham 
Palace, and chatted with him, partly in French and partly through a 
nervous naval aide-interpreter, about the subject that interested Hirohito 
most: the recent war.

In the course of the conversation, King George mentioned that the 
British had lost 150,000 men at Ypres and voiced the thought that the 
crown prince might like to have a look at that battlefield if he found time 
during his stay in Belgium. Hirohito later made time and cabled the British 
king his impressions: “The scene before me is impressive and edifying in 
the extreme, reminding me vividly of the words in which Your Majesty ex
plained to me the sanguinary character of struggle on this field of honour 
at Ypres.”

Three days in Buckingham Palace as a guest of the king, and eight days 
in Chesterfield House as a guest of the British government, saw Hirohito, 
after a swirl of sights and ceremonies, on his way to Scotland for a week 
of hunting, shooting, and fishing with the Duke of Atholl at Blair Castle. 
He was much impressed by the system of clan democracy which brought 
a staff of volunteer servants to the castle to meet the taxing demands of 
his visit and at the same time allowed the “servants” to dance the fling 
one evening with the duke himself.

After his first night in a Pullman and two days inspecting aircraft and 
shipping companies, Hirohito was back in London on May 27 for a final 
four days in England as his own guest at the Japanese Embassy. There he 
gave a series of receptions and feasts for all the promising young com
manders and captains of the Japanese Navy who had contrived to be in 
London to meet him.

The British phase of his trip was over. He had attended a march-past 
or review. He had had his picture taken in the uniform of a British general. 
He had carefully watched the deportment of his frequent companion, 
Edward, Prince of Wales, and had admired greatly—sometimes in envy, 
sometimes with hurt feelings—that young man’s polished, carefree airs. 
Hirohito could understand a good deal of spoken English, and later in his 
trip he came to the point of carrying on conversations with some ease in 
French, hut at this stage he and Edward relied on Japanese equerries and 
British intendants to translate for them. The amount of communication that 
took place may be gauged from a conversation reported in the memoirs of 
one of the British interpreters. Toward the end of a long reception Prince 
Edward dutifully looked in on Prince Hirohito’s comer of the reception 
line and said, “Tell the prince that when I was on the staff of the 14th
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darkened their cheeks, loosened their tongues, and lightened their brains 
Before long men were coming and going freely from the study where Hiro- 
hito sat. Voices were raised in boasting for Japan and in scoffing against 
the West. Plans were laid and promises made in a spirit of hilarity which 
many guests later regretted. Hirohito drank tea-tinted water, put up good- 
naturedly with many familiarities to his person, flirted with one of the geisha, 
and awoke the next morning clear-headed and pleased with his perform
ance. It had been a precedent-shattering party.

On the second day after the party, the old lute player Saionji, who had 
galloped in green armor through the wars of the restoration fifty-three 
years earlier, took the two-hour train journey from his winter villa on the 
coast at Okitsu and paid one of his infrequent visits to Tokyo. As soon as 
he had moved into the town mansion kept for him by his millionaire 
brother, he phoned the Akasaka Palace for an audience with Crown Prince 
Hirohito. He had been delegated by the other chamberlains of his family— 
the Fujiwaras who had the hereditary duty of keeping Emperors free from 
incriminating responsibilities—to speak to Hirohito about his behavior. 
The role of moralist and censor hardly suited the pleasure-loving old states
man. Time and again he had advised Hirohito to unbend a little and take 
a woman or a glass of good. wine. Although he dutifully scolded Hirohito 
for the “looseness” and “apalling familiarity” of the recent party, he was 
not concerned by either one. He had seen gayer bacchanals in the Akasaka 
Palace during Taisho’s youth. Rather, what alarmed Saionji about the party 
was the open recruiting of stalwarts—the explicit discussion of future plans 
which were now the post-party gossip of Tokyo high society.

Regent Hirohito met Saionji with an innocent face, heard his remon
strances, and apologized disingenuously for sowing wild oats. Then Hiro
hito made a bargain with Saionji which the old man would live to rue. If 
Saionji would take the place of Army Elder Yamagata, who was then 
mortally ill, as senior advisor to the Throne, Hirohito would promise to give 
up overt leadership of his cabal and respect all the conventions of a con
stitutional monarch. Saionji took the measure of the intense young ruler 
before him and stared silently for a few moments at the carpet. He believed 
that the people of Japan had changed in the last decade and had come to 
accept the philosophy of constitutionalism and legalism propounded by Ito 
Hirobumi before his assassination in Manchuria in 1909. If the people 
expressed themselves clearly, Saionji thought that Hirohito would how to
majority opinion. 4 . ,

Hirohito, as he watched the old man turning over the proposition, waited 
impatiently. If the seventy-two-year-old Saionji accepted, he would make an 
invaluable ally and figurehead. Forty years of experience in Emperor eiji s 
councils had taught him how to give a semblance of moderation an regu 
larity to government. His peers respected him for his incisive realism, m 
the company of others, he had a talent for tangled, discreet utterances, 
even that rare gift of complete silence when it was needed. He ha a s ia ,
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he was back in official harness, visiting Waterloo, Ypres, and other battle
fields of the Low Countries, and attending functions with the Dutch and 
Belgian royal families. When he returned to Paris on June 20, battlefields 
had become, it seemed, an obsession with him. He paid a brief call ,on the 
Chambre des Deputes, went to the races’ again, inspected at his own per
sonal request the international meter stick of platinum at the Bureau of 
International Weights at Saint-Cloud, and had another long lunch with 
Prince Higashikuni. All the rest of his time—nine tenths of it—he spent 
in the company of Prince Kanin and Marechal Petain, trekking through 
the shell-scarred woods and meadows, inspecting military schools, and 
watching tank and aircraft displays. One tank maneuver that he studied 
was made so realistic that its commanding officer broke his pelvis when 
his horse bolted and threw him.

Hirohito devoted two days to Gravelotte, Saint-Privat, and Fort Saint 
Quentin near Metz, a day to Verdun, a day to the Somme, and a day to 
the fields around Reims. In the interstices of his schedule, he fitted in the 
old military school of French sappers and geometers, the Poly technique, 
the cavalry school of Saumur, and the Military Academy of St. Cyr. On 
July 5 he saw Prince Higashikuni again for a morning of golf at La Boulie.

The next night, July 6, he gave his last of several parties for Japanese 
attaches and observers in Europe. Never before had there been so many 
young Japanese officers on the Continent—so many, indeed, that American, 
British, and French security agents had begun to watch them closely. They 
worked primarily in the triangle of three cities, Paris, Zurich, and Frank
furt, for here, in the factories of the Ruhr, the Saar, and Switzerland, many 
new industrial techniques had been worked out during the secrecy of the 
war years and it behooved Japan to copy them if she could. What was 
remarkable about these industrial spies was not their spying but the fact 
that in an army heavily dominated by men of the Choshu clan, none of 
them were from Choshu. Still more remarkable, their roster included about 
half of the later famous fascist Japanese generals of the 1930’s and 1940’s. 
Hirohito met all of them and honored many of them with a moment of 
knowledgeable conversation and exhortation.

On July 7 Hirohito boarded a special train for Toulon in the south of 
France where he would catch his battleships and start for home. From 
July 10 to 18 he visited Naples and Rome, giving cursory attention to the 
Colosseum and the Sistine Chapel and spending time, once again, at tank 
and gun demonstrations and in talk with local Japanese officials. One ob
ject caught his eye in the Vatican: a piece of calligraphy brushed by an 
early Japanese .convert to Christianity who had journeyed to Rome and 
had an audience with Pope Paul V in 1613.

Perhaps Hirohito was sated with foreign exposure. As soon as he was 
back on his battleship his first athletic diversion was not golf or swimming 
but Japanese wrestling. He practiced a few falls with thirty-three-year-old
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The center was first called the Social Problems Research Institute and 
later given the less suggestive code name of D a ig a k u  R y o ,  or University 
Lodging House. It was, of course, a tremendous honor for junior officers 
and fledgling bureaucrats to attend lectures and discussions within the 
sacred walls of the palace, and few who participated ever failed the Em
peror in years to come. In founding the Lodging House, however, Hiro- 
hito was looking not only for loyal henchmen but also for ideas. The plot 
conceived at Baden-Baden had given him a cadre of Army shock troopers 
to work with, at a time when Adolf Schicklgruber was still struggling for 
control of an obscure band of brown-shirted racists in Bavaria. But Hiro- 
hito needed more: he needed skillful economic and political planners, a 
long-term plan, and a national ideology.

In assuming the regency in 1921, Hirohito had taken over a nation of 
56 million people. It had increased 25 per cent in population and more than 
100 per cent in gross national product since his birth in 1900. Though still 
backward in comparison with France or England, its economy was grow
ing faster than any other in the world. It was bursting with surplus talent, 
energy, and ideas and demanded carefully co-ordinated direction.

Hirohito entrusted the organization of the Lodging House in the old 
observatory to his chief advisor, the tall, high-strung, charming Count 
Makino who had headed the imperial suite during the European tour. 
Makino, in turn, delegated the headmastership of the Lodging House to 
Dr. Okawa, the intellectual tough who had devised the thrashing of Prince 
Saionji’s adopted son during the controversy before the tour. A keen
looking young man of thirty-seven, with close-cropped black hair and a 
sharp black mustache, Dr. Okawa enjoyed a filial intimacy with Count 
Makino. Some Japanese suggest that he was Makino’s illegitimate son. 
Through Makino’s patronage, Okawa had acquired eminent qualifications 
for the task at hand. He had worked closely for years with Hirohito’s future 
chief of staff, Prince Kanin, and with the father of Hirohito’s fiancee, Prince 
Kuni. He was a trusted lieutenant of gang lord Toyama and a leader of the 
younger generation of Pan-Asianists in Toyama’s Black Dragon Society. 
He had had a decade of experience as a spy in China. And not least, he 
was a genuine scholar. He had graduated in Oriental philosophy from 
Tokyo Imperial University in 1911 and could read Chinese, Sanskrit, 
Arabic, Greek, German, French, and English.

Until he became headmaster of the Lodging House, Dr. Okawa had 
represented the assorted ideas of all the Pan-Asianists, spies, and national
ists with whom he had consorted for a decade. They had been joined to
gether by a common enthusiasm for the future of Japan—a vague sense o 
mission which they had expressed in a collective credo published in the 
magazine W a r  C r y  in July 1920:

The Japanese people must become the vortex of a whirlwind which will
liberate mankind. The Japanese nation is destined to accomplish the revo u-
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While Hirohito was taking power in Tokyo, Prince Higashikuni in Paris 
was proceeding apace with the organization of his imperial cabal in the 
ranks of Army Intelligence. The cabal held its first historic meeting—a 
meeting which would determine the destiny of Japan, a meeting, moreover, 
which has never been described before in any Western language—on Octo
ber 27, 1921, at the German spa of Baden-Baden. In obedience to the 
imperial taboo, the participants have refused to state whether or not Prince 
Higashikuni was present in person, but if not present, he was at least nearby. 
He was a regular member of Marechal Petain’s entourage, and that week 
the marechal was making an inspection tour of the French occupation zone 
of the Saar which took him through Baden-Baden on the day in question. 
October was out of season at Baden-Baden and prices were low. The 
Chinese pagoda in front of the Konversationhaus and the many public baths 
made the town as homelike for Japanese visitors as any place in Europe. 
The Black Forest on the heights above the Rhine and the forbidding castle 
of the margraves against the bleak October sky lent a suitable air of somber 
purpose to the proceedings. The conspirators rendezvoused in one of the 
private chambers at the vapor baths behind the Roman Catholic cathedral.

The three principal operatives at the meeting—Nagata Tetsuzan from 
Bern, Obata Toshiro from Moscow, and Okamura Yasuji, attache-at-large 
—came to be known throughout the Japanese Army as the Three Crows. 
It was they who would make the Army a modem fighting force, they who 
would rid it of the samurai leadership of Yamagata’s Choshu clan, they 
who would launch Hirohito on his dreams of glory by engineering the con
quest of Manchuria. All three were non-Choshu men. All three were 
majors, inferior in Army rank to Prince Higashikuni who was a lieutenant 
colonel. They were accompanied by several less senior majors who had all 
served in the Imperial Guards with Prince Higashikuni in the last years of 
Emperor Meiji’s reign. One of them, die “observer” in Leipzig, a member 
of the “stand-by faculty of the Staff College,” was the future World War II 
prime minister, Tojo Hideki.

The leader of the Three Crows was Major Nagata Tetsuzan, whose 
ghost would later be painted into the surrender deliberations in Hirohito’s 
air raid shelter. He was the son of a doctor who ran a Red Cross hospital 
in a small resort town near Lake Suwa in the Japanese Alps. In those days 
the Japanese Red Cross served unofficially as a branch of the Army Medi
cal Corps, and his father’s patients were able to recommend him for an 
appointment to the military academy. There Nagata applied himself well 
and graduated second in his class. He went on to Staff College in 1911 and 
graduated with highest honors. He served with such distinction at the em
bassy in Copenhagen during World War I that from June 1920 he was 
given a carte blanche leave of absence “to travel in Europe.”

No matter how complex the intrigues surrounding him, Nagata always
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explaining the offices of the imperial household; their function in inter
mediating with loyal henchmen; the need, always, to keep the Emperor 
beyond the tarbrush of popular criticism. When they came home from 
France in January and February 1923, the Three Crows all lectured at the 
Lodging House. So did several of the Eleven Reliables they had chosen at 
Baden-Baden. So did assorted secret policemen, commercial spies, narcotics 
experts, pimps, terrorists, and interrogation specialists from Japan’s com
plex web of paramilitary apparatuses on the Continent.

At Lodging House seminars the smartest junior members of the General 
Staff and of the faculties of the Army and Navy Staff Colleges came to 
know intimately the Big Brothers of Hirohito who had gone into the 
bureaucracy, the Diet, or the influential pool of literary handymen which 
supplied male private secretaries to Cabinet ministers. After classes they 
all went out sometimes to tea houses to drink and wench together. In later 
years one of Hirohito’s Big Brothers recalled that Colonel Sugiyama, 
Japan’s World War II Chief of Staff, did an excellent comic dance of the 
seven veils with napkin-sized towels. Commander Yamamoto, the later 
admiral who would plan and lead the attack on Pearl Harbor, did conjuring 
tricks and stood on his head.

In these after-school drinking sessions the chief topic of discussion was 
Japan’s position in the postwar world. At the Washington Conference, 
begun in late 1921 when the Lodging House opened, Japan had been 
forced to agree to limit her Navy according to the formula 10:6:3.5— 
that is, for every 10 tons of U.S. or British warship and for every 3.5 
French or Italian tons, Japan would maintain no more than 6 tons. Fortu
nately the naval ratio did not apply to submarines and torpedo boats; 
therefore the money saved on battleships could be applied to non-conven- 
tional modem weapons in which the fleet was deficient. A top-secret naval 
development plan, taking advantage of such treaty loopholes, was worked 
out in the Lodging House and in the Navy General Staff and was formally 
approved by Hirohito in late 1922.

Any compunction which had been felt by some naval officers about arm
ing in secret against the United States and Great Britain was overcome by 
resentment at anti-Japanese legislation in the West. Great Britain, in 1921, 
refused to renew the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The U.S. Supreme Court in 
November 1922 declared, in effect, that Japanese were ineligible for natu
ralization as U.S. citizens. The U.S. Congress in May 1924 made total 
exclusion of Orientals an official part of U.S. immigration policy.

QUAKE

Funds had just been appropriated and building begun for the secret 
naval development plan, and young Regent Hirohito was just turning his
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. 1 The third of the Three Crows, .Okamura Yasuji, a scion of the samurai 
clan which for centuries had provided the Tokugawa shoguns with their 
bodyguards; sat stolidly in the scalding tub and got. out only, to douse him- .. 
self occasionally with a . bucket of cold water; :Withouthis glasses he. was 
half, .blind.: When he wore them, they gave him the' typical look of a be
spectacled Japanese officer—that of a fierce owl dazzled by the beam .of 
a flashlight. He was unshaven as usual, for he affected the unkempt, care
lessly pressed air of a field officer rather than, a staff officer. The theory 
was that a fighting soldier, if he eschewed spit and polish, Would develop 
in himself a laudable contempt for earthly possessions and would cause 
enemies to underrate his fighting trim. Behind Okamura’s stubble-cheeked 
look of bemusement , worked a keen mind.: He; had come in third behind 
Nagata.and Obata in the military academy class of 1904 and, when sent 
belatedly to Staff College in  1913, he had worked hard, taken top honors; 
and been, awarded a prize by Emperor Taisho. After spending World' 
War I in Tokyo, on /the General Staff as an information officer, he had 
had the connections to be assigned for Crown Prince Hirohito’s European 
trip to the entourage of Tokugawa Iyemasa, the ranking heir of the former 
shoguns’ family. - -• v  ■ /

When Hirohito returned to Japan, Okamura stayed on in Paris. He was 
often overshadowed in the years that followed by the other Crows, Nagata 
and Obata, but in the late 1930’s when, one of them had been, murdered 
and the other disgraced, Okamura became the principal commander for. 
the long, unrewarding war with China. In 1945, he saw to it that his forces 
did not simply throw down their arms where they stood but waited and 
sometimes fought until competent representatives of the Chiang Kai-shek 
government appeared on the scene to .disband and replace them. As a con
sequence, he was held only briefly as. a war criminal in a Shanghai prison 
and then, abruptly, elevated to. serve as Chiang Kai-shek’s, military advisor 
in the struggle with .the Chinese Communists.. .When the , sbpggle . Was ; lok,i 
and Chiang Kai-shek had moved, to Taiwan  ̂ Okamura Yasuji returned to 
Tokyo where he played an important .phri behind the scenes in organizing 
Japan’s present American-supported Self-Defense Forces. In March 1963; 
nearing the age of seventy-nine, he retired, as head oftheJapanese Veterans 
Association and became an advisor to the .Self-Defense, Eorces’ “iuStoricalY; 
or contingency planning section. ,
.. In the hot mineral ;water , and later at the K o n v ersa tio n h a u s, dnx\k\ug  

kirsch, the Three Crows. and their subordinates, resolved to dedicate., their 
the ...fulfillment. of & • ̂ o^pomt'jprogfam-i-forJapan: - make-'“â big/;. 

window where Choshu sits today,” and “renew, the national strength along 
French.lines’’ so that Japan, too, can .fight “a total war.” The ;plan, in other, 
words, was to purge the Army of Yamagata and the rest of its Choshu 
leadership; reorganize the Army to :be .on a par with the triumphant Frendi; ,
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law and take charge of relief work. Throughout the next fortnight Hirohito 
and Fukuda conferred twice a day. The great problem was to assign respon
sibility for the holocaust. Many Japanese still believed that a monstrous 
catfish lay on the ocean bottom under Japan and stirred only when the sun 
goddess was angry with her son on the Throne. In ancient times the Em
peror had often abdicated in token of penance after major earthquakes. In 
1923 the destruction had been so great that the abdication of the ailing, 
impotent Emperor Taisho would have seemed insufficient.

Accordingly, a new way of assigning responsibility was introduced to the 
people: General Fukuda, the martial law commandant, gave them a scape
goat. His military secret police spread the rumor that Koreans and Socialists 
had offended the spirits before the earthquake and now, afterward, were 
taking advantage of the disaster by setting fires and pillaging shops. 
Fukuda’s soldiers, aided by young vigilantes of the palace-sponsored 
Military Sports Clubs and by thugs of the Black Dragon Society, began to 
hunt down every Oriental they could find who spoke Japanese with an 
accent. Four thousand despised Koreans from the slums were given mock 
trials or simple linguistic tests and were then beheaded in the streets. Nine 
Socialists were dragged off to Tokyo’s Kameido Jail by the military police, 
and when they persisted in singing labor songs from their cells, were, ac
cording to the report of the officer in charge, “stabbed . . .  to death in 
accordance with Article 12 of Garrison Regulations.”

At the height of the fire, a mob of frightened people sought entry to the 
cool moat-girt lawns of the Imperial Palace. Turned aside by the police and 
again turned by the fire, they began to surge in against the police lines. 
They were cheered on by a firebrand Socialist, Osugi Sakae, who shouted, 
“Remember Russia, and never lay down your arms!” The police had their 
way and the flames spared the crowd. But two weeks later when the embers 
no longer smouldered, Captain Amakasu of the secret police tracked down 
Osugi and escorted him, his wife, and seven-year-old nephew to the fear
some secret police headquarters in Tokyo’s Kojimachi ward. There, on 
September 16, Captain Amakasu received a visit from Yuasa Kurahei, a 
chamberlain intimate with Hirohito, who would later become lord privy 
seal, the Emperor’s chief advisor. That night after dark Captain Amakasu 
entered the cell occupied by Socialist Osugi, surprised him from the rear, 
and soundlessly strangled him.

Amakasu proceeded with two noncoms to the cell of Osugi’s wife. Less 
trusting than her idealistic husband, she turned in time to face her mur
derer and utter a few gurgled screams before she died. The seven-year-ol 
in the next cell heard her and began to shout in terror. And so, when Mrs. 
Osugi finally lay quiet, the boy too was strangled.

Because the Japanese loved children and because rumors had spread o 
direct imperial involvement in the Osugi case, Captain Amakasu s infanti 
cide was the one crime committed in the ashen twilight of the earthquake
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counterparts, working in the Paris-Zurich-Frankfurt triangle, were effective 
in purchasing up-to-date plans for diesel engines and tanks.

Abruptly, in the summer of 1923, the spy ring shrank to normal peace
time proportions. The shrinkage was triggered by a curious automobile 
accident—curious because the circumstances surroundmg it were later 
falsified by the Japanese press. At the end of March 1923, Prince Higashi- 
kuni flew to London on a piece of “urgent business” that forced him to 
cancel previous social engagements in Paris. On April 1, Prince Asaka and 
Prince Kitashiiakawa, together with Kitashirakawa’s wife and two French 
servants, left their residence beside the Bois de Boulogne for a “picnic” 
in their high-powered touring car. That afternoon at four-thirty, at Per- 
riers-la-Campagne, on the Cherbourg road near Bernay, 88 miles from 
Paris, as they were heading toward the English Channel at a speed Which 
the police later estimated at 90 miles an hour, the picnickers struck a tree. 
Prince Kitashirakawa, who had checked out in small planes, was at the 
wheel, and the official French chauffeur was sitting beside him on the 
right in the traditional death seat. The chauffeur was killed instantly, and 
Kitashirakawa “ h o rrib le m en t d efig u re"—in fact, without legs or much of a 
head, died twenty minutes later. In the back seat, Prince Asaka suffered 
compound and complex fractures in one leg, fractures from which he 
would still limp on the heights above Nanking in 1937. The maid who sat 
beside him was “gravely wounded.” Kitashirakawa’s wife, Emperor Meiji’s 
daughter Fusako, in the rear right-hand seat, had two broken legs and so 
many other injuries that she remained in hospital for over a year.

The French government prepared elaborate obsequies, but Prince Hi- 
gashikuni caught the first boat train back from London and, with the help 
of the Japanese ambassador in Paris, canceled all the French plans. He 
paid off the families of the chauffeur and the maid and exercised influence 
to quiet the Parisian press. Prince Kitashirakawa lay in embalmed state 
for three weeks in a room lined with white silk at the home of the Japanese 
ambassador. On April 22 the corpse was shipped aboard the K ita n o  M a rti 

in Marseilles for transport to the homeland.
Subsequently the Japan Y e a r  B o o k  in its annual rundown of important 

events regularly reported the automobile accident—but as having taken 
place in the “suburbs of Paris,” 80 miles off the mark. This error, and 
Prince Higashikuni’s efforts to quash the investigations of French news
men, suggest that Prince Kitashirakawa, when he died, was driving to the 
English Channel on a mission connected with the intelligence network of 
which he was a leader. Surviving Japanese officers point out that Prince 
Higashikuni was in England, on the other side of the Channel. Then they 
grunt mysteriously. Whatever the mission that killed him, Kitashirakawa’s 
death spelled the end of the spy ring. The number of Japanese Army offi
cers on special assignment “to travel” or “to study” in Europe suffered such 
a dramatic decline that the writer of this book first noticed the decline,
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^P^taim.;'jKoptbs?dftpr?'tiie ̂ ^noidncement;of Ms so

...;;'' For many Japanese; the most ■ symbolic feature of young Namba’s case ' 
^w^‘(thg)iun?'$hicfrAhe'\b^^
ChoshuclansmanltoHirobumiythefourideroftbeGOnstitutioRalistparty
and?: mentor; rdf; Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji, had brought home from 
London before his assassination in Harbin in 1909. Ito had given the gun 
for safekeeping to one. of his relations, Iiayashi Fumitaro.4 Hayashi had : 
loaned it. to;, his? own Jdnsman Namba for the assassination attempt. When it 
failed to ;kill Hirohito,? Ito’s spirit was presumed to have lost face among 
the:dead ?and the Ito-Saionji cause of constitutionalism lost a little in pres
tige among the living. •. • : ■

.::S r. W A R  MINISTER UGAKI ' : ' , ' ; -?

Hirohito used young Namba’s attempted regicide as an excuse for ap
pointing a new Cabinet, one which would take the: political risk of pushing 
ahead with the Baden-Baden program, of modernizing the Army, arid of 
smashing the influence of assassin Namba’s Ghoshu clan. Prime Minister 
Admiral • Yamamoto Gombei, ;who had formed the second government of 
his career only, three months earlier, after. the earthquake, offered, his 
. Cabinet’s resignation as a purely formal’ gesture of apology lor Namba’s 
attack. But Hirohito unexpectedly accepted it. In Yamamoto’s place Hiro- 
hito had? Prime-Minister-Maker. Saionji, who Was unusually tractable after 
the bungled regicide attempt, submit the naine of Viscount Kiyoura, a 

;piimt?legal:hack?left .over frOm^Emperor-Meiji^s -days.- Kiyoura had little to 
fecom m endhim : except hik. yenerable seventy-four years of'age and: his 
experience as a minister of justice at the turn of the century. . • ;
: The portfolios of the new;'Kiyoura. Cabinet Were held mostly by aged 

.undistinguished-ariStocrats-'who seemed to' emerge like lizards frorii cracks. 
,.iri’- the - palabev.w^lk-:''There:%^V?:'boweveiri one exception,^; the mniister of 
:War;;:tiip^rsb;mhce T91 2  Who was not a samurai of Choshu. Ugaki Kazu- 
shige was his name, a man of the people from- Okayama on the Inland - 
Sea: He was a lieutenant general, fifty-four years old,. ambitious and bull
necked ,; ’ With:-a face as honest and stodgy as bean-curd paste. Wheri Ugaki 
went visiting on a political errand, he always carried his own lunch with

iir * The? tip?Hayastii-Na^ hie;sbutheni>:Ch6sM fisKing^
treated'?-the -samui^-:-elemehf&in,.Choshu  ̂. T h f e . ’C. & u ... 

nobility, the ? K ^ r^ K id o -^ n s ;p f  the; towns bf YamaSuphi an(i Hagi farther nortn, . 
?:were intertwined with i the imperial: lineage and exempted from./Hirohom s PurSp. ... 
plans?Their^scionshncluddd.-Emp?efor; Taisho’s. / p ^
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R E G E N T  H IR O H IT O

( 1921- 19 26 )

8

HIROHITO’S RECRUITING

It was December 1921 and Crown Prince Hirohito, now Regent of Japan, 
was celebrating his return from Europe and his assumption of power. Light 
poured from the windows of the miniature Versailles built by Emperor 
Taisho. The snow flakes falling on the grounds of the Akasaka Palace com
pound danced in the darkness to the rhythms of the latest Parisian dance 
records. Inside, between the pink-brocaded chairs and sofas, tripped geisha 
in brilliant kimonos, carrying drinks and sometimes agreeing, with a giggle, 
to serve as dance partners in a fox trot, a tango, or a hesitation waltz. The 
guests were all young men in tails—either former schoolmates of Hirohito 
in their twenties or intimates of his Big Brothers in their thirties. Their 
invitations had stipulated that the order of the evening would be b u rei, 

suspension of the usual laws of etiquette and precedent. Outside Hirohito’s 
study was set up a keg of Scotch whisky given him in Scotland by the 
Duke of Atholl.

As the night progressed and the keg emptied, Hirohito’s wish for in
formality was gratified. Most of the guests were typical Japanese in that 
they suffered from an inbred intolerance of alcohol.1 The first sip of Scotch

1The distinction between those who do and do not have the genetic weakness 
is marked. The majority become flushed after a single thimble of sak£ or even after 
a rum baba. The minority can tope with the best drinkers of any nation and are 
much prized as negotiators for dealing with Westerners. Many and perhaps all of 
the minority are descended from families which immigrated from the Continent in 
historic times. For the majority Japanese make special allowances. Prime ministers 
are not held responsible for speeches made in drunkenness to the Diet, and crimes 
of passion are regularly excused in the law courts if intoxication can be proved in 
mitigation.
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to the outer gate where Nagako was waiting. The two drank alternately 
three times, from a goblet of sanctified rice wine and the ceremony was 
over. The ships of the fleet in Tokyo harbor crashed out a 101-gun salute, 
more than twice as prolonged as that accorded any other ruler on earth!

For the wedding, Hirohito’s public relations expert, Count Futara, dinned 
home the image which he had been creating of his master since 1921. 
Hirohito was represented as a young liberal, full of Western ideas, playing 
golf in a tweed hat and plus fours with Edward, Prince of Wales, who had 
visited Japan in 1922. In  an eagerness to learn to beat the West at its own 
games, Hirohito had built a nine-hole golf course on the grounds of the 
Akasaka Palace. In an effort to get to know his people, Hirohito had ap
peared on the beach to swim in public. The leading British editor in 
Japan described this press campaign as “sedulous care . . .  to promote 
the idea of personal loyalty to him.” But the people warmed to the cam
paign because they were fed up with centuries of stiff Spartan courtesy 
and military discipline.

Young Caesar

PURGE

Behind the promotional stage drops, in early 1924, the Choshu samurai 
were making their last desperate stand. The leader of the Choshu clan, 
General Tanaka Gi-ichi—a simple fellow to wear the shoes of his Machia
vellian predecessor, strongman Yamagata—called a meeting of Army 
elders at his home. “We face a Satsuma clan conspiracy. Let’s break them 
utterly,” he announced. Six months later the Choshu generals, and a few 
Constitutionalist allies, succeeded only in gaining a public save of face. 
They were allowed to topple the reptilian, dinosaurian Kiyoura Cabinet 
and in return they accepted the Army reorganization scheme.

In June 1924, a new cabinet, headed by the monocle-wearing diplomat 
Kato Taka-aki, who had served the Twenty-One Demands on China a 
decade earlier, made light of the Army purge as a routine economy measure 
and diverted public attention to a fresh issue: universal suffrage. Since 
1902 all Japanese liberals had militated for abolition of the three-yen poll 
tax. Now Prime Minister Kato and Hirohito came out in favor of abolition 
and of an increase in the electorate from 3,300,000 to 14,000,000 voters, 
that is, to all males of twenty-five or over. The loyalist press manufactured 
mossbacked commentators who opposed the increase in suffrage and a 
great fake debate occupied the front pages.

While the nation was distracted, War Minister Ugaki stood in a small 
spotlight to one side, ostensibly “demilitarizing” the Army. In reality he 
was carrying out a complicated horse trade within the officer corps by 
which all the most important Choshu generals and a compensatory selection 
of Satsuma and other clan generals voluntarily resigned their commissions. 
In all some 2,000 officers were cashiered and with them, it seemed at first, 
some 80,000 men. Four divisions, the 13th, 15th, 17th, and 18tb, were



subtle mind, an upright character, and only one foolish mental quirk: an 
absolute, overriding loyalty to the Throne.

Saionji looked up from the carpet and admitted sadly that it was his duty 
to accept Hirohito’s proposal. He had hoped, he said, to spend the rest of 
his days in quiet at his little villa on the shore in the fishing village of 
Okitsu, reading French and Chinese novels, practicing on the lute, carving 
canes for himself, and walking up to Seiken Temple to watch the sunrise 
when he couldn’t sleep. But if the nation demanded it, he must accept the 
responsibility. Hirohito promptly confirmed him in the status of G e n r o , a 
descriptive title that had long been used to designate the surviving mem
bers of Emperor Meiji’s oligarchy. Literally it meant Founding Elder, but 
as applied to Saionji, who would soon become the one and only G e n r o ,  

it meant Prime-Minister-Maker. It carried with it the formal duty of appear
ing in Tokyo whenever a Cabinet fell, of sounding out the political situa
tion, and of taking responsibility for recommending to Hirohito the men he 
should appoint for the next Cabinet. Saionji would retain the title and the 
responsibility until his death, in bitter disillusionment, at the age of ninety- 
one, in 1940.

PALACE PLOT SCHOOL

Having promised Saionji to assume the discreet guise of a constitutional 
ruler, Hirohito immediately established an undercover organization through 
which to direct his widening circle of henchmen. At the eastern edge of 
the palace grounds, where a salient in the old fortifications had left a se
questered bulge of walls and moats, sprawled a low, weather-beaten, 
wooden building, the Palace Meteorological Observatory. On his way home 
from the Peers’ School as a child, Hirohito had sometimes wandered 
through its rooms, inspecting the sextants, the astrological charts, the rain 
gauges, and the little, eighteenth century Dutch telescope.

The week after the party, Hirohito had the old observatory converted 
into a security-shrouded indoctrination center for young men who wished 
to play a part in his dreams for Japan. Here, in the precincts of the palace, 
were made the first rough plans for Japan’s attempt to conquer half the 
world. Here were struck up the friendships and working relationships which 
governed Japan until 1945. Here studied every one of the Class A war 
criminals tried by Allied judges in 19̂ -6 and 1947. Here, if anywhere, was 
hatched the “criminal conspiracy” of which Japan’s war leaders, with the 
exception of Hirohito, were judged guilty. Here only were all Japan’s 
criminals” together in one place at one time to “conspire.” Yet the indoc

trination center in the old observatory has never until now been mentioned 
m writing in English except passingly in an unpublished 1946 U.S. Army 
Intelligence report. This report was circulated among the Allied judges at 
the war crimes trials, but information regarding the indoctrination center 
was not introduced in evidence, presumably because it implicated the 
Emperor.
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Suffrage Bill. When the latter was passed on May 5, 1925, its supporters 
had been pledged to vote also for a  Maintenance of Public Peace Bill. This 
was largely the work of Hirohito’s Big Brother, the gangling, effete Fu- 
jiwara Prince Konoye who would preside over Japan as prime minister a 
decade later during the rape of Nanking. Known by its detractors as the 
“Dangerous Thoughts Bill ” it gave the police almost unlimited power to 
suppress political dissidents. It was passed by the Diet, without much 
protest, on May 12, 1925, a week after the Universal Suffrage Bill. Fifteen 
years later it would enable Prince Konoye to transform universal suffrage 
into universal agreement— a single mass party of reverent imperialists.

NEW STAR IN CHINA
*

During the enactment of the Baden-Baden program, one member of 
Hirohito’s cabal of young officers, one graduate of the University Lodging 
House, was absent: the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi. He was away in China 
observing the early struggles and rise to power of a new Chinese strong
man, a friend from cadet days at the Japanese Military Academy, Chiang 
Kai-shek. Since 1920, when he had first made his way into the inner 
counsels of Hirohito’s Big Brotherhood.5 Captain Suzuki had been de
tailed by General Staff Intelligence to remain constantly near Chiang Kai- 
shek as an advisor. To outsiders it seemed a strange assignment because, 
when it began in 1920, Chiang Kai-shek was a little known commodity 
and currency broker in Shanghai.

The gray-eyed Chiangf> had amassed a small fortune speculating in 
futures during World War I and had made the acquaintance of China’s 
greatest banking families. They respected him as a handsome, taciturn, 
direct, forceful, .shrewd dealer. He kept a wife and a stable of mistresses 
but had not then met the later Madame Chiang or become a convert to 
Christianity, He was still fond of his adopted land, Japan, where he had 
attended military academy after graduation from China’s own military 
school, Paoting. He still kept in touch with dozens of Japanese friends in
cluding Prince Asaka, who would rape Nanking; Prince Higashikuni, who 
would bomb Nanking: Matsui Iwane, the later general who would be 
hanged as the “Butcher of Nanking”; and in addition Lord of the Black 
Dragon Toyama, who had given refuge to Chiang’s mentor. Sun Yat-sen.

s His patron was an artillery major, Big Brother Marquis Inoue Saburo, die il
legitimate son of Emperor Taisho’s favorite, Prime Minister Katsura Taro. Suztri 
had become intimate with Marquis Inoue when the two served a one-year si 
together in special economic training at the Finance Ministry in 1919.

o In the coastal village of Fenghua, 100 miles south of Shanghai, where o i s 
had been bom to a prosperous wine merchant in 1887, gossips attribute e 
usual color of his eyes to a Portuguese or Dutch seaman entwined in his ance 
tree.
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tionization of the world. The fulfillment of this ideal and the military re
organization of Japan are the work of the spirits. We believe that our duty 
will not end with the revolution or reform of Japan alone, but we must be 
contenf to begin with the reform of our nation because we have faith in the 
Japanese mission to free the universe.

When Dr. Okawa became headmaster of the Lodging House, many of his 
former comrades felt that he had sold out to the Establishment and be
trayed the cause of revolution. In splitting with him, they chose to follow 
another erudite spy and political philosopher, Kita Ikki, the later ideologist 
of the Strike-North or Fight-Russia faction which would plague Hirohito 
in the 1930’s. Dr. Okawa had discovered Kita in 1918 in a Shanghai garret 
where, on a diet of rice balls and water, he was just completing the eighth 
volume of a magnum opus, T h e  F u n d a m e n ta l P r in c ip le s  f o r  th e  R e c o n 

struction o f  the N a tio n . In this lucid but radical tome, Kita poured Marxist 
wine into old sake pitchers and brewed a heady polemic which Hirohito 
found unpalatable and his brother, Prince Chichibu, found exciting. Kita 
called for a thoroughgoing reconstruction and purification of Japan: sus
pension of the Constitution under martial law; convocation of a national 
family council chosen by universal suffrage; restriction of individual capital 
to $500,000 and of corporate capital to $5,000,000; equal profit sharing 
between employers and employees; maintenance of friendship with the 
United States in order to develop China; hostility toward Russia and Great 
Britain which, in Kita’s view, controlled an unfair share of the world’s 
living space.

Kita’s eight-volume work, circulated in a mimeographed edition run off 
by one of Prince Chichibu’s best friends, made a tremendous impression 
on many young Japanese in search of a vision. Crown Prince Hirohito, 
however, looked on it with a narrow eye because, among its other reforms, 
it called for the surrender to the nation of all property held by the imperial 
household.

In January 1922, when Dr. Okawa received his invitation to become 
headmaster at the Lodging House in the palace, he and his friend Kita spent 
one last vociferous sake-steeped evening together and then went their 
separate ways as sworn enemies. In fear of police arrest, Kita hid at a 
Buddhist monastery where he compiled a special set of cautionary Buddhist 
sutra which he sent to Hirohito. Dr. Okawa moved into the palace and 
organized the faculty for the Lodging House.

Under Dr. Okawa’s direction, the curriculum at the Lodging House 
was spiced with a little of every ism  he knew. The young bureaucrats and 
military officers who were privileged to attend heard lectures on Confucian 
ethics, weapons development, contingency planning, Army reorganization, 
snd the geopolitical theories—carefully excerpted—of Kita Ikki. Hirohito’s 
chief advisor, Count Makino, gave a course on the place of the Throne,
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making China a force to reckon with Japanese Prime Minister Kath ;
Taka-aki, the server of the Twenty-One Demands on China ixi 1915, had 
shuffled off the coils of his cool, calculating, monocled- existence: on Janu
ary 28> 1926, but there were other “China experts” in high places who- 
appreciated the import of Suzuki’s dispatches and brought them to the 
attention of Hirohito; ' i . ■>:

Accordingly, in the spring of 1926, Hirohito dispatched a pride of his 
lion cubs, including both officers and civilians, tO :joih: Suzuki: in>Chiha: 
and study the situation at first hand.7 They agreed that Chiang Kai-shek 
was worth backing. He might not be entirely trustworthy,-because he had 
dreams of unifying China, but at the moment he \vas willing ito make. 
Manchuria, Mongolia, and North China safe for Japan by allowing au
tonomous puppet governments to be established in those1 regions.. - ' : : ;

DEATH OF TAISHO V H ' S 1'

Early on Christmas morning 1926, as the waves of the Pacific lapped 
at the fringe of ice crystals on the beach at' Hayama, the forty-seven-year- ' 
old Emperor Taisho, in the seclusion of his Summer Palace, a few yards : 
up the strand, suffered his final stroke. The twenty-six-year-old Crown 
Prince Hirohito, who was sleeping nearby, was informed instantly over/a 
telephone line which had been kept open ever since Taisho had lapsed 
unconscious a few weeks earlier. Hirohito’s voice' broke r s ’: hetold;the\; 
chamberlain at the other end of the -wire how much he regretted being 
absent from his father’s, side in the last moments. -

Less than two hours later a motorcade with sirerik screaming arnyed : : 
at the main Imperial Palace in Tokyo, the gates swung open, and.'Crown 
Prince Hirohito was rushed on through parks along malls to the entrance 
of the Imperial Family Shrine in the palace forest.- Leaving his retinue at 
their limousines, he walked on with two princes of the blood and two 
witnesses from the nobility across the frosty white pebbles of .-the shrine 
courtyard. Entering alone into the Holy of Holies, he faced the.three im-. 
perial regalia and began the solemn private ceremony of declaring hiniself 
to the spirits as the new Emperor of Japan. He touched first the. fragile 
brocade bag which was supposed to hold the sacred green jewels, repre
senting the verdant isles of Japan. He knew that inside the bag was sup-., 
posed to be coiled a necklace of amethyst and turquoise;cutirregularly,2n_. 
comma-shaped; beads, interspersed with oblong beads. He knew that t e 
original almost certainly lay at the bottom of the Inland Sea,- haying gone,: 
down with Emperor : AntokU at the naval , engagement: of pan-no-ura 
a .d . 1185. Officially the beads had been found after the battle, floating 
safely in their box. He did hot open the bag to admire them. Next he h c

., f One of them was diplomat :Matsuoka Yosuke who tvould -later win 
as Japan’s chief operator in dealings with Hitler and Stalin. \ \  V y.cy.;.'
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attention toward Hie Army reorganization scheme proposed at Baden- 
Baden, when his national imperial program suffered a setback of such 
cataclysmic proportions that it would take years to recoup the loss. At 
exactly noon on Saturday, September 1, 1923, as charcoal braziers in 
almost everj' house were being lit under the midday meal, tremors began 
to register on the seismographs at Tokyo Imperial University. The first 
were no larger than those which rocked the needles three hundred times a 
year in volcanic Japan. But they kept coming, stronger and more frequent 
with each passing second. In a matter of minutes they merged into a great 
swell that inundated the instruments. The whole of the Great Eastern Plain 
around Tokyo was in fact billowing as if it were the surface of the Pacific. 
Thousands of homes pancaked. The proud new twelve-story Tokyo Tower 
tumbled from the sky. The colossal thirteenth century bronze figure of 
Buddha in Kamakura—50 feet in stature and 100 in girth—pitched from 
its pedestal. On the seacoast southwest of Tokyo, near the epicenter of the 
quake, entire villages of debris were swept away by tidal waves.

The main shock was over in five minutes, but in the splintered woodpile 
that remained, the buried cookstoves still burned and soon the whole of the 
Tokyo-Yokohama megalopolis was aflame. Fire storms or “dragon tails” 
swept the ruins. At the naval base of Yokosuka near Yokohama, 100,000 
tons of stock-piled oil had spilled into the sea and drifted in huge puddles 
along the coast. Now it too caught fire and immolated countless survivors 
who had taken to the water to escape the infernos ashore. In the end two 
thirds of Tokyo and four fifths of Yokohama were destroyed, and approxi
mately 140,000 human beings—as many as at Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
combined—were burned to death.

When the shock struck, the twenty-three-year-old Hirohito was at a 
state luncheon in the p e tit Versailles built by Taisho on the Akasaka Palace 
compound. It had been Japan’s first large two-story structure designed 
specifically to withstand seismic upheavals.2 As a result it rode out the earth 
waves with hardly a crack in its plaster. Hirohito and his guests ran outside 
into the open in obedience to the earthquake drill which every Japanese 
learns as a child. There they watched the rest of the city shaking apart and 
saw the first plumes of the great fires.

Regent Hirohito was then in direct personal charge of the government 
as at almost no other time in his life. The prime minister had died the week 
before and Hirohito had not yet appointed a successor for him. During the 
interregnum Hirohito elevated General Fukuda Masataro to impose martial

“ A Chicago firm, E. C. and R. M. Shankland, had developed the necessary en
gineering concepts back in 1900. The building, 270 feet wide and 400 feet long, rested 
on continuous footings of concrete to which was bolted a massive steel skeleton.

very piece of masonry in the building was anchored by rods and plates to this 
rigid frame.
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University Lodging House, Dr; :Okawa, .openedvdie celebratipn^ 
to Japan’s future, conquest of Manchuria;: 'y if:V?;-'

Lieutenant Colonel Tojo, the later W orld-War:;II:prime mih 
minded, him, “But we - can neyer move , troops unless the Emperor'says; so.”;.

“Oh, well,” boasted Okawa, “I will. have.-myTfiend.Lord,^PrivykSeal;- 
Makino persuade the Emperor.” - ■ h - E .’

Tojo was indignant at Okawa’s disrespect, and. the suave Lieutenant 
Colonel Itagaki, the member of ;the Baden-Baden Eleven Reliables who 
would later organize the conquest of Manchuriairhad to inject a pleasantry 
to prevent a fight. • - ,

Tojo’s mentor, Lieutenant Colonel Nagata,uhe .first-.of the-Three Grows,', 
quietly stated the final word: “I.agree that independence for Manchuria is 
desirable, but not complete, perfect independence. That might bring eternal 
enmity between China and Japan, and disrupt the future peace of, die 
Far East. So let China keep her official sovereignty.” .. • ’.-E

The , young officers, of the cabal went on to discuss, the deplorable ebb 
in the nation’s fighting spirit. Boarding a public conveyance, a man. in 
uniform was likely to be greeted by such remiarks as, “What,use are'spiirs.. 
on a tram car?” or “Big swords certainly do get in the way of fellow, paŝ . 
sengers.” After gloomily dwelling on such signs of. the. times, the con
spirators broke up and,. atAide-de-Camp An ami’s generous insistence, 
took. taxicabs home to their billets; One group dropped Anami off ,in the . 
plaza outside .the main gates of the palace. There they saw country folk 
kneeling in the moonlight to. pray for the new Emperor. In the words of 
one of them, “We felt relieved by the sights as if ̂ the ..independence, p i 
Manchuria was already assured.”

346 '-V'. ■ r  ' vV.;;;
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which had to be punished.8 After a showpiece trial, Amakasu was sen
tenced to ten years in prison which Hirohito inconspicuously commuted 
later to three years. On release Amakasu was given money by a self-styled 
“friend of the Throne” to “study in Europe.” He did so with the remnants 
of the spy ring in Paris from 1927 to 1929. Thereafter he enjoyed various 
sinecures in Manchuria until August 20, 1945, when he took potassium 
cyanide and left a note saying, “We lost our big gamble; this is the end.”

REGICIDE

Fourteen weeks after the earthquake, on December 27, 1923, Crown 
Prince Regent Hirohito rode through the resurrected shanty town which 
was then Tokyo to deliver an opening address to the new Diet. In the 
Toranomon district, a few blocks southwest of the palace, a young man 
darted from the kneeling crowd, shouldered through the bowing police 
cordon, leveled a gun three to five inches from the side window of Hiro- 
hito’s Daimler limousine, brought the regent’s head into the sights, and 
pulled the trigger. The bullet, according to the official story, miraculously 
missed Hirohito, ricocheted no less than five times from the reinforced 
panelwork of the plush interior, and knicked one of Hirohito’s chamber
lains. Knowledgeable Japanese quietly point out that three months later, 
Kacho Hirotada, a minor member of the imperial family who resembled 
Hirohito and had understudied him as a security decoy, was announced to 
have died suddenly of “heart attack” at the age of twenty-two.

Namba Daisaku, the man who tried to shoot Hirohito, prevented the 
police from immediately gunning him down by raising his hands and run
ning along quietly behind the imperial limousine until he was arrested. The 
police interrogated and tortured him for eleven months but finally an
nounced that he would give no explanation of his crime except general 
political dissatisfaction and sympathy for the murdered Socialist Osugi and 
for Osugi’s seven-year-old nephew. Before his execution, according to the 
police, Namba shouted, “Banzai for the proletariat.” It was apparent to the 
great majority of Japanese that he was nothing but a Bolshevik traitor.

In fact, assassin Namba was not a Communist. All the few hundred 
members of Japan’s Communist party had been clapped in prison the pre
vious May. Rather, Namba was a knowledgeable, well-connected dissident 
of the late Army strongman Yamagata’s Choshu clan, which Hirohito was 
planning to purge from its position of influence. Namba’s father was a 
noted liberal in the lower chamber of the Diet. He was returning by train to 
the protection of his clan and his constituency when he heard of his son’s 
failure. He retired to his home, barred his front gate with slats of young *

* General Fukuda relinquished his command under criticism but his son-in-law,
leutenant Colonel Yasuda Tetsunosuke, was singled out for honor by being ap

pointed equerry to Prince Higashikuni in Paris.
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: members of the .imperial family to felicitate one another on-happy occasions : 
with delicacies from the. sea, but on this occasion the corridors of the palace - 

: were lined withpanniers that reeked. Hirohito threw one of the few tan
trums of his reign. “It is no congratulation to me,” he shouted, ‘?to receive a 
present of fresh fish. I find it more congratulating when I see one of them 
swimming free around me in.the sea. This nonsensical, dirty custom must 
be abolished.” And so it was, except that Hirohito continued to send fresh 

■ fish to his mother on festival days and princes of the blood found that they 
could please Hirohito by sending him occasionally live fish of rare varieties 
with which to stock his palace ponds.

Having corrected his kinsmen’s misapprehensions about the interests of 
a marine biologist, Hirohito made one other change in palace customs. 
Formerly Emperors had worn clothes once or twice and then handed them 
down to their retainers. “Following the teaching of my tutor Nogi,” de- 
dared Hirohito, “I feel that clothes are the product of my people’s industry 
and should be worn for a long time. Therefore the vassals of the Throne 
may expect a third as many presents as formerly.”

These two crotchets about fish and finery out of the way, Hirohito 
quickly settled down in his new surroundings to be a model master. He 
established-for himself a punctual pattern of life which delighted his at
tendants and has changed little to .this day. .He customarily arose at six 
o’clock, shaved and dressed himself, prayed ..to his ancestors, and then, if 
he had time before breakfast, went outside for an exhilarating canter or a 
thoughtful stroll. At his summer villa on the beach at Hayama he would 
regularly, rouse the neighborhood by  vigorously chopping.wood. At seven 
-hb-would^come, in* .full of-gruff, martinet. good ,spirits, to sit down with 
Empress Nagako, not to the traditional Japanese breakfast of salt plums,

. fishi seaweed, soyabean soup, rice, and tea, but to oatmeal, eggs, bacon,
, toast, : a n d i c o f f e e / . • ' '.

: Having, breakfasted heartily, Hirohito would retire to his sttidy ;to muse 
over the Toyko dailies, A s a h i  and M a in ic h i , and over the English-language 
J a p a n / A d v e r t i s e r ."This homework completed, the Emperor would receive 
Lord Privy Seal Makino, his closest advisor, who would,look in at the door 
of the study to' -pronounce the traditional noncommittal Japanese good 
ihoming:isalutationr ‘Tt is early.” If any special plot was afoot, Makino 
would remind-Hirohito oMt: in a sentence/ _ . f ''

itten .H itbhitd ' would beginihis .official day. by calling m  his chief-ai e: 
de-camp, General Nara Takeji,'=to discuss the latest Army and Navy news, 
•the":list?'ofmilitary m en seeking an audience in the near future, an
: pointe to be  stressed or avoided, in the military audiences, already sche u e
for the day at hand.: Next. Hirohito would call in Count Ghmda Sutemi, 
his grahd chamberlain, ;who, like Nara and Makino, had been wit im 
everrsince1 the beginning of- the trip to Europe. Chinda was a mah 0 ^
hiopblitan charm and polish, with ah American education, and efepen ,
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jj;m__rice balls packed in an ordinary fu r o s h ik i or carrying cloth. He was 
not a clever man but the cleverest non-Choshu officer who had been 

"deemed safe'by Choshu elders to leave in the ladder of command. Hirohito 
knew him as a supplementary tutor who had delivered a few lectures in 
‘/The Study of the Crown Prince” during Hirohito’s adolescence. Now 
Hirohito would use him and abuse him until he would become one of the 
greatest loyal dupes in Japan—second only to Saionji.

On being ele'vated to the post of war minister, Ugaki found that a staff 
plan for his term of office had been carefully prepared in advance by the 
Three Crows of Baden-Baden who had returned to Japan from Paris in 
early 1923. The plan called first of all for a cutback in the Army’s sheer 
force of samurai numbers, a cutback which could be represented as money
saving and demilitarizing. In the course of it Ugaki was to purge the 
Army of its Choshu leadership and of all other henchmen of Hirohito’s 
late antagonist, strongman Yamagata. Finally Ugaki was to strengthen 
the Army for war by equipping it with modern tank and air forces. Ugaki 
realized that such a program could be carried out only in the face of 
powerful opposition from Choshu clansmen in the bureaucracy and also 
from any Constitutionalists in the Diet who saw through the lamb’s-wool 
wrappings. Nevertheless Ugaki accepted his assignment and wrote in his 
diary; “I will advance bravely and carry this sublime responsibility with 
high purpose. I will rush forward with a progressive attitude, intestinal 
fortitude, and greatness of spirit.”

NUPTIALS

With carefully considered timing, on the eve of his struggle with Choshu, 
Crown Prince Hirohito consolidated his position in the hearts of his people 
by getting married. Princess Nagako, the granddaughter of Emperor 
Komei’s advisor Asahiko, had been waiting for him, studying under special 
tutors at her father’s villa ever since her choice as fiancee in 1917 more 
than six years earlier. The wedding was solemnized on January 26, 1924, 
a fortnight after Ugaki’s appointment, a month after Namba’s assassina
tion attempt, and almost five months after the earthquake.

During the wedding a gathering of seven hundred invited guests—all of 
them Japanese, one of them the gang lord Black Dragon Toyama—stood 
attendance outside the Imperial Family Shrine in the forested area of the 
palace garden. In ancient Court regalia, Nagako carrying a fan, Hirohito 
a scepter, the couple met before the assembled witnesses at the shrine 
entrance. The gates swung open and Hirohito, all alone, entered the court
yard leading toward tire Inner Shrine. The chamberlain of rituals chanted 

' into Prayers i*1 a high singsong. The doors of the Inner Shrine sprang 
open and Hirohito disappeared into his ancestors’ Holy of Holies. Having 
one brief homage and declared his intentions to the spirits, he returned

Regent Hirohito
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but 'some'oil. bis favorite; partners were -Fujiwafa ̂ fihce^^.Konoy^tfe Mgi 
Brother in charge of Steering; the; House ’of P e e rsL l^ p b i% T ?r^  
the limping uncle who watched over Army Intelligence while the other 
uncle, Prince Higashikuni, remained in' Paris; Marquis Inoue Suburb;, the 
patron of Chiang Kai-shek’s ubiquitous, observer,; Major Suzuki Tei-ichi; 
and. Marquis Kido .Koichi,1 the original Big Brother ;vdio.;was;mta 
to “rationalize” Japan’s economy in the/Agriculture and Commerce Min 
istry- Kido’s, published diary, which begins in 1930, .suggests that some pro
ficiency with a putting iron: later became b  requisite forClourtbivanceinent;S 

At four o’clock Hirohito took his o f u r o , his “honorable Wind on the- 
backbone”—his•• bath: T he. Imperial^ Residence in the paiac^hadfbeehU- 
equipped in Meiji’s time with shallow porcelain European tubs: for tepid 
bathing as well as deep wooden Japanese tubs for tingling hot soaks. Hird- 
hito favored the Japanese style of immersion, btit in' 
conservative 110 degrees Fahrenheit—ten to twenty degrees cooler .than, 
that of most Japanese baths. Warmed th ro u ^  arid wrapped in; the com
fort of a kimono, he returned to his study to put his seal or brush, his ; 
signature ori a score or more state papers submitted by Lord Privy Seal . 
Makino. About six he would try to call it a day. He would'reriiirid'the; 
chamberlain and aide-de-camp on night duty that they must disturb him 
if anything important came upV'Then-h'e• would'retireTd'his:priVaf6^aJt® 
ments to dine and devote the rest of the evening to; Empress;;Nagako,a 
good book* his diary,2 or his hobby of biology. He drarikhot,'ri
he smoke. . - • '■ , ■--:

The punctilious round of ‘Hirohito’s •‘domestic1' routine 
Wednesdays when the Privy Council sat.. This body consisted, of t^erityrfriuf. 
distinguished aristocrats appointed by the' Emperor for their- rrieritorious 
service to the Empire,'plus"Cabinet ministers and princes of die blood; Its ’ • 
duty was to deliberate on treaties, on-imperial -ordinances;issu8d.;Whep';Ae;;; 
Diet was out of session, arid on any question' submitted tb ritT br^  
by the Emperor. Hirohito inyariably attended.TtS-SpI^
Wednesdays and kept informed on all itS committee arid preparatory, meet- ,
ings.H iiswastheoneoccasionoftheweekinW hichheheardasem blahce.of.,

discussion and observed conflicts of bpinibriarid:peisoriiiht^ 
he always tried to' keep .his' sch'ed^e^rA the^ 
in' order: to consider and - act ‘ tippn:;ffie;'.flidvp&ts .suggested 
Privy Council meeting. On Fridayhe'cleared,hiS;.mirtd^ 
meeting imainly - with award-winning studentsiathlebc^^ and foreign
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declared dissolved, but many of the companies and battalions in them 
were preserved intact, awaiting orders. By the time the Choshu officers 
had been mustered out, many of their units had been reassigned to swell 
the divisions which remained or to staff new auxiliary forces. The entire re
organization was juggled with the deftness of a master bookkeeper. When 
the ink had dried, only 33,894 men and 6,089 horses had been discharged 
from the Army and the other 46,000-odd men, who had seemed to be on 
their way out, had been reabsorbed. There were new mechanized transport 
groups, machine-gun squads for every infantry company, research teams 
to study modern weapons, fresh branches of intelligence, two new air 
regiments, an antiaircraft regiment, a 5,500-man tank corps, and several 
new specialized military schools such as the Signal Academy in Kanagawa 
and the Natashino School in Chiba for chemical and bacteriological war
fare.

In addition, the period of compulsory military training was shortened 
to six weeks so that the government could afford to give every young male 
some foundation to fall back on in the event of national mobilization. To 
compensate for the brevity of the training, a new Army educational corps 
of 1200 drill masters was organized and posted at leading high schools 
and prep schools. These physical education officers made sure that every 
adolescent, before his service, was already inculcated with the principles 
of martial spirit, parading, and sword and rifle drill. By intimidating fellow 
faculty members, they would gradually gain a tight hold on the curriculum 
in years ahead and would succeed in making Japanese education a bland 
exercise in indoctrinational cant.

As the Army reorganization scheme was unfolded step by step and 
battalion by battalion, cashiered Choshu officers grumbled privately, but 
publicly there was an uncanny lack of protest. Part of the silence did credit 
simply to the Japanese soldier’s discipline in obeying orders; the other 
part reflected the excellent staff planning of the Three Crows. They had 
begun the reorganization by posting members of Hirohito’s cabal of young 
officers in all the most sensitive posts. The chief of the Three Crows, 
Lieutenant Colonel Nagata Tetsuzan himself, spent four months of 1924 
as an officer in one of the regiments which was to be abolished, a regiment 
stationed in Choshu territory and staffed by Choshu officers. By deft poli
ticking he prevented its men from staging a mutiny. Students of the in
doctrination school in the palace, the University Lodging House, were 
so widely dispersed on similar missions that the school was closed in late 
1924, and its building, the old palace observatory, was condemned be- 1 
cause of structural damage done by the earthquake.

By March 1925 when the elimination of four divisions—of four sacred 
battle standards around which ancestors had died—was finally announced 
to the public, Crown Prince Hirohito’s position was so strong that his 
minions in the House of Peers were able to attach a rider to the Universal
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personal departments of government, the Army and Navy General Staffs, 
The Cabinet Ministries of War and ;Navy,; which. administeredj&pTecruii-v 
ment, pay, and peacetime organization of the armed forces, belonged to 
the elected government of the prime minister; the staffs, which directed' 
military operations in the field and states of martial law at home and of 
occupation government abroad, answered directly to Hirohito and to him 
alone. ; 7y

On the first, eleventh, and twenty-first of each month;and on twenty-four1 
annual holidays, the Emperor also had to break his diurnal ;scheme to 
officiate at religious rites: at folk festivals similar to May Day and Thanks
giving, at ceremonies for the sun goddess, at anniversaries for the worship 
of the most illustrious of the imperial ancestors. On these solemn occasions1 
the courtyard of the Palace Shrine was filled with imperial, and Fujiwafa. 
princes. Court musicians, kneeling on the ground in scarlet cloaks and 
pointed headdresses, made doleful music on archaic, flutes, drums; and 
viols. The chamberlain of rituals chanted Shinto prayers almost as old and 
obscure as, the fountainheads of the Japanese language itself. At the end 
of the explanatory or introductory part of the service, Hirohito,'clad :in 
robes of heavy white silk, would rise from an ancient lacquered throne, 
intone an invocation in a stylized high-pitched monotone, , and then hold 
high an offering or heirloom to the spirits of his family or the spirits of the 
land. At some of the services, the entire Court of princes* each in his turn, 
according to his rank, would follow him to the altar and perform an 
individual act of reverence. Although punctilious in all these high-priestly 
duties, Hirohito confessed in later years that, the folk festivals stirred Jess 
devout, more objective feelings in him than the prayers to, his jaricestpfs; ; 
He did find, however, that the November offering of harvest rice and sake 
to the earth spirits was often “an uplifting experience.” y

CHIANG CLEANS HOUSE

No sooner had Hirohito become Emperor than his cabal launched an 
aggressive campaign of secret diplomacy to take Manchuria from China 
without having to fight for it. The campaign ultimately failed but it had 
momentous side effects. It encouraged Chiang Kai-shek to break,irrevo
cably with the Communist wing of his KMT party, thereby planting, e , 
seeds of China’s future. It set Hirohito at odds with many of the elders of 
his nation. And finally, when it ended in disappointment, Hirohito alloy’ed 
himself to become a party to his first clear-cut internatipnal crime, e 
vindictive assassination of Manchuria’s war lord, Chang T s ^ l hh , , . , y

One of the masterminds of this ill-conceived effort in private diplomacy 
was Prince Higashikuni, the leader of the Japanese spy ring in Europe, 
soon as he got word of Emperor Taisho’s death, he posted home^y^s 
from Paris. He and Emperor Taisho had never been friends, but wit . irP
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Indeed Chiang had met an entire generation of Asian nationalists and 
conquerors in Japan, a military elite to which he felt he belonged but with 
which he was destined to spend his life in mortal combat.

Chiang had led a Japanese-financed regiment in the Chinese Revolution 
of 1 9 1 1  and since then had regularly attended the congresses of Sun Yat- 
sen’s Kuomintang or KMT party. He had seen the Revolution turn sour, 
Yuan Shih-kai and his war lords take power in North China, and Sun Yat- 
sen grow old as a testy visionary among his most faithful supporters in the 
southern Chinese port of Canton. Having made sure of his future finan
cially, Chiang, in 1923, gave up his brokerage in Shanghai and at the age 
of thirty-five retired to dedicate himself full time to the cause of Sun Yat- 
sen in Canton. The ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi was detached by the Jap
anese General Staff to follow Chiang south.

Chiang found Sun Yat-scn, the “George Washington” of the original 
1911 Republican Movement, bitter against the war lord xegime in Peking 
and dying of liver cancer. He had surrounded himself with young Com
munists like Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai. He was under the influence 
of two Russian advisors: General Vasili Bliicher, the strategic magician 
who had whipped together raw Red recruits to defeat the Cossacks in 
Siberia in 1921, and Michael Borodin, the product of a Vitebsk ghetto, 
best known to some Americans as Mike Berg, a soapbox orator on the 
corner of Division and Halstead streets in Chicago during the years before 
World War I. Chiang Kai-shek took brief stock of his old hero’s entourage 
and in the fall of 1923 paid a two-month visit to Moscow to study com
munism at its source. In that brief visit he won the admiration and support 
of Joseph Stalin who was then locked in his own leadership struggle with 
Leon Trotsky.

On returning to Canton in December of 1923, Chiang enlisted the help 
of his Japanese friend and observer, the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi, to 
found an indoctrination center, modeled on the University Lodging House 
and known as Whampoa Academy. By 1925, when Lodging House grad
uates were foisting their program on Japan, Whampoa graduates were in
filtrating the officer corps of the war lords’ private armies in northern 
China. In March 1925, when the Baden-Baden program was passing the 
Diet in Tokyo. Sun Yat-sen was finally killed by his cancer and Chiang 
Kai-shek emerged as his successor. Chiang consolidated his position for a 
year. Then in March 1926, in a theatrical show of strength, he had his 
military police arrest all the Chinese Communists in Canton and make 
them agree to a military campaign against the nominally Republican war- 
l°rd regime in Peking. Chiang’s armies started north and swept everything 
before them.

Suzuki, the ubiquitous observer, was impressed by the support given 
Chiang’s troops everywhere by the Chinese peasants. In his dispatches
°me to Tokyo he assessed Chiang as a genuine popular leader, capable of

Regent Hirohito
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As they drove down the Yangtze River from the hinterlands toward 
Shanghai, Chiang’s troops rode a crest of mass chauvinism'and xenophobia. 
At Hankow and Kiukiang they terrorized the Western settlements. Chiang 
blamed their excesses entirely on Bolshevik agitators, a charge which West
ern businessmen were predisposed to believe. C. J. Soong, the pink banker 
saw that the Reds in the KMT were spoiling his reputation and impairing 
his interests.

In late March 1927, when Chiang’s soldiers occupied Nanking, less than 
200 miles from the China coast, they burned several of the foreign con
sulates, killed six Westerners, and manhandled a number of consular wives 
and secretaries. British and American gunboats in the Yangtze laid down 
a semicircle of protective fire around Socony Hill while Westerners, who 
had congregated there as refugees, were lowered on ropes from the city wall 
to evacuation launches. Two Japanese gunboats steamed 50 miles down
river to help but managed to arrive too late. In the days that followed, 
representatives of the Western nations discussed the possibility of sending 
an international expeditionary force to Nanking to restore order. The 
foreign minister of Japan, by prearrangement, aborted the expedition by 
refusing to participate in it.

In the KMT advance, Western colonials saw a Red spectre marching 
with a flail into all they considered near and dear. Over their glasses of 
Scotch in Shanghai clubs they grumbled that the West had invested more 
than $2 billion in China. These foreign holdings were represented by the 
“concessions” and “legation quarters,” the little enclaves of Paris, London, 
Tokyo, and St. Petersburg which dominated the downtown areas of all the 
largest Chinese cities including Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, Nanking, and 
Peking. Most were leaseholds of a few thousand acres. Several of them, 
notably those of Shanghai and Hankow, had been marshes or mudflats 
originally and had become valuable only because foreigners had developed 
them. By the 1920’s, however, native Chinese urban areas had grown up 
around all of them. In  septic seas of tiled roofs, narrow alleyways, intrigue, 
violence, and disease, they stood out as blessed isles of peace, police, and 
cleanliness, of Western architecture and broad, arbored boulevards. In a 
French concession, one could always eat snails in hailing distance of an 
Annamese gendarme. In a British concession, there was always a tea shop 
or two, a busy banking district, and a Sikh bobby on every comer. The o 
Russian and German concessions, which had been taken over by carefu y 
selected Chinese administrators after World War I, still had their borsc it 
and bakeries and Wiener schnitzel. The Japanese concessions, being ess 
Occidental, were naturally less congenial to Westerners. They teemed wit 
people and closely set small buildings. But to a Japanese they were pure 
Osaka, and the policework, neighborhood organization, geisha, and su i 
yaki were of the best.

Young Caesar



Regent Hirohito
a replica of the'sacred sword of power; the Excd/rhurplucked from ;the tail . 
of a-dragon by .the son of the sun' goddess. . He knew that; the- original of 
the Word was genuine, safely housed in the Atsuta Shrine in Nagoya. He 
could not guess that it would be destroyed by a bomb from a B-29 before 
his reign was over.

Finally he held aloft a. replica of the most-mighty of the regalia, the 
fb rW eW rrorio f knowledge. The original, dating from the first century, 

lay in the vaults of Ise Shrine on a peninsula overlooking the sea from 
h f  toWfirst.^JEmpeiror- had come. If one could gaze into the mirror, one 
could see the face of the sun goddess and commune with her as through a 

: glass’ darkly. But palace fires a .d . 960, ,1005; and 1040 had reduced the 
original to a few droplets of bright metal.- Hirohito held in his hands an 
imitation, almost a thousand years old, but still an imitation.

On emerging from the shrine, having perfunctorily touched the regalia 
and fervently declared his intentions to the hovering spirits, Hirohito was 
considered anointed by the holy oil. He would be publicly crowned Em- 
peror for Western observers in an elaborate ceremony more than a year 
.later. ih Kyoto, .the old capital, but he Was already crowned spiritually for 
all devout Japanese. •

That night, back at his study in the little' Akasaka Versailles, from 
. which he wouId h ave to 'move now that he' was Emperor,1 Hirohito glanced 
through a list of names suggested for his reign and chose that of Showa, 
PeaceMadeManifest. Its ideographs carried something of the force of 

• “millennium in which men shall speak with tongues.” ® Then he took writing 
brush in- hand and personally -wrote the first draft of an edict describing 

;;the iaspiratiphs hf.his reign: "Simplicity instead of vain display, originality 
r;. insteadof‘ blind iWation;jprogress ih view of this period of evolution,-im- 

.keep, pace, with; the, advancement of civilization, national 
harmony in purpose and in action.” . • •

.-W 'W .i^olW ;'',S£lt before the fire in his p e t i t  Versailles,, composing his
- visions ofthefuture,: a 'groupofyoung officerswho had graduated from 

the,University Lodging House before its demolition two years earlier were 
brought Word of Emperor. Taisho’s passing by. one of Hirotiito’s aides-de-. 
camp. The messenger was Major Ahami .Kofechiica, the later general who 
\ypiild preside; over'-the fake coup d’etat in the' palacc: and prepare to do 
hara-kiri. during the long night of August 14, 1945. Anami brought a ( 

. Pu ŝe pf-mcmeJ'̂  ̂with/him; and: took all the young officers out for a' spree
■ 'n the student .quarter of Kanda east of the palace. The headmaster. of the -

r meant That 1926,, theiyear. of his; accession; '.would
•.. be : styled in .the; Japariese . calendar as ’ Showa\One; • 1.936 as ShoWa.'Eleven; T945 •. as 
;■ Showa Twenty. It also meant .that.Hirohito, .at his death, would be known as Em- f 
r-?; Showa;. The names-of iEihperors': used1 in . previous >pages are’ all posthumous ;
- .rejgn-names.r Thiis Koinei’s unspoken personal name while he lived was Osahito, 
;,,hleijis was.HutsuWto,; and.Taisho’s .was ;Yoshihito. ■’A -  V 1 -i- V



r^adyisors^ returned
/  into the provinees. Ching-ling, the , Communistwido W of Sun Yat-sen 

betook her ciainty self into exile in Europe. : , : — . r , / v

JAPAN CHANGES HORSES : -J ,

/Phase One of the cabal’s plan for. China was now complete. Phase two 
/; required that? Chang Tso-lin be kept from interfering; while. Chiang ;Kai-. 
■’shelceonsolidated his position south of the Great Wall and Japan made off 

. with the provinces north of the .Wall. Up to now the Japanese Cabinet had 
stood for nbnintervention in' China. Now a' Cabinet .was needed which 
would be willing to intervene if necessary. Accordingly, on April 20, 1927, 

.. two days after the. founding of the Chiang government.in Nanking, Hiro- 
hito followed by appointing a new government in Tokyo. The fall of the old 
Cabinet was engineered by exposure of a financial scandal at a Privy 
Council meeting presided over by Hirohito in person.

On Saionji’s recommendation, Hirohito accepted as the next prime 
' minister. Tanaka Gi-dchi, the successor to the late strongman Yamagata as 
chieftain of the Choshu clan. To all appearances Tanaka was the perfect 
dupe to. take responsibility for what was planned next. He was a big, bluff, 
hard-living sabre of a man, a tough-talking dandy infatuated with braid and 
dress uniforms, who had capitulated gracefully when voted dovvn over the 
Army reorganization scheme by the Board of Field Marshals in 1925. Since 
then he had resigned voluntarily from the Army and had shown a.desire to 
continue his career by accepting the presidency of the majority political 
party, the Constitutionalists. To Court analysts, he seemed to be an oppor- 

■ tunist, ready to. lead both Choshu and the Constitutionalists anywhere if it 
served his ambition. But the analysts were mistaken. Tanaka had become a 
Constitutionalist mainly to resist Hirohito and restore Choshu leadership 
of the riatidn. He would pursue his plans with an apologetic bluster and 
suavity which were to thwart Hirohito’s cabal a t  every turn for. the next 
two. years. •. . ,

.. A sa  condition for taking office Prime Minister Tanaka agreed to delegate 
the detailed administration .of foreign affairs to a parliamentary vice 

• minister recommended by Big Brother Konoye of the. House of Peers/ In 
;;;-effect'¥anak'a- agreed! to take responsibility for foreign policy while giving 

over iflie making of it to others. It seemed incredible to Prime Minister < 
Tanaka that a pack of young: majors and ministry section chiefs even 
though they might "have the ear of the young Emperor-—could pose any. 
threat to the elders of the nation. He called a series of conferences wit 
his friends im the upper echelons of the bureaucracy and agreed with tjiem 

. that a show' Of big get-tough-with-Cliina talk. would be enough to satisfy

•: 8 IVlbri Kaku, a brash young man of forty,- who had ridden bn Prince Konoye s
' i.coattaiis^for./a.'decade.' T Wi'r.. y i y  /• ,/
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H IR O H IT O  A S E M P E R O R

(1926-1929)

9

IMPERIAL REGIMEN

A day or two after his father’s death, Hirohito left his elegantly ap
pointed Versailles in the separate Akasaka compound just west of the 
main palace and moved his manifold sources of influence and affluence 
into the high-walled confinement of the central battlements. Thereafter 
he would venture forth only a score or more times a year: for garden 
parties, convocations of the Diet, graduation days at the military and naval 
academies, fleet reviews, and Army maneuvers. Within the old picturesque 
fortifications, his dwelling was a prim, traditional Japanese house of sliding 
paper doors and straw matting floors. It was uncomfortable by Western 
standards, and Hirohito felt uncomfortable in it. He at once selected a 
large room about twenty feet square, with a low, handsomely coffered 
ceiling, to serve as his study and place of work. He had the room furnished 
in Western style, putting in a carpet, a table, some chairs, and a sofa on 
which he might spend the night. From the walls he stripped a number of 
Western masters, left by Meiji and Taisho, and substituted photographs of 
himself in Europe with Marechal Petain, the Prince of Wales, and Bel
gium’s Crown Prince Leopold. Beside the prayer alcove he ensconced his 
busts of Napoleon and Darwin. At one end of the room the screens slid 
open onto a veranda overlooking his private park. There workmen 
were already breaking ground to build for him a new golf course, a roofed 
riding ring for rainy days, and the bomb-resistant concrete working 
quarters, the Imperial Library, under which he would surrender at the end 
of World War II.

Ho sooner had Hirohito occupied his new quarters as Emperor than his 
nose was assaulted by the stench of fish. It was an old custom for the
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FAR EASTERN CONFERENCE

As Chang began to move troops south for a drive on Nanking, the great 
debate of the elders was opened in Tokyo at the foreign minister’s residence 
in the same garden of atomic sunshine where Japanese leaders in 1946 
would accept an American-made constitution. The debate lasted from
June 27 to July 7, 1929, and was attended by all Japan’s proconsuls_the
generals and “experts” from Korea, Manchuria, and the legation listening 
posts in China proper. The meetings, which are collectively known to 
scholars as the Far Eastern Conference, were chairmanned and keynoted 
by the ubiquitous Major Suzuki Tei-ichi. Only Suzuki’s own recollections 
of his opening address to the conference have emerged from the white 
water of subsequent history:

It was my aim to unify their ideas about the course that Japan should 
follow on the Continent. Most of us felt that Manchuria should be cut off 
from China proper and brought under Japan’s political control. This required 
that Japan’s whole policy—domestic, foreign, and military—should be con
centrated on the achievement of this one goal. . . .

Unless Japan waged war, she would find it difficult to solve her Continental 
problems. . . . We knew . . .  no minister in Tanaka’s government would 
support such a plan.

Prime Minister Tanaka countered the schemes of Suzuki and the cabal 
by laying before the conference a comprehensive long-range program for 
the economic infiltration and exploitation of China, a program which, 
though frankly rapacious, would have been merely a continuation of classi
cal Choshu clan policies. In an effort to please Hirohito, Tanaka presented 
his program in the most belligerent terms possible. When he had finished, 
one of his old comrades in arms, General Muto Nobuyoshi, arose. Muto 
was commander in chief of Japan’s leasehold garrison in Manchuria, the 
tough Kwantung Army, and was known as “Muto the Silent.” He had once 
ridden for ten hours on a train beside his chief of staff without uttering a 
single word. Now, however, he spoke at some length, objecting strenuously 
to Tanaka’s program:

“Japan must be prepared to face a world war if such a drastic program 
is to be carried out. To begin with, America will not tolerate it. If America 
will not acquiesce, neither will England nor the rest of the Powers. Are 
you prepared to cope with America and the eventuality of a world war?

“I  am prepared to face the consequences,” Tanaka replied,
“You are sure you will not waver later on, are you?” asked Muto.
“I am all set to face the worst,” answered Tanaka.
“If the government is so determined,” declared Muto, “I have nothing 

else to add. We shall wait for the order to come and simply carry it out.
Throughout the remaining days of the conference, Muto voiced not so 

much as another syllable. His timely opposition to Tanaka’s program o
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as an ambassador in half the capitals of the West. With him Hirohito would 
discuss the civilian audiences of the day. Finally, if one of the chiefs of staff 
had exercised his right to demand “direct access” to the Throne, Hirohito 
would see him on some item of urgent Navy or Army business before the 
start of the day’s scheduled interviews.

From about ten until two o’clock, with a break for a light lunch at 
twelve-thirty, Hirohito would see a steady stream of ministers and offi
cials. Many of the audiences, especially the formal ones held in the official 
Throne Room, the Phoenix Hall, were perfunctory affairs with relative 
strangers. Hirohito would merely greet his guest, hear him deliver a formal 
report, and then dismiss him. Other meetings with trusted or familiar 
ministers also began with a formal report, but after it was delivered, the 
Emperor frequently asked questions and drew out his informant to learn 
his personal opinions and concerns. During formal reports from military 
men, Chief Aide-de-Camp Nara was required to be present. However, by 
a curious custom instituted in Emperor Meiji’s time, the aide-de-camp was 
obliged to withdraw immediately if any matter regarding personnel was 
brought up.1 Thus, an officer who wished to share secrets with the Em
peror could always talk of personnel shifts to secure a private audience, 
though with some risk of rebuff and imperial displeasure. Moreover, Hiro
hito, at any time after the formal report had been delivered, could direct 
Nara to withdraw out of earshot by a simple wave of his hand.

A similar procedure was followed with the grand chamberlain during 
audiences with nonmilitary petitioners. Hirohito, however, did not trust 
himself with civilians. He had found in the past that many of them used 
devious political approaches in talking to him, or else gossiped afterwards 
about what had been said. Therefore, when he dismissed Grand Chamber- 
lain Chinda and gave a private hearing to a civilian, he usually had Lord 
Privy Seal Makino eavesdrop on the proceedings. In the old palace there 
were special listening closets provided for this purpose; in the new concrete 
library there were to be intercom devices as well. After 1930, when an 
official of the Railway Ministry abused a private audience to discuss a pro
posed government-wide salary cut, which was one of Hirohito’s own pet 
economy measures, no more private audiences with civilians were granted 
except with officials of Court or ministerial rank, that is, with princes and 
noblemen or with Cabinet members and specially designated honorary 
ministers.

If state business permitted, Hirohito gave over the hours from two to 
four each afternoon to exercise, chiefly golf. Between strokes on the little 
nine-hole links, he discussed over-all situations and planning with his closest 
confidants. No day-to-day record of the people he played with is available,

1 Supposedly, Emperor Meiji had heard that, during the Russo-Japanese War, the 
military aides of Czar Nicholas II made a practice of selling Russian officers pro
motions which the czar had already freely granted.

Eirohito as Emperor
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about his ties with Japan, dramatically resigned his presidency of the KMT " 
•and; retired , to his villa: to sulk . Chang, Tso-lin, the northern war- lord 
descended on Chiang’s capital of Nanking with a huge ai7ny;and'.was;fougJir '- 
td a standstill; in ah' epic engagement, by the noncommunist forces! emain  ̂
ing in the KMT. Chang Tell "back. toward 'Peking - and : the - KMT - armies - 
pursued  him. north. Hirohito’s cabal in the: Army demanded that Japan v 
abandon Chang Tso-lin to his fate and seize his home. basefManchuria. 
Prime. Minister: Tanaka stolidly insisted: “Our government is taking the : 
position that we negotiate with Chang Tso-lin so long as he prevails in the : 
north and likewise with Chiafig Kai-shek so long as he is in control oh the. 
south.” ■ ^ . , - ' V ; ■ ~ ;; -

Emperor Hirohito called in for rebriefing the Japanese consul general V; 
from .the Manchurian capital'of Mukden. This was the son-in-law of Lord 
Privy Seal Count Makino: and :the future Peace-Faction leader and Amcr-
icaii-Occupation-era prime minister, Yoshida Shigeru. On instructions frotm 
the palace, Yoshida returned to Mukden .and approached; the commander 
of the Kwantung Army, Muto- the Silent,, with a proposition: why not 
deploy the Kwantung Army to cut the.Peking-Mukden railroad, making it 
impossible; for Chang Tso-lin to receive supplies.from his home base or to 
retreat to it?M uto  bluntly refused..to have, ahyi part in the scheme without 
official orders, passed on by Prime Minister TanakafA-week, later .ljirohitp 
stamped orders recalling Silent Muto.to a titularposition of hononinTokyp.
, .At this juncture Chiang Kai-shek, the;tem ppntriljrre& ed;pi^ideritof' 

I ^ T ,  arrived in Japan, seeldng clarification, Ostensibly he came for a per
sonal , reason: to. court . and. marry. Soong May-ling, the, noncommunist 
Y^ellesley daughter of the,pink banker, C, J. Sopng. l^ay-ling'.was .sumhieiy 
ing with her family in Nagasaki and it was tlnther that Chiang Kai-shc 
trayeled first. He told the Soong parents tha t lie had divorced. his .former 
wife, given up his stable. of concubines^, and was prepared to lead the 
irrepro.achabie life..of  ̂ a Western-style head ok jstate^Jlfs 
law, Madame Sbqngi -asked him i f  he would,:now -become  ̂a '0 m sb.an likê  - 
the rCsfof her family.He replied ithat/ np, hehad naimmediat 
plans because Christianty was not: a pill that a man should take at a swallow. 
Madame Soong was struck by his frankness. , . . . : -yfiv ^ f

While father and mother. Soong were thinking.over his proposal, .Chiang
le ft <M ay-ling  to  plead his cause f o r  him  and went up ; to Tokyo for thrpe 
. months, ̂ h e r  clarification of. the
MS j Or -Suziiki,; with-; the. Emperor’s Big Brothers,:. and^t:^eopndf=h and:, with, g  
Hirohito' himself; -Therei^top^yhe. w bidyPan-A^nisfncr -
quaintandeSv.as. rfhiefrif:Army.,...intelligence.; -MatsuiM^ 
who vwpuld::latef ̂ be^hanpd^hnjusdy ;asHhe:‘‘B ^ ^ ^
a ■ phOtOgraph^astaken'ofJiim\squatting:cross-Iegged;on,
yfith t& iack^rag<m ;tt
beard,: wahvstarmg..^sagely^^•ipffi.To'diis.ri^tCfas.'.ffi,;^
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On Saturday mornings,, Hirohito indulged in his hobby of biology, an 

expression of his personality which has been much misrepresented and 
misunderstood. He was not, as some have thought, a scientific dilettante 
building an undeserved reputation for himself through the effort of hired 
assistants. The diaries of his courtiers and his own published work demon
strate clearly that he was a good naturalist, genuinely observant, interested, 
and knowledgeable. Nor was he, as some others have thought, a pre
occupied collector of obscure marine organisms who pursued science for 
its own sake. The institutes which he subsidized over the years and the 
comments which he made to intimates show that he believed in science as 
a practical tool, a necessary tool of warfare, a tool in which he knew Japan 
to be deficient.

Thus he prided himself that his marine biological knowledge of tides and 
currents was of use in naval planning. Thus, too, in 1927, at a time when 
the very concept of biological warfare was novel in the West, a number of 
biologists and physicians who were his former tutors had been encouraged 
to devote themselves full time to war research. By 1939 tissue cultures at 
the Imperial University would be producing the most virulent agents of 
yaws, encephalitis, botulism, and bubonic plague known to medicine. After 
1940 plague bombs containing bacilli, or bacilli in fleas, or bacilli in rat 
food would be dropped repeatedly in China in unavailing experiments to 
find effective germ-delivery systems. In 1945 Occupation search teams 
would find large stockpiles of unused viruses, spirochetes, and fungus spores 
in decentralized laboratories in Japanese rural areas.

Hirohito in 1927 was personally engrossed in a study of disease-causing 
fungi. Some of the unclassified portions of his work were later published 
in 1936 by Hattori, the faithful tutor who had contrived to take him out 
skin diving as a child. Hattori had become Hirohito’s assistant. A com
modious laboratory was being built for him in the palace gardens but at 
this moment, in 1927, he was cataloguing fungus specimens—many of 
them picked by Hirohito’s own hand—in a converted palace potting shed. 
There on Saturday mornings Hirohito visited him, dressed in a Western- 
style business suit and carrying a brief-case of culture charts and sketches 
given him by Hattori the previous weekend. For two hours he would look 
over Hattori’s work of the past week, asking questions and giving words 
of praise. Then he would pick up a new brief-case of homework and start 
back for the palace. Empress Nagako made a special point of waiting to 
greet him at the end of one of the garden paths when he returned. She was 
a practical political woman who did not fully understand the fascinations 
of his hobby, but her aged father, Prince Kuni, was also an enthusiast for 
biological warfare and she was glad of the relaxation which it gave her 
husband.

On the daily framework of Hirohito’s life were imposed a number of 
set calendar obligations. Once a fortnight he saw the vice chiefs of his own
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tion Law, enabling the courts to exact the death penalty of political unde
sirables. Even with this imperial easement the police, four years la ter , in  

July 1932, .were forced to let 4,520 of the so-called radicals go free.’Of 
the remaining 480, kept in jail, only 190 could ultimately be proved de
serving of execution or prison sentences.

Shortly after the arrests, in May 1928, the Northern Expedition of 
Chiang Kai-shek’s KMT “Army of Liberation” reached the Shantung 
Peninsula where some 2,000 Japanese nationals lived in and around the old 
German leasehold of Tsingtao. To help his old friend Chang Tso-lin, Prime 
Minister Tanaka reinforced the Japanese garrison in the area and thereby 
interposed a force which would delay Chiang Kai-shek’s advance. Hiro- 
hito puzzled his intimates by sanctioning the plan. To take charge of the 
expedition, he appointed Lieutenant General Fukuda Hikosuke, a kinsman 
of General Fukuda who had massacred Koreans after the 1923 earth
quake. When Fukuda’s officers met to parley with Chiang Kai-shek’s 
vanguard at the railhead of Tsinan in China a few days later, a Japanese 
Special Service Organ agent,8 working under the command of one of the 
Eleven Baden-Baden Reliables, fired a pistol from one of the nearby roof
tops. Fukuda’s men assumed that they were being attacked and promptly 
massacred 7,000 of the Chinese within easiest reach. In a nine-day reign 
of terror, Fukuda thoroughly discredited Prime Minister Tanaka’s “inter
vention.”

Chiang Kai-shek had his government p r o t e s t  t h e  massacre in the usual 
polite terms of diplomacy. Then, knowing that it was a maneuver of domes
tic Japanese politics, he had his men bypass Tsinan and press on against 
Peking. On May 18, 1928, Field Marshal Prince Kanin, the elder of the 
imperial family, had an order sent to the Kwantung Army in Manchuria, 
asking it to be ready, on twenty-four-hour alert, to seize the Manchurian 
rail system and disarm Chang Tso-lin’s soldiers if they attempted to retreat 
to Mukden. On the same day the Japanese diplomatic representative in 
Peking handed Chang his last ultimatum: either withdraw at once or be 
caught between Chiang Kai-shek and a hostile Kwantung Army. The old 
war-lord fox was trapped. He began to move his men secretly back to 
Mukden, laid elaborate cover plans for his own personal retreat, and at the 
same time shouted public defiance toward Chiang Kai-shek.

INTERNATIONAL MURDER

Assassination of another nation’s political leader is a relatively simple 
tactic of statecraft but one which is rarely used because it invites reprisa

8 The Special Service Organs were branches of Army and Navy Intelligence, 
specializing in political intrigue. They were attached to all Japanese garrisons over 
seas and were usually housed blatantly in substantial concrete buildings of their own. 
As will be described later in more detail, they worked closely with all agencies o 
Japanese subversion including the Opium Board, the Secret Police, Military n e 
ligence, and Japan’s shadowy, supragovernmental Civilian Spy Service.
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hito, his niece’s husband and his wife’s nephew, Higashikuni hoped for a 
better relationship. He arrived in Tokyo incognito, called at the palace, 
and then went on to the Asiatic continent to take up new intelligence duties 
as an agent at large, working under an alias out of Peking.3 It was his new 
secret mission to co-ordinate with palace policy the efforts of other mem
bers of the cabal in China—efforts to turn to Japan’s advantage the 
northward march of the armies of Chiang Kai-shek.

The witches’ brew that Higashikuni and his minions had to work with 
was a rich broth even by Chinese standards. Peking, the capital of China, 
was controlled by the Manchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin. Following his 
escape in 1916 from the dynamite thrown at kirn by Prince Kanin’s cronies, 
he had given his nominal public support to Sun Yat-sen’s Republic. Be
hind the scenes, however, he had worked for a restoration of the Manchu 
dynasty. He was backed in his conservatism by the deposed Manchu court, 
by many of the old bureaucratic class of mandarins, by elders of the 
discomfited Choshu clan in Tokyo, and by most Western business interests 
in China.

Arrayed against Chang Tso-lin were the leaders of the KMT, who now 
controlled all of southern China from Burma to the Yangtze. They were a 
motley assortment of unlettered peasant revolutionaries, of tough Comin
tern agents,4 and of moderates like Chiang Kai-shek. Their common aim 
was to “liberate” Peking and “realize” the Republican government there 
which Chang Tso-lin said he was protecting.

After consultation with Chiang Kai-shek himself, Hirohito’s cabal agreed, 
first, to a purge of Communists from the KMT, then to the establishment 
of Chiang Kai-shek as the one ruler in the whole of classical China, south 
of the Great Wall. In exchange, the Chinese provinces north of the Wall— 
the big, empty, potentially wealthy ones of Manchuria and Mongolia— 
were to be controlled by Japan. Once established, Chiang was also expected 
to ease out Western business interests from Shanghai and to look in future 
to Japan for all technical and economic assistance.

When Prince Higashikuni arrived secretly in Peking, the campaign to rid 
the KMT of its Communists was going well. Chiang was co-operating in it 
for personal reasons. He wished to persuade the wealthiest of the Shanghai 
bankers, C. J. Soong, to abandon the cause of his daughter, Ching-ling, 
and espouse that of another daughter, May-ling. Ching-ling had married 
Sun Yat-sen and was being used as a figurehead by the Communists in 
the KMT. May-ling, by contrast, was a Wellesley graduate, a Christian, 
an anti-Communist, and an ardent admirer of Chiang Kai-shek.

8 His return was not officially reported by the Japanese press until January of the 
following year, but his presence at Taisho's funeral was noted without comment. -

4 The dedicated Communists in the KMT movement, like Mao Tse-tung, Chou 
En-lai, and Chu Teh, were a minority, but they enjoyed the assistance of technical 
advisors from Moscow. 4
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'■ In May 1 9 2 8 TatekaWa dispatched • a . feilo\W attache &
vise the. new commander of the KwantUng Army in Manchuria of the
cabal’s latest plan. Leaving the commander’s office, the: attache endouritered
Reliable Komoto, the experimental dynamite;r, who had now ;bl6\vh up 
a dozen of Manchuria’s .sturdiest bridges; The attache told Komoto that 

. Chang Tso-lin was to be assassinated by a hired cutthroat in Peking. Kô  
moto begged leave to handle the assignment himself. It would be so much 
more poetic if Chang, who had escaped dynamiting in 1916, should fall 
by it now. The attache promptly wired Tatekawa in Peking that Komoto 
had; accepted; the assignment -A ■••'.S'. ■'

On June 2, Chang Tso-lin circularized his commanded by; teie^M  td 
let them know that he had finally decided tor withdraw into his Maiichurian 
homeland beyond the Great Wall. Major General Tatekawa, the Peerless' 
Pimp, had a man ready in the Peking rail yards, studying-the composition 
and routing of all trains moving north. The man was Captain Tanaka 
Takayoshi, later American Prosecutor Keenan’s star witness at the, Tokyo 
war .crimes trials. On May 30, 1928," three days before Chang Tso-lin an
nounced his decision to return home, the elephant-memoried Tanaka 
wired Komoto in Mukden aJ provisional report oh train scheduling in 
Peking... . .V . 'J ' j 'r 'A v

In Mukden, KomOtO’ was prepared for any train which ;might 'pass.: 
Outside Mukden, where the Chinese-owned Peking-MUkdeh rail line ran 
under, the Japanese-owned Dairen-Mukden line, Komoto had had his men 
bury three , bags of blasting powder, wired to a plunger on a nearby hill. 
Three. Manchurian soldiers with a grudge against/Chang .Tso-lin were : 
hired to stand sentry duty Over thesection of Chinese track .where the .

■ charges"had been planted, v ’ • ■ - "v • --A
- After Chang Tso-lin’s beaten soldiers had,Teen pouring .into Mukden 

for days, ‘Chang finally boarded a train to follow' them. Having- heard 
rumors of a Japanese plot against him, he sent his “number-five wife” 
and other dispensable members ofi his suite ahead of himin-ay^owtrain 
of seven, coaches .exactly like his own. When it had been on its way for 
six or seven hours, h is ' own train -left its siding ' in the - Peking yards, at 
1:15 a .m ; on'June 3. Three of its passengers were Japanese officers who 
had long been his military advisors. Two] of the three got off the train 
when: it ‘stopped in Tientsin at daybreak. The third, Major Giga Nobuya, 
remained aboard. Chang knew Major Giga to be a henchman of Prince ,= 
Kanin and therefore felt safe from dynamite as long as Giga was close aL 
hand JO share fate: vdth him.? : '.f -y: vjr;"-v ■
' Aboutfive the following-afternoon a Japanese spotter* P9st^d, ^ ’ MaJ°r . 
General Tatekawa, confirmed the passage , of Chang’s train through- e . 
Great : Wall of China, at the border . town; of Shanhaikwan. The men o 
Reliable Komoto reported it. rolling through ChinchOw; station .in Man-.:

: chUria during' the night.. Sigh tings further along the line of a



. After.the capture of Nanking, Chiang' Kai-shek used Western, thfeats o f; 
intervention as an excuse ,to;;summdh. a full-dress conference, of all. KMT ., 
leaders in the town of Nanchang, halfway up the Yangtze between his own 
field headquarters downriver and the government of the KMT Left upriver 
in Hankow. On March. 22, 1927, after interminable t sessions of fruitless 
talk, Chiang abruptly stalked from : the. bargaining table and disappeared 
into the countryside, submerging’ among; his'- own'personal troops.,During 
his disappearance a cadre-of ‘disciplined- Communists  ̂under- thb leadership..: 
of the later .famous Chinese1 Communist : foreign minister,; Chou End 
staged a municipal coup d’etat in the Chinese quarter of Shanghai and put 
the. bulk of the city in Red hands, greatly alarming the Westernresidents,, 
in the concessions downtown. - - ' ' -'T"-v . -

Far to the north, on April 6, a fortnight later, Chang Tso-iin acted on 
a tip from one of Hirohito’s Eleven Baden-Baden Reliables and ordered 
his police to break into the- Russian Embassy in Peking.'.ln dieir laid 'the ; 
police seized documents which showed that the left-wing government, of 
the KMT in Hankow was being run as a front'organization according to : 
instructions from Moscow. Chang Tso-lin hoped that this' revelation, added ,: 
to Chiang Kai-shek’s experience in Russia and friendship With Stalin, 
would destroy Chiang’s-credit with bankers and undermine'his popularity" 
with the xenophobic rank and file. Instead, as the Japanese had understood , 
all too well, the revelations gave Chiang precisely the justification he heedejd),; ’. 
to purge the Reds from the KMT without losing the support^ which he also 
needed, of the KMT pinks. • • ;; ' ■ ' ^ 'TT : .

As soon as the news of Russian subversion in the KMT'madeiheTeadT- .: 
fines,. Chiang Kai-shek resurfaced at the head of a strong force outside. 
Shanghai. The new Communist 'mayor, '‘Choir En-lai,-;'went 'iht&’'hidihgv:\ 
Chiang seized the municipal government; of the Chinese city, and on April ;• 
12, 1927—Black Tuesday as it is now remembered ’in mainlarid CIlina— . 
his troops hunted down, all'Red officials. That afternoon hehad”5,bj)6 qf-T 
them beheaded in the public squares’; Chou;En-laislipped throbgliThedrdgv,v 
net and escaped. But he and the other,Communists never forgot or forgave.;; 
The Chinese revolutionary: front of the KMT was split irreparably. From. 
then on, whenever they were not fighting Japanese; the armies of Chiang : 
and of the Communists engaged-in civil warfare. It was a struggle beeper 
and more bitter than the rivalries of war lords; a struggle in which brother 
fought against brother and' father against:son;: a struggle which 
end until two decades later when Chiang and over a million of his partisans . 
were forced into exile on the'island-oLTaiwart';^ • : t

Chiang Kai-shek followed up Black ..Tuesday ̂ :by'further.'purg(K;’6f..Reds 
fit all the townspf thedp^YangtwT T h ^
His own government of KMT. moderates in Nanking. KMT leftists hiain- : 
tained their..separate■ regime;in .Hankow, 300 miles , upriver, bub cleansed , 
it of outright Communists. Bliicher and Borodin, the KMT’s two Russian i
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: v Major General Tatekawa,. the Peerless Pimp, professed to be so / ‘shocked” 
at what, had taken place that lie burned all relevant telegrams: in his 
possession.1 v, ,v: '

IMPERIAL IMPENITENCE :

Hirohitp, after Chang Tso-lin’s murder, was in a mood of defiant seif- 
confidence, He had .been trained, from childhood to be. above ordinary 

. Japanese, feelings; of pride, in face. He exulted in the downfall of old bandit 
Chang Tsp-lin and expected Prime Minister Tanaka to take responsibility' 
for it. If Tanaka was sensible he would .conduct a token investigation of 
the assassination and mete out nominal punishment .to a handful of loyal 
Army officers. If Tanaka was not sensible he would be condemned by 
the reverent, taboo-conscious Japanese electorate for trying to hide behind 
the sleeve of the dragon and f o i s t  o f f  h i s  r e s p o n s ib i l i t ie s  o n  th e  sacred  

\ Throne. : . . .
; Nine days after Chang Tso-lin’s assassination Hirohito gave public 

indication of his mood by having a banquet of celebration in the palace. 
The occasion was a routine one: the Feast of the Five Families, held an
nually to honor, the five branches of the Fujiwara clan which served as 
the innermost veil in Hirohito’s government from behind , the curtain. 
Without. precedent, however, Japanese newsmen were allowed to look in 

' on -the prqceedingSj to note that,they were.merry, and to publish the names 
of the six notables who sat at Hirohito’s. table. All six were personal.ac
quaintances bf Chang Tso-lin’s assassin, the Baden-Baden Reliable, Colonel 

. Komoto Daisaku.. ... . . . . ;
Prime Minister Tanaka at once paid a call on old Pyime-Mmister-Maker 

Saibriji at his seasideVyilla in the fishing village of . Okitsu. Guardedly .he 
told .Saionji that “the Chang Tso-lin affair” must be disposed of .and that 
some of Hirohitp’s. most trusted Army familiars were almost certainly in
volved in it. How was he, the humble prime minister and front man of 
imperial government, to handle the matter?

V - , The seventy-eight-year-pld Saionji considered the question well before 
replying. As. the elder of the Fujiwara family, he had the duty always of 

. being a friend to the Throne and an. apologist1 for it. As a pro-Western 
liberal whp. had helped to frame the Constitution, he must also disapprove 

. of Hirohito’s rCcent policies. All .the best and brightest of Japan’s heredity 
aristocrats looked up to him for leadership. ; . . .. .*

Prime Mini patiently for an answer. Saionji had aged

greatly/in}^ suffered: asuccession ô ^
' \ One by onC  ̂all his ■ booii cbmpanidns had died, including his younger .

brotherj the millionaire. Moreover, Flower Child, the' mistress he ha 
: /' : taken"tb;Mefsailles, :'had had:;a child .by a young lover and Saionji had 
: felt compelled to banish her from his bed and board. N o w  he was all ajonp.
;, C : . :Choosing;; his words carefully,' Saionji finally replied: “Wrongdoing is •.
; i iwrongdoing and must be punished accordingly. It would be bad; for military
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Hirohito. He summoned home the chief of Chang Tso-lin’s Japanese mili
tary advisors and asked him to negotiate with Chang Tso-lin for the con
struction of five new Japanese railroads in Manchuria which might help in 
silencing Hirohito’s young hawks. “I promise to co-operate with Chang 
Tso-lin in the administration of the railroads,” Tanaka said. “If these plans 
are carried out, I can maintain order at home.”

That same month, May 1927, the ubiquitous Major Suzuki left his post 
at the side of Chiang Kai-shek and was reassigned to Japan to help Konoye 
and the parliamentary vice minister of foreign affairs in implementing the 
second phase of the cabal’s plan: the neutralization of Chang Tso-lin and 
the Japanese acquisition of Manchuria and Mongolia. Suzuki at once 
reconvoked the young Army officers who were graduates of the Lodging 
House and asked them to form a “study group” on the China problem.0 
The task of the Suzuki Study Group was to prepare position papers in 
defense of the cabal’s planning—arguments which were to be laid before a 
full-dress conclave of Japanese elders, administrators, and colonials which 
the new parliamentary vice minister of foreign affairs had scheduled for 
late June.

While the cabal was mustering its arguments for the great debate, Prime 
Minister Tanaka advised Chang Tso-lin to withdraw his forces from China 
proper into Manchuria and make sure of his home province before it be
came too late. Chang Tso-lin replied indignantly:

I myself have advanced to Peking and am waging war on Communist 
influences. My war is Japan’s war. What am I to make of Japan’s good faith 
when, in spite of this fact, Japan is assisting Chiang Kai-shek, who has gone 
Red, and is advising me to return to Manchuria?

Chang followed his words, on June 18, by inaugurating a new policy with 
two objectives: on the one hand, politically, to reach a compromise with 
Chiang Kai-shek and woo him away from the KMT; on the other hand, 
militarily, to smash the KMT armies in one all-out offensive.

°In retrospect its roster would read like a who’s who, of "Japanese fascism. It 
included one of Hirohito’s aides-de-camp, Viscount Machijiri, who had been with 
Higashikuni in Paris; aide-de-camp Anami, the quiet young major who would live 
to kill himself as Japan’s last war minister; Hashimoto Gun, who would organize the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident which opened the 1937 war with China; Ishiwara Kanji, 
who would plan the occupation of Manchuria in 1931-32; Kusaba Tatsumi, who 
would commit suicide in a Russian plane in 1945 while en route to stand trial 
for atrocities done during his command of the Twenty-fifth Army in Malaya in 1942; 
Muto Akira, who would be chief of staff in the Philippines at the time of the rape 
of Manila in 1945; Suzuki Yonmichi of the General Staff’s Operations Squad, who 
would command the Army Air Force on Pearl Harbor day; Tanaka Shinichi who 
would be chief of staff in Burma during the completion of the infamous Burma- 
Thailand railroad in 1944; Yokoyama Isamu who would be executed in 1946 for 
beheading downed U.S. pilots. Most of the study group had been introduced per
sonally to Hirohito in Paris in 1921. '
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Prime Minister Tanaka’s relationship with the Throne deteriorated further 
when his subordinates in the Foreign Ministry signed the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact in Paris, outlawing war as a legitimate instrument of statecraft. It 
was a triumph for Saionji, Tanaka, and the Constitutionalists because they 
knew that Hirohito, as national high priest, could never come out openly 
against the idea of peace. The Tokyo press and public greeted the treaty 
with applause. Hirohito, however, referred it to the Privy Council over 
which he presided, asking that a thorough study be made of the wording 
of the treaty before he signed it. The loyal privy councillors quickly found 
a fault and attacked Prime Minister Tanaka for having allowed the pact 
to be signed “in the names of the respective peoples.” This wording, said 
the councillors, violated the Japanese Constitution by enthroning the people 
in the Emperor’s place and by denying the Emperor his explicit constitu
tional right to declare war in defense of the nation. Before Hirohito would 
sign the treaty, Tanaka was forced to notify other signatory nations that 
the pact was understood not to compromise Japan’s right of self-defense 
and that the objectionable phrase “in the names of the respective peoples” 
did not apply to Japan.

On September 9, 1928, when Prime Minister Tanaka found himself at 
odds with Hirohito over the Kellogg-Briand Pact, he harkened to the 
pleas of old Saionji and ordered Secret Police Chief Mine back to Man
churia to conduct a more thorough investigation of Chang Tso-lin’s murder. 
On September 22, Tanaka followed by convoking a committee of Diet 
Constitutionalists to deliberate on the Chang Tso-lin affair under the eyes 
of newspaper reporters. On October 8, while the committee was still sitting, 
Secret Police Chief Mine submitted his second report, “top secret.” Tanaka 
at once recessed his political investigators and reassessed his political posi
tion. Mine’s second report implicated not only Hirohito but many of Prime 
Minister Tanaka’s own oldest and closest Army friends. Tanaka had never 
before appreciated fully the breadth of Hirohito’s Army backing and the 
depth of its planning.

In the days that followed, Tanaka was given further evidence to make 
him hesitate and to convince him that Hirohito was in earnest. On Octo
ber 10, he learned that the Army Engineering Corps at Tumen, on the 
northern border between Korea and Manchuria, had just completed a 
railroad bridge which led nowhere at the moment but which stood ready 
to be connected with a northern terminus of the Manchurian railroad sys
tem in the event that the Army should need a second strategic entryway 
into Manchuria. A few days later he heard that Lieutenant Colonel Is i- 
wara Kanji, the m o s t  b r i l lia n t  s tr a te g is t  in  the ubiquitous Major Suzuki s 
Study Group, had been posted to the Kwantung Army to  begin sta 
planning for the conquest of Manchuria.10

Strategist Ishiwara Jater testified at the war crimes trials that he had orders from 
the Emperor “to use force if necessary.”
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economic aggression, however, made the alternative of armed aggression 
unthinkable. In vain the young staff officers of the Suzuki Study Group 
presented their own more ambitious plans. General Muto, on behalf of the 
Kwantung Army, looked on silently shaking his head. Finally, when the 
young men had completed their presentation, the other proconsuls voted 
overwhelmingly to accept Tanaka’s proposal as the lesser of two evils. In 
the final analysis they agreed only to demand of Chang Tso-lin in northern 
China a numbei of specific rights similar to those stipulated in the Twenty- 
One Demands of a dozen years earlier.7

TANAKA MEMORIAL

After the conference, on July 25, 1927, Tanaka presented a report to 
the Throne on the decision which had been made. Chinese intelligence 
agents tried to reconstruct this report by piecing together fragments which 
they had obtained of Tanaka’s plan and of the position papers which had 
been delivered by members of the Suzuki Study Group. In their reconstruc
tion the Chinese got the two points of view all mixed up. The result, which 
they published, became one of the most famous documents in Japanese 
history—a pastiche of truths adding up to a gigantic forgery. Under the 
title, T h e  T a n a k a  M e m o r ia l, it was widely reprinted in the West, a few 
years later, as evidence of Japan’s piratical aspirations. It permanently con
fused Western intelligence analysts, leading them to identify Tanaka and 
his Choshu-Constitutionalist faction with Japanese militarism.

According to the Chinese verson of Tanaka’s memorial to the Throne, 
Tanaka advised Emperor Hirohito that “the plan left to us by Emperor 
Meiji” was first to conquer Manchuria and Mongolia, then to occupy China, 
then to “crush the United States,” and finally to subjugate all Asia “in 
order to conquer the world.” In reality, according to knowledgeable cour
tiers, Tanaka warned Hirohito that military conquest of Manchuria, Mon
golia, and China would lead inevitably to war with the United States and 
that Japan could not win such a war unless she had already gained eco
nomic control of Asia’s raw materials and factories.

CHIANG GOES A-WOOING

Hirohito tabled the decision of the Far Eastern Conference at the bottom 
of his in-basket, and Chiang Kai-shek, closely questioned by colleagues

7 The right to renew all present Japanese leases in China and to supply all future 
loans to China; the right to provide all arms for Manchurian-Mongolian wars and 
all ships Tor Manchurian-Mongolian commerce; the unrestricted right of Japanese 
to travel and trade on the Continent without being subject to Chinese criminal juris
diction; the right to build and manage a dozen new railroads which would be useful
m the event of war for carrying Japanese troops to the strategic garrison towns of 
North China.
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" The strange firm friendship between these two. politicians—both re
nowned for their harems, their, evident heterosexuality—began in the, fall 
of ’ 1928 when Chiang Kai-shek, a t ; the behest of the- Japanese, recog
nized Chang Hsueh-liarig as the hew ruler of Manchuria, On pecember'29 
1928, Chang Hsueh-liang responded by raising the KMT flag on -every? 
government building around Mukden. In the early stages of opium addic- 
tion, burning his candle fervidly at both ends, Chang felt that Chiang must 
be reminded of Manchuria’s organic place in the body, o f ' China. ;He' 
realized, too, that the Japanese would consider his gesture a hostile: act 
violating the spirit of their unwritten agreement with Chiang Kai-shek.

He was right. In the first week of January 1929, Japanese agentsbegan 
to post hnti-Chang handbills on walls throughout the . three Manchurian 
provinces. The text of One of them— t̂otally at variance with the facts—• 
stated in part: ’• -- .'.'-S - : ;; '

Since Chang Tso-lin captured the Three Eastern Provinces . . good people 
have suffered from, his evil ;go.vernment,.: causingthe neighbdiing.-powers { 
to interfere in our domestic affairs. For this reason heavenly punishment was- 
inflicted upon him and he fell under a bomb. The son,! Chang Hsueh-liang, 
who succeeded him is worse than his father.to.such 'an .ext.ent that- the land 
has been turned red and the sufferings , of the people are beyond description.

To this challenge the thirty-year-old Charig Hsueh-liang responded with 
a bravado that caught up Chiang Kai-shek and carried him in its political 
rip tide. Chang and Chiang both knew that the only hope for .preserving: 
the integrity of Manchuria, short of , defeating a ''Japanese'- attempt at con
quest, lay in making Manchuria seem an exploitable puppet state, in effect. 
playing for time. Old hands in the Japanese Army had hoped to: manipulate ; 
the young Manchurian leader ■ through: a generalnamed! Yang, Yu-tangand/ 
through the chief of the Chinese railroads in Manchuria. Bui on Janiiary 
10, 1929, young, idealistic Chang Hsueh-liang, suffering from withdrawal 
during one . of. his earliest -attempts to kick the opium habit, confounded 
everyone by inviting these two worthies to. an evening.of mah-jongg in lus , 
Mukden palate and having them both shot as they entered the, game room. 
He announced that Yang had conspired with Toyko to become the chief
executive: Of a Japanese-managed Manchurian Republic. At the same time,
he sent 100,000 Manchurian dollars—some 40,000 U.S. ones—to Yang s . ; 
w idow.EveryChinesepatridtapplaudedhism erciful dispamhandJiberab.:
generosity. ;

- ' FACE WASHING,: -,.w-

Chiang Kahshekb; whs impressed,by; thevppjm^
Isueh-liang had uncovered and refused to disassociate himself froni  ̂it.
?or the first.time HifOhito’s Big Brothers began tO talk of Chiang Kai-shc ... p, 

enemy.; Bitter “^-evaluation of the; Manchuria problem” filled the
^ Y b - . V  YvY-'-: Y Y v Y Y r Y Y ’Y Y '-v i.......................... •' t.'

as ;an
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geometric proposition; Chiang. in Western business suit, with loud tie, 
was gazing directly at the camera with a smug, pucker-lipped half-smile.

At the meetings Chiang had with members of Hirohito’s cabal ho photo
graphs were taken, but Chiang reconfirmed the bargain which both he and 
Sun Yat-sen before him had made with the Japanese: China’s outer 
provinces of Manchuria and Mongolia in exchange for Japanese help and 
friendship during the unification of the Chinese heartland south of the 
Great Wall. Specifically, Chiang promised to make no more than token 
protests against Japanese actions north of the Wall if Japan would remain 
a friendly neutral during the civil war which he foresaw with the Com
munist leaders of the KMT who had survived Black Tuesday. Satisfied 
with the hedged manner in which he had made this compact, Chiang 
returned to Nagasaki to marry May-ling on December 27, 1927. In January 
1928 he went back to Nanking, his new bride on his arm, and was at 
once re-elected to the leadership of the KMT.

Hirohito’s cabal did not wait for the wedding or for Chiang’s return to 
China to begin acting on their understanding with him. In November 1927 
Big Brother Prince Konoye resigned from the Research Society in the Diet, 
which he had helped to found in 1921 and which had become the ruling 
circle in the House of Peers, and founded his own clique of twenty-one 
young imperialist noblemen, all close to Hirohito, which he dubbed the 
Tuesday Club. The Research Society, he said, had come to be dominated 
by reactionary old men who believed in war lords like Chang Tso-lin. It 
was one of the charter tenets of the Tuesday Club that alliance with Chiang 
Kai-shek might ultimately lead to a united Asia under Japanese leadership.

In early December 1927, Colonel Komoto Daisaku of the staff of the 
Kwantung Army—a member of the Suzuki Study Group and also of the 
Eleven Reliables chosen at Baden-Baden—superintended the dynamiting 
of a small railroad bridge on a branch line in Manchuria. He meant no 
special harm by the explosion. It was simply a dry run. He wanted to make 
sure that the noise and damage could be attributed to Chinese bandits. He 
was gratified to discover that it could be—that Russian, Japanese, and 
even Chinese newspapers all accepted the obvious explanation. He repeated 
the experiment several times on several different bridges in the months that 
followed. The reaction was always the same: bandits. The stage was set.

CHANG AT BAY

During Diet elections, in February 1928, agrarian reformers, labor 
unionists, Communists, anarchists, and shockingly emancipated tn o b o s  and 
mogas “modem boys” and “modem girls”—demonstrated vociferously 
against militarism and authoritarianism in Japan. In March, the police 
arrested 5,000 of the troublemakers and held them indefinitely without trial 
or bail. Hirohito forthwith approved a strengthening of the Peace Preserva-
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/  V And they were excited by irumors of secret General Staff planning for a f 

; full-scale ̂ invasion of M ancbW ia/Jt was Hirohito’sTa!&to teU ^e' divisipn 
: chiefs that Komoto would be punished for. Chang Tsodin’s murder and to ; 

make clear to them that the General Staffs blueprints for Manchuria were 
contingency plans which would be used or modified according to events. As 
the division chiefs entered arid withdrew from Hirohito’s presence, Hirohito 
learned from ah aide that he was making the< right impression and that the 
division chiefs would support him fully. >

:; Priine Minister Tanakadiscovered that, after Hirohito had applied his 
magic touch, the. murder of Chang Tso-lin was no longer :an issue worth 
mentioning. Nevertheless, at Saionji’s bidding, Tanaka refused to settle 
the dust by staging a. nominal show, of disciplinary action. On June 28, 
1929, Hirohito: finally called Tanaka to the Throne Room and asked 
him ,, disingenuously^ if; the Chang Tso-lin case, were yet solved. Tanaka 
replied that, after all, despite his previous reports, no Army staff officers 
were implicated but only policemen and the like who could be disciplined 
by administrative action at a low level. In effect Tanaka was refusing to 
stage the mock trials which Hirohito had requested and was trying to tell 
the, publie.feat'his: investigations had led to the taboo gates of the palace.
; In. great displeasure Hirohito dismissed Tanaka with a wave of the hand 

i and one icy'.statement of fact: “What you say now differs from your pre
vious. explanations.” . As soon as Tanaka had bowed himself from the 
audience chamber, Hirohito summoned Grand Chamberlain Suzuki-Kan- 
taro, the clever old cigar-smoking Taoist who would stand beside: the 
Throne as prime minister during the last desperate, • plot-filled months of 
World War II. “I cannot understand what Tanaka says,” complained Hiro- 

: hito to Suzuki. “I do not ever wish to see him again.”
; When the sentence of banishment from the Imperial Presence .was re
peated to Tanaka, he wept. He asked several times thereafter for an 

. : audience but was always refused. And so, three days later, without notifying 
his Cabinet; or the Constitutionalist party whip beforehand, he abruptly

, - had.his resignation delivered to the,Throne. It was accepted immediately, 
and no future prime minister of Japan would ever again venture to oppose 
Hirohito so openly. ;. .

, Three months later,in  the early morning hours of September 29, 1929,
, Tanaka died. It was widely rumored that he had committed suicide as a
n. gesture of patriotic protest against hational policy. According to a more 
. explicit account, however,: Which was circulated with relish by. members o . 

the Court, h e . attended ;.a political rally, got drunk, and later expired in
the arms o f  h i s  g e is h a  m is tr e s s . ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■  .

In May 1929. a few days after Hirohito’s audiences with the Army di- 
vision chiefs, War Minister Shirakawa had complied with imperial .wishes 
and reposted Colonel Komotos the bridge blower, to a stand-by position 

■ with , the 9tli Division in Kanazawa on the Japanese north coast. In July,
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in kind. Hirohito turned to it in 1928 out of frustration and spite. In so 
doing he rounded a corner and gave Japan the name of a killer nation in 
the West.

On May 21,1928, taking full advantage of Japan’s ownership of the South 
Manchuria railroad, the headquarters of the Kwantung Army and a few 
crack Japanese regiments moved 250 miles north from Port Arthur into 
Mukden, Manchuria’s capital city. There the Japanese forces, surrounded 
by an ocean of Chinese, waited tensely to carry out the disarming of Chang 
Tso-lin.

Through intermediaries, Prime Minister Tanaka informed the American 
Embassy in Tokyo that a flammable situation existed, and suddenly from 
across the Pacific, the U.S. government spoke up, warning Japan not to 
take unilateral action without first consulting the Powers. Prime Minister 
Tanaka’s de facto foreign minister, the parliamentary vice minister for 
foreign affairs, stormed from ministry to ministry in Tokyo trying to prevent 
influential bureaucrats from paying heed to the American warning. The 
disarming of Chang Tso-lin’s forces, he argued, was “a predetermined plan” 
and therefore could not be shelved without great sacrifice of national 
prestige. Many were prepared to agree with him, but that evening a general 
and a diplomat who were disciples of the old lute player Prince Saionji 
visited Prime Minister Tanaka at his villa in the suburb of Kamakura. 
Walking on the beach with him, they persuaded him to do his utmost to 
restrain the young bloods who had Hirohito’s ear. The next morning, May 
26, without consulting anyone, Tanaka cabled the Kwantung Army chief 
of staff to cancel the scheduled disarming.

Once again the, Throne had suffered a rebuff. Short of a public con
frontation with Prime Minister Tanaka and the elders of Japan, Hirohito 
could do nothing. The members of his cabal vented their collective spleen 
on Chang Tso-lin. Chang’s son, Chang Hsueh-liang, was reputed to be an 
admirer of Chiang Kai-shek. Possibly, if Chang Tso-lin were dead, the son 
might understand Chiang Kai-shek’s bargain with Japan and agree to 
serve as Japan’s puppet.
>■ The planning of Chang Tso-lin’s murder was entrusted to Major General 
Tatekavva Yoshiji, a protege of Field Marshal Prince Kanin, the imperial 
family elder who had presided over the previous attempt on Chang’s life in 
1916. Suave, chubby, inscrutable, Tatekawa was known to his friends as 
the “Man Snatcher” or the “Peerless Pimp.” He was a charter member of 
the imperial cabal. During the war with Russia he had organized a group 
of irregulars, the Tatekawa Volunteers, to work with Chang Tso-lin and 
other Chinese bandits behind Russian lines. After the war he had been 
decorated by Emperor Meiji and had become a favorite at the palace. In 
March 1928 he had been transferred from the important post of European 
and American intelligence chief in the General Staff to that of attache at 
the Japanese Embassy in Peking. In that lowly capacity he had been visiting 
and watching Chang Tso-lin for two months.
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J A P A N ’S P R E W A R

EM PERO R

P a l a c e  I n s t i t u t i o n s  G e n e r a l  S t a f f s

Imperial Family Councillors: all adult 
male members of the imperial family 
down to fifth generation in descent 
from an Emperor; through most of 
Hirohito’s reign, 25 princes: to advise 
Emperor on matters affecting family, 
e.g., property, marriages, princely pec
cadillos, major decisions of state

Privy Councillors: 26 elder statesmen 
appointed by Emperor on advice of 
prime minister: to advise Emperor on 
any question he refers to it for opinion

Lord Privy Seal: to give Emperor day-to- 
day political advice 

Secretary and staff: to keep track of 
imperial seals and all documents 
of state to which they are affixed 

Imperial tombs and shrines 
Imperial archives
Peerage and Heraldry Bureau: to 

keep track of all noble houses 
Peers’ and Peeresses’ Schools 
Code Research Institute

Spy Service Directorship, to co
ordinate and keep track of all 
Japanese espionage; roughly 
equivalent to C.T.A.

Grand Chamberlain: to advise Emperor 
on matters of his personal health and 

, recreation and, in practice, on matters 
of Jntcrnational diplomacy 
- "•‘' i ^ f  Chamhcrlains: stewards.

Army Chief of Staff 
General AfTairs Bureau

Organization and Mobilization Sec
tion

First Department: Operations 
Second Department: Intelligence 

Russia Desk 
Europe-Amcrica Desk 
China Desk
Special Service Organs: political 

counterintelligence overseas 
Third Department: Transport and 

Communications 
Kwantung Army 
Korean Army 
North China Army 
Taiwan Army 
Tokyo Guard 
War College 

Navy Chief of Staff
First Department: Operations 
Second Department: Intelligence 
Commander-in-Chief, Combined Flecjj 

First Fleet 
Second Fleet 
etc.

Naval Staff College

Inspectorsh ips

Inspector General of Military 
Education

M ilitary  A cadem y
T a n k . Signal. In fan try , o th e r  speciat- 

* izetl schools



G O V E R N M E N T

C a b i n e t

NOBI LI TY PEOPLE

D i e t

Prime Minister: appointed by Emperor 
on advice of Prince Saionjt and cider 
statesmen; until 1932, often the head 
of a political party 

Foreign Minister 
Foreign Ministry 
Ambassadors 

Home Minister 
Thought Police 
Tokyo (M etropolitan) Police 
P refecture! governors and prefectural 

police 
Finance

Board of the Budget 
Bank of Japan 
Yokohama Specie Bank 

War
Military Affairs Bureau 

Military Affairs Section 
Aviation Headquarters 

Personnel Bureau 
Appointments Section 

Soldiers’ Affairs Bureau 
Army Investigation Committee 
Press Relations Squad 
Secret Police: semi-autonomous, re

sponsible to commanders overseas 
and expected to work with Home 
and Justice

Prisoner of War Administration 
(founded 1942)

Navy: administered naval affairs through 
bureaucracy similar to War Minister’s 

Justice 
C ourts 
Judges

Function: to approve or veto in
creases in national budget and to 
discuss legislation presented by 
prime minister to Emperor

House of Representatives (Lower 
House)

466 politicians elected by some 
14 million eligible male yoters 
(out of population of 70 mil
lion, 1940)

House of Peers
to guide House of Representa

tives; included:
66 rich men elected by the 

6,000 highest taxpayers in 
Japan

150 of lesser nobility elected 
by the 1,000-odd adult male 
members of same 

all princes and marquises 
125 imperial nominees selected 

for erudition or meritorious 
service
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: led to momentary 'confusion in Mukden, and Komoto’s assistants were 

’ all set to bloW up the decoy. Fortunately for Chang’s number-five wife, 
th’e distinction between the two trains was sorted out in time from the 
rising drift of intelligence telegrams, and the pretty young creature was 
allowed to pass unmolested into Mukden about midnight.
. As Chang’s train bowled through the dark across the flat Manchurian 
plains, he and his suite, including the Japanese Major Giga, sat up playing 
mah-jongg. In Mukden, where it was clear now that the train would not 
arrive until five or six a.m ., some of the conspirators napped in town and 
some at their posts near the railroad overpass half a mile outside of town. 
By the time that the sky had begun to lighten with a promise of dawn, 
all of: them had rendezvoused by bicycle at the bridge. On the theory 
thiat dead men tell no tales, Komoto’s men stole up on the three Man
churian soldiers who had been bribed to stand sentry duty and rushed 
them with fixed bayonets. One escaped in the darkness. The corpses of 
the other two were laid by the railroad track and tricked out with forged 
orders from one of Chang’s tributary bandit lords. In their stiffening hands 
were planted Russian-made bombs bought at a secondhand store in Tokyo 
and donated to the cause by the general in charge of the Tokyo secret 
police. ■ '

Ori the onrushing train, when it was a few miles from Mukden, the 
gambling game broke up and the players hurried back to their respective 
bars to assemble their gear for arrival. Chang Tso-lin and Governor Wu 
of the province of Hailar nodded over the scattered mah-jongg tiles and 
spent bottles of beer. Japanese Major Giga snatched a blanket from his 
berth, ran to the caboose, wrapped himself up, and lay down on the rear 
platform. On a convenient knoll nearby, Komoto’s chief assistant, Captain 
Tomiya Tetsuo, watched tensely as the train entered the underpass, and 
at the precise moment that Chang’s own car passed over the explosive, he 
Pushcd the plunger. There was a dramatic puff of fire and black smoke, 
and the car jumped shattered from the track. Chang and Governor Wu 
were both dead along with seventeen of their retainers. Giga, merely 
shaken, leapt from the caboose as the train dragged to a. halt, rushed 
forward to the remains of Chang’s carriage,..and is reported to have ex
claimed with.greatfeeling, “Ah, how dreadful!”. , /

The other conspirators, appearing , at the site of the wreck, announced 
...that they had - just bayoneted the criminals, responsible. It was a, flimsy 

story at best, and the third Manchurian sentry, who had. escaped, in: the ■ 
^ark, knew the truth., He. found his way to Chang Tso-lin’s son, Chang , 
Hsueh-liang, and told his story.But the young. Chang feared that he 
might push japan into; war if he caused- her to lose face. Therefore he 
had liis officials, gravely bear -liis father’s body to -hospital and did not an- . 

T. nounPc; jhe. success ;,of the assassination until it seemed, sure, almost two 
wceks later, that war could be avoided. In the meantime Peking attache

s' HiroHitol as Eniperor
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discipline if we did less.” With this preface Saionji exhorted Prime Minister 
Tanaka to probe the assassination of Chang Tso-lin “to the bottom” and 
"do it bravely.”

Tanaka asked warily if it would be proper to sound out Hirohito in 
person and make sure that this was also the Emperor’s view. Saionji as
sured Tanaka that it would be “extraordinarily proper.” So Tanaka did 
go to Hirohito, and Hirohito coolly assured him that he wanted no sem
blance of impropriety or of Army insubordination in his government.

At Hirohito’s suggestion, Prime Minister Tanaka sent the chief of the 
Tokyo Secret Police, Major General Mine Komatsu, to Manchuria to make 
an on-the-spot investigation, Mine was an apt choice for he was already 
an expert on the affair, having supplied the Russian-made bombs found 
in the hands of the dead sentries beside the railroad track. In mid-August 
1928 he submitted his preliminary findings. They were burdened with 
details of track measurements, train schedules, and bomb techniques but 
delicately vague as to the names of the assassins. Mine suggested, however, 
that certain officers around Colonel Komoto, the perennial bridge blower, 
had been remiss in seeing to the security of Chang Tso-lin’s train and 
should perhaps be transferred and reprimanded.

Hirohito urged Prime Minister Tanaka to take the disciplinary action 
suggested and close the case as quickly as possible. Tanaka, however, 
knew the Mine report to be a whitewash and was encouraged by old lute- 
player Saionji to keep the case open as long as possible.

When Tanaka failed to lay Chang’s ghost, Hirohito took a step which 
would increase his secret power to undercut the prime minister’s authority. 
On August 21, 1928, he had a phone installed in his study. It was a 
precedent-shattering innovation, with a set of push buttons, which gave 
him instant access to all his aides on the palace grounds. Previously Jhe 
had had to delegate his communication with the outside world entirely to 
slow, gossipy intermediaries. Now he could phone one of the ministers of 
the vast imperial family fortune and exercise his influence immediately on 
the financial world. His various political chamberlains could be sum
moned individually to his study without the chamberlain on duty knowing 
why they had been called. Most important, the Army and Navy aides-de- 
camp could put him through on their own private tie lines direct to the 
War Ministry and General Staff offices outside the palace walls. In using 
his new phone, Hirohito exposed himself not at all, for he never identified 
himself on the phone but trusted that his respondent on the other end of 
the line would recognize his voice.0

On August 27, 1928, a few days after the installation of the phone,

“Several American historians have used the phrase “without even a phone” to 
scribe Hirohito’s supposed isolation in the palace. The installation of the phone 

was reported by M ainichi, the great Tokyo daily, on August 22 , 1928. Hirohito’s
e o it is described several times in the diaries of Big Brother Harada, the political 

secretary to Saionji.

Hirohito as Emperor
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Once more Tanaka consulted Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji. Once more 

Saionji encouraged Tanaka to pursue his investigation of the Chang Tso-lin 
affair, to let the chips fall -where they might, and to keep Hirohito fully 
informed of all implications as the case developed.

Prime Minister Tanaka returned from Saionji’s villa on the beach, with
out making any promises. Basically a somewhat honest, simple man, never 
sure of himself in his role of antagonist to the Throne, he became fright
ened by the subtlety of the situation in which he found himself. Finally, 
after a week of anguish, he decided to forget the Chang Tso-lin case and 
smother it with inaction. He conceded warily to Hirohito that a suitable 
show of discipline might have to be meted out to certain Japanese Army 
officers. And he protested noncommittally to Saionji that nothing could be 
done at present because everyone in official Tokyo was preparing for the 
imminent ceremony of Hirohito’s official enthronement in the old capital 
of Kyoto.

On November 10, 1928, Western correspondents followed Hirohito’s 
progress from the Kyoto railroad station to the palace where Emperor 
Meiji had been bom. There a few select Japanese saw him mount the an
tique lacquered throne of his ancestors and stood by as witnesses when he 
withdrew into a cluster of specially constructed ceremonial huts on the 
palace grounds for an all-night solitary vigil with the presence of the 
sun goddess. Throughout the next month, Hirohito’s popularity ran high 
and he seemed unusually dedicated and preoccupied. Prime Minister 
Tanaka ignored representations from Saionji and let the Chang Tso-lin 
matter slumber.

Hirohito as Emperor

THE BANDIT’S SON

Chang Hsueh-liang, the thirty-year-old son of the murdered Chang Tso- 
lin, was a dope addict. During a bout of influenza, a Japanese doctor had 
dosed him with opium and he had caught the habit. The Japanese assumed 
he was debilitated. He seemed to them a war-lord’s spoiled child, who had 
traveled abroad and acquired the manners of a Western gentleman. But 
Chang Hsueh-liang had kept a firm grasp on the realities of politics in his 
homeland.

Beneath his silken exterior, Chang had the same courage, cunning, and 
ruthlessness as his father. In addition he had a streak of idealism in him 
w ich made him devoted to the cause of Republicanism in China, the cause 
ostensibly of Chiang Kai-shek. Over the years he was to become Chiang 

ai-shek’s conscience, a constant reminder of the ideals which Chiang Kai- 
s e often lost sight of in pursuit of means. A David-and-Jonathan rela- 
Onship would grow up between the two. It still exists to this day, 1970, 

en Chang Hsueh-liang, now seventy-one, remains a pampered prisoner, 
n er house arrest, in the Taiwan of Chiang Kai-shek, who is now eighty-



of the.' Chang iTstejiii-jkiilmg.y the Constitu
tionalist party. Hirohito was accustomed to ..thinking of the other party/ 
the anti-Constitutionalists, as .pliant instruments of the; ThroneV And so' 
when Saionji had nominated the president of the anti-Constitutionaiists as 
the next prime minister, ;ffirohit6.;had/aecep^

Saionji, however, had. high hopes thaTthenew ’gOT^^htwould'MdS*: 
a mind of its own. Its prime minister, Hamaguchi Osachi, was a tiny man 
of humble parentage. His stubborn .convictions andVferyr::in5i^dtibiiVhaa!“ 
won .him the nickname of “the Lion.” He had been responsible, in 1927, 
for uniting all the various antiTCphsUtutiprialist .tongs-' .fodhdePby frientiV” 
of the Throne in the past and for proclaiming them a new mass party, 
responsive to the needs of constituents aridcapable^'oLpfBsenting'the Con^ 
slitutionalists with their first professionally managed political opposition.2 
Saionji had backed and had arranged carter financing for the . new party, 
from its inception. He saw promise in its existence of a mature, two-party 
system which might become increasingly difficult for anyone to. manipulate 
from the back rooms of the palace. ’ v;.''LTLM'Lt:; ??

The foreign minister in Lion Hamaguchi’s new cabinet was Baron - 
Shidehara Kijuro.3 Like most diplomats, he, was inclined to say what was 
expected of him but Saionji considered him basically a well-meaning man. " 
His statement on assuming office called for “co-existence and co-prosperity”: : 
with China. Saionji had looked over the text that very afternoon and had 
approved it. He could not know: that the term co^prqsperity;; ^  
in Japan’s World War H “Co-Prosperity Sphere,” ’ would ■ acquire^ah-in-y 
famous place in history as a byword of hypocritical propaganda/ :̂  ;y y  ..,

Saionji returned the next morning to his home, Sit-and-Fish Villa,: on: 
the seashore at Okitsu. He was pleased with the new government he had 
arranged for Japan ;and settled back complacently into." the^pastimes .of his;- 
retired life: the-reading of .risque French'-novels '’and;ffie..c^ 
nature-seals and cane handles for old friends. ' /L  V;

■' 'YOUNG 'ARMY'‘GEhOTS^

The same evening that Saionji tookhis^stroUdn. \t|ehp‘̂ -I^rk,tp/ibok.at:7. 
the people, a.group of Japanese Army officers, a thousand miles tp the West, 
crossed the border between1 Japan’s leasehold on the Kwantjmg Pcninsu. a 
and Manchuria: proper. Their papers - declared :thefn “‘tourists 
seeing trip.” But as their train bowled; north through, flat fields of mdlct '; 
and soya bean they turned their cameras and field glasses on every passing : 
hamlet and pointed out to one another features of the landscape on wluc • 
they took?. Written m o t e s . •>

2 Trading on the magic of the Constitutionalists’ own name, _ Hamaguchi had 
named, the new party the R ik k e n  .M//i4e/mLdr:;Pemocradc ^
. .3 Later the “moderate of the Peace Faction” who would become prime mi ^
under MacArthur in October -1945. ',. ■ . y - ?■Y? : .-y v. '̂‘r (;3v.;. ■ -rV-vw
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front pages of Tokyo newspapers. The American manager of United Press 
in the Orient, Miles W. Vaughn, reported home that the only question 
was whether Japan’s Kwantung Army would seize Manchuria at once or 
wait, “believing that an opportunity will soon present itself to take not 
only Manchuria but most of North China as well.”

Colonel Komoto Daisaku, the unpunished Reliable who had murdered 
Chang Tso-lin, cabled a memo to Hirohito and the General Staff, stating: 
“Any rational and thorough disposition of outstanding issues in Manchuria 
and Mongolia must start with the elimination of the Nanking government 
[of Chiang Kai-shek], to which end a war with China must be expected, 
and one with the U.S., too, must be considered.”

Hirohito was not yet prepared to abandon his hopes for Chiang Kai-shek 
Or to alienate the rest of the world. Field Marshal Prince Kanin, the senior 
member of the imperial family, warned that Manchuria was a huge country 
and could not be occupied without careful military planning. Young Prince 
Konoye, Hirohito’s chosen familiar from the Fujiwara family, warned that 
domestic opinion was not yet prepared for a war of conquest. Prime- 
Minister-Maker Saionji, the Fujiwara elder, inferior to Konoye in he
reditary rank but vastly superior to him in seniority and influence, showed 
every inclination to cause real trouble if an attempt were made to seize 
Manchuria now. All through February and March of 1929 Saionji’s friends 
spread rumors in Constitutionalist circles that, if the investigation of Chang 
Tso-lin’s murder were pursued, Hirohito’s “august face would be muddy.”

Hirohito refused to be embarrassed but saw that he must proceed with 
caution. He let the members of the cabal know that they must plan the 
conquest of Manchuria thoroughly, down to the last rifle bullet. While 
preparations were in progress, he asked that the imperial face be cleared 
of all taint. Through Lord Privy Seal Count Makino, he arranged for two 
of the most loyal members of the cabal to shoulder some of the responsi
bility for the failure of the cabal’s China policy. The ubiquitous Major 
Suzuki Tei-ichi was sent on a ten-month leave to Europe, and Big Brother 
Kido Koichi, at work on industrial mobilization plans in the Agriculture 
and Commerce Ministry, was persuaded to take a year’s sabbatical in the 
United States. The two rustications were meant to indicate to the in
formed public that events in China had displeased Hirohito and that he had 
privately punished two of the men responsible for them. Having made these 
gestures, Hirohito went ahead undaunted with his secret ̂ military planning 
and insistently pressed Prime Minister Tanaka for a satisfactory burial of 
the Chang Tso-lin scandal.

In April 1929 Hirohito summoned the commanders of Japan’s seventeen 
standing divisions for their annual individual audiences with him. This 
year they were known to have two worries which Hirohito sought to allay. 
They feared that Chang Tso-lin’s murder would set a precedent of action 
■without official imperial orders that might undermine Army discipline.

Eirohito as Em peror



government of puppets were ready in :the; -wingsb: t d - ^  face a t '
once to the League, ofRationsythehd^iW ara'w bu^ 
churia for Hirohito, like a: magician in a'-’flaiH 

If Ishiwara could do b l l f i i i ^ a f i d 'h e T a t ^  
in a position to -advise: the: Enipetor? oh::-Jhe','pplidies /̂^vliicli V-Ê piinrc
should pursue in years to come. The righteous course for the nation was' < 
a theme close to Ishiwara’s heart; one oil which Le Was;wrifmg;a;bobkLhir':v • 
his almost completed! manuscript, * e ;foresaw harmon}V^ailiah^>a^ ailti-
mately unification for Japan, Manchuria^ and Chiha. This umficatioii of Asii> ̂
would be followed, perhaps in thirty years, by a “total war” between \  
yellows and whites. If Japan could supply moral leadership, she would : 
gain tlie support of Asia’s masses and the total war would: end inevitably . 
in the annihilation of the West. . v  \ ;, ; V ' 7 - "7;v. 77777;; 7'yy

Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara knew that his\dfeams\-were‘sharCd in gen- : 
oral terms by most of the young officers in Hiroliito’s cabal. All of them 
agreed that the first order of business was military seizure; of *Nfchraa7 . 7  

Beyond that horizon, however, loomed fundamental moral differences of 
opinion. The visionaries, of vvhom Lieufenant Colonel IshiwaraAyas one,’ ; 
felt that with the addition of Manchuria, Japan shouldperfect-lierself as a ; ; : ; 
self-sufficient theocratic state.- There should be a' thdrCughgqingdbmestic/.;: 
reform to make Japan a classless, co-operative,'"single-family./society!'in^y.T 
spired by filial obedience to the Emperor, the: father.- Once! this uniquely;7: 
Japanese form of communistic utopia- was realized, It/would serve .as a 
model for the other nations of-Asia. Andw hen'the racial/ Ar^gedabn 7y 
came, the other nations of Asia would voluntarily side with Japan and : 
trust themselves to Japanese leadership; It was axibrnaticthatthe Afmaged-;; 
don would begin against the largest'Western' colony ih the Orient, belong
ing to. “the natural enemy- of the Imperial Throne,” namely,.the Siberia- of 
Bolshevik "Russia. \  ' • • 7  ' - ' 7 T / ;7'y;; 7  7 7 y 7 ; 77;77;777;;

The pragmatists bf the cabal—and • Ishiwara .'^as;.afraid Jhfet 
might be one of them—scoffed” 'atyth'e'- idea'"of ddeaUsmi.--m.. btfie? Asiatig--- ̂  
countries; They foresaw, no way to/unify yth'e/Coininept through
conquest. They counted on the raw materials /of, Southeast'..Asia.; as fiKyyiy 
requisites for Armageddon. They: anticipated that the collective Russian • 
society,might be persuaded to' remain on the sidelines; ^ey^elievedd^t.; 
the first enemy .would L e th e  Lndividualisticsbcieties^ 
w ith.colonies in Southeast. Asia: France, Great Britain; the. Netherlands, 
and the. United. States. Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara feared that; thk prag
matist viewywould;:/lead;'Japan;;;intoi;a;,war7which 

■ from a moral/ standpoint and would be dangerously premature from 7 7  o-:;
- practical one.; 7/: 77;'■//V 7 ' ; / / 7  ' 7 V:

LasLwebk IC ha% ^ the visiqnanesrjML
.Priv^'Seal C6 uhl^aidnp,;.thc:!patrbnrof

’, 7 7  Se^i/ta/i^i/Ts^ P p P P . f l  r } ^
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when . Tanaka resigned as prime .minister, Komoto had been, officially 
stripped of command and given a year to find himself before being mustered ' 
out.into the first reserve. Token amends were thus made for , Chang Tso- 
lin’s murder, and both Hirohito and Chang Hsueh-liang pretended to be 
satisfied that the incident was closed. In fact Komoto had been rewarded, 
for he would remain in Manchuria enjoying various sinecures, in the busi
ness world and amassing a small fortune. Today his son, Komoto Toshio, 
is a prominent industrialist, a Diet man, and an inner member of Japan’s 
ruling Liberal Democratic party.

The other conspirators in Chang’s assassination went unpunished. In 
August 1929, Major General Tatekawa, the Peerless Pimp, was promoted 
chief of the key Second Department of the General Staff: Army In
telligence.

There was one conspirator, however, whom the Chinese were not dis
posed to let off so easily. Giga Nobuya, the man wrapped in a blanket on 
the caboose of the murder train, was promoted after the killing to lieu
tenant colonel. Since he had been one of Chang Tso-lin’s closest advisors 
for many years, partisans of the dead war lord felt that he had played 
Judas. They hunted him from Mukden in Manchuria to Hiroshima in 
southern Japan, to Sendai in northern Japan, to Tsitsihar on the Man- 
churian-Siberian frontier. In 1937 Prince Kanin’s son turned over to him 
a walled villa in Tientsin as a secure place of hiding. But to no avail; there 
on January 24, 1938, after a decade’s stalking, a Manchurian assassin 
finally reached him with a bullet. Thus young Chang made at least a token 
revenge to dispel the curse which, according to the Chinese Book of Rites, 
falls “on him who suffers his father’s murderer to exist on the same, earth 
with him.” . ' * -



^Rubic^:Mmclit^a -
Had taught a/generation of Navy pilots to land o n : the simulated flight 
decks of wharves and barges. After brief stints of duty, aŝ  an attache in 
Washington and as a skipper in' the' fleet, he had returned fb the Navy 
General Staff in 1928 as a full-time planner and proponent of hon-conven- 
tional weapons. b,'

Now, as he had just confirmed in his brief calk on Empress Nagako’s 
brother, Yamamoto was to be offered a new assignment as chief technical 
advisor to the Japanese delegation at the forthcoming naval disarmament 
conference in London. If he accepted the appointment, he would be ex
pected to trade on former friendships in the West in order to deceive the 
other naval powers as much as possible. On the other hand he would 
have the opportunity to help work out the international diplomatic bar
gain on which would depend the building of a powerful naval air force.

Outside Prince Asa-akira’s villa, Captain Yamamoto broke his. usual 
rules of frugality by hailing a taxicab instead of a ricksha. He gave the 
driver the address of a teahouse— the equivalent of a nightclub—in Tsukiji 
near Tokyo’s big Western hospital, ,St. Luke’s. There he knew he would 
find a convivial hostess and a group of fellow officers with whom he could 
waste the evening while he sorted out his thoughts. /.L:

The naval disarmament question was politically complicated.- The ship
building ratios agreed on in Washington in 1922 were unpopular with 
many Japanese, because they acknowledged in legal form Japan’s position 
of naval inferiority to the United States and Great Britain. At the . same 
time the ratio system had released funds from capital-ship construction 
and had made possible the secret naval development plan which . Japan 
had pursued since 1922. No one could deny that the secret plan had 
vastly enhanced the strength of the Japanese fleet relative to the American 
and British fleets. Japan now had four of those new experimental ships, 
aircraft carriers, in which Yamamoto saw the future of naval warfare/ She 
was building destroyers superior in speed and armament to anything which 
Western nations had on their drawing boards. Her new cruisers were in 
fact, the precursors of pocket battleships. Her submarine -fleet . was tlie 
world’s third largest. Every year since 1923 the Diet had approved without 
once demurring the unearmarked “supplementary naval funds’’ \yluch had 
made these new weapons possible. And while Japan .had been deyeloping; 
novel ships to the limit of her capacity, the United States had not yet, even 
launched her allotted quota of conventional battleships and. ciuisers, . , -

Japan would soon be equipped, Yamamoto, felt, to defend the western 
Pacific against U.S. fleet attack in any. hypothetical war. Continued de
velopment of unorthodox weapons, in particular of aircraft,iWonld^ 
it possible, if necessary, for Japan to fight an offensive war. Perfiaps JaPalj 
must have this threatening capability to gain equality among, nations, 
so, she must continue to avoid an expensive competition: with the Uw e . 
States in the building of battleships. The unpopular ratio system 'vou
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enoughfog him .On. his captainh salary to support his wife'and h is  little 

home. Then- again, a mistress was a recognized sign of success,; bringing 
glamor and 'prestige to a man in his career.

The girl took .Yamamoto to an inn where they were expected; She 
. found— so she liked to say in later-years—that beneath his fagadeof rough- 

and-tumble boyish charm he was shy and, serious. A few-hours later, in 
great pleasure, Yamamoto decided that she was indispensable' to hint. 
He would accept the assignment offered to him by Prince Asa-akira. He 
would'go to London, play bridge and poker, and negotiate a continuation 
of the ratio system which would give the Japanese Navy time.

HIROHITO IMPATIENT

Thd coifiing negotiations in London caused Hirohito to turn-his atr 
tention to the Navy and to -the long-range, objectives of his reign. The 
Army might conquer Manchuria, but it was the Navy on which he must 
ultimateiy. 'rely in the dimly ̂ envisaged war with the West. ■..
’ Hirohito’s great-grandfather Emperor Komei had vowed to rid. the 

sacred homeland of infidels and. to safeguard/it by surrounding it with a 
• buffer zone; The. discredited samurai of Choshu had created a small buffer 

zone by adding Korea to the Empire. The modern Army th o u g h t on ly  in  

. terms of deepening this zone by acquiring more miles of dry land on. the 
Continent in which to maneuver regiments and dig trenches.

Since ̂ about 1900, the imperial family had taken a more sophisticated 
" vievv Of -the. national program, based on a-growing appreciation of trade 

and technology. In order to face down any challenge by the barbarians, 
the Empire had to be a self-sufficient military bloc, including within its 
borders not only the buffer: zones on which to fight invasion but also the 
'raw ̂ materials with which to maintain a war .machine that would be a 
standing deterrent. In terms of the physical geography of Asia, this meant 

. that Japan must control the oil of Borneo, the rubber of Malaya, and the 
. rice and metals of Java and Sumatra. ‘ , . :

To extend the Empire to the islands off the coasts of Southeast Asia and 
also to create a buffer zone on the open Pacific side of Japan, a navy was 
needed capable: of meeting 'the U.S. and British fleets. The Army need be 
strong enough to handle only the relatively crude and ill-equipped larid 

/ forces', t o b e  found in China and Siberia. The Navy by comparisoii must 
: meet the most dernanding technological standards of the times.

For all Japan’s ariiazing industrial growth during the last seventy .years, 
she was still .an underdeveloped nation. If  her Havy was* to rival the wor^ s. 
finest, it must be given ' a disproportionate share of the national budget for 
:atleast a decade to come. .Hirohito had known for years that it would take 

. a long time to build up ’the Navy to required strength, and also that the 
i nation must be perfectly disciplined in patience and silence' while the --
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hardships on them. Dockyard . workers would: be icllc. Thete wduld be' nt) 
room for .young sailors in the Navy. TheinfluentiaLperidd^
N i h o n j i n ,  Japan and the. Japanese— a publication founded by 'Hirohito’s 
favorite tutor, ^Sugiura Jugo, and now staffed by .Sugiura’s disciples—1 
devoted an entire issue to the question :of national defense. .Sdme^of rhe 
most.trusted members of Hirohito’s cabal contributed articles o h  “ N ation al 

Mobilization, the Basis for the. National Defense,” on “Japan and the Air 
Defense of Her Cities,” and on “The .Coming War and Our Navy ” ! '

On October 24, 1929, the New York stock market coHapsed in a heap 
of ticker tape, and the free economics of the world were plunged into a 
decade of financial night. Japan had already survived a srnali depression . 
of her own, and the co-operative measures of control worked out between 
the government and Japan’s handful of banking families now proved-ade- 
q u a t e  t o  p r e v e n t  t h e  w o r ld  p a n i c  f r o m  a f f e c t in g  th e  d o m e s t ic  e c o n o m y . : V 

The Wall Street crash greatly improved Japan’s bargaining position "at. 
the naval conference because ‘it stripped ’Western 
home audiences. Hirohito personally instructed Japan’s delegation;’;b'efpfe.V>; 
it left for London in November, to hold out for the 10:10:7 ratio until it 
received his instructions to accept less! Oh the eve of its departure Saionji 
summoned the chief delegates to his home on the seashore to give them. 
his own instructions. He exhorted them to reach, an amicable arrangement 
with the.West at' all' posts!.. \ ! :/  ‘ h h/h  $-'!,!!0 !'!’■:

One of the delegates, Navy Minister Takarabe Takeslh.askedSaionji!! 
whether it would not be better, to take a straightforvvard approach to the :, 
Emperor, the "public, and the world. “How would it be,” he inquired, “if 
we convoked a council in the Imperial Presence in order to unify public 
opinion and decide, once and for all, on the claims made by the Empire” : 
Saionji .told Takarabe that he would .consider the suggestion, but as soon  ̂
as Takarabe. had gone, Saionji' sent, a message to LordiPrivy Seai Makino, 
Hirbhito’s chief civilian - advisor, registering :“absolute’-ipppos îoj?’̂ ’' 
idea. Saionji still hoped :tO . change- Hirbhito’s hkpansipriisth^ 
he feared that Hirohito, if pressed to take a stand/might 

. claim half-the' earths v YY.-- ,!;k  Y  Y  - YhY! -V
'. /The Navy minister, .Takarabeyand aiformer hnd. futupe,.prime.-.ra 

. Wakatsuki Reijiro, led the Japanese delegationto London. Its day-to-day 
decisions, however, were made:byi the cabal’s1 Captain/Yamamoto; heJateL 
hero-villain of Pearl Harbor. En route to London for the formal part of:

. the 'conference, Yamamoto!spent: three;:tveeksdh; Washington^ 
air informal' pre-conference; agreement*}yj$hthe:-.UM r;
a high level through .an: old Washington acquaintance, Captain 
Buchanan, who was the naval aide .to.-yifri^

■ 5 Buchanan’ ;w& ipfeimate in.;' 1933 ;.i^m Y harsM ni^
; ■ career in the; Navy and was not awarded the customary, retirement rank of rear a - 

niiral. He died in 1940. Y i ’ Y - Y  Y  !'■.
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SEA POWER

(X929-1930)

CHOICE OF A LION

On the evening of July 3, 1929, the seventy-nine-year-old Prime- 
Mmister-Maker Saionji had his chauffeur drive up past Ueno Park in 
Tokyo so that he could get out for a short walk among the people and 
the plum trees.’1 It was dusk and the plainclothesmen assigned to him 
hovered behind at a respectful distance. A group of office workers were 
picnicking under the trees, dancing tangos and Chailestons to the records 
of a wind-up Victrola. Two of the men, over their bottles of beer, were 
talking with vociferous pride about Tokyo’s growing subway system, 
opened in 1927, Two others were acclaiming a levelheaded editorial in 
M ainichi which came out for nonintervention in China and reduction in 
armaments. Their girl friends, flirting and frolicking in the summer heat, 
seemed altogether unself-conscious in their chic Western cloche hats, silk 
stockings, and gauzy, high-hemmed dresses. Never had the smiling people 
of Tokyo appeared more peaceable, pleasure-loving, and modern.

Saionji was gratified by what he saw. “The trend of the times,” as he 
told a friend a few days later, was running against “palace imperialism.” 
There would be no place soon for police despotism and militarism in 
Japan. In the end Hirohito would have to bow to the sentiments of his 
people and relinquish the warlike ambitions of his youth.

Saionji had come up to Tokyo to recommend to Hirohito a successor 
for General Tanaka, the prime minister who had been made the villain

1 This and the two succeeding vignettes of men’s minds that night are based on 
the recollections and assumptions of friends who met the principals during the weeks 
following. I have added some explanatory background information to make the 
thoughts intelligible.
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Big Brothers who had taken Hirohito in hand when he was still a toddler. 
I t  was Konoye’s mission to remind the delegates that they had left the 
artificial world of international diplomacy and were re-entering the peculiar 
insular reality of the Japanese ruling class. Konoye gently warned them that 
their success in London was “unexpected” and constituted a positive 
embarrassment in Tokyo. It had been assumed that the West would give 
Japan no more than 6 tons for every 10 tons of British or American capital 
ships, a ratio which Hirohito had been prepared to accept. When Yama
moto got an official 6.9945 tons for Japan on paper and U.S. word for 
an actual 7.3 tons afloat, it was more than Japan had demanded. Indeed, 
said Konoye laughing, it “transcended reality, extended credibility, and 
confounded sanity.” Japan had half the population, a tenth the gross 
national product, and a twentieth the area of the United States, yet that 
nation had just accorded Japan the right to better than 70 per cent .naval 
equality with her.

Having congratulated Takarabe and Yamamoto on their fantastic feat, 
Konoye went on to explain to them, with apologies, that much of the public 
recognition for their achievement would have to be smothered. Having 
anticipated a continuance of the 10:6 ratio, the Emperor’s cabal had 
already made arrangements for a great public outcry to be staged, pro
testing Japan’s treatment as an inferior power. It was now too late to cancel 
the arrangements without much loss of face for the cabal’s loyal editors, 
ward heelers, and gang leaders. Besides, an issue was vitally needed with 
which to drum the people out of their pacifist lethargy. Technically the 
6.9945 tons received were less than the 7 tons demanded, and so the public 
outcry would go ahead as planned. The figures after the decimal point 
would be ignored by the Japanese press; the Emperor would delay in 
ratifying the treaty; and, while he considered it, the people would be 
treated to a great national debate.

To oppose the treaty the cabal was exploiting a group of conservative 
admirals, known as the Eleet Faction, who believed in capital ships; Navy 
Chief of Stall Admiral Kato Kanji was among them. Konoye warned that, 
except for his Highness Admiral Prince Fushimi, the members of the Fleet 
Faction were dangerously sincere individualists. They opposed Yamamoto s 
treaty because they saw in it a blind behind which Japan could prepare in 
secret to make war with the United States and Great Britain. To impress 
the Emperor, they spoke like hawks, but in reality they were doves who 
wished to abandon the national program handed down by Emperor Meiji.

Konoye did not know it at the time but events would prove his analysis 
correct. The members of the Fleet Faction would all resign their cornmis 
sions or go into the reserve in the years ahead. By contrast those who spo e 
like doves in favor of Yamamoto’s “disarmament treaty” would turn ou 
to be hawks who would help Yamamoto plan and execute the 1941 attac 
on Pearl Harbor.

Rubicon Manchuria
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. “It is like an ocean,”, breathed one of the captains in -awe: • • :
; “Yes,” .. niused' the lieutenant colonel, in charge, “on such, a terrain we

may have to adopt naval tactics.” . .. .v. ■ ;Y- • v-:d ’>i7 ‘V-:
. No one. asked the lieutenant. colonel what he rneant .by this reiriark—- 

something fluid, they assumed, something . brilliant; and. dynamic-rfor c 
this was Lieutenant Colonel ,Ishiwara: Kapji; the most original young 
strategist in the Japanese Army, the. member, of the ubiquitous Suzuki s 
Study Group whom .Emperor Hirohito had hand-picked for the planning 
of the Manchurian venture in late 1928. During.the.eight-months, since 
his arrival in Port Arthur, the leasehold capital, Ishiwara had. spent all his 
time reading books, studying maps, and talking to old hands in the Kwan- 
tung. Army officer corps. Now he was out for twelve days of personal 
reconnaissance into Manchurian topography. When the-twelve days were 
up, he and his staff must begin to , develop their, ideas on paper for the 
scrutiny of the Emperor.

The light oi sunset warmed the drab coYcffs rn tbe lauTOad 'C.O'a.'eb aTi'i 
softened the perpetual scowl on Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara’s boyish face. 
The members of . his staff did not dream of disturbing his reverie.. They 
adored him personally, treasured, him as a military genius of the nation; 
and also revered him as a religious leader and prophet. At forty, Ishiwara 
had made a name for himself as the enfant terrible of the Army. Few 
other commanders could be so gentle with subordinates, so acidly blunt 
with senior officers. He invented pet names for all his superiors which he 
did not hesitate to use to their faces. He addressed the commander of the 
Army in Taiwan as “Daddy Raccoon.” Colonel . Tojo, the later World 
War II prime minister, he called “Dear Dunderhead.”, From,his .father, a 
spellbinding Buddhist priest, Ishiwara had inherited a huge following in the. 
militant, gong-beating, knight-templar, sect of Buddhism, the Nichiren. Re
turning home in 1925, after three years of service with the cabal’s Euro
pean spy ring in Berlin, Ishiwara had been met at every station platform 
by welcoming committees >of his father’s Nichiren devotees.,, He had: in- 
gratiated himself With them by delivering a set platform speech* telling them 
how he had always worn-traditional samurai, dress to ;Reichstag banquets, 
how he had always .kep.t.' chopsticks .tucked up his kimono sleeve, with 
which to delight his hostesses. >  Lv-,

Now, as the young prophet stared out tlie .train iwindow at the'rich, . 
unconquered farmlands of -southern Manchuria,- he. was r acutely conscious 
of the . trust placed .in'- him. :. It -was his: .bold idea 'that Japan-.might take 
Manchuria from the inside out, by an action more resembling a coup d’etat 
than an invasion. Japan’s Tight b f  way ih the South, Manchuria ; Railroad . 
would provide the necessary access' and priYileges. ^And infiltratiohv and 7 
subversion would be far-less expensiveand dangerous - than outright -con-- 
quest. iGhang Tsodin’s son; Chang Hsueh-liang; bad .a -treih^dduV^hhmeifi- 
cal. superiorityrm ifodpy;But:if the; t^ in g  .were perfect; if privates, officers,

>. ^Tiomats, ^ d  pohtkians were ali: :properiy .:'cbached; if a Manchuriah T

Sea Power : ' 7 c 7 ' : ■ L'-i- V , ;r •-



before his m ost loyal subjects. Under the circumstances, said Konoye it 
had been decided to “strengthen the Em peror’s personal leadership of the 
nation.” H irohito had just appointed Colonel Nagata Tetsuzan, the first 
of the Three Crows of Baden-Baden, to the directorship of the sprawling, 
influential M ilitary Affairs Section in the W ar Ministry. Now the office of 
secretary to the lord privy seal was vacant.

“ I have been thinking,” said Konoye, “that His Majesty might be pleased 
if you were proposed, Kido, as a candidate for the vacancy. In fact, if you 
feel tha t you can give up your career to serve as Count Makino’s secretary, 
I  can assure you that the position is almost certainly yours.”

Kido was deeply gratified th a t the Em peror recognized his accomplish
ments in keeping the Big Brotherhood together. Up to now the principal 
interm ediary between the Throne and the civilian half of the cabal had 
been Prince Konoye who had the hereditary Court rank to meet Hirohito 
often at social functions. Now, if Kido moved his files into the palace as 
secretary to the lord privy seal, he would be bringing papers to the Imperial 
Study at all hours of the day and night. He would be the reins of the cabal, 
close a t hand for H irohito whenever he wished to reach for them.

“I accept w ithout any reservations,” said Kido, standing up. “Let’s play 
a few m ore holes.”

A day or two later, the aged Field M arshal Prince Kanin, senior member 
of the imperial family, summoned to his villa his old protege from the 
cavalry, M ajor General Tatekaw a Yoshiji, the Peerless Pimp. “The time 
has come,” announced Prince Kanin, “ to break the deadlock with War 
M inister Ugaki.” The suave Tatekawa, who had so smoothly handled the 
Peking end of the killing of the M anchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin, was 
now director of Army Intelligence. W ith Prince Kanin’s backing Tatekawa 
began at once to beg, buy, and borrow the allegiance of the officers of the 
Ugaki Faction in the General Staff. H e was assisted in the War Ministry 
by Colonel N agata of the Military Affairs Section.

HIROHITO HAS HIS WAY

By Septem ber 1930, W ar Minister Ugaki’s Army slowdown had been 
effectively canceled, and necessary outlines and estimates for the defense 
plan had  begun to  move across desks into the hands of the civilians in the 
Finance M inistry who were trying to draw up budgets. With the co-opera
tion of F irst Crow N agata, Intelligence Chief Tatekawa went ahead to 
devise an intimidation for the bankers, intellectuals, and politicians who 
m ade W ar M inister Ugaki and Saionji formidable forces to be reckoned
with. . ,

Tatekawa had his Intelligence experts draw up its annual “Inspection o 
G eneral Circumstances” in a revolutionary new form. In previous years 
this cryptic title had always graced the cover of a report in depth on the
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backs in the handling of imperial estates in the northern Japanese island 
of Hokkaido. If such accusations were made in the cabal of officers closest 
to the Emperor, the rift between visionaries and pragmatists might ulti
mately spread to the ranks and the national program might be jeopardized. 
As the light went out over the Manchurian plains and as Lieutenant 
Colonel Ishiwara unbuttoned his Army tunic for a,nap before his train 
arrived in Mukden, he conceded to one of the young officers in his suite 
that the military problems of the future were minor in comparison to the 
political ones.

Sea Power

YOUNG NAVY GENIUS

That same evening of July 3, 1929, when Saionji walked in Ueno Park: 
and Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara began spying out the land of Manchuria, 
the naval officer who would later plan and execute the 1941 raid on Pearl 
Harbor emerged from the Tokyo villa of his patron and protege, 
the Empress’s brother, Prince Asa-akira. Captain Yamamoto Isoroku of 
the Naval General Staff was a friend of Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara in 
Manchuria. Indeed the forty-five-year-old Yamamoto was considered to 
be Ishiwara’s naval counterpart: the most brilliant of the younger genera
tion of naval strategists. But Yamamoto was no pale, irrascible prophet. He 
was a calm, diffident professional, a muscular athlete, a clown and story
teller. The son of a humble schoolteacher, he had no following except his 
shipmates, no conviction except his self-confidence.

Captain Yamamoto had called at the villa of Prince Asa-akira in order 
to sign the guest register in the foyer as a token of condolence for the 
illness of the Empress’s father, Prince Kuni. Old Prince Kuni had severe 
ulcers and little hope of living out the year. He had championed the de
velopment of air power in Japan since before World War I, and Captain 
Yamamoto had been the brightest of his disciples.

After graduating first in his class at Naval Staff College, Yamamoto had 
gone on, under Prince Kuni’s sponsorship, to two years at Harvard. Al
ready appreciating the problems of the future, he had specialized there 
in the manufacture of petroleum and aviation gas. He had hitchhiked to 
Mexico during one of his vacations and spent a summer slumming in 
the Mexican oil fields. Back in Japan in 1921, he had put in two years 
as an instructor at the Naval Staff College and at the University Lodging 
House in the palace. In 1923 he had taken over planning for air develop
ment in the Naval General Staff. And in 1924 he had assumed charge of 
the Navy’s top-secret Air Development Station on the banks of Kasumi- 
go-Ura, the Misty Lagoon, a lake the size of Lake George some 30 miles 
northeast of Tokyo. There he had worked with Empress Nagako’s cousin, 
young test pilot Prince Yamashina, to develop naval torpedo-bombing 
techniques superior to any in the West. There, in the mists, preparing for 
the day when Japan would have task forces of aircraft carriers, Yamamoto
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have to be kept and Yamamoto, at the disarmament conference, would 
have to take the responsibility for seeing that it was kept.

Yamamoto’s taxicab rounded the southernmost isalient of the palace 
walls and sped on southeast towards the fashionable stews of Tsukiji ward. 
Yamamoto tried to imagine the welcome he would receive at the teahouse 
to which he was going if he did not have the right introductions. The very 
thought made him squirm with humiliation. It was not the best of the 
teahouses but it was on the same block with them. Someday he would 
graduate to the Sign of the Carp, down the alley, where Emperor Taisho’s 
prime minister, Katsura Taro, and Hirohito’s Prime-Minister-Maker 
Saionji had found their mistresses in years past.

An hour later, in a private room at the teahouse, Captain Yamamoto 
was drinking sake and gambling money against favors in a card-guessing 
game with a popular apprentice geisha. As he touched the backs of the 
cards, he did his best to conceal the fact that two fingers were missing 
from his left hand. They had been blown off by a Russian shell in one of 
the naval engagements of the war of 1904-05. It was the challenge of 
hiding them when they were most exposed which had first drawn him to 
card games. And now card games were an essential part of his philosophy: 
bluff or be bluffed; peek as little as necessary; study routine combinations 
with the utmost care for they were the ones which concealed the greatest 
opportunities for subtlety and surprise. For Yamamoto card games were a 
social occasion in which he could gauge the mentality of potential ad
versaries or quarry. He had learned to play poker while assessing his class
mates at Harvard. He had become an enthusiastic bridge player among 
his fellow naval attaches in Washington.

Having lost money gracefully to his entertainer, he returned with her 
to the outer room of the teahouse, traded jokes with a carousing circle of 
fellow naval officers, and had a word with the proprietress. Someday, he 
promised her, when he became a famous admiral, he would make her hostel 
famous and bring to it half the officers of the fleet. A t the moment, he said 
apologetically, he could offer her nothing but a Havana sent to him by 
a friend in America. As predicted by the young geisha, the proprietress 
admitted that she was inordinately fond of cigars and gave permission 
for the girl to leave with him, Yamamoto made a triumphant exit with his 
conquest at his heels. A recently promoted captain from Yamamoto’s last 
fleet command, the aircraft carrier Akagi, led the other captains and rear 
admirals in the room in a rousing banzai to cheer him on his way.

In those days in Japan, a trained entertainer, attached to one of the 
good teahouses, did not give her favors lightly. To have one for a night 
was to have her for many nights. And this was possible only for a man with 
money or with powerful friends to put in the right words for him with 
the leaders of the entertainment guild in the Black Dragon Society, In 
his own right Yamamoto had no way to keep such a mistress. It was hard
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Sagoya, the assassin, spent that night in one of Tokyo’s best brothels. 
His bill was taken care of for him  by a patron whose identity the police 
later kept secret. T he next morning, November 14, 1930, at 9:00 a .m . 
Saionji’s secretary, H arada, and Prince Konoye were closeted together 
when the phone rang.- A n aide informed them that five minutes earlier 
Prim e M inister Hamaguchi had been shot at Tokyo station as he was about 
to board a train on his way to join die Em peror at the Army grand maneu
vers. Assassin Sagoya had thrust a M auser-8 from the crowd on the Tokyo 
platform and sunk a bullet deep in Hamaguchi’s vitals.

Two doctors who happened to be on the scene attended him in the 
stationm aster’s office. They found him conscious but in great pain. His 
pulse fell to 90 and his belly swelled alarmingly. The chubby figure of 
Baron H arada pushed its way through the circle of bystanders, looked at 
the body and then withdrew, without speaking, to make some calls on the 
stationm aster’s phone. H arada then took a train to report to Saionji in the 
town of Okitsu two hours away.

Hamaguchi m urm ured, “I feel worse.” A t 11:30 a .m ., he was moved 
to the infirmary at Tokyo Imperial University. There, he was given a 
partial anaesthetic and X-rayed. H e had lost two pints of blood and had 
eight perforations in his small intestine, plus several more in the adjoining 
valves. The University chief of surgery7,11 snipped out 20 inches of intestine 
and sewed together tire tract that was left. Exploring from the rear, the 
surgeon found the bullet lodged deep in the pelvic arch where he felt he 
could n o t safely get at it. So he sewed Hamaguchi up and gave him 250 
grams of whole blood. H e estimated that the prime minister had a 60 to 70 
per cent chance of survival but feared he would be too weak to defend 
his budget a t the coming session of the Diet.

A t the time of the shooting Hirohito was at his grand-maneuver field 
headquarters, 300 miles south of Tokyo. When he received word there 
of Ham aguchi’s “mishap,” he expressed his regrets and advised the Cabinet 
to pick an acting prime minister to handle routine administrative affairs 
while Hamaguchi remained incapacitated. On the afternoon of the shooting, 
the Cabinet duly m et to carry out the Em peror’s instructions. The members 
finally settled on Foreign Minister Shidehara, the sanctimonious moderate 
of Japanese diplomacy who would become prime minister in his own 
right under M acA rthur in late 1945.

A  ghost of a lion, Prime Minister Hamaguchi continued to haunt t e  
fringes of the political forest for nine months to come. He would finally ie 
after a succession of debilitating surgeries on August 26, 1931. His dream, 
which he shared with Saionji, of constitutional prime ministers who wou

11 Eighteen months later, through incompetence or design, this same surgeon, Dr. 
Shioda Hiroshige, would fail—-under extremely suspicious circumstances—to < 
the life of another prime ministerial assassination victim, Inukai Tsuyos i. 
Chapter 15.)
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build-up proceeded. The Army must not become jealous. The Navy must 
not grow proud. Foreign nations must not be alarmed.

In considering the arduous task ahead, Hirohito in the summer of 1929 
felt impatience. He did not see in the widening rift in the cabal,.or in the 
emergence of a second intractable political party, or in the continuing 
fashion-following, peace-loving, pleasure-seekirig frivolity of the masses, 
any sign of the national dedication which was called for.

“I have always tried to leave domestic politics to my advisors,” he told 
an old school friend, “but I sometimes wonder if they are necessary, or at 
least if they need be so complicated.”

All summer long Hirohito continued to worry his chief vassals with such 
complaints. Unless domestic politics could show some progress, he said, it 
would become necessary to tear down the chrysanthemum curtain, step 
forward onto the apron of the stage, and take personal charge of the state. 
This was the sort of self-destructive threat which Hirohito had been making 
to chamberlains ever since he had first thrown a tantrum as a child. But 
the chamberlains were still impressed. Lord Privy Seal Makino begged him 
repeatedly to be prudent. Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji, from his seaside 
villa, sent him a cautionary message:

Bismarck firmly believed that Germany would expand in the future and 
although he was strongly determined to realize this belief he was also aware 
of the fact that it could not be done immediately for lack of power. There
fore Bismarck paid his respects to a seemingly unnecessary extent to Disraeli 
in London and Napoleon the Third in Paris.

>

A WIN WITHOUT TRUMPS

Count Makino and other subtle minds at Court advised Hirohito to make 
the most of the worrisome naval negotiations pending in London by turn
ing them into a noisy national debate which would arouse the martial spirit 
of the people and might serve also to confuse and soften Western atti
tudes toward Japan.

On October 10, 1929, Hirohito called together in his presence the 
Cabinet and his own Navy General Staff and had them agree privately 
that, if better terms were not negotiable, Japan should accept continuance 
of the 10:10:6 ratio set at Washington in 1922, which gave Japan 60 per 
cent of the fleet strength allowed the United States or Great Britain. It 
being only good statecraft, however, to go to the London Naval Conference 
asking as much as possible, Prime Minister Hamaguchi emerged from the 
meeting announcing to reporters that his government wanted a semblance 
of parity with Western nations and would insist on 10:10:7 or fight.
, The venal Japanese press immediately mounted a campaign to show that 
naval limitations were unpopular in Japan. Out of a drowsy autumn sky 
readers were given reasons to think that limitations would impose personal
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OLD MAN AT SUNUP

W hen B arpii H arada  phoned Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji with the 
news of H am aguchi’s shooting on the morning of November 14, 1930, the 
old m an seemed momentarily shocked and confused. He demanded queru
lously; that H arada  come, out from Tokyo immediately with full particulars.

Saionji h a d  celebrated his eighty-first birthday .the month beforehand 
; like m ost well-cared-for old men, he thought of his personal health as a 

matter;:of some importance. Surely it Was inconceivable that anyone would 
dare to assassinate him. H e was the elder of the Fujiwaras, the second 
family of the nation. H e was the last of the noblemen who bad brought the; 
restoration to Japan  in 1868. In  the eyes of Japan’s spirit worshippers, he 
was surrounded by an aura of divinity almost as bright as the Emperor’s.. 
A nd if he should fall by tire hand of a political assassin, nQt .even 'the .Em- 
peror would b e  immune from  the vengeance o f . Saionji’s partisans in the . 
clans and in the cartels and political parties. Yet Saionji, to e  

.• wastfova'iiange assassinations,through The Bla^
. dogs of Hirohito?s 'cabai would gun down. a , revered .leader , of sixty hk'- 

Prime hkinister HamagucKi, where' would; they stop? Hamaguchi had.polb: 
. ticked with Saionji for: thjrty^years. In paring the naval budget fejjad.onlyr; 
• followed Saibnji’s/ suggestions!

•. B y  the  time that Baron Harada; arrived at Sit-and-Fish Villa in Okitsu ;. 
; that afternoon;,' Saionjr t o  vhis! composure■ .and;. \vaS-. ppiph'tin;.:.

':.;;dighant.; H e ;gave' H arada e x p l ic ^  ra]tf-1%^ab in e t
■ ;.tha.tThey;toust • not be^intim idated'but; p iust p a fr
;p fo g ram :as if  nothing,hadhappened.By;eyeningSaidnj!W as;pn;tHe'phone.;:
,;tryiiig: to  :m ake; surefrhafrth el Cabinefrwould Appoint; annod^



learned that the United States was prepared to declare a moratorium on 
the construction of battleships and aircraft carriers until 1936.

Yamamoto readily agreed that Japan would do the same. Battleships, 
he felt, cost far more than they were worth and aircraft carriers could be 
replaced in the western, Japanese half of the Pacific with runways on the 
permanently anchored flight decks of Japan’s mandated islands. The only 
problem, then, was to establish a United States-Japanese ratio for cruisers, 
destroyers, and submarines. Japan wanted a 10:7 ratio; the United States 
wanted a 10:6 ratio. By dint of charm, “sincerity,” and hours of bridge 
playing, Yamamoto wrung from his American contacts an assurance that 
Japan would get a ratio close to the one she wanted.

On December 18, 1929, the Japanese delegation concluded its feeler 
negotiations by dining with President and Mrs. Hoover at the White House. 
The table was laden with pink snapdragons, butterfly roses, and smilax. 
Captain Yamamoto, who sat far down it with Hoover’s aide, Captain 
Buchanan, was so relaxed that, in the course of the state banquet, he 
showed his companions a trick with matchsticks and the White House wine 
goblets.

Four months later, in London, Yamamoto’s expectations were fulfilled 
when the American and British delegations formally acknowledged Japan’s 
right to maintain 6.9945 tons of cruisers and destroyers for every 10 U.S. 
and British tons. In addition the U.S. delegation agreed to delay the con
struction of three heavy cruisers for which appropriations had already been 
allocated in order to give Japan 73 per cent of naval parity with the United 
States until at least 1936. Best of all, from Yamamoto’s point of view, no 
limitations whatsoever were attached to the building of naval aircraft.

In gaining this dazzling, unexpected diplomatic victory, Yamamoto had 
made no promises but had successfully convinced his Western counterparts 
that he and the Emperor and the Japanese Navy were only interested in 
defending Japan’s home waters against Chinese pirates and Soviet fishing 
fleets. Twelve years later when Yamamoto crept up on Pearl Harbor and 
sank half the Pacific fleet, his smiling reassurances and parlor tricks were 
not to be forgotten or forgiven. When an opportunity arose during the war, 
the U.S. government, by President Roosevelt’s own particular order, took 
an unusual personal vengeance on the Japanese naval commander.6

NAVAL SMOKESCREEN

Yamamoto came home from his triumph in London in 1930 with Navy 
Minister Takarabe, one of the two chief delegates to the “disarmament 
conference.” They took the Trans-Siberian Railroad and, before arriving 
in Japan, were met secretly-'in Manchuria by the tall, languid Prince 
Konoye of the House of Peers—the youngest and most aristocratic of the

8 The story is told in Chapter 28.
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and pour them into new molds. The art of politics had become for him a 
stale exercise in tricks which he had learned decades ago.

In  the lee of one of the stone lanterns of the temple he struck a match 
and lighted one of his favorite im ported cigarettes, a Pall Mall. The sun 
peered over Izu Peninsula, the spur of M ount Fuji running down into the 
sea. The pine trees turned to blood and fire, the waters of the bay to bursts 
of diamonds. Saionji’s mind floated back to the sunrises of his childhood, 
which he had watched from the courtyard of the palace in Kyoto before 
the coming of Perry. In  those days he had been Emperor Komei’s favorite 
page boy and had  felt superior to his junior, the future Emperor Meiji. Now 
Meiji and Meiji's son were both dead and he alone remained to remember 
the honorable aspirations of the country at its awakening.

Saionji dropped the bu tt of his Pall Mall as it began to bum his stained 
knuckles. His faithful private secretary Nakagawa— not a Court spy like 
H arada— came up the m ountain behind him, breathing heavily. The priest 
of the tem ple was approaching from the other direction to offer a cup of 
hot green tea. In  a  few minutes Nakagawa would escort him down the hill 
to his breakfast.

Saionji abruptly m ade up his mind. H e would break with his lifelong 
public advocacy of civilian government and would join forces openly with 
the Arm y faction of W ar Minister Ugaki. Ugaki might not have the great
ness required of a shogun but he had courage and good intentions and his 
followers in the officer corps were known as moderates.

SAIONJI WARNS HIROHITO

T hat afternoon when Baron H arada, the secretary-spy assigned him by 
the Court, cam e out to Okitsu with a report on the selection of the prime 
m inister pro tem, Saionji conveyed his purposed threat to the Throne in 
guarded hints. He told H arada that it was a  pity W ar Minister Ugaki had 
not been m ade acting prim e minister. Didn’t the Emperor know that dur
ing Ugaki’s long convalescence in the country he had been asked separately 
by representatives of each of the two major political parties to become their 
president? D idn’t the Em peror know that Ugaki might create an opposition 
by putting together either of the political parties with disaffected elements 
inside H irohito’s own cabal of military officers?

“M ark m y word,” concluded Saionji, “if the administration does not 
m ake enough of Ugaki, he may well resign and strike out on his own. Then, 
believe me, the administration’s loss of face will be something to see.

Secretary-Spy H arada hurried back to Tokyo and waited impatiently for 
H itohito to return from the Army grand maneuvers. Hirohito, on his way 
home, had had his battleship heave to off the Kii Peninsula so that he could 
spend a day there with the scientists of a biological institute specializing
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Duly warned by Konoye of the situation at home, Captain Yamamoto 
and Navy Minister Takarabe disembarked in Japan on May 18, 1930. 
Crowds turned out, unprompted, to acclaim them as conquerors. The vast 
majority of the people, knowing only what they had read in the newspapers, 
welcomed naval limitations as a guarantee against high taxes and as a blow 
for peace. When the two delegates reported at the palace, Hirohito de
livered to each of them his customary noncommittal words of praise, 
“Thank you for your pains.”

The chief civilian delegate to the London Naval Conference, Wakatsuki, 
a former and future prime minister, arrived home by ship a month later. 
By then receptions were better organized. The crowds still cheered, but a 
professional agitator of the Black Dragon Society handed Wakatsuki a 
ceremonial dagger wrapped in silk— a delicate hint, it was said in the 
newspapers, that he should commit suicide for having endangered the 
national defense.

While the great fake debate filled headlines and occupied the public 
mind, liberals allied with Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji urged Hirohito 
to sign the naval limitations treaty at once and the conservative Fleet 
Faction urged him not to sign it at all. Hirohito insisted that, before decid
ing on the treaty, a co-ordinated national defense plan be prepared, one 
that would govern military expenditures during the coming decade. The 
plan was duly drawn up in great secrecy by key men in the Army and Navy 
bureaucracies. Its text is not extant, but an officer who worked on it recalls 
that “it agreed pretty well with the actual military development of Japan 
as far as 1939.”

By July 23, 1930, the War and Navy ministers and the Board of Field 
Marshals and Fleet Admirals, controlled by Hirohito’s cousins, accepted 
the plan and forwarded it to Hirohito. With the plan went a covering 
memorandum to the effect that the naval limitations treaty would create 
some “insufficiencies in the national defense” but that the offensive power 
provided for by the plan would offset any real danger and would assist 
substantially in “advancing the national program.”

The next day Hirohito asked his Privy Council of elders to consider the 
treaty and advise him on whether or not to sign it. Under the Emperor’s 
benign gaze and with his tacit encouragement, the Privy Councillors refused 
to recommend the treaty for his sanction because they were not allowed 
to see the co-ordinated national defense plan which Hirohito, as com
mander-in-chief, had sponsored, approved, and declared top secret.

The reason for this Gilbert-and-Sullivan impasse was that Hirohito had 
no intention of signing the naval limitations treaty until the elected govern
ment approved a long-range budget for the defense plan—in particular for 
the naval and naval air development programs which were the most expen
sive parts of it. At the behest of eighty-year-old Saionji, however, Prime 
Minister Hamaguchi refused, under one pretext or another, to find funds 
even for the first year of the plan.
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M anchuria would provide a safe spilling space for domestic poisons. As a 
m em ber of the Black Dragon Society, D r. Okawa had been recruiting 
underw orld involvement in the scheme since some time in the fall of 1930.2 
Army involvement was being arranged  a t  the same time by Field Marshal 
Prince Kanin, the Army elder who was also senior member of the imperial 
family. The combined th rea t of militarists and street bullies was calculated 
to intim idate all the many Japanese who had never handled a gun or 
studied karate.

A s stirred by D r. Okawa’s spoon, this diversionary plot quickly thick
ened as if it were being improvised by a  pair of joke writers in a hotel room 
late at night. While pretending to m ake General Ugaki and Black Dragon 
Toyam a tire leaders of a scheme to dynamite the Diet, why not also impli
cate the troublesome anti-Soviet Strike-North visionaries in the bosom of 
H iroltito’s own cabal? W hy not incriminate the cabal’s First Crow, Colonel 
N agata, o r  even the propriety-loving members of Hirohito’s Big Brother
hood? From  D r. Okawa’s point of view, it was good personal insurance to 
involve as m any im portant people in the web as possible. So well did he 
succeed tha t he was later able to plan m urders with impunity and even to 
slip the noose of M acA rthur’s justice.3 Indeed the ghosts of blackmail and 
counterblackmail which he raised in M arch 1931 still hang over the moats 
like will-o’-the-wisps to haunt the palace to this day.

UGAKI’S COYNESS

During the incubation of the M arch Plot in late December 1930 and 
early January 1931, General Ugaki, the war minister, asked time to con
sider Saionji’s secret proposal that he join in a coalition against the Throne. 
H e dined almost nightly with representatives of the two major political 
parties, trying to decide of which one he would accept the presidency.

In  those same weeks Acting Prim e Minister Shidehara was busy amend
ing the budget forced through by his mortally wounded predecessor and 
trying to find in it an extra 50 million yen ($25 million) for the Navy. With 
H irohito’s backing he even asked the Army to curtail its own development 
schemes. A s chief of the Military Affairs Section in the Military Affairs 
Bureau of the W ar Ministry, the first of the Three Crows of Baden-Baden, 
Colonel Nagata, was forced reluctantly to draft an:unpopular plan to lay 
off m anpower from every Army division in  order to preserve some fun s 
in th e  Arm y till for long scheduled increases in tank and mobile units.

2 That was why Editor Iogi—also a member of the Black Dragon had Proi™ ^  
“something big in February or March” when he had advised Prince Konoye o 
imminent assassination of Prime Minister Hamaguchi. _ ' f

8 The palace made special efforts to help him evade American trial an cr 
examination— efforts which were not made for any of the other war crirnma s a 
their formal indictment. The story of his escape under guise of feigned insanity is to 
in the final chapter of this book.
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political, economic and military conditions within a potential enemy nation 
such as Great Britain or the Philippines. This year, 1930, the adversary 
scrutinized was Japan itself. And the conclusions were, briefly, that corrupt 
political parties and cartels were interposing a fogged filter between the 
pure executive light of the Emperor and his moths of men in the regiments 
and on the farms. To remove the blemish and “perfect the national struc
ture” a Shown Isshin or Hirohito Restoration must be carried out which 
would convert Japan into a “National Defense State” that would be 
“mobilized for total war.”

The threat implied by the 1930 “Inspection of General Circumstances” 
was clear: either the politicians and business magnates of Japan would 
find money for the co-ordinated national defense plan or they would be 
conscripted in a total mobilization. To make sure that this message was 
broadcast widely, Intelligence Chief Tatekawa sponsored the organization 
of a noisy debating society in the ranks of young Army staff officers—one 
which received so much publicity at the time that some historians have 
seen in it the fountainhead of Japanese fascism. It was called the Saknrakai 
or Cherry Society, a name rich in murderous historical associations, which 
meant by implication society of young warriors ready to die.

Veteran politician that he was, Saionji could not help but admire the 
marksmanship and saturation of the fire being poured upon his faction of 
liberals. In a self-mocking mood, over his sake cup one night, he acknowl
edged to his political secretary, Big Brother Baron Harada, that the only 
satisfaction left in life for Prime Minister Hamaguchi was “like scratching 
your toes with Western shoes on.”

Finally on September 15, 1930, with a sigh of approval from old man 
Saionji, Primp Minister Hamaguchi gave in. At a meeting of Hirohito’s 
Privy Council of elders he put himself on record promising to assume full 
responsibility for finding the necessary funds for future secret naval devel
opment. The Privy Councillors asked him several waspish questions and 
finally he replied, “We are all men of the Inner Circle. There is no room 
for debate.” At its next meeting the Privy Council resolved that the Board 
of Field Marshals and Fleet Admirals could keep its secret co-ordinated 
national defense plan and that tire naval limitations treaty might now be 
submitted to Hirohito for his sanction. According to the notes of Baron 
Harada, this abrupt volte face on the part of the Privy Council was brought 
about by one Privy Councillor telling the chairman in private that the 
treaty debate was beginning to “vex” Hirohito.

LION SLAYING

Trusting Prime Minister Hamaguchi’s word that funds would be found, 
Hirohito signed the naval limitations treaty on October 2, 1930, and grate
fully turned his attention from politics to military matters. Lieutenant
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“N agata-san,” he s a id /“I  w ant you to draft an operations plan for a 
military coup d 'etat which will bring General Ugaki to power as'the Em
pero r’s shogun. Unless we have such a p lan ready to use, a plan to restore 
the E m peror to true  imperial power, we will never be able to get the poli
ticians to support our program  in M anchuria.”

“Is  it  to be a real o r a fake plan?” asked Nagata suspiciously.
“W rite it as if it were real,” ordered Koiso.
“It is a  bad South Am erican way to gain power,” said Nagata, shaking ' 

his head. B ut a few days later he obediently slapped down a sheaf of papers 
on Koiso’s desk with the contemptuous comment: “Here is the novel you 
asked m e to write.”

N agata’s novel called for a mob of 10,000 patriots to surround the Diet 
on M arch 20 and hurl smoke bombs at it. Then the 1st Division and the ' 
Im perial Guards Division were to proceed, for the sake of public peace, to 
throw  a cordon of troops around the administrative heart of Tokyo. Major 
G eneral Tatekaw a of Intelligence or M ajor General Koiso of Military 
Affairs would stride into the D iet and demand a quick vote on the Army 
program : realization of the N ational Defense State under Ugaki and disso
lution of political parties. Thereafter Ugaki would present himself to the 
Em peror in the palace to crave sanction for what was done, and an emis
sary would go to old m an Saionji in Okitsu to  demand his formal approval 
of it.

W hen U gaki was advised of the plan, he wondered only where the bombs 
and the m ob of 10,000 patriots were to come .from. M ajor General Tate
kaw a prom ised that the mobs would be provided by the Black Dragon 
Society under the direction of Lord Privy Seal Makino’s man. Dr. Okawa. 
A s for the bombs, Tatekaw a undertook to see to them himself. He wrote 
a letter to the principal of the Infantry School in Chiba, asking him to 
deliver to bearer 300 training grenades. The bearer was Lieutenant Colonel 
Hashim oto, the later Panay-sinker. The grenades were large, paper-encased 
firecrackers designed to create the illusion of battle during maneuvers. Each 
was guaranteed by the m anufacturer to produce a six-foot jet of smoke and 
as much noise as four simultaneous rifle reports. Lieutenant Colonel Hashi
moto brought them back to General Staff Headquarters in Tokyo, stacke 
them in Intelligence Chief Tatekawa’s offices, and there, a day Or two later, 
delivered them to an underling of Dr. Okawa for distribution to his civilian 
agitators. - ny

Seeing a t la st that the coup might have some solid foundation m gun 
powder, Ugaki sounded out Lieutenant General Mazaki Jinzaburo, t e 
com m ander of the crack 1st Division which was slated in the coup planning 
to seize the Diet.5 * To General Ugaki’s consternation Mazaki insisted that

5 Mazaki was soon to become the number-two leader of the Strike-North idc ’
in the Army who would fight a  long losing political battle with Hirohito over
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“encounter with an imperial prince”—so he later described it to the police 
—which persuaded him to postpone his deed.10

Instead, of killing Hamaguchi immediately, cutthroat Sagoya followed 
the prime minister around the city, posing a silent threat during the con
clusion of the budget debate. Saionji’s political secretary, Baron Harada, 
learned from the police that “someone has been stalking the prime minis
ter.” Official Tokyo watched the hunt with fascination. Home Minister 
Adachi Kenzo, who had charge of the police, was himself a member of the 
Black Dragon who had ingratiated himself with the Throne in the 1890’s 
by contributing to the murder of the queen of Korea. His police shadowed 
the shadower but made no attempt to arrest him.

Prime Minister Hamaguchi, the Lion, refused to be intimidated. On 
November 9, he finally persuaded the Navy minister to accept a com
promise budget of 374 million yen. It appeared that Hamaguchi had won 
a great victory, and finding himself still alive, he began to talk bravely of 
making a thorough overhaul of the machinery of Japanese government. 
It was his ambition, he said, to subordinate to the supreme authority of the 
Cabinet all de facto instruments of policy making, even the Emperor’s own 
Privy Council. Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji sympathized with this goal 
and asked his political secretary to encourage the prime minister. Harada 
reported Saionji’s words at Court.

One evening in the second week of November 1930, Big Brother Prince 
Konoye received a visit from Iogi Ryozo, the burly, sixty-year-old editor 
of Japan and the Japanese, the periodical that had touched off the naval 
limitations debate in 1929 with its special issue on national defense. Iogi 
was a charter member of the Black Dragon; it was he who, in 1921, had 
notified Konoye in advance of the assassination of Prime Minister Hara. 
Now, in 1930, he intimated to Prince Konoye that a similar mishap might 
soon befall Prime Minister Hamaguchi. “Things,” he added, “may gradually 
start to happen from now on. Something big will follow in due course, 
about February or March.”

On the evening of November 13, 1930, Big Brother Baron Harada 
spent an hour and a half in private with Prime Minister Hamaguchi at his 
residence. The Emperor was out of town again, this time attending the 
annual grand maneuvers of the Army. Hamaguchi explained to Harada his 
government reorganization scheme, the implications of the new budget, 
the need to curtail the powers of Hirohito’s Privy Council and Army and 
Navy General Staffs. “Take good care of yourself,” said Harada meaning
fully, as he left the prime minister’s residence.

“I hoped there would be no mishap,” he added piously to his diary when 
he had returned home.

10 The prince was almost certainly Big Brother Higashikuni who took the same 
train back to Tokyo from the naval maneuvers.
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$100,000, which, as he said himself, was a large sum to disburse in the 
m idst of a  world depression.7 W ar M inister Ugaki agreed.

On February 26, 1931, after two weeks in high society, Ugaki returned 
to a second evening of beguilement with D r. Okawa and the geisha of the 
Golden Dragon teahouse. Ugaki was far more respectful toward Dr. Okawa 
than he had been but he continued to ask questions. W hat had become of 
the manifesto which Dr. Okawa was drafting? W hat was being done to 
enlist the massive popular support which D r. Okawa had promised? The 
glib doctor assured Ugaki that the manifesto was being written and that 
an underground web of conspiracy was spreading through the people like 
mushroom  roots. In  the meanwhile it  would greatly facilitate preparations 
if D r. Okawa could tell his recruits that the great General Ugaki had 
promised to head the coup d’etat government.

“I  have waited to see a concrete political plan for the new government,” 
said Ugaki, “and some evidence of popular support for it. When I see these 
things, then I  will give you my answer.”

Ugaki passed the evening drinking sake, enjoying the geisha entertain
ment, and talking to a group of young Army officers who came to the party 
late with Pn/my-sinker Lieutenant Colonel Hashimoto. Before dawn, his 
head in the lap of a geisha, Ugaki was heard to boast: “If our plans go 
awry and the Em peror refuses to give his approval, I  swear to cut open 
my belly in the Im perial Presence.” Drunk though he was, Ugaki had 
thoroughly incriminated himself before geisha witnesses. He had threat
ened to em barrass the Throne. H e  had committed lese majeste. It was all 
that the M arch Plotters needed— enough to keep Ugaki out of politics, 
enough to blight the rest of his career.

The next day, while Ugaki was recovering from his hangover, some 
of the members of the cabal who were closest to Hirohito began to spread 
word among their minions that the plot had served its purpose and would 
soon be canceled. A t the same time Prince Kanin’s Army conspirators, 
who wished to create a genuine national scare in preparation for the seizure 
of M anchuria, urged D r. Okawa to stage at least a small public riot before 
the p lo t was allowed to grow moribund.

For the next three days Dr. Okawa remained ̂ imperturbably drinking 
sake a t the Golden Dragon and signing chits in the name of Baron Toku-

7 Tokugawa was the brother of Hirohito’s chamberlain in charge of peerage and 
heraldry. His hobby was natural history and he was one of a group o ama ed 
biologists who dined regularly with Hirohito in his private quarters. Throug 
interests in Malaya and Sumatra and through friendship with the rajah o o o• , 
Tokugawa was also a leading advocate of a policy of Striking South. When e i 
South finally came in 1942, Hirohito made him curator of the Botanical Ga7dc^  
Natural History Museum of Singapore. Under his charge this cradle of the the ry 
of evolution would become, in 1943, a front for the master intelligence orgamza i 
through which Hirohito kept track of his proconsuls in the newly acquired ternto 
of the South Seas.
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run the nation in fact-as well as name would die with him. So, too,, would 
.his hopes for peace. ; ■ ;;
/<;.;Jhe;police raadei.a lengthy investigation of. the assassination and-divulgbcC 
no relevant details except that the, assassin, Sagoya Tomeo, resented Prime 
Minister Hamaguchi’s part in passing;, the naval. limitations; treaty;- A s . far 

/  as the public was concerned, that ended the matter. Sagoya- spent three 
years out of jail on the recognizance of various police chiefs during his 
investigation and trial. Then, on November 6, 1933, he was finally con
demned, to death. Three months later,. on the eve of his execution, he ■■ 
was amnestied by- Hirohito and set free. Under the name, of.}Sagoya, 
Yoshiaki; he continued, until the late 1960’s, to live the life of a national 

• hero,'supported by unseen hands, and always ready to contribute a rabble- 
rousing speech at gatherings of Japanese rightists. -V



Okawa at the Totaku Building in downtown Tokyo on the afternoon of 
March 18 and agreed on a greatly- reduced but still stiff settlement of 
200,000: yen ($l00,000,)vThedealW as.w itnessed:hythV a^
Baron Tokugawa’s estates and byiDr. Okawa’s chief henchman. The ad- i 
ministrator undertook to pay the 200,000 yen in four monthly installments 
and the - henchnian, * “weeping with patriotic disappointment,” promised to 
cancek the attack on the Diet. ’77‘w

I t  was agreed that Dr. Okawa would keep the Army’s bombs for secur
ity until the money had been paid. That night Dn Okawa’s henchman / 
moved the borhbs secretly from his girl.friend’s home to a trucker’s ware- ; 
house in northwestern Tokyo. There they were kept for a yhar and used • 
as a reminder to the . high brass of the Army that the; March Plot could V 
be revived atVany time. Baron Tokugawa'pmdThe hugeiWackmail;* stayed 
solvent, and continued to enjoy hisintitnacy“WithiHirphko7-D 
settled with the Black Dragon, paid his bill at the Golden Dragon, and; 
remained at large to carry out many, more nefarious commissions for Hiro- : 
hito’s chief advisor, Lord Privy Seal Count Makinot 7  ̂7 '; 7’ . >

Late on the afternoon of the settlement, tlie first of the Big . Brothers, ■ . 
Count Makino’s secretary, Marquis Kido, took the train out to Prime- 
Minister-Maker Saionji’s villa on the seashore at Okitsu and. told the. 
old man about “the coup d’etat of General Ugaki?? which had- justLeen- , ; 
successfully “nipped in the bud.” Saionji, recognizing defeat, assumed an 
air of noncommittal indifference. In the course of the evening, however,. 
he allowed some of his bitterness to come out in critical Teminiscences ' .. 
about Lord Privy Seal Makino at the Versailles Conference;;Years later, - 
writing in prison, Kido was to admire' Privy 'Seal MaWno’s ;.deftn^ 
conducting . . . the March Plot . . . out of darkness into .darkness.’t  ; ;.

B o th ’ the Strike-North - rightists in The Army and the strike-nowBere 
Constitutionalists around Saionji had heeniintimidated. .General;Ugaki M /.;. • 
seized the bait and run with i t  far enough to spoil his chances for a politi- . 
cal .career. M any im portant .fish knew of the, fishing but hardly a bubble 
had broken" through to tho surface of Japan’s deep political sea. In less 
than a year Hirohito was to  appoint M ajor General Koiso, the plot-piaster, •. 
to the post of vice w ar minister. ..

^10  ̂ ' v ’".. ■ ; f V k^. 3- i  7 1;V';':-̂ 7; 7  '..77 ^MWco/z A ânc/ziirw^
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•A/ft^er%»^einivM'e:.nextf day,he -was disappointed .by the; defeat of his 
^ ^ ^ d id a t e i ^ O T .^ n i s t ^ r  ;Ugaki,r but. Jialf' satisfied with-the compromise ; 
-(c£uididafe,-lFpreigh Minister, Shidehara. ■
: • On the morning of November 16, according to a banker friend who was; 

close to him at that , time, the old man could not sleep. He arose at first - 
light, drew the screens of the room where he lived .and worked, and.,stood 

' on the .balcony watching the fishermen launch their boats. If ever, there
had been a: time to think, it was now. , . .........

. • A decade ago Saionji had seen in Hirohito’s ambitions the callow inno
cence of youth. But Hirohito, at, thirty, had not mellowed.. He was unflagr 
ging in his attention to duty, always fair-minded in. discussion, invariably 
courteous and intelligent. .But he remained deceptive in his openness, hard 
in his. kindness, ruthlessly objective in matters of life and death. Even his 
warmest partisans acknowledged a cold, mechanical quality in him. They 
called it,a “godlike, awe-inspiring purity,” but Saionji sometimes wondered 
ft it were not a io m  oi madness. . , . . : V

All efforts to guide Hirohito had failed. The time had come to oppose 
him positively, The chiefs of the Army and. Navy and police were under 
the Emperor’s, control, Only the people could help. But to tell the people 
the truth would be to make them all republicans, Communists, regicides. 
They must be kept in ignorance and led. The problem was to give them a 
leader, a twentieth century shogun to compare with Ieyasu, the first of the 
Tokugawas. Then Hirohito would have to back down.
> Saionji called out in the silent house for someone to help him. His 

maid appeared, half awake, and assisted him as he put on a lined winter 
kimono. Since the infidelity of Flower Child in 1924, Saionji had. had no 
regular live-in mistress, and the maid was no more than a servant. Saionji 

\ never felt more loneiy than on a morning such as this when he wanted a 
; ' sympathetic listener on whom to try his thoughts. .As he passed through his 

.. ^garden gate'and.started, up the hili, the maid roused his gatekeeper and 
Chauffeur so that someone wduld follow him and be. ready to help him if 

'• •%,^aUcvtirgd:him' . ' ’- , •• > ■ ,.
f t ^ P v.e the streets of the fishing village of Okitsu where he. lived,' Saiohji 
Panted his cane resolutely on each flagstone step along the wooded path- 

• .^ny.up the. hill. When he reached the £ate of the teniple at'the. top lie 
burned to rest iuid look back over the bay .below. Then he turned and ;cdn- 

^.lemplated:the view, inland toward Mount F u ji.A-turban̂  ̂ol'mist had slipped 
mountain divorcing its perfecfiy cdnicai, snow-capped 

:■ ' from any, visible connection with the earth. To safeguard this mOum
/ tain, this land, of the; gods, this heritage of the difficult young ̂ Emperor---; 

^ ^ .W e re iS a io n ji’ŝ ;̂taSks;rAhdffie:ffilt inadecjuate to fulfill theiiii His;sight 
I jh^ar i i igyvere^ound , ; ;but His diabetes troubled him.He-cohld no longer 
: ' drink enough.to feel druiik.■■He:c'6uldmo^longer remelt hiS thought pro
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he devoted his attention to a detailed review of the .military plans which 
had been made. His objectives differed from those of. most of his Army. 
advisors. H e wanted to control M anchurian bases in order to establish a 
pattern  which would enable him later to  control other strategic bases all 
down the China coast toward Singapore. H e did not set high priority-on 
outright conquest and colonization of Manchuria. The acquisition of Korea;
under his grandfather, had already demonstrated that Japan’s overpopu
lation problem  could no t be solved by expansion toward the north. The
m ass o f Japanese; were simply no t interested in emigrating to chilly farm
lands, no m atter how rich. Even Ainu Hokkaido,; subjugated centuries 
ago, was still sparsely populated. W hat Japan needed; were warm lands - 
for colonists and resources for industrial development— the oil and rub
ber and minerals of the E ast Indies. Only the unsophisticated Army mind 
could desire M anchuria as an end in itself. /- ...

H irohito had  before him two plans. One called' f o r r c t t tb a d c  M- 
m anpower, an increase in mechanization, m ore divisions stationed in Korea, ... 
and no  increase in the Arm y budget. I t would strengthen the Army for 
any use to  which it might be put, Hirohito approved it formally on July 
15:, 193.1, /  ■ ^

T he other plan, of greater moment, was the operational blueprint for k. 
the take-overo f M anchuria which H irohito’had commissioned in 1928 from, 
the young, cqrrosive-tongued-military: genius,;Lieutenant ColonelIshiwara;v 
Kanji. Ishiwara’s completed study/was; exhaustive and .imaginative. It an
ticipated all military contingencies /and gracefully /suggested/.a /number o f . 
political strategems which m ight be used in Japan  and abroad to  make the 
operation seem accidental. H irohito adm ired ' all of i t : except for a few vi
sionary pages toward the end in w hich. Ishiwara expressed his hopes for ; 
m aking M anchuria a “paradise.”

Officially, in  late 1930, H irohito had had Ishivvara’s opus filed away as. 
“contingency’.planning,, top secret.” .Unofficially he had toldhis great-uncle, / 
F ield M arshal Prince Kanin, to : see that all: necessary military; preparations 
were m ade so that the plan would be ready for execution.by August .1931. 
Secretly w ith  Count: M akino,-Hirohito was now. gnawing over the; political 
implications and, deciding on certain options which he: would reserve for .;.. 
himself, to  exercise or not, when the time came. /" V V/^

; A s soon as H irohito gave his unofficial nod;■...operatives/of- the  cabal m ; 
A rm y Intelligence and in the military secret police began to find arid make 
provocations for intervention in Manchuria;; In June 193.1, a Japanese in
telligence agent, traveling as a n “ agricultural expert” in eastern Mongolia,

the rights of Korean immigrants there who were being/harassed .by Chi  ̂  ̂
/  nese farmers in the digging of a drainage ̂ ditxffi^
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in bacteriological and chemical warfare studies.1 When he finally arrived 
back in the palace on November 21, Harada at once sought an emergency 
audience with Lord Privy Seal Makino, the Emperor’s chief civilian advisor. 
Baron Harada told Count Makino that Saionji was ready to make common 
cause with Strike-North visionaries in the Army and also with Baron Hira- 
numa, the long-faced lawyer who would itemize Hirohito’s mistakes before 
allowing him to surrender in the bunker in 1945.

In reality, Saionji had not even considered an alliance with Hiranuma. 
He was one of Saionji’s oldest and most bitter political enemies. He repre
sented the clan lords of yesteryear and the Black Dragon gang lords of the 
modern cities. He stood— at least in Saionji’s mind—for a return to the 
eighteenth century police state of the Tokugawas against which Saionji had 
fought as a young knight in green armor riding for the royalists in 1868.

Nevertheless, in Harada’s imagination, War Minister Ugaki was about 
to be backed by a Saionji-Hiranuma-Strike-North coalition and had become 
a formidable threat. “General Ugaki’s value as a man,” he said, “may be 
vastly overrated, but the charisma seen in him by the public could enable 
him to wreak havoc. We must try to keep General Ugaki as happy as pos
sible within the present Cabinet.”

After duly weighing Harada’s warning, Count Makino decided that 
instead of placating Ugaki it would be better to frame him for high treason 
and then control him by threat of exposure. Makino turned the matter over 
to his private political fixer, Dr. Okawa, the ideologist of the Strike-South 
pragmatists and former headmaster of the palace Lodging-House indoc
trination center.

March 1931

THE MARCH PLOT

Dr. Okawa proceeded to make Ugaki the chief gull of a fantastic scheme 
for an imperial coup d’etat. The coup was never executed nor was it ever 
meant to be. It never made the headlines nor, until years later, was it much 
talked of outside the ruling class. Yet within that tiny insular world the 
March Plot, as it came to be called, would ruin Ugaki, shackle Saionji and 
remain a sharp instrument of Hirohito’s domestic power for the next seven 
years.

The March Plot had been first conceived as a way of preparing domestic 
politics for the conquest of Manchuria. The idea was that a threat of coup 
detat by right-wing elements could be used to persuade the masses that

1 His suite found the scientific talk boring and Grand Chamberlain Suzuki Kantaro, 
the old Taoist who would be prime minister at the time of the surrender in 1945, 
inquired, “Are you not tired, My Liege?”

No, whatever I hear I listen to,” said Hirohito. “If you understood, you would
ud many useful things to be learned here.”

If he were not a god,” sighed one of the' chamberlains, “he could not do it."
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’•;. In the second week bf January 1931 v as ’WarMinister Ugaki was return
ing to his-office: from one-of his lunches with politicians, he was accosted 

^-m''tKfe\cpfn4^Y’°?.' ffi'^-V^apiMinistry by Lieutenant Colonel Hashimoto.
iil' 'American' history'for ordering the sinking 

;of Uie: U.S;S. Panay in the Yangtze River in 1937. Hashimoto had just 
returned from a tour of duty as an attache in Turkey. He had interesting 
theories - about fascism for small nations. When he hailed Ugaki as the 

i; stopped to chat with him. By way of
explaining /his greiehng^-Hashimoto persuaded Ugaki to stop by for a 

lv̂ moriieht in i t^  Kuniaki, the over-all chief
•' ::of th e ty a r ,,M ^  Bureau. Though technically a sub-
• ordinate of Ugaki, Koiso administered his bureau with great independence, 

born of his recognized position as an old favorite of Field Marshal Prince
/ Kanin.^ '\ ; : • ‘ . ■'

General Koiso suggested to General 
; r ..Ugaki;Uiat ffieTGenter of the Army’’̂— a euphemism for Hirohito—had a 
• : ;iffit6jnci^-^ssion;ior >him to perform. KoisoThen took’Ugaki to an unpre

tentious adjunct of the General Staff Headquarters and ushered him into 
■ the office of Major Genera^ the Chief of the SecondDepartment,
,• Intelligence. .^  ; sieepy-eyed Tatekawa—the “Peerless Pimp”
/ ; , whp.h^ Prince Kanin the Peking end of Chang Tso-lin’s
; ; killing in 1928—suavely suggested to Ugaki over a cup of green tea that 

; :; Emperor Hirohitb \yas tired of Japan’s interminable dirty politics; that the 
v;_; cb^ento/clearise' the 'nation; that Hirohito was ready to accept an

y  r* 6 n e s |^ b ^ -’iike .TJgaki :if -he; jro'uld' -lead the Army in an imperial coup 
d’etat.

di^jieacdohXof;thfe*enthusiastic General Ugaki was favorable 
a 'few days’ thought -and investigation, he grew 

v iacreasingly cautibus andpircumspect. He told Koiso and Tatekawa that he 
C’;^ ^ ? ^ ^ ^ t's^-jeirtdenceypf^igehiMne national support before he committed 
 ̂ ‘for’ liim .on January 29, 1931, to take lunch with

:,; y We^bers of. the lEIeyan- ,Club,-'Hirohito’s inner , civilian circle, presided over
• Kido, the secretary bf Lord Privy Seal 

' ;Count Makino, and by Big Brother Baron Harada, the secretary-spy of

Tgaki wais visibly gratified byThe Iunrhepp but remained evasive about 
i r t h i ? m | t  week of February 1931, he 
, Jold Major General Koiso that he was waiting to see realistic preparations 

?Qup. Kdiso':sumrnbned his principal section chief, First Crow
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' Tiddeh .with:, the •'Mongois in their drive on Mukden during Pnnce •
It would be Koiso who would act as 

■>ap̂  months of the kamikaze m late 1944; and



with the cabal, “ tha t they sent m e only an assistant chamberlain ” He im
plied that any higher chamberlain, knowing better, could not have relayed 
the message without shame of lying.

Everyone in the aristocracy, m any in the middle-class bureaucracy, and 
a  few in the  masses of the foot soldiers knew that the conquest of Man
churia was in the making, bu t no t a w ord of their suspicion was printed 
in the press or discussed a t public gatherings. The Emperor’s secret was 
the secret of the nation. Nowhere but in Tap an could the plans of the chief 
be held so privily in  the minds of the whole tribe. On small uncivilized 
islands ou t in the Pacific Am erican anthropologists had encountered similar 
secrecy tow ard outsiders. B ut in such a  large industrial nation as Japan, 
the thought had to be dismissed as madness. Intelligence officers at the 
A m erican Em bassy in  Tokyo warned Washington of tension in the Far 
E ast bu t discounted the possibility of war.

Even the Chinese government showed no unusual signs of alarm. Chiang 
K ai-shek was waging one of his periodic “bandit suppression campaigns” 
against the peasant “rabble” of Communist Mao Tse-tung. Chiang had 
with him  the whole of the M anchurian Army as well as its leader, his 
faithful disciple, young Chang Hsueh-liang. I t  seemed inconceivable to 
W estern military observers that Chiang and Chang would leave Manchuria 
defended only by raw levies unless they thought that Japan meant nothing 
serious. W estern observers, however, did no t know that Chiang Kai-shek, 
and Sun Yat-sen before him, had agreed to sacrifice Manchuria with only 
a  token face-saving fight if Japan would promise not to interfere with KMT 
unification of the rest of China.

By July 22, 1931, it was apparent to American reporters in Manchuria 
tha t the Kwantung Arm y had set up field pieces all along the right of 
way of the Japanese-owned South M anchuria Railroad. Chiang Kai-shek 
filed no protest, and Chang Hsueh-liang merely retired to the American 
Rockefeller H ospital in Peking for one of his recurrent treatments for 
opium  addiction.

4 1 6  R ubicon Manchuria

READY AND AIMED

O n July 25 the last bolt was tightened on the iron floor of the most 
m onstrous of Japan’s unseeable war preparations: a  pair of 9.5-inch can
non m ounted in a shallow silo in  the very heart of the Manchurian capit 
of M ukden. Twenty-five years earlier the Russians had used the cannon to 
good effect at the siege of Port A rthur. The bold idea of tracking ® 
weapons north and  installing them in  the Japanese compound in Mu e 
had  occurred to the brash young strategist, Lieutenant Colonel Ishnvara in 
late 1928. During the summer of 1929, he had prepared an emplacemen 
for them  under the unlikely cover story that the Japanese community o 
attaches and aides in M ukden were building themselves a swimming poo • 

'■ H ired Chinese coolies dutifully sank in  file e a r th s  concrete pan ee
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, he knew nothing of any plans to seize the Diet and had no intention of 
participating in “illegal activities” without direct written orders from the 
Emperor.0

March 1931

UGAKI’S SEDUCTION

War Minister Ugaki was so shaken by Mazaki’s advice that the unsavory 
Dr. Okawa had to begin courting him all over again. On February 11, 1931, 
Okawa took Ugaki out for an evening of talk and play at the Golden 
Dragon geisha house in Tsukiji. It was one of Tokyo’s most expensive 
pleasure restaurants, a favorite of Lord Privy Seal Count Makino. Now, 
however, Ugaki was not easily to be seduced. The political planning for the 
coup Still seemed vague to him, he said, and he was not yet convinced that 
it had the support of the “Center of the Army.” After much drinking of 
sake, Ugaki went home, pleased with his discretion, to await developments.

On February 13, by Dr. Okawa’s arrangement, Ugaki began a social 
whirl calculated to turn the head of any man born, as he had been, in a 
farmhouse, and living, as he was, on a salary of $3,000 a year. Not a day 
passed in which he did not lunch or dine with someone above his own 
hereditary station who could claim to be close to Hirohito. He started on 
January 13 with Colonel Okamura Yasuji, the third of the Three Crows of 
Baden-Baden, who, but for Commodore Perry, would have inherited the 
command of the Tokyo castle guard. Ugaki went on to lunch on February 
14 with Hirohito’s trusted go-between to Chiang Kai-shek, the ubiquitous 
Lieutenant Colonel Suzuki. A few days later Ugaki dined with Suzuki’s 
patron, Big Brother Colonel Marquis Inoue Saburo, the illegitimate son of 
Emperor Taisho’s Prime Minister Katsura. Next it was an invitation to the 
villa of Prince Konoye, the leader of Hirohito’s faction in the House of 
Peers. And finally, through Konoye, War Minister Ugaki sat down to dinner 
in the villa of Count Arima, an in-law of the Empress.

Count Arima stated unequivocally that it was time to complete the 
Restoration of 1868 and place the Emperor at the helm of a National 
Socialist state.

For further details, Count Arima referred the befuddled, bedazzled 
Ugaki to the “paymaster of the proposed March incident,” Baron Toku- 
gawa Yoshichika, a scion of the great family of shoguns which had gov
erned Japan from 1600 to 1868. Baron Tokugawa was well-to-do but not 
truly rich. Nevertheless, for the March Plot, he had at his disposal

plans to conquer China. He was a thoroughly blunt and honest officer, and the father 
of the Mazaki, mentioned in the Foreword, who befriended the author and his fellow 
inmates at a concentration camp in the Philippines during World War II.

0 By so saying, Mazaki permanently alienated himself from the Throne. He would 
be relentlessly persecuted by the princes of the blood for the next five years and finally 
disgraced by unjust imprisonment and dishonorable discharge.



Arm y throughout W orld W ar EL H e would officiate over the humiliating 
surrender o f Singapore to the British in  1945. Until his hanging in 1948 ' 
he would serve in prison as the m ost relaxed and optimistic of the de
fendants at the  Tokyo war crimes trials. Even his American captors would 
adm ire him  for his open, bloodthirsty, devil-may-care attitude.

4 1 8  , R ubicon Manchuria

O n the m orning of A ugust 1, 1931, Lieutenant General Honjo reported 
at the  Summer Palace in H ayam a to take lunch and receive his new com- ’ 
m and officially at the hands of the Em peror. The time had come, under 
H onjo’s aegis, to  brief the field commanders of the Army on the confusing 
pressures which would be exerted on them  in the months ahead. Hirohito, - 
as the representative of his high priestly ancestors, could not openly take 
responsibility for the seizure of M anchuria. The responsibility must be ' 
shouldered by the official governm ent of Cabinet and prime minister. The 
government, however, was unwilling to  accept the responsibility. Hirohito 
and C ount M akino planned to use the Army to .intimidate the govern
ment. A t the same time, the government’s timidity would serve as an 
excuse to keep the Arm y from bulling north across Manchuria into a war 
w ith Soviet Russia. In  this fashion Hirohito hoped to control both the mod
erates, who wished to avoid foreign entanglements, and the militarists, who 
wished to  exhaust Japan’s empire-building energies in Siberia. Hirohito’s 
personal ambition, the Strike-South into the rich fleslipots of the South' 
Seas, w as still so futuristic in  terms of,national strength that mention of 
it  would only align the militarists and moderates against Hirohito.

The commanders of Japan’s seventeen standing divisions and three 
colonial armies m et for briefing on the Manchurian operation* on August 3. 
H irohito gave an individual audience to each commander, dropping word 
that he knew and approved of the events scheduled for the near future. 
During the audiences with the Em peror, General Honjo of the 10th Divi
sion was put in another room  of the palace to work out secret lines of 
liaison between the Throne and his, future command in Manchuria. 
Closeted with him  were the ubiquitous Lieutenant Colonel-Suzuki, to speak 
for the Throne, and the affable Colonel Itagaki, to speak for strategist Ishi- 
wara and the Kwantung Army’s troops in  the field. .

T hat night a t a  secret meeting in  the muggy offices of the General Staff 
just outside the palace walls, Prince Kanin’s two minions, Peerless Pimp 
Tatekaw a and M arch ,P lo tter Koiso, cautioned a  select gathering of fie 
com m anders not to divulge classified sections of the planning for Man 
churia to  W ar M inister General Minami Jiro. Too much knowledge, t ey 
agreed, would only compromise M inami and compound the difficulties o 
the role he had to play as intermediary between the Throne and t e
Cabinet. ' - \  * " ,

The next day, August 4, General Minami delivered his scheduled a 
dress to Japan’s commanders before they returned to their divisions. It was
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gawa. Finally, on the evening of March 2, Military Affairs Bureau Chief 
Koiso invaded the teahouse, dragged Okawa from the arms of Yoshimaru, 
his geisha mistress, had him immersed in a scalding tub, and then sat him 
down in a quiet room to dictate notes to Black Dragon leaders instructing 
them to raise a mob the following afternoon in Hibiya and Ueno parks.

The “show of force” which materialized in the parks the next day was 
disappointing. Three thousand laborers, vagrants, and drunks, hired at 
fifty cents apiece, turned out to hear some routine patriotic speeches by 
ward heelers and shout a few banzais.

Too late, on the morning of March 3, General Ugaki telephoned Mili
tary Affairs Chief Koiso and announced, “I see no reason to become a party 
to this foolish scheme.” Three more days passed before Ugald realized 
that “this plot was not an ordinary one” and that he had been thoroughly 
traduced and suborned. On March 7, he went to the palace to declare 
his innocence of any disloyal intent. Dr. Okawa’s patron, Lord Privy Seal 
Makino, who saw him on behalf of the Emperor, agreed to be lenient and 
promised Ugaki a face-saving assignment soon, out of the way, in Korea.

DR. OKAWA’S PROFITEERING

For the purposes of state the March Plot ended here, with Ugaki’s 
shamefaced withdrawal from the presence of Lord Privy Seal Count 
Makino. For the private purposes of Dr. Okawa, however, it did not end 
until many months had passed. The devious doctor realized that his posi
tion was precarious and that he must make the most of his blackmail ma
terials while they were still relevant and in his hands. The lord of the 
Black Dragon Toyama had lost face and needed to be recompensed. Prince 
Kanin’s minions in the Army were disgusted by Okawa’s performance and 
disposed to be unfriendly. After communicating by letter with his patron 
Count Makino, Dr. Okawa determined to use the 300 training grenades 
in his possession to embarrass the Army and to make sure that his bills 
would be paid to the hustlers of both the Black and Golden Dragon 
establishments with which he had done his business.

Until the third week of March, Dr. Okawa maintained that he intended 
to go ahead with the planned bombing of the Diet on March 20. Military 
Affairs Chief Koiso and General Staff Intelligence Chief Tatekawa became 
increasingly fearful that the Army’s part in supplying the bombs might be 
made public. Finally, through the mediation of retired Colonel Komoto 
Daisaku, the Baden-Baden Reliable and bridge-blower who had dynamited 
Manchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin, Dr. Okawa agreed to give up his 
attack on the Diet in return for a suitable fee—one million yen ($500,000)!
Baron Tokugawa, the March Plot’s financier, observed that “these details 
make me feel unpleasant.”

By retired Reliable Komoto’s arrangement, Tokugawa met with Dr.

March 1931



vances. Through Japan’s ancient, efficient, uncensorable communications 
system, the word-of-mouth grapevine, the general public was informed that 
an adjustment -had been made and a consensus reached. During the next 
week the Tokyo daily, papers received several thousand calls from readers ! 
asking, “When is the war going to start?” Westerners living ‘in-Japan, par- ’ 
ticularly Western intelligence agents, were given hardly a hint of dhe ex
citement in the air. . .Jy v

Rubicon Manchuria

VEILED ORDERS

On September 14 Saionji summoned W ar Minister Minami to his: villa 
in Gotemba and gave him a broadly constructed version of the terms which! 
he had  accepted. The Em peror, Saionjo said, had decided, that the Kwan- 
tung Arm y m ust proceed with “prudence and caution” and must limit its 
operations— at least to begin with— to the environs of .Mukden: and .a few, 
other railheads in south central M anchuria. Saionji did not explain how the 
Army could attack and kill with prudent caution or how.it was to seize and 
hold,an enclave w ithout strategic boundaries, in the midst of China. *

W hen W ar M inister M inami returned to Tokyo the next morning, ..he 
summoned an emergency meeting of Army brass and relayed .Saionji’s 
strictures. A t first th e ; majority of the officers present were in .favor of 
shelving the conquest plans entirely rather, than court .disaster by starting 
something that could not be finished; The officers closest to Hirohito, how
ever, assured the others that no such drastic change of course was expected ; 
of them. In  the end it was agreed that Saionji’s orders must 7be delivered 
verbatim .to the Kwantung Army but m ust also be explained Jest they cause 
confusion. To tell an obedient, circumspect commander like Lieutenant 
G eneral Honjo that the Em peror wished, him to move with caution would 
be to tell him not to move at all without further instructions. ;
, The choice of the emissary to Honjo might have been made by. War Min

ister M inami if alert members of the cabal-had not pointed out that a com
m ander on w ar duty was under the jurisdiction of! the General Staff and 
that the ,courier to General Honjo should be appointed by the Chief of 
Staff. Minami agreed and the meeting-broke up.. ■•!■J-f
- M ajor General Koiso of the Military Affairs Bureau at once telephoned 
M ajor General Tatekawa, the Peerless Pimp, Chief o f= Operations in the 
General Staff, and Tatekawa quickly arranged to have himself sent to 
M anchuria with Saionji’s message. Then Tatekawa summoned to/his pfiice 
the chiefs of the Russia and China Desks in Army Intelligence, who listene . 
while Tatekaw a .treated them to a long, musing' soliloquy. 'Tlie schedule 
date for the -“rising’’: in M anchuria was September 28, whs it not? In view.

JP
o w n :conscience to lead the nation in what must be done; Because of Jsi- 
pan’s relative; weakness, duplicity was required. It was up to every oyz
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CLEARING THE DECKS

Disquieting rumors of the March Plot, dissatisfaction with budget cuts, 
and alarm at the military’s share in the planning for the future made for 
a stormy spring session of the Diet. At the end of it, in April 1931, the 
Cabinet resigned and left its prime minister, Hamaguchi, to die of his gun
shot wounds in the quiet of private life. Hirohito appointed as the next 
prime minister Wakatsuki Reijiro, vice president of Hamaguchi’s party 
and former chief delegate to the 1930 London Naval Conference. Ex-War 
Minister Ugaki, notwithstanding his past services to tire Throne, his firm 
intention of going into politics, and his recent flirtation with high treason, 
meekly withdrew from the domestic scene to become the governor general 
in Korea.

Prime Minister Wakatsuki obediently submitted to Hirohito an ordi
nance requiring all government employees except judges to accept a 10 
per cent decrease in salary if they made more than $50 a month. Judges' 
salaries, by a peculiarity of the administrative code, could not be decreased 
except by the judges themselves. During the formulative stages of tire 
ordinance there had been bitter complaints from young bureaucrats of good 
family and even from some of the patriotic but already underpaid officers 
of the armed forces. Now, however, when Hirohito signed the decree on 
May 27, 1931, the nation’s servants gave an astonishingly Japanese ex
hibition of self-denial by “tightening their loincloth strings” and submitting 
in silence. Tire bar association resolved that the judiciary should follow 
suit voluntarily and individual judges did so without known exception. -

Hirohito was now ready, politically and financially, to launch his im
perial program on the Asiatic continent. Throughout the summer of 1931
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kaw a the situation in  Tokyo around the Throne and would still have time, 
if need be, to call all units and cancel the action. While Ishiwara was 
drafting the necessary orders, Itagaki entrained for Mukden to present the ~ 
plan to  General Honjo.

O n September 16, while Ishiwara and Itagaki were agonizing over the 
contents of the cablegrams, H onjo completed his inspection and went by 
rail to a place called Liaoyang o r Far-from-the-Sun, a junction 40 miles 
south of M ukden where the Japanese railroad management had a small 
airfield. There H onjo m et old General Suzuki Soroku who had just flown 
in from Tokyo. Suzuki was the near twin and for forty years the cavalry 
com rade of Field M arshal Prince Kanin, the gray eminence of the imperial 
family. H e had left Tokyo a t about the same time as Tatekawa’s cable
grams. Over dinner he and Honjo discussed the situation at home.

L ater that evening when Itagaki arrived breathless from Port Arthur, 
Honjo introduced him curtly to General Suzuki and told him, please, to 
take some responsibility and handle details himself rather than bothering 
old generals in their moments of relaxation. Itagaki hastily bowed his way 
out, consulted with Ishiwara by phone, and then issued the necessary orders 
for the night after next.

Cover plans were now completed. I f  the operation went awry, Prince 
K anin was ready to  take responsibility for Hirohito, Tatekawa for Prince 
Kanin, Honjo for Tatekawa, and Itagaki for Honjo. I f  all went well, each 
would share in the credit, according to his station. Ultimately Ishiwara and 
Itagaki would take the blame, and Itagaki would be hanged for it by the 
Allies.2

4 2 2  R ubicon Manchuria

THE GO-AHEAD

On the morning of September 17, 1931, after spending the previous eve
ning with Prince Kanin’s emissary from  Tokyo, General Honjo went to a 
park in Far-from-the-Sun. There he reviewed a dress rehearsal by Japanese 
troops of the “incident” on the railroad which was to serve as provocation 
for the war of conquest scheduled to start the’next night. Early on D-day, 
September 18, Honjo canceled a scheduled visit to one of the battlefields of 
the Russo-Japanese W ar and devoted the morning and early afternoon to 
a  detailed run-through of all plans with his field commanders. At 2:00 p .M- 
he boarded a Pullm an car for a good sleep during the six-hour journey bac 
to his headquarters at P o rt Arthur.

While his Pullman clattered away from M ukden toward the southwest, 
the train of Peerless Pimp Tatekawa crossed the Korean border and ap-

z The multiplicity of cover stories would convince Western historians that iun'0̂  
officers had acted on their own and later shamed senior officers into sanctioning w a 
had been done. The reality, in which every man oh the ladder, from lowest to hlg ’ 
conspired to deceive, knowing exactly what was afoot, is demonstrated by Lieu e 
General Honjo’s diary.



A' '  ' CHOICE OF A COMM'ANDER ' V AV';:\A;

, From July 13 to 17, the regimental, cominanders of the principal divi
sion which would be used in Manchuria, the 10th, met for “map, exercises 
and “tactical studies.” Their, chief was Lieutenant General Honjo Shigeru, 
an ideal leader for a controversial operation. At fifty-five he was respected 
by the rank and file as one of the most capable of die elder generation of 
nonpolitical Army professionals. Trained in garrison duty in China, long a 
friend of the murdered Manchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin, he spoke fluent; 
Chinese and was a, firm, believer in ultimate Sino-Japanese partnership. 
Now, because of mounting tension with Chifia he was letting his mustache 
grow to conceal his striking personal resemblance-to Chiang Kahshek. *

On July 13, as Lieutenant General Honjo presided over the opening of 
his division’s map exercises, General Ugaki, on his way to Korea'as.the. 
new governor general, stopped by at the lQthDivision .base, southwest:of ' 
Osaka to greet Honjo and have a talk withhim.Seven years of strict Japa- 
nese military seniority separated the two, but Honjo, the junior, was warmly:• 
disposed toward Ugaki. He owed Ugaki many past favors, and he knew 
that Ugaki’s new post was not all that die older general had hoped for.

The two men met over tea in a kiosk beside the railroad, track, LJgakic 
circled in slowly to the point of the conversation. ' It was a. part bf his 
penitence to the Throne for high treason-—part of the price he was paying 
for his position of continued honor in the hierarchy—that he persuade his 
protege Honjo to lend his name and leadership to the seizure of Man
churia. Without going into details, he suggested to HonjoThat a bargain 
had been made with Chiang Kai-shek, that Japanese occupation; of. Man- :, 
churia was a necessity in view of the growing military strength..of'Bol--: 
shevik Russia. Some day, he.piously hoped, Manchuria would be a model: 
Asiatic state , which would serve as a bridge and a bond: of • friendship 
between China, and Japan, Then, abruptly; he told General Honjothat", 
he was “the choice of the Center of the Army” to be the next commaiidef-. 
in-chief of Japan’s leasehold presence in Manchuria, the Kwantung Army.;- 
Honjo realized that he was being. asked a question and replied .at oiice 
that fie would be greatly. honored if the majority of the Army, the'sensible v 
field officers of the Ugaki Faction, should back, him for. such a. promotion.

Ugaki grunted his appreciation and returned to. his train. At the , next 
station, fie wired old Prince Kanin’s man, Major General Koiso of the 
Military Affairs Bureau in Tokyo, that Honjo would accept. Two days 
later .Hifohito set his great .seal upon Honjo’s reassignment papers, arid the 
cabalsubiquitous Lieutenant Colonel Suzuki Tei-ichi arrived at Honjo’s 

- headquarters to inform him, unofficially,; of the great:. confidence Which 
.the Emperor placed in him. ; ;;;\ A'. 0  A'Ab'A ;TT; j- -

,v.; Furthermorej . continued Colonel Suzuki, tfie Ethperof, had approved. 
aPpointment of Colonel Doifiara Kenji as chief of the Special Service
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In  Mukden, having finished his phone call, Itagaki-emerged from h is: 
office all smiles, Thereby signifying ;to his staff, that the light was. green. Then 
he lay. down .ostentatiously on a couch to take a nap in. preparation for a 
long night’s,work, v '  .•

; A t the South M anchuria .Railroad track north of Mukden, an operative 
o f  the Special. Service O rg a n 3 was wiring, up forty-two cubes of yellow 
blasting powder on the. embankment, five feet to the west of tile tracks 
running in from the northern town of Changchun or Long Spring Thaw. 
H e buried the explosives carefully so th a t they would throw a lot of dirt 
bu t would cause no real, damage to the strategically important Japanese- 
owned, railroad track. Later the Japanese Foreign Ministry would main- 

. fain tha t Chinese soldiers had set the; blast and that it had destroyed over 
a  yard; o f  track, seriously disrupting operation of the line. While making 
repairs, the Japanese Army would cordon off the area so that no Chinese 
could go near the damage, to inspect it. A fter an “official investigation” the 
A rm y would try to explain how the 10:40 express from Long Spring Thaw 
had, passed over the track a  few minutes after the explosion and arrived 
in  M ukden without its passengers feeling a jolt. The Army would produce 
an  “eyewitness” of the should-have-been derailment and quote him as 
saying: “W hen the express reached the site of the explosion, it was seen 
to sway arid incline to one side but it recovered arid passed on without 
stopping.”

4 2 4

ONE-NIGHT WAR

, The plunger for the m ock bombing of the tracks was pushed at approxi
mately ,1Q; 20 p .m ., Japanese railroad guards who had been ready waiting 

. in  the area for a week “conducting night maneuvers”— so they had told 
the Chinese— at once fell upon a Chinese constabulary patrol which had 
been sent to  watch them. Two companies of Japanese regulars from the 
K w antung Army, who were billeted nearby, joined instantly in the mop- 
ping-up operations. >
. The Japanese dynamiter at the. track phoned the Special Service Organ 

in  M ukden. There . Colonel; Itagaki had just risen, glanced at his watch, 
yawned, pu t on his coat, and announced to his amazed staff that he was 
go inghom e to sleep in his billet. When tire phone, call came, however, he 
calmly told the dynamiter: a t the other, end of the line to begin at once 
to attack tlie North Barracks of the Chinese garrison, some 300 yards from 
the scene of file: mock bombing: No sooner had he given this order than 
the switchboard cut him into a second line, leading to the concealed at 
fCryi.bf 9l5-inch Russian cannon. H e ordered the: gunnery officer tiere

A  A  Lieutenant Komoto. Suemori, a. member of the same Kobe ..family 
; ' whose Colonel Komoto Daisaku had blown up Chang: Tso-lin Under similar. . .

‘yAstancesViri  T928. W 'V.. y  • : t, L
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Organ in Mukden, the Army’s political espionage agency there. General 
Honjo knew Doihara well—he had worked with him in Peking in 1918. 
Doihara was one of the Eleven Reliables chosen at Baden-Baden. Having 
served in China almost continuously since 1913, he-had a wide acquaint
ance with petty war lords, malcontent mandarins, and out-o£-power Man- 
chu princes. His understanding of transactions conducted in the irregular 
currencies of China—women, bombs, opium packets—had gained him a 
name as the “Lawrence of Manchuria.” The Mukden branch of the Spe
cial Service Organ had hitherto been run by minor operatives; at the very 
least, Doihara’s appointment to it meant a change in Chang Hsueh-liang’s
regime in Manchuria. 1

Finally, Suzuki reported, the Emperor had appointed Colonel Tojo 
Hideki, the later military strong man of World War II, to be chief of the 
General Staff’s Organization and Mobilization Section. Honjo knew Tojo 
only slightly; he seemed to be a competent desk man, a stickler for details 
and efficiency. >

Honjo sighed expressively and told Suzuki that he was ready for what
ever duty lay ahead. Privately, as revealed in ;his diary, he had many 
doubts, suspicions, and second thoughts.

AN EERIE QUIET

In mid-July old Saionji confided to Prime Minister Wakatsuki that he was 
alarmed by rumors which he heard from many directions about plans for 
war in China. Wakatsuki took advantage of the recent “incidents” in 
Korea and China to make a special report to the Throne on the growing ten
sion between Japan and China. Chiang Kai-shek, he said, had correctly ac
cused the Japanese Army in a recent speech of supplying money and guns- 
to anti-Chiang insurgents in the Canton area. A delegation from the Canton 
faction of the KMT or Kuomintang had now arrived in Tokyo to negotiate 
official Japanese recognition and support for their regime. The experts in 
the Foreign Ministry advised a friendly but noncommittal response on Ja
pan’s part. Nodding approvingly, Hirohito said that he deplored the de
terioration in Sino-Japanese relations. He added. “I  may assume, may I  
not, that you will keep Sino-Japanese goodwill as the cornerstone of our 
policy?”

Prime Minister Wakatsuki, emerging from the audience chamber, asked 
Baron Harada if the Emperor meant “Sino-Japanese goodwill or its oppo
site.” Saionji, when the quip had been relayed to him, sent a note to 
Privy Seal Makino asking him to clarify the Emperor’s ambiguity. A vice 
chamberlain at once arrived in Okitsu by the sea to assure old man Saionji 
that when the Emperor said “Sino-Japanese goodwill,” he meant onlyithat 
and nothing more.

Bear in mind,” sniped Saionji at his political secretary, his intermediary

Seizure of Mukden



4 2 6 W^^P.!0^:'Manchwia
sir, that you will allow Itagaki to proceed with .the contingency .plan that 
has already been prepared.”

Lieutenant General Honjo squatted dramatically on the matting by the 
telephone for a moment of Zen contemplation.' “Very w ^ 
dared, opening his eyes,: “let it be done on my;own tespotisib li^  
the phone, loudly reproved Itagaki for acting without authorization, and 
then simply listened, interjecting an occasibnal 'TIai! So be it.”

Honjo approved Itagaki’s plans forattacking the walled city of dowhtown ' 
Mukden at 11:30' p.M. A  fulTregiment, said Itagaki, had.already grouped; 
for. the attack:’ Major' General Tatekawa, incognito, ’ was assisting; tiie; 
colonel of the regiment In order to give the troops 4‘figKtingrspiritLHy: tlifeV 
railroad track north of the city Japanese troops had occupied most of .the 
constabulary barracks. The 9.5-irich cannon trained bn (Siiang Hsuefe: 
bang’s airport'was reported to be putting shells right on target, demolishing
hangars and planes. None of the Chinese airmen had attempted to take off" 
in the dark. ' '

Honjo hung up smiling and ordered his staff to prepare for immediate 
transfer of Kwantung Army Headquarters north to Mukden. At 1:30 a.m.,; 
September 19, he phoned the commander of Japan’sK drean;Amy.Tn;' 
Seoul, seeking to share a little of his responsibility...|le:was';assured that , 
Japanese troops in Korea would lend assistance as necessary., Awingof 
Japan’s Korean-based .air force would be ready to land at die,Mukden:;.air  ̂
field as; soon as ..light came. .Having notified Colonel. Itagakiypfyjhesby 
arrangements, Lieutenant General Honjo boarded a trainTowMukdenat; 

y 3:30, A.]yi.;. y -v.,
•, Ten minutes later Mukden’s; . walled ci.tadelywas.decL .
Major General Tatekawa returned to the Literary Chrysanthemum to slppn
About an hour later the Hasebe.Brigade' occupied:.';theyCOTter;:bLIhngy 
Spring Thaw, 190 miles north of Mukden. By .5:00 a . m ; all the Chinese ;
towns along, the South Manchuria Railroad from. PortArthur.500 :,niiles
north were in Japanese hands. At ffrst .light. Japanese bombers frorn Korea

atured airport.'landed a t  Chang Hsueh-jiang’s captured airj
By . noon-, when General. Honjo arrived; in ! {

M apchuria.was.virtually;pver.y There w a s .l^
Thaw but it  woulpL be . finished. by-m ^

. would be in fuil Tedeatitow ard the Sungari River- whicli separated soiith 
M anchuria . frorniiorthM anchuria,and,;diethdroughly:Chinese.business^^^.

, twu -yeais cciiiicji uflu.iuujujuouuvu • y.& r r r r -

and precisely two Japanese: i-.v.;r-.:-:
> ■ A A .  ’A : : : k  c ;A y ;y  3  ■ y. >'■ k 3
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jn diameter and 39inches deep. To keep out the cold and preserve bath
ing officers from the ogling of Chinese passers-by, the “pool” was sur
rounded by a large shed covered with ’a flimsy pretext of a roof that would 
permit an easy exit for shells. At one end were hung big bamlike doors to 
permit an easy entrance for heavy aquatic equipment such as diving boards. 
Late one night in May 1931, however, the doors were opened to admit 
two heavily guarded vans,t containing the cannon. One of the cannon was 
installed so that it was permanently trained on the main barracks of the 
Mukden constabulary; the other so that it was aimed at the airfield from 
which Chang Hsueh-liang flew his fledgling air force. While this incredibly 
brazen piece of chicanery was under construction, Chinese plainclothesmen 
stood daily watch across the street from the shed. When the moment to use 
tire guns finally arrived, no countermeasures had been taken to prevent 
them from hailing down shot on their two targets.

COMPROMISE FOR CONQUEST

Since receiving Hirohito’s go-ahead in early June 1931, Ishiwara had 
worked with a fanatic’s zeal to prepare for his scheme of inside-out con
quest. As soon as the emplacement of the big guns in Mukden had been 
completed, he returned to Tokyo, in the last week of July, to answer ques
tions about his efforts from the other military members of the cabal. The 
young bloods of the Strike-North faction in the General Staff approved his 
plans enthusiastically. But from older cabalists—like First Crow Nagata 
and the later World War II prime minister, Tojo Hideki—he received only 
qualified encouragement, tempered with many political anxieties.

The thorny Ishiwara, knowing his own limitations as a politician, had 
come to Tokyo forearmed for such objections. He had brought with him 
from Manchuria Colonel Itagaki Seishiro, one of the Eleven Reliables chosen 
at Baden-Baden. Itagaki had worked with him in Manchuria since the 
summer of 1929, supplementing his tactical vinegar with the oil of a con
summate politician. Itagaki came of a good family, high among the re
tainers of the old Nambu clan which had governed the northern extremi
ties of Japan for the Tokugawa shoguns. He had the sleek round-faced 
neatly mustached look of a seal, and he slapped backs like a veteran tour 
director. He never gave the impression of being too quick-witted. Indeed, 
on a later occasion, Emperor Hirohito would tell him to his face, “You 
are the most stupid man alive.” But he had the knack of making* other 
mens ideas socially presentable and politically acceptable. Long after 
Ishiwara’s genius and ideals had been put prematurely, to pasture, Itagaki 
would remain at Hirohito’s side, full of bland inoffensive energy. He would 
lead Japan’s best mobile division to the worst defeat of Japan’s war with 
China. He would reign as war minister during Japan’s disastrous Nomon- 
han border war with Russia in 1939. He would command the Korean
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in order to keep track of military and political developments in the field and 
in Tokyo.

At 6:30 p .m .— about the time that Honjo and Tatekawa had begun 
their conversation—Prime Minister Wakatsuki summoned to his Tokyo 
residence the political secretary of Saionji, Baron Harada. He asked Harada 
to tell Saionji that the civilian members of the Cabinet had decided, to 
appeal directly to the Throne. They would beg Hirohito to order the Army 
to obey Cabinet instructions and to refrain from enlarging the theater 
of operations. After dinner at 8:30 p .m .—about the time that Honjo and 
Tatekawa finished their conversation—Hirohito’s principal advisors met in 
an anteroom of the new concrete Imperial Library in the palace woods to 
consider the Cabinet’s demand. Attending were Lord Privy Seal Count 
Makino; his level-headed secretary, Big Brother Marquis Kido; Grand 
Chamberlain Admiral Suzuki Kantaro, the cigar-smoking Taoist philosopher 
who would preside over Japan’s surrender in the bunker under the library 
fourteen years later; and Imperial Household Minister Ikki Kitokuro, a 
graduate of the bureaucracy who had been used at Court since Emperor 
Meiji's day for handling delicate liaison work with the Home Ministry and 
police forces. These four discussed Prime Minister Wakatsuki’s demand 
until 11:00 p .m . They recognized the fact that the prime minister repre
sented not only the civilian politicians of Japan but also Saionji, the 
Sumitomo cartel, and a majority of intellectuals, industrialists, and profes
sionals. In  vain the four courtiers looked for a compromise, a formula of 
words which would please all parties. The Army wanted imperial sanction. 
The Cabinet wanted imperial non-sanction. And Hirohito wanted national 
unity. He demanded that the Cabinet vote funds and encouragement for 
the men in the field.

After two and a half hours of brain teasing, Hirohito’s three principal 
chamberlains, together with Marquis Kido, decided to tell die prime 
minister that it was “displeasing to the Emperor for the prime minister to 
depend too much on others”; that the Throne sensed “a lack of complete 
unity in the Cabinet” ; and that, therefore, if the prime minister wished to 
stop unauthorized troop movements, “he must do it on his own respon
sibility.” After Hirohito had approved the message, it was delivered to 
Prime Minister Wakatsuki the following morning, September 20.

Also that morning the ranking officers of the Army met at the old War 
Ministry outside die palace walls to consider a request from Lieutenant 
General Honjo in Manchuria. Honjo asked that reinforcements be sent to 
him from the Japanese Army in Korea. War Minister Minahu pointed out 
that the policy of the Cabinet—a policy which Hirohito had called ap
propriate”—was one of “non-aggravation of the incident.’

In essence the reinforcements would make possible an enlargemen o 
the theater of operations. It was up to the officers present, sai ar
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the one function of the three-day conference which was to be public and 
open to the press. Innocently assuming that the conquest of- Manchuria 
was to be a blunt,' straightforward, above-board military operation, Gen
eral Minami added to his speech a patriotic exhortation to the troops.

“Accordingly,” he concluded, “those who must render service in military 
affairs this fall have the obligation to pursue their training and arduous 
education diligently. I t is to be expected that they will be completely pre
pared to exercise their duty.”

War Minister Minami had unwittingly alerted the public to the com
ing Manchurian campaign, for Japanese newspaper reporters heard in his 
words the first official admission that Japan was going to war.1 The big 
dailies at first printed Minami’s remarks without comment, but two days 
later, A sa h i (the equivalent of T h e  N e w  Y o r k  T im e s  in Tokyo) noted edi
torially: “The military seems to be openly disregarding public opinion and 
defying the government.”

This oblique statement was the only reporting of the fact that old Saionji 
and his fellow liberals were waging a desperate last-ditch struggle behind 
the scenes to prevent tire planned war. Saionji had persuaded the civilian 
members of the Cabinet to refuse to approve the necessary transfers of 
funds for the war. Hirohito, for his part, refused to give his official sanc
tion to the war unless the Cabinet would back him by assuming fiscal re
sponsibility. War Minister General Minami took the position that he could 
not begin the war without properly signed imperial orders.

Unofficially, Hirohito was encouraging the junior officers of his cabal to 
push forward on their own. On August 25 the spokesman for a group of 
concerned young men in the Naval General Staff asked Secretary-Spy 
Harada to warn Saionji that Hirohito was, in effect, planning to move 
troops in Manchuria even without first giving his sanction.

Saionji was obliged to recognize that the Cabinet’s refusal to be involved 
in the war would avail him nothing. That same day, at his summer villa 
in the mountain resort of Gotemba, he received a visit from Prime Minis
ter Wakatsuki who urged him to accept a compromise. As he watched the 
sun sink behind the towering cinder cone of Mount Fuji, Saionji said 
he would consider Wakatsuki’s proposal.

Sometime in the following week, a month before his eighty-second 
birthday, Saionji sent word to Prime Minister Wakatsuki that he would 
accept the offered compromise: first a limited operation around Mukden 
in southern Manchuria, then “a pause for reflection” before further ad-

1 That night Kido, Lord Privy Seal Makino’s secretary, wrote in his diary: “A 
strong wind from Minami made things very damp.” In one of his typically discreet 
private jokes with his diary, Kido, was punning on the name Minami, which is also 
the Japanese word for south. Honjo’s diary and the newspaper weather columns for 
the date of Minami s speech leave no doubt that it was an ordinary hot/ overcast, 
August day without a drop of rain or a breath of wind.
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; overseas, FfirohiM^ the prime minister a face-saving compromise. Let . 
the Cabinet vote funds for; the expedition, and Hirohito would personallyj

ordering in Japan’s Korean Army. To old man 
Saionji?S disgust, Prime Minister Wakatsukicapitulated. On’the morning of 
September 23, the Cabinet voted to fund the troop movement, and Hirohito 
signed the orders for the Korean Army to cross the frontier into Manchuria.

/ ■M as a part of its cover story for the - Em-.
peror, later made much of the fact that one battalion of the Japanese Army 

JnJ.Kdrea .crossed the Manchurian border before receiving, the, imperial 
sanctionV The implication was that Hirohito had bowed to the pressure of 
a  f a i t  a c c o m p l i -  The truth was that eager Army officers had. such excellent 
liaison: with the Throne Room that they , knew when to move even before 
receiving their formal orders. ‘ . : - ; .

During this mummery the world reacted. On the advice of their am- 
bassadorsdn the Orient, all the Western powers believed that the Kwariturig 
Army had acted without orders and would be brought into line shortly. 
For months the ambassadors had ignored warnings by Western; journalists 
and businessmen and had heeded reassurances from officials of the'Japanese 
Foreign Ministry. Now the. ambassadors had much- face at stake fand;were 

. .not prepared to' change their professional judgment overnight. Nelson T;
: Johnson,: for instance, the U.S. Minister in Peking, had received a ihemo.. 

from anA m erican  .advisor' oh Chiang Kai-shek. only tvventy-four hours 
before the seizure of• Mukden. The memo had: bluntly{• stated; jtliat jjtlle 

- Japanese jArmy was iabout to occupy Manchuria. Minister Johnson had . 
labeled .the memo “incredible, fantastic”, and .' forwarded it/tO .W 
jn ian: ordinary diplomatic pouch which didmpti *£ach:T^ 

;.;Mbkden:jwaS';already:--inJapanese.hands.-. -
.;i ' ;T nv;T pkyo,;U .SdvA m bassadorW .,C am eron .F orbes,;:;the : poloTlayinS,y 
grandson of Ralph W aldo Emerson, had thought sb little of similar warnings 

That he had. arranged to em bark for . the United plates fdrv a ppptine. re- ,
b riefingon the very day of September :19. When ne\vs o f the Mukden coup : 
b ro k e  that niorning, he of course;called Washington and inquired .whether.

Secretaity; jof; State ; h
who Would iatei* urge the ,atomic; bombing of Hiro.shiina on. P r ^ ^  

f T n im a n ^ a d y is e d :;A ^  to :; cqme::.lio me  ̂pi ^

•;i.bedewedjuntiiti^ Japonesebiplbm

j 0il^|Septeml^P^2; j
^bbseryer|pf b ie  jli^ajiue'' d i la t io n s  ;̂yki:k <.
S ? |ap an ese^^  
i'icmjy^ftdfVpareftiF
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Japanese to lighten the Emperor’s burden as much as possible and prevent 
.'any tarnish fromSettling bn the- sacred Throne bequeathed by the:ancestors; 
In this present critical period, there must always be;one official plan for 
foreigners, a second for Japanese, and a third for the/Etnperbr’s personal, 
retainers. It should not be’necessary'for the Throneto issue expiicitprdefs 
for the drawing up of such covers. They should come. into being auto
matically out of the patriotic desirB ofevery Japanese-to preserve the honor- 
of'the nation.' ■ ; . '■ ‘
' Having expressed his thoughts in fron to f histwo subordinates, Tatekawa 

sat down and drafted an official Army cablegram to General Honjo. Tate- 
kawa announced that he planned to visit Mukden, the Manchurian capital, 
three days later, arriving by train af ViOS P.xl. on the evening of September 
18. The fact that he gave Honjo three days to prepare for his coming and 
that he wished to meet Honjo in Mukden rather than the Kwanturig Army’s 
leasehold headquarters in Port Arthur 250 milea to the south: suggested 
broadly that Honjo should carry but the coup ahead of schedule and be. 
ready as conqueror to receive visitors in the enemy •capital by Septembef 
18.' Tatekawa read the cable aloud, affixed To it his seal, and asked the 
two desk chiefs, who had beeii standing by throughout his performance, to 
see tba titw as properly Encoded and dispatched. . V

The chief of the China Desk returned to his Office and draftedia second 
telegram of his own to Colonel Itagaki,“'the/politician.of the Kwatitung 
Army. In it he repeated the itinerary of Tatekawa’s trip to Mukdenj and 
added: hospitable treatment w iti :  be appreciated;- m s mission;'is 
to prevent the incident. ‘'Tlie ''Russia ’Desk^mMi;<Oduten^tA£folbhel; 
Hashimoto, who six years later was to Order the sinking.Of the;U.S.S. i?nnOy, 
sent off a third telegram. Stamped; “top;sectet, .persorialilVit was;addfes’sed 
to a close friend who was an aide bf Ishiwara, the strategist of .the Kwan- 
tung Army. This'telegrath. said succinctly and dramatically:; plot exposed. 
ACT BEFORE TATEKAWA’S ARRIVAL.
• While'Tatekawa'proceeded leisurely by train through Japan and Korea, 
stretching a one-day journey into three, his’.cablegrams rwere,causing.con
sternation' at Kwaritung Arffiy Headquarters in Port Arthur. General Honjo 
was away inspecting preparations in Mukden, and itagaki arid Isbiwara 
had been left in chgrge. ; Itagaki, the 'politician,.' took the.cribleTo'niean that 
the Enaperbr wished the seizure of. Mukdeil: to . be ̂ executed' Iriimediately.' 
Ishiwara, the \rtrategist,’i%^|b6nlrerffedriest^sT.deffcateiy;'ffihed'i^iani"be- 
spoiled by last-minute haste. Both men; feared that General Honjo’s re
action to the cables would be to postpone everything until he heard more 

. :thh'’g j o f i ^  both worked
tb'.naught-’- While they 

they held up. the cable to Honjo and did not forward 
it. Finally ;they resolyed to ask:Honjo to, schedule theseizure of 'Mukden 

•. September,,18; .'a.few^hpurs after the.ahticipated rifrival of
v Peerless PimpTatekawa.In this.way they would be able to1 hear frbm.Tate-
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DOLLAR SWINDLE

. * ( 1 9 3 1 - 1 9 3 2 )

THE SPY SERVICE . ,

, s^ n 9^ intimidation— of war and threat of ^ a r  abroad, Of
assassination and threat 6f assassination at home, and of bribery and black- 
•® ^5>?J-!?9^1fro9fsTrI?e9ccupiied Japan from late September i931 to late 
May 1932. Only a few score men starred in this eight-month melodrama: a 
motley cast of palace advisors, patriotic street toughs, retired China experts, 
crack naval pilots, and Army Intelligence officers. In Japanese accounts 
their individual parts are recorded separately, without being fitted into any 
over-all script. It is always rioted, however, that this actor dealt'with that 
actor, and when all , these connections are put together, it turns out that a 
single web was involved, of men who were ail friends of friends, of one an- 
other, They, were associated not because they shared the same guilty aims 
but because they were organized—organized by a brain trust roughly com
parable to that of the Central Intelligence Agency in the present United 
States. ' -

hlpt much is known about this “Civilian Spy Service” as it is called by cine 
informant. What few, written records it kept of its transactions, if ̂ destroyed, 
annually. Before the American Occupation in 1945, even its last-official 
code name was successfully, forgotten. However, the,clues ffiat survive, indi- v  
cate that it was not an authorized institution of the Japanese government 
but. an ad hoc network which had grown up, contact by contact and friend- y 
s h i p  b y  friendship, around the. person .Of .the Emperor; and .
privy purse. All evidence suggests that; Hirobito inherited the'skeletoripf its -‘i 
structure from his grandfather, Emperor Meiji;

The shadyo/y directors of the spy. service.acted as nerve. center for niany ; 
different s£.hi-autonomOus organs of espionage: Army and Navy Intelh-
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proached Mukden from the southeast. A t 5:18 it stopped to take on water 
at the village station of Pen-hsi-hu, Lake-at-the-Bottom-of-the-Valley. 
There it was boarded by the affable politician of the Kwantung Army, 
Itagaki. He was ushered to the parlor car of the affable Tatekawa, and 
the two like-minded officers sat down to enjoy an hour and forty-seven 
minutes of circumspect belly talk while their train completed its run into 
Mukden. The opening gambits of their conversation, as reconstructed from 
stories they later told their friends, went like this:

Itagaki: “You are well, sir, I hope.”
Tatekawa: “Well, as a matter of fact, I have not slept much on the 

train and I hear you boisterous youngsters need discipline, but let’s leave 
all that until I have had a good night’s rest.”

Itagaki: “We young men are also tired by our recent efforts, sir. So have 
no doubts about us but let me take you to a good inn when we arrive in 
Mukden and we will discuss business in the morning.”

When the train reached Mukden at 7:05 P.M., a staff car was waiting, 
chauffeured by a young major, the officer who had received' P a n a y -s id k e r  
Hashimoto’s cablegram three days earlier. He drove Tatekawa and Itagaki 
to the best teahouse in the Japanese quarter, the Literary Chrysanthemum. 
There the choicest geisha and sake had been laid on for the night. Itagaki 
drank one toast and then said that he was expecting a very important phone 
call at the Special Service Organ. With this excuse, he left Tatekawa, to 
have his bath and drink and eat, in the care of the young major and the 
geisha.

The Special Service Organ office, a two-story building of reinforced 
concrete, had been chosen as the communications center for the night’s 
activities. Linesmen of the South Manchuria Railroad had equipped the 
switchboard with open connections to all the Japanese garrisons along the 
railroad right of way. A staff of lieutenants and captains stood by to man 
the phones, armed with maps and synchronized watches. Colonel Doihara 
Kenji, the “Lawrence, of Manchuria,” who was in command of the Special 
Service Organ, was out on the town politicking with Chinese friends to 
prepare a way for himself to become “Mayor of Mukden” in the morning. 
In his absence an elaborate pretence was maintained that Colonel Itagaki 
was merely filling in for him during a routine evening’s operation.

When Itagaki arrived from the Literary Chrysanthemum, he put through 
a call from Doihara’s private office in Mukden to a portrait painter in 
Dairen, the harbor town adjoining Port Arthur. It so happens that, a few 
moments earlier, at 8:00 p .m ., General Honjo had also.intruded upon the 
same portrait painter in Dairen. On Lis way to Port Arthur, after his 
exhausting day of reviews and travel, he had decided to stop off and in
spect progress on a portrait of himself which the artist was painting. After 
what must have been a'prolonged chat with Itagaki on the phone, Honjo 
left the painter’s home a little after 9:00 P.M., drove to Port Arthur, and 
retired to restore his flagging energies in a hot Japanese tub.

Seizure of Mukden



A  unique glimpse into the leadership of- the spy service was given in a 
book written in 1936 by Amleto Vespa, an expatriate Italiah Blackshirt 
who had made a career in China" as a mefcenary; a police chief, and an 
espionage expert. The Japanese were able to dismiss'his revelatioiis w 
they appeared in print as the. spiteful fabrications of an adventurer. But 
Vespa was a professionally trained observer with years of relevant experi
ence. Evidence brought out at the war crimes trials after World War II 
showed his dates and descriptions to be accurate. His verbatim reports of 
Japanese boasting and exultation seemed too melodramatic for credence 
when he published them, but they were later matched many times by 
speeches made to Allied P.O.W.’s during World War II.2 ; - > V ' • ' ■ • ' . f y C - -

Vespa had worked for Manchurian war lord Charig Hsueh-liang and was 
impressed into Japan’s spy service in February 1932, five months; after the 
seizure of Mukden. Four years later he escaped in disgust and despair to 
central China and wrote his book. He prepared it frankly and carefully as 
blackmail to secure the release of his wife and children who were still held 1 
hostage by the Japanese in Manchuria. A copy of the; manuscript won 
freedom for his family but not payment of his back wages. And so he broke 
his blackmail agreement with the Japanese and published his book.anyway. 
He had no other means, he said, of raising enough money to,transport 
himself and his family home to the West. , : ./\ ; wrV

Vespa was first introduced into the spy service by :Colonel D.oihara,; the :: 
Baden-Baden Reliable and so-called Lawrence of Manchuria who had taken 
over as mayor of Mukden on the morning afteritsseizure. Having, tested 
Vespa, Doihara turned him over to. his “chief”— “a pleasant-looking man,” 
wrote Vespa, “of about forty-five .. . . in civilian,clothes.;..//WPf^.unftsu^ . 
intelligence.” Vespa continued: . \  . . . V
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During the whole of my service under tinsremarkable m a n . I d i s c o v e r e d  
his name or his true identity. Never have"I 'met -huhi /at, any .func ti^  
party, or a t anyone else’s house. He always had at ;his disposal "an aeroplane-, 
which he reached by private pair 'When /he wesriV^oiFlus',;^^^ 
heys, . . . His English, a rare thing among the Japanese, was.almbst; perfect , 

‘leading me to believe tha t'he  must’have lived many-J/ears 
■ remember almost every word lie said, "V/- -,y vSLyrt:;

“Mr. Vespa, . . ,  if Colonel'Doihara has’told you anything ^  
please pay no attention: to it. . . , He delights in showing. his greatness^by,

' his hectoring manner. .He has worked for- me .dor/many 
. done well.in many, of',his undertakings;■.but/> /* ^ h e v - l i a s ^  is , 

.. discredit. .... . . For instance, do you think that the death: of Marshal an8. . 
; Tso-linwas a mdster./stroke?.-; ' .  W y /',

v'.y “Remember; that I never appear on the scene; I  am never in evi e?c<5 .

2 Theatricality was pari of lhe Japanese. samurai/traditiori. Jt is faithfuJly refecte| .
in aTapanese/rnovie cliche:. the guttural. scream, the rush;bf footfalls; in t e ;; ;/
then, the;b]ade-;glistehing';\vith ;tilpbd\in/-me; mtwnli^trrv-r/jJ/iX\
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to commence firing. One after another the staffers of the Special Service 
Organ connected Itagaki with duty officers at Japanese garrisons up and 
down the right of way of the South Manchuria Railroad. Over and over 
again Itagaki repeated the order: “This is Itagaki; proceed at once accord
ing to plan.” Within two hours most of the small junction towns in south 
central Manchuria were in Japanese hands.

At 9:00 P.M., in the Literary Chrysanthemum, Major General Tatekawa 
from Tokyo had retired to rest with one of die geisha provided for him. 
“I have no intention,” he told her, “of blocking our patriotic young offi
cers.” At about 10:30 when the big guns opened up on the Chinese air
port and constabulary barracks, his bedmate shook fiim awake and said 
she was frightenend by the explosions. He made his way to the inn lobby, 
dressed only in sleeping kimono, and found there a group of soldiers 
who politely assured him, “We have been ordered to guard you and 
prevent you from going out where it is dangerous.”

“Very well then,” said Tatekawa, “the girl and I will go back to bed 
and leave the hard work to you young men.” Tatekawa returned to his 
room, slipped on his clothes, and stole out a back door to be escorted by 
another group of soldiers to the headquarters of one of the units engaged 
in the action. Later that night, while his geisha swore he was sleeping like a 
baby at her side, he was seen with drawn sabre leading an attack on the 
walled citadel of Mukden.

As the shells of the big guns fell upon the massive gate leading into 
the Chinese constabulary barracks, the 10,000 Chinese within the com
pound began an orderly withdrawal through a back gate. They left the 
lights on in the buildings where they had lived in order to draw Japanese 
fire and demonstrate to the world that they had been going about their 
normal evening pursuits, expecting nothing. A force of 500 Japanese 
soldiers, in full battle dress, occupied the vacant compound inch by inch 
and secured it without casualties.

At 11:00 p .m ., as the “storming of the barracks” began, General Honjo 
was still steeping in his hot bath at Port Arthur, 250 miles to the south1. 
His chief of staff burst in on him, exclaiming, “Itagaki is on the phone! 
He has activated the garrisons without your express permission!”

“So that’s how it is, is it?” growled Honjo. He arose majestically from the 
bath water, donned a kimono, and strode into the next room where his 
staff officers were waiting for him around the phone. Ishiwara, the strategist, 
spoke for them jn terms of supplication. “The odds against us are stagger
ing.4 The entire countryside may rise. Offense is our only defense. I hope,

4 By Jater Japanese reckoning 200,000 to 10,000. In reality Honjo had at his 
disposal about 20,000 men—an augmented division plus five battalions of railroad 
guards. The 200,000 Chinese arrayed against him consisted of green levies and 
irregulars, ill-equipped and undisciplined. They were under orders to avoid con- 
frontations and to retreat in order if "fighting did erupt.
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nese
received the' members otythe yEle^hytiub, diif j e U o ^ B i ^  
towny house around the comer from the
treated them to a ;modest supper of fried duck and sake, served without 
benefit of geisha. The occasion was not a social . one; The guests were all 
high-level operatives of the spy service and had come' together to • consider, 
“arguments” .which might be used against Prince Saionji and his supporters,, 
the liberals and ' banker-industrialists," duting ithd ■ “phush:rfon>;fbflectibh 
which the Emperor had promised before completing the conquest of Man
churia. Specifically, a plan was needed to circumvent the League of Nations 
and to head off economic sanctions or boycotts that would damage Japan’s 
international trade. Also, a way must be found to silence and eontroh the 
banker-industrialists so th a t. they, would continue to provide funds for 
military budgets, particularly, for the build-up of the Navy. Tm five hours . 
of brainstorming, the members of the Eleven■ .Club decided 'that three ideas, 
were , worth pursuing. These three were the germs .for tlie three . acts ; of !the 
eight-month drama which followed, the Triple Intrigue. : • y

The first idea, the Dollar Swindle, was concocted by Barori Harada, the 
secretary-spy from Saionji’s own household. He had picked it up that after
noon from banking circles.3 The second of the ideas, the Fake War. to “save 
tile face of the League of Nations,” was 'relayed;by;;Korioye,v^ 
guid prince 6f the ancient Court family of Fujiwara. Itywas'being proposed ; 
.tehtativei^h'e-; s a id ^ ^ ' officers '-of the Emperor’s 'cabal.^in’̂
Army in Manchuria. The third of the ideas, Threat of Coup dEtat, was an. ■ 
old one 0n which Big BrotheriUramatsu, in touch with undehvorld opera- 
fives of the; spy service, simply gave a progress report. . ; • ; . V.; . ' /

^The Dollar Swindle was to be a speculative peculation of monumental
proportionsdesignedtofurnishjapan’sbusinesscommunitywithamassive,
bribe . Two days earlier, when Great iBnfaih had unexpectedly^ gone . off . the; ̂  
gbldstandard,;the:value;pfthepouridpn’tlie freem  :
per cent.. Japanese bankers calculated thaUcoiiectively.they had lost $22 
million by the sudden depreciation of their sterling holdings. Some of them 
were angry -fhat̂  theyhatim ot bben forewarnedbyy^B^^ colleagues,; hut;;., 
others pointed out that British bankers had themselves loktfar moje. The .
Bntish. governxhent .had failed, to protect its financiers by privately- spread
ing advance information of the' move. I f  a ; similar step were contemplated

yr; 3Harada;wasnomina^ hissalaryfioma; purclytitular
A-‘. i- _ 1.1 ► ‘ '• ̂  '.'4?A  Ik irri 1 Kv.; fhc (U lT C C tO fc  OX ;
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SEARCH FOR LEGITIMACY

On the evening of September 19, twenty-four hours after his arrival in 
Mukden, Major General Tatekawa, the Peerless Pimp, strolled down the 
pacified streets from his billet at the Literary Chrysanthemum. He savored 
the long twilight of the northern summer and issued jovial remarks at 
frightened Chinese shopkeepers who were being forced by the military 
police to open their shutters for business as usual. At the Special Service 
Organ he announced himself and climbed the stairs to the command post 
on the second floor. General Honjo was waiting for him, and now at last 
Tatekawa officially delivered the message from Prime-Minister-Maker 
Saionji that the Kwantung Army should proceed “with prudence and 
caution.”

Honjo was impatient with the mock solemnity of Tatekawa’s manner. 
That morning—so Honjo had learned while Tatekawa was sleeping—the 
Emperor had been awakened before dawn with the news from Manchuria. 
He had started his palace day by giving audience to Prime Minister 
Wakatsuki. Wakatsuki, without first feeling out the position of the Throne 
in the usual manner, had declared precipitantly that it was the government’s 
policy to curb the Army in its unauthorized “adventure” and to insist on 
“non-enlargement” of the Army’s operations. Taken aback, Hirohito had 
replied cautiously, “The government’s position seems altogether appro
priate.” With this encouragement Wakatsuki had spent the day trying to 
force the War Minister to ask the General Staff to order all Japanese forces 
back to the Kwantung Leasehold. The General Staff, of course, had refused 
and lacking any new orders from Hirohito would continue to do so. But 
Honjo was frankly worried. Japan’s ambassador to the League of Nations 
had promised on behalf of his government that the Kwantung Army Would 
be recalled to its barracks. How committed, how dedicated was the 
Emperor?

“Rest easy,” replied Tatekawa. “Just restrict operations to south 
Manchuria for the time being and everything will be all right.” Tatekawa 
went on to explain that Hirohito wanted the people and the Cabinet to 
support the Army in what had been done before doing more. He wanted 
to assess the reaction of the world’s banks and chancelleries before swallow
ing the rest of Manchuria. While his political advisors were negotiating 
domestic and international acceptance, it was Honjo’s duty to hold what 
had been gained and wait patiently. Honjo shook his head dubiously. The 
present positions were difficult to defend. Hesitation now would allow the 
enemy to regroup north of the Sungari River. The morale of Japanese 
troops would sink rapidly if they had to take a defensive stance without 
any surety that the Emperor approved of their war. In vain Tatekawa lured 
Honjo out of his command post for a night of victory celebrations. At every 
sake house, with every wench and geisha, Honjo kept a phone by his side



After gaining this public concession, the League’s peacemakers might be 
inclined to ignore the conquest of north Manchuria which would take place 
during the diversion. To make appearances as flattering as possible for 
the League, Manchuria would emerge from the gunsmoke as a nominally 
independent nation. The former boy emperor of China, Henry Pu-Yi 
would be restored to the Manchu throne of his forefathers and would rule 
Manchuria for Japan as a puppet. The thought of Pu-Yi, a pathetically 
effete and ineffectual young man, posturing as the head of a modern police 
state in the hands of the Kwantung Army, amused the most knowledgeable 
of the Big Brothers. At Kido’s supper party the wits found enough material 
in it momentarily to break up serious discussion. Konoye drolly called for 
order and the meeting resumed.

The Threat of Coup d’Etat, item three on the agenda, had been sug
gested earlier in 1931 by the aftermath of the March Plot. At that time 
Lord Privy Seal Makino’s henchman, Dr. Okawa, the former headmaster 
of the cabal’s palace indoctrination center, had kept the bombs which the 
Army had provided for the plot. He had done so simply to make sure that 
the Army General Staff would help him pay his bills to the Black Dragon 
Society and to the Golden Dragon geisha house. But as the months had 
passed, his continuing possession of the bombs had proved a most useful 
political to'ol. It had helped silence the Army’s moderate faction before 
the seizure of Mukden, and it was still being used to intimidate vested 
interests in the business world. With a little twisting, it had convinced West
ern ambassadors in Tokyo that Japan required delicate handling; that 
allowances should be made for the difficult domestic problems faced by 
Hirohito; that unless the West were understanding, the stability of the 
biggest market in Asia might be swept away by revolution.

According to Big Brother Uramatsu’s report to the Eleven Club, Dr. 
Okawa’s services could be used further. Through old Spider Tanakas 
Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute in Oarai, Dr. Okawa had 
been put in touch with three bands of loyal activists who were eager to 
keep the Threat of Coup d’Etat alive—willing, on behalf of the Emperor, 
to plot coups and if necessary to stage them.

One group from which willing assassins might be recruited was the 
Native-Land-Loving Society, a commune of philosophic farmers who 
admired Tolstoy and worked a twelve-acre co-operative about halfway 
down the ten-mile spur of track connecting Oarai with the prefectural capi 
tal of Mito. In 1930, after a poor harvest, Big Brother Konoye of the House 
of Peers and Hirohito’s uncle Prince Higashikuni had arranged an en ov 
ment for the Native-Land-Lovers so that they could start a school on their 
farm and teach their communal philosophy to others.
- The second cell of activists was the Blood Brotherhood, a cadre o 

toughs selected from the ranks of student spies being trained for wor' in
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Ministry Minami, to decide whether or not this would constitute an “ag
gravation of the incident.” After debate Minami found that the majority 
were against him. A group of senior generals who had been to see Emperor 
Hirohito’s chief aide-de-camp, General Nara, earlier that morning sided 
with the young members of the cabal and spoke in favor of the reinforce
ments. Finally, with great solemnity, General Minami acknowledged, “I 
see now that non-aggravation of the situation does not necessarily mean 
non-enlargement of the theater of operations.”

Prince Kanin’s man, Major General Koiso of the Military Affairs Bureau, 
arose with equal solemnity to add that, of course, no reinforcements should 
be sent from Korea without the consent of the war minister and the entire 
Cabinet. Constitutionally no such consent was necessary. The right to move 
troops belonged exclusively to the Emperor, advised by the General Staff. 
In a matter of such national importance as war, however, it was well for 
the Emperor to have the unanimous support of all the branches of the 
government, including bureaucrats and politicians. The gathered generals 
agreed that such unanimity was worth waiting for. They approved a cable 
to the commander of the Japanese Army in Korea which stated: i f  c o n s e n t

FROM TOKYO CANNOT BE OBTAINED IN TIME . . . [YOU ARE] GIVEN THE 
AUTHORITY TO TAKE APPROPRIATE MEASURES.

The commander of the Japanese Army in Korea 5 had various telephone 
connections in Tokyo which enabled him to understand the message. For 
one full day he waited, studiously avoiding a scheduled liaison conference 
with General Ugaki, the governor general. Then at noon on September 21, 
he cabled back to the General Staff that his 39th Mixed Brigade had been 
ordered to move and would cross the Manchurian border in about twenty- 
four hours. This leisurely scheduling was meant as a politeness to the 
Cabinet to allow it time to change its collective mind. Everyone of impor
tance knew that planes of the Japanese Army in Korea had been in action 
over Manchuria for two days and that the whole of the Korean Army was 
massed along the Manchurian border ready to cross it in five minutes if 
General Honjo really needed help.

Prime Minister Wakatsuki might maintain that troop movements were 
none of the Cabinet’s business. Generals were normally inclined to agree. 
But in the present instance, generals were helping Hirohito prove that the 
lives of Japanese boys in the field were the business of everyone, particularly 
of politicians. On September 21, General Honjo sent the Peerless Pimp 
Tatekawa and Prince Kanin’s private emissary General Suzuki both back to 
Tokyo to add their weight to government councils. At the same time he 
moved the bulk of his strength north to the'Sungari River, leaving Mukden 
unprotected while it awaited the reinforcements.

On September 22, as popular pressure mounted on behalf of the men

5 Lieutenant General Hayashi Senjuro, a later war minister 'and prime minister.
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tung Army, called at the vflla of H enry Pu-Yi,4 the former boy emperor of 
China. I t  was a modest home in the outskirts of the Japanese Concession 
in Tientsin, the second city of north China. The interpreter was shown into 
the “audience hall,” a : sm all Western-style sitting room replete with -over- 
stuffed chairs and antimacassars. The walls were virtually-papered with 
calligraphies, the testimonials penned by. Chinese, Japanese, and: West
erners who had sought to. flatter .the boy emperor during his-twenty years 
as pretender to the M anchu throne. .. . ;

The interpreter looked at the crowded, boastful walls with some con
tempt. This shabby “palace” belonged to the boy emperor only, because 
the Japanese governm ent had for many years paid the light and gas bills. 
H enry Pu-Y i could pretend to be a king only because he had allowed 
Ja p a n  to keep him, like an ugly concubine, for some conceivable moment 
of usefulness.

Pu-Yi was a  great-nephew of the Chinese empress dowager, the Manchu 
harpy Yehdnala, who from 1861 to  1908 had ruled China by a combina- 
tion of whimsy, cunning, murder, and depravity. I t  was largely due to her 
dissolute methods of statecraft that imperial China had squandered its 
treasures,; its authority and pride, to become the broken confederacy of 
knaves and paupers which, in Japanese eyes, was the Republican China of
1931.

From  his crowning in 1908 at the age of three to his deposing in 1912 
at the age' of seven, H enry Pu-Yi had grown up among eunuchs and Con
cubines who had apprenticed under the salacious tutelage of great-aunt 
Y ehonala. U ntil he was seventeen, the Chinese Republican government had 
continued to support him arid his entourage in a corner of the old palace 
in Peking. H e had m atured to be a weak, vain, bespectacled pervert. He 
cultivated classical literary pursuits at which he was pathetically incom
petent. H e found his sexual pleasure in caning the buttocks of his few 
remaining eunuchs. In the 1920’s during Chang Tso-lin’s occupancy of 
Peking and Chiang Kai-shek’s rise to power iri south China, the Republic 
had no t always remembered to post him hiS pension checks. Enticed by 
Japanese blandishrnents, he had m oved to the Japanese Concession in
Tientsin. , . ...

Pu-Yi entered his drab little hall of state accompanied by his prime 
m in is te r/T h e  .Japanese envpy snapped tb attention with a great show o 
respect and announced to Pu-Yi that his fellow.emperor of the great Japa 
nese Em pire looked favorably upon him. A messenger ha^ come from 
H irohilo’s army in M anchuria bearing a communication which could e 
delivered to  Pu-Yi dnly in persori and only at the Japanese gamspn .in

% This is the,form of his name' which he used in dealing with the West. In Chma . 
-he was .known as the! Emperor’ Hsuari-Tung. In modern Communist China, .un l . ,
$eaih;ari:d96'8^tie^^ Aisiri Pioro;- , •
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against the Foreign Office in support of the army.” Similar instructions 
were sent by other Western governments to other representatives at the 
League. The truth was that no power was prepared, militarily, to oppose 
Japan. The U.S. Navy, half of it in mothballs, had never been weaker. 
Stimson was told that it would take five years to prepare for war with Japan.

That same afternoon the Council of the League of Nations voted to ask 
the “Chinese and Japanese governments to refrain from action that might 
aggravate” the situation. Coincidentally, a few hours earlier, Great Britain 
had announced that she was going off the gold standard. The whole of the 
sterling bloc—half the economies of the world at that time—would no 
longer redeem their scrip in precious metal. Clearly the West, weak and 
preoccupied, would send no troops to the Orient. Not even the Soviet Union 
showed any readiness to intervene.

To Hirohito and his palace advisors, it seemed that Asia could belong 
to Japan if Japan could take it politely enough. No Japanese could deny 
that Hirohito had won a great victory. His men in the Kwantung Army had 
seized south Manchuria against great odds, with negligible casualties. The 
diffident Japanese public had been given a heady sniff of military glory. The 
elected government had shouldered a part of the responsibility. The moder
ates had acquiesced. Hirohito had invoked his true powers without exposing 
so much as a little finger from behind the sacred chrysanthemum curtain.

Only Hirohito’s closest intimates knew how premature victory celebra
tions would be and how many balls still remained juggled aloft. The most 
talented members of the cabal in the Army—the visionaries who wished to 
conquer Russia—had been promised north as well as south Manchuria. 
Saionji, the business community, and the moderate Army officers of the 
Ugaki faction had been promised a national pause for thought before the 
escalation into north Manchuria began.

Abroad the League of Nations had recessed until October 13 to await 
developments. Then, it might yet impose economic sanctions and boycotts. 
Even without ships and guns the League still had the power to touch the 
Japanese pocketbook and weight the domestic Japanese scales against 
Hirohito and in favor of Saionji. Many Japanese businessmen, in their 
proud, indirect, belly-talking fashion, said as much to their Western col
leagues, but almost no Westerners grasped the urgency of the message.

The day the League voted for “non-aggravation,” Hirohito’s most loyal 
vassals turned at once to the problems pending. Means must be found to 
awaken tire West as gradually and painlessly as possible to reality. Face 
must also be saved for old Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji and the Strike- 
North idealists in the cabal. To meet these challenges, Prince Konoye, 
Count Makino, Marquis Kido, and the others devised for the year ahead— 
for 1932, the unlucky Year of the Monkey'—a triple intrigue and a triple 
assassination. Their efforts, never before described in English, were to be 
Machiavellian masterpieces of pure witch gossamer.
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according to. her la ter boasting, she was seduced by KawdshimaY septmb 
genarian father. A t sixteen she slept -with Kawashima himself. Befofeshe l 
was twenty she h a d b e g u n to  seduce in her turn.

M arried off during the m id-1920’s to the son of a 'Mongol prince, she: 
quickly deserted her husband and. returned to the. Chinese student quarter. 
in  Tokyo where she was known as Y ang Kuei F e i ,a  Ghinese impenal con- - 
cubine of yore who had played Helen of Troy in wrecking, an empirb'.‘ ;In. 
late 1930, at the age of twenty-four, Eastern Jewel took a trip to Shanghai 
with a Japanese D ietm an who rapidly ran out of money in his attempts to 
support her. By luck, a t a New Y ear’s party there, she.met Major Tanaka,' 
of the Shanghai Special Service Organ. She was entranced by the hugeness 
of the m an and. astounded him  by recalling a Buddhist funeral service: aT 
which she had seen him in Tokyo'twelve years earlier when she herself had, 
been only twelve. T hat night she tried to seduce him, "He rebuffed her 
politely, reminding her that she was a princess and he was a-commoner, 
The next day she dropped by his office and borrowed the equivalent-of , 
$160 (U .S.) from  him. She continued to borrow smaller sums from him 
in the weeks that followed. Finally her insistence ’ on being his debtor 
destroyed his caste humility. “Y ou are a  giant of a man,” she said, “and 
I  am small in every part.” , . ^

“She was then twenty-five and still exceedingly pretty,” wrote Tanaka 
in  later years. “O ur encounter was a m ature one' of muscle against dnuscle;” 

She and Tanaka shared a foot fetish; He loved to wear high black boots 
and she insisted tha t he wear them always. The boots scuffed the polish 
on  the brightest dance floors of Shanghai and ended each evening dangling 
over the end of a bed. To justify the sums he withdrew from the Special; 
Service Organ’s “plot fund,” Tanaka in the summer of 1931 sent her to a . 
Chinese school to learn English so that she could be useful in the future 
as a Japanese spy. By the  fall of 1931 she had learned her role so well 
that her relationship with Tanaka was to blossom jnto a rather general 
affair between herself and the Army officers of Hirohito’s cabal. It would 
last almost up  to  her final beheading at the hands of the Chinese in 1948.
• O n the  morning of O ctober !, 1931, in response to^tlie wire from Colonel 
Itagaki of the Kwantung Army, Eastern Jewel’s lover Tanaka boarded a 
train  fo r'M ukden . He: expected to be disgraced for his' embezzlernent o 
Special Serv ice. Organ, fu n d s.: H e ■ spent .^he-'tw ^^ay.v^^^bjou^by.^oing - 
over and over in his mind the arguments by which he hoped to  represent • 
Eastern Jewel and. her extravagances as a useful investment. When be 
arrived in M ukden he was surprised to find Colonel Itagaki concerned wit V ?
something else entirely. . b: '';b ;'v  d;;bbb b-" '--ib^C -bT ^^

■ “Tlie Japanese governm ent,” said Tuigaki, “is cowed by the League o .
‘ Nations.: A s a result our plans have been disturbed, At durmext:puslv we :

; w ant to take H arbin [the northern capital] and; make Manchuna inde
pendent. We have detailed Colonel Doihara to go and get P u - Y i  [the boy ^



gence departments, market research organizations in some of the largest 
cartels, and civilian clearinghouses for information which were disguised as 
cultural or scientific foundations. One of the most important of the clear
inghouses was the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute in Oarai, 
a spa in the old loyalist region of Mito some 50 miles northeast of Tokyo. 
The staff of the institute sent its briefs to Hirohito’s advisors through an 
unpublicized cover agency on the palace grounds; which was known in the 
1920’s as the Imperial Code Research Institute.

The director of the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute in 
Oarai was Japan’s spy emeritus, Count Tanaka Mitsuaki, sometimes known 
as the “Spider.” This tough old conspirator was eighty-nine and stone deaf, 
but healthy enough to live to be ninety-six and see the conquest of China. 
For thirteen years, from 1898 to 1911, he had served as imperial house
hold minister and had been one of the two most trusted chamberlains of 
Emperor Meiji. It was Spider Tanaka who had arranged the peculiar cir
cumstances of Hirohito’s post-mature birth. It would be Spider’Tanaka 
who would now provide terrorists for the intrigues ahead.1 '

In the two decades since the Meiji era, Spider Tanaka had watched the 
spy service grow until by 1931 it had cast its net over all Asia as far south 
as Australia, as far west as Iran. By 1941 it would be world-wide, with 
operatives in every major city of North and South America as well as Eu
rope. When the war with the West broke out, President Roosevelt would 
appraise its fifth column so highly that he would allow the forcible reloca
tion of all Americans of Japanese parentage on the West Coast to detention 
camps inland. In the Philippines when the Japanese Army arrived in 1941, 
U.S. “colonials would be surprised to find that Filipino carpenters' and 
masons of Japanese birth stepped immediately into high positions of 
authority in the Japanese occupation governments. In Baguio (where the 
author and his family were captured), a chain of command within the 
Japanese community would spring into being or be activated even before 
the arrival of the first Japanese occupation forces.

i "

1 Tanaka had been bom a provincial samurai of Tosa in 1843, had gone up to the 
ancient capital of Kyoto in 1863, and had participated there in the complex intrigues > 

which had preceded the restoration of 1868. At twenty-five he had been appointed 
chief judge in Kobe, the most important of the ports” opened to foreigners. In 1871 
he had been sent along as secretary-spy when Emperor Komei's murderer, Iwakura, 
embarked on his fact-finding tour of America and Europe. After coming home1 in 
1874, Tanaka had been made first the auditor, then'the treasurer of Japan’s new 
national army. In 1885, when the later-to-be-assassinated Ito took office as Japan’s 
first prime minister, Tanaka was inserted under him as chief Cabinet secretary. In 
1889 he was made principal of the "Peers’ School and supervisor of the education of 
Emperor Meiji’s twelve-year-old son, the future Emperor Taisho. At the end of his 
thirteen years’ service as imperial household minister, Tanaka retired to supervise the 
writing of Meiji’s official biography. It was for this purpose, ostensibly, that he had 
founded the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute.
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a letter in the newspaper N i p p o n ,  accusing Lord Privy Seal Maldno of mal- '  
feasance. So well prepared was Saionji to document the charge that when 
the Special H igher Police— the Thought Police as they were commonly 
called— arrested Takuno on suspicion of lese majeste, Saionji simply had 
a heart-to-heart talk with his sccretary-spy, Big Brother Harada. Much 
shaken. H arada a t once went up to Tokyo, spoke to the head of the 
Thought Police, and had Takuno released without indictment.

A larm ed that Saionji might be reaching a breaking point at which he 
would betray his heritage and broadcast Court secrets to the masses, Hiro- 
hito’s three chief chamberlains sent Secretary-Spy Harada back to Kyoto on 
October 6, 1931, to draw out Saionji further.

Saionji was delighted to have an opportunity to transm it to Hirohito the 
observations which he had been spreading through the business community.
A t the “center of the Army,” he said, a communistic tendency was at work, 
militating for state socialism. In  this tendency lie saw a prelude to revolu
tion and the  overthrow of the Throne— a set of symptoms familiar to him 
from  his experience of prerevolutionary Russia and Germany. The Black 
Dragon Society of the underworld, he said, was splitting into two factions: 
elders who advised caution and young radicals who agitated for more 
conquest immediately. The nations of the West, he said, might not be will
ing to fight Japan or even to impose sanctions against her, but privately the 
W estern Establishment was ready to  cut off Japan from raw' materials and 
markets.

Finally, he said, even the masses were restless and suspicious. People 
were saying— and Saionji was conveying a truth— that imperial princes of 
the blood like the Em peror’s uncle Higashikuni were sponsoring terrorist 
societies and pricking their fingers at voodoo ceremonies in order to sub
scribe to the blood compacts of assassination gangs.

Secretary-Spy H arada hastened to Tokyo to report Salonji’s veiled threats 
at the palace. Two days later, on October 8, lie was back in Kyoto with a 
request from the Em peror th a t‘Saionji come up to Tokyo at once and pre
serve the appearance of national unity. In his quick trip north Harada had 
m et with Biggest B rother Kido, with Lord Privy Seal Makino, and with 
old cigar-smoking Taoist Grand Chamberlain Suzuki Kantaro. He returne 
to Kyoto with the knowledge tha t the largest of the cartels, Mitsui, a 
succumbed to tem ptation and bought $100 million (U.S.) in anticipation 
of the Dollar Swindle. W ith Mitsui committed to a heavy speculation m a 
dollar that was sagging on the international exchange, the business com 
munity in which Saionji had banked his hopes was already subverted. 0  ier 
cartels were beginning to buy in on the swindle. If they held back, Hiro ito 
was ready to retain the gold standard, ruin Mitsui, and plunge the na ion 
into economic chaos. If  they joined in the bribe, they stood to ma e mi 
lions; if they supported Saionji, they stood to lose millions. <

Knowing that he was cornered, Saionji nevertheless refused to come up
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except in matters strictly and intimately Japanese. Your main capacity is to 
act as my intermediary. . . .  I do not give you this privilege because I trust 
you, but because you are a naturalized Chinese citizen, and as such I can 
have you shot at any time. Besides, we hold your family. . . .

“The Japanese are the only divine people on earth; that is the reason why 
they never try to mix with other people. Our culture is sacred. . . . The 
people whom we have conquered or shall conquer . . . will simply disap
pear. The Koreans will be eaten by vices; the Chinese will be the victims of 
opium and other narcotics; the Russians will be ruined by vodka. . . . Do 
not smile. . . . The destiny of Japan has been outlined by the gods. Noth
ing can stop Japan from becoming the greatest empire on earth. . . .

“No, no, do not speak Japanese, even though you know the lan
guage. . . .  It sounds sacrilegious. . . . Every time I have to listen to a 
foreigner speaking Japanese, I feel a strong desire to strangle him. Let us 
speak English. . . .  It is the proper language when speaking of things 
unpleasant and disagreeable. Whenever I have to swear at anyone I always 
prefer to do it in English. . . .

“These instructions which I am giving you I have given also to all the 
other heads of the Japanese Intelligence Service in northern Manchuria. I 
am the only one who can give you orders, and you have no one to report 
to but me. . . . Our Intelligence Service must not be anything like a chain. 
One link must not lead to another link. Rather it must be a succession of 
points which work in harmony but without any immediate contact.”

The speaker of these words, if he and Vespa were telling the truth, must 
have been a Court noble of the highest rank. No other Japanese in his mid
forties could have spoken as he did about Doihara, a forty-nine-year-old 
of samurai caste. Elsewhere Vespa distinguishes carefully between his chief, 
belonging to the Civilian Spy Service, and the chief of the Special Service 
Organ, the “Military Mission” as he called it, belonging to the Intelligence 
Department of the Army General Staff. According to his portrayal, the two 
worked closely together but the military chief was always subordinate to 
the man in plainclothes. Vespa regularly knew the name of the military 
chief and correctly identified the three Special Service Organ directors in 
north Manchuria between 1932 and 1936. He never knew the name of his 
civilian chief in the same period. The second of his civilian chiefs, however 
—“a man in his early fifties”—he recognized as the former director of the 
Special Sendee Organ in Irkutsk whom he had met in Siberia in 1918. 
Available Japanese personnel records reveal that this was a.young aristo
crat named Takeda Nukazo. From 1918 to 1928—when he vanished intq 
the anonymity of the spy service—Takeda had worked his way up through 
military intelligence in close'collaboration with Hirohito’s two uncles and 
with Hirohito’s former deckboard sparring partner, Marquis Komatsu 
Teruhisa. The first of Vespa’s “chiefs,” who spoke with such impassioned 
paranoia about Japan s aspirations, was undoubtedly a disguised princeling 
from the same circle.
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• y  in Tokyo.; D r. OKawa, the m aster plotter, and the cabal’s ubiquitous Lieu
tenant Colonel Suziiki handled the preparations; offstage. On .stage: were 
L ieutenant Colonel Hashiriioto of the Russia Desk in Army Intelligence-— 

. the same who in’ 1937 would sink the U.S.S. Pa/wy— and M ajor Oho Isamu 
; tlie-NOrth;China Special.Service Organ. .{These. twO had.jepaired^o the 

Golden Dragon teahouse in the: first week of October and had stayed th ere  

ever since, competing to see who could drink the most and who could 
'writerthe best-operationalTnovel” for-.the coup.•• ... . .

: M ajor ,C ho?s novel was the One chosen to b e ; publicized. He.had a gift
for dramatic writing. I t  was he, in  1937, Outside -the walls of Nanking, who 
would draft the orders signed .by Prince Asaka saying, “Kill all prisoners.” 
It was he, in 1945, in the  caves of Okinawa,{who would.pen the final com- 
matid to Japanese soldiers and civilians, on the is la n d :“Fight to.the last 
and die.” Now, , however, he showed some sense of humor. His October 
plan called fOr D r. Okawa, the ideologist o f: the. Strike-South Faction, to 
mari 'a  barricade beside his: m ost b itte r intellectual rival, Kita,. Ikki, the 
apostle of the Strike North. Cho designated as their support “about ten men 
of the Navy’s* fencing unit.” , .  . - ....

W axing serious, Cho proposed that the coup be supported by ten infantry 
companiesj one. machine-gun company, and thirteen planes from the Misty 
Lagoon A ir Station.
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..Our objectives [he wrote] are, to attack the prime minister’s residence and 
kill Wakatsuki and his-ministers during a Cabinet conference; to seize Metro
politan. Police headquarters: to occupy the War Ministry and. General Staff. 
Headquarters; to punish various good-for-nothings in .the Army and the 
bureaucracy; to establish^ new government with Lieutenant General Araki 
Sadao [the senior , officer of the Strike-North Faction] as prime minister,

. [Pnnay-sinker] Hashimoto as hoffie minister,' [Peerless Pimp] Tafekawa as 
foreign minister, [master plotter] Okawa as finance minister, [the blood- 

: ’- thirsty Major] Cho Isamu as Metropolitan Police chief, and Rear Admiral 
Kobayashi Shosaburo [the commander, of the Misty Lagoon Air Station] as 

• Navy minister. ' • ■ ; : ' . ' y

. Every;'au courant geisha, party 'politician, and Army bureaucrat learned 
of-this huge joke between October 10 and October 13. The serious Colonel 
Tojo, later the. W orld . W ar I I  prime minister, circulated a memo in the 
Army rMinistry .c ritic iz ing it as “a foolish - action.” The newspapers pu 

. . lished hints O f th e ;plot; dn^Octgberpl3\;anL-T4,k theffirst two-(Lys 0 t c .
•' League of Nations Council meeting in Switzerland, • . ;a‘.: .’ ,•-■

- On the evening of October 15"'.the, .mostnmpAll^nh yphRS 8®n£? a s aP - y ; 
L  ,1'cdiohels L  q '■
\:t: They.{decided ffiattheseniofypfficerbf fh e .S tf i^
;::fL ieuteriariLO enefni.;Afaki:|adab,>:inspectd - "Lf .= . ;

khould be given the. responsibility, as die might-have-been prime mini



in a nation like Japan, said the British apologists, the relatives of the 
finance minister would have profited handsomely. They would have sold 
their yen for foreign currencies beforehand, and afterwards they would have 
bought back their yen at a substantial discount. Forced to admit the truth 
of this argument, the disgruntled Japanese bankers said that the British 
must be fools.

The titled young men of the cabal were delighted by the thought that 
the bourgeois moneybags of the nation—Saionji’s staunchest supporters— 
might be bribed en masse to betray their Western liberal cause. Those in 
the Eleven Club who understood high finance reckoned that as much as a 
$100 million profit might be turned if yen were sold discreetly for several 
months before the gold standard was renounced. Those who knew politics 
saw in this figure a bribe of sufficient size to rob Prime-Minister-Maker 
Saionji of his main support. Later it might be possible to take back most 
of the profits from the cartels by threatening to reveal their speculations 
to the public. Harada said that Saionji was counting heavily in the forth
coming “pause for reflection” on the backing of the largest of the cartels, 
the Mitsui combine, which traditionally made up the campaign purses of 
most of the candidates of the Constitutionalist party. How would it be 
if Mitsui were promised the appointment of a Constitutionalist Cabinet in 
three months and the approval of the Emperor in advance for a paper
backed Japanese currency?

When the immediate political crisis with Saionji was over, other cartels 
could be brought in for a share of the spoils. The government’s Yokohama 
Specie Bank could itself buy dollars. The nation’s finance would benefit 
over all. And Hirohito would be pleased. In July, after President Hoover 
had proposed a one-year moratorium on all debts payments between 
nations, Hirohito had had a personal translation made for him of Hoover’s 
statement and had suggested after reading it: “We should be able to find 
some way of circumventing these unilateral financial pronouncements of the 
other powers.”

The Fake War, item two in the Triple Intrigue, was touched on at the 
Eleven Club meeting but not discussed in depth. Prince Konoye said only 
that the Kwantung Army was prepared to stage a diversion in Shanghai that 
would provide the League of Nations with an opportunity to satisfy its 
peace-making propensities and so “save the League’s face.” As it turned 
out, Konoye’s “diversion” became a bloody little brush-fire War, costing
30,000 lives, that would directly jeopardize a billion dollars’J worth of 
Western investment in the Chinese port of Shanghai. In demanding that it 
be stopped, the nations of the West would be surprised and gratified: Japan 
would back down, would suppress the wounded honor and aroused passions 
of many samurai, and would withdraw after breaking open the very door 
to Nanking, the Chinese capital.

Dollar Swindle 4:5'
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twelve-day :se '^on 'fopw K ich*iL M  ^e?*^e% ateisiSa-v
tion in  Tokyo,” the  Council;'recessed.'^w ithdut;^ 
of Japan. Instead it resolved to reconvene on November 16 by .which 
time, it.piously: hoped^ Japan would w ithdraw  her forces from 'Manchiiria;: 
The. Japanese -representative* on ;the  Council :=deplpred ithe, impoHteahss^of 
“ this ultim atum ,” and in voting against it. cast his first lonely nay. :. f

Through his proteges in the £qrejgh-;M in&^^ /ha^&llowed?
the debate in. the League hour by hour.; As soon as he saw how the vote 
would go, he capitulated as quickly and gracefully as possible.f His sur
render was announced at a  cabal dinner-:party"on>dctbber:‘23;-:Saionji< 
neither denied no r confirmed the - announcement. vHe ; \vaited: uhtil ; Octo-; 
ber 30 and then, in response to a huriib je;hdte,;^m ;L pri3 : Pnvy:tS6al f 
M akino— who said, “I  feel inadequate to advise the.Ernp.eror at the pfesent ; 
juncture”— Saionji. agreed to pay his .long  .postponed ' call at the. palace, 

Court-.circles'politely; spread, the face-saving--story;*that.ttirc&to’g nCncst 
were;’ frayed * by-.the; prolonged '00818 ̂ ahdrthat^Smqhjij ̂ asValioy^'^quitierj-'^ 
was coming, up. :to Tdkyp:.to-encouragc^theVEmperor.and;pxhprt;hirn toj; 
take better care of his health: The health of the tired, intimidated, eighty-, 
two-year-old: was politely ignored: as Saionji {proudly/asked ̂ tha tlt should1:- 
be. Nevertheless newspaper, men w lip , saw. him ̂ helped 
train  at Tokyo station on November-lv.-1931.'r(gtiarked'-;on his growing 
feebleness and the “blue caves” which surrounded h is eyes.

O n the m orning of November. J931vSaiohjD w ^ 
perial H ousehold Ministry in- theVpalace. t o / m e e t .^  }$ $ y .

lieutenant at the Paris Peace;Conference,:-JiprdiPriyy:.'Seal/Cq^
As soon as the tw o.w ere1.alone: ;Saibhjivtoid'v.M 
chosen Japanese words. that)he: had; faileid his, country.-/w /';

“Y our father, Okdbo,::Tdshiniichii” qsaid!:; Saiqri^^^
man. . . .  A t a  time of crisis,'when it was touch and go whether the 
nation would sink of survive, when the people; hah/ beep qvorked. up 
over Korea until they; were';'.aimbst' -in'-? favor;; of-.'War,' ;^6uYfadiCf;:̂ m eh ^  
away from his deafestfriend , JSai^b; diis'{elderand TeHoW^to^pOT^
by his opposition succeeded:'in;preventing:the attack.on:Kprea.- Since it is .
largely because: o f Prince .Okubo5s stand at that time, that Japan . iŝ  what 
she is today and that dieM eiji restoration was a success, he was a minister
of-state,
Believe me,
world must stand equally firm .. ..• /.' . ' . ,  /W

• “Yes.”  rejoined ifceuntHakihovflufetly^ ‘‘it- is: 
dose friend of Shigo and <h.v. nevertiietes he did "»aS he did. Me - 
d id iK sC n d e d ® * ® .^  
peror.i'sd lie. M alino. m yh t have io



China. They were all graduates of two schools— one for self-defense, the 
other for spiritual indoctrination—which had been set up in Oarai as sub
sidiaries of the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute.

A third “death-defying band” had been recruited from the officers of the 
Navy flying unit at the Air Development Station on the Misty Lagoon 30 
miles south of Oarai. Since ordinary pilots and bombardiers in the Japanese 
Naval Air Force were noncoms and seamen, these lieutenants and com
manders at the lagoon considered themselves an elite, ranking at least two 
grades above their counterparts, of equal rating, in any of the other 
branches of the armed forces They were the students of the brilliant Cap
tain Yamamoto Isoroku who would devise the 1941 attack on Pearl 
Harbor. They were the proteges of Empress Nagako’s father, Prince Kuni, 
the pioneer of Japanese air power. They were the day-to-day comrades of 
torpedo-plane test pilot Prince Yamashina, the best of the five aviators in 
the immediate ranks of the imperial family.

At mention of the Misty Lagoon airmen, some members of the Eleven 
Club audibly sucked in breath. To expose such men in a political mission 
showed extreme determination on the part of the imperial family. When 
the Eleven Club meeting broke up at eleven o’clock that night, its partici
pants were resolved to try to spare the Throne the necessity of a Coup, 
and if possible of a Fake War as well. Other, political means, such as the 
Dollar Swindle, must be exhausted before resorting to such extreme 
measures.
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HENRY THE PUPPET

While his Big Brothers were preparing the Triple Intrigue, Hirohito 
agreed to a period of watchful waiting. It was not easy for him. When the 
first favorable reports came in from the League of Nations, his cabalists in 
Manchuria began to agitate at once for an advance across the Sungari River 
into northern Manchuria. In Manchuria’s northern provincial capital of 
Harbin, the Kwantung Army’s local espionage agent—the secret police
man Amakasu who had strangled Socialist Osugi, his wife, and nephew 
during the aftermath of the 1923 earthquake—hired Chinese toughs to hurl 
bricks and grenades nightly into Japanese shopfronts. By day he penned 
plaintive wires to Kwantung Army headquarters begging for troops to come 
and protect the hapless local Japanese residents. One of Empress Nagako’s 
numerous relatives in the Tokyo General Staff had to go to Harbin and tell 
Amakasu to be patient. Other imperial messengers dealt equally firmly 
with provocateurs in other unconquered areas.

At a nod from the palace, the disappointed young officers of the cabal 
diverted their energies into preparations for the Triple Intrigue. On Sep
tember 30, 1931, twelve days after the seizure of Mukden, a young Japa
nese Army interpreter, sent by Colonel Itagaki, the politician of the Kwan-



promised. By then their gesture of courtesy to the League had become a 
graceless concession to angry League demands.

HENRY’S ABDUCTION

The same day that Saionji said he would come to Tokyo and that 
Lieutenant General Honjo launched the invasion of north Manchuria, the 
collective leadership of Japan’s spy service activated their plans to in
stall boy emperor Henry Pu-Yi as the puppet ruler of Manchuria. That 
morning Colonel Doihara, mayor of Mukden and chief of Special Service 
Organs in Manchuria, called on the Pu-Yis at their villa, the “Quiet 
Garden,” in Tientsin. He found that the boy emperor had succumbed to 
the worries of his wife and eunuchs. Pu-Yi still longed to be restored to 
the throne of his ancestors, but he had been persuaded that it would be 
too rash to move his court to  Mukden until Japan had completed her 
conquest of Manchuria and settled her differences with the League. In 
vain Doihara cajoled and argued. Pu-Yi was adamant. Shortly before 
noon Doihara returned to the Tientsin Special Service Organ and wired 
Shanghai for the services of the seductive Manchu princess, Eastern 
Jewel.

When the phone rang and the summons was relayed to her in her 
Shanghai apartment, Eastern Jewel was still in bed. She called a Jap
anese pilot of her acquaintance and persuaded him to fly her to Tientsin 
immediately. Then she got up, tucked her bobbed hair into a skullcap, 
and put on the loose robes of a Chinese gentleman. In this disguise, she 
arrived in Tientsin that same evening. She and her pilot friend checked in 
briefly at a hotel and before midnight she was at Doihara’s headquarters 
in the Tientsin Special Service Organ. With an air of great mystery she 
told the desk sergeant that she could not reveal her name except to 
Doihara personally. Doihara, who did not expect her for at least another 
day, was putting in an evening catching up with his paper work. He kept 
her waiting while he finished it, then laid his service revolver on the desk 
before him and had the mysterious visitor ushered into his presence,

“Your name, please?” he said with a curt nod.
“My name is of no importance,” she muttered in her deepest voice, I 

have come to help you.”
“You speak like a eunuch,” observed Doihara. “Are you one of Pu-Yi s 

men?”
She shook her head ana laughed at him.
“Very well then,” said Doihara, according to the account he later 

gave friends, “if you will n o t  tell me who you are, let’s see what you are. 
He drew his sword, and with the tip of it, holding it at arm’s length, he 
deftly cut one after another of the string fasteners down the front of her 
robe. She held her ground unflinching and continued to smile at him

Rubicon Manchuria



Tientsin. If iFIis Majesty Pu-Yi would cdndcscend to accompany, the h u ^  
interpreter inVa'staff;car; he wdUld hear a proposar o f  great interest. Pu-Yi . 
had been expecting some such approach ever since the seizure of Mukden . 
twelve days previously. With ill-concealed excitement, ;he turned to his 
prime’ minister, for an opinion; 'Fat -and,•imjSdssive;.*ttb^-fflinistfer;;.|tatra^ 
that-His Majesty was disposed, to “accede -;to\tfreJugMy'^ 
request. ;■
.. Minutes later, Pu-Yi was ushered into the Commander’s office at the. 

Japanese ’Treaty' Forces’.,barracks; in Tientsin. The > lieutenant general in 
charge’introduced him to the messenger from Mukden and..then; excused 
himself; The m essengersaid,“If;Your;M ajestywill'cometo;M anchuria, 
Japan is prepared to restore- the Manchu' throne there and. make you an 
emperor again.” Pu-Yi beamed andpromised''-to';consider i h e '^  
messenger, a member of the spy semce,; wiredLColonel Itagaki,;, the, Kwan-. 
tung Army’s politician, that the boy erhpbror cduM be,;persuaded:.tb accept;, 
the role of Japanese-puppet. Ttagaki iri- his tufn }wired.,the:idirector;bf:^ 
Special Services Organ in the JapaneseConcession in^ShMghai,;;800 hiiles 
to the south, ’asking him, to come;.to Mukden immediately: for xebriefing.;

EASTERN JEWEL;".' \ ;

The, director of: the Shanghai Special Service .Organ was' Major Tahaka 
Takayoshi, the, big man with the huge/head and leviathahiriemoryVwhb 
would later become the star witness fof .Allied prosecutor Keen'an at'.the; 
Tokyo, war crimes trials. When! Itagaki’s. wire arrived, Tanaka whs but; 
dancing at Shanghai’s Gathay Hotel with the. girl spy who wbuld becbme. the 
provocateuse for .the' Fake. War.; .She::was;. a .distant/^;cohsiri.:bf;vthe>:boy • 
emperor-and a Manchu princess; Her-briginal; given name had been Eastern 
Jewel.,Eastern Peril would have been more appropriate. : '•

Like the .boy. emperor PurYi, -Eastern, Jewel was; a; direct’ descendant'of. 
•the roughriding conqueror Nurhachi who had founded the Manchu: dynasty' 
in 1616-4the death year of Shakespeare and of the first of the Tokugawa 
shoguns. Unlike the; anemic Pu-Yi, Eastern Jewel was a creature of bound
less vitality; eternal itch, and catholic taste. Her 'father, one: of . the eight 
“Princes of the Iron Helmet” in the former imperial court in Peking, had ; 
inherited the allegiance of the tribes of . Inner Mongolia. He had /been. a 
rash, extreme Manchu prince of the old schqol, a -close, friend of Empress 
Nagako’s great-uncle. Prince Kariin, and the rouser bf the rabble, of Mongol 
horsemen who had attempted to seize Mukden for Prince Kanin in 1916. 
Eastern Jewel was only one’of hiS :scbfe ;bf ,'daughiEefsj;hejhad <giyen;:her; in 
•1914, when she was eight, to his Japanese blood brother, a member of the 
sPy service, Kawashima Naniwa. Kavvasliima had renamed her. Kawashima 
Y°shiko, had moved: her fromrHer, fourteenth 'century, yurt to a twentieth 
century home in Tokyo, arid had re-educated-her as a Japanese:At.fifteeri,;
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.PurYi was let out 6f the mink and given .a Japanese Army overcoat and* 
•> tn -’‘th.!?• ̂ diSguise->lJe -• :waŝ .:Whfeke4 a. Japanese \sfaff f j

.took him to a dock in : the ̂ British-: Concession.: The^e a motor-launch = 
was^waiting'ifor j;.'-’. n.'-' ‘

Stowed, in the- bilge of the launch-^-beside a drum.of high-octane gas 
-which was meant to incinerate him; if an^hhing went wrongr^PuiYi was 
-piloted,down fiver^,pastChinese.coastal .entrenchments^ toward’ the-China 
Sea. Once, the launch was challenged by Chinese sentries and ordered to 

: put/in tb, the bank-foivinspection.-YTie^helmsman qbediehtly ;cut"his .motor 
and drifted in toward shore. When the: sentries .on the bank had relaxed 
and. the current.of the river-had carried the boat a little downstream;, the 
pilot abruptly started the motor and roared away safely to the; accompani
ment of scattered rifle fire; ; ■ • ..y
; At the mouth of the river the merchant ship A w a j i  M a r u  lay anchored 
under a full; head of steam; Pu-Yi was bundled aboard in a boatswain’s 
chair, and the A  w a j i  headed out across the gulf for the Kwantung Lease
hold. The following day at the Yingkow docks of Japan’s South Manchuria 
Railroad .Company, ■ Pu-Yi . was welcomed ashore by a delegation under 
the leadership of the infamous secret police strangler, Amakasu Masahiko. 
It-was--a: foretaste;-'of;JheYtype.of Court which would: surround Pu-Yi’s 
puppet throne in the years ahead. .

During the next five weeks Pu-Yi was kept a pampered prisoner. He 
was regally, lodged; first at: a spa outside Port Arthur and then in the 
executive suite of ;the .Yamato : Hotel' in Mukden; A t both, places, how
ever, he dound that he was not allowed to, mingle with the other guests. 
In mid-December, his \Vife Elizabeth, lulled into her. pipes by Eastern 
Jewel, finally joined! him.- The two resumed, their separate dream lives 
together in a Mukden-villa which had once belonged :to Eastern Jewel’s 

'•father^ Prince Su .of . the iifoh'. Helmet. The following March Pu-Yi was 
to be proclaimed chief executive—not emperor—of the new puppet state 

.,of Manchukuo.-.'-' 1 . ' r

• ■ ’’ ' . v...-

; . Durihg ^ e s e fA im y ^  of Manchuria and put it
under. a puppeCgbvernmenL Hirohito’s Big.Rrothers in Tokyo were.^ .^  ■ 

. Revising ;a ls u i i^ e ;T P ^ ^ ^  take responsibility
for: the Dollar Swindle; ■ The, [swindle, Act One of the Triple Intrigue, was 
to raise funds Jor the Fake War, Act Two, which in turn would distract,. 
tile League .and save its face; The Big Brothers succeeded, in putting Jo- 
gether P cbalitibn" of Strike-North Army officers,, Constitutionalist politi

cians, ifld : the: directors o f  the ̂ Mitsui; cartel, m  
Slnke-^rilTFactionw erehandledperson
hito’s younger brother. ...<-■



emperor]. If we are successful, the League of Nations will make a bigiuss 
and the government in Tokyo will be worried. I whnt you to start something 
in Shanghai, please, that will serve to distract the attention of the Powers. 
During your commotion, we will take Manchuria.”

Nodding with relief, Major Tanaka assured Colonel Itagaki that he would 
be able to carry out the assignment. He had in training, he said, the perfect 
agent to buy Chinese agitators in Shanghai and start the Fake War.

“Yes, I  know all about your mistress,” interrupted Itagaki. “She is a 
childhood friend of Pu-Yi’s number-one wife. The wife is a dope addict 
and a bundle of nerves. She is trying to persuade Pu-Yi not to accept our 
plan. If Doihara has too much trouble with her, I may want to borrow 
Eastern Jewel from you so that she can go to Pu-Yi’s villa in Tientsin and 
reassure them.”

Then Colonel Itagaki gave Major Tanaka the equivalent of $10,000 
(U.S.) from the Kwantung Army’s coffer of nonaccountable special service 
funds, and Tanaka returned to Shanghai. With the money he cleared 
Eastern Jewel of debts and began frugally to arrange provocations for the 
Fake War.

Dollar Swindle

BALKY OLD MAN

On September 17, the day before the seizure of Mukden, Prime-Minister- 
Maker Saionji had abruptly decamped from his summer villa in the moun
tains and gone to Kyoto, the old capital in the south, to pray at the graves 
of his illustrious forefathers. By removing himself from the Tokyo area and 
from Hirohito, he silently told the nation that he had been consulted in 
advance about the Manchurian adventure and did not approve of it. Family 
unanimity is considered essential in Japan. As long as Prince Saionji 
absented himself from the Emperor’s circle of advisors, no Japanese would 
feel easy in mind about the nation’s new course of conquest.

Less than three days after the meeting of the Eleven Club at Big Brother 
Marquis Kido’s residence, Saionji’s private agents began to bring him gossip 
in Kyoto of the plots being prepared for the Triple Intrigue. Realizing that 
Hirohito and his advisors were not observing the promised “pause for 
reflection,” the old man mustered his energies to open the eyes of the ruling 
classes to the machinations in the making.

At the Kyoto villa of his late brother Sumitomo, Saionji was in a position 
to wield his influence over the managers of the Sumitomo cartel and per
suade them to take no part in the Dollar Swindle. Through them and 
through his other contacts in the nearby business community of Japan’s 
great merchant city, Osaka, he launched a whispering campaign. It was 
directed not against the Emperor, of course, but against his advisors.

Still more pointedly, Saionji had one of his agents—Takuno Dempu, an 
artist and bohemian who belonged to the Black Dragon Society—publish



their own plans to themselves and waited for the League to deliver its 
verdict.

The League voted on December 10, 1932. I t  decided neither to con
demn Japan’s aggression nor to condone it. Instead, in a suirender of 
principle which the New Y ork H e r a ld  T r ib u n e  called ‘‘handsomely staged 
and impressive, b u t virtually unconditional,” the League opted to send a 
“commission of inquiry” to the Orient to decide o n  the s p o t  th e  r ig h ts  and  

wrongs of the case. Though better than a vote of censure, the League’s de
cision to temporize hardly pleased Hirohito and his Court. To have an 
unsym pathetic commission snooping about in the Orient, under a spotlight 
of publicity, violated every maxim of aristocratic Japanese g o vern m en t. 

The commission would stir up domestic political problems. It would en
courage Chinese belligerence. It would extend indefinitely Japan’s crisis 
with the League.

The day the League voted, H irohito allowed the home minister, a hireling 
from the Black Dragon, to topple the Wakatsuki government by refusing 
for forty-eight hours to attend Cabinet meetings, Hirohito accepted the 
resignation of the Cabinet en bloc and sent Secretary-Spy Harada to 
Okilsu to fetch Prime-M inister-M aker Saionji for the ceremony of nomi
nating a  new government. Saionji sarcastically asked Harada what choice 
had  already been m ade by the Eleven Club. Harada mentioned President 
InukaL of the Constitutionalists. “In that case,” sighed Saionji, “Inukai 
seems inevitable.”

Tiny, even by  Japanese standards, and rated deep in political cunning, 
even by Chinese standards, Inukai qualified as a leader for the Fake War, 
A ct Two of the Triple Intrigue, because he was a  close friend of Chiang 
Kai-shek. Together with Black Dragon Toyam a and with General Matsui, 
the future scapegoat Butcher of Nanking, Inukai was one of the three mes- 
siahs of A sia for the Asiatics. H e had  befriended Sun Yat-sen and Chiang 
Kai-shek m any times during their years of exile in Japan. If he told 
Chiang now th a t the projected war in Shanghai was a sham, staged for 
the benefit of the League, Chiang might believe him. If he also told Chiang 
tha t the war was a smokescreen behind which Japan meant to prepare 
for a Strike N orth into Russia, Chiang might even be willing to co-operate 
with him  in the staging.

A t 2 :2 3  p .m . on December 12, the day after Hirohito accepted the 
resignation of the W akatsuki Cabinet, Saionji arrived at Shimbashi Station 
in T ok y o ,to  fulfill his onerous ceremonial duties in selecting the next 
Cabinet. H is Secretary-Spy Harada extricated himself from the crowd 
of dignitaries which h a d  a s s e m b le d  o n  th e  s ta t io n  p la t fo r m  to  greet Saionji 
and ducked into the stationmaster’s office to Use the telephone. He calle  ̂
M arquis Kido, die favorite B ig Brother who was secretaiy to Lord Privy 
Seal Makino.
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to Tokyo. At the same time he advised the bankers of his late brother 
Sumitomo’s caitel that a financial killing was in the making, and he released 
them to profit or not to profit by it as they saw fit. To their credit most of 
the branch directors 'of Sumitomo remained loyal to Saionji and sustained 
heavy losses two months later when the yen was devalued.

On orders from Tokyo, Secretary-Spy Harada remained in Kyoto for two 
days trying to persuade Saionji to return to the capital. In the course of his 
protracted conversation with the old man, Harada discovered that only one 
consideration moved Saionji at all: the Emperors health. According to 
Empress Nagako, said Harada, Hirohito was suffering great strain in the 
prolonged crisis. He worried night and day that the League of Nations 
might impose economic sanctions. When no one was looking, in the private 
corridors of the imperial apartments, he limped and shuffled again, showing 
the signs of the inheiited infirmity which he had successfully concealed 
since his boyhood. Sentimental courtier that he was, Saionji melted a little 
at such pleas. He refused, however, to give in completely. He promised 
Harada that he might come up to Tokyo on October 21, after he had 
“observed a little longer the trend of events.” '

DIVERTING THE LEAGUE " "

The League of Nations Council had recessed shortly after the seizure 
of Mukden with an admonition to both China and Japan “to refrain from 
action that would aggravate” the situation. Now it was to reconvene on 
October 13. Five days before that date Lieutenant Colonel I'shiwara,’the 
zealous strategist of the Manchurian campaign, acted to foster the impres
sion that the Kwanlung Army was a law unto itself and might not be bound 
by any promises which the League could exact from Tokyo. Ishiwara per
sonally led an eleven-plane air raid that dropped 10,000 leaflets and 75 
bombs on the southwestern Manchurian city of Chinchow. The Japanese 
Foreign Ministry had specifically promised the League that the Army 
would not attack Chinchow; now it branded the raid as unauthorized, West
ern newspapers played the incident on their front pagfes and expressed 
skepticism as to the good faith of Japan’s foreign minister.

To further impress the League Council with the domestic problems faced 
by the Japanese government and with the impracticality of sanctions against 
Japan, the Emperor’s Big Brothers decided to give the world a glimpse of 
the Coup d’Etat Threat which they had teady in the wings. Secretary-Spy 
Harada heard of their scheme as soon as he returned to Tokyo on October 
10 and promptly,labeled it the October Plot.

Got up on short notice, this October production was a burlesque of the 
earlier March Plot. “Young militarists in the Army” would be “uncovered,” 
prevented in the nick of time” from effecting their horrendous plan, and 
full particulars would be leaked as news to all the foreign correspondents
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FAKE WAR

( 1 9 3 2 )

A PRINCE TAKES COMMAND

T he curtain rose on A ct Two of the Triple Intrigue with the investiture 
of the Inukai Cabinet on Decem ber 13, 1931. That afternoon, in a frigidly 
form al audience with Hirohito, Saionji formally recommended Inukai as 
the nation^  next prim e minister. The new Cabinet met immediately and 
voted funds for the final pacification of all Manchuria. In China an envoy 
of Prim e M inister Inukai, who had been ready and waiting in Nanking 
for several weeks, called on Chiang Kai-shek. Before dusk Chiang Kai-shek 
had stirred up a tempest in his KM T party and threatened to resign. He 
carried out his threat two days later and retired to his luxurious villa in 
the mountains. There he would remain, observing the Fake War, until the 
tune came for him to take credit for ending it.

O n Decem ber 16, the day after Chiang Kai-shek resigned, so did Gen
eral Kanaya Hanzo, the chief of the Japanese Army General Staff. For 
two years he had performed deeds of political heroism above and beyond 
the norm al call of military duty and now he begged to be relieved of the 
onus of presiding over the Fake W ar ahead. The triumverate of generals 
who m anaged the Army— war minister, chief of staff, and inspector general 
of military education— agreed to nominate General Minami, the outgoing 
w ar minister, as Kanaya’s successor. Hirohito, however, had found Minami 
somewhat obtuse during the seizure of M ukden and suggested, through in
termediaries. that the three chiefs reconsider their recommendation. After 
discreet inquiries the three chiefs discovered that Hirohito’s personal choice 
for chief of staff was PrinCe Kanin, the gray eminence of the imperial 
family. Prime-M inister-M aker Saionji ‘and the Strike-North Faction in the 
General Staff fought the appointment for six days— to no avail. On De-
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the coup government, to go down to the Golden Dragon and speak to the 
plotters.

Court advocates of the Strike South may have hoped to gain a small 
blackmail hold on Araki by making him the supposed strongman of the 
plot, but Araki was far more sophisticated than General Ugaki, the dupe 
of the March Plot. Araki was a consummate politician and a golden-tongued 
orator. With great zest he went down to the Golden Dragon and regaled 
the geisha there with a sermon on the samurai sword which, he said, 
“should never be drawn indiscriminately from its scabbard.” In conclusion 
he added, “It is almost inconceivable that I should have to come here in 
military uniform to a place where you are drinking sake in order to admon
ish you in this sort of matter.”

Having broadcast his integrity to the entire teahouse, Lieutenant General 
Araki sat down with Hashimoto and Cho to toss off a few thimbles of sake 
and explain to the two conspirators, in reassuring terms, the disciplinary 
procedures which would have to be applied to them for form’s sake.

More than a day later, in the early hours of October 18, the secret police 
descended on eleven young officers involved in the October Plot and im
pounded them wherever they found them. Cho and Hashimoto languished 
pleasantly under protective house arrest at the Golden Dragon for twenty 
days. The other nine young officers were held briefly and'then released 
after being delivered lectures. Dr. Okawa and his civilian participants were 
not troubled at all. Lord Privy Seal Makino told anyone who would listen 
that the plotters had planned to assassinate him. His protege, Dr. Okawa, 
went about town bragging that the October Plot “had inflicted a mortal 
wound on corrupt Japanese party politics.”

When the October Plot was exposed on October 18, Saionji visited an 
obliging medical friend in Kyoto for a physical examination. On October 20 
he told Harada that, on doctor’s orders, he was going straight to his sea
side villa in Okitsu for a long rest. He could not come up to Tokyo on 
October 21 as he had hoped, and he wished Harada to convey his regrets 
to the palace.

On the way from Kyoto to Okitsu on October 21, Saionji’s train was 
boarded by Military Affairs Bureau Chief Koiso Kuniaki, the cavalry crony 
of Prince Kanin who had arranged the Army’s part in the March Plot. 
Hirohito had just promoted him to the rank of lieutenant general. On the 
train Koiso sat down beside Saionji and in polite Japanese belly talk warned 
him that his health would fail utterly if he did not come up soon to see 
the Emperor in Tokyo. Saionji listened in silence and pretended that his 
uninvited traveling companion did not exist. On arriving in Okitsu, he with
drew to his seaside villa and waited there, incommunicado, for the decision 
of the League of Nations.

The League Council disappointed Saionji and reacted to the October 
Plot exactly as the plot planners had intended. On October 24, after a
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Sun Yat-sen’s son and passed on to Major Tanaka an exhaustive account 
of the rivalries and factions within the KMT party. She slept with a British 
military attache in Shanghai and wheedled out of him a realistic estimate 
of the small commitment which Western nations were willing to make in 
stopping Japanese aggression in Manchuria. In her spare time she hired 
Chinese thugs to stand by for street brawls, arsons, and bombings that 
would serve as tinder for the Fake War. Being a Chinese princess she could 
move in Chinese circles closed to any other employee of the Shanghai 
Special Service Organ. Being a Manchu princess she looked down upon 
the Chinese masses with a fanatic contempt beyond Chinese understanding.

On December 17, 1931, four days after Eastern Jewel’s return to Shang
hai, a  certain I Pong-chang of the Korean Independence Movement in 
Shanghai took ship for Kobe with a suitcase of hand grenades and a de
termination t o  t h r o w  o n e  o f  t h e m  a t  H i r o h it o .  A t  t h e  K o b e  d o c k s  h e  man
aged mysteriously to slip past Japan’s usually efficient immigration officers. 
On the eight-hour train ride up to Tokyo he somehow escaped the notice 
of railroad plainclothesmen. In Tokyo he took a room at the Owariya Inn 
in the lower-class pleasure district of Asakusa. There he spent his time 
reading newspapers, studying Tokyo street maps, and waiting for his op
portunity.

° Rubicon Manchuria

HIROHITO’S EXTRAORDINARY ESCAPE

Throughout the last week of 1931 the Kwantung Army in Manchuria 
was preparing for a final, full-scale occupation of Manchuria’s northern 
provinces. In the first week of January the plans were executed with an 
aplomb and celerity that left the League of Nations gaping. On January 5, 
1932, the politician of the Kwantung Army, Colonel Itagaki, flew to Tokyo 
to report to Hirohito and the General Staff that the spine of Chinese re
sistance was broken and that nothing remained to be done except routine 
mopping-up operations. Itagaki stayed on in Tokyo to assist in the opera
tional planning for the Fake War.

Japan’s renewed aggression in Manchuria, at a time when the League 
of Nations’ Commission of Inquiry had not yet started for the Orient, stung 
many Western statesmen like a slap in the face. Secretary of State Stimson 
considered recalling the American ambassador in Tokyo and curtailing 
U.S.-Japanese trade. He found, however, that he could not muster enough 
political support in  Washington for either measure. He contented himsel 
with sending to Japan the stiffest note up to that time in the history o 
'U.S.-Japanese relations, The note promised that the U.S. government woul 
never recognize a Japanese puppet regime in Manchuria.

If Hirohito’s cabal had any lingering doubts about activating its plans 
for the Fake War in Shanghai, they were dispelled when Stimson’s note 
arrived in Tokyo early on Friday morning, January 8.



From Lord Privy Seal Makino’s office Saionji went on, at 2:00 P .M ., 
to visit the Imperial Library. He spent forty-five minutes alone with 
Hirohito in correctly formal conversation. Afterward he sent a message 
to Foreign Minister Shidehara advising him to play upon the Emperor’s 
fear of economic sanctions.

“There is no need to exaggerate,” said Saionji. “Just speak to the Em
peror carefully and fully, in a leisurely, sophisticated, agreeable manner.”

Saionji returned to Okitsu in a more hopeful frame of mind. The next 
day, however, he learned that, while the Emperor had been talking to 
him, Japanese troops under imperial orders had been crossing the Sungari 
River into the northern half of Manchuria.

FEINT IN MANCHURIA

Lieutenant General Honjo in Mukden had ordered the invasion of 
north Manchuria on October 30. The invasion was part of the cabal’s 
master plan for dealing with the League of Nations. The objective was 
to seize the town of Tsitsihar in far northwestern Manchuria and then 
withdraw from it ostentatiously as a present to the League of Nations 
when it reconvened on November 16. Tsitsihar was chosen as the target 
because, of all the cities of north Manchuria, it was the farthest from 
Mukden and therefore the most spectacular to capture. Tn addition, the 
largest of Chang Hsueh-liang’s armies was regrouping in the Tsitsihar 
area. If it could be smashed now, north Manchuria would remain easy 
to conquer later in the winter when the League’s face had been saved.

To spearhead the invasion, Lieutenant General Honjo dispatched 
cadres of engineers to repair the railroad bridges leading north across the 
Sungari. They had orders to dash with the Manchurian troops dug in on 
the northern bank of the frozen river. The engineers were backed by a 
hastily assembled puppet army of Manchurian mercenaries—a facade for 
the fiction that the Kwantung Army acted on behalf of a native Man
churian independence movement. Behind the mercenaries trainloads of 
Kwantung Army regulars rolled north to do the real fighting 

Warm in their olive-drab suits of blanket cloth, their sleeveless goat
skin jackets, their padded stormcoats, their fur-lined helmets with ear- 
flaps, the Kwantung Army soldiers expected to bieak through the ragged, 
hungry, provincial levies of Chang Hsueh-liang in four days. General Ma, 
the Chinese commander, however, -told his men that, if they could hold 
Tsitsihar until the League met on November 16, they would cause Japan 
a great loss of face. With this limited objective in mind—this small re
venge—the Chinese fought like dragons and upset the Japanese timetable 
by two bloodstained weeks. Not until November 18 could the Japanese 
take Tsitsihar. Not until November 26 could they turn the town over to 
the Manchurian puppet army which they had hired, and withdraw as
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provokingly. He flicked open the robe, moved in, and seized her by the 
shoulder. Then with a guttural samurai yell, he suddenly severed the silk 
scarf with which she had bound her breasts. “I saw that she was a 
woman,” he liked to say later, “so I conducted a thorough investigation and 
determined that I had not put even the smallest scratch on any part of her 
white skin.”

The5 next day Eastern Jewel visited the “Quiet Garden,” the villa of 
boy emperor Pu-Yi. Her tongue tripping with all the latest Shanghai gossip, 
she spent the afternoon reviving her acquaintance with Pu-Yi’s neuras
thenic, opium-smoking wife, Elizabeth. That evening Elizabeth ate her 
dinner without throwing a single tantrum. “The ‘Quiet Garden’ is quiet 
again,” noted one of Pu-Yi’s ministers. Pu-Yi invited Eastern Jewel to 
consider bis home her home as long as she remained in Tientsin.

Much as Elizabeth enjoyed Eastern Jewel’s company, no amount of 
coaxing would make her favor the contemplated move to Mukden. After 
four days had passed, Colonel Doihara grew impatient and decided to 
frighten Pu-Yi into going to Mukden alone. He bribed a waiter at a local 
cafe to call the villa and warn Pu-Yi that he was about to be assassinated 
by partisans of the former war lord of Manchuria, Chang Hsueh-liang. 
Daily thereafter Doihara saw to it that the unhappy boy emperor received 
a letter of warning from an old friend or a threatening phone call from 
an old enemy. When Pu-Yi still hesitated, Eastern Jewel arranged to slip 
two harmless but ugly-looking snakes into his royal bed just before he 
retired for the night. On November 8, a former Manchu acquaintance sent 
Pu-Yi a basket of fruit in which Eastern Jewel discovered two bombs. A 
squad of Japanese military policemen summoned by Eastern Jewel car
ried the explosives out of the house with a great show of bravado and 
excitement. Investigation by Japanese criminologists promptly “proved 
that the two bombs had been manufactured in the arsenal of Chang Hsueh- 
liang.”

That night, November 8, Doihara engineered the first in a series of 
nightly riots in the Chinese quarter of Tientsin. Using the disturbances as a 
pretext, the Japanese garrison commander on November 10 declared mar
tial law in the Japanese Concession and isolated the “Quiet Garden” with 
a cordon of protective troops and armored cars. Now at last the frightened 
Pu-Yi agreed to flee to Manchuria. Eastern Jewel persuaded him that he 
would be safest if he went alone that very night and left his wife Elizabeth 
to follow later.

Pu-Yi was spirited out of the “Quiet Garden” locked in the trunk of 
his convertible. The Japanese sentries and roadblocks outside the villa 
made his chauffeur so nervous that he took a wrong turning, backed up, 
and smashed into a telephone pole. Pu-Yi, in the trunk, received a hard 
blow on the head and completed his wild ride in a daze. The car pulled 
Up at a restaurant on the darkened outskirts of die Japanese Concession.
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courses in espionage to the most promising, graduates of; Garai’s Êle
mentary school for spies, the Purple Mountain Academy. ’■

Now, in the empty house; Friar Inoue had1 with him the most dedicated 
of his former students. In a few weeks each, of them would be ready to 
assassinate a sacrificial victim—an industrialist. or politician from the 
“plutocratic classes” which, in Inoue’s view, were impeding the fulfillment 
of Hirohito’s mission in life.

Before a dusty mirror Friar Inoue removed his hooded robe. A shaven 
pate and a.hard round face emerged.. Two cold humorless eyes peered out 
through perfectly circular spectacles. Friar Inoue snuffed out his. candle 
and lay. down for the night. The ceremony of initiation had gone well. 
The idea of using stage effects borrowed from Western spiritualism and 
African voodoo had been a good one. He was much obliged for it. to the 
Emperor’s uncle, Prince Higashikuni. In a moment Friar Inoue was asleep.

For the next two months Friar Inoue’s Blood Brotherhood was to ter
rorize Japan’s Westernized community of businessmen and politicians. 
By assassination and threat of assassination it would prevent Japanese 
liberals from talking frankly to-the League of Nations’ Commission of In
quiry and would force them ,to put up money to pay for the Fake War 
and the development of the* new colony of Manchuria. Until the brother
hood’s mission was accomplished, it would enjoy a strange immunity1 from 
police arrest, an immunity made possible by the high rank of its patrons. 
Friar Inoue was an intimate of Big Brother Prince Konoye and of Big 
Brother Prince Higashikuni. Inoue took his orders from Dr. Okawa who 
relayed them by special messenger directly from Hirohito’s chief civilian 
advisor, Lord Privy Seal Makino, in the palace. In addition Friar Inoue 
had the support of the.naval fliers of the Air Development Station on the 
Misty Lagoon. The'fliers supplied him with guns and ammunition, and 
had set u p . their own- coup-threat headquarters a few blocks .from the 
empty house. This close collaboration was hardly surprising because the 
fliers were, all disciples of Friar Irioue’s elder brother. Navy Commander 
Inoue Fumio. Commander Inoue was the senior flight instructor at. the 
Misty Lagoon. He had taught the imperial family’s test pilot, Prince Yama- 
shina, how to fly, and also Captain Yamamoto who .would raid Pearl 
Harbor.-. , ■ •
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Since the seizure of Mukden, Prime Minister Wakatsuki had tendered 
his resignation repeatedly to Hirohito. He and his anti-Constitutionalist 
party, the Democratic Constitutionalists, were eager to be out of office 
during the Triple Intrigue. They made no secret of the fact that they 
hoped to lose at the next elections. The out-of-power Constitutionalists 
were also reluctant to form a government, but they had no alternative 
because they had promised their financial backers, the magnates of Mitsui, 
to take Japan off the gold standard. The Mitsui directors had $100 million 
stagnating in U.S. banks. They were impatient for a change of government 
that would allow them to collect their profits and put their money back 
into use.

Hirohito insisted that Prime Minister Wakatsuki remain in office until 
the League of Nations delivered its verdict. Days of waiting turned to 
weeks and the bookkeepers of Mitsui grew increasingly nervous. To give 
them temporary relief, the president of the Constitutionalists, at a rally 
on November 11, 1931, promised publicly to take Japan off the gold 
standard. The announcement caused a drop in the value of the yen on 
the open market and a rise in the relative value of the dollars being hoarded 
by Mitsui abroad. It decreased the risk Mitsui was taking and cut the 
potential profits of Mitsui competitors who were latecomers to the dollar- 
buying swindle. When old Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji heard of the 
announcement, he shook his head in puzzlement. “It is like a bank,” he 
muttered, “declaring bankruptcy before it opens its doors.”

THE LEAGUE’S DECISION

After the League met in Geneva, Switzerland, on November 16, it re
mained in session debating the Manchurian problem for a month. In Tokyo 
Hirohito suffered from the prolonged tension and his courtiers feared for 
his health. On November 19, as he returned aboard his battleship from the 
annual Army grand maneuvers, he went on deck after dark and stood at 
the rail waving his hand at the black empty sea. A chamberlain who had 
been following him at a discreet distance ran to his side full of solicitude 
and alarm.

“It’s all right,” said Hirohito, laughing. “On that headland, beyond the 
dark, thousands of firefly bonfires have been lit by the peasants in honor 
of my passing tonight. I am simply acknowledging their homage.”

As the League’s debate turned increasingly'"against ’Japan, the profes
sional politicians in Tokyo expected momentarily the fall of the Wakatsuki 
government. In speculating on the composition of the Cabinet which would 
take its place, most of them predicted a coalition which would divide the re
sponsibility for the future among all factions. Black Dragon Lord Toyama 
opined that only a “darkside cabinet” of his own underworld leaders could 
be patriotic enough to shoulder the burden. Hirohito and his courtiers kept
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Chinese police appeared on the scene. Two of them ^'ere" kiHedVand%p;; 
wounded. Oi the One-Purpose Society’s goon squad, one was kified’-and 
two wounded. ; r . v . ■

Shortly after daybreak that skme mdsrning, the Japanese residents o£: 
Shanghai held a mass meeting and at the, urging of Major. Tanaka resoled 
to beg the Tokyo government for an expeditionary , force to protect them. 
Tanaka and secret policeman Shigeto took the request to the local repre
sentative of the Mitsui cartel dnd forced him at pistol point to relay it by 
cable to his head office in Tokyo. The Mitsui, management in Tokyo failed 
to submit the request; to the- prime minister, as ordered, but the telegram 
was later used by the cabal as evidence that the Fake War, had 'been 
launched to protect Mitsui interests:—a service for which Mitsui should 
bear part of the financial burden. " :

The mayor of Shanghai, Wu Tieh-ching, immediately, apologized on 
behalf of China for the . roughness of the Chinese towel weavers who had 
been hired by Japan. On January 21, he went so far as to promise that 
he would arrest and punish the towel weavers and would pay medical and 
consolation expenses to the kin of the termagant Nichiren priests. The 
Japanese had demanded that he should also make the Chinese citizens of 
Shanghai stop feeling hostile to Japan. Mayor Wu promised to do his 
best but pointed out, with polite regrets, that the private feelings of the , 
populace were out of his hands. The Japanese consul general in Shanghai 
retorted: “In the event that such compliance is refused, we are determined 
to take such steps as niay be necessary.” In the days, that followed young 
Japanese bravos in Shanghai and even small Japanese children went out 
of their way to pick fights with their Chinese counterparts, The carefully 
manufactured tension grew by die hour.

DOMESTIC EXTORTION ,

In Tokyo that day Prime Miniister, Inukai asked Baron Dan Takuma, 
the top executive of .the Mitsui cartel, to contribute 22,000,000 yen—sortie 
$8 million—to the government to cover the cost rof shipping troopsto 
Shanghai to protect Mitsui interests. Baron Dan-protested that, Mitsui 
needed no such protection, could ill afford such a hrtge sum of mortBy, artd 
Would pay it only under compulsion. 'Prime Minister Inukai reminded 
Baron Dan that Mitsui hafr maBe at -least---$20 'irtfflion; When _ 
taken Japan off the gold standard and that one good turn deserved an
other. If Mifeui/Would "payfor' the Fake War, inukai had jm- arr^rtS®ffi^ 
with C hiang^a^sfek  b^ which the Martchurian PfpDleni m i^ t bfe 
and - cons%iitionai;, government"iri Tapan might ~ $  0 P :.
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“I can say positively,” he told Kido, '‘that Inukai’s is the name which 
Prince Saionji will submit to the Throne.”

“That’s fine,” said Kido in his usual guarded manner. “There will be 
no objection to Inukai. The lord privy seal, however, is greatly concerned 
about financial management—or shall we say foreign relations? Accordingly 
it would be most appropriate if you would just give a hint to the finance 
minister, telling him that it will probably be Inukai and that various 
matters should be taken care of before the resignation of the Cabinet is 
announced to the public.”
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CASHING IN ON $$$

That evening, a Saturday, when the bourses of New York, London, and 
Paris were all closed, Finance Minister Inoue Junnosuke alerted Japanese 
businessmen abroad to the favorable opportunities in the offing. Various 
loose ends of complex transactions in “short sale” of currency and “short 
purchase” of commodities were hastily tied up in a dozen different capitals. 
In Japan department store clerks worked all weekend long to retag mer
chandise with new inflated prices reflecting the sudden drop expected in 
the value of the yen. On Monday morning housewives despaired at food 
prices which had jumped 30 to 40 per cent since Saturday.

In September 1931, before the Dollar Swindle had been conceived, 
Japan had had 900 million yen of paper currency in circulation backed by 
870 million yen in gold Each paper yen had been worth half a U.S. dollar. 
Now the 900 million paper yen were backed by only 370 million yen’s 
worth of gold and the paper yen would soon be quoted at a value of 32 
U.S. cents apiece. No less than 500 million yen’s worth of gold had been 
shipped abroad to cover Japan’s quiet but enormous speculation in de
pressed Western currencies. In theory the paper money of Japan should 
have fallen to 43 per cent of its previous value. In fact the secret of the 
swindle had been so well kept that the yen fell to only 64 per cent of its 
pre-swindle value. Because the yen remained inflated, Japanese speculators 
abroad converted their dollars first to raw materials and then secondarily 
to yen. Mitsui textile executives, for instance, Bought heavily in the bumper 
1931 U.S. cotton crop. They shipped it back to Japan, wove it into yard 
goods on the cheap Japanese labor market, and used it to swamp the 
bazaars of India and the Middle East. Textile mills in England went"bank
rupt and Japan acquired a name as a purveyor of cheap goods, Japanese 
industrialists doubled their swindle money "by taking full advantage of the 
lag between domestic inflation and domestic wages. Collectively the Japa
nese cartels and the government’s own Yokohama Specie Bank had netted 
an immediate paper profit of $60 million which would be realized finally 
as a cash profit of almost $200 million.



was sulking in  his villa, and the other KMT leaders entrusted the defense 
of Shanghai to the 19th Route Army of Sun Yat-sen’s son, Sun Fo, who 
was in Shanghai negotiating with the Japanese and sleeping with Eastern 
Jewel. That night a group of Eastern Jewel’s hirelings made an unsuc
cessful, almost nonexistent attempt to set fire to the Japanese consulate in 
the French Concession.

On Tuesday, January 26, before a shot had been fired, Hirohito’s Su
preme War Council, presided over by Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, in
structed Admiral Shiozawa in Shanghai to “exercise the right of self- 
defense.” That afternoon Shanghai’s Mayor Wu closed the M i n k u o  D a ily  

N e w s , which had offended Japan by regretting the poor aim of Hirohito’s 
Korean would-be murderer. On Wednesday, January 27, Major Wu or
dered his police to break up all anti-Japanese societies and demonstra
tions. The next morning, Thursday— “about eight o’clock,” according to 
the official Japanese account at the time—“a Chinese, seemingly of the 
anti-Japanese National Salvation Society,” threw into the Japanese con
sulate “what seemed like a bomb, though it failed to explode.” Eastern 
Jewel had successfully laid on her last pathetic straw.

That afternoon at 3:15 Mayor Wu notified the Japanese naval com
mander, Admiral Shiozawa, that the Chinese municipal government would 
comply with every Japanese request. Nevertheless at 4:00 p .m . the non- 
Chinese M u n i c i p a l  C o u n c i l  o f  t h e  I n t e r n a t io n a l  S e t t le m e n t ,  a ctin g  under 
Japanese pressure, proclaimed martial law throughout the concession area, 
and British, French, and Japanese guard units deployed to defend their 
assigned sectors against the possibility of attack by Chinese mobs.

At 5:00 p .m . N e w  Y o r k :  T i m e s  correspondent Hallett Abend visited 
the Japanese flagship in the harbor for cocktails with Admiral Shiozawa. 
Over the second Scotch and soda, Shiozawa told Abend that Mayor Wu’s 
acceptance of all Japanese demands was “beside the point.”

“At eleven o’clock tonight,” said Shiozawa, “I am sending my marines 
into Chapei to protect our nationals and preserve order.” Chapei was the 
show-piece borough of Chinese Shanghai. It lay just to the north of the 
Japanese quarter of the International Settlement. The Japanese who lived 
in Chapei and supposedly needed protection had already been evacuated 
two days earlier.

As soon as he politely could, Abend hurried ashore and cabled his 
story- to New York. Then he phoned all the Western diplomats of his ac
quaintance in Shanghai. To a man they told him that he was mongering 
sensationalism. But Admiral Shiozawa was as good as his word. After 

..eleven o’clock, that night, he sent Mayor Wu a note declaring his inten 
tions and before twelve o’clock his bluejackets began crossing the northern 
boundary Of the Japanese defense sector and moving north along the dar' 
streets of Chinese Chapei. Behind them at the border their rear guard un
rolled barbed wire and built roadblocks. Westerners in evening dress, w o
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cember 23, Hirohito overrode all objections and confirmed his great-uncle 
in Japan's highest military office.

Though still only sixty-six years old, Pnnce Kanin was the last surviving 
brother of Prince Asahiko who had counseled Emperor Komei at the time 
of Commodore Perry’s opening of Japan seventy-eight years earlier. He 
alone knew all the secrets of imperial family policy making in the years 
which had intervened. He alone Outranked Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji 
as a father of the nation. It was his cavalry cronies. Tatekawa and Koiso, 
who had masterminded the plots leading to the seizure of Mukden. It was 
his responsibility to enact the rest of the imperial program bequeathed to 
Hirohito by his grandfather, Emperor Meiji. For the next nine years, until 
the autumn of 1940, Prince Kanin would fulfill meticulously the trust he 
had inherited. He would preside over the formulation of all Army staff 
plans and would present them to Hirohito for his signature. Before his 
retirement he would oversee the conquest of north Manchuria, Mongolia, 
China, and northern Indochina. Before his death—of severe hemorrhoids 
in May 1945—he would see Japan’s Armageddon against the West spend 
itself in rubble and flame.

Kanin’s appointment was celebrated by a mass rally of "national thanks” 
at Tokyo's Meiji Stadium No less than 18,000 members of veterans’ as
sociations, youth groups, women’s leagues, and cultural clubs turned out to 
express their gratitude to the Emperor for appointing a member of his 
own family to a position of public responsibility. The proceedings were 
broadcast on radio and beamed overseas to the farthest coineis of the 
Empire. No member of the imperial family had ever before talked on the 
radio to the common people. To assure them that they might listen without 
being struck deaf, Black Dragon Toyama, the idolized Robin Hood of 
the slums, acted as master of ceremonies. After his introduction Prince 
Kanin arose, ramrod stiff in his field marshal’s uniform. Strikingly hand
some, his waxed mustache glittering under the lights, he delivered his 
speech with great dignity. In a few well-chosen words he called for na
tional unity and selfless service to the Throne in the heroic ordeals which 
Japanese would have to face in the years ahead.

SEDUCTIONS IN SHANGHAI

Having reunited boy emperor Pu-Yi with his number-one wife, the 
energetic Manchu princess Eastern Jewel returned in mid-December, at 
the time of the Cabinet change in Tokyo, to the arms of her muscular lover, 
Major Tanaka of the Special Service Organ in Shanghai. Sun Fo. the son of 
Sun Yat-sen, was in Shanghai trying to persuade Japan to support his Can
tonese faction of the KMT against the faction of Chiang Kai-shek who had 
just resigned. Major Tanaka had money to spend for arranging provoca
tions for the Fake War. Eastern Jewel was in her clement. She seduced
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For Japan’s benefit, Chiang continued to negotiate in secret with 

Prime Minister Inukai’s emissary in Nanking, Kayano Chochi. For China’s 
benefit be announced publicly t h a t  h e  h a d  ordered his own personal 
“guard divisions” to prepare for action. None of Chiang’s men, however, 
arrived at the battle line until over three weeks later. Moreover, Chiang’s 
small navy declared itself neutral and kept out of harm’s way well up 
the Yangtze River. It had ordered a new vessel from a Japanese dockyard 
in Kobe. The warship was launched while the war still raged and the 
Chinese minister in Tokyo attended the commissioning ceremony. He 
drank toasts with the Japanese naval officers present and exchanged senti
ments with them of Sino-Japanese friendship and good will.

In later years the valiant 19th Route Army would go over to Chiang’s 
open enemies, the Communists of Mao Tse-tung. In 1932, however, its 
officers were simply idealistic agrarian reformers. They served the socialist 
Cantonese faction of the KMT because they believed it to be more in tune 
with the interests of the Chinese peasantry than were the bankers around 
Chiang Kai-shek. In their political innocence they felt inspired by Chiang’s 
promise of aid. They dug into the rubble of Chapei and, to the surprise 
of the Japanese Imperial Marines, held their ground even under a hail 
of bombs and naval shells. Japanese local civilian reservists— the “mufti 
army” as they were known in Tokyo— took revenge behind the lines for the 
losses being suffered by the marines at the front. They raided Chinese shops 
on the fringes of Chapei, looting, raping, and beheading. The naval deck 
hands who now held rear posts for the marines spent their days disposing 
of the bodies of Chinese civilians murdered by Japanese vigilantes.

Altogether the Chinese had some 33,500 men in the Shanghai'area 
compared to a Japanese force which at first numbered less th a n  5,000. 

Other foreign armies in the International Settlement and French Conces
sion amounted to over 18,000 men and with their superior equipment and 
training were thoroughly capable of defending foreign interests against 
the 19th Route Army. But the Japanese Navy was not disposed to seek 
Western support. Instead it fought its own desperate defensive battle, 
bringing in the crews of all the Japanese ships it could muster in the 
China Sea and finally, in great humiliation, asking the Japanese Army 
for help. The Imperial Marines were beside themselves with rage to re
trieve their laurels. •

In Tokyo Hirohito was gravely worried that the wounded honor of his 
samurai might turn the controlled “incident” into a runaway war which 
Japan would not be able to afford. Repeatedly he sought assurance from 
those about" him that reinforcements, when landed, would proceed slowly, 
avoid face-saving confrontations, and remain ready to withdraw at us 
command. His absorption with the tactical and financial details became so 
tiresome that Big Brother Marquis Kido of the Eleven Club waxed almost 
critical of him and expressed a wish that he would shed his pettifogging
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That day the Emperor was to attend a military review in the north 
Tokyo suburb of Yoyogi. Contrary to precedent, a map of the route he 
would follow had been published in the newspapers five days earlier. 
Security precautions were unusually strict. Secret policemen from the 
Kwantung Army in Manchuria had been flown in to assist the various 
Tokyo police forces. Many teahouses, brothels, and Korean boarding
houses had been raided and searched beforehand. Nevertheless the Korean 
assassin from Shanghai, I Pong-chang, with a grenade in each pocket, man
aged to find a place for himself in the front ranks of the spectators outside 
the Cherry Field Gate of the palace through which Hirohito was to pass 
on his way home.

Ever since the attempt on Hirohito’s life in 1923, the policemen along 
the margins of an imperial progress had stood with their backs turned to 
the roadway, their heads respectfully inclined and their eyes staring into 
the eyes of the crowd. The crowd by ancient tradition was kneeling. From 
this reverent posture I Pong-chang had an opportunity to study the im
perial cortege as it came toward him down the street. There were several 
carriages in the procession but only one emblazoned with the crest of the 
imperial chrysanthemum. Nevertheless, according to the account given 
out later by the police, I Pong-chang became confused. He leapt to his 
feet, snatched a grenade from his pocket, and hurled it 65 feet—a fair toss 
even for a trained shot-putter. Under the left rear wheel of the carriage of 
Imperial Household Minister Ikki Kitokuro, there was a small explosion.
No one in the dense throng along the curbs of the roadway was harmed, 
but three scraps of shrapnel were later exhibited as having been dug from 
the underside of Household Minister Ikki’s carriage. The assassin was 
seized at once by the police and held entirely incommunicado. Nine months 
later the secret police announced that he had been sentenced to death.

Big Brother Kido of the Eleven Club noted in his diary before the assas
sination attempt that he felt something bad would happen that day. After
wards he characterized the bombing briefly as “a kind of political plot.” 
Imperial Household Minister Ikki, whose coach had been struck, calmly 
told Secretary-Spy Harada on the phone a few minutes after the bombing 
that the incident was not important enough to warrant a special report to 
Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji. Hirohito himself, when told the identity of 
the assailant, chuckled and said, “He would have to be from the Korean * 
Independence Party.” Kinoshita Mikio, one of the palace chamberlains, 
remarked that afternoon that the attempted assassination would hie useful 
in re-enlisting the sympathy of citizens who had grown disillusioned with 
Hirohito. Many patriotic Japanese felt that the home minister, who had 
charge of the police, should make amends for the carelessness of his sub
ordinates by committing hara-kiri. But the home minister merely tendered 
his resignation to Hirohito as a formality along with the rest of the Cabinet.
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BLESSING THE KILLERS

On Saturday^ January 30, 1932, the bombs had been bursting in Shang
hai for more than twenty-four hours, and the banking houses of Mitsui 
and the other cartels had not yet agreed either to give or lend the gov
ernment enough money to pay for the action.1 The money itself was im
portant, but the gesture of making it available was symbolically still more 
important. By withholding it, the Japanese business community remained 
in dissent against the imperial program. The merchants, in effect, were 
denying the uniqueness of the Japanese race and the mission handed down 
from the sun goddess.

That same Saturday night, therefore, Friar Inoue, the leader for the 
Blood Brotherhood, conducted the final rites of purification for the assas
sins under his charge who were to intimidate the business community. 
One by one the young killers filed into the “bone-cooling hall” of the empty 
house and to the accompaniment of dedicatory incantations were al
lowed briefly to handle one or another of the ten pistols which had been 
provided by Dr. Okawa and Commander Inoue Fumio’s naval group at 
the Mi s t y  Lagoon. Having blessed the weapons and their wielders, Friar 
Inoue returned the guns to their locker for distribution later.

On paper Friar Inoue assigned each of the eleven assassins eleven spe
cific victims to kill at specific times and places. But in practice he later 
juggled and postponed the assignments so that only two of the victims 
were ever killed. On one occasion he failed to' get the assassin his gun

1 In Japan it was and is normal procedure for the government to consult the great 
banking families on policies affecting national finance.
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three groups of; potential terrorists with which Lord Privy Seal Makino’s 
man, Dr. Okawa, had been put in touch through the good offices of old 
Spider Tanaka, the director emeritus of the spy service.

. ; .On the, night in question; the empty house was the scene of an initiation 
/ceremony. A burly .Buddhist priest in white vestments stood at the end 

of the entry hall, limned from the rear by flickering candlelight. From 
time to time a tapping at the front door Would stimulate him to chant a 

.’sepulchral welcome. A sturdy recniit would enter the foyer and at the 
. priest’s, direction would put on a white hood from a pile beside the um
brella stand. Then the priest would usher him into the darkness of the 
room beyond—the “bone-cooling hall”—and tell him to meditate until 
everyone had arrived. ■
. - {.When a dozen men. had assembled to contemplate the darkness of the 
inner. room,'the priest joined them with his candle. He chanted the 
mystic Lotus Sutra from Buddhist scripture and then delivered a solemn 
sermon, of indoctrination. Their time of service was approaching, he said. 
From now. until they, were given their assignments, they would live with 
him here performing the necessary purification rites. When they had purged 
themselves of all unclean and selfish motives, they would be ready for 
the. final cleansing in blood, the “killing of one man by one man” which 
would gain them entry into paradise. After the priest’s lecture, the recruits 

■ pricked their' fingers with their daggers and renewed their signatures on a 
scroll which the priest, called ;“the compact of blood.” Then he assigned 
each of them a small room and a pallet for the remainder of their stay in 
the empty house. v ,■ . • : . . . : . 7

.Like .the owner of the empty house, the priest, Friar .Ino'ue,' had once 
been a: member of the spy service in Ghina. He- had returned to Japan in 
1920 with his good friends and .‘former colleagues Dr: Okawa, the ideologist 
of the Strike South, and Kita Ikki, the ideologist of the Strike North. 
•When.Okawa and Kita had fallen out,;Friar Inoue had felt his loyalties 
torn between them. He had retired to meditate, in a . hermit’s cave.among,, 
the grotesque rock formations along the Pacific coast near the spy-service 
center of Oarai. One day while fasting—so he . later remembered in his :. 
autobiograph}'—he fell into a trance.and saw a vision of Japan conquering 
the United States. The vision persuaded him to follow the star of Dr.

; Okawa,and, the Strike^South Faction.,He emerged from/the. mountains • 
and announced: that he had changed his name from; Indue Akira. Inoue 

. the Radiant, to Inoue Nisho, Inoue Summoned by the Sun Goddess. Along . 
with, his new name he assumed -the frockof a . Buddhist priest of the 
warrior Nichiren sect. 7 v 7 'hY’>7 .Y 7 /••’,7 : /v; • 1 /

the late i^ O ’s,' under; the sponsorship .of old Spider Tanaka of the.
: sPy service, Friar Inoue had opened’'a “schbol/for/the{■defense. of- the,”;. 
y nation’’. in an abandoned temple 'iri Garai: a few doors from Spider Tanaka’s V 
. Everyday Meiji Biographical Research , Institute: Here he. gave advanced 7



budget of $30 million. The Army, emphasized the .finance minister,, must 
be ready and disciplined to obey at any moment a truce,:, arrangement. 
Army talk of breaking through to Nanking and teaching Chiang Kai-shek 
a lesson must be stopped. , . . 'r : . . .v -y>-h

“We have absolutely no righteous cause,” said the finance minister, “to 
warrant hopes of being able to raise financial assistance in .foreign capi
tals.” Then he showed War Minister Araki telegrams demonstrating that 
Japanese credit in New York had struck rock bottom and that President 
Hoover had recently written financier Thomas W. Lamont that the U.S. 
government had now “wholly lost confidence in the Japanese government.”

KILL THE BANKER

By February 5, unofficial secret negotiations had made it clear that 'the 
United States could not be cajoled out of coupling the Manchurian and 
Shanghai settlements. Nor would the cartels subsidize die Shanghai war 
as long as they could hope for a firm Western stand. Accordingly Hiro- 
hito directed Prime Minister Inukai to reject the mediation plan of the 
West as unsatisfactory, and all plotting lights were turned on green again.

On Saturday morning, February 6, Friar InOue in the empty house 
received a visit from one of die junior officers of the Misty Lagoon, 
Second Lieutenant Ito Kijomi. Ito brought with him a Browning automatic 
which had belonged to his squadron leader, Lieutenant -Commander'Fujii 
Hitoshi, who had been shot down and killed on reconnaissance over 
Chapei die day before. Commander Fujii had been the prize pupil of 
Friar Inoue’s brother, the flight instructor, and also the leader at the fliers’, 
coup headquarters near die empty house a week earlier. Lieutenant Ito 
begged Friar Inoue to proceed according to plan even without the fliers’ 
support. The Browning automatic, he said, shone with the departed spirit 
of Lieutenant Commander Fujii whose dying regret it had been that he 
could not lead the Emperor’s coup in person. Friar Inoue accepted the 
Browning and swore to use it to satisfy, the one-day ghost of its former 
owner. That night after suitable ceremony and dedications he turned over 
the Browning and forty-six bullets to one of his best assassins, a young man 
named Konuma Tadashi. ;

' Konuma’s assigned victim was die former finance minister,. Inoue Jua- 
nosuke. He had to be killed for several reasons; He had. made the initia 
arrangements with the Mitsui cartel to buy dollars in preparation for e 
Dollar-Swindle. He was one of the' few men in Japan who knew that ie 
idea for the swindle had emanated from the palace. He had not co-operate 
later, in. forcing .the "cartels to tum\ back a suitable percentage; of eir 
profits to die; service of the" nation. Arid-finally, someone had J0 !?e assaSr. 
sinated as /an vexainple to/the rest- of-the recalcitrant-■'burinessl;comippnit .̂.  ̂
Assassin Konuffia spent fWo days:practicing-.\vith his; Browning: and^amiL^ 
for final orders. -.'C. \  -}■' 'yhV Lj./'/C :;/?
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V̂ v̂raÊ ANCHUMAN̂ INCipENf'HAsiDEVELpPlED-'AS-EXJPECTEp̂ BUT̂ THÊ OPEOSrr-v
TION OF THE . STRONG COUNTRIES ,IS: ..STILL GIVING CERTAIN PERSONS • AT > THE :; ;
CENTER.DOUBTS.,.SO PLEASEUSE THE CURRENT TENSION BETWEEN CHINA .AND , "

. JAPAN TO BRING OFF . YOUR INCIDENT. . AND TURN THE EYES OF THE STRONG 
; COUNTRIES TOWARD SHANGHAI. . . . . . . . . .  -V

The next morning Ttagaki went to the palace and delivered a full re-:
. pprt lo  -Hirohito. on the “progress being, made in establishing the. hew::' 

nation” of Manchukuo. According to Big Brother Marquis Kido, who 
‘rbceived ,a ' resume .of die audience in ..an anteroom aftebvards,. Itagaki ex
plained to Hirohito that the new puppet state, would preserve a fapadeof 
independence and self-rule. Japanese “advisors,” he said,: would really 
run/the state, but they would be given Manchukuoan citizenship. and 
would be called Manchukuoans. At the same time they \vould keep their 
Japanese'citizenship arid would remain obedient to orders from Tokyo. 
Hirohito inquired whether there were any precedents for such dual na
tionality, and Itagaki cited several. At this turn in the conversation, the 

. .Emperof’s .chief, aide-de-camp, who had’stood iri attendance during the 
.first .half of the . audience, hastily bowed hiiriself out. It was a Court Pule 
thaf.he must never listen to discussion pf personnel questions. As.a result 
.Hirohito and ttagaki finished their meeting, in complete privacy. ,
V . Onreceiptof Colonel Itagaki’s telegram from Tokyo, Major Tanaka of
• flic Shanghai Special Service Organ advanced some $6j000 from. organ 
; TiWds'.fo.'Kis mistress, Eastern Jewel; Disguised as.a man, sh'e.tdistributed

half ; of the, money, by her. own accounting, to . some’ Chinese laborers, at 
fhe JapaneseTOwned, Three Friends bath .towel'.factoi^l..The''manager'’'pf - 
the; factory was unpopular in the local Japahese' community' because'he 
>yas. supposed .to have socialistic leanings. The other half .of the money, . 
Eastern Jewel said, she gave to a gang of street toughs who were to assist 
■the towel weavers. ; ' ' . , .

• Oh the;afternoon.of January. 18 two Nichiren pripsts..and-three 'disciples . 
of the Myoho, Buddhist leriipie' crime swaggeririg along Yinhsiang Creek 

. near the'towel factory’, ;.bariging gongs and bellowirig sutra as was their 
: offensive', wont. Tanaka later explained that he, chose them /as; \dctims beh ;

’ cause; most Myoho temple inch “were ̂ only, Korea ns.” The .five monies and . 
.novices; werefset uponby the Chinese towel weavers—-and by enough 
.streettoughstojfistify.EasternJewersexpenseaccount—-and;werebrutaily 
,/beateri. One of the priests subsequently died on January 24, but; long i
• :.heforehe did,’ori January l9, a scant.teri'hours aftertlie original skirrirish, ;.
, ^hirty-tvvo mernbers of the Japanese Yoilrig Men’s One-Purpose Society, •: 
. led by a secret ppliceriian̂  Shigeto,2. made -a .predawn attack 'on/the; ■

;'..%?tqiy arid ;burhed;dpwri..,pne,tofyits.buiidirigsd firelthev:;‘; 3

3 fbc 'hiottiehpf-.Cbloner Shigeth Chihd ’̂ '/tlic’/Tokyo; .General 'Staff:-Who /had 
a prominent-role.in'theMarch Plot a :year earlier: - ■;



The former finance minister’s limousine pulled up to the curb at 8:02 
p.;M. The'candidate'' for whom he was stumping stepped out and ■bowed 
to a' political welcoming committee; The^ si:rty^six |^apM d^ 
lowed; he advanced five or six steps: and was just inclining liis head to the 
crowd when BlOod Brother Koriuma burst,from the ranks Of̂ ;spedatots;h§-< 
Mud him and fired three shots into the old man’s back.: One bullet lodged 
in his left buttock, another in his right, lung, and the third, shattered his 
spine. Former Finance Minister Inoue Juhnqsuke;M^
Assassin Konuma let himself be taken to the police station .where he .was 
treated with such , unusual gentleness that h e  ̂ .appeared; ini:crimiiii';court’,a 
few months later looking the rosy picture’of health:"-'5-

KILLERS LEFT AT LARGE v " A,-

On the day of financier Inoue’s murder, his namesake, Friar Inoue of 
the Blood Brotherhood, moved his base of operations from the empty 
house to the House of Heavenly Action, a student hostel M aintain 
the Black Dragon Society next door to the home of the Black Dragon- 
himself, Toyama Mitsuru. The ■ hostel • was managed by Toyama’s son,; 
Hidezoj and by Toyama’s Secretary,-anotherformer:'spy:;Of: the-:Ghin^ 
Service, Honma Kenichiro. Until 1930, Hohma/had been Friar ThoueT: 
colleague at Oarai and had run the elementary school fior spies : ^  
Purple Mountain Academy.2 * * •
' In  his hew headquarters Friar Inoue maintained .'Business'-.ayBsuaL; 

pursuing liis campaign of ‘ escalating terror as if nothing had happened.: 
Messengers, shuttled back and forth daily betweenhis,HoushOf^eayenly;' 
Action and the nearby coup headquarters of the Misty Lagoon flight .offi
cers. The pledged assassins of the BloOd B rothefhb^ ■,
homes nearby and kepi in touch.' The; c i y i l / inMta^y ipb i lc^  
piled dossiers on. the Blood Brotherhood and;': thfejitfi^
The dossiers were handed up THropgir chahneisr-'td'itiite^ 
and ..to the supreme commandant of-the;.secret8, polide,;arid; 
guarded inquiries had been made at die palace, .were, filed away for 
reference. ’ 'v r/ ' "--B'"'."'C-B 

Although. nothing was done to ;prevOih;-ifortfe 
done to,.adveirtisie-^theirdurking darigerrThe.yeryVd^
Wednesday, ■ February ■ 16,; Count. Arima of the imperial family .lunclic 
With jBig _ £ ro tlie f ,;i^
pellehP .KhowhTorfMuiberrie^ _ Restaurant,..^■ ,vtIife;:V.̂ PWaiiayr Ajima ̂  ̂
asked IUdo;andTIaradato;'Spread;themews;:thata.cOu^

2 .Black-,'Dragon,.^
that Mey.BadVlBbwh' nothing.oUFriar mb,uers;ychviti^
onlyi/at It&eirrcpj^erid^^^ .= k r " ' ’’ “ " ' ' ' ' ‘
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Nanking and Chiang Kai-shek indicated that Chiang would recognize such 
a nation. In return Japan would destroy the Chinese 19th Route Army in 
Shanghai—the army of the dissident Cantonese faction in the KMT which 
contested Chiang Kai-shek’s absolute authority. Once Chiang Kai-shek 
recognized the independence of Manchuria, the League of Nations would 
have no reason to censure Japan. For the sake of international harmony 
and the domestic co-operation of Japan’s business community, Hiroliito 
might be willing to accept such a compromise. He would only have to 
order the Kwantung Army to return to its garrisons in the South Man
churia Railroad zone and all the rest could be worked out. A token of 
good faith on the part of the cartels, however, was urgently needed to 
persuade Hirohito to consider the plan.

Baron Dan promised to think over Prime Minister Inukai’s proposal 
but held out no hope that he could persuade the Mitsui family or the in
dustrialists of the other cartels to back the scheme. Baron Dan suspected 
that Hirohito was already too committed to military empire-building to 
change his plans now and that the lines of conflict between the liberal 
Saionji faction and the imperial faction at Court were too sharply drawn 
to be erased without a showdown.

That afternoon, January 21, 1932, Hirohito recessed the Diet in prepara
tion for a general election on February 20. In the interim he would have 
the constitutional right to arrogate the one power which the Diet pos
sessed—that of authorizing additional expenditures which had not been 
foreseen in the last national budget.

That night Lord Privy Seal Count Makino, Hirohito’s chief civilian ad
visor, warned Saionji, through Secretary-Spy Harada, that continued non
support of the Fake War by the cartels would lead to a new imperial 
coup d’etat on or about February 10. What he meant, as it turned out, 
was that the Blood Brotherhood of Friar Inoue would then assassinate its 
first sacrificial victim.

COMMENCEMENT OF HOSTILITIES

Shanghai was an ideal city in which to make the nations of the West 
appreciate Japan’s effort to save the face of the League of Nations. Here 
were the biggest Western enclaves and the headquarters of the main 
Western business interests in central China. Here the Western nations had 
invested more than a billion dollars. Here Japan had a garrison of 2,000 
of her crack troops, the Imperial Marines.

On Saturday, January 23, 1932, a Japanese cruiser and four destroyers, 
all loaded with additional bluejackets, cast anchor in the mouth of the 
Yangtze, to be followed tire next day and the day after by two aircraft 
carriers. On Sunday, January 24, Chinese civilians held a mass meeting 
to ask Nanking for military reinforcements. Chiang Kai-shek, however,
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Encouraged by the popular trend, the Japanese business community 
stiffened its spine and refused to be intimidated by the continuing threat 
of assassination. The previous October many of the cartel leaders had 
deserted old Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji for the profits they saw in the 
Dollar Swindle. Finding himself fighting alone, Saionji had withdrawn in 
disgust and had quietly watched developments ever since from his seaside 
villa. Now, however, the great merchant families began once more to 
court Saionji’s favor. They founded a “Constitution Protection Movement” 
and began to recruit goon squads of their own with which they hoped to 
be able to meet the Blood Brotherhood on equal terms, Instead of offering 
to lend the government enough money to pay for the Shanghai war, they 
sought to bribe the Kwantung Army and so strip Hirohito of his most 
ardent supporters. General Honjo in Mukden refused the first of many such 
bribes on. election-week Wednesday, February 17. A representative of the 
second-ranking cartel, Mitsubishi, came to Honjo’s office and tried to give 
him a check for over $100,000 as a “contribution.” Honjo refused to touch 
the check, told the Mitsubishi representative that the sum was far too 
small, and advised him, when Mitsubishi was ready to be more 'generous, 
to present its donation directly to the war minister or chief of staff in 
Tokyo.

On election-week Friday, February 19, the Big Brothers of the Eleven 
Club spent the entire day consulting with operatives of the spy service, 
with leaders of the underworld, and with one another. They were reassured 
that the cartels could never recruit a formidable following among the dis
possessed samurai of the demimonde. In the words of one of the most 
knowledgeable of their underworld contacts: “No movement either of the 
Left or the Right can ever succeed unless it is Centered around the Em
peror.”

STAGE MANAGERS’ MEETING

That same evening the dapper, owlish Big Brother- Marquis Kido from 
the office of the lord privy seal in the palace and the lanky, languid Big 
Brother Prince Konoye from the House of Peers met for dinner with 
their Army counterparts at the elegant villa of Colonel Marquis Inoue 
Saburo, the son of Emperor Taisho’s Prime Minister Katsura. To spe 
for the military half of the cabal, their host had invited his protege, the 
ubiquitous Lieutenant Colonel Suzuki, and the'most aristocratic o tie 
Three Crows of Baden-Baden, Colonel pbata Toshiro.4 Tim prince, e 
two marquises, and the two soldier-courtiers drank cocktails, Western 
style, on Marquis Inoue’s screened porch overlooking Yokohama ay

4 Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Harada had been included in Marquis Inoue’s 
list but had been finally excluded because the Army members of the ca a 1 
trust his wagging tongue.
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had come across town a fter  their dinner and theatre parties to see if there 
' would be any action, stood about smoking and joking. The only thing 

worse than a Japanese victory, said the wits, would be a Chinese one.
When the probing patrols had been gone for about half an hour, heavy 

firing broke out. The Japanese marines had been told not to expect much 
resistance. They had advanced as if to a picnic, talking and laughing and 
fighting their way with flaming torches. Now their outing had turned into 
an immense ambush. On walls and in upstairs windows between the border 
and the North Station for which they were headed, there had suddenly 
materialized riflemen and machine gunners of the 19th Route’s 78th Di
vision. The marines were caught in cross fire and several hundred of them 
were mowed down before they could regroup and begin to withdraw.

As the night wore on, every dispensable seaman on the Japanese ships 
in the harbor was given a gun and sent ashore on the double to join the 
battle. Despite their efforts, the men of the Chinese 19th Route Army 
pressed forward. By the first light of day on Friday, January 29, they 
were threatening to break through the barricades into the Japanese settle
ment. In desperation Admiral Shiozawa ordered into action the planes of 
his two aircraft carriers. By 7:00 a.m . they were strafing the advancing 
Chinese soldiers and strewing little 30-pound terror bombs all over densely 
populated civilian Chapei. One of their targets was the Commercial Press, 
the factory for all China’s textbooks. It housed a priceless collection of 
old Chinese scrolls and manuscripts. It was reduced to a gutted shell. The 
Japanese were frank to explain that anti-Japanese propaganda had been 
printed on the premises.

Never before had the world witnessed the results of wholesale civilian 
bombing by airplane. Dynamite dropped from German dirigibles had cut 
open a few houses in London toward the end of World War I, but casualties 
had been negligible. Now, in Chapei, the later horrors of Hiroshima might 
be glimpsed as in a glass darkly. Hundreds of women and children were 
blown to shreds. Admiral Shiozawa became known in the West as the 
“baby-killer.”

As the bombing and the morning progressed, the 19th Route com
mander, General Tsai Ting-kai, to the chagrin of his political leaders— 
especially of Sun Yat-sen’s son, Sun Fo, who had taken refuge from the 
fighting in Eastern Jewel’s apartment—announced that the 19th Route 
would “fight the Japanese to the last man if it has to dye the Whampo 
River red with its soldiers’ blood.” That afternoon when Chiang Kai-shek 
realized that the men of the 19 th Route were making heroes of themselves 
instead of being wiped out, he returned immediately to Nanking and 
offered his leadership to the KMT “at this time of crisis.” The Cantonese 
faction of the KMT might be his domestic rivals but they were Chinese, 
and he could ill afford to be out of command when they were sacrificing 
themselves for the nation.

Fake War

!
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would be willing to retire gracefully and leave, the; strategy of Armageddon 
toothers. ■ ^

The suave,,ubiquitous Lieutenant.Colonel.Suzuki—impeccably tailored; 
as always and looking like a banker -costumed’:in;^MlitafyAinifoimTOT :ai; 
fancy dress ball—pointed out quietly , that War Minister Araki would make 
a difficult ally because he was a man of principle. ; -  . -T
. Recognizing , this danger, Hirohito’s political, stage managers,., when 

they broke up that- night, had; nevertheless decided to recommend to. Hiro- • 
hito that Prime Minister Inukai be replaced- by a transcendental govern
ment built around the popularity; of War Minister Araki of the Strike- : 
North Faction; The hex t. morning, Saturday, February . 20, the people 
went .to the polls, and, .as* anticipated, gave Inukai’s;:,'Constitutionalistsdn'.C 
the Diet 301 • seats ,to ,the anti-Constitutionaiists’ T.47.iHirohit6’s;/ldtchen;:; 
cabinet of Big Brothers at. once launched a campaign of rumor and in
nuendo by which they hoped to nullify the people’s vote and overthrow 
Inukai. , /L- '■

At the urging of Big Brother Kido, Secretary-Spy Harada that night told 
Saionji that the Kwantung Army had become completely intractable anil 
had laid definite plans for a coup d’etat to-- “suppress 'poUtii^'y^aMts!’;} 
and safeguard Manchuria -from “exploitation by-political..party. Intetbsts;” ,; 
To Harada’s , astonishment old Saionjisimply smiled' and:: shrugged his
shoulders. . '-‘v:- ' \V’:

“Oh well,” he said, “if the plot, plans are already cdmplete, that’s: that.” 
After • four months o f . hibernation and thought, Saionji -was a jump : 

ahead of .the young men around the Throne.'He: knew;;̂ t̂hati there^would; ■ 
be no genuine coup d’etat. Through intermediaries,- he had already reached 
his own understanding with War :Minister Araki.. He :had determined .that. 
Araki was a man of integrity and brains, and in addition agoldeh-tongued 
demagogue who. knew how to ,lead; the masses. Araki undertook to embroil; 
Hirohito by 1936. in a' war with Russia. Better by far for Japan to fight 
Russia, if fight she must, than to attack the. combined ptiwers of America 
and. westem Europe. .InVthe;great.uridesirab!e buff̂ ^̂  
might be able to bury Hirohito’s samurai ardor in a desert of stalemate and
weariness.

INSPECTION EVE'•

The week following the elections was a : hectic one. The League of 
Nations’ Commission of Inquiry -was expected .to arrive in Japan or| Jeap 
year’s day, February 29. The Japancse forces in Shanghai Were: still a. r ^ : 

: tempting— as yet with little success—do drive out .the Chinese 1 9 th Route 
Ariny;;. OnMarchM,--'Mhnchuria .-jyas^schedLjle^

. pendent ̂ sovereign. rstatej; J V I a h c to u n d e r  -! Chief;
former boy emperor, of ChinaC I f : all went'well, The League’s investigative .
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anxieties and “sit big as a mountain.” Hiroliito’s nervousness was need
less, as it turned out, but he was playing a dangerous game. He was 
trying to deceive not only the world but also the Japanese electorate and 
the men who were dying.

As a precaution against uncontrollable escalation Hirohito approved 
the appointment of his wife’s cousin. Prince Fushimi, as chief of the Navy 
General Staff.3 In a breach of normal Court protocol, old Prime-Minister- 
Maker Saionji was not consulted about the appointment beforehand but 
was simply informed of it afterward when it was a fa it a c c o m p li. Now 
imperial princes were in charge of the operations of both military services, 
and absolute, reverent obedience could be expected of the samurai in the 
ranks.

The Imperial Household Ministry made a special point of announcing 
that Prince Fushimi’s appointment had nothing to do with the fighting in 
Shanghai. But the nation knew better. An imperial prince would not have 
been put at the helm unless Hirohito meant to see the Shanghai incident 
through to an honorable conclusion. To all those wealthy, cosmopolitan, 
educated Japanese who felt that Japan should not try to deceive the world 
or risk alienating friends abroad for the sake of Manchuria, the appoint
ment was a clear warning that they would have to reckon with Hirohito.

On this note began Act Three of the Triple Intrigue: Threat of Coup 
d’Etat. No longer was the threat directed simply at the West; no longer 
was it intended simply to persuade sympathetic Westerners that the official 
Japanese government stood powerless and in danger of overthrow. Now 
the threat was aimed also at internal opponents of imperial policy; now 
it offered domestic dissenters a hard choice—co-operate or face the pos
sibility of assassination.

3 The previous staff chief, Admiral Taniguchi Naozane, had discovered the involve
ment of the Misty Lagoon Air Development Station with the killers of the Blood 
Brotherhood. He had pointed out that flight instructor Inoue Fumio, the brother of 
Friar Inoue of the assassin band, was "a strange man” to have in the Navy. When 
his request to discharge Commander Inoue was tabled by Hirohito, Admiral Tani
guchi had resigned in protest.

;
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BETWEEN TWO THREATS '

While Safonji still mystified and the League inquiry drew closer, the 
frenetic activity of the preceding days began ; coming to a head; On 
Saturday, February 27— two days before the League commission’s sched-- 
uled arrival in Tokyo— the morning papers-- carried -i-letter^n^'w ritten 
to be leaked—from U.S. Secretary of State StimsOn to William E ; Borah, 
the chairman of the U.S. Senate’s Foreign Relations Committee.The letter 
warned Japan that, any modification or abrogatibh b f ' thh 1 stihcture'of 
interlocking treaties which was intended to safeguard the peace would 
release the United States from its obligations under any one of them. 
That is, if Japan, with impunity, violated the Nine-Power Treat)' guar
anteeing the “open door” and “territorial integrity” of China; the United 
States would feel free to build capital ships beyond naval treaty limitations 
and to strengthen U.S. military establishments in the Philippines; - Guam, 
and Hawaii. ? :

Prime Minister Inukai promptly telephoned the palace and "announced 
that he would recommend sending a special envoy.to the United States to 
clear up Secretary Stimson’s misunderstanding of Japan’s intentions. The 
envoy proposed by Inukai was Baron Dan. Takuma, head of the Mitsui 
cartel. .. ' •* a-. P ':  ■■■■■■::>v

That afternoon Army Chief of Staff Prince Kanin’s old .cavalry minion, 
Koiso, the later kamikaze prime minister of 1944, called upon Baron Dan 
in his office at the Mitsui holding company headquarters. Lieu tenant 
General Koiso, since his leadership of the March Plot, had; been elevated 
by Hirohito to the office of vice war minister. He was patently'a. man. 
whose patrons would back him to the hilt. He warned Baron Dan bluntly 
not to accept the mission of good-will ambassador to the United States. 
Baron Dan knew only too well that he could not protect hisUamily. from 
assassins nor his cartel from loss of Army contracts., At-the1 same.time.;lie 
was too proud to negotiate with Koiso'the exact degree of 
With many stiff smiles and bows, he told Koiso that jhe Wd A9 4 4 ^ io n . . 
of leaving Japan at the moment. On the contrary, he said, he was engage 
in a patriotic struggle for the nation’s survival and would ndt leave, is 
post of duty until he either conquered or died. ,

Vice Minister of War Koiso returned to the War Ministry andTepmJed 
to his patron, old Prince Kanin, chief, of the Army General :̂S|:aff. ,, wt 
night Friar Inoue, operating out of the Black Dragon. Sdciety s House 4 . 
Heavenly Action, sent a student messenger to one of his Blqod Brothernoo ̂  
assassins^ instructing him to stand ready to ‘k ill?arbn  

1 Mitsui. The1;assassin,; a-former :professional; 'gangsternamed^
Gord, began, at bnce aThorough study Of -Baron •
and work habits. v ' : ' v



on time and on another he sent the killer to a rendezvous where the quarry 
was not to be expected.

In such fashion great fear was created by only two murders, and it 
was arranged for many leaders of the cartels and of the Constitutionalist 
party to be ostentatiously spared. Typically, Lord Privy' Seal Makino was 
one of those who turned out to be not for killing. The assassin assigned to 
take care of him was a knowledgeable Tokyo University graduate student 
who had acted as the courier between the Blood Brotherhood and Makino’s 
own man, Dr. Okawa.
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STAY OF EXECUTION

The first week of February 1932 was taken up entirely with the out
break of the Shanghai war. The restless fliers of the Misty Lagoon, who 
were to supply military support for the Blood Brotherhood, found them
selves temporarily distracted from all else by being called to duty for raids 
and reconnaissance at the front. On Monday, February 1, while their 
precision bombing was demolishing Chinese structures a stone’s throw 
from Western-owned docks and warehouses, the Japanese foreign minister 
offered Western diplomats in Tokyo the opportunity of using their good 
offices to mediate the Sino-Japanese “misunderstanding.” That same eve
ning the American, French, and British ambassadors responded to the 
suggestion informally but favorably.

On the afternoon of the next day, Tuesday, February 2, Lord Privy 
Seal Makino told Prime Minister Inukai that “resolution of the Manchurian 
problem is going unexpectedly well” and that “the results may be almost 
perfect because of the understanding attitude of the United States and 
Great Britain.” Perhaps, after all, the Shanghai affair might not have to 
be carried through to the end.

“What’s done is done, of course,” said Makino, “but now we must co
operate as much as possible with the other nations to prevent escalation.”

Prime Minister Inukai had just come from a Cabinet meeting at which 
his ministers had approved the dispatch of regular Army troops to Shang
hai. For a few hours he found himself in the awkward position of having
approved a war which might not be necessary. That evening, however, it 
developed that U.S. Secretary of State Stimson would not co-operate in any 
Shanghai settlement that did not also include some provision for a Man- 
c urian settlement. Neither the Emperor nor the Army would accept such 
a proviso, and for the next three days the Fake War was held in abeyance 
while Japan negotiated with the United States.

In the interim, on Thursday, February 4, the war minister was carefully 
ne ed by the finance minister on the reasons why the war must be a 
ne §esture and nothing more. Japan could not afford a real war, not 

even if it could be won in six months, not even if it could be waged on a
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quarters of Shanghai. They had fought for the borough of Chapei street 
by street and ruin by ruin, and now they still occupied most of the two re
maining boroughs. The Japanese frontal advance, begun nine days bfefore'' 
had been thrown back repeatedly by counterattacks and had gained 
ground only by inches. Hirohito himself had criticizedthe commandeLiri' 
Shanghai and now had replaced him. .. ^ r vv >

The pressure, passed down to the men, had forced three privates on 
February 22 to make a suicide charge against , a crucial barbed-wire en
tanglement, carrying on their shoulders a tube, of dynamite. They had 
blown up themselves and the entanglement and were now immortalized: 
by the Japanese press as the “three human bullets.” A Japanese major 
who felt responsible for their sacrifice had himself been captured; by the 
Chinese in their counterattack. When liberated by the Japanese a few 
days later, he had gone to the site of the hard-fought roadblock, knelt, 
and deliberately blown out his brains. ...

Now on the eve of the League commission’s arrival, the Japanese .14th 
Division had just added some 20,000 fresh troops to the barricades in 
downtown Shanghai, and the Japanese 11th Division was disembarking 
under cover of night on the mud flats upriver to. turn the Chinese flank. 
By morning there would be some 70,000 Japanese troops pressing in on 
three sides against the 20,000-odd survivors of the 19th Route Army.6 • 

The early-morning landing of the 1,1th Division behind his lines took 
General Tsai Ting-kai of the 19th Route completely by surprise. He had 
entrusted watch over that particular stretch of coast line to only 100 
men with three machine guns. Japanese give the credit for his shortsighted
ness to the deceptive wiles of Eastern Jewel, the Manchu princess and 
Japanese girl spy. During the first desperate days of the fighting,, when 
vengeful Japanese vigilantes roamed the streets around her, Eastern Jewel 
had kept Sun Yat-sen’s son safe in her apartment and had extorted from 
him letters of introduction to all the most important officers of the 19th . 
Route Army. In return she had finally smuggled him aboard - a coastal 
tramp steamer of uncertain registry, which took him out, of harm’s, way 
to his home port of Canton in southern China. ,

Her principal lover, the huge Major Tanaka of the Shanghai . Special ; 
Service Organ, now put her in touch with some of the Navy fliers of the 
Misty Lagoon Aif Station who were flying reconnaissance oveljhe Chiiiese

. 6 There :were also . three of Chiang .Kai-shek’s guard divisions; numbering 49,000 . 
men, loitering just outside Shanghai. In a.spare..moment. on‘February T8 or., 
detachments of the 19th Route'had turned briefly, from the Japanese and had capture ,
a substantial ‘part/of one of these-guard'dMsi6ns.”.Tbe..pnsoneft';h?jj:lj^n..~™3?c-->j 
to the front and forced at gunpoint to fight the Japanese. Some were later capture . 
by the Japanese, and some died honorably fighting the Japanese, hut ; ^
mowed down: by their 19 th Route countrymen when they panicked Md ued beto 
a Japanese advance on February 25.
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In the interim on Sunday, February 7, the Japanese Army came to the 
rescue of the embattled Navy by landing a mixed brigade of 10,000 men in 
Shanghai. On Monday, February 8, Hirohito gave bis personal instruc
tions to the Japanese Diplomat who was going to Shanghai to be rea'dy to 
negotiate a truce as soon as the Fake War had served its purpose. The 
negotiator was Matsuoka Yosuke, a University of Oregon graduate who 
would later become famous for his expansive hobnobbing with Hitler and 
Mussolini. Since 1925 he had been one of the junior members of the 
cabal in the Foreign Ministry. His meeting with Hirohito that quiet Mon
day morning was disguised as a “lecture in the Imperial Study on non- 
current historical events.” At the end of it, however, Hirohito had a few 
words with Matsuoka on current events.

Matsuoka expressed the opinion that the Fake War should not be 
stopped until the Japanese forces in Shanghai had taken the offensive 
and won a decisive victory. China, he said, was Japan’s lazy elder brother. 
The industrious younger brother had the duty of chastising the elder 
brother when the honor of the whole family was at stake. Appealing to 
Hirohito’s interests as a biologist, Matsuoka cited the “Darwinian prin
ciple” that competition is always most fierce between those who are closely 
related. Hirohito nodded, but Saionji, when he heard of the Matsuoka 
audience, asked that Army and Navy commanders in Shanghai be warned 
about Matsuoka’s proclivity “for falling into paradoxes.”

It followed from Matsuoka’s advice that the Fake War must ,be well 
staged and that the cartels must be cowed into paying for a handsome 
production. Early the next afternoon, Tuesday, February 9, Emperor Hiro
hito invited a most unusual “lecturer” to speak to him in his study at the 
Imperial Library. This was Lieutenant General Banzai Rihachiro, retired. 
Banzai for many years had run Japan’s espionage network in China and 
had been the immediate superior of Friar Inoue, the leader of the Blood 
Brotherhood. In the shadowy directorate of Japan’s Civilian Spy Service, 
Banzai now ranked second to no one except perhaps old Spider Tanaka 
of the Everyday Meiji Biographical Research Institute in Oarai.

Retired General Banzai emerged from his talk with Hirohito that Tues
day afternoon at two o’clock. Two hours later the Blood Brotherhood’s 
assassin, Konuma, received a messenger from Friar Inoue, telling him to 
proceed according to plan. At 7:00 p.m. assassin Konuma alighted from 
a streetcar on a comer a few blocks from Tokyo Imperial University. He 
took up a loitering vigil at the gate of the Komagome Elementary School 
where former Finance Minister Inoue Junnosuke was scheduled to deliver 
an election speech that night. Although Konuma paced back and forth 
and smoked countless cigarettes, the passers-by paid him no special at
tention. Twenty-two years old, fifth son of ah Ibaraki fisherman, first in his 
class at junior high, later a baker’s assistant and a carpenter’s apprentice, 
he looked like any restless, impoverished university student, waiting for a 
girl or the results of a crucial examination.

Government by Assassination
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February 29. In Tokyo a swirl of. social activity had been laid: On for thenf h
a n r\  t l l P t r  > flrc f-  fiT /A -4<Jxrp i r l  ; T -n n o t i  . m a t* n  o i l  ' '- „ * j  1 ‘ ’ ■ r:, -

Yosuke, opened negotiations with Chiang Kai-sliek’s representatiyes on : 
March 1 arid concluded them in an armistice agreement on March 5. Less 
than rtwoVweeks.Jater^ Japan's TO^OOO-man expeditionary force. began to 
be shipped,horne, leavingrthe defense of the Japanese quarter in Shanghai 
once again to the small garrison of Imperial Marines. Only cynics rê  
marked on the marvelous discipline of the Japanese troop withdrawals. The 
Japanese militarists who- were supposed: to be completely out of hand in 
Manchuria had proved completely tractable in Shanghai. Having opened 
the door for a drive on the Chinese capital of Nanking, having sustained 
heavy losses of both life and face at the hands of the 19th Route Army; 
they nevertheless obeyed orders perfectly.in giving back to China the 
hard-wori streets Of Chapei. The League’s commissioners were supposed 
to be favorably impressed. Theywere supposed at the same time to realize 
that Shanghai was only One half of the bargain and. that the other halt was 
the new Japanese puppet state of-Manchukuo,. which, was proclaimed with 
pomp and ceremony on March 1. . • :

; On March 2, an event took place :iii the United Stateswhich-deprived 
the League’s commission of all front-page publicity in the West.and di
verted the, attention, of many Japanese. The infant son of :U.S. aviator 
Charles Lindbergh. was kidnapped.7 During- the partial: news blackout 

. which followed, Secretary of State Stimson found to his dismay that most of 
his fellow statesmen in the West were disposed to accept Pu-Yi in Man
churia for peace in Shanghai. They acknowledged that Japan’s play in 
Shanghai had been tantamount to blackmail, but .also that the West had 
no guns to commit to: the Far East. In the public.1 distraction created by 
the Lindbergh kidnapping they saw an excellent opportunity' to let the Ear 
.Eastern: crisis blow .over., : v , ■■ J .  . . . . .  ,‘V;' T :\ .V T

-KILL THE BARON

' m u e  the Shanghai “incident”, was being settled, the state of Manchukuo 
founded, and the world distracted,; the; League’s Commission of Inquiry

on a flood relief nnsrionvto.Glima.seven 
monthsearlier;-'iHelhad* greatly ann'oyed the .Japanese authorities by making a o r c e  

landing^inVh.'sensjJiye jprtified area. in-Hokkaido. In Tokyq..he,had bo® en.era 
; by .Japan’s 'leading aeronautical-engineer,-Wada Korbku, the brother  ̂of. _̂ arguiŝ  > 

the. Emperors favoFite .Big Brother. A White Russian menial,of 
Harbin iwould later insist—in a .manuscript which be.anruggled out ot Ma 
before his death at thb;hands oif the J a p a n ese^ b a L ,^  -

-•been;-^ ap[aiij t’hro'ugH•’payments^ph'DoIlarSwiniJle -ly ,;y/, 4
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an imminent likelihood and that a Strike-South millionaire a had replaced 
Baron Tokugawa of the March Plot as the paymaster for cutthroats em
ployed by the Throne.

That same day the Board of Fleet Admirals and Field Marshals met to 
pledge full Army-Navy co-operation in a “burst of power” to break the 
back of the Chinese 19th Route Army in Shanghai. Twenty thousand fresh 
Army troops were landed in Shanghai between February 14 and 16. The 
joint chiefs of staff, Prince Kanin and Prince Fushimi, hoped that these 
reinforcements, added to the 10,000 soldiers and 10,000 sailors already 
fighting, would be able to make the Chinese 19th Route Army give ground.

VOTR FOR NONVIOLENCE

The week of the troop dispatches, February 14 to February 20, was also 
the last week before elections—the elections which had been called in 
order to muzzle the Diet at a time when the Emperor wanted to exercise 
his powers of fiat to authorize the Shanghai war expenses. The anti-Con- 
stitutionalist party of former Prime Minister Wakatsuki campaigned on the 
slogans “Inukai and Dollar-Buy,” “Friends of Dollar-Buyers are Enemies 
of the Masses,” “Rising Prices and Declining Loyalty.” Prime Minister 
Inukai’s Constitutionalists were somewhat embarrassed by posters that they 
had put up earlier proclaiming “Finance Minister Takahashi Brings For
tune; Former Finance Minister Inoue Brings Misfortune.” Since former 
Finance Minister Inoue had had the misfortune of being assassinated, the 
posters did not seem to be in the best of taste. The people, however, under
stood. The Constitutionalists had inherited the Dollar Swindle and the Fake 
War from the previous administration and were not held responsible for 
them.

As election week progressed, it began to look as if the Constitutionalists 
would win a resounding victory. Hirohito’s political advisors were disap
pointed. A big vote for the Constitutionalists traditionally meant dissatis
faction with imperial policy-making. For a generation the Constitutional
ists had stood for economic rather than military expansion* of the Empire, 
for long-term co-operation with China, for low taxes and cheap money, 
for blustering loudly and carrying a small stick. 3

3 Ishiwara Hiroichiro. Baron Tokugawa Yoshichika had introduced Ishiwara as his 
successor to Dr. Okawa at the Fukuya teahouse in Hamamachi—the eastern terminus 
of Tokyo’s modern airport monorail—on Sunday, January 10, the day after the first 
initiation of assassins in the empty house. Along with Baron Tokugawa and with 
Count Ohtani Kozui, a husband of Hirohito's mother’s sister, who would later play a 
vital role in planning the conquest of Singapore, millionaire Ishiwara had been staked 
by the Throne during World War I to set up a commercial arm of the spy service in 
the Dutch East Indies. Through his cover, a mining company in Java, Ishiwara had 
made a fortune of some $5 million and was now one of the most affluent proponents 
of the Strike South in Japan.

Government by Assassination



of support and of publicity he could expect from;the United States in till 
domestic struggle he saw; ahead, held a dinner, party fohall his most m- 
fluential American friends in Tokyo. . . j  -V

“His home was simple,” recalled Wilfred Fleisher, the editor, of the 
J a p a n  C h r o n i c l e ,  “but the garden of the Dan mansion’’was 'fainojis->foiri-iits- 
beauty. The,house was built on the edge,of a slope which led down to a 
pond where storks strutted about, and the hillside was covered in,spring 
with azaleas, and in the autumn with the red tint of the. maple foliage.” 

On the following morning, Friday, March 4, Baron Dan was formally 
introduced to all his colleagues on the League’s Commission of Inquiry and 
sat down with them for their first business meeting. Assassin: Hisanuma 
Goro went out to Funabashi Beach on Tokyo Bay just east of the city to 
practice firing his Browning; SaionjTs secretary-spy, Baron: Hafada, : com 
suited with other Big Brothers of the Emperor before entraining for 
Okitsu to bring the Prime-Minister-Maker up to the capital for his an
nounced trip of protest. ,

In the evening Baron Dan attended a banquet given in honor of the 
League’s commission by the posh Industrial Club of which he and other 
captains of Japanese enterprise were directors. Knowing that he would 
be called upon to make a speech, he penciled notes for himself, as he ate, 
on a piece of paper which is preserved by his family. According to the 
notes he. concluded his welcome to Lord Lytton with the sentence, “Any 
questions you may feel inclined to make we are pleased to answer/franklyn; 
Then in his final act of discretion and personal honor he crossed out the 
word “frankly” and delivered his remarks without the dubious benefit of the 
adverb, v  • ' "

At 11 A.M. on Saturday, March 5, Baron Dan had his car draw up at the 
inconspicuous side entrance of the Mitsui Bank Building. But Hisaiiuiria 
Goro, the most sophisticated tough in the Blood Brotherhood, had cased 
well the nervous habits of his victim and was waiting on the curb. He 
lunged to open the door of the limousine. Finding it locked, he allowed, 
the chauffeur no time to start away but fired once through the glass qf 
the car window. Once was enough. Baron Dan died in twenty nunutes, arid 
assassin Hisanuma calmly waited for the police to come arid arrest him.

Saionji and Secretary-Spy Harada were then oh their way to Tokyo. 
Their train was immediately stopped and boarded by civil p o lice^  
the old man under guard. In Tokyo Saionji repaired at once to his city 
house and for > the rest of that day and the. next refused to sqe anyone. .,

s.A.classicphotograph>surviyes that’ stows-him; as he alighted /from his 
■ ;, Wj)orte-cpchdre' of his' -Tokyo.residence,: His. eyes Haze .with indignation.out o .M* . : 

arid* ''wasted?-facd;-Secretary^ stands,by, -having -just
for him. The photographer’s lens has foreshortened Harada’s body in. its bowing .-a 

, . ’scraping so diat. it appears hideously deformed—a gnome of .malevolent lickspi •
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-: ' t r o y e m m 'e n i } ^

where; Coin'mpdoce-'PjBi^^Hadv'stea&efl^ ;• his-rBlackrShips se v en ^ ., 
' nine years, earlier.

All five men agreed that the Throne faced an acute; political crisis.: The
se lf-seek in g m erch an ts^o fth e rea lm h ad w o n th e '.su p p o rtp f.th ev o te rsan d
now -threatened - to. -buy ■ the ,, support • of}the : Armyy iPrirne -Minister ̂ nufcaiv 
persisted in negotiating with ‘p lriang ';K ai-^
M anchuria and: make it' an -autonomous -region outside the ' E m pire .. H e 
and 'h is-goveri^ent-had;^u’tlived iA eif}u^ |^ lness:;'^p^ t& ;:pp1 itipa l-^^^-. 
government would -be. any better.-' Party. :p6hticiahs?had ̂ simplyibecome' top. 
“corrupted” by money and Western parliam entary- ideas, to serve the 
Throne obediently:-;.-/

The alternative/ of; nri imperial c o u p /d ’etat, m a k in g . H irohito open 
dictator, was' not feasible e ith e r.l .T h e ^  :be. a -use
ful political tool; but a. genuine coup was opposed by all H irohito’s senior 
courtiers .as- an infringement; of the: e6nsdtu tibn ;-;artd^;ah;;:u^ 
posure of the imperial family. •' -S.l /• > : / ; x ; : y

The only possibility-ieftj' then;: w as.ad-transcendental,| npnpolitical gov-.’ 
eminent of recognized -national . eldersY^ofd m e n : Who - understood the rim-V 
perial p rogram and could -take responsibihty;for it. - Such governments had 
been tried several times during the yeare‘of E m peror'T aisho’s/madriess-.in 
the early 1920’s.. The people did no t' like them but: had always put up 
with them because,, in  the pasty transcendental patriarchs had . tended, to 
be cautious and not: do much, .ly? -/'''t:-1- ; : ; / ; !• :y:

Now a transcendental;Gabinet was needed. that;\vould advance the- ria- 
tional program. - I t  m ust obviously have' a btrong/w ar minister;^;fpr :nnlesS; 
the privates in1 the Army felt, adequately .represented^..tbeir .'mimstepThey 
could, by • their letters ihome, /cause;m bre; peasant discontent ■ than a ;rise 
in .taxes, a flood, or a famine. :y-'J’p'-'-f-’U / y P P p /d /p :

Present' W ar M inister/A raki was known - to ;be  .well diked in  the Tanks: 
Indeed,' as Big Brother Kido acknowledged, he was “ too popular to -be 
dispensed w ith;” ! Unfortunately, "howevery ;h e y b e l ie ^  
mission was a Strike North in ta  Bokhevik Russia: Since in this he differed 
with the Throne, the  Big Brothers wanted - to  know how loyal he . was; 
They had invited Colonel Obata to 'their cocktail .party because. Obata .was 
himself .a Strike-North leader and could speak. as an intimate friend about 
Araki’s character;': -‘'ft'P'kT:- : P':/>;P - :v- P

Obata gave itasriiisconsidered o p in io m d ia tW a fM in is te r 'A ^  
serve honestly;-tp unify the .natibri- during thd build-up of:Tnilit.ary: strength 
planned for the next four years: Araki-would liope to use the new strength 
against the Soviet Union but lie would bow to the wishes- of the fefnperor, 

Supreme. •K’eld■.^^^Hal;^d^vilis.•!wews.:and^.^ife^■•^^rOne,s'kfina''^y/ b̂afhe! 
_infbr'CqnQi^.Second. ;^ 6 w  ;himself',;:would:; do.:;the -same.''. Russia:
was the natural - enemy of Japan/ but if Hirohito could not be persuaded

: to l e a d J a p an -ag a in s t;;R u ss ia ;S e c o n d C ro w :O b a ta an d ^



persuaded Mitsui and the other, cartels to. subscribe , the $8-million. bone
issue for the Shanghai, w^-ahd' to^ $7;5
for the development of the new puppetEstateof ;M anchu^6ri  ̂r

Saionji spent .the weekend of March 12 and 13 working out thefingneia: 
details of, his settlement with the cartels. Finally, .on .Monday, March 14 
he consented to come out, under heavy guard,: £ r ^  
long postponed: courtesy call, on the Emperor. Contrar}' td .custoni, he did 
not take lunch at the palace but. ate i t . ’alone.-befop^settm ^ 
audience. At 2 p .m . he met the Emperor and Empress and paid them his 
formal respects. Then the Empress withdrew and he talked to Hirohitc 
alone for a little over an hour. He told his secretary-spy Harada afterwards 
that the Emperor had.said “nothing special.”

Saionji spent three more days in the capital in which he attended to 
private business and paid a courtesy, call on his Fujiwara kinswoman, 
Hirohito’s mother, the Empress Dowager,. . She was his staunchest ally. At 
forty-seven, she was still extremely handsome. She had ■ great charm and 
poise in handling people, and her years taking care of Emperor Taisho had 
given her a sophisticated understanding of state affairs. ' ' . .. :

As queen mother she had consultative and veto powers over most of 
the domestic arrangements in Hirohito’s household. She had long disap
proved of her son’s policies and had frequently remonstrated with him, to 
no avail, Saionji urged that proper guidance had never been ;more;,neces- 
sary. Empress Dowager Sadako. promised to do her best and to send trust
worthy messengers to Saionji who would keep, him informed at all times on 
affairs at Court. ^

Saionji returned to Okitsu-by:the-sea on March. 18, feeling proud of' thc 
settlement he had worked out. His kinsman,, Prince Konoye, .;personally:
escorted him. The younger Fujiwara prince respected .the elder’s: political
experience and patriotism, but in his view thetsetflement.,that,;Saipnji'had; 
accomplished was an .unrealistic, stopgap arrangement, For three days 
Konoye tried to, persuade the old man to agree, that the continuation of 
the old, corrupt political parties would qnly.give;rise.to^ 
assassinations, more haggling and waste of talent. Better byTar to declafe,
Japan the totalitarian state that it w as,;tolet Hirphito 
round him- with the - smartest, most reaiistic-,adwsprs;,::Ql^ 
stubbornly refused to see'any merit in this solution;
, Prince Konoye returned to. Tqkyo'.cppvincet|^jKat;;the ^rte;;Q^ntngpe. 
must continue and; that means-- iriust ;-be,;fpund^ 
his supporters., , J. v..”

■ On April ,3pLpfd:Pnvy;;Seal^Couht,Makinp^di^ipl^ 
flight lieutenant from the Misty. Lagoori;$500,, five pistols, and 2 0 0  .rohn s.. 
of ammunition vas %  tokenr to shpiv. that^fiie;fcqup vy v
seriouslyconsidered;;That.:niglU:;;and;;;again-.atj.breakfastjahd^undi:Pn
April 4, members of die Eleveri Glub met in great .privacy. to decid among.



team would be. presented on arrival with a : cease-fire in Shanghai and a 
new nation in Manchuria—-with every^evidence, in . short, that the.' Far • 
Eastern crisis” had blown over and that the League’s:;investigation; had 
become academic. 'V'-----".';-v .-'V; :;Y: y 'v

Prime Minister Inukai was. exchanging;.flumes of cables with Chiang 
Kai-shek in an attempt to. reach an understanding with him on what both . /  
of them would say privately to the League’s commissioners. It was Inukai’s 
idea that he and Chiarig and the. commissipnersy acting u’n ,concert, could ■. 
persuade Hirohito to give Manchukuo genuine independence and to order . 
the Kwantung Army back to its leasehold. . ..  ̂ , ,

Hirohito’s Big Brothers were busy undercutting Prime Minister Inukai , 
and solidifying their plans for the regime with .which they hoped to re-, 
place him. They spread excited gossip .about the.imminence of an Army . 
coup d’etat and told newspaper reporters that Prime Minister Inukai was 
negotiating treasonably with Chiang Kai-shek while Japanese boys were 
dying in Shanghai. ■ . - y- ' : . '

On Wednesday, February 24, Prince Konoye went down to Okitsu by 
the sea to try to find out why his elder kinsman, Saionji, seemed; so smugly 
unconcerned about the possibility of a coup d’etat. He proposed to Saionji ■ 
that after the coup a military man like War Minister Araki should be made 
prime minister and that a member of the imperial family like Pririce : 
Higashikuni or Prince Asaka (the Emjperor’s two uncles in the spy service) , 
should take the post of lord privysealat Hirbhito’s ::side; ; - V

Saionji had nothing against Araki as a duly, appointed prime minister, 
but much against unconstitutional processes such as coups d’etat. Arid as 
for the two imperial uncles, Princes Asaka and Higashikuni, Saionji dis
trusted them both. At the thought of either orie of therii taking the position . 
of lord privy seal—the traditional position of Minister on-die Left which 
had been occupied for centuries by the most tried and: true elders of : 
Saionji’s own Fujiwara family—Saionji blazed up. . XyX-". yl ,  ‘X  

“Before I recommend any such appointments,” he spat, “I shall resign 
my post as senior advisor to the Throne. I shall renounce all my ranks > ? 
and privileges as a prince. And-1 shall -descend to the status of acorn- 
moner.” ' ‘ ■■

Konoye returned to Tokyo, puzzled by Saionji’s self-assurance and con- X'/ 
vinced, that the old man had something up his kimono sleeve' He. sent. 
Secretary-Spy Harada back to Okitsu to keep a close watch. Tlie old 

however, revealed nothing jo  Harada except more mysterious .good ; . 
spirits. The next ow n ing ,'T hu rsday
he. said to Harada: “When you youngsters' have forced , Prirhe Minister, 
Inukai out of oifice through some exposure or other, I shall be iriterested  ̂
to see how you go ■ about forming this ‘Rising Hatiori Cabinet’ you all V

■ tirnrif ** ' • 1 , ‘ V. ..... w . ' • '•-< /. - '.s L . ’ •' X • - ’
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wMMtyGpy -Manchuria^
to begin hearing' the Chinese, side of tlie story:.T hey planned to spend 
five, weeks in China, interviewing all the various: factions there/ and .then 
to proceed, on. A pril 21 to. M ukden in^Mandiurik^torinsipfectvffielsdur^ef;; 
the.trouble.; •-
: During, the cpmmissionersv is ta y ; : im G h in a ^ h n .: ta ^  

of Saionji’s settlement in Japan— the Army half of Hirohito’s cabal saw to 
it tha t .they would receive the m ost .fayorable possible impreSsion of . Japa- 
nese-occupied M anchuria. H irohito assigned . the  form er., J aparie.se ambas
sador to  the Soviet Union to. Kwantung A rm y  commander - General Honjti ; 
to advise him  on the diplomatic n ice ties .O n e  .ofrdrie^iEleVeniReliab^ 
chosen at B aden-Baden,- Colonel W atari Hisao, was. detached from his 
post as chief of the European Section of the Intelligence Department' o f' 
the G eneral Staff so that he could travel as an advance man for. the Lytton 
Commission and see th a t suitable arrangements had been m ade; for .it ?• 
wherever it-went. .. ■ • v .

W atari was the Am erica expert of the Eleven Reliables. A : Kyoto 
noblem an of presence and charm, h e  had specialized in English;, put. in 
five years a t the Japanese Em bassy in Washington, and won; a name;for;J 
himself as a  good friend to  all the foreign military attaches, at the \Vestern; 
embassies in . Tokyo. According to-.British intelligence': :pfficeri\F{|S'.V'Gil 
Piggott, he was “a sincere adm irer pf-'Angio-American-ddeals^^i^ium-^; 
versallyrespected.” ■

W ith all the resources of-’the' -Kwantung jA rm y^i>utfat^hi|" 'dis^ 
General H o n jo ,. W atari; was determined; that whatever: the Lytton com- v 
missioners wished to see,, whenever they w ish ed /to tfsee rit^ d h ^  
to  them in a .state of fresh whitewash tha t would-. noLstrikeVthem unfavor- .; 
ab ly .. T he political inm ates of /Manchukuoan prisons and . the French- and .; 
English-speaking patients, in. M anchukuoan hospitals were .removed from 
their cells and sick rooms and.sentT or;,the .duration , of:.Uyftori’S' 
detention, camps .in the .countryside;.- They. Were joined there by all the iin- .. 
sightly beggars* and. derelicts. which .the .military pblige,.;& hom

. the streets .and...by anyone .suspectedpE haying- enou 
viction to stand up and .shout anti-JapaneseTem arks; .during
erally thousands of pptential;-face-sppi]ers:;were;put; under pre\Cntive;ar' .:
rest— 1,361 in Harbin;alone.;Substantial“rewards.were'/Offer^

4-n U/HOcrtlftmPH fOSTOUCSlC 3,hill ‘ .tion leading to  the apprehension of anyoriew ho. schemed ;to smuggle a hi

,yttoni}partw';W s'ir;W ;y;:w;S^^of complaints to Lytton _ ,,
“Petitions” iir praise Of Japanese rule were drawn up a month in a 

vance/vat^KwrinthngArrny''Headquarterarnndi.giyen^to.T 
and - RuSsiahipirizens';. ̂  . h ad /id /s ig n ; t h e m ; ^
T v ttn ri..frit-owHc/were coaehp.d driv.what;tP ? shout artdrihpW to.. dress.:.- .ri ;

;5ior;nis;1nrm-,ana;.ipr;;me ,»iTOy.?,py,:;buggc;W*“S\^^^
; .quirey fcveiyfmftabitap^ ^ineraiy;^ cbuy;ior /brig
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SAIONJI SHOWS HIS HAND

On the following morning, Sunday, February 28, 1932, old Saionji 
awoke to a buoyantly crisp winter’s day. He looked out at the fairy- 
story waters of Suruga Bay, dancing with fishing boats and sunbeams, 
and resolutely put through a call to Tokyo. The time had come to declare 
himself. He roused Secretary-Spy Harada from sleep and summoned him 
to come down at once to Okitsu by the sea. Four jolting hours later, hav
ing had to take a local express, Harada knelt on Saionji’s matting floor 
and watched the old man stride in, wearing a new kimono, with an air 
of great purpose.

“I  called you,” said Saionji, “because the other day the grand chamber- 
lain dropped in, concerned about the Emperor. The Emperor, he says, is 
not sleeping well. The other night at about eleven o’clock he sent a 
chamberlain to the grand chamberlain requesting an immediate consulta
tion. Well, the Emperor is undoubtedly worrying, but this old Saionji is 
worrying even more. . . .  So I am planning to go up to Tokyo about 
March fifth. . . . Tell them Saionji does not have to come out into the 
open this way, nor does he expect to bring peace. Tell them that he is 
going out of his way, right or wrong, to take this opportunity to stand up 
and do his duty. If you are questioned further, I  want you to say, ‘It is 
primarily to pay respects to His Majesty that he comes and because, at a 
time like this, he feels he should meet personally with the people who bear 
the responsibility.’ ”

Harada listened to the old man’s speech with mounting, ill-suppressed 
horror. After pleading ill health repeatedly and refusing to pay attendance 
on the Emperor, Saionji was now coming up to Tokyo in order to make 
himself available to members of the Lytton Commission who were due to 
arrive in Tokyo on the morrow'. It seemed almost an act of treason. Harada 
hurried back to Tokyo to have a tap put on Saionji’s Tokyo phone and to 
apologize for lack of foresight to fellow Big Brother Kido.

f t

VICTORY IN SHANGHAI
<

Late that night, up an estuary in the gaping, mud-yellow mouth of the 
Yangtze River in China, a division of Japanese soldiers—almost 20,000 
men—silently waded ashore, wave after wave, from their assault boats. 
They, too, were under pressure because of the League commission’s ar
rival in Tokyo the next morning. For two weeks, despite Japanese numeri
cal equality and fire-power superiority,the heroic young provincials of 
the Chinese 19th Route Army had refused to be driven from the native

. 5 At start of the fighting, the 33,500 men of the 19th Route had only 27,500
rifles, 72 machine guns, and 64 trench mortars and light field pieces.



;7'; V  POLICY R E V I E W ^ y J ^

Prompted by Major General Obata’s assessment of Lord Lytton’s in
tentions, Hirohito’s Big Brothers commissioned the ubiquitous Lieutenant 
Colonel Suzuki to draft a tough new foreign policy for Japan “in the light 
of the changed situation in the Far East” and a doniestic political‘plan 
for “realization of the Hirohito restoration.” The gifted Suzuki, whose 
years as private envoy of the Throne to Chiang Kai-shek had accustomed, 
him to thinking in global terms, completed his assignment in thirty-six 
hours arid presented the results, in the form of two position papers, to 
Big Brother Kido on Saturday evening, April 23. In the first he advocated 
that Japan pursue an independent course in the Orient without troubling 
herself about Western reactions. In the second he urged immediate sup
pression of political parties and a transcendental caretaker government, 
backed by General Araki and the Army’s Strike-North Faction, which 
would allow Hirohito to come forth gradually as the absolute master of 
the Japanese riation.0 Kido took Suzuki’s two papers to the palace the 
next evening and discussed them with the other Big Brothers on the fol
lowing Tuesday and Wednesday.

Ori Thursday, April 28, 1932, Hirohito’s personally instructed delegate 
to the Shanghai truce negotiations, University of Oregon graduate Mat- 
suoka, called at the palace to report to Hirohito on the successful cbrii- 
pletion of his mission. Hirohito asked him what he thought of the ubiqui
tous Suzuki’s proposal to pursue a tough independent foreign policy in 
the Far East. Matsuoka responded with enthusiasm. Japan, he said, had 
nothing to fear from the League. Indeed, if Japan withdrew from the 
League altogether, she would gain stature and influence in the minds of 
the most powerful and practical* Western statesmen.

After talking to Matsuoka, Hirohito had his Big Brothers discuss the 
Matsuoka proposal. None of them saw any harm in withdrawing' horn 
the League, though some of the Army officers felt that it might not be 
necessary. In due course old man Saionji heard of the idea. “Wishful 
thinking,’’ he called it. '

“I am truly worried,” he told Secretary-Spy Harada. “The Emperor 
may be smart and may avoid bringing the nation to catastrophe, but plans 
shown me recently by Lord Privy Seal Makind for dealing with Russia
do not look smart.” , . . . . i ; . . r ,;

Nevertheless, Hirohito tentatively accepted Matsuoka’s Leaj^e-tvit, , 
drawal plan, and a year iater he would put Matsuoka iri charge of execut
irig-it;  ̂ vv /t

8 These; summations are ■ based on the recollections, of. a member of the Army • 
bureaucracy; who saw the two position papers, some months later. The full tcxts ^  
hot now, extant but may perhaps come to light after the publication of .this vo u ,
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lines. They took her along on several missions as co-pilot and gave her 
thorough briefings on the topography of the Chinese city and the com
mand posts of the 19th Route Army. One of them later complained that 
she was a troublesome co-pilot because she pestered him to arrange some 
way of making love aloft.

Fully briefed and equipped with her letters of introduction from Sun 
Yat-sen’s son, Eastern Jewel one night in late February put on her 
favorite spy disguise of a boy and set out on foot to visit 19th Route 
Commander Tsai Ting-kai. By prearrangement Japanese sentries let her 
pass without question through their lines and then followed her with a 
hail of bullets in the air. Hearing her piteous cries for help, uttered in her 
best approximation of Cantonese dialect, the sentries of the 19th Route 
let her into their lines. There her letters of introduction passed her up the 
chain of command until she came to the dugout of Tsai Ting-kai himself. 
She spent several hours with him and gave him more or less reliable in
formation about Japanese troop dispositions. She undertook to take back 
to Shanghai a verbal message from him to Sun Yat-sen’s son, who she said 
was still in her apartment. She told of having seen the Japanese 11th and 
14th divisions unloading at the Shanghai docks that afternoon. In fact 
they were still lying out to sea in their transports. Tsai Ting-kai knew from 
Chinese agents in Japan that the two divisions were on their way. He had 
taken men from his second line to guard the various harbors on the river 
where he thought they might make a surprise landing. Now, after Eastern 
Jewel’s departure, he recalled the men to the fighting line and left the 
possible landing points unguarded.

So it was that on leap year’s day, as the League’s Commission of In
quiry steamed into Tokyo harbor, the tired men of the 19th Route found 
themselves outnumbered three to one, outgunned twenty to one, and at
tacked from the rear as well as the front. For a month they had fought 
stolidly and shrewdly. Now, in forty-eight hours, their defenses collapsed 
on all fronts. Tsai Ting-kai ordered them to give up the city. They fell 
back to the southwest and succeeded in preventing the Japanese from 
completing their encirclement until most of them had withdrawn with 
order into the countryside beyond. On March 3 and 4, their rear guard 
broke up into pockets. The Japanese troops attempted to annihilate them, 
but many survivors submerged into the civilian populace and succeeded 
in slipping through the Japanese cordons to rejoin their units upcountry.

LEAGUE’S WELCOME

The Frenchman, German, Italian, American, and Englishman who 
were to write a judgment on the circumstances of the Manchurian Incident 
for the League of Nations were given an effusive welcome by the crowds 
organized to greet them when they disembarked at the Yokohama docks on

Government by Assassination



tw/*- jau/tt/mriu

tary pupils-^-the cadets who were to /be  /used as foot soldiers in the 
bdhung'icoupM ’e ^  : ■;

Segawa spent tlie afternoon of Sunday, May 1, in earnest conversation 
with his old friend General Honjo, commander of the Kwantung Army. He 
persuaded Honjo that the projected coup was.not intended to establish a 
military dictatorship, that its purpose was to intimidate the cartels and 
the Constitutionalist party, and. that -the. plan, had the Emperor’s backing. 
Afterward the two. generals .set. out, to show the cadets—the young men 

' whbsef Qjareers ..were sbon,to. be; blighted by their involvement in the coup 
d’etat— a big night on the town. . .
• Late the next afternoon, Monday, when all the cadets had sufficiently 
recovered, Honjo personally led them on a short march to tire monument 
erected for Japan’s war dead in Manchuria. Before the monument, he. 
delivered to them, in the words of his diary, “an elevating lecture.” After 
the .lecture he saw them off on their return to Tokyo.
. " W f i  Stgawa W  ,M t,Lientenant General Honjo began to bear the 
details of the . coup . plan which he had Segawa he would support. He 
met with Dr. Okawa on Saturday, May 7, and then on Tuesday, May 10, 
with a second team of underworld operatives from Tokyo: the equerry of 
Hirohito’s spy-service uhcle, Prince Higashikuni, and the lawyer who had 
undertaken to defend Friar Inoue and the Blood Brotherhood.11 Honjo 

. didmot'..like: all the details he heard and sat up most of the night arguing 
with the lawyer and the equerry. It was one thing, he objected,, to support 
a controlled coup d’etat in the interests of moderation and Hirohito; an
other thingTo sanction the blackmail, deception, and physical intimidation 

; df some of ffietbest families in Japan. Honjo had had long experience with 
intrigues in China, but he was a stuffy, proper, honorable man in terms of 
his own Japanese society.

In them om ing, convinced 'against his will,' Honjo saw off the equerry, 
the lawyer^ and Dr. Okawa on their departure for Tokyo. With them he 
dispatched retired. Colonel Komoto Daisaku, the Baden-Baden Reliable 

i who-had faken ^responsibility for the ‘killing of Manchurian war lord 
Chang Tso-lin in j  928 and who had conducted the final financial negotia- 

■ tioris in balling off: the March, Plot .in i 931. Having given his reluctant 
blessing, to these four, “ fixers,” Honjo washed his hands in his diary by 
labeling the projected ;coup “the busiriess - of [War Minister] Araki,” .He 
thereby implied that the Cdup, iri its emasculated, controlled fohn was not
the concerh of field .officers;butybelonged purely . to ,the politicai worid of
the Waf Ministrv where anv right-thinking samurai should fear to tread,

and second

'^.yasuda Tetsunosuke and AmanoTatsuo.
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stood byiin Tokyo, beholding in mute astonishment the murder of their 
Japanese League colleague, Baron Dan of the Mitsui cartel.

Dan was the director of the central holding company of Mitsui. He was 
a member of the League’s Investigation Committee, the parent body of 
the Commission of Inquiry. He was known as a friend of DuPonts and 
Fords and Rockefellers and as a prominent member of the Japan-American 
Society. In 1871, at the age of thirteen, he had been one of the fifty-four 
Japanese children sent to the United States to learn at first hand the ways 
of Commodore Perry’s homeland. Lord Privy Seal Makino, then nine, had 
also been one of the fifty-four children. Makino had swallowed his eight 
years in the United States as dutifully and courageously as a pill and had 
regularly omitted all mention of them from the annual entries which he 
had since submitted to Japanese biographical dictionaries. Baron Dan, by 
contrast, looked back with pleasure on his seven years in America and 
always had a bed ready in his villa for any itinerant graduate of his Amer
ican alma maters—of Miss Arland’s School in Boston or of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology. As director of the holding company of 
Japan’s largest cartel, Baron Dan was the unquestioned leader of Japan’s 
business establishment.

On Wednesday, March 2,1932, the directors of all the Mitsui companies 
met as stockholders to hear the annual report of their great cartel’s nerve 
center, the Mitsui Bank. The manager of the bank, elegant in his Saville 
Row tailoring, gravely xecited a story of hard luck. “The general banking 
business,” he reported, had been fairly good that year, “but because of 
the drop in the market prices of securities” and “the decline of pound 
holdings,” the bank had suffered “a net loss for the term of 12,297,026 
yen”—about $4 million. He added that “any criticism for having carried 
on speculative buying of th& dollar is unjustified.” He pointed out that 
there were matters of arbitrage and gold movement to be considered. His 
easy flow of financial jargon, however, failed to disguise entirely the fact 
that the stockholders in the room had all received unusually large divi
dends that year from holdings in other branches of the Mitsui combine, 
some amounting to 17 and 18 per cent.

Undeterred by the Mitsui Bank’s statement of losses, the Japanese 
Finance Ministry announced the next day, on Thursday, March 3, that to 
meet debts incurred in the Shanghai fighting, it was floating a 22-million- 
yen bond issue (roughly $8 million) which it expected to be subscribed by 
Mitsui and the other cartels. On Baron Dan, as chief of Mitsui, devolved 
the dangerous duty of replying that the great industrialists of the nation 
were agreed that for lack of ready cash they could not co-operate.

In the evening Friar Inoue of the Blood Brotherhood had his student 
go-between deliver a Browning and sixteen bullets to assassin Hisanuma 
Goro for Dan’s killing. Dan himself, in  an attempt to assess the amount

Government by Assassination
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' ' 9 ^ ^uppotC-;ahd'the-t \^qvfl i^;>6&dei^;sodn^found 
/ tK at ̂ a sh arer of ;tK ei r- 2 j000 j/eii p̂ ro vid e d t>y. I>rJ Ok aw a Wv as ̂ no t re q̂ u ired—̂ 

Tachibana \vas ready to act for ideas alone. . ( ■ _;•■'-■»->,.■;•
• The young men from. Tokyo had been assigned' the task of planning the 

assassination of Prime :Minister Inukai, who they understood must be, killed 
because ;he continued to oppose substantial budgets, for , the military and 

, because he . was involved in treasonable negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek 
and otlier Chinese leaders. Tachibana agreed to this objective, and toward 
the end of tfieir five-hour conversation the five, conspirators got down to 
details— to duty assignments and the synchronization of watches. , 
v. The: youthful shavetail front the military academy, who had just come 

, back {from Manchuria, wanted to act at once, on the following day, Satur- 
" day. Then, .he observed, the' famous motion-picture comedian, Charlie 

Chaplin, was arriving in Yokohama. The secret police would be busy ar
ranging security for him. And in the evening, a Cabinet reception was 
scheduled for him at Prime Minister Inukai’s residence. That, surely, would 
■ beVthe: perfect . time to  strike.. The murder of Charlie Chaplin along with 
the Japanese prime minister and the entire Japanese Cabinet could not 

: fail to command international attention. ,
: The two flight officers from the Misty Lagoon hastily interceded to spare

/ '̂ thê  lifevob.Charlie Chaplin. “As a-matter of fact,” stated .the senior of the 
two, “we have already made sUre that the police will be .expecting an attack 
on.Chaplin. They' will all be out in force Saturday night exhausting them
selves. That is why, on Sunday, when we really plan to attack, most of 
themwil lbeoff  duty, catching up.on their sleep.”
 ̂ According to the final plan agreed upon at the country inn, Tachibana’s 

farmers, armed with sweat towels, axes, and a few grenades, would knock 
■;butToky6Y.,eleCtfic power substations and throw the city into darkness. 
At the same time the military' academy cadets, led by Misty Lagoon flight 
officers^-: wpuM  ̂ several government establishments, such as the
Bank of Japan. The main body of flight officers would lead a raid on the

Yprime ministerV residence and; assassinate Prime Minister Inukai..
When times and muster points had all been arranged and written down 

-in notebooks, the five.,conspirators, adjourned. Staff- cars took the young 
men back to the railroad station, for Tokyo, and Tachibana boarded a 
train north to Oarai to organize his farm hands. v ’

•'Y ! k e :l  INUKAI

:^Y:Came^^e^:.d^n./;pf: 'Sunday,' M a y  > 1 5 , T932.; At 1 : va.mv,-ffoohitos 
favorite Big. Brother Kido, the secretary to the lord privy seal, was just 

, ivdressiniy for vhf. day? golf.> when, ̂ according To.; his; guarded^ elaborately
.edited; diary, he received a phone call from his ■ boss in the palace. Lor 

■1:Pnvy.:& had Count Makino called so early in, t e
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SAIONJI’S SETTLEMENT

On the second day after Baron Dan’s murder, Monday, March 7, 
Saionji began to receive official visitors: Prime Minister Inukai in the 
morning; Hirohito’s personal financial advisor, the minister of the im
perial household,, in the afternoon; Hirohito’s personal diplomatic ad
visor, the cigar-smoking Taoist philosopher, Grand Chamberlain Suzuki, 
in the evening.

As a son is expected to call on his father when he returns to his home 
town after a long absence, so by the rules of Court etiquette a chief vassal 
of the Throne like Saionji was expected to call on the Emperor as soon as 
possible after his arrival in Tokyo. The Japanese public waited with 
fascination, but Saionji did not make his mandatory palace visit—not that 
day, and not the next, and not for six days thereafter. From Baron Dan’s 
killing on March 5 until March 14, the ancient statesman snubbed Hiro- 
hito and nursed all his energies for phone calls and interviews with others. 
He was trying to negotiate a bargain which would put a stop to the assas
sins’ reign of terror and preserve some hope for constitutional parliamen- 
tarianism. He intimated that he was in earnest and would call a press 
conference that would amaze the world if he was not given his way. He 
said that if anything happened to him the hired goon squads of the Con
stitution Protection Movement would cause a small civil war in Japan and 
certain safety deposit boxes in foreign capitals would be opened to the 
Western press. He accepted no peisonal guards for his house who had 
not been approved by his personal cronies in the secret police.

On Tuesday, March 8, Dr. Okawa had his chief henchman—once a 
bicycle repairman in Shanghai—return the smoke bombs of the March 
Plot of 1931 to War Minister Araki.

On Wednesday, March 9, Saionji for the first time met Araki face to 
face. “He has a slight utopian tendency,” he said to Secretary-Spy Harada 
afterwards, “but, my goodness, he really knows how to talk, doesn’t he?”

On Thursday, March 10, having judiciously felt out members of the 
Court circle for permission, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police chief began to 
make gingerly arrests on the fringes of the Blood Brotherhood.

Finally, on Friday, March 11, six days after Baron Dan’s killing and 
thirty days after banker Inoue’s, assassin leader Friar Inoue was deferen
tially escorted by the police from the Black Dragon’s House of Heavenly 
Action to one of Tokyo’s cleanest jails. Friar Jnoue’s colleague, Dr. Okawa, 
however, was left at liberty. He was so well known as the henchman of 
Lord Privy Seal Makino, Hirohito’s chief civilian advisor, that Saionji did 
not insist on his arrest.

Saionji insisted only that the killing cease and that the duly appointed 
prime minister, Inukai, be allowed to continue in office. In return Saionji



.. 126,363 :heroes w hohad la id  downtlieirlives in the imperial cause since 
tHe) Meijirestoration.WHere, by definition, was the Valhalla of all good 
soldiers who died in action; Five white, stripes running horizontally around 
the walls, each signifying one of the five Fujiwara families who were.sup- 
posed to stand around the Throne and' protect it, proclaimed the special 
status and utter holiness of the place. In other shrines encircled by such 
stripes dwelt exclusively,.the souls of departed Emperors and princes. 
Only here— albeit in death— could the subject be honored as the equal of 
his sovereign. Within the wall, at the center of a spacious park, squatted 
the shrine building, its round rafters jutting out beyond the green copper 

, roof : on both sides of the ridgepole after the fashion of the earliest 
Japanese tent architecture.

The young officers walked a quarter circle around the park in order to 
. enter the shrine building, which faced toward the sunrise and the goddess 

of the nation, from the east. Once inside they stood before the altar, caps 
tucked under their arms, and clapped their hands to invoke the 126,363 
ghosts of the “never-opened chamber” within the “inner-inner room.” 
They, inclined their heads briefly for a moment of prayerful communion 
and then bowed profoundly in the direction of the mirror kept in the room 
“where the spirits of the deities are invited to descend.” The mirror had 

. been presented to the. shrine by Emperor Meiji as a .token, if not a replica, 
of the sacred one in which he communed with his ancestress, 

r Turning On their heels like, any officers summoned to Manchuria, the 
assassins started out of the shrine. On the way one of them bought .some 
charms from a priestly attendant and distributed them to his fellows for 
protection against police bullets. Emerging through the north exit, they 
passed the military museum, paused at the purifying “hand-washing place,” 
circled around to the “hall where sacred dances are performed,” and finally 
came out again on to . the street by the south entrance where an officers’ 
club, a men’s club, and a veterans’ club crowded up against the outer 
shrine walls. For the second time that day, they called taxis and squeezed 
in, .four in one vehicle and five in another. .... . . .
. Turning their tailpipes to the gilded dome of the Russian cathedral 
and the Kanda quarter— the “Bouf Mich’ ” of students, universities, and 
second-hand book stores—they motored along the wide boulevard which 
skirts, the immense moated park of the Imperial Palace. At 5:27 p .m . 
they reached the southern extremity of the Emperor’s urban fief where 
stood, nbt far from the walls, the prime minister’s official residence. Built 
of volcanic stone like Frank Lloyd Wright’s Imperial Hotel, laid put hi

13 OfiiciaI Japanese casualty figures were always understated. Unless ten of the 
enemy died for every one Japanese, it was considered, an affront to the virtue o t e 

: •'Emperor;.-At,"ydsukuni Shrine, however,.the roll of honor was kept, honestly and, on 
,;a year-to-year basis,'the: number-of Army and Navy souls crossing the river niay  ̂e 
found graven, to a man. ‘
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themselves who would be the first non-party, all-nation, post-coup prime 
minister of Japan. Out of courtesy they at first nominated Prince Konoye as 
their' ranking leader. Big Brother Kido, however, who was their effective 
leader, had already agreed with Prince Konoye that this must be a gesture 
of courtesy and nothing more. Marquis Kido pointed out that Prince 
Konoye had as yet no viable policy nor slate of ministers.

For the transcendental prime minister a more realistic choice must be 
made; After discussion the Big Brothers decided on 73-year-old Admiral 
Saito Makoto, once a favorite of Emperor Meiji, long a governor general 
of Korea, a man whom Prince Saionji, Emperor Hirohito, and they, them
selves, could all accept.

Chosen by Hirohito’s junior clerks on April 4, 1932, Admiral Saito 
would in fact become prime minister of Japan forty-two days later when 
all arrangements had been made, Prime Minister Inukai had been mur
dered, and the long-envisaged coup d’etat had taken place. Admiral Saito 
himself would be notified of his appointment when Hirohito called him 
to the palace and made it official. In the interim, Hirohito felt satisfied that 
his Big Brothers had a workable plan.

LORD LYTTON

The League of Nations’ five-man, five-nation Commission of Inquiry 
was headed by its Englishman, Lord Lytton. He was the son of a viceroy 
to India and the grandson of the Bulwer-Lytton who wrote The Last Days 
of Pompeii. An Eton-Cambridge man, he had seen service in the Ad
miralty, the India Office, the governor’s mansion of Bengal, and briefly in 
the. Indian statchouse as viceroy. At fifty-six, though somewhat'uncom
fortable and short-tempered as a result of kidney difficulties, he prided him- 
sclf both on his statesmanship and his command of lucid; stylish, author’s 
prose. He knew little about Japan but he was a conscientious reader and1 
clear-sighted observer. • -

In his first five days of banqueting in Japan Lord Lytton. had received 
hints from some of 'the Japanese he met which convinced hint; that he must ; . 
correct the tendency of his aristocratic public school alumni in the^British- 
government to excuse Japanese imperialism.- A fter the murder of Baron 
Dan, his-Japanese colleague, he was more '“than convinced;Tiewas^in- A 
censed. During old Prince Saionji’s settlement-makingstay- , jn:.Tokyo,: Lord , 
Lytton and his fellow, commissioners all tried to j e e  Saionji. Through emis- ' ■ 
saries, Saionji excused hiniself repeatedly because of the delicacy of the 

, J situation in which he was involved,; The, emissaries;; hoWeycr, did their - \ > 
; discreet’-hesLto'tell LOrd-Lytton hhat •SaiOnjLWante.d.fthe''i^agu'eitp^go'.-’asf: -  

• ^possible in condemning Japan’s actions On the Continent,?
; . .The day.that Saionji finally jweht: to the- palace, -to pay ;his; respects to' -' 
.'Hirohito^Lord LyttonandhisfcllowcommissioherstookshipforShangliai
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minister’s front parlor. They shot him and rushed over his ;wounded body 
to the dining room where Inukai sat smoking in an unlined summer 
lounging kimono such as a m an might wear in the bosom of his ifamily 
after his evening bath. H e had been talking to his. daugfiterrin-lawi and 
his personal physician who -sat beside him. The assassins saluted him: and 
addressed him politely. Then one of them, Second Flight Lieutenant .Mi
kami, raised a pistol, aimed, and pulled the trigger. The gun clicked harm
lessly, for it was not loaded. The seventy-six-year-old Inukai shook his 
long white goatee emphatically and held up both hands in an authoritative 
gesture to  them to stop and wait a moment. One of the military academy 
cadets excitedly accused the old m an of signing letters and checks which 
had been found in the safe of M anchurian war lord Chang Hsueh-liang 
in M ukden.

“All right, wait,” said Inukai. “You will understand if you talk with me 
a.while. Let’s go over there to my work room.” He stood up calmly and 
walked slowly to the door. Second Flight Lieutenant Mikami was surprised 
to  see that the five-foot Inukai was as tiny as everyone said he was.

“I decided,” said Mikami in his later testimony in court, “that it would 
be only a warrior’s mercy to listen to what he had to say in his last 
testam ent.”

Throwing his left hand over the prime minister’s shoulder and prodding 
him with the pistol in his right, Mikami proceeded to escort the old man 
from the room. “I didn’t have any personal grudge against him,” he re
called later, “but I  felt a tragic feeling. I tried to convince myself that we 
w ere straws in the wind of revolution. And so nothing changed my will to 
kifi.”

M ikam i’s colleagues turned guns on Inukai’s maid, daughter-in-law, 
grandson, and doctor to prevent them from following the master of the 
household into the next room. The doctor, who had just treated Inukai 
for a  nose condition, later told in court the strange story that he thought 
the young officers were merely escorting the prime minister from the room 
to protect him from a m ob outside— this despite the shooting of Inukai s 
bodyguard in the next room. ; . ,

O ut in Hie corridor, Second Flight Lieutenant Mikami shouted to the 
lagging members of the death squad from the second taxicab who had 
entered the house by the back gate; “Here he is! Here he is!”

Prim e M inister Inukai-retorted, “N ot too hasty. Not too hasty.’ /  
Mikami and Inukai entered the study, a big room of some thirty feet 

by thirty feet, and ,squatted on the tcitami at either side of the square table 
a t the center of it., T w o , of the other assassins took places, one at. Inukai s 
side, the other standing cater-cornered from him with gun trained. - ,

Inukai said sternly, “How about taking off your shoes. , y r . ,  . , ,
,' / Haying invaded" the sanctity of a home and already defiled the .delicate 
matting of several rooms with their Western boots, the officers- replied;,.
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Manchukuoan flag to hang over his doorway and a cheap portrait of Pu-Yi 
to put in his window. Manchukuoan officials scheduled to be interviewed 
by the commissioners were carefully rehearsed in what they must say. 
Every opium den was aired out, cleaned, and hung with a new sign which 
proclaimed it to be either a “Cultural Center” or a “Social Club.” Every 
Japanese uniform vanished from sight and the man inside it endured the 
temporary indignity of going about in a span-new Manchukuoan one.

In all the hotels where the commission would be staying, Japanese and 
White Russian agents of the Manchukuoan State Political Police were 
given rooms adjoining those to be occupied by the commissioners. Desk 
clerks, bell boys, waiters, room boys, hall boys, and chambermaids were 
all replaced by specially coached police agents. Spies were spotted in the 
staffs of leading stores, theatres, and restaurants. The drain on the police 
and intelligence personnel pool was heavy. When the pool ran dry, the 
local chief of the spy service in Harbin distributed 500 Manchukuoan 
Army uniforms to a native bandit band in the employ of the spy service 
and stationed its cutthroats as “guards of honor” at the homes of Chinese 
malcontents who were too prominent in society to rusticate at the de
tention camps.

Colonel Watari, who arranged this magnificent reception for Lord 
Lytton, was joined in Manchuria on April 15, a week before Lytton’s 
arrival, by the second of the Three Crows, Obata Toshiro. Obata had at
tended the Big Brothers’ cocktail party at Marquis Inoue’s two months 
earlier, and now Hirohito had just promoted him to the rank of major 
general. Obata knew that Hirohito was planning a “transcendental govern
ment.” If Lord Lytton could be persuaded to approve what he saw in 
Manchuria, the transcendental government might prove to be unneces
sary. Obata reviewed with Colonel Watari the preparations made for 
Lord Lytton and discussed them several times with Kwantung Army 
commander Honjo. He warned Honjo that if Lytton could not be de
ceived, a military coup d’etat would have to be staged in Tokyo to over
throw political party government and show the League of Nations that 
it could achieve no constructive result by condemning Japan as an 
aggressor. In the event that the coup became necessary, he asked General 
Honjo to lend him a division and a cavalry brigade.

Second Crow Obata stayed in Mukden long enough to witness the arrival 
of Lord Lytton on April 21 at the Mukden railroad station. Then he took 
a train himself to the South Manchuria Railroad’s executive airport, south 
of Mukden, and flew home to report to Hirohito and the Big Brothers. 
He judged that Lord Lytton was not favorably disposed toward Japan 
and that his attitude probably would not be changed by the preparations 
made for him in Manchuria. At the same time Lytton seemed to be ap
proaching his task carefully, like a scholar, and would probably not de
liver his judgment of Japan, good or bad, until many months had passed.

• Government by Assassination
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Rohm to: Lord Privy <. Seal Makino’s - residence where they: had lobbed • a 
grenade, wounding the policeman on. guard at the, entrance.,-They, had 
flung a second grenade outside Metropolitan Police Headquarters, but it 
had failed to explode. Finally they too had surrendered to the secret police 
in Kojimachi. v-.'o.:- . ... \.T
' A  third death squad, driving, in taxis from Shinbashi Railroad Station, 

had bombed the empty-Sunday-aftemoon headquarters of Inukai’s Con
stitutionalist party and had also surrendered after a noisy pass at Metropoli
tan Police Headquarters. . . .

Finally, the Tolstoyan farmers of the Native-Land-Loving Society had 
attacked an impressive number of transformers at the city’s unguarded 
power stations. F6r lack, however, of electrical know-how and of bombs 
that would' explode, they had done no serious damage. A single sub-ward 
in the slums had suffered a temporary power blackout because one daunt
less Land-Lover had severed a high-tension cable with a stroke of , his 
wooden-handled knife.

Relieved that the incident had not been worse, Inukai wearily dis
missed his ministers about 8 p .m . The two doctors from Tokyo Imperial 
University decided to build up his strength with a shot of blood. They 
took “ 150 grams” of blood from the arm of Inukai’s eldest son, “mixed it 
with Ringer’s solution’V-normally a neutral medium for diluting blood— 
and “injected” , it into Inukai. This procedure went unquestioned by the 
nonmedical bystanders but would have been questioned as idiotic and 
possibly murderous by any physician interested in preserving Inukai’s life. 
One hundred and fifty “grams” or cubic centimeters of blood amounted 
to less than a third of a pint—a drop in a desert to a man with a nose
bleed like Inukai’s. Such an injection could not possibly do InUkai any 
good and might do him harm if his son’s blood did not match his own. 
In  minutes, however—-long before any mismatch effects could have shown 
themselves—Inukai suddenly lapsed into semiconsciousness and began to 
twitch and babble as if “confused in his thinking.”

From his golf game, instead of going home to his wife in the suburbs 
as he usually did, Big Brother Marquis Kido drove to his official residence, 
just outside the palace; and took a bath. The phone rang .and he learned 
from a minor chamberlain that the residence of his superior, Lord ;Privy 
Seal Makino, had beembombed. Before rushing oyer to inquire about the 
state, of Count Makino?s health, he phoned to the inn at Shizuoka where 
Secretary-Spy Harada was standing by to bring old Prime-Minister-Maker 
Saionji up to Tokyo.

r * ^Harada, had already: heard-radio mews of the. “incident” from his inn
keeper and had already • phoned Saionji’s seaside villa to . announce his 
presence in the vicinity. Saionji, too, had been listening to the broadcast
.bunetins and tartly . observed that Prime Minister lnukai did .not seem to
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In his second position paper—“on the realization of Hirohito’s restora

tion”—Lieutenant Colonel Suzuki had dwelt in some detail on the difficul
ties that might be encountered if an Army coup d’etat were used to improve 
Hirohito’s leadership position. Suzuki warned that many Army officers, 
particularly those of the idealistic Strike-North Faction, would expect a 
coup d’etat to make Hirohito overt military dictator of Japan, governing 
exclusively through staff officers. The problem in establishing a tran
scendental government by means of a coup, therefore, would be to prevent 
Army radicals from carrying the coup to extremes and robbing Hirohito 
of civilian executives— of courtiers, economists, diplomats, gang lords, 
politicians, and publicists.

ARRANGEMENTS WITH HONJO

On Monday, April 30, 1932, when Suzuki’s position papers had been 
studied for a week, an embassy set out for Manchuria to make arrange
ments in the Kwantung Army for keeping firm control over the projected 
coup d’etat. One of the ambassadors was Dr. Okawa, the headmaster of 
the cabal, the ideologist of the Strike-South Faction and the minion of 
Lord Privy Seal Count Makino. Having worked for many years under 
the cover of a research employee of the South Manchuria Railroad, he 
had a wide acquaintance with the spy service’s commercial and secret 
police agents in the blossoming Japanese underworld in Manchuria. Dur
ing the next eleven days he made sure that everyone who was to be in
volved in.the coup d’etat could be controlled through some form of 
blackmail.

The other member of the embassy was Hirohito’s personal emissary, 
Lieutenant General Segawa Akitomo.1" He had been an intelligence offi
cer in Switzerland in 1919, an aide-de-camp in the palace during the 
1920’s, and was now the scholarly noncontroversial principal of Japan’s 
military academy. Segawa took with him to Mukden a troop of his mili-

10 Two years later, in April 1934, Segawa became critically ill with a gall bladder 
inflammation. When the news arrived in the palace late one evening, the aide-de-camp 
on duty happened to be Colonel Machijiri Kazumoto, who had helped Prince Higashi- 
kuni set up the spy ring in Paris in 1920. Machijiri was the brother-in-law of the 
Empress’s aunt Suzuko and also the husband of the Empress’s cousin Yukiko. Pre
suming on his close ties-with the Empress and on his intimate knowledge of the 
Emperor’s affairs, Colonel Machijiri dared to telephone the news of Segawa’s illness 
to the imperial bedchamber. The Emperor at once arose and came in person to the 
chamberlains’ common room. Having heard the particulars, he ordered a present of 
cheer to be sent immediately to Segawa’s sickbed. The civilian chamberlain on night 
duty with Machijiri ventured to object that there was no precedent for such unusual 
imperial solicitude. Hirohito said; “I used Segawa as my personal envoy so it is 
unnecessary to consider precedents.” And with that he went back to bed.

Government by Assassination



officer corps was pledged to  obey the Em peror, not to reason why. And 
with that, Mazaki stalked from  the room.

Five of the young men of the Strike-North Faction ran after Mazaki 
and caught u p  with him in the lobby of the war minister’s residence. They 
were led by a lieutenant, W ar Minister A raki’s personal valet, who had 
lost m uch face by having helped to recruit the eleven cadets from the mili
tary academy who had sacrificed their careers to participate in the pathetic 
coup. GeneraF M azaki. seeing that his pursuers were angry and carried 
pistols, ushered them into a waiting room off the foyer where he attempted 
to  reason with them. They refused to sit down, but talk they did— for 
almost two hours.

“O ur comrades,” they exclaimed, “arc ready all over the country. They 
expect action. We m ust rise tonight.”

General M azaki listened to the talk with unusual patience, saying little. 
Gradually his broad, honest face, concerned and friendly, took its effect. 
W hen the young men had  talked themselves hoarse, he said simply, “The 
war minister will no t rise, nor should we rise. That is General Araki’s 
opinion as well as mine.”

M azaki stared shrewdly at the young men, waiting to see if any of them 
would offer now to shoot him. When none of them did, he rang for an 
aide and sum m oned the first two of the Three Crows, and three other 
senior officers waiting outside, to come in and talk to the five young 
rebels m an to man. Second Crow Obata Toshiro, the most dedicated pro
ponent of the Strike N orth in the triumvirate of the Three Crows, is 
recorded as having said to his young rebel, “I too feel deep regret over 
tonight’s incident. We were steadily preparing our plans to realize the 
fruits of national reform with you and the rest, but suddenly everything 
turned to bubbles.”

Even after such expressions of sympathy, the five lieutenants refused to 
return to  their billets in peace. They insisted, instead, that they be arrested 
by the military police and taken to their regimental lockups. General 
M azaki reluctantly humored them. He had them held for several weeks 
and then released without charges being filed against them. Four years 
later they would all participate in the military rebellion of 1936, after which 
two of them would die before a firing squad.

INUKAI SUCCUMBS

The chief aide-de-camp informed Hirohito of the trouble at the ^ a r  
M inistry about 9 p .m . A t approximately the same time Lord Privy Seal 
M akino and the cigar-smoking Grand Chamberlain S u zu k i began to hear 
reports that Saionji was making many phone calls from his seaside villa 
in Okitsu. Shortly thereafter Big Brother Kido, Makino’s secretary, drove 
from the palace to the prime .minister’s residence to inquire about Inukais
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Organ chief in Manchuria, Rear Admiral Kobayashi Shosaburo, who until 
the previous December had been in command of the Misty Lagoon Air 
Station.

AT A COUNTRY INN

When Dr. Okawa arrived back in Tokyo on Thursday, May 12, he re
ported to Hirohito’s chief civilian advisor, Lord Privy Seal Makino, and 
then turned over 2,000 yen, or about $700 to one of the Navy fliers of 
the Misty Lagoon. The next morning, Friday, two of the Misty Lagoon 
fliers met at Tokyo’s Ueno Station with the ranking military academy 
cadet who had accompanied Hirohito’s emissary, Lieutenant General 
Segawa, to Manchuria. The fliers and the cadet were joined shortly by 
the Tokyo Imperial University student—unaccountably overlooked by the 
police in their arrests after the murder of Baron Dan—who had served as 
Friar Inoue’s courier in delivering Blood Brotherhood messages to Dr. 
Okawa for relay to the palace.

The four young men, student, cadet, and fliers, took a train out through 
the northeastern suburbs. It had been raining steadily for the last twenty- 
four hours but now the sun shone fitfully through scudding clouds. Out 
in the country the train ran through farm villages and paddies. The 
thatched roofs glistened and steamed, and the pale green shoots of young 
rice plants protruded from the flooded fields.

The foursome got off the train in Tsuchiura, a garrison town a few 
miles from the flight school on the Misty Lagoon. A car from the air 
station drove them out through the farmer’s market and the busy district 
of bars and brothels to the town’s best inn. It was a rambling provincial 
hostelry with a good kitchen and many private eating rooms. For years it 
had enjoyed the patronage of Chief of Staff Prince Kanin and other 
princes of the blood as a place where a man could spend a pleasant week
end with a geisha or meet in absolute privacy with a contact from the 
underworld.

The four conspirators adyised the innkeeper that they would require 
no baths, no kimonos, and no geisha to entertain them and that they ex
pected no one to join them except a “farmer” from the neighborhood. He 
arrived a few minutes later, and over a pitcher of the cheapest grade of 
sake the four young men from Tokyo felt out the reliability of their visitor, 
one Tachibana Kosaburo. Their long conversation that afternoon was 
eventually recorded in police interrogations and court trials years later.

Tachibana was no ordinary farmer but the leader of the Native-Land- 
Loving Society, the Tolstoyan farming commune which Prince Konoye and 
Prince Higashikuni sponsored, near the spy center at Oarai. He and his 
followers were genuine idealists who wanted a change of regime to improve 
the lot of Japan s peasants. They were needed in the coup to lend it a
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instructed the cigar-snroking G rand Chamberlain Suzuki to draft a formal 
summons to  Saionji from the Em peror and send it to Okitsu by the hand 
of an  officially designated imperial messenger from the board of chaniber- 
lains. By tradition no Japanese nobleman could refuse Such a summons 
except by committing suicide. It was a straightforward hint to Saionji that 
H irohito m eant to put up with no nonsense. . ,-.r

A t 10 A.M., before Kido and Makino could finish their breakfasts, a 
second crisis broke. Tem porary Prime Minister Takahashi arrived at the 
palace to announce that the Cabinet, after an all-night session, refused to : 
serve under him. H e was obliged, therefore, to tender the Cabinet’s resigna
tion en bloc. During the next five hours, Hirohito saw each of the Cabinet , 
ministers personally and somehow persuaded every one of them to remain 
a t their posts as caretakers. -v

In  mid-afternoon, Hirohito found time to glance at the missive which 
had been written to send to Saionji. I t  struck him; as meaningless and old- 
fashioned. H e sat down and dashed off a list o f points that he wished the 
note to make—rpoints so blunt and specific that Count Making and Grand 
Cham berlain Suzuki needed the rest of the afternoon to :p u t them into 
customary veiled Court language. Kido waited about with fascination to 
see the result, bu t the text which Hirohito finally approved was considered 
so full of secret information by the elder courtiers that, even Kido:was ,not - 
allowed to see it.

Chagrined and groggy, Kido returned to his residence at - 5 p .m . He 
took a tingling ho t.bath  in his ofuro— his “honorable wind on the back
bone.” And at 6 p .m . he went on to dine at H arada’s with the former am
bassador to the Soviet Union. Prince Konoye and four other haggard 
members of the Eleven Club were present. The ex-ambassador warned 
them  all that H irohito’s temporary alliance with the Strike-North Faction 
in 'th e  Army would be an uneasy one unless something could be done 
about the administration of M anchukuo. Young Strike-North idealists, who 
had risked their lives in capturing the new colony, wanted to make it a 
model state. A t the moment, however, influential adventurers, who could 
claim a semblance of Court backing, .were busy milking and looting 
M anchuria by every shady trick known to man. The new colony could nqt 

. bear, such exploitation. I t was undeveloped and underpbpulated. Its pres- 
ent .products were competitive with Japanese: p roducts .Its  Jiuge, coId, .,

, fertile plains : would- never attract large numbers oTJapanesesettlers. To. ; 
m ake it a gainful colony, Japan  would have to curb the influx of profiteers 
and .send .in  technical ,nien with slide rules and .spirit levels'.• .'pie.; -  
istr atiori would have to :be put in - the hands - of more “great spirits like 

•h ; Jshiwarai'^andTtagaki”il--the Afmy strategist and;politician
.had :m ade.-the^conquest of M anchuria .possible. Unless: such;; reforms‘ *.

; ■ S h r r i e ^  w b if id E e c p m q ^
’ . of trouble, threatening discord at home and rebellion o r secession abroa . ; .



morning— and o n  a  S u n d a y ;to o . K ido finished dressing and negotiated  
the quarter m ile around the southern skirts rtf the palace betw een  his official 
residence .and M akino’s in fifteen m inutes. M akino told him — according to 
K ido’s diary-—that the Em peror had received im portant inform ation the 
evening .before from, the form er a m b assad orto  the. Soviet’ .Union- and that 
the Em peror wished the: E leven Club to  arrange a m eeting with the form er  
am bassador-as. soon  - a sp o ss ib le  in o rd er . to hear the inform ation at .first 
hand;12-- A ;:-a  y f  ;v;v A-
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This w as all belly  talk. T he former; am bassador to the Soviet U n ion , 
for the last m onth; had been in ..Manchuria as H irohito’s highest representa
tive, advising Kwantung Army, com m ander H onjo. o n  the handling o f  
Lord Lytton and incidentally watching over the coup preparations w hich  
had b een  made, there. In  his .audience the evening before w ith  H irohito  : 
he had advised the Em peror that M anchukuo w ould never b e  a self- 
sufficient nation w ithout strict Japanese, supervision and that the L eague  
of N ations could never b e persuaded , that M anchukuo w as in d ep en d en t a s
long as that strict supervision had to b e exercised. ■ A .

K ido left ou t o f  h is diary ; the im portant new s-that the. Em peror, .acting 
on the . form er am bassador’s a d v ice ,. had given  his final go-ahead to the 
coup d’etat schem e. B u t K ido show ed by his actions that h e understood  
perfectly that the coup w ould be staged that day; O n lea v in g : the palace  
he called on Secretary-Spy H arada. H arada phoned- m em bers o f the E leven  
Club to  arrange a . m eetinjg-with the form er am bassador to  the Soviet 
U nion on the fo llow ing-even ing .-T hen  H arada took-:a;traih'';.td;-ShiOTbka,, 
h ot far from  O kitsu where old  ■ Prim e-M inister-M aker Saionji had his s e a 
side villa. H e did not notify Saionji o f  his-presence-'-in the area;‘=He;regr ; 
istered at a good, local inn and told the m anager to  listen  to  the radio all 
day and inform  him  if  any important hew s w as Broadcast; ‘.T hen-lie retired  
to  his room  and spent the afternoon ‘‘quietly writing letters.’’;-

K ido m eanwhile went to his golf club at H odogaya. outside Y okoham a, 
and, instead o f com peting in  the “Eririce K uni Cup tourriarnent” as h e  had  
intended on.aw akening that morning, to o lea  lessonTrom  the rtlhb’s* g o lf .p r o l  .; 
■After a siesta, he p la y e d a  few 'holes with club m em bers’ o f 'no: consequence  
anil then; with a great show  o f insouciariCe, ‘started hom equst; after'five an., 
the afternoon; \  1
■ A ta b o u t that sarne.momentj as the sun was growing lbng shadow s^three . 

naval fliers qf the M isty Lagoon, five cadets o f the A rm y m ilitary academ y, 
^ a d ? . h h v a i  ^reserve;, lieu tenant; ranging i n ' age; front., twenty-four- tb 
twenty-eight, stepped . out o f  tw o taxis at the side' entrance Of- T o k y o ’s ■}, 
Yasukurii Shrine.,: H ere, according to  Shinto belief, lived the spirits of

12 Tie fo™ er amhassa^°r >'-as Tanaka Tqkichi, a .kinsman 'of Hirohito’s cigar- 
i•; smqking .Taoist grandchamberlain,'Suzuki Kantaro, Japan’s final World; War U - 

prime minister.; : AArAAAi i AA-A '..A1';



a n d  H a r a d a  p h o n e d  T o k y o . L e s s  th a n  h a lf  a n  h o u r  la te r  a  p a la c e  lim o u sin e  
d r e w  u p  o u ts id e  T o k y o  S ta tio n  w ith  a  sq u e a l o f  ru b b er. K o n o y e  and K ido  
ju m p e d  o u t  a n d  r e sp e c t iv e ly  lo p e d  a n d  g a llo p e d  to  ca tch  th e  southw ard  
b o u n d  1 p .m . e x p r e ss . K id o  r o d e  w ith  K o n o y e  as fa r  as Y o k o h a m a , d is
c u s s in g  w h a t  m u s t  b e  sa id  t o  S a io n j i. F o u r  h o u rs  la te r  K o n o y e  arrived at 
S a io n j i’s  s e a s id e  v i l la  a n d  w e n t  in  a t  o n c e  fo r  an  a u d ien ce  w ith  Ills vener
a b le  k in sm a n . H e  p r o m ise d  S a io n ji th a t  S tr ik e -N o r th  lea d er  ATaki w o u ld  
b e  h e ld  o v e r  in to  th e  n e w  C a b in e t  as w a r  m in is ter  a n d  th a t so m e  lesser  
p o r t fo l io s  w o u ld  b e  g iv e n  to  p a r ty  p a r lia m en ta r ia n s. A n  h o u r  later h e  
e m e r g e d  w ith  th e  o ld  m a n ’s p r o m ise  to  c o m e  u p  to  T o k y o  the fo llow in g  
d a y , T h u r sd a y , M a y  1 9 . K o n o y e  an d  S ecreta ry -S p y  H a ra d a  retired  to  the  
l o c a l  in n  to  c e le b r a te  th e ir  a c h ie v e m e n t  w ith  sa k e  and g e ish a .

O n  th e  m o rr o w , T h u rsd a y , M a y  1 9 , w h e n  In u k a i h a d  b e e n  dead  for  
m o r e  th a n  th r e e  d a y s , S a io n ji c lim b e d  ab o a rd  a  sp e c ia l tra in  w ith  K on oye  
a n d  H a r a d a  fo r  a  w e a r iso m e  jo u r n e y  n o rth . A rr iv in g  in  T o k y o , Saionji 
m o v e d  in to  th e  m a n s io n  k e p t  fo r  h im  b y  th e  S u m ito m o  cartel and began  
th e  r o u n d  o f  p o l it ic a l  c o n su lta t io n s  w h ic h  a lw a y s  p reced ed  the appoint
m e n t  o f  a  n e w  C a b in e t .

P r in c e  K o n o y e  rep o r ted  a t th e  p a la c e . H ir o h ito  agreed  to  th e  bargain  
w h ic h  h a d  b e e n  m a d e , th e n  c a lle d  h is  c ig a r -sm o k in g , p h ilo so p h iz in g  grand  
c h a m b e r la in , S u z u k i K a n ta ro , a n d  a sk e d  h im  to  tran sm it to  Saionji a set  
o f  g u id e lin e s  to  f o l lo w  in  p ic k in g  th e  m em b e r s  o f  the tran scendental C ab i
n e t:

“S e le c t  m e n  w h o  are  n o t  r ea l fa sc is ts ;  p e o p le  w h o  h a v e  a  re la tively  m ild  
p h ilo s o p h y  a n d  id e o lo g y , n o t  to o  m ilita n t;  a lso , th ey  sh ou ld  n o t h ave per
s o n a lity  p r o b le m s .”

G ra n d  C h a m b e r la in  S u zu k i h o n e y e d  th is  terse  d irective  w ith  m uch im 
p e r ia l so lic itu d e  fo r  S a io n ji’s h e a lth , m u c h  p ro testa tio n  o f  respect for the  
C o n st itu t io n , a n d  d u ly  d e liv e r e d  th e  m essa g e  to  S a ion ji that sam e night. 
T e n ta t iv e ly  S a io n ji h a d  a lre a d y  a c c e p te d  th e  tran scen d en ta l prim e m inister  
c h o s e n  b y  H ir o h ito 's  B ig  B r o th e r s  s ix  w e e k s  earlier , o n  A p ril 4 . I t  w as to  
b e  th e  b id d a b le , s e v e n ty -fo u r -y e a r -o ld  A d m ira l S a ito  M ak oto , o n ce  an 
a id e -d e -c a m p  fo r  E m p e r o r  M e ij i  a n d  lo n g  go v ern o r  general o f  K orea. 
N e v e r th e le s s , S a io n ji t o o k  h is  tim e  b e fo re  reco m m en d in g  A dm iral Saito  
o ffic ia lly  to  th e  T h r o n e . T h e  y o u n g  m o d ern ists  around  H iroh ito  had  m ade  
a ll  th e  a rra n g em en ts  as e a s y  fo r  h im  a s  p o ss ib le , b u t  the o ld  m an insisted  
o n  e x a m in in g  th e  c a r e fu lly  w r a p p ed  p a c k a g e  from  every  angle b efore  

p u tt in g  h is  s e a l  u p o n  it .
O n  F r id a y , M a y  2 0 , L o r d  P r iv y  S e a l M a k in o , in  h is  in terv iew  with  

S a io n ji,' a s se r te d  th a t  y o u n g  A r m y  o fficers in  all th e  m ain  provincial cities  
w e r e  p r e p a r in g  to  c o m e  u p  to  T o k y o  to  ag ita te  fo r  an  A rm y dictatorship- 
“ T h e y  c a n n o t  b e  a rrested ,”  sm irk ed  M a k in o , “b eca u se , n o  jn a tte r  what 
y o u  m a y  fe e l ,  i t  is  n o t  rea lly  a  cr im e to  c o m e  u p  to  T o k y o .”  T h at sam e  
a fte r n o o n  th e  c h ie f  o f  th e  P o lit ic a l In v e s tig a tio n  D iv is io n  o f  the Thought 
P o lic e  w a rn ed  S a io n ji th a t th e  a c tiv itie s  o f  S a io n ji’s  o w n  partisans were
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horizontal slabs like W right’s hotel, designed b y  a Japanese architect after 
the hotel, i t  w as said by W estern wits of the tim e to b e  an excrescence  
created w hen W right’s structure one ghostly evening took  a short w alk north  
and pupped. D isem barking from their cabs the n ine young assassins entered  
the hotel-like lobby o f  the prime m inister’s residence.

A t that m om ent on the other side o f the city in the port area to  the  
south, a second group o f plotters consisting o f  one naval officer, three 
military academ y cadets, and one civilian had just com pleted  rites at the  
graves o f  the Forty-Seven R onin  in Sengaku T em ple.14 N o w  they, too , had  
embarked in taxis on their ow n m ission of terror, A  third group had  
mustered at Shinbashi R ailw ay Station eleven blocks south o f the prim e  
minister’s residence.

T he first group o f assassins storm ed into the prim e m inister’s residence  
and politely inquired o f the receptionist where the R ight H onorable Inukai 
m ight be on  that quiet Sunday afternoon. She replied coolly  that she did  
not know , but if they left their cards, she w ould  give them  to  Inukai’s 
secretary in the m orning. T he assassins turned to  the policem an on guard 
and asked him, still politely, to lead them  to Inukai’s private apartm ents. 
T he policem an tried to m ake conversation. A  plainclothesm an rose from  
a seat in the com er o f the lob b y and sauntered toward the front exit. 
One o f the young officers noticed him  as he broke for the door and felled  
him with a bullet. T h e  policem an blanched and refused to  utter another 
word. Leaving a guard to watch the receptionist, the policem an, and the  
w ounded plainclothesm an, the young officers set ou t to  search th e  house. 
They captured and threatened several servants in the labyrinth o f  stair
cases and corridors but not one w ould point ou t the front door to  Inukai’s 
inner quarters.

Then one of the assassins heard the scratch o f a key in a lock  on  the  
second floor. H e called his com rades and broke dow n the door. Inukai’s 
personal secret police bodyguard stood w aiting for them  in  the prim e

14 The Forty-Seven Ronin of Sengaku Temple in Shinagawa quarter are revered 
by Japanese for an act of heroic adherence to the code of feudal loyalty and vendetta. 
In 1701 a certain haughty lord, by studied insults and oversights, baited their master 
into drawing his sword in the shogun’s anteroom. The shogun summarily ordered their 
master to commit suicide in expiation. Left liegeless, the forty-seven then refused all 
new employment and lulled the police into ill-founded contempt for them by pretend
ing to live as vagrants and wastrels. On the night of December 14, 1702, however, 
they crept up on the Tokyo mansion of their master’s tormentor, took him by surprise, 
cut off his head, and carried it to Sengaku Temple where they laid it as a peace 
offering on their master’s grave. In recognition of their valor and popularity, the 
shogun allowed them to take their own lives in a solemn ceremony of collective 
belly-cutting and then to be buried beside their late lord. Ever since then Japanese 
youths and maidens have paid a steady stream of tribute at their graves and have 
relived their romance with death in countless prints, poems, novels, movies, and TV 
serials.
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T h r o u g h o u t th e  n e x t  th ir teen  y ea rs  J a p a n e se  w o u ld  c o n tin u e  p eriod ica lly  
to  g o  to  th e  p o lls , b u t  th e ir  v o te s  w o u ld  b e  m ea n in g le ss— at b e s t  q u ixotic  
e x p r e ss io n s  o f  o p in io n  o n  p u b lic iz e d  issu e s  o f  th e  m o m en t. In  th e  m onths  
th a t fo l lo w e d , w h ile  th e  ca r te ls  w e r e  a llo w in g  th e m se lv e s  to  b e c o m e  c o ss  
in  a  n a t io n a l a rm a m en ts  m a ch in e , th e  o n ly  o p p o s it io n  to  th e  m ilitary p ro
g ra m  b e q u e a th e d  to  H ir o h ito  b y  h is  g ra n d fa th er  a n d  - great-grandfather  
w o u ld  c o m e  fr o m  th e  “ m ilita r ists '5 o f  th e  A r m y .

W h e n  th e  la s t  g r e n a d e  h a d  fizz led , th e  la s t  ta x ica b  h a d  screech ed  to  a 
h a lt  in  fr o n t  o f  th e  s e c r e t  p o lic e  b u ild in g , a n d  th e  la s t  b lu ff h a d  b een  la id  
d o w n  b y  S a io n ji a n d  c a lle d  b y  H ir o h ito , o n ly  fo u r  m e n  w ere  d ead : P rim e  
M in is te r  In u k a i, h is  b o d y g u a rd , B a r o n  D a n , and  fin a n c ier  In o u e . H itler, in  
s e iz in g  p o w e r  in  G er m a n y  a  y e a r  la ter , w o u ld  h a v e  to  a ssa ss in a te  fifty-one  
p o lit ic a l  o p p o n e n ts  a n d  b u m  d o w n  th e  R e ic h s ta g . H itle r ’s n a m e  w ou ld  at 
o n c e  b e c o m e  a s y n o n y m  fo r  m o n ste r  a ll  o v e r  th e  w o rld . H iro h ito , after his 
g rea t Putsch, th e  T r ip le  In tr ig u e , w o u ld  rem a in  a s  u n r e c o g n iz e d  as ever—  
s til l  a  m y ste r io u s  fig u re  w r a p p ed  in  ta b o o , a n d  still, to  a ll appearances, a 
p a r a g o n  o f  p ro p r ie ty . I t  h e lp e d  to  b e  an  em p ero r . It h e lp e d  to  h ave a thou
sa n d  y e a r s  o f  e x p e r ie n c e  in  in tr ig u e  to  d ra w  u p o n . I t  h e lp ed  m ost o f  all 
to  sp e a k  an  O r ie n ta l la n g u a g e  in  w h ich  n o  W estern er  h ad  th e  equ ivalent o f  
a  J a p a n e s e  c o lle g e  e d u c a t io n .

E v e n  in  H ir o h ito ’s ca b a l, f e w  k n e w  as m a n y  d eta ils  o f  the putsch  as 
h a v e  b e e n  r e co r d e d  in  th e se  p a g e s . E v e n  in p o stw a r  Japan  th e  story  o f  the 
p lo tt in g  h a s  n e v e r  b e fo r e  b e e n  to ld  in  se q u e n c e . N ev erth e less, m an y and 
p e r h a p s  m o s t  J a p a n e se  u n d e r s to o d  at th e  tim e  that th e  T h ron e h a d  con
q u ered  a n d  th a t a ll th e  o th e r  p o w er s  o f  J a p a n  h ad  b een  hum bled . H iro 
h ito — as w ill b e  s h o w n  h ere in a fter— h a d  to  g o  to  great len gth s to  reassure 
th e  p u b lic  o f  h is  in n o c e n c e . C y n ic s  p r iv a te ly  d u b b ed  th e  attack  on  Prim e  
M in is te r  In u k a i “ th e  m u rd er  w h ic h  h a d  to  b e  p erform ed  tw ice .”  Publicly  
th e  p u tsc h  w a s  g iv e n  th e  n o n c o m m itta l n a m e  o f  “5 - 1 5 ”  or “the M ay  

F ifte e n th  I n c id e n t .”
In  d e sc r ib in g  th e ir  r e a c tio n s  to  5 - 1 5 ,  J a p a n ese  ch o se  their  w ords care

fu lly  an d  c a lle d  it “ a h is to r ic  m ile s to n e .” T h e  p ea sa n ts , to  a m an , repeated  
a n  a g e -o ld  fo rm u la , Shikata ga nai (n o th in g  can  b e  d o n e ) .  A n  O saka  
n e w sp a p e r  e d ito r  to ld  a n  A m e r ic a n  co rresp o n d en t, “W e are accustom ed  
in  t im e s  l ik e  th is  to  fe e l th a t th e  E m p ero r  and  h is ad v isors shou ld  m ake  
th e  d e c is io n s .” A t  In u k a i's  fu n era l o n  M a y  1 9 , W estern  n ew sm en  n oted  a 
p r o fu s io n  o f  e x p e n s iv e  o rch id s  o n  th e  s im p le  w h ite  p in e  coffin and a 
to ta lly  in e x p r e ss iv e  a p a th y  o n  th e  fa c e s  o f  so m e  2 ,0 0 0  on look ers. K w antung . 
A r m y  c o m m a n d e r  H o n jo , o n  th e  d a y  o f  In u k a i’s k illin g , w rote in  his 
d ia ry , “M ilita r y  m e n  in  a c tio n  u n d er  th e  g a z e  o f  th e ir  ruler today defied  

a u th o r ity  w ith  a  n e g a tiv e  d e e d  o f  d a r in g .”
R e c o g n iz in g  th e  m ix e d  an d  a p p reh en siv e  fee lin g s  o f  h is subjects, H iro 

h ito  d e c id e d  to  is su e  a p u b lic  s ta te m e n t ex p la in in g  to  th e  p eop le  what 
h a d  b e e n  a c c o m p lish e d  b y  th e  p rev io u s  s ix  m o n th s  o f  con caten ated  terror.

Rubicon Manchuria
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"Worry about that later. You know why wc are here. Do you bave any
thing to say before you die?” ' ■ ' ~ '
- Nodding assent, Inukai leaned over the table in a bow, pressed his 

hands down firmly on it for emphasis,'and half rose as if to speak.
“Mondo muyo” (“No use discussion”), cried the Misty Lagoon lieu

tenant beside him. and a second lieutenant on reserve— the man who had 
picked up the 2,000 yen from master conspirator Dr. Okawa three days 
earlier—dashed out of his corner and fired the first shot. Inukai folded 
forward onto the table, and the talkative Mikami, drawing a bead on the 
sinking forehead, fired carefully and let a stream of blood from the right 
temple.

The assassins stood up. Mikami would later have liked to have said, 
“Wish you a peaceful slumber.” But someone cried “Out!” and they 
tumbled back toward their waiting taxicabs. In the corridors they met a 
Metropolitan policeman whom they shot twice and wounded gravely. But 
they got away in their cabs without having yet killed anyone. The secret 
police bodyguard would die ten days later. The servants and policeman 
whom they had wounded would all recover.

REFUSAL TO DIE

As for the prime minister, he seemed at first to be merely wounded. “Call 
them back,” he demanded, as his family gathered around him. “I want to 
talk to them.”

One bullet had tom into his left nostril, down through the roof of his 
mouth and out his right cheek. The other had pierced his right temple, 
furrowed his forehead, and come to rest just behind the bridge of his nose. 
His physician, Dr. Ono, did his best to staunch the bleeding of the two 
head wounds. Then he called Dr. Shioda, the chief of surgery at Tokyo 
Imperial University, who had operated on Prime Minister Hamaguchi after 
his shooting in 1930. Shioda sent over two specialists fiom his university 
staff to take charge of the case. They found the seventy-six-year-old prime 
minister not only conscious but still talking coherently and authoritatively. 
They judged it best not to aggravate the bleeding by moving him. When the 
amazing old man did not go into shock, they concluded that his condition 
was not critical.

At 7 p.k., a little more than an hour after the shooting, Inukai called' a 
Cabinet meeting at his bedside and discussed with his ministers the 
measures which would have to be taken. He learned that his assassins had 
driven on past the Metropolitan Police Headquarters, firing bullets wildly 
into the air. They had continued to the Bank of Japan where they had 
repeated the same performance. Finally they had pulled "up at the secret 
police station in Kojimaclii, paid off their cabbies, and given themselves up.
' A second death squad had driven from the tomb of the Forty-Seven

Government b y „Assassination
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T o k y o ’s U er io  S ta tio n . T h e r e  w e r e  s o  m a n y  o f  th e  w e ll-w ish ers  that the  
d e te c t iv e s  th o u g h t  i t  b e s t  to  p o s tp o n e  th e  arrest. T h e y  all b o u g h t  tickets  
a n d  b o a r d e d  th e  tra in . T h e y  sa t d o w n  in  se a ts  n e a r  D r . O k a w a , arid w h en  
th e  tra in  r e a c h e d  T su ch iu ra  th e y  a r o se  to  arrest h im . w ith o u t fu ss  as h e  was 
d isem b a r k in g .

“Y o u  c o u ld  h a v e  arrested  m e  a t h o m e ,” h e  sa id , w ith  an a ir  of, injured  
in n o c e n c e .

A  fo r tn ig h t  la te r , o n  J u n e  3 0 , D r . O k a w a ’s secre ta ry  w a s  arrested.
O n  J u ly  1 0 , B a ro n . T o k u g a w a , w h o  h a d  su p p lied  fu n d s fo r  th e  pre

l im in a r ie s  o f  th e  T r ip le  In tr ig u e , w a s  p o lite ly  in terro g a ted  at th e  club of 
th e  J a p a n  L e g a l A s s o c ia t io n .

N a t iv e -L a n d -L o v in g  le a d e r  T a c h ib a n a , w h o  h a d  org a n ized  th e  inept 
a tta c k s  o n  T o k y o ’s p o w e r  su b sta tio n s  d u r in g  th e  in c id en t, escap ed  to  
M a n c h u r ia  “ to  w r ite  ,a b o o k .” In  th e  b o o k  h e  c a lle d  u p o n  th e  Japanese  
p e o p le  to  “sm a sh  th e  U n ite d  S ta te s” a n d  “sp rea d  th e  J a p a n ese  Im perial 
W a y  o v e r  th e  w h o le  w o r ld .”  I n  ariother c e re m o n y  o f  ex q u is ite ly  negotiated  
c o u r te sy , h e  tu rn ed  h im s e lf  o v e r  to  th e  K w a n tu n g  A r m y  m ilitary  p o lice  on  
J u ly  2 5 .

T h e  p r in c ip a l o f  th e  sp y  se r v ic e ’s fo rm er  fe n c in g  sc h o o l in O arai, B lack  
D r a g o n  T o y a m a ’s secre ta ry  w h o  h a d  su p p lied  th e  H o u se  o f  H eaven ly  
A c t io n  to  th e  B lo o d  B r o th e r h o o d  a fter  th e  em p ty  h o u se  had  b eco m e too  
h o t , n e g o t ia te d  h is  arrest la te  in  S e p te m b e r  1 9 3 2 . H id e z o , th e  so n  o f  B lack  
D r a g o n  T o y a m a , w h o  h a d  m a d e  th e  H o u s e  o f  H ea v e n ly  A ctio n  available* 
p la c e d  h im s e lf  in  p o l ic e  c u s to d y  o n  N o v e m b e r  5 , 1 9 3 2 , a lm o st six  m onths  
a fte r  th e  I n u k a i m u rd er . .

S u c h  v e lv e t -g lo v e d  m e th o d s  w e r e  h a rd ly  ch aracteristic  o f -  Japanese  
p o l ic e  w o r k . O n  O c to b e r  3 0 , 1 9 3 2 , s ix ty  p o lic e m en  iti b u lle t -p r o o f  .'vests . 
s to r m e d  a h o te l  in th e  se a s id e  r e so r t o f  A ta m i w h er e -e le v en  Socia list arid 
C o m m u n is t  le a d e r s  w e r e  h o ld in g  a  se cr e t  m eetin g . A fter  a  prolonged  ;gun 
b a ttle  th e  su b v e r s iv e s  w e r e  “c a p tu r ed  a liv e .” F o u r  days later .on e o f  them  
w a s  a n n o u n c e d  as h a v in g  “ d ie d  o f  a d v a n ced  ■ tu b ercu losisy  beriberi, and 
o v e r e x e r tio n  w h ile  r e s is tin g  a rrest.” H e  w a s  b u ried  in p o tter ’s;field  and all 
th e  h a lf-d o z e n  m o u rn ers  w h o  tu rn ed  u p  fo r  h is  funeral w ere  arrested,^in
terro g a ted , an d  to rtu red . A  fe w -d a y s  la ter  ari aged  accesso ry  • o f  th e ; B lo o d  
B r o th e r h o o d  d ie d  in  th e  arm s o f  h is  w ife  u n d er .h o u se  arrest. H e  w as given  
a g a n g ste r ’s fu n era l, a tte n d e d  b y  h u n d red s o f  , r ightists . includ ing  ; B ig

B r o th e r  P r in c e  K o n o y e . ■. . .■ • > • -vH  ; ; •':
A f te r  d ila to r y  arrests a n d  k in d  q u estio n in g  th e  k ille r s  6 f  . 5 - 1 5  en joyed . 

a  lo n g  y e a r  , in  c o u r t  in  w h ich  th e y  m a d e . ram b lin g  arrogant sp eech es arid 
to ld  n o th in g  . T h e ir  tr ia ls  d id  n o t b e g ir i  :until ;th e" seco n d -h ^ ^  
w h ic h  p o in t  th e ir  p ro testa tio n  s b e lo n g e d  t o . a n e w  era  o f  Jap an ese  politics, - 
w h ic h  w ill  b e . d e s c r ib e d .in  a la ter  c h a p te r ;• N o t  o n e  o f  the m urderers, h o w - : 
ev er , w a s  s e v e r e ly  p u n ish e d . -G f-fiftyT p u f -killefsm nd; a c c o m p l i c e s - i r i t o ^ ; _ ^ . ; 
custod y,- a ll b u t  s ix - w e r e  free , m en  aga in  b y  th e  en d  o f  1 9 3 5 . : T h ese  six,



''^'■Gotiernmeh^ i- :'M ;  v ;-

be dead as yet. Ilicreforc Saionji; at the momen Pr6Para-
tions to go to Tokyo for the ceremonial. chore of .adyisihg tHe . Emperor 

■ ontlieselectiondfa-newprinie'rninister., Furthermorej.Saionji'hadmany.. 
questions in his mindvand had no in tentionofseeingH arada .until they 
could be answered. . • ’‘h /1 " ■. •

;!Kido;advised’Harada to-stay where'hewas.-anid..makethe.besTpdssible 
use. of his phone to get answers to the questions which Saionji, might ask; 
Then Kido went to the palace where he reported to Lord Privy Seal 
Makino. Saionji, he said, was being his usual,troublesome self and.would, 
muster other malcontents around him if the incident should be unduly
protracted. , . • . ■ : .. ^' . '
. Standing by in attendance-on Hirohito, Kido and Makino waited for 

Inukai to die and made the necessary ceremonial‘preparations for-the 
investiture of a temporary prime minister who would take the reins of state 
until Saionji came up to Tokyo. When Inukai d id ‘ not die, Hirohito dis
patched his own personal physician to Iriukai’S residence to have a look 
at the case. Kido, in his diaiy, took pains to note that Hirohito’s physician 
was dispatched at 8:20 p .m . and that the blood and.Ringer’s solutibn/had 
been injected into . ‘Inukai at, 8:10.; v

■ , : ' THREAT' OF MUTINY /; . '

While Inukai lingered on and the palace waited impatiently, a group 
of young staff officers' of the Strike-Nbrth Faction gathered at the war 
minister’s residence to demand further action which would “make the ctiup 
meaningful;” As ,section,, squad, and desk .chief? in. the Army bureaucracy, 
they demanded to know why this coup d’etat, which was to have estab-. 
lished Nirohito .finally as ruler in his Own right, should have'been , allowed, 
to \yaste itself in sham and,mockery. War Minister Ahaki,-'the sehior.spokesV, 
man .of. the Strike-North Faction; .had deliberately gone away to tlie 'sea- 
siioire for the weekend,, leaving his jieutehaht, • General .Mazaki,. vide •.'chief.'-. 
of .staff, to parry criticism forbim.M azaki, in a nbrmal Japanese attempt 
to share -^^qnslb’Ui^,'.had'. collected a; group /of; other; sehion/officers ;to’ . 
stand behind him. They included the Three Crows of Baden-Baden and 
Vice War Minister Koiso, the later kamikaze prime minister,: a proponent 

■ of the Strike South. , • ./ , Vhl-L
Since Koiso was known to represent Army Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, 

:!h,e.Ae^® kpf iffie-'-imperial^■iamily,:he’Kwih:hlibWed;^To Sspeak:.hrst.,/,^e:-.ex-;.': 
plained that the coup, had .been organized: simply to rid the nation of the '

: corpiption: of politicai parties. He w axed^so '.^ of ;V-
party politician? tliat ;.War Minister Irak i’s; Mazaki, in-; v

-terrupted.himbrusqueiy/Tob.much'OfatofyjSaidMazakijWasnot-rcquired:
•: hi tHhArmy. The pritie; of- the -Aimy/was! discipline;: Every,/member/ of the -*



and overseer of every government of Japan for:half a century.-He has made 
his influence felt whenever a  national crisis has appeared. It was his magnetic 
leadership that caused us to risk our very existence in the wars with China 
and Russia. • . , , '

What is the .secret of his power? I believe that it, stems from his immense 
loyalty to his Imperial Majesty the Emperor and to the Imperial House; 
from his complete unselfishness; from [his] patriotism ^

F riar Inoue of the Blood Brotherhood was well treated in prison but 
did no t emerge from custody until 1940 when he had wasted eight years 
of his life. Then, however, he moved into Big Brother Prince Konoye’s 
villa in Yokohama, became a regular inform ant to Bigger Brother Marquis 
Kido, and enjoyed the lean years of World W ar I I  as a fatted prodigal on 
Prince Konoye’s unlimited ration card.

Flight L ieutenant Mikami, who had adroitly shot Prime Minister Inukai 
through the nose, was also paroled in 1940 and remained comfortably un
employed for the next twenty-one years. O n June 5, 1961, however, he was 
rearrested for plotting a coup d’etat in which he hoped to enlist the modem 
U .S.-trained Self-Defense Forces of Japan. His unsuccessful coup at this 
later date was dismissed by the Japanese press as the “Three Nothings In
cident”— a quixotic attem pt to bring bribery, taxes, and unemployment all 
to nothing. M ikam i was held in jail briefly and released without publicity. 
By 1965, in his late sixties, he was back in circulation making speeches for 
patriotic clubs sponsored by Hirohito.

A s for Eastern Jewel, the provocative little Manchu princess who had 
given her favors so unstintingly to incite the Fake W ar in Shanghai and to 
create her kinsman, Henry, a puppet emperor, she continued for many 
years to  serve and shock the Japanese Army. A fter settlement of the 
Shanghai war, she took up with a branch manager of a Japanese cartel who 
gave her the use of a villa. She hired a bodyguard with the Special-Service- 
Organ money of her true love, M ajor Tanaka. Then she slept with the 
bodyguard. She engaged a “sing-song girl” from a Shanghai restaurant tp 
solace M ajor Tanaka. Then she slept with the sing-song girl. Her be
havior, observed Tanaka, years later, was “beyond common sense.’. Con
sumed by jealousy and ruined by extravagance, Tanaka had lier transferred 
in m id-1932 to  M anchuria. There she became the mistress of Major Gen
eral T ada Hayao who was chief military advisor for puppet emperor Henry ■ 
Pu-Yi. F o r a time Tada allowed her to play general over her own detach
ment of big handsom e M anchurian soldiers. . ; :

E a ste r n  J e w e l w e n t  o n  to  o th er  in flu en tia l lo v er s  in  th e  la te  ,19.30 s. .p u r  
in g  W o r ld  W a r  II, b e g in n in g  to  lo o k  a l it t le  jaded ,. sh e  becam e: the douane 
o f  th e  C h in e s e  c o m m u n ity  in  P ek in g . A s  su ch , sh e  h an d led  the ransom ing  
o f  w e a lth y  m er c h a n ts  ta k e n  in to  c u s to d y  b y  th e  J a p a n ese  secret police. On  ̂
th e  p r o c e e d s  s h e  b o u g h t  a c to rs  'and w a itre sse s  f o r  h e r se lf  in th e  m anner d t :
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condition. 'He had a word with Jnukai’s secretary, a former district di
rector of the Thought Police, and consulted with the Court physician in 
attendance at Inukai’s sickbed.

The remarkable old Inukai returned to full consciousness at 9:30 P.M.> 
“threw up about 50 cc. of blood”—less than a quarter of a cupful—-and 
said “I feel a little better.” These were his last words. One of the doctors 
gave him a sedative. He lapsed into coma and convulsions but still did not 
die, '

Kido returned to his residence at 11 p .M. and noted in his diary: 
“The reality of the [Inukai] condition is thought to be less than hopeful.” 
Kido lay down for a nap. Shortly after midnight a chamberlain phoned 
him to come back to the palace and stand by during the investiture of the 
new temporary Cabinet, According to the chamberlain, it had been re
ported to the Emperor that Inukai had died at 11:20.

Having returned to the palace at 1 a.m ., Kido learned that the news was 
premature. Secret police files opened by Allied Intelligence after the war 
reveal that Inukai was not declared dead by the doctors until 2:36 a .m . 
Once the news had been reported to the Emperor, the death was, of course, 
mandatory, but Hirohito, with his usual propriety, postponed the investiture 
ceremony until the death had become a physical reality. Kido waited about 
in the palace anterooms for two hours. Einally at 3:15 a .m . on that Mon
day morning, Finance Minister Takahashi was invested prime minister 
pro tern, and Hirohito went to bed. Kido remained at the palace, super
vising paper work and discussing contingencies with highstrung courtiers 
until almost 7 a .m . - -

Government by Assassination

STERN REPRESSION
5

At about- 8:30 a.m ., in Kido’s official residence, the phone rang—and 
rang. Stone-headed after less than two hours of sleep, Kido eventually 
rolled over on his pallet and reached for the receiver. It was Harada calling 
from Shizuoka. The secretary-spy had spent most of the night on the phone 
gathering information for Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji, At first light, 
when he knew the old man would be stirring, he had presented himself at 
the seaside villa to deliver.his report. But Saionji, with unprecedented 
rudeness, had refused even to see him. 'Instead, Saionji had sent out word 
by a menial that he had no intention as yet of going up to Tokyo and that 
Harada might as well return to the capital and observe developments until 
the old man was ready to summon him.

At 9 a.m . Kido was back at the palace with the news that Saionji meant 
to stage another of his demonstrations of passive resistance. The sixty- 
nine-jear-old Lord Privy Seal .Makino, who had had only a few hours 
of sleep himself, inquired at the imperial bedchamber and learned that 
Hirohito was already up and dressed. After consulting with him, Makino



OUTCAST NATION

(1932-1933)

THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR

How courteous is the Japanese;
He always says, “Excuse it, please.”

. He climbs into his neighbor’s garden,
And smiles, and says, “I  beg your pardon;”
He bows and grins a friendly grin,
And calls his hungry family in;
He grins, and bows a friendly bow;
“So sorry, this my garden now.”

So wrote Ogden Nash in 1932, expressing a feeling that was widespread 
in Am erica at tha t time. The total variance between Japanese deeds and 
words in M anchuria made it obvious that Japan was predatory and men
dacious. Westerners who knew Japan, however, considered the Ogden 
Nash view a popular prejudice. It was inconceivable to the experts that 
Japanese events must speak entirely for themselves and that Japanese 
words.'must be entirely discounted as national propaganda. No Westerners 
appreciated the, subtle escape clauses of Japanese belly talk, the little 
adjectives and adverbs which enabled even the best Japanese to lie patrioti
cally without violating their code of honor. And so the conquest of Man
churia, th e  H ollar Swindle, the Fake War, the assassinations of Inoue, Dan, 
and Inukai, arid the threatened 5-15  coup were passed off in 1932, as 
they still are by m ost Western historians in 1970, as spontaneous out- 
bursts of Japanese energy— hardly more than accidents.

On the day party government was murdered in Japan, a new American 
. am’l?asisridbr^a;th e<C ourt of H irohito Was just boarding-the San Francisco- 
bound Overland Limited in Chicago. On the platform a reporter of

; : f e  516 . . . ..  ̂ . ,



Kido heard the ex-ambassador’s report “with surprise” and went home 
as soon as he politely could to think it over. Before retiring, he wrote a 
memo to himself on his conclusions: “Stem measures of repression are 
required. This is partly because the incident [the assassination of Inukai] 
happens outwardly, by blind chance, to resemble direct action [the action 
of rebellious troops acting without orders], but mostly because the incident, 
if unduly protracted, will shake the very foundations of the national house 
[the Imperial Throne].”

Government by Assassination •>'J I

THE NEW REGIME

The next day, Tuesday, May 17, Hirohito’s messenger arrived in Okitsu 
and delivered to Saionji the threatening imperial summons to come to 
Tokyo at once. Saionji did not refuse the summons outright, but he politely 
protested his ignorance of current political events and begged time to study 
the situation. The imperial messenger returned to Tokyo without being able 
to say by what train, if any, Saionji would follow.

On the heels of the abashed messenger, a second deputation arrived in 
Okitsu from the Army bureaucracy. It was led by Prince Kanin’s hench
man, the intimidating Vice War Minister Koiso of the Strike-South Faction, 
and by War Minister Araki’s henchman, Vice Chief of Staff Mazaki of the 
Strike-North Faction. These two opposites were accompanied by the chief 
of the secret police and by Major General Obata, the second of the Three 
Crows of Baden-Baden. The four Army men told Saionji that the Strike- 
North and Strike-South leaders were prepared to co-operate in a transcen
dental Cabinet but would find it difficult to preserve Army harmony and 
discipline if Saionji should recommend another political party Cabinet.

Saionji sent the Army delegation back to Tokyo without making any 
firm commitments to it. Because he liked and trusted War Minister Araki, 
however, he was visibly mollified by the Strike-South Faction’s willingness 
to include the Strike-North group in future policy making. Within hours, 
Secretary-Spy Harada was self-confidently setting up appointments with 
the men whom Saionji would wish to see when he came up to Tokyo. 
Some of the appointments needed only to be confirmed, for Harada, in 
an excess of efficiency, had first made them a full week earlier, three days 
before Prime Minister Inukai’s murder.

The following morning, Wednesday, May 18, Saionji continued “to 
study the situation” from his retreat in Okitsu. Hirohito’s two principal Big 
Brothers, Marquis Kido and Prince Konoye, agreed that the position of 
the Strike-North Faction was growing stronger by the hour and that 
Saionji must come to the capital at once or the planned transcendental 
Cabinet would become a Strike-North Cabinet. The indefatigable train 
rider, Harada, visited Saionji, offering that Prince Konoye himself should 
come to Okitsu bringing concessions from Hirohito. Saionji said, “Fine,”
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/  /?{ ' ? ' > OPERATION; GO^GUBiNE
■

;; ' One* day a tvabout fh e T in te tC r^  iipTokyo,. Em peror {Hirohito1.
took an unprecedented- .turii -in . his afternooh walk through the Palace 
Gardens.. As was his’ w ont;beFadjstro lled  south from the^ Iftipenai E ibrary,. 
where he worked anddived, .tb the: Biblogical Research Laboratory \\here 
lie kept; his poisonous fungi and his m arine worms. From? the lab he had 
continued.: south: ‘ to i the \olid . private;- villa; o fE m p e ro r  -Meiji- -which > was ; 
used now. , by the princes of the blood as ah occasional overnight iodgihg 
house and conference place. There' Hirohito turned; northeast to the 
White-pebble courtyard of the Palace Shrine for : his brief daily hand-clap 
and, prayer to the ancestral spirits.; Continuing north, he- -entered' the- best 
part of the Fukiage Gardens, stopping- repeatedly to appreciate the vistas. 
of gnarled pines, rock heaps, and early summer flowers arrayed artfully 
along his way. Atop a knoll he came to  the particularly gratifying outlook 
over-Cal abash Pond. H e descended, crossed a  rainbow bridge; and looked 
in at-the-pondside'.Pavihon of Frosty. Brocade where;Empress Nagako pur
sued her hobby of experimental sericulture; With several of her attendants; 
all dressed in aprons, slacks, and blouses, she was deeply immersed; in 
sorting: out' the;mulberry, leaves.!to be .fed to her variOusUdlonies bf ailkf; 
w orm s.' / / - A '  . :"vV A ; ; ; :

-It was-' on - leaving the ‘Enipress . and the Pavihohr- bf F ro sty ' Brocade; 
that. Hirohito departed from his usual itinerary. Instead of following-the 
path northwest from the sericulture laboratory to his Imperial Library, 
he took the path northeast past the comfortable Enghsh-style. houses;<3f; 
halfrtimbered ;brick known .by';the quaint :old nanm ;of Iia-/n-/e/ or ;Gon- 

..cubines Pavhipnv:There;he-;and:the: Etripresadid-.their:priyate/ehtertainihjg.
jB eyphdup;b it 'th e ' oiheir^side;;bf^he;vroadway ;:w hich^bordered ;the^H en  
Palace enclosure, he carire to the cottage'vvhere dwelt his th ree dauglifefs,,- 
■aged' six, -,two,- "and; one.1 A cross {the.;rusiic;dirt; track from; th e .paugikep;

1 '' V. ‘ ■ t 1 A - e T-.V 1‘ . y-'TS _ 'T* - rt • v*Af -»T rtll A n . rtf  • -prtf •

walked purposefully .past the Abode to the Court Ladies Dormitory and: 
^ s to d e M ir ^ t ly v i i r tb ;^

p erso n a l: a t te n d a n ts ; w e r e  - g o s s ip in g  in  F r e n c h : and? s t w m g ^ p e u r l s ^  

k ' k r h d ? G < ^  .best, to  e o n c e a k t h e i r i p a m c ^
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fully Known to the authorities. Pretending great concern over the possibil
ity of civil war, the Thought Policeman said: ‘ The so-called Constitution 
Protection Movement, organized by that sector of the economic commu
nity which does not yet admit to being intimidated, is mustering to come
up and bum the capital.” ,

The next morning, Saturday, May 21, the chief of the Metropolitan Police 
begged Saionji to see the Emperor soon because “the police are exhausted 
by their guard duties during the protracted crisis.” That evening, when he 
retired to his private apartments, Saionji was surprised to find waiting for 
him his former geisha mistress, the mother of his two daughters. He had 
not seen her since she had left him out of jealousy—not since he had taken 
up with the wanton Flower Child during World War I. In the sentimental 
scene which followed, the eighty-two-year-old Saionji resolved to preserve 
Japan’s civil peace at any cost

On the following day, Sunday, May 22—one week after Inukai’s mur
der—Saionji abruptly capitulated and went to the palace to perform his 
ceremonial chore. Once again he avoided the customary lunch in the palace 
and had only the most perfunctory of audiences with the Emperor— 
lasting from 2 until 2:30 p .m .—but he did what was expected of him 
and nominated Admiral Saito as the next prime minister.

Old Admiral Saito was summoned to the palace and said to Hirohito, 
“This is most unexpected. I  have had no experience in this sort of thing 
but I will certainly do my best.”

Two days later Admiral Saito was back in the palace with a list of 
ministers for a “transcendental rising-nation Cabinet.” With a  few minor 
exceptions the names on the list were those selected by Hirohito’s Big 
Brothers six weeks earlier. Only one minister in the new Cabinet stood for, 
a group in any Way representative of a popular following. This was War 
Minister Araki, the leader of the schismatic Strike-North Faction which 
had grown up unwanted in the womb of Hirohito’s own cabal—grown too 
large to be aborted for the moment.

To make sure that War Minister Araki and the Strike-North Faction 
would not seek to transcend the transcendental Cabinet in which they had 
been given a place, Hirohito took a small, nepotistic precaution. He raised 
his wife’s cousin, Navy Chief of Staff Prince Fushimi, to the Supreme War 
Council with the rank of fleet admiral, the naval equivalent of field marshal 
or five-star general. This meant that the Board of Field Marshals and Fleet 
Admirals, which was the policy-making nucleus of the Supreme War Coun
cil, was now conveniently packed: three imperial princes as against only 
two subjects of the realm. j

HIROHITO’S ACHIEVEMENT

So ended Japan’s experiment in government by popular suffrage. The 
murder of Inukai had effectively silenced his Constitutionalist party.

Government by Assassination
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hole to m ake sure that the Child of Heaven was safe with his bedmate of 
the night. Finding B irohito in an affectionate mood, Nagako by her own 
account had  pointed out the sweet smell of hibiscus wafted in from the 
garden on the September night air. She had reminisced about their first 
evening together in bed, and then, beginning to weep, she had said, “I  know 
everything. I  just w ant you to  tell me yourself. 1 love you, even if you don’t 
love me anymore.”

I t  had taken H irohito a moment, related Nagako, to understand what she 
was talking about, but then he had reassured her with many tender words 
that he had no intention of taking a mistress.

In  February 1933, five months after Nagako’s description of the scene 
in the room  of the grated gate, old Spider Tanaka and Imperial House
hold M inister Ikki settled their duel of hand-claps by both going into re
tirement. I t  was advertised to the grapevine that Hirohito was weary of 
their quarrel and no longer amused by the concubine question. Oddly 
enough this protestation was interpreted by Japanese with an ear for belly 
talk to mean that Ikki and Tanaka had compromised and agreed to share 
the duty of taking public responsibility for the assassinations and the 
abortive rebellion of 5 -1 5 .3 Lord Privy Seal Makino, who might have 
assumed the responsibility with greater justice, remained at Hirohito’s side 
for almost three more years.

In  M arch 1933, a month after the settlement, Empress Nagako became 
pregnant again. Tire palace midwives assured her that she was going to have 
a boy. In  April, the lady-in-waiting who had borne Hirohito a son by 
artificial insemination called at the common room to show off her baby 
to the other ladies-in-waiting. Empress Nagako looked in at the common 
room during her visit and enticed the toddling illegitimate heir to the 
Throne back to the private imperial apartments. There Nagako gave the 
little bOy a teddy bear and assured the mother that she and her son would 
always be well provided for. The Court ladies said that it was a good 
omen that the little boy had followed the Empress and recognized the lead
ership of the unborn child in the Empress’s womb.

Rubicon Manchuria

LORD LYTTON INSPECTS

A s Grew in  his embassy accustomed himself to the subtleties of com
munication in Japan and Hirohito in his palace created smokescreens to 
cover the dark deeds of the previous spring, Lord Lytton was scrutinizing 
Japanese policy in Manchuria.

The heroic Chinese General Ma, who had fought so effectively against

3 Ikki obediently accepted this responsibility despite the fact that he had opposed 
the murder of Prime Minister Inukai—opposed it so strongly that B|f  ®™ther . , 
three days before 5—15, had announced to Secretary-Spy Harada. ' f 
(“Ikki is no damn good”).
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Two drafts of suitably vague imperial sentiments were drawn up by two 
separate members of the imperial circle, and both were deemed inappro
priate by Hirohito. Finally Big Brother Kido, as secretary to the lord 
privy seal, took the delicate matter in hand himself and devised a thesis 
which Hirohito approved of. Kido’s draft argued that the two great 
achievements of Emperor Meiji had been universal conscription of the 
people in a national army and creation of a native Japanese Constitution 
which explicitly gave the Emperor absolute power, overriding all other 
checks and balances. These two great accomplishments and ideals, wrote 
Kido, had been lost sight of during World War I. Now the assassination of 
Prime Minister Inukai had brought them once more into view. Hirohito 
delivered this argument in a formal speech to the new Cabinet three weeks 
after Inukai’s murder. Not a minister, not an editorial writer, ventured to 
remind Hirohito that Emperor Meiji was most acclaimed for having im
proved the lot of the masses—for having abolished clans and castes and 
serfdom, for having created national public education and a measure of 
equal opportunity for all.

Government by Assassination

MERRY JUSTICE

After the consummation of the Triple Intrigue, the Throne took good 
care of all the loyal blackmailers and assassins who had helped to make it 
a success. A life-long protege of the eighty-nine-year-old Spider Tanaka of 
the spy service became home minister in charge of police in the new 
transcendental regime. Under his auspices, the police moved with marvelous 
tact in apprehending the law-breakers. About half of Hirohito’s Big 
Brothers were graduates of Tokyo Imperial University Law School, and 
through their connections they were able to enlist both the judiciary and 
the police apparatus in Hirohito’s cause.

Dr. Okawa, the headmaster of the cabal, turned himself in to the procura
tor general a few days after Inukai’s murder. The procurator questioned 
him personally on an informal conversational basis for almost a month. 
Then on the night of June 14, thirty days after Inukai’s murder, the 
procurator phoned the new Cabinet’s minister of justice. “There is business 
to do,” he said. To the amazement of the justice minister, Dr. Okawa was 
suddenly put on the phone. Dr. Okawa was supposed to be wanted by the 
police, but now he chatted pleasantly with the justice minister. In the course 
of the phone call, Dr. Okawa revealed conversationally that he expected 
to be traveling tomorrow to Tsuchiura, the railroad station near the Misty 
Lagoon. So advised, the justice minister at once notified the home minister 
that the police, if they were serious in wanting to arrest Dr. Okawa, would 
be able to pick him up on the train to Tsuchiura.

The next morning, June 15, 1932, detectives mingled with a throng of 
well-wishers who had come to see Dr. Okawa off on the platform of



torialist in Shanghai inquired rhetorically: “Can God be misinformed?” 
General Ma had turned up alive and well in Russia. He proceeded to make 
a triumphant trip around the world, publicizing the cause of the Man
churians and finally returning to the side of his liege lord, Chang Hsueh- 
liang, in Peking.
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LESS THAN PARADISE

M a’s escape was used by H irohito as an excuse for recalling to Japan 
the conquistador of M anchuria, Kwantung Army Commander Honjo. 
Honjo and Hirohito were in polite disagreement as to the colonial policy 
which should be pursued in M anchuria. Honjo wanted to make the latest 
acquisition of the Em pire a model state, “a paradise,” which would set 
an example of Japanese efficiency for the whole of Asia. Being an Army 
man, however, Honjo was impractical about economic matters. He begged 
that the new colony be treated as a long-term investment and excused from 
showing an immediate profit. H irohito’s Big Brothers, on the other hand, 
felt th a t the new colony must pay its way from the start. If Honjo and 
tlie Strike-North idealists had their way, Japan’s surplus energies might be 
entirely absorbed by M anchuria for a decade or more and the national pro
gram might be set back in its timetable.

From  the first Honjo had found himself the dupe of hard, bright disci
ples of Machtpolitik— the young officers of Hirohito’s cabal who had been 
placed under him as staff officers. These young men had their own chan
nels to the palace in Tokyo. Some of them, like file religious zealot and 
strategic genius, Lieutenant Colonel Ishiwara, who had planned the Man
churian campaign, were idealists whom Honjo admired. But after the op
erational phase of the M anchurian occupation was over, Honjo found that 
he had other assistants whom he did not admire: operatives of the spy 
service, sadistic secret policemen, dispossessed samurai who had become 
“China experts” in their youth and had learned the trades of dope peddler 
and white slaver in the Japanese gay quarters of Shanghai, Hankow, and 
Tientsin.

The original plan for M anchuria, as Honjo had understood it, would 
entail development of the country’s mineral and chemical resources, reali
zation of its potential as a manufacturing nation, and settlement along its 
borders and in  its empty areas of Japanese colonists. Following orders 
from old Prince Kanin, the chief of the General Staff, he had sanctioned 
the relocation of some 25,000 Chinese and Manchu farm families to make 
way for their replacem ent by Japanese settlers. H e had had to delegate 
the relocation project to subordinates of the spy service and Special Service 
Organ which were both autonomous of his command and directed rom 
Tokyo.

As executed, the relocation scheme turned out to be an eternal blot on 
H onjo’s honor. Chinese bandit bands hired by the spy service rounded up
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who had led the death squads and pulled the triggers, were released in 
1939 and 1940.

Only token adjustments had to be made after 5—15 by the immediate 
members of Hirohito’s circle. Yamashina, the “Flying Prince,” who had 
incited the airmen of the Misty Lagoon had “a nervous breakdown” and 
retired from active duty. He is still secluded to this day. His mentor, Com
mander Tnoue, the brother of Friar Inoue, retired to the reserve, where he 
remained until his professional services as a flight instructor were required 
again a few years later.

Ancient Spider Tanaka of the spy service converted his Everyday 
Meiji Biographical Research Institute at Oarai into the Everyday Meiji 
Memorial Hall, a museum open to the public. To celebrate its debut as 
a public institution he held a party at it. The Emperor’s uncle Prince 
Higashikuni attended for the imperial family. On his way home to Tokyo 
afterward Higashikuni caused a scandal by stopping off indiscreetly at the 
Native-Land-Loving Society to cheer up the disciples of the jailed bombers 
who had failed to destroy Tokyo’s power supply on the evening of May 15. 
The scandal was hushed up with difficulty, but Higashikuni succeeded in 
holding the loyalty of the Land-Lovers so that their services could be 
called upon again in future intrigues.

Lord Privy Seal Makino received many anonymous letters after 5-15 
protesting that the bomb run made on his home had been “strange and in
sincere.” He ignored the letters but had the police terrorize the writers of 
the letters, the civilian disciples of Strike-North ideologist Kita Ikki. For 
their part the police never interrogated Lord Privy Seal Makino; they only 
asked his permission, regularly, before making their gingerly arrests.

Dr. Okawa, when he submitted to arrest in June 1932, had on his 
person a number of useful, personal letters signed by Lord Privy Seal 
Makino and several other of Hirohito’s intimates. When he came out of 
prison in 1935, Hirohito promptly had him made director of the South 
Manchuria Railroad’s East Asia Economic Research Bureau and dean of 
Hosei University’s “Continental Department.”

Black Dragon Toyama, who had been genuinely duped by the Blood 
Brotherhood in the use of his facilities, turned up a trump by making public 
a letter in his praise which had been written by Prime Minister Inukai 
shortly before his death. Toyama had the testimonial read aloud at his 
seventy-seventh birthday party on June 26, 1932, less'than six weeks after 
Inukai’s murder. In it Inukai had written:

I deem it my good fortune that Toyama Mitsuru is one of my most 
intimate and revered friends. Our friendship has endured for more than 
forty years, since the days when as a young man I entered the Imperial Diet.

Toyama is Japan’s foremost subject. He has never held office, has no Court 
rank, has no official status whatsoever. But he has remained a sort of inspector

Government by Assassination



Strips of flesh were cut from his body with a knife. His teeth were knocked 
out. Finally Instructor Kato, “using his favorite tool, the cigarette, methodi
cally burned out his eyes.”

“Then, thank God,” w rote Oleg, “he died.”
These methods, practiced by agencies over which he had no control, 

induced Kwantung Army Com m ander Honjo, in June 1932, to beg Hiro- 
hito, through all the channels at his disposal, to give Manchuria a more 
enlightened administration. The answer came a month later, when Hiro- 
hito approved the dispatch to M anchuria of 166 young technocrats who 
were all satellites of Big B rother Kido’s Eleven Club. The young technical 
experts brought efficiency to M anchuria but made the latter state of that 
colony worse than the first.

A  M anchukuoan Aviation Company was chartered, funded with Japa
nese capital, staffed by Japanese pilots, and dedicated to “the development 
of air routes into China.” F or the next five years it would act brazenly as 
a civilian extension of the Japanese A ir Forces, conducting thousands 
of provocative overflights, touching down at Chinese airfields unannounced, 
paying no ground-crew fees m uch less runway tolls, and carrying little 
beside espionage agents and contraband guns, money, and dope, all cal
culated to catalyze the disintegration of China.

Japan’s great South M anchuria Railroad Company, a quasi-govern- 
m ental institution modeled on the East India and Hudson’s Bay companies 
of British colonialism, extended its tracks over more than a thousand miles 
of new rights of way. Each fresh tentacle of track had a strategic purpose: 
one cutting across the M anchurian branch line of the Trans-Siberian Rail
way, another opening a way into Mongolia, a third pointing a dagger at 
Vladivostok, a  fourth communicating with a new Japanese artificial har
bor for naval vessels in N orth Korea.

A  fine new capital, called New Capital or Hsinking, was built to the 
north of M ukden, in the form er Chinese town of Long Spring Thaw. The 
streets had been surveyed and laid out even before the Manchurian Inci
dent. By the time of Lytton’s visit the new city was nearing completion and 
was ready for occupancy by Henry Pu-Yi and his puppet government a 
m onth later, in July 1932.

A n oil refinery and a chemical complex for nitrates, phosphates, and 
sulphates came into being across the bay from Dairen in the old Kwantung 
Territory Leasehold. Beside one of the largest strip seams in the world 
a slab of coal ten miles long, two miles wide, and some 350 feet deep the 
Japanese built the model company town of Fushun just east of Mukden. 
In it the colliers enjoyed free housing, electricity, transportation, and cen
tral heat and had nothing to buy with their wages except food and drugs 
a t the company store. The wages were only 40 cents U.S. a day but a 
was m ore than four times the national per capita daily average. 
M anchurians supplied all the labor, 1.3 per cent of the clerical help, an 
none of the engineering and managerial staff.
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.her Manchu;fprebear,^YehbhaIaf.'China’s nineteenth century .empress-' dow
ager. After World War II, in 1948,- Eastern Jewel was beheaded by the 

: order of one of Chiarig Kai-shek’s war crime tribunals. Her judge, in his 
remarks to the court,' condemned -her most; of all for having ridden in 
Japanese airplanes andlooked down in contempt—she, a woman—on the 

'gdod' edfth of China:’ . .r;..r y.,-^yy:y;



courage to try the.habit. Eventually old 'addicts-died , and few new ones 
emerged to take their places. • ■ ■ ....
v By. 1926, when Hirohito came to  die Throne, Japan  had as fine a record ' 

of opium  control as any nation in the world. A t that time approximately 
one ou t of every 3,000 Americans was an addict of opium in drug" form— 
a hangover from the days of narcotic patent medicines. By comparison ' 
only ope out of every 17,000 Japanese was ~an addict and only one.out 
of every 4,000-odd inhabitants in Japan’s most recent colony; Korea: In ; 
M anchuria, however, the. Japanese pursued 'a  new policy. Throughout the 
late 1920’s Japanese dope peddlers, operating out of the Kwantung Lease- 
hold, had sought to weaken M anchurian resistance by selling as much 
dope ;in M anchuria as possible. W hen Japan’s take-over of Mukden oc
curred in.Septem ber 1931, the League of Nations’ statistics indicated that - 
about one.;out of every 120 M anchurians was an opium addict. Seven 
years later one out of every 40 M anchurians was an addict. , , > ..

The. Japanese opium-selling campaign was simple and direct. Bonuses 
were paid to farm ers who would rotate their soya beans with poppy crops;
All opium smokers were registered and issued a weekly ration for which 
they were expected to. pay in much the same fashion that a subscriber, is 
expected to pay for his, weekly issue of a magazine. A t first, subscriptions 
came a t introductory rates, and comfortable dens were provided for those 
who Wished to dream away from their families.
,.t-.The7 smoking, d e n s : were , supplemented by approximately three -times 
as many booths, installed in the downtown streets of major Manchurian 
cities^where smokers and novices could learn the joys of the hypodermic.
A t these booths a  man, a woman, a boy, or a girl could take a trip on 
m orphine or cocaine, as well as heroin. Special introductory rates; of less 
than  the equivalent of a nickel a dose were offered to teen-agers and chil
dren.^ Officially every partaker was a registered addict on whom the opium 
monopoly could supply a certified.m edical.record. In  reality the booths 
were open to any . and all comers who could plunk down a few coppers. 
The dispensers at the booths were so undiscriminating that they even gave 
shots, to intrepid American newspaper reporters out for an expose; One 
of.the reporters wrote that he paid twenty coppers to:a roustabout, rolled 
up his sleeve, thrust his arm through a hole in a Canvas tent, and got his
needle sight unseen. • ”  A. ‘

Beside the, opium booths sprang >■ up brothels. No less - than 70,000 
Japanese and K orean prostitutes were imported into Manchukuo in  ■ its first 
year as a state. And in addition to the whorehouses, the licensed opium- 
smoking dens* and i.the unlicensed dope-by-needle booths, the official 
Japanese:,,,,crime synjdicate organized a dozen other rackets. Enterprising 

, concessionaires, backed by the Japanese secret police, collected. .charges , . . 
fo r.the .righ t to hold -a' wedding,: a -wake, or . a simple feast; for the duty 
of. having, a clean sidewalk; for the privilege of having a new compulsory -; > 

1 house num ber; for the: once free right to c u t ice in the river; for: numberless

5 2 ^  Rubic6n^(ir0iurja:-;



Chicago’s Herald Examiner rushed up to him with a copy of the paper s 
Sunday evening edition. Its headlines announced: “Japanese Premier Slain; 
Serious Revolt; Palace in Peril.” That evening as the Overland Limited sped 
west through the com belt toward Omaha, the new ambassador wrote in 
his journal: “In spite of the press reports, I can’t believe the Emperor is 
threatened, considering the supposedly universal veneration for the throne. 
There must be something wrong here.”

For most of the eight months since the seizure of Mukden, the United 
States had been represented in Tokyo largely by attaches and consuls who 
were not privileged to peer into the whole keyhole available to U.S. Intel
ligence in Japan at that time. The previous ambassador, W. Cameron 
Forbes, had left Japan on the morning after the Japanese seizure of 
Mukden, returned in time for the Fake War in Shanghai, and left again 
two months ago during the assassinations. He had been an outspoken man 
and not at all popular with the Japanese.

The new ambassador, Joseph C. Grew, was resolved to be more diplo
matic than Forbes and at tire same time more attentive and narrow-eyed. 
Like Forbes, Grew was a Harvard man. He had won the admiring 
patronage of Teddy Roosevelt thirty years earlier when he had shot a 
charging tiger between the eyes from a fallen position, on his back, in the 
Malay jungle. Since then he had filled a variety of important posts in 
Europe and the Middle East. One of his brothers-in-law was J. P. Morgan. 
His wife, Alice, was a granddaughter of every Japanese child’s hobgoblin, 
Commodore Perry of the Black Ships.

Ambassador Grew was to reinain the eyes and ears of the United States 
in Japan for the next ten years, until he was repatriated on an exchange ship 
in 1942 after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Later in the war years, 
Under Secretary Grew headed the faction in the State Department, which 
successfully advocated retention of the Emperor as ruler of Japan after she 
surrendered.

When Grew first arrived in Yokohama on June 6, 1932, the Japanese 
press gave him a snide reception. The Japan Times misquoted him as 
saying, “I know hardly anything about modem Japan but I hope to get 
down to serious study.” Tire other great daily, Asahi, said, “As regards 
Japan, which has attained a marvelous development unprecedented the 
world over, his knowledge may be as imperfect as a fairy tale.”

Despite Grew’s resolve to remain on his guard, despite his rough re
ception by the Japanese press, he soon found himself charmed by Hiro- 
hito’s courtiers and impressed by the skillful illusions they created. A 
month after his arrival in Japan, on July 13, 1932, he called on Count 
Makino, Hirohito’s lord privy seal and master of intrigues. After the inter
view he wrote in his journal: “Count Makino impressed me as a really 
great gentleman. He is close to the Emperor but he doesn’t, alas, carry 
much weight in these days of military domination.” Within a year Grew
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gence in the G eneral Staff, M ajor General Nagata, the first of the Three 
Crows chosen at Baden-Baden. Prince K anin approved Nagata’s draft and 
H irohito m ade m inor editorial changes in it. The final wording was sent to 
M anchuria and subscribed to by the staff officers of the Kwantung Army. 
Mincing no words, it stated that the M anchukuoan government was to 
strive for “co-prosperity and co-existence with the Japanese economy.” In 
form it was to  be “nominally constitutional” but “substantially autocratic.” 
Its “inner leader”  was to be the commander of the Kwantung Army work- , 
ing with state ministers “of Japanese lineage.”

REPORT TO THE LEAGUE

Kwantung Army Comm ander Honjo, when he was recalled to Tokyo 
in July 1932, and Lord Lytton, when he retired to Peking to write his 
report in June 1932, both visualized the social monster which Hirohito’s 
planners were creating in M anchuria. Honjo went into semiretirement as 
a m em ber of H irohito’s Supreme W ar Council and began to lobby for 
reform  in colonial policy. Lord Lytton, whose kidney ailments had been 
in no way alleviated by entertainments and frequent changes of drinking 
water, secluded himself in the German Hospital in Peking, surrounded 
himself w ith nurses, and began to write his classic report to the League of 
Nations. H e felt that he m ust criticize Japan strongly and found that he 
m ust negotiate every sentence of his criticism with his fellow commissioners.

The Italian commissioner, a count, and the German commissioner, a 
form er colonial governor, both wished to make the report as vague as 
possible. General Claudel of France threatened to issue his own minority 
report unless Japan’s position was presented in the most flattering light 
possible. Lord Lytton strove mightily with his pen, conscience, and temper 
in order to satisfy his fellow Europeans. Being a literary man he tended to 
write sentences which said directly and intelligibly what they meant.

The Am erican commissioner, F rank R. McCoy, sided with Lytton on the 
general drift which the report m ust take. He had none of Lord Lytton s 
literary gift, but he was a m aster mediator.5 He kept the other commis
sioners from disturbing the quiet of the sickbed where Lytton lay working. 
A nd as countless scribbled drafts and redrafts issued from the hospital,

5 McCoy had made a name for himself as a walker in troubled waters at the very 
outset of his career. In Cuba, during the Spanish-American War, his colonel as e 
him if the river ahead was fordable. McCoy waded across to the other side an̂  
called back, “It is.” The colonel remarked, “1 shall make that young man my aide. 
The colonel’s general, however, was standing by and said, “Sorry, Colonel, 1 rea y 
made him my own aide when he was halfway across.” In later years McCoy wou 
be recalled from retirement to head the Allied Powers’ Far Eastern Commission 
which was supposed to advise MacArthur in his authoritarian Occupation o apan. 
Then, once again, McCoy would be responsible for preserving a semblance of una
nimity.
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and went about the room looking hard at each one of them. Some of the 
elder ladies had been beauties in their day but almost all the younger 
ones were at least as plump as the five-foot, one-hundred-twenty-pound 
Empress Nagako herself. Hirohito complimented several of them and then 
nodded his way out to complete his short walk back to the Imperial Library.

The next day the office of chamberlains promulgated a secret directive 
to the astonished Court ladies reminding, advising, and telling them that, 
first, the Empress had just passed her twenty-ninth birthday and as yet 
had borne the Throne no heir; second, the Emperor was considering the 
taking of a concubine; and third, it was every Court lady’s patriotic duty 
to make herself as available and attractive to Hirohito as possible. The 
Court ladies professed horror to one another at the waywardness of die 
Emperor—and still only thirty-two years old!—but collectively they lost 
more than a thousand pounds and began to wear, as everyday, their finest 
dresses and perfumes. The ladies’ common room, noted one chamberlain, 
“took on the air of a sultan’s harem.”

Throughout die early summer of 1932, Hirohito made the common 
room a regular stop in his afternoon rounds. He listened gravely to each 
lady’s witty anecdotes but always returned to the library without giving 
any sign as to which lady he fancied. The ladies, for their part, were grad
uates of Bryn Mawr, Radcliffe, Oxford, and the Sorbonne. They deplored 
the bad old days of female servitude in Japan, but they began to see 
advantages in the straightforward customs of die past. They recalled with 
a certain scholarly nostalgia that, in the Court of thirty years ago, Em
peror Meiji had simply dropped a handkerchief before an attendant when 
he wished her to go to bed with him.

Poor ladies, they were the dupes of a monstrous diversionary public 
relations scheme propagated by old Spider Tanaka of the spy service. The 
moderates of Japan were meant to hear of Hirohito’s shy advances toward 
the Court ladies, meant to imagine him a loving husband under pressure 
from dirty old chamberlains, meant to think that perhaps, after all, Hirohito 
really was the proper, progressive young man portrayed by palace press 
releases in the 1920’s.

The truth was that Hirohito felt no pressure at all to produce a son, for 
if one may believe the testimony of two of his courtiers—testimony cor
roborated by certain broad hints in the documents of the period—Hiro
hito had already had a son. After the birth of his fourth daughter, in March 
1931, he had faced up squarely to the need for an heir and had agreed 
with his Great Vassals that the time had come for drastic measures. At 
the same time he did not wish, for personal reasons, to take a concubine. 
The affection of Empress Nagako and the support of her family—his im
perial cousins, the Fushimis—were too important to him to trifle with. If 
he was to have a son immediately, the child must be a precautionary meas
ure and nothing more, an heir begot impersonally and kept in the back
ground for the time being. Later, if Empress Nagako remained barren of
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The commissioners at once dispersed to leave Peking that very night 
some for planes, some for trains, some for steamers— all to reconvene in 
Geneva three weeks later. Their report was supposed to be entirely secret 
and was scheduled to be distributed, one copy to the representative of each 
nation, on September 25, three weeks later. The very next morning, how
ever, Japanese spokesmen in the Tokyo Foreign Office and War Ministry 
began to attack the Lytton Report, citing exact references by chapter and 
verse. Japanese military intelligence had succeeded in buying a true carbon 
of the report from one of the commission’s secretaries. I t  arrived in Tokyo 
by plane the same Sunday that the commissioners signed the master copy. 
There the delicate duty of reading it quickly and writing a fair report on 
its salient features for perusal by the Em peror and his chief vassals de
volved upon the chief o f the W ar Ministry’s Press Relations’ Squad, Colonel 
H onm a M asaharu.

A  close friend and perennial aide-de-camp of Hirohito’s brother Chi- 
chibu, H onm a had become fluent in English with the British army of 
occupation in  Cologne in 1919-20, as an assistant attache in London in 
1921-22, and as an attache to India in 1922-25. So thoroughly had he 
imbibed British ways that he was known to his fellow officers as “the 
linguist with the red nose.” Subsequently, in 1937, he became director of 
the Intelligence D epartm ent in the Army General Staff, a post which he 
occupied throughout the rape of Nanking. H e was executed by the United 
States in 1946 as being responsible for the 1942 Bataan Death March in 
the Philippines.

A fter an all-night effort, H onm a turned the last of Lytton’s stylish pages 
during the gray m orning hours of Monday, September 5. Looking at the 
sheaf of neatly hieroglyphic notes he had taken, he felt some sense of 
accomplishment. The Foreign Ministry would not complete its own official 
resum e and rebuttal of the Lytton R eport for another four weeks. At die 
same time, his labors revealed that— as feared— Japanese Army attempts 
to deceive, impress, and hum or Lord Lytton during his tour of Manchuria 
had failed utterly. The testy peer complained in his report that “the effect 
of the police measures adopted was to keep away witnesses, and many 
Chinese were frankly afraid of even meeting members of our staff. . . .  In
terviews were therefore usually arranged with considerable difficulty and m 
secrecy. . . .  In  spite of these difficulties, we were able to arrange private 
interviews with businessmen, bankers, teachers, doctors, police, tradesmen, 
and others. . . .  W e also received over 1,500 written communications, 
some delivered by hand, the majority sent by post to different addresses.

The Lytton R ep o rt went on unequivocally to  deny the various claims 
which Japan had m ade to the League in her defense: that China was not 
an organized state; that M anchuria was not Chinese; that China had no 
sovereignty there: that the Kwantung Army had acted in self-defense; and 
that M anchukuo sprang from an indigenous independence movement. Lyt
ton concluded: “ . . . without declaration of war, a  large area of what was
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the Japanese in November 1931, pretended to sell out to them in February
1932. Chang Hseuh-liang, the ousted Manchurian war lord, had sent Ma 
a check for almost $2 million (U.S.) with which to pay his troops. The 
check was drawn on a Japanese-controlled bank. The Japanese allowed 
Ma to cash it, and in return Ma accepted the puppet post of war minister 
in the new government of Manchukuo. Six weeks later, however, Ma 
absconded into the wastes of Manchuria’s northwest with most of the $2 
million and a truck convoy of Japanese guns and uniforms. By April 14, 
he was in Hailun, on the Russian frontier, announcing his independence 
and defiance of the Japanese.

A week later Lord Lytton and the League of Nations’ Commission of 
Inquiry arrived in Mukden. Throughout the six weeks of Lord Lytton’s 
stay, General Ma and his hastily reassembled army caused the Japanese 
acute embarrassment by taking the offensive in north Manchuria and 
demonstrating that the spontaneous popular backing which the Japanese 
claimed for their administration was less than unanimous. General Ma 
daily broadcast an invitation to Lord Lytton to come north and see for 
himself the last corner of a genuinely Manchu Manchuria. Lytton, of 
course, could not respond to the invitation, much less accept it.

But Ma’s stand encouraged many Manchurians to defy the Japanese 
secret police in an attempt to tell Lytton the truth. Messages were sent 
to Lytton by every undercover contrivance known to man: wrapped in bath 
towels, written on menus, buried in pastries. In the northern city of Harbin, 
alone, hirelings of the Japanese spy service pounced on five Chinese, two 
Russians, and one Korean who tried to communicate with members of the 
League Commission directly. All eight died in police custody, most of them 
after prolonged torture. One young Russian student who merely wished 
to protest the closing of the Harbin Polytechnique, where he had been 
studying, was caught on the second floor of the Hotel Moderne and killed 
so quietly that the League’s commissioners, preparing for bed and reading 
reports in nearby rooms, did not hear a sound.

On June 4, 1932, Lord Lytton returned to China with the scent in his 
nostrils of an insufficiently aired opium den. He retired to the legation 
quarter of Peking to pull together the material which he and his fellow 
commissioners had collected and organize it into a formal report to the 
League in Geneva. The Japanese Army officers who had chaperoned him 
through Manchuria suspected that they had failed to deceive him. They 
turned their spite on the shrewd double-dealing General Ma and hunted 
down his guerrilla forces, band by tattered band.

On July 27, 1932, Japanese troops on the Russian border ambushed a 
force of 800 Chinese cavalrymen attempting to escape into Russia. After 
the slaughter, General Ma’s horse and saddle bags were found among 
the corpses on the battlefield. Emperor Hirohito was officially informed 
that General Ma was dead. A few days later, an irreverent Chinese edi-
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Count M akino had spoken to each of the Privy Councillors and: Cabinet 
ministers who were to “debate” the treaty; All the questions to be asked 
and answers to be given had been submitted in advance to Hirohito: One 
of the Privy Councillors asked W ar M inister A raki of the Strike-North:: 
Faction how long Japan would have to support Manchukuo.: A raki an
swered that M anchukuo would be able to defray part of the cost of main
taining the Kwantung A rm y on its soil by  1933 and  after five ,years' o f. 
development would be able to pick up thew hole of the tab. :The spokesman 
of the Throne persisted, “Is it not possible to obtain payment, before tlie , 
lapse of five years?” Araki replied that the defense of Manchukuo was the 
defense of Japan and it was therefore “fair and reasonable that Japan bear 
part o f the cost.” v A  '

A nother Privy Councillor, speaking on behalf of the Throne, inquired: 
“O ur relations with other countries may become increasingly eventful; are 
our Army and Navy ready?” I : : ; A  A". A A A ;,.’A

“Always,” responded' A raki— and went on to orate at length on. the 
fighting spirit of the men in the armed services. rA ^y 'kA A A  A

Finally the foreign minister, surrounded by a half circle of sleek,;reticent 
aides who attended Big Brother Kido’s Eleven Chib meetings* presented 
the clinching arguments. If  Japan  recognized Manchukuo as a sovereign :’ 
state, the foreign minister said, it would be entitled to send an observer to ' 
the League of Nations and-could take responsibility-in its 'ownirightfor 
having seceded from China. Moreover, said the foreign/minister, he wished 
to put into the palace record copies of historical documents which showed; 
that M anchuria had not been originally a province of.China and’that it had 
first come under the rule of Peking as a part of the dowry of an ancient 
M anchu princess, Ai Chin-lo. - ■' A;

The proceedings had come to an end. The Privy Council voted uhani-.. 
mously for recognition of Manchukuo. Hirohito' was satisfied that the. . 
amenities had been observed, and that others had taken the necessary 
responsibility. H e nodded his approval and withdrew to the Inner Palace. 
There, in the comfort of his Imperial; Library, he formally sanctioned the • 
treaty and its attached protocols by affixing do: them his Grand Seal of

’ ._v ’! v ' / ; • '  '• ' A'- -.A'" • r :  A »>**'■
State. - r . .. A ■•—' - v - r T k - ' d ; .  - ■

Japan’s recognition:of M anchukuo -Was announced, to the world on 
September 15, 1932. It was coupled with ,a rumor, leaked to Western 
embassies in Tokyo by foreign;ministry spokesmen, ;that an Araki war-party 
resolution5 for the immediate conquest of China’s next province,‘ the poppy y- 
provinee o f Jehol, had been narrowly voted down in Hirdhito’s inner circle 
of advisors. Although .not usually : considered part of Manchuria, ppppy- 
growing Jehol was iridisputabiy Manchu, for i t :was the original tribal land 
of the M anchu dynasty which had usurped the Dragon Throne of China 
iri; 1644. In  fact, until the abdication of the Boy Emperor, Puppet Heiir^
in 1912, a substantial part of the province had .been maintained by Henry s

Tamil'" 00 A u s t in  AnrlAfirvAtn: which the:Princes bfThe Iron Helmet, when % ;
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villages of native farmers and set them to work building Japanese-style 
houses for the settlers who would take their place. The native farmers were 
promised new lands, new seed, and implements of their own when their 
building was done. And when it was done, they were turned over to regu
lar units of the Japanese Army for escort to their new homes. The soldiers 
of these units were told that the native farmers were bandit families who 
had been sentenced to death and must be herded into stockades and 
machine-gunned. Some of the farmers were distributed to Japanese infan
try companies to be used for bayonet practice by green privates who had 
arrived in Manchuria too late for the toughening experience of real com
bat.

A White Russian university student, who had become a minion of the 
spy sendee and who later smuggled out of Manchuria an account of his 
experiences, described this bayonet drill in some detail. He called it not 
sadistic but masochistic— a school exercise for the training of automatons. 
The Japanese boys, he said, seemed dazed and foolish. They smiled and 
laughed and handed out candy to their victims before tying them, apolo
getically, to stakes driven into the ground. Then the soldiers took turns 
charging with fixed bayonets at each bound captive until he finally slipped 
in gobbets out of his ropes.

Oleg Volgins, which was what the White Russian student called him
self in his memoirs, had greeted the Japanese motorcycle troops as liber
ators when they had entered Harbin in February' 1932. As refugees from 
revolutionary Russia in 1920, Oleg and his family considered any anti- 

" Bolshevik an ally. At first Oleg assured his mother that the Japanese were 
“simple ascetic warriors.” Not until he had worked as an agent of the spy 
service for a year and seen his mother made a hostage and his wife a 
prostitute did he become a Japanese slave and learn to hate his masters. His 
account was not published in the West until 1943. when seven years had 
passed since its writing and it could be assumed that he was dead.

Oleg himself underwent an indoctrination course at the hands of the 
Japanese secret police which he compared to the indoctrination being 
given to Japanese soldiers in Manchuria. His secret police instructor, a 
man named Kato, asked him, “Do you fish? No one is sorry for fish; you 
must assume the same attitude.” A young Manchurian accused of being 
a Communist was then brought into the interrogation chamber which 
served as classroom and beaten up with fists. He was burned with ciga
rettes on cheeks, lips, and eyelids. A mixture of water and red pepper was 
poured down his nostrils to give him a taste of burning to death and 
drowning at the same time. He was hung up and whipped. Attendants 
burned pits in his privates with their cigarettes. He lost consciousness. A 
Japanese doctor of evident education and contempt for the proceedings 
entered the room bowing and smiling and resuscitated the victim with an 
injection. The young leftist’s fingernails were torn out, then his toenails.
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finger of coast line which crooked south from the main body of the country, 
nudging Jeh o l back from the ocean and just touching the Wall at Shan- 
haikwan, its seaside terminus. M anchukuo’s Kwantung Army already 
occupied most of this corridor, said Suzuki, -and could always push on to 
Shanhaikwan with a few hours’ notice: • ^  \  . . ,

Nevertheless; said the Chinese form er foreign minister, Japanese occu
pation of Jeh o l .would expose hundreds of miles of the Wall to possible 
Japanese penetration and would force Chiang. Kai-shek, out of honor, to 
adopt the undesirable course of all-out war. : ■

“The Japanese Army does not shrink from all-out war,” said Suzuki, 
“bu t no one enjoys fighting with his brother. If Chiang Kai-shek will re
double his efforts to silence anti-Japanese voices in China, exterminating 
the Com m unist bandits of M ao Tse-tung and removing the,young war lord 
Chang Hsueh-liang from his councils, then the Em peror of Japan will 
undertake to prevent Japanese troops from forcing their way through the 
G reat Wall after, their conquest of Jehol. This is the Emperor’s promise 
and I;can  add to it nothing except the renewed hope that Japan and China 
will, someday share as brothers in dominion over Asia.”

The form er Chinese foreign minister communicated Suzuki’s message 
to Chiang Kairshek, and Chiang, as noncommittally as possible, conveyed 
his acquiescence. ,

A fter repeated recesses requested by Japan, the League’s central Com
mittee of Nineteen— a body resembling the m odem  United Nations Security 
Council— reconvened on November 21, 1932, to consider Lord Lytton’s 
findings. By now the Lytton R eport had been circulated in all the major 
languages,, had’ been exploited as a best-seller by an enterprising Tokyo 
publisher, and had been officially rebutted as a pack of misunderstandings 
by the Japanese foreign minister.
• . The Japanese delegation at Geneva was headed by Matsuoka Yosuke, 
the im perial cabal’s University of Oregon graduate. Earlier that year Mat
suoka had. handled the Shanghai negotiations for Hirohito and had then 
suggested to him that Japan would have little to lose by withdrawing from 
the League. Now it was a foregone conclusion that Matsuoka would eventu
ally lead Japan out of the League. As long as the other nations were, willing 
to carry on the debate, however, M atsuoka had instructions from/Hirohito 
to play for Time. Having served,-as, old Prime-Minister-Maker Saionjis 
inform ation officer a t Versailles after World W arvl,'M atsuoka had some
training: in the nice . diplbmacy . of procrastination, but :,he. employed it
crudely: In  addressing the League when it reconvened, he stated categori
cally, “We want nO.more territory.” . : 1 '

While the League deliberated, the Kwantung Army packed troops and 
supplies into .the narrow seaside corridor along the southeastern frontier o 
Jehol and advanced slowly down it toward the Great Wall. On December 
8, 1932, just, nine years before Pearl H arbor, the Japanese vanguard



To pay for these showpieces of material advancement Hirohito’s 166 
young technocrats instituted a money raising scheme as diabolical as any 
ever devised by a colonial power. The Italian operative of the spy service 
in Harbin, Amleto Vespa, called it “the greatest organized squeeze in his
tory.” It was first outlined to him one day in the summer of 1932 when his 
nameless but princely chief announced: “Japan is poor. The Japanese 
Army in Manchuria costs millions every day.”

The Manchurian farmers had too much peasant cunning to make or
dinary tax collecting a feasible proposition, and so Japan’s spy service, 
secret police, and Special Service Organ agents set out to milk the country 
by exploiting the natives’ human frailties. Monopolistic opium, heroin, 
gambling, and prostitution concessions were sold to guilds of vice experts 
from tire various Japanese settlements in China. Of these the most cold
blooded sharks—sharks in a swimming pool of blood—were the dope 
peddlers. After they moved into Manchuria, mass graves beside the garbage 
dumps outside all the major cities were kept open for the daily disposal 
of overdose victims cleared from the streets each morning.

The Japanese themselves had always had a healthy fear of dope ad
diction and an enviable record in their other colonies of suppressing it. 
The smoking of the poppy had been introduced to China about 1650 by 
the Dutch. Until about 1800 it was a luxury practiced mainly by Chinese 
who were old and rheumatic and rich. Then competition among British, 
Portuguese, Dutch, and American traders drove the price down and the 
supply up. In eighteenth century China, aged mandarin addicts had com
monly traveled about on official business accompanied by wet nurses who 
suckled them in their pipe dreams and kept a supply of easily digestible 
nourishment flowing into their withered guts. The poor who took up the 
opum pipe after 1800 could not afford such refinements. They used the 
marvelous anodyne of the pipe to go on working, without food, until they 
literally dropped dead in their tracks. It was still common, in twentieth 
century China, for ricksha coolies, who had run twenty miles on a bowl 
of rice and a pipe of opium, to expire in their traces without a word of 
complaint.

The Japanese had recognized from the first the danger of the drug which 
was debasing China. In 1858, before any treaties had been concluded 
with the outside world on other matters, the shogun’s government ne
gotiated an agreement with Great Britain to keep opium out of Japan. 
When Japan’s abstemious samurai conquered the island of Taiwan, in 
1895, they found 14 per cent of the Taiwanese natives smoking opium. 
Forty years later, the cold, efficient, paternalistic efforts of the Japanese 
police had reduced addiction to less than one half of 1 per cent of the 
population. The Japanese drug police licensed addicts, issued them three- 
day supplies of pipe poppy at prices far below the going rate on the illicit 
market, and saw to it by stringent detective work that no smugglers could 
compete with the government monopoly and no youngsters could find
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V sales slogan w a s i 'U h r s t s o u t l r : ^
Senior admirals pledged the ^  ’ V

; Ij-* : < of . the men; -;,
ported Strike-South aspirations-^much: less voiced them in public. : The 
military officers o f : the cabal, trained in the 1922 palace indoctrinatibn 
cen te r/h ad  pledged themselves only to break the power, of clan leadership /'
in  .the,- Arm y and to m ake tlie. armed forces modern and formidable. The 
civilian couriiers apd buteaucrats of the Big Brotherhood had a better ap
preciation of H irohito’s ultimate objectives, but thought them too secret and 
to o 'fu tu ris tic ' to,- require-imme<Late ^discussion, - iik e  most Japanese,, .they 
feared the  possible consequences of a policy which might lead to war,with 
the United States. In the new alliance Count M akino was, in effect, launch- 

. jhg a trial ba lloon ./W henfew politic iansrusheddo  board it, Hirohito let it 
drift away into the clouds and returned to his old slow tiptoeing, style of
m arch, v

0 n  February 10, .1933, H irohito called the philosophizing, cigar-smok
ing Grand; Chamberlain Suzuki Kantaro to. the .library in the, palace woods 
and told him that Japan was compelled to secede from: the ' League, of 
N ations/H iroh ito  said that he made the decision reluctantly bu t that he 
could see no alternative, d ^ e  , League was almost certain to accept the 
Lytton Report, asking Japan to withdraw her troops and entrust the pires- 

, ervation of; peace in /M anchuria  to an international police force. Since 
- Japan^/m ust.'rejectthis' proposal, she cotild n o t remain indhe: League as a 

m ember i n : good :standing. :Grand .Chamberlain Suzuki nodded and asked 
w hether withdrawal from the League might not invalidate Japan’s title to 

•'•'the ' is la n d k in .the' -P ac ific ivh ichhadbeeff fgiyen herTorndministermnder a  
" League m andate after World W ar L ;Hirohito h ad a  phone call put through 
to  the Foreign Ministry and was reassured that membership in the League 
was not a precondition for continued rule of the islands. Hirohito then gave 
his::sahd^ delegation at the League to withdraw when

■mepessaryC^ ; y v‘ "• / j  V-\ C " ■
:V*C;.t%'Fnd^ Gdnevap th e -L eg ^e  of. UatiopsbCommittee
,/dfVNineteendrecomm adoption of the; .Lytton Report to the full
: League^ A s 'se in b ^  summary of the case
yagainsLTap'an/The;si

; journalistic history by transcribing the broadcast and reprinting dt in hs. •,
'Jn n tire ty im e m H t^  L;?:';'- v;,H / ■ '■
/:,:;:T h a t ^
;■̂ ^ a ^ |b e S f io n ^ r jm o 'M jh is tm  S p ^
Cabinet had to m ake one of its rare noii-unahimous reports to d h e .^ ^

i H irohito ; i n s h ^ i ^ ^
;ito< nbd^i^a^uofe |. in G enevato  'lead; jTapa& Up t ; d ieL eague-assoonas^  ̂
:the.vote wentagainst him. ; " "" " ... ‘ ...... ' ' .......



stamps, seals, and countersignatures on every transfer of property, every 
business contract; for the duty of having each chimney cleaned once every 
two months; for the privilege of not being constantly dunned with forged 
lOU’s. Every bank, transaction ran a gauntlet of special charges which 
made it impossible to liquidate an asset without a loss of 30 to 40 per cent.

Breakfasting on humble pie, lunching on air, dining on opium, the 
Manchukuoans paid and paid again. The Japanese and Korean conces
sionaries who ran the rackets paid, too. They paid initially for their mo
nopolies and then many times again in bribes to secret policemen who 
backed up their extortion with terror and torture. Emissaries of the 
Throne in Tokyo collected twice: first, from the concessionaires for their 
charters; and second, from the secret policemen for their appointments to 
positions of responsibility in which they could squeeze the concessionaires. 
The best of the police jobs were auctioned off in Tokyo for as much as ten 
times their annual worth in terms of salary. The Mends of Hirohilo, who 
used his power of appointment to squeeze the squeezers, realized a sub
stantial part of the total profits and plowed it back into the Throne’s 
intrigues and weapons research institutes. Hirohito remained entirely in
visible, behind many veils. A single trustworthy chamberlain from his 
Court took up residence in  Manchukuo to keep watch over the rackets as 
vice imperial household minister to Puppet Henry.4

To administer Manchukuo the Japanese set up an elaborate copy of 
their own system of curtain government. In front of the curtains sat a native 
Manchurian Cabinet of ministers, each of whom was the puppet for a 
Japanese vice minister and a staff of Japanese secretaries. Behind the veil 
sat Puppet Henry, guarded by Japanese secret policemen. Henry' was 
titular commander-in-chief of a Manchukuoan militia which was officered 
by Japanese and employed as a labor force by the Kwantung Army. The 
commander of the Kwantung Army reported to Hirohito’s great-uncle, 
Chief of Staff Prince Kanin. The commander of the secret police reported to 
the Tokyo secret police chief. Prince Kanin and the Tokyo secret police 
chief both reported to Emperor Hirohito.

As described by a Japanese who grew up in Manchukuo, the puppet 
nation was organized “like a miniature garden planted according to the 
strict aesthetic of mimicry.” That is, each shrub was carefully selected, 
pruned, stunted, and tamed to give an illusion of some natural forest 
beauty. Each office and institution was made to look like a functional enter
prise and to hide the fact that its animus was a shadowy Japanese, a wild 
creature from the world of reality.

All Japanese of any moment in Manchuria were completely and cynically 
aware of their role as stage managers. The 166 technocrats sent from Tokyo 
drafted the plan of the puppet state in consultation with the staff officers 
of the Kwantung Army. Their plan was modified by the chief of Intelli-

4Iriye Kanichi
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:■: In  the lobby, staring out through the trees toward the lake, .Matsuoka 
thrust an unlighted.. cigar in to•; his mouth ahd talked loudly to .assembledi 
newsmen until his car came for h im /T h a t afternoon, Japan being absent, 
the League Assembly:.voted to implement Lord Lytton’s report by,asking 
all m ember and affiliate nations to refrain from recognizing Manchukuo 
“de jure o r de jacto.” 'C v ,',

As they voted, the members of the League knew that, . at. that nioroent, 
the Japanese were invading Jehol, China’s poppy province. The campaign , 
had been in preparation for weeks. Four days before the vote^ on Friday^ 
February 20, an Am erican correspondent had reported that the railway 
between M ukden and the Jehol border was choked with military. traffic:; 
that trainloads of motorcycles and American trucks could be seen on'every 
siding; that he, was reminded of France in 1918. The attack had, been 
scheduled to begin after the League voted against Japan—If it did. But 
China’s Chang Hsueh-liang and Japan’s Strike-North Faction \vanted .t6 
m ake sure that the League would not honey its words at the last moment, 
and so hostilities had been provoked by both sides on February’21;;4ree 
days early. The Kwantung Army high command overreacted by occupying 
all the railheads of eastern Jehol overnight. The next morning, Sunday-, the 
invasion m ade headlines throughout the world. Hirohito was furious.; .

On M onday, with .some loss of face, W ar Minister .Araki. of. the Strike-: 
N orth F ac tio n . announced, “Actually, Japan’s campaign is not yet under
way.” While Japanese troops sought to guard, the railway stations they had 
taken in eastern Jehol w ithout: seeming too conspicuous about being there 
a t all, an ultimatum was served, on China demanding instantwithdrawal of 
Chang Hsueh-liang’s forces from Jehol because they were “incompati
ble . . .  with the sovereignty of M anchukuo.’’ Nanking:rejected the iilti- 
matum  early on Tuesday, the twenty-fourth, .hours,.before;the,:delegates-. 
at Geneva m et to cast their ballots, . W hen M atsuoka left iiis seat in the 
council hall, Japanese soldiers had already been up for hours, fighting and 
dying eagerly after their two days of restraint. ,. . . ; u :

Despite the farce of the false start, the Jehpl campaign was no; laughing 
m atter' W estern military attaches who accompanied the Japanese, troops 
were not particularly impressed by the four-to-one numerical superiority of 
Chang Hsueh-liang’s rabble. B ut they were impressed by the ?old rugged 
terrain of the battleground, and they foresaw a long ahd. arduous campaign 
for the Japanese invaders. In  the event they were confounded 
barrassed in their professional forecasts by the almost irihurnah discip 
and efficiency of the Japanese in the field. To cut down on the weight they , 
would carry, the Japanese foot soldiers advanced through the cruel Febru
ary weather without; greatcoats ahd with only nominal Supply packs. They



McCoy negotiated the softening phrases which were necessary to preserve 
the commission’s unanimity.

In the last fortnight of Lytton’s labors, the Japanese did their utmost to 
coax and distract him. Between August 21 and 25, Japanese marines in 
Shanghai took up “sightseeing excursions” into the Chinese areas of the 
city and enjoyed their outings so boisterously that they caused a panic and 
evacuation of Chapei. On August 27, New York Times correspondent 
Hugh Byas in Tokyo learned from a source close to Japan’s foreign minis
ter that the issue came down to this: “whether or not Japan is to be cen
sured in terms that will compel her withdrawal from the League of 
Nations. . . .  If Geneva merely endorses Secretary Stimson’s doctrine of 
non-recognition of any situation brought about in contravention of treaties, 
Japan will not object.” In other words, if the league issued a statement of 
theory without being so rude as to criticize Japan by name, Japan would 
condescend to remain in the League of Nations.

The ousted Manchurian war lord, young Chang Hsueh-liang, dramatized 
the reality of continuing resistance to Japan’s puppet regime by mounting 
a guerrilla attack on Mukden in the early morning hours of August 29. 
The guerrillas destroyed the airport, set fire to the arsenal, shot up the 
wireless station, and even penetrated into the walled city. When the 
“bandits,” having made their point, vanished into the countryside before 
daybreak, frustrated Japanese spokesmen could only leak to Western 
newspapermen another threat: that any more such raids would force Japan 
to conquer the next adjoining province of China, the poppy-growing 
province of Jehol. Part of the U.S. Atlantic fleet joined the Pacific fleet for 
maneuvers in a move which Japanese decried as menacing. In Japanese 
movie houses Hollywood’s Hell Divers, retitled The Bombing Corps of the 
Pacific, played to capacity audiences which believed that the hypothetical 
targets depicted in the film were the cities of Japan.

In this maelstrom of pressures, by Tuesday, August 30, the last comma 
of the Lytton report had been haggled, the last i dotted, and the 400-odd 
pages went into their final typing. The members and secretaries of the 
commission moved mto the German Hospital in Peking and turned its 
antiseptic corridors and lounges into a publishing oifice. Compromises 
scribbled in longhand had to be unscrambled, punctuated, and typed. Not 
until Saturday, after three days’ work, was there a clean master copy, plus 
carbons, of the historic document. Some secretaries and members of the 
commission sat up all that Saturday night proofreading it so that jt would 
be ready for signing the next day. Minor last-minute changes were arbi
trated on Sunday morning, and after lunch Lord Lytton, using a pen 
made in Japan, and the other commissioners using a pen made in the United 
States, put their signatures on it. They consigned it_to the pouch of a 
courier who would set out via the Trans-Siberian Railway to carry it the 
length of Eurasia to the League in Geneva.
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were le ft no  rights but. those 
•were-given ‘alkngh ts’fand-'ho/idutie^

, ’H irohito announcedhiS';'-success ;to ;the ̂ yarrior spirits 
state visit to Tokyo’s Y asufoni^shrine:' To t^ e '‘li% ^g^fe\^issii^‘-'^'ire^ripi’ i  
explaining,* with many"/lofty^sentiments;?,that -Japan-liadVbe& 
withdraw from  the comity of nations', because the W est misunderstood 
Japan’s goal of keeping peace in the O rient/ HeVemphasizeddn the rescnpt , 
tha t Japan  would continue to co-operate with the League in technical mat
ters:. such as international control o f ; health and currencies. Finally, to 
reassure the people as to  the conduct of statecraft in the future^ he formed 
a “diplomatic general staff” in the palace. o : •'v . ■.V. \C::’ ■

W hen old Prime-M inister-M aker Saionji heard of these measures, he 
shook his bald head gloomily: Nothing, he said, could disguise the fact that 
Japan  had now become an outcast among nations. The new “diplomatic 
. general staff,” he feared, would prove as dangerous as the old military 
general staffs; A s to the hypocrisy of the imperial rescript of explanation, 
Saionji was scathing. ; ; V: ' ■ V ■

“H ie  same o ld 'can t,” he fumCd. “ ‘Peace in the Orient, peace in the
Orient!’ -That’s what he keeps repeating, but just by wanting peace in the 
Orient,! how will that further ,goals such as world peace? Better talk first of 
wanting tilings in .the style of world peace and the welfare of mankind, and 
then peace in  the East, as an attainable goal, wih ultimately follow; Stand
ing up at .th e  start and ju s t . braying ‘Peace in th e  • E a s t— will it get us 
domestic peace or what? I t’s an awful funny way to talk:”



indisputably Chinese territory has been forcibly seized and occupied by the 
armed forces of Japan and has in consequence of this operation been 
separated from and declared independent of the rest of China.”

THE GREAT WALL BREACHED

On the morning after Colonel Honma’s heroic translation effort, a 
Japanese Foreign Office spokesman announced to Western newsmen that 
Lord Lytton’s findings were “less severe than expected.” This was a Japa
nese way of saying that the report was disappointingly persuasive, and too 
moderate in tone to give Japan much excuse for righteous indignation. The 
spokesman added, however, that “Japanese recognition of Manchukuo 
may modify views at Geneva.” By recognizing Manchukuo and giving it 
diplomatic status, the Foreign Ministry hoped to make the puppet nation 
legally responsible for its own genesis.

The treaty of recognition between Japan and Manchukuo had been 
under preparation throughout the writing of the Lytton Report. The Foreign 
Ministry had taken pains to announce that the treaty would contain “no 
secret clauses” and that its terms would be “less onerous than those . . .  in 
the U.S. agreements with Cuba and Panama.” This was a Japanese way 
of saying that, instead of clauses, there would be whole separate secret 
protocols and that they would contain all the onerous terms. The most 
important secret protocol, duly signed by Puppet Henry, stated flatly that 
Manchukuo “shall entrust the national defense and maintenance of public 
peace in the future to your country [Japan], all necessary expenditures for 
which shall be borne by our country [Manchukuo].”

Hirohito approved the Japan-Manchukuo recognition treaty, secret pro
tocols included, at his regular Wednesday morning meeting with the Privy 
Council on September 7. The following Tuesday, September 13, he made 
his approval official at a full dress plenary session of the Privy Council held 
with great mock solemnity in the magnificent Eastern Hall of the Outer 
Ceremonial Palace. As at all such special plenary sessions, a full set of 
minutes was kept and Hirohito sat absolutely mute and motionless before 
a golden screen on a dais at one end of the room. Below him. arrayed 
according to their Court rank, at three long tables set vertically to his own 
little altar, sat the highest ranking princes of the blood,6 the twenty-six 
members of the Privy Council and the thirteen ministers of the Cabinet.

The meeting had been carefully rehearsed beforehand. Lord Privy Seal

0 His adult brothers, Prince Chichibu and Prince Takamatsu; the two chiefs of 
staff, Prince Kanin and Prince Fushimi; and the young fascjstic Prince Kaya who was 
Hirohito s near twin These five were considered senior princes because they headed 
traditionally important collateral bouses of the imperial family. Later in his reign 
Hirohito would raise ten other members of the family to senior princely status, there-
y making them eligible to sit on the'Privy Council and pack it if the necessity ever 

arose.
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they felt themselves growing soft in the luxuries of Peking, would periodi
cally withdraw in order to lead again their ancestors’ tough life on horse
back.

Japan could and would make good on its threat against Jehol, and the 
League could not and would not offer any effective military opposition. 
Yet League members, in a fashion incomprehensible to many Japanese, 
failed utterly to make any Concessions because of the threat. The depres
sion-plagued United States, which had bugled the world to take note of 
Japan’s aggression, underwent a general election. On November 8, 1932, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt won a landslide victory and Hoover’s secretary of 
state, Henry Stimson, who had played a major role in challenging Japan, 
became a lame duck.

During the American election campaign, the ubiquitous Lieutenant 
Colonel Suzuki conducted an embassy for Hirohito to Chiang Kai-shek. In 
a private house in Peking he met with one of Chiang's intimates, a former 
Chinese foreign minister, Huang Fu. Through Huang, Suzuki informed 
Chiang that Hirohito was losing patience with him. Chiang’s representative 
in Geneva was doing his utmost to embarrass Japan before the League of 
Nations, and Chiang’s protege, the former Manchurian war lord, Chang 
Hsueh-hang, persisted in harassing the Kwantung Army by guerrilla activi
ties. Huang Fu told Suzuki that Chiang had no political option except to 
put on a good show for the Chinese press at Geneva and that, as for young 
Chang Hsueh-liang, he was a law unto himself. Suzuki replied, “In that 
case, if the League vote goes against us, we will feel compelled to eliminate 
the threat of Chang Hsueh-liang on our flank by conquering the province 
of Jehol.”

Former Foreign Minister Huang pointed out that Jehol lay along the 
northern side of the Great Wall of China and that if the Great Wall was 
threatened Chiang might have no political alternative to war. Suzuki knew 
that the Great Wall was a symbolic harrier of great importance to most 
Chinese—the oldest Maginot line in the world. South of it sprawled the 
old classical heartland of China which had spawned and nurtured an 
exclusively Chinese civilization until Genghis Khan had breached the Wall 
AD; 1227. Begun in the third century B .c .  the Wall was one of the greatest 
engineering feats of ancient man,' handily dwarfing the pyramids of Egypt, 
tie hanging gardens of Babylon, or the gigantic funeral barrows of the 
early Japanese emperors. Two stories high, two chariots wide on top, it 
ran 1500 miles along the ridges of available mountain ranges from the 

i etan plateau in the west to the Liaotung Gulf of the Pacific in the east, 
tere, where it ran into the sea at Shanhaikwan, it had been perforated by

a modern railway tunnel which twice daily let through the Peking-Mukden 
express.

Suzuki gently reminded the former Chinese foreign minister that the 
a -baked bricks of the Great Wall already lay in reach of Japanese 

cannon fire. The recognized boundaries of Manchuria included a narrow
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w ith  th e  g o ld e n -to n g u e d  W a r  M in is te r  A r a k i o f  th e  S tr ik e-N o rth  F action . 
A r a k i  s e iz e d  o n  th e  o c c a s io n  to  la y  a  c o u n te r in te llig e n c e  sm ok escreen  for 
J a p a n ’s b io lo g ic a l  w a r fa re  re se a r c h , sp o n so r e d  b y  H ir o h ito  an d  Em press 
N a g a k o ’s  la te  fa th er , P r in c e  K u n i.

“I  u n d e r s ta n d ,”  sa id  A r a k i, “ th a t E u r o p e a n  c o u n tr ie s  are studying the 
u s e  o f  b a c te r ia  fo r  w a r fa r e .”

“I ’m  n o t  sc a r e d  o f  b a c ter ia , Y o u r  E x c e lle n c y , b u t  o f  b o m b s,” said 
S h a w . “ W h e n  b o m b s  are  d r o p p e d , ch ild r e n  h a v e  to  ru n  a w a y .”

“W e  in  J a p a n ,”  o b s e r v e d  A r a k i, “ la c k  m o n e y  fo r  a d v a n ced  w ea p o n s so  
w e  f e e l  th a t  th e  m o s t  e c o n o m ic  w a y  is  to  fig h t s ix ty  m illio n  strong with  
b a m b o o  sp e a r s .”

“ I’m  la z y  a n d  a  c o w a r d ,” r e su m e d  S h a w , “ so  la z y  I  w o u ld n ’t even  run 
to  a  b o m b  sh e lter . I  tr e m b le  a t th e  s o u n d  o f  g u n s b u t  fin d  it  to o  boring 
to  g o  to  th e  b a s e m e n t .”

“L a z in e s s ,”  d e c la r e d  A r a k i, “ is  c o u r a g e . Y o u  h a v e  th e  enlightenm ent of 
Zen. I  r e g re t  th a t y o u  h a v e  n e v e r  s e e n  an  ea r th q u a k e . N o  o n e  w ho is not 
la z y  c a n  l iv e  in  J a p a n . A n  e a r th q u a k e  is  b o th  a ca ta stro p h e  and a  form  
o f  r e lig io u s  e n lig h te n m e n t fo r  th e  n a t io n a l sp irit. T h er e  are n o  sirens blown  
t o  w a r n  o f  e a r th q u a k e s . W e  h a v e  o n ly  to  th in k  o f  an  earthquake here in 
J a p a n  a n d  w e  are  n o  lo n g e r  a fra id  o f  a ir  r a id s .”

“ I f  y o u  h a d  b e e n  b o r n  in  R u s s ia ,”  r e jo in e d  Shaw , at th e  end, of 
th e  c o n v e r sa t io n , “y o u  w o u ld  h a v e  b e c o m e  a  p o litic ia n  greater than 
S ta lin . . . .  I  w o u ld  l ik e  t o  s ta y  h e r e  ta lk in g  to  y o u  u n til th e  C hinese land 
o n  th e  J a p a n e se  m a in la n d .”

THE STRIKE-NORTH LEADER

W ar M inister A raki was a  tiny, agile man with a narrow, sensitive face 
and a huge handlebar mustache. During 1532 and early 1933, he had 
emerged as the only Japanese leader who could stand up against Hirohito. 
Constitutionalist party politicians, Strike-North idealists in the Army offi
cer corps, cosmopolitan aristocrats in the circle of old Prime-Minister- 
M aker Saionji, and m any businessmen and underworld leaders were all 
willing to  bury their differences in  support of his droll, well-meaning 
political genius.

A raki opposed H irohito’s increasingly explicit Strike-South ambitions 
because he saw in them the possibility of a suicidal war with the Unite 
States. To save Japan  from this fate he prescribed a different war in which he 
foresaw less chance of disaster: a  war with the Soviet Union. He specifica y 
proposed to begin it in 1936. A  mystical notion that 1936 would be a 
turning point in  the history of Japan had entered the prophetic ®
D r. Okawa and other intellectuals of the spy service as far back as m -  
By 1933 it held a secure place in  the apocalyptic dogma of all true nghtis . 
There was a ’36 club and a  ’36 magazine for Army reservists. Araki cou
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; " entered-the M town. of 'Shanhaik^vanrin-the .shadow
of the Wall. The Chinese defenders .on the battlements fired a .few .shots : 
and caused a; few Japanese casualties. Thatnight Secretary-Spy Harada 

vgave'h;quaiih "g lim p se:^  processes of a courtier by noting
in his diary; ■“theprecedeht for the Shanhaikwan Incident has occurred.” 
OnChristmas Day;;1932,;JfVar Mmistet^Arakiiof the Strike-'NortliFactipn;; 
concurred in the threat being made to China and the League by announcing 
in :a public, speech :-: “Any part of JehOl which the Kwantung Army feels 
forced to occupy in defense of its flank,; it will indubitably keep.” - ! f -

The heralded Shanhaikwan Incident duly -occurred on January 3, 1933; 
A Japanese soldier was supposedly hit,by a bullet fired from the top of the 
Great Wall. A-Japanese armored train fforce'd its way: through .thb railway; 
tunnel in the. darkness of night; A flood of Japanese infantrymen followed, 
occupying, the Chinese half of Shanhaikwan and: butchering several, thou
sand Chinese in their nightshirts. The breach opened in .the ancient Wall 
put the Kwantung: Army, at the head of . a rail line- that ran straight .west; 
across flat farmland, 180 indefensible milesj Into ;the old'northern :Ghinese 
capital of Peking. ■■ ’ ■ y‘y; -y ='p f
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Having.demonstrated, its ability, to ravage; the whole of north China if . 
necessary; the Kwantung Army withdrew all but skeletal guard units; from 
Shanhaikwan; and left Chiang-Kai-shek to nurse the wound in China’s 
pride. Later, that-month, as the League in Geneva., neared its final jvpte; 
Hirohito approved, operational orders for the conquest of Jehol and for the . 
elimination: of all. Chinese .forces which might threaten; Japanis.xprridor ,to , 
Shanhaikwan; Before; affixing ;,his .Grand .Seal ;,tp;--Aese4brdfcrsy--JEfirbKitb < 
exacted a solemn'promise; from Strike-Northofficers in hhe’Waf: Ministry.' 
and General Staff that they' would abide by his pledge to Chiang Kai-shek, 
would not-allow troops .in. the: field ;to pursue Chang Hsueh-liahg’s levies 
south of.theGrcatW all.and/wouldabsolutelydiscourageahyattacks-oh 
China proper, until at.least. a. year had ’ passed ;after ;.the .conclusioh ^  
Jehol.campaignrHirohitohad.heardthatsome.offheStrike-Northidealists 
hoped to incite the League to. intervene in defense! of ChimL 

. To counter the intrigues of the. Slrike-North faction, Hirohito’s Lord 
Privy Seal,.Count jyiakihb,"organizedfbrthe.first time a semipukichtiiaTice'- 
of pohticans: which held as its express ideal a policy of Strike South. The 

^^pwment-werev 0f the ;
House pf;Tpbrs fand Jviakino’̂ spm^ the1, later ;Worlcl
War II Peace Faction leader and postwar prime minhtcr, By arguments 
unknown; at a  Mafia-style nieeling on January' 24, 1933, Kphoye. ahd 

. Yoshida established a rapprochement with Baron Hiranuma, tire long- : 
faced lawyer of . the monied rightist .National Foundation Society, and with • 
the c0"sen’ativc wing of. Black Dragon Toyama’s underworld. Their basic :
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•v e tera n s and . w a s  sh u n te d  in to  v a r io u s  s id in g s  o f  h o n o r  and  im p oten ce  in  > 
th e  A r m y  b u r e a u c r a c y . N e v e r th e le s s , h is  fo llo w in g  grew . H e  w o n  the ad- 
m ir a tio n  o f  d isa ffe c te d  S tr ik e -N o r th is ts  fro m  H ir o h ito ’s  cab a l. H e  returned v 
fr o m  th e  tw ilig h t  o f  a .m ilita r y  ca r ee r  to . h ig h  n o o n  as a n  A rm y  politician. '' 

5 A t  d ie  a g e  o f  fifty -fou r^  in  D e c e m b e r  1 9 3 1 ,  h e  b e c a m e  w a r  m in ister  in  the 
' ° f  t fa e ^ fa te c l^  P r ih ih  M in iv e r  ih u k a i;:S tff l  

: “ t 0 °  p o p u la r  (to  b e  d is p e n s e d  w ith ,”  as H ir o h ito ’s B ig  B roth ers acknow l- 
e d g e d -^ -h e  h a d  b e c o m e  H ir o h ito ’s la s t  d o m e st ic  a d v ersa ry ; : '

c r o s s e d  ;w ts  w ith vG ;B ^ >  h e h ia d  ju s t  b e g u n  to  fe e l powers 
fu l  e n o u g h  to  c h a lle n g e  H ir o h ito  in  p u b lic .’ I t  h a d  b e e n  -his henchm en in 
th e  fie ld  w h o  h a d  em b a rr a sse d  H ir o h ito  b y  c r o s s i n g  t h e  G r e a t  W a l l  d u r i n g  

: th e  J eh o l; c a m p a ig n . A n d  ea r lier , in  J a n u a ry , d u rin g  th e  debate about 
w ith d r a w in g  fr o m  th e  L e a g u e , A r a k i h a d  m o u n te d  a  d o m estic  offensive 
a g a in st, th e  T h r o n e -> -o n e  so  th o r o u g h ly  d e v io u s  th a t  J a p a n ese  politicians 
s u s p e c te d  in  it  th e  c u n n in g  s ta g e  d ir e c t io n  o f  o ld  Saioriji and W estern ob- 

; se rv e r s  c o m p le te ly  m is s e d  th e  p o in t . T h e  a tta ck  b e g a n  w h en  a  m ossbacked  
old. b a r o n , a  fr ien d  o f  A r a k i, a n n o u n c e d  in  th e  H o u s e  o f  P eers that the 

; la w  fa c u lty  o f  K y o to  Im p er ia l U n iv e r s ity  w a s  r id d led  w ith  R e d s  and fellow  
trave lers .; ; •• : /:

:: T 6  W e s te r n e r s ; the; a c c u sa tio n  s o u n d e d  lik e  > a  : ty p ica l rightist smear,
/  v io la tin g; a c a d e m ic ;  fr e e d o m  o f  c o n s c ie n c e . T o  J a p a n ese , h ow ever, who  

d id  ;n o t\ b e liev e ;^ in ' in d iv id u a l-  c o n s c ie n c e , i t  h a d  a  different- ring; K yoto  
U n iv e r s ity  w a s  th e  . a lm a  m a te r  o f  B ig  B r o th e r  P r in ce  K o n o y e , o f  B ig  
B r o th e r  M a r q u is  K id o , a n d  o f  S ecre ta ry -S p y  B a r o n 1 H arad a . In  their un
d e r g r a d u a te  d a y s , d u r in g  W o r ld  W a r  I , it h a d  b e e n  a  h o tb ed  o f  M arxist 

; s tu d y  a n d  d is c u s s io n . T h e r e , th e y  h a d  first c o n c e iv e d  the strange'. syhr 
; th e t ic  fo r m  o f  g o v e r n m e n t  to w a rd  w h ic h  H iro h ito - w a s lea d in g  Japan: 'a 

p a r lia m e n ta r y  M a r x is r  th e o c r a c y ;  a  m o n o lith ic , o n e-p a rty  super-tribe built 
o h  ra c ism j a  ca r te l o f  c a r te ls  h e ld  to g e th e r  b y  a  g igan tic  p o lic e  protection  
r a c k e t. A s  th is  m isb e g o tte n  crea tu re  o f  th e  in te llec tu a l e lite , com bining  
a ll; th e  w o r s t  fea tu r e s  o f  E a s t  and. W e st, b e g a n  to  ta k e  con crete  shape, the 
p u b lic  h a d  ; e v e r y  r e a so n  to  h o ld  th e  u n iv ersity  resp o n sib le . \

"l ^ i i ' i n p b s ^ a k  a n d  S a i o n j i  w o u l d  h a v e . c h u c k l e d

a t th e  ir o n y  6 f  it, fo r  K y o to ’s B ig -B r o th e r  grad u ates h ad  m ad e academ ic 
fr e e d o m  a  m o c k e r y . T h e y  h a d  m a d e  f e a r o f  en ter ta in in g d a n g ero u s  thoughts 

; s e c o n d  o n l y t o  fe a r  o f  c o m m itt in g  le s e  xnajeste. P u b lic  p e a c e  . legislation  
s p o h so r e d  b y  P r in c e  K o n o y e  in  th e  la te  1 9 2 0 ’s  h a 4  .already str ip p ed .^ ost-  
u n iv e r s it ie s  o f  th e ir  tru ly  in d e p e n d e n t  th in k ers. O n e  b y  o n e  p iost bf.;-the 

y j ^ a r a s t i s * ^  so c ia lis ts , a n d  m a n y  ' eyen ; ° ^ , ie
a p q io g is ts  f o r ; d e m p c ra tic  v o t in g  p ro ced u res, h a d  g o n e  q u ie tly  into re tire -;. 
m e n t  w h e r e  th e y  w e r e  k e p t  u n d er  p o lite  p o lic e  su rveillan ce . O nly e . ^



On Tuesday, February 24, the full League Assembly met at the Palais 
des Nations on the shores of Lake Geneva to consider endorsement of the 
Committee of Nineteen’s acceptance of Lord Lytton’s judgment against 
Japan. The Chinese delegate delivered a rambling academic paean in praise 
of Lytton’s objectivity. Matsuoka spoke well and forcefully on the proposi
tion that China was not an organized nation, could not be represented by a 
delegate from Chiang Kai-shek’s Nanking government, and deserved no 
more real jurisdiction in Manchuria than Egypt enjoyed in Suez or Panama 
in the Canal Zone.

Finally the issue was put to a vote and the clerk called the roll. The 
delegates of forty-five of the fifty-five member-nations were present. All 
were entitled by League rules to have their votes counted except for the two 
“disputing parties,” China and Japan. As the roll proceeded, the morning 
mist cleared from the lake outside and the sun shone through into the 
windows. One by one the delegates arose and said, Oui—“Yes, we accept 
Lord Lytton’s findings.”

“China, disputing party,” called the clerk.
"Oui,” responded the Chinese delegate.
More ayes followed uninterruptedly until the clerk called, “Japan, dis

puting party.”
Matsuoka arose, turned slowly, sweeping his fellow delegates with a 

dramatic look of hurt, and shouted, “No!”
The ayes continued to have it unanimously until the clerk called on the 

delegate of Siam, the only other nation in the Orient which was not in 
whole or in part a colony of the West. “Siam,” said the Thai in a modu
lated voice, “has been a friend of Japan since the fifteenth century. Siam 
abstains.” The remaining delegates, from Spain to Venezuela, all voted 
against Japan with a simple aye.

Since abstainers and disputants were not counted, Japan had been con
demned forty-two to nothing. The Assembly president noted that Japan 
had chosen “to follow her own policy into isolation.” Matsuoka strode to 
the rostrum and read a brisk brief statement of farewell. “With profound 
regret,” he said, “the Japanese government are obliged to feel they have 
now reached the limits of their endeavors to co-operate with the League 
regarding the Sino-Japanese differences.” He added loudly, “X want to 
thank the League members.” Then he walked purposefully down the center 
aisle, and as he passed his seat, beckoned to his fellow Japanese delegates 
to follow him. Many Of the Japanese in the room had hoped that he would 
wait for a translation break and make his exit less dramatically, but at his 
summons they all arose—not only from the official Japanese benches but 
from the galleries as well. A single member of the Japanese,delegation 
remained in his seat; he was a hired American consultant, a former New 
York Times correspondent and future State Department advisor, Frederick 
Moore.
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’- thehving 'gO d.and Striwfth
■:;'! be his natidn and: no t merely to  : f

. To m ake ins point crystal clear, the Keio professor coupled; Ms a tf 
; tack :on ' tIie;Kyoto professors with slursVagainst/ thc ^two spy-service/faith- 

fuls being held by/the police, the o\yiier of the. Blood. Brotherhood’s Empty 
House, whom Tie .termed “disloyal” and “communistic,” and Dr. pkawa, 
the factotum of H irohitoV  Lord Privy Seal Makino, whom he termed “im
p u re  :an d ;D ^  in ^ is^ o fe e ^ a r ic e  pUSIhinto ” .Whateyer;-the^ other,
adjectives m eant in the peculiar Japanese dialectic of those, days, “Darwin
istic” clearly referred to the beliefs of the biologist on the Throne. , .-;e -;y;
■ T he Keio professor’s-charges represented the sort of. delicately snide. 

' dangerous thinking that all Japanese belly talkers>appreciated. At Araki’s
... urging. fhe/m inisteriof .education, .Hatoyama Ichiro,;was. soon,threatening

Kyoto - University with suspension. of fits government subsidies -unless; the 
seven- “organ theorists” w ere: discharged. For two months Hirohito and 
Konoye encouraged the  Kyoto U niversity administration to ;stand. behind 
the professors, but ultimately, unwilling to come forth from behind their 
curtains, H irohito and Konoye sanctioned an accommodation for the 
seven professors which gave them all new research-posts at better salaries

• in :-o & er -‘ihstitu fions..':;. : ;

■ " y y f i n c r e d u I ous  e m p e r o r  " : v

V W hen; A raki began his cam paign. against the Throne in March 
. 1933j; Hirohito-Ywasv/at-'-first loath to • believe that .he was being op- 

. posed; intentionally. The. Eleven ^Glub-fheld.-fai-fmeeiting H5.-$3iscuss.-'Tto\y; 
best; :tb;teach him i.f^he yrealides fof-the existing situation .’’ For his part 
H irohito decided that 'he: needed an in term ediary  to- deal with Araki.'

. Therefore, on. A p ril 6; 1933, he  took  into- the palace ,a hero. Ofvthe; Strike- 
North. fFactipri td s e r v e  as.his--chief aide-de-cam p;This-w akU ieu tenant 
General H onjo, the conqueror o f -Manchuria.;,He remained- at -Hirohito's

• sidefO ifexactly  three years, and ^sixteen days, and throughout this period , 
• ’ h e  k ep t:an. intimate-hiary recordofh ishbnyefsa tionsfv^
-\v, he,; arrived,’-in ■ the palace he believed Hirohito to b e ' a n ; innocent young 

gqdvw|ipfiieed giiidance -tlirough :the' maze ;of reality.',; Wheii;he..feft in .̂ 
picrr93'6#hfe f;|m e ^  H irohito ; tofbe ■'ns‘-,;tou'gh-;'and^cynical'4s^any;'Coloi>ql „qr,
; :,;f g ^m taho f ;fh% SeC^ emefges: a;:clearpicture:of .
f ; F s t r i i | $ ^ f  'dniifthe' S trike-^

■. 2 Only a carefully, censored 13
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kept warm by marching without pause from town to town, twenty-four 
hours, thirty-six hours, even forty-eight hours at a stretch. It was a dengeki 
sakusen or lightning-strike campaign—what the Germans would later make 
famous as Blitzkrieg.

In nine days Chang Hsueh-liang’s forces had been routed and all the 
strong points of Jehol—a province the size of Pennsylvania, or of Belgium- 
Holland-Denmark—had been occupied. On the tenth day, March 5—the 
day that Hitler won a majority in the Reichstag—Japanese waitresses were 
serving food in Tungliao, the Jehol capital. Most serious from Chiang Kai- 
shek’s point of view, Shanhaikwan had been reoccupied in force and the 
Great Wall breached at several other points besides. The whole of north 
China—a million square miles, two hundred million people—lay defense
less and the samurai sword hung over it by a slender thread of restraint.

Western military attaches admired the curt brilliance of Japan’s conquest 
of Jehol and the nations of the League did their best to ignore it. Hirohito 
followed it up in March by assigning the Special Service Organ’s “Lawrence 
of Manchuria,” Major General Doihara, to the task of buying Chinese 
leaders throughout north China and Mongolia and sponsoring them to 
found their own regimes autonomous of Nanking. Doihara’s assistant, the 
huge Major Tanaka who had helped girl spy Eastern Jewel provoke the 
Fake War in Shanghai a year earlier, was sent to Inner Mongolia where he 
succeeded in establishing an independent government under the chieftain
ship of the Mongol Prince Teh, known in the yurts of his tribesmen as 
Demchukdongrub. Eastern Jewel herself was in Jehol in breeches, some
what disappointed that she had not been allowed to participate in its con
quest, but altogether in her element as the “general” of 5,000 Manchu 
roughriders. Her captains, all selected on the criterion of physique rather 
than tactical genius, accepted her embarrassing leadership and humored her 
indefatigable sexuality because she paid them regularly with Kwantung 
Army gold.

Chiang Kai-shek was left to negotiate the best peace that he could. In 
April and May, the Kwantung Army twice impugned Hirohito’s word to 
Chiang by sending foraging expeditions beyond the Great Wall to ravage 
in the north China farmlands. Hirohito angrily dispatched the Strike North’s 
Vice Chief of Staff Mazaki to the front to put a stop to such adventurism, 
Mazaki accomplished his mission and Araki apologized to the Throne, but 
Hirohito never forgave either of the Strike-North leaders for their insub
ordination.

On May 31, 1933, Chiang Kai-shek’s representative and Major General 
Okamura, the third of Hirohito’s Baden-Baden Three Crows, signed a 
document known as the Tangku Truce. By its provisions, Jehol was ceded 
de facto to Japan and, more shameful, 5,000 square miles of the densely 
populated triangle south of the Great Wall, vertexed by Shanhaikwan, 
Peking, and Tientsin, became a “demilitarized zone.” In the zone Chinese
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ARAKFS BIG PLAY

I n  th e  n e x t  f e w  d a y s  W a r  M in is te r  A ra M  m a d e  th e  gran d  gestu re o f  his 
ca r ee r  b y  m o u n t in g  a  c a r e fu lly  p la n n e d  p o lit ic a l b litz  ca lc u la ted  to  com m it 
H ir o h ito  to  w a r  a g a in s t  R u s s ia  in  1 9 3 6 .

O n  W e d n e s d a y , M a y  2 4 ,  A r a k i e x p a n d e d  th e  ea r lier  R e d  sm ear by 
a n n o u n c in g  th a t m e m b e r s  o f  th e  im p e r ia l fa m ily  w e r e  fa llin g  und er the spell 
o f  th e  r e d  w itc h c r a ft  a t M a r x is t  s tu d y  se m in a r s  h e ld  a t  th e  P eers’ School. 
T h e  c h a r g e  w a s  se r io u s  b e c a u s e  it  w a s  tru e. F o r  g en era tio n s  im peria l family 
m e m b e r s  h a d  b e e n  e x p e c te d  to  in fo rm  th e m se lv e s  o n  a ll sh a d es o f  political 
o p in io n . T h e  p in k  o f  th e  m o d e m  le f t  w a s  n o  e x c e p tio n , and  Em press 
N a g a k o ’s  o w n  b ro th er , P r in c e  H ig a sh i-F u sh im i, w a s  d eep ly  tinted and 
ta in te d  b y  h is  r e se a r c h e s  in  it.

O n  F r id a y , ’ M a y  2 6 ,  W a r  M in is te r  A r a k i p ersu a d ed  th e  m inister of 
e d u c a t io n  to  o rd er  K y o to  Im p er ia l U n iv e r s ity  to  su sp en d  th e  ch ie f o f  the 
s e v e n  p r o fe s so r s  in  K o n o y e ’s b ra in  tru st w h o  su b scr ib ed  to  the Em peror- 
O rg a n  th e o ry .

O n  S a tu rd a y , M a y  2 7 ,  th e  le a d in g  stra teg ists  o f  th e  A rm y  m et at 3d  
D iv is io n  H e a d q u a r te r s  in  N a g o y a , o n  th e  r o a d  b e tw e e n  K y o to  and T okyo, 
to  d e c id e  w h a t  n a t io n  to  r e c o m m e n d  to  H ir o h ito  a s  “en em y  num ber one.”

S u r p r ised  b y  A r a k i’s sw ift  s e q u e n c e  o f  b lo w s , H ir o h ito  d eta iled  M arquis 
K id o  t o  s tu d y  c o u n te r m e a su r e s  a g a in st  th e  e x p a n d e d  R e d  sm ear and his 
u n c le  H ig a sh ik u n i to  w a tc h  th e  p r o c e e d in g s  in  N a g o y a . In  th e  crisis H iro
h ito  le f t  th e  K y o to  U n iv e r s ity  a d m in is tra tio n  to  fen d  for itse lf.

ENEMY NUMBER ONE

T h e  m e e t in g  o f  A r m y  b ra ss  in  N a g o y a  h a d  b e e n  b illed  as a  table-top  
m a n e u v e r , a  r o u t in e  a n n u a l— a n d  so m e tim e s  sem ia n n u a l— exercise  which  
d id  n o t  r e q u ire  th e  E m p e r o r ’s ex p r e ss  sa n c tio n  b u t w as m erely  reported to 
h im . T h is  y e a r  i t  la ste d  fo r  a  w e e k  a n d  L ie u ten a n t G en era l Prince H igashi
k u n i sa t  in  a s  th e  m u te  r e p r ese n ta tiv e  o f  th e  im p eria l fam ily .

T h e  N a g o y a  h ea d q u a rters  o f  th e  3 d  D iv is io n  la y  a  few  b lo ck s from  the 
sh r in e  w h ic h  h o u s e d  th e  sa c r e d  sw o rd , o n e  o f  th e  th ree treasures in Japan’s 
im p e r ia l reg a lia . T h e  o ffic e s  w e r e  as m o d e rn  as a n y  in  Japan. N o  delicate  
w h ite  m a tt in g  fo r c e d  th e  a tten d in g  sta ff o fficers t o  ta k e  o ff  their  b oots and 
r e m e m b e r  th e ir  h e r ita g e . T h e y  m a rch ed  in , sa t d o w n  a t d esk s, and reached  
fo r  te le p h o n e s  w h e n  th e y  w a n te d  d eta iled  in fo rm a tio n  from  their staffs in  

T o k y o .
T h e  S tr ik e -N o r th  p o s it io n  w a s  rep resen ted  b y  W ar M in ister A raki ana  

an  o v e r w h e lm in g  m a jo r ity  o f  th e  o th er  officers p resen t. T h ey  p u sh ed  forward  
ch a r t a fter  ch a rt sh o w in g  th a t J a p a n  w o u ld  h a v e  p ro v o ca tio n , international 
b a c k in g , a n d  a  r e a so n a b le  c h a n c e  o f  su c c ess  i f  i t  a ttem p ted  to  se ize  Siberia
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U nited -States; or any other. nation m ust be avoided at all. cbstsl Then 
Higashikuni Hastened; home to the palace in Tokjm; to report to Hirohito 
and prepare a: counterplot against the ;Army’s unwelcome- advice. ; ;;

•' ' . MUD TO BURY MUG ; f  .

H irohito politely ■ tabled the Army’s recommendation . that Russia be 
- considered enemy num ber one. In  the meantime, in hopes of turning the: 

R e d ' sm ear against A raki’s own hidden patrons, Big Brother Kido. secre
tary to the- lo rd  privy seal, • was conducting an exhaustive research into 
Communist influence on all members of the"; Japanese aristocracy;'On 
June 3, the day after Prince Higashikuni had left the table-top .maneuvers 
in. N agoya,, Kido played a . game of golf with one of his son’s friends, 
Saionji Kinkazu, the  twenty^seven-year-old grtadsoityofitK erpr^ 
m aker, begot by. d ie  daughter of the old m an’s first and favorite geisha: 
mistress. The ambitious young. Saionji was. weary of h is . 'grandfather's 
liberalism, disillusioned by his grandfather's defeats, and eager to find 
new political creeds for Japan. H e had come home from Oxford Uni
versity in 1930 with a degree in politics and economics, and;had;;associated. 
since with a variety of aristocratic intellectuals, m ost of..them;Jeft-wmgl;y;

Between putts on the greens a n d a g a i n i n  the clulfdiousedaterin  the 
afternoon, the forty-four-year-old Kido drew out the young nobleman with 
casual, questions.. Young. Saionji responded; freely, f f a k i ^  
light in showing! Kido how;widely Marxism, individualism, 
gerous thoughts had spread through the establishment’s hereditary leader
ship. .

’In  the next week, following up  th e  leads -Which young^:Saidnji;ljad given 
him, Kido received a l ibera l  education in the political. left. H e  was made, 
to .glimpse the w orld of To-a Doburi, the East••'Asia'^Ajl-One^ 
versify, founded b y  Prince Konoye’s .father, A tsum aro^in. 1901.in Shanghai;, 
There Japan’s Spy-rservice intellectuals and aspiring:scholars of the Chinese 
classics had shared desks and lockers and enthusiasms; with am ptleyassort-, 
merit of nationalists and ;=revolutionaries; from;;other /Asians nations—fol
lowers of Sun Yat-sen, Gandhi, :';ti;N u , •iatidlMrid: T ^ tuqg;- 
brightest, worst and shrewdest outcasts of Western cqlonialism.

The students at. the East Asia All-One-Culture University;learned as 
freshmen to recognize plainclothes. operatives':’.of- the^ WesieVn; c o h ^

. police,;, of theJ'R ussiari.;C q^ faj^anesel;Sp^;S^^c^,<

. Chiang Kai-shek’s gestapo, the Blue Shirts. Off campus, at the Zeitgeist
Bookstore, subsidized by..,the d6nati6ns of- Germanvand Russiari .Gom_

; munists, th e  students fraternized with apparatchiki from all over the .wor .. 
who; crossed paths there . to swap dialectic parables and occasional packets 
of money and m icrofilm .. ;r
■ ; A t the Zeitgeist Bookstore, the mannish, eccentric, d.etermiped Missouri-
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n o r t h  o r  so u t h ?
(1933-1934)

: PSHAW!

George Bernard Shaw, a well-known seventy-seven-year-old Anglo-Irish 
playvvrightj arrived in the Orient oh; Sunday, February 22, 1933, at the 
height of the League-Jehol crisis; At his first, press conference in Peking 
he:said, “If' all the; thirty million; Chinese in Manchuria were to become 
nationalists in the Irish way, the Manchurian, problem would be solved.” 
Having thus questioned the sincerity of Chinese patriotism, he turned to 
Japan: “There is a Japanese soldier pointing a rifle at every Chinese in- , 
habitant* but keeping down nationalism is like sitting on a horse’s head— 
there’s ho time .to do anything else.” - : '
? A week later G.B.S. arrived in Japan. “I detest all sports,” he told a 
Japanese sports reporter; “They cause bad manners and ill feeling. Inter
national sports meetings; sow seeds of war.” Commenting on the: Jehol 
campaign two:days later, he said:'.“The European war was imperialistic,

. yet it led to. the disappearancetof three empires. Have yoh in  Japan ever 
thought that- imyour imperialistic> aims you may r . en d : a^  republic,; and 
that that is not at all what your rulers. want? European imperialists, or 
what; is left of them, would, give their eyes for the return .of 1914.” He 
went on to urge Japan to adopt birth control. “There is no reason,” he 
said,“ why Japan should continue to expand and demand the right'to over
throw; other^.countries which naturaliy resent an influxvof a lower civiliza- , 
tion.” . ' -  y 1

For a week Shaw cut a swathe through Japan, inveighing impartially at 
“the horrors .of modern, cities of which Japanese; are so. proud” and at 
“the futility of war,- patriotism, and the League of Nations.”' Then, on his 
last day in Tokyo, March 8,: Shaw met his match in a two-hour interview
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p r o v e d  t o o  w id e sp r e a d  to  b e  u se d  t o  a d v a n ta g e  b y  th e  Strike-North F a c
t io n . M o r e o v e r , in  y o u n g  S a io n ji, K id o  h a d  acq u ired  a  v a lu a b le  con tact in 
th e  le f t  w in g — o n e  w h ic h  h e  w o u ld  la te r  u s e  to  in flu e n c e  n o  le s s  a  niaker 
o f  h is to r y  th a n  J o s e p h  S ta lin .

G O -S T O P  IN C ID E N T
*

O n  J u n e  1 7 , 1 9 3 3 ,  tw o  w e e k s  a fter  th e  ta b le - to p  m an eu vers, an in
c id e n t  t o o k  p la c e  in  O sa k a , th e  b ig  p o r t  c ity  n e a r  K y o to , w h ich  War 
M in is te r  A r a k i, th e  S tr ik e -N o r th  le a d e r , p la y e d  u p  a t h is  n e w s  conferences  
a s  e v id e n c e  o f  g r o w in g  p o p u la r  r e se n tm e n t a g a in st  c iv il govern m en t. Sec
o n d  C la ss  P r iv a te  N a k a m u r a  d isr e g a r d e d  th e  g estu res  o f  a  traffic policem an  
in  O sa k a  a n d  c r o ss e d  a  s tr e e t  a g a in s t  a  red  lig h t. T h e  p o licem a n  stopped  
a ll  tra ffic  in  o r d e r  to  a sk  th e  s o ld ie r  s lo w ly  a n d  d istin c tly , b e fo re  bystanders, 
h o w  a  p e a s a n t  su c h  as h e ,  fro m  th e  n o r th e rn  p r o v in c e s , h a d  ever  learned  
e n o u g h  to  p u ll  o n  a  p a ir  o f  Im p e r ia l A r m y  b r e e c h e s . T h e  sold ier, who 
w a s  n o t  su c h  a  p e a s a n t  a fter  a ll, h a u n te d  th e  stree t  c o m e r  and repeated  
h is  o f fe n s e  a g a in  a n d  a g a in . W h e n  h e  h a d  c r o sse d  a g a in st the lights seven  
t im e s , in c r e a s in g  h is  a u d ie n c e  w ith  e a c h  p er fo rm a n ce , th e  policem an  
n a tu ra lly  a rrested  h im  a n d  h a d  h im  b o o k e d  a n d  fin ed  in  sep tu p lica te .

T h e  G o -S to p  I n c id e n t, as i t  c a m e  to  b e  d u b b ed  b y  th e  p e o p le  in their 
p e r se v e r in g  q u e s t  fo r  h u m o r , r a p id ly  e sc a la te d  in  la te  Ju ly  and  A u gust to  
b e c o m e  a  m a jo r  c o n fr o n ta t io n  b e tw e e n  th e  c iv il  and  m ilitary police . A t 
o n e  ju n c tu re , f ly in g  w e d g e s  o f  b o th  fo r c e s , s ta r tin g  fro m  o p p o site  ends of 
a n  O s a k a  s tr e e t, w e r e  n a r r o w ly  p r e v e n te d  fro m  m ee tin g  in  h ead -on  battle. 
T h e  m ilita r y  se c r e t  p o l ic e  m a in ta in e d  th a t P r iv a te  N ak am u ra  should  not 
p a y  h is  s e v e n -fo ld  f in e  b e c a u s e  h is  h o n o r  as a  m em b er  o f-th e  Em peror’s 
A r m y  h a d  b e e n  p u b lic ly  in ju red . T h e  O sa k a  m u n ic ip a l p o lic e  insisted  that 
a  tra ffic  v io la t io n  w a s  a  traffic  v io la t io n  an d  a fin e  w a s a  fine. T h e ’m eta
p h y s ic s  o f  th e  m a tte r  w e r e  w r a n g le d  o u t  a lm o st  d a ily  in  th e  newspaper^. 
F in a lly  H ir o h ito  p e r so n a lly  a d v ise d  W a r  M in is ter  A rak i to  settle  th e  farce 
w ith  a  c o m p r o m ise . T h e  A r m y  p a id  P r iv a te  N a k a m u ra ’s fine, and  the 
O sa k a  p o l ic e  s e n t  a  w r itten  a p o lo g y  to  N a k a m u r a ’s com m an d in g  officer 
f o r  a n y  d is c o u r te s y  w h ic h  m ig h t  h a v e  b e e n  d o n e  to  th e  A rm y  in th e  m anner 

o f  h is  a rrest.
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P R A Y E R  M E E T IN G  P L O T
"  t

D u r in g  its  d a y  o n  th e  fro n t p a g e s— a d a y  th a t la ste d  from  July to  D e
c e m b e r  o f  1 9 3 3 — th e  G o -S to p  In c id e n t  a p p lied  p ressu re  o n  the T h ron e  
w h ile  a n o th er , le s s  p u b lic iz e d  in c id e n t , b ru ited  a b o u t o n ly  on  the grape
v in e , w a s  a p p ly in g  p ressu re  o n  A r a k i. T h is  w a s  th e  P rayer  M eetin g  P lo t o  
J u ly  1 0 , 1 9 3 3 , a  w a r lo c k ’s  b r e w  fo r  th e  u n iv ersa l b la ck m a il o f  all H iro- 
h ito ’s o p p o n e n ts  w h ic h  P r in ce  H ig a sh ik u n i h a d  b e e n  m ix in g  ever  s in ce  his 
re tu rn  fr o m  th e  ta b le - to p  m a n e u v e rs  o n  J u n e  2 .  I ts  m a n y  strands o f  black-
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expatiate on the importance of ’36 for hours at a stretch. His exploitation 
of the prophecy was not entirely tongue in cheek nor entirely madness. Ac
cording to the best intelligence projections of comparative military buildup, 
Japan would have a better chance of defeating Russia in 1936 than in 
any of the years just before or after.

Araki’s hostility to Russia was professional and deep. He had served 
as a major in Japanese Intelligence in Russia from 1909 to 1913. He had 
read Das Kapital and begun inveighing against the threat of Bolshevism 
years before the Russian Revolution. He was convinced that Hirohito was 
blind to the Marxist menace and had tried in many audiences during 1932 
to open Hirohito’s eyes. Hirohito, however, trusted his favorite economic 
advisor, Finance Minister Takahashi Korekiyo. Brilliant, unorthodox, and 
unscrupulous, the seventy-six-year-old Takahashi was years ahead of his 
times as a Keynesian economist. His suggestions had been largely responsi
ble for bringing Japan through the world depression with money to spare 
for armaments. He gave it as his expert opinion that Bolshevism in Russia 
could not survive once Russia had developed heavy industry and a need 
for capitalistic complexities,

Hirohito was disposed to believe Takahashi. In Hirohito’s personal 
view Bolshevism could not be compared to Shinto as a national religion. 
It had no stable leadership group like the Japanese aristocracy. It was 
merely an economic phase in the growth of a nation which Hirohito felt 
to be fundamentally flawed by racial impurity and a mixed half-Occidental, 
half-Oriental culture.

In opposing Hirohito, War Minister Araki relied outwardly on his 
charm and his ability to persuade. Inwardly, however, he relied on a file 
which he had been keeping on Hirohito since the early 1920’s. To his 
death in 1967, he always kept the file at his side. He hinted that every 
paper in it had been photostatted and a copy sent in a sealed envelope 
to a trustworthy friend. In the event of his untimely death the envelopes 
were to be opened and their contents circulated. The unopened strongbox 
is still in the keeping of Araki’s family. His nephews consider it a talisman 
which continues to bring them prosperity.

Araki had begun his file in April 1921 when he was made chief of the 
Europe-America Section in the Intelligence Department of the Army Gen
eral Staff. In this capacity he had access to the coded cables from all the 
young military attaches whom Hirohito was meeting at embassies during 
his crown-princely tour. Araki had continued to add to his file as com
mandant of the secret police during Hirohito’s purge of the Choshu clan 
from the Army in 1925. In 1928 at the time of the assassination of Man
churian war lord Chang Tso-lin, Araki had first realized that his ideals 
differed from Hirohito s and had first gathered his papers together in a 
portable strongbox.

He founded a club and an employment agency for purged Choshu clan
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faculties of the Kyoto and Tokyo Imperial universities had survived un
scathed and that largely because of the personal ties between the profes
sors and Hirohito’s courtiers.

To stop Araki’s witch hunt before it gained momentum, the police 
immediately picked up the one subversive thinker at Kyoto University, 
professor emeritus Kawakami Hajime. Economist Kawakami had trans
lated Das Kapital into Japanese and years ago had taught Konoye, Kido, 
and Harada all they knew about Marxism. Since his forced retirement in 
1928, Kawakami had turned increasingly left and professed to be a 
Communist. Now he was charged with dangerous thoughts and clapped 
under house arrest. He remained virtually a prisoner until his death in 
1946, thirteen years later.

The police followed on February 20, 1933, with their first wholesale 
roundup of leftists since March 1928. All the pinks and cranks who had 
been released after earlier mass arrests were reinterrogated and made to 
reveal the names of any new recruits to leftist movements.

The prompt action of the police convinced Araki and his allies that 
their attack on Court thinking would have to take a subtler twist. In March, 
a month after the arrests, one was devised by an Araki partisan at Keio 
University. The Keio professor began innocently by attacking a Kyoto law 
professor for holding the unorthodox Tolstoyan view that adultery should 
be considered a crime. The Kyoto law professor happened to be the 
leader of a seven-man economic brain trust of Prince Konoye, including the 
prince’s favorite teacher and six of his former school friends.1 Swallowing 
the bait, the seven at once banded together to ridicule the Keio professor 
for his old-fashioned anti-feminism.

When all the old-fashioned men and women of Japan were thoroughly 
amused and interested, the Keio professor abruptly lobbed toward Kyoto 
an intellectual shell of larger caliber. He charged that the seven professors 
in Kyoto were guilty of the heresy of believing the Emperor an “organ or 
mechanical component of the state.”

Whether the Emperor was a part of the state or whether he transcended 
the state had been argued by scholars of Constitutional law ever since 
Emperor Taisho’s abortive attempt to be dictator in 1912. Hirohito per
sonally had accepted the theory that he was an organ and could delegate 
all responsibility for his decisions to other, lesser organs. Indeed his pub
licists maintained that he was hardly more than an automatic rubber stamp. 
Theologically, however, sHirohito encouraged the idea that he was the Zeus 
in the Shinto pantheon of great spirits. Araki’s learned friend at Keio 
University implied that it was sacrilege for the Emperor to hide himself 
as an “organ” and so shirk his true responsibility as a god. Hirohito’s 
spirit, he insisted, was the state, and the spirit of the state v/as Hirohito. As

1 Sasaki Soichi, Suekawa Hiroshi, Tsuneto Kyo, Miyamoto Hideo, Tamura Tokuji, 
Moriguchi Shigeji, and Takikawa Yukitoki.
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p r o r o g u e d  u n t il  M a r ch  2 7 ,  1 9 3 4 — a t  w h ic h  t im e  d e fe n se  la w y er  A m ano, 
h im s e lf  o u t  o n  b a il, c o n d u c te d  a  n ic e  q u ie t  c a se , a  m o d e l o f  harmless 
p a tr io t ic  p r o p a g a n d a .

N a v a l  C o m m a n d e r  Y a m a g u c h i S a b u ro , w h o  h a d  ra sh ly  offered  to  pro
v id e  th e  P r a y e r  M e e t in g  w ith  ta c t ic a l a ir  su p p o rt, n e v e r  to o k  o ff to  parti
c ip a te  in  th e  p lo t  b u t  w a s  tre a te d  m o r e  h a r sh ly  th a n  a n y  o f  th e  other plot 
s p o n so r s . F o r  fo u r  m o n th s  h e  r e m a in e d  at lib er ty  w h ile  th e  p o lice  sought 
to  n e g o t ia te  w ith  h im . H e  p r o v e d  u tter ly  in tra c ta b le , h o w ev er , refusing to 
a b a n d o n  h is  b e l ie f  th a t J a p a n  m u s t  b e  r e fo r m e d  in tern a lly  b e fo re  expand
in g  fu r th e r  e x te r n a lly . A n d  s o , in  N o v e m b e r  1 9 3 3 ,  h e  w a s  arrested, in  
D e c e m b e r  in te r r o g a te d , in  J a n u a ry  to rtu red  a n d  k illed .

A s  fo r  p lu n g e r  N a ito ,  h e  f led  h is  cred ito rs  o n  th e  d a y  after the Prayer 
M e e t in g  b y  g e tt in g  h im s e lf  a d m itte d  a s  a p a tie n t  a t  T o k y o  U n iversity  H os
p ita l. T h e r e , u n d er  p o l ic e  g u a rd , a  fe w  m o n th s  la ter , h e  d ied  “o f  stomach  
c a n c e r ”— a p o l ic e  e u p h e m ism  fo r  th e  fa c t  th a t  h e  w a s  fin a lly  induced to 
ta k e  th e  h o n o r a b le  w a y  o u t  o f  h is  d e b ts  a n d  fo r g e r ie s  b y  cutting open  
h is  b e lly .

Disciplining the Legions

A TRUCE IN THEIR TIME

T h e  g r a p e v in e  n e w s  th a t  sa m u ra i w ith  sw o r d s  h a d  set o u t from  Meiji 
S h r in e  to  a ssa ss in a te  th e  le a d e r  o f  J a p a n ’s m ec h a n iz e d  tw en tieth  century 
A r m y  to u c h e d  th e  se n tim e n ta l h e a r t  o f  e v e r y  tra d itio n a lis t co u n t and baron  
in  J a p a n . I t  a lso  to u c h e d  W a r  M in is te r  A r a k i, th e  in ten d ed  v ictim . In the 
w e e k s  th a t fo l lo w e d , a  tem p o r a r y  se tt le m e n t  w a s  n eg o tia ted . In  effect the 
E m p e r o r  sa id  a  mea culpa a n d  h is  a n ta g o n ists  p ro m ised  to  cau se  n o  more 
tr o u b le . T h e  d e c is io n  w h e th e r  to  S tr ik e  N o r th  o r  t o  Strike South was 
b r ie f ly  p o s tp o n e d .

O n  J u ly  1 7 , s ix  d a y s  a fte r  th e  P ra y er  M e e tin g , H iro h ito  sen t w ord  to  old 
S a io n j i th a t o n  th e  o n e  h a n d  E m p r e ss  N a g a k o  w a s  p regn an t again  and that 
o n  th e  o th e r  h e  w a s  th in k in g  o f  a b d ica tin g . H is  p la c e  o n  th e  T h ron e, the 
E m p e r o r  su g g e s te d , c o u ld  b e  f ille d  b y  th e  to d d lin g  bastard  prince en
g e n d e r e d  b y  a r tific ia l in se m in a tio n , a n d  th e  rea lm  c o u ld  b e  ru led  by one 

o f  H ir o h ito ’s u n c le s  o r  b ro th ers  a c tin g  as regen t.
A t  th is  s a m e  ju n c tu re , W a r  M in is ter  A r a k i a n d  th e  rest o f  the Cabinet 

a g r e ed  to  a  s e tt le m e n t  o f  th e  R e d  sm ea r . P r o fe sso r  T ak ik aw a , the leader 
o f  P r in c e  K o n o y e ’s s e v e n  o rg a n  th e o r is ts  at K y o to  U n iv ersity , w ou ld  resign 
h is  p o s t . S o  w o u ld  th e  p r in c ip a l o f  th e  P e e r s ’ S c h o o l, w h ich  w as accused o f  
s p o n so r in g  M a r x is t  sem in a rs . A n d  so  w o u ld  th e  p a la ce  cham berlain of 
p e e r a g e  a n d  h e r a ld ry  w h o  w a s  r e sp o n s ib le  f o r  th e  P e e r s ’ S ch o o l. T he new' 
p e e r a g e  a n d  h e r a ld ry  d ir ec to r  w o u ld  b e  B ig  B r o th e r  M arq u is K ido w ho  
w o u ld  C on tinue co n c u r r en tly  in  h is  o ld  p o s t  as secre ta ry  to  L o rd  Privy Se 
C o u n t  M a k in o . K id o  d u ly  p u rg ed  a ll M a r x is ts  fro m  th e  p a la ce . In  addition  
h e  in s titu te d  a  p r o c e d u r e  fo r  e n ter in g  o n  th e  ̂ Court ro lls  the m istresses o f  
n o b le m e n . B y  th is  d e v ic e  h e  e n lis ted  fo r  th e  T h r o n e  th e  h e lp  o f  m archion-
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During Lieutenant General Honjo’s first week in the palace, Hirohito 
laid down a book he had been reading on European history and mused 
pointedly: “The first half of Napoleon’s life contributed to the welfare 
of France, but in the second half of his life Napoleon worked only for his 
own honor. The result was not good either for France or for the world.” 
By this parable, Hirohito meant to enlist Honjo’s help in persuading the 
Strike-North Faction to leave the direction of Japan’s next strike to Hiro
hito and give Japan a few years of domestic political peace in which to 
fulfill her ambitious armaments program.

Despite Hirohito’s suggestion, the Strike-North Faction continued to 
embarrass Japan by making raids south of the Great Wall. Hirohito sent 
the number-two Strike-North leader, Vice Chief of Staff Lieutenant Gen
eral Mazaki Jinzaburo, personally to the front to restore discipline. While 
Mazaki was gone, the Big Brothers succeeded in explaining to Hirohito 
the grim reality of the Strike-North Faction’s opposition to him.

As soon as Mazaki returned from the front in late April 1933, Hiro
hito’s scheming uncle, Lieutenant General Prince Higashikuni, accused 
Mazaki of trying to exercise improper influence on the Throne. Accord
ing to Higashikuni’s own account, Mazaki came to him one day and 
ordered him, as a subordinate in the Army chain of command, to use his 
influence with Hirohito in favor of a Strike North.

Higashikuni replied, “I cannot do such a thing. The Emperor has always 
looked at the whole picture, sanctioning some requests and refusing others. 
So I cannot obey you even if you issue me orders.”

A week later Prince Higashikuni charged that Mazaki was trying to sub
vert the servants in Higashikuni’s own imperial villa. Another week later, 
in May 1933, Hirohito retired Vice Chief of Staff Mazaki from office, 
promoted him to general, and moved him up out of harm’s way to the 
Supreme War Council.

On May 21, 1933, before the decision to repost Mazaki had been made 
public, Hirohito’s popular younger brother1, Prince Chichibu, came to the 
palace to plead Mazaki’s cause and to ask Hirohito to reconsider his entire 
domestic program. He urged his elder brother to give up the pretense of 
being an organ of government, to tear down the veils around the Throne, 
to assume direct command of the nation, and if need be, to suspend the 
Constitution. Hirohito refused, and privileged courtiers later reported that 

1 the two brothers “had a hot argument.” Afterward Hirohito told one of the 
courtiers: “I  will reserve my absolute power in governing the nation for 
important matters, maintaining constantly a large view for over-s.1 trsr&  
As for suspending the Constitution, that would be to destroy an 

' established by Emperor Meiji, which is absolutely unthinkable” '
, The next day Hirohito sent Big Brothers Kido and Kcr-ove to Q~ccihas 
villa to have a two-and-a-half hour talk with the
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Therefore it is very clear that she would have no desire to .see the - title 
passed on.” : -- \{ '/

. ; : Hirohito, accordingly,.made Silent Muto, posthumously, a. non-hereditary
barbn and with that the m atter was dropped. . •. • ;• . , ; . , ■ , :

In  M uto’s place as ambassador to M anchukuo and commander-in-chief 
of the Kwaiitung Army Hirohito appointed a fire-breathing, sabre-rattling 

p   ̂ general of- thevNavy-oriented 'Satsuma'-clan named-Hishikari Taka. There 
, v ; was poetic justice in the choice because the ideographs in Hishikari Taka’s 

name meant literally .‘‘cutting ' back water-chestnut., prosperity.” . Water 
chestnuts were known by Japanese as a gourmet’s delicacy in China, a 
symbol of .'the epicurean -degeneracy, of- China’s' ruling classes. On-meeting 
the Japanese press after his appointment, Hishikari strode forward in sum- 

,. m er kimono Wearing an ancient samurai sword handed down in his family.
. He fanned himself energetically with an antique fan. \

. “If  there is anyone who opposes the Imperial Army,” he barked, “I will
■/- do this to him .” •= ......... ... , . . , ,

\  , A nd with that, according to the accounts published the next day, he 
drew his katana, cut the air with it, and “laughed boisterously.” 
v Hishikari, on his arrival in Manchuria, legitimized and systematized all 

the-m alpractices which; H jrohito’s young experts had  introduced the year 
- before ih fheir attem pt to m ake.M anchuria pay. Strike-North staff officers 

: in  tire 5 Kwantung Army prepared, a booklet on conditions in Manchuria 
and: bad it smuggled home to their former commander, Lieutenant General 
Honjo, the chief aide-de-camp in the palace. On August 6, 1933, Honjo 
.submitted it to Erfiperor Hirohito, telling him that it described “the reali- 

: : .ffes of peace preservation in M anchukuo.” In his diary, on August 8, Honjo 
w ro te: “I  asked the Em peror to read it, adding, ‘It has been hot recently,

: So';do it wliene-ver ,you: have a moment.’ Today, two days later, he called 
n m e and said, T have read the passages you marked.’ And he gave the book

let back to me. I was surprised at how quickly he had read it—personally 
I spent a long time on it.” ‘ :

; . ' ‘ THE KASPfi KIDNAPPING ;

- H ishikari brouglit to  M anchurian  new form of racket, kidnapping. Many 
! well-to-do Chinese merchants were kidnapped two or three .times before 

they were ascertained to; be either dead or bankrupt. Westerners, too, who 
could claim consular assistance against other forms of extortion, found 
themselves helpless against the kidnapping routine. In carrying out the 

; abductions, the secret police used agents who were invariably described as 
bhhditsh1̂  against Chinese victims and White Russian
ones against .whites.".Th e - given the benefit of Japanese
seerebpolice protection and w ere rewarded with a percentage of the ransom 
m oney'w hen and if it was paid. In  scores of ’ cases it was paid e -

:' v  •-'';! Disciplining the Legions ■
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in 1936. They left most of the presentation of their case to Major General 
Obata, the second of the Three Crows of Baden-Baden. He had long been 
“one of the Emperor’s men” and few of the junior Army bureaucrats 
present knew that he and Hirohito were now at odds.

Hirohito’s own wishes were represented at the exercises— somewhat half
heartedly—by First Crow Major General Nagata, who was now chief of 
the General Staffs Intelligence Department. Nagata spoke from memoranda 
which had been drawn up for him by his disciple and chief assistant at the 
conference;, Major General Tojo, the later World War II prime ministerv 
It was Tojo’s strategy to conceal his faction's objective of a Strike South 
and to plead instead for a policy of “Reorganize China first, then Japan.”

Nagata and Tojo argued that Japan could never attack any Western 
nation, even Russia, without being prepared to confront and face down all 
the other Western nations. Japan must, therefore, be able to call on the 
resources of all the yellow race and must be “mobilized for total war.” This 
meant that China and her 500 million inhabitants must stand behind 
Japan’s samurai as a vast work battalion and that Manchuria’s resources 
and Japan’s own factories must submit to a complete “industrial rationali
zation.” Such a program, insisted Nagata, could not be completed by 1936. 
It would take years merely to infiltrate, subvert, and reorganize China. 
Then would follow the Herculean labor of domestic renovation. During 
these years of preparation, he said, Japanese should not even talk of at
tacking the Soviet Union. On the contrary the first order of business 
was to negotiate a nonaggression pact with the Soviet Union which would 
keep Russia on the sidelines until China and Japan were both sufficiently 
“rationalized.”

The Strike-North Faction of Araki allowed Nagata, on behalf of the 
Emperor, to lead the proceedings up to a vote on this nonaggression pact 
with Russia. Then Araki made one short speech and the pact was voted 
down. Araki immediately called for a second vote resolving that the as
sembled staff officers of the Japanese Army should advise Hirohito that 
the “enemy number one” was not China but Russia. The resolution was 
passed by an overwhelming majority, and Nagata, Tojo, and one other 
general were left together talking in a corner.3

This juncture of the table-top exercises was reached on the seventh 
day, June 2. As soon as the vote was cast, the silent observer, Lieutenant 
General Prince Higashikuni, left the meeting and took a train to Okitsu 
where he paid a call at the seaside villa of old Prince Saionji who was 
widely believed to be backing Araki in his intransigence. Emerging from 
the presence of the veneiable statesman, Higashikuni announced to the 
press that he and Saionji were perfectly agreed that war with Russia, the

. " ubiquitous Suzuki and other leading Strike-South officers were away in China 
signing the Tangku Truce which concluded the seizure of Jehol.

Aforth or South?
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down and their editors deported. Colonel Oi was .recalled to Japan. Vice 
Consul Chambon was declared persona non grata and recalled to France.5 
As for old m an Kaspe, he is said to have gone m ad when he saw the 
exhumed corpse of the son he would not ransom. He lost- interest in his 
financial empire and retired thereafter to oblivion with his French wife. His 
m otion-picture houses were bought up by the Manchuria Motion Picture 
Association, a monopoly headed by Amakasu Masahiko, the secret police 
tough who had welcomed Puppet Henry Pu-Yi to Manchuria in 1931 and 
had  strangled socialist Osugi, his wife, and nephew during the aftermath 
of the Tokyo Earthquake in 1923.

WAR FOOTING FOR THE NAVY

A s the pianist Kaspe lost his fingernails one by one in Manchuria. Hiro- 
hito in Tokyo pushed forward with his plans, oblivious of oppression 
abroad and of opposition at home. He had never felt more buoyant. Mid
wives and doctors agreed that the child in Empress Nagako’s womb was 
a boy. W ar M inister A raki had bowed loyally to imperial pressure and for 
the time being had stilled his partisans’ agitation for war with Russia. Hiro- 
hito walked Em press Nagako on the beach at the Summer Palace at 
H ayam a and quarreled amiably with chamberlains who protested that 
walks might not be good for her in her present delicate condition. The 
E leven 'C lub held a  rousing geisha party for Prince Higashikuni to .cheer 
him  on the eve of his departure to the 2d Division in northern Japan.

O n August 4, 1933, the Em press’s cousin, Navy Chief of Staff Prince 
Fushimi, began to ask his colleagues in the Navy’s bureaucracy to support 
a change in regulations which would put the Navy on a permanent war 
footing. Specifically Navy General Staff decisions and orders would no 
longer have to be cleared with the Navy minister who was a member of the 
Cabinet bu t only with the Em peror in the privacy of the Throne Room. The 
Navy minister, W ar Minister Araki, and Saionji all protested the change 
as uncalled for. Hirohito himself asked that a full set of secret position 
papers be drawn up for his consideration so that he could examine all the 
implications of the change.

To remind the people that the Army, too, was preparing for emergencies, 
and that Soviet air bases were not too far away, W ar Minister Araki had

5 It was French policy at this time to avoid giving any offense to Japam Ever since 
the breakdown of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in the 1920’s, the possibility of a 
Franco-Japanese alliance had seemed attractive to many French statesmen. General 
Claudel had done his best to emasculate the Lytton Report. And on October 17, 
1933, it was a French syndicate, with government blessing, which first broke the 
League boycott and lent Manchukuo $60 million. The South Manchuria Railroa 
then spent the money mainly for the development of a port and naval base in Korea. 
Ultimately, of course, it would be Germany rather than France which Japan would 
choose as its European ally.
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born journalist Agnes Smedley, one of the earliest apologists for Mao 
Tse-tung, held court with Indian intellectuals and boys from the Bronx. 
There a man named Johnson, alias Richard Sorge—now famous as the 
Russian agent whose Tokyo spy ring would play an influential part (de
scribed later in this book) during the final fateful years before Pearl 
Harbor—widened his journalistic acquaintance with Chinese and Japanese 
intellectuals. There Ozaki Hotsumi, the only important traitor Japan 
would ever have to acknowledge, got to know Agnes Smedley and was 
introduced by her to Richard Sorge of whose spy ring he would later be
come the main cog.

Kido—though of course he learned little of these prophetic details— 
sopped up the atmosphere of Shanghai’s cosmopolitan spy world with 
fascination. At the same time, in his usual businesslike fashion, he com
piled a roster of aristocrats who were allies of old Saionji or the Strike- 
North Faction and could be tarred with Araki’s own brush. He found 
that the House of Peers’ outspokenly capitalistic Baron Inoue Kiyozumi 
had a niece who was a fellow traveler. Count Yoshii Isamu, a poet who 
wrote paeans in praise of individualism, had a wife who collected literary 
men of extreme opinions and entertained them not only in her salon but 
also in her bedroom.4

Most important, Secretary Kido unearthed political dirt to sling at the 
conservatively liberal leader of the anti-Konoye faction in the House of 
Peers, the eighty-year-old Prince Tokugawa Iesato, heir presumptive to 
the Tokugawa clan, who would have been shogun had it not been for the 
intervention of Commodore Perry eighty years before. On his last trip to 
Europe, to attend an international conference of the Red Cross, Prince 
Tokugawa had taken with him as cabin mate a young female interpreter, 
Imanishi Keiko, who had a long record of previous associations with 
leftists.

Months later, when Kido had fully milked his threat to Prince Tokugawa’s 
good name, he leaked his information to the gossip columnists. Then, 
as he sarcastically noted in his diary, the Tokugawa advisors held “a 
pigeon-necked” conference—a capsulated Japanese image for a meeting 
of old men cocking their heads, craning their necks, and pecking all 
about them in a bootless effort to solve an insoluble problem.

By his researches, Kido laid the ghost of the Red smear against the im
perial family. Empress Nagako’s younger brother, Count Higashi-Fushimi, 
who had attended Marxist seminars at the Peers’ School, was demoted from 
prince to count and had to retire to a professorship of literature at Kyoto 
University. Several old palace retainers, including the mistress of the 
Empress’s wardrobe, had to be pensioned off out of reach of scandal. By 
dint of Kido’s efforts, however, Red infiltration of the aristocracy had

4 The best-known of her lovers was Kawaguchi Matsutaro, the novelist, playwright, 
and movie producer.



suffered greatly during the last two years. Villages had lost their best work
ers, to the Array and the munitions factories: Dollar; swindle and devalua
tion had raised -the purchase price of a ll manufactured: goods but not .the 
m arket value of .'rice and .turnips. The/depressed American public had 
almost/given up buying Japanese silk. And worst of alb the weather had 
fead.eyfot; . poor, . harvests. for ..several; seasons/. Under such circumstances it 
was difficult for Army politicians like W ar Minister A raki to preserve 

. discipline in th e : ranks, much less enthusiasm for naval development. .
Day after day H onjo  gently, stubbornly sought to dispel the Emperor’s 

euphoria. He observed that Prince Takeda, twenty-four, and Prince 
.;Kitashir,akawh;: twenty-three, , had  sought honorary memberships in the 
’ Tokyo Riding Club and that their-applications were being processed slowly 
instead of being seized upon eagerly. Big Brother Kido, the director of 
peerage and heraldry, confessed that the “attitude of the other club mem
bers’’ ,/was “bad,” and had been bad  ever since Prince Higashikuni had 
joined the club. It; was the same way in the club for training Army carrier 
pigeons which Prince Takeda and Prince Kitashirakawa had already 
entered. . . . . .  • .

;._,r y ; -  ; Pisciplining the Legions

O ne; day, in his campaign of attrition, Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo 
complained to Hirohito that no monument had ever been erected, in the 
palace to commemorate the peasant soldiers who had fallen in the Man
churian campaign and that imperial afternoons away from work, collecting 
marine biological; specimens from a b o a t on Sagami Bay, were widely 
regarded in  the ranks as callous frivolity. With blithe even temper, Hiro
hito took Honjo out on the battered old. imperial biological yacht, ex
plained ?to. him, that there was no . money, patriotically speaking, for mean
ingless-monuntents, and gave, him a lecture on the tides of . Sagami Bay.

, H onjo learned that, if the Em peror had not made his own observations, the 
hydrographic office of the Navy would not have corrected its charts arid 
some day some Japanese ship would have miscalculated the depth of Sa
gami Bay; Honjo expressed his admiration for the Emperor’s dazzling dis
play of broadmindedness and perception. - . . .

. On September 21, Hirohito suggested to Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo that 
the change in naval staff regulations, which would bring all fleet movements 
under his exclusive control, had best be kept secret .from the reading public 
except in broad outline. Four days later Hirohito approved the new regu
lations with the. one proviso that they should be set, down sharply, and 
simply rnw riting. He went to some pains to. explain h is  decision to Honjo 

'"aS'/foIlOwS:; / v  -  iV ‘’;y o '"  A .T ■ - /v-/'-''.'.-/""

; Years ago When Holland was prosperous and strong, the famous Admiral 
Ruiter defeated the British Navy and was. on the point of pursuing the British 

"fleet 'into/theTham es; Estuary But the Dutch Army was in'trouble and so, to 
help. the Army, the Navy was called back. Thus Ruiter was . frustrated, w ic 
led to the decline of the Navy and with it of Holland. So armaments for the
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mail were so intricately woven that Japanese law courts would not acquit 
the last of the unwary plotters implicated in it until that final hectic month 
of unfinished secret business, September 1945, twelve years later, when 
MacArthur had already landed in Japan and begun the Occupation.

Higashikuni’s plot was superficially a simple one. It called for 3,600 
stout rightists from the provinces to come to Tokyo disguised as pilgrims. 
They were to assemble for prayer at the huge park-girt shrine dedicated to 
Emperor Meiji in western Tokyo, and there receive a blessing as “soldiers 
of the gods” from the imperial priest on duty. After the prayer meeting they 
were to disperse and terrorize Tokyo. One death band was to assassinate 
War Minister Araki, another Prime Minister Saito, and another the leaders 
of the Constitutionalist party. Civil police headquarters were to be seized 
and the prisons stormed to let out Friar Inoue and the members of the 
Blood Brotherhood. Overhead, Commander Yamaguchi Saburo, one of 
the dozen highest ranking officers in the naval air force, was to be cruising, 
eagle-eyed, ready to drop bombs on any centers of resistance. When Tokyo 
had been pacified, Prince Higashikuni or Prince Chichibu was to be made 
prime minister.

All this grandiose planning was pure humbug. The leaders of the con
spiracy were enlisted partly by bribes and partly by assurance that the plot 
had the backing of the Emperor. The recruiting agent was Colonel Yasuda 
Tetsunosuke, retired. Yasuda was the son-in-law of General Fukuda who 
had kept martial law for Hirohito after the 1923 earthquake. Yasuda had 
served for many years, both at home and in Paris, as Prince Higashikuni’s 
equerry. Yasuda still lived in Prince Higashikuni’s villa and received a 
regular stipend from him. When one of the dupes of the conspiracy doubted 
his intimacy with Higashikuni, Yasuda posted the dupe across the street, 
marched up to the front entrance of Higashikuni’s villa, and asked the 
Prince to come out in person to give him an effusive welcome.

By such methods Yasuda collected for Prince Higashikuni a motley band 
of plot co-sponsors, all representing factions in political life which the 
Throne needed to blackmail. Commander Yamaguchi, the naval air 
leader, for instance, had been active in a cell in the Navy which agitated 
for reconstruction at home as a prerequisite to further conquest abroad. He 
was the director of the Experimental Weapons’ Workshops at Yokosuka, 
the largest naval yard in the nation. Other co-sponsors included Amano 
Tatsuo, the lawyer who was representing the Blood Brotherhood assassins 
of 5-15 in their public trial in law' court; Nakajima Katsujiro, a member 
of the Saionji family’s clan of hereditary gatekeepers and in former years a 
confidential messenger and bodyguard for the old prime-minister-maker; 
Suzuki Zenichi, the leader of the youth movement of the Black Dragon 
Society; Fujita Isamu, a publisher and agent of the spy service, who in 
his undercover work of infiltrating leftist circles had grown too close to 
the Strike-North Faction; and finally a stock market plunger who repre
sented one of the cartels, the Matsuya department store interests.
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of the  Throne. A raki could hardly believe it, but the defendants, in their 
long day in court, incriminated none of their sponsors, neither Lord Privy 
Seal M akino nor Araki himself. Still more incredible from Araki’s point of 
view, they voiced at tedious length the yearning of the people for domestic 
reform  and Hirohito paid absolutely no attention to it.

The Army court-martial of the eleven military academy cadets who had 
assisted at the m urder of Prime M inister Inukai had  opened on July 25,
1933, and closed on September 19. Given every opportunity by the judge 
to speak their minds, the cadets had strummed on the theme that Japan 
was a  unique society in which the Throne did not exist for the State but 
the State for the Throne. As one of the shavetails put it: “We demand 
direct rule by the Em peror. O ur focus today is on the imported egotistical 
notion of popular rights. T hat is wrong. M anhood suffrage and, the grant of 
social and political Tights to the people are a gigantic mistake.”

The Navy court-martial for the ten more sophisticated flight officers of 
the Misty Lagoon had  opened on July 24, 1933, and would come to a close 
on Novem ber 9. Their ringleader, Lieutenant Koga, told the court: “The 
condition of the country is such that it cannot be improved except by shed
ding blood.” His assistant, Ensign Mikami, explained: “Our revolution is 
intended to bring about . . . harmony between ruler and ruled. . . .  As 
we aim to establish direct imperial rule, we are neither leftists nor rightists.” 
A nother of the ensigns asserted: “M y life’s desire will be fulfilled if a state 
is established on the principle that the Em peror and his subjects are one.” 
The naval reservist who had fired the first shot at Prime Minister Inukai 
expressed some slight regret: “I felt sorry but I thought his death unavoid
able as he had to be sacrificed a t the shrine of national reformation.”

The civilian trial of twenty disciples of the Native-Land-Loving Society 
had, commenced on September 26 and would continue until February 3,
1934. Tachibana, the Tolstoyan leader of the Land-Lovers, was allowed 
to explain himself in a harangue to the court which lasted for six days. 
“The nation,” he said, in the course of his peroration, “must stand on the 
basis of farming villages. . . . Japan is a  debtor nation, yet Tokyo and 
the cities grow larger year by year. Where does this strength come from? 
It is clear that if the villages'were released from the burden of sustaining 
the cities, the national power of Japan would increase. A t a stroke, we 
could exclude the influence of the United States from the Pacific, liberate 
China from the yoke of the war lords, set India free, and enable Germany 
to rise again. . . . I t  is necessary to get rid of capitalism in the interests 
of peace, and the people should oppose capitalism. The defense of Asia 
m ust be perfected. . . . The Japanese people must prepare for the day 
when all the men on the farms will go to the front to fight and the women
will take the place of the men.” .

W hen the other civilian trial, that of F riar Inoue and his twelve disciples 
of*the Blood Brotherhood, reconvened on M arch 26, 1934, there was little
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police liad the bus turned around and driven back whence it had come. 
Eleven more Native-Land-Lovers were roused from their pallets at a cheap 
Tokyo inn and returned to Oarai by the morning train. Before noon the 
police politely searched the headquarters of the Black Dragon Society’s 
youth movement and confiscated a number of headbands, bellybands, ciga
rette lighters, leaflets, and banners proclaiming, “Establish Government by 
the Emperor,” “Exterminate Communists,” “Perfect the National Defense.”

Offstage laughter of the gods; a fist covered with velvet, leering jesters’ 
faces emblazoned on the knuckles—that was all the threat that was in
tended by the Prayer Meeting Plot. The toughs arrested at the shrine were 
all released on probation by the police and their cases were not even 
brought to trial—much less disposed of—until almost five years later. Most 
of the sponsors of the plot were handled with equal caution.

The police compiled a dossier on Prince Higasliikuni and turned it over 
for adjudication to Hirohito’s chamberlains. His equerry Yasuda was forced 
to move out of the Higashikuni villa.

The spy service’s Red expert, publisher Fujita, was booked on unspeci
fied charges and released immediately to behave better in the future. For 
the next three years he acted as an undercover agent for the police and the 
Throne in the ranks of the Strike-North Faction. In 1935 and early 1936, 
he provided money, food, and lodging to a fellow antagonist of the Strike- 
North, a man named Kawai, who became a member of Richard Sorge’s 
Communist spy ring.

The leader of the youth movement in the Black Dragon Society, Suzuki 
Zenichi, was released on the understanding that he would provide full 
information on Black Dragon activities. His intelligence enabled the police 
in the next two years to destroy the Black Dragon as a political force.

Amano Tatsuo, the lawyer for the Blood Brothers who were standing 
trial for the murders leading up to 5-15, escaped to Manchuria and was 
given sanctuary there by operatives of the Strike-North Faction. The spy 
service made an attempt to poison him and when he survived it with noth
ing more than a severe stomach ache, he submitted to a negotiated arrest 
and extradition home to Japan. Released on parole, he visited the prison 
cell of his client, Friar Inoue of the Blood Brotherhood. The trial of the 
Blood Brothers had begun on June 28, 1933. Now, six weeks later, it was 
abruptly discontinued. Friar Inoue and his twelve Blood Brethren arose in 
the dock, accused the presiding judge of inattention, and announced that 
they would take no further part in the trial. The judge called a recess and 
went personally to Friar Inoue’s comfortable cell to learn what the trouble 
was. Friar Inoue explained that, as a partisan of Prince Konoye, he must 
decline to stand trial during the term of the present crisis. The judge, who 
was forty-seven years old and due for promotion to the District Court, 
accepted this explanation but resigned his career on the bench. He with
drew, on a comfortable pension, to permanent retirement. The trial was
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collect specimens of moss. Now the cigar-smoking, philosophizing grand X 
chamberlain, Admiral Suzuki K antaro, burst in to H iro h ito ’s m o d e s t 
Western-style study in the Imperial Library and flapped his kimono sleeves 
like some great bat of good omen. ; V,-

“I t  is a boy,” he cried. “I saw the honorable1 signs of manhood myself.” 
Hirohito arose in rumpled Army uniform from his small, Spartan desk 

and w ith a sigh and a smile ordered champagne to flow for the rest of the 
day for any visiting wellwishers who might need it. Saionji’s ‘Secretary-Spy 
H arada, informed by phone, came over for several glasses and, feeling 
somewhat tipsy, told Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo how thankful everyone 
was that Honjo had m ade the Army understand and believe in “the Em
peror’s personal sagacity.” The more temperate Kido announced to his 
diary, “Now, at last, the biggest problem has been solved.” ..

The full significance of the blessed event was admitted two days later oh 
Christmas Day when the Constitutionalist and anti-Constitutionalist parties 
overcame past differences and held a  “purely social” get-together “for the 
sake of the nation.” The birth of the crown prince gave the influence, of 
the Throne a  much needed infusion of sentimental popular support, and 
the two parties amicably agreed, on that December 25, 1933, that there 
was now no longer any way of standing against the Throne. On December 
31 Prince Higashikuni arrived in Tokyo from his command in Sendai, went 
to the palace to pay his respects to the new-born crown prince, and then let 
it be known that “ it is time for Araki to quit.”

Two weeks of bitter infighting followed in which Araki tried atleast to 
appoint his own successor. On January 3, Big Brother Kido and Secretary 
H arada called on old Saionji and found him exhausted.

M ajor General Nagata, the first of the Three Crows, at ls t:Brigade head
quarters in the Tokyo suburbs, collected an unofficial staff and renewed 
position-paper work on a policy of “first reorganize China, then renovate 
Japan .” , , :

On January 7 M arquis Kido, the ubiquitous Suzuki, and others of the 
Big Brothers’ fraternity gathered by the inconspicuous but slow transporta
tion of private automobile at Prince Konoye’s villa in Kamakura. They 
agreed, that, whatever Araki might think, the next war minister had to be 
an officer who could manipulate the Army-Navy lobby which advocated 
friendship with China. Specifically they concluded that General Matsui 
Ivvane, the later scapegoat “Butcher of Nanking,” could best be led by ^ 
certain  General Hayashi Senjuro, the man who had loyally sent troops from 
K orea into M anchuria before receipt of official orders in 1931., , h:.

. H irohito m ade one concession to Araki’s sense of morality and persona , 
face. H e agreed, both for A raki’s and Konoye’s political, comfort, to pro
claim an amnesty for the civilian participants in the carefully aborted 5-15 

' coup d’etat which had'ki'lled Prime Minister Inukai. The amnesty would be 
given to the nation as a  token of imperial magnanimity on the Occasion of 
the birth of the crown prince.
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esses and countesses in all future dealings with refractory marquises and 
counts.

For his part War Minister Araki acquiesced in a reposting of Strike- 
North officers from influential positions in the Army bureaucracy to field 
commands. Their places were taken by officers who were “China experts.5’ 
In addition Prince Higashikuni was assigned out of Tokyo to command of 
the 2d Division in the northern Japanese city of Sendai. First Crow Nagata 
and his opponent, Second Crow Obata, were both removed from the Gen
eral Staff and reposted as active brigade commanders. Major General Tojo, 
the later World. War II prime minister, organized a new body to study 
Army discipline and morale, the watchdog Committee for Investigations, 
which was attached to Araki’s own War Ministry.

The settlement in Tokyo, designed to take the Army out of politics, 
coincided with an unexpected change of command in Manchuria—a sud
den death or suicide which robbed Araki of one of the main props of his 
Army influence. Lieutenant General Honjo, who was now Hirohito’s chief 
aide-de-camp, had been succeeded as commander-in-chief of the Kwantung 
Army by “Silent General” Muto Nobuyoshi, who had opposed Hirohito in 
the national policy-making of the Far Eastern Conference before the 1928 
murder of Manchurian war lord Chang Tso-lin. Early in July 1933, just 
after the Prayer Meeting, Silent Muto, now a field marshal, wrote Hirohito 
a letter pleading for a policy of greater liberality and mercy toward the 
Manchukuoan citizens under his charge. Hirohito’s answer is not on record 
but on July 21, after receiving it, Silent Muto mailed a thirty-one-syllable 
poem to his second and favorite daughter Misako in Japan:

You here and I there— 
understand, please, that we part 
for sake of country.
Even when we’ve spent our lives, 
we can meet again beyond.

The next day, July 22, Silent Muto retired to his private quarters and 
announced that he was ill. Five days later, on July 27, Hirohito was in
formed that he had died of “a general abdominal ailment.” The imperial 
household minister submitted a formal petition to the Throne suggesting 
that the title of baron be conferred upon the late field marshal.

Hirohito answered, “Although it is altogether fitting and proper to reward 
Muto with a barony, how will it sit with his children?”

Big Brother Kido, as secretary to the lord privy seal and now, concur
rently, director of peerage and heraldry, researched the question and replied 
to the Throne a few days later that Silent Muto’s heirs would find it a 
financial burden to support a baron’s title.

Muto’s wife,”  wrote Kido, without having consulted her, “has already 
reported herself [in her own family name] as mistress of the household.
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Prince Higashikuni, Big Brother Kido, and Secretary-Spy H arada met with 
r executives of aircraft plants and with officers of the two air force head

quarters to found a joint Army-Navy-Tokyo Imperial University Avia
tion Institute. It came into being a few months later under the direction 
of K ido’s brother, the aeronautic engineer W ada Koroku (who was Colonel 
Charles Lindbergh’s friend), and of seventy-seven-year-old, physics pro
fessor Tanakadate Aikitsu, lecturer on aviation to the Emperor. The in
stitute at once procured the services of the British Sopwith company’s 
talented designer, H erbert Smith, w ho was celebrated for his unstable 
bu t highly maneuverable Sopwith Camel fighter of World War I  fame. 
In  a year, with the help of Smith and a team at Mitsubishi, the experts at 
the institute had  test-flown a superb Japanese fighter plane, the A5M, 
forerunner of the famous Zero which would terrorize Allied Hawk and 
Buffalo pilots in the opening months of World War II.

LET THEM EAT CAKE

On February 8, 1934, Chief Aide-dc-Camp Honjo tried to tell Em
peror H irohito that the Strike-North Faction was still alive and that there 
was still much political unrest in the Army. Hirohito asked how it was 
that Army men, who were pledged to take orders— particularly men of 
a  faction which professed a belief in  direct rule by the Emperor— could 
think to cause unrest or have an interest at all in politics. Honjo replied 
that some interest in politics was desirable in an officer because it was his 
duty to inculcate.his peasant soldiery with political morals and patriotism.

H irohito  understood at once where the conversation was heading—to 
another lecture on the plight of the farmers. It had been a disastrous year 
agriculturally. The northern part of Japan, from which the Army drew 
its stoutest recruits, was being ravaged by one of the worst famines in 
history. The old nineteenth century practice of farmers selling their daugh
ters h ad  come back into fashion. In 1932, the number of girls from the 
farms of the north bound over under contract to Tokyo labor heelers had 
been 12408 . In  1933 the num ber had  more than quadrupled to 58,173. Of 
these 19,244 had been indentured as nursemaids; 17,260 as factory hands; 
5,952 as bar girls; 5,729 as odd-jobbists; 4,512 as common prostitutes; 
3,271 as cabaret hostesses; and only 2,196 of the best looking for relatively 
honorable service as apprentice geisha. Hirohito had sent chamberlains 
to inspect the stricken farm areas and offer words of consolation. He had 
helped to apply pressure to the M itsui cartel to set up a $10 million 
philanthropic fund for the re-education of dispossessed peasants. But he 
had done nothing material on his own behalf or that of the government 
to alleviate the farmers’ lot.

To Honjo, Hirohito said; “It cannot be helped that officers, especially 
the noncoms wbo are closest to the men, should feel some concern and
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victims were returned to their homes. They seldom gave their stories to 
the press because they feared Japanese vengeance.

On August 24, 1933, less than a month after General Hishikari’s ap
pointment, the spy service operatives in Harbin struck at the most poten
tially lucrative kidnap victim in Manchuria, the son of a wealthy Russian 
Jew named Joseph Kaspe. The elder Kaspe had settled in Harbin after the 
Russo-Japanese war in 1907. A jeweler by trade, he had started out as 
a watch repairman and pawnbroker and ended up as one of the richest gem 
and silver merchants in the Orient. As well as his business, he owned 
Harbin’s main cafe and Hotel Moderne, and most of the movie houses in 
North Manchuria. It was said by his detractors that he owed his prosperity 
to the gratitude of the Soviet Union for his services as a fence for jewels 
and art objects seized from the homes of White Russian aristocrats during 
the Russian Revolution. For this alleged traffic in Soviet stolen goods, 
Kaspe was cordially detested by the White Russians among whom he lived. 
But so were the rest of Harbin’s Jewish community. Anti-Semitism was 
engrained in White Russian culture, and it had deepened in Tecent years 
because many White Rnssians, being by definition anti-Communists, were 
also admirers of Adolf Hitler.

The Japanese, too, at this time were beginning to use Jews, along with 
Masons and Bolsheviks, as bugbears in propaganda. It was a posture which 
many Westerners thought ludicrous because few Japanese could tell Jew 
from gentile and there were less than a dozen self-appointed converts to 
Judaism in all Japan. To the haunted mind of the samurai, however, unfa
miliar devils could be as fearful as familiar ones. The Jews of Harbin, 
most of them virtually stateless and so defenseless, soon learned to their 
grief that Shinto persecution could be as merciless as Christian. As soon 
as the Kwantung Army entered Harbin in 1932, it made an agent and 
collaborator of the local Russian Nazi leader, a hoodlum intellectual by 
the name of Rodzaevsky who edited a hate sheet called Nash Put,

When millionaire Kaspe saw the drift of Japanese political thinking, he 
put all his properties in the names of his two sons who were both French 
citizens. From the Japanese point of view it was an insulting gesture and 
after the make-Manchuria-pay policy came into force in late .1932, the 
Japanese authorities began to work overtime on schemes for milking Kaspe 
somehow of his millions Kaspe himself was not one to be caught unawares. 
He never left his suite in the Hotel Moderne without a substantial body
guard.

One of Kaspe’s sons, however, was less cautious. He returned to Harbin 
in the summer of 1933 after graduating from the French Conservatoire de 
Musique, a talented pianist with high hopes for a concert career. While his 
father arranged bookings for him in Shanghai and Tokyo he made the most 
of Harbin night life and often ordered the armed chauffeur, supplied him 
by his father, to drive down to the gay quarter on the river bank and leave
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ORGAN OR GOD?

(1934-1935)

UNCTION AND CONSOLIDATION

^The ouster of the Strike-North Faction’s General Araki from the war 
ministership ushered, in a two-year period of quiet domestic struggle in 
which Hirohito consolidated his position and faced, a growing swell of pas- 

^resistance. -..On^.the, one .hand the, people began to feel the heel 
of police state tyranny and to, appreciate that . Japan was headed on a dan
gerous course. O n the other hand Hirohito’s inner circle of Big-Brother 

. advisdfs,; the friends and classmates of his uncles— now ail men in their 
mid-forties— began to replace the elders of Japan, the carry-overs from 
Em peror Meiji’s time, in positions of public responsibility.. Concurrently 

..the arm am ent program s of the late 1920’s and early 1930’s neared com
pletion and the control of Japan’s modernized armed services passed from 

. popular, demagogic leaders to professional disciplinarians and technocrats.
;. A  month after Strike-North W ar Minister Araki had fallen from power, 
Hirohito; held a three-day celebration in the palace in honor of his two- 
month-old son, Crown Prince Akihito. On the first day, February 23,
1934, imperial princes and princesses, Cabinet ministers and foreign ambas

sadors in,Tokyo all sat down a t one big table to a luncheon with the Em
peror, and Empress. American Ambassador Grew described the occasion 
as ‘'magnificent." The food and wines were delicious. The servants bowed 
much lower than in Europe. An orchestra played softly from behind gold 
screens in front of which were arrayed artful displays of hothouse flowers 
and stunted pine trees. Mrs. Grew sat between two princes of the blood. 
Crimson sake cups embossed with the imperial crest in gold and small silver 
samurai .helmets wbre presented to each guest. In an audience afterwards, 
Am bassador Grew found the Em peror “exceedingly cordial” and the Em
press “beaming.” .
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his subordinates institute air raid drills. Starting August 9, announced the 
military police, Tokyo and other brightly lit cities would observe strict 
blackout regulations. Everyone was inconvenienced, and the police found 
themselves both busied and embarrassed by the number of violations. Even 
from the palace airmen observed a few bright twinkles of defiance. And so, 
after two gloomy evenings, the drill was dropped without explanation.

On August 16, while still studying the proposed change in naval regu
lations, Hirohito boarded the battleship Hiei for his annual attendance at 
the Navy’s grand maneuvers. His retainers observed his behavior closely 
for they knew that it would reflect his pleasure or displeasure with the pro
posed change in the status of the Navy. From the moment he was piped 
aboard, Hirohito positively beamed. His chief vassals took pains to spread 
anecdotal evidence of his high spirits. They reported that the next day, 
during a conversation with the grand chamberlain, the imperial household 
minister, and the chief aide-de-camp, Hirohito abruptly arose from his 
deck chair, fell prostrate on a hatch cover, and began to do push-ups. When 
his courtiers all jumped to their feet, he said, “I am exercising for myself 
and you three are not, so why don’t you continue your conversation with
out being disturbed?”

Returning to port on August 19, Hirohito entered wholeheartedly into a 
game of croquet on deck. When his team had won and he was standing by 
watching the late finishers, he remarked: “My side worked together as a 
team. We dispersed the enemy’s balls. We used billiard techniques. We 
applied our geometry.” It was Hirohito’s way of saying that he had liked 
what he had seen of naval science and discipline. After years of preoccupa
tion with Army matters, the sea breeze and feel of the deck had returned 
him momentarily to 1921 when he had set out full of youth and adventure 
for Europe. Plans made then for modernizing the Army and ridding it of 
feudal clans had been realized. The Army had gone on to put a buffer zone 
between Japan and the Red menace in the north. Now the time had come 
to look south and think again in naval terms. Hirohito returned to the grim 
confines of his moated battlements in Tokyo refreshed and reassured that 
his reign was going aright.

Hirohito’s good spirits were not dampened in the least by Strike-North- 
Faction attacks against the Navy and against Hirohito’s advisors during the 
weeks that followed. At a meeting with Cabinet ministers on August 30, 
1933, he impressed everyone with his “penetrating questions” about the 
welfare of Japanese colonists in Sakhalien to the north and in Dutch New 
Guinea far to the south. Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo, in his diary, expressed 
‘‘awe that in a mere thirty-three years” Hirohito could have acquired “such 
a vast store of knowledge and relevant inquiries.” What Honjo meant was 
that he wished Hirohito would think less of Papua and more of his home 
island, Honshu.

The peasants of Japan, who formed the backbone of the Army, had
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sonal backing of the Em peror. Instead the Im perial; Way Group and its 
naval affiliate, the 'F lee t Faction',,associated .thernselYesv.withvc^ 
samurai ideals, reliance upon force of numbers in the armed services, abhor
rence of the regicidal creed of Bolshevism abroad, and a co-operative type 
of decentralized socialism at home. The Control Clique and its folJowing ^ 
in  the Naval A ir Force associated themselves with military mechanization, 
strict discipline, and a fascistic type o f centralized, national; socialism >^;by 

In M arch 1934 Hirohito gave a hint as to which type of socialism he V 
preferred by dispatching Empress Nagako’s senior cousin, his own child
hood playmate and near twin, Prince Kaya, on a six-month tour of observa
tion in Europe, M ajor Kaya and his princess-wife, a niece of Hirohito’s 
mother, scurried through most of the European capitals and then settled 
down to be wooed for the bulk of their holiday in Hitler’s Berlin There 
they witnessed One of the early meetings between Hitler and Mussolini, and 
Prince Kaya told the press, “I was deeply moved to see those two heroes 
taking a m otorboat ride together.” : : ■

A  NOT-SO-MEDIEVAL SCANDAL • - •

Almost immediately after W ar Minister Hayashi had commenced his . 
regime, Constitutionalist party politicians, w ork ihgunder the tired'but, . 
approving eyes of old Prince Saionji, began searching for an Achilles’ heel in 
H irohito’s new body politic. They found one in the person of Commerce 
and Industry Minister Nakajim a Kumakichi, a confidant of the Thrdrie who 
had once been secretary for Em peror Taisho’s favorite. Prime Minister 
Katsura, The Constitutionalists began by accusing Commerce . Minister ’ 
Nakajim a of having written an appreciation of the shogun who had deposed 
the true emperors of the southern dynasty iii th e f  our teen thcentury. A - 
though Hirohito came of the northern dynasty and occupied the .Throne 
because of this shogun’s king-making, it was official doctrine that, the .shb^ ' 
gun had been a traitor. The attack embarrassed Hirohito and brought hiiri 
out in defense of Commerce Minister Nakajima, T o  and ,th rough-.^  ,,
tiers, Hirohito explained that northern and southern dynasties were .b.otli:- 
of the same blood and had had equal rights to the Throne. .

As soon as Hirohito committed himself in defense df Nakajima, Sai6nji’s 
cunning political henchmen leveled a more serious, charge. They revealed 
that. Nakajim a was involved in a major stock swindle, a n d , had made 
millions on the m arket by manipulating government holdings of the Teikokii 
Rayon Company. W hat was more, the .swindle had  been devised in the
geisha house of Child o f the Carp, the .former^mistress pf Emperqr Taisho x̂̂  ̂ , 
favorite, Katsura.; N ot only; wasvKatsura’syformer '.secretar}', Coihrnerce 
M inister Nakajima, Jnvblved..rin  •. .iiut'-aisb'
Brother Colonel\M arquis Inoue Saburo, who had brought tile ubiquitous 
Suzuki into-Hirdhito’s circle:- A s>a result of the scandal ^qipmerce h|ini|t(jr .
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Navy must not be decreased. At the same time an imbalance in national finance 
must not be created by increasing the mere number of the Navy’s sailors. 
Balanced adjustment is very important.

North or South?

DECISION TO GO SOUTH

The new status for the Navy was but one part of a package which also 
included more money for the Navy in the forthcoming budget and official 
Cabinet sanction for a national Strike-South policy. The Army’s tabled 
recommendation that Russia should be considered enemy number one was 
entirely forgotten. War Minister Araki fought vainly, through months of 
subtle but unimportant maneuvering, to have it remembered. By October 
1933, however, the rest of the Cabinet had given in to Hirohito’s wishes and 
War Minister Araki was fighting only a delaying action.

At a meeting of the inner Cabinet, on October 11, the foreign minister 
shrugged hopelessly toward the Army and Navy ministers and declared, 
“We will expand as far as we can by diplomacy but after that we will have 
to call on you.” Three days later the old man, Prime-Minister-Maker 
Saionji, expressed a similar feeling of fateful resignation to Big Brother 
Kido who had come to the seashore in an attempt to improve relations 
between Saionji and his fellow prince of the ancient Fujiwara clan, Konoye.

“There is no middle way,” said Saionji, “between complete military 
dictatorship and retention of the constitutional system we have. If Konoye 
is flirting with the former, I shall disappear as a person of the past.”

The next day, October 15, Hirohito’s Big Brothers— all in their forties 
now—gathered for a Chinese feast at Konoye’s hilltop villa overlooking the 
ocean in Kamakura and talked for five hours.

Six days later, on October 20, 1933, the ministers of the Cabinet offi
cially put their seals to Hirohito’s program. They agreed: “to go as far as 
possible by diplomacy; . . .  to build up as much military strength as pos
sible; . . .  to co-operate domestically, ministry with ministry, in order 
to realize our international goals.”

PATRIOTS ON TRIAL
r

All this had been accomplished while the executioners of Prime Minister 
Inukai and the 5-15 plot were standing trial and talking reams of news
print. The trials were potentially explosive because most of the defendants 
had been partisans of the disgruntled Strike-North Faction. Many of them 
now distrusted War Minister Araki, the Strike-North leader, however, be
cause they suspected that he had persuaded them to act in the 1932 coup 
even after he knew it was to be a fake one. Confused by the way in which 
they had been used, they now allowed themselves to play a role for which 
they had been perfectly coached by loyal or at least venal police minions
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suggest his own Cabinet members and by then it will be impolite to com
m en t on them, so please take care now to  keep out people who will cause 
problems.”

Only then, secondarily, did H irohito summon Saionji to come to Tokyo 
and select a prime minister. The message to Saionji was carried by the 
cigar-smoking Taoist, G rand Chamberlain Suzuki. In it Hirohito wrote, 
“There is no need to ask you, Prince Saionji. to abide by the Constitution 
when you arrange the new Cabinet, but remember also that you must not 
achieve an unfavorable result.”

Saionji arrived in Tokyo the next day, made a perfunctory investigation 
of the political circumstances, and, in a frigid audience with Hirohito that 
lasted less than five minutes, rubber-stam ped the arrangements which had 
already been made. A  friend said to Saionji afterwards, “You have covered 
a  boil with ointment because you are afraid of drastic operations. It may 
be all right for the time being, bu t I  am afraid that in the long run the 

- boil will burst.” -
A s soon as the O kada Cabinet took office, Hirohito required the new 

prime m inister to reratify the decision passed seven months earlier by the 
Inner Cabinet— the prime, foreign, war, navy, and finance ministers—to 

' expand south as far as possible by diplomacy and then to rely on force of 
arms. In  asking for this reaffirmation, Hirohito wanted the Navy to agree 
specifically to certain goals it must pursue. The naval Strike-North group, 
the Fleet Faction, had used the Strike-South decision as an excuse for 
demanding m ore capital ships and an increase in naval manpower. Hiro
hito wished it clearly understood that naval expenditures should be entirely 
dedicated to real aggressive striking power rather than showy dreadnoughts 
and masses of sam urai in sailor suits.

The officers of the Naval General Staff found themselves in a difficult 
position, for in compromising with the Fleet Faction they had already 
allowed keels to be laid for ships which did not fit perfectly into the Em
peror’s plans. H irohito wished to keep international naval limitations in 
force as long as possible as a  cover for the building of the Japanese Naval 
A ir Force. The ships under construction could not all be launched on 
schedule in 1937— at least not legally— unless Japan in late 1934 gave a 
year’s notice to other nations that it would cease to abide by naval limita
tions after 1936.

To carry out the contemplated Strike South toward the riches of the 
Indies, the Naval General Staff officers sincerely believed that they needed 
the ships which they had planned. Hirohito suspected them of sympa- 

, thizing with the Strike-North Fleet Faction and of trying to deceive him. 
To disabuse him they wrote a  stack of position papers and entrusted them 
to Empress Nagako’s cousin, Admiral Prince Fushimi, the chief of the 
Naval General Staff. Fushimi called at the palace impromptu on July 12, 
1934, in order to present the Navy’s case. Hirohito had been thinking of 
other m atters and found the visit an intrusion. He and Fushimi exchanged
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left to say. “Party politics in Japan,” opined Friar Inoue humbly, “are 
politics of the privileged classes. In Germany, the politics of the right wing 
are politics of the gods. Party politics should be corrected, and the Em
peror should give the final word. . . .  I am thinking about the future 
society but I am not learned and cannot decide such important matters 
alone.”

To these peculiarly Japanese polemics the Japanese people for the most 
part responded favorably. In particular the ideas of strength emanating 
from the farms and of religious virtue in direct rule by the Emperor struck 
responsive chords. A petition asking clemency for the Native-Land-Lovers 
was signed by 357,000 well-organized patriots. The officers of the various 
courts received over 110,000 letters in the same vein. Nine men of the 
town of Niigata chopped off their little fingers and sent them to War Minis
ter Araki in alcohol together with a note saying that the defendants “broke 
the law but their motives were pure. We are profoundly impressed by their 
spirit of self-sacrifice.” The Osaka Bar Association went so far as to pass 
a resolution declaring that the assassins, in the deepest sense, had merely 
acted in self-defense.

At the end of the trials the Army cadets, on September 19, 1933, were 
given four years in prison and were released for good behavior during the 
New Year celebrations of 1935. Then they were met at the prison gates 
by nine limousines and driven to the Double Bridge of the palace to do 
grateful obeisance. The naval flight officers of the Misty Lagoon, on Novem
ber 9, 1933, were sentenced to from one to fifteen years, of which only 
their three ringleaders served more than a few months. The Native-Land- 
Lovers, sentenced on February 3, 1934, were immediately amnestied and 
set at liberty by Hirohito on February 17—all but Tachibana, their dan
gerously articulate leader. The Blood Brothers were sentenced in Novem
ber 1934 and, except for Friar Inoue and the two who had actually pulled 
triggers, were amnestied in early 1935.

HOLY BIRTH

By a word from either Araki or Hirohito the trials might have been 
turned into a spectacle of recrimination between the Strike-North and 
Strike-South factions. Instead, while Araki watched with amazement, they 
slid by in months of perfectly disciplined oratory. Araki had hoped that the 
discontent expressed by the trial defendants over farm and labor conditions 
might be taken up by editorial writers and street demonstrators and turned 
into an outcry against Hirohito’s policies in general. His hopes were 
dashed, however, on December 23, 1933, when Empress Nagako gave 
birth to another child—at long last a son, Crown Prince Akihito.

After the previous accouchement, in 1931, resulting in the birth of 
Princess Atsuko, Hirohito had grunted and gone out into the garden to
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Finally Yam am oto held one press conference. “I  have never thought of 
America as a potential enemy,” he declared in Japanese, “and the naval 
plans of Japan have never included the possibility of an American-Japanese 
war.” American editorial writers applauded his calm good sense and 
branded Mitchell a n  alarmist. Refusing to say more on the grounds that he 
could not speak English, H arvard graduate Yamamoto sailed for England 
on the B e r e n g a r ia . The day he arrived in Southampton he abruptly called 
a press conference and gave British reporters a frontpage story. “Japan.” 
he said in his best New England accent, “can no longer submit to the ratio 
system. There is no possibility of compromise by my government on that 
point.”

T hat same day in Tokyo— October 16, 1934— Hirohito authorized a 
telegram to be sent to Yamamoto instructing him to break off discussion 
and announce abrogation of the treaty “at the earliest convenient moment 
in  the negotiations.” Time was im portant because the treaty had to be 
abrogated by December 31 if Japan was to be allowed legally to launch 
the ships she was already building. Throughout November, Yamamoto held 
his carte blanche from the Throne close to his chest and did his utmost to 
seem earnest and likeable. Admiral Chatfield, the British Lord of the 
Admiralty, realized that Japan did not want to take responsibility for abort
ing the conference and brought pressure to bear on U.S. colleagues to be 
conciliatory. The American delegates complained that they represented a 
navy which had to be split between two oceans and that they could not, 
therefore, accept a total fleet strength exactly equal to Japan’s. Yamamoto 
insisted on perfect parity. “I am smaller than you,” he said at a dinner 
party, “but you do not insist that I eat three fifths of the food on my plate. 
You allow me to eat as much as I need.”

Finally in early December, as time ran  out, Yamamoto made his dra
matic proposal to abolish aircraft carriers. Admiral Chatfield sounded out 
the U.S. delegates and found that they were willing to discuss absolute 
parity if all capital ships were abolished. As indication of good faith, the 
U.S. delegation canceled its bookings home and offered to stay on in Lon
don indefinitely for further unscheduled weeks of conversation. The British 
vied with the Japanese in pacifism by offering to give up a third of their 
destroyer tonnage. Poker player Yamamoto realized that his bluff was being 
called and raised. If  the Western nations agreed to give up building capital 
ships, they might begin to spend their naval funds on the unconventional 
weapons— the one-man submarines and dive and torpedo bombers in 
which Yamamoto saw the victories of the future. Much embarrassed, 
Yamamoto had his palace advisor and traveling companion, the father-in- 
law of H irohito’s brother Prince Chichibu. cable home for further instruc
tions.

A fter consulting with Hirohito, Prime Minister Okada penned a long, 
noncommittal reply to Yamamoto’s query, informing him that domestic 
politics were “extremely well in hand” and that therefore no repercussions
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“We will leave out thieves, murderers, and those who have committed 
lese majeste,” explained Prime Minister Saito to the Throne, but the 
amnesty will bring commutation of sentence to the Blood Brotherhood and 
the men of 5-15.”

Hirohito replied, “The dignity of the law must not be tarnished, but I 
thinlc, within those limits, an amnesty is permissible.”

The amnesty enabled Araki to go in  peace and honor without toppling 
the entire Cabinet. It satisfied his private commitment to partisans who 
had gone to prison for him after the murderous 5—15 coup. And resigna
tion would now satisfy his public commitment to believers in domestic 
reform and the Strike North.

Accordingly, on the next day, January 16, Araki sequestered himself in 
the hospital at the Military Medical School and announced himself stricken 
with pneumonia. He summoned to his bedside the generals, colonels, and 
majors of his faction and told them one by one that he intended to resign, 
at his doctor’s suggestion, if a suitable replacement could be found for 
him. For the next five days he struggled to have General Mazaki, his blunt 
honest henchman, formerly vice chief of staff, put in his place. Hirohito said, 
however, that Mazaki had personality problems. And Prince Kanin, the 
sixty-eight-year-old chief of the Army General Staff, the last surviving 
brother of Prince Asahiko who had counseled Emperor Komei at Perry’s 
coming eighty years earlier, emerged briefly from his veils to take personal 
responsibility for blackballing Mazaki.

Araki resigned the war ministership on January 22, 1934, and his loyal 
lieutenant, General Mazaki, was placated with the nominally important but 
substantially uninfluential post of inspector general of military education. The 
Prayer Meeting Plot had reached its benedictus. The strategic concept of a 
Strike North to meet the supposed international crisis of 1936 had passed 
behind a cloud of imperial frowns. The nation would now lapse into two 
years of full peace and hectic hard work. The mass of the people might 
suppress doubts; the peasants and privates might toil in positive resentment; 
but the majority of the Army’s officer corps had retired to their corner to 
await fresh tocsins and another round before Araki would finally be 
counted out.

North or South?

ZERO

Given ,a free hand to prepare ior a Strike South, Hirohito acted first to 
create a good naval airplane. Up to now the only hot military planes made 
in Japan had been pieced together one by one, like racing cars, out of 
components which were largely imported. In January 1934, when Araki’s 
retirement was imminent, the members of the Eleven Club made a personal 
effort to free the air force from dependence on Western parts and to develop 
consistent Japanese types of planes, designed domestically to meet specific 
Japanese requirements. On January 12 and again on February 9 and 13,
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warrior of the imperial family, Prince Kanin, visited Terauchi’s command 
in Taiwan and approved plans for setting up a top-secret intelligence organ
ization there, recruited largely from  civilian sources, which would begin 
to collect data from Japanese commercial travelers and emigrants about 
M alaya, Luzon, Java, and other points south. Under the nam e of the South
ward M ovement Society, the organization would later be funded publicly 
with money voted in  the Diet. In  late 1940, it  would provide the maps and 
facts for the staff officers who drew up the operational plans for the con
quest of M alaya and the  Philippines.

To Yam am oto’s efforts in London and Terauchi’s in Taiwan, Hirohito, 
during September 1934, added a reorganization in Manchuria. This Man- 
chukuo Structure Plan formalized the malpractices already in use in Man
churia by bringing them all under the jurisdiction of a single organization 
loyal to the Em peror, the secret police. The first of the Three Crows of 
Baden-Baden, M ajor General Nagata Tetsuzan, surprised his intimates 
by coming out with members of the Strike-North Faction in opposition to 
the structure bill. N agata insisted— pretense be damned— that Manchuria 
should be honestly annexed and given a decent administration such as it 
would enjoy if  it were a part of the Em pire and not merely a phony auton
omous buffer zone. Nagata was defeated in his stand, and other members of 
H irohito’s cabal suggested in his defense tha t he had  acted under the com
pulsion of blackmail. Retired W ar Minister Araki had possession of the 
plan— the “novel”— which Nagata had drawn up for the March Plot in
1931. N agata was, therefore, subject to blackmail, but whether he resisted 
the M anchukuo Structure Plan because of political or conscientious pres
sure remained a m oot point. Hirohito himself was not sure of the truth and 
thereafter dealt with N agata cautiously.

No sooner had the M anchukuoan structure bill passed its hurdles than 
the A rm y publicity squad completed a  project begun by its former director, 
the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi, and came out on October 1, 1934, with a 
booklet entitled “The True M eaning of National Strength and Proposals 
for Building It.” Prepublication copies, containing return postcards for 
comment and criticism, were sent out to all leaders of the Army bureauc
racy including the aides-de-camp at Court. Hirohito had glanced through 
the text and passed on it even earlier.

The booklet began with the words: “W ar is the father of creation and the 
m other of culture.”  I t was a phrase brought back from Mussolini’s Italy 
by a form er attache in Rome and aide-de-camp in the palace. The booklet 
went on in detail to explain what the slogan, “National Defense for Total 
W ar,” would mean as distinct from Araki's slogan, “Crisis of 1936. Japan 
was a small backward nation in a commanding position. If she were to 
dominate Asia, every aspect of national life from the lowliest newspaper 
article to the mightiest industrial enterprise would have to come under 
“national defense discipline.” The whole people must purge itself of West
ern individualism and work together for the glorious Armageddon ahead.
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sympathy ';for-;ffie.Omiserab^ in '''farm ing^
hand, ‘if-, in ‘ so j doing their, interest- becomes i excessive,^it\is. harmfiil.’’;'. ’
; “I do not mean,'’ replied- Honjo, ; thhat "they /should ever engage'- i ■ 

political activity- o r  have Canyf taste for it. Indeed they should stop short , 
of'feeling any interest beyond what is required bfthem in theline of duty.”

. “Although one must naturally sympathize' witlr thevtroubled cbndition . .. 
of the farm - villages,” persisted ;the Emperor,. “neverthelessthe:fperi£antsip 
have their, own joy in the -heaven of the land, and it is not to be said-that. . 
that a man of noble rank is always invariably happy. I, for instance, in. 
visiting Europe, found: .the feeling. of. freedom there .a greati'Change for ' ;: 
me. As long I was able to..enjoy. it, ;itlpu0me -in -axftdstipieasah^ 
mind. It is presumptuous to .speak of;.the former",Eniperor, 7 but; I xecali’?: 
that when my father was still a prince, .he was .extremely vigorous dnd -:- 
healthy, and on visits to ’the villas: of his hunts he was-carefree; and 
Then after he ascended the throne everything became nar rowand t ig inA 
for him. As his physique was by nature!- frail,vhe,finallyfell;sicki ;BelieyeV';,;; 
me, it was an awesome thing to see. Reflecting ‘-on -pis ’,exkmplej 'tKe.*faiOT>C •; 
ers should not talk on and ori’about theunpleasant!aspects;df .their life but !;; 
should concentrate rather on the enjoyment of nature' around: them. .In 
sum, it should be emphasized in  'the; guidance, of; peasants.that:a_frian?h 
must rely on moral effort and riot dwell ■ purely
his lot.” '■ - L':;:”■v - - ' c ;--X-*i..'.A; > -VA“/•

“Full of awe /arid trepidation” ) at the Emperor’s ! words of .wisdom, . 
Honjo, by his own;!'accbunt;.;tlien^remmdedv^ that^in,;the' case
of the exfreriiely■ poor; some concern for materiail \velfare: couId not be ; %[ 
overlooked in theicourse of^giving ihe;hatipninoral:^idance'-
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schools. in. Nagano prefecture n e a r; the alpine site o f1 the:, just completed 
m aneuvers: F irst ^  then The
Nagano Higher Technical Higli.School; On the way'the Security policeman •
who led' the imperial cavalcade took the wrong road by; accident and 
brought the Em peror to the technical school first. Being caught unpre
pared, the school-faculty 'em barrassed :and Minister of -Education 
M atsuda was not there to greet the Em peror. Hirohito was visibly put. out 
by the delay, and a few minutes later the: policeman in charge of guidance 
committed suicide.' Then the Em peror,hastily said, in a voice which could 
b e  heard by all around him: “Hid you change the schedule?. It is all right .* 
bu t it may disturb the school.” T  • ; . ,-v '

w “Such a. generous mind!” concluded Chief. Aide-de-Gamp Honjo in his 
diary account.1 . • ■ /  . . . . ' . r .

; -; ; . THE MILITARY ACADEMY PLOT

On November 20, 1934, shortly after Hirohito’s return from the ma- 
neuvers to: Tokyo, a plot came to light at the military academy which dis
credited, die. Strike-N orth'Faction in general and in particular the young 
domestic reformers .who had broken in to the war minister’s residence five 
days earlier. . V ,  :
, ..The plot was reported to the palace by M ajor General.Yamashita Tomo- 
yuki, the strategic genius and “Tiger of Malaya” who would later, in 1942, 
capture the supposedly impregnable British fortress of Singapore. Yama- 
shita had, been assigned since August by one of .Hirohito’s aides-de-camp 
to establish an undercover network in Araki’s Strike-North circles. One of 
Yamashita’s agents was a thirty-one-year-old captain named Tsuji Masa- 
riobu who would later serve as Yamashita’s chief staff officer during the 

. Singapore; campaign. Brilliant, . fanatic,. colorful, and intensely puritanic, 
Tsuji would become famous during the war with China for going out at 
night in the streets o f Shanghai with a lighted faggot in hand and burning 
down brothels which were supposed to be off-limits to Japanese troops.; At 
war’s end in 19.45 he donned the clothes of a Buddhist priest and walked 
home “underground” from Burma. H e resurfaced in Tokyo as an author 
in 1949, was elected to the Diet in 1952, and in 1958, when he was fifty- 
five anid the United States, had-become involved in Vietnam, disappeared 
without trace in Hanoi. ; — f \ .
: M ajor General Tiger Yamashita had insinuated Captain Tsuji into The 

.military academy as .the. .morals instructor for a dissident company, of 
cadets thereV ln  lihe of d u ty T su jih ad  learned that some of his cadets were

- T A ‘few./days later, on November 23, 1934, Honjo wrote: ‘‘Today the. Emperor. 
5pfficiateh at;th'e Harvest Festival: Last night he changed his underraiment and <h 
not gO to the Imperial bedchamber but slept instead on a couch outside his office. 
'He;is:ajwayse I am told,: on.this particular point. About dawn he
arose and sat down,-solemn and motionless, for two hours of meditation.” ' • .-
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Not one of the Court diarists who were intimates of Hirohito jotted down 
any mention of this festivity. Their reality was the Hirohito in Army 
uniform, hunched over his desk in the Imperial Library. After Araki’s 
ouster they were busy insinuating young men affiliated with the Eleven Club 
into all the key positions of the Japanese government; busy, too, trying to 
pacify the Strike-North Faction and keep it quiet. Ambassador Grew 
shrewdly guessed that there was far more afoot than met his eye and that 
“the great majority” of Japanese, themselves, were “astonishingly capable 
of really fooling themselves.” Grew judged that the new Japanese foreign 
minister might be sincere and then again that his “moderation” might be 
“one of manner and strategy rather than substance.” Grew concluded:

We shall sooner or later be seriously concerned as to whether the new 
generation will acquit itself successfuly of the gigantic task to which the 
nation seems committed, because American and Japanese policy in the Far 
East will directly conflict—unless someone puts the helm over hard.

In giving up the war ministership in January 1934, General Araki had 
succeeded in having the number-two leader of the Strike-North Faction, 
the blunt, honest General Mazaki, appointed to the post of inspector gen
eral of military education. The inspector general, along with the war 
minister and chief of staff, was considered one of the Big Three of the 
Army. He was, however, the least powerful of the Big .Three and the one 
who had least personal business with Hirohito.

As a further gesture to save the face of the Strike-North Faction, Hiro
hito accepted as the new war minister a man who was known to be one of 
General Mazaki’s best friends. This was General Hayashi Senjuro, the 
obedient commander who had bravely ordered his men to cross the Man
churian frontier without official sanction during the 1931 take-over of 
Mukden. Now, on assuming office, Hayashi quickly revealed that his 
loyalty to the Throne was far more important to him than old friendships. 
He began his term of office by issuing a blanket prohibition against use of 
the Strike-North slogan “Crisis of 1936” in all Army publications and 
speeches. He followed by purging Strike-Northists from the staff of the 
Kwantung Army and from the high command of the secret police.

Hayashi’s purge and prohibition brought the secret struggle between 
Strike-North and Strike-South factions to the attention of the newspaper
reading public for the first time. As usual in that era, the real issues at 
stake were heavily veiled in the press accounts. The names of the Strike- 
North and Strike-South factions, in use previously only by top-level strate
gists and bureaucrats, were changed. The Strike-North Faction, of which 
the Emperor disapproved, was publicized as the Imperial Way Group. The 
Strike-South Faction', of which the Emperor was the guiding light, came out 
as the Control Clique— a name that implied manipulation of the Throne. 

It would have been taboo, of course, tor either faction to claim the per-
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. BETRAYING C H U N G  KAI-SHEK; ’ ... • ’ .p :; :

While the inciters of the Military Academy Plot were.restricted to quar- 
ters, H irohito pressed forward, ignoring all opposition. On December 7, 
1934— seven years before Pearl H arbor and seven years after Chiang Kai- 
shek’s last visit to Tokyo— 'Hirohito decided to  •'turh-his/biack' .on’"(Sfiiang,'- 
to stand by no longer while Chiang attempted to unify classical China, and 
finally to take for Japan m ore than the outer Chinese provinces of Man-, 
churia and M ongolia which had been stipulated in Japan’s early bargains 
with Chiang and Sun Yat-sen. Specifically, on that fine winter Friday,-iHiro- 
hito approved a  resolution of the Inner Cabinet: “For the time-being it is 
desirable to  reduce to a minimum the influence of the Nanking government, 
on the regimes in north China.” A  few days later the foreign minister in
formed Prime-M inister-M aker Saionji that a power play could be expected 
in north China the following spring. \

Japanese moderates registered their disapproval of Hirohito’s decision 
in their usual discreet ways. For instance, on December 30, 1934, the 
Supreme Court judge who was conducting the preliminary hearings in 
chambers for the pilgrims who had m et at Meiji Shrine a year and a ; half 
earlier for Prince Higashikuni’s Prayer Meeting Plot came in some bemuse
m ent to old Saionji’s Secretary-Spy H arada and protested' that it would be 
absolutely impossible ever to  stage a public trial of the  case. “Why!” ;he 
exclaimed, “names of the imperial family appear constantly riot.drily.
Prince Higashikuni’s but Prince Chichibu’s and Prince Fushimi’s. as’well.’’.
: The most effective opposition to Hirohitb’s latest step forward was'put- 
up by the politicians of the Constitutionalist party i n t h e  Diet, and from ' 
December 1934 to February 1935, Hirohito’s political agents fought the 
most protracted budgetary battle of their careers. The Constitutionalists 
and Strike-Nortbiists tried to bleed the naval development program by 
drawing off from it funds fo r domestic famine and huiricahe relief; Even 
when Lord Privy Seal M akino’s henchmen had bought or bludgeoned all the 
venal Constitutionalist politicians they could, there still remained; a m 
Which would not settle. Finally, when the Constitutionalist party bad been 
split by inducements, its two halves met on separate floors of the;same 
restaurant, both armed to the teeth with sWords and pistols. In  the/course, 
of a sake-steeped evening the two factions, upstairs and down, climbed 
back and forth and compromised without firing any shots. pnce again: .a 
budget was passed containing not a drop of relief for the victims of drought 
and typhoon in the rice-root farming areas. . ...

■ '.i p v  ! .-/ d W V H O N A L /P M N C IP L E ^ ;p p P p p P p p y p p ^

:' During the budget battle and the continuing house arrest of the reform-y 
minded staff officers, fellow dissidents in the Army.organized them^elyes as:
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Nakajima had to resign his portfolio in April 1934, Saito his prime minis
tership in July, and Big Brother Marquis Inoue his colonel’s commission
in August.

As soon as the attack on Commerce Minister Nakajima looked as if it 
would be effective, old Saionji paid an unexpected visit to Tokyo. On May 
9, 1934, he called at the palace to pay his belated respects to the infant 
crown prince and to meet briefly with Hirohito for the first time in almost 
two years. The encounter took place over tea and cookies in the crowded 
chamberlains’ common room. A dozen courtiers’ ears were bent to catch 
every nuance of the conversation.

“Your Majesty,” observed the eighty-four-year-old Saionji, lighting one 
of his favorite imported Pall Malls, “does not smoke or drink sake at all.”

“That’s right,” replied Hirohito. “When I was four or five years old, I 
was made drunk by sake and since then I have never liked the stuff.”

“Your Majesty means to set a good example for his subjects in a natural 
manner without having to say a single word,” noted Saionji dryly, before 
the congregated chamberlains. “But it makes for a subtle relationship with 
the people. Perhaps it would be better to express the virtues of the Throne 
in some more expansive way.”

Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo, who stood by, noted in his diary that 
Saionji’s manner, as he delivered his remarks, “seemed full of loyalty and 
respect.”

Organ or God?

A SECOND NAVAL CABINET

Two Weeks later, on May 23, 1934, Baron Harada, the secretary-spy 
assigned to Saionji, dined with Big Brother Marquis Kido, the secretary to 
the lord privy seal. The two young intimates of the Throne admitted to one 
another that the Nakajima scandal had emasculated the effectiveness of 
Prime Minister Saito. A new government would have to be organized which 
paid a nod to old Saionji’s prejudices. Kido and Harada agreed that the 
best next prime minister would be another admiral, Okada Keisuke, a 
well-spoken former Navy minister with a long career in unconventional 
weapons development and an old friendship with Saionji. For more than a 
month after Kido and Harada had reached this understanding, the Saito 
Cabinet died a lingering death while the ramifications of the Teikoku Rayon 
case curled over the toes of almost every government minister.

When the Cabinet finally resigned en bloc on July 4, 1934, old Saionji, 
the official prime-minister-maker, had already been persuaded to accept the 
Big Brothers’ choice and recommend Admiral Okada to the Throne as the 
next head of state. His Secretary-Spy Harada had made it clear to him that 
the only alternative would be an Imperial Cabinet headed by one of Hiro
hito s uncles or brothers. So sure was Hirohito of the arrangements which 
had been made that he first summoned his political advisor, the nervous, 
soft-spoken Lord Privy Seal Count Makino, and said to him, “Okada will
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ciple Group “believes only in righteousness,” that it “has leagued itself’ 
with Baron Hiranum a, the horse-faced lawyer of the Aristocratic National 
Foundation Society who would sit in judgment at the surrender scene in 
H irohito’s bunker in 1945, and that “with unusually grim determination, 
they have resolved to take political power.”

THE ORGAN CONTROVERSY

A ll the various opposition groups which were springing up against Hiro
hito’s increasingly explicit Strike-South policy were unified in early 1935 
by an ingenious issue devised by one of Saionji’s elderly cronies. It was an 
issue which police state methods could not combat, yet one that struck 
at the very root of H irohito’s power. Old Saionji received word of it on 
February 18, 1935, in a radiogram from his bohemian underworld agent, 
the artist Takuno Dempu. Takuno advised Saionji that now even the 
elders of the Black Dragon Society wished to reprimand Hirohito and em
barrass the Throne. To this end they were planning to launch an attack 
on one of H irohito’s most loyal elder retainers: Ikki, the former minister 
of the imperial household and present president of the Privy Council. The 
charge against Ikki would be that in his youth he had advocated ideas 
“against the Constitution of the nation” and specifically that he had sub
scribed to “ the theory that the Em peror is merely an organ of the state.”

The attack was duly opened the next day, February 19, 1935, in the 
upper cham ber of the Diet, the House of Peers. The speaker was Baron 
Kikuchi Takeo, the scion of a brilliant family of physicians, lawyers, and 
scientists, and the same man who had engineered the slur on Konoye’s 
friends in the Kyoto Law School faculty two years earlier. Baron Kikuchi 
began his defamation quietly and obliquely by noting that Privy Council 
President Ikki was a follower of a certain Professor Minobe.

The accusation sounded harmless enough for Dr. Minobe was himself a 
m ember of the House of Peers, the Dean of Law at Tokyo Imperial Uni
versity, and one of the m ost respected scholars in the land. He had 
delivered educational lectures frequently to Hirohito and his family in the 
Im perial Study. Only the year before he had written two magazine articles 
in support of the Throne. In  one of them, which he had been asked to write 
by Secretary-Spy H arada, he had speculated on the role which political 
parties might play in a truly imperial Japan, united behind the Throne 
under a “whole-nation” prime minister such as Fujiwara Prince Konoye 
or one of the princes of the blood. In  the second article, published later 
in 1934, D r. Minobe had deplored the oversimplifications of militaristic 
thinking and had warned against the staff-officer approach to politics an 
economics.

Having asserted tha t Privy Council President Ikki was a disciple o 
Professor Minobe and having then established that Professor Minobe was 
a pedagogue of stature, valued highly by Hirohito, the cunning Baron
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hot words. Fushimi slapped down the sheaf of position papers on Hiro- 
hito’s desk, told him to read and consider them, and then stormed from the 
palace. Hirohito, in anger, sent an aide-de-camp after him to give back the 
bundle of position papers unopened.

Then, for the next week, Hirohito reconsidered his position, cross-ques
tioned his naval aides, and saw that he had been wrong. On July 17, 
squirming a little, he sighed to Prime Minister Admiral Okada, “If the 
treaty must be abrogated, how about handling the negotiations so that 
France will bear the brunt of the criticism?”

Hirohito had forehandedly appointed the chief Japanese delegate to the 
1934 naval disarmament conference eight months earlier, in November
1933. He had chosen fifty-year-old Vice Admiral Yamamoto, the future 
architect of the daring raid on Pearl Harbor. Yamamoto had been detached 
full time since February 1934 to study the problems of the forthcoming 
conference, and it was his opinion that Japan’s best weapon in the nego
tiations would be one he had used earlier, in 1929, during his unofficial 
bargaining with President Hoover. Why not disarm the disarmament con
ference by offering, on Japan’s part, to abolish all such offensive vessels as 
aircraft carriers? Since there were few “stationary aircraft carriers”—few 
islands—in the California half of the Pacific, the proposal might force the 
United States to take upon herself the responsibility for abrogating the 
limitations treaty. <

On July 21, nine days after his spat with Cousin Fushimi, Hirohito gave 
an audience to the Japanese ambassador to the United States, who was 
home for rebriefing. The ambassador told him that the United States took 
a hostile legalistic position toward Japan’s aspirations but could still be 
managed for several more years by appropriate short-term political ges
tures. Hirohito asked the ambassador’s opinion of Yamamoto’s aircraft- 
carrier stratagem and the ambassador endorsed it enthusiastically.

SHEDDING LIMITATIONS

A month later, on August 24, Hirohito personally dictated to the Navy 
minister an outline of the instructions which he wished Yamamoto to carry' 
with him to the limitations conference. On September 6, Hirohito approved 
the instructions as they had been drafted for the Cabinet. On September 
11, Hirohito sanctioned the final draft of the instructions passed by the 
Cabinet.

Yamamoto set out on his mission a week later. The conference, once 
again, was to be held in London, and once again Yamamoto traveled by 
way of the United States. Crossing the Pacific he stayed in his cabin and 
played poker. Crossing the continent, he stay'ed in a locked compartment 
on the train. General Billy Mitchell was then making headlines with his 
demands that the United States equip herself with an air force for ultimate 
use against Japan. Newsmen pestered Yamamoto’s aides for an interview.

Organ or God?
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public figures who were alleged to have subscribed to  Minobe’s theories. 
Only two of the accused were professors; the other sixteen were bureaucrats 
and politicians who had been used by the Throne in the past as covert 
messengers or manipulators. They included even Okada, the prime minister.

The lawyers enjoyed a field day turning the phraseology of recent peace 
preservation and censorship laws against the pillars of propriety who had 
drafted them. The people participated in the controversy with back-street 
discussions. Now if ever was the time to remind Hirohito that he was 
“above the clouds” and that his “Voice of the Crane” should only be 
heard on earth infrequently as a kind of miracle. Poor Professor Minobe, 
who was a deluded academician rather than a  deliberate villain, fought 
blindly for his status, his “face,” and his means of livelihood.

GOD DEMURS

The Em peror’s first reaction to the attack on Minobe verged on petulance. 
On February 18, the day before Baron Kikuchi’s speech to the Peers, Hiro
hito had  agreed th a t when M anchukuo’s puppet emperor, Henry Pu-Yi, 
came to Tokyo on a  ceremonial visit in April the soldiers on review would 
be excused from paying him the customary international courtesy of dip
ping their colors. As soon as Baron Kikuchi made his speech, however, 
H irohito called in Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo and abruptly attacked him 
about the non-dipping of the colors to which he had given routine consent 
the day before.

“I  return  the salute even of one soldier,” he announced without prologue. 
“If the A rm y flag cannot be dipped in acknowledgment of my generosity to 
H enry Pu-Yi, then the Army flag is more respected by the soldiers than 
I  am .”

H onjo replied: “In  general it is ruled that an officer must return the 
salute of a junior officer, but there is no rule like that for the Emperor. As I 
understand it, when the Em peror returns a salute he does so as a voluntary 
gesture, out of his infinite sympathy for the people. The Army’s flag which 
is given to  the Army by the Em peror is dipped only to the Emperor in 
person— not to the Empress, not even to the crown prince. In peace and 
w ar the flag is a symbol of the Em peror to which all men of all services 
give their full belief. Where it goes, they go, even to the water and the fire. 
The faith and courage of the national Army depend upon this severe
respect for the flag.” ,

“The Em peror,” in  Honjo’s words, “nodded his silent understanding. 
M en could m ore easily die for a god who was a figurehead than for one who 
functioned materially as an organ of government. Hirohito summoned War 
M inister Hayashi to a  private audience, and a few days later Hayashi gave a 
soothing speech to the Diet explaining that the doctrine of the Emperor as 
an organ of the state was merely a national convenience for dealing wit 
other nations. W estern states, he pointed out, could not conceive the true
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at home need be considered in dealing with the British peace offensive. 
Yamamoto mulled this reply for twenty-four hours, then returned to the 
conference table with a fresh attitude and a suddenly hard concern for 
technical details. The American delegates responded in kind by booking 
passage home on a ship sailing December 29.

The American date of departure was an awkward one. Yamamoto did 
not wish, after his protestations, to announce abrogation of the limitations 
treaty while there was still any possibility that he might have to meet face 
to face with his opposite numbers from the United States. At the same 
time, abrogation must be announced before December 31. Yamamoto 
cabled home asking that notification of abrogation be postponed until the 
last minute. After consultation with the palace and with the Japanese am
bassador in Washington, the Navy minister agreed that abrogation should 
be announced to the U.S. State Department on Saturday, December 29, 
a few minutes before commencement of the American New Year holiday. 
The plan worked to split-second perfection. The State Department received 
the notice of abrogation before it closed its doors, and Yamamoto was just 
able to see off the American delegation from Southampton before news 
came from Washington that abrogation had been declared. It was a close 
call in timing and one that would be re-enacted—unsuccessfully—seven 
years later when Japan sought to declare war with technical propriety a few 
seconds before Yamamoto’s attack on Pearl Harbor.

DOMESTIC DISCIPLINE

During Yamamoto’s abrogation of naval limitations—a challenge, inci
dentally, which failed to make the complacent United States build even her 
quota of naval vessels—Emperor Hirohito back in the palace had been 
seeking fresh ways of controlling the Strike-North-minded ranks of the 
Japanese Army. He had found a new Army leader in Lieutenant General 
Count Terauchi Hisaichi, an in-law of Secretary to the Lord Privy Seal Big 
Brother Marquis Kido. Terauchi was the son of one of Emperor Meiji’s 
oligarch-generals, a dedicated believer in the Strike South, and the future 
World War II commander-in-chief for all of Southeast Asia.

In the summer of 1934 Terauchi founded a stern disciplinarian faction in 
the Army officer corps which was known as the Army Purification Move
ment. It stood for nonintervention in politics and strict obedience to orders. 
In August 1934, when Yamamoto was getting his instructions for the naval 
conference in London, Hirohito approved a set of summer repostings which 
greatly diminished the Strike-North Faction’s influence at key desks and 
garrison outposts. At the same time Hirohito dispatched purification leader 
Terauchi to organize provisional Strike-South preparations on the island 
of Taiwan. As Terauchi set out on his mission, he told well-wishers. “The 
problem of the Army still remains that of havihg no work to do.”

Two months later, from October 1 to October 18, 1934, the senior
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to persuade Professor M inobe to resign his chair at Tokyo Imperial Uni
versity and apologize for the misunderstandings which his academic theories 
had caused. In  vain Kido enlisted Minobe’s brother and one of his richest 
friends in this endeavor. Professor Minobe offered to withdraw his works 
from print and even to rephrase the most misunderstood statements in 
them b u t refused to resign or recant utterly. Privy Council President 
Ikki offered to  resign in his stead, bu t courtiers agreed that this would 
seem too much of a personal concession on the part of Hirohito.

GOD ARGUES

On A pril 4, 1935, the commanders of Japan’s seventeen divisions 
gathered at the palace for individual briefings from Hirohito on the objec
tives of Japan’s forthcoming push through the G reat Wall into north China. 
Now had  arrived the moment of decision on which all the organ-theory 
controversy was predicated. The number-two leader of the Strike-North 
Faction, Inspector General of Military Education Mazaki, tried to subvert 
the proceedings by circulating in advance among the divisional commanders 
a  m emorandum which asked them to endorse flatly the statement: “The 
organ theory is incompatible with the fundamental principles of the nation.” 

H irohito heard of the memo from one of the assistant aides-de-camp. 
H e at once summoned Chief Aide Honjo. “Does the Army hope,” he 
asked, ‘-'that I  will sanction this statement?”

“No, never,” said Honjo. “I  have simply had it reported to the Throne. 
I t  is wholly M azaki’s responsibility.”

In  the five days that followed Hirohito saw the divisional commanders 
individually and impressed upon each of them the need to disregard 
Mazaki as a hothead and to serve loyally in the approaching north China 
crisis. A t the same time Hirohito officiated over Manchukuoan Emperor 
Henry Pu-Yi’s state visit to Tokyo.3

W hen the ceremonies were over on April 9 Hirohito called Honjo into 
his study and -concluded their unfinished business by taxing him with 
semantic fine points. “In his statement,” said Hirohito, “Mazaki calls me 
the shutai of the nation [the main constituent or grammatical subject of 
the national sentence]. . . . This is absolutely no different in fundamental 
interpretation from Professor Minobe’s kikan [organ]. I t is only unfor
tunate that M inobe improperly used the kikan meaning ‘mechanical organ 
instead of the kikan meaning ‘body organ.’ . . .  In short, if we regard 
the Em peror as a brain in charge of the nation’s life and if we regard the 
rest as hands, feet and so on which are activated by order of the master 
brain, then there is no dispute at all with Minobe’s ideas. . . .  On the

s He was both shocked and amused by Henry’s servility to him. He told intimates 
that, on one reviewing stand, Henry had gone so far as to thank him effusive y or 
making the sky clear and the sun shine that day.
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Business leaders were naturally alarmed by this pronouncement, and War 
Minister Hayashi at a get-together on November 14 had to assure them in 
person'that construction of the defense state would be gradual and that 
their vested interests would not be disregarded.

REBUFF ON MANEUVERS

On November 10. 1934, Hirohito went off into the rugged Gunma alps 
to attend the Army’s annual grand maneuvers. All seemed well. The purge 
of the Army and building program of the Navy seemed settled. Hirohito 
did honor to the Imperial Guards Division by bivouacking with their com
mander, Ms uncle, Lieutenant General Prince Asaka, who would later 
rape Nanking.

However, the Strike-North Faction had an unpleasant surprise in store. 
The maneuvers were meant to demonstrate how Japanese forces would 
deal with a hypothetical attack by Soviet forces in Manchuria. This they 
failed to do because the “Army of the West,” commanded by the former 
war minister, General Araki, and staff-officered by the second of the Three 
Crows, the brilliant, dissident Major General Obata, entirely rearranged 
itself on the opening night of the big show and by dint of forced marches 
surprised the “Army of the East” at the outset. In the two days that fol
lowed, the aristocratic “Eastern” General, Abe Nobuyuki, continued to be 
outwitted and outmaneuvered by the mock-Russian forces of Araki and 
Obata. At the close of the exercise Abe’s “Eastern Army” had been re
duced to scattered pockets. The Strike-North Faction had won a battle 
where it most counted— on the battlefield. Hirohito could see what the 
advice of aristocratic generals might lead to, and the men in the ranks had 
tangible evidence that preparations against Russia must not be suspended.

On November 15, the day after the Strike-North Faction’s triumph at 
the maneuvers, several young officers broke into War Minister Hayashi’s 
residence, seized one of his aides, and warned that if national policy were 
not redirected there would be, finally, a genuine Army coup d’etat in Japan. 
The young troublemakers belonged to a sub-faction of Araki’s Strike- 
North following which believed that domestic reform must take precedence 
over foreign involvements, whether to the north or the south. Some of them 
had been parties to the earlier break-in at the war minister’s residence, 
when, after the assassination of Prime Minister Inukai in May 1932, they 
had sought to prevent War Minister Araki from aborting the planned 5-15 
coup d’etat. Now, in 1934, they once again returned to their billets in 
peace. No disciplinary action was taken against them because they knew 
far more than could be told publicly about the Army-palace plots of 1931 
and 1932.

The tension generated by these latest Strike-North stratagems was indi
rectly revealed the next day, November 16, 1934, in “an unpleasant inci
dent’ which occurred during an official inspection by Hirohito of two
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that there is any disobedience in the Navy or any contradiction in our faith 
tha t the Em peror is supreme. If you continue to speak this way about a 
m atter as im portant as the national structure, it is a confusion on your 
part of m ajor and m inor issues. I, Idemitsu, in genuine humility, think 
that the Em peror should wait, should survey the arguments of his subjects 
from  a vantage point, and should, for the time being, direct his mind to 
other matters than these theoretical ones.”

T hat afternoon Hirohito had Aide Idemitsu reposted, at fifty-one, to 
the headmastership of the naval academy. Three years later Idemitsu would 
go further into exile and while away the last years of his blighted career 
as com m ander of a port arsenal. In his anger Hirohito did not even accept 
the Navy Personnel Bureau’s first recommendation as to Idemitsu’s suc
cessor. Confronted suddenly with the demand for a replacement, the 
bureau listed two names, one a brilliant man whom Honjo identifies only 
as R ear Admiral So-and-So, and the other a loyal plodder, Rear Admiral 
H irata Noburo. H irata was the son of the lord privy seal to Emperor Taisho 
during his mad declining years of 1922-1925. In his own right Hirata 
recommended himself by having long served as aide-de-camp for the Misty 
Lagoon’s “Flying Prince” Yamashina.4

Navy M inister Osumi and Chief of the Naval General Staff Prince 
Fushimi both questioned Hirohito about his acceptance of Hirata as naval 
aide and pointed out that there was no precedent for demanding the sec
ond candidate. H irohito refused to change his choice. Navy Minister Osumi 
withdrew from the Imperial Presence remarking, “There is nothing more 
to be said. I t is the Em peror’s decision.”
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THROUGH THE GREAT WALL

The emotional explosive which lobbed these metaphysical shells from 
room  to room  in the palace had been kindled by Hirohito’s new tough 
policy tow ard Chiang Kai-shek. Instead of alliance with China, Hirohito 
was now demanding outright seizure of the Chinese facilities needed for a 
Strike South.

F o r two months, since M arch 1935, one of the Eleven Reliables chosen 
at Baden-Baden, M ajor General Isogai Rensuke, had been negotiating 
with Chiang in Nanking for what amounted to Japanese sovereignty over 
the whole of north China. M ajor General Isogai asked Chiang ‘ to neu
tralize” north China. Japan, he said, had no territorial aims in the area, of 
course, bu t felt obliged to silence the anti-Japanese agitation there and deal 
once and fo r all with the Communist bandits of Mao Tse-tung with whom 
Chiang’s forces had been fighting inconclusively for five years. Would *

* Yamashina, who was still ill from the “nervous breakdown” he had suffered 
after Prime Minister Inukai’s murder in 1932, was troubling chamberlains at this 
time by having an affair with his nurse, a certain plebeian Miss Murayama.
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in touch with the group of young domestic reformers in the officer corps who 
perennially broke into the war minister’s residence. The young reformers, in 
fact, had asked the cadets to take part in an armed uprising intended to 
open Hirohito’s eyes and persuade him to “renovate the nation.” Morals 
instructor Captain Tsuji persuaded his charges to take no part in the plan. 
He warned diem that they were being incited by mere talkers who had 
been involved in several fake coups already and would never carry out any
thing.

In the course of his counseling Tsuji learned that one of the officers who 
had tempted his cadets was a special student at the Army Staff College who 
had assisted Major General Obata, the second of the Three Crows, in 
drafting the brilliant plan which had confounded all at the Army grand 
maneuvers. This was information of value, for it implicated the top brass 
of the Strike-North Faction with the sedition at the military academy. At 
the request of Major General Yamashita, Tsuji reported it to his friendly 
neighborhood secret police contact, who happened to be Captain Tsuka- 
moto Makoto, the later watchdog of the fake coup in the palace on the 
night of August 14, 1945.

At 2 a.m . on November 20, 1934, morals instructor Tsuji and secret 
policeman Tsukamoto called at the official residence of the vice minister 
of war and roused him from bed to tell him their story. The vice minister, 
Lieutenant General Hashimoto Toranosuke, was one of the few partisans 
of the Strike-North Faction who was venal enough to make a deal with. He 
had been secret police commandant in Manchuria from August 1932 to 
August 1933 and was known to love money. Tsuji and Tsukamoto showed 
him an operations plan for the seizure of Tokyo which they told him had 
been proposed to the innocent cadets at the academy by the eager young 
reformers in General Araki’s following of staff officers. After several hours 
of talk, Vice War Minister Hashimoto agreed to have three of the ring
leading troublemakers kept under arrest in their quarters for the next 
three months.

During the three months in which the activists were detained, the reputed 
Strike-North plan for rebellion was bruited about Tokyo and used effec
tively to divide the Strike-North Faction and prevent it from exercising the 
influence it had won at the grand maneuvers. At least in part the plan was 
a forgery, put on paper by Tsuji and Tsukamoto. But having been forced 
to take the blame for it, the young Strike-North reformers finally adopted 
it as their own. And when they rose in insurrection over a year later they 
took with them, regiment by regiment and company by company, the 
units stipulated in the plan.

The plan included an excellent little list of a dozen palace advisors who 
were deemed worthy of assassination. In the event, fifteen months later, 
the most culpable villains on the list would escape unharmed, but during 
the interval, from November 1934 to February 1936, all men of influence 
m Japan walked a gossamer span of mounting tension and intrigue.
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shek’s counterespionage force, the Blue Shirts. And the Tientsin com
mander, as he left the city to accompany Prince Kaya to Manchuria, 
told his chief of staff that it might be well, in his absence, to issue the 
Chinese a stern warning. T he chief of staff then visited the governor of 
Hopei, the province in which Peking is situated, and told him that his 
territory would be occupied by Japanese troops unless all KMT party 
organs and security agents were promptly expelled from it.

Lest the governor of Hopei and his master, Chiang Kai-shek, take the 
warning lightly, Prince Kaya was joined in Manchukuo by everyone of 
im portance in the Japanese Army— W ar Minister Hayashi, Chief of Staff 
Prince Kanin, and the commanders of the Korean and Formosan armies. 
The pretext was the dedication ceremony of a shrine in Long Spring Thaw, 
the M anchukuoan capital, to Amaterasu, the Japanese sun goddess. But 
the conclave was m eant to appear, as indeed it was, a high-level consulta
tion of the most ominous gravity. So much top brass was there that Secre
tary-Spy H arada complained to his diary that there was no one left in 
the Tokyo bureaucracy to gossip with and consult about Army matters.

Japanese noncommissioned officers on weekend passes swaggered 
through the streets of Tientsin and Peking looking for any pretext to start 
an “incident.” On May 24, Prince Kaya and his class of tactics students 
from the military academy returned home from Long Spring Thaw, fol
lowed a week later by W ar Minister Hayashi and Army Chief of Staff 
Prince Kanin. When Chiang Kai-shek continued to seek face-saving terms, 
Prince Kanin and Hirohito, on June 6, 1935, signed combat orders and 
dispatched them to the Kwantung Army and the Tientsin garrison. On 
June 10, as anticipated. Chiang Kai-shek capitulated short of battle. His 
representative, General Ho, met with the Tientsin garrison commander, 
Lieutenant General Umezu Yoshijiro, and signed a document known to 
this day only as the Ho-Umezu Pact.

By the terms of the Ho-Umezu Pact, China promised to prevent her 
citizens from “scowling” at Japanese soldiers and to cede all but civil 
police powers in the bulk of north China to representatives approved by 
Tokyo. H irohito’s inner circle of Big Brothers hoped to use the pact to 
split north China into several autonomous regions, each governed by a 
puppet regime responsive to Tokyo. Then, through infiltration of Japanese 
economic and military advisors, north Chinese labor, raw materials, and 
railroads were to be integrated into the over-all “defensive structure of the 
Japanese Em pire.” Finally, said Japanese visionaries, the example of 
mutually beneficial Sino-Japancse co-operation in the area would make the 
rest of China sympathetic to Japan and would prepare the way for a Smo- 
Japanese alliance against the West.

Em peror H irohito had long ceased to expect much of Sino-Japanese 
friendship. H e  was already preparing for a full-scale war with China an  ̂
would launch it two years later, in July 1937. In  the interim his advisors
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a National Principle Group. On February 5, 1935, they published a cate
chism of questions and answers entitled “Two Basic Movements for the 
Renovation of the Nation, the Fascistic Group and the National Principle 
Group.5'

The fascists [warned the pamphlet] are the National Socialists who wish to 
carry out a reformation under the slogan, so they say, of “National Defense.” 
The National Principle Group, however, believes that our national defense is 
inadequate because the nation as a whole is not under the control of the 
true national principle. . . .  If the people close their eyes to the national 
principle and dance to the flute of fascism, there will be a critical day for 
Imperial Japan. That is what you must be most concerned about.

During the two weeks after publication of this blunt manifesto, Lord 
Privy Seal Makino’s secretary, the original Big Brother Marquis Kido, 
undertook a comprehensive research into the feelings and factions of the 
Army. He concluded that “the main trunk” of the Emperor’s Strike-South 
following was still sound. Lieutenant General Tatekawa, who had stayed 
abed at the Literary Chrysanthemum during the seizure of Mukden in 
1931, seemed faithful still to his patron, Prince Kanin, the chief of staff. 
So did Lieutenant General Koiso who had masterminded the March Plot 
paving the way for the Mukden Incident. Even War Minister Hayashi, 
despite years of friendship with the leaders of the Strike-North Faction, 
could now be considered dependable.

On the other hand First Crow Nagata, the original center of the Em
peror’s cabal in the Army, was under extreme pressure because Inspector 
General of Military Education Mazaki, the number-two leader of the 
Strike North, was threatening to make “disclosures about half a million past 
incidents.” The ubiquitous Colonel Suzuki Tei-ichi was also in difficulties. 
Many of the young officers whom he had recruited for the imperial cabal 
in days gone by were weary of waiting for reform, indignant about peasant 
suffering, and fast becoming downright dangerous.

Kido cited several names and by way of illustration expatiated briefly 
on the feelings of a Lieutenant Colonel Mitsui Sakichi, a devout young 
Shintoist who the year before had pushed his way into the home of a 
namesake, the senior Mitsui of the Mitsui cartel, and had delivered a long 
sermon there. Such firebrands disliked the fact that at the Big Brothers’ 
Eleven Club meetings Colonel Suzuki and Major General Nagata talked 
and bargained with politicians and industrialists—with corrupt and cor
rupting “plutocrats.”

Big Brother Kido submitted his evaluation of Army loyalty to Hirohito 
and to a number of elder chamberlains close to Hirohito', including old 
Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji. With it, as documentation, he circulated a 
compendium of secret police intelligence briefs which he had collected from 
is sources in the bureaucracy. The briefs reported that the National Prin-
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PURGES OF 1935

THE ARMY GROWS DESPERATE

Neutralization of north China m arked a chapter’s end in the imperial 
program. Autonomous and under Japanese influence, the region would 
offer as much buffer zone against the West as Hirohito’s great-grandfather 
Komei and his advisors had ever envisaged when they sought means of 
preserving Japan’s security in the nineteenth century. North China could 
be used as a staging area for the Japanese Army to go north, or south, or 
even west into Mongolia and Tibet. For the majority of Japanese Army 
officers it was enough. To some of them it seemed more than enough— 
an overextension of Japanese capabilities which would only lead to dis
illusion, demoralization, and greed. Old-fashioned samurai were well aware 
that base, profit-conscious merchants— the traditional scum of the nation 
in samurai eyes— would exploit the area and see if as a steppingstone to 
the rice and oil fields of the East Indies.

A few days after the signing of the Ho-Umezu Pact in June 1935, 
Colonel Ishiwara Kanji, the zealous religious fanatic who had drafted the 
military planning fo r the conquest of M anchuria before 1931, submitted 
a hurried memo to Hirohito and the General Staff in which he stated 
categorically: “There is only one course for us: to consolidate and perfect 
our gains. If we do a fine job of reconstruction even only in Manchukuo, 
then the rest of China will follow us as a m atter of course.”

The time to attack Russia which staff planners had long calculated as 
optimum— namely, 1936— was fast approaching and no preparations were 
being made for it. The Strike-North Faction cast about for new forms o 
pressure to apply which might be m ore effective than organ-theory agita
tion. Two of the young antifascists who had been arrested after the Military
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Kikuchi.began gradually and insidiously to explain to the House of Peers 
Professor Minobe’s theories of constitutional law. He introduced quotation 
afterQuotation ;from Minobe’so.wn-writing's-demonstrating fhat; ih Minobd’s ; 
view,, the Emperor did not transcend the state or comprehend the state but 
was merely an organ of-the state. Finally, in a crescendo of passion, Baron 
Kikuchi accused/ Professor Minobe: and Privy Council: President Ikki qf 
heresy, sacrilege, and lese majeste. ' L r y
- Professor . Minobe did not appreciate the grave religious implications of 

the charges leveled against, him.. On February;25, 1935, when he arose 
in the House of Peers to answer, he spoke slowly, quietly, almost; disdain- • 
fully, and carefully explained fundamental theories of constitutional law 
as set forth by learned men of many nations. When he had concluded, the 
applause was scattered. Neither his hearers nor the masses really cared 
about the academic fine points of constitutional law. The issue was the 
Emperor’s leadership. Would Hirohito hide behind the Constitution -as 
“an organ of . state” and continue to manipulate the nation or would he 
come out into the open and take responsibility for.his rule?. .r..  ̂ ./V;.

Popular clamor in opposition to the organ theory of the Emperor, and in 
favor of “a clarification of the national structure” pre-empted headlines 
daily for six months and was not completely stilled until the shame of 
insurrection, exactly a year later, had dropped a stained mask over the 
nation’s.much prized “face.” Hirohito did everything in his personal power 
to end the controversy without bloodshed. He compromised again and 
again, with General Araki’s Strike-North Faction and taxed his brain, to 
find; arguments which would impugn the motives; of his metaphysical/tor-;.. 
mentors. But the Strike-North Faction had struck on; an issue of devilish 
ingenuity* which united both patriots and pacifists. The great mass of the 
people, accustomed to shouting slogans, on order, did not realize that they 
were crossing the Emperor’s personal wishes. They were urged on by the 
same military officers and underworld labor leaders who had previously 
organized them in the Emperor’s service. And the Emperor, of course-^; 
even if he had been willing to come so far out into the open—could hardly 
explain his own position without damaging the simple religious faith in 
which liis power consisted; As for the rich and the educated who opposed 
imperial policy, they found themselves, in a /uniquely;-.'enjoyable-  ̂position.’ 
By agreeing that it -'was sacrilege to call, the living god an organ; they could 
snipe at the Throne, and at the same time utter sentiments that were im
peccable. .*;■ y-.y i;;>;-ti-y .;y i.;;;'y

As soon as. Minobe had made his chilly answer to the House of Peers, 
retired Major General Eto Genkuro-^-one of those Choshu officers who 
had; been purged from the Army in the 1920’s—lodged a formal charge 
against Minobe.for tEe, capital offense.of. Ese majeste. Out of reaHism the 
efiarge was later reduced to oneofpresscodeviolationybutnevertheless 
the case against Minobe was dragged through the. courts for. the next nine 
months. Moreover, similar charges were brought against eighteen other
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4 - [ '^a f-:M m ister tailed on in sp e c to r .General of Mili
tary Education Mazalci in liis office on thele'dge 'oH ffiFpalad;' Wodds’'and 
Handeddijm-; the JisF bf The A ugust -repostings: A ln tb h ’all ‘remaining Stfike- 

‘ :,N ohh ,jpMtis^s-.in\%e‘bureaucracy were to be sent to the reserve or trans
ferred to field rc ^ f e ‘suâ sV .M & dla himself was-to :b¥' replaced -as' inspector" 

T .S®oprai,,ianii-:mpyeS tip to the hohor'arj'position of Supreme w 
M azaki’ looked up from the list and stared at Hayashi accusingly:; ::
.> :Hayaihi"'quickly, sa id : “His Imperial Highness' Prince Kanin Wanted to 
have you removed from ! active service altogether, but I reported to His 
H ighness-that this would be impossible: However, if you cannot agree to 
this personnel shift, I  must-ask you for the sake of discipline in the Army 
to resign ‘ your commission:”

“Very well,” replied Mazaki, “if you publicly require it, I will resign. But 
personnel shifts are customarily approved by a joint meeting of all of the 
three phiefs [war minister, inspector general of military education, and 
chief of the Army General Staff]. I f  you, should be allowed to force through 
this, decision' alone, you would damage the. office of inspector general. 

,_ Tfierefore'-r ‘my'(jpiiserit’ on a purely personal basis; it must be
done Officially.” : ; ; '*'>■ 'A:;

' ,'i ; Tit demanding a full-dress confrontation with W ar Minister Hayashi and 
V G hiefof-S taff Hhince7 Kanin, M azaki Was requiring, in effect;' that Prince 

Kahih,. as the" elder of the imperial 'family, take public responsibility for 
, ihe l decision-to purge die Strike-Horth Faction from the-Army. Implied, iii 
, acceptance"oftills'. ;fespqnsihility would be the larger one of having de- 
’ dided Pri fhe Strike Soutli-^-of having done so, ip: secret, without consulting 

, , the::xduncila: .of :'the .other great ' families of " Japan, .the. collective feudal 
- • ‘ .J^aderelfip'.which/stiltunderlay the structure of the-m odern’government.

The autocratic Prince Kanin accepted the challenge and the next day,
.. ju£y^H ly/toid ^a rp fah iuste r 'Hayashi-.;lb. .go', ahead and schedule a con- 

. Terenceof,/the-; three-. chiefs .Tor theTwelfth. When, Hayashi phoned Mazaki 
, with thei news, M azaki begged for a  postponement. War Minister Hayashi

a con-
refused it. .... .. . . . . . .  . . . . .

“I sh a ll ,e o m e b u tl cannot prepare for a 
: ference I  know nofhing a b o u t.I  Will; merely, be - .there without speaking, 

'•r'0nTjtfie;.following! nibrn'ing when the conference, of-the..three chiefs .con-
-■ ' ,v-

; AWhTtyaftemonW-T^ retired Major General 'Eto Genkuro, .jvfto



nature of the Emperor and preferred to contract treaties with a whole 
people rather than a deified individual.

On March 9, after "reading the shorthand notes of Hayashi’s remarks to 
the Diet, Hirohito called Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo and said: “Of course 
my ranking is different but physically I am no different from you or any
one else. . . . Therefore, this is a most vexatious problem for me because 
the Army's attack on the organ theory may restrict my future movements, 
both physical and spiritual.”

Honjo carefully dodged the obvious question—how anyone’s freedom 
could be curtailed by being acknowledged absolute decision maker for the 
nation—and answered noncomittally: “The Army, Sire, intends no restric
tion on your movements.” And with this Honjo backed his way out of 
Hirohilo’s workroom.'

Up to this point Hirohito’s Big .Brothers had treated the organ-or-god 
controversy lightly. Prince Konoye’s group in the House of Peels had pre
pared a resolution condemning anti-organ ideas as old-fashioned and re
actionary. Now, however, after some canvassing, Konoye decided that the 
resolution could not safely be brought to a vote.

In March 1935 the Black Dragon Society launched a League for the 
Extermination of the Organ Theory and in co-operation with a lower-class 
religious sect, Omoto-kyo, a Movement for Modification of the National 
Structure. The Shinto fundamentalists of Omoto-kyo collected 400,000 
signatures on a petition to tire Emperor asking him to come out into the 
open, take responsibility for what was being done, and appoint a Cabinet 
composed of princes of the blood. Hirohito asked Lord Privy Seal Count 
Makino how to handle the petition if it were ever presented. Count Makino 
assured him that it would not be presented. The police and secret police 
began a vigorous persecution of the “heretical” Omoto-kyo sect and of the 
Black Dragon Society itself. No less than 515 Black Dragon hoodlums were 
arrested for crimes which had been previously overlooked. Two hundred 
of them were even brought to trial and sentenced.
" On March 22, 1935, the lower house of the Diet resolved for “renova
tion of national thought” and “clarification of the nation’s fundamental 
moral principle.” Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Hatada observed to his diary that 
“the Diet should be burned to the ground.” 2 The next day Privy Council 
President Ikki was set upon and beaten at his wife’s funeral. The police, 
according to their files, determined that the thugs had been hired by a 
relative of Baron Kikuchi Takeo who had begun the accusations against the 
heretic Minobe in the House of Peers the month before.

Original Big Brother Marquis Kido, secretary to the lord privy seal, tried

" Big Brother Harada, in fear of assassination at the hands of the Black Dragon 
ociefy or of the Strike-North Faction, had just moved to a villa in the country, 

near Saionjis home, and announced that temporarily, on doctor’s orders, he would 
be performing his duties from retirement.
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Prince Kanin rem ained absolutely inflexible. Mazaki, who pretended to 
greater righteousness than the Em peror, must go to the Supreme War 
Council, and form er Secret Police Com m andant H ata Shinji, who had been 
supplying M azaki with information to use in making accusations, must 
resign his commission and retire to civilian life. I t was rare for a member 
of the imperial family to  show such personal animosity. In  an effort to 
excuse Prince Kanin and so shield the Throne, W ar Minister Hayashi 
spread the report that it was really F irst Crow Nagata and other subordi
nates in the W ar Ministry who had insisted on Mazaki’s dismissal.

A t noon on July 15, an hour before the fateful three chiefs’ conference 
was to commence, A raki made a final, unavailing attempt to break the 
deadlock. He called on W ar M inister Hayashi and warned him that it was 
unpatriotic to embroil a member of the imperial family in a matter of 
discipline for which Hayashi alone as war minister should be accountable^ 
that historically any minister of the Em peror who sought to hide behind 
the Throne was automatically condemned by the Japanese people.

A t one o’clock, after a hasty bowl of Japanese noodles, it was a wor
ried W ar M inister Hayashi who convoked the three chiefs’ conference. The 
Strike-North Inspector General of Military Education Mazaki once again 
leapt to the offensive. “Behind this conference,” he declared, “I can see 
only impure motives.” H e drew from his uniform a document and laid it 
on the table. W ar M inister Hayashi and Prince Kanin saw at a glance that 
it was the “novel” which First Crow Nagata had drawn up for the govern
m ent of Japan  in the event tha t the M arch Plot had succeeded in 1931.

“This present plot, too,” continued Mazaki, “has been created by the 
men of the M arch incident. It is the Control Clique which has destroyed 
discipline and caused unrest in the Army. Our pledge to the gods to purge 
the Army of vicious elements must be accomplished. And the first item 
on the agenda is to get rid  of the Control Faction.”

Prince Kanin’s handsom e face flushed and he interrupted: “Are you 
presuming to interfere in the duties of the war minister?”

“I  have no place to hide,” muttered Mazaki. “I may be a man of no 
ability but I  am the duly invested inspector general of military education 
for the Em peror of Japan. I  feel that the work of rebuilding the Imperial 
Army is of utm ost im portance and I  also feel small when I  find myself 
opposed by the words of Prince Kanin.” Headlong, with words tumbling, 
M azaki delivered his piepared thoughts on the realities of emotion in the 
ranks, of the institution of inspector generalship which he represented, an 
of the alien, unworthy motives which he saw behind this suicidal Sout 
Striking purge of the Em peror’s best samurai.

When M azaki’s outburst was over and he had spent his last blunt senti
ment, Prince Kanin qijletly declared: “I  understand the inspector gen
eral’s thoughts, but right now the Army is looking forward to the inspector 
general’s resignation. You would prefer not to resign. Violence may co
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other hand, if "sovereignty is to reside exclusively in the Emperor rather 
than the nation as a whole, it will raise the suspicion of tyranny and make 
for all sorts of difficulties in international treaty and credit arrangements.”

Hirohito felt that the farce of the organ-theory attack against him had 
now gone far enough. Through his Big Brothers he approached Lieutenant 
General Terauchi, the loyal martinet who had charge of early Strike-South 
preparations in Taiwan, and asked him for his help in discipling the Army. 
Terauchi at first shook his head and said, “It is a difficult problem.” But 
on April 12, 1935, he informed Hirohito’s envoys that he had, negotiated 
with War Minister Hayashi and that the war minister was now7 committed 
to a total purge of the Strike-North Faction from the Army, including the 
retirement of his friend, the number-two Strike-North leader Mazaki from 
his post as inspector general of military education.

In preparation for the showdown with the Strike-North Faction, Hiro
hito, on April 18, 1935, summoned his wife’s cousin Prince Fushimi, 
the chief of the Navy General Staff, to the palace and demanded that the 
Navy must have a determination, unwritten but agreed upon, as to how 
far it was committed to go. Hirohito asked that it be a secret hara policy, 
or policy “in the guts.” Prince Fushimi at first tried to equivocate but 
finally pledged that the Navy would go all the way with the Emperor, 
abandoning dreadnoughts, large crews, and political strength in preparation 
for aggressive war. Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo, representing the Army, 
tried to find out what the Navy had agreed to. He was met with a blank 
look of ignorance by the Navy minister and by a  security-conscious “no 
comment” from his friends on the Navy General Staff.

At about this same time, in mid-April 1935, the veterans clubs of retired 
Choshu-clan officers, organized by Strike-North leader Araki after the 
great purge of 1924, began to circulate a petition explaining the evils of the 
organ theory and begging Hirohito to renounce it. On April 19, having 
just read the pamphlet, Hirohito asked Honjo playfully: “Will it be all 
right if I take this theory about the absolute sovereignty of the Emperor 
m earnest instead of as a mere theory on paper? During the Manchurian 
Incident when I tried to make the Cabinet conduct an appropriate investi
gation, Army officers frequented the aides-de-camp office and made all 
sorts of demands. They did not listen and try to understand.”

Honjo recorded in his diary, “When I checked these assertions with 
aides-de-camp from General Nara’s era, I could find no facts such as the 
Emperor mentioned.” He returned to the Imperial Presence and said, “If 
someone believes that the Emperor could be wrong in a way that would 
injure his virtue, he is obliged to rebuke the Emperor with utmost virtue. 
Since the Army never did what you just told me, it will harm your virtue 
if 1 do not rebuke you.”

For the first time since childhood, Hirohito had been called a liar to 
his face. He-dismissed Honjo without a word and for six days mused or
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“A nd will you see to  it that this does not affect the established regula
tions and process of law in regard to conferences of the three army chiefs?” 
Again Hayashi promised that he would.

“A nd W ar M inister Hayashi, if you find that men opposed to the 
principles of the inspector general of military education, such as Koiso, 
Tatekawa, and N agata, have dealt unfairly with him, are you prepared* 
to punish them  in their turn?”

In  view of the role played in the ouster by Prince Kanin, it was an unfair 
question, but the bland Hayashi scarcely blinked. “If I investigate,” he 
said, “ and find any unfairness I will deal with it severely.”

Em erging much' compromised from the Imperial Presence, War Min
ister Hayashi was cornered by  Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo and plied for a 
full report on the audience. H e told Honjo of the Em peror’s concern about 
causing circular waves but neglected to mention the Emperor’s require
m ent that any unfairness m ust be punished.

A fter a  restless, thoughtful night Honjo arose early the next morning 
and before breakfast called on three retired generals, three former aides of 
the Em peror, for advice. A t 9 :3 0  a .m . he begged audience with Hirohito 
and told him  that he feared grave repercussions; that the imperial family 
had assumed an unprecedented am ount of open responsibility; that it would 
be well for Field M arshal Prince Kanin and Field Marshal Prince Nashi- 
m oto 2 to take a conciliatory attitude toward the Strike-North Faction and 
do all they could “to smooth things over.” Hirohito said that he felt it 
was too late for that but agreed to invite the two field marshals for lunch.

H irohito went on to itemize in detail his personal grievances against the 
ousted M azaki. H e was constantly stirring up debate and criticism. He 
“acted against my will during the Jehol operation” of 1933 and had to 
be sent to the front to  repair his error.3 “I expected him to tender his 
resignation bu t he did not.” Mazaki “has never shown much common 
sense.” F o r instance, he recently sent an Army position'paper to civilian 
advisor Count Makino, the lord privy seal, when everyone in the palace 
knew that it was utterly forbidden to mix civil and military business. For 
some time now we have grappled with the need to take a firm stand toward 
China, yet it is said that Mazaki and Araki have recently tried to force 
W ar M inister Hayashi into adopting their views on the matter. Finally, 
“W ar M inister Hayashi says that the Military Academy Incident of last 
October was a plot engineered by Mazaki ” In  regard to this last accusa
tion Honjo noted parenthetically in his diary: “Possibly Mazaki did mean to 
cause an incident which would be difficult to settle by court-martial but e 
surely did no t mean the Military Academy Cadets’ Incident in earnest.

2 Nashimoto, the hostage imprisoned by MacArthur in 1945-46, was then
second oldest member of the imperial family. . .  ,

3 in which officers of Mazaki’s Strike-North Faction had violated Hiromt 
pledge to Chiang Kai-shek by breaching the Great Wall and penetrating China proper.
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Chiang please, therefore, withdraw all officials of the Nanking government 
from north China and leave administration of the area to local jnayors and 
police subservient to Japan. It was as if a trusted major general of a vic
torious Kaiser Wilhelm had arrived in Philadelphia a few years after World 
War I  and demanded that the area of the thirteen original states be neu
tralized by withdrawal of federal troops, tax agents, and party politicians 
to the west of the Appalachians.

Chiang Kai-shek still had no military power to set against Japan. And 
he owed many debts of kindness to the Japanese. He agreed with them, 
basically, that the Orient must someday stand united, on its own feet, as 
a single bloc of self-interests in the international arena. But he had made 
great strides since 1930 in uniting his shattered land. He had rid it partially 
of opium addiction and almost entirely of local war lords. He had driven 
the Communist armies of Mao Tse-tung into the badlands of the northwest.

Moreover, Chiang had found new sources of political strength in the 
coolie classes of his land. At the urging of Protestant missionaries from 
the West, he and Madame Chiang had launched a mass movement for 
spiritual and moral reform called The New Life. It' was a simple, personal, 
evangelistic program emphasizing self-help and brotherhood. I t drew its 
inspiration partly from Confucius and partly from the Oxford Group, the 
New Church, Seventh-Day Adventism, and other manifestations of the 
Second Protestantism in the West. It was intended, frankly, as a construc
tive supplement to Chiang’s interminable “bandit suppression campaigns” 
against the Communists. In spite of the suspect Western influences and 
political motives behind it, the Chinese masses were taking to The New 
Life movement with surprising fervor.

Full of hope for his program, Chiang Kai-shek offered Japan nothing 
more, after six weeks of negotiation, than a pact of mutual nonaggression 
and friendship. Accordingly, in late April 1935, Hirohito set in motion 
the machinery for a show of strength. Because of the delicate situation 
domestically in his own army, he monitored the operation through a per
sonal respresentative. On May 1, Prince Kaya, fresh from his recent holi
day in Berlin with heroes Mussolini and Hitler, set off on a tour of north 
China and Manchukuo with a group of military academy cadets. Major 
Prince Kaya was their tactics instructor and proceeded to give them a 
routine demonstration of Japanese tactical intrigue. On his way to Man
chukuo he stopped in Tientsin and visited with the Strike-South lieutenant 
general who was in command of the garrison there.

While feasting Prince Kaya, the staff officers of the Tientsin garrison 
accused, a Chinese weekly magazine, The New Life, of committing lese 
majeste against the Japanese Emperor. In consequence—by whose hand 
is not clear—two Chinese newspapermen who had been writing pro- 
Japanese propaganda were assassinated inside the Japanese concession in 
Tientsin. The Japanese staff officers blamed the murders on Chiang Kai-
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Army as a whole. Nagata added that he personally had no plans for re
signing at present, and with that, pleading business, he saw Aizawa to the 
door in the comradely brusque m anner for which he was renowned. As 
soon as he was alone, he called for Aizawa's dossier. It confirmed his 
recollections. W ithout more ado Nagata put through orders for Aizawa’s 
transfer to the Japanese Territorial Army in  Taiwan.

O n July 18, before Aizawa received his new orders, the Supreme War 
Council m et to put its stamp of approval on the August repostings already 
decided. Prince Kanin wisely sheathed the imperial power which he had 
brandished so autocratically at the three chiefs’ conference three days 
earlier and, did not attend. In  his absence Araki and Mazaki put on a per
formance which confirmed the darkest fears at Court. Mazaki the day be
fore had announced to all his friends who would listen that his dismissal 
had been “an intrusion on the supreme command” and had sought legal 
advice of the horse-faced Baron Hiranuma, president of the influential con
servative National Foundation Society. Now, a t the Supreme War Council, 
M azaki and A raki turned a routine meeting into “four hours of anger,” 
which, as one participant remarked, was “a rare thing to see in a group of 
old m en.”

The minutes of the meeting have not been preserved but according, to 
the secret police sleuth assigned to inform himself on the proceedings, War 
M inister Hayashi opened with a monotone report on the sequence of 
events which had led up to M azaki’s resignation. Then four other generals, 
including M azaki himself, stood up in turn to announce that they had no 
comment. Finally the articulate chieftain of the Strike-North Faction, for
m er W ar Minister Araki, arose to his feet, beetled his brows at War Min
ister Hayashi, and said:

“When I  left the war ministership what I  asked was that you, Hayashi, 
and you, M azaki, should get along, and reorganize and re-equip the army. 
I  never suspected your integrity,” he said, glaring at Hayashi, “but I never 
dreamed either that the friendship between Hayashi and Mazaki could be 
so weak. W hat happened? It must have been some major castastrophe to
break the bond between you two.”

Hayashi disregarded the sarcasm and stared unblinking back at Arald. 
“I  am not aware tha t there has been any break in our friendship, he said.

“Oh,” said Araki, “then you and Mazaki agree. No change in your 
friendship. W hat beautiful control of the Army! I  can’t understan is
word ‘control.’ W hat does it mean?”

Hayashi responded by trying to sniffle in the sleeve of the dragon. 
“Actually,” he said, “someone did say that Mazaki was disturbing the 
Army and so I was obliged to do what I  did.” .

“This other fellow, was he inside the Army or outside?
“Inside.”
“On active duty?” 
“N ot exactly.”



; O r g a n ’ o r  G o d ?

’. . dreams for north China would vanish : like smohe, and officers of tHe Jap- 
anese Army opposed,to war with China wouldfstage a mutiny.On February,
26,, 1936,.elements pf:Japan’s two crack. divisions wouidVsei^e fhd center, 
of , Tokyo and lay. siege to the palace in; an effort to change. Hirohito’s 
mind. AH Western .writers up to , now have' ascribed.fheTebellion1'to: Airily 
extremists who wished to make Hirohito:m£)fe father than, less /militaristic.; 
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them from the prying eyes of potential conspirators I  have kept them 
personally as my private responsibility. I  once considered burning them 
but slander is so popular nowadays and a man’s name is so easily changed 
from white to black overnight that I just thought I  might need them some 
time.”

The meeting was effectively over though there was more argument. Gen
eral W atanabe, the new inspector general, sought to establish the fact that 
Nagata’s “novel” was a private plan written years ago in an excess of youth.

A raki replied: “Nagata was the chief of the Military Affairs Section in 
the W ar Ministry when he wrote this plan. He left it among his official 
papers. His superiors never asked him to explain it. It demonstrates a pure 
and, utter corruption of discipline.”

W ar M inister Hayashi promised that he would make it his own responsi
bility to “discipline N agata.” The meeting broke up after a bootless but 
lengthy argument as to whether A raki had any right to possess the papers 
he had produced and as to whether they were public or private papers.

Little sickly General Matsui Iwane, later branded the Butcher of 
Nanking, professed after the meeting that he was completely astonished 
by A raki’s revelations. A fter pondering them for a few days, he re
quested— in a voluntary gesture alm ost without precedent— that he be re
tired from active service and put on the reserve list. A t a meeting of the 
Eleven Club on July 26, H irohito’s inner circle of Big Brotherly advisors 
resolved that M atsui’s resignation was “most regrettable.” Awakening to 
the fact that plots and murders of the previous years had been planned 
a t the highest levels of government, M atsui felt that he personally must do 
something to save China. In his retirement he went directly to Peking 
and spent the rest of the fall there, in a private capacity, attempting to 
set up a native Chinese equivalent of the Greater East Asia Society which 
he had helped to found in Japan in 1933. The Chinese with whom he 
talked were understandably suspicious. As one of them later put it, “We 
thought M atsui’s slogan ‘Asia for the Asiatics’ sounded like ‘Asia for the 
Japanese.’ ”

On July 20, two days after the dramatic confrontation in the Supreme 
W ar Council, the ousted Mazaki came to the Summer Palace in Hayama 
to relinquish formally his staff of office. Beforehand Chief Aide-de-Camp 
Honjo begged the Em peror to be gracious with him and to accord him 
the customary words: “Thank you for your pains.” Hirohito objected that 
once before when he had given such words to a military man disrnisse 
in disgrace the fellow had gone about Tokyo citing the conventiona 
courtesy as evidence that the Em peror had been on his side all along 
and had approved of the official stand he had taken. _ '

“M azaki,” answered Honjo hotly, “may not be able to bend his princip es 
but he is a faithful vassal and not such a man as would exploit the m 
peror’s words for his own private face.”

A  few minutes later, on his way to the audience chamber, Mazaki aske
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Academy Plot and then released in late February 1935 circulated a 
pamphlet, which they had completed on May 11, entitled, “A Written 
Opinion on Purging the Army.” In it they accused by name a number 
of Crows and Reliables, who were known to be close to the Emperor, of 
having officiated over such outrageously illegal activities as the March and 
October Plots of 1931.

In a more general way the authors held that factional strife could never 
be stilled until the Army was given a strong, upright, imperial leadership 
under popular, trustworthy figures. Count Tcrauchi’s proposed policy of 
“purification” by straightforward discipline and outright dismissal of all 
troublemakers might be a cure but would effectively kill the patient and 
rid the officer corps of its best men. The other policy of constant manipula
tions and plots pursued by the ruling Control Clique would lead nowhere 
except to more vicious manipulations and plots. The members of the 
Control Faction—of Suzuki Tei-ichi’s 1927 Study Group, of the Baden- 
Baden Reliables, and of the Three Crows—were all too deep in guilt and 
blackmail to supply honest leadership* Mazaki and Araki of the Strike- 
North Faction, by contrast, had played no part in plots, said the authors, 
except to prevent their fulfillment. It followed, then, that if respect for 
discipline and regulations was to be brought back to the Army, only 
Mazaki and Araki could set an honest example for younger officers and 
lead a genuinely sincere reform movement.

It was the first time that such revelations had been made in writing, 
and by June 1935 a privately printed edition of the pamphlet was being 
read avidly by everyone who could lay hands on a copy. The pamphlet 
seemed particularly timely because of the impending struggle in the Army 
over the August repostings. The rumor had reached the grapevine that 
War Minister Hayashi had promised to force out his friend Mazaki from 
the inspector generalship of education and rid the Army brass of its last 
tarnish of Strike-Northists.

The supporters of Araki and Mazaki sent out letters to all their sym
pathizers in the officer corps appealing for help in the forthcoming power 
struggle. By late June, on the basis of response to these letters, it was 
widely rumored that the Strike-North Faction would be able to call out 
at least a thousand officers in open insurrection if Mazaki’s dismissal were 
forced through. A slim majority of the old-line generals who sat on the 
Supreme War Council advised Hirohito, Army Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, 
and War Minister Hayashi that such gross insubordination should be dis
regarded and the purge carried out as planned. At the end of June, 
Hayashi and Prince Kanin flew to Manchuria to explain the purge to* the 
proconsuls of the Kwantung Army and remind them of! their oaths of 
fealty to the Emperor. The two returned to Tokyo reassured that most of 
the men in the field could still be counted on to obey orders.

Purges of 1935
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w ithout attracting public attention. This was difficult because the Emperor 
was away at the Summer Palace in H ayam a and no one could pay him a call 
without the journey being noticed. Therefore, Prince Asaka requested that 
when the Em peror came up to Tokyo on July 29 to attend the annual serv
ice for his grandfather at Meiji Shrine, Prince Asaka alone be allowed to 
serve as the member of the imperial family detailed to welcome him at the 
Tokyo railroad station. Somehow young Prince Kitashirakawa, twenty-four, 
failed to be informed of the arrangement and went to the station to ask Ms 
revered cousin a petty favor. Prince Asaka at once called the lord privy 
seal’s secretary, M arquis Kido, and told him to make absolutely sure that, 
when Hirohito returned to Hayam a, Asaka and the Em peror would have a 
few moments of complete privacy together. Kido promised to do what he 
could and found that the Em peror himself had  already issued the necessary 
instructions. Imperial Household M inister Yuasa had cross-checked with the 
Em peror to be certain tha t the imperial wishes had not been misunderstood. 
Now Y uasa was “ taking thought for the effect upon public opinion and 
doing his best to arrange m atters.” Kido was at pains to set forth in full 
in his diary his own part in these transactions and noted gravely at the end 
of his entry', “If the Em peror has already given the order it must be done 
as specified according to  the unquestionable holy will.”

When Hirohito returned to Hayama, Prince Asaka saw him off and all 
was settled. On August 5 W ar Minister Hayashi sent the vice war minister 
to plead with F irst Crow Nagata to accept a leave of absence and go on a 
trip abroad. Nagata steadfastly refused. Having served for fourteen years as 
H irohito’s principal implement within the Army, having engineered the fall 
of the Choshu clan in the 1920’s, having recruited all the young faithfuls 
who had  participated in the plots to take M anchuria and suppress industrial 
and political dissent at home, he perhaps did not believe what was about 
to happen to  him. O r perhaps he had reached a point in life where he felt 
required to stand on principle. O r perhaps he genuinely believed that the 
sacrifice of his life would help the imperial cause which he had so long 
served.

In  any event Prince Higashikuni’s former subordinate, Lieutenant 
Colonel Aizawa Saburo, arrived at the W ar Ministry on the morning of 
August 12, 1935, resolved to m urder First Crow Nagata. At the reception 
desk he gave the name of M ajor General Yamaolca Shigeatsu whom he had 
known as an instructor at the Staff College when he himself had been a 
fencing m aster at the military academy. He was duly ushered into the office 
of Yam aoka who was now director of the W ar Ministry'^ Equipment an 
Supplies Bureau. Y am aoka was one of the Eleven Reliables chosen atBaden- 
Baden. H e had sided with the Strike-North group during the faction fight 
but would survive the rebellion ahead and continue to hold field commands 
until his retirem ent in 1939. H e was known to fellow officers as a religious 
fanatic who worshipped the ghosts in old samurai swords. He had a per-
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vened, Mazaki went straight to the" attack. “Since I have not had time^ to 
study what these repostings are all about,” he announced, ‘I would like 
to move for a recess.”

The last surviving brother of Prince Asahiko— of Emperor Komei s chief 
counselor at Perry’s coming eighty-two years earlier—nodded his head 
almost imperceptibly. At sixty-nine Prince Kanin was still one of the most 
handsome men in Japan. Now he stood up deliberately, ramrod straight, his 
mustache bristling, his luxuriant eyebrows slightly raised, and his square- 
cut, almost Occidental features set in cold hauteur. “How long do you 
need to prepare?” he asked.

“Please give me three or four days,” begged Mazaki, jumping to his feet.
“I have my own convenience to consider,” stated Kanin, “so we will 

set the fifteenth as the date.” He nodded again and Mazaki and War 
Minister Hayashi instantly backed from the office, bowing waist deep.

Mazaki drove directly to the home of retired War Minister Araki across 
the street from Meiji Shrine on the other side of the palace. After hearing 
his report on tire meeting, Araki accompanied him back to tire General 
Staff offices, beneath tire southwest walls of the palace, and sought an im
mediate private audience with Chief of Staff Prince Kanin. Once admitted 
to Kanin’s presence, Araki proceeded to deliver one of the casual, articu
late monologues for which he was famous in his dealings with the mono
syllabic members of the imperial family. War Minister Hayashi, he sug
gested, had made too much of an issue out of the August repostings and 
his attitude was considered by many of his colleagues to be “off the beaten 
track.”

Araki continued somewhat threateningly: “If Mazaki’s transfer is 
mandatory, I will persuade him to accept it, but I beg of Your Highness 
not to involve yourself directly, for that will only enlarge the strife and 
injure your cause.”

“Then how,” inquired Prince Kanin, “would you have me act at the 
three chiefs’ conference?”

“Why, simply instruct Hayashi and Mazaki to confer together earnestly 
and bring you a plan for the repostings which they both agree upon.”

“You think it sensible to try to achieve results through the consultation 
of only two men?” mused Kanin. “Well, all right, I  will think about it.”

In the ensuing three-day quest for compromise, War Minister Hayashi 
demonstrated repeatedly that he was pliable and that it was Prince Kanin 
who was adamant. Kanin would make only two concessions. He had wanted 
to put Lieutenant General Koiso, the March Plotter, in charge of Army 
Air Force headquarters and make Lieutenant General Tatekawa of the 
Literary Chrysanthemum vice chief of staff. At the urging of Araki, he 
finally agreed to postpone these moves and to leave Tatekawa and Koiso, 
who were his old cavalry cronies, in field commands.

Concerning the two most controversial transfers on 4he list, however,
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out o£ this meeting, but if so, the war minister is empowered to deal with 
it.”

Once again Chief of Staff Prince Kanin arose and nodded, and Hayashi 
and Mazaki backed from the room, bowing.

RIPPLES AND THEIR CONTROL

War Minister Hayashi waited at the curb until the mortified Mazaki 
had driven away. A few moments later Prince Kanin emerged from Gen
eral Staff Headquarters, all spit and polish in full dress, and climbed into 
the staff car which War Minister Hayashi had waiting. The two drove 
together with police escort to the Summer Palace at Hay am a on the 
shore. Hirohito had arranged forehandedly not to be absent that afternoon 
on the imperial biological yacht. When the pair arrived at three o’clock, 
Hirohito saw Prince Kanin briefly in private, after which the chief of 
staff retired to a nearby inn. War Minister Hayashi meanwhile was held 
in conversation by Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo and his assistants.

“I sensed that the situation was out of the ordinary and an emergency,” 
noted Honjo in his diary. “So I had Aide Ishida listen to what War Min
ister Hayashi planned to report to the Throne. For myself I phoned 
Personnel Bureau Chief Imai and learned that the issue was indeed In
spector General of Education Mazaki, and that Field Marshal Prince Kanin 
had already committed himself to a stand. Therefore, after taking deep 
and sour consideration within myself, I officially reported to the Emperor 
the purpose of War Minister Hayashi’s visit.”

Emerging from Hirohito’s presence, Honjo learned that now Mazaki, 
too, had arrived at the Summer Palace and was being entertained by one 
of the aides in a separate anteroom. Honjo went to greet him and learned 
that he wished to present a written protest to the Throne. Honjo returned 
to the Emperor and asked him if he would see Mazaki before War Min
ister Hayashi. Hirohito replied with a firm negative. And so at five o’clock 
Honjo reluctantly ushered War Minister Hayashi into the Imperial Pres
ence. Honjo himself drank a whisky with Mazaki, advised him that his 
cause was hopeless, and sent him back to Tokyo with his protest still in his 
pocket.

In his tiny summer study, overlooking his beloved Sagami Bay, the 
well-briefed Hirohito was meanwhile putting War Minister Hayashi through 
an inquisition to make sure that what had happened would not be con
sidered the responsibility of the Throne.

“As far  ̂as the main issue is concerned, the control of the Army,” said 
Hirohito, “I am concerned that this appointment [of Mazaki to the Su
preme War Council] may create a circular ripple. Do you accept respon
sibility for seeing that it will not spread?” Hayashi acknowledged that he 
would.
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bureaucratic grapevine, and attested by Privy Seal Secretary Kido to be a 
m atter of fact, that Prince Higashikuni was still paying his factotum. Lieu
tenant Colonel Yasuda, $86 a m onth for his help in past plots.
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“SPIRIT OF POSITIVE FORCE”
i

By making concessions H irohito was buying time while trying to con
solidate Japan’s new position south of the Great Wall. China’s compliance 
with the terms of the Ho-Umezu Pact remained purely formal, superficial, 
and unhelpful. The Chinese smiled, as requested, at Japanese troops but 
m ade polite excuses not to assist them in any other way. Japanese plans 
for autonomous regions throughout north China were foundering for lack 
of influential Chinese who would serve as puppets.

O n September 20, 1935, Foreign Minister H irota— the only civilian to 
be hanged as a war criminal by the Allies in 1948— enunciated to Chiang 
Kai-shek “three principles of Japanese foreign policy” : Nanking must help 
control anti-Japanese movements in North China, she must sign a cultural 
agreement with M anchukuo and Japan, and she must join Japan in fight
ing the Bolshevik menace in north China. In a fourth “principle,” which 
Foreign M inister H irota transmitted verbally and in secret, Chiang Kai- 
shek was inform ed that “centralization of power in China in the city of 
Nanking is neither necessary nor desirable.”  It was almost an exact repeti
tion of the statem ent which Hirohito had approved as secret Japanese policy 
a year earlier.

In  his “principles” Foreign M inister H irota was making a last effort to 
realize H irohito’s desire that north China be made an independent puppet 
state without resort to arms. The “principles” were made explicit to Chiang 
Kai-shek because it was becoming apparent that, without his co-operation, 
pressure alone would never m ake north China independent. As Third Crow 
M ajor General Okam ura had just informed Prince Kanin: “It is predictable 
that Chiang Kai-shek will persist in his negative attitude until he is driven 
to the wall. . . . F o r the time being Japan must maintain a policy based 
on the spirit of positive force.”

In  due course Chiang Kai-shek rejected H irota’s “principles” and Em
peror H irohito accepted the need for positive force. On October L 1935, 
F inance M inister Takahashi sent word to Saionji, who was celebrating his 
eighty-sixth birthday: “Several days ago the foreign minister came to me 
and explained our plans in north China. Now it seems that preparations 
for war are being made in secret.”

The preparations were spurred on two days later when Mussolini set a 
precedent and created a  distraction by invading Ethiopia. Japan s under
world leader, “Darkside Em peror” Toyama, promptly called a mass 
ing to express sympathy for the fellow “colored people” of Ethiopia- tc 
police used the meeting as an excuse for a  final crackdown on Toyama S
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That noon, while Hirohito was lunching in strict privacy with the two 
field marshals, Prince Kanin and Prince Nashimoto, the principal topic 
of conversation in other rooms of the palace was Major General Nagata, the 
first of the Three Crows of Baden-Baden. As chief of the Military Affairs 
Bureau, Nagata had concurred in the purge of Mazaki. Yet it was his 
written March Plot plan in the hands of Mazaki and Araki which now 
compromised the Throne. It was said that he had carelessly left the docu
ment lying about the War Ministry in a strongbox. There it had been found 
in 1932 and passed upward through channels to the then War Minister 
Araki, who had kept it. As if this were not reprehensible enough,,Nagata 
had recently come out with two position papers, both of which hued 
closely to opinions held by Mazaki: that there would be no peace and 
stability in the Far East without Sino-Japanese friendship and that there 
could be no discipline within the Japanese Army unless a stop were put 
to the “unjust” practice of using the Army for political purposes. In short 
Nagata had become a liability, and Araki and Mazaki must be discredited.

After lunch Prince Kanin and Prince Nashimoto left the Summer Palace 
to return to Tokyo; Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo was warned by the cigar
smoking grand chamberlain, Suzuki Kantaro, that it displeased the Em
peror to hear excuses made in defense of ousted Mazaki; and Hirohito 
himself returned to duty by performing the ceremony of investiture for a 
new, more obedient inspector general of military education.

ARAKI’S REVELATIONS

Later that afternoon—July 16, 1935—a certain Lieutenant Colonel 
Aizawa Saburo called on First Crow Major General Nagata at the War 
Ministry and advised him to resign his post. Nagata knew the man as a 
master of kendo, the Japanese art of fencing, who had taught swordsman
ship years ago at the military academy. Nagata also knew him to be a 
familiar of Hirohito’s uncle, Prince Higashikuni, and of Prince Higashi- 
kuni’s general factotum, retired Lieutenant Colonel Yasuda Tetsunosuke 
who had arranged the Prayer Meeting Plot. Back in the teens of the century 
when Prince Higashikuni had been the captain of a company, Yasuda'had 
been one of his lieutenants and swordsman Aizawa one of his second' 
lieutenants. Now, as Nagata knew, Aizawa was attached to the command 
of the 41st Regiment in Fukuyama on the Inland Sea some twelve hours 
away by train. How was it that he was here in Nagata’s office full of in
dignation about Mazaki’s dismissal? The dismissal had been announced on 
the radio only that morning less than ten hours ago.

As such thoughts flashed through First Crow Nagata’s quick, filing- 
cabinet mind, swordsman Aizawa came to the end of his indignant tirade.

agata thanked him for his interest in the nation’s welfare and explained 
to him that Mazaki had been dismissed for the sake of discipline in the
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agitation in the ranks for Prince Kanin to resign because of “his lack of 
sympathy for Mazaki and A raki.” It was a “strange” idea, said Higashikuni 
with indignation, because “princes never express their sympathies.” Harada 
nodded and then observed sanctimoniously that, of course, the impartiality 
of princes “should not extend do the distinction between right and wrong.” 

On November 27, 1935, Lord Privy Seal Count Makino begged leave of 
the Throne to go into retirement. Privy Council President Ikki followed suit 
a few hours later. Both pleaded neuralgia, decrepitude, and general ill 
health. H irohito was loath to break in new senior advisors and said that 
he would need time to consider their requests. For once old Prime-Minister- 
M aker Saionji, when consulted, was pleased to agree with the Emperor. 
“ Ikki and M akino /’ he said, “ are still capable of discharging their duties as 
assistants to the Throne. I  am eighty-six, with a bad  memory and bad eyes. 
I t would be more natural to allow me to  resign first.” 8

Nevertheless on December 11, Lord Privy Seal Makino submitted his 
form al resignation verbally to the Throne. Hirohito, expressing regret, 
promised to find a replacem ent for him as soon as possible. Hirohito wished 
to  m ake form er Prim e M inister Saito the next lord privy seal but found 
that many chamberlains feared Saito would be controversial because it was 
Saito’s cabinet, in 1933, which had first endorsed the decision to try for a 
Strike South. On December 20, while chamberlains were still endeavoring 
to change H irohito’s mind, Count M akino forced the issue by submitting his 
resignation in writing. Hirohito accepted it and duly appointed Saito to 
take his place.

Privy Council President Ikki was persuaded to remain in office. Hirohito 
personally recommended a new type of therapeutic belt which he had read 

■' about as remedy for Ikki’s sagging guts. A t the same time, as a sop to the 
Strike-North Faction, Hirohito m ade General Araki a baron; as a  prop 
for the Throne, he brought back martinet General Terauchi from his 
preparations in Taiwan to stand by close to the Throne in the troubled 
months, ahead.

s IKki was then sixty-eight and would live to be seventy-eight; Makino was seventy- 
three and would live to be eighty-seven. '
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“How many of him were there?”
Hayaslii then muttered the names of three retired generals who were 

known as cronies of Prince Kanin and also of Araki himself. Two of them
were classmates of Mazaki and Araki.

“These men,” said Araki, “are excellent people but they are all on the 
reserve list and remote from present conditions in the Army. They have 
no right to opinions on personnel matters. If it is true that these out
siders helped you to make your decision, it is indeed an outrage. By and 
large, the whole proceeding strikes me as rash and hasty. Any responsible 
war minister would have discussed matters at a conference of the three 
chiefs of the Army, not taken precipitous action on the basis of outside 
advice. But aren’t there any other men involved?”

“No, only these three came to me,” said Hayashi miserably.
“Just three outsiders? What were you doing as war minister to let 

yourself be pushed around by three outsiders? I  put it to you that you 
made this decision yourself. And I ask you now, will you change your 
mind when ten more powerful men come out on the other side of the 
question?”

Hayashi did not answer. Having made it apparent that Hayashi was 
too weak to serve as a responsible shield for the Throne, Araki took ad
vantage of the dramatic silence to lay three items in evidence on the table: 
First Crow Nagata’s incriminating “novel,” one of the March Plot smoke 
bombs, and a certificate written by the officers of the Chiba Infantry School 
attesting to the authenticity and purpose of the bomb.4

“These proofs,” thundered Araki in the shocked silence of the Supreme 
War Council, “need no explanation here. Let us only consider for a 
moment whether this March Plot was wrong or right. Or is it possible that 
one of the anti-plotters like Mazaki was right? What on earth happened in 
these personnel shifts? Do you gentlemen think by such shifts we can 
control young officers who have already been led to ignore their superiors? 
I cannot permit the war minister to behave in such a double-dealing 
fashion. I feel ashamed of having recommended him.”

General Watanabe Jotaro, the new inspector general of military educa
tion, was the first to find his tongue: “It is you who have upbraided us with 
these proofs of the ancient March Plot. Why have you had them so long in 
your own keeping? It is an insult—one I would like you to explain.”

Araki said: “Now that it is too late, why add further to the blood
stained confusion? Such papers are never public papers. These, in particu
lar, were discovered by accident in the belongings of a certain bureaucrat. 
Suppose these proofs were to be seen by all. What would happen? To keep

4 The bombs had been kept in storerooms at the infantry school until 1933 when 
a fire had called attention to their presence. Araki, as War minister at the time, 
had been shown one of the bombs which had survived the fire and had kept it. 
He had ordered the rest to be destroyed, v
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two pamphleteers from  the Army. To retire men from active to reserve 
status -was not an uncommon form of punishment for Army dissidents but 
to expel them from the Army altogether was most unusual. Former mess
mates gave the two disgruntled new civilians much sympathy.

Em peror H irohito’s brother Prince Chichibu personally kept abreast of 
the plans of the National Principle Group through four of its members who 
had been his classmates in military academy. These four he regularly in
vited up  to his villa for chats. And these four, when they later faced firing 
squads, protested in vain that Prince Chichibu had encouraged them. One 
of them  left his family a note lamenting: “Prince Chichibu told me, ‘When 
the coup d’etat comes, I want you to head a company and invite me to see 
you off as you march from your barracks.’ ” Another left a bundle of 
poems, written in prison, which the secret police impounded and turned 
over to Chichibu’s equerry. Having gone thiough them, Prince Chichibu 
returned most of them to the young m an’s family. The bereaved parents 
felt greatly honored that Princess Chichibu had selected several of them 
with her own hand and had had them beautifully mounted and framed

Prince Higashikuni and Prince Asaka, the Em peroi’s two uncles, also 
talked frequently with the young plotteis and sympathized with their com
plaints. The rebels’ greatest encouragement, however, came from Major 
General Tiger Y am ashita who had charge of the palace effort to infiltrate 
the Strike-North movement with spies. Yamashita made a practice of meet
ing the young rebels a t bars and having a drink with them, He introduced 
them to Third Crow M ajor General Okamura, who was now chief of Intel
ligence in the General Staff, and also to Colonel Nemoto of the War Minis
try Press Relations Squad, who had grunted congratulations at swordsman 
Aizawa after the m urder of First Crow Nagata. Tiger Yamashita and his 
companions all reported their observations to Chief of Staff Prince Kanin.

The young men of the National Principle Group were flattered by all the 
attention they were receiving from intimates of the Throne but knew 
enough to be wary. Their friends warned them against being exploited and 
to ld  them, jokingly, that they were “natural leftists trying to dress on the 
right.” The young men sent a deputation to the home of former War 
M inister Araki, the leader of the Strike-North Faction. Araki smiled at 
them encouragingly but carefully avoided saying anything by which he 
would commit himself. They w ent back to M ajor General Tiger Yamashita, 
the spy of the Strike-South Faction, and were advised by him not to act 
w ithout careful preparation.” They set Christmas Day 1935, when 
W estern m ilitary attaches would be out wassailing, as their tentative dead
line fo r revolution.

On Decem ber 20 they sent an embassy to the second ranking leader o 
the Strike North. General Mazaki. H e told them that they were fools to 
consider rebellion and doubly fools to consult him about their plans when 
they knew lie  was already discredited and under constant police surves
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Honjo if it would be all right for him, when he saw the Emperor, to explain 
briefly the position he had taken. Honjo strictly enjoined him against doing 
anything so rash and irregular. And so Mazaki was given the bleak im
perial thanks and retired permanently from the Emperor’s presence. Cham
berlains who witnessed his withdrawal described his open honest face as 
“smudged by tears.”

Purges of 1935

NAGATA’S MURDER

News of the stormy session at the Supreme War Council, though cen
sored from the newspapers, spread widely by word of mouth. With it 
traveled rumors that Araki was contemplating hara-kiri as a final protest 
and that the overwrought Mazaki elements might attack the War Ministry 
and bum it to the ground. In such an atmosphere. Lieutenant Colonel 
Aizawa, the fencing master who had warned First Crow Nagata to resign, 
received notification of his reposting to Taiwan. He at once traveled to 
Osaka, 300 miles away, and was received in audience by his old company 
commander, the Emperor’s fork-tongued uncle, Prince Higashikuni.

What was said is unknown, but Higashikuni later volunteered the fol
lowing account to Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Harada: “Aizawa is an even 
simpler fellow than [my factotum] Yasuda. . . . When I was resting in 
Osaka after the recent maneuvers, Aizawa asked to see me. I at first de
clined, being exhausted, but when he said he was going to Taiwan I did 
see him. Apparently he really intended to go to Taiwan at that point and 
only got violent ideas after he went back up to Tokyo. Mazaki at that time 
was speaking slander of Nagata . . . and possibly he spoke in the same 
vein to Aizawa.”

After talking to Higashikuni, instead of going on toward Hiroshima and 
Fukuyama, where his division was stationed—instead, that is, of going 
to pack for his transfer to Taiwan—Aizawa traveled in the other direction 
to Tokyo. There he did see Mazaki. According to Mazaki’s own story, a 
story which the secret police failed to break down when they interrogated 
Mazaki for more than a year in 1936 and 1937, he advised Aizawa to obey 
orders and avoid violence. He added in jest, “If you want to kill anyone, 
take a stab at General Ugaki who began all this mess with the March 
Plot in 1931.”

No longer sure of the resolve which had brought him to Tokyo, Aizawa 
went next to see Prince Asaka, Higashikuni’s brother, who would later 
superintend at the rape of Nanking. According to the humorous story which 
Prince Asaka afterward told his best friends: “Aizawa said to me, ‘I would 
like you to introduce me to General Ugaki,’ and it appeared that if I had 
arranged the introduction, he would have assassinated Ugaki.”

Prince Asaka declined to give the introduction. Instead, he did better. 
He went to the palace and told the chamberlain in charge of ceremonials 
that it was a matter of some urgency that he see the Emperor in private
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M anchukuo into Russia and surrendered to the Red Army. The officers 
hoped to create an incident which would redirect policy toward the Strike 
North. The m en were simply glad to escape the Manchukuoan hell of tor
ture and m urder in which they were obliged to officiate. No body of Japa
nese soldiers had ever defected before to a foreign power, and everyone 
in authority realized that only desperation could have driven them to it now.

THE TALKING GODDESS

To prepare for the ill-conceived insurrection in the offing, Hirohito’s 
double-dealing uncle, Prince Higashikuni, devised an ingenious religious 
fraud to blackmail and gag aristocrats who had criticized Hirohito most 
outspokenly in the past. On November 22, 1935, Prince Higashikuni had 
invited a religious confidence man, the ventriloquist. Ohara Tatsuo. alias 
O hara Ryukai or Dragon-Sea, to a room in the old unused private quarters 
of Em peror M eiji in the southern extremities 'of the palace’s gardens. 
There he gave Dragon-Sea a set of ceremonial imperial robes and other 
tokens of imperial favor including a pair of Hirohito’s gloves and a ciga
rette case embossed with the chrysanthemum crest. To these props Dragon- 
Sea added a statue of the goddess of mercy which could talk— at least he 
could m ake her seem to talk— and thereupon he set himself up in business 
as an oracle in the little temple of Iribune in the Tokyo suburb of Shiina.

By ‘Higashikuni’s introduction Dragon-Sea acquired the patronage of 
form er chief C ourt Lady Shimazu Haruko, who had been eased out of the 
palace in  1933 for her involvement in the Red Scandal and the concubine 
controversy. Lady Shimazu loved nothing better than an uplifting, shiver- 
filled seance. So did many of her best friends, and she was ideally well 
connected. As a cousin of Empress Nagako’s mother and an intimate of 
H irohito’s own mother, the Empress Dowager, she was on fervent spiritual 
terms with almost every kindly body in the elder generation of the-aris
tocracy— almost everyone who took a high-toned moralistic approach to 
matters of state. In  addition to counts and countesses, the circle of her 
acquaintance included retired admirals, retired generals, leaders of vet
erans’ organizations, and anti-organ theorists by the score. One of her 
dearest friends was Shinto priest Hata Shinji, the former commandant of the 
Tokyo secret police who had supplied damaging material against the Stri rc~ 
South Faction during the struggle before Mazaki’s ouster.

By mid-January Lady Shimazu was bringing her friends by droves to 
hear the ventriloquistic prophesies of Dragon-Sea’s statue and to at{en 
Spiritualistic manifestations and materializations. Outside the walls 0 
Dragon-Sea’s fashionable little temple, trustworthy police agents stood 
nightly guard to take notes on attendance. In -later police reports age 
Admiral Yamamoto Eisuke figured prominently as a regular participant „ 
in the “services.” He was one of the first choices for prime minister in the 
cabinet which the young insurgents of the National Principle Group hope
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sonal collection of over one hundred historic blades and was responsible 
for the regulation that all members of the Japanese officer corps should 
own a sword and wear it at all public ceremonies. When the overwrought 
Aizawa appeared in his presence, Yamaoka calmly chatted with him and 
then, eschewing the telephone, sent a messenger boy to the Bureau of Mili
tary Affairs to make sure that its director, First Crow Nagata, was in. When 
the messenger returned with an affirmative answer, Yamaoka gave Aizawa 
directions as to how to find his way.

Moments later Aizawa rushed through the outlying offices of the sprawl
ing Military Affairs Bureau, the largest in the Army, and burst in on Nagata 
unannounced. Nagata was closeted with the commandant of the Tokyo 
secret police.

“What is it?” he barked, without looking up.
Aizawa drew his sword with an audible swish. The secret police com

mandant gasped. Nagata sprang up, dodged a blow, and dashed for the 
door. Aizawa slashed at him and striped his back with blood. The secret 
police commandant tried to intervene and was pinked in the shoulder. 
Nagata, on his knees, struggled to open the door. Aizawa finished him off 
with a clean stroke that ran him through from back to front.

Leaving Nagata to die some minutes later, Aizawa ran to the office of 
Nemoto Hiroshi, a member of the 1927 Suzuki Study Group who was now 
in charge of the Army’s Press Relations Squad.

“Ah soka yattanai!” (“So you really did do it!” ) exclaimed Nemoto.
Aizawa’s finger was bleeding. He was sent under escort to the infirmary 

to have it bound up. On the way he crossed paths with Nagata's stretcher, 
which dripped blood. “I then remembered,” he later testified in court, “that 
I had failed to kill Nagata with one blow and as a fencing master I felt 
deeply ashamed.”

Having received first aid for his finger, Aizawa announced that he must 
return at once to his regiment in Fukuyama in order to pack his gear for 
the trip to Taiwan. He was, as Prince Higashikuni said, a simple fellow. 
He had committed a holy murder. He had been encouraged by the Em
peror’s two uncles. Prince Asaka had gone to see the Emperor in private 
to make sure that it would be all right. To Aizawa’s “surprise,” however, 
as he later testified, the secret police took him into custody and held Mm 
for trial.

When the secretary to the lord privy seal, Big Brother Marquis Kido, 
heard the news of First Crow Nagata’s assassination, he failed in his diary 
to express his customary regrets. When Hirohito was informed of the 
murder by Chief Aidc-de-Camp Honjo, he said, “It is extremely regrettable 
that such an incident has occurred in the Army. Please investigate and 
report the full details to me. Do you think it will be all right if I take my 
ordinary daily swim today?”

Honjo replied, “I, Shigeru, think this is an inexcusable incident but I !
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and to restoration will be revealed—the way to divine government and to 
the world of a just god.

The work of the Five Lights is to decide on a regent and select an as
sistant for the time of minority of the crown prince [Akihito, who is still 
crown prince in 1970]. In the world of spirits the crown prince possesses 
the soul of Emperor Meiji and at the same time has a greatness of his own 
self. This has been revealed to us. Therefore Prince Chichibu [Hirohito’s 
brother] will withdraw in favor of Prince Takamatsu tHirohito’s second 
brother], and Takamatsu will become the assistant and regent. The Em
peror himself will die after fifteen years [1951], . . . The Emperor has a 
karma [inherited guilt] to expiate and so cannot realize revelation and 
restoration. He cannot escape an early death. We have to achieve enlighten
ment and a supreme offering to the gods of our own soil in order to restore 
our gods and clarify the national structure. It is like opening up the rocks 
that they may speak but we have the key to do it. . . . The Five Lights will 
become ten, twenty, forty lights. . . .  We must have faith and expand.

W ild words they were as Lady Shimazu recalled them to the police. But 
even the smut was enough, wild though it might be, to convict anyone of 
lese majeste who listened to it without protest. The mysticism was worse, 
for it showed a definite longing to be rid of H irohito and it imputed to him 
a fatal guilt for the many murders done during his reign.

FINAL INCITEMENTS

On January 27, 1936, Prince Higashikuni sprang another trapdoor in 
his Pandora’s box of blackmail when the police released some 500 sturdy 
sword arms who had been jailed on suspicion of complicity in the 1933 
Prayer M eeting Plot. U nder the supervision of Higashikuni’s faithful facto
tum, retired Lieutenant Colonel Yasuda, the paroled convicts opened a 
headquarters and remained ready at hand as a riot squad—'“all picked 
m en”— who could be thrown into the breach if the forthcoming rebellion 
in any way misfired. Higashikuni’s man Yasuda kept the prince informed 
of their doings by messages delivered by courier to the bodyguard at the 
gates of Hagashikuni’s villa.4 In the event, the riot squad never had to be 
used but the m en in it won freedom from prosecution by their stand-by 
service.

O n January 28, 1936, the court-martial proceedings began against First 
Crow N agata’s killer, Prince Higashikuni’s former second lieutenant,

educated Japanese guess, the first four may have been noted loyalists who died for 
the Throne in centuries past and the fifth may have been the recently sacrificed martyr,
First Crow Nagata. . . . .

 ̂The chief of Higashikuni’s bodyguard was Captain Kiyoura Sueo, the eigmn 
son of former Prime Minister Kiyoura whom Hirohito had recalled fro m  o  lVlon 
to lead the government during the Choshu purge of 1924. t ..
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he had served Nagata with a respectful devotion that amounted, in the eyes 
of his fellow officers, almost to servility. As soon as Nagata died Tojo had 
been granted leave from his command of the 24th Infantry Brigade in the 
southern island of Kyushu so that he could come to Tokyo for the obse
quies. Now he stayed in Tokyo for a month settling Nagata's affairs and 
conferring with Field Marshal Prince Nashimoto, a friend of his late father, 
Lieutenant General Tojo Hidenori. Thereafter, until his own hanging in 
1948, Tojo sent Nagata’s widow a small but regular monthly allowance 
which he said came from his own pocket. At that time he made $1500 a 
year and had a wife and seven children.

When Tojo returned to duty in September he was entrusted with the 
extremely lucrative post of commandant of the Kwantung Army’s secret 
police. Six months later when rebellion broke out in Tokyo, his secret 
police displayed uncanny efficiency in picking up all Kwantung Army sym
pathizers of the rebels and clapping them into preventive custody. From 
that time onward his career was meteoric: chief of staff, Kwantung Army, 
1937; vice war minister, 1938; war minister 1940; prime minister and 
executive dictator in 1941. Throughout this rise he would be shown special 
marks of confidence by the Throne. And finally, during the war, he would 
be closer to Hirolnto than anyone else except Big Brother Marquis Kido.

Under pressures generated by the Nagata muider, War Minister Hayashi 
on September 3, 1935, “saved the Cabinet"’ by resigning. The Cabinet itself 
was made to survive because its dissolution would have meant a general 
election, and a general election, unless carefully prepared, would almost 
certainly strengthen opposition to present policies. In War Minister 
Hayashi’s place Hirohito was obliged to accept girl spy Eastern Jewel’s 
adoptive kinsman, General Kawashima Yoshiyuki, a much compromised 
nonentity who stood politically in Erehwon.

Hirohito took an instant dislike to the new war minister but resolved to 
make the best of a bad situation. He took pains to have Kawashima care
fully instructed from the outset: “The Army must be the Emperor’s Army 
and all must unite and exert their efforts to make it a magnificent one. The 
Emperor personally wishes to supervise all diplomatic and military affairs 
so please inform him prior to making decisions on all matters.”

Hirohito now found that one concession led to another. On September 
16, news of the Prayer Meeting Plot of 1933 was finally allowed to be pub
lished in the newspaper. Prince Higashikuni’s name, however, was not 
mentioned, and the trials of the guilty were to be postponed for another 
two years. On September 18 Professor Minobe, under great inducements, 
resigned from the House of Peers. In return, the various legal cases against 
him were dropped. On October 1, the Okada Cabinet, in a much nego
tiated statement designed to “clarify the national policy,” promised “to 
stamp out the organ theory,” to investigate the ideas and books of all pro
fessors, and to ban all injurious ones. On October 21 it was spread on the
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Saionji had no doubt as to the importance of the warning and acted on 
it without delay. H e arranged to have what Secretary-Spy Harada called 
“an infallible line of liaison” kept open between Okitsu and the palace in 
Tokyo. H e gave instructions to his servants to answer the phone naturally, 
as if they  knew nothing and as if their aged master were still peacefully in 
residence. Then he had himself secretly carried away in a sedan chair over 
the hills behind his home. On the other side he was picked up on a deserted 
stretch of road by an official car which whisked him away to the well- 
guarded mansion of the governor of Shizuoka prefecture.

Meanwhile, on P-day minus two, Captain Nonaka, who was the senior 
officer of the plotters and the closest of them to Prince Cliichibu, took the 
draft manifesto to the home of Strike-North ideologist Kita Ikki and asked 
his help in polishing it. Kita obliged by adding to the blunt sentiments of 
the soldiers much fiery rhetoric and difficult Chinese syntax to produce a 
contem porary classic— one which would be read aloud a few days later to 
Em peror Hirohito. A fter its composition Captain Nonaka sat down in Kita’s 
parlor with K ita’s henchman Nishida and made a fair copy on a scroll of 
fine rice paper for presentation to the Throne.

T hat evening Captain Yamaguchi, the son-in-law of Chief Aide-de-Camp 
Honjo, m et with the conspirators in the duty room of the 1st Regiment, 
went over their plans in detail, and gave them 200 mimeographed copies 
of police maps of the war minister’s residence, the W ar Ministry, and the 
H eadquarters of the General Staff. The next morning, P-day minus one, the 
conspirators were delighted by a letter from one of their wives saying that 
old plotter M akino, the former lord privy seal, had been found finally, living 
quietly at a ru ral inn in Ugawara two hours away. On the basis of this 
intelligence one of the young officers set out by car to Yugawara to be 
ready to strike at the same time as his comrades in Tokyo.

T hat same morning, P-day minus one, ousted General Mazaki of the 
Strike North was called as a witness for the defense at the Aizawa trial. He 
refused to answer questions put to him in Aizawa’s behalf on the grounds 
that anyone who had been a high official in the palace might not divulge, 
without the Em peror’s express permission, matters which he had learned 
in the course of his official duties. A fter fifty taciturn minutes in court 
Mazaki also refused to answer the questions of newspaper reporters. In 
the afternoon Aizawa’s military counsel for the defense, Lieutenant Colonel 
M itsui Sakichi, delivered his summation. He spoke eloquently but brought 
out no facts, only feelings.

In  the 1st Division barracks where the trial was being held, it was ap
parent to all that Aizawa would go silent to the gallows, that Mazaki would 
remain mute in  retirement, that the Strike-South Faction had won. Out o 
religious hope, the young officers of the 1st Division felt that perhaps tie  
Em peror, their contemporary, did not fully understand the realities. 
Through Tiger Yamashita, through Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo’s son-m-
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Black Dragon Society and on its affiliated lower-class religious sect, 
Omoto-kyo. Thereafter the society held no more mass meetings and its once 
powerful mafia-style leadership dwindled to a few score superannuated 
rabble-rousers who maintained the society’s dread name on the door of a 
dusty one-room walk-up office on the periphery of Tokyo’s downtown busi
ness district,

World sympathy for the Ethiopians and failure of tire Italians to achieve 
a blitzkrieg conquest caused the Japanese General Staff to refine its plans 
for Ghina. On October 25, the chief of staff of the Kwantung Army, a 
Strike-South lieutenant general named Nishio Toshizo, cabled the vice min
ister of war, another Strike-South lieutenant general, Furusho Mikio, 
advising him that propaganda must be carefully supervised and centralized 
in the planned war with China. “It must be made clear,” he explained, 
“that when we do send our military forces to China some time in the future, 
we do it for the purpose of punishing the Chinese militaiy clique and not 
the Chinese people at large.”

The two princely chiefs of staff dealt sternly with Strike-North partisans 
who were still in a position to hamper the war preparations. In November 
Admiral Kato Kanji. the leader of the Navy’s Strike-North Faction and a 
onetime friend of Navy Chief of Staff Prince Fushimi, was retired from 
active service. Remaining Strike-North admirals and generals were assigned 
watchdogs from the loyal ranks of Prince Kanin’s Control Clique. In both 
Army and Navy a drastic reshuffle of the top brass was planned for Decem
ber in order to remove Strike-North advocates from their last positions of 
power.

Pmges of 1935

TENSION AT COURT

Prophets and supporters of the Strike-North policy were now faced by 
a loss of face The “Crisis of 1936” was about to pass in peace. Chamber
lains at Court waited tensely for the last day of 1935. The published plans 
of the Military Academy Plot of the year before made it abundantly clear 
that young dissidents might try to kill all the statesmen around the Throne. 
Kido, Harada, Makino, and the rest had been assigned plainclothes guards 
since First Crow Nagata’s murder. But no one felt much reassured when, 
on October 30, an angry young man looked up organ theorist Minobe’s 
name in the telephone directory and was narrowly apprehended at Minobe’s 
door as he sought to break in with intent to kill.

Lord Privy Seal Makino, receiving anonymous letters and hearing con
stant gossip to the effect that he was “the originator of all past incidents,” 
grew haggard with insomnia. His long-time cohort in the palace, Privy 
Council President Ikki, complained of intestinal bleeding. Even Chief of 
^taff Prince Kanin, a member of the Emperor’s family, was not immune 
from attack. Prince Higashikuni, up to Tokyo on a visit from his command 
m Osaka, told Secretary-Spy Harada on October 18, 1935, that there was
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law Captain Yamaguchi, and through Prince Chichibu, they thought they 
might be able to show Hirohito the truth.

BLOODSHED AT LAST

A fter more than three months of high-level encouragement, the rebels 
were finally committed, in all good face, to  make their move. AH that 
evening the nineteen lieutenants and captains who were already parties 
to the conspiracy sounded out fellow officers of the 1st and 3d Regiments. 
Prince Chichibu had been a member of the 3d Regiment from 1922 until 
August 1935, but his name, which they used freely, won over only two 
new converts, both of them second lieutenants. The best that the con
spirators could exact from most of their colleagues was a pledge not to 
interfere.

A t 2 :0 0  a .m . on February 26, without any pretense of secrecy, reveille 
was bugled in the 1st and 3d Regiment barracks in Azabu some twenty 
blocks from the palace. F or the next hour the sleepy soldiers were treated 
to harangues from the conspirators and also to some words of warning 
from anti-conspirators. Nevertheless the soldiers responded with some 
enthusiasm and by about 3 :30  a .m . 1,359 of them, together with 91 non
commissioned officers, had elected to  follow the two captains, eight 
lieutenants, and eleven second lieutenants who were already committed. 
B y ,4:00 a .m . kits were packed and the insurgents began to move oat. 
They left behind some 8,500 men in the barracks and in nearby officer 
quarters a  num ber of sedulously snoring majors and colonels. They also 
left behind Chief Aide-de-Camp H onjo’s son-in-law Captain Yamaguchi 
to m ake sure that the pledge of noninterference was kept.

Outside in the bitter February morning the rebels were joined by the 7th 
com pany of the 3d Regiment of the elite Imperial Guards Division, bar
racked within the holy precincts of the palace. Unlike the others, these 
men did not know that they were rebelling. Their leader, Chichibu’s friend 
Lieutenant Nakahashi M otoaki, had told them that they were marching 
to a religious ceremony a t Em peror Meiji’s Shrine. Thirteen trucks were 
waiting to transport the advance guard. Three medical trainees were on 
hand to care for the wounded in case anyone got hurt. ^

Tokyo lay blanketed in snow. The flakes were still falling. The boots of 
the men crunched softly up the dark empty streets. It was less than a mile 
and a  half march from their bunks to the walls of the palace. By 4:30 the 
scouts of the silent columns had taken up watch outside all the main nerve 
centers of bureaucratic Tokyo short of the forbidding walls of the palace 
itself: the Diet, the W ar Ministry, the General Staff offices, Police Head
quarters, the L and Survey office, the Home Ministry, the Overseas Minis
try, and even the Navy Ministry and Staff offices. Within the cordon o 
rebel pickets lay the residences of Prince Kanin. Prince Takamatsu, the Jot
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TEASING A SHOWDOWN

The venal old loyalists on the steps of the Throne had good reason to 
worry about their health. In effect. Hirohito had set them up as targets and 
was encouraging a group of would-be assassins to start shooting. The 
silent three-year struggle with the Strike-North Faction had gone on long 
enough. It was time for a confrontation. Hirohito and his Mnsmen had 
decided that only an outright rebellion would shame the nation and provide 
justification for a thoroughgoing purge of disaffection. By the same token 
Generals Araki and Mazaki of the Strike-North Faction, along with many 
samurai of the old school, felt that a mutiny in the ranks, if large and 
protracted enough, would win popular support and force Hirohito to reflect.

The chosen assassin-dupes for the coming confrontation were the young 
antifascistic captains and lieutenants of the National Principle Group who 
had started the Military Academy Incident of the year before. They quali
fied as sacrificial moderators in the feud because, though nominally aligned 
with the Strike-North Faction, they were not really interested in any 
strategic concept abroad but only in reform and frankness at home.

The young men of the National Principle Group began meeting at bars 
and cheap geisha houses to consider the possibility of insurrection in 
November 1935. Their ringleaders were two former Army comrades, 
Muranaka and Isobe, \yho had written the seditious pamphlet in May which 
had called attention to First Crow Nagata’s involvement in the 1931 March 
Plot. Their pamphlet had been pointed out to Chief of Staff Prince Kanin 
during his struggle in July to fire General Mazaki. I t  had angered him. 
On July 30 he had sent War Minister Hayashi on a special trip to the Sum
mer Palace in Hayama to ask Hirohito to approve the expulsion of the
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officers thrust in their weapons underneath her and pumped more bullets 
hysterically into the corpse. They later testified that they wanted to cut the 
old m an’s throat as well b u t could not because the woman was in the way.

In  all forty-seven bullets were lodged in the admiral’s body and his wife 
was wounded in both arms and a shoulder. On the way out the murderers 
paused at the front door to give three lusty “Banzai!” for the Emperor.

A  third company of assassins under the command of Tiger Yamashita’s 
minion, Captain Ando Teruzo, had attacked the home of Grand Cham
berlain Adm iral Suzuki Kantaro. They had been delayed for ten minutes by 
a skirmish a t the gate in which they had wounded the policeman on guard. 
Grand Cham berlain Suzuki, too, had been at the Grews the night before. 
Ando found him in bed with the baroness and tarried to discuss national 
policy with him. The grand chamberlain was no mean juggler with words 
and he regaled Captain Ando for almost ten minutes.

Finally a t 5 :10  A.M., according to the official story, Ando invoked 
cloture with his pistol and fired three bullets into the sixty-eight-year-old 
chamberlain. “I  can still feel a pulse,” he announced to Baroness Suzuki, 
who stood by. “I  shall dispatch him finally with my sword.”

The baroness, with Spartan presence of mind, responded, “If you con
sider that necessary, let me do it.” A nd so Ando “felt ashamed” and re
tired from the room.

F or the next two days, while his comrades patrolled in the snow, Ando 
whiled away his hours in a nearby restaurant, the Koraku. Then, when the 
rebellion had collapsed, he m ade an unsuccessful attempt to commit suicide. 
Apparently he had m ade a deal with his wily old victim. Grand Chamber- 
lain Suzuki was off the critical list four days later and lived to be Japan’s 
last W orld W ar II prime minister.

Suzuki made a virtue of his “embarrassing” survival, as he called it, by 
a story which he loved to tell thereafter. I t  seems that one of the bullets 
fired into him  lodged in a most tender part and the surgeon who treated 
him  wrote a riddling, mock-heroic stanza'celebrating his deft extraction 
of “the leaden ball from the honorable golden one.”

While Grand Chamberlain Suzuki lay in agony, a fourth death squad of 
300 men and five officers went for the third Strike-South admiral of the 
night, Prime M inister O kada Keisuke. His official residence was that same 
architectural monstrosity— a parody of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Imperial 
H otel— in which Prime Minister Inukai had been shot by the airmen of the 
Misty Lagoon four years before. Despite the earlier tragedy and the mani
fold warnings on the grapevine, there were only four policemen on guar . 
The attacking troops shot all four of them, and the five officers began a 
systematic search of the maze of rooms and corridors in the residence.

The seventy-three-year-old prime minister had spent the previous evening 
with his mistress, a famous geisha, and was in no mood to save himsel. 
“I t’s all up,” he said miserably. “Why get all excited?”

His maids and his brother-in-law secretary, Colonel Matsuo Denzo, ow
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lance. They accosted a third Strike-North general and got even more 
explicit advice: “The gods, the Emperor, and the good earth are all 
against you. The members of the Control Clique [Strike-South Faction] 
are just waiting for a half-prepared outbreak to give them an opportunity 
for a house cleaning.” 1

On December 22 Tiger Yamashita, the infiltrator from the ranks of the 
Strike-Southists, agreed to meet the young idealists at the Honored Parlor 
Restaurant in northern Tokyo. He did not keep the appointment, and 
when the conspirators had waited in vain for him all evening, they agreed 
to give up their plan for an outbreak on Christmas Day. On their way 
home a group of them stopped at a police station and voluntarily swore out 
a complete report on their own activities.

Still at large, the conspirators, on Christmas Eve, stopped for a few 
consoling thimbles of sake at the home of the ideologist of the Strike-North 
Faction, the tough old radical writer Kita Tkki, who had first split the 
Emperor’s cabal in 1922 by refusing to participate in Hirohito's palace 
indoctrination center, the University Lodging House. Schooled by years of 
experience with the secret police. Kita advised the young men to be patient 
and await their opportunity. In the meantime he proposed that they parti
cipate in a small public rally to protest the appointment of former Prime 
Minister Saito as lord privy seal. He convinced the young officers that Saito 
had taken bribes in connection with the Teikoku Rayon Company stock 
swindle of 1934. The protest meeting was duly held on December 30, 1935, 
and was duly broken up by the police. Several of the young officers were 
taken into custody but all were released a few days later to ripen their plans.

At year’s end Big Brother Marquis Kido, secretary to the lord privy seal, 
leafed into his diary the police report on the conspirators’ latest insurrection 
plan: 1st Infantry, 1st Company, to take the home minister’s residence; 
3d Infantry, 3d Company, to kill the prime minister; 1st Infantry. 2d Com
pany, to hunt down Lord Privy Seal Saito—and so on. Except for a few 
details it was substantially the Military Academy Plan of 1934 and also 
the plan that would be executed two months later. By the time that fateful 
New Year of 1936 had arrived, the chamberlains in the palace knew it 
almost by heart.

If any complacent courtiers retained a doubt as to the depth of dis
enchantment in the ranks of the Army, it was dispelled a few days later in 
January, when an entire company of Japanese infantry, together with their 
commissioned and noncommissioned officers, crossed the border from

1The speaker was Lieutenant General Yanagawa Hcisuke, who had been vice 
war minister under Strike-North leader Araki. He was known to Hirohito as a 
moderate of the Strike-North Faction and a close friend of the ubiquitous Colonel 
Suzuki. At this moment he was on his way to Taiwan to replace martinet Tcrauchi 
as commander-in-chief of Japan’s territorial army there. Later, in 1937, he would 
clear himself of Strike-North guilt in Hirohito’s eyes by devising the Hangchow 
Bay landing which enabled the Japanese Army to take Nanking.
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subsequently died under arrest, ordered his men to set fire to the place. 
While the building blazed, the soldiers trained their machine gun on the 
figures which could be seen scuttling away up the slope.

According to die story told later by M akino and oft repeated in after 
years by M akino’s prime ministerial son-in-law, Yoshida Shigeru, the 
form er lord privy seal reached a point on the hillside at which he found 
his breath too short and the ascent too precipitous for him to go farther. 
H e slumped to a squat and faced the would-be executioners below. His 
granddaughter Kazuko stepped in front of him and spread her kimono to 
shield him. Both felt that they were picked out by the flames and would 
surely die. They could see the soldiers all too vividly against the bright 
background of the fire, but the soldiers could see little of them against the 
dark hillside.

The machine gunners did not shoot, and forty minutes after the attack 
had started M akino was safely away in the hills. As firemen arrived to hose 
down the blaze, the young rebels packed up their machine gun and started 
back for the provincial garrisons from which they had come.

Back in Tokyo, having gained their primary objectives, the rebel troops 
went on to secondary ones. A t 6 :00  a.m . a part of the same bloodthirsty 
group which had pumped forty-seven bullets into Lord Privy Seal Saito 
jumped from 3 truck outside the hom e of General Wafanabe Jofaro, who 
had taken M azaki’s place the previous summer as inspector general of 
military education. One of the young officers blew the lock on the front 
door with machine-gun fire and then he and his comrades poured into the 
house. Mrs. W atanabe confronted them at the end of the entryway and 
demanded the name of their unit. They threw her aside and dashed into 
the living quarters where General W atanabe stood waiting for them. Before 
he could bark  out the order “H alt!” he had taken his first bullet and then 
went down in a fusillade. A second lieutenant’ completed the attack by 
cutting the throat of the corpse with his samurai sword.

' A HAND OF POKER

T he violence was over. The rebels went on to occupy the offices of 
the five m ajor newspapers later that morning and to wreck the presses at 
one of them, the conservative Asahi, but there were to be no more killings. 
In  a fashion that astonished Western residents, the drama of the insurrec
tion suddenly turned cerebral, and while it was being played out the 1, 
mutineers 8 were left in undisputed occupation of the heart of Tokyo. For 
three full days the rebels held the nerve centers of the Japanese Empire, 
and Hirohito engaged all officials dissatisfied with his rule in a silent test o 
strength. Personally, almost singlehandedly, he fought and won three major

8 1359 soldiers,'91 noncoms, 21 officers, 3 medical corps trainees, 8 civilians, and 
one reservist. t '
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to bring to power. Many other prominent members of Tokyo’s high society, 
particularly wives, also attended. All were thereby induced to hold their 
peace in the months ahead.

At the seances the congregations of aristocrats heard a combination of 
filth and philosophy which was provided- Dragon-Sea by Prince Higashi- 
lcuni. The gossip amused them and compromised them. According to 
former Court Lady Shimazu Haruko’s confession, preserved in police files 
after she had been committed to a sanatorium in December 1936, spirits 
of people alive and dead appeared before the audiences and traded in all 
sorts of .blasphemous gossip about the imperial family:

The dead spirit of Namba Daisaku [Hirohito’s 1923 assassin, who missed] 
appeared with the living spirit of Prince Chichibu [Hirohito’s brother]. Chi- 
chibu’s spirit says that Namba steals the virginity of his fiancee.2

Prince Takamatsu [Hirohito's second brother] appears in spirit and says 
that his real mother, Lady Blank Blank, was one of Emperor Taisho’s serving 
girls. . . .

The chamberlain [General Nogi] appeared who served the crown prince 
[Hirohito] and then committed hara-kiri. His ghost, dressed like an imperial 
prince himself, said, “I was defeated for saying that Prince Chichibu should 
he the one proclaimed Crown Prince. . . .”

The ghost of Emperor Taisho’s chamberlain appears and says that he 
has been a lover of the Empress Dowager [Hirohito’s mother]. . . .

Questions were put by the Kujos [the Empress Dowager’s brother and 
sister-in-law]. . . .

Printe Chichibu’s living ghost appears and speaks of his affair with 
Princess Noriko [Ito Noriko, who had been implicated in the Red Scandal at 
the Peers’ School]. . . .

There is a front face and a back face to every mirror. On our front face 
- it is inscribed officially that if we worship the gods they will protect us. On 

the back face we believe that the Imperial Purpose will ultimately make 
itself clear and light the road toward restoration of the Throne. The back 
face is pregnant with such meanings and the front face is kept to convince 
ordinary men so that they may someday see around to the back. Faithful 
souls can approach the back of the mirror only gradually. And even beyond 
the back of the mirror there are further stages of enlightenment such as 
h im a ro g i and so on which bring full revelation. Only men of the highest 
consciousness can attain them and it is very rare. . . .

On July 17 there will be a meeting of all the spirits of the world. It will 
be the first meeting of the Five Lights. . . . The honorable soul of the Em
peror Meiji will not attend, being temporarily detained by the work of the 
Empress Dowager.3 Then the way to clarification of the national structure

■There may be a confusion of brothers here. Empress Nagako’s brother. Asa- 
a ira, in 1924, broke off his engagement with a girl because it was discovered that 
s e was having an affair With a kinsman of the Namba clan.

* Empress Dowager was then involved in petty palace intrigues against her 
son Hirohito. The identity of the Five Lights is mysterious. According to one well-
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(1936)
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RISING TO A REBEL DAWN

The record of H irohito’s great victory over the mutineers and their 
sympathizers commences a few minutes before the first of the early morn
ing killings. A t 5 :0 0  a .m . Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo was shaken awake 
in his home in northwestern Tokyo by a second lieutenant from the 1st 
Regim ent who brought a  note from his son-in-law Captain Yamaguchi 
informing him that 500 officers and men of the regiment had already left 
their barracks as insurgents and that more were going out every minute. 
Honjo was on his feet instantly ordering the second lieutenant to go back 
to son-in-law Yamaguchi and have him stop the rebellion and call the men 
back.

“It is too late,” said the second lieutenant.
“D o your best,” commanded Honjo. Turning to the phone he called the 

commander-in-chief of the secret police and the aide-de-camp on night 
duty a few steps from the imperial bedchamber in  the palace. Both men 
were calm and noncommittal. Honjo summoned a car and set out for the 
palace. On the way he encountered almost a company of soldiers near the 
British Em bassy just west of the palace. He deduced from their uniforms 
that they were not Imperial Guardsmen of the elite Konoye Division and 
that therefore they must be rebels from his son-in-law’s 1st Division. He 
did not stop his car to parley with them.

Arriving at the Inner Palace at 6 :00  a .m ., Honjo learned that Hirohito 
was already up and at work a t his desk. When he was received in audience 
a few minutes later, the Em peror said to him, “Make this incident end 
quickly and so turn calamity into good fortune.” Then Hirohito added 
accusingly, “Only you, Chief Aide-de-Camp, worried beforehand that there 
might be such an outbreak.”
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Aizavva. They were held in the most emotionally flammable surroundings 
possible: the barracks of the 1st Division. It was this division, one of the 
two stationed in Tokyo, which contained most of the young officers of the 
antifascist National Principle Group. It was this division which, on the 
papers of past plot plans, was expected to supply a majority of the forces 
for any rebellion. Court-martial defendant Aizawa had served as a captain 
and major in the division from 1926 to 1931, and the men of the division 
had just been notified in December that they were all to be transferred 
imminently to garrison duty in Manchuria. The 1st Division had never be
fore been sent overseas except for action in time of war.

The advocate assigned to defend assassin Aizawa was Lieutenant Colonel 
Mitsui Sakichi, the young man who had forced his way into the home of the 
Mitsui cartel magnate two years earlier and who for several months had 
been working closely with the Strike-South Faction’s spy in Strike-North 
ranks, Major General Tiger Yamashita. In 1937, Mitsui would be given 
three years’ suspended sentence for his part in the 1936 rebellion. In 1942, 
during the war, he would be elected to the Diet.

At Aizawa’s trial Mitsui played to packed houses. “If an error is made at 
this trial,” he orated, “it will have serious consequences. . . .  If the court 
fails to understand the spirit which guided Aizawa, a second and even a 
third Aizawa will arise. . . .  A large majority of the junior officers are 
determined to purge the Army of outside influence, and the nation sincerely 
desires that the Army will prove itself to be the Army of the Emperor.”

Assassin Aizawa himself was put on the stand and cross-questioned sym
pathetically. He breathed not a word of his meetings with Prince Higashi- 
kuni and Prince Asaka. He testified, however, that on his first journey to 
Tokyo, when he warned Nagata instead of killing him, “I could not sleep 
on the train and in the inorning I heard a voice, as if from on high, telling 
me not to act too rashly. . . . Only later did I come to realize that Nagata 
was the headquarters of all the evil. If he would not resign there was only 
one thing to do. I determined to make myself a demon and finish his life 
with one stroke. . . . When on the Emperor’s authority the inspector 
general of military education was transferred to the honorable post of a 
Supreme War Councillor, it seemed to me like converting the Imperial 
Army into a private concern.”

Big Brother Kido, secretary to the lord privy seal, kept close traclc of the 
proceedings at the Aizawa trial and worried about them. Oh February 2, 
after careful research, however, he decided that everything would be all 
right. He compared defense lawyer Lieutenant Colonel Mitsui with Colonel 
Ishiwara Kanji, who had planned the conquest of Manchuria, and with 
Colonel Hashimoto Kingoro, the firebrand who would later sink the U.S. 
gunboat Panay. All three felt the need for domestic reform and sympa
thized with the National Principle Group. “But when it comes to the point,” 
Kido concluded, “they will all present a united front to outsiders.”
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with the lord privy seal. Like o ther;tru s ted  miniioiiis^^^^ 
was not to leave the palace for a week. H e w as.given a temporary cubicle 
down the corridor from H irohito’s study ?in the-Jm periai-L ita^ 
bunked down on open stretches of matting floor in the. rooms of chamber-. 
lains. H e was on call to the Em peror twenty-four hours a day; >.

REBEL TERMS

Also a t 7 :00 a .m . that February ;0^''2-26':-as''
called by Japanese—W ar M inister Kwashima condescended" at length to 
com e'dow n from his bedroom  and. parley with the rebel officers'who. oc- 
cupied the ground floor of" his' r e s id e n b e T lh e y ^ g ^  
the manifesto,, of which they had plastered copies on all the walls of the 
occupied area, and demanded that he p resen t'it to the Emperor. They 
also stipulated that the government must announce a full restoratidn of .- 
the Em peror to power; that the Army must rid itself of factibnalism; that, 
the “arch traitors” of previous plots, including Gerieirais Kdiso,\;
Tatekawa, and Ugaki, m ust be arrested; that some other officers of Hiro
hito’s original cabal must be dismissed from* The ,>ervice;V';tHaf.< <3eheral .; 
A raki m ust be m ade commander Of the Kwantung'AiTny in ofder tb ‘‘coerce 
Russia” ; and finally tha t the war minister should consult with Strike-Nortli.. 
leader M azaki before stating their demands to the Emperor. They rccom- : 
mended that he talk also to Lieutenant General; ‘iBurusHd:;'Miki5^Ae/ww 
minister of war, an aviation expert whom the Emperor trusted,. and to . 
M ajor General Tiger Yam ashita who 'was— uni&bwriAb mem—1*; 
undercover agent. W ar M inister Kawashima listened giavely to ' their re- 
quests and promised to do what he could. c:

A t 8 :00  A.M. Prince Fushimi,' the chief of the Naval General Staff, ar- . 
rived a t the palace and went straight into Hirohito’s presence. Units of the 
fleet, he reported, were being brought around from Yokosuka Naval Base 
into Tokyo Bay and could be ready, at a' wprd from the Emperop td -shelf: 
the rebeT positions. A t the same time, he felt, i t  would 
a. new Cabinet quickly andv'tb. compromise a . litfliB ;ry v itK reb je fe ;,;Sitf£e 
some of the rebels were close friends of Prince Chichibu, it would bC; 
wrong to deal with them too severely. D id n o t the Emperor agrec?

Hirohito, who had had many; disagre^ehts;;im ^^ 
and knew that he was disposed to argument, rep^c^ onl)': I as^ ,  /
your report on the ..situation 'm-{th'e;jNa^r. As ' tp;my:;pp|hiqM:
th e p resen t incident, 1 have  g iven  them  already to Im penal -Hpi^e o

M inister Y uasa.” , [ ' [ ' [ j-" ' vL1'-'-;
“H ave I  your permission. Sire, to ask them then of Yuasa.. • ■_

. “I would like to 'reserve judgment oh that petition,” snapped 'v v ;  
and. waved P rince , Fushiimi frbm.'thepfqpm.--,Full 
;w P ^ & e d t^ ;t6;Big E f  ottim S o ,  S ;p r e s M e h T q f ^
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hair’s breadth, at this present outbreak, of ensnaring our land of the gods 
and of destroying our culture, our bequest from the ancestors. Is this not 
clear? Is there not light in fire?

Indeed there is, and grave uneasiness at home and abroad. The false 
counsels of false vassals sap the national essence, shade the divine radiance 

- of the Throne, and retard the Restoration. . . .  At this moment when the 
First Division has just heard its imperial order of dispatch overseas 
we cannot help but look back on conditions at home. . . .  In so far as we 
can, we and our kindred spirits must make it our responsibility to crumble 
the inner doors and strike off the heads of the treacherous army traitors in 
the palace. Though mere retainers, we now take a positive road as if we were 

' the trusted lieutenants of the Throne. Even if our actions cost us our lives 
and our honor, vacillation now has no meaning for us.

We here who share the same grief and the same aspirations take this op
portunity to rise as one man. To make the traitors perish, to make the 
supreme righteousness righteous, to protect the national essence and make 
it manifest, we dedicate our own true hearts as children of the sacred land, 
thereby giving our livers and brains to be consumed in the fire.

We humbly pray the sun goddess and the ancestors, riding on spirit wings, 
to lend us their dark assistance and second sight in our undertaking.

Eleventh year of Showa, second month, twenty-sixth day.

Hirohito listened in silence to the manifesto. Behind its impassioned 
words and its brave show of martial spirit, he could see a complete repudia
tion of all his warlike policies. In their veiled, belly-talking fashion, the 
rebels were begging him to shrink from the danger of further foreign en
tanglements and devote his energies to domestic reform and the preserva
tion of Japan’s traditional homespun virtues.

“Whatever their excuses,” said Hirohito icify, “I am displeased. They 
have put a blot on the nation. I call on you, War Minister, to suppress 
them quickly.”

Kawashima sought to find some small token of conciliation to give the 
men who occupied his home. But Hirohito forbade him to convey to them 
any message of sympathy and understanding from the Throne—merely 
that the Throne had been informed of their intentions.

FIRST DAY OF SIEGE

As soon as War Minister Kawashima had withdrawn to think over his 
predicament, Hirohito began to interview, one by one, all the generals who 
sat on the Supreme War Council. Confident that they would not be mo
lested en route by their own Army’s insurgents and eager to show their 
loyalty and give their advice to the Throne, they had all come to the palace 
early in the morning when Cabinet ministers and admirals were still con
spicuous by their absence. Hirohito impressed on them one point: t e 
Army must take the responsibility for suppressing “these violent rioters.
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privy seal, the war minister, the vice war minister, the foreign minister, the 
vice foreign minister, the home minister, and the prime minister.

Before 5:00 a .m . the rebels had occupied their primary objectives. At 
the Sanno Hotel, which they intended to make their field headquarters, 
they roused guests from their beds—including two or three Westerners— 
and courteously manned the hotel switchboard to find fresh accommoda
tions for them in inns and hotels elsewhere in the city. At tire war minister’s 
official residence they apprised War Minister Kawashima of their presence, 
and then, because he pleaded a bad cold and a need to sleep, left him 
undisturbed until 7:00 A.M. when he rose to parley with them. At Metro
politan Police Headquarters they simply mixed with the sergeants on night 
duty and doubled the guard outside.

In the offices of the General Staff lights were burning because Colonel 
Ishiwara Kanji, the strategist of the Manchuria campaign, now chief of the 
Operations Section of the General Staff, had received belated warning of 
the rising and was in conference with some of his staff. At about 5:00 A.M. 
Colonel Ishiwara stormed from his office, shot a rebel guard on duty outside, 
and screeched away in his official car to see what he could do. He could do 
nothing; he was too late.

The death squads had already gone out to be ready at the stroke of 
five to kill “the evil men about the Throne.” At 5:05 the first squad 
struck. A hundred soldiers under the command of Chichibu’s friend Lieu
tenant Nakahashi Motoaki of the Imperial Guards Division surrounded 
the home of the unkempt, bushy-bearded Santa Claus of Japanese finance, 
the brilliant, heterodox economist, Finance Minister Takahashi 'Korekiyo, 
eighty-one years old. After wounding the policeman !on guard outside, 
Lieutenant Nakahashi burst into the house, ran to the old finance minister’s 
bedroom, ripped the covers from him and cried “Tenchu!” (“Heaven’s 
punishment!” ) When Takahashi opened his eyes, Nakahashi shot him thrice 
and then for good measure stabbed him twice. He died instantly.

At the same moment a second squad of 200 soldiers, a lieutenant, and 
three second lieutenants surrounded the home of the new lord privy seal 
and former prime minister, Admiral Viscount Saito Makoto, seventy-seven. 
The suave, good-natured old courtier was sleeping heavily after a late night 
at the American Embassy where he had viewed a private showing of the 
Jeanette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy movie Naughty Marietta with Ambassa
dor and Mrs. Grew.

Hearing the young officers running into the house, Viscountess Saito rose 
from her husband s side in time to slam the bedroom door in their faces. 
“Please wait a moment?” she cried.

By the time the young officers had forced the door, Admiral Saito had 
awakened and was standing behind his wife in his sleeping kimono. Three 
officers shot him almost simultaneously. Viscountess Saito fell on the body 
and clung to it tenaciously, weeping. Unable to drag her off, the young
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eminent in the absence of Prime Minister Okada who still hid in a closet 
a t his residence. The Supreme War Councillors had been asked by the 
Emperor to suppress the incident as quickly as possible with a minimum of 
bloodshed.

It was a long afternoon. The Emperor was unwilling to appoint a new 
prime minister because any change in the government might be constnied 
as a step toward reform and a victory for the rebels.2 Nor was he willing 
to ease the task of the War Councillors by even a token gesture of con
ciliation. When the rebels had returned to their barracks he would resume 
constructive government. Until then he took the position that he would 
sign nothing and, would preside over the realm as a displeased Presence 
and nothing more.

The Cabinet finally chose Home Minister Goto Fumio as their de facto 
administrator. And the Supreme War Council finally agreed to issue the 
rebels “a persuasion paper” and “an order.” The persuasion paper stated 
in brief: “You wished to,attract the Emperor’s attention and you have 
succeeded; your sincere desire to see the essence of the nation realized has 
been noted.” The orders stated in brief: “In accordance with the National 
Defense Plan of fiscal 1935, you are to take up your prearranged positions 
for the defense of Tokyo alongside the other units of your division.”

The Privy Council, meanwhile, which sat in the Imperial Presence, de
bated Whether it would be better to make the rebels disband by sending 
them a direct order from the Emperor or to declare martial law and leave 
the responsibility for suppression to the Army. Hirohito, as was required 
in order to preserve an appearance of free debate, listened attentively but 
said nothing. He caused the second course of action to be taken, however, 
by a simple expedient: every twenty or thirty minues he would have 
Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo summoned and would say to him, as if asking 

'  for news, “Has the Army succeeded in suppressing the crazy violent 
rioters yet?” The Privy Council finally agreed to recommend that the 
reluctant Army should impose martial law.

At 3:00 in the afternoon 1st Division soldiers took up defensive positions 
according to the contingency plans of fiscal 1935 and were not joined by 
their rebellious comrades. At 5:00, after half a day of empty talk, Tiger 
Yamashita returned to the Palace to report. Three of the rebel officers 
tried to follow him into the holy precincts and had to be stopped by the 
Palace Guard.

After hearing Yamashita’s disappointing news, Imperial Household Min
ister Yuasa relayed a request from Hirohito that all trusty v a ssa ls  s le e p  in  

the palace that night and that martial law, as decided, earlier by the War

2 It may be assumed that the secret police had informed Hirohito early that after 
noon that Prime Minister Okada was still alive. Not until the following a ternoon, 
however, when Okada had been safely smuggled out of rebel territory, was 
news of his survival given to the courtiers around Hirohito.
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ever, dragged him from his bed and huiried him out of his own suite into 
the servants’ quarters. Hearing the approaching footfalls of a search party, 
they shoved Okada unceremoniously into one of the toilets there and told 
him to draw the wooden cleat which would lock it from the inside. Then 
Colonel Matsuo, in a signal act of heroism, ran out into a courtyard nearby 
shouting, ‘.‘Long live the Empeior.” He fell instantly in a hail of machine- 
gun bullets, his face disfigured almost beyond recognition.

The soldiers who had shot him carried his corpse back to Okada’s bed
room and laid it out. They compared the face with photographs and de
cided, with the help of prompting from the maids, that they had killed 
the prime minister.

In the morning secret-police officers infiltrated the area along the wall 
of the palace occupied by the rebel troops and fraternized with the soldiers. 
In the course of their investigations they learned from the maids at the 
prime minister’s residence that Admiral Okada was still alive. Okada’s 
son-in-law and another of his secretaries were called in through the rebel 
lines to perform obsequies over the corpse of Matsuo, the prime minister’s 
stand-in. The now all-too-sober Okada was moved to a closet where he 
would be more comfortable. His mourners won the sympathies and re
laxed the surveillance of the rebel guards.

On the following morning his surviving secretary, Fukuda Ko, brought a 
score of elderly secret-police pallbearers in frock coats to the Prime Min
istry, together with a flu mask and horn-rimmed glasses. Disguised in these, 
the hungry, weary Okada joined the mourners at the coffin of his brother- 
in-law. As the bier was borne from the house, one of the aged pallbearers 
imported by the secret police fell to the ground in a mock heart attack 
and was carried off on a stretcher. In the confusion the sliaken Prime 
Minister Okada was bundled into a car and escaped.

The killings in Tokyo were well co-ordinated with*more attacks in the 
provinces. During the night of the rising, groups of soldiers, reservists, and 
cadet officers converging on Okitsu to assassinate aged Prince Saionji were 
met and dispersed by police. At Yugawara hot springs, where .former Lord 
Privy Seal Makino was hiding at an inn with his twenty-year-old grand
daughter Kazuko, the child of postwar Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru, 
no precautions had been taken. At 5:40 a.m . a group of rebels who had 
set out on their mission at midnight arrived at the inn, set up a machine 
gun before the entrance, hailed the innkeeper, and demanded Makino. A 
moment later Makino’s bodyguard appeared, blazing away with a gun. 
He wounded the leader of the squad, Captain Kono Hisashi, but was him
self riddled with machine-gun bullets. The spray of lead tore through the 
fragile fagade of the Japanese inn and wounded Makino’s nurse and one 
of his servants.

During the brief battle old plotter Makino and his granddaughter, to
gether With other guests and members of the staff, stole out the back of 
the inn and climbed the hillside behind it. The w'ounded Captain Kono, who
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“I suppose,” sighed Honjo to his diary when the Emperor had hung 
up, “that he passed through the honorable latticed door [to bed] sometime 
after that.”

Disciplining the Legions

THE SECOND DAY

When dawn came on February 27, P-day plus one, the snow had 
ceased but it was still cloudy. Martial law had been officially proclaimed 
at 2:50 that morning. At 5:00 a .m . Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo was 
roused bleary-eyed from his makeshift pallet in the palace by a personal 
visit from Prince Fushimi. Fushimi reported to Honjo that young Army 
officers had called at the Fushimi villa during the night to ask him to take 
the post of lord privy seal as a means of settling the incident. He had, of 
course, refused to commit himself. At 7:00 a .m . the Emperor’s uncle 
Prince Asaka called on the Emperor’s brother Prince Takamatsu at the 
Naval Staff College to seek his support in urging Hiroliito to appoint a new 
cabinet as soon as possible. Takamatsu declined.

In the palace the chamberlains’ common room looked like a refugee 
camp. Elderly Cabinet ministers, generals, princes, and marquises sat about 
in their sleeping kimonos eating rice, drinking tea, and exchanging short 
guttural comments after an uncomfortable night. Just outside the palace 
gates, the rebel sentries still paced up and down on the snow. Service on 
the Center line of the subway was suspended, and commuters on their 
way to the business district and docks in southern Tokyo had to change 
many times in order to circle the stricken area around the palace. Hiro- 
hito slept late. After his usual hearty breakfast of oatmeal and eggs he 
did not reach his desk until some time between eight and nine o’clock.

When Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo went to pay his good morning greet
ings to the Emperor, he was met with a barrage of gruff high spirits: “If 
the rioting mobsters do not begin soon to respect the orders of the Army 
high command, I  can see that I will have to go down in person to the 
barricades.”

Honjo replied: “The officers of the direct action group called out the 
Emperor’s troops arbitrarily without orders. In so doing they intruded on 
Your Majesty’s right of supreme command. Naturally this is impermissible 
but the spirit in which they acted deserves some consideration. They were 
moved entirely by patriotic convictions and thought they were acting on 
behalf of the nation. In their psychology there is no Toom to think of 
exerting pressure on you, Sire, or of abusing your prerogatives.’'

A little later Hirohito called Honjo and said: “They killed my right- 
hand elder vassals. Those crazy violent officers may not be excused m 
any way—not even in terms of their psychological motivation. To’fell my 
most trusted vassals is a way of trying to strangle me with a silken cor 
and smother my own head in soft cotton.” -

“There is no question,” admitted Honjo, “that it is the blackest posst e
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political battles. He refused, until the rebels had surrendered, to make any 
concessions as to the policy or personnel of the next government. He 
insisted that the Army take full public responsibility not only for the 
suppressing of the rebels but also for their rising, and that it do so. more
over, on its own authority, without invoking Hirohito’s personal power 
as god-king Finally he took a firm hand with the elders of his own Court 
and family and overruled a substantial bloc of them who rose in dissent.

When the rebellion had been suppressed, Hirohito’s courtiers spread an 
account of events in the palace during those three days which their own 
diaries expose as false.0 By so doing they meant to protect the Throne 
against reaction in case the coming gamble of war should turn out badly. 
Thus they suggested that Hirohito was forced by the rebellion to seek 
employment for his soldiers’ idle hands and to consent in the preparations 
for war against China. The true situation is aptly illustrated by Chief Aide- 
de-Camp Honjo’s diary. On Febiuary 25, the day before the rebellion. 
Honjo notes that the Emperor approved an enlargement of the command 
structure for the Tientsin garrison army in north China to put it on a 
war footing. He asked Honjo to see that the enlargement be made in such 
a way as “not to excite foreign suspicion” and “not to make control in
convenient as was the case when we reorganized the Kwantung Army” [be
fore the conquest of Manchuria],

“The problem,” Hirohito had explained to Honjo, “is not what we do 
but world reaction to what we do.”

February M u tin y
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At about 7:00 p .m . the royal brothers joined other princes of the blood 
in the Imperial Family Council Chamber.4 According to chamberlains’ 
gossip, voices were modulated and the atmosphere was urbane, Hirohito 
questioned each of the princes in turn and heard short prepared speeches 
that touched on a variety of topics including China, long-range military 
planning, and domestic reform. The main concern, however, was that the 
spirit of rebellion might spread to the provinces unless a new Cabinet was 
appointed promptly and a compromise worked out with the Army. Hiro
hito thanked his kinsmen, promised to think over their ideas, and at 8:30 
the meeting adjourned on a note of noncommittal anticlimax. Prince 
Chichibu went on to a half-hour conference with Big Brother Kido.

Only two concrete results emerged from the family conference. Army 
Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, who was indisposed at his villa in Oclawara 
on the shore, was asked to come to Tokyo and stand behind Hirohito 
“even if it is inconvenient.” Kanin obeyed the next day but was given no 
reason to meet with his monarch for a week. Also that night Prince 
Chichibu penned a personal note to his friend Captain Nonaka, the 
highest-ranking rebel officer, asking him as a favor to withdraw his troops. 
Nonaka responded, after a day’s thought, by putting a pistol in his mouth 
and pulling the trigger. Chamberlains were relieved to see that the princes 
of the blood, embarrassed though they might be by their many friendships 
and commitments in the ranks of junior officers, nevertheless chose to 
stand by Hirohito when it came to a confrontation. Chichibu left the 
palace that night at 9 :1 0  p .m ., accompanied once again by an army of 
police.

The next morning Hirohito sent his own impressions of the council 
meeting to Big Brother Kido, the president of the Bureau of Heraldrj and 
Peerage, for inscription in the palace rolls: “Prince Takamatsu [my brother] 
is the best. Prince Chichibu [my brother] has improved greatly since the 
time of the 5—15 Incident. Prince Nashimoto was moved to team when he

4 According to the Imperial House Law “the members Of the imperial family 
shall he under the control of the Emperor” and the family council “shall be com
posed of the male members of the imperial family who have reached the age o 
majority.” In addition the Emperor was expected to require the presence of an 
outside witness, specifically the privy seal, household minister, minister of justice, 
or president of the Supreme Court. In 1936 there were sixteen princes eligible to 
sit on the family council, six of the higher rank called Shinno and fen of t 
lower rank called O. The six Shinno were Hirohito’s three brothers plus three prmres 
of the less immediate family who had been created Shinno by Imperial election. 
Prince Kanin, the Army chief of staff; Prince Fushimi," the Navy chief of staff? 
the fascistic Prince Kaya who had visited Hitler in 1934. The" princes who „ oo& 
part in the February 27 meeting of the Council were brother Chichibu, brother 
Takamatsu, and cousin Fushimi, all Shinno; and uncle Higashikuni; uncle Auasa, 
cousin Nashimoto, and Prince Kanin's son, HaruhitO, all O.
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thirteen minutes later, He was ushered at once into the Im perial Presence
and went on to dine with the Emperor in private. ^



Thinking of his son-in-law, Honjo said, “The young officers only mean 
to find a place for their sense of righteousness as individuals in the all- 
encompassing righteousness of the Emperor. They wish a little fresh air for 
their ideas to bloom in.”

Marquis Kido Koichi, the secretary to the lord privy seal— secretary 
until two months ago of Count Makino and until fifteen minutes ago of 
Admiral Viscount Saito—was awakened at 5:20 a.m . by a phone call from 
the palace which told him of the attack on Saito. Kido at once “sensed an 
incident of great magnitude.” He called Metropolitan Police Headquarters 
and found that no one there, being surrounded by rebels, could speak 
without constraint. So he called the official car pool and asked for im
mediate transportation to the palace. While waiting for it, he phoned 
Prince Konoye and Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Plarada to give them the news. 
When his driver arrived, he shrewdly directed the man to take a long way 
around the area which he imagined would be occupied by the rebels.

At six o’clock Kido was at his desk in the Imperial Household Ministry 
within the outer precincts of the holy palace walls. He made numerous 
phone calls to evaluate the situation including one, at 6:40, to Prince 
Saionji’s residence in Okitsu. The maids there assured him that the vener
able old man and the rest of his household were soundly asleep in bed. 
Kido has never revealed whether or not he knew that Saionji was really 
asleep miles away in the home of the governor of Shizuoka. In his diary 
Kido wrote only: “I felt greatly relieved.”

After making his phone calls and becoming as knowledgeable as he 
could, Kido waited at the Household Ministry for Saionji’s Secretary- 
Spy Harada. On foot, with his Imperial Household pass in his hand 
ready to show to any rebel who stopped him, Harada arrived shortly 
before 7:00 a.m . and was given instructions by Kido. After receiving 
them, instead of going to one of the north gates of the palace and pro
ceeding to Okitsu to be with Saionji as duty demanded, Harada returned to 
his home in rebel territory and spent the next two days doing phone 
business as usual from a hideout in the house of.a neighbor. Though he 
may not have known it, he was on the “shoot-at-sight” list of the rebel 
officers as “that meddlesome little baron.” In going back to his neighbor
hood he played the part of heroic intelligence agent. He kept in constant 
telephonic touch with Kido and ventured out in the evening to observe the 
rebel* camp.

After issuing instructions to Harada, Kido walked across the palace 
park and through the inner wall to Hirohito’s own residence and offices. 
He found the aides-de-camp, Imperial Household Minister Yuasa, and 
Vice Grand Chamberlain Hirohata already in attendance outside Hirohito’s 
study. They gave him more up-to-date intelligence than he had been able 
to elicitt from his own informants on the phone: the grand chamberlain, 
the prime minister, and the finance minister had all been attacked, along
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The 1st and Konoye Divisions grouped for.-attack and planes revved 
up to bomb the rebel barricades. The rebel officers were told by radio, 
“Surrender or be attacked.” The rebels replied that they would “not obey 
orders formulated by organ theorists ,who perverted imperial intentions.” 

At this point a “hold” was sent to the waiting attack forces because 
Prince Chichibu’s . message was being . delivered to -. Captain Nonaka, and 
Tiger Yamashita had one last idea for' a compromise. After a parley at
the barricades, Yamashita, came to the palace aide-de-camp office at one in 
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- and Heraldry, and - ordered him to circulate an account of the spat to all
princes of the blood. .

At 9:00 a.M. War Minister Kawashima, fresh from his parley with the 
rebels, arrived at the palace and was given audience by the Emperor. He 
produced the rebels’ manifesto scroll and solemnly read it in the Imperial
Presence.1

A Prospectus for Direct Action to Protect the Essence of
the Nation

After humble reflection as children of the land of the gods we submit 
these grievances to the one eternal god, the Emperor, under whose high 
command we serve. The essence of our country consists first in accomplish
ing the evolutionary formation of a single nation that is one body and then 
in comprehending the entire earth under our soof. The superior excellence 
and dignity of our national essence has grown systematically, and by careful 
nurture, from the founding of the nation by Emperor Jimmu, to the trans
formation of society by the Meiji Restoration. Now once again we are reach
ing the autumn of an epoch in which we confront many outside lands and 
must make visible progress toward a new enlightenment.

Despite the critical period ahead of us, gangs of effeminate sadists spring 
up in our midst like toadstools; we indulge our selfish desires and interests; 
we allow superficial formalism to arrogate the absolute sanctity of the 
Throne; we obstruct the creative evolution of all the people, causing them 
to groan in anguish and misery. Increasingly Japan is pursued by foreign 
troubles, and riding at the mercy of the waves, becomes the butt of foreign 
ridicule. The elder statesmen, the leaders of Army factions, the bureaucrats, 
the political parties, and so on have all contributed as leaders to this de
struction of the national essence. . . . The March Incident and the special 
interests of false scholars, false Communists, treasonable religious groups 
and the like are all woven together in a dark plot which, though unrealized, 
has set a most conspicuously bad example. The crimes are smeared so gory 
across the heavens that we have reached a juncture at which bloodshed is 
a mere figure of speech to express indignation. The pioneering self-sacrifice 
of the Blood Brothers . . . ; the volcanic spouting of the 5-15 Incident; 
the flashing out of Colonel Aizawa’s sword—truly these men had reasons 
for what they did, reasons which have made them weep.

How many times must lifeblood water the earth to produce a bit of in
trospection and penitence even now at this late hour? As of old we con
tinue to play for time and look the other way out of private greed and 
status seeking. Russia, China, England, and the United States are within a

11 quote at length fiom the original. Its deep and alien feelings defy summary. 
And the only previously available translation, which may be found in one form or 
another in half a dozen textbooks of modern Japanese history, is an independent 
composition prepared in 1936 by a Japanese interpreter for the Tokyo office of 
The N e w  Y o r k  T im es. It includes some ideas from the original but rearranges them 
and smothers all their fire and brimstone. *
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therefore permit you, Chief Aide-de-Camp, to deliver your own dissenting 
comments and feelings officially to the Supreme War Council, and then I 
require you to bring this situation to an immediate resolution.”

}
H onjo was supposed to take official responsibility for all the Emperor’s 

opinions regarding military matters. In the past when the two men had 
differed, H irohito had  either coaxed the old general into line or com
promised a little himself. Now Hirohito had specifically released Honjo 
from  responsibility and asked him to go on record, officially, as dissenting. 
In  one and the same breath Hirohito was saying that he had great respect 
for H onjo and that he would no longer require Honjo’s services as a 
confidant.

Accordingly [wrote Honjo in his diary] I requested of the War Council 
that it send a representative to my office to speak to me. General Araki 
[the Strike-North leader] came and I delivered to him on the one hand my 
own sentiments and on the other the Imperial Will. General Araki said, “I 
suppose that ever since the imperial order was issued there has been no way 
except the exercise of military force.”

The two generals, Araki fifty-nine and Honjo sixty, stared at one an
other bleakly. They had graduated together from the military academy in 
1898 and had worked together in a dozen different assignments for the 
General Staff since then. They both knew that Hirohito had often chosen 
in the past between the opinions of disagreeing advisors. They both knew 
that Hirohito had sometimes gone out of his way to find an advisor who 
would propose the course of action which he personally wished to follow. 
B ut Hirohito had never before ignored the advice of all his military coun
cillors. Now the thirty-five-year-old god-king had emerged from the 
chrysanthemum curtain and was taking full autocratic responsibility. As 
the two elderly generals bowed curtly to one another, they bowed also to 
the Imperial Will. Thereafter all elders of the Japanese Army would behave 
as if they had no responsibility of their own but merely followed orders. 
I t was a historic moment, and the two generals acknowledged it, in parting, 
by nothing more than a slight raising of the eyebrows.

The supreme military councillors made one last effort to prevent Hiro
hito from putting the Throne in a dangerously exposed position. A t 7:30 
p .M. a delegation of them, including former W ar Minister General Araki, 
former W ar Minister General Hayashi, and Vice Chief of Staff Lieutenant 
General Sugiyama, m et Prince Kanin as he arrived by train from Odawara 
and tried to persuade him to change Hirohito’s mind. Prince Kanin refused 
to interfere and drove on to his villa. The delegation of Army elders pro
ceeded to martial law headquarters, convoked a meeting of the staff there, 
explained the situation, and gave it as a united opinion that “we must a 
all costs avoid an arm ed clash that will destroy Army morale.”
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If it did not, lie would call in the Navy or go down to the barricades himself.
While the Emperor was personally reminding the elders of the Army 

of their duty, the six young rebel officers in command at War Minister 
Kawashima’s residence waited for a reply to their demands and held court 
for a steady stream of senior officers who came to remonstrate with them 
or wish them well. Indeed, though it seems incredible, business at the 
residence, and at the nearby War Ministry and General Staff offices, went 
on much as usual despite the rebel pickets who stood guard at the doors.

The incongruity of the situation was demonstrated at 10 a.m . when 
Major Katakura Tadashi, the nephew of the Manchurian Incident’s War 
Minister General Minami, came to Kawashima’s residence on a routine staff 
errand. Major Katakura had helped to expose the Military Academy Plot 
in 1934 and had thereby betrayed most of the young men who were now 
insurgents. Not surprisingly, one of them, the pamphleteer Isobe who had 
been dishonorably discharged, greeted Katakura with a bullet in the head. 
Unfortunately for later Allied war prisoners in Burma, whom he worked 
and killed in 1944, it was only a flesh wound and Katakura recovered. 
Many of his fellow officers felt that he had received no more than he de
served, and the coming and going of callers at the war minister's residence 
continued unabated.

At noon, when the last Supreme War Councillor had emerged from the 
Imperial Presence, War Minister Kawashima dispatched Major General 
Tiger Yamashita to go from the aides’ office in the palace out to the rebels 
and give them their answer. It was in brief: “The Emperor has been told 
your intentions; the war minister recognizes the sincerity of your motives; 
the Supreme War Council has met and decided to uphold the national 
prestige.”

The message could not have had a more fateful ring. The blood-stained 
young rebels could sense in it the Emperor’s icy attitude toward them. 
They were lost. If they were to die in vain, they promised Tiger Yamashita 
that they would do so on their barricades fighting to the last man.

Yamashita phoned the palace. He was told to keep talking and was 
promised reinforcements. Shortly afterwards he was joined at the negotiat
ing table by the ubiquitous Colonel Suzuki Tei-ichi, who was known to 
be close to the Emperor, and by the commander of the 1st Regiment, 
Colonel Kofuji Satoshi, who could be held responsible for the young offi
cers as members of his command.

While the negotiators slogged on through a mire of patriotic meta
physics, Hirohito convoked the highest consultative bodies of the land 
and spent the afternoon with them. In one palace room the Privy Council 
sat in the Imperial Presence; in another met those members of the Cabinet 
who had finally dared to come to the palace; in a third conferred the Su
preme War Council, including Strike-North leaders Araki and Mazaki. The 
Cabinet had been asked by the Emperor to see to continuance of civil gov-
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new Cabinet.” Hirohito replied that he would “wait until pacification is 
complete.” Then when it was complete, he was all impatience. At two 
o’clock he had the conventional request to Prince Saionji— that he come 
up to Tokyo and recommend a prime minister— transmitted to Okitsu by 
telephone instead of the customary imperial messenger. Pleading lumbago 
Saionji asked for a little time to  prepare for the journey. A t four o’clock 
H irohito had him called again and told tha t Cabinet formation was urgent 
and that he m ust come as quickly as possible.

W hile Saionji collected himself a day passed, M arch 1. It was a Sunday, 
and for once on Sunday official Tokyo enjoyed not only the weekly official 
W estern-style day off but a day of genuine exhaustion and rest. Hirohito 
was the exception. H e was up early in Army uniform and remained at his 
desk until late in the evening. I t was a regimen which he would insist on 
for weeks to come. H e gave up his daily hour of exercise and paid no 
attention even when a delegation of his chief vassals came to him on March 
18 and begged him to take better care of his honorable body. He knew well 
the military dictum that victory can be deceptive unless it is pursued inex
orably to the last surrender of the last foot soldier.

O n M arch 2, when the venerable Saionji did arrive in Tokyo, arrange
ments had been made by H irohito’s Big Brothers which would enable their 
leader, Prince Konoye, to refuse power in the manner of Julius Caesar— 
first the crown of prim e minister, then the crown of lord privy seal. It was 
an elaborate gesture staged to prepare the way for a Konoye prime 
ministership when the war began with China. Konoye had never served in 
any public office but was known merely as a leader in the aristocratic House 
of Peers. The people needed exposure to the idea that he was prime minis
terial timber. And though the docile people might accept him now, he did 
not wish to be in charge at a time when the Army was about to be ruth
lessly purged. I t  would have made his leadership over the Army difficult 
in time of war.

Saionji m ade an attem pt to expose the insincerity of Konoye’s candidacy. 
When he found the Konoye name pushed at him from every direction by 
well-primed politicians, he spoke to Konoye and found him unwilling. 
W hen Konoye’s modesty was admired in the newspapers, Saionji went 
ahead, over Konoye’s objections, and insisted on proposing him officially 
to the  Throne. Hirohito himself broke precedent by objecting that Konoye s 
health might not be good enough. Saionji declared that it was and repeated 
his recommendation. Hirohito had no choice, as a matter of protocol, but 
to summon Konoye on M arch 4 and ask him to form a Cabinet.

Emerging from his audience, Konoye confided to Lord Privy Seal Secre 
tary Kido, “I  am in real trouble.” After a night’s sleep Konoye returned to 
Saionji and begged for mercy. H e brought with him a certificate froin is 
doctor stating that his health would not be up to the responsibilities of o ice 
for at least'another three months, that is, until the purge of the Army vou 
be completed.
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Council, be imposed on Tokyo from midnight onwards. War Minister 
Kawashima promised to comply but doubted that martial law would be 
effective. He asked Household Minister Yuasa if he might submit to the 
Throne a list of names which the Army would like to see in the next Cabi
net. Yuasa rejected the request angrily and called it an attempted in
fringement of imperial rights. War Minister Kawashima ‘ looked surprised 
and went to see about setting up a martial law headquarters. Navy Minister 
Osurai was granted audience at 6:30 and implored the Emperor to ease 
the nation’s tension by appointing a provisional Cabinet and a prime 
minister pro tem.

The Emperor refused. “If the Army had wished to avoid this confronta
tion,” he said, “ it might have given me a gently worded reproof.” That 
evening the five rebel officers in the war minister’s residence parleyed with 
no less than seven full generals, including Hayashi, Mazaki, Araki, and 
Terauclii. The dazzling display of brass failed to break the deadlock. The 
rebels repeated their earlier demands and added further that they must 
not be called traitors.

That evening the Cabinet resigned—not once but twice. The first time, 
at 9 o’clock, de facto Prime Minister Goto submitted, a cabinet resignation 
en bloc. It was a routine gesture expected of a cabinet after a national 
disaster, Und the Emperor routinely dismissed it. “Retain your posts with 
sincerity,” he said, “until peace and order have been restored.”

This was not enough, however. The ministers withdrew and returned to 
the anteroom where they had been in debate all afternoon. Intimidated 
by the assassinations that morning and to some extent sympathetic with 
War Minister Kawashima, they resolved to submit individual written resig
nations. They did so at 1:00 A.M. Hirohito had no choice but to accept 
them, but he ordered each minister to “remain in charge of political af
fairs until the realization of a new Cabinet.” He was obviously put out. It 
had been an exhausting day.

Even members of Hirohito’s own family felt that he was taking a dan
gerously uncompromising position. Prince Fushimi and Prince Asaka had 
asked for a meeting of the Imperial Family Council, and Hirohito’s brother 
Chichibu, who sided with them, had been summoned from the country to 
attend it. The Lord Privy Seal’s Secretary Kido had spent the evening 
feeling out the positions of Prince Asaka and Prince Higashikuni and had 
reported reassuringly of their loyalty.

But Hirohito was in no mood for reassurances. Still wearing the rumpled 
Army uniform that he had put on early that morning, he sat down shortly 
before 2:00 A.M.rto read the resignation papers submitted by the Cabinet. 
At 2:00 he phoned Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo,, rousing him from'bed: 
“War Minister Kawashima has submitted a resignation which is identical 
to all die others. Does he think that his responsibility is identical?-With 
such a mentality he is not fit to be war minister.”
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from m orn to midnight, giving his opponents, an object lesson in non-organ 
imperatlves. H e changed his official signature o n . state- documents froin 
“Supreme Sovereign of the G reat Land of Japan” , to icHcavenly Emperor 
of the G reat Land of Japan .” 8 H e considered abolishing the four regiments 
which; had contributed meii to the mutiny arid then, in . a; gesture, of mag
nanimity to the loyal majority, allowed them to : keep their .colors and remain 
a part of the.arm ed services. ;v,’. ■ ' y;,. v. y . . y ,

. A t the same time he approved tentatively-a new  draft,plan, for national 
defense which w as drawn up in four parts by many, different offices in the . 

. defense; establishment.: a financial section which “in accordance with the 
Constitution” might be shown to the .Diet; an over-all-policy and strategy 
section which might be reported to the Cabinet; a section on mobilization 

- and m anpower which/might be. revealed to .the prime minister; and a sec
tion of detailed operational plans which might be. seen in its entirety, only, 
by the Em peror and a  handful of officers in  the General .Staff. One of its 
subsections, form ulated tha t very month of M arch 1936, was a plan for 
night maneuvers near Peking which' could,be used— and would be used 
sixteen months later— to trigger the full-scale war with China.

The bulk of the new defense plan was. devoted less to specific prepara
tions.against China than  to an over-all buildup of national military strength/ 
Jap an  had to 1 be ready no t only to win, against the Chinese but also to dis
courage .Western intervention. The H irota Cabinet instituted a program of 

. regimentation which was known, even at the time, as “the quasi-wartime 
economy'.” M ilitary expenditures m ore than trebled in the next twelve- 
month. Deficit financing, which had been held to a  minimum by the late, 
clever Finance M inister Takahashi, murdered in the mutiny, now became 
the drder of the day. Every aspect of economic life from factory norms to 
foreign exchange was made the thrall to cheap printing-press money and 
rigorous government control.
: A t the same time secret arrangements were made in minute detail for 
increasing the; size' of the Army from seventeen to twenty-four divisions. The 
seven new divisions were to be drawn from the reserve. So thoroughly were 
suppliesf:bffic.efs‘ arid/retraining facilities prepared for them'in advance that

official
when they were needed in the opening weeks of the war with China, they 
became. fighting realities overnight. Thus, .if we are to believe of 

-/records,; tire 114th Division , was created .in Q ctobep, 1937. and in less
than a  month; was in China driving on Nanking, .. ^

' While this dram atic 41 per cent increase \vas being planned in the over
all: size of the : Army, the angry Hirohito . dem anded. a drastic purge of the.

J  undeniable. howeveri and' A as:eloquently/explained;by  Prince Kanm in h .. 

. / / 8.It wasVa. step/h'e. had been considering since late lanuaiy. . ; .



crime to have killed and wounded the elder vassals. But though these 
young officers are confused and do not understand, they believe that they 
acted for the sake of the nation. That was their idea.”

Honjo noted in his diary, “I repeated this to the Emperor in several 
different ways.”

Hirohito shook his head and said, “Can’t you admit, Chief Aide-de- 
Camp, that their action stemmed simply from their own passions and 
selfish ambitions?”

Having no adequate rejoinder to make, Honjo wrote in his diary: “On 
this day also the Emperor was very agitated by the fact that the Army’s 
efforts to suppress the action group are not getting anywhere. He told 
me, ‘I, Chin, would like to take command of the Konoye Guards and 
crush the insurgents personally.’ ” 3

All day long the nation was held in suspense. In the course of it the 
stubborn Emperor called Honjo no less than thirteen times to ask him if 
the Army had acted yet. War Minister Kawashima and most of the other 
full generals busied themselves with the logistics of establishing a martial 
law headquarters in the secret police building a few blocks north of the 
palace perimeter. At 10:30 a.m . the Konoye Imperial Guards took up 
positions facing the northwestern edge of the rebel lines—and then sat 
tight. Loyal units of the 1st Division did the same along the southwestern 
and southeastern edges. Along the northeast edge ran the massive wall of 
the palace. During the afternoon the rebels broke into the Peers’ Club, 
searched everyone they found there, and held an assortment of some sixteen 
marquises, counts, viscounts, and barons at pistol point until evening.

Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Harada passed through the rebel lines, talked 
to some of the detained peers, and was stopped on his way home by a rebel 
officer who recognized him. The officer later testified, “If he had not shown 
fear or if he had attempted to lie to me or run away, I would have killed 
him. But he spoke to me in such a small voice that I let him go with a 
warning.”

During the afternoon lull, everyone was waiting for the arrival in Tokyo 
of Prince Chichibu, Hirohito’s brother, the personal friend of the rebel 
leaders. Chichibu was expected to confront Hirohito that night at the sched
uled meeting of the Imperial Family Council. Privy Seal Secretary Kido 
spent most of the day in conference with Prince Asaka and Prince Hi- 
gashikuni discussing “remedial measures.” It was rumored that the rebels or 
the Army meant to kidnap Prince Chichibu, and so at 5:17 P.M. when 
his train drew in to Ueno Station, he was met by a chamberlain and a 
strong police escort. Driven at full speed, sirens blaring, his cavalcade 
negotiated some four miles of city streets to arrive at the Inner Palace

3 C litn is the old imperial “we” used by Chinese emperors. Its ideograph rep
resents the moon speaking, into the ears of heaven.
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his post. “I  too am in a position of many troubles,” he told Honjo on 
M arch 8, “so please do not think of resigning.”

B ut on M arch 16 Honjo wrote in his diary: “Terauchi came to see me 
and told me the details of my son-in-law Yamaguchi’s guilt and said that 
he was sorry for me. . . . On that day Yamaguchi’s family moved into 
my home. Their furniture was put in the home of the elder Yamaguchi 
[a lieutenant general]. I t is at the request of the Yamaguchi family that 
my daughter and her children have been sent to live in my house.”

The next day, M arch 17, Honjo communicated his intention to resign to 
the Em peror. “The Em peror asked me, cTo what extent is your relative 
involved?’

“I said, ‘I t  is not certain to what extent, but under present conditions 
the first consideration is the cleansing of the Army and I feel obligated to 
resign if only to set an example.’

“The Em peror replied, ‘That may be right; I  shall consider it well.’ ”
By M arch 28, the resignation was accepted. Honjo received a number 

of presents from the Em peror including money, art objects, and a pair of 
paperweights from the imperial desk. “I give you those,” Hirohito said, 
“because I have used them for a long time.” The Empress Dowager gave 
Honjo platinum  cuff links, fresh fish, and o m o c lu — a type of holiday rice 
cake— which she had prepared with her own hands. On April 22 Honjo was 
ordered into the First Reserve with General Minami who had served over 
him as war minister during the M anchurian Incident.

“I  cannot help feeling a kind of sticky sentimentality,” he wrote.
O ther suspects were dealt with more harshly. The blunt, honest number- 

two Strike-North leader, General Mazaki, was held by the secret police for 
a  year and a half. In  the final weeks of 1936, still stubbornly unrepentant, 
he went on a month-long hunger strike at the end of which he refused 
even to drink water. Restored to health by brute force of medicine in the 
hospital, he was finally acquitted by a verdict which his friend General 
Araki, the articulate number-one Strike-North leader, later called “one of 
the strangest legal documents in history.” It cited all Mazaki’s treasonable 
involvements in m inute detail and then abruptly exculpated him in one 
brief declarative sentence. His pardon was widely attributed to the efforts 
of Prince Konoye who wished to heal the wounds of factionalism and 
unite tlie nation behind the war effort.

M ajor General Tiger Yamashita, who had spied for the palace in the 
ranks of the Strike-North Faction and who had served as go-between in 
negotiating with the young rebels, found himself reposted to the comman 
of a brigade in Korea. F or months he worried that he had interpreted his 
instructions from the palace too broadly, that he had gone too far in incit
ing the rebellion or too far in attempting to mediate it. He sank into dejec
tion and, according to his wife, began to look about for civilian employ
ment. Then, in December 1936, his palace contact, former Aide-de-camp
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asked my pardon [for this rebellion]. I appreciate him greatly. Haruhito 
[Prince Kanin’s son] is finei Prince Asaka talks of the individual’s sense of 
righteousness ’and of its place in the over-all righteousness of the Throne, 
but being under radical influence, he is not blameless. As for Prince 
Higashikuni, he is showing good sense.”

Hirohito, as family disciplinarian, had just been required to read police 
dossiers on Prince Higashikuni’s recent blackmail plots and religious hum- 
buggeries. The Emperor evaluated his kinsmen in terms of loyalty and 
disloyalty rather than by ordinary Japanese moral standards. At the quiet 
family conference he had proved himself above influence even by his own 
kinsmen.

Shortly after the council adjourned, Generals Mazaki, Abe, and Nishi 
called at the war minister’s residence and told the five young rebel officers 
in command of the ground floor there that they must give up hope and 
submit to the Imperial Will. If they did not, Strike-North leader Mazaki 
promised that he personally would lead the detachments sent to destroy 
them. Weary and heartsore the young men agreed to capitulate. At 11:30 
p.m. the three generals reported back to the palace, and orders were issued 
to the sentries of the Imperial Guard and 1 st Divisions to be generous that 
night toward common soldiers who sought to escape from tire rebel- 
occupied area.

All was not over, however. The rebels, throughout their sad outing, 
had maintained radio contact with the radical Strike-North ideologist Kita 
Ikki in his hideout in the Tokyo suburbs. Heretofore in his long career 
as a professional revolutionary, Kita had always avoided overt participa
tion in coup d’etat plots. Now, however, he realized that he was deeply 
implicated and would probably be executed if the rebellion failed. For 
the last two days he had stood by his radio transmitter encouraging the 
rebels at every turn, advising them on political subtleties and relaying to 
them heartening prophecies from his wife who had some reputation as a 
woman of occult powers.

After the generals had left the war minister’s residence that night of 
February 27, P-day plus one, Kita about midnight talked to two of the 
rebel officers and told them that they should not yet give up: the pressure 
on the palace was mounting; if they lacked wind for the long run they 
would find themselves put to death summarily-without a hearing. Kita 
added that his wife had dreamed an apocalypse in which the young offi
cers ruled triumphant in a Japanese paradise where there were no poor. 
The rebels listened and agreed.

THE THIRD DAY

February 28, P-day plus two, was once again cloudy. Chief Aide:de- 
Camp Honjo was informed of the rebels’ change of heart at 7 a.m . It 
meant that the rebels would have to be destroyed. It meant that Honjo’s
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be as “noncommittal as a toilet door”—requested audience to make Hiro- 
jiito’a further explanation. There had been a misunderstanding, he said. 
The rebels did not expect an imperial witness at their suicides. They had 
merely hoped that a chamberlain might take a look at their bodies after
ward and report to the Throne whether or not they had carried out their 
rites of disembowelment in a correct fashion. Hirohito dismissed the new 
face-saving formula with rekindled anger. When so informed, one of the 
rebel officers lamented, “But even airplane accidents are reported to the 
Throne.”

Vice Giief of Staff Sugiyama returned to Hirohito and for almost an 
hour used all his jester wiles in an effort to make Hirohito more lenient. 
Finally he lay down in a doorway and told the Emperor to trample on him. 
The Emperor merely stepped over him and went to await developments in 
another room. Finally at 4:30 p .m . Sugiyama and the commander of the 
martial law fo rc e ,5 Lieutenant General Kashii Kohei, r e p o r te d  to  th e  Em
peror that it was too late in the day for an attack but promised him 
religiously that one would be launched first thing in the morning. Hirohito 
dismissed them curtly, summoned Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo, and ac
cused the Army leadership of gross insubordination.

“There is a rumor,” said Hirohito, “that the Army belongs to the Em
peror. There is another rumor that the Army is intentionally stalling in 
order to increase the significance of the incident.”

“In the last few hours,” replied Honjo, “people have been saying that in 
the present situation the Army is being evasive about following the Im
perial Will in an intentional attempt to establish a military government. 
This sort of comment is extremely insulting to the Army of the Emperor 
and ignores the Army’s honest effort to resolve the incident quickly and 
peacefully.” Honjo later wrote in his diary:

Thus I appealed to the Emperor, saying that the public atmosphere of 
misunderstanding directed against the Army was cruel and hard for the 
men to bear. At that moment, without controlling my emotions, I wept and 
could not speak. The Emperor walked from the room without saying a word.

After a while, he called me and said: “You, Chief Aide-de-Camp, ap
pealed to me on the grounds that unjust criticisms are being leveled against 
the Army and you did so with tears. But I say to you that if this incident 
is not resolved quickly an uneasy situation will follow. Three days have 
passed and the seat of government has not yet been recovered. Foreign 
exchange has almost stopped and soon there may be a run on the banks. 
Unrest is spreading outside the capital and there is a danger of rebellion. 
The loyal elements of the First Division might even join their comrades who 
killed my hands and feet and did the most brutal things to old men. I

r No less than 23,491 men and 350 officers had been mustered to deal with the 
1483 mutineers.
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p'~&i:! Chieffqf-staff .̂iof .the:'jnartial-law forces, Colonel Ishiwara Kanji, planner 1 
;' ; of' theManchurian7 campaign, had seen his orders held tip. since noon, 

--Never.3^ stared at General Araki7 the spokes- -•
hian of. the delegation, and said: “This is a violation of the supreme comf 
mand. Please state your name: and rank, sir.” , • . • >

“Yoiuknow perfectly well that I am General Araki. And I know that . 
you arb trying to insult a superior officer. I would advise you to. hold 

. "your tongue.” -
. .“ I cannot,” said Ishiwara. “It is absolutely impermissible for Soldiers 
to use the arms of .the Throne against the Throne. That would be beyond 
common sense and has nothing to do with Army morale. You call your
self a general but I cannot believe anyone so silly can be a general in 
Japan.”

sFon this, devout outburst Ishiwara remained in the Army after, the great 
purge of the months ahead; He was to be known in later years as “the 
last of .the Strike-Northists.” When he had stamped out of the staff room, 
Araki and the other generals had no way to prevent the attack planned 
for the. morning. But they did persuade Martial Law Commander Kasbii 
to do his utmost to persuade the rebels by means short of force. All night 
long sound trucks and radios along the rebel periphery repeated the re
frain; “Surrender or be destroyed.” Bombers flew over and dropped 
pamphlets promising forgiveness to noncoms and privates. Advertising 
balloons went up at dawn begging the troops to surrender for the sake of 
their wives and children.

Also that night Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo’s son-in-law .Captain 'Yama- 
guchi was,-arrested by the secret police and held on ..suspicion of; high 
treason. ■ : \

y ' HIROHITO’S SETTLEMENT .p

At.eight-thirty on the. morning of February 29, P-rday-pius three,-.units. , 
of the L t Division moved through undefended segments of .the- rebel pe- 
jirneter and began to evacuate civilians from the prospective:.';battlcfieid:: ; 
The, rebels gradually drew back into the main lb,uildings;.:\yhicfi^tbey ‘ 
peeppied. At 9:00 Martial Law Commander KashiifWent . on the, air io ; 
announce, to.the, nation, “The young officers,have .finally, oomepo tHe,.point 
fl^^S.-Ponsidered rebels.” At ten, as troops .and barbed^ ire  ̂ closed ,m 
pn;;them, rebel enlisted men in twos and threes began to drift .across the >■ 
snew-covered lawns and parking lots around their strong points and give 

. ' up;  ;̂ AL nbon;;Prince, Chi.chibU’s intimate,. Captain, Nonalca, 
:^^dffiimself.;By a little, after two all;the troops.had, surrendered and their 

were vin.secret-police custody.. ., .. ;.V \
.suspicious ; imtil . the. last.-^When. it v\vas. " 

: -that the Army , had .given jn , . ;
advised him.“to soothe people loy .appointing a
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them  agreed to provide Sorge with information in order— so they under
stood— “to prevent a Russo-Japanese W ar.”  As a pacifist and an intellec
tual, Sorge astutely realized that in this common concern all the ideological 
slogans of E ast and W est could be laid aside and that on this one objective 
the Kremlin could agree with m any of the most patriotic Japanese. Sorge 
probably did not realize that one of the patriotic Japanese to whom his 
proposition appealed most was Em peror Hirohito or that the Japanese 
agents with whom he dealt were loyal to Hirohito.

Late in the summer of 1935 Sorge returned briefly to Moscow to tell 
his chiefs that the Tokyo ring was ready to begin serious work and was 
only ham pered by the incompetence of its radioman and the consequent 
difficulty of sending home reports. Moscow promptly recalled the radio 
operator previously assigned to Sorge and gave him an old Shanghai friend 
as a replacement. This was the hiker Max Klausen. He had been consigned 
to corrective proletarian labor in the Volga Republic because he refused 
to  give up an anti-Communist White Russian mistress whom he had 
brought back w ith him from Shanghai. Sorge’s admiration for Klausen’s 
technical ability, however, carried enough weight to get the man restored to 
favor. Klausen’s gratitude for the good turn rendered made him personally 
loyal to Sorge in a way that a doctrinaire Communist would have found 
impossible during the ideologically confusing years which followed.

In Novem ber 1935 when Sorge returned to Tokyo, Klausen followed 
him. On arrival Klausen set to work immediately building a radio trans
m itter of his own design, from locally available components, which he could 
assemble in ten minutes and take apart in five. During March 1936 he 
began to  test it. In April he established contact with “W iesbaden,the 
Russian station in Siberia set up to monitor his dispatches. In May he and 
the ring’s photographic technician, Voukelitch, disposed of the old trans
m itter in Lake Y am anaka. Now the ring was ready to operate.

JAPAN’S LOYAL JUDAS

Three months after the drowning of the radio, the Russian spy ring 
gained a further sense of security on the banks of a second scenic body 
of water, this time the Merced River in California’s Yosemite National 
Park. There, on August 15-29, 1936, the Institute of Pacific Relations, an 
organization backed by U.S. philanthropists, held a meeting of scholars to 
thrash out the questions at issue between China and Japan. The Japanese 
delegation to the meeting was chaperoned by the executive director of 
Japan’s own shadowy spy service, retired Lieutenant General Banzai 
R ihachiro— the same man who had confeired with Hirohito just before the 
first of the three political assassinations of 1932.

Banzai shepherded a prepossessing flock of intellectuals who had been 
chosen to present Japan’s most liberal face to the world. One of them was
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Saionji could then have ruined his young kinsman’s career by announc
ing that, at a time of crisis, Konoye had refused to obey the imperial order 
tcTform a government. Instead, after long discussion, the old man softened. 
He let reporters know that he had a low opinion of political aspirants who 
could not sacrifice their health for the sake of the nation. Then, however, 
he returned to the Throne Room and announced that he was extremely 
embarrassed but would have to change his recommendation. This time he 
recommended a lesser member of Hirohito’s middle-aged inner circle, For
eign Minister Hirota Koki.8

Hirota was commanded by Hirohito to form a Cabinet on March 5 but 
was not finally invested prime minister until March 9. In the four-day 
interim military and political circles made mutually insatiable demands on 
him as to both the policies and personnel of his Cabinet.7 While Hirota’s 
difficulties pre-empted headlines and left Japan without an official govern
ment, Hirohito quietly pushed through a number of stern disciplinary 
measures on his own.

On March 4 the Privy Council, sitting in Hirohito’s presence, agreed to 
advise him to decree that the young officers of the rebellion be tried by 
court-martial in secret, that they be given no rights of appeal, and that 
their sentences be executed as swiftly as possible. On March 2 all full 
generals in the Army had offered to resign their commissions as a token 
of regret to the Throne for “the recent unforgivable incident.” Now on 
March 6 Hirohito accepted the mass resignation as no mere gesture but a 
matter of earnest, effective April 23. Moreover, he saw fit to stipulate by 
name three exceptions to the general rule. General Terauchi, the leader of 
the Army Purification Movement, together with his cohorts General Nishi 

<■ and General Ueda, would not resign. Terauchi would become war minister, 
Nishi inspector general of military education, and Ueda commander of 
the Kwantung Army.

When the cries of protest and the scurrying of feet in palace corridors had 
subsided, Chief Aide-de-Camp Honjo, waiting out a painful fortnight of 
face-saving delay before his own obligatory retirement, noted in his diary 
that the exceptions were “part of the Emperor’s supreme right.” In a 
similar vein on March 9, Hirohito ruled that tire only members of the 
Supreme War Council and Army high command who did not need to 
submit their resignations were Field Marshal Prince Kanin, Lieutenant 
General Prince Asaka, and Lieutenant General Prince Higashikuni.

When the Hirota Cabinet finally established a workable milieu for itself 
t>nd took office on March 9, Hirohito continued in uniform, at his desk

°Akcareer diplomat, Hirota had started his career as a personal protege of gang 
°rd Toyama. He had made the acquaintance of Prince Konoye in 1921 and be
come one of Konoyc's informants inside the Black Dragon Society.
’ ' ^  Army insistance Count Makino’s son-in-law Yoshida Shigeru, who would 

e prime minister five times between 1946 and 1954, was denied the powerful 
Po ice portfolio of the home ministry.
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upon herself the task  of befriending the downtrodden of the Orient. For 
eight years in the 1920’s she had been the common-law wife of an Indian 
revolutionary in Berlin. Now she took Ozaki into her cell of Asian na
tionalists and, according to her own boast, m ade him her lover.

In  late 1930 Agnes Smedley introduced Ozaki to "an American sym
pathizer nam ed Johnson,” who was in reality Richard Sorge, Ozaki’s later 
spy chief. Ozaki and “Johnson” took an immediate liking for one another 
and formed a masculine intellectual friendship which transcended and 
overrode both their personal ideologies. To judge from the sum total of 
evidence about these two suave, gregarious, close-mouthed men, Sorge 
believed in Russia as the fatherland of a world organization which would 
bring equality and peace to all people. Ozaki was more parochial but 
equally idealistic. H e believed that Japan was the Messianic nation which 
would lead all Asia up out of its poverty and its servitude to Western ex
ploitation. In  Russia he saw only the best of many potential Western allies, 
and in communism he saw only a community creed of sharing which had 
been preached as an imperial ideal in Japan for centuries.

N either Sorge nor Ozaki ever pried into the private life and thoughts of 
the other, yet the two were destined to die together fourteen years later, still 
loyal friends, in the chambers of the Tokyo Thought Police. For the first 
six years of the friendship, Ozaki knew Sorge only as “Johnson” and never 
tried to  find out whether he took his orders from Russia’s Red Army or 
from the guiding body of the international socialist movement, the Com
intern. Sorge, in his turn, never asked why Ozaki was a socialist or whether 
he, too, took orders from some non-visionary agency of his own govern
ment.

In  February 1932, when Soviet espionage in Shanghai was on the run, 
Ozaki was recalled by his newspaper, A s a f i i ,  to Japan. It was nineteen 
months later that Sorge arrived in Japan. In the spring of 1934 lie sent his 
Am erican-Okinawan intermediary to Ozaki and asked to meet him secretly 
in the deer park  attached to one of the Buddhist temples in the old eighth 
century Japanese capital of Nara, twenty-five miles south of Kyoto. Ozaki 
kept the appointm ent and, in his own words, “readily agreed” to give Sorge 
whatever information was available to him as a reader of Japanese and a 
rising journalist. F o r the next two years the reports which Sorge smuggled 
out of Japan by courier through Shanghai were almost entirely based on 
Ozaki’s journalistic insights. Because of Sorge’s ability as a writer, the 
reports satisfied the Red Army’s Bureau Four but they penetrated few 
veils of secrecy. The Sorge report on the 1936 Army Mutiny, as an instance, 
exhibited total ignorance of the factions, motives, and high-level palace 
participation which had been involved in the affair. r

Ozaki could have written far more realistically about the mutiny, or 
his friend and form er fellow leftist in Shanghai, Kawai Teikichi, a 
member of the Sorge Spy Ring, had been in on its preparation. Kawai ha 
gone on from Shanghai in 1932 to infiltrate Chinese Communist circ es
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conversation with Saionji’s Secretary-Spy Harada on March 3: “As we 
cannot get along without the cause of this latest outbreak—namely, our 
principle of keeping an excessively tight lid; no matter what, on our own 
stinking fish—we are forced to do a thorough job this time, even to the 
point of ruthlessness, in cleaning up the Army.”

The unpopular task of carrying out the house cleaning was shouldered 
by the new war minister, the Purification Movement’s General Terauchi. 
Between March and August of 1936 he sent to pasture more than 2,000 
of tile 8,000-odd commissioned officers in the Army. The Strike-North 
contingent was almost wiped out and with it went the better half of the 
Army’s strategic brain power. By w'ay of compensation, the purge struck 
most heavily in the upper echelons and thereby cleared a way for the 
eventual promotion of fresh young talent.

To counter the resentment and the new politician-veteran coalitions 
which would inevitably spring up in the wake of the Throne’s latest authori- ’ 
tarian measures, the Big Brothers of the Eleven Club devised a plan by 
which Hirohito could veto any Cabinet not of his choice and do so secretly 
without seeming to have played any part in the matter. Every Cabinet had 
to have a War and a Navy minister. The law, as revised in 1913, allowed 
these two posts to be filled from either the active or reserve lists of generals 
and admirals. As only active officers were bound by imperial orders, 
it was possible in theory for a prime ministerial candidate recommended 
by Saionji to fill a  complete slate of Cabinet ministers without first obtaining 
the Emperofs approval. The Emperor, of course, could refuse to sanction 
such a Cabinet, but not gracefully, not without revealing his partisanship. 
And so in early May the Privy Council, sitting in the Imperial Presence, 
recommended to the Hirota Cabinet that the law be changed and that only 
officers on active service be eligible for the War and Navy ministerships. 
The Cabinet agreed to the change and Hirohito quickly signed it into law. 
Only when it was a fait accompli, on May 18, was it announced to press 
and public. Hirohito and his inner circle used it regularly thereafter to block 
the formation of undesirable cabinets or to topple cabinets which had served 
their purpose. That vague beast “The Army” was always held publicly 
responsible, and the fearful, reverent, taboo-stricken people politely ignored 
the reality—that Hirohito, since the mutiny, was in fact as well' as name 
the Army’s commander-in-chief.0

While such momentous changes were being made in the fabric of Japan, 
the protagonists of the February Mutiny quietly disappeared. Chief Aide- 
de-Camp Honjo was at first encouraged by War Minister Terauchi to keep

Suppression '

No reserve officer had ever been made a service minister during the twenty- 
three years from. 1913 to 1936 white such an appointment was legal. In 1944, how
ever, a hen it was technically illegal, Hirohito would make a retired admiral Navy 
minister by simply calling the Navy Personnel Bureau and having the man’s name— 
Yonai—reinstated on the active list.
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INNER MONGOLIA

A t the m om ent that Ozaki, the new link with Russia, was admitted into 
H irohito’s circle, the Japanese Kwantung Army in Manchuria made a 
tentative probe into Inner M ongolia along the southern borders of Siberia.

I t  was Novem ber 1936. Sleet collected on the wings of the observation 
plane and its movements, especially when it flew low, seemed dangerously 
sluggish. Lieutenant Colonel Tanaka Takayoshi, the lover of Japan’s girl 
spy, Eastern Jewel, hugged his huge knees nervously in the skirts of his 
Chinese robe— his civilian disguise— and peered out the cockpit window 
at the specks on the snow-covered plain below. Tanaka watched the specks 
with humiliation. They were Mongol horsemen who had been under his 
command since the start of the offensive nine days earlier on November 10. 
Now the offensive was over and the horsemen were retreating to the east, 
back toward Japanese-controlled territory on the edge of Manchukuo. 
Throughout the last week Tanaka had directed their movements from the 
air, keeping in touch with other Japanese spotter planes by radio and occa
sionally swooping down to drop a bamboo cylinder of instructions.

Despite Japanese equipm ent and leadership, the Mongol roughriders had 
failed in their mission— failed to take Inner Mongolia from China and make 
it once again an independent T artar state. A t Pailingmiao, the Shrine of a 
H undred Spirits, they had fought and lost a week-long battle against the 
K M T forces of Chang Hsueh-liang, the former Manchurian war lord. 
Colonel Tanaka writhed inwardly because his orders forced him to fly 
back to M ukden instead of sharing the hardships of his retreating men on 
the ground. His fellow staff officers in the Kwantung Army would make 
fun of him. Eastern Jewel would be disappointed, angry, and scathing.2 
W orst of all, his face with the Mongols would now be lost. Years of work 
would blow away into the steppes— and all for lack of a few battalions of 
Japanese regulars to support the brave but undisciplined Mongol cavalry.-

The Mongol Prince Teh, a kinsman of Eastern Jewel, had first agreed 
to  w ork with Tanaka in M arch 1933. Ever since then, at the Shrine of a 
H undred Spirits, Prince Teh had headed a Mongol government secretly in 
league with Japan. Little by little it  had won the allegiance of fifty-nine 
of Inner Mongolia’s seventy-seven tribes or “banners.” In January 1936

2 At this period Eastern Jewel’s principal lover and main source of support was 
a highly successful Osaka confidence man named Matsuo Masanao,  ̂alias Ito Haan'j 
Through her introductions to Japanese Intelligence officers in China, Matsuo a 
established himself as a liaison man, running guns and carrying bribes from 2 
Japanese Army to the dissident Canton faction of the KMT. He worked direct y 0 
Major General Tojo and other leading Kwantung Army staff officers and had an e 
about $8 million (U.S.) worth of Special Service funds. In kickbacks and 
sions he had pocketed almost $ 2  million for himself which Eastern Jewel ha one 
her best to help him spend. Now that Matsuo was falling under suspicion, howev , 
she had returned to Manchuria in search of fresh patrons and pastures.



Lieutenant General Kawagishi Bunzaburo, came to Korea as his com
manding officer. Kawagishi brought Yamashita a personal note of encour
agement and appreciation from Hiroliito. After reading it, Yamashita took 
heart. He went on to rise steadily in Hirohito’s esteem until he conquered 
Malaya for the Empire in 1942.

As for the young officers who had resorted to violence, they were shot. 
Lieutenant Colonel Aizawa who had assassinated First Crow Nagata 
returned after the mutiny to a court-martial which was no longer open to 
the public. He was sentenced to death on May 7 and executed on July 3. 
Nine days later thirteen of the surviving nineteen officers who had led the 
mutiny followed him to the firing squad. All had hoped for a chance 
in court to explain their aspirations and grievances Each had been given 
a single hour before a panel of Army judiciary officers in a hearing that 
was entirely secret.

At the moment of death most of them gave a last “banzai” wishing the 
Emperor ten thousand years of life. Some of them added a sardonic 
banzai for their disappointing friend Prince Chichibu. Several of them 
called out, “I leave my corpse to your discretion.” One of them shouted, 
“I entreat those of the privileged classes to reflect deeply.” Another said 
quietly, “It seems that we all cry ten thousand years for the Emperor on 
the steps of Heaven, so I, too, repeat banzai for the Emperor and add a 
banzai for my Imperial country.”

Yet another sought to communicate a more difficult technical Army 
message: “In as much as the Japanese put absolute trust in their Imperial 
Army, their trust has been betrayed. Russia cannot be defeated in central 
Asia. That would bring Japan to destruction.” The Strike-North group had 
wanted to attack Russia only at her eastern extremity, the Vladivostok 
region. After the occupation of China’s main cities and agricultural valleys, 
Hirohito would attempt to strike at Russia in her soft underbelly, across the 
Mongolian deserts, in central Asia. The attempt would fail.

When it came time for the civilians of the February Mutiny to face their 
firing squad, Kita Ikki, the veteran ideologist of die Strike-North Faction, 
looked down the muzzles of the rifles and said, “Is it to be sitting or is 
this way all right?” When forced to squat, he shouted: “Hah! so the standing 
position of Jesus Christ and Sakura Sogo [a patriot crucified in 1645] is 
no longer allowed, eh?” His irony fell on deaf ears and his execution stirred 
little interest in the press, for it took place on August 19, 1937. By then 
the Japanese people shared his spirit of bitter cynical fatalism. By then 
they had allowed themselves to be marshaled and marched forward. By 
then they were at war with China and had been for the last month.
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l a t e  in  th e  s p r in g  of 1936, when h is  in te l l ig e n c e  r e p o r ts  indicated that the 
Arm y m utiny in  Tokyo had no t in any way set back Japanese plans for 
the conquest of China, h e  had been busy fortifying the railroad lines which 
might be used by the Japanese in an attem pt to move against‘him "out of 
north China. A t the same time he had announced his sixth bandit suppres
sion campaign against the Communists of M ao Tse-tung in the northwest. 
'  N ot since 1925 had  Chiang been sd beleaguered by enemies. His power 
was secure only in  central China along the valleys of the Yangtze River and 
its tributaries. Tibet, under the D alai Lama, was virtually a fief now of 
British India. O uter Mongolia and the huge western province of Sinkiang 
had  become economic dependencies of Russia. M anchuria and the Peking 
area were controlled by Japan. The Communist faction of Mao Tse-tung 
collected taxes in  the northwest. In  the  southeast the perennially dissident 
generals of the K M T’s Canton faction threatened rebellion. Sun Yat-sen’s 
dream  of a united China had lost its flush of youth, and Chiang, in Sun 
Yat-sen’s mantle, was in  danger of being regarded as just another war lord.

In  going to the front, Chiang hoped to  make sure of the allegiance of 
Chang Hsueh-liang and of his expatriate M anchurians. He had given Chang 
an im portant assignment in the sixth campaign against the Communists. 
B ut instead of attacking the Communists vigorously, Chang had, entrenched 
his forces and diverted all the men he could spare to fight the Inner Mon
golian battle on his extreme right flank. I t was rumored in Nanking that 
C h a n g  a n d  th e  C o m m u n is t s  h a d  a g r e e d  t o  fight Japan first and settle their 
own differences later.

Chiang Kai-shek took with him on his inspection tour 200,000 words 
of im portant state papers, including his own diary for the years in which 
he had ruled the KM T. H e needed the papers to persuade Chang Hsueh- 
liang tha t he had  been acting in the best interests of China and buying 
valuable time by his repeated concessions to Japan. In return Chang, too, 
m ust show a statesmanly spirit and realize that alliance with the Commu
nists m ight b e  m ore dangerous in the long run than temporary surrenders to 
the Japanese. Chang Hsueh-liang stubbornly refused to be persuaded, and 
he and Chiang negotiated for three weeks. Then on December 12,1936, in 
an attem pt e i t h e r  t o  c o e r c e  C h ia n g  o r  t o  s a v e  Chiang’s face before the 
inevitable settlement, C hang Hsueh-liang had his leader kidnapped.
- I t  was five o ’clock in the morning and Chiang Kai-shek was in his night
shirt. A t the sound of shots he jumped from his pallet, ran to the rear of the 
temple in  which he was camped, and scaled a ten-foot wall. Dropping to  
the other side he twisted his back and, had to scramble painfully on ban s 
and knees up  the hillside beyond. Two white hares, he later recounte , 
guided him to a rocky overhang under which he could hide and rest. There, 
when it was almost noon, he confronted a  group of the rebellious soldiers 
who were beating the bushes fo r him  and courageously demanded that they 
either shoot him or provide him with a suitable escort back to his quarters. 
One of th e , dissidents, a battalion commander, respectfully offere is
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a full-scale w ar with Japan—-and to each of them he assigned commands 
and duties.

Chang Hsueh-liang remained under detention for the rest of his life. He 
never relapsed into the opium-smoking of his youth but instead cultivated 
the polite recreations of bridge, golf, books, fine food and wines, paintings, 
and handsome mistresses. In  1940 he was permitted a trip abroad and im
pressed all his fellow passengers on shipboard with his charming air of 
resignation and his excellence at the card table. After World War II, in 
1949, he was brought to Taiwan under guard by Chiang Kai-shek, and 
there he remains a pam pered prisoner at the age of seventy-two in 1970. 
H e and his final mistress, Miss Chao, who is said to grow more seductive 
with each passing year, are still seen sometimes in Taipei attending the 
theater. A t secret conclaves of the KM T leaders, it is reported that Chang 
still acts the part of a conscience for his eighty-three-year-old mentor, Gen
eralissimo Chiang.

Triumvir of Asia

ALLIANCE WITH HITLER

O n Novem ber 20, 1936, as Chiang Kai-shek began to negotiate the 
stiffening of backbone which his partisans required of him; as the Kwan- 
tung Arm y’s gigantic Lieutenant Colonel Tanaka nursed his recent humilia
tion on the snowy wastes of Inner Mongolia; and as the new Soviet spy, 
Ozaki, was accustoming himself to the rarefied atmosphere of K o n o y e ’s 

inner circle, H irohito at a Privy Council meeting approved Japan’s first 
tentative alliance with Nazi Germany. The alliance was formalized five days 
later when H itler’s super-diplomat, Joachim von Ribbentrop, sat down at 
a table in Berlin with one of Hirohito’s courtiers and signed a document 
known as the Anti-Comintern Pact. This instrument pledged Japan to act 
in concert with Germany in resisting the spread of communism. Secret 
protocols attached to  it bound each nation to assist the other economically 
and diplomatically in the event that the other should make war on the Soviet 
Union.

H itler and R ibbentrop had first begun to suggest such a pact to prominent 
Japanese visitors in 1933. The pact went against Hitler’s early Aryan prin
ciples, as enunciated in M e in  K a m p f , but agreed well with his political 
objectives. A t his direction the German propaganda apparatus under Goeb- 
bels had begun in 1934 to call the Japanese “the Prussians of the East. 
His Bureau of Race Investigation had decided that German-Japanese mar
riages were permissible because “the blood of Dai Nippon [Japan] contains 
within itself virtues closely akin to the pure Nordic strain.” From Hitler s 
point of view the pact would help to neutralize Russia when the time came 
for the W e h r m a c h t  to overrun France and the Low Countries. Hirohitos 
1934 envoy to  Berlin, Prince Kaya, had come home pointing out that t e 
pact would help to neutralize Russia when the time came for the Japanese 
Army to overrun China.
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NEUTRALIZING RUSSIA
(1936-1939)

22

DROWNING A RADIO

At seven o’clock on a May morning in 1936, two months after Hirohito’s 
suppression of the Army Mutiny, Japanese commuters on the platform of 
the Shinjuku station in Tokyo eyed curiously two European hikers, bowed 
under what were obviously very heavy rucksacks. The commuters were 
all going toward downtown Tokyo. The two foreigners with their packs 
boarded a train in the opposite direction, out toward Mount Fuji. One of 
them was Max Klausen, a Red Army signal corps graduate, born to poverty 
on an island off the north German coast. His companion, Branko de Vou- 
kelitch, was a Yugoslavian photographic technician. Klausen had been in 
Japan only a few months and was ostensibly trying to set up a blueprint 
shop for copying the plans of architects and contractors. Voukelitch had 
operated for over two years in Japan as a correspondent for the French 
news agency Havas. Both men were Soviet agents. The weights in their 
rucksacks were transformers from a clandestine radio transmitter.

The two spies rode out into the glistening rice paddies of the countryside, 
changed to a trolley-car branch line, and completed the final leg of their 
journey by taxi over a dirt road to the resort hotel on Lake Yamanaka at 
the foot of Mount Fuji. The hotel servants who relieved them of their 
rucksacks remarked at once on the great loads they were carrying.

“We brought along half a dozen bottles of beer,” explained Klausen 
hastily.

We have plenty of beer here,” said the hotel manager in injured tones.
As soon as possible that evening the two hikers hired one of the boats at 

the hotel waterfront and took their two rucksacks of beer out for a few 
hours of fishing and moon viewing. Away from the lights ashore, under
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a- year before the pact was signed. Stalin,, how ever/w as less concerned by ' 
the protocols than other antifascist leaders /because h e  knew what-was in 
them. Germany and Japan  had not committed themselves to assist one 
another militarily against the: Soviet Union. In the event that either .of 
the two contracting parties becam e involved, in war with Russia, the other 
was simply .• pledged t o .provide diplomatic support. and to : “consult” with 
its ally, on the Joint- military measures w hich -miglit^be^Wkehi,^T^hbft>;: 
neither; Japan n o r  Germany had  promised .the/other-niu^of^anythm g^ex-i 
cept friendly, words. ■ 1 .

Stalin knew this because Sorge had read the- secret ; papers. -about the 
pact which had passed through the German Embassy in Tokyo and because 
Ozaki. had kept abreast of the interpretation being placed upon them by : 
men around Hirohito. s '•

- Eugen Ott, -the Germ an attache in  Tokyo, w hobad ; helped to negotiate;/ ' 
the Anti-Comintern Pact,, was one of R ichardS orge’s'prime/.contacts: in 
Japan. W hen Sorge arrived in Tokyo in September 1933, he' carried a 
letter to O tt from  the chief editorial writer -of :T a g lic h & 'R u n & c lia u p L ‘W r :•' 
eral Germ an newspaper. Sorge delivered his note of. introduction in a visit 
to Nagoya where O tt h a d  just concluded his preliminary coriversations with 
the com m ander of the Nagoya Brigade, H irohito’s uhcle Prince Higashi-,; 
kuni. O tt and Sorge had served in the same Gemiart division during World / 
W ar I  and soon became boon companions; ? / a ;

Through O t t ,  S o r g e  learned w h a t f e w ^ e t a i l s q t K w M t u h g ^ m y ’sirengih^<  

in M anchuria ‘the Japanese had divulged to the GermanS' in' the :coursc; ; 
of, the pact negotiations. In  Surge’s opinion,^which he sMfdy conveyed to ./ 
Moscow over M ax KlausenY radio transmitter, the. posture of the Kwan- 
tung Arm y constituted no threat to 'th e  Soviet U n ion : and indicatcd- no 
immediate: intention of carrying,out :a- Strike/North, ■ A s./atesu it,^ tlw ughy  
M oscow m ade m uch propaganda out o f th e p a c t’s.secretprotocols^theRed/ 
Army. did. n o t reinforce its "garrisons in' the FarEast;;^M ckepter,; thi^ 
before the pact was m ade public, the Soviet .' government delivered Japan: 
a calculated slap in the face by refusingto renew the Russo-Japanesetreaty. : 
regulating quotas and privileges on, the fishing banks off Siberia/ : .,

By his report on the Anti-Comintern Pact, SOrge proved to his superiors 
in Moscow that the two painstaking y earsh e  had ‘spentifl 
ring had not- been wasted.-’H is ‘further- reports,/' over' 'b® 'hyxkfive^eai^;- 
were to play an increasingly m hfK jrta'nt/p '^  ;, _
to, stand off from odd another and prepare 
Germany and .the United States, f

A lthough .the-'Anti-Gominterh l?acf sailed^ 
the Cabinet and:the..Em peror’s'PrivyiCouncil,: it/aroused 

,/ : wheh,’;:the public -realized/what,.it ■ meant'- tpkthd/West./'TlipA



the Prime-Minister-Maker’s grandson, thirty-year-old Saionji Kinkazu, 
whom Hirohito’s favorite Big Brother Marquis Kido had regularly consulted 
on all Communist problems since the 1933 Red scandal at the Peers’ 
School. Saionji had with him a new friend and protege, the thirty-five-year- 
old Ozaki Hotsumi who was the chief of the two Japanese “leftists” whom 
Sorge had cultivated since 1930. Ozaki was to be hanged as a traitor by 
the Tokyo secret police in 1944 but is remembered by knowledgeable Japa
nese aristocrats as one of the supreme patriots of his time.

Ozaki had been bom—just a year after Hirohito, on May 1. 1901—in 
a special compound of Strike-South-minded Japanese adventurers on the 
island of Taiwan. The compound had been organized by Emperor Taisho’s 
prime minister, Katsura Taro, and by Big Brother Marquis Kido’s father- 
in-law, the Meiji oligarch, General Kodama Gcntaro. With such men as 
sponsors, Ozaki’s father, an impecunious journalist, was able to send young 
Ozaki to the finest schools in the Empire. The boy attended a preparatory 
school in Taipei especially founded for twenty-six gifted children of the 
local Strike-South elite. He went on to the First Higher School in Tokyo, 
the best of the academies which placed young patriots at Tokyo Imperial 
University. Japan’s Harvard.

Ozaki matriculated at the university at eighteen and began to specialize 
in German. Two of his best friends there were Ushiba Tomohiko, later a 
private secietary to Prince Konoye, and Matsumoto Shigeharu, also a future 
member of Konoye’s “kitchen cabinet.” 1 The three young men were all 
known as proteges of Prince Konoye’s father, the founder of the Great 
Asia All-One-Culture Society.

At graduation Ozaki went on to a year of further training, in psychology 
and sociology, which was paid for by an old Taiwan friend, the influential 
doctor-administrator Goto Shimpei, who had recommended himself to 
Emperor Meiji in 1891 by poisoning a leading critic of the plans for the 
first war with China.*

At twenty-five, after remaining as long as possible in the academic world, 
Ozaki put in two years learning the craft of journalist on Tokyo’s big daily 
A sahi. He proved to be a tortuous writer and an unaggrcssive reporter, 
and so, after a brief tryout as an essayist on the A s a h i  magazine, he was 
sent overseas in 1928 to Shanghai. There he came into his own. not as 
a journalist but as a friend to Marxists of many nations. He began to read 
Marx himself and to learn the necessary dialectic jargon.

In 1929 Ozaki made friends with Agnes Smedley, an aggressive, mannish 
political malcontent from Missouri, She too was a journalist. She had taken

Today Matsumoto runs International House in Tokyo, a hostelry where young 
visiting scholars from abroad are accommodated and watched at minimal expense 
to all concerned, Ushiba was responsible during the war for putting in final form 
the “memorials” and “diaries” Uiat Prince Konoye dictated for the Peace Faction 
as cover stones for the Emperor.
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set up by the secret police. As Ugaki blustered that the policemen were 
delaying a general on the Em peror’s business, the barrier was opened and 
a  figure stepped out of the night into the back seat and sat down beside 
Ugaki. I t  was Lieutenant General Nakajim a Kesago, the chief of the secret 
police— the sadist who later that year would bring special oils from Peking 
to assist Prince A saka in burning the bodies at Nanking. >

N akajim a had been working closely with the palace on the maintenance 
of public peace since the February M utiny the year before. Now he ad
vised Ugaki to decline the mandate to form a Cabinet. A  general like 
Ugaki, who had been involved in such previous Army plots as the March 
Incident, could not become prime minister, Nakajim a said, without setting 
back seriously the program of Army discipline which had been imposed 
since the February M utiny. General Ugaki thanked the sinister secret 
police chief for his advice and let him off at the next checkpoint, at the 
entrance to  the Inner Palace enclosure. Then Ugaki drove on alone through 
the m oonlit woods of the Fukiage Gardens. By the time he arrived at the 
Im perial L ibrary he was doubly determined “to save Japan.”

Hirohito admitted Ugaki to audience at 1:00 a .m .
“You may as well know,” said the Em peror, “that Prime Minister Hirota 

has begged leave to resign, so I  am asking you to form a Cabinet. I under
stand, however, tha t there is a  movement against you in the Army. Do 
you think you can cope with it?”

“The situation is a  complicated one,” replied Ugaki with unusual 
modesty. “Please give me a few days, Sire, and I will see what I  can do.”

Hirohito nodded and dismissed him.
Two hours later, at 3 :00  A.M., M arquis Kido, the first and favorite of 

the Big Brothers who had taken Hirohito in hand when he was a little 
boy, received a phone call from one of Lord Privy Seal Yuasa’s proteges8 
telling him  that the “right wing in the Army” was prepared to block 
U gaki’s prim e ministership.

A fter daybreak M arquis Kido went to the palace and conferred with 
Lord Privy Seal Yuasa. Kido himself no longer had much of an official 
position in the palace. As a part of the change in palace window dressing 
after the February M utiny, he had resigned from the secretariat of the 
lord privy seal and retained only his minor- Court post as director of the 
Peerage and H eraldry Bureau. Nevertheless, he now consulted at length 
with Privy Seal Yuasa, with Yuasa’s secretary,3 4 and with one of Hirohito s

3 Goto Fumio, a former home minister and leader of Strike-South colonials in 
Taiwan. He would survive MacArthur’s purge after World War II to return to e 
Diet and become an elder statesman at Hirohito’s Court in the 19 6 0 ts.

4 Matsudaira Yasumasa, who would succeed Kido as chief civilian advisor to e 
Emperor in 1945 and would handle liaison for Hirohito with American Prosecu or 
Keenan and with Keenan’s star witness, the elephantine lover with the elephan me 
memory, retired Major General Tanaka Takayoshi.

Triumvir of Asia



in Tientsin in north China iii 1933. He lodged in Tientsin across the street; 
from the .Japanese. Special; Service Orgaii there,; and it is. difficult to tell • 
from1 hiS‘iesuits.:wi^^^
Communists or Chinese Communist circles for the spy service. ^  
returned to. Japan and hYed' in ,̂tixb}.liome;;of '̂/Hiijitaf-family a ^  
the-Japanese, spy. ;service’-'whoLad -assisted -in; ;th e l0 2 8 ; n iurd^
Tso-lin, the 1931 March' Plot; and the 193l|ake-over, Of;Mulcd^ m-|^ani;;'; 
churia. Tfaoughbiit :1935 Kawai.served -Fujita /b y r in a k in ^ te  
young- idealistic domestic reformers who would participate in the. . Army 
Mutiny. Ozaki failed to communicate to Sorge' any of this: complicated 
background when Sorge filed his much .applaudeci -.analysis .̂!of: jhc. Army :,; 
Mutiny .with Russian Intelligence, . German; Intelligence/.^
pean newspapers. - . -.

In 1936, after the February Mutiny, Ozaki’s position, in the inner 'world 
of Japan suddenly .skyrocketed. Because. of ibis ;qld;coniiectiqhs;;with ‘the:.;.;- 
coterie of Prince Konoye’s father and .bej^userof ibis; I r a o w l e d g e ; ^ , 
and Chinese, he was recruited by a group of young men around. Prince 
Konoye who hoped to rationalize andTemperHirohito’s r i n ^  
in China. First, Ozaki was made a_ •m em ber/of/arC i^ 
organized by his newspaper,. A sah i;- then-he;:was:;serit ^  
young Saionji and Lieutenant General Banzai of the spy- service' to; present. 
the merits of Japan’s position in,. China to .the world at large.; • / / ' . -

At Yosemite Ozaki delivered a well-reasoned defenseof^:Japah!s;actiyities;;; 
in China and thereby improved greatly his-reputatipn among- Japahese rig^ 
ists. After the Yosemite meeting.he yvas •taken;'ihtb" the T^eyeri-(3ub ̂ circle;/ 
of Hirohito’s Big Brothers and at the same time, as a fully fledged agent, 
into Sorge’s Spy Ring.' In September 1936‘(at;a ;fea,party:fo 
Yosemite delegation, held.'amid'-the'Aztec .'.Gothic , oh^^
Imperial Hotel in Tokyo," Ozaki .was";officiallyIntroduced|;tp;'‘cypiynsbn,,yahd '̂; 
told" that'his old'̂  “American” friend’ was- in reajity, a/,German .named Sor'ge 
Two months later Ozakiwasrecruited,aa-bne ofvthe original;^membehs^bf.'' 
the Show? Research Society,/kbbdy prganizedin’advance:tp writp 
papers and slogansfor-PrinceKonOye tb O ^ If^ a s -a tt^  
become the China-war £riin%3in im s te r in l^ ^

Thereafter, as many writers have observed, Ozaki served as Soviet agerit 
Sorge’s. chief source of riiighdevel Japanese governmenr :infoimatibn.;Fofv 
lack of access to;the..fuli; texts of .certain important diaries^. ;hcw eiofW e^'^: 
ern scholars .hayeTailed .toVnote. that1foi; the.jne,xtThreeyears;.,whenever a >
crisis threatened, between - Japan; and ahe:;Soviet; ilnipri.-HiToiiito’S' faybrite;!-; 
Big Brother Marquis-|;Kido: lnvariably;;"consulted;;with ; Saionji ;Kihka2ai;y
Saiorijij'in turn; dyaris'rn^ and^zhki W'Sorge:

'ViTirdhito: repeatedly- 
.^^■ aJVffl?sukpici6nk.of Jtheysuspfc^

out of war. with Rbssia. ;': ’ 1
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see Ugaki a  second, lime to consider his reactivation request, it would be 
tantam ount to giving him a second order to form a Cabinet. In effect it 
would be asking the god to issue the same orders twice— a clear sacrilege. 
If a  vassal failed to perform the Em peror’s bidding, that was a fault in 
the vassal’s virtue, but if, on failing, he tried to enlist imperial support 
for a second try, that would call in question the Emperor’s potence and 
could not be permitted.

Ugaki arrived at the palace in the forenoon and was given this answer 
after being kept waiting for several hours. In vain he argued, that he had 
the right of direct access to the Throne. Ancient precedents were adduced 
to  show that he did not. Finally Ugaki stamped from the outer ceremonial 
palace, threatening that he would never again wear the uniform of the Im
perial Army. The next morning, Thursday, he formally tendered the resig
nation of his commission in the reserve.

O n Friday, January 29, Hirohito called Ugaki to the palace to deliver 
his official report on the failure of his attempt to form a Cabinet. When 
Ugaki had  finished reading and had begun stiffly to bow his way out of 
the Throne Room , H irohito came forward, all solicitude, and apologized 
for having put Ugaki to so much trouble. The Throne, explained Hirohito, 
could never swim against the current of the times. Then he pressed back 
into Ugaki’s hand his letter of resignation from the reserve and begged him 
to keep his salary and “to continue to do your utmost for the nation." 
E ntrapped in  the coils of patriotism and self-interest, Ugaki wavered for 
a few weeks and finally agreed to keep his commission and to accept the 
post of foreign m inister in the Cabinet after next— a Cabinet which was 
to  materialize three months later!

On that same Friday that Ugaki abandoned his attempt to form a gov
ernment, a journalist, who was later tracked down and tortured and 
executed by the secret police, sent anonymous letters, beautifully penned 
and framed in black, to all the units which had been involved in the 
February M utiny of 1936. H e advised them that Prince Kanin, the senior 
member of the imperial family and chief of the Army General Staff, was 
the principal villain of the times and should be assassinated.

Triumvir of Asia

SAIONJI DROPS OUT

W ith the rejection of his protege, the tragic old man Saionji the 
knight in green armor of the restoration of 1868— gave up his futile, 
fifteen-year struggle to steer Hirohito from the shoals he saw ahead. After 
Ugaki’s failure to form a Cabinet, Saionji was offered the alternative o 
nominating as prime minister either his old enemy, the far-right lawyer 
of the National Foundation Society, Baron Hiranuma, or General Hayashi, 
the form er war minister who had eased the Strike-North Faction out o 
the Arm y bureaucracy before the 1936 mutiny. Muttering protests and
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the Plot Section of the Kwantung Army—euphemistically translated as the 
Strategic Planning Section by most Western scholars—had detailed Tanaka 
to bring all Inner Mongolia, openly, into Prince Teh’s fold. Hirohito and 
the Tokyo General Staff had approved the scheme on one condition: that
it cost no more than a few million yen.

From Tokyo’s vantage point'an independent Mongolian nation, stretch
ing across the north of China, would be moderately useful. It would cut 
the ancient caravan routes leading in to China from Russia and would help 
to isolate Chiang Kai-shek during Japan’s planned war against the central 
KMT regime in Nanking. For Tanaka, who did not know the over-all war 
plan and had specialized in Mongol affairs since military academy, a 
“wedge between China and Russia” had become a premise for living. It 
would halt the spread of communism in China. It would facilitate a Strike 
North against Russia when the proper time came. And most important, i t  
would rehabilitate the Mongols who Tanaka mystically believed to be a lost 
tribe of the Japanese nation itself.

In vain Tanaka had asked for more Tokyo support. When he had seen it 
was not forthcoming, he had undertaken to make do with contributions he 
could raise in Manchuria. The “Independent Volunteers’ Squadron” of 
the Manchurian Aviation Company had provided him with thirteen light 
planes for air support. Manchukuoan Electric had fitted them out with 
two-way radios. The South Manchuria Railway Company had furnished 
150 cars and trucks. The Kwantung Army had given die services of three 
fellow staff officers and $1.8 million in gold.

Now all was lost. Tanaka’s 'plane dipped low so that he could drop his 
last cylinder of orders. Then he made for home. That night in Mukden he 
began a two-day drunken spree of protest against the stinginess of his 
superiors. He succeeded in making them offer the Mongol Prince Teh more 
money, on the strength of which one of Prince Teh’s generals succeeded 
briefly in recapturing the Shrine of a Hundred Spirits. Thereafter all the 
Mongol horsemen made good their retreat through the snow. A  few of 
them enlisted in one or another of Japan’s puppet constabulary forces in 
Mancliukuo. One group of them, on December 10, found constabulary 
duty so distasteful that they massacred the Japanese officers in charge of 
them and fled into the steppes. Most of the Mongols, however, followed 
Prince Teh when, on December 12, he forsook Japan and proclaimed his 
renewed loyalty to Chiang Kai-shek. - » ,

Neutralizing Russia

THE GENERALISSIMO KIDNAPPED

On November 18, 1936, when the battle at the Shrine of a Hundred 
Spirits had first turned against Tanaka's cavalry rabble, Chiang Kai-shek 
himself had arrived by plane behind the front to inspect operations. Hav
ing lost Manchuria and the other northeastern provinces to  Japan, Chiang 
was glad to associate5 himself .with a Chinese victory over Japan. Since
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the Em peror’s allies. Therefore it would seem that the main point in having 
allies in military posts is to persuade the military, as the Emperor’s own 
army, to  conduct operations even to the ends of the earth.”

LAST WORDS OF THE PEOPLE

W hen Saionji had already given up, the Japanese people themselves 
m ade one last bootless effort to escape from going to war. Hirohito’s 
courtiers realized that the pacifism of the masses needed some form of 
satisfaction and had shrewdly set up General Hayashi, the new prime 
minister, as a straw m an of militarism for the people to destroy.

M isunderstanding something said to him by Hirohito at his investiture 
ceremony, Hayashi launched his regime by asking everyone “to honor 
the E m peror and the spirits of the forefathers and to  realize the identity 
of government administration and religious ceremony.” In  other words, 
the people from  now on should participate in government only by wor
shipping and Hirohito should officiate absolutely as high priest. Westernized 
liberals were quick to point out that Em peror Meiji had promised separa
tion of church and state, and Hirohito hastily disassociated himself from 
Prime M inister Hayashi’s sentiments.

O n the floor of the Diet the antimilitary sniping which had toppled the 
previous H irota Cabinet swelled to a chorus. Rumors of war planning 
against China was discussed in every corridor. On March 18, Hirohito’s 
brother Prince Chichibu left Japan with a suite of fifteen of the great 
vassals to attend the coronation of George V I in London. He had a secret 
mission— of which nothing is known from Western documentation—to 
persuade George V I to renew an unwritten understanding as to Japan’s 
privileged position in China which Hirohito felt that he had had with 
George V i’s brother, the recently abdicated Edward VIII. On the eve of 
Prince Chichibu’s departure, his equerry told friends that if the mission 
were not successful w ar with China could be expected in early July.6

On M arch 31, 1937, two weeks after Prince Chichibu’s sailing, Hiro- 
hito finally dissolved the carping D iet and called for a general election. 
During the following month, while the politicians were out stumping, he 
m ade full use of his edict powers to find funds for fully manning the seven 
new Arm y divisions which he had created in skeletal form after the Febru
ary M utiny the year before.

W hen the masses convened at the polls at the end of April, they de
livered a resounding vote of non-confidence in the militaristic, archaically 
devout Prime M inister Hayashi. Both of the major parties, the Con-

c The equerry was Major General Honma Masahara who would later be executed 
for his titular responsibility in the Bataan Death March. He was already well h®0' 
and respected in Japan as “the linguist with the red nose” who had sat up all one 
night in 1932 translating into Japanese the Lytton Report on Manchuria.

Triumvir of Asia



Neutralizing R ussia
broad^shoulders-arid: carried Chiang incliis nigHtshirt down^the m
piggyback; Ghang • Hsueh-liarig arid Ghiang’s own local bandit-suppression 
commissionervhad him put to bed comfortably under, guard, and negotia
tions were resumed; ,

That; .night in Shanghai ,■ Madame Chiang Kai-shek, her brother, h e r.
brother-in-law, andChiang’sA ustralianadvisofW . IT D o n a ld g a v e th e -
news of Ghiang’s kidnapping as an exclusive to Hallett Abend of.: ̂  ■
Y o r k  T im e s , They thereby made.sure that the story .would first reach Japari 
from an authoritative Western source: rather.: than! from a. suspect-ChineSe 
one. :In China, where - news was always! well 'Controlled, I t ' was an odd. 
maneuver, savoring more.of publicity for an event which they had foreseen, 
than of concern for public knowledge about an.uncertain .situation-which" 
had taken them by surprise. .-■• ";i- : . y.pv; :

Meanwhile in Sian, the town-in the northwest where Ghiang. was de
tained, Chang Hsueh-liang was beginning to read the 200,000 pages of 
state documents which Chiang demanded that he stud}' before they resume 
their conversations. In the next three days Ghang read, and Chiang Kai- 
shek stayed in bed, refusing to eat and threatening, by suicide, to leave . 
China without a leader. Chang called ift Chbu 'iin -1 ^  
minister of Communist China,-'to'plead‘the!‘csiiise!qf 
end of the third day," Chiang Kai-shek had agreed;‘‘in principle” to present; 
a united front of all patriotic Chinese factions against the Japanese. Then 
for another ten days he remained in bcd lecturirig elbquently bn' the repub- 
lican principles'of Sun Yat-’sen arid.hegdtmtihgpn elabofatersave o f Ihce-fop 
himself in any future dealings he ‘mighthave with the Japanese:’ . :. '.•••

Chiarig’s" Australian secrefaiy,; !W.'-!H.: ■Dorihldyflewiinto 
stronghold, on December 14; 193h'.yChiarig’S;:bnn̂ ^̂  
joined the negotiations four’days'lat^r. AridIvlridahie Chiang amVedln'Siah.v 
to add her authority on Dece'rilbef‘2i>\While his minions.^riiade secret prdm-1 
ises, Chiang continued to lie. abed, saving face,; daring his. abductors to 
assassinate him, and maintaining; 'with stubborn courage and indignation, ‘ 
the rectitude of.all his past decisions of s t at e . ; : : A

On ChristmasDay 1936, Chiang :and his spokesmen were allbwed; to ; 
fly back to Nanking, Withthem,went .Charig;Hsueh-liarig tri'surrerider , h ^  
self as a voluntarypostage. to Chiang’s brutal secret police. l t  Was Chang’s 
way of demonstrating .to the Chinese people .the' sincerity of his patriotisiTi: 
And Chiang Kai-shek appreciated it. The police touched not a hair, on the 
hostage’s head but simpjy' put him imder ,house.:arrest'in onpoTthe-most: 
comfortable mansions inrNanking. While he .accustomed himself tb. a 'iife 
of; leisure, his captor.Chiarigvfulfiiled I  unspoken pledges :he;;had.made' 
dupnghis.owncaptivity.;Hecalled;off;the;sixthbandit-suppression;cam- 
paign againstlhe,Coriiriiunists. and begari;a:successipri:;of conferences a th is  
country vifla in the mountains with all the generals arid war lords who owed- 
him allegiance. He asked them one by one to stand by. him in a long ordeal,

• 1 a-1 ‘ S'' ?S::-y S'.• SS'S--' •' .S S ' ■; -1.;;
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exchange for giving his nam e to  military; corisohdatioripf4hM :M£ah&e' 
position in China. Saionji encouraged Konoye to assume the responsibility" ;; 
for Konoye was,; after alb a Fujiwara and the -old prinre-mimsteFmaker>; 
knew no other leader influential enough to obviate national disaster. .

Prince Konoye submitted a' list of Cabinet ministers to Hirohito and ' 
accepted H irohito’s command to form a Cabinet on June 4, 1937. For the • 
first time in twenty years Saionji had not been consulted officially—-only 
unofficially. The well-primed gentlemen of the press greeted Konoye with: 
editorial enthusiasm,, comparing him  with Prime Minister Olcuma* “the 
professor,” who had taken office in 1914 and had kept Japan from becom-; 
ing deeply embroiled in W orld W ar I. Konoye at once vvent, on the-radio:; 
to announce an administration of national unification and conciliatioh in 
which the military, the cartels, the bureaucrats, and the political parties 
would .all have a place. H e looked forward, he said, to the time when Im
perial Japan  would be governed by a monolithic single party of patriots. 
H e established a council of advisors which included representatives of all 
dissident factions and at the same tim e a fuel board to ration and control 
Japan ’s most scarce military commodity: oil and gasoline. \  = i ; '

MARCO POLO’S BRIDGE ;V.

O n June 9, 1937, five days after the. investiture,of the Konoye CabK 
net, the porcine uncle of the Empress, Prince Nashimoto, who would later 
be held as imperial-family hostage byM acA rthur, attended a banquet in 
his honor given by the brass of the Kwantung Army in the Manchukuoan. 
capital of Long Spring Thaw. Nashimoto had left. Japan in late May 
when Prim e M inister Hayashi had announced his intention of !iesighiiig’ ; 
and had since conducted a leisurely inspection tour of Japanese, garrisons:. 
in K orea and M anchuria. This particular Wednesday night he sat beside. > 
the new chief of staff of the Kwantung Army, Lieu tenant, General . Jojoy,; . 
H irohito’s future W orld W ar I I  shogun, and savored : a ,  succession r of 
Chinese delicacies, including bird’s nest soup, Shansi dumpHhgs; Peking ’ 
duck, and Peking dancing girls. ’ ’: ;"

In  the m idst of the banquet Tojo withdrew briefly to his office to draft 
a telegram, H e returned to table with it, showed it to Prince Nashimoto, 
and consigned it to an aide for coding and dispatch. It was addressed;td 
the vice chief of the general staff arid the vice'minister b f 
both loyal opportunists.7 I t  told them in indirect Japanese fashiqn Jhat: the -v, 
imperial family h a d 1 reached ari ‘ understanding ■ with' the Strikc-Nort 
officers in the Kwantung Army. I t  promised that the Army would be given a 
chance to fight Russia after the ports and railheads of eastern China were , 
in Japanese hands. Specifically 'the. Tojo-Nasj^m'otq -(^blbsS^ted.: ^  • .^

7 Lieutenant Generals Imai- Kiyoshi andUmezu Yoshijiro. . -



Throughout 1934 Japanese representatives in Berlin had remained coy 
and noncommittal to the German overtures. But in the spring of 1935, 
when Hirohito decided on the war with China, negotiations had begun in 
earnest. They were conducted for Japan in Berlin not by the Japanese 
ambassador there but by Major General Oshima Hiroshi, the military 
attache at the Japanese Embassy. Similarly in Tokyo they were conducted 
on behalf of Germany by Colonel Eugen Ott, the military attache at Tokyo s 
German Embassy. In the summer of 1936, when the pact was finally ready 
for signing, Ott had returned home briefly to explain all its unwritten rami
fications personally to Hitler and Oshima had done the same for Hirohito 
in Tokyo.

Ott had qualified for his mission in Hitler’s eyes by useful service on the 
personal staff of General Kurt Schleicher, the last pre-Hitler chancellor of 
Germany. In Hirohito’s eyes he was recommended by understandings he 
had reached in 1933 as liaison officer to Prince Higashikuni, Hirohito’s 
uncle, at 5th Brigade Headquarters in Nagoya.

Oshima, the principal Japanese negotiator of the pact, was also an old 
friend of Prince Higashikuni, and he was sent to Berlin as military attache 
in March 1934, shortly after the conclusion of the preliminary conversa
tions between Higashikuni and Ott. It was understood by Ribbentrop and 
Hitler that Oshima could speak for the Emperor and for the chief of the 
Japanese Army General Staff, Prince Kanin. And so he could. As an 
assistant attache in Germany in 1921, at the age of thirty-five, Oshima had 
been privy to all the plans of the Crows and Reliables of Hirohito’s original 
cabal in the Army. He was not then designated as a recruit of the cabal 
because he was already a member of the Big Brothers’ Inner Circle. His 
father, General Oshima Kenichi, had studied with Prince Kanin in France 
in the 1880’s, had gone along with Prince Kanin on a tour of the front 
during the Boer War in South Africa in 1899, had assisted as war minister 
in Prince Kanin’s abortive Mukden coup of 1916, and finally had accom
panied Kanin and the crown prince—to help “make arrangements”—  
during Hirohito’s European tour of 1921.

SORGE’S FIRST EXCLUSIVE

At first the Japanese accepted the Anti-Comintern Pact without much 
comment. They had long needed an ally in Europe, and even having Nazi 
Germany for a friend seemed better than fighting the preventive war with 
Russia advocated by the Strike-North Faction. In the West, however, the 
pact was decried as a dangerous fascist alliance, unfriendly to the democ
racies. France, the Netherlands, England, and the United States all released 
evidence to show that the pact contained secret military clauses in addition 
to the overt diplomatic ones acknowledged in its published text.

The Soviet Union, being the nation most directly threatened by the 
pact, had begun to spread rumors about the secret protocols more than

Neutralizing Russia 0ID



. The next night, July 7, the w ar with China began on schedule: a t  the; 
M arco Polo, Bridge: As described in Chapter 1, a Japanese soldier left 
his patrol briefly in order to urinate and his commander shelled a nearby 
Chinese garrison which was supposed to have abducted him. Local Chinese 
and Japanese diplomats quickly negotiated half a dozen settlements of ; the 
affair, bu t neither H irohito nor Chiang would give the negotiators more; 
than  polite encouragement. Chiang secretly moved troops north and Hiro
hito had transports loaded with reinforcements in Japan. Chinese 'and 
Japanese soldiers picked quarrels in several fresh localities. Native con
stabulary in the autonomous regions founded by Japan two years earlier 
grew rebellious and in one town massacred 230 of their Japanese masters. 
Kwantung Army Chief of Staff Tojo, in the one combat experience of his 
career, led an expedition into Inner Mongolia and, after an efficient blitz
krieg, subjugated the areas which had eluded Japan’s grasp the year before. 
The Japanese Tientsin garrison occupied Peking. With many protesta
tions of peaceful intent, Prime Minister Prince Konoye dispatched three of 
the divisions of reinforcements lying at anchor in Japanese ports, and by 
the end of July they had landed and seized the key railheads throughout 
northeastern China.

686 V , Triumvir of'Asia

PREVENTING PEACE

The Japanese Special Service Organ in Shanghai, the gateway to central 
China, at once staged a second incident. On August 9 a Japanese naval 
officer and a seaman tried to force their way into the Chinese military 
airport in Shanghai. They shot a Chinese guard who challenged them and 
were both shot in their turn. Within a week Hirohito had commanded the 
little tubercular general, Matsui, to lead an expeditionary force to central 
China and Prince Higashikuni to take charge of the Army Air Force in 
Taiw an and initiate a program of civilian bombing in Shanghai. .. ; , :

Two and a half months of street fighting followed, against Chiang Kai- 
shek’s best divisions, and then the Japanese began their drive on Nanking. 
In  December, Prince Asaka, the Em peror’s limping, uncle, relieved Matsui 
of command a t the front and put Nanking to its month and a half of un
speakable torture. - ,

During the genocidal debauch, that tall, tolerant, loose-jointed expen- 
mentalist, Prime M inister Prince Konoye, wrung his hands cynically. He 
told intimates that he did not approve of Hirohito’s reliance on- military 
.force. H e.had .tried  first, he said, to restrict the war to north China, then;, 
to Shanghai in  central China. Now the sinking of the U.S.S, ?«««>’ by 0Ile 
of h is  minions: successfully deterred Hirohito from spreading the war ^  
once down the coast to the environs of British Hong Kong in south C  una.

Konoye had expressed his unhappiness as early as October by threatening 
to resign the prim e ministership. To stiffen his spine, Hirohito had pa



called it a fool’s bargain which “will only result in Germany exploiting ns.” 
The leading Tokyo dailies joined Saionji editorially in.pointing out that one 
untrustworthy ally had been bought at the cost of many true friends.

At Saionji’s behest, the Constitutionalist party began sniping at the 
Cabinet from the floor of the Diet. One intrepid representative, the former 
speaker of the lower House, Hamada Kunimatsu, demanded that War 
Minister Terauchi—who was Hirohito’s Army strong man of the moment— 
submit to a trial of courage. If the Diet voted that Terauchi was sincere, 
Representative Hamada promised to disembowel himself; on the other 
hand if the Diet voted that Representative Hamada was sincere, Terauchi 
would have to cut his belly. War Minister Terauchi declined to accept the 
challenge because the Constitutionalists had a majority in the Diet and 
would surely enjoy watching him commit hara-kiri. The next day, however, 
on January 22, 1937, Terauchi submitted his resignation in writing to 
Prime Minister Hirota. Hirota followed, late in the afternoon of Saturday, 
January 23, by offering the mass resignation of his Cabinet to Emperor 
Hirohito.

As always Hirohito insisted that old Saionji take the responsibility for 
recommending the next prime minister. When so informed by Lord Privy 
Seal Yuasa on the phone, Saionji asked to be excused, protesting that he 
was too frail to come to Tokyo to investigate the political situation prop
erly before making a selection. Hirohito replied, through Lord Privy Seal 
Yuasa, that Saionji could do his research by telephone and then report his 
choice to an imperial envoy who would call on him in Okitsu.

“In that case, without further deliberation,” said Saionji, “I warn you 
that I will recommend Ugaki.”

General Ugaki was the bull-necked loyalist who had cleansed the Army 
of its Choshu leadership for Hirohito in 1925 and had then allowed 
himself to be duped and defamed by the March Plot of 1931. Since then, 
as governor general of Korea, he had made himself the leader of the 
many Army officers who took a moderate position between the Strike- 
North and Strike-South Factions. He had the support of the political 
parties and of the cartels. Most important, he was outspoken in his opposi
tion to the planned war of aggression in China.

First on the phone and then in a face-to-face discussion the next day, 
Sunday, with Saionji in Okitsu, Lord Privy Seal Yuasa tried in vain to 
change the eighty-seven-year-old’s mind. Returning discouraged to Tokyo 
that night, Yuasa went in directly to a two-hour audience with Hirohito. 
He persuaded Hirohito that, to avoid a public scene with Saionji, it would 
be best to let Ugaki try to form a Cabinet. At 10 p .M. Ugaki was phoned 
at the hot spring where he was waiting fifty miles outside of Tokyo and 
told to come to the palace immediately.

Ugaki had his limousine waiting and set off at once. Outside the en
trance to the palace, the car was stopped by an unexpected roadblock

Neutralizing Russia b ' '



; Had assured him six months earlier that, the Japanese Army could “crush 
China in a month.” - . : . v  - - W  V ; !,

't Although H irohitovds>ho^here on record as saying so explicitly^ his 
actions mak6 .it plain: that.he: did .not w ant to end the war with China.-As 

. long as the: w a r lasted he had an excuse n o t ' to honor his vague secret 
pledge, to the Army to turn  north against Russia. Moreover, the Chinese 
hinterland provided an excellent training ground for . recruits. There eager 
young sam urai could learn to handle "modem weapons with: minimal 
casualties and a t minimal cost. There the troops could live off the land 
and maintain themselves as combat-ready veterans for the more de
m anding campaigns against W estern armies in the. years ahead. ,.

In effect the war with China kept the troublesome Army, distracted but 
ready.. The elite service, the Navy, had for fifteen years received, the bulk 

, of, appropriations earmarked, for weapons’ development. The Navy alone 
had  .the technological knowhow to challenge the West. In the first eight 
m onths of the China W ar it was the Navy’s air force which provided the 
A rm y with.dive bom bing at the front and with long-range strategic bombing 
of; China’s inland -.cities. The Army’s own air force was fit only for trans
port. duty and. ,for short-haul dumpings of dynamite. Yet the patrician 

‘-technocrats .-of-the Navy insisted tha t they needed another four or five 
years to perfect their ’sophisticated seagoing systems before launching a 

-full-scale Strike South. Until then Japan must only nibble at Southeast Asia 
and keep the A rm y from  wasting itself in futile expeditions against Siberia.

688 . '•

T‘. THE NANKING HANGOVER

' ■•When reports of the feckless incontinence of Nanking trickled h’onie 
along the grape vine-from  soldiers in the -field,1 Japanese began referring 

, sarcastically . to  H irohitb’s “holy w ar”— so proclaimed-by propagandists 
as the “unholy w a r.” Education Minister Big Brother Kido made a mighty 
effort; ̂ through‘.carefully-worded -editorials planted in the'leading news
papers, to reassure the people that Nanking was an unfortunate accident. 
W ar M inister Sugiyama imposed heavy penalties on returning veterans who 
violated security by talking too freely about their" combat experiences.- 
H irohito and Prince Kanin placated the General Staff by showing renewed 
interest in contingency planning against Russia. General Araki, the popular 
Strike-North leader, was brought back from oblivion as education minister 
in';charge ;of p ropaganda.B ig-B ro ther Marquis Kido moved on-to found a 

. new^miriistry, Welfare. H is mission was to correct the deplorable, state.

® Only;;'a' year.-• earlier,Araki-had, been calling- Japan “a .disagreeable; so c ie ty  in 
which,■•I'-cannot bear,tolive.” :He had vowed, that,if Mazaki, his. lieutenant, .was 
eyerj le t:out ;of. prison,' .he and Mazaki, would, become mendicant Buddhist pries >

■ feveliiig .in Tagstand praying- for-the'natibnl Now Mazaki was indeed release ,ronl 
. prison,-:^nd Araki; ;;irf :retUmAbad rejoined , the ’Establishment.’ ' - " - ' •



military aides-de-camp.5 On returning home, Kido at once began cogitating 
in his diary over the best man for the Emperor to appoint when Ugaki 
failed to form a Cabinet.

While Kido and other courtiers were working against him, Prime Min
ister-elect Ugaki set about routinely to form a Cabinet. At four o’clock 
that Monday afternoon he called on outgoing War Minister Terauchi and 
asked him politely to recommend a successor to himself. Terauchi shook 
his head gravely and warned Ugaki that officers willing and eligible to 
serve as war minister might be difficult to find. An hour later, after con
sulting other Army chiefs. Terauchi informed Ugaki that the three most 
appropriate candidates for the war ministership all declined the honor. 
Ugaki responded angrily that in that case he would hunt up his own war 
minister.

Late that night, at one o’clock, the vice minister of war called an emer
gency meeting of his section chiefs and, in a ten-minute briefing, advised 
them that Ugaki’s search must be frustrated.

On Tuesday morning Ugaki took to the telephone. He knew most of 
the 200-odd generals on the active list and had done favors for many of 
them. Now, however, they squirmed evasively and pleaded personal rea
sons for being unable to accept the war ministership.

In the afternoon, having consulted an authority on constitutional law, 
Ugaki tried a fresh approach, He himself was a general, and if reactivated 
from the reserve list to the active list would be eligible to take the port
folio of war minister in addition to that of prime minister. On inquiry he 
found that there were a number of other retired generals who would also 
be willing to take the war minister portfolio. By early the next morning, 
Wednesday he had queues of reserve officers waiting outside the doors 
of War Minister Terauchi and of Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, pleading 
their candidacies. Some of them were such obscure field commanders that 
chamberlains at Court were kept busy looking up their personnel records 
in case the Emperor should ask questions about them.

The Emperor had the power to order any officer on active service to 
take the war ministership. It was, however, a power which the Emperor 
had never exercised. On the other hand, the Emperor had frequently re
activated reservists to fill unpleasant commands during the conquest of 
Manchuria. Saionji had suggested to Ugaki that in the present crisis the 
Emperor could be called out into the open by being forced publicly to 
refuse to reactivate Ugaki or any of his cronies.

All that Wednesday morning Marquis Kido, Lord Privy Seal Yuasa, and 
other chamberlains consulted on what countermeasures to take against 
the ingenious new Saionji-Ugaki strategy. They decided finally to rely on 
a metaphysical argument. If the Emperor, they reasoned, should agree to

J Major General Nakajima Tetsuzo, who in some Japanese accounts has been 
identified as sthe Nakajima who jumped into Ugaki’s car the night before.
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on? would!: f ig h t: superior pfire-ipower; w h h ^ Y ^ o r c ^ ^
m assive; westward migration of peasants^ moving like locusts; and leaviiie '
nothing:to/eat^behind them, £•/

Despite flooded fields, Prince Higashikuni’s men pressed oh d o m  the• 
raised em bankm ent of the railroad and joined up with comrades moving 
north? from  Shanghai. One of the two north-south railroads was secure. 
P r i n c e  H ig a s k ik u n i  a s k e d leave .to open * the;-'second".'opfe' 
majority in the General Staff in Tokyo objected ' that tlie primary ob- 
jectives of the w ar with China hadjbeeri'won.; T h e .principal?cities and; rail 
lines were in Japanese hands and it was time to stand pat and face back 
toward Russia. H irohito’s admirals, however, wanted to move, on up the 
Y angtze; River,i; 150 miles beyond Nanking,' to ’ the Anking. airport which 
was within flying range of Hong Kong and the coveted harbors of the south 
China coast. H irohito agreed with the Navy and ..ordered the Army to 
proceed up  the Yangtze, .first to Anking and then another. 200 miles:to 
H ankow  which was the seat of Chiang’s refugee government and also the . 
terminus of the second of the north-south railroads.

The advance on Hankow began in May 1938 and ended in October. 
Prince Higashikurik personally took command of four divisions which 
fought their way overland to the north and west of the .Yangtze in order 
to approach Hankow from th e : rear; Four m ore divisions, under Lieutenant 
General O kam ura Yasuji—-the only one of the Three Crows of Baden- 
Baden who rem ained alive and in Hirohito’s good ;graces—moved up die 
banks of the Yangtze to attack Hankow frontally. Okamura took the 
strategic air base o f Anking on June 12, 1938, . and pressed’Pn upriver 
toward Hankow. Chiang Kai-shek began to .move?the; lewer eclieionsYf^; 
his bureaucracy still farther upriver to Chuhgking, above dre;easily de.̂ ^̂ ,̂̂  
fended gorges of the Yangtze, more than 900 miles, by air from: the coast 
and the  Japanese ports of supply. P Y  ■

Above A n k in g . Third Crow Okamura’s;; men eiicountered the boom . 
and the forts of Matang, which had been designed for Chiang Kai-shek.. 
by his Germ an advisors three years earliefi T hey ; were formidable ob- -v 
s ta p le s O k a m u ra . surmounted them by. first calling Tokyopndpayings- 
bribe of over $100,000 (U .S .) to  the local Chinese commander. Chiang ; 
Kai-shek heard of the transaction and ..shortly afterwards hadj the co m -;; 
m ander summarily executed, . ' / Y / j .  Y d ];■:([[

I t cost Chiang far w o r e  than $100,000 to repair the damage done .by. , 
the Japanese bribe: H e desperately needed time to remove valuable men . 
an d ^m ateria lsfro m th e : rich 'valley - O f  th e  middiP Y^ 
effort h e  , s u c c e e d e d  d n  r k i s i n g a n d  e q u ip p in g  '-p ro ^ m cM  
holding action around the sacred mountain of Lushan, 80 miles abo\e 
Anking. All summer Okam ura’s xhen pounded a rubbery v/all of resistance
which;-sagged by day: and "sprang/back -fry. 'm^
peasants in th e a fe a  survived -the';months; of w iflageP urh ii^
the ;-children, who,“.on  parehtsr- ,Orders,;: marched..- w e s t ; *?;̂.y'



dire predictions, Saionji allowed his name to be given to the choice of 
Hayashi.

Saionji reflected on this, his latest, capitulation for several days. He 
admitted to friends that he was approaching senility and that he spent most 
of his time living in the past. He complained that his secretary-spy, Harada, 
was constantly feeding him twisted or irrelevant information in order to 
distract him from concentrating on “the main trends of the time.” Never
theless he still had days of energy and complete lucidity in which he phoned 
old friends and understood completely the iron grip which Hirohito’s 
middle-aged Big-Brother statists were taking on Japan. He felt personally 
responsible for them, for he had overseen their political educations. He 
also felt personally responsible for what they w’ere doing. As long as he 
remained prime-minister-maker, the cartels and political parties of Japan 
would continue to look up to him as the leader of the young men at Court. 
And for the hundredth time he had just proved that he was not the leader. 
Perhaps if he resigned some other more forceful aristocrat of good sense 
would spring up in his place; perhaps his kinsman Prince Konoye and even 
Emperor Hirohito would begin to take their responsibilities more level
headedly.

Accordingly, in the week after Ugaki’s humiliation, Saionji formally peti
tioned the Throne, asking that he be consulted no longer on changes of 
government. Hirohito refused to release him from his post of prime- 
minister-maker but allowed it to be inscribed officially on the Court rolls 
that Saionji would not have to come again to Tokyo for a Cabinet crisis. 
From now on the lord privy seal would relieve him of the duty of con
sulting with other elder statesmen on the nominee who should be recom
mended to the Throne as the next prime minister. In effect the lord privy 
seal would conduct all the business involved in the choice of a prime min
ister and simply inform Saionji of what he had done before carrying his 
advice to Hirohito.

Saionji welcomed this relief from responsibility and lived on for another 
three years and nine months as a sideline critic, sometimes crackling with 
sarcastic fire and sometimes remaining mute or ignorant.

The prospect of war with China dismayed the old man. What dis
mayed him still more was the prospect of direct involvement in enterprises 
which he considered rash and hazardous by members of the imperial family. 
On March 15, in an argument about China policy with Secretary-Spy 
Harada, he learned that Prince Higashikuni was slated to command the 
Army Air Force when it would begin-to bomb China and that Prince 
Asaka, the Emperor’s other uncle, was expected later to lead the Japanese 
troops who would occupy the Chinese capital of Nanking.

The devil you say!” piped the old man testily. “I tell you that this
usiness of installing imperial family members in military posts is for the 

sake of making the Army act as the Emperor’s army in the time of emer
gency. It is understood that the members of the imperial family are usually
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■'  ̂AN 'U N A IJlR dM ZElT .1^

The Kwantung Arm y obeyed JJirohitO’svwishesFbt<the;(terrifc3n K  
in K orea did not. -Vice C h ief'o f;the  Army G e n e i ^ '( $ ^ ^  
opposed both the rape' of-Nanking an^K ondyc’k h p n Y ^
Kai-shek, plotted with ; t h e j c o i n m a h d e r ' 6 f d & i ^ - K d rea^ O  
start -an incident on the Russian b o rd g K y O h ^ u i^
Lyushkov’s defection;, Soviet trpops stationed, aG Kake(K hka«,-head ItefT 
point where the borders ofySiberia,-: M anchu'nay^ndtK dtca 
served two companies of Japanese troops taking'"up positions^nvtlie ;fai^ 
side of the  hill overlooking the lake: Three; days;: la tch  the ̂ JlediSdldief^: 
noted with alarm that the Japanese were, evacuating The piwlian MancMv1 
population from the area, across the border. y y . - V f f Y Y v v y

The strip of dand between the shores of Lake'JGiasdn- and .JhetwaicKhcd\t': 
t o ; the west of it had  previously been, handled; as -Soviet j e r r i t i j ^  
and as an u n f o r t i f ie d  b u f f e r - z o n e  in, p r a c t i c e .  The. s p o t r m s  b e u u & o l^ n d ^ -  

wild, bu t also important; strategically, fo r ' it la),;'.:.ohly;TO-bdd hJtlcs 'spuihr'/ '; ' 
west; of the Russian' naval base o fV lad ivostok ;hnd ; only"JS^odd Smiles;;,;; 
northeast o f  the Japanese naval, base ‘-of ■ RashininKRprcaf O n- ju lydR rjust 
a -m onth after Lyushkoy’s defection,(the,-Soviet. Joyces ja t J^ai'e:;Khas% l  

moved into, no m an’s land and.began digging trenches 
:: O n Wednesday,.. ju ly ;d3l:KoreanV-Army H.Q. b e la ted ly In fo rm ^  
Officially of (the. Russian Trench digging; and -;asked^permission(;tb((&ke:;:C( 
counterm easures. The next day Vice GJ«e'fbf-lStaf-;-Tada'^cned theTont-c}; 
m ander of ..the', 19 th Division, at the front th a th e  must; improve; iiais<yly10r;‘, 
K orean Arm y FhCh in order tp prevent; it-from pending (Rhy;mefe(ha^^ 
which would excite the suspicions of the home-’ authorities.- A t -thc(^pmeiifr;T: 
T ada pointed put,, the Japanese; .goveriiment; could.: only:;pfqmise(;that; 
Foreign. Ministry, would p ro tes t strongly; in'MqscowA -^ r^ V 'X

,O n.Friday, .July 15,-/Xice:W ar;M ihjstcr' -Tpjo..scented.;^ 
personally (cabled the commander o f  the ;J9ili'(pjyisipnT'/f(4"-':

RE RUSSIAN ( BORDER , CROSSING OUR POLICT; TO ; SETTLE]/Ipf;.J^rLOMAFS’.y? ]'
Means. ;tf-Russians no,.- not.-accep^ our'. terms'.;
Then-only should we

. .THEM BACK, BY FORCE. . ., v ( ,(.,.((;(( (■ ,(  ; - ( v ; 3 (

German-intelligence-agent'-w^
ordered ''the- Kwantuhg Army to;' ̂ ia’i t ̂ h'̂ 'saticttccS ’'V-]:-; lva'>.'-

.; '•'.Tojo!s’Tvord(,'Mfriedi’great'\yeŜ Ut/'Tiic((day',of;'his;telcgratiij''liye(lapattese '
secret policemen had crossed;i61tIie(S0wef(side:0 f thc.bOrdeMp;ta& 
graphs; o'f('thc:;fresh( RussiaH.Tdxholes;-,oh. ihcyhiifss^
Russian; bolder gtiarttaVhadTsftoF&hifr̂ ^̂  
captured;his(film( Yetfqfthe iiextiwp^v^ks^jiie'



stitutionalists and their traditional opponents, had asked for a vote for 
peace, and only the minority rightist party, the K o k u m in  D o m e i  or People’s 
League, had supported Hayashi. In  the returns the Hayashi party won 
exactly eighteen seats in a House of 408.

A month later Hayashi resigned. He had served his purpose. The people 
had made their gesture. The seven new divisions were already established. 
Army men who wished to interfere in politics had been given a graphic 
demonstration of the Army’s unpopularity and political incompetence. Now 
the way was clear to disregard die mandate of the voters and to appoint a 
popular civilian prince, a consummate politician, who could lead the people 
to war.
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KONOYE

Prince Konoye, heir to the first of the five houses of the ancient Court 
family of Fujiwara, had been groomed as a national leader ever since his 
birth in October 1891. As a teen-ager he had been the youngest of the 
aristocratic Big Brothers who attached themselves to the person of young 
Hirohito when he was still a toddler living in the foster care of Marquis 
Kido’s father. Since 1921 Konoye had led Hirohito’s forces in the House 
of Peers and had mediated for Hirohito with all sorts of troublemakers: 
with Konoye’s kinsman, Saionji; with the tong of the Black Dragon; with 
the dissident Strike-Northists in Hirohito’s Army cabal.

The tall, languid, elegant prince was a sybarite in private life, but in 
public he was a politician down to the tips of his gloved fingers. Hirohito’s 
ambition to aggrandize Japan territorially and technologically before the 
eyes of the West interested Konoye haidly at all. He responded first to the 
challenge of domestic Japanese government and second to the challenge 
of leading the Buddhists of Asia. Systems of government—of people- 
manipulation and propaganda—fascinated him; deployment of military' 
forces caught his fancy only sporadically as a tool of politics. 1

Since the 1935 imperial decision to prepare for war on China, Prince 
Konoye had begun to appreciate the gulf between his concerns and those 
of the Emperor. It mattered little to Konoye whether Japan fought Russia 
or the colonial democracies. Konoye wished only to unify Japan—to make 
it the most perfectly governed anthill in the community of nations. After 
the Army Mutiny of February 1936 he had lobbied tirelessly in the palace 
to prevent the number-two Strike-North leader, General Mazaki, from 
being harshly punished. In his fascination with the problem of creating a 
super-state, he dismissed Hirohito’s territorial aspirations as narrow and 
irrelevant.

For these reasons Prince Konoye at first refused when emissaries from 
Court asked him to assume the prime ministership in 1937. Over a period 
of weeks, however, in the declining days of the Hayashi Cabinet, he made 
a deal with Hirohito: a free hand to reorganize the state domestically in



kept waiting and exhorting Itagaki;tb  solve the unauthorized incident as
quickly as p ' b s s i B l e i ’'■ / fV;'■ / V ;-!)'.v!v?”'

tw o  days later, on July 23, H irohito’s favorite Big Brother, Marquis 
Kido, w ho was: now minister of welfare in the Konoye Gabinelt,’ metVwith 
young Saionji Kinkazu, for; the first .-time! in three months; to relate. to 
him the Em peror’s words with Itagaki. A -day or two later/young Saionji’s 
protege, Ozaki, reported to Soviet, spy Sorge that “Japan” had ho intention 
of allowing the ’Lake Khasan incident to develdp into a-, war."Even as an 
agent of the Soviet Union, Ozaki could not bring himself: to : say,: “ The 
Em peror has no intention V . .” Instead when Sorge pressed him. jo give 
solidity to his vague word, “Japan,” Ozaki offered only theoretical argu
ments . H e , pointed out that the Japanese Army was fully engaged:in its 
drive on Hankow and th a t: the Kwantuhg Army had 'already detached sev- : 
eral divisions to the south and was in no state to inourit an attack on 
Russia. - " ' y']

THEpMASTER -SPY;'iDRUNK:!^, r” :>

; Three months earlier,’ at the time of M arquis Kido’s last meeting with 
young Saionji, the Japanese Foreign Ministry had just learned that iMajor 
G eneral Eugen Ott, the German, military attache in Tokyq-^-the one who 
had negotiated the prior understandings for. the'Anti-Gomintem Pact with 
Prince, H igashikuhi.in ,1=933 a n d h a d  madeTriends"with Sovierispy Sorge in 
1934— would be Germ any’s next ambassador to Japan. Ott did indeed 
become ambassador on A pril 28, ;1938. H e promptly elevated:Sorge to an 
unofficial position; as a consultant, with an office of his own, inside/the 
G erm an Em bassy,
> Sorge im m ediately. ran  a mission, for Ott, and incidentally for himself. 
H e delivered a  packet of intelligence for O tt to a German agent in Manila 
and then another of his own to a  Soviet agent in Hong Kong. :On the 
evening of his return  to Japan, in early May, he celebratedhis infiltration 
of the G erm an Em bassy with , a spree at his favorite Tokyo bar, 2)^
R h ein  go ld . When the bar closedat2:00A.M.,he;wentontodrinkan
entire bottle o f Scotch in a friend’s room at the Imperial Hotel. Sbme 
time later, annoyed th a t his drinking companion would, not ride on with 
him to further adventures on the back of his motorcycle, Sorge set off for
home alone. H e roared east down Hibiya Park and then north up Sotobori- .
dori,. o r  Outside the M oat Boulevard, ;-v.'d! •

At' the :next; intersection, with a growing sehse pf:,exhilaration an
acceleration, he cornered left into the curving dirt road behind the .
churia Railway Builffing ;arid mp the Jhillv'toward1 the
Dirt, curve, and - hillside . were too much for his num bed; navigational
faculties, and his motorcycle skidded into the solid, whitewashed em°â  ̂
w a ll.H ek n o ck ed  out his front teeth, broke his:jaw, and s c a ^
for; life/'. Through the.vgood: offices=vofthe^..Japanese, pohce,;he Max



'^ r a b k v ^ ^ S T A N D P O IN T  OF- OUR STRATEGIC PREPARATIONS AGAINST RUSSIA, 
’ WHEN VIEWED AGAINST THE PRESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS IN CHINA, WE DEEM 

IT MOST IMPORTANT AND DESIRABLE, IN ORDER TO ELIMINATE THE THREAT 
IN OUR REAR, TO STRIKE A DIRECT BLOW AGAINST AND INTO THE ,.NANKING 
REGIME— PROVIDED, OF COURSE, THAT IN OUR OPINION AT THE TIME WE 

" HAVE. SUFFICIENT ARMED STRENGTH FOR IT.
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The* next morning, when the sake cups had been cleared away, pro
consul Tojo accompanied Prince Nashimoto in his plane back home to the 
nearest of the main Japanese islands, Kyushu. There, having worked out 
all the details of their agreement, the general and the prince parted, 
the one to fly back to his command in Manchuria, the other to fly on to 
report at the square mile of moat-girt palace in the center of downtown 
Tokyo' , .

Having secured the support of Tojo and the Kwantung Army, Hirohito 
pressed ahead with the final phase of war preparations. His uncle Prince 
Higashikuni flew to Taiwan to review, the air units and some of the in
fantry units which had been trained for the invasion of central China. 
Prince Asaka, the other uncle, inspected the 11th Division which was to 
be used for the attack on Shanghai. Prince Mikasa, Hirohito’s youngest 
brother, flew home from London with a pessimistic progress report on 
Prince Chichibu’s conversations with the new king of England, George VI. 
From the palace the twenty-one-year-old Mikasa proceeded to Yokosuka, 
the great naval base on Tokyo Bay, and told the officers there that the 
Emperor expected every man to do his duty.

On the last day of June 1937, the Army sought to attach a condition 
to. its willingness to fight: namely, imperial approval for preparation of a 
foray across the Korean border into Russia in late 19385 fifteen months 
hence. Hirohito . was ready to call a full-scale conference in the Imperial 
Presence with Army leaders in order to thrash out the question. Instead his 
courtiers arranged a meeting for him and for Chief of Staff Prince Kanin 
with War Minister Sugiyama. At the meeting Hirohito agreed to sanction 
staff studies of the possibilities in an aggressive probe of Russia , but re
fused absolutely to make any promises. Two weeks later, at a social break
fast on July 1‘3, Big Brother Marquis Kido dropped word of the Em
peror’s stand to Saionji Kinkazu, the imperial link with the Sorge Spy Ring.

. War Minister Sugiyama was able to use the Emperor’s smaU coricessibn 
to quiet rebellious underlings, and on July 6 Hirohito . received his final 
gb-aliead from Prince Chicliibu in London. Through a member of his su ite ,. 
Chichibu reported the futility of his conversations with King George in a 
previously agreed-upon voice code: “Prince Higashikunfls problem with 

; tbe lady jn France has notyet been solved.” Since 'Prince-Higashikuni had 
\ , left France more than ten years ago, it was a message that amused Japanese 
tk >c°brtiers andsuccessfullytitillated :and ■ bemused iits monitors in British

• mieingence.' V-
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down their pants and stood exposed on a 'Sahdbagfparapet to~ sko^tlie 
flagging captains and lieutenants of their command how Jooselyahd-coiir- 
ageously a Japanese officer should hang in the face of fire.,: . ,

The battle raged on the scale of full war from July 29 to August 10 
Japan’s 19th Division suffered almost 10,000 casualties and the Russians 
fared not much better. B ut the Russians, aided by their tanks and planes* 
were advancing when the Foreign Ministery, on August 11, made a truce 
and agreed to return to the status quo ante. ■ ; v

The Japanese hack-down vindicated Sorge’s judgment and encouraged 
Stalin to adopt Sorge’s view that war with Japan not only must be' but 
could be avoided. In  September 1938, a month after’the cease-fire, Beria’s 
secret police spirited away the Siberian commander, General Bllicher, who 
had been a patron of defector Lyushkov and had wished to fight Japan. A 
m onth later, in October, Sorge borrowed from a German Embassy attache 
the final report of the Him m ler agent sent from Berlin to assist in the inter
rogation of Lyushkov. Early the next morning in his embassy office, from 
six o’clock to ten, when he was usually preparing a digest and interpretation 
of the day’s Japanese news for Ambassador Ott, Sorge read the ! 00-odd 
pages of the report and, with his Leica, photographed most of them for 
transmission to Moscow. Siberian commander Bllicher is reported to have 
died in Beria’s dungeons a few months later.

THE VICTORIOUS STALEMATE

T he Japanese Army was chagrined by its defeat at Lake Khasah arid 
H irohito m ade immediate concessions to save its face. In August, when 
the ink on the cease-fire was scarcely dry, he approved a General Staff 
proposal to plan a better staged, fully sanctioned workout againsrthe Red 
Army, to take place the following year in the remote fastnesses of Mon
golia. One aviation colonel was immediately given maps of the exact area 
in which the  w ar would occur and instructed to devise .air-fdigfbiihd com
munications suitable to the terrain and type of operations which might be 
expected there. ~

Seven weeks after the Lake Khasan cease-fire, on September 30,11938, 
British Prime M inister Neville Chamberlain, wielding his'much caricatured 
um brella at the famous “peace-in-our-time” conference in: Mupibhy con
ceded to H itler the right to take back for Germany the . German-speakih|
region of Czechoslovakia known as the Sudetenland. As Hitler's -storm 
troopers-poured into Czechoslovakia to realize Chamberlam’s concession,. 
Hirohito^ ieiittplemenfed the operational plan: dor the Seizure o f the • sdm  ̂
China coast which: had been canceled after; the sinking b f  the' U:S>S: 
a year carlier. On October 21, ;1938, from a landing at thcbld. pirate cove 
bf:’Byhs->'Bay,:;JhpMfese:% odp$vpu's&ed:3dtb"C^tohr-ffi>-'P^®^^ 
south China. ., / A



favorite Big Brother Marquis Kido into the Cabinet as minister of educa
tion in charge of propaganda. In November, when Hirohito took personal 
charge of the war by opening Imperial Headquarters, superior to the Gen
eral Staff, on the very grounds of the palace, Prince Konoye had once 
more tried to resign—this time so sincerely that Education Minister Kido 
had warned him that his career would be over permanently if he bowed 
out now in a time of emergency.

Japan’s allies, the Germans, did their utmost to mediate the war and 
find terms on which it could be settled. Ribbentrop pointed out from 
Berlin that miring down in the paddies of China would emasculate Japan 
as a German ally against Russia, and that the Third Reich was not in any 
way committed by the Anti-Comintern Pact to help Japan fight Bolshevism 
south of the Russian border. The German ambassador attached to Chiang 
Kai-shek’s refugee regime in Hankow communicated daily with the Ger
man ambassador in Tokyo on new formulas for making peace. Backed 
by Hirohito, however, the soft-spoken gentlemen of the Japanese Foreign 
Ministry repeatedly increased the severity of their demands on China. The 
much maligned “militarists” on the Tokyo General Staff begged the civilian 
Cabinet to offer realistic terms which Chiang might possibly accept, but 
Hirohito, behind the scenes, remained obdurately hard of heart. No settle
ment would do short of complete Japanese mastery and the reduction of 
China to the status of a puppet dependency. '

In late December when the rape of Nanking first began to look as if it 
would fail to unseat Chiang Kai-shek, Hirohito took up a suggestion, made 
earlier by Konoye. for threatening Chiang politically. Unless he would 
accept Japanese terms, Japan would no longer recognize him as China’s 
chief of state and would find a rival to deal with in the KMT—one 
amenable to leading a puppet government in China. The majority of officers 
in the Army General Staff opposed this new ultimaturmas unrealistic and 
fought it as they had earlier fought the preparations for the rape of Nanking. 
Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, the seventy-two-year-old elder of the imperial 
family, interviewed each of his subordinates individually and suppressed 
their opposition.,On January 16, 1938, after a fortnight of hesitation, in 
a speech which he regretted for the rest of his life, Prince Konoye an
nounced and explained his non-recognition policy to the people.

The sated Japanese troops in Nanking at once gave up their weary 
efforts to raise new hackles of terror among the numbed and starving 
survivors of the great rape. Chiang Kai-shek, in his*temporary capital up
river in. Hankow, broadcast an appeal to all Chinese to fight to the1 death. 
He ignored the Japanese ultimatum and continued to Tule free China. 
Hirohito was forced to acknowledge that the mass murders and rapes of 
Nanking had all gone for nought. He excused himself by blaming War 
Minister Sugiyama Hajime, the Strike-South stalwart who always looked 
as blank as a bathroom door.” Sugiyama, explained the playful Hirohito,
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way, was rescued from  the gale by a large, conspicuously Japanese cruiser. 
Taken to Japanese-occupied Shanghai, he was housed and hidden first in 
one then another of three lavishly appointed, elaborately guarded villas. 
F o r fifteen months he continued to exchange communications with Chianti 
Kai-shek and then, in M arch 1940, he would agree to become the Japanese 
puppet in China.

O n  D ecem ber 22, 1938,11 Prim e Minister Konoye, counting heavily on 
the arrival of W ang Ching-wei in H anoi two days earlier, announced pub
licly that Japan  sponsored a New O rder in East Asia which would enable 
Asian peoples, under Japanese leadership, to realize their native aspirations 
and throw off the shackles of W estern colonialism.

A t the same time Konoye announced a New Structure politically for 
Japan. The people, he said, m ust unite monolithically behind the Emperor 
and co-operate in unselfish effort to wage a “holy war” of liberation for al! 
Asian peoples. Konoye had in m ind a plan for a single mass party which 
would rule Japan as effectively as the Communist party ruled Russia or the 
N azi party ruled Germany. His announcement was received so coolly that 
he did not, in fact, launch the new mass party until October 1940, almost 
two years later.

The draft of the New Structure plan had been written for Konoye by 
Ozaki Hotsumi, the m ember of the Konoye brain trust who served as 
liaison link between young Saionji Kinkazu and Soviet spy Sorge. Sorge 
himself asked Ozaki what he thought he was doing in suggesting the plan, 
and Ozaki replied that he was looking forward to the time when Japan 
would become a socialist nation. H e did not add that he meant a nation 
of communal share-and-share-alike, under the Emperor. Sorge would not 
have understood such a Japanese concept.

A t the same tidying-up time in December 1938, Hirohito reposted two 
of his sharpest military thinkers: M ajor General Ishiwara Kanji, the 
religious zealot who had planned the conquest of Manchuria for him seven 
years ago, and Lieutenant General Tojo Hideki who had prevented the 
February  M utiny of 1936 from  spreading into the ranks of the Kwantung 
Arm y. In  the fall of 1938, Tojo had advocated a two-front army capable 
of waging w ar to the north or south as occasion might demand. Ishiwara 
had begged for a no-front army, trained to consolidate previous Japanese 
gains and to m ake peace with the natives in the occupied areas. When 
the dispute between the two men had crept onto the pages of the news
papers, H irohito m ade a Solomon’s decision by pretending to fire both o 
them. H e banished Tshiwara,. the vice chief of staff of the Kwantung 
Army, to the command of a provincial arsenal. But he gave Tojo. ̂  & 
vice w ar minister, a  challenging opportunity as head of the new office

“ The occasion-was a victory parade for Prince Higashikuni on his return from 
eight months of successful leadership of the 2d Army in the campaign to 
Hankow,

Triumvir of Asia



of national health and physical fitness revealed in the draft call-ups of the 
previous autumn.

What to do with the conquests in China, that was the question pending. 
And Hirohito promised that he would give serious attention to the Soviet 
Union only when the gains in China had been consolidated. The Tientsin- 
Peking area in north China and the Shanghai-Nanking area in .central 
China must be tied together by Japanese control of the north-south rail
roads connecting Tientsin with Shanghai and Peking with Chiang Kai-shek’s 
new temporary capital of Hankow, up the Yangtze River from Nanking.

Athwart the north-south railroads, between the northern and southern 
areas of Japanese occupation, Chiang Kai-shek still had one of his best 
generals and armies. In February 1938, Hirohito directed his crack mobile 
division, the 5th, led by Lieutenant General Itagaki, the politician of the 
Itagaki-Ishiwara partnership which had conquered Manchuria in 1931, to 
drive down the Tientsin-Shanghai rail link. Itagaki’s men teamed up with 
the 10th Division and drove two thirds of the way required of them. Then 
atTai-er-chuang, or Dynastic-Child-Manor, in the first week of April 1938, 
the 10th Division marched into a Chinese ambush and was temporarily 
surrounded. Itagaki’s mobile 5th came to the rescue with tanks and big 
railroad guns and succeeded barely in extricating their beleagured com
rades. Six thousand Japanese dead, however, littered the battlefield, and 
some thirty thousand Japanese casualties hobbled or were carried from it. 
Chinese journalists, long despondent, made much of the victory.

In mid-April Prince Higashikuni, the Emperor’s uncle, and Viscount 
Machijiri, the Emperor’s in-law and aide-de-camp who had accompanied 
Higashikuni to Paris in 1920, took personal charge as commander-in-chief 
and chief of staff of the Japanese 2d Army in north China which was de
tailed to avenge the defeat at Dynastic-Child-Manor. All of the ten Jap
anese divisions in north China converged on the Dynastic-Child-Manor 
area in May, hoping to surround and capture the shrewd Chinese general 
who had humiliated the forces of the Emperor. ;

In the last two weeks of May, however, the Chinese general—Li Tsung- 
jen, a southerner who had backed Chang Hsueh-liang in his kidnapping 
of Chiang Kai-shek eighteen months earlier—skillfully retreated to the 
west, getting out not only his men but even his heavy artillery pieces 
from the closing Japanese pincer. When he had made good his escape 
his rear guard dynamited the levees which controlled the wayward second 
river of China, the Hwang Ho or Yellow. An entire flat province of dry 
river beds, where the Yellow River had formerly wandered in centuries 
gone by, was suddenly inundated in muddy water. Approximately 45,000 
square miles of fertile farmland—an area as large and populous as New 
York State—was flooded. Tens of thousands of Chinese peasants perished, 
apanese trucks, tanks, and field guns bogged down in mud. Chiang Kai- 

shek made relatives of the flood victims feel like patriots by announcing 
that China would go all out in her resistance to the Japanese and from now
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southernm ost point of the south China coast.12 In the next three days Prince 
Takam atsu flew reconnaissance- in. a  .' naval, plane overhead while- the con
quest of the big island was completed. -

A  month later, in M arch 1939, the Japanese Navy quietly occupied the 
seven French-claimed b u t uninhabited Spratly T s lu y s ^ s h a ie g ie ^  
at a point in the South China Sea almost: exactly^ e q u i d i s t a n t ^  
Philippines, Indochina, and ,Borneo.;'. Japam  used the islands; immediately 
as a base for seaplanes running .cartographic -missiorisVddwmfli^
Borneo coast and, carrying radios and technicians to spy rings in Mindanao 
and Vietnam. The existence of.-the-.islands 'had-tcotife' 
when one of his wife’s in-laws had conducted an ornithological expedition 
there a few years earlier to-'Study the. island birds-N •

While Hirohito nibbled at Southeast Asia; H itler swallovved-dhe remairi- : 
ing M oravian and Bohemian scraps of. Czechoslovakia. Then, in; late March 
1939, he paused briefly to survey the German position. He-planned soon 
to turn  west against France and England but first he had to secure his 
rear against Russia. H e m eant to  seize half of Poland as a buffer zone 
against Russia and give the other half of Poland to Russia as a bribe. 
In  return, for the bribe, he hoped to negotiate a nonaggression pact witli - 
Stalin. Stalin, however, could riot be.trusted, and>s6, as\fiii^eF.irisurMC^. 
rigairisl being nipped in the rear by the Russian bear, Hitler wished to com
m it Japan definitely to-fight" on the side of the Third'- Reich:i'HifOu|H.®ib-: 
bontrop h e  p r e s s e d  Japan i d  s ig n  a  tr ip a r tite  p a c t  m i h  TJ^Reich. arid 
pledging all three nations to war if any of them should become involved in: 
hostilities with Russia or the democracies of Western Europe; v  : ;

Because of ,his prejudice ag a in st'a  Strike North,];;tTifolTiit6\ -h'aa 
refus'ed Germany a prom ise of all-out. military help .even against -Riissi^ 
As for promising to  fight Frarice arid England as,.well,;''that,;̂ d r:d^'tuo'meph' 
was. unthinkable. The. Navy' was not prepared to challenge Western naval 
supremacy in, the. Pacific ..Until a t least 1941, arid preferably 1942.. The 
naval development program which Hirohito. had _ tendedy.^ nurtured r;Sinĉ *. 
1922 still depended on W estern imports of raw materials ̂ d r u a c h ^
If Japan could once gain, even briefly, the,.riaVaredge:.in;th^Paciijc|4^ ;, 
might -take 'the rubber of Malaya and the oil of Bbrrieo and fender herse 
independent of W estern imports.. Then . and then' oniy , would she be rea y 
to challenge’ the democracies to operi warfare. -  _ • ,

HitIer’s' demarid -for:an :imrnediate: Berlin--Tpkyo-Rome,aHiancep . 4 .
fascist states against the fest.of.the world did nof .fit into.the timetable wluc 
Japan , as an-underdeveloped
On the other hand, IJirohito had ̂ n g ^ ^ io b e d |$ s t |d ^ i r i i£ |a r i4 ^
and': • jvas\well r'iiifdrinB:d ;' on-.-, the; %ihiglitf b fffhe

. 1 ; - hbr i f er r ai ^i h^^ Presence: three ™.̂ n*hs
November 30, 1938, had had the seizure of Hainan; .brought up. ,an5,.fP^Ct,-nf, V; ? 
•^s\a|iRtd.vafvpf''the -Army’s^ififis.; foci



Piper columns. Finally in September Okamura’s men broke through the 
Lushan impasse and moved ahead quickly up the next 120 miles of Yangtze 
river bank to capture Hankow in October.

A SOVIET DEFECTOR

On June 11, 1938, when Okamura was still blasting his way into 
Anking, a Soviet general, G. S. Lyushkov, crossed the Russo-Manchurian 
border and gave himself up to the Kwantung Army. He described to 
Kwantung Army staff officers the disposition, organization, and armament 
of the twenty-five Soviet divisions in Siberia. He also stated that the Red 
soldiers in the Far East were demoralized by shoddy equipment and a 
growing difference of opinion with the Kremlin. The Russian commander 
in Siberia was General Vasili Bliicher, a former advisor to Sun Yat-sen. 
He wanted Russia to give military assistance to China, particularly to the 
Chinese Communists, in an effort to stop “fascist” Japan. Stalin on the 
other hand felt that Russia could not afford to become entangled in 'the 
Sino-Japanese war while Hitler’s power was growing menacingly in the 
West. Stalin’s secret police chief, Lavrenti Beria, had infiltrated the Si
berian command with agents and turned it against itself. ’

The staff officers of the Kwantung Army transmitted defector Lyushkov’s 
intelligence to Tokyo. They reminded Chief of Staff Prince Kanin that the 
Army had been promised action against the Soviet Union as recompense 
for its unpleasant service in central China. They pointed out that if 
Lyushkov’s intelligence was correct, now would be the ideal time for a 
full-scale Strike North, or at least for a limited probe of Red Army 
strengths and weaknesses.®

Chief of Staff Prince Kanin acknowledged the Kwantung Army’s re
quest but asked that defector Lyushkov be sent on to Tokyo for further 
questioning. It was possible that Lyushkov might be an agent for General 
Bliicher, the Siberian commander, and might be enticing Japan to strike 
north in order to force Stalin into the Far Eastern conflict against his will. 
In Tokyo the interrogators of the Special Higher Police, who ordinarily 
dealt with “dangerous thoughts” only in the upper levels of domestic 
Japanese society, reported that they had insufficient knowledge of European 
affairs to make sure of Lyushkov’s veracity. They asked that an expert be 
sent to help them from Himmler’s Gestapo apparatus in Berlin. While the

-°In making their plea, the tacticians of the Kwantung Army counted heavily, 
hut unrealistically, on the fact that two of their former representatives were now 
highly placed in Hirohito’s councils. Lieutenant General Itagaki, the politician of 
the team which had led the Kwantung Army in its 1931 conquest of Manchuria, 
had been Tecalled from command of Japan’s panzer division in north China to take 
the post of war minister in the Konoye Cabinet. At the same time, at the end of 
April 1938, Kwantung Army chief of staff, Lieutenant General Tojo, had gone home 
to serve under Itagaki as vice war minister. '
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H itler was enraged by O tt’s news and rejected Hirohito’s provisos out 
of hand. H e ordered R ibbentrop to proceed at once with the conclusion of 
a  nonaggression pact with Russia. M uch talk continued to be exchanged 
between Tokyo and Berlin for another four months but the Fiihrer scorned 
all Japanese attempts to hedge, and H irohito stood firm by his decision 
not to join H itler yet.

Reports of H itler’s anger and of Ribbentrop’s negotiations with Russia 
filtered through to Tokyo, and Hirohito resolved to test Germany’s trust
worthiness. The Anti-Comintern Pact obligated Hitler to render Hirohito 
all means of assistance short of troops in the event that Japan became 
involved in hostilities with the Soviet Union. If Germany so much as 
swapped a stein of beer for a glass of vodka while such hostilities were in 
progress, it would constitute a monumental breach of faith. All those who 
advocated a Germ an-Japanese alliance for the sake of promoting a Strike 
N orth would be eternally shamed and silenced. Accordingly, on or about 
the Russian holiday of May 1, Hirohito instructed old Chief of Staff Prince 
K anin to activate the plans for a limited border war with Russia in Outer 
Mongolia. Am bassador Oshima in Berlin was advised to represent the 
incident to R ibbentrop as a pro-Germ an act which would tie up Soviet 
troops in central Asia while the Wehrmacht was making sure of its half 
of Poland.

Triumvir of Asia

NOMONHAN (1)

O n M ay 11, 1939, two hundred Bargut horsemen under the banner of 
an Inner Mongolian chieftain controlled by the Japanese, crossed the 
frontier into the Soviet protectorate of Outer Mongolia, at a point 500 
miles northwest of M ukden, near the junction of the border lines of Man- 
chukuo, Inner Mongolia, and Outer Mongolia. The Barguts were accom
panied by patrols and advisors from the Japanese 23d Division, a unit of 
the Kwantung Army. The invaders rode some 15 miles into Soviet territory 
until they came to the scattered yurts and sheep pens of the village of 
Nom onhan, belonging to the Outer Mongolian Tsirik tribe. The villagers at 
once warned their kinsmen who manned a constabulary outpost for the 
Soviet government on the west bank of the Khalka River, some 5 miles 
farther into the hinterland beyond Nomonnan. The next day the Tsirik 
troops from the log fort on the river sortied and drove the Barguts bac 
to the border.

O n M ay 14, the Inner Mongolian tribesmen reinvaded in force, backe 
by two companies of Japanese regulars. They swept the Tsiriks from e 
20-mile strip between the border and the river and camped at nightfall just 
opposite the outpost of the Tsirik constabulary.

T hat night the Tsiriks alerted the local Russian advisor, Major Bykov. 
W hen Bykov drove up in his armored car to the fort the next morning e 
found it a shambles. I t  had just been bombed and strafed by five Japanese



fired not so much as a shot at the Russians. Instead it brought up all its 
strength, as quietly as possible, and entrenched itself on the Japanese side 
of the watershed.
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HIROHITO’S ANGER

For five days, from the Friday of Tojo’s cable until the Wednesday of 
July 20, Prime Minister Konoye and the members of his Cabinet could 
not find out what was happening. The officers on the Tokyo General Staff 
were not communicating with their opposite numbers in the War Ministry. 
Chief of the General Staff Prince Kanin was out of town at his summer 
villa and War Minister Itagaki deliberately sequestered himself. Vice War 
Minister Tojo used all his influence to get information and to summon 
Prince Kanin and War Minister Itagaki back to Tokyo.

Since the Lake Khasan incident had not been planned, Hirohito, at his 
summer villa, remained for several days entirely in the dark about it. 
Then on July 20, Prince Kanin and War Minister Itagaki returned to 
Tokyo. Tojo saw Itagaki. Kanin saw Itagaki. Kanin phoned the Emperor. 
Through his courtiers Hirohito immediately took steps to suppress the in
cident without unduly shaming the rebellious officers in tire 19th Division 
and the General Staff.

The next day, July 21, Prince Kanin arranged that War Minister Itagaki 
be granted an audience by Hirohito at the seaside Summer Palace of 
Hayama at 11 a.m . sharp. Kanin met with Itagaki beforehand at his own 
villa down the coast to discuss all the background facets of the case. At 
about 10 a.m . a chamberlain called at Prince Kanin’s villa to say that the 
Emperor hoped the audience would take place on time because he was 
eager to be out on the water for an afternoon excursion aboard his battered 
marine biological yacht. In tire next hour War Minister Itagaki nervously 
suggested again and again to Prince Kanin that perhaps they should be 
starting for the palace. Prince Kanin kept asking Itagaki detailed questions 
about the men involved in the Lake Khasan incident with Russia Finally 
at about 11 a .m ., the scheduled time of the audience with Hirohito, Prince 
Kanin and Itagaki set out to drive to the palace. Itagaki was dismayed 
that it took a full hour. When he arrived in the Imperial Presence, an hour 
late, he was all nervousness.

The foreign and Navy' ministers,” blurted Itagaki, “have both agreed 
to our use of force in the recent border incident with Russia.”

You!” exclaimed Hirohito. “You helped to bungle the Mukden in
cident in 1931 and the Marco Polo Bridge incident last year in China. 
You are undoubtedly one of the most stupid men in the entire world.

mm now on, unless it has orders from me, the Army is not to move so 
much as a single soldier,”.

hagaki retired, covered with confusion. The next day he submitted his 
resignation and Hirohito refused it, apologizing for his impatience at being
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pled Nom onhan. By May 27, having established over 10,000 Mongolian 
constabulary on the east bank, plus two Russian machine-gun companies 
and a battery of 45-millimeter cannon, he moved his command post into 
one of the Nomonhan yurts.

The area seemed clear of Japanese and Bykov thought that the border, 
incident was oven I t was not. Hirohito had sent some of his most trusted 
minions to the fastnesses of O uter Mongolia to enlarge the incident and 
m anipulate it delicately as an instrument of high state policy. At 3 a.m. 
on M ay 28 a  regiment and a battalion of Japanese regulars, some 5,000 
men assisted by a horde of Bargut hoisemen, attacked the Russian encamp
ment. The cautious M ajor Bykov had fortified his flanks by the book and 
was able to fall back gradually toward the river. He took a Japanese 
prisoner in the course of his retreat and learned that his assailants were' 
commanded by Colonel Yam agata Tsuyuki and Lieutenant Colonel Azutna 
Otohiko.

A t his testimony before the International Military Tribunal for the Far 
East, seven years later, Bykov did not indicate that he saw any special 
significance in these names. The fact was, however, that Yamagata and 
Azuma had been the last two aides-de-camp of Prince Asaka, Hirohito’s 
limping uncle who had raped Nanking. Moreover, they had in their charge, 
as a lieutenant of artillery, Higashikuni Morihiro, the son of Prince Higashi- 
kuni and the intended of one of H irohito’s daughters.

The participation of a member of the imperial family under the tutelage 
of Prince Asaka’s aides-de-camp persuaded the Strike-North elements in 
the Kwantung Army that Hirohito was finally fulfilling his vague promise 
tha t Japan would attack Russia when the proper opportunity arrived. Well- 
prepared staff plans emanating from Tokyo reassured even skeptics 
th a t the moment had come. The commander of the 23d Division and then 
the comm ander of the 6th Army, both veteran proponents of the Strike 
North, were soon committed wholeheartedly to the battle which had been 
started for the yurts of Nomonhan. Never would Japanese troops fight 
harder, against greater odds, for a more worthless piece of territory. Theo
retically they had the Em peror’s mandate to take Outer Mongolia and so 
control the  Tians-Siberian Railway connecting Moscow with Vladivostok. 
In practice, however, Hirohito would commit only three divisions or about
60.000 men to the action and the battle would never progress beyond the 
20-mile-deep strip of pastureland between the Outer Mongolian bor er 
and the Khalka River.

i

BELLY TALK WITH STALIN

While the 23d Division and then the rest of the 6th Army were being 
moved to the front in June of 1939, Hitler closeted himself with his ^en 
erals at Berchtesgaden, planning the blitzkrieg of Poland. Stalin continue

Triumvir of Asia
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Klausen, his radio operator, before being wheeled into surgery. Klausen 
barely managed to burglarize Sorge’s home and remove from it all in
criminating papers before its contents were catalogued and put under 
seal by an efficient representative of the German News Service.

General Lyushkov defected while Sorge was still recovering in Tokyo’s 
most up-to-date hospital, St. Luke’s (an instituton of the U.S. Protestant 
Episcopal Church). German Ambassador Ott and his wife took care of 
Sorge in his convalescence and briefed him fully on the Lyushkov case as 
it developed. Throughout late June and early July Sorge was able to keep 
the Red Army’s Fourth, or Intelligence, Bureau well informed on the case 
in so far as it was being revealed to the Germans. In the last week of 
July, Sorge relayed his intelligence from Ozaki, from Saionji, from Kido, 
and indirectly, at fourth hand, from Emperor Hirohito, that “Japan” would 
suppress die Lake Khasan incident short of war.

THE LAKE KHASAN MUTINY

Never would Sorge’s credibility at the Kremlin be taxed more sorely. 
In flagrant disregard for Hirohito’s wishes the Japanese troops at Lake 
Khasan caused the incident to escalate. On Tuly 29, in the only known 
Army defiance of imperial orders on record, the 19th Division launched a 
full-scale attack on the Russian positions at Lake Khasan. All through the 
night Japanese artillery pounded away at the heights above the lake and the 
Russian border guards huddled in their holes. During the days which 
followed, the Japanese at first advanced a  few hundred meters down the 
hillside and then were pushed back again by Soviet tanks and heavy 
aerial bombardment. Japanese flyers in Korea obeyed imperial orders and 
provided no air cover. They remained grounded even after August 8, 
when the Soviet Air Fleet began to bomb Korean bases behind the front 
lines.

The Foreign Ministry sought to save the Army’s face by demanding 
concessions in its negotiations in Moscow. While the negotiations continued, 
the misguided men of the 19th Division suffered a terrible beating. Through 
the machinations of Vice War Minister Tojo, two of the division’s four 
regimental commanders were replaced on August 1 by a pair of colonels 
who could be counted on to obey a cease-fire. One of them was Colonel 
Tanaka Takayoshi, girl-spy Eastern Jewel’s huge lover, who Would later 
become U.S. Prosecutor Keenan’s star witness at the Tokyo war crimes 
trials. The other of them was Colonel Cho Isamu, Prince Asaka’s former 
staff officer, who had promulgated the order to kill all prisoners just before 
the rape of Nanking, and who, in years to come, would be the last holdout 
in the caves of Okinawa. These two mad dogs of the Emperor won the con
fidence of their men by urging them to make suicide rushes against the

ussian tanks. At one desperate juncture in the fighting they both took
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to build up gradually a reserve force behind his lines with which to take 
the offensive.

O n July 19, in a night of fire, Zhukov’s men withstood the best offensive 
which the Japanese forces in the area could muster. By July 24, Zhukov’s 
first probing counterattacks had become so blistering that Lieutenant 
Higashikuni, the twenty-three-year-old son of Prince Higashikuni, de
camped w ithout orders from the field of battle. H e waited in a town behind 
the lines for a reposting to a  quieter theater. His new orders came through 
a week later and his equerry took full responsibility for having advised him 
to desert. His comrades in the field m uttered over his exemption from 
norm al discipline, but the story was suppressed by the censors and few of 
his tentm ates lived to carry it home to Japan.13 The commander of the 
23d Division took the imperial desertion as an ill omen, but being com
m itted fatalistically to the Strike-North concept, he only drove on his men 
so m uch the harder.

Soviet commander Zhukov knew precisely from Sorge’s intelligence 
w hat forces the Japanese had committed to the war, and all through July 
and early August he methodically assembled behind his lines an absolute 
superiority over them— a superiority of three to two in manpower, two to 
one in  planes and artillery, and four to one in armor.

HITLER’S TREACHERY

During Zhukov’s preparations, H itler and Stalin negotiated and, on 
August 19, 1939, agreed to sign their mutual Non-Aggression Pact. It 
pledged both Germany and Russia to refrain from making war on one 
another no  m atter what their respective commitments to other nations 
individually.

T he next m orning at 5 :45  Zhukov launched his offensive. He had ready 
500 tanks, 500 planes, 346 armored cars, and almost 80,000 men. He 
threw them all into the strip of territory 40 miles wide and 20 miles deep 
which the Japanese had occupied between the Khalka River and the Mon- 
golian-M anchurjan border. Heavy flame-throwing Russian tanks led the 
way, spewing before them burning petroleum with a prodigality that the 
oil-poor Japanese could scarcely imagine. Never until the Pacific War would 
the sam urai be  given such a lesson in technology. And never at any 
time would they fight back more fanatically. I t took Zhukov’s tanks eleven 
days to roll the twenty miles to the border and 20,000 of the 60,000 Japa
nese defenders died in  front of them. M ore than 50,000 of the 60,000 were 
counted afterward as wounded, dead, or missing in action.

13 Associated Press correspondent Reiman Morin, who got wind of the story a 
few months later, was told by an Army Press Relations officer that the y°u"S 
prince had not really deserted but had been captured and held as a hostage by e 
Russians—which explained why Japan had been forced to make peace!
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Four days later, on October 25, 1938, the Japanese forces of the third 
of the Three Crows of Baden-Baden, Lieutenant General Okamura Yasuji, 
ended their six-month drive up the Yangtze River, past the sacred moun
tain of Lushan, and occupied Hankow, the principal city of central China. 
With Peking and Tientsin in the north, and Shanghai on the coast in the 
east, Canton and Hankow completed the roster of China’s five most popu
lous cities. All of them now lay in Japanese hands. Hirohito had no other 
ambitions in China except to keep open the railways between the five 
principal cities and make full use of the docks and harbors attached to them.

The Privy Council, Cabinet, and General Staff all agreed with Hirohito 
that from now on the war with China would be a holding operation. No 
offensives would be mounted except to gain limited tactical objectives or 
to serve as training maneuvers for green troops. Six new divisions, manned 
by 120,000 fresh recruits, had been created in April 1938 when this 
planned stalemate in China first received Hirohito’s approval. Now the 
six new divisions were deployed for garrison duty in China. As the men 
in them gained experience, they would be transferred to other, more active 
commands in the years ahead. Until 1945, however, the China front would 
remain, in Japanese strategic thinking, only a schoolyard.

On December 16, 1938, Prime Minister Konoye founded an Asian 
Development Board to co-ordinate the economic exploitation of China. 
Having masterminded the looting of Nanking, the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei- 
iclii—now at last a major general—took charge of the Political Affairs 
Branch of the board.10 He made it his economic mission to develop a native 
Chinese puppet government with enough influence to replace Chiang Kai- 
shek in the Japanese-occupied areas of China.

Two days later, on December 18, 1938, months of underground nego
tiation came to fruition when Wang Ching-wei, the vice chairman of the 
KMT party and a trusted lieutenant of Chiang Kai-shek, surreptitiously 
boarded a plane at the Chungking airport and flew to Hanoi in the north 
of French Indochina. From Hanoi he exchanged telegrams with Chiang, 
begging him to join Japan in the cause of Asia. At the same time he ex
changed countless cables with Tokyo, asking assurance that he be given 
authority to govern in eastern China if he agreed to establish a regime 
there which would settle Sino-Japanese differences.

Wang’s telegraphic communications were cut short a few weeks later 
when an assassin, variously reported, to have been a Chinese secret agent 
and a hireling of the Japanese spy service, shot dead the man sleeping in 
Wang Ching-wei’s bed. Frightened by the death of his bodyguard, Wang 
took to sea in a small coastal steamer made available to him by Japanese 
Army Intelligence. He was overhauled by a storm at sea, and having lost his

10 The presidency of the board was given to Yanagawa Heisuke, the retired 
Strike-North general who had rehabilitated himself by leading the flanking move
ment and breakthrough of the advance on Nanking.

Neutralizing Russia
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might be angry, bu t he owed Japan a favor and had implicitly set Japan 
free to  abide by her own timetable in the F a r East. Japan had suffered, a 
great loss of face at Nomonhan, bu t the Strike-North Faction in the Army 
had suffered a  decisive defeat at the hands of the Russians and had learned 
tha t promises of alliance made by H itler were worth nothing.

H irohito had sent the vice chief of staff, his form er aide-de-camp, Lieu
tenant General N akajim a Tetsuzo, to the Nomonhan front on September 1 
to bring about an end to hostilities. The officers of the Kwantung Army 
had  begged to be allowed to m ount one more counteroffensive on Septem
ber 10 if only to save Japan’s face. Nakajim a had flown back to Japan, 
talked to the Em peror, flown again to Nomonhan, and suppressed the plans 
for the counteroffensive. Hirohito replaced the commander-in-chief of the 
Kwantung Army in M anchuria, and on September 16 the Russian and 
Japanese diplomats meeting in Moscow agreed to settle the war by a return 
to  the border lines of the  status quo ante.

Lieutenant General K om atsubara M ichitaro, the Strike-North com
m ander of Japan’s 23d Division, which had suffered 99 per cent casualties 
at Nom onhan, returned to Japan to die of an “abdominal ailment.” Several 
officers of lesser rank blew their brains out or committed hara-kiri on the 
edge of the field of battle.

The Strike-North Faction which had troubled Hirohito since 1930 was 
dead a t last. A nd for the next year Hirohito would be able to develop his 
private national plans in peace and quiet. The factories would hum with 
arm am ent business. The quixotic liberals of Japan would continue to mur
m ur, m aking it necessary to change the Cabinet occasionally. But the secret 
police would ably nullify all serious attempts at protest. And Prince Konoye, 
in  retirem ent, would arrange to replace all previous political parties with 
a single mass party  called the Imperial Rule Assistance Association. Ger
m any in the meanwhile would march, and when the time was ripe Prince 
Konoye would resume office to lead Japan once again to war.
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of Inspector General of Army Aviation. Tojo solaced and aggrandized 
himself by filling posts on no less than nineteen of the new boards and 
committees which had been founded as a part of Prime Minister Konoye’s 
New Structure.

Just to list Tojo’s memberships reveals how far Konoye had brought 
Japan along the road to totalitarianism. Tojo belonged to: the Japan- 
Manchukuo Economic Committee; the Central Air Defense Commission; 
the Manchukuoan Affairs Board; the Cabinet Information and Cabinet 
Planning Boards; the Scientific Council; the Central Price Committee; the 
Ship Control, Electric Power, City Planning, Home Industry, and Motor 
Car Manufacturing Committees; the Valuation Commission for Iron Manu
facturers; the Disabled Soldiers’ Protection Trust; the Naval Council; the 
Air Enterprises Investigation Committee; the National General Mobiliza
tion Committee; the Education Control Council; and the Liquefied Fuel 
Committee.

Neutralizing Russia

FIRST SPAT WITH HITLER

As soon as the old year’s loose ends had been tied up, Prince Konoye 
greeted the new, on January 4, 1939, by resigning the prime ministership. 
He felt tired and hypochondriacal after his eighteen months at the helm, 
and he wanted to devote his full energies to negotiating the compromises, 
the reconciliations, and the outright purchases of loyalty which would 
enable him to form the single mass party he planned for the future.

Hirohito appointed in his place Baron Hiranuma, the long-faced lawyer- 
president of the staidly rightist National Foundation Society—the man who 
would act as Hirohito’s spokesman and tormentor at the surrender delibera
tions in the Imperial Bunker six and a half years later. Being well known 
for his extreme anti-Bolshevism, Hiranuma might be able to quiet the 
resurgent Strike-North Faction which was disgruntled by Hirohito’s con
tinued postponement of the promised military probe into Russia. More
over, if the probe had to be staged and should turn out unsuccessfully, 
Hiranuma could be easily saddled with the responsibility for instigating it.

Domestically Hiranuma made no changes in the programs and slogans 
announced by his predecessor. The “defense state” mobilized for “ total 
war” continued to grow apace as cartel after cartel fell into cogwheel place 
in it. The New Structure for the bureaucracy continued to materialize 
committee by committee and board by board. Konoye in retirement con
tinued his masterful management of the political world.

Under Hiranuma’s aegis, the Navy pressed forward with preparations 
for the eventual Strike South by seizing two strategic bases in the South 
China Sea. On February 10, 1939, Prince Takamatsu, the Emperor’s 
second brother, personally looked on from the bridge of a battleship while 
the Imperial Marines poured ashore onto the mud flats of Hainan, an 
island larger than Maryland and Delaware combined, lying off the
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better please the U nited States and would better in sp ire . the domestic 
. arm am ent effort. A nd so in January  1940, General Abe was succeeded 
by Adm iral Yonai, the form er Navy minister who had tipped the scales" 
for H irohito against accepting a prem ature alliance with Hitler.

G reat events were afoot abroad which riveted Japanese attention. 
Stalin, after taking his proffered half of Poland, fought a  war with Finland 
from N ovem ber 1939 to M arch 1940 and won it without much dispatch 
or glory. H itler, after securing his half of Poland, dug in for the winter 
behind his Siegfried line on the western border of Germany and kept the 
French waiting behind their M aginot line, just opposite, along the eastern 
border of France.
■ On M arch 25, 1940; one hundred members of the Diet, recruited by 

Prince Konoye bu t representing all parties, buried their difficulties and 
formed a  League for W aging the Holy W ar. They agreed to support 
Prince Konoye, to collaborate with Germany and Italy, to rid Japan of 
laissez-faire, communism,, liberalism, and utilitarianism, and to dedicate 
themselves to a N ew  O rder in E ast Asia.

T he next m onth, April, H itler conquered Denmark and Norway. In 
early M ay he ordered his panzers and paratroops to blitz Belgium and 
the Netherlands and so outflank the M aginot line.

LORD PRIVY SEAL KIDO

., On M ay 8, 1940, the day th a t news of H itler’s order for the attack on 
the Low  Countries arrived at the palace in Tokyo; Hirohito sent ap.

. e m is s j^ .? ;'fp t’tfi"e.pfiret of his Big Brothers,’ the, son of his foster father, 
M arquis Kido Koichi' H e asked Kido to take the post of chief civilian 
advisor to the Throne, that of lord privy seal. Kido had been out of 
public office for nine months advising Prince Konoye in behind-the-scene 
preparations for a 'n e w  totalitarian state structure to be dominated by 
a single m ass'party , the Imperial Rule Assistance Association or I.R.A.A. 
Kido protested that he m ust first complete these political chores and that 
evert then he could not consider the post in the palace until it had first 
been offered .to Prince Konoye. Two. days later lie acknowledged to His 
diary th a t the way had been cleared for him and that he intended to give. 

;up;'his;plans^fqr becoming-yiee.president of the new mass party.; ;
D uring the. next fortnight Kido exerted all his considerable powers o 

;pem uasibnyan4>.hlackmaii' to hurry Japan’s politicians in to  .line .with e 
so-called New Structure. On M ay . 26 he dined with Konoye and Count 

. A rim a of the imperial family to tell them that his arrangements were 
nearly  com plete; The> three m en' agreed that the old political} p '^ i^ ,^hhyv.,-„;-.

•-Va.^aiteudaira'-Yasurnasa- who'1would: later-succeed 
V advisor,''•jn.Npvem^ ~



bV'v 'j:;- \ \ F ;.
possible;^?Hitier:Hvdul3> soon , conquer the’ Netherlands and; France, then 
Hitler would.be a friend or enemy who could either give, or refuse Japan 
theibutehfiEasTlridiesPbnd^ T r ’ri
• In  a quandary as to \vliether to jeopardize the carefully worked out Na

tional Program by siding now rvith Hitler or to alienate Japan’s potentially 
bestfriend.by refusingto side with him, Hirohito squirmediri anguish; Tri 
early April 1939 he confided to Marquis Kido that the- decision facing 
him was the most fateful-of;his feign:;'lf he decided'wrongly, hd .foresa\v 
that he might someday find himself “left alone and stripped of my- closest 
retainers and< elder statesmen.” He -complained that :he .could fiiot-sleeps 
weighing the alternatives: :' V - Ab ^ - . C - - ' t-vV'-L; v! V:- h-.’ 

The Army pressed Hirohito td  sign'the pact'with'Hitleh, and the Foreign 
Ministry advised him to protract; negotiations: with Hitler as-long as pos
sible. Navy Minister Yonai, one of those who Would'later- sit with .Hirohito 
in the bunker on the night.'of the decision to.'surrender, tipped the scales 
by stating flatly that the Navy,' itf its present state.of development, could 
not hope to win in thePacificevenagainst the, British ileet .alone. ■ '
:: On Monday, April 24, 1939, Ribbentrop .darkly hinted to Japanese 
Ambassador Lieutenant General Oshima in Berlin that if Japan'could not 
reach a clear-cut. decision as to which side she was on, Germany, would be 
forced to improve her relations with the Soviet Union, That same evening, 
having consulted with his closest: advisors,, Hirohito .made a final firm 
decision as to how far Japan was prepared to commit herself. He agreed 
to a full military .alliance, with Hi tier—but on two provisos: that.: the 
clauses of the alliance directed against the democracies should be kept 
secret and dial Japan’s , entry into .World War II should not. necessarily 
follow at once upon. Germany’s but should be made, in. all. good .faittt, as 
soon afterward as Japan’s strength warranted: , F T  . .̂.L ;•

On Tuesday, April 25r the five ministers of the Japanese Tnner. Gfibinet 
met and approved Hi fphitb’s decision. It was .agreed by. all dhat.if.'Hiflet' 
would not accept the Emperor’s proy'isosj, the’negotiations.wit^ 
might have tb.behroken off and..Japan might have.tbAym^ 
for decades,; before being strong^ enougir to^aHrori':Her^wn: Wistfully--.'a 
Cabinet secretary,bbsexyed:that;Germany^'by.;heptfFiudtajk^ 
thedemocracieS;tostart;rearmingand;sdhad.spoiiedeverythirig .V ';;'';;

Pt.F, tfi.e .Germafi ambassadbnin Tokyo, . was- informed ■ of the. Emperpr’s 
decision by Prince Higashikuni’s formerassistant of Parisian days, Lieu
tenant General; Machijiri, now director of the: powerful Military. Affairs 
bureau in, the. War. Ministry.. ^ow ingrthat. Machijiri had h eeh . clpsev to  

. 9s•'.,&/palace Hderdercariip,..Ambassador.Otty, on
Wednesday, April 26, nine days' before he \vbuld be officially informed of 
^ e ,'Eifipercjr.s\stahd •by^tHe.Fpreign)^ understanding ;of

yaclyjsqp\Sbyiet.spy.Sbrge.;:~A~jb;::LT.;^
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position papers drawn up by  young officers in the Army and Navy minis
tries. Some described Japan’s position as a “fateful juncture” and some 
as “a m om ent of golden opportunity.” Some dwelt on the impossibility of 
m atching economic sinews with the United States. Others envisaged a 
Japanese Em pire extending to Australia, to India, and even to a territory 
of A laska which would include western Canada and the state of Wash-, 
ington.

In  an anguish of indecision In the face of so many possibilities, Hirohito 
m ade a spur-of-the-moment progress to the tombs of his ancestors in the 
old Japanese heartland of Yam ato. H e was accompanied by the new Lord 
Privy Seal M arquis Kido. According to the official chronology of the im
perial house, invented during Em peror Meiji’s reign, Japan’s first emperor, 
Jimmu, had  founded the Throne on Febiuary  11, 660 b .c. Therefore 
February 11, 1940, had been the 2600th birthday of the nation. Now 
Hirohito belatedly used the anniversary as an excuse to visit the old capital, 
Kyoto.

A s the first stop on his pilgrimage, on June 10, he went to pray at the 
antique shrine of the sun goddess on the wooded slopes of Ise Peninsula 
overlooking the sea from which the imperial dynasty had come. There 
Kido stood by under the trees watching as Hirohito disappeared into a 
little hut of unvarnished white wood, the Holy of Holies, wherein reposed 
the fragments of the ancient sacred m irror in which every duly anointed 
em peror was supposed to be able to communicate with the mother of the 
Japanese race. Kido admitted to his diary: “My feelings were profoundly 
stirred and I  wept. I prayed for the future fortune of the imperial iamily 
and reflected with awe on the importance of my new position. Before the 
imperial shrine of Japan, my mind widened and I felt large and fearless.”

The heralded state visit of Hirohito to the tomb of Jimmu, the first 
em peror, which took place the next day, was perfunctory by comparison. 
A t every intermission in the ceremonies, Kido was kept busy answering 
sotto-voce questions from the Em peror as to the significance of Italy s 
entry into the War.

The following day, June 12, after bathing at his Kyoto inn, Kido was 
honored to dine in privacy with the Em peror in the Kyoto Palace of the 
imperial forebears. H e agreed with Hirohito that Hitler’s overwhelming 
victory in Europe m ade it mandatory for Japan to take control of Frenct 
and D utch colonies in the Orient before they should fall into other hands.

That same day the foreign minister had signed a nonaggression pact 
with Thailand, the one other nation in the Orient besides Japan which 
could be considered its own m aster. Thailand had ceded large areas o 
Laos and Cambodia to French Indochina in 1893, 1904, and 1907. On 
the pretext of mediating Thailand’s ju s t claims for the return of ttesc 
territories, Japan planned to introduce military observer teams Into Ftenc i 
Indochina and finally to take over the colony by a police action v uc1
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planes. Bykov at once phoned Ulan Bator, calling in the 6th Mongolian 
cavalry division and a detachment of Red Army regulars. By May -18, he 
had massed his forces on the west side of the Tiver. The Barguts and Japa
nese on the east bank broke camp and vanished.

Neutralizing Russia

HITLER’S COLD SHOULDER

Hearing of the clash in central Asia, Hitler realized that Hirohito was 
brandishing the Anti-Comintern Pact at him and trying to shame him out 
of making a deal with Russia. Not one to be ashamed easily, Hitler saw 
a way of turning the Japanese move to his advantage. Stalin had responded 
warily to the German feelers for a nonaggression pact and was simultane
ously talking with London about the possibility of an Anglo-Russian 
alliance. Only the threat of the Anti-Comintern Pact and of war on two 
fronts with Germany and Japan might persuade Stalin to refuse the British 
overtures.

Accordingly, Hitler had an icy message delivered to Japanese Ambassa
dor Lieutenant General Oshima telling him that Japanese Army efforts 
to tie up Soviet forces in central Asia would be most welcome if indeed 
the Japanese Army was capable of tying up any Western troops anywhere. 
Hitler proceeded to salt this wound to samurai pride by turning toward 
Japan a calculated cold shoulder. On May 22, he ostentatiously signed a 
full military alliance with Mussolini and so cemented the much heralded 
Rome-Berlin Axis without benefit of Japanese inclusion. The next day he 
informed his fourteen most trusted generals and admirals that they must 
be ready for war with England before year’s end and that they must not 
count too heavily on Russia remaining neutral because German relations 
with Japan had now become “cool and unreliable.”

The subtle minds at Hirohito’s Court were not taken in by these his
trionics or disposed to ignore them either. If Japan helped to neutralize 
Russia by pursuing the probe into the Mongolian underbelly of Siberia, no 
harm would be done and Hitler would owe Japan a favor.

NOMONHAN (2)

On the night of May 22, when speeches about the new military alliance 
between Hitler and Mussolini were running on interminably at the Reich 
Chancellery in Berlin, Major Bykov, the local Russian commander in the 
Nomonhan area, moved a substantial force across the Khalka River to 
reconnoiter. It picked its way cautiously east through the night as far as 
the pastures of Nomonhan and there was suddenly set upon by Barguts 
and Japanese. After a desperate hand-to-hand tussle in the darkness, 
Bykov s force broke out of encirclement and escaped to the river bank.

On May 25 Bykov threw in all his forces in a counterattack and reoccu-



served ra ther strictly in the field. until Japan’s' defeat five years later. The' 
Japanese; Army - fought M ao Tse-tung almost exclusively. Its -probes inio- 

■ areas 'held by ’Chiang Kai-shek’s forces were; mostly arranged in advance 
with C hungking.and am ounted to little ino re  th an :political gestures;.

O n yet another diplomatic front, the Foreign': Ministry held talks with 
the British am bassador in Tokyo, Sir R obert Craigie. While they were in 
progress, the British and A ustralian - governments inquired in Washington 
whether .it m ight not be best-to. present Japan either with Clear-cut conces
sions or challenges; • T he British Eriipire^waSsteady :<m 'tlie bri 
join tile United-States in recognizing Japanese, claims tO China or on the 
other hand to assist the United States in a n 'a ll-o u t: trade= embargo against: 
Japan. U.S. oil and steel companies, however, • wefe doing a-land-office

v; - V.’; • ! ^ ' % ' A : : ;;A T r i u m v i r ; 0 j  Asia

business with Japan  and their lobbies in Washington argued ably, against 
accepting either of the extreme alternatives' recommended by the British. 
W ith considerable justice*- President Roosevelt contended that he had no
right to give away China for the Chinese: and-rio. mandate -from Aigcncaiis?' 
to  provoke Japan ' to  war. A p p easem en to f Japaridwqrild'beWraven and. 
unjust; restraint of Japan  would bepoliticallyfhniyarrahted, Better. to^giver 
Japan  rope and let her prove to herself and the world:that she was;dqing: . 
wrong. Then and Only then Would /it be- time 'to., crush: her ;baek ;intoTeT -: 
place. - - " /  • 1; ■■.

. Engaged in die Battle of Britain,' England /had l ib  'hope''dPp^otecting her; 
interests in the Pacific except-through the United States.' QniJiily:T5; ,1̂ 40, . 
British A m bassador Craigie in Tokyo agreed to close for three months the- 
B urm a R oad which brought Chiang Kai-shek /supplies: from the ports, of

The fourth prong of the Japanese diplomatic pfiehsivb^a'gmhst- the /Dutch 
E as t Indies, had  seemed initially as .if it sh p u ld /b e lh e/easies t^  
bu t in the event it turned its poi n t o r i a  - wal 1' of stolidp stubborn Dulcl).; 
charm . The Indonesian colony had  anhOuhcedrits cphtinuing^loyalty/to th |r 
D utch queen who was an exile, in London. In early July Vice Foreign.. 
M inister Tani -demanded a ..renewal .of "d^toct;;tfade'-Bb^fiations.
D utch E ast Indies. .. T he colonial government in /Java/ complied by givinĝ , 
months of handsom e entertainm ent-toVa;■high-powered; .trade;’ b 
from Tokyo consisting of .twenty-six' oil and intelligence experts; and the. 
Japanese'iiriinisterof.com m eroeb-Iri ” the b r td ; 'h d \y e ^
duced .an abundaric'e/ of sound technicalvreasons to  sliow tb^t-the^
unable to supply Japan with more aviation gasohne.; ' ’-.y

Throughout these predatory overtures to the French, Qhnesc. hritu ! :
andD uteh ,T he  w a r - f ^
tihued;’fb;Tageindecisively;, bverbsquriberii^En'ri^ b-
Prince A saka, The E m perors  uncle and conquistador of Nanking, .assure, 
H irohito that the British were losing arid that, incidental^,: Japan wpu. .



negotiations with both Ribbentrop and Great Britain’s Neville Chamberlain. 
And in Tokyo Hirohito and the spy service made every effort to improve 
their channels of liaison with Stalin, the common unknown in the inter
national equation.

On June 1, Ozaki Hotsumi, the Japanese patriot or traitor who belonged 
to Prince Konoye’s brain trust and supplied Soviet spy Sorge with his best 
inside-Tokyo intelligence, took a new job as a direct advisor of the Japanese 
spy service. Since the fall of the Konoye Cabinet five months earlier, Ozaki 
had had no outlet for his talents except his none-too-compctent journalism 
for Asahi. Now, through Konoye, he became a consultant of the research 
branch of the South Manchuria Railway, one of the oldest and most im
portant clearinghouses of the spy sendee. It was run by Dr. Okawa Shumei, 
the multilingual scholar of Sanskrit and of the Koran, who had organized 
the Lodging House indoctrination center in the palace for Hirohito in 1922 
and had gone to prison for Hirohito in 1934—35 for his managerial role 
in the 1932 assassinations.

On June 9, a week after Ozaki had begun work for Dr. Okawa, Big 
Brother Marquis Kido, now home minister in charge of police, met with his 
Red contact, Saionji Kinkazu, the grandson of the aged, impotent prime- 
minister-maker. Kido and Saionji talked alone for the first time since the 
outbreak of the Lake Khasan incident a year earlier. The next week Soviet 
spy Sorge filed a detailed intelligence report to Moscow, assuring Stalin that 
the Japanese buildup at Nomonhan portended no war but only a military 
exercise and a limited probe of Russian strength. Sorge was able to sub
stantiate his assertions by giving evidence that new Japanese divisions were 
being shipped out, not battle-ready to Manchuria but green and ill-equipped 
for garrison duty in central China.

Stalin was understandably suspicious of the intelligence coming from 
Sorge in Tokyo, and in early July he appointed one of his most trustworthy 
and brilliant generals to command the Russian forces on the Mongolian 
frontier, opposite the continuing Japanese troop buildup. This was Lieu
tenant General Georgi Zhukov, a specialist in tanks and armor who would 
later become a field marshal and would share with Eisenhower in the laurels 
for the conquest of Germany. On reviewing the situation in the Nomonhan 
area, Zhukov asked the Kremlin for full support in repulsing what might 
well be an all-out Japanese attack. Stalin responded by giving Zhukov all 
the troops and equipment that could be spared and by suggesting to Hitler, 
on July 18, that after all Russia might be willing to conclude a nonaggres
sion pact.

NOMONHAN (3)

On assuming his command, Lieutenant General Zhukov organized a 
classic of positional defense. He beat off half a dozen Japanese attempts to 
cross the Khalka River in the second and third weeks of July and began

Neutralizing Russia /UD
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pointm ent was “like inviting a robber back to  investigate his crime because 
no  one else could be such an authority on it.”

THE NEW ORDER

The languid Prince Konoye resumed office with two of the most energetic 
members of H irohito’s cabal at his back. One was Lieutenant General Tojo, 
form er inspector general of aviation, former vice war minister, former 
Kwantung Arm y chief of staff, form er Kwantung Army secret police chief, 
and before that, until the m urder of First Crow Nagata in 1935, the Fourth 
Crow of Baden-Baden who had fulfilled a score of difficult assignments 
in the bureaucracy as N agata’s factotum.

The other activist of Konoye’s Cabinet was the foreign minister, Matsu- 
oka Yosuke, a long-time hanger-on of the Big Brothers. H e had attended 
the 1926 meeting in Hangkow at which the Big Brothers5 “China experts” 
had first formulated Japanese plans for using Chiang Kai-shek. Later, in 
1932, he had negotiated settlement of the Fake W ar in  Shanghai. In 1933 
he had led Japan’s delegation out of the League of Nations.

M atsuoka commanded the curiosity and respect of Hirohito’s inner circle 
because he knew how to talk big and independent—like an American. 
Indeed, M atsuoka was as much American as he was Japanese. The son 
of an impoverished samurai of Choshu, he had been singled out as a 
potential talent a t his coming-of-age ceremony in 1893 and had been sent 
the next year, a t the age of fourteen, to live with an uncle who had emi
grated to Portland, Oregon. Taken in by a mission school there he had 
lived up to all his early indications of precocity by graduating from high 
school and the University of Oregon, with a law degree, before his twenty- 
first birthday.

O n becoming foreign minister, Matsuoka at once saw U.S. Ambassador 
Grew. H e confessed to Grew that he was not an old-school diplomat but 
a blunt, honest sort of man. If war ever came between the United States 
and Japan while he remained in office, he hoped to see to it that both sides 
would know why. War, he said, “should not develop, as in so many other 
cases in history, through misunderstanding.” Then he gave Grew an oral 
message to relay to President Roosevelt. In it he protested Japans love 
for peace bu t asked the United States to give up its defense of the status 
quo” and recognize the fact that “ a New Order” was taking shape in the 
world.

T hat same day, July 26, 1940, the new Cabinet formally adopted its 
program, a document entitled “Main Principles of Fundamental Japanese 
National Policy,” which had been drawn up by civilians under the direc 
tion of Prince Konoye. With considerable rhetoric and bombast, it declare 
Japan’s intention “to capitalize on the inevitable trend in the development 
of world history” by “building a new order in Greater East Asia.” For this
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Six years later, talking to Eisenhower’s Chief of Staff Bedell Smith, 
Zhukov described the Russian triumph with low-keyed but callous bragga
docio: “The Japanese are not good against armor. I t took about ten days 
to beat them.”

At the time of Zhukov’s breakthrough, on August 23, Hitler summoned 
a meeting of his generals to explain his Non-Aggression Pact with Russia 
and his disregard for the Anti-Comintern Pact with Japan. “The [Japanese] 
Emperor,” he shouted, “is a companion piece for the late czars of Russia. 
He is weak, cowardly, and irresolute and may be easily toppled by revolu
tion. . . . Let us think of ourselves as masters and consider these people 
at best as lacquered half-monkeys, who need to feel the knout.”

Hirohito did not hear these words until he read them in a book in 1957. 
Had he heard them at the time, it would have made little difference, for he 
had already determined through Nomonhan and Hitler’s Non-Aggression 
Pact with Russia that he must exploit Hitler’s strength if he could and 
must trust it never.

On August 31, after their ten-day offensive, the Russian tanks in central 
Asia drew up and stopped at the Manchurian border. Their guns were 
pointed east toward Tokyo. The Kwantung Army was Tushing all its 
reserves to the front to contest their further advance. Zhukov paused, fear
ing a trap. And before morning he had received orders to release his heavi
est armor and send it scurrying back toward the nearest railheads for express 
transportation west toward Poland.

On September 1, Hitler’s Wehimacht poured into western Poland to 
begin the rape of Warsaw. Bound by treaty and ashamed of the concessions 
made at Munich seventeen months earlier, Great Britain and the nations 
of the British Commonwealth at once declared war on Germany. The Red 
Army began the next week to occupy eastern Poland. In a back street 
outside the Kremlin in Moscow, Soviet and Japanese foreign officers began 
serious negotiations for settlement of the Nomonhan incident.

THE HITLER-HIROHITO STANDOFF

News of the Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact, turning the Wehr- 
macht loose on the democratic world, had reached Tokyo on August 22, 
1939, the night before Zhukov’s breakthrough at Nomonhan and Hitler’s 
contemptuous speech about Japan to his generals. Big Brother ICido. the 
home minister, wrote in his diary: “However we consider the Anti-Comin
tern Pact and its attached secret protocols, we are startled that there has 
been this breach of faith.” Prime Minister Hiranuma, who had lent quali
fied support to the strengthening of Japan’s pact with Germany, considered 
the sudden turn in German diplomacy “intricate and baffling.” He promptly 
tendered Hirohito his resignation and Hirohito accepted it.

Now, at last, the problems of many months had been solved. Hitler

Neutralizing Russia /u /
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Navy representatives at the liaison conference refused to give their whole
hearted backing to the outlined program. They insisted that every effort 
m ust be m ade to  settle the China incident before any exploits farther afield 
and that w ar with the United States must be avoided at all costs.

In  the next two days heated arguments about the respective Army and 
N avy positions almost tore the new Konoye government asunder. Army 
underlings accused Navy underlings of being frightened of war with the 
United States. Navy underlings accused Army underlings of stupidity in 
engaging the nation in actions like the China incident which could not be 
won. Civilian expansionists accused both services of being militarily "in
com petent and politically boastful. Prime Minister Konoye sought vainly 
to pour oil on the troubled waters. W ar Minister Tojo grew so impatient 
with the back-room  bickering that he protested to Lord Privy Seal Kido 
that Konoye was a puppet for every faction and that unless Army-Navy 
and Court-bureaucracy relations could be improved, nothing would ever 
be accomplished.

The day after the conference ended, July 30, 1940, Hirohito personally 
analyzed the C abinet’s difficulties out loud and in so doing enforced, if 
not harmony, a t least a truce. He ventured the opinion that Prince Konoye 
was trying to cut losses and shorten battle lines in China in order to release 
forces and divert public opinion in preparation for the nation’s historic 
mission, the Strike South. The Navy, he said gently, wanted an absolute 
solution to the China incident before venturing farther. The Army, he said 
sternly, wanted an immediate entanglement in the south in order to cover 
up its failure in China. H e added mildly that both points of view were 
ultimately based on a laudable sense of pride and a fear of failure. How
ever, he concluded, the services m ust work together in co-operation with 
domestic politics and international diplomacy.

Bowing to H irohito’s wishes, the Cabinet smothered its internal dif
ferences and on August 1 subscribed to a vaguely worded declaration an
nouncing that it was the “fundamental policy” of the new government 
to “found a Co-Prosperity Sphere in Greater East Asia.” The adjective 
“greater” had a  special significance which was missed by Western observers. 
It m eant that Japan intended to embrace in her sphere not only China and 
the new Buddhism bu t also India and the old Buddhism. It meant, in short, 
that “co-prosperity” was to extend from Teheran to Honolulu and from 
H arbin to Port Moresby.

FRUGALITY A N D  HATE

“No nation,” announced the epicurean Prince Konoye in a radio address 
on July 23, “ever became powerful by devoting itself to luxury and pleas
ure .” A nd so, in the first weeks of the Konoye Cabinet, while the prime 
minister hims[y,f'  by Vtinued to take days off with professional m ae an
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J O IN IN G  T H E  A X IS

(1940)

23

HURRIED BY HITLER

Between August 1939 and August 1940, patriotic Japanese almost for
got their favorite hobby of domestic political intrigue while they worked 
feverishly to prepare the country for World War II before Germany should 
fight and win it. Starts were made on over a thousand new military air
planes and over a million and a quarter tons of new or converted naval 
vessels. Twelve new divisions and a quarter of a million men were added 
to the Army.1

Domestic tabloids harped on what they considered the hypocrisy, self- 
interest, and overbearing of the Americans and British in their support 
of Chiang Kai-shek. But while the tabloids played upon inferiority feelings 
and old racial grievances, the official policy toward the United States, 
voiced by diplomats and English-language editorials, was conciliatory. 
The Army and Navy were stockpiling war commodities unavailable in 
Japan. Handsome prices were being paid U.S. businessmen for oil, scrap 
iron, and machine tools. U.S. Ambassador Grew was encouraged to make 
a speech “straight from the horse’s mouth” about U.S. business griev
ances in China and was given to understand afterward that the speech 
had been privately applauded by men close to the Emperor.

The lawyer, Baron Hiranuma, had been succeeded as prime minister 
on August 30, 1939, by the “Army moderate” General Abe Nobuyuki. 
General Abe was, in fact, the least talented and most aristocratic of three 
officers who had' played the part of “Crows” to Emperor Taisho.2 In
November 1939 Hirohito’s Big Brothers saw that a Navy Cabinet would>

1The 24th, 25th, and 32d through 41st divisions This buildup has not been noted 
previously by Western historians

2 The other two were Araki, the Strike-North leader, and Honjo, Hirohito’s for
mer chief aide-de-camp.
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R oad  and also staging areas and rights of transit which would enable 
Japanese armies to attack Chiang Kai-shek’s southern flank across the 
Indochina border. Finally they even asked to station a few garrisons of 
“observers” in south Indochina within striking distance of British Malaya* 

W hen Arsenne-Henry, on instructions from Vichy, gave in to these 
demands on August 20, he warned M atsuoka that the French colonials 
in Indochina might not feel bound by the arrangements made for them in 
Vichy and might, as a m atter of pride, resist further Japanese encroach
ments. M atsuoka reported these possible complications back to the palace, 
and H irohito prom ptly reassigned two trusted members of his Army cabal 
to the Indochina area to m ake a show of strength and stage a genuine 
battle with which to  satisfy the French sense of military honor.0

A s the move into Indochina was being mounted, Ribbentrop’s Far East
ern expert Stahmer, on August 23, accepted M atsuoka’s invitation and set 
ou t with plenipotentiary powers for Tokyo. The Battle of Britain was not 
going well. In  dogfight after dogfight, the Germ an fighter pilots had failed, 
even with numerical superiority, to clear the skies of southern England, 
o r to inactivate the airstrips from which British night bombers were mak
ing devastating sorties against the invasion fleets which Hitler was trying 
to collect in  the French channel ports. The Luftwaffe was planning to 
resort to the desperate measure of massive indiscriminate terror bombing.

On September 2, while Stahmer was still on the high seas, old Saionji 
heard  of the plans for a  military alliance with Hitler and guardedly ob
served; “By our present policies the Em peror’s aura of sanctity will be 
m ade invisible and the assertion that His Majesty is wise and sagacious 
will become an untruth. . . .  In  the end, I believe, Great Britain will be 
victorious.”

The next day Navy M inister Yoshida Zengo, a charter member of Hiro- 
hito’s cabal, resigned in protest against the pact plan and the hastening 
of naval preparations which would inevitably follow from it. Hirohito re
placed him  with Adm iral Oikawa Koshiro, a former imperial aide-de-camp 
whom he described as “easy to talk to.” 30

8 Lieutenant General Tominaga Kyoji, chief of the all powerful Operations De
partment of the General Staff, stepped down to an advisory position in the comman 
of the South China Army to mastermind the face-saving operation. Colonel o 
Isamu, the veteran intriguer who had helped rig the October Plot for the bene it o 
the League of Nations in 1931, who had issued the kill-all-prisoners order for rince 
Asaka before the walls of Nanking, who had taken down his pants before the 
Russians at Lake Khassan, and who would eventually have himself decapitate a 
the .mouth of a cave on Okinawa, was appointed by Hirohito to take comman
the Army observer team in Hanoi. , ,  . *

w> Oikawa would in turn resign from a position of trust, as Navy chict or s > 
to protest Hirohito’s studied deafness to U.S. peace feelers when kamikaze pi o 
were throwing their lives away in May 1945.
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be given a little time in which to save face before dissolving themselves 
and merging, and that the actual announcement of the New Structure 
should not be made until Prince Konoye became prime minister again. 
On this understanding Kido wound up his political mission three days later 
by securing the signatures of Japan’s most important professional poli
ticians on a contract which bound them all to co-operate in the New 
Structure and to dedicate themselves to “fulfillment of the national de
fense” and “an expansion in foreign affairs.” The signatories further agreed 
that “politicians who do not join the new [I.R.A.A.] party shall not be 
cared for.”

Marquis Kido turned over the finished plans for the New Structure to 
Prince Konoye at a last lunch on June 1, 1940. Then, from Konoye’s 
Hate-China Villa in Yokohama, the dapper marquis drove straight to the 
palace where he was invested lord privy seal by Hirohito in a simple 
ceremony at 3 p .m .4

Joining the Axis

THE FALL OF FRANCE

It was a critical month in which Kido, after years of apprenticeship, 
finally took his public place at the Emperor’s side. The German Army 
invaded France from the ill-defended Belgian border and swiftly threw 
back a hastily organized stopgap British expeditionary force to the Beaches 
of Dunkirk. The remnants of the British rear guard evacuated the beaches 
on June 4. Mussolini declared war on the Allies on June 10 and invaded 
southern France. The government of the dismembered French nation, 
reorganized in defeat under Prince Kanin’s old friend Marechai Retain, 
capitulated to the Axis on June 22.

The collapse of France and the Low Countries orphaned French Indo
china and the Dutch East Indies, the richest colonies in Southeast Asia. 
It also sapped British power in the Far East by pulling back fleet units 
from Singapore to the defense of England’s white cliffs. The pearls of 
Asia lay exposed on the half shell and Hirohito’s councillors feared that 
if they were not grabbed quickly they would be appropriated either by 
Germany or the United States. If Japan offered to co-operate in the 
European struggle against Great Britain, a bargain could probably be 
worked out with Hitler. The United States, however, remained a great 
imponderable. It might stir from its pacifist lethargy and block Japanese 
seizure of the Indies. As yet the Japanese Navy was still two to three 
years from acquiring the strength needed to challenge the United States.

Through his aides-de-camp Hirohito received and studied scores of

4 The former Lord Privy Seal Yuasa, who had occupied the post since March 
1936—and before that, since 1933. the post of imperial household minister—was at 
last allowed to retire and nurse the gastric ailments of which he had begun to 
complain m 1934.
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hito seemed pleased by their answers. When the conference adjourned that 
afternoon no conclusions had been reached explicitly, but Prime Minister 
Konoye felt that the Navy, implicitly, had capitulated.

T hat evening of September 9, Foreign Minister Matsuoka welcomed 
H itler’s envoy Stahmer to Japan  with a small reception in the lantern-lit 
garden of his residence— the setting which would later be remembered as 
the garden of atomic sunshine. Stahmer had arrived in Japan two days 
earlier and was eager to start doing business. Before the evening was over, 
he and M atsuoka, conversing in their common language, English, had 
agreed on the main purposes of the Tripartite Pact. Japan wanted a free 
hand in  Southeast Asia. She should have it. Germany wanted pressure put 
upon the British fleet which still maintained naval supremacy in the Strait 
of Dover. M atsuoka undertook to supply it by having the Japanese Navy 
prepare to  attack the British F ar Eastern bastion of Singapore.

The next day, September 10, M atsuoka and Stahmer sat down together 
for a long day’s haggle while they penned the original English draft of the 
pact which was to ally N ippon and the Reich militarily against the West. 
A t every step in the talks M atsuoka cross-checked his concessions and 
reservations with the palace. Japanese and German texts of the pact were 
com pared on September 11 and on September 12 the final text was ready 
for H irohito’s consideration.

O n September 13, an unlucky Friday, Hirohito studied the text of the 
pact w ord by word for four and a half hours. He understood full well that 
he had a fateful decision to make which would almost certainly lead to 
w ar with the United States. H e expected that many of even his closest 
advisors would be opposed to the pact. H e knew, on reflection and medi
tation, that the institution of the Throne, representing his forefathers, must 
be cleansed in advance of responsibility for the pact. Nevertheless, when 
he had wrestled with all his misgivings, he approved the text of the alliance 
with one minor editorial change. He struck out five words, “openly or in 
concealed form ,” from a description of the kind of attack which might 
launch Japan’s participation in W orld W ar II. They were too explicit, too 
suggestive of the actual event as it was envisaged by his naval planners.

Having approved the text of the pact with Hitler, Hirohito the next 
m orning sought to allay the fears of the Navy by promising that Prince 
Fushimi, the chief of staff, would be allowed to remain in office^ as re
quested, until a t least April 1941. This was Hirohito’s way of telling the 
Navy that the war would not break out immediately but that it wou 
break  out and that preparations for it must be hastened. A t an unofficia 
liaison conference a t Imperial Headquarters later that day, the Navy owe 
to H irohito’s wishes and agreed to accept without protest the pact wi 
H itler and the accelerated national program. .

F o r the benefit of the masses, the information officers of the Foreign 
M inistry had the newspapers whip up an outcry against the “Anglo axo
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could be represented to the United States as a temporary intervention. 
By befriending Thailand in this manner, diplomatic brains in the Foreign 
Ministry hoped to win the trust of natives throughout Southeast Asia and 
so recruit them in movements to oust Western colonialism and replace it 
with Japanese colonialism.

At his private dinner with Marquis Kido in the dark and draughty paper- 
screened halls of the old Kyoto Palace, Hirohito acknowledged that Japan 
would soon need the discipline of Prince Konoye’s contemplated one-party 
government if the nation was to take advantage of the Strike-South oppor
tunities opened by the fall of France. On returning to Tokyo the next day, 
June 13, Kido set to work at once translating the Emperor’s words into 
action. He advised the ministers of Admiral Yonai’s Cabinet to stand 
ready to resign and make way for Konoye. He urged the vice minister of 
foreign affairs, Big Brother Tani Masayuki,”' to press home negotiations 
with France, Great Britain, and the semiautonomous Dutch government 
of the East Indies. Tani embarked at once on conversations with Monsieur 
Charles Arsenne-Henry, the French ambassador in Tokyo.

The sudden “low” position of France enabled Tani to demand that 
Arsenne-Henry stop the flow of war supplies through Indochina into the 
“free China” of Chiang Kai-shek. By June 20 Arsenne-Henry and his 
Vichy masters had capitulated. They agreed to “recognize . . . Japa
nese . . . special requirements” and to let Japanese observers into Indo
china to supervise the make-up of all trains running north from Hanoi. 
As a  result, Chiang Kai-shek lost 80 per cent of his trade with the West. 
Another clause in the Franco-Japanese agreement forced the French settle
ment in Shanghai, on June 23, to turn over its defense sector to Japanese 
troops and to open the whole of the French Concession in Shanghai to 
Japanese police search and extradition.

The next day, June 24, an aide-de-camp reported to Hirohito that 
Chiang Kai-shek would soon meet with the Chinese puppet president, 
Wang Ching-wei, and with the Japanese vice chief of staff, to settle the 
China War before the Strike South should begin. The meeting eventually 
did take place, weeks later, with a trusted lieutenant standing in for Chiang, 
at the city of Changsha in the half-conquered lake country south of Han
kow. Chiang, through Jiis representative, refused to accept Japanese con
ditions for a “complete settlement of the China incident,” but he did 
discuss, in great detail, a limited, unofficial truce with Japan in areas 
where there were no Chinese Communists. Though little known and almost 
entirely undocumented in the West, this unsigned truce was in reality ob- 5

5 Tani had run the China Desk in the Foreign Ministry from 1930 to 1933 during 
!~e conciuest Manchuria. Then Hirohito had been forced to rusticate him to 
Manchuria foi three years in order to disassociate the Throne from his aggressive 
enthusiasm for leaving the League of Nations and prosecuting the Strike South.
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Foreign M inister M atsuoka replied: “The question of whether or not 
the  U nited States has really entered the w ar will be decided by consultation 
am ong the three pact countries. . . . Since our government will make the 
final decision, it will be  m ade independently.”

H ara Yoshimichi, who had recently been appointed president of Hiro- 
hito’s Privy Council of advisors, noted that the questions he had been 
asked to  pu t by the Throne were already being voiced by Navy Chief of 
Staff Prince Fushimi. Then, as a professional politician of liberal but com
prom ised views, he inserted a hesitant opinion on his own behalf: “I think 
it will be impossible to obtain oil from the D utch East Indies by peaceful 
means. I  would like to hear the government’s views on this.”

Foreign M inister M atsuoka replied: “Since Germany is now in control 
of the Netherlands, she can help us greatly in putting pressure on the 
D utch E as t Indies. In  international relations, it is often possible to work 
behind the scenes. . . . When Japan withdrew from the League of Nations 
some years ago, so many people wanted to sell us munitions that one had 
difficulty turning them  down. If Japan would abandon all, or at least half, 
o f China, it might be possible for the time being to shake hands with the 
U nited States, bu t still pressure on Japan would not cease— not in the fore
seeable fu ture.”

The discussion returned to details of oil consumption and procurement. 
W ar M inister Tojo cut in impatiently: “In  the end I  think this question 
comes down to the m atter of the Dutch East Indies. The liaison conference 
between the government and Im perial Headquarters held shortly after the 
form ation of the present Cabinet . . . agreed that we should settle the 
China incident quickly and at the same time cope with the Southern Ques
tion, taking advantage of favorable opportunities. As for the Dutch East 
Indies, it was decided that we would try to obtain vital materials by diplo
m atic means, and that we might use force, depending on the circum
stances.”

Privy Council President Hara, on behalf of Japan’s sane but silent cos
m opolitan minority, asked several waspish but ineffectual questions about 
the degree of Japan's commitment if she signed the Tripartite Pact.

Foreign M inister M atsuoka stated simply: “The object of this pact is 
to prevent the United States from encircling us.”

In  conclusion Army Chief of Staff Prince Kanin, the elder of the imperia 
family, three days short of his seventy-fifth birthday, declared: “On the 
basis of our studies to date, the Army section of the Imperial Headquarters 
agrees with the government’s proposal for a stronger Axis Pact with Ger
m any and Italy. Furtherm ore, since the improvement of relations with e 
Soviet Union is extremely im portant both for the settlement of the China
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do well to unify her Army and Navy air forces in emulation of the Luft
waffe. Hirohito shook his head and told his uncle that evidence as yet 
indicated no British defeat.

PRINCE KONOYE’S RETURN

On June 24, 1940, Prince Konoye resigned as president of Hirohito’s 
Privy Council in order to devote himself full time to the final preparations 
for his second prime ministership. Four days later he showed Hirohito his 
provisional list of Cabinet ministers. Hirohito approved it in general but 
questioned whether the proposed war minister, Lieutenant General Tojo, 
had had enough combat experience to lead the Army in a time of antici
pated warfare. In his years in Manchuria Tojo had secured a strong hold 
on the secret police and lately, by indefatigable membership on committees, 
had made himself the most powerful individual in the Army bureaucracy. 
Then again, in his current post as inspector general of military aviation, 
he had worked closely and well with the Emperor. Hirohito liked him and 
shared with him a concern for practicality and detail.

Lord Privy Seal Kido suggested that if the Emperor had any doubts 
about Tojo’s popularity with the field commanders, why not let Lieutenant 
General Anami— the man who had treated the young officers of the cabal 
to drinks on the night of Hirohito’s accession to the Throne in 1926 and 
the man who would commit hara-kiri during the fake coup d’etat on the 
night of Japan’s surrender in 1945—stay on in his present post of vice 
war minister as a foil and watchdog for Tojo? Anami was popular with 
field commanders and, having long served as a palace aide-de-camp, he 
could be trusted implicitly to act in the interests of the Throne. Hirohito 
accepted the suggestion appreciatively.

Eighteen days later, on July 16, 1940, the Yonai Cabinet tendered its 
resignation en bloc and the first of Japan’s major political parties liquidated 
itself and waited, in a slate of nolo contendere and suspended animation, 
for further ordeis. The last of the parties, the Anti-Constitutionalists, would 
follow suit a month later. In the meanwhile, on July 17, Lord Privy Seal 
Kido, after a perfunctory thiity-minute meeting with all Japan’s living ex
prime ministers, lecommended Konoye to the Throne as the next head 
of state. Lieutenant General Tojo learned that he was Konoye’s choice 
as war minister the next day when he arrived back in Tokyo from an 
inspection of air bases in Manchuria.

On July 19, Tojo, Konoye, and Konoye’s candidates for foreign and 
navy ministers met and agreed that they could all work together to “per
fect a high-degree defense state.” Three days later, on July 22, Hirohito 
accepted Konoye’s slate and invested the neurasthenic Fujiwara prince 
once more prime minister. In the bitter opinion of old Prince Saionji, de
livered months earlier when the subject had first come up, Konoye’s reap-
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patched to the South China command for this purpose three weeks earlier 
persuaded Japanese units to invade northern Indochina without official 
orders and in advance of the timetable agreed upon with the French 
Colonial garrisons in the Japanese line of march resisted and fouaht 
stoutly for three days. Then, when French military face had been saved 
and Tokyo had apologized for the impetuosity of its m y r m id o n s , th e  occu
pation of northern Indochina was completed peacefully. Western news
papers said that the French had made a valiant stand. Japanese news
papers said that the soft French troops had proved no match for Japan’s 
combat-tested veterans.

War Minister Tojo made a great disciplinary show after the unauthor
ized border crossing by recalling the commander of Japan’s South China 
Army, Lieutenant General Ando Rikichi, and placing him on the inactive 
list. Hirohito at once reassigned the compliant general, secretly, to Strike- 
South preparations with the spy service in Taiwan. A year later, just be
fore the attack on Pearl Harbor, Hirohito would reactivate Ando as the 
commander of the Japanese Army in Taiwan. The true instigators of 
the border crossing—Hirohito’s emissaries—went on, unreprimanded, to 
delicate new assignments. Their ringleader, Major General Tominaga 
Kyoji, for instance, was put in charge of the Army Personnel Bureau in 
Tokyo to choose the commanders who would mount and lead th e  Strike  

South in the year ahead.11
The United States responded immediately to the Japanese move on 

Indochina by loaning $25 million to Chiang Kai-shek. The next day, Sep
tember 26, President Roosevelt ordered a complete embargo on the sale 
of scrap iron and steel to nations outside the British Commonwealth and 
the Western Hemisphere.

On September 27, the Tripartite Pact was signed, with pomp and cir
cumstance, in Hitler’s presence at the Reich Chancellery in Berlin. By its 
first article Japan recognized “the leadership of Germany and Italy in the 
establishment of a new order in Europe.” By its second article Germany 
and Italy extended the same recognition to Japan’s predatory rights in 
Asia. Articles III-V I pledged the Axis partners, for a ten-year period, 
“to a s s is t  o n e  another with all p o l i t ic a l ,  e c o n o m ic , and military means” if 
any one of them should be attacked by the United States. An addendum 
of secret protocols, on which Hirohito had insisted, left Japan free to 
decide for herself what would constitute such an American attack.

On the day that the pact was signed, A s a h i , the largest of the Tokjo 
dailies, in which t h e  im p e r ia l  h o u s e h o ld  o w n e d  s t o c k , declared editorially: 
“It seems inevitable that a collision should occur between Japan, deter-

11 The other three principals were the outgoing chief of the Japanese observer 
team in Hanoi. Major General Nishihara Issaku; the incoming chief of the same 
mission, Colonel Kill-All-Prisoners Cho Isamu; and the South China Arm> s Vice 
chief of staff, Colonel Sato Kenryo.
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purpose the Cabinet agreed to bring the China “incident” to a successful 
conclusion and to make Japan strong and self-sufficient in order to fulfill 
the national program. In the dialectic of the time this meant that Japan 
intended, one way or another, to gain control of the oil of the Indies. On 
the domestic front the Konoye government called for creation of a new 
form of government, economy, and culture in Japan. The people would 
be asked to give their complete devotion to the state, ridding themselves 
of all “selfish thoughts” and—in a phrase beloved by Hirohito— “cultivat
ing a scientific spirit.”

Hirohito took the Cabinet’s decision as an approval for war and promptly 
that same afternoon activated a standing plan for removing the members 
of his family from positions of responsibility before the war should break 
out. He had the Army and Navy ministers informed that the two imperial 
princes, Kanin and Fushimi, who were chiefs of the Army and Navy 
General Staffs, might soon have to retire. War Minister Tojo replied that 
the Army would regret the loss of Prince Kanin as its leader but agreed 
that the Army could take a stand in the world more freely if its actions 
did not directly implicate the Throne. On the other hand Navy Minister 
Yoshida Zengo insisted that Navy Chief of Staff Prince Fushimi be left 
in office for at least nine more months as insurance against involvement 
in war before the Navy was ready for it. Hirohito listened to the Navy’s 
point of view and for the moment suspended judgment on it.

The next day, July 27, the most important ministers of the Cabinet met 
with the chiefs of staff and some of the officers from palace Imperial Head
quarters to ratify the program passed by the Cabinet and to discuss its 
military implementation. This was the first “liaison conference” between 
domestic policy makers and the field strategists of headquarters since the 
month after the rape of Nanking more than two years earlier. The officers 
from headquarters brought with them a plan entitled “Main Japanese 
Policy Principles for Coping with the Situation Which Has Developed in 
the World.” It specified the measures which would be taken for cutting off 
Western aid to Chiang Kai-shek via Burma and Indochina. It called for 
stronger ties with Germany and renewed diplomatic efforts to neutralize 
Russia. And finally it committed all present to press for Japanese expan
sion into Southeast Asia and Indonesia.

“Positive arrangements,” it declared, “will be undertaken in order to 
include the English, French, Dutch, and Portuguese islands of the Orient 
within the substance of the New Order.” If possible the goals of the expan
sion were to be achieved by diplomacy and trade tieaties; if possible the 
China incident was to be settled first before demands on tire Dutch East 
Indies were made too stridently; if possible resort to force would only 
be made against Great Britain. But if necessary war with the United States 
Would not be shunned and preparations for such a war must be completed 
by August 1941. >

Joining the Axis
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College to study “postwar problems.” He would remain at his task until - 1  

1946; Before, the outbreak of war it would be he who would arrange, to V 
send naval listening teams to Europe to pick up and transmit any-Western 
peace feelers to Japan. During the war .it would be he who would organize 
the; Navy’s part in the Peace Faction. which finally staged the reception 
for General MacArthur in 1945. : -< '

Secretary-Spy Harada made his contribution to the, imperial cover story 
by producing a document now known as the Saionji-Harada Memoirs. He 
had been writing the memoirs for ten years as a part of his job of managing 
and distracting old Prince Saionji. In them he had regularly included" all 
possible justifications for the Emperor’s conduct and all possible gossip 
and ceremonial detail which might occupy Saionji’s attention. Once a 
week he had taken the latest installment of the manuscript,, neatly tran
scribed from dictation by Prince Konoye’s sister-in-law, to Saionji for 
marginal comments and editing. Saionji had understood that the. journal 
was being kept for Hirohito’s perusal—to show the young Emperor; the 
day-to-day complexities of politics. Harada was a good writer with a flair 
for color and personalities, and Saionji had enjoyed his role as editor. 
In Harada’s pages the old man had often found it possible to look at trees 
and ignore the forest.

By October 1940, Harada’s manuscript had grown to 10,000 pages, 
and now he showed it to Prince Takamatsu, Hirohito’s favorite brother, 
a lieutenant commander attached to the Navy General Staff. Prince Taka
matsu agreed that it would be a most valuable document in the event, that 
the Emperor ever needed whitewashing. Arrangements were made to move 
the manuscript from the vaults of the Sumitomo Bank, where Harada held 
a nominal vice presidency, to the sanctity of Prince Takamatsu’s villa, 
where Army secret policemen would not be tempted to, destroy it in the 
interests of patriotism and the war effort.

These private preparations for the possibility of failure were made be
hind a fagade of great public bustle and bluster. On October 8, the Japa
nese ambassador in Washington handed U.S. Secretary of State Cordell 
Hull a note warning that “future relations between Japan and the TJnijed 
States” would become “unpredictable” if Roosevelt persisted in curtailing 
U.S.-Japanese trade. - . ,

On. October 12, Prime Minister Prince Konoye formally inaugurated his 
monolithic totalitarian party, the I.R.A.A. or Imperial Rule Assistance 
Association. ■ • < "
. On October 16,V sixteen^ million Americans registered, for military duty 

under the. new Selective Training and Service Act, the cornerstone, for later 
U.S. war preparations. In, the fortnight that followed, U.S. militaryrepre
sentatives jn ,  Washington, London, and Java began .cpnvprsati6hs/wit 
their. British and Dutch counterparts on joint defense, planning for I c 
Western colonies in Southeast Asia.:
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female entertainers, the nation at large tasted the bitterness of police-state 
discipline and glimpsed the drabness of the toiling years ahead. At last the 
fun-loving-populace, who had survived previous gestures at efficient totali
tarianism with cynical jokes, was to march in clogs on a treadmill of over
time labor, keeping step with a steady blare of martial music.

Soon Ambassador Grew was noting in his journal, with astonishment 
and amusement, that concubines would no longer be allowed to have tele
phones. Soon Hirohito would make wives and geisha put away their bright 
kimonos by ordaining a new national dress, first for men, then for women, 
too: a dingy mustard-green schoolboy uniform of pants and high-collar 
jackets.
, No Japanese was allowed to work for a foreigner except as a police spy. 

Indeed, no Japanese was allowed to work at all unless in dedicated service 
to the new total-war defense state. Many proprietors of small factories 
discovered overnight that they were producing “nonessential materials” and 
that they must return to operating lathes and drill presses for others as 
they had done when getting their starts in life a generation earlier. If they 
protested, they were beaten up by thugs.15

The gentlemen of the Japanese press, according to Prime-Minister- 
Maker Saionji, who was now in his ninety-first and last year of life, had 
begun to write “like drunkards.” They spewed out adjectives in defense 
of Japan’s “just cause” and buried news under mountains of mystical phi
losophizing in an attempt to beautify the underlying opportunism of Hiro- 
hito’s national program. For the most part they played upon Japanese 
racial sensibilities in order to inspire hate of all white men except Germans 
and Italians.

Joining the Axis

THE COX CASE

As soon as France had fallen, on June 19, Japan’s ambassador in BerlinT 
had told the German Foreign Office that Hirohito was ready to reconsider 
the Ribbentrop idea, turned down a year earlier, of joining Hitler and 
Mussolini in a firm tripartite military alliance. Flushed with victor)', the 
Germans had replied with studied indifference. Possibly, they said, if Japan 
could offer Germany tangible advantages, such as supplies of raw-materials, 
an agreement might be worked out. Japan, however, would have to aban- 6

6 After the dissolution of the Black Dragon Society, underworld boss Toyama 
Mitsuru had, in 1936, made a truce with the Throne, negotiated by the Emperor’s 
ancle Prince Higashikuni. As a result Toyama continued to rule the slums and the 
imperial entourage continued to use him for work considered too illegal for the 
police. Lord Privy Seal Kido, in late 1940 and early 1941, communicated regularly 
with Toyama through ex-convict Friar Inoue, the former leader of the > Blood 
Brotherhood which had assassinated Baron Dan and financier Inoue in 1932.

1 Kurusu Saburo, later one of the two special envoys sent to conduct smokescreen 
negotiations in Washington while the Japanese fleet was stealing up on Pearl Harbor.
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•"•' •••“No matter what is done right from now. on,” murmured Saionji, “I 
. don’t think Chiang Kai-shek will ever agree; to. what Japan .says.”

/ , : “The interview,” wrote Harada, “was like that, and so L withdrew after 
•' ■" five or six mi nut es?’' ' ? ? ? -W‘'??y?-iV 

■ Six days later Saionji delivered: his last bon mot when he said to his 
doctor, “Never mind these details about the local parts of my body. Please 
endeavor more to see to the . recovery of the strength of the whole body.” '

. On November 24, weak but clearheaded to the last,' the sad old man ,
' - of Japanese liberalism; finally expired?leaving the ;Throne : witte

or balance. Hirohito had sent fresh milk and flowers to his bedside during
• , his sickness. Now,* on Noverhber 25, Lord Privy Seal Kido went personally

to Okifsu to-express, the iinperial regrets. ; ? ? •=- : ,
At the obsequies Kido met, for the first time since the Nomonhan War 

in 1939, his former contact with the Sorge spy ring, Saionji Kinkazu, the 
grandson of the deceased. Kido had left young Saionjf uninformed during 
the:recent .pact-negotiations with Germany, and Soviet spy Sorge had had 

?’ to rely; for news entirely; on his sources' in - the German Embassy. Kido’s 
-; ;/.&ason\.far'tne^ecfihg.-<Ms;--yoiin'g' protege was hot-personal: Ribbentrop’s 

pact heg6tihtdr, ;Stahmef- had simply brought word from Berlin that Sorge 
was finally suspected of being a Soviet agent;: -■ ' >

; :Afoutm e; Gestapb^sbcurity^xdieckdri June 1940-Lad uncovered Sorge’s 
. early affiliations with the Communist party - in' Germany.- The head of the 

Gestapo’s foreign, intelligence section, Walter Schellenberg, on reviewing 
the evidence, had decided thatSorge’s dispatches to the Nazi Party Press 
Department were too valuable to dispense with as yet. And so instead of. 
exposing Sorge, Schellenberg had sent a Gestapo colonel to Japan with 
tlie Stahmer Tripartite-Pact missibn to keep -an eye on Sorge. The Gestapo 
dolonel, Josef . Meisinger, was a dull-eyed robot who had • made himself 

/ yodiousTevehuh Berlin;byhis officious sadism at the rape of Warsaw in 
1939. In Tokyo Meisinger quickly and clumsily revealed German suspi- 

; cions about Sorge to colleagues in the Japanese secret police. T h e  aristo- 
:: ; crats around Hirohito learned of Meisinger’s indiscretion and at-, once 
: - . ' wrote off their links ;with the Sorge. spy ring ■ as. too dangerous, politically,

for further use. ' ' . r '  ' v ; V :  . /
• Less than a week after Meisinger’s arrival in Tokyo, Prime Minister 
; - Prince Konoye had offered .young Saionji Kinkazu the post of aipbassa or

to Australia iff an effort fo get him out of. harm’s ;way.rYdgng-SaipWh- 
v , ' however,-ihad ; refused the' appointment,; saying that he did not wis 0 

expatriated at an ̂ exciting juncture in Japanese • history . Konoye wame . 
him that the nation was .swinging toward the: right ;and that Saionji, as a ■.;

?C ;je ffisp m i|h t?£ iid > p n ^
manufactured a camouflage: for himself by becoming the deader of a rig r
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, On September 4, Prince Konoye was received privately at the Imperial 
Library in the palace woods and submitted to Hirohito three “points of 
revision” which he said must be written in to the basic policy of the nation 
before his prime ministership could progress farther. First, the Emperor 
and his chief ministers must resolve to be willing to fight a war with the 
Onited States. Second, Japan must conclude a military alliance with Ger
many. Third, Japan and Germany must publish a joint statement announc
ing their intention to found a New Order in the world. Konoye told Hiro
hito that the war and foreign ministers had agreed to the three points on 
August 17 but that the Navy held out in opposition to them. With evident 
nervousness, Hirohito authorized Piince Konoye to bring the Navy into line 
if he could.

Three days later, on September 7, Luftwaffe commander Goering 
launched 625 of his bombers against London in the first of World War II’s 
great fire raids. It was that night when flames engulfed miles of cockney 
slums that a charlady approached a fireman who was battling with his 
hose and reportedly said: “Spare a few drops for my pot, luv, and I’ll 
make you a nice cup of tea.”

Japanese observers at the embassy in London remembered the wood- 
and-paper structures of their own capital and sent home to Tokyo thought
ful descriptions of the holocaust which they had witnessed. Having read 
their reports three days later, Hirohito suffered a moment of trepidation 
and doubt. He told Lord Privy Seal Kido that the German bombs had 
damaged the British Museum, endangering some of the manuscripts of 
Charles Darwin. Then he asked rhetorically whether Japan could not some
how use her influence with the Germans to mediate the European War 
and stop the headlong rush of world events. Kido made no reply. He knew 
that the Emperor was only indulging a mood, yearning wistfully for a 
return to Japan’s old cautious war schedule and an escape from the pres
sure of opportunities offered by Hitler.

The previous morning, on September 9, Hirohito had already cast his 
lot. He had dropped in unexpectedly at a liaison conference of the Cabinet 
and General Staff in the Imperial Headquarters building on the palace 
grounds. There Foreign Minister Matsuoka was trying vainly to persuade 
the Navy’s representatives to subscribe to alliance with Germany and to 
its implied accompaniment, war with the United States. The Navy was 
stubbornly contending that only disaster could result. Hirohito’s arrival 
converted the proceedings into a Conference in the Imperial Presence. 
No record has been preserved of what words, if any, Hirohito uttered 
before the conferees. But the Navy representatives ceased to argue in 
broad terms against the pact with Germany and began, stiffly and profes
sionally, to answer questions about their capabilities against the United 
States under optimum conditions at the end of a year’s preparation. Hiro-

Joining the Axis
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The result will be prolonged suffering for the people. And you. and Konoye ' 
. and the others, pitiful; as: it may be to contemplate, will probably be torn 

limb froth limb by the masses. It is indeed,a perplexing;,situatibri.^Ve-hayeV; 
come to such a pass that our fate iŝ  inescapable.* “ ;3;; , A '4

The national program had reached its point of benedictus 'and no re
turn. The gods had spoken. Hirohito had committed himself. And well- 
informed Japanese like Vice Admiral Yamamoto might pray hopefully for : 
miracles but realistically they could only prepare themselves proudly :to • 
do and die as samurai.



conSpiracy’V w ^h w ^s 'sa id to ' be ̂ tr^g ling  Japan’s l e ^ t i b a ^  
abroad. The pact decision' happened to coincide with the arrival in Java 
of the trade-and-spy delegation which had been sent there in quest; o f•; 
aviation gasoline. The importance and righteousness of the oil mission 
filled the front'pages. At the - same’, time Japanese deniands for bases 
throughout Indochina were masked by an a^tation for reduetton. bf;Iridpri; 
china’s tariff barriers. v ' - / ' X X T '

Finally, on that same Saturday of September 14^Hirohito. requested that 
an official Conference in the Imperial Presence be convoked so. that, his 
ministers could second the pact decision and take', responsibility,/fori'ife: 
Hirohito warned Lord Privy Seal Kido: to exclude from the. conference;all ; 
elder statesmen and former prime ministers who might; cause :time-consum- y ‘‘ 
ing difficulties. - 'X 'd -X

TRIPARTITE PACT : , t /

The historic , Conference in the Imperial Presence, which allied Hirohito v,. 
with Hitler and Mussolini, was duly held in the Paulonia Hall of the Outer 
Ceremonial Palace from three to six o’clock on the aftcrnoon 'of -Thursday, . 
September 19. As always on such occasions the : entire agenda ;had been r !;. 
carefully negotiated and rehearsed in advance so thateveiX position^^^ 
agreement to take or refuse responsibility—would be cle'arjy>etehed^’pb-'the-re
record. Hirohito sat motionless before a golden screen at ohe\end,;6f;.-the ; . ; 
audience chamber and. said nothing. The other eleven. pai^cip.ante^sat;^at- 
two long tables down thej walls of- .1116. chamber"and;deliyered^feeir;‘set '\y 
speeches to one another back and forth across the Emperor’sIirie of.sight.
The important policy statements were madb by six of; the;pafti.ciparits5.^

On behalf of the Navy General Staff^^ririce 'FdshiM ^ihqpi^  : ;
quite likely that a Japanese-American war will be a '.proffacted , 'b f^  
are the prospects for maintaining otir nationaiisffength?’̂

In  replying Prince Koribye, oh behalf of- the Cabinet, adihitted that 
Japan depended heavily “on Britain and the United States for her principai i 
war materials” but concluded that by ’stringent"civilian'"rationing and XaibX-'X 
ful use of stockpiles “we should be able, in the event of a war with the 
United States, to supply ••inilitaiy -'needs' anifi'thus' withstan&Xatra^^ *’
longed war.” • V . X X

: After a detailed:diScussion of war materials and their procurement, Navy . ; . 
Chief of Staff Prince Fusbimi b b s e i X e ^ ^
oil from the Dutch East’ Indies. There are two ways of getting 'it—by XX 
peacefulmeans and by the use of force.'The'Navy vcry much preFers peace- ': - 
ful means.” ■ X X X X X X X  ';X X X v :Cy/-X

In regard to^the provisions 'iri 'the Tripartite Pact.'Which rniglff pledge^ ^  
Japan to make war on the United States if the United States made war on- 
German>'> Prince Fushimi went on to say: “\Ve must be able to determine ' :X

• Joiningithe;,A3cis:< \  ' J?v; '



stews of Tsukiji. He now enjoyed: the exclusive favors of Chrysanthemum 
Path, one of the seven most sought-after geisha in Tokyo. •

Yamamoto had observed to his chief of staff after a successful exercise 
with torpedo bombers in May 1940 that a “crushing, blow ' can be struck: 
against an unsuspecting enemy fleet, by mass torpedo: attack;5 Detail by 
detail, throughout the summer of 1940, he privately worked oiit his daring 
plan for a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor— and nightly he brooded on'the 
slips which could spill all his cup in a dark pool of blood arid shame; He 
realized, as an experienced intelligence officer, that the Achilles’ heel of 
his plan was security. How could -he push.such a,gambling, controversial ' 
scheme through the Wordy' decision mill o f . Japari’s family government 
without hints leaking out to the enemy through the innumerable middle
men and double agents who were part of the political system?. How could 
he assemble an armada and move it two thirds of the way across the 
Pacific without alerting the U.S. radio picket ships which / prowled the ' 
shores of Asia monitoring Japanese fleet messages? .. ;

Yamamoto answered the second question first. Throughout the summer: 
of 1940 he taunted naval code experts with excoriating comments on the'}'; 
conventionality of the . fleet’s best communications disguises. As a result he 
was rewarded in October with a new Admirals’ Code, , a cryptographic 
system so complex, and. so. novel in principle that Japanese iignalinehdiaci.;' 
trouble using it and U.S. ..cryptanalysts Tailed .to.;;delve;its;mysteries.'uritiLy 
almost the end of World War II. Yamamoto began to use the new code 
for ..all top-secret fleet dispatches on - Novembery!,-:!940. -The. fact' that i f  y: 
remained uncrackedfwas; tobe one: ofr the.principal •reaspnsj.fpftlae'■succest.v 
of Admiral Yamamoto’s Pearl Harbor: plan. ; -W

.Yamamoto solyed his other security problem, by. going directly to they 
summit of, the - Japanese- pyramid. Late .in ;I4oyehiber' .̂194pî Jhr0ugh• his 
friend Prince;. Takamatsu, a commander in the Navy General Staff,, he 
communicated the Pearl. jHarbpr plan Jo:Commander Takamatsu s -brother, . 
Emperor Hirohito.; Hirohito was ..interested in it and after a few- days’ 
thought- instructed Takamatsu to. have. ittumed over for.-independent ,eval-; 
uation .to a top-security circle of navaLofficers in -the imperial cabal  ̂
the advice of Takamatsu’s . close friend Rear Admiral Onishi Takajiro, 
who later conceived, . and;, commandedthe ;;kam&aze; corps ôf > siiipidC ; r

. pilots,; the study of*.Yamamoto’s .plan i^Wasityfned;^
Navy’s most brilliant; fiigh t officers,;, Commander Genda Minoru, Gen a, ^
during the first two weeks of Eebruary :194i, ;lockedhimself .m his quarters
on the aircraft', carrier K a g a ,:  at anchor in Ariake Bayi .on-. the souto 
island of Kyushu, and;arrived aria minutely, critical but favorable yerfficf. 
Agreeing With .Yamhmoto, h e  concluded—so ̂
become, thecommander o f; Japan’s postwar Americah-cquipped Selt-..
Defense Air Fofee—-“that the attack; would be OJttremely, hazardous but ;

- •wbul '̂haVe;;%reasbh^ '-ChanCe^bUstiCces^L ri’QjSy:



incident and for future defense policies, we would strongly urge that the 
government redouble its efforts in this area.”

Summing up for the Navy, the other staff chief and imperial family 
elder, Prince Fushimi. said: “The Navy section of Imperial Headquarters 
agrees with the government’s proposal that we conclude a military alliance 
with" Germany and Italy. However, on this occasion we present the fol
lowing desiderata: firstly, that every conceivable measure will be taken, 
even after the conclusion of this alliance, to avoid war with the United 
States; secondly, that the Strike South will be attempted in so far as pos
sible by peaceful means, and that bootless friction with third parties will 
be avoided; and thirdly, that the guidance and control of speech and the 
press will be strengthened, that unrestrained discussion of the conclusion 
of this pact will not be permitted, and that harmful anti-British and anti- 
American statements and behavior will be restrained. Although it is recog
nized that the government and the Navy Supreme Command agree on the 
need to speed up the strengthening of naval power and preparedness, 
nevertheless we would ask the government now, in view of the great 
urgency of the time, to give us unstinting co-operation.”

Finally Privy Council President Hara made a prepared statement on 
behalf of the Throne: “Even though a Japanese-American clash may be 
unavoidable in the end, I  hope that sufficient care will be exercised to make 
sure that it will not come in the near future, and that there will be no mis
calculations. I  give my approval on this basis.”

INDOCHINA

At the end of the conference in his presence, Hirohito arose with a 
stiff nod of approval and returned to the Inner Palace in his Mercedes 
limousine. Foreign Minister Matsuoka drove in the opposite direction to 
put in a full evening’s work at his office. He at once cabled an ultimatum 
to Hanoi, the capital of French Indochina, giving the governor-general 
there three days to accede to the agreement which had been worked out 
between^ Matsuoka and the Vichy-French ambassador in Tokyo. The 
alternative, he implied, would be a full-scale Japanese invasion. Matsuoka 
spent the next several hours receiving the congratulations of cronies and 
approving messages of explanation to Japanese embassies in Western 
capitals.

At 3:00 p.m . on September 22, just seven hours short of the Japanese 
deadline, the French governor-general in Hanoi replied to Matsuoka’s note, 
saying that he was obliged to accept the terms offered. He had tried to 
bargain. He had tried to hedge. He had even begged Vichy for help and 
guidance. Now, having found no other recourse, he capitulated.

That night, about eleven o’clock, Major General Tominaga Kyoji, the 
■ high-ranking emissary from the General Staff whom Hirohito had dis-
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han. H e was especially admired at Court for having taken a torch one 
night in Shanghai and having personally burned down forty Chinese 
brothels which he felt were sapping the fighting spirit of troops on their 
way to the front.

Tsuji joined Unit 82 on January 1, 1941 and Was given charge of the 
planning for what was expected to be the most difficult part of the Strike 
South: the capture of Singapore. Junior officers were assigned to study 
the subsidiary strikes against the Philippines and the Dutch East Indies. 
The unit’s first task was to cull and collate the roomfuls of intelligence 
about Southeast Asia which civilian agents of the spy service had been 
amassing in Taiwan since 1900, and more intensively since 1934 when 
Hirohito had first privately announced his decision to look south.

To open the doors for Tsuji and his colleagues in Taiwan and to 
show them around the archives, Emperor Hirohito delegated his mother’s 
brother-in-law, Count Ohtani Kozui. Ohtani was the renegade abbot of 
Kyoto’s N i s h i  H o n g a n - j i , or West Fundamental Temple of Buddha. In 
1912 Count Ohtani had been discovered selling temple treasures and spend
ing temple monies for his personal gratifications. He had resigned as chief 
abbot of his sect, which was and is one of the most popular and powerful 
in Japan, and had taken to missionary work, founding branch temples 
throughout China and Southeast Asia. In the mid-twenties he had been 
expelled from Java for nonpayment of the mortgage interest on a large 
temple property, a sacred mountain, which he had bought there. In some 
of the sultanates of Borneo and Malaya his missionary temples were 
closed as subversive organizations by the local rulers. He was, however, a 
good friend of the sultan of Johore, the wealthy potentate who owned the 
best rubber plantations in British Malaya. And in Japan he retained a 
position of great influence, at the center of the Strike-South circle at Court. 
After 1930 he divided his attention between Strike-South politicians in the 
Diet in Tokyo and Strike-South business colonials centered in Taiwan.

Under Count Ohtani’s imperial tutelage, Lieutenant Colonel Tsuji and 
the other officers of Unit 82 were able to review all the geographic, ethnic, 
and political information on Southeast Asia stored by Japanese business 
and religious organizations in Taiwan. The young Army officers, trained in 
modern German techniques of blitzkrieg, found many gaps in the data 
which had been collected. In March Tsuji and his colleagues began to 
go along on overflights with Japanese commercial pilots and Japanese 
naval shore patrols to fill in the lacunae in the maps on hand. At the same 
time, at Tiger Yamashita’s insistence, select shock troops were assembling 
on the island of Hainan and in the forests of northwestern Indochina for 
practice in techniques of jungle infiltration and for training in amphibious 
operations against reef-girt islands.

Yamamoto’s Navy had meanwhile sent fresh spies to the Hawaiian 
Islands to watch with binoculars the comings and goings of ships throug
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mined to establish a sphere of influence in East Asia, including the South
west Pacific, and the United States, which is determined to meddle in 
affairs on the other side of a vast ocean by every means short of war.” 

During the weeks which followed, Japan’s presence in Indochina was 
steadily strengthened. Hirohito confessed to Lord Privy Seal Kido that in 
his Indochina policy he felt a little as if he were looting a store during a 
fire. When Thailand, in mid-winter, pressed her claims on French-held 
areas in Laos and Cambodia, Japan interceded on Thailand’s behalf. A 
lazy little border war was fought in which the most active participants were 
Japanese volunteers flying for the Thai air force and reinforced Japanese 
observer teams at the French rear, led by Hirohito’s emissary to Hanoi, 
Colonel Kill-All-Prisoners Cho Isamu. The French colonial government 
again bowed to Japanese pressure and gave Thailand the territory she 
demanded. The ceded areas, covered with luxuriant rain forest, were then 
occupied quietly by Japanese troops and used for intensive training exer
cises in jungle warfare.

Joining the Axis

CLEARING THE DECKS

Realizing that the Tripartite Pact and the seizure of northern Indo
china had committed Japan, almost certainly, to a premature and des
perate war with the West, Hirohito’s Court, in October 1940, activated 
its back-up plan for safeguarding the Throne in case the war should end 
in defeat. The first step was to withdraw the members of the imperial 
family from positions of responsibility; the second step was to create a 
cover story for them so that they would seem to have played no part in 
the events leading to war.

The withdrawal behind the chrysanthemum curtain was begun on Oc
tober 3 when the seventy-five-year-old Prince Kanin, the last surviving 
brother of the prince who had counseled Hirohito’s great-grandfather 
during the opening of Japan eighty years earlier, finally resigned his office 
of Army chief of staff. He was replaced by his minion, General Sugiyama 
Hajime, the man with “a face as noncommittal as a bathroom door.” Al
though Kanin’s retirement had first been suggested by Hirohito three 
months earlier, the wily old prince pretended that he was resigning in dis
gust at the recent unauthorized activities of his subordinates in Indochina. 
Speaking confidentially,” he told a Western correspondent, “not even I 
can any longer control the troops in the field.”

Another member of the imperial family went further and actually sent 
word to U.S. Ambassador Grew that Hirohito had approved the Tripar
tite Pact out of fear of assassination by Army extremists.

Behind the scenes, a certain Captain Takagi Sokichi of the Navy began 
to consult regularly with Lord Privy Seal Kido and Secretary-Spy Harada. 
Captain Takagi had been assigned by Hirohito in 1939 to the Naval Staff
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> On October 17, Hirohito held a special ceremony at the Palace. Shrine 
to invoke “the protection of-the gods and a,happy outcome to the treaty” 
with. Germany.. r > . • .

On October -24, by Court arrangement, a delegation of Japanese naval 
officers traveled to Osaka, Japan’s mercantile center, for a three-day con
ference with Japanese bankers. For the Navy’s samurai to set foot: in 
Osaka was a concession. In Osaka the traditional greeting was not “hello” 
or, “good morning” but “are. you making money?” .True samurai so, de
spised such, materialism that during the three centuries of Tokugawa rule 
merchants had been ranked below artisans and farmers in the caste struc
ture. Now,, however, the aristocratic samurai needed help. .

The naval delegation was led by Vice Admiral Yamamoto Jsoroku, 
commander-in-chief of the Combined Fleet, the suave opportunist who 
had negotiated naval limitations in London in 1929 and 1934 and who 
would shortly devise and lead the attack on Pearl Harbor. Yamamoto told 
the bankers that unless the number of ships and aircraft in the fleet could, 
be doubled in a year, he would be forced to retire to the Inland Sea and 
harass, the enemy like a pirate while U.S. carrier planes were strafing 
Tokyo. The cunning elders of Japanese finance were pleased by Yama
moto’s frank and unassuming approach and put their grizzled heads to
gether to fund a crash effort for completing the Japanese naval building 
program a year and a half ahead of schedule. •

During the naval finance negotiations in Osaka, Hirohito succumbed to 
worry and overwork and retired for two weeks with a severe case of flu, 
As soon as he had recovered, on November 9, he requested tha t'a  secret 
conference- of staff chiefs and inspector generals be held in his presence 
two days later to review the progress which had been made in military 
preparations. -

The next day, November 10, Hirohito presided at an official celebration 
of the nation’s “2600th birthday.” He impressed. all foreign ambassadors 
and correspondents by the clarity and force with, which .he .delivered a:set 
speech in favor of peace and science. He was introduced by his brother 
Lieutenant Commander Prince Takamatsu. Takamatsu’s voice was broad-; 
cast on the radio, as a sign to all Japanese that the decision to fight on tlie 
side of Germany had been approved, by both the irnperial family and the 
Navy. . . ’ ,.y  -.y
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DEATH OF SAIONJi

On November .12, 1940, when he had;just .turned ninety-one, and when 
all that he had Jived for had.just.been thrown away, old Prince, Saionji ;was, 
reported at Court to be ill with a Lidney i inflammation. Secretary-Spy 
Harada:hastened.,to the Sit-and-Fish / Villa in Okitsu to -have- a few last 
words with the old man. “I told himj’’vwr6te Harada, “of the magnificence
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Hirohito assigned thefRussian half of his• .diplomatic :proj^ain to:F6feigti 
M inister M atsuoka Y osuke. M atsuoka could , not be trusted to handle the 
American half because ever since coming to office, in July he had shown a. ’ 
persistent inability to form a policy for dealing with America. Hirohito had 
commented on this inability many times but he was inclined to be tolerant ■ 
of the foreign minister’s peculiarities. A fter all Matsuoka was a Christian 
and had grown up in Seattle. Since 1926 he had served faithfully with 
Hirohito’s Big Brothers in a  multitude of assignments. He had shown 
great craft in negotiating the settlement of the Fake War in Shanghai in
1932. H e had then predicted correctly that the West would take no 
reprisals if Japan walked out of the League of Nations over-the Lytton - 
Commission R eport on Manchuria. A  year later, in 1933, he had com
m anded m uch grudging Western admiration by his blunt and honest style, 
in actually conducting the League withdrawal. Since then he had consistently 
pleased the Em peror with his straightforward cynicism and logic in regard 
to diplomacy. .

In  January' 1941, when Nom ura was packing his trunks to go to Wash
ington, Hirohito pressed Foreign Minister M atsuoka to begin negotiating 
the desired pact of mutual non-aggression with Stalin. The Japanese 
am bassador in Moscow, Peerless Pimp Tatekawa Yoshiji, the retired 
lieutenant general who had slept out the seizure of Mukden with the 
geisha of the Literary Chrysanthemum in 1931, had been conducting, 
preliminary, conversations with Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov through
out the last quarter of 1940. <

Japanese Foreign Minister M atsuoka insisted that, before-Ambassador 
Tatekawa committed himself too deeply, Matsuoka should personally 
reconnoiter the European situation. P rim e Minister, Konoye, who had 
observed his foreign minister closely for fifteen years, at once .warned' 
H irohito to look with suspicion on Matsuoka’s proposed trip to.Berlin. 
Konoye pointed out that throughout the mid-Thirties Matsuoka had shown 
signs of sympathy with the Strike-North Faction which advocated Russia 
as a: safer opponent than the United States. Moreover Matsuoka, . despite, 
much threatening talk, did apparently harbor a feeling of obligation to the . 
United States. I t  was known that, in 1933, without fanfare and; out;of his . 
own pocket, he had erected a fine marble monument, over the: grave of 
the American woman in Seattle who had taken him.in and raised him .as .a, 
child. I t  was also known that he spoke mysteriously to American, friends 
in Tokyo about his, mission to prevent war between the United States and. 
Japan. Finally, almost alone in H irohito’s entourage of intimates, he ha 
rem ained on good term s with old Prince Saionji until his dying day. •

Hirohito tended to dismiss the insinuations of Prince Konoye.-After all, 
M atsuoka had negotiated the Tripartite Pact which gave Japan asemblanpe 
of. claim to. the Southeast Asia colonies -ofThe .nations..yvfiich;;G.ertn^y ha,. - 
conquered in Europe. Also, M atsuoka had from the first .upstaged Prime .,

Triumvir of Asia ?
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ist cell which included Mikaxni Taku, one of the young naval lieutenants, 
recently released from prison, who had led the deadly attack on Prime 
Minister Inoue in 1932.

Now, two months later, at Saionji’s funeral in November 1940, Lord 
Privy Seal Kido adopted a noncommittal correctness in his dealings with 
the young Saionji heir. He would have further use for young Saionji in 
the months ahead, but for the moment he was turning his back on the 
ashes of old Saionji and on the muddled humane liberalism which they 
represented.

Joining the Axis

UNCANNY FORESIGHTS

On December 3, 1940, the day after Saionji’s state funeral, Hirohito 
suffered one of his recurrent attacks of self-doubt and fear. Calling in 
Lord Privy Seal Kido, he complained that relations with the Soviet Union 
still gave no assurance of safety in the rear when Japan turned south. 
Negotiations for a new Russo-Japanese fishing treaty were going poorly. 
A special effort must be made to neutralize the colossus in the north. Kido 
was himself in a dark mood that day and struggled to find his usual words 
of comfort. In an astonishing display of long-range realism he admitted to 
the Emperor:

After this world war, the United States and the U.S S.R. may unquestion
ably emerge unhurt when all other nations are devastated. I can imagine, 
therefore, that our country, which is placed between these two giants, may 
face great hardships. However, there is no need for despair. When these two 
lose the competition of other countries in their respective vicinities, they 
will grow careless and corrupt. We will simply have to sleep in the wood
shed and eat bitter fruits for a few decades. Then when we have refurbished 
our manliness inside and out, we may still achieve a favorable result.

In so many words, Hirohito was reassured, in December 1940, that 
his purposed attack on the United States was a calculated gamble which 
could be recouped even if it lost. Kido’s encouragement was bleak but still 
far more cheerful than the predictions of most of Japan’s professional 
military strategists. For instance, Fleet Commander Yamamoto Isoroku, 
who would have to plan the attack on the United States, viewed the future 
with unrelieved fatalism. On October 14, he had dined with Secretary- 
Spy Harada, and staring gloomily into his sake cup, had conjured up a 
vision of apocalypse:

It is my opinion that in order to fight the United States we must be ready 
to challenge almost the entire world. . . .  I shall exert myself to the utmost 
but I expect to die on the deck of my flagship, the battleship N a g a t o .  In 
those evil days you will see Tokyo burnt to the ground at least three times.



tight-lipped to their own'Chart Japanese military capacity.. Matsuoka 'M 
Iiad seen the table-top maneuvers and had ever since taunted W ar’Minister ' 
To]o with questions as to why Japan should: dot seize Singapore at once. V 

;. T o |o  had  responded by, asking Foreign Minister M atsuoka why he had not ; 
y e t  forged the classic Eurasian alliance of Germany, Russia, and: Japan 
which geopoliticians had been saying fo r  decades could someday dominate 
the.earth . : ,0 .

As a result of the liaison conference of February 3, Hirohito made his 
own personal study of recent diplomatic dispatches, and of Japan’s foreign- 
policy posture, On February 7 he called in Lord Privy Seal Kido and com- 
plained that the latest cables from Am bassador Kurusu Saburo in Berlin 
indicated a  strong likelihood that Germany would soon betray previous 
understandings w ith Japan by attacking Russia. In such an eventuality, 
H irohito asked; was Japan obligated to give up the Strike South and assist 
Germany by a Strike North?

Kido did his best to soothe the Em peror by assuring him that a German- 
Russian w ar would no t break out immediately. Kido acknowledged, how
ever, that the Tripartite Pact with Germany might create a serious problem - 

, if Japan, having already embarked upon the Strike South, should be asked 
by Germany to “ turn around and go north again.” Kido concluded that 
“we m ust therefore be extremely cautious in developing our Strike-South 
'policy’k a n d th a t  ‘‘we m ust use the opportunity of Matsuoka’s impending 
visit : to Germany and Italy in order to get to the bottom of Hitler’s and 
Mussolini’s intentions.” .. . .

' H irohito gave, the problem several weeks’ thought and then issued 
Foreign M inister M atsuoka strict instructions. In Italy and Germany he 
was; to act purely in a private capacity and to find out as much as he 
could. In  Moscow, however, he was to act officially and, if possible, con
clude ;a  .neutrality pact with Stalin which would serve as an excuse for 
Japan not to join Germany in a war against Russia.

' On M arch 3, the day Hirohito made clear to Matsuoka that these were 
his imperial wishes, Lord Privy Seal Kido m et in another room of the palace 
with young Saionji Kinkazu, informing him that he was to. accompany 
M atsuoka on liis  mission, to M oscow 'and was. to use all his left-wing 
Connections to  create a favorable atmosphere for talks between Matsuoka 
and M blptoy, Or between M atsuoka and Stalin. Saionji reported back to 
Ozalci, ther Japanese agent who worked both with Soviet spy Sorge at the 
Germ an Embassy and with Dr.. Okawa of the spy service at the South 
M anchuria Railroad Research Institute,. Ozaki duly briefed Sorge on the 
full background of Foreign Minister M atsuoka’s trip abroad. Sorge then . ; 
relayed his information to the Red Arm y’s Fourth Bureau. . ... .;
; Sorge had always believed that the main purpose of his intelligence 
work in Tokyo was to prevent a Japanese attack on the Soviet Union. , ■ : 
Now, ih his radio dispatch to Siberia, he made it clear that Japan wis e ..



: ' ; ' •■/■■ /  ■ YAMAMOTO’S DUTY , ; y*.' J

Hirohito never reversed his decision,;of September •1940-^tb'Strjk'e;sohih.. 
even at the cost of war with the United States—but in the twelve months 
before Pearl Harbor he had to withstand constant • pressure from those 
about him who still hoped for a rational reprieve. Only Lord Privy Seal 
Kidd' and War Minister Tojo stood; by hint wholeheartedly and refused .to;, 
question the Imperial Will. Surrounded by subtle, gehtle 'opponents, Hifb- 
hito succeeded, nevertheless,’- .in, sponsoring . and? co-brdinatihg; a -secret’ tvar; 
plan which surprised ' the .world. lt jnvolved iiundreds 'bf thousands .of men; 
and millions of-tons', of- valuable, state property, ..yet; neither' its ;forei£ri /hor 
domestic opponents Appreciated its;effectiveness' until; it .was; alreadyf.ivell 
on its way-to. success; In realizing:Yhis/ aston!sliirigi■ feaTt̂ {;JH[irohito .iinade 
free use of the brains of officers ;iri: the; Army ;and N avy^the bnly:-brains 
left in • Japan which', still /dared; to?opposedhe ■ ivarfopenly/ and' frankly^’-f £ 

One of the stoutest-and mostinfiiieritial opponents of- a waf-'witlvthe' 
United' States was its chief .strategic ;expediter and; implementer:; Adniirai 
Yamamoto^ Isorokubthe bpmmahderjm chief; of '^kp^pl^en^o  ̂ K(iimi(OT 
Combined ,neet.:Sihce; his;'fe'atkbh/begotiatihg!-;inereases,;in Japanese atayalj 
strength- atithe-.international; d is a rm a m ^  P30jah(3
.hehadpiseri!: n ^  his service;/His/flying pfo^^
Bagoon -had/jj&yeh/tlw^ ,the! Jjalty’g.-ibng-rahge. Wmbihgfihis^ibhs"
JdiChina.jHisvuhbrth uveapohs/systems/ Were ’.biow.-^ackhowledgedUo
be - the...most .efficietitvm^'the/ armed forces. /Hp/-w'as

//the. most-', popularwbbtnmhHder-/-' iff; the- fiebtb/Hp 
:/ longer did he need imperial family patronage to. find'entertairimeht in i the
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listened and said little. “H e sat There inscrutably/’ wrote-^tbb^nddp’sl' 
official secretary-translator, D r. Paul Schmidt, “ in- no way revealing: how " 
these curious remarks affected him .” ;

As to Russia; R ibbentrop told M atsuoka th a t German-Soviet relations 
had become “correct but unfriendly” .H itler pointed out that, the Reich , 
had over 160 divisions massed on the Soviet frontier, Matsuoka and his 
aides had noticed the-signs of preparations for war when they had passed 
through the Russian frontier the previous week. Ribbentrop admitted'that . 
a G erm an war with Russia was “in the realm  of possibilities’? and assured i 
M atsuoka that, if it broke out, the Reich would “crush the Soviet Union 
within a m atter of months.” - .. , ’

F o r his . own p art M atsuoka lied outrageously. He promised that he 
would work personally for a Japanese attack upon Singapore but would 
have to  advocate such a move only “in hypothetical terms” for the moment 
because many influential “intellectuals” in Japan were still afraid of the 
Anglo-American partnership which had won the last world war. More 
forthrightly, M atsuoka revealed to the Germans that he was commissioned 
to seek an understanding with Russia which might free Japanese hands 
and make the contemplated attack on Singapore more attractive in terms 
of practical domestic politics. Ribbentrop warned him “not to get too 
close to Russia,” assured him that Germany stood ready to attack Russia 
if Russia ever endangered Japan’s rear, and finally agreed that a, Russo- 
Japanese understanding would do no harm. .

When M atsuoka had “sat inscrutably” for a week, eager to hear ever 
m ore and m ore of Ribbentrop’s boastful persuasions, Ribbentrdp?s trans: 
lator Dr. Schmidt* noted that the proceedings were beginning, to tax the 
“GiJbert-and-Sullivan” talents of the Third Reich’s protocol' officers. The - 
dapper, energetic M atsuoka was a dwarf beside the sleek and bloated 
Ribbentrop. Cartoonists figured a shrewd sparrow beside a large pouter, 
pigeon. : >

On A pril 1 M atsuoka sensed that his entertainment was -growing weari- 
some to his hosts and gave them a brief respite by taking a Uvo-day side- 
journey to Rom e to talk with Mussolini; After enjoying U D uce’s most 
hospitable pomp he returned to Berlin for further soundings of German 
intentions. Hitler again granted him private audience and voluntarily 
committed himself to an assurance which Japan had not asked for: Jf 
Japan gets into a conflict with the United States, Germany on her part 
will take the necessary steps at once. . . . Germany will participate in case 
of a conflict between Japan  and America.” v

'' • : . .v  ' '■ -HUGGING THE 'BEAR, / , /

.Matsuoka- began: his return.to  the Hast,on April 6. Deceits 
iirhis'..ears',,b\iV.:He traveled. with a, light heart for:die’ 
truth than anybody else. H itle r .demanded 'vehemently^ that;



On this assurance, while orthodox admirals wracked their brains for 
other, less desperate solutions to the problem of Japan’s imperial am
bition, Yamamoto went ahead and began training his most trustworthy 
fleet officers for the parts they would have to play in his scheme.1 Late in 
the spring of 1941 he selected the harbor of Kagoshima, the old capital 
of the seagoing Satsuma clan, as the site for carrier-pilot exercises, in 
dive bombing and low-level torpedo-dropping runs. Aside from its his
toric associations as the sixteenth century womb of the Japanese Navy, 
Kagoshima harbor was suitable because its topography closely resembled 
that of Pearl Harbor.

Passive Resistance ,DI
{

UNIT 82

Yamamoto’s dutiful war planning for the,Navy was matched in the 
Army by a research team, known as Unit 82, set up in Taiwan. It came 
under the command of General Itagaki, the Baden-Baden Reliable who 
had expedited the planning for the conquest of Manchuria in 1929 and 
1930. The real brains behind the unit, however, were those of Lieutenant 
General Yamashita Tomoyuki, the later “Tiger of Malaya.” It was Yama- 
shita in 1934 and 1935 who had led on the young officers of the National 
Principle Group to mount the February Mutiny and so discredit the 
Strike-North Faction.

Before Tiger Yamashita could see his proposals for Unit 82 enacted, 
he was dispatched by Hirohito, in November 1940, to make a first-hand 
study of the Wehrmacht's preparations for the invasion of England. In 
Yamashita’s absence, an unsavory colonel from Army Intelligence, Hayashi 
Yoshihide, was put in charge of the unit.2 Hayashi, however, was given as 
assistant Yamashita’s most trusted minion in the intrigues of 1934 and 
1935, Tsuji Masanobu, the former military academy instructor, now a 
lieutenant colonel. Tsuji had made a name for himself in dispatches by 
his ruthlessly puritanic zeal as a field commander in China and at Nomon-

1 The details of this previously untold story come from verbal sources, but the 
crucial point is recorded in the most unimpeachable of all primary sources, a memo
randum written later that same year, in October, by Army Chief of Staff General 
Sugiyama: “In January 1941, in answer to Commander of Great Fleet Yamamoto, 
Emperor ordered Rear Admiral Onishi to research Hawaii attack."

It is an eloquent commentary on Japanese historical research that when this 
piece of primary documentary evidence—directly contradicting all the secondary 
accountŝ  previously printed—was published (together with other memoranda by 
Sugiyama) in Japan in 1967, It appears that not a single Japanese much less 
Western newspaper carried an item on it.

Hayashi had masterminded the Nonni Bridge Incident which had served as 
pretext for the Japanese invasion of northern Manchuria in November 1931. Later 
in 1942 and 1943 he would make himself feared and hated as the director general 
of Japanese Military Administration in the Philippines.-
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counted the possibility th a t the Japanese foreign minister could be sincere 
and had dwelt instead on his brash and boastful manners. So Matsuoka 
pressed ahead optimistically trying to persuade Steinhardt to plead his 
cause in Washington. H e told Steinhardt that Hitler and Ribbentrop—he 
really m eant H irobito— were urging him to sign a neutrality pact with the 
Soviet Union and that he  might have to comply. As yet, however, Foreign 
Commissar M olotov was asking Japanese concessions which Matsuoka 
thought he could represent a t home as too high a price to pay.

Leaving Steinhardt to rum inate on these subtle considerations, Matsuoka 
went on, buoyantly, to see Foreign Commissar Molotov. Having piqued 
M olotov’s curiosity by an apparent disinterest in advocating the proposed 
Soviet-Japanese pact, he at once left town for a sightseeing jaunt to the 
Hermitage art collection in Leningrad. Back in Moscow on April 12, after 
exerting his diplomatic charm as little as possible, he wired Tokyo that 
M olotov seemed unsympathetic and that the chance of concluding a pact 
with Russia was almost nil. The dour, pedantic Molotov that day would 
have been inclined to  agree. M atsuoka had larded the conversations thus 
far with a liberal sm ear of insult and German propaganda. Molotov, how
ever, did not know the full background as it was known to his master, 
Stalin.

R ed Army Intelligence had received the cipher from Soviet spy Sorge 
in Tokyo explaining that the IConoye circle wanted the neutrality pact 
in order to  free Japan to strike south. Young Saionji Kinkazu was in 
Moscow' with M atsuoka, fully instructed by Lord Privy Seal Kido. He was 
telling all commissars to whom he had introductions that Japan wished 
to avoid joining in the German attack which well-informed Russians knew 
to be imminent. One justifying scrap of paper to weigh against the Tri
partite Pact— that was all that Japan needed to remain on the sidelines.

From  Lavrenti Beria’s secret police apparatus and from the Red Army’s 
Fourth D epartm ent, Stalin had access to the full particulars of die Saionji 
and Sorge representations. On the morning after Matsuoka’s radiogram on 
the breakdown of negotiations, Stalin had a secretary phone Matsuoka and 
summon him at once to  a private audience in the bed-sitting room where 
Stalin did most of his w'ork.

M atsuoka took the offensive in the interview by lecturing Stalin on the 
meaning of the Japanese slogan Hakko Ichiu, Eight Corners Under One 
Canopy, which the first emperor, Jimmu, in the seventh century b.c. was 
supposed by mythologists to have proclaimed as the goal of the nation he 
was about to found. M atsuoka explained that the slogan did not mean 
that Japan hoped to  conquer the earth but that Japan hoped to bring 
together all the peoples of the earth under one tent of mutual respec 
and comfort. Stalin fidgeted and listened impatiently for ten minutes an
then interjected a single da, “Yes.” ,

Then the conversation a t once came down to business. Stalin urge

Triumvir of Asia



the entrance of Pearl Harbor. A monitor service was established for all 
radio messages in the Pearl Harbor area. The monitors got to know the 
call signals of the various ships in the U.S. Pacific fleet and the tastes of 
the various supply officers. After a few months of listening the monitors 
could tell which ships were in port by the orders for groceries delivered at 
various Pearl Harbor piers.

Farther to the east in Mexico, Japanese naval intelligence established a 
listening post in Baja California to keep track of U.S. Navy ship move
ments from West Coast ports and also an office in Mexico City to eaves
drop on the movements of the U.S. Atlantic fleet.

NATIONAL HALFHEARTEDNESS

Even while they presided over war preparations Admiral Yamamoto 
and his Army colleagues took every opportunity to plead with their political 
leaders “not to be dragged into war.” Again and again Yamamoto recited 
a refrain which he had first delivered to Prime Minister Prince Konoye in 
August 1940: “In the first six to twelve months of a war with the United 
States and Great Britain I will run wild and win victory upon victory. But 
then, if the war continues after that, I have no expectation of success.”

As the architect of the naval development program, Yamamoto was 
idolized in the ranks of the fleet and his views carried immense weight. 
His Army friend and counterpart, the strategic genius Lieutenant General 
Ishiwara Kanji, who had planned the conquest of Manchuria, agreed with 
Yamamoto and spread his gospel of caution to hundreds of junior officers 
in the Army.

By the end of January 1941 persistent failure to meet new, unrealistic 
ship and plane building schedules had persuaded many Japanese naval 
officers that haste was making waste and that the crash program inaugurated 
in September 1940 was actually retarding naval preparations. One of the 
few war plants which had met its norms was the mint which was printing 
paper money for use in the territories Japan hoped to conquer. There 
were pesos to spend in Manila, rupees to spend in Calcutta, pounds to 
spend in Brisbane, even dollars to spend in Honolulu—if and when enough 
ships could be built to transport the spenders. The worthless paper money 
became a joke in informed circles, and it was said that the crisp new bills 
“made ideal spills for lighting dream pipes.”

Army procurement officers knew the difficulties of their opposite numbers 
in the Navy and helped to spread dissatisfaction with war planning to the 
Army rank and file. After years of steady growth, the Army was not 
budgeted in 1941 to add so much as a single new division. Before the war 
with China there had been seventeen divisions. Seven new ones had been 
mustered in 1937, ten in 1938, thirteen in 1939, and eleven in 1940. Now, 
on the eve of war, because of the taxing demands on the economy made
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Matsuoka raised his glass: “We’re all Asiatics. Let’s drink to Asiatics.”
From  the reception Stalin insisted on accompanying Matsuoka to the 

railroad station. On the platform he embraced the Japanese foreign minister 
and said, “The European problem can be solved naturally if Japan and 
the Soviet Union co-operate.”

“N ot only the European problem ,” echoed Matsuoka. “Even Asia can 
be solved.”

“The whole world can be settled,” said Stalin.
A fter enduring one final embrace, the diminutive Matsuoka boarded 

the waiting Trans-Siberian express and escaped from Stalin’s hug.

KONOYE’S PEACE PLOT

O n his way hom e from  Moscow, M atsuoka dallied for five days of 
politicking in M anchukuo where he had spent the years 1935 to 1939 
as president of the South M anchuria Railroad Company. There he ex
plained his pact with Stalin to the leaders of the Kwantung Army and 
learned that he could still count on much Army support if he succeeded 
in turning Japan’s war preparations from the south to the north. On April 
20, when he was still in the Kwantung Leasehold port of Dairen, he 
received a  telephone call from Prime Minister Prince Konoye, asking him 
to come home at once for an im portant conference.

In  M atsuoka’s absence, Konoye had secretly developed a plan of his 
own for starting the diversionary conversations in Washington which were 
called fo r as a p art of the preparations for war, The previous fail two 
American M aryknoll Fathers had come to Tokyo to negotiate for the 
retention of R om an Catholic mission properties in Japan, Korea, and 
M anchuria which were in danger of government expropriation.5 A few 
days before Christmas, 1940, having had no luck in their mission, they 
were suddenly surprised by being allowed to see Foreign Minister Matsuoka 
in person. M atsuoka promised to do what he could for them if they would 
deliver a  message for him to President Roosevelt. Matsuoka explained 
tha t he wanted to get in touch directly with the President, through a line

5 The Konoye government, in a program reminiscent of 1601, was in piocess of 
de-emphasizing Christianity by organizing it into two denominations, one Catholic 
and one Protestant, both under the control of patriotic Japanese clerics.

The two Maryknoll Fathers were Bishop James Edward Walsh and Father ames 
M. Drought. Father Drought appears to have been the most active of the two e 
died before the preparation of this book, but his part in the affair has been ocu 
mented by Ladislas Farago, formerly of U.S. Naval Intelligence. Bishop Was va 
later imprisoned by the Chinese Communists and made headlines when he w 
released in 1970. His recollections differ in some slight details from Farago s accoun - 
For the most part Farago is followed here because his version fits best "with Japanese 
sources.
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the United States, Hirohito pressed for the accomplishment of two diplo
matic missions which had been promised to him at the time of the Tri
partite Pact decision: negotiation of understandings with the Soviet Union 
and with the United States. In his straightforward way Hirohito wanted the 
Soviet Union to agree not to attack Japan from the rear when she began to 
strike south in pursuit of the wealth of the Indies. In return he was willing 
to relinquish Japanese oil and coal rights in the upper, Russian half of the 
northern island of Sakhalin, lying between Hokkaido and Kamchatka, and 
to promise Stalin that Japan would not aid Germany in any future war 
against the U.S.S.R.

The purpose of negotiating with the United States was more subtle. 
Hirohito thought that the U.S. government, in view of its probable commit
ment soon to join England in the war against Flitler, might be willing to 
advise Chiang Kai-shek to cede Manchuria and adjacent provinces to 
Japan in return for Japanese withdrawal from most of central and south
ern China. In addition, to keep the samurai sword sheathed, the United 
States might agree to special trade and oil exploitation rights for Japan in 
Southeast Asia and the Indies. By consolidating and expanding such foot
holds, Japan might be able to gain the objectives of the Strike South without 
having to fight for them. If the United States stood on principle and refused 
to make the necessary concessions, a second function would be served by 
the Washington negotiations: they would gain time for the Navy and lull 
the Americans into a false sense of security while Yamamoto was preparing 
his attack plans. Most important, the negotiations, if skillfully reported in 
the Japanese press, would unite the nation behind the war effort, per
suading pro-American Japanese that everything had been tried and that the 
United States still remained intractable.

Hirohito entrusted the American half of his diplomatic offensive to a 
sixty-four-year-old admiral, a genial six-foot tower of a man with a broad 
shoulder for responsibility, Nomura Kichisaburo. A Court emissary 
approached Nomura and asked him to accept the post of ambassador in 
Washington immediately after the Tripartite Pact decision in September 
1940. At first, however, Nomura refused the appointment. He knew that 
he was being selected because, as a  naval attache in Washington during 
World War I, he had struck up a personal acquaintance with Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, then Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Nomura was pessimistic 
about exacting concessions from the United States, and he was aware that 
he might be used as a blind while Japan was training her guns. Through
out October 1940 he continued to refuse the Washington post, explaining 
candidly that he wanted no part in an “act which might disgrace the 
nation.” Finally in November Hirohito summoned Nomura to a private 
audience and assured him that the U.S. negotiations would be carried out 
in a spirit of realistic sincerity. Then and only then did Nomura capitulate 
and agree to serve. r t
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The Japanese government cannot admit, through official channels . 
that the Japanese would now welcome an opportunity to change their in
ternational, and modify their China, positions. . . .  If the conservative 
authorities . . .  can win, by diplomacy, a safe economic and international 
position, public opinion in Japan would restore the conservatives to complete 
control.

President Roosevelt welcomed the Japanese feeler. Like Prime Minister 
Konoye he felt that he needed time, politically as well as militarily, to 
prepare for entry into W orld W ar U. Over Secretary of State Cordell 
H ull’s objections, he appointed Postmaster General Walker a “presidential 
agent,” with a budget from the President’s unvouchered funds/to run down 
the sincerity of the Japanese overture. W alker gave a go-ahead to the 
M aryknoll Fathers. On February 14, financier Ikawa, the guide who had 
led them through the bureaucratic labyrinths of Tokyo seven weeks earlier, 
arrived in San Francisco on the same ship with Admiral Nomura, Hiro- 
hito’s new am bassador to Washington.

Ikawa, who had many friends on Wall Street and an American wife, 
quickly vouched for the authenticity of the proposal which the Fathers 
had  brought hom e from Tokyo. To satisfy Postmaster General Walker 
th a t the proposal also had the backing of Japan’s “militarists,” Ikawa sum
moned from  Tokyo Colonel Iwakuro Hideo, the chief of the Military 
Affairs Section of the W ar Ministry, a henchman of Military Affairs Bureau 
Chief M uto and a trusted subordinate of W ar Minister Tojo.° Colonel 
Iw akuro arrived in New Y ork on M arch 21 and two weeks later, on April 
5, a “draft understanding” which he and Ikawa had approved was sub
mitted to President Roosevelt. The President was satisfied that it followed 
both the spirit and letter of the Fathers’ original understanding and 
instructed Secretary of State Cordell Hull to present it to Ambassador 
N om ura as a basis for official U .S.-Japanese negotiations.

H ull’s brilliant assistant on Oriental matters, Dr. Stanley Hombeck, 
warned Postm aster General W alker: “Nothing that might be agreed upon 
between the American and the Japanese governments within the next few 
days or weeks will substantially alter the world situation in its material 
aspects. . . . The decision of Japanese leaders whether or not to move 
southward will be m ade in the light of the physical situation in Europe as 
they view it. and the physical situation in the Pacific as they view it. 

Nevertheless H ull presented the “draft proposal,” as it was being cal e ,

G Iwakuro, after the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi, was the Army’s leading economic 
wizard. He had been responsible for inviting the cartel of Ayukawa Gisu e, a 
U.S.-oriented believer in common stock and public ownership, to take over c 
muddled development of Manchukuo in 1936. After World War J l Iwakuro wou 
become the chief purchasing agent of U.S. arms for Japan’s modern Self-De ense 
Forces.
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Minister Konoye and War Minister Tojo. He clearly had the fault of 
vanity. He loved the limelight and moved everywhere with a troupe of 
newsmen at his heels. Hirohito suspected that the shy and furtive Konoye 
was merely jealous of Matsuoka. *

And so, in early 1941, Hirohito disregarded Konoye’s doubts and gave 
Matsuoka leave to spend a month in Russia, Germany, and Italy, satisfying 
his stated need for first-hand knowledge of “world realities.” In so doing, 
Hirohito made a mistake. He enabled Matsuoka to gain a position of 
importance in the eyes of the public and from that position to launch a six- 
month campaign of Subversive procrastination against the imperial pro
gram.3

Matsuoka did not want Japan to sign a pact of neutrality with the 
U.S.S.R. because he hoped secretly that Japan would soon join Germany 
in war with the U.S.S.R. He knew from the reports of the Japanese 
Embassy in Berlin that, unless Ukrainian wheat and Caucasian oil were 
made available in desired quantities to the Reich’s purchasing agents, 
Hitler might soon abrogate his nonaggression pact with Stalin and attack 
the Soviet Union. Matsuoka anticipated that Germany might win such a 
war quickly, in which case Japan would be unsafe from German aggression 
unless she held, as buffer zone, the eastern third of the Soviet Union. Then 
again Germany might bog down in Russia in a war that would last for 
decades. In that case Great Britain, supported by the United States, would 
ultimately win and Japan would be judged least harshly if she had attacked 
only communism. For the moment Matsuoka placed prime importance, for 
both personal and patriotic reasons, on the avoidance of war with the 
United States.

Passive Resistance

MATSUOKA’S GRAND TOUR

On February 3, 1941, Prime Minister Konoye and the chiefs- of the 
Army and Navy met in liaison conference to consider Matsuoka’s proposed 
trip to Berlin. They agreed that he was “voluble and unconventional” and 
recommended that his powers and objectives be carefully explained to him 
before he set out. In particular they requested that Matsuoka make no 
promises to Hitler about an immediate Japanese attack on Singapore.

Since the signing of the Tripartite Pact the German military attaches in 
Tokyo had had a sand table set up at their embassy to show Japanese 
visitors how easy it would be to take Singapore. Naval members of Imperial 
Headquarters had witnessed the table-top demonstrations and had returned

3 The type of devious passive resistance in which Matsuoka was indulging was 
common in Japan at that time. U.S Ambassador Grew reported several examples 
m the spring of 1941. In a translation of a speech by Hitler run in one of the 
English-language newspapers, foi instance, a mischievous Japanese typesetter had 
changed “H e n e n v o tk , the master race,” to “hairy horde, the monster ape."
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negotiations conducted in; that spirit would only exacerbate ill will when 
they were broken off. : /  ■■ ■ y : ; :j :S:.

W hen M atsuoka’s limousine drew up in the palace at ,7:30 p .m ., he was 
received in audience immediately by Hirohito. He delivered a hurried report 
on his hobnobbing with the dictators of the world and gratefully accepted 
an invitation to take lunch, with the Em peror four days later in. order to 
reveal the full particulars. Then M atsuoka rushed on to the prime minister’s 
official residence to  attend; a; liaison conference with Konoye, the inner 
Cabinet, and the chiefs of staff. : , ; :

. A t .this conference M atsuoka, gave, an enthusiastic and boastful des
cription of his dealings with Hitler and Stalin and then, when the negoti
ations with Roosevelt came up, dismissed them as just another feeler. 
Complaining of weariness after his long journeys, he excused himself at 
1T:00 p .m . and left his colleagues to deliberate alone on the Japanese 

. response to the “draft proposal” forwarded by Ambassador Nomura., The 
military, m en stayed on with Prince Konoye for another eighty minutes 
and agreed to pursue the Washington negotiations “regardless of the 
foreign- minister’s attitude.”

F or the next ten days M atsuoka basked in attention, “recovered from 
fatigue,” and refused to  do anything about the note awaiting his reply 
from  Ambassador Nom ura. Finally on May 3 he dispatched an “interim 
reply,” telling N om ura that the “draft proposal” was being studied and 

. asking him to look  into the possibility of concluding a full-scale neutrality 
pact with the United States which would obligate both countries to stay, 
out of the, war. W hen Chief of Staff Sugiyama pointed out to him that 
this . postu ring 'and . procrastination would only succeed in making the 
United States distrustful of the negotiations, Matsuoka replied with, an ir
relevant taunt. I f  the Army had followed his advice and seized Singapore 
the previous autumn, he said, this whole difficult situation would never 
have come up. . ' . .

;; On M ay 8 another liaison conference was called between Cabinet.and. 
Supreme Command to put pressure on Matsuoka and force him tô  au
thorize Am bassador Nomura to proceed with negotiations on the basis of 
the “draft proposal.” M atsuoka continued to play for time. “It is my in
tention,” he said, “ to prevent the. United States from entering the war, 
and to make her withdraw from China. So please don’t rush me.”
' Navy M inister Oikawa replied that in his opinion the United States 
did riot want to enter the war; that she had everything to gain and nothing 
to lose by measures short of war; and that the time would never be riper 
than now for Japan to make a negotiated advance into Southeast Asia 
while the United States was preoccupied with helping Britain. . y .P  
,. On -the contrary, countered M atsuoka, the likelihood that the U. , 
would not enter . the war had recently decreased from .70 p e r  cent io 
60 per cent. His colleagues looked at one another in amusement at is.



to strike south and needed only some assurance of Soviet neutrality in rear 
areas before doing so. The alternative, he stressed, might be Japanese 
participation in a German invasion of the Soviet Union.

After a parting audience with Hirohito on March l l , 4 Foreign Minister 
Matsuoka set out on M arch 12 with Saionji Kinkazu and other technicians 
to ride the long tracks of the Trans-Siberian Railway. He arrived in 
Moscow on March 15 and spent ten days there talking in a desultory way 
about the possibility of a Soviet-Japanese neutrality pact. Since he wanted 
Japan to fight Russia as a preventive to the ills of fighting the United 
States, he did not throw himself wholeheartedly into his task. With nothing 
accomplished, he went on to Berlin, where he arrived on March 26.

That night Hitler was preoccupied with an unforeseen political coup in 
Yugoslavia which forced him to invade that country. He postponed his 
state reception of Matsuoka until the next day, March 27. He had already, 
three weeks earlier, written and circulated a memo to his officers explaining 
German objectives in dealing with the Japanese foreign minister:

It must be the aim of the collaboration based upon the Tripartite Pact to 
induce Japan as soon as possible to take active measures in the Far East. . . . 
Operation Barbarossa [the scheduled attack on Russia] will create most favor
able political and military prerequisites. . . . The seizure of Singapore as 
the key British position in the Far East would mean a decisive success for 
the entire war conduct of the Three Powers. . . . The Japanese must not be 
given any intimation of the Barbarossa operation.

The state secretary of the German Foreign Office, Ernst Weizsacker, 
and the German naval commander in chief, Erich Raeder, both disagreed 
with Hitler’s desire to keep secrets from the Japanese and asked that Mat
suoka be told about the planned invasion of Russia.

On March 27, as soon as Hitler had delivered orders to deal with the 
little problem of Yugoslavia, Matsuoka was given a Wagnerian stage 
reception of black boots in goose step and of dinner in full dress at the 
Reichskcmzlerei. That night and for the next week, Matsuoka remained 
closeted with the highest officials of the Third Reich, spending the best 
part of four days with Ribbentrop and of four hours, on two occasions, 
with Hitler. He learned that for the time being Hitler had definitely sus
pended Operation Sea Lion, the invasion of England. Nevertheless, Ribben
trop pressed him to agree to an immediate Japanese attack on British 
Malaya. Hitler told him that “never in the human imagination” had a 
nation been presented with such favorable opportunities. “The moment 
will never return. It is unique in history.” For once in his life Matsuoka

4 At which he proudly reported the conclusion of Japan’s successful, self-interested 
Mediation of the border dispute between Thailand and French Indochina. He made 
nuich of the fact that this was the first time that Japan had ever played the part 
°f a Big-Power arbitrator.
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M ay 2 D r. Heinrich Stahmer, the chief of Japanese-Reich relations in the 
G erm an Foreign Ministry, had  called Am bassador Oshima in Berlin to 
tell him, w ith icy hysteria: “It has been established that the U.S. govern
m ent is reading Am bassador Nom ura’s coded messages.” Oshima cabled 
this appalling news to M atsuoka on May 3. M atsuoka considered it for 
two days and then cabled Nom ura in W ashington: “It appears almost 
certain that the U.S. government is reading your code messages.” At the 
same time M atsuoka urgently requested further particulars from Oshima.

In  Berlin Oshim a could learn only that his clearance for briefings on 
G erm an preparations for w ar with Russia had been revoked, effective 
A pril 30, and tha t his earlier reports home on German war preparations 
had  somehow got into the hands of the U.S. government which had made 
them  available to the Soviet government. Since these reports had been 
sent to Tokyo and then relayed to Nom ura in Washington in Japan’s 
highest-security code, it was apparent tha t either the Americans could 
read the code o r a high official in the Japanese Foreign Service was a 
traitor. M atsuoka a t once ordered a complete security investigation of the 
Japanese Em bassy in W ashington, of Oshima’s staff in Berlin, and of his 
own Foreign M inistry Telegraphic Section in Tokyo.

In  W ashington the U.S. Arm y’s Signal Intelligence Service and the ll.S. 
Navy’s Op-20-G, the two cryptanalytic units in the intelligence sections of 
the armed services, ordered their own outraged investigations. Decoded 
intercepts of the frenzied M atsuoka-Oshima-Nomura exchange revealed 
that the U.S. ability to read Japan’s top-secret messages was now, itself, 
an exposed secret. This m eant that one of the handful of U.S. officials 
cleared to read  Magic— as the decoded intercepts were called—had talked 
too much. Worse, it m eant that the Japanese would probably change their 
codes— change them on the eve of w ar when there might not be time to 
break any new codes.

U.S. cryptanalysis of Japanese government messages had begun in 1922 
during the post-W orld W ar I  Washington Naval Limitations Conference. 
I t  had  continued m ore o r less regularly ever since, first in the State De
partm ent, then in the office of Naval Intelligence, then in the offices of 
both N aval and Arm y Intelligence. In  1928 the original genius of this 
eavesdropping effort, H erbert O. Yardley, had grown so disgruntled by 
lack of appreciation fo r his head-splitting efforts that he had turned traitor 
and sold the secret of his work to the Japanese for $7,000.8 As a result 
the Japanese had learned early of American cryptanalytic ingenuity an 
had taken pains ever since to  change and improve their codes frequen y-

8 Because of extenuating circumstances and the amount of undivulged M0™'18 
tion which Yardley still possessed, he was not tried for treason. Instead he re u 
to U.S. government payrolls d u r i n g  World War II and was buried wjih 
honors at Arlington Cemetery in 1958.
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her part as an ally by attacking Singapore. But Hitler was obviously 
planning a war soon with the Soviet Union and would no doubt be satis
fied if Japan waited a while and attacked Siberia instead. Hirohito favored 
the attack on Singapore but was not yet ready for the concomitant of war 
with the United States. He wanted Matsuoka to safeguard the Japanese 
rear in Manchuria by concluding a pact of mutual neutrality with Russia. 
If necessary Matsuoka would have to obey his instructions. But later, when 
the German-Soviet war broke out, he could tell Hirohito that the totali
tarian diplomats of the New Order regarded such scraps of paper lightly. 
The Japanese Army General Staff had wanted for decades to fight Russia. 
The Wehrmacht's drive on Moscow would provide the perfect opportunity. 
To spurn it would be politically difficult for Hirohito. It looked as if, after 
all, Matsuoka might be able to save Japan from war with the United 
States and fulfill all his promises to friends in the West.

Arriving in Moscow on April 8, Matsuoka paid his first call not on 
Foreign Commissar Molotov but on American Ambassador Laurence 
Steinhardt. Over lunch he resumed with Steinhardt a belly talk on the 
world situation which he had started fifteen days earlier on his way to 
Berlin. In the course of these two conversations Matsuoka revealed much 
about his own motives. He wanted Japan to avoid war with the United 
States, he said, because he felt grateful for his boyhood years in Seattle. 
At the same time, he warned, Japan might be obliged by the Tripartite 
Pact to fight the United States if Roosevelt insisted on siding with Great 
Britain against Germany. Matsuoka made it clear that his friendly feelings 
did not extend to the British and that he regarded them as the despoilers 
and enslavers of the Orient. The sooner Hitler conquered Great Britain, 
he said, the better. And he protested that U.S. aid to Chiang Kai-shek 
and Churchill was prolonging war and misery on two continents.

In his outward-bound conversation with Steinhardt, Matsuoka had sug
gested that Japan was weary of war with China and might be willing to 
withdraw most of her forces from China if the United States would help 
by persuading Chiang Kai-shek to co-operate in saving the face of the 
Japanese Army. Matsuoka had added that U.S. leaders were naturally 
suspicious of him because of his action in leading Japan out of the League 
of Nations in 1933 but that they would find him a good friend if they 
would give him a chance. President Roosevelt, he said, was known as 
a shrewd poker player. Would he not gamble on Matsuoka’s sincerity 
and assist him in the delicate task of handling anti-American elements in 
Tokyo? Finally Matsuoka stated that it was to the Soviet Union’s advantage 
to encourage war between Japan and the United States.

Now, at his second meeting with Steinhardt, on April 8, Matsuoka 
was disappointed to learn that Steinhardt had cabled Washington the gist 
of his March twenty-fourth remarks but had not as yet received any 
response to the suggestion that Roosevelt should mediate the Sino-Japanese 
war, Matsuoka did not know that Steinhardt in his report home had dis-
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officials who were given a glimpse ;of Magic^;n^sag^\;w iieii 
judged to have “a need to know.” As a result-Welles; did ^ot: appreciate ■  ̂
the full importance of Magic nor:the years of intellectual:labof which had ;: 
m ade Magicpossible. H is “need to know” was determined by a project he : 
was working on: to bring the Soviet Union out of the spell of Hitler’s 
strength to the side of the Anglo-American alliance. For this purpose he 
had shown a Magic translation of one of Ambassador Oshima’s Purple- 
Code dispatches on the forthcoming Russo-German war to the Soviet am-/ 
bassador in W ashington, Constantin Oumansky. Oumansky had then coh- 
frorited the G erm an am bassador in W ashington, Dr. Hans Thomsen, with -1 
it, and Thom sen had warned Ribbentrop in Berlin that- Japanese security 
was not secure. • . - -

While U.S. intelligence officers waited in misery for a completely new 
departure in Japanese coding techniques, Foreign Minister Matsuoka and 
one of his old cronies from M anchuria, the chief of the Telegraphic Sec
tion in the Foreign Ministry, conducted their investigation of everyone 
connected with the codes at home and abroad. Originally'Japanese naval 
officers had  invented the Purple Code and' had  built the Purple-Code 
machines with Foreign M inistry funds. Now, however, the highest-security- , 
naval communications were all being dispatched in the new Admirals’ 
Code, developed at the insistence of Yamamoto and su re to rem ainun-::1 
cracked for m any months to come. Army codes, too, were not in question . . 
and A m bassador Oshima in Berlin was an Army man, alieutenahtgeherri^/: 
F o r these reasons M atsuoka and the Telegraphic Section chief ; in ;the .: 
Foreign Ministry were able to conclude their'investigation with a' white
wash. ■■■■-■ . ' .. V;’A-

On. M ay 19, M atsuoka subm itted-a report on his investigation • to ’.the?-; 
Cabinet and to the palace stating that no traitors had been ̂ imcpyried^.- 
that the machine codes of both R ed and Purple remained unbreakable, and 
that the security leaks alleged by the Germans were the results of routine. , 
Am erican cryptanalysis of messages sent m  the qid-fashi(?nedf papefcahdf • £ 
pencil, subsidiary codes of Japan. These lesser: codes would. now be re- v 
vised, but Code Purple and Code R ed would continue to be used and ; • 
could be considered fail-safe. . ;;;::

M atsuoka and a num ber of the. clerks under himknew.:,that .̂’-s .
intelligence-regarding German, war-with Rusria had never been entrusted
to -One of the subsidiary pencil-and-paper codes. Yet Matsuoka succeeded ; 
ostensibly in persuading Hirohito and the N avy.G eneral^Staffi^t- G?. ;
Purple was still secure: For the remaining six months before-PearlHaxb^ : 
all top-secret. Japanese diplom atipm essages went Von '':b^ngtsto t;:m ; p ^ , ^  
Purple and being read by U.S. intelligence officers in :Army S.I.S. ?n. . 
Navy Op-20-G. 'l
. ‘ The American beneficiaries of M atsuoka’s generosity could not a t  .nrs 
believe their own good fortune. They warned that future Purple messages - - ̂
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that Japan sell him the southern Japanese half of Sakhalin, the island 
between Hokkaido and Kamchatka, which had been partitioned after the 
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. Matsuoka replied that he was em
powered to give away some Japanese coal and oil rights in the northern 
Russian half of Sakhalin but that the southern half of the island was now 
settled with Japanese and that Russia would be well advised to look for 
territorial expansion in the direction of Arabia and Iran rather than in 
islands near the Japanese homeland.

Stalin crinkled his mouth in a smile and said, “I agree.” He pushed 
forward the proposed Japanese text of the Soviet-Japanese non-aggression 
pact and said, “Let’s initial it.” So they did and Matsuoka withdrew from 
the Kremlin greatly impressed and astonished.

The next day, April 14, less than forty-eight hours after his pessimistic 
cable home, an unexceptionable draft of the required pact lay before 
Matsuoka in his hotel suite, and Commissar Molotov was waiting to escort 
him to a celebration in the Kremlin. Stalin was again on hand and 
personally arranged the chairs for the speech making and vodka drinking 
which followed. When Matsuoka worried about missing his train home, 
Stalin called the commissar of transportation and told him to hold the 
Trans-Siberian express that night until whatever hour Matsuoka and his 
party might arrive at the station to board it.

At the end of the formal speeches, teetotaler Stalin raised a glass of 
red juice and boomed: “Banzai for the Emperor!”

In response Matsuoka raised his own glass and said: “The treaty has 
been made. I do not lie. If I lie. my head shall be yours. If you lie, 
rest assured that I will come for your head.”

Stalin winced slightly and then said, with great seriousness, “My head 
is important to my country. So is yours to your country. Let’s take care 
to keep both our heads on our shoulders.”

Then Stalin toasted the Japanese delegation, taking special care to 
praise the contribution of its military members and of the Japanese ambas
sador, retired Lieutenant General “Peerless Pimp” Tatekawa.

“These military and naval men have concluded the neutrality pact 
from the standpoint of the general situation,” replied Matsuoka mirth
lessly, “but they are really always thinking of how to defeat the Soviet 
Union.”

Stalin refused to be distracted by Matsuoka’s surliness.
The Japanese Army,” he said, “is very strong. The United States may 

build a large navy but it will never have the spiritual strength of the 
Japanese Navy. Then again, I wish to remind all Japanese military men 
that Soviet Russia today is not the corrupt czarist imperial Russia which 
you once defeated.”

After more toasts, Stalin said to Matsuoka, “You are an Asiatic and 
so am I.”
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Nothing that happened in the following week tended to vindicate 
M atsuoka in  his claims. N om ura reported pessimistically on U.S. reactions. 
Oshim a cabled from Berlin that he had had  to soothe Ribbentrop by 
telling him th a t the purpose of the W ashington negotiations was to give 
“ the pro-Am erican groups among the Japanese people the impression that 
reconciliation between Japan and the United States is impossible.” In 
Java the D utch colonial government was so unintimidated by Matsuoka’s 
big talk that the head of the Japanese negotiating team there reported 
deadlock and dem anded that he be recalled to Japan so that he could 
spend his time in some more useful service.

Prim e M inister Prince Konoye called a  liaison conference of the Cabinet 
and General Staff chiefs on M ay 22 to talk over these negative results. 
H irohito sent his thirty-six-year-old brother Prince Takamatsu to sit in on 
the proceedings as a member of the Navy General Staff.10 Nothing daunted, 
M atsuoka pu t in one of his better performances, conjuring up bewildering 
geopolitical contingencies on almost every continent. Finally the level
headed Prince Takam atsu intervened personally in an effort to pin Mat
suoka down:

M atsuoka: I would like to discontinue negotiations with the Netherlands 
East Indies and recall Yoshizawa. I  would also like to have the timing left up 
to me.
A Certain P erson [Prince T akamatsu]: I can well understand that the 
present attitude of the Netherlands East Indies brings us to the point of re
calling Yoshizawa; but it is British and American support that allows the 
East Indies to assume this sort of stance. If we take this final step against the 
East Indies [of ceasing to negotiate], it means pushing forward with military 
operations for Malaya and even for the Philippines. It is therefore a grave 
decision, by which the nation will sink or swim, and such matters as sched
uling and implementation must be given sufficient thought.
M atsuoka: If we do not make up our minds, won’t Germany, Britain, the 
United States, and the Soviet Union be united in the end and bring pressure 
to bear on Japan? It is possible that Germany and the Soviet Union may form 
an alliance and turn against Japan, and also possible that the United States 
may begin a war with Japan. I would like to know how the Army and Navy 
chiefs of staff intend to deal with such eventualities.

10 Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama, who to o k  the only available minutes of the 
liaison conferences, complies with the imperial taboo by calling Prince Takamatsu 
simply B o , a Certain Person. Gossip alone identifies B o  as the prince, ana men 
in a position to know do not deny the identification. Moreover, at the eight im
portant liaison conferences in which he took part-—those of May 22 and 29, June ’ 
16 and 25, August 16 and September 20 and 25— B o  cut short generals and gri e 
ministers of state with an incisive authority unimaginable in anyone of lesser ran..
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} .that wouldbe clear-;"of .-tapping by the usual censors, code-breakers, and 
timid diplomatic officials, so that he and President Roosevelt could do 

. something man tom an  about resolving the growing war tensions.
Word of'Matsuoka’s essay in private diplomacy leaked from his staff 

tb Prime Minister Konoye. Konoye had the two Maryknoll Fathers sum- 
7 . moned to-his official residence and told that their efforts would be greatly 
/  enhanced ;if;backed by the Army. The fathers agreed and, to their surprise, 

were sent on to interviews with Rear Admiral Oka Takasumi, chief of the 
Naval Affairs Bureau in the Navy Ministry and Major General Muto 
Akira, chief of the. Military Affairs Bureau in the War Ministry. These two 
veterans'-in .Hirohito’s cabal persuaded the fathers, that the military, in 
whom, all. real power in Japan was thought to reside, genuinely wanted 
to' avoid war and had a concrete proposal to offer Roosevelt. Oka and 
Muto, outlined the main points of the proposal and entrusted the working 
out. of- the -final wording to the fathers themselves and to a well-connected 

. fixer and go-between of the financial world, Ikawa Tadao, who had been 
acting as their guide.

The salient points of the proposal were these: Japan would withdraw 
. her troops from all but the northeastern corner of China in return for 

Chinese recognition of Manchukuo and a new Chinese government formed 
by \ merger of the 'Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Ching-wei regimes. The 
United ̂ States would help Japan procure oil, rubber, tin, and nickel in 
return for a promise that “Japanese activities in the southwestern Pacific 

. area shall be.carried on by peaceful means.” The United States and Japan 
would act jointly'to prevent the transfer of existing colonies, in the T ar 

Tast-frote .qinb’European piaster to another, to guarantee the independence 
■ of the.-.Philippines; and to persuade Great Britain to give up her Far 

Eastern “doorways” of-Hong Kong and Singapore. Finally the United States 
'•V.- ; ^ ^ l 8Jyef.‘‘amicable consideration” to easing. Japanese immigration to' 
' iAmerica and the. southwestern Pacific area.
t. , The two Maryknoll Fathers embarked for the United States on December 
b ?8;;T940,:;enthusiastic about the importance and-realism of their mission. 
.r.Onjarriyingyin San Francisco one of them telephoned-a friend, financier- 

y Ley;is;^trauss,;thedatCT Energy' Commission chairman, and asked
him-howbest to -proceed. Strauss provided ah introduction to former 

, y , -^fesident yHoover’ who was living in Palo .Alto. Hoover‘-suggested that: the' 
Tathers proceed at once to Washington and- see Postmaster General.-Frank.

a Roman Catholic.- On January 23; 1941, Postmaster 
Walker took the two peacemakers to the White House where they sat 

• .down- in the Oval Study ' and explained the whole background of the 
,,v -^ ? ^ |^ F fb p p sa l 'jn , a.three-hbur tete-a-tete withRoosevelt. The President ?

.tlhbir;;Stojry.'. and by a memo which they left with. him,.
^ - i n . - p a r t : i'--,y'^.;- ^ ;'r .y
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M atsuoka with some responsibility for having originated the unfortunate 
conversations with the’United States.

“D idn’t you get an American priest,” he asked, “to start things off?”
“N o,” said M atsuoka. “I did not. I know who did, but please do not 

press me now to tell you who it was.”
Prince Takam atsu fell siient, knowing that it had been Prime Minister 

Prince Konoye.
Finally, on June 5, the long-awaited cable arrived from General Oshima 

in Berlin saying that Hitler had officially informed him that the Third 
Reich would soon open war on Russia. Oshima advised Tokyo that, if an 
attack could not yet be mounted against Great Britain in Singapore, it 
would be well to co-operate with Hitler by striking at the Soviet rear in 
Siberia.

The next day, June 6, a brief liaison conference was held which was 
so secret that Chief of Staff Sugiyama kept no notes on it. Lord Privy 
Seal Kido’s diary suggests that the Em peror may have attended it per
sonally for twenty-five minutes. According to Hirohito’s report to Kido 
later in the day, M atsuoka was insisting that there was still a 60 per cent 
chance of a German-Russian reconciliation but that until the outcome 
was clear all Japanese negotiations and decisions should be postponed. 
Certainly the Foreign Ministry should not now antagonize the United 
States by asking the French colonial government of Indochina for bases 
within striking distance of Singapore.

The next day, on June 7, at still another liaison conference, Matsuoka 
greatly enlarged the areas for doubt by musing, “I  wonder whether Hitler’s 
intention to wage w ar is actually based on his reported intentions to smash 
communism. I  wonder if instead he does not intend to attack [Russia] be
cause the w ar is going to last for twenty or thirty years.”

“I think,” added Chief of Staff Sugiyama, in a parenthesis in the notes 
that he was taking, “that we will have to be alert to the possibility of a 
reconciliation between Britain and Germany.” In  short a Japanese move 
on Singapore was rapidly losing its most attractive aspects. Germany 
might begin to prefer a Japanese move against Russia and Great Britain 
might feel free to send back adequate defense forces to Singapore. In the 
days that followed urgent messages went out from the officials of the War 
Ministry to the military aides at the embassies in Berlin and Rome asking 
for immediate warning of any signs of slackening in Anglo-German hos
tility.

In the impending Russo-German war, Matsuoka had at last found a 
good issue which brought him allies. The officers of the General Staff who 
had grown up  with the mission of fighting a continental war against Russia 
began to smile at him during conferences and listen to his arguments. Even 
some members of the imperial family— notably Prince Higashikuni an 
Prince Fushimi— began to show sympathy for his views. If Hitler wou
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to Ambassador Nomura for official transmission to Tokyo. Nomura Cabled 
it on to Prime Minister Konoye on April 17, admitting knowledge of its 
background, stating its official U.S. government support, and asking for 
speedy action on it.

Konoye at once called the palace and explained all that had developed 
to Birohito. The next morning Hirohito gave an audience to Ambassador 
Kurusu Saburo, the diplomat who had recently returned from Germany 
where he had signed the Tripartite Pact on behalf of Japan. Kurusu was 
to be sent laterin  the year to assist Ambassador Nomura in dragging out 
the negotiations in Washington. After consulting Ambassador Kurusu, 
Birohito summoned Prime Minister Konoye and told him to pursue the 
tack of the “draft proposal” as far as he wished but to remember that 
Japan must “keep faith with Hitler” and “must not jeopardize realization 
of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.”

The next day Konoye cleared the “draft proposal.” as a basis for the 
U.S. negotiations, with the War and Navy ministers and with the two 
chiefs of staff, General Sugiyama and Admiral Nagano Osami.' It was 
then that Konoye phoned Matsuoka and asked him to cut short his tri
umphant progress through Manchuria and come home at once.

}

MATSUOKA’S STALL

Matsuoka deplaned at Tachikawa Air Base outside Tokyo on the morn
ing of April 22. In his limousine, on the way to the palace to greet the 
Emperor, he was told by his vice minister about the Bishop Walsh 
negotiations in Washington. He pretended to be greatly put out that, during 
his magnificent accomplishments in Berlin and Moscow, others had usurped 
his office at home and begun making foreign policy without him. He knew 
that his government colleagues, as a matter of automatic Japanese etiquette, 
would defer to him if he seemed to feel that he had lost face. He had 
hoped to use the Bishop Walsh pipeline to draw Roosevelt into his private 
plan to embroil Japan in war with Russia. He was dismayed that his pipe 
had been uncovered and made into an official conduit. But now, as his 
future actions would show, he was resolved to subvert the Washington 
talks and break them off as quickly as possible. He saw that they were 
unrealistic. He knew that Hirohito and the Army and Navy would never 
concede enough to make possible a genuine settlement with the United 
States. He realized that formal diplomatic negotiations would be used 
by both sides to gain time for their own purposes. He could imagine that

7 Nagano had replaced Prince Fushimi as Navy chief of staff ten days earlier, 
thereby completing the imperial family’s withdrawal from public posts of military 
responsibility. Prince Kanin had retired in favor of General Sugiyama as Army chief 
of staff the previous October. :
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typhoon season in November. Navy Minister Oikawa chimed in with a 
rem ark to the effect that the Navy had  never considered one of the
possibilities raised by M atsuoka— that of an Anglo-Russian alliance__and
would like time to investigate it.

Prince Takam atsu, however, was not to be put off. Looking blackly at 
M atsuoka, he said, “Can’t you change your mind?”

“N o /’ replied M atsuoka bravely, “I  cannot.”
Tojo intervened to emphasize the need for “finishing the job” in Indo

china before the  end of the year.
M atsuoka refused to budge from  his threatening stance. “It is necessary, 

is it not,” he said, “ to make an official report to His Majesty about these 
preparations. . . .  All this has happened because you didn’t take Singa
pore last year as I  suggested. W hen are we going to report officially on 
this m atter to  His Majesty? I  would like you to give some thought as to 
how we may repo rt to His M ajesty.”

“Thus,” wrote Chief of Staff Sugiyama, “the meeting was adjourned so 
th a t the m atter could be studied for two or three days.”

HITLER’S INVASION OF RUSSIA

O n June 21, after forty days of consideration, U.S. Secretary of State 
Cordell H ull gave Am bassador Nom ura in Washington an American 
revision of the Japanese revision of the “draft proposal” for friendlier 
relations with the United States. W hat had once been a trenchant clarifica
tion of the two nations’ m utual interests and disagreements had become, in 
the la test version, a  pleasant but wordy expression of U.S. philosophy 
regarding treaties, trade, and the rule of free enterprise under law. Hull 
had, of course, been reading the uninterrupted flow of telegrams from 
Berlin to Tokyo and from Tokyo to Washington in the Purple Code which 
M atsuoka had  kept in use after he knew it had been broken. As a result 
H ull indicated that— like M atsuoka— he did no t expect his conversations 
with N om ura to succeed. Their function was only to gain time. To make 
sure of this point, he took another page from Matsuoka’s book by 

i accompanying his note with an Oral Statement. In it, pointing an insulting 
finger at the insulting M atsuoka. he said: “Some Japanese leaders in 
influential positions are definitely committed to . . . support of Nazi 
Germany. . . .  So long as such leaders . . . seek to influence public 
opinion in  Japan, . . .  is i t  not illusory to expect . . . results along the 
desired lines?”

H ull dispatched this dishearteningly realistic missive to Tokyo at a time 
when he knew it would receive scant attention. A  few hours later, as e 
and other well-informed statesmen had expected for several days, 
divisions of highly mechanized German troops, protected overhead y t e 
best squadrons of the Luftwaffe, poured into Russia. The world had never
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American habit of bolstering arguments by quotation of exact but un
founded percentages. Then they listened seriously to his next statement.

“If the United States participates in the war, it will last a long time, and 
world civilization will be destroyed. If the war lasts ten years, Germany 
will fight the Soviet Union to secure war materials and food, and will then 
advance into Asia. What do you think would be the proper position of 
Japan at that time?”

The answer was implicit. Japan should side with the United States to 
secure Siberia and safeguard the western Pacific against German predation. 
No one at the liaison conference ventured to answer Matsuoka’s question. 
As soon as the meeting had broken up, Matsuoka presented himself at the 
palace, asking for an audience. Hirohito had just returned to his desk in 
the Imperial Library after his usual light Japanese lunch of rice, fish, and 
vegetables. He summoned Lord Privy Seal Kido and kept Matsuoka 
waiting for forty minutes while he questioned Kido on “how to fathom 
Matsuoka and how to deal with him.” Matsuoka was then admitted to 
Hirohito’s presence at 2 p .m . and said, in the course of a long speech, 
“Unless we keep faith with Germany and Italy, I will have to resign.”

Hirohito was only somewhat impressed by Matsuoka’s protestations. 
After the audience, Lord Privy Seal Kido told Prime Minister Prince 
Konoye, who was waiting in an anteroom, “Matsuoka today has lost the 
imperial confidence.”

The next day Prime Minister Konoye called a secret liaison conference 
between himself and the Army and Navy chiefs. Matsuoka was not in
vited or informed and the subject discussed was “how to deal with Mat
suoka.” Everyone present recognized that he had become a dangerous 
man, who could seriously disrupt the unity of the nation on the eve of 
war. The conclusion was reached, however, that Matsuoka must be given 
more rope before he could be eliminated.

By the following day, May 10, Hirohito himself was aware of the game 
Matsuoka was playing. To Konoye Hirohito complained: “Matsuoka says 
that an attack on Singapore will bring the United States into the war, and 
that that, in turn, will protract the world war and will force Germany, 
sooner or later, to invade the Soviet Union for war materials. Then Japan, 
he says, will have to denounce her neutrality pact with the Soviet Union 
and occupy Siberia as far as Irkutsk.” 1

“It seems to me,” concluded Hirohito, “that Matsuoka has been flighty 
ever since his return from Europe and that you should start considering a 
replacement for him.”
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typhoon season in  November. Navy M inister Oikawa chimed in with a 
rem ark to the effect that the Navy had never considered one of the 
possibilities raised by M atsuoka— that of an Anglo-Russian alliance—and 
would like time to investigate it.
, Prince Takam atsu, however, was no t to be put off. Looking blackly at 
M atsuoka, he said, “Can’t  you change your mind?”

“N o,” replied M atsuoka bravely, “I  cannot.”
Tojo intervened to emphasize the need for “finishing the job” in Indo

china before the end of the year.
M atsuoka refused to budge from his threatening stance. “It is necessary, 

is it not,” he said, “ to m ake an official report to His Majesty about these 
preparations. . . .  A ll this has happened because you didn’t take Singa
pore last year as I  suggested. When are we going to report officially on 
this m atter to H is Majesty? I  would like you to give some thought as to 
how we may report to His M ajesty.”

“Thus,” wrote Chief of Staff Sugiyama, “the meeting was adjourned so 
that the m atter could be studied for two or three days.”

HITLER’S INVASION OF RUSSIA

O n June 21, after forty days of consideration, U.S. Secretary of State 
Cordell H ull gave A m bassador Nom ura in Washington an American 
revision of the Japanese revision of the “draft proposal” for friendlier 
relations with the United States. W hat had once been a trenchant clarifica
tion of the two nations’ m utual interests and disagreements had become, in 
the latest version, a pleasant but wordy expression of U.S. philosophy 
regarding treaties, trade, and the rule of free enterprise under law. Hull 
had, of course, been reading the uninterrupted flow of telegrams from 
Berlin to Tokyo and from Tokyo to Washington in the Purple Code which 
M atsuoka had kept in use after he knew it had been broken. As a result 
H ull indicated that— like M atsuoka— he did not expect his conversations 
with N om ura to succeed. Their function was only to gain time. To make 
sure of this point, he took another page from Matsuoka’s book by 
accompanying his note with an Oral Statement. In  it, pointing an insulting 
finger at the insulting M atsuoka, he said: “Some Japanese leaders in 
influential positions are  definitely committed to . . . support of Nazi 
Germany. . . .  So long as such leaders . . . seek to influence public 
opinion in Japan, . . .  is it not illusory to expect . . . results along the 
desired lines?”

H ull dispatched this dishearteningly realistic missive to Tokyo at a tune 
when he knew it would receive scant attention. A  few hours later, as e 
and other well-informed statesmen had expected for several ays, 
divisions of highly mechanized German troops, protected overhea y 
best squadrons of the Luftwaffe, poured into Russia. The world ha ne\e
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In Yardley’s day the Japanese codes had been manually contrived 
jumblings of the seventy possible syllables used in the difficult Japanese 
language". Then in 1931 the Japanese had begun to use mechanical en
coding and decoding devices which jumbled the syllables many more times 
and in many more Ways than could be readily worked out with pencil and 
paper. With the help of mathematical analysis, call girls, fake power 
failures, and outright safecracking, U.S. Naval Intelligence finally built its 
own replicas of these first-generation Japanese coding machines in 1935, 
when they had been in use for four years. '

Without realizing that their first machine, known to U.S. experts as the 
Red machine, had been compromised, Japanese cryptographers went on 
in 1937 from a mechanical coding device to one of the world’s first elec
tronic coding devices. Entirely Japanese in conception, it remained en
tirely baffling to U.S. cryptanalysts for twenty months of brainstorming. 
Then, in the twentieth month, August-September 1940, a young Army 
cryptologist, Harry Lawrence Clark, re-conceived the type of circuitry 
which the Japanese were using. The operatives of the Signal Intelligence 
Service built a generalized machine embodying Clark’s principle, and by 
trial and error, plugging in its various possible interconnections on a sort 
of telephone switchboard, they finally managed to duplicate the actual 
circuits of the Japanese original. The U.S. Purple machine began to pro
duce fully intelligible texts of Japanese cables and telegrams on September 
25, 1940, the day before the signing of the Tripartite Pact in Berlin.

It was this monumental decipherment of Code Purple, the highest code 
of the Japanese government, that seemed suddenly wasted eight months 
later when Code-Purple messages from Matsuoka, Oshima, and Nomura 
revealed that the Japanese no longer had confidence in the code’s security. 
Specially cleared agents of the F.B.I. investigated the offices of every one 
of the dozen or so U.S. statesmen who had access to translations of Purple 
messages. The investigation revealed that President Roosevelt’s personal 
aides were sometimes lax and had left at least one copy of a decoded 
Japanese telegram crumpled up in an ordinary? White House wastepaper 
basket.0 „ 1

In the end, however, the F.BJ.’s investigators traced the security leak 
which had caused the damage not to the White House but to the State 
Department. In early April 1941, when .Ambassador Oshima in Berlin 
had first started cabling sure warning to Tokyo of the German attack on 
Russia, one of his intercepted cables had been shown to Under Secretary of 
State Sumner Welles. Welles was not on the regular distribution list of 
officials who saw every item circulated by Magic but on a subsidiary list of

, ° A s * consequence, from May to November 1941, F.D.R. was no longer allowed 
to handle Magic messages personally. Instead he was briefed on them by his naval 
aide Captain John Beardall, who was permitted to read them, without taking notes, 
m die presence of a duly cleared pouch carrier at the Office of Naval Intelligence.
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in south In'dpchina^ihp second/a;]ist of ;U;S: ;and:British 'prepa 
provocations; in ; 1941; ■ the. third, an ;;intelligerice::M s s ^ s ih e ^ ;o f i^ ”̂ '  
military strength; the fourth, a count of ABCD aircraft in the entire area 
of the southwestern Pacific; 'the, fifth,' an evaiuafibrikof ABCD economic 
strategy for the 'containm ent of Japan; the; sixth,- an evaluation of enemy 
political strategy.; /■•-■■v 7 7.;.:<7. ' 7  ,7;.;;

The postponed liaison conference was, held later that afternoon. The 
original purpose of the meeting had been to  get M atsuoka’s approval of a 
revised version of the “Acceleration of the Policy Concerning the South”— 
a version vyhich le f to u t  the assertion that Japan was ready to risk war with 
G reat Britain and the United States. M atsuoka gave an airy token acquies
cence to the Indochina acceleration plan in  the opening minutes of the 
conference and then went on to fascinate all p re s e n tly  discussing the 
implications of the Russo-German war. Navy Minister: Oikawa stated the 
Navy's firm opposition to  a two-front w ar and then begged Matsuoka ? 
“In  any case please don’t talk so much about the future;” ’ -• 7 • ■ ; .

M atsuoka said: “W hen Germany wins and disposes of the Soviet Union, 
we can’t share in the spoils of victory without having done something. We 
have either to shed blood or engage in diplomacy. It’s best to .shed blood. 
The question is w hat Japan should want when the Soviet Union is disposed 
of.. Germany is probably wondering what Japan is going to do. Aren’t we 
going to w ar when the enemy forces in Siberia have gone westward? 
Shouldn’t we at least m ake a diversionary move? Whatever we do, -I hope . 
we will hurry up and decide what it is.” . > y ,

The Certain Person, Prince Takamatsu,- said, “Yes, but whatever, we do, 
we must no t do it prematurely.” ; ■? m‘; : .

.Having adjourned on this in con elusive-note, the-conferees-met again: 
the next day, and the day after, and again on June .28, June 30, and July 1>; 
Throughout this almost continuous liaison conference between the highest 
potentates of the Japanese state, M atsuoka filibustered and squirmed, niade 

7  concessions and;prom ptly retracted them. . k"W'": 7 7  ";-• - -tl 7.7 <:v'
On June 26 he ended the conference ;fc)Usaywgi;'*T. 

won’t pu t my agreement in writing.” 7  : . 7  ' -7^ ' \V"- V-i'''■ ■ ’ 7 ,

On June- 27 he protested: “I would like a decision to attack- the Soviet
.Union; . . . You tell me to engage in diplomacy, but I  dohk. fiiink our;
negotiations with the United .States will last much longer.” .:.:;;; :
. fOn^June 2 8 Jie.said: “Jo -strike ;.south'is like;playing;with fire;;;anddf, \W7 
strike, south' w e will probably go - to war against Britain and the Unite 
States and the Soviet Union too. . . .  I don’t believe that now is the best 

■ time to , enter , the w ar, given th e . general situation. .;.■ V T h e  Navy as 
7;: expressed the : vie\v that it is absolutely opposed to entering the war but. 1 

w ill not isay isd. dpenly." ;A:jr;^I :would ;be': pleased if  -our bperatidns Jo^ar . .
, ' French Indochina were suspended.”. . : . 7 :7 v V
: 7 ■; On June 30, Matsuoka: proposed a six-month'postponement o A
;7j> occupation of southern French Indochina. Navy Minister Oikawa whispere . •



might all be'intentional obfuscations and distractions. But as time wore on, 
they became convinced that Matsuoka had blundered and left unguarded 
the innermost citadels of Japanese deceit.

Pbrhaps Matsuoka meant to leave the United States with access to Jap 
anese secrets or perhaps he wished to save the Foreign Ministry from 
disgrace at a time when it needed all its influence. Perhaps Admiral Yama- 

' iiioto and others, sophisticated in intelligence work, knew of Matsuoka’s 
. whitewash and. used it later to give U.S. eavesdroppers an unwarranted 

sense of complacency. Then, again, perhaps the naval liaison officers at
tached to the telegraphic section of the Foreign Ministry were bribed and 
blackmailed • by Matsuoka’s men to hold their tongues. In the lack of 
documentary evidence, it may be assumed that both Japanese and Ameri
can ihtblligence experts acted with professional competence and tried to 
allow for all possibilities.

MATSUOKA’S MADNESS

Having hushed up the Code-Purple scandal at the Foreign Ministry in 
-.mid-May 1941, Matsuoka went on throughout late May and all of June to 

wage an extraordinary campaign of double talk within the councils of the 
.Japanese government— a campaign which sounded patriotically belligerent 
and anti-American but which, at the same time, delayed Strike-South 
preparations and vitiated the negotiations in Washington. He had many 
'silent allies in his efforts who joined him because they recognized that a 
desperate breakdown in faith threatened between the will of the people 
and the will of Hirohito, the people’s god.

At noon on May 12 Matsuoka gave in after three weeks of urging from 
Prime Minister Konoye and the Army and Navy leaders and cabled Am- 
bassador Nomura a revised version of the Mary knoll fathers’ “draft pro- 

.. posal” for improving U.S.-Japanese relations; U.S, Secretary of State 
Cordell Hull noticed at once that Matsuoka’s revised draft omitted the 
previous Japanese pledge to use only peaceful, .nonmilitary means in ad
vancing Japan’s position in the southwestern Pacific.

To make absolutely sure that the United States would not feel concilia
t o r y , . j ater Caued on Ambassador Grew and told him 
■ that the ‘manly, decent and reasonable’ thing for the United States to do 
would be to declare war openly on Germany.” , Grew considered Matsuoka’s 
^harangue, though delivered off the cuff in ah unofficial chat, “bellicose both 
in tone and substance.” Lord Privy Seal Kido heard of Matsuoka’s rude- 
ness, and promptly sent Grew a message begging him not to feel too put 
out. Prime Minister Konoye and Navy Minister Oikawa both let Grew 

, ■'now.that they. would prevent any hasty action by the foreign minister. At ■ 
’ jfvv11 frPpfefences on May 12 and 15, Matsuoka’s government colleagues

his diplomatic technique. Matsuoka;
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Konbye, “we. are n o t going all the way in one stroke. F o r the moment we 
will go as far as French Indochina: A fter that we will proceed step bv 
step.” y

“Com pared with thfe way Germany does things,” laughed General Prince 
Asaka, “we are being pretty cautious, aren’t we?” .: .

“T hat’s true,” said Konoye, “but this is a m atter of grave concern to 
our national fate. I t  is not hypothetical; it cannot be treated lightly.”

The next day; July 1, 1941, M atsuoka surrendered as gracefully as he 
could. I t  was agreed at a  liaison conference to proceed With the occupation 
of southern Indochina and with preparations for the Strike South. At the 
same time it was agreed that the Kwantung Army in Manchuria should be 
reinforced against the possible contingency of war w ith  Russia. In regard 
to M anchuria, however, A rm y Vice Chief of Staff Tsukada said: “We are 
m aking preparations all right, but our intention is to get the minimum num
ber o f troops ready for action. We have no idea of preparing an unnec
essarily large num ber of troops.”

A t the end of the conference, having surrendered unconditionally, 
Foreign M inister M atsuoka sought to maintain his future influence by 
declaring: “Things have turned out pretty well. That’s because I listened 
to the opinions of all of you.”

MATSUOKA’S OUSTER

. O n the day o f M atsuoka’s surrender, July 1, 1941, President Roosevelt 
in W ashington sent a letter to Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, who 
was also petroleum administrator for national defense. He wished to per
suade Ickes tha t the time had not yet come to force Japan into a corner 
by cutting off her oil supplies. “The Japs,” wrote the President, “are 

. having, a real drag-down and knock-out fight among themselves and have 
been for the past week— trying to decide which way they are going to 
jum p— attack Russia, attack the South Seas (thus throwing in their lot 
definitely with the Germ ans) o r whether they will sit on the fence and be 
m ore friendly with us. No one knows What the decision will;be but, as you 
know, it is terribly im portant for the control of the Atlantic for us to help 
keep peace in the Pacific. I  simply have not got enough Navy to go 
round. . . .”

Unknown to the President, Hirohito had already opted to jump sout 
and— at least to his own satisfaction— had settled the knockdown, dragout 
fight. That is, he had settled the fight in policy-making circles. In Army 
and Navy staff-officer circles it would rage on for another fortnight. . .

On July 2, the day after Roosevelt penned his letter, Hirohito.and.all is 
responsible ministers convened to approve the go-ahead into sout _ . ^
china and to reject the golden opportunity offered; by a distracted; Russi 
and an ill-defended Siberia. A t this full-dress palace conference in ^ 
Im perial Presence; the . conferees. considered and adopted a Jongrposi on. , .
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Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama: This is a serious matter. For the Malayan 
part of this decision alone, we must first lay a foundation in Thailand and 
French Indochina from which to mount our operations. I fully explained 
this point at one of the previous Liaison Conferences. The Foreign Minister 
has not yet done anything [about negotiating bases for us in Thailand and 
south Indochina], and I would like to be told why.
Matsuoka: Before we proceed against Thailand and French Indochina, we 
must decide what to do about Britain and the United States. We cannot enter 
into negotiations without having our minds made up on this point. I will go 
ahead as soon as we have made up our minds.
Navy Minister Oikawa: What about Matsuoka’s mind? Hasn’t he gone 
queer in the head?11

And so it went for two hours. Leaving the Dutch East Indies question 
undecided, Matsuoka skipped on over the China problem and the German 
alliance problem. The other conferees did not hesitate to echo Oikawa’s 
doubt about Matsuoka’s sanity but they did hesitate to make the brilliant, 
famous foreign minister lose face by overruling him. Near the end of his 
performance Matsuoka gave a hint of the hope on which he was banking 
in his madness—the hope that Germany would soon suck Japan into a 
sensible, safe war with Russia. He introduced into the record a quote from 
one of the recent telegrams sent from Berlin by the Japanese ambassador 
there, Lieutenant General Oshima:

I [Oshima] said [to Ribbentrop] . . .  in regard to the Japanese attitude in 
case of a war between Germany and the Soviet Union, I daresay the attitude 
of the Imperial Government will not be easily decided. Finally it will be up 
to the Emperor to decide.

Passive Resistance /0 i

LAST STRIKE-NORTH PLOT

Playing for time, refusing to facilitate the spurious negotiations with 
the United States, refusing also to start negotiations for Strike-South bases 
in Indochina and Thailand, Matsuoka weathered another liaison con
ference on May 29. He maintained plausibly that most Americans shared 
his own anti-British, anti-Chinese, anti-Communist bias and that they 
would soon force Roosevelt to accommodate himself to Japan’s leadership 
position in Asia and need for Lebensraum. Home Minister Hiranuma, the 
long-faced lawyer of the conservative business community's National 
Foundation Society, sided with Matsuoka. Long a proponent of war with 
Russia, he was waiting, like Matsuolca, for the outbreak of war between 
Germany and the Soviet Union. In vain Prince Takamatsu sought to saddle

11 M a ts u o k a  w a  a ta m a  g a  h e n  d e  w a  n a i k a ?
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for her habitual acts of betrayal. If we were to attack the Soviet Union, 
no one would regard it as treachery. . . .  I  would ask the government 
and the Supreme Command to attack the Soviet Union as soon as possible.”

Hirohito, who had spent half his adult life fighting the Strike-North 
sentiments of the Army, nodded emphatically. H ara’s objections were now 
inscribed in the palace rolls where they could be interpreted ambiguously 
as representing either H ara’s private views or his official views on behalf 
of the Throne. Chief of Staff Sugiyama noted in his minutes: “The ques
tions put by the President of the Privy Council H ara were relevant and 
pointed. The Em peror seemed to be extremely satisfied.”

On emerging from the council, Hirohito returned to his desk in the 
Imperial Library to stamp his approval on a  number of military orders 
for which the way had now been cleared. One was a call-up of the reserve 
so that it  could m an vacant military barracks in Japan and be ready to 
supply casualty replacements for the divisions of the standing army’which 
would now be in the field. Another was a peculiar little order which created 
a new command in M anchuria, the Kwantung Special Maneuver, a Strike- 
South training exercise to which were reassigned most of the veteran 
troops of the Kwantung Army. A third was a posting of fifteen of the 
divisions left in Japan  to M anchuria where they would bring up the 
strength of the Kwantung Army and Special Maneuver forces from 400,000 
to 700,000 men. A  fourth was an alert to units in Taiwan, Hainan, and 
South China to be prepared for new uniforms, new combat rations, and 
new amphibious landing manuals. A  fifth was an authorization for the 
complete rebuilding of the Imperial Headquarters shed to the north of the 
Fukiage Gardens in the palace grounds. I t  was to be greatly enlarged and 
sheathed entirely in arm or plate. W hereas formerly it had served as a handy 
private place for Cabinet ministers and staff chiefs to meet occasionally, it 
would now become a  full-time liaison office with its own* staff officers, maps, 
and records.

Having secured the acquiescence of his ministers in a formal decision to 
go South on July 2, Hirohito was chagrined to find that his nod, for once, 
had not settled the m atter. The dispatch of troops to Manchuria worried 
the Sorge spy ring for a while— until Sorge’s agents discovered that Army 
purchasing agents in Osaka were ordering mosquito nets instead of fur 
caps— but it failed to placate the field officers of the Army. All their 
lives long they had trained to fight and die if necessary in war against the 
Russians. Now they were called upon to mount a feint against the Soviet 
Union and at the same time, in the Kwantung Special Maneuver, to start 
practicing support operations for the Navy’s Strike South.

I t  was more than most colonels could bear, and from July 2 to Ju y > 
Japan’s domestic atmosphere crackled with tension. Intelligent men o 
affairs encouraged the Army in its discontent because they knew that t e 
alternative to attacking Russia would be a fearful and perhaps suici a 
war with the United States. The murmuring against imperial policy reached
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only do what he promised this time, Hirohito might be induced to postpone 
his inherited crusade against the land of Perry and to capitalize on  ̂this 
golden opportunity by stealing through Russia’s back door and seizing 
half the empire of the czars.

Hirohito and Prince Takamatsu, however, were not easily diverted. In 
the second week of June Hirohito read and approved a General Staff docu
ment entitled “Acceleration of the Policy Concerning the South.” It called 
for immediate negotiations with the French in Indochina to allow Japanese 
troops to move into Saigon and the Mekong Delta and establish airfields 
and training centers. It resolved that French refusal would be countered 
by armed force and that in case of British, U.S., and Dutch intervention, 
Japan would “not refuse to risk a war with Britain and the United States.” 
At a liaison conference on June 12, Matsuoka voiced innumerable ob
jections both to the negotiations and to the posture of military threat en
visaged in this plan. Finally that Certain Person, Prince Takamatsu, asked 
him, “Do you agree to using military force? Or do you disagree?”

“I do not disagree,” said Matsuoka. But then he introduced a number 
of editorial quibbles which he wished to see embodied in the text of the 
accelerated program under consideration.

“How about the following arrangement?” cut in Prince Takamatsu. 
“Keep everything secret, adopt the present draft, and add the following 
clauses as understandings: first, we agree that we will finally execute the 
plan as it stands; second, since we will need time anyway to prepare troop 
movements, we will negotiate in two separate escalating stages; third, 
when the first-stage negotiations are complete, we will go on at once to 
the second-stage negotiations.”

Matsuoka said that he agreed and was given time to consider matters of 
wording.

At the next liaison conference, on June 16, it quickly emerged that he 
had not agreed. He complained that previous agreements with Indochina 
would be invalidated by the new plan and that the Japanese presence in 
northern Indochina would become illegal. He warned that Japan would 
suffer reprisals and would probably lose her present supply of rubber, tin, 
and rice from the Dutch East Indies.

“If Vichy,” he said, “does not agree to the occupation, it would be bad 
faith to force it on her. The previously signed treaty has not yet been 
ratified. Occupation by force is an act of bad faith. Japan is said inter
nationally to lack integrity. I will fight for our international reputation, 
even if I have to fight all by myself.”

F inally , M atsuoka, in so  m any w ords, threatened to  exp ose  the E m peror  
before the press. “Frankly,” h e said, “as the nation’s foreign  m inister, I  
w ill have to  report to  the Em peror that this is an act o f  b ad  faith .”

Chief o f Staff Sugiyam a tried po litely  to  draw attention aw ay from  the  
threat by explaining the need  to  equip airfields in In d och in a b efore the
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the rest of the Cabinet m et without him. They decided to ask to resign in 
protest against his non-co-operation. T hat afternoon, at three, Prince 
Konoye arrived at the Im perial Summer Palace in H ayam a on the beach 
to discuss the situation. H e found H irohito somewhat hurt and suspicious. 
H irohito had  made Konoye swear when he had formed his second Cabinet 
in 1940 “to share joys and sorrows w ith the Throne all the way.” It now 
appeared tha t the weak Konoye might be trying to drop his burden of 
prim e ministerial responsibilities before seeing “his mission” through to 
the end.

“Why should the whole Cabinet resign?” demanded Hirohito. “Why 
not simply replace M atsuoka?”

Konoye explained that it would disturb the unity of the nation to be rude 
to M atsuoka and that it would be better to save M atsuoka from any 
semblance of disgrace by letting the entire Cabinet resign together. Then 
if necessary, said Konoye with a  sigh, he would accept a fresh imperial 
m andate and would form  a  new Cabinet with a different foreign minister. 
A fter making absolutely sure tha t Konoye was sincere in his willingness to 
form  a third Konoye Cabinet, Hirohito agreed to permit the second 
Konoye Cabinet to resign.

T hat evening. July 15, an imperial messenger called at Matsuoka’s 
residence requesting him, since he was sick and could not attend Cabinet 
meetings, to lend his signature seal to Konoye so that it might be used to 
stam p urgent papers of state. As a loyal subject, Matsuoka had no choice 
but to comply. H e knew, however, tha t his proxy would be used for a 
resignation of the whole Cabinet and he took to the phone the next morn
ing to m uster his Arm y and business supporters. Konoye, at his phone, was 
equally busy assuring other Cabinet ministers that if they resigned they 
would be prom ptly reappointed to office.

In  the afternoon, at 2 p .m . July 16, Hirohito took a moment out from 
the gathering Cabinet crisis to give audience to Lieutenant General Tiger 
Yamashita. Having suggested the Unit 82 Strike-South research group in 
Taiwan the previous fall, Yamashita had  just returned from seven months 
of reconnaissance in Germany. H e had submitted a report on his trip in 
which he warned that Japan’s Army lagged far behind European armies 
and was woefully deficient in paratroops, medium tanks, and long-range 
bombers.

Yam ashita had  gone as far as the French coast and had seen at rs 
hand the growing air superiority of the British Royal Air Force. He a 
schemed with his aides to pay an unscheduled inspection visit at a German 
radar factory and had come away with the knowledge that radar m ® 
W est was already a formidable tool of w ar while in Japan it still remame 
a crude toy of research. On the basis of such findings, Yamashita advise 
a two-year m oratorium  on all Japanese war plans and an all-out modernUft 
tion of the Japanese Army. His recommendation was being used as. a
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seen such a powerful army of invasion but no one in the chancelleries of the 
world was surprised. Japanese observers were particularly well informed on 
the war because they had been passing through the Russo-German frontier 
repeatedly in the preceding weeks, their binoculars focused, their cameras 
snapping. They had seen the flatcars of war materials and the crowds of 
uniforms on the German side and the placid farmlands on the Russian side. 
They knew that the Red Army High Command had brought back 150,000 
of its best troops to European Russia from Siberia but they saw no signs 
of Russian fortifications between Warsaw and Moscow. Despite the lesson 
taught to Napoleon more than a century earlier, they did not appreciate 
Russia’s reliance on sheer width of territory. They could not understand 
Stalin’s confidence in the dependability of the Russian peasant at a time of 
sacrifice. They could not credit Stalin’s ruthlessly realistic strategy of letting 
his land swallow Hitler’s shiny host. They could only believe that the 
Third Reich would win in a matter of months.

As soon as the news of the German attack was fully confirmed, Japanese 
Foreign Minister Matsuoka called at the palace and asked Hirohito for 
an immediate Japanese invasion of Siberia. When Hirohito inquired what 
was to be done with the carefully prepared plans for the Strike South, 
Matsuoka recklessly spoke of fighting first Russia, then Great Britain, then 
the United States, and finally all three together. Hirohito ordered Prime 
Minister Prince Konoye and Lord Privy Seal Kido to investigate the 
foreign minister’s “true intentions.” On June 24, they reported back to 
the Throne that as far as they could tell, Matsuoka really did propose a 
two-front war on the north as well as the south. Hirohito postponed the 
liaison conference scheduled for that day so that he could review the 
military situation with the Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama. Matsuoka had 
gained in political strength from Hitler’s move, and Hirohito needed to 
assure himself of the Army’s determination to proceed according to plan.

He gave audience to Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama early on the after
noon of June 25. Sugiyama reiterated the arguments for the approved 
imperial policy of striking south. The ABCD powers—American, British, 
Chinese, and Dutch—said Sugiyama, were daily strengthening their 
“encirclement” of Japan. If the nation was to move forward toward the 
Co-Prosperity Sphere in Asia, Japan would have to secure bases at once 
in southern Indochina. Sugiyama emphasized the need for carrying out the 
occupation of southern Indochina by diplomacy if possible, but conceded 
that Japan should be ready to use force. Hirohito assented and asked 
specific questions about the dispatch of troops. How much would it cost? 
Which divisions would be used? Where precisely would the South Indo
china bases and airstrips be built? At the end of the briefing, Hirohito said, 
I am greatly worried about international repercussions, but let it pass.”

Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama left with Hirohito six detailed position 
papers; the first, an explanation of the strategic reasons for securing bases
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KONOYK'S LAST CHANCE

THE OIL CRISIS . .

The same day, July 18, on which JJirohito invested the new Japanese 
Cabinet, Roosevelt s American Cabinet niet in Washington to approve an 

^ o k e n - l ’u'ipie Code, which Matsuoka had saved from 
being scrapped, informed U.S. leaders that Japan was about to occupy 
south lndochina and buU dbases with which to threaten Singapore. The 

- ^ approved a proposal to freeze all Japanese assets
in the U nited States. A llJap an ese  vessels in U.'S. ports were to be pre
vented from sa ife^  All Japanese balances in U.S. banks were to be 
j^ ^ d p d e d * ' All Japanese' business transactions, were to be suspended in 

; m idrairc The flow of oil, scrap iron, and machine tools from the con- 
tinental United States would cease forthwith. : :

B efore: these economic „ sanctions were announced, arid before Japanese 
troops began their move into south Indochina, the new; Japanese Cabinet 

iiaisph-' conference,' held in the refurbished imperial Head- 
; quarters in the palace on July ;24, heard its hew  Foreign Minister Admiral 

Toyoda announce that the American government would probably take 
exactly these measures of reprisal which it had in fact .already taken. “The 

' United S ta tes/’ said T o y o d a ,“wi]l adopt a policy. o f putting an embargo 
on vital materials, freezing Japanese funds, prohibiting the purchase of 
goldv detaining Japanese vessels, etc.” L . / / / t ;  A / '  /";■ / . / "  ■

A t .the first liaison conference of the new . Cabinet, on July 21, Navy 
Chief of Staff; Nagano had explained that “in a war, with the United States, 
there is now a chance of achieving victory. But the chance will diminish as 
time goes on. ' By the latter half of next year it will be difficult for us to. 
cope with the United States. A fter th a t' the situation will become pro-
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“extreme dissatisfaction” and w arned Nagano against assuming ‘‘the inevita- v 
bility ;• of -w ar "with-:GrCat "Britain ^d-theixfeifek^^ ;S ta t^ ;? ^ H e ^ in s t^ te i ;<■ 
Nagano to c o n fe rw ith fo rm e T N a \T C h ie fo fS ta f fP r in c e F u sh ^  
his patron. A t the same time the Cabinet and staff chiefs were meeting in 
liaison conference to discuss, the problems posed by the national morale.

T he next day, July. 30 ,,Navy Chief 6f:;$taff'Nagano -re^t> rted^c$’t%]&|;' }'■ 
palace tliat he and Prm ce Fushiimi Mere' agreed ThaLtheyJwduld^ 
avoid war if possible. Assuming hypothetically the possibility of . a war,- 
H irohito asked,, “Is i t  certain th a t  we will wiii?” ;i, .> jX  ^
: Nagano replied, “No, it. is n o t  c e r ta in th a tw e w ill :wm.” /- ; / - T  /T  'd T /

H irohito  said, “Then I  fear that o u re n try  into the.war.:/might mean ̂  
lighting in despair.” -/ ; . ,  -/.v'.;-.;.-

A fter the audience L ord  Privy^ Seal ;K3do: assured HirohitoytHat Nagariqy’■ 
took too extrem e a  stance. Between an immediate.';decision td r 
with tlie possibility of, disaster- and a decision to accept a steady diminution 
of national strength for lack of oil, there, w ere ,;saidyKjdo,\l still#inaiayi^ 
alternatives. Tlie diplomatic offensive might be. pressed in Washington by : 
a summit conference of Prime M inister; Konoye and President Roosevelt; 
A nd if that failed, Japan could swallow her pride and adopt a ten-year 
plan “pinned on ultim ate penetration of the South.” :•;

H irohito realized th a t the Strike South could indeed be postponed for a " : 
few years and tha t it would be foolhardy to. jeopardize seventy years of / 
effort by striking prematurely. He therefore asked Kido to determine 
whether, b y . waiting, Japan really could improve her relative position. 
T hat is, before drafting a  ten-year plan- fopJapan^K ido. ’should>n^^ 
projection of norm al U.S. growth. Unless Japan could reasdriably expect, 
to surpass tlie United S ta te s in  absolute .enlargement^bf ihep sy i^^  
production, of her heavy, industrial and machine tool capacity, and of her 
m erchant marine,- ten  years of. crash effort, would avail;

T hen Hirohito summoned Navy Minister Oikawa,;his:fprh^r,persorial ;; 
aide, and asked his views. Oikawa said that a majority;of naval o0icers 
were opposed to . w ar with. the. West. The. Em peror nodded and Army 
Ghief of Staff Sugiyama, who was standing by, wrote in;his notes: I
could not help thinking that we a s a  nation h a w n o t  /yet;c<^e 
a t ' which wc dan  reach a decision to make war against England an
America.

O n July 28, the Netherlands East Indies had followed the. United States 
and G reat Britain in cutting off all-oil shipments to Japan, On July 3 e 
U.S. off /embargo; announced / earlier, .went /into ^effect.
Japan’s ability to f ig h t  a g a in s t  su p e r io r  o d d s  c o u ld  o n ly  ebb.

1: v -  ' ’V h ; "■[?;:
During th a t; last b leak: week in July 1941, when all Japan realized dial , 

: a decision must be m ade either to bade down or to stake everything hn A



wistfully to Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama, “How about postponing it for 
six months?” The Navy’s vice chief of staff echoed to the Army s vice 
chief of staff, Lieutenant General Tsukada Osamu, “Yes, let’s think about 
postponing it for six months.” However, Lieutenant General Tsukada a 
charter member of the cabal, a life-long friend of Prince Asaka, and the 
chief of staff inserted under poor little General Matsui before the rape of 
Nanking—pointed out that the occupation of southern Indochina had 
already been sanctioned by the Emperor and “must be carried out.” 

Matsuoka made his last stand by predicting disaster in a Strike South 
and by challenging Chief of Staff Sugiyama to see any other outcome. 
Matsuoka concluded by saying, “If we occupy southern Indochina it will 
become difficult to secure oil, rubber, tin, and rice. Great men should be 
able to change their minds.”

This implied slur on the greatness of the Emperor lost Matsuoka his 
staunchest supporter in the debate. The long-faced rightist lawyer Hira- 
numa, home minister and president of the conservative businessmen’s 
National Foundation Society, responded coldly: “I, too, think we should 
go north. The question is whether we can. And in this we must follow the 
thinking of the military.”

The leaders of the Army had already explained, on several occasions, 
that they could not mount an offensive ground war against Siberia as long 
as three quarters of the Army’s available divisions were tied down in 
China. On behalf of the Navy, Chief of Staff Nagano now concurred. “If 
we get involved in the north,” he said, “we will have to switch around all 
the preparations we are now making from south to north. This would take 
at least fifty days.”

And so ended Matsuoka’s desperate struggle to reverse imperial policy. 
Anny, Navy, and right-wing politicians and businessmen had all supported 
him in his last-minute promotion of a Strike-North policy but none of 
them had been willing to go as far as he had in making noisy speeches 
and in laying down careers for principle.

At a meeting of the Supreme War Council later that night, the members 
of the imperial family went out of their Way to inscribe in the record Their 
own openmindedness toward the possibility of a Strike North. General 
Prince Asaka, the imperial uncle who had overseen the rape of Nanking, 
said, “It appears that we are sitting on the fence. Which is first, North 
or South? Personally, I think North might be best first.”

Hirohito’s other uncle. Prince Higashikuni, who was also a full general 
now, inquired archly, “What is the goal of going south?”

In replying, Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama chose his words carefully, 
for he knew that he was taking full responsibility for the decision which 
had been made. “There are,” he said, “several possible timetables and 
methods for moving south, but for the purpose of survival and self-defense, 
we are thinking of going as far as the Netherlands East Indies—”

“From what the Navy tells me,” interjected Prime Minister Prince
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week Hirohito encouraged Prime Minister Konoye to arrange a peace meet
ing, if possible, with President Roosevelt in Hawaii; he asked Lord Privy 
Seal Kido to draw up a  ten-year contingency plan for peaceful economic 
infiltration of the E ast Indies; and in another compartment of his security
conscious, protocol-observing existence, he reviewed the preparations which 
the Army and N avy were separately making for the possibility of war.

The Arm y plans were the first ones presented. Lieutenant Colonel Tsuji 
M asanobu, the brains of U nit 82 in Taiwan, outlined them to Hirohito’s 
aides and to the officers of the Operations Department of the General Staff 
in a three-day briefing, July 24 -2 6 , 1941. Afterwards Chief of Staff Sugi- 
yam a congratulated Tsuji on a brilliant presentation and asked him, “What 
is your estimate of the rate a t which the operations you have demonstrated 
can be carried out?”

“If  we c o m m e n c e  o n  E m peror Meiji day [November 3],” replied Tsuji, 
“we should be able to capture M anila by New Year, Singapore by National 
Foundation D ay [February 11], Java by Army Commemoration Day 
[M arch 10], and Rangoon by the Em peror’s birthday [April 19].” 1

In support of Tsuji’s plans Hirohito authorized massive troop move
ments to M anchuria in the first week of August 1941. There, the rein
forcements gave the impression that Japan was about to strike at the 
Soviet Union. In  reality, however, the reinforcements relieved the combat- 
tested veterans of the Kwantung Army from guard duty so that they 
could be trained for the Strike South. Starting in late July, General Yama- 
shita, the Tiger, began two months of intensive exercises in which he 
selected and rehearsed the best units in the Japanese Army, some for the 
occupation of the Philippines, some for the campaign in Malaya, and some 
for the conquest of Java, Sumatra, and Borneo.

Soviet spy Sorge was radioed by his center in Siberia to turn all his at
tention to  evaluating the intentions behind this latest build-up in Manchuria. 
Sorge responded at once with a message protesting that, as far as he could 
determine, no Japanese attack on Siberia was contemplated. He bolstered 
his contention a t the end of July by reporting that the Japanese Army was 
in process of requisitioning a million tons of merchant marine for transport 
to destinations which could hardly be continental. In early August he had 
Klausen radio the center that there was a “possibility of [Japanese] opera
tions against the Dutch E ast Indies.” On August 15, Sorge reported that 
his friends in the Germ an Embassy in Tokyo had despaired of Japanese 
help against Russia. In  late August, through his Ozaki-Saionji-Kido link 
to the Em peror, he learned that Hirohito had already decided against a 
Strike N orth at the conference in the Imperial Presence on July 2. Not

1 In the event the attack would start more than a month late—on December 8 
but the schedule would still be met. Manila would be captured January 2, Singapore 
February 15, Java March 10, and Rangoon March 8.
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paper entitled “Outline of National Policies in View of the Changing 
Situation.” The key passages were only three:

Our Empire is determined to follow a program which will result in the 
establishment of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. . . .

Preparations for war with Great Britain and the United States will be 
made. . . .

Our attitude in regard to the German-Soviet War will be based on the spirit 
of the Tripartite Pact. We will not enter the conflict for the time being. 
We will secretly strengthen our military preparedness against the Soviet 
Union. . . .  If the German-Soviet war should develop to the advantage of 
our Empire, we will, by resorting to armed force settle the Northern 
Question.

Prime Minister Konoye, Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama, and Navy Chief 
of Staff Nagano all entered statements in favor of this program. Foreign 
Minister Matsuoka filed a lone dissent, pleading for a re-evaluation of 
national policy in light of the “new' situation arising out of the outbreak 
of war between Germany and the Soviet Union.” He predicted that Japan 
would never get what she wanted in the south by negotiating in Washington 
and would finally be forced into the dreadful alternative of war. In con
clusion he stated glumly: “I believe that our Empire is confronted literally 
with a danger that has no precedent.”

When Matsuoka had lapsed silent, his struggle was carried on by the 
cosmopolitan Hara Yoshimichi, once head of the Constitutionalist party 
and now president of Hirohito’s Privy Council. Ordinarily at conferences in 
the Imperial Presence, the president of the Privy Council was supposed to 
ask questions on behalf of the Throne. Before this conference, however, 
Hirohito had requested a free debate and had positively ordered Privy 
Council President Hara to speak for himself. By letting everyone have his 
say, by allowing all objections to be officially set down in the palace 
records, Hirohito could release dissenters from responsibility and could 
get on with what had to be done.

“I do not think,” stated Privy Council President Hara, “that the scheduled 
movement of our military forces into French Indochina is consistent with 
the assurances we gave last year to Indochina when we said that we would 
respect her territorial integrity.”

Hirohito nodded and smiled.
I believe all of you would agree,” said Hara, “that the war between 

Germany and the Soviet Union really represents the chance of a lifetime 
for Japan. Since the Soviet Union is promoting communism all over the 
world, we will have to attack her sooner or later. Since we are still engaged 
in the China Incident, I see that we cannot attack the Soviet Union as 
freely as we would wish. Nevertheless, I believe that we should attack the 
Soviet Union when it seems opportune. . . . The Soviet Union is notorious
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went off without interruption and convinced Marquis Komatsu and 
Prince Takam atsu that the Pearl H arbor plan was well thought ouc and 
had a  real chance of success.

DEADLINE FOR "WAR

Immediately after Yam am oto’s table-top maneuvers, on August 16, 
Navy General Staff officers who had been present at the demonstration in 
the staff college presented to their opposite numbers in the Army General 
Staff and W ar M inistry a timetable of necessary political preparations for 
war. Their proposition was that the Cabinet, meeting in the presence of 
the Em peror early in September, should make up its mind to approve final 
preparations by the armed forces, starting in early October, unless the 
U nited States showed signs of giving in to Japanese demands earlier. The 
section chiefs of the W ar Ministry and Army General Staff agreed to the 
plan and began to circulate it for approval throughout the military bu
reaucracy. A lthough it had the backing of imperial henchmen like Marquis 
Komatsu, and was presumed to have the backing of Hirohito, it was con
sidered only a position-paper project and was not shown to the chiefs of 
staff'Tintil late in the month, August 28.

Also on  August 16, when the Navy’s junior officers first broached this 
plan, Prince Takam atsu, as the “Someone” at liaison conferences, made 
a  special request of the ministers present. “In the past,” he said, “we have 
had  cases in  which secrets have been leaked out because they were dis
cussed in the Cabinet. Therefore, except in matters of a grave political 
nature which m ust be submitted to the Cabinet, it is best if the full Cabinet 
should no t be consulted.”

Roosevelt and Churchill had just met in mid-Atlantic to sign their 
historic affirmation of democratic ideals, the Atlantic Charter. On August 
17, as soon as Roosevelt had returned to Washington, Ambassador No
m ura obtained a few minutes with him to beg that he meet personally 
with Prim e M inister Konoye somewhere in the middle of the Pacific. 
F .D .R . at first seemed to respond favorably to the suggestion, but after 
consultation with the State Departm ent he informed Ambassador Nomura 
that an American-Japanese summit conference would serve no purpose 
unless adequate spadework-had been done in advance to make possible a 
meeting on level ground. By the end of August Konoye and Hirohito knew 
that the free-wheeling American president was not likely to be seduced 
even if the mid-Pacific conference could be arranged.

On September 2, Admiral Yamamoto and his staff officers gathered 
once more at M arquis Komatsu’s staff college on the edge of the Shiragane 
imperial woods three and a half miles south of the main palace. This 
time the college was the rehearsal stage for all the naval operations re 
quired by  the Army’s Unit-82 Strike-South plan. Yamamoto’s scheme was
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such a pitch that the Home Ministry turned out all its police on twenty- 
four-hour alert and the Education Ministry closed all high schools and 
state universities.

During these two weeks of simmering revolution, Foreign Minister 
Matsuoka persisted in his devious efforts to sabotage the sham negotiations 
in Washington. U.S. Secretary of State Hull, he maintained, had personally 
attacked him in the American Oral Statement of June 21 and had, in 
effect, meddled in Japanese domestic affairs by trying to get him fired. 
Matsuoka made the most of this negative compliment and the press 
supported him in his lament. The right-wing forces of former Black 
Dragon lord Toyama held sympathy demonstrations in his behalf. Osaka 
businessmen raised the price of cotton for tropical khaki uniforms and 
lowered the price of wool for northern winter uniforms.

In the inner councils of state, however, Matsuoka was looked upon with 
increasingly hard eyes and listened to with increasingly deaf ears. A t his 
final appearance before a liaison conference on July 12, Matsuoka gave 
voice to the last distracting insight which he would put forward as an 
American expert. “The American President,” he stated, “is trying to head 
his country into the war. There is, however, one thread of hope, which is 
that the American people might not follow. . . . Japanese-American
accord has been my cherished wish ever since I was very young.”

War Minister Tojo said, “Even if there is no hope, I would like to persist 
to the very end. I know it  is difficult, but it will be intolerable if we
cannot establish the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and settle the
China incident. . . .”

Navy Minister Oikawa said, “According to Navy reports, it appears 
that Secretary of State Hull and others are not prepared to provoke a 
Pacific war. Since Japan does not wish to engage in a Pacific war, isn’t 
there some Toom for negotiation?”

Matsuoka countered, “Is there room? What will they accept?”
Oikawa suggested, “Something minor.”
Matsuoka replied, “If we say we will not use force in the south, they 

will probably listen. Is there anything else they will accept?”
Oikawa said, “Won’t they accept the security of the 'Pacific? The Open 

Door Policy in China?” N
“Well,” answered Matsuoka, after some further discussion, “I’ll think 

about it.” These were his last words in argument before his peers. On July 
13 he took to his bed with a feigned illness and at first refused to read a 
revision of the revised revision of the Draft Proposal for friendly American- 
Japanese relations. A parade of Army and Navy visitors on July 14 per
suaded him to promise to send the revision to Ambassador Nomura. That 
evening, however, when he felt more courageous, he withheld the new 
Japanese draft and cabled Nomura only the news that Hull’s latest version 
was inacceptable to Japan.

On the following day, July 15, Matsuoka still kept to his sickbed and
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The two staff chiefs stammered apologetic explanations of the order of 
paragraphs in the “Essentials” and Hirohito continued:

“Do you think the southern operations can be carried out as planned?” 
Sugiyama gave a detailed defense of the Unit-82 proposals for operations 

in the Philippines and Malaya. The Em peror cut him short;
“There must be things which will not go according to plan. You say five 

months, but isn’t it possible it can’t all be done in five months?”
“Since both the Arm y and Navy have studied it several times,” said 

Sugiyama stoutly, “it should be carried out almost exactly as planned.” 
H irohito objected that amphibious operations were always fraught with 

unexpected difficulties and pointed out that in  one mock landing exercise 
on the coasts of Kyushu recently the attacking force had theoretically lost 
half its men before they had reached the beach.

“That happened,” said Sugiyama, “because our convoy started to move 
before the opposing air cover had been destroyed. I don’t think the 
blunder will ever be repeated.”

“Well then,” asked Hirohito, “how about adverse weather?”
“T hat,” replied Sugiyama, “is an obstacle which we must overcome.” 
“But you do think,” said Hirohito, “that you can do what you plan? 

R em em ber that when you were w ar minister [in 1937] you said that Chiang 
Kai-shek would surrender immediately. But you still haven’t  made him do 
it.”

In  his memorandum Sugiyama then continued his narrative in indirect 
dialogue. “I took this opportunity,” he wrote, “to elaborate and to explain 
to the Em peror the need to improve the outlook of the nation while it 
still has elasticity. Before all national power is spent, we must face obstacles 
in order to open up the national destiny.”

According to a version of the same conversation written by Prince 
Konoye for the Peace Faction three years later, Sugiyama excused his 
mistaken forecast of prospects in China by admitting that he had under
estimated the resilience and sheer size of the Chinese nation.2

Then, according to Konoye, Hirohito said acidly, “If you call the interior 
of China broad, isn’t the Pacific Ocean even broader? How can you confi
dently say [this time that it will take only] three months?” 3

2 The Konoye account of this scene is the only one which has previouslŷ  been

published in English. Despite the fact that it was written years after Sugiyama s ac
count and written for a public relations purpose, I have introduced a portion o i 

here on the chance t h a t  S u g i y a m a ,  e v e n  in  h i s  p r i v a t e  memoranda set down in j e 
presence of the spirit ancestors, may have suppressed a part of Hirohito s woun mg 
words to him. H ,

3 Sugiyama, as his memoranda state, had undoubtedly said "five months ra e 
than “three.” The Unit-82 schedule did indeed call for five months: November 
19 4 1  t o  April 1942. But K o n o y e  years later, recalling the breathtaking speed o 
Japan’s actual advance, put “three months” into the Emperor’s mouth by mistake.
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political weapon by junior members of the General Staff who wished to 
prevent Japan from committing herself to war in the south.

In the course of his audience with Hirohito, Yamashita redirected his 
thinking so that he derived new conclusions from his German field trip. On 
June 30 the General Staff had received a provisional Strike-South plan 
from Unit 82 in Taiwan. It revealed astonishing weaknesses in the British 
defenses for Malaya, grave inadequacies in the American position in the 
Philippines, and a negligible capacity for resistance in the Dutch East Indies. 
Presented with this assessment from his own minion, Lieutenant Colonel 
Tsuji of Unit 82, Yamashita was obliged to concede that the Japanese 
Army might be able to win victories in the south even if it could not vie 
with continental European arms in the north. He advised that the Army 
should not be used for offensive purposes at all if possible, but that if war 
was inevitable, employment in the south would be better than in the north.

Yamashita withdrew from the Imperial Presence to silence Strike-North 
proponents in the General Staff and to lead hesitant field officers toward the 
Strike South. Hirohito at once dispatched him to Manchuria to command 
the Kwantung Special Maneuver and four months later would put him in 
charge of the march on Singapore.

After talking to Yamashita, Hirohito accepted the resignation of the 
Cabinet en bloc and immediately issued the mandate to Prince Konoye to 
form a new Cabinet. The next afternoon, July 17, Konoye brought his 
proposed list of ministers to the Hayama villa and the following afternoon, 
July 18, Hirohito presided over the new Cabinet’s ceremony of investiture. 
Foreign Minister Matsuoka was still on the phone. His portfolio of foreign 
affairs had been taken in the new Cabinet by Admiral Toyoda Soemu, a 
trusted member of the cabal who had attended Hirohito in 1921 in Eng
land. At the same time Baron Hiranuma, Matsuoka’s chief ally in the 
final attempt to make Hirohito face north, was replaced as home minister 
by a nonentity, Tanabe Harumichi.

Gently as it had been expressed, Matsuoka’s rejection by the Throne 
was 'pointed enough to lose the famous foreign minister his right-wing 
backing almost overnight. He retired to his small private home in the 
Mount Fuji foothills to contemplate in silence the sources of true political 
power. Five years later he was unearthed by Allied War criminal investi
gators, put in prison, and made 16 stand a few days’ trial as the arch
villain of Japanese diplomacy. In the month after the beginning of the 
International Military Tribunal he was excused from further appearances 
in the dock and released into the custody of doctors. Two months later, in 
the fall of 1946, he died of cancer. In his final days he said not a word 
about his one-man attempt to deceive Hirohito and redirect the imperial 
program by his big talk as an “American expert." He left behind him a 
family which had to live in Japan.
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gressively worse. The United States will probably drag things out until her 
defenses are built up and then will try to settle. As time goes by, therefore, 
the Empire will be put at a disadvantage. If we could settle matters without 
war, there would be nothing better. But if we conclude that conflict cannot 
ultimately be avoided, then I would like you to understand that time is 
not on our side. Furthermore, if we occupy the Philippines, it will be 
easier, from the standpoint of the Navy, to have prosecuted the war fully 
from the start.”

As the Japanese fleet lived on oil, the Navy’s need to fight—to fight 
now or not at all—would become compelling if the United States imposed 
an oil embargo. Everyone knew this, both in Tokyo and in Washington, 
yet the machinery of provocation and reprisal ground on remorselessly. 
Right on schedule Japanese Army tanks arrived in Saigon on July 24, and 
in the words of a contemporary press release “subjugated the city peace
fully.” The next evening F.D.R. duly announced tire U.S. decision to freeze 
Japanese assets. Japan responded in kind and froze American assets. 
Japanese nationals in the United States were allowed to withdraw up to 
$500 a month from their frozen bank accounts. U.S. nationals in Japan 
were allowed to withdraw from theirs 500 yen a month—approximately one 
quarter as much.

The drawing of battle lines had a subtle effect on the feeling of the 
Japanese masses. They began to accept the inevitability of the war in store 
for them. The Tokyo stock exchange slumped to its lowest point since 
1931. The Yokohama silk exchange shut down entirely. In their editorials 
the leading newspapers agreed that Japan had been challenged and would 
not back down. One tabloid called the U.S. reprisal an “insolent and out
rageous challenge.” Nichi Nichi, the third of the great dailies, said: “There 
is no greater misconception than to think that Japan will grow conciliatory 
because the United States strengthens her economic sanctions.”

The acute Hirohito sensed the danger of fatalism among his advisors 
even before its rigor mortis had begun to take hold on the masses. He 
had no intention of going to war if he could possibly get what he wanted 
for Japan by means short of war. On July 22, he warned Army Chief of 
Staff Sugiyama that he must not fall prey to war psychology and that use 
of armed force must be considered only as a last resort because “our 
national power is small and our economic resources are scarce.”

Sugiyama noted in his daybook of memoranda: “This must be kept 
absolutely secret but to judge from His Imperial Majesty’s questions today, 
he is obsessed by the hope of using nonmilitary means. Therefore, I will in 
future try to change his feelings. I  think it will be necessary to guide him 
step by step.”

On July 29 the Navy Chief of Staff Nagano Osami tried to impress on 
Hirohito the need for making a firm decision to declare war on Great 
Britain when it became necessary to seize Malaya. Hirohito evinced
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morale, asking everyone present to suppress dissidents and to encourage 
the people to pull as a team. Finally he concluded, “I would like to see 
courageous and drastic action taken, so that the decisions of the imperial 
conference can be carried out even if worse comes to worst.”

Home Minister Tanabe Harumichi, who had succeeded Hiranuma at 
the time of Matsuoka’s ouster from the Cabinet in July, proceeded to 
deliver a detailed explanation of the measures which would be taken bv 
the police to keep the people in line. Then the decision to negotiate for 
five weeks while completing war planning—together with all the position 
papers which had been silently presented in its support—was unanimously 
recommended to the Throne.

Hirohito arose and, instead of nodding and making his exit as he usually 
did on such occasions, dramatically drew a slip of paper from his pocket 
and read a noncommittal little poem composed by Emperor Meiji, his 
grandfather, on the eve of the war with Russia four decades earlier:

Having spoken in this dubious fashion on the side of the angels and - 
philosophers, Hirohito withdrew, leaving his responsible vassals to con
template, for a few silent moments of “awe and trepidation,” the depth 
of his still waters. As events would soon show, he had just belly-talked 
Japan into war. ' '

Prime Minister Konoye, immediately after the fateful conference in the 
Imperial Presence adjourned, had one of his secretaries phone the American 
Embassy and arrange a clandestine meeting for him with Ambassador Grew. 
The two men were driven to their tryst in specially provided unofficial cars, 
with plain license plates, which would not be noticed by reporters or police
men. They met at the home of Baron Ito Bunkichi, the adopted son of 
Prime Minister Ito Hirobumi who had died by assassin’s bullet in Man
churia in 1909. All the servants in the house had been given the night o 
and Baron Ito’s daughter personally served the conferees with food an 
drink. Konoye had with him his secretary, Ushiba Tomohiko, and Ambas
sador Grew his embassy counsellor, Eugene H. Dooman. Tire four men 
dined and talked together for three hours and, in Grew’s words, “presente 
with entire frankness the fundamental views of our two countries.

In an effort to enlist Grew’s help in arranging a Konoye-Roosevelf sum-

In as much as all 
the seas in a l l  directions 
seem twins of one birth, 
how often must the winds and 
the waves clash in noisiness?

Y o m o  n o  u n i t  

m i n a  h a r a k a r a  t o  

o m o t i  y o  n i ,  

n a n d o  n a m t k a z e  n o  

t a c h i s a w a g u r a m u .

PRINCE KONOYE BOWS OUT
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desperate war with the West, an enterprising Japanese reporter bulled his 
way into the villa of the discredited former Foreign Minister Matsuoka, at 
the foot of Mount Fuji, and extracted from him a statement. Waving a hand 
at the summit of the sacred volcano, Matsu oka confessed: “As viewed from 
the top of the mountain, the international situation may present a variety 
of different vistas.”

Hirohito alone stood at the top of the mountain. He alone had full 
access to Army planning, Navy planning, Foreign Ministry planning, and 
the policy-making thoughts of all his intimate advisors. He fully understood 
the need to decide soon on war or peace. He may have genuinely hoped 
that by negotiation and threat he could wring a foothold in the East 
Indies from the British, Dutch, and Americans without having to fight for 
it. At the same time he was planning for the contingency of war, and in 
so doing he was preoccupied with considerations beyond the ken of his 
chiefs of staff.

He felt, for instance, that if the people were to support the war, they 
must first live with anxiety for a while and come to believe sincerely that 
the nation was being bled to death. As Prime Minister Konoye pointed 
out to Lord Privy Seal Kido on August 5, after an audience with the 
Emperor on the peace negotiations in Washington: “Suppose it turns out 
that Chamberlain was betrayed by Hitler. Still you cannot dismiss the fact 
that Chamberlain met many times with Hitler and so helped to prepare 
England for war.”

On the other side of the equation Hirohito juggled military factors. If 
the Americans were to be taken by surprise and beaten, utmost security 
must shroud Japan’s attack plans; they must be worked out and practiced 
down to the last detail; and Japanese officials—even the chiefs of staff— 
must be kept in ignorance of them until the last possible moment. Officials 
who had to deal with newsmen and ambassadors would stand a far 
better chance of lulling Western suspicions if they knew nothing of the 
attack plans than they would if they knew everything and tried to conceal 
their knowledge.

The available documents indicate that, in July and early August when 
Hirohito was pleading with his chiefs of staff to avoid if at all possible 
the use of military force, neither of the staff chiefs yet knew of the plan for 
Pearl Harbor. The fact that Hirohito had ordered the plan submitted to 
Vice Admiral Onishi in January, for an independent appraisal, first came 
to Navy Chief of Staff Nagano’s attention in a memorandum headed
August 22, 1941,” and this memorandum was not entered in the note

book of Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama— “the bathroom door”— until 
October 30, 1941.

“Keeping in mind,” as he liked to say, “the whole situation,” Hirohito 
in early August turned down a request from the commander of the trun
cated Kwantung Army in Manchuria for discretionary power in dealing 
with possible aggressive moves by the Red Army in Siberia. In the same
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debilitating blow at the U.S.:Pacific fleet. The umpires, were impressed but • 
reserved in ;tHeifyprajsh./J|'''Yamampfo'.-couid demonstrate , the., technical 
feasibility.-of his plan in the • “special maneuvers”'.’scheduled for the next 

. three- days,?the .plan -should>cerfainly be  incorporated, -tentatively, in the 
-.b v ef-E d l^ar’strm egy;^''bhp-'d 'v-i';̂ ;.: ■ , ..r--foyv

' T hat afternoon, right after lunch, the two Chiefs of staff reported on the 
progress of the war games to 'the Imperial Library;. According to Army , 
Chief of Staff Sugiyaffia, Hirohito greeted them buoyantly: ’\ . ' f
. ■ “Now I  fully; understand our operational plans. But w hat if there is pres-; 
sure from the north while we are doing the south?”

“Once we start in- the Soutirern; Regions,” replied Sugiyama,v“we m u st.
look neither to left nor right until we have accomplished our purpose. We 
m ust concentrate oh it  to tlie; exclusion of all else. I  beg Your Majesty to y 
assent to this'prpipdsitidn. If an incident occurs in the nOrtli,;\Ve. can;divert . : 
forces from Ghina. W emustfoofohowever, stop our operations iri the sputh
half wayl” / -fo: •• . y 'y y 'y " '; ; \ .b  d

. “i t  pleases me to hear that,” said Hirohito. “Diverting forces from China ;•
rnhst be difficult for you.” - ■' f o f  ̂ y ^ y y y y y
■v Sugiyama .replied that it would be' difficult but not impossible. y   ̂ -; y 
. . The next day, September 10, Hirohito gave the staff chiefs peimissionfor , - 
■a -full-scale-hatipnal call-up oLtlie reserve.;-“You may mobilize;5 -he s a*.y, 
“but if the IConoye-Roosevelt talks should become successful, you A'ill stop, y 
correct?” r , ..................
A“Ab^utely;cprrec^’’'repMed-Sugiyama,-'>>:̂ y-

yKHMeanWhile, -Yamaf^
■Coliege.. His, forces, hypothetically,' had rendezvoused,; under /complete
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until early October, however, could Sorge radio Moscow that Japan con
templated “no attack [on Russia] until the spring of next year at the 
earliest”; and .that “there will be war with the United States this month or 
next month.”

U.S. intelligence officers in Washington, working from afar with decoded 
intercepts of Japanese diplomatic messages, correctly assessed Hirohito’s 
July 2 decision long before the Soviet ring in Tokyo. In memos GZ-1 and 
GZ-4, dated August 4 and 9, Lieutenant Commander Ahvin D. Kramer 
of Naval Intelligence greatly impressed the men around Secretary of State 
Hull by extracting the following salient points from intercepts:

Japan will not go to war against the U.S.S.R. in the north.
She will intensify preparations for “the southward move.”
She will immediately begin to “arm for all-out war against Britain and the

United States to break the British-American encirclement.”

In the second week of August, Hirohito commenced his review of the 
Navy’s war planning. Combined Fleet commander Admiral Yamamoto had 
spent the spring and early summer of 1941 conducting exercises, in the 
guise of routine training, to make sure that his men and ships and planes 
were physically capable of the attack which he imagined for them. Off 
the Kyushu ports of Kagoshima, Kanoya, and Saiki and the Shikoku port of 
Sukumo, his dive-bomber and torpedo-plane pilots had proved their ability 
to follow maps and briefings and carry out difficult mock missions over 
unfamiliar mountainous terrains with a high degree of pinpoint success. 
Now in early August Yamamoto and a handful of his most trusted staff 
officers arrived in Tokyo to explain their militaiy convictions to a select 
cadre of Hirohito’s personal naval representatives.

Yamamoto still protested that war with the United States should be 
avoided if possible, but he insisted that if war was necessary he must first 
knock out the Pearl Harbor fleet or Japan would have no chance at all. 
Since his ideas were as yet known only to Hirohito, to Prince Takamatsu, 
and to a few fully reliable staff officers in the fleet, he gave his sales 
presentation not at the offices of the Navy General Staff but at the Naval 
Staff College, which was presided over by its dean, Rear Admiral Marquis 
Komatsu Teruhisa, the imperial family member who had run Hirohito’s 
physical education program on the deck of the battleship Katori in 1921.

In the staff college Yamamoto’s staff officers mingled with the students— 
the experienced fleet commanders and captains who were intent upon 
bettering themselves with instruction in the technical and strategic post
graduate aspects of modern naval warfare. Yamamoto worried that any 
serious-looking member of the college might walk by accident into one of 
his seminars and take out of it the rumor that Japan meant to attack 
Pearl Harbor. In the event, however, Yamamoto’s table-top demonstration
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ahead and unwilling to take responsibility for them, Prime Minister Konoye 
began to think of ways of resigning. He had promised to share joys and 
sorrows with Hirohito to the end but he did not wish to go down in history 
as a complete fool and villain. He did not share Hirohito’s interest and , 
expertise in military matters and he could not believe that Japan’s armed 
forces would have any success against the United States. On the other hand 
he understood diplomacy. Hirohito expected him to get what Japan wanted 
through negotiation and the threat of force, but Konoye felt that this would 
be impossible. Hirohito had inherited from his ancestors the sacred duty of 
cleansing Japanese soil of barbarians. Konoye had inherited from his ances
tors a simpler mission: to guard the institution of the Throne and preserve 
it for posterity. He now began to think that he might be more effective in 
salvaging the institution of the Throne from the ruins of defeat than in sav
ing Hirohito, personally, from the fate he seemed driven to pursue.

On September 18 four toughs jumped on the running board of Konoye’s 
car as it was leaving his Kamakura villa and brandished daggers and pistols 
at him. The incident was kept out of the newspapers but widely publicized 
on the bureaucratic grapevine. It was even said, erroneously, that one of 
the thugs fired a bullet which missed Konoye’s head by eighteen inches. The 
would-be assassins were arrested and kept in jail for a few months. All four 
of them belonged to a previously nonviolent faction of right-wing socialists 
who had long enjoyed Konoye’s patronage. As a result the story was current 
at Court that Konoye had staged the attack himself in order to gain public 
sympathy and provide the first of several excuses for resigning the prime 
ministership. The alternative explanation had it that the war party was trying 
to intimidate him.

Two days after the attack, on September 20, Konoye attended a liaison 
conference of the Cabinet and General Staffs at which, under protest, he 
accepted October 15 as the final deadline for diplomacy with the United 
States. After that date negotiations might continue but mostly as a facade 
while war plans were being pursued in earnest. On September 26 Konoye 
told Lord Privy Seal Kido that the third Konoye Cabinet would have to 
resign unless the October 15 deadline could be further relaxed. Kido re
plied that Konoye was “behaving irresponsibly.”

The next day, September 27, Konoye retired to his Kamakura villa for a 
rest and remained there until the first of the month, refusing to converse 
with anyone on public affairs.

Hirohito hardly noticed Konoye’s unco-operative attitude, for he was 
immersed in the pros and cons of war. Thus, on September 29, he aske 
Lord Privy Seal Kido to investigate the amount of rubber the United States 
had stockpiled and to determine the quantity and quality of rubber which 
the United States could obtain from South America if Malayan and Indo
nesian sources were shut off. He was gratified to learn that the United States, 
under such circumstances, would have to depend almost entirely on syn 
tlietic rubber.
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only a sideshow which might or might not be used on opening night. The 
main event was a demonstration of the Navy’s tactical plans for supporting 
co-ordinated troop landings in Malaya, the Philippines, Wake, Guam, 
Borneo, and Java. Thirty-nine of Yamamoto’s peers—the most gifted and 
technically-minded admirals, captains, and commanders in the Navy 
General Staff and Navy Ministry—had charge of the production. And 
until they were sure that the main event was feasible, they could not even 
consider diverting ships and planes for Yamamoto’s hazardous enterprise. 
Por six days Yamamoto watched and criticized their presentations, paring 
from their task forces all fatty margins of safety and gaining for his own 
ends a destroyer or tanker here and an air squadron or carrier there.

While Yamamoto fretted, the Army-Navy deadline for giving up negotia
tions and deciding on war was considered, on September 3, by a liaison 
conference. Navy Chief of Staff Nagano opened the debate by explaining: 
“We are growing weaker while the enemy is growing stronger. . . . When 
there is no hope for diplomacy and war cannot be avoided, we must be 
ready to make up our minds quickly.” Seven hours later the conferees 
agreed that if the United States “does not meet our demands” by Octo
ber 10 “we will then at once decide to commence hostilities against the 
United States, Britain, and the Netherlands.”

When the conference closed at 6 p .m ., the policy statement on which 
it had passed—“Essentials for Carrying out the Empire’s Program”—was 
sent on for reference to the Imperial Library. Hirohito was expected to 
read it that evening or the next morning. Foreign Minister Toyoda and 
Prime Minister Konoye were both troubled by it because it seemed to em
phasize the preparations for war more than the negotiations with Washing
ton which were supposed to achieve Japan’s goals without war. And so tire 
next afternoon Foreign Minister Toyoda called at the Imperial Library to 
report on the deadlocked Washington negotiations and see how Hirohito 
was reacting. The Emperor had nothing special to say. On the following 
afternoon, September 5, therefore, Prime Minister Konoye called on Hiro
hito and pointed out to him that the first paragraph of the “Essentials” was 
devoted exclusively to military preparations and that diplomacy was rele
gated to the second paragraph. Hirohito agreed that this was a misplaced 
emphasis and promised to speak’ about it to the chiefs of staff on the 
morrow. Konoye begged him to summon the chiefs of staff at once and 
speak about it right away. Hirohito consulted with Lord Privy Seal Kido 
and decided to accede to Konoye’s request.

The two chiefs of staff arrived out of bieath at the library at 6 P.M. 
According to Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama’s memorandum written im
mediately afterwards, Hirohito greeted them abruptly with an imperative: 

‘Do use diplomacy and peace as much as possible. Do not use diplomacy 
and war preparations as equals at the same time. Give diplomacy prece
dence.”
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pessimists like Navy Minister Oikawa, was not only ready to fight but to 
win. That same day Hirohito approved a combined Army-Navy command 
for operations in the Southern Regions and asked that the government reach 
a firm determination before the rapidly approaching deadline of October 15.

When the Cabinet met on October 12, War Minister Tojo expressed dis
gust with the continuing negotiations in Washington which were only wast
ing time and improving the relative position of the United States. Navy 
Minister Oikawa agreed that war was a possibility but asked that diplomacy 
be considered as an alternative. Moreover, said Oikawa, the decision should 
be made now for one or the other, for if diplomacy was continued much 
longer it would become a dishonorable smokescreen for war.

The next day, October 13, Hirohito indirectly admitted to Lord Privy 
Seal Kido that he saw no hope in further diplomacy. “The day after the 
war begins,” he said, “we will have to issue an Imperial Declaration of War, 
Please see to it.” He went on to disclaim all responsibility for the warlike 
sentiments of his people, observing that he had stressed his love for peace 
in the rescripts he had issued at the time of Japan’s withdrawal from the 
League of Nations in 1933 and the signing of the Tripartite Pact in 1940. 
Finally, he asked Kido to make sure that lines of communication would be 
kept open for negotiating with the United States after war began. He sug
gested that a special envoy be sent to the Vatican so that the Pope could be 
used as a mediator.

On October 14, Prime Minister Konoye sent a last desperate message to 
President Roosevelt by the hand of Bishop Walsh, the Maryknoll Father 
who had first presented the basis for peace talks in Washington ten months 
earlier. He told Walsh to tell F.D.R. that unless a dramatic peace gesture 
was made immediately, the third Konoye Cabinet would have to resign and 
chances for a peaceful settlement would go aglimmering. Bishop Walsh 
accepted the assignment reluctantly for by now he was convinced that the 
United States was even less willing to patch up a peace settlement than 
Japan was. Nevertheless, as a matter of Christian duty, he accepted a place 
on a plane to Hong Kong, provided for him by Konoye, so that he could 
catch the next trans-Pacific Clipper.

As Bishop Walsh was embarking, Lord Privy Seal Kido and War Minis
ter Tojo reached an agreement in the palace that the Konoye Cabinet must 
be replaced. Kido noted in his diary that Tojo was willing to fake the 
responsibility for a last postponement of military operations and a last tty 
at diplomacy. Tojo reported as follows on the conversation to Chief of Sta 
Sugiyama:

Kido: The next Cabinet will be difficult. The Army says we can fight on the 
strength of the September 6 decision in the Imperial Presence, but the Navy 
is worried. I think that is why Prime Minister Konoye can’t make up 15 
mind. H e has to think as a politician.
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According to Sugiyama’s own account the Emperor merely said “in a 
loud voice” :

“Are you absolutely sure this time that we can win?”
“I hesitate,” replied Sugiyama, “to say I am absolutely sure, but I can 

say that there is a good possibility of winning, I cannot say that I am 
absolutely sure but I know that, for the price of a short-term peace of 
six months or a year, we cannot afford a long-term national catastrophe. 
We must think in terms of a lasting peace of twenty or fifty years.”

“Oh, I see,” said Hirohito, and once again he spoke “in a loud voice.”
"We are not happy to wage this war,” insisted Sugiyama. “We are 

thinking of war only in case all peaceful efforts fail.”
Navy Chief of Staff Nagano interceded to remind the Emperor of the 

winter of 1614 when the first of the Tokugawa shoguns had invested the 
Osaka castle of the son of Hideyoshi, the great plebeian general who had 
invaded Korea in the 1580’s and 1590’s. Nagano pointed out that the 
shogun had finally taken the castle only by first making peace and per
suading Hideyoshi’s son to fill in the outer moats of the castle. Then by 
stealth the shogun had filled in the second line of moats as well and suc- 
ceded in crossing the third and final line to storm the walls and take the 
keep. According to Nagano’s analysis Japan should beware of a settle
ment with the United States which might fill her outer moat and should 
not be contented with one which failed to fill the outer moat of the enemy. 
“Hirohito listened with interest.”

Finally Prime Minister Konoye said: “As both staff chiefs have acknowl
edged we shall try to use peaceful diplomatic means up to the end. I 
am in complete accord with the chiefs that after that and only after that 
will we go to war as specified.”

The two military men bowed themselves from the room and Konoye 
thanked Hirohito for his support. Then Hirohito went to supper.

The next morning, from 10 a.m . to noon, September 6, Hirohito pre
sided over a historic conference in the Imperial Presence which tied the 
next-to-last knot on Japan’s neatly packed war bomb. As always at such 
conferences the important matters under consideration were circulated 
beforehand in written form, were read by all participants including Hiro
hito, but were alluded to rather than discussed. The speeches made were 
all set pieces, rehearsed beforehand and delivered out loud solely for the 
purpose of the record—for the assignment of responsibility on the sacred 
palace rolls.

At the beginning of the conference, all the Cabinet ministers and staff 
chiefs who were present emulated Hirohito as he sat at his little altar 
at one end of the room silently shuffling through the position papers before 
him to indicate that he found them familiar and all in order. One of the 
Papers stated: “The purposes of war with the United States, Great Britain,
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Japanese strength relative to U.S. strength, but he cheerfully acknowledged 
that he felt strong enongh politically to bear the responsibility. A little over 
an hour later, at 5 P.M., Prince Konoye officially presented the mass resig
nation of his Cabinet.

The following day, October 17, Lord Privy Seal Kido solemnly consulted 
seven of the living former prime ministers of Japan: the J u s h in  or Elder 
Statesmen. The eighth, Baron Hiranuma, who had Supported Foreign Minis
ter Matsuoka in his quixotic diversionary schemes earlier that year, was 
conspicuously absent.0 So were several others who might have been present 
if they had not been assassinated. Wakatsuki, the disgruntled dupe of the 
Manchurian Incident, suggested that General Ugaki might make a good 
prime minister. Hayashi, the dupe of the 1935 faction fight, sought to settle 
responsibility on Prince Higashikuni. Then Lord Privy Seal Kido interrupted 
to propose Tojo. General Abe and diplomat Hirota both approved the 
choice. Admirals Okada and Yonai and the antediluvian Kiyoura all agreed 
to go along with it. Kido reported unanimity to the Emperor.

After confirming Tojo in his new triple responsibilities as prime, war, and 
home minister, Hirohito, about 6 P.M., called in outgoing Navy Minister 
Oikawa. From 1915 to 1922 Oikawa had been attached to Hirohito’s per
son as naval adjutant and in 1921 he had gone along with Hirohito aboard 
the battleship K a t o r i  on the trip to Europe. In 1940 Oikawa had forced 
the Navy to accept the Tripartite Pact. Now Oikawa had taken more 
responsibility than he could, in conscience, bear. Hirohito gently to ld  him 
that he would be replaced by Admiral Shimada Shigetaro who had also been 
close to Hirohito in the cabal in the early 1920’s and who was a close per
sonal friend of Tojo. It would be Shimada’s responsibility, along with Tojo, 
to force the elder admirals of the Navy, against their better judgment, to 
embark on war with the United States. Hirohito thanked Oikawa for his 
long and painful service. Later, in 1944, as events turned out, he would 
make Oikawa the Navy chief of staff. v

So it was that Tojo became prime minister of Japan and, in American 
eyes, the arch-villain of Japan’s eighty years of planning for war with the 
West. On assuming office Tojo actually undertook to postpone the outbreak 
of war for a month, giving the eager myrmidons of the armed forces more 
time to ripen and rehearse their operations, giving the people more time to 
accept Japan’s absolute rejection by the United States, and giving ie

6 The seventy-five-year-old Hiranuma was recovering from a bullet which had 
grazed his neck and nicked his jaw on August 14. Since the toughs who ha se 
Upon him were some of Prince Higashikuni’s Prayer-Meeting Plotters still ou 
bail because of Prince Higashikuni’s influence with the police Hiranuma was 
derstandably vexed. The fact that the Emperor had offered him the services ot 
of the Court physicians and had sent him a basket of fruit had failed to P'acate '  ̂
Since the accident, he had, however, given up his outspoken criticism of the at ia 
with Germany.
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rations until October 10, after which date war preparations should be 
finalized and negotiations continued only in the hope of a miracle or as 
a form of subterfuge. Prime Minister Prince IConoye, Navy Chief of Staff 
Nagano, and Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama all spoke in favor of the 
motion. Foreign Minister Admiral Toyoda gave a straightforward, factual 
description of the entire course of the Japanese-American negotiations 
theretofore. The ubiquitous Suzuki, now a retired lieutenant general in 
charge of the Cabinet Planning Board which ran the Japanese economy, 
described the condition of the nation’s strategic stockpiles and strongly 
urged immediate acquisition of new sources of supply in the Dutch East 
Indies.

Finally Privy Council President Hara arose. On this occasion he had 
been enjoined strictly by Lord Privy Seal Kido to speak only on behalf 
of the Throne and to make absolutely clear in the record what Hirohito 
had said to the chiefs of staff the day before. Accordingly, the Privy Council 
president said in part:

“T take it that starting now. we will prepare for war at the same time 
that diplomatic measures are being used; that is, everywhere we will try 
to break the deadlock through diplomacy, but if this should fail, we will 
have to go to war. The draft seems to suggest that the war comes first, and 
diplomacy second; but I interpret it to mean that we will spare no efforts 
in diplomacy and we will go to war only when we can find no other 
way.”

When Hara had made his point on behalf of the Throne, Navy Minister 
Oikawa hastened to reassure the Emperor that all present understood his 
wishes and would respect them. Then Hara continued, “When the prime 
minister visits the United States in the near future, he must be determined 
to improve relations by using all conceivable diplomatic measures, even 
though we will be making preparations for war as a matter of policy. 
If the proposals under consideration are given imperial assent, I ask all 
of you to co-operate in promoting the aims of the prime minister’s U.S. 
visit.”

Hara went on to ask Chief of Staff Sugiyama some technical questions 
about Soviet diplomatic and military strength. Then Hara said:

“I have been told that this war decision will be subject to careful 
deliberation and so I will not ask any further questions. I shall be satisfied 
if the diplomatic negotiations can be carried out under the conditions indi
cated in the attached papers, and so I give my complete consent to this 
proposal.”

Since the conditions indicated in the attached papers were known to be 
completely inacceptable to the United States and had been inacceptable 
ever since Japan’s invasion of China four years earlier, Hara’s last state
ment on behalf of the Throne clearly settled the issue of war and peace.

ara went on to deliver a page of comment on the state of the nation’s
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mit meeting, Konoye went to the length of assuring Grew that “we conclu
sively and wholeheartedly agree with the four principles enunciated by the 
secretary of state.” These called on Japan to promise: “Respect for the 
territorial integrity and the sovereignty of each and all nations; support of 
the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries; 
support of the principle of equality, including equality of commercial oppor
tunity; and non-disturbance of the status quo in the Pacific except as the 
status quo may be altered by peaceful means.”

In his diary Grew continued:

Prince Konoye recognizes that the responsibility is his for the present 
regrettable state of relations between our two countries but, with appropriate 
modesty as to his personal capabilities, he likewise recognizes that only he 
can cause the desired rehabilitation to come about. In the event of failure on 

' his part, no succeeding Prime Minister at least during his own lifetime, could 
achieve the results desired. . . . Prince Konoye told me that from the incep
tion of the informal talks in Washington he had received the strongest con
currence from the responsible chiefs of both the Army and the Navy. Only 
today he had conferred with the Minister of War [Tojo], who had promised 
to send a full general to accompany the Prime Minister to the meeting with 
the President. . . . Prince Konoye repeatedly stressed the view that time is 
of the essence. . . He could not guarantee to put into effect any such pro
gramme of settlement six months or a year from now. He does, however, 
guarantee that at the present time he can carry with him the Japanese people 
to the goal which he has selected. , . . He expressed the earnest hope that in 

"view of the present internal situation in Japan the projected meeting with the 
« President could be arranged with the least possible delay.

Konoye’s desperate bid to involve Grew and Roosevelt in his own domes
tic political struggles continued for a month and ultimately came to naught. 
The State Department dissuaded Roosevelt from meeting with Konoye until 
the ““Japanese government” could promise specific reforms in its interna
tional conduct. The position-paper writers and the responsible ministers of 
the Japanese government refused to let Konoye make the official assurances 
that were needed. Hirohito refrained from exercising his immense influence 
on Konoye’s behalf.

The crux of the impasse was China. The United States insisted that Japan 
promise to withdraw her troops from China if and when a general Pacific 
settlement could be reached. Japan refused to make such a pledge except in 
the most vague and futuristic terms. On the other hand Japan insisted that 
she be given access once more to supplies of oil while the diplomatic settle
ment was being negotiated. The United States refused to comply unless 
Japan would make an equivalent gesture of solid, material good faith.

As the circular logic of the situation exhausted all the negotiators, both 
m Tokyo and in Washington, the Japanese Army and Navy were pressing
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P E A R L  H A R B O R

( l9 4 l )

SORGE’S ARREST

During the last two weeks of the Konoye Cabinet, the police arrested 
and imprisoned the members of the Soviet spy ring headed by Richard 
Sorge. A t the time, Germ an Gestapo observers ascribed the fall of Konoye 
to his embarrassingly close relations with Ozaki Hotsumi, the leading 
Japanese m em ber of the ring. Western scholars, however, on review of the 
police files, have concluded that the arrests and the government turnover 
had  little bearing on one another. Certainly, if Konoye was embarrassed, the 
“militarists” had nothing to do with it, for the arrests and interrogations of 
the spies were handled entirely by the civilian Thought Police of the Home 
M inistry. The military secret police were deeply chagrined that, in a matter 
of military security, they had not been able to strike first. The Thought 
Police, who had been watching the Sorge ring closely for over a year, were 
connected at a much higher level with state policy. They were probably 
directed to clean up the ring as a routine preparation for war at a time 
when the ring could serve state policy no further. Home Minister Tanabe 
Harum ichi had served as the vice president and manipulator of puppet 
H enry Pu-yi’s Privy Council in M anchukuo from 1932 to 1938.

The roundup of the ring began on September 29, 1941, when the 
Thought Police took into custody Ito Tadasu.1 After earlier arrests and 
interrogations as a  subversive, Ito  had been broken and made an informer 
for the police. They had then found him a job at the South Manchuria 
R ailroad Research Institute, the spy-service center run by Dr. Okawa 
Shumei who had served as liaison man between palace and assassins during

1 In English he has previously been known by an alternate reading of his name 
characters, Ito Ritsu.
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radio silence, in the extreme north of Japan, the Kurile Islands, and begun 
a quiet voyage across the northern Pacific, far from trade routes. As they 
made their approach on paper to Hawaii, a yeoman stood by in the small 
crowded room where Yamamoto was playing his tactical game and calcu
lated the fuel consumption of the various ships in the fleet on an abacus.4 
Despite the shrewdest moves which the opposing admirals in adjoining 
rooms uould make on the basis of their knowledge of Yamamoto and of 
the false intelligence which the umpires thought fair for Yamamoto to 
throw in their direction, the Pearl Harbor fleet arrived unexpected at its 
destination and did great damage. In its retreat the umpires calculated that 
it might lose almost a third of its ships but that the loss which it had in
flicted might be worth the price.

After this verdict, Yamamoto returned triumphant, on Saturday, Sep
tember 13, to his Combined Fleet flagship, the Nagato. His staff officers 
spent a day going over the papers he had brought back from Tokyo and 
discussing the moves they must make next. Then, on the following day, 
Monday, September 15, Yamamoto and a few of his aides went ashore to 
reveal the Pearl Harbor plan for the first time to a representative of the 
Army. ,

At the headquarters of the Iwakuni Air Group, Yamamoto met with 
Count Terauchi Hisaichi, the general of the former Army Purification 
Movement who had reorganized civilian espionage for the Strike South in 
Taiwan in 1934; who had assisted the Court in overseeing arrangements 
in 1935 for the 1936 Army mutiny; who as war minister in 1936 and 
1937 had carried out the Army’s purge of the Strike-North Faction. Now, 
at sixty-two, Terauchi had been promised by Hirohito the post of Supreme 
Commander for the Southern Regions.5 He and his protege, Lieutenant 
General Tiger Yamashita—who had been specially flown in for the occa
sion from Manchuria—digested Admiral Yamamoto’s plan and promised 
their support and co-operation in it. At the same time, they both agreed 
with Yamamoto that war would be a desperate gamble and should be 
avoided if at all possible.

A few days later, on September 21, Yamamoto and his staff began work 
on Order Number One, a comprehensive war plan so detailed that it would 
take an expert typesetter, cleared for top secrets, three days to set and 
print 300 copies of it. This was the order which, when stamped and signed 
by Hirohito, would launch World War II in the Pacific.

Unnerved by the speed with which war preparations were being pushed

The yeoman was later captured on Saipan where he gave American intelligence 
o Cers tke'r first knowledge of the September 2-13 table-top maneuvers. He was in- 

2 f.ricn.̂  l^e author, Otis Cary, now a member of the faculty of 
a niversity in Kyoto and the administrator of Amherst House there.

A„Jt Strike-S°uih Paction’s inclusive term for all the land between India and
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entire world. Despite much time for thought and several written “changes 
of heart” he never succeeded in demonstrating a sincere rejection of his 
youthful idealisms. His interrogators all sympathized with him, but finally 
after the fall of Tojo in 1944, when Peace Faction and kamikaze enthusi
asts were delicately balanced on the scales of state, he was to be executed 
for the good and sufficient reason of political convenience.

After Ozaki's failure to keep his appointment and after learning that 
Miyagi, too, had disappeared. Richard Sorge spent two days waiting in fear. 
He admitted both to himself and to the other European members of his 
ring that the game was probably up. He drafted a halfhearted request to 
Moscow for reassignment, tried to book passage on a ship to Shanghai, and 
spent much time in bed, moping and dozing. Early in the evening of Octo
ber 17, Max Klausen, the radio technician of the ring, called on him and 
found him finishing a case of sake with Branko de Voukelitch, the Yugo
slavian photographic technician. Klausen was so depressed at the sight of 
Sorge lounging about fatalistically in his pajamas with a glass in his hand 
that he asked the news, contributed a fresh bottle of sake to the wake, and 
left it after ten minutes.

The next morning at 5 a .m . several Thought Policemen from the Home 
Ministry and an assistant procurator from the Justice Ministry waited out
side Sorge’s home for a German official car to go away from the curb out 
front. The head of the German News Agency was inside hating a madden
ingly mysterious conversation with Sorge which the police were never able 
to explain to their satisfaction. Sorge later insisted, throughout his interro
gation, that the German had stopped by, at 5 a .m .. simply to pick his brains 
on the recent change of Cabinet.

As soon as die German had left, the police presented themselves at 
Sorge’s door and asked him to come with them for questioning in regard 
to his 1938 motorcycle accident. Sorge objected, as a foreign national, but 
was forced into a car and bundled off, still in his pajamas. The police noted 
that he had left behind him, open beside his bed, an arcane volume of 
sixteenth century Japanese poetry. That he might want to read it and under
stand it was set down in h is favor.

Six days later, under severe and painful questioning. Sorge admitted that 
he was a Soviet agent and was handed over by the Thought Police to the 
assistant procurator from the Justice Ministry who had stood by at his arrest. 
This procurator, Yoshizaw'a Mitsusada, v'ould become a familiar figure to 
American audiences at the 1951 Sorge hearings of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee. Alternately befriending Sorge and leaving him to 
the mercy of brutal guards, Yoshizawa would lead the broken spy question 
by question, revelation by revelation, process by due process through three 
years of examination, trial, judgment, and appeal. Finally Sorge vTou 
mount the gallows, forty-seven minutes after Ozaki Hotsumi, on the morn 
ing of November 7, 1944.

Triumvir o f  Asia
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’From October 1 to October 5 Hirohito was taken up with table-top 
maneuvers being held at die Army’s War College. The exercises were to 
determine how long the Army would need to proceed “from Phase One of 
preparedness to Phase Two.” Phase One called for some 400,000 troops 
to be mustered and ready near ports with adequate shipping in the heart of 
the Empire. Phase Two called for first-wave invasion forces to be waiting 
aboard transports on the southern frontiers of the Empire: Taiwan, Hainan, 
and Indochina. Hirohito had insisted earlier that Phase Two must be de
layed as long as possible so as not to prejudice diplomatic negotiations. The 
Army had insisted that it would need three weeks to move from Phase One 
into Phase Two. The War College maneuvers demonstrated that the diffi
cult and dangerous transition period could be abridged to two weeks.

The sulking Prime Minister Konoye finally returned from his tent to duty 
on October 1. The next day U.S. Secretary of State Hull, in an oral state
ment to Ambassador Nomura in Washington, reaffirmed the hard U.S. line 
that Japanese forces must withdraw from China as part of any lasting 
American-Japanese settlement in the Far East. A  fortnight of frenzied 
political activity ensued in Tokyo. Influential Japanese pulled strings to get 
messages to the Emperor that war with the United States would be a dis
aster. Hirohito’s closest advisors pinched themselves and told one another 
that they must be living through a bad dream. Navy Minister Oikawa sug
gested to Generals Tojo and Sugiyama that the Navy could not enter the 
war with any hope of success. Prime Minister Konoye alternately begged 
Ambassador Grew and Emperor Hirohito for help and comfort but was 
turned down by both. In Washington Ambassador Nomura began spending 
less time in secret negotiation with Secretary of State Hull—in a suite at 
the Wardman Park apartment hotel— and more time driving about the 
Virginia and Maryland countryside in sad meditation. Books have been 
filled with the comings and goings of that tragic fortnight, but nothing 
really happened, nothing changed.

Even Lord Privy Seal Kido had moments in which his dedication to the 
national program wavered. On October 9 he admitted to Prime Minister 
Konoye that the world situation was too complex for a clear-cut preference 
ns to war or peace. Perhaps it would be best to live with U.S. economic 
sanctions, to be satisfied with a few of the provinces of China, and to ask 
the people to practice frugality and industry and build up the national 
strength for another ten years before seeking further expansion. If Konoye, 
e sa’̂ ’ believed that this would be the best course for the nation, he should 

net on his own responsibility in favor of peace. If he had the conviction to 
pursue a policy of retrenchment, the Emperor, said Kido, could be per
suaded to cancel the war decision of the imperial conference of September 

• onoye promised to give the possibility serious thought.
Ch‘ f̂C f 6Xt ^a^’- ^>ct0̂ er * 0, Hirohito called in his cousin, former Navy 
th ICkj ^rince Fushimi, and asked his opinion as to whether or not

e avy was prepared to fight. Fushimi replied that tire Navy, despite
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irrefutable case for war. The presentations were long and complex. Little 
by little they brought out all the objections to war and contrasted them to 
the enormity of the retrenchment which Japan would have to make if she 
did not go to war while her oil and other stockpiles made war a feasible 
proposition. In the process the “experts” revealed a clear and bleak appre
ciation of the probable realities of the future.

The two chiefs of staff and their assistants argued convincingly with 
statistics that Japan could now seize Southeast Asia, with all its oil, rubber, 
tin, tungsten and rice, but that if she did not act now her ability to take the 
offensive would gradually wane until by mid-1942 U.S. defenses in the 
south would be too strong to breach. Thereafter Japan’s military position 
would deteriorate progressively until a time would come only three or four 
years hence in which the United States could demand that Japan withdraw 
to her 1890 boundaries and she would have no rational alternative but 
to bow and comply.

The ubiquitous Suzuki, of the Cabinet Planning Board, backed the two 
chiefs of staff, but in the most pessimistic terms. If everything went per
fectly and all norms could be met, Japan would just have enough steel, oil 
and ship producing capacity to tide herself over until the Dutch East Indies 
could be exploited and the Co-Prosperity Sphere could be made a self- 
sufficient economic bloc. Suzuki volunteered the information that accidents 
of weather or underestimates of the damage done by U.S. submarines could 
tip the scales and turn a slim margin of hope into a certainty of despair. 
Nevertheless, Suzuki insisted that this desperate gamble was preferable to 
the alternative of capitulation without a struggle. He predicted that Japan 
would lose little more by fighting and being defeated than by standing pat 
and being overpowered by economic pressure.

Finance Minister Kaya Okinori, a protege of Prince Konoye, disagreed. 
He felt that the people might be willing to starve in order to meet military 
requirements but that, still, the military requirements would probably not 
be met. Runaway inflation might be prevented at home, but the conquered 
areas would have to be bled white. Japan might be able to take from Indo
nesia the war materials which she needed but would not be able to supply 
the manufactured goods which Indonesia now imported from Europe. 
Finally, Kaya refused to concede that the United States would necessarily 
take advantage of her strength in order to force Japan to her knees.

New Foreign Minister Togo Shigenori, the same who would later handle 
Japan’s surrender notes in 1945, agreed with Kaya. He and Kaya faile to 
change the determination for war but they helped to lengthen Tojo s po icy 
review until it became almost unbearable for the edgy m ilita ry  strategiss 
participating in it. Finally, on October 30, a liaison conference adjourned 
with a firm pledge to sit again on November 1 and to remain sitting a a) 
and all night, if necessary, until a conclusive recommendation could e 
made to the Emperor.
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To j o : I asked the Navy Minister, “Has there been any change in the Navy’s 
resolve since September 6? If there has been we will adjust plans accordingly-” 
But he said, “No, there has been no change.” . . .  It seems to me that we 
have to stop trying to assign responsibility for the past and face up squarely 
to the question as to whether or not we can pursue the national program as 
decided.

To Sugiyama, Tojo added, “The Navy minister [Oikawa] won’t say he 
has no confidence in victory hut he continues, nevertheless, to talk that 
way. We can’t make a decision because he won’t commit himself. If the 
Navy can’t make up its mind, we will have to look around for other solu
tions.”

Sugiyama and Tojo agreed, after further chat, that one solution might be 
a new Cabinet with a new Navy minister.

By the next morning, October 15, everyone at Court was agreed that a 
Cabinet change seemed inevitable. Konoye reported that Tojo by now was 
so disgusted with procrastination that he would no longer talk to Konoye 
at Cabinet meetings. Hirohito was disappointed that Konoye should break 
his 1940 pledge “to share joys and sorrows with me to the very end.” 
Nevertheless Hirohito approved the Cabinet change without demur, and all 
day Konoye’s secretaries and the ubiquitous retired lieutenant general, 
Cabinet Planning Board Director Suzuki Tei-ichi, shuttled in and out of 
die palace as gO-betweens in the quest for a suitable new government.

To accept the responsibility for the past and unify the Army and Navy 
for the future, War Minister Tojo and Prime Minister Konoye agreed on 
one point: that the best prime ministerial candidate would be HirOhito’s 
scheming uncle, Prince Higashikuni, who had originally recruited Tojo and 
the rest of Hirohito’s Army cabal in 1920. Lord Privy Seal Kido and other 
courtiers all expressed horror at the thought of putting a member of the 
family in front of the chrysanthemum curtain at a time when Japan might 
enter a hazardous war with the United States. Hirohito said that a Higashi
kuni Cabinet presented certain problems but “might be all right.”

After an afternoon and evening of scurrying conversations, Konoye went 
late at night to Prince Higashikuni’s villa to “feel him out.”  Higashikuni 
asked for a few days to consider the proposal. While Konoye was absent 
from the palace, Hirohito and Lord Privy Seal Kido interviewed War 
Minister Tojo and persuaded him to take the responsibility for forming the 
next Cabinet and for shouldering in it, simultaneously, the portfolios of 
prime minister, war minister, and home minister.

The next afternoon Hirohito gave Tojo a private audience asking him if 
he would be willing to set aside the war decision of September 6 and take 
responsibility for holding the armed forces in check while the final orders 
for war were postponed for another month. Tojo noted that this additional 
time for negotiations would be bought at the cost of a steady deterioration in
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are soon going to■- start colliding with one another.” Navy Chief of Staff 
Naganophowever, observed wryly, “small comsions:are incidents; not:™ > . 
Without much argument, he and Tsukada agreed that war would be called 
off if negotiations promised a settlement up to as late as midnight, Novem
ber 30. ' ;•••

What protracted the proceedings for sixteen and a half hours was the 
stubborn refusal of Foreign Minister; Togo and Finance Minister Kaya. 
to make the recommendation to the Emperor unanimous;. And what, 
prompted their recalcitrance was their desire not just to avert war but to 
avert a'war commenced in a dishonorable fashion. Nothing in the record 
of . what was said at the conference; states' clearly that Japan was . deciding, 
to deceive the United States, but there was probably something tov that 
effect in the position papers which were laid before the conferees because, 
early in the proceedings, Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama, in his minutes,, 
recorded the following exchange.

[F inance M inister] Kaya: If there, were hope of .victory in the third year 
< of the , war, it would be all, right to commence hostilities, but according;to 

. [Navy Chief of Staff] Nagano’s explanation, this is not certain.. Moreover, I 
would judge .that the chances of the United States making war upon us are 
slight, so my conclusion.must be that it would not be a good idea to, declare 
war now.  ̂ ......
[Foreign M inister] Togo: ,I, too, cannot believe that the. American fleet 

. would come and attack .us. I  am not convinced that there,is any need to start 

. war now.
[N avy Chief of Staff] N agano: There is a saying, “Don’t;rely on what may 

.; not happen.” The future is, uncertain; we,: can’t take anything for granted. In 
three years enemy defenses in the south will be strong, and.the,number o f, 
enemy warships will also increase. t . . . .
[Finance M inister] Kaya: Well, then, when can we go to war and;win? 
[Navy Chief of Staff] N agano: Now! The "time: for war will .not -dome 
later. . . . !  ̂ ...T
Kaya and Togo [s ic ]: Before we decide on this, we would like somehow to 
make a last’attempt at diplomatic negotiations. This is a great turning gomt 
in the history of our Country, which goes back 2,600 years; and on if hangs 
the fate of the nation. It’s outrageous to ask us to resort to diplomatic tricKery. 
We can’t do it. ■ , *'• - '■ • ’ 'v ’;; 'V ' 1 r

■. A t 1 :30  the next moming, Kaya and Togo still held outi .Tlie proposal to 
continue sincere negotiations up to midnight November 30 and thM Jo, sta
w ar a week later stUI had only majority support. The conferees adjourne 
with a  vote to recommend the proposal to Hirohito even on thus non- 
unanimous basis., Togo ,and Kaya, however,masked 1?^® . 
give them  until eleven: o’clock in the morning before reporting tbcif is-en-
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diplomats one last impossible chance to negotiate Japan’s inacceptable de
mands in Washington.

On October 18, Hirohito agreed to catapult Tojo, years ahead of normal 
schedule, from the rank of lieutenant general to that of full general. In the 
afternoon Hirohito and Kido went together to Yasukuni Shrine to worship 
the spirits of the dead warriors who had served the national program in the 
last century.

On October 20, in a routine conversation with Hirohito, Lord Privy Seal 
Kido took the opportunity to explain that he had suggested Tojo as prime 
minister in order to give Japan a moment’s breathing space, for careful 
consideration, before leaping into a hasty war. Hirohito gazed at his favorite 
advisor and said, “You cannot catch a tiger cub unless you dare to enter the 
tiger’s cave.” It was the Japanese equivalent of “nothing ventured, nothing 
gained.”

Konoye’s Last Chance 795
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tion of our interests in East Asia. ^Recently she has blocked our speedy settle- 
.: ment of the China Incident by aiding the government of Chiang Kai-shek and 

has even resorted to the final outrage, of breaking oil economic relations with
■ us- • • ■•/',/. V.'-'.

A fter the preamble, Yamamoto quickly/got to .the main point: “Ihe 
Japanese Em pire will declare war on the United States, Great .Britain, and 
the Netherlands. W ar will be declared on X-day; The order wiirbecohie 

' effective on Y -day.” Yam am oto’s order went on to prescribe in detail the 
units to be employed in the various operations and even the voice/codes 
which would be used by his own P earl H arbor forces; “The cherry blos
soms are all in their - glory,” meaning warriors are about to fall, would 
signify, “There a ra  no warships in Pearl H arbor; the-.American, fleet has 
escaped.” The message “Climb M ount F u ji” would mean “weather and 
other conditions suitable for attack.” “ Five hundred twenty, is the depth of 
the m oat at H onno Temple” (where the G reat M usketeerO da Nobunaga 
was betrayed and assassinated) would mean “Attack scheduled for 0520.” 

Some of the admirals who had attended the Yamamoto special maneuver 
in the N aval Staff College, two months earlier still disappfo 
H arbor plan as. a  poor gamble tactically and as a mere .gesture strategicaUy . 
— one which might temporarily knock out. the U.S' Pacific fleet but one, 
also/ which would affront the United States and make it difficult to nego
tiate a peace later when Japan had oCcupied/the Philippines, Malaya,;. ahd 
the D utch E ast Indies and could bargain front a position of: strength.: • , 

Few in the Army knew of .Yamamoto’s-pi,atf. 3$® ..oyerf^cdiiraM deF 
for Arm y operations in the south/'General .Count Y  
on it only six weeks- previously. Army Chief of Staff. Sugiyama, by the evi
dence o f his own memoranda, had been informed of it a -scant four .days 
before. Shogun Tojo was probably still in the dark about it.3 Civilians like 
Foreign M inister Togo simply knew that the1 Navy had  a plan for “aniliti'sh-- 
ing” the U.S. fleet.'They assumed— arid it was one- of th e  assumptions oh 
which they based their disapproval .of war—4hat the “ambush” would 
take place only if the U.S; Navy was foolish enough to steam west in order 
to relieve the Philippines hftbr. i f  had been/attackedv/^ .
members of his ‘ family, the staff chiefs/ and some of. Yamamoto s; o\\n 
trusted naval colleagues yet knew of the Pearl Harbor plan. :

As soon as Navy Chief b f  Staff Nagano receiyed M 
ber One on  the morning of November 3, he- took ;it to: the palace. Th.erh

, he was joined by. his opposite number, Army Chief of Staff Sugipina^and
together with Sugiyama he was ushered into the;.Imperiai Pfosence. : " P,..

3 Professor Robert J. C/Butow, whd has .made Tojo’s'.v 
one' o f his:.speciaJties^has;wntten^ W)iild.a p p e a r i t h a t ; i f o j o / t j i d ~

: navyV decision/to adopt . the [Pearl Harbor] plah until a day or two before t e . y . 
periai conference of December 1;” • • ••
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“Well, since there is a great difference in distances [from our various 
mustering points],” replied Chief of Staff Sugiyama, “I doubt that we can 
co-ordinate all our attacks on precisely the same date.”

Hirohito nodded. With his aides-de-camp he had pored over the charts 
of Southeast Asia for years. He knew well the distances involved and the 
difficulties of tides and winds and reefs. With his acquiescence, Navy 
Chief of Staff Nagano returned to the Naval Staff Headquarters on the 
edge of Hibiya .Park just outside the palace gates. There Rear Admiral 
Kuroshima Kumahito, who had brought Nagano his copy of Order Num
ber One from Yamamoto’s flagship in the Inland Sea, was tensely waiting 
for him. *‘I just talked to Yamamoto on the phone,” announced Kuro
shima. “He says that if you do not agree to his plan, he will have to resign 
from the service.”

Nagano beamed, wrapped an arm around Kuroshima’s shoulder, and 
said, “I fully understand how Yamamoto feels. If he has that much con
fidence in his scheme, he must be allowed to carry on with it. It has been 
approved.”

Kuroshima had a plane standing by and flew immediately south to give 
Yamamoto the news. That night aboard the flagship Nagato, there was a 
solemn ceremonial drinking of sake. With the support of Hirohito, Prince 
Takamatsu, and Marquis Komatsu, Yamamoto and his men felt that they 
had given Japan a fighting chance.

;

- TH E WAR COUNCIL ASSENTS

Before affixing his seal of state to Yamamoto’s Order Number One and 
converting it officially into a Taimei or Great Order, Hirohito summoned 
a meeting of the Supreme War Council to sit in his presence and approve 
on the following day, November 4. In addition to the Army and Navy 
ministers, the chiefs of staff, the commanders of the Kure and Yokosuka 
naval bases, two former Navy ministers, and a former commander at Kure, 
the meeting was attended by General Terauchi who was to command the 
Strike South, by General Doihara and Vice Admiral Shinozuka Yoshio of 
the spy service, and by Princes Kanin, Fushimi, Asaka, and Higashikuni. 
Hirohito sat silent at one end of the room while old Prince Kanin, just 
in front of him at a lower altar, presided and moderated. On the two 
tables running down the sides of the room, before the rest of the conferees, 
reposed copies of a single brief paper declaring the business of t e 
meeting. It said;

To break open the present crisis, to fulfill the nation s inner life and self 
defense, and to establish a New Order in Greater East Asia, the Ernpir • 
on this occasion, decides to make war on the United States, Englan , an 
Holland.
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the terror of 1932. At the institute it \vas Itos assignment to watch liis. 
fellow worker, the China expert Ozaki Hotsumi, who, as a member of the. 
Sorge ring, had transmitted earlier messages -from. Lord Privy Seal Kido ■ 
and young Saionji to Sorgo:for, relay-to,the Soviet Union^. -; : . y . - ;

Now the Tliought Police questioned informer lto for eleven days before ; 
they felt that they had.picked his brains cleam To the.Thought Police^ it
seemed difficult to believe that Sorge could, operatey as .he. did within the 
German Embassy unless .some larger conspiracy than his spy ring was in
volved. Finally, however; the interrogators were , satisfied that Ito was 
concealing nothing and they moved on to their next arrest. ;

On September 11 they picked up Miyagi Yatoku,-.ffi^  ̂ artist;
who had been sent to. assist'Sorge"by: toe.rAmericto.Cpmmumst-. par^inV
1933. Miyagi alone in the Sorge ring behaved with unsophisticated heroics 
and refused to admit'anything. ;In the first week Of his interrogation he' 
jumped or was pushed from an upstairs window oLtheThoughtPolice 
building, was caught by a tree, and only broke a leg.2 He finally: died in 
prison in August 1943. v : 'xx'X 'X

Ozaki Hotsumi, the confidant of Prince Konoye and most valuable Japa
nese member of tile ring, learned of'Miyagi’s arrest and .waited stoically for 
his own. On October 14, he was supposed to eat dinner with Sorge at the 
Asia Restaurant in the South Manchuria Railroad Building. Leaving Sorge 
waiting in vain for him, he chose instead to spend a last evening with his 
wife and daughter; The next morning a: single Thought.Policeman came 
for him. He parleyed a moment with the man, made, sure that his; daughter; 
had left for school, and then without a further word to his wife left his home 
for the final three years of his life. • / - x X : / X : X /-’■/:X X /X r^y-.

At the police station Ozaki authoritatively and successfully asked to see 
the chief prosecutor who would be assignedyto; his case- by. the; Justice 
Ministry. The ordinary procedure of interrogation .by detectives would not,; 
he made clear, be required in his case because he was privy. to state fsecrets 
for which detectives were hot cleared, and because lie was already persuaded 
to tell the full truth. He was transferred at once to the! detention section' Of. 
Sugamo Prison where he began a. three-year uOxiversation .withprocurator 
Tamazawa Mitsusaburo who .would present Japan’s .case agairist the Sorge 
ring in court. At the outset Ozaki revealed the names of all the agents in 
the ring arid pleaded 'that both he and Sorge-had been .intermediaries in 1 
international negotiations: ratherthanspies' in the accepted 'sense;.' Months 
later, after countless-interrogations, he would begin to; confess-that he was 
at fault iri haVing-always believed in a single socialist govemment for the

, 2Being an American; Miyagi was suspected of; being not:only ;a,Communist.spy 
but also ,a;'U.S,,spy^^ . the "first year;:'of;'anti-Aiiierican '
war hysteria. grcatly .complicated negotiatiqns for ihe rest of the Sorg'e 'spy ' ring and 

- niay;-lJAye;i»wehted the -Thought Police from disposing i of hie rin^. as "charitably; as 
they .might otherwise, have, done/: X’:X;XXX X, ;'vX  -;XX-X; -.VX;,'
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‘ ' TOJO’S RESPONSIBILITY .

In appointing Tojo simultaneously prime, war, and home minister, Hiro- 
liito gave him enough power to act as a shogun, a wartime dictator. Hiro- 
hito showed no uneasiness at delegating this immense power, for he was 
really delegating only responsibility and he trusted Tojo implicitly. Events 
would prove that his trust was not misplaced. Tojo and the Emperor had 
much in common: a quick appreciation of technical realities, a meticulous 
attention to detail, an impatience with too much indirection and belly talk, 
a charm which extended only to immediate personal relationships, and a 
blind pride in the righteousness of Japan’s cause. Both men shared a con
viction that “the Japanese race” had been persecuted by the white race. 
Both men had succeeded in cloistering themselves from the realities of 
Japan’s own barbarous racism in dealing with fellow Asiatics.

In accepting the Emperor’s mandate to be “shogun,” Tojo promised to 
postpone war for a month, to discipline the noisy strategists who demanded 
war now or not at all, and to conduct a thorough, rational review of all the 
past policies and present exigencies which seemed to make war necessary. 
Hirohito does not appear, from his actions and comments, to have expected 
any change in policy from this review; rather, he seems to have wanted 
every argument and statistic, which had been working in his own mind, 
to be set forth sharply and clearly in black and white so that the fuzzy- 
minded politicians of his realm like Konoye would be made to see the need 
for war and so that posterity would understand his point of view. Accord- 
ingly, for a fortnight, from October 19 to November 1, shogun Tojo held 
the leaders of Japan in continual conference in order to make clear to them 
and their cohorts the rationale for the desperate gamble ahead.

At his first liaison conference of the Cabinet and General Staffs on Octo
ber 23, 1941, Tojo expressed the Emperor’s wishes firmly. Navy,Chief of 
Staff Nagano said, “The Navy is consuming 400 tons of oil an hour. The 
situation is urgent. We want it decided one way or the other quickly.” Army 
Chief of Staff Sugiyama said, “Things have already been delayed for a 
month. We can’t devote four or five days to study. Hurry up and go ahead.”

Tojo replied, “I well understand why the Supreme Command empha
sizes the need to hurry. The government, however, would prefer to give the 
matter careful study and do it in a responsible way. There are now new 
ministers of the Navy, finance, and foreign affairs. I would like to have us 
decide whether the government can assume responsibility for the September 
6 decision as it stands, or whether we must reconsider it from a new point 
of view. Does the Supreme Command have any objections?”

The two chiefs of staff both admitted that they could have no objections. 
For the next week, at daily liaison conferences, they watched Tojo parade 
experts, representing all factions in the Japanese state, and build up an
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the palace rolls. Although n o t  deemed worthy of live discussion at the 
conference, they included several surprisingly candid statements. They 
opened with a question by Prince Asaka requesting that the Army and 
Navy unify their command functions and co-operate thoroughly in the 
months ahead. The answer from the General Staffs was reassuring. After 
Asaka’s questions, General Terauchi, the Supreme Commander f̂or the 
Southern Regions was represented as asking, “Isn’t there really any way 
to avoid a prolonged war?” The answer was, “There are no good ideas 
on that point but . . Again the hope was voiced that England would 
be occupied by Germany and the United States would grow tired of 
fighting. 5

Terauchi’s next written question was: “What are the most important 
points to remember in our administration of the occupied areas?”

The answer was: “First, secure raw materials; second, insure freedom of 
transport for war materials and personnel; third, in accomplishing these 
two objectives, we must not hesitate, as we did in China, to oppress the 
natives. On the other hand, we will not interfere in the details of gov
ernment, as we did in China, but will make use of existing organizations 
and show respect for native customs.”

A moment later the reading came to the questions of General Doihara, 
the aging espionage expert known as the “Lawrence of Manchuria.” 
Doihara’s second question was: “What is the official excuse for this war 
against America, Britain, and the Dutch?”

The answer was: “This is a clash between nations which have different 
world philosophies. The basic purpose of the war is to make the Ameri
cans do obeisance to us against their will—that and the establishment of 
the Co-Prosperity Sphere to make us self-sufficient. Before we achieve 
these ends we must be prepared for a long war. Our immediate short-term 
ends are to break out of encirclement, undermine the morale of Chiang 
Kai-shek, seize the raw materials of the south, expel the Anglo-Saxon 
race from Asia, make the Chinese and the peoples of the Southern Regions 
depend on us rather than on the United States and England, open a 
southern route for closer ties between Asia and continental Europe, and 
get a monopolistic corner on the rubber, tin, and other raw materials which 
the United States needs for military purposes.”

Having considered such frank questions and answers and having taken 
responsibility for the war, the Supreme War Councillors adjourned with
out ever seeing Yamamoto’s Order Number One on which they were 
implicitly passing.

Triumvir of Asia

THE FORMAL WAR DECISION

The next day Hirohito presented the same responsibility in still more 
disguised, security-conscious form to the assembled civilians of the Cabi
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The next day, Friday October 31, Lord Privy Seal Kidomet with Yoshida 
Shigeru, the postwar prime minister of Japan and son-in-law of Hirohito’s 
former Lord Privy Seal Makino, and began conversations with him for the 
formation of the Peace Faction which would ultimately prepare for the 
contingency of Japan’s surrender. Kido consummated his understanding 
with Yoshida at two further meetings on November 1 and 2.

Also on November 1 Admiral Yamamoto Isoroku and his staff gained 
Hirohito’s editorial approval for their final draft of Order Number One, the 
comprehensive plan of Army and Navy operations which would be carried 
out in the months ahead. With Prince Takamatsu’s blessing the top-secret 
plan went to a printer who would turn out three hundred numbered copies 
of it in the three days which followed.

Pearl Harbor

THE CABINET CAPITULATES

Meanwhile, on November 1, shogun Tojo presided over the historic 
liaison conference which would decide on war. The conference of Oc
tober 30 had adjourned noncommittally with an agreement to restrict 
future choice to one of three plans: 1) suspend war preparations and “sleep 
on logs and drink gall” for ten or twenty years while attempting to make 
Japan the industrial equal of the United States; 2) decide at once on war 
and forget diplomacy; and 3) continue war preparations with a firm deci
sion to embark on war in early December while still conducting diplomatic 
negotiations “at a slow pace.” Before the liaison conference of November 1, 
between 7:30 and 8:30 in the morning, shogun Tojo met for breakfast with 
Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama and asked him to support plan number three. 
Sugiyama made no promises but nodded occasionally at Tojo as he ate his 
rice and sipped his tea.

The liaison conference convened at the Imperial Headquarters building 
just north of the Fukiage Gardens in the palace at 9 a.m . It was to last for 
sixteen and a half hours, until 1:30 a.m . the next morning. The reason for 
this wearisome argument was not that anything new came up for discussion 
or even that there were many points of disagreement. To be sure, Navy 
Chief of Staff Nagano and Army Vice Chief of Staff Tsukada would both 
have preferred to forget diplomacy altogether but they acquiesced without 
much struggle to the continuance of negotiations until the last minute. 
Tsukada, in particular, wanted an early deadline of November 13 put on 
the .negotiations so that he would not have to rescind operation orders 
after that date in case the United States suddenly showed a willingness to 
compromise.

The training and mustering of some 400,000 men in the heart of the 
Empire a thousand miles from the future fields of battle had taxed both 
the logistic and the psychological resources of the Army’s officer corps. “I 
tell you, ’ exclaimed Tsukada, “airplanes, surface vessels, and submarines



on a return to the position th e p re v io u sJu n e  ‘beforeJaphrii-had-"occupied 
southern Indochina and the United States had frozen Japanese assets and 
interdicted Japan’s oil supplies. As the price paid for it, in order to purchase 
time, both sides were to m ake promises: ■' . .u . .

Both Japan and the United States will pledge hot to make an armed ad
vance into Southeast Asia and the South Pacific area. . . .

The Japanese and American governments will co-operate with each other 
so that the procurement of necessary materials from the Dutch East Indies 
will be assured.

Triuirivir of Asia

When everyone had had a chance to read the decision for war and the 
two diplomatic proposals by which war might still be averted, Hirohito en
tered the large ceremonial eastern audience chamber in the Outer Palace 
and the conference began. Foreign Minister Togo pleaded for help ,in layr 
ing Proposal A and Proposal B as sincerely as possible before the United 
States. The ubiquitous retired lieutenant general, Suzuki, who was president 
of the Planning Board, gave a  summary of national strength and advocated 
w ar in case the United States should turn  down the two diplomatic pro
posals. H e spoke with a transparent optimism about increasing steel 
production, decreasing its civilian consumption and supplementing the 
m erchant m arine available for routine trade by the use of “presently idle 
sailing vessels provided with auxiliary engines.”

“Since the probability of victory in the initial stages of the war: is suf
ficiently high,” he said, “I  am convinced that we should take advantage 
of our assured victory and ,turn the heightened morale of the. people, who 
are determined to overcome the; national crisis even at the, cost of their 
lives, : toward production as well as toward [reduced] consumption. i >:
T h is ,Would be better than just sitting .tight and waiting for the enemy to 
pu t pressure on us.”

Finance M inister Kaya spoke next. H e pointed out that the national 
budget had doubled since 1936 and that only\the.renfofcedhohtnbutions/o'f i 
the . people through, bond buying and high taxes had as yet saved the 
economy from runaway inflation.; “The .people/” he>said, 
m ake every .effort and endure sacrifices because they are: the subjects of 
our Em pire.” H e judged, therefore, that to keep the
cduntry Trom financial . collaps.e .untii -the i-people began to die in 
numbers from starvation. H e warned, ;however, that ‘‘if wej cannot supply 
the materials necessary to c a r ry  -ion ̂ mihtaryiactivities and maintain: the 

. people’s livelihood, theiinational economy must collapse no matter how 
perfect the government’s financial and monetary policy.”. . - : . .

; ' He' further w arned:. “The areas in the south that are to ..become the 
object of military operations .have been' iihportingih^ df all -kinds m
large quantities, If these areas are occupied by our,forces, their imports
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officially to the Emperor. Finance Minister Kaya phoned the indefatigable 
Tojo shortly after daybreak to concede that he would add his vote to the 
majority. The bristling, correct Foreign Minister Togo held out to the dot 
of 11 a.m . and then, before perfecting the unanimity, succeeded in exacting 
from Tojo promises of support on two minor points which would give 
him some legitimate room to bargain in his dealings with the United 
States.

At 5 p .m . the tired Tojo reported the sweat-stained unanimity that had 
been exacted of the vassals to Emperor Hirohito. When Hiroliito sought to 
go over the course of the debate in some detail, Tojo broke down and wept 
in the Imperial Presence. Much time, he said, had already been wasted in 
study. The deadline requested by the best strategists of the Army and Navy 
had already been missed by a month. The Supreme Command needed 
orders from the Emperor to begin the final training exercises for Army and 
Navy pilots who, being enlisted men, could not expect to prepare without 
orders. Finally Tojo begged Hirohito to call a  conference in the Imperial 
Presence to formalize the war decision. Also, said Tojo, he hoped that the 
Emperor himself would support the decision.

Having seen many such protestations in his time Hirohito persisted in 
asking some questions.

“What ideas do you have,” he said, “as to our justification for what we 
will do, so that we can uphold our honor?”

“We are still studying that matter,” replied Tojo wearily, “and will report 
to you soon.”

“I suggest,” said Hirohito, “that we send a special envoy to the Pope so 
that we can use him as a mediator to save the situation if worse comes to 
worst.”

Then the Emperor went on to ask several shrewd questions as to the 
reliability of Army-Navy estimates of iron and steel production and of ship
ping losses during the first year of war. Finally, he gave Tojo his approval 
for what had been transacted.

t "
ORDER NUMBER ONE

The following day, November 3, Navy Chief of Staff Nagano received his 
bound, numbered copy of Admiral Yamamoto’s Order Number One which 
incorporated the Pearl Harbor attack plan as a salient feature in a compre
hensive blueprint for the whole Strike South. Order Number One began 
with a preamble which attempted to give the justification for war which 
Hirohito wished to have explained:

Despite the fact that the Empire has always maintained a friendly attitude
toward the United States, the United States has interfered in all the measures
which we have taken out of self-preservation and self-defense for the protec-

Pearl Harbor
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war between Germany and Great Britain. What we should always keep in 
mind here is "what would happen to relations between Germany and Great 
Britain and Germany and the United States—all of them being countries 
whose population belongs to the white race—if Japan should enter the war. 
Hitler has said that the Japanese are a second-class race, and Germany has 
not yet declared war against the United States. . . .

We must give serious consideration to race relations. . . . Don’t let hatred 
of Japan become stronger than hatred of Hitler so that everybody will in 
name as well as fact gang up on Japan. . . .

[If we do not enter the war] two years from now we will have no petroleum 
for military use. Ships will stop moving. When I think about the strengthen
ing of American defenses in the Southwest Pacific, the expansion of the 
American fleet, the unfinished China Incident, and so on, I see no end to 
difficulties. We can talk about austerity and suffering, but can our people 
endure such a life for a long time? . . .  I fear, that if we sit tight, we may 
become a third-class nation after only two or three years. . . .

As to what our moral basis for going to war should be, there is some merit 
in making it clear that Great Britain and the United States represent a strong 
threat to Japan’s self-preservation. Also, if we are fair in governing occupied 
areas, attitudes toward us would probably relax. America may be enraged 
for a while, but later she will come to understand. No matter what happens, 
I wish to be sure that the war does not become a racial war.

Do you have any other comments? If not, I  will rule that the proposals 
have been approved in their original form.

No one said a word. H irohito nodded his satisfaction and made his 
recessional. The war had been decided.

' ' ■ HIROHITO INCOGNITO

From  that moment, until the Pearl H arbor attack a month and three 
days later, Hirohito worked night and day to review every detail of war 
planning. A t the same tim e he impressed on his intimates the importance 
of gaining the full support of the people; of upholding a facade of pro
priety and due deliberation for the sake of posterity; and of deceiving the 
enemy. -

As soon as the November 5 meeting had adjourned, Hirohito approved 
the dispatch of a special envoy to Washington to assist Ambassador No
m ura. The envoy selected was Kurusu Saburo, a career diplomat who, 
as "ambassador in Berlin in 1940, had consummated the Tripartite Pact 
with Hitler. H is mission was a delicate one. He must suggest to President 
Roosevelt, without seeming to threaten him, that Japan was not bluffing 
this time in attaching a deadline to negotiations. Then, if the United States 
remained intractable and the deadline passed, he must overcome Ambas
sador Nom ura’s sense of honor in order to keep up the negotiations as a 
subterfuge. Finally, without endangering security, he must make everyone

Triumvir of Asia
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hito had his own copy of Order Number One before him and began at 
once to ask questions about points which seemed unclear in it. The West
ern concession areas in China would be occupied after the attack began on 
Hong Kong, would they not? Sugiyama promised to look into the matter. 
The monsoon season, continued Hirohito, would adversely affect air opera
tions over Malaya, would it not? Sugiyama gave the Emperor a sheaf of 
meteorological statistics and said:

“We had planned to overwhelm the enemy [in Malaya] by initial air 
attacks, but since it rains there now three or four times a day we will 
concentrate on surprise in the landing of troops. I think the Philippines 
will go all right. We are studying the two operations together and will de
cide appropriately.”

Hirohito said, “Tojo is much concerned about rapid issuance of orders 
to the air forces.”

Sugiyama answered, “The airmen and their support units axe waiting in 
Dairen, Tsingtao, Shanghai, and other points, ready for take-off. We have 
studied all the disadvantages in delaying their flight orders and have found 
countermeasures. We now think that we can overcome all obstacles even 
if the imperial orders are not issued until after the final conference in the 
Imperial Presence. I, personally, think that this is the most proper way.”

“Yes,” said Hirohito, “it’s best to keep everything proper.” Then, dart
ing on, he said, “I suppose that from the point of view of national justi
fication, it would be best to negotiate as soon as possible with Thailand 
[for permission to march across Thai territory into Malaya]. But from the 
point of view of military surprise, it might be better to postpone the Thai 
negotiations as long as possible. What do you think?”

“His Imperial Majesty,” replied Sugiyama, “is absolutely correct. How
ever, if we don’t decide [how to continue the negotiations already in 
progress] we may betray our plans. Now as never before, the situation is 
urgent and we must be extremely cautious. I  will study the matter, talk 
to the Foreign Ministry, and report to you again.’’

“What is the Navy’s target date?” asked Hirohito.
Navy Chief of Staff Nagano, who had been standing silently by, replied 

briefly: “December 8 is the target date.”
“Isn’t that a Monday?” asked Hirohito.4
“We chose it,” said Nagano, “because everyone will be tired after a 

holiday.”
“Will the same date apply for all the other regions?” asked Hirohito.

4 Monday, December 8, Japanese time, or Sunday, December 7, U.S. time, was, 
of course, to be the date of Pearl Harbor. Previous American historians have re
ported that this date was chosen by Admiral Yamamoto himself in mid-November, 
and that Hirohito did not know of it or of the Pearl Harbor plan at all until 
December 2. General Sugiyama’s memoranda, published in 1967, have set the record 
straight and made it credible.

Pearl Barber



V The Em peror, noted Sugiyama, “seemed to understand. well, made .. his 
decision at once, and asked several questions.”

Hirohito left for Hayama at 10 a.m . November 7. A t the seaside villa 
he was. free of most of the protocol and security which beset him in the 
m pats arid walls of .his Tokyo -residence. His imperial marine biological 
yacht was recognized as a. sacrosanct hideaway by both reporters and se
curity police... I t  was equipped, with ship-to-shore radiotelephone and 
running lights for night voyages. ;
, Kido, who accompanied ;Hirohito to Hayama and took care of all state 
business for him. during the “vacation,” did no t see his master from the 
morning of the seventh until the morning of the tenth. Then, after the 
general Anny-N avy co-ordinating sessions, Hirohito appeared for a forty- 
five-rninute chat with his chief advisor. H e at once vanished again until 
the unit-co-ordinating studies had been completed, on November 13. Dur
ing this second disappearance, he. is said to have been aboard the carrier 
Akagi,.reviewing the co-ordination of the Pearl H arbor attack fleet.

O n Novem ber 14, H irohito resurfaced at Hayama to catch up on civilian 
- developments and to receive briefings from Prime Minister Tojo, Foreign 

M inister Togo, and Finance M inister Kaya, On the fifteenth he returned 
to Tokyo.
. As soon as he had “re-entered the palace gate” he gave audience to 
Army Chief of Stall Sugiyama. In  his memoranda Sugiyama had eloquently 
filled the days of H irohito’s absence from Tokyo with eighty-three pages 
of compressed numerical tables on Japan’s present and projected military- 

: industrial strength in comparison with that of the enemy. Now, "on No
vem ber 15, after the chess game with soldiers in the Imperial Presence,”

■ Sugiyama recorded H irohito’s afterthoughts.
“W here,” asked the Em peror, “is the Strike-South commander going to 

set up his headquarters?”
“In  Saigon,” replied Sugiyama.
“Is  there a possibility of our spoilirig the. Mialayan rubber plantations?” 
“I  don’t know,” said Sugiyama. “There riiay be soriie damage. But 

since, except for the Kedah area, the roads are narrow, we think the best 
procedure is to advance in small units of a single regiment led by a few 
tanks. T hat way there should be little danger of dariiaging the rubber
forests.” /•■/' •• -

H irohito nodded and asked Sugiyama for renewed assurance that rinh- 
tary operations could be .called off at any moment if the Uriited States 
showed .signs of agreeing to Japan’s diplomatic demands. Sugiyama went 
so far as to .sw ear that even-,if the enemy attacked-.-Japan[‘before;Japan 
attacked the enemy, the Army and Navy had orders to contain the con
flict as much as possible until the Em peror personally, gave, the word for

Triumvir. of Asia

war. ,7 -
; j “I  have explained to Teraiuchi. and the other commanding ofScers, ’ said



For this purpose the time to activate our military forces is set for early
December.

Navy Chief of Staff Nagano opened the meeting by explaining that the 
purpose of going to war was to prevent Japan from being strangled by an 
alliance of the United States, Great Britain, and the Netherlands. “The 
Empire,” he said, “is now facing the most critical situation of its entire 
history.” Going oa to describe the expectations of the Navy, he said: “If 
we'start in early December with the strength we now possess, we have a 
very great chance of victory in phase one of the war. By phase one I 
mean the defeat of enemy forces in the Far East and the reduction of 
enemy strongholds throughout the southwestern Pacific. Our degree of 
success in this first phase may determine the outcome of the war.” The 
recommendation to strike immediately, he continued, was based on careful 
study of three factors: “the present strength of our forces compared to 
the enemy’s, the need to attack before being attacked, and meteorological 
considerations.” He concluded his presentation with an oblique reference 
to the secret Pearl Harbor plan, which no one present, except the Emperor, 
knew much about, and with a plea for secrecy. “As mentioned above, the 
outcome of the war depends greatly on the outcome of phase one, and the 
outcome of phase one depends on the outcome of our surprise attack. We 
must conceal our war intentions at all costs.”

Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama continued with a brief resume of the 
forces on both sides which might be thrown into the battle. There were, he 
said, 60,000 to 70,000 men and 320 planes in Malaya; 42,000 men and 
170 planes in the Philippines, 85,000 men and 300 planes in the Dutch 
East Indies, and 35,000 men and 60 planes in Burma. In addition, 300,- 
000 men and about 200 planes in India, 250,000 men and about 300 
planes in Australia, and 70,000 men and about 150 planes in New 
Zealand might be brought into play by the enemy as reinforcements. In 
practical terms he anticipated that Japan would have to contend with about
200.000 troops, 70 per cent of them “natives” who had the advantage 
of being “used to tropical climates” and the disadvantage of “inadequate 
training and a generally low fighting ability.” However, some of the enemy 
planes, he cautioned, were “high-performance craft with relatively well- 
trained pilots.”

Against the total 850,000-man strength of the enemy’s front-line and 
reserve forces, Sugiyama pointed out that Japan could draw on 51 active 
divisions with “manpower of about 2 million soldiers.” Against the roughly
200.000 men which the Army might realistically meet on the field, Sugi
yama expected to use 11 Japanese divisions or about 220,000 men. He 
reported that “one division is already in Indochina, five are waiting and 
training in Japan and Taiwan, and five more will be transferred from 
the China theater. . . . They are all ready to move the moment the Em
peror’s Great Order is issued.”

Pearl Harbor °uy



- The last of •the'-advanceTorce^ot twerity-seyeri submarines'- ^hich5were; 
to gather-as a wolf pack outside the. mouth of T ea rl H arbor tw o’ days 
before the attack, left th e  Inland Sea on November 18. ;They were accom
panied by a tender and a cruiser which were to see them part 'way’tto their, 
destination. Eight of them carried two-men “midget submarines” slung:on. 
their bellies. The midgets were, detailed to slip through the boom.and the 
nets at the m outh o fP e a r l;  Harbor, and., compound .;cphfu:sibn^;%''%niig. 
torpedoes and diverting fire, when the crucial moment came. Their design 
and development had been sponsored since 1933 by Prince Fushimi .of the 
im perialfam ily. Their crews' had 'been trained for -one-way suicide missions • 
but had not been allowed by Yamamoto to join the fleet until adequate 
provisions had  been, taken for'their recovery by their mother submarines^

As the carriers and' submarines involved in Yamamoto’s grand: design 
slipped from their anchorages, they kept radio silence— a silence which 
they would maintain until December 8. Yaniamoto, from his flagship, 
would send them orders in the newt ‘Admirals’ X lb .c le% h i^  
raphers had not yet been able to  decipher. Even if decoded, his messages 
contained the “voice code” signals— many obscure allusions to Japanese 
history— which had been agreed upon before the ships sailed. As afinal.se-.: 
curity measure all the attack ships had new signal officers. The old ones, 
using their own recognizable touch on the radio-telegraph key, were ashore 
in Japan sending out call signals and bogus, messages to one another as if. 
they were still in their ships waiting for war in harbors off the southern 
Japanese coasts. • '-t > . ./--r- "A-

" ' .JAPAN’S

Yam am oto’s flee t' would no t sail.:from Hitokappu Bay; until Novem
ber 26..In  the meantime, on November 16, special envoy Kurusu submitted 
his credentials in Washington and at once began! to present1 Proposal A ,\ 
Japan’s - final, offer for an over-all settlement with the United States.- When ,-j 
it was turned down out of hand, he 'proceeded’t6vPrdji6s^/B;_for'^;mbdu's^- 
vivendi and a return to the position prior to ; Japan’s -occupation ofScmthern, 
Indochina and America’s freezing of'assets; Thist.propbs'alwas formally’; 
tendered on November 20,' turned down -on N ovem ber :.22,;'; and ̂ formally ;-;, 
turned down-in a U.S. counterproposal' of general principlesonNovern- 
b e r2 6 . . v- . - ,  'V-v---:
- Except, to a  student of the period, the verbiage of tbe diplomatic- notes 

might veil the reasons for,the,unyielding line taken, by JheN .S; gdvefnmbhti -. 
They were succinctly stated in a m em o to  Secretary of State Hull’Trom 
his advisor Joseph W. Ballantine on November 22: ^ l ^ u / m i ^ F s a r F F ;:
the Japanese] that in the mihds;of the American .people the purposes under
lying-our aid To China' are -the; same.; as the\purposes 'underlying-iour aid to. 
G reat'B iitain  -and •that;th^A m ei5ean;'pep^



of our holy war to the nation and the world? Then the people could set 
their minds on self-sacrifice at a time of national crisis.”

Shogun Tojo replied: “I, too, think it imperative to clarify our national 
justification before we go to war. I am now studying the problem of a 
clear statement of our war purposes. As yet, however, I am not in a posi
tion to make such a clarifying statement in the presence of His Imperial 
Majesty.”

Prince Higashikuni, disregarding Tojo’s barbed words, plunged on 
blandly: “It goes without saying that we must anticipate a long war. 
Also, however, we must start thinking right now about concluding the 
war at an appropriate time. Indeed we must consider the possibility of 
using our commanding position under His Imperial Majesty to settle not 
only the differences between the United States and Japan but also those 
which disturb the world at large.”

Tojo answered: “It is certainly desirable to end the war in a short period. 
We’ve studied the problem from many angles but as yet we have not come 
up with any really illuminating ideas. I regret that we have no means of 
controlling the life or death of the enemy. The possibility of a long war 
is 80 per cent. A short war is conceivable, however, under the following 
circumstances: destruction of most of the U.S. fleet—a distinct possibility, 
especially if the United States tries to retake the Philippines after we have 
occupied it; loss in America of the will to fight— a result which might 
follow a German declaration of war on the United States and German 
landings in England; control of England’s lifeline— control, that is, of the 
shipping lanes which keep her from starving; finally, occupation and clos
ing of the sources in the Far East of many of the military raw materials 
of the United States.”

Later in the meeting, when pressed too far to accept all the responsi
bility for the war, the military members of the Supreme War Council who 
were not part of the imperial family began to protest a little. At one point 
Chief of Staff Sugiyama said: “Yes, when the monsoon blows [we may 
indeed encounter adverse meteorological conditions]. Our early studies 
showed clearly that it would have been best to finish our preparations in 
October and conduct our advance south now in November.”

A few minutes later Field Marshal Prince Kanin asked that the meeting 
endorse unanimously the war decision. No one objected. Kanin turned to 
the Emperor and reported that the decision was recommended. Hirohito 
nodded, rose, and “withdrew into the Inner Palace.”

When he had gone, the various members of the Supreme War Council 
individually approved for the record certain questions which they had 
submitted in writing to the General Staff before the meeting and which had 
been answered—also in writing, beforehand—by the responsible officers in 
the General Staff. These written questions and answers had been reviewed 
by the Emperor and were now formally entered as “source materials” on
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vember 26. I t  was thus' agreed v t h a t t h e N a y y ^
Borneo; and; all. the apo ilsrif COTquest;to:;thdc'east’ o f: it;rim < frilm t:t^^  
would; administer British Borneo, Java, Sumatra, the Philippines, and 
everything--to the west. ^ : ^ f y . I :̂ :r^‘ 1:^ 7

; ' ’>' «' AMERICA; STANDS PAT i y - V /

On Novem ber 22 General Terauchi of the Strike-South forces paid his 
respects to Lord Privy Seal Kido before moving his headquarters from 
T okyo,to  Taiwan, and Foreign Minister Togo gave Nomura and Kurusu 
in W ashington an additional -four days’ leeway for bargaining. “There are. 
reasons,” he cabled; .“beyond:your, ability:to :guess- $ i y $ y e \ w a ^  
Japanese-Am erican relations by the 25th [of November], but if, within the I, 
following three or four- days, .'you • ckn . conclude your conversations^ with 
the Americans, if the signing [of some - sort of agreement] can be com
pleted by the 29th . . v. w e have decided, that, we can waif-until that date. 
This time, however, we.mean it. The deadline absolutely canhot be changed - 
again. A fter-that things are automatically going to happen. . . . For the 
present, this is for the information, of you two ambassadors, alone.” :

Foreign Minister Togo’s warning that things, would'.automatically happen 
if the United States did not agree to Proposal B before November 29; was. 
monitored by IJ.S. military intelligence,-decoded,, translated, and handed' 
to President Roosevelt within twenty-four hours of its dispatch. T W  moun
tain- of evidence collected by the Roberts Commission and the Congres
sional Pearl H arbor hearings make it clear that the President and his chief 
advisors correctly understood the cable as a war ultimatum. They agreed, . 
w ithout;dissent, to let Japan do her. worst. F or months they had been 
buying time by showing an interest in Japan’s contention that she needed .V 
Lebensraum and deserved to  have a privileged position in : Asia.: Now, ; 
although.they knew that defenses in the, Philippines were far.from com plex 

■ they realized that Japan could npt honestly be stalled much longer. • v<.
; They encouraged Secretary of State Hull to :draft a maddeningly, m oral: ; 
statement of the position of the United States and to present if to. Nomura ,
and Kurusu as soon as.ipossible. .They:;fully expected .that this..statement:v
m ighbgoad Japan  into, a n a tta c k  bnythejLJnifed /States.uBut..according J o ; ., 

V Winston Churchill, who knew them; a ll, personally, they “regarded - the 
actual form of the attack, or even its scale, as- incomparably ;less.,important . 
than the fact that the whole. American nation would be united fbr its o wn . : 
safety in a righteous cause.as never be^re:;’”} - ^

On Tuesday, November 25, Roosevelt looked over Secretary of State, 
Cordell H ull’s draft of the rejection note to the Japanese:and called a 

mieetirig/pf:;hia:iriner Gabinet.^Tnmddificin .to^-Hull'yt^
Secretary o f:W d r Henry; L.,;Stim soh^^
Arm y ;Chief;of: Staff- .General .Geiofge/jGj; I^mshail,;:ahd .'ChibUoLlIayal,
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net. Together with the most trustworthy bureaucrats, both civil and mili
tary, the Cabinet ministers met in full conclave for the conclusive confer
ence in the Imperial Presence which finally passed upon the tactical plans 
that had been incubating for months and the strategic plans which had 
been incubating for decades. At these proceedings, on November 5, as 
a result of careful staging, all the right things were said to prepare the 
people and the palace records for the hazardous gamble on which Hirohito 
and his family had embarked.

The written motion presented to the conferees for them to pass was 
almost the same as the one laid before the Supreme War Council the day 
before: hostilities against the United States, Great Britain, and The Nether
lands, beginning in early December. It added: “Negotiations with the 
United States will be carried out in accord with the attached document. 
. . .  If negotiations with the United States are successful by the beginning 
of December, the use of force will be called off.”

The attached document described two diplomatic offers which would be 
made to the United States. The first, Proposal A, was intended as an over
all long-range settlement of U.S.-Japanese differences. It promised:

Withdrawal . . .  of the Japanese troops sent to China during the China 
Incident; those in designated sections of North China and Inner Mongolia, 
and those on Hainan Island, will remain for a necessary period of time after 
the establishment of peace between Japan and China. The remainder of the 
troops will begin withdrawal simultaneously with the establishment of peace 
in accordance with arrangements to be made between Japan and China, and 
the withdrawal will be completed within two years.

Note: In case the United States asks what the “necessary period of time” 
will be, we will respond that we have in mind twenty-five years. . . .

Japanese troops currently stationed in French Indochina will be immedi
ately withdrawn after the settlement of the China Incident or the establish
ment of a just peace in the Far East. . . .

The Japanese government will recognize the application of the principle of 
nondiscrimination in the entire Pacific region, including China, if this prin
ciple is applied throughout the world. . . .

Regarding the interpretation and execution of the Tripartite Pact, the Japa
nese government, as it has stated on previous occasions, will act independently 
[without regard for Germany’s interpretation]. . . .

Regarding the so-called Four Principles put forward by the United States 
[respect for other nations’ sovereignty, for the right of self-determination, for 
their right to equal treatment, and in general for the status quo], we will make 
every effort to avoid their inclusion in official agreements between Japan and 
the United States—and this includes “understandings” and other commu
niques.

If this Proposal A failed to gain U.S. acceptance, Proposal B should 
e offered. This was to be a temporary settlement, a modus vivendi, based



Kido agreed with the.Emperor’s suggestion because, as he pointed out, 
what was: about to be done could “never be undone” if it turned out badly. 
Prime Minister Tojo, when consulted, objected strenuously that the Elder 
Statesmen should not be made to share in the responsibility for a decision 
in. which they had taken no part. Overruling Tojo,;Hirohito invited the 
Elder Statesmen to have lunch in the palace three days later, on Novem
ber 29. . . . .

At about the hour that Hifohito was talking to Tojo the advance force 
of submarines, on their way to the mouth of Pearl Harbor, received a radio 
message,, in the Admirals’ Code informing. them that .the - Washington 
negotiations had .passed the point of rupture. Still later in the day, at sun
down in the Kuriles and before dawn in. Washington, the Pearl Harbor 
fleet began to sail carrier by carrier from Hitokappu Bay. By. the time: that 
Hull had officially handed his note to Ambassador Nomura, at 5 p .m . 
Washington time, the fleet had vanished into the fogs of the north Pacific. 
Proceeding under radio silence, it steered a narrow course between the 
southern fringes of U.S. air reconnaissance from the Aleutians and the 
northern fringes of reconnaissance from Guam and Midway.

When he handed his note to Nomura and Kurusu, Secretary of State 
Hull was left in no doubt as to what the reaction of the Japanese govern
ment would be. As the two envoys wired to Tokyo that evening: “We were 
both dumbfounded. . . . We argued back furiously but Hull remained 
solid as a rock.” Getting nowhere with Hull, they .then asked to see the 
President. Hull made an appointment for them at the White House for-two 
o’clock the following afternoon. : :

PEARL HARBOR PRECAUTIONS ’:v’ ''

The next morning, November 27, was the traditional American Thanks  ̂
giving Thursday. Secretary of State Hull called on the President early.to 
inform him of the Japanese envoys’ reactions to his note. Then Hull 
spoke on the phone with Secretary of War Stimson and told him, *T have 
washed my hands of it and it is now in the hands of you and Knox— 
the Army and the Navy.” For the rest of the morning, guided by..numerous 
telephone, calls to. and from the White House, the leaders of the Army and 
Navy were , busy deciding what if .; any measures they should take. Two
actions emerged from the phone conferences: all the aircraft carriers and
half the Army airplanes were ordered out of Pearl Harbor • arid; all the 
U.S. commanders, in the Pacific Were, sent a war warning.

..When-Secretary of .War Stimson telephoned the President to authorize 
the war warning, Roosevelt replied that he not , only authorized but posi
tively ordered Stimson to give “the final alert.” Stimson and Chief of Naval , 
Operations Stark— “Betty” as he was .always called by the President— • 
promptly sent urgent messages to Panama, San Diego, Honolulu, and
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will cease. Accordingly, to make their economies run smoothly? we will 
have to supply them with materials. However, since our country does not 
have sufficient surpluses for that purpose, we will not be able, for some 
time, to give much consideration to the living conditions of the people in 
these areas, and for a while we will have to pursue a policy of so-called 
exploitation.”

Navy Chief of Staff Nagano followed with a reiteration of all the argu
ments for war made on the day before.

Then Foreign Minister Togo gave a resume of the position in the talks 
in Washington:

The two parties have virtually agreed upon the matter of preventing the 
expansion of the war. On this question, what the United States wants is to 
exert military power against Germany as a right of self-defense, while Japan 
promises not to exert military force in the Pacific region.

With regard to peace between Japan and China: the two parties have not 
agreed upon the question of stationing and withdrawing troops. Japan must 
station troops in necessary places for a necessary period of time. . . . Never
theless, the United States demands that we proclaim the withdrawal of all 
troops, but we cannot accept the demand. . . .

Both parties have agreed not to solve political problems in the Pacific 
region by military force. Concerning this, the withdrawal of troops from 
French Indochina is a problem we have not agreed on.

There was a discussion of the diplomatic impasse in which, at one point, 
Prime Minister General Tojo frankly stated, “We can expect an expansion 
of our country only by stationing troops [in China.]”

Finally Privy Council President Hara delivered a lengthy and carefully 
prepared statement on behalf of the Throne. It was a statement which 
Hirohito had personally requested and reviewed in advance and which still 
bore the imprint of his own turns of phrase and simplifying abstractions.

At the last Imperial Conference it was decided that we would go to war 
if the negotiations failed to lead to agreement. According to the briefings 
given today, the present American attitude is not just the same as the previous 
one, but is even (more unreasonable. Therefore I regret very much that the 
negotiations have little prospect of success.

. . . We cannot let the present situation continue. If we miss the present 
opportunity to go to war, we will have to submit to American dictation. 
Therefore, I recognize that it is inevitable that we must decide to start a war 
against the United States. I will put my trust in what I have been told: 
namely, that things will go well in the early part of the war; and that although 
we will experience increasing difficulties as the war progresses, there is some 
prospect of success.

. . .  I do not believe that the present situation would have developed out 
,of the China Incident alone. We have come to where we are because of the

S
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. command: a clqs<yl<mkohciqriaighs-of^
-- Chief of Staff General Marshall, apparently in an ;absentmoment,:indicated 
that he had read General Short’s report; on-the; pfecfiutibhktfikeri 
ing the copy of it'- .p resen ted :-to -:h im eL v - y i t •„.
, President Roosevelt’s military advisors ordered the carriers and planes out 

of Pearl Harbor because these weapons were valuable and mobile; .The war 
in Europe had conclusively, demonstrated -the importance of air . pdwer. 
Carriers,, being defended by- planes, instead; of big guns ,and heavy armor 
plate, could travel and1 maneuver almost twice-as fast as -most U.S. .battle
ships at'.that.time. Eight,old-;slow battleships and,eight;bid eruisers:.\vere 
left in Pearl Harbor because little better.use could be.seen for them. They 
were already obsolescent weapons. They could neither escape nor defend 
themselves at- sea. r ' ■ :

Despite the precautions taken to save the carriers in tire Pacific,- and with' 
them the best planes, cruisers,'and destroyers, it appears from the record 
that ho one in Washington really expected Pearl Harbor to be attacked; 
The Japanese Army was known to be. moving transports down the China 
coast toward Malaya or the Philippines. It was already axiomatic, because 
of the careful publicity work of HirOhito’s advisors, that, the Japanese Army 
ruled supreme in Japan and had long ago encased official Tokyo thinking 
in a wooden suit- of samurai armor, th a t  the'Army would allow the Navy 
to divert a strong force from the Strike-Soiith operations and stage a daring 
raid on Pearl Harbor, four thousand miles off to one side, seemed highly 
improbable. , ' • ' ' 1 ‘

Not that a Pearl Harbor raid was thought to be unfeasible; on the con
trary, Admiral Harry E. Yarnell had theoretically surprised and sunk tlie 
U.S.Pacific fleet with only two; carriers during the U.S. naval maneuvers 
of 1932. As late as June 1940 the U.S. Army in Hawaii had been ordered: 
“Immediately alert complete defensive organization, to deal with possible 
transpacific , raid.” Still later, after, the successful British torpedo plane 
attack on the. Italian fleet at Taranto -in: November;. 19:40,,;Nayy' Secretary.
K nox: had advised War Secretary Stimson: ,“E ie success of-the Brit
ish, . i  . suggests that precautionary measures be taken immediately -to 
protect Pearl Harbor against a surprise attack in the, event of war betvveen
the United States and.Iapah.’’,Stimspn .had jesponded/by,-giving-Pearl Har
bor special priority in the allotment of antiaircraft guns and of new radar 
equipment. Still later, in March 1941; Major General Frederick , t ; Martin, 
who commanded ;the Armyj-airforces in ,Hawaii, .supervised; a study of the 
attack- possibilities • and -icphcluded,. as. Yamamoto; was.; doing, at - about;;, the 

. same time, that a Carrier task force might best approach;PearF^^ 
the north and launch; its planes for. an a t t a c h k e e n ; 

;iv.:’;Ali; these' studieS;:and'pr;ders;,^to', take.prec^
without conviction. They were contingency planning and nothing more. On
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at the Japanese Embassy in Washington aware of the decision which had 
been reached in Tokyo.

A Pan American Clipper, on State Department instructions, was kept 
waiting for forty-eight hours in Hong Kong so that Mr. Kurusu could 
board it. The new ambassador finally arrived in Washington November 16.

During Kurusu’s eleven-day departure and journey, Hirohito repaired 
to his seaside villa in Hayama and there assumed incognito in order to 
assist personally at two final, three-day reviews of all war planning. So 
secret were these g o z e n  h e ig o , these “soldier chess games in the Imperial 
Presence” as Chief of Staff Sugiyama called them, that not even the places 
at which they were held has ever been divulged. Some of them were prob
ably conducted at sea aboard the flagship of the Pearl Harbor task force, 
the A k a g i, and the rest at the Army base near Numazu about forty miles 
down the coast from Hayama by air, or about one hundred miles by sea.

The published record concerning these g o z e n  h e ig o  exemplifies the ex
treme circumspection of Japanese belly talk. Since late October Hirohito 
had been talking to his civilian chamberlains about the possibility of going 
down to Hayama for a brief “vacation.” Since it was a bleak season of the 
year for such an outing, those who knew Hirohito’s character assumed that 
he would be going to Hayama to disarm foreign observers by a show of 
unconcern before Japan’s blitzkrieg.

Even with his military chiefs Hirohito disguised his reasons for wanting 
to attend the war games. It was his prerogative and his traditional duty 
to have a few private words with all generals and admirals when they left 
Japan on important missions. Now, when a great number of commanders 
were about to leave Japan all at once, a steady stream of military visitors 
calling at the palace might come to the attention of foreign observers and 
excite suspicion. Therefore Hirohito had asked the Army and Navy chiefs 
of staff to devise means by which he could hold his audiences with the 
commanders in secrecy. It was understood that in this fashion, under the 
pretext of a ceremonial farewell to his warriors, he could review all war 
plans without officially sanctioning any of them—without, that is, en
cumbering the Throne with responsibility for plans that might fail.

With these understandings and covers in mind, Hirohito called the two 
chiefs of staff into his presence immediately after the Imperial Conference 
on November 5.

“From the security standpoint,” he asked, “when will we dispatch the 
commanders and the others to their posts in the field?”

The Supreme Command,” replied Sugiyama, “will talk over military 
plans for* three days on the seventh, eighth, and ninth. After that the 
forces attached to their commands will have similar co-ordinating meetings. 
1  do not think it advisable to dispatch the commanders too early to their 
posts lest our secret plans leak out.” •

Pearl Harbor
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Kxjrusu: Oh, haven’t you got our telegram yet? It was sent—let me see—  
at about six, no seven o’clock. Seven o’clock. About three hours ago. There 
wasn’t much that was different from what Miss Umeko [Cordell Hull] inti
mated yesterday.

Y amamoto: Really? not much different?

KUrusu : N o, not much. As before that southward matter, that south, south, 
southward matter [the movement o f the Japanese transports down the China 
coast], is having considerable effect. You know? southward matter?

Yamamoto: Ah so! the south matter? It’s having an effect?

Ku r u su : Yes, and at one time the matrimonial question seemed as if it 
would be settled. But well, of course, there are other matters involved too. 
However that was it; that was the monkey wrench. Details are included in 
the telegram which should arrive very shortly. . . . How do things look 
there? D oes it seem as if a child might be bom?

Y amamoto (in a very definite to n e ): Yes, the birth of the child seems im
minent.

K u r u su : Oh it does? It does seem as if the birth is going to take place? 
(pause) In which direction? (pause, with confusion). I mean, is it to be a 
boy or a girl? [war or peace]

Y amamoto (after laughter and hesitation): It seems as if it will be a strong 
healthy boy.

K u r u su : Oh, it’s to be a strong healthy boy?

Y amamoto: Yes. Did you make any statement [to the press] regarding your 
talk with Miss Kimiko [President Roosevelt] today?

K u r u su : N o, nothing. Nothing except the mere fact that we met.

Y amamoto: Regarding the matter contained in the telegram of the other day 
[the sending of a personal peace plea from Roosevelt to Hirohito], no definite 
decision has yet been reached but please be advised that effecting it will be 
difficult. . . .
K u ru su : Well, I guess there’s nothing more that can be done then. 

Yamamoto: Well, yes. (pause) Then today.

K u ru su : Today?
Y amamoto: The matrimonial question, that is. The matter pertaining to 
arranging a marriage— don’t break them off.
Ku ru su : N ot break them? You mean talks? (helpless pause) Oh, my! 
(pause with resigned laughter) Well, I’ll do what I can. Please read carefully 
what Miss Kimiko [Roosevelt] had to say as contained in today’s tele
gram. . . .

So it was that the Japanese envoys and their eavesdroppers in Washing
ton learned that the response to Hull’s note would be war, that a message 
to Hirohito would not help matters, and that from now on diplomatic

Triumvir of Asia



Pearl Harbor
: Sugiyama, -‘that if diplomatic .negotiations suddenly succeed through mili- 

tary backing, it will prove the strength of the .military forces and make i t .' 
possible for them to withdraw.with honor.’’ .v /;

FLEET DISPATCH

On November 7, the day of the Emperor’s Arrival in Hayama, Com-. 
bined Fleet Commander., Admiral Yamamoto had revealed to his - most 
trusted, staff officers that December 8 would be the day of attack. On,
November 10, after the first: three co-ordinating days of ;the :‘\var:games in ;' 
the.Imperial Presence,” Yamamoto had, had Admir,al;.-Na^umd'Chu-ichi,;y. 
who would personally lead the Pearl Harbor . attack force, order ail the 
ship captains in his fleet to “complete battle preparations by November ,20.” 
That same day the. first of twenty-seven; Af Japan’s Jargest-submarines-^ ;; 
320-foot I-class boats with a cruising range of. 12,000 miles at fourteen 
knots—-slipped put of the fleet to thread its way between American recon
naissance areas and to.take up a watch;three weeks,;later;outside,'the . 
mouth .of Pearl. Harbor. • •' v , - ’’A N

On November 11, having thoroughly committed himself and, the Em
peror to his Pearl Harbor plan, Admiral Yamamoto j wrote.: to : one; of his,; 
mentors, a retired admiral and family friend, “I leave my. family to your 
guidance. ,. . . What a strange position ,it is in which I find myself. I 
am having to lead in a decision, diametrically opposed to my personal be
liefs. And I have no choice but full speed.ahead.”

By November 14, most of the Pearl Harbor , task force had gathered 
around.. Yamamoto’s flagship, in Saiki Bay, off the northeast corner, of 
Kyushu, so that its captains could have , a last word with: the commander 
before they sailed.- Admiral Nagumo Chu-ichi’s flagship, the carrier. Aka g i, :. 
was still in the Tokyo area, at Yokosuka.Naval:Base,^pickingyup th‘e;iak,: 
of a consignment of special torpedoes which .would, be used .for .the attack - 
on Hawaii.. They were rigged -for shallow running with wooden , fins de
vised in September during: trials,at-Kagoshima Bay ;V.-Ordinary.: torpedoes, 
it had been determined, would bury, and waste themselvesi in' the .mud ; 
under. Pearl Harbor’s confined waters.,

The other five carriers of the Pearl Harbor attack force now began; de
taching themselves one by one, and night by night, from. Yamamoto’s fleet 
to make their way around Japan to . Hitokappu Bay, sometimes called 
Tankan Bay, a harbor, of rendezvous in the northern extremities, of the /. 
Empire, at Etorofu Island in . the Kuriles. There, under, the gaze of seals 
and walruses rubbing up their winter coats on the hard beaches, they were:• 
to load drums of oil which Yamamoto had received imperial sanction to ; 
cache .months earlier in a shed beside; a small concrete wharf ..The drums: 
would fill the tanks of the carriers and be stacked on their decks Tor the 
long.dash across the.north Pacific. \. . . .  'N?
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opinions, indicated to them that war, regardless, was about to break out, 
and asked them all as patriots to help unify Japan in this time of unprece
dented crisis.

As soon as the elder statesmen had left the palace, Prime Minister Tojo 
convened a liaison conference of Cabinet and Supreme Command. It was 
attended by no less than three “Unidentified Persons” who spoke with 
authority, as if they were members of the imperial family. They considered 
the value of continuing the negotiations in Washington and decided that 
considerations of secrecy and surprise far outweighed those of deceit and 
dishonor. As one of the unidentified persons stated, probably Prince Kanin: 
“I would like to see our diplomacy executed in such a way as to win us 
the war.”

The next afternoon at 1:30 Lord Privy Seal Kido was called to the 
residence of Prince Takamatsu, the second of the Emperor’s three brothers. 
In the presence of Prince Mikasa, the youngest of the brothers, Takamatsu 
told Kido that the officers of the Navy General Staff had agreed to appeal 
to the Emperor, saying that they had no confidence in the Navy’s ability to 
win the war. Kido returned to the palace at 2:30 and after an hour’s wait 
secured an audience with his master.

Hirohito, after hearing the message from Takamatsu, said, “As the Navy 
is having great trouble reaching unanimity of opinion, I feel as if I should 
avoid a U.S.—Japanese war, if that is at all possible, but ju s t  h o w , realis
tically, can I manage it?”

Kido replied: “I don’t think it proper, even after long deliberation, for 
the Throne to take a step if there is still any shadow of doubt in the imperial 
mind. This is especially true on the present occasion because the decision 
is a unique one of great gravity. Accordingly I advise the Emperor to sum
mon at once the Navy minister and the Navy chief of staff and ascertain 
what is the true feeling in the guts of the Navy. I also suggest that it would 
not do to alienate the prime minister at this juncture and that I would like 
the Emperor to consult with him also.”

At 3:30 Prime Minister Tojo was received in audience by Hirohito, with 
Kido standing by. After that Navy Minister Shimada and Navy Chief of 
Staff Nagano conferred with the Emperor for about two hours. Kido waited 
restlessly outside the Imperial Study talking with the chief aide-de-camp 
at 4:00 and with the grand chamberlain at 6:00. Finally at 6:35 Kido was 
summoned into the Imperial Fresence. Hirohito said:

“Instruct Prime Minister Tojo to proceed according to plan. The Navy 
minister and the Navy chief of staff have both given affirmative answers to
my question regarding our war chances.”

Kido wrote in his diaiy. “I immediately phoned the prime minister to 
inform him of the above: After stopping for supper with the Suos, I re
turned home about midnight.”

This was the midnight of the deadline set earlier, after which war would 
become automatic and negotiations would become a sham.

Triumvir of Asia
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ship between Hitler and Japan aimed at dividing die world between them.”
Ballantine was correct in his assessment—up to a point. The position 

papers being written that month by junior members of the imperial cabal 
and duly fonvarded to Hirohito’s Office of Aides-de-Camp show that di
viding the world with Hitler was the goal only of World War II. After that, 
there must eventually come another war in which Hitler and his half 
would be dealt with in their turn.

In World War II, it was planned that Japan would take most of India 
and everything east of India up to Central America and the Caribbean. 
“The future of Trinidad, British and Dutch Guiana, and British and French 
possessions in the Leeward Islands [however] is to be decided by agreement 
between Japan and Germany after the war.” The rest of the Americas were 
to be handled according to their co-operativeness. “Mexico, in the event 
that she declares war on Japan, shall cede us her territory east of Longi
tude 95°30' [Chiapas and Yucatan]. Should Peru join in the war against 
Japan, she shall cede territory north of Latitude 10° [half the country]. If 
Chile enters the war, she shall cede the nitre zone north of Latitude 24° [a 
populous seventh of the country].”

As for the United States, she would remain nominally independent after 
her surrender and would retain sovereignty east of the Rockies, but the 
Alaska Government-General of Japan’s Co-Prosperity Sphere would “in
clude Alberta, British Columbia, and the state of Washington.” There 
would be other “governments-general” for southern India and the offshore 
African islands; for Hong Kong and the Philippines; for Oceania; for Mela
nesia; for Hawaii and the eastern Pacific; for Australia; for New Zealand 
and Antarctica. The East Indies, Burma, Malaya, Thailand, Cambodia and 
south Indochina, and Laos and north Indochina were each to be estab
lished ultimately as independent “kingdoms.”

These were the objectives of World War II and some of them, it was 
recognized, might have to be deferred until after the war when they could 
be gained by further infiltrations and encroachments. Finally, however, 
would come World War III, the last war, the war with Germany, which 
was supposed to end in a single Japanese world state dedicated to the pur
suit of the Japanese aesthetic of harmonious people and appreciation of 
nature. Ecologically the vision was perfect; practically it meant the elimina-' 
tion of all lower cultures which could not think in the politically sophisti
cated, technologically awkward terms of the Japanese.

A liaison conference of November 20 considered the “Essentials'of 
Policy Regarding Administration of the Occupied Areas in the Southern 
Regions.” In so doing, it approved this long-range vision, which was em
bodied in a bushel basket of supporting position papers. At the same 
time, specifically, it recommended to the Emperor a division of Army and 
Navy responsibilities in the areas which Japan expected to occupy im
mediately. Hirohito approved the recommendation six days later, on No-
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W e cannot avoid a long-term war this time, but I believe that w e must 
somehow get around it and bring about an early settlement. In order to do 
this, we will need to start thinking now about how to end the war. Our nation, 
governed by our magnificent national structure, is, from a spiritual point of 
view, certainly unsurpassed in all the world. But in the course o f a long 
war . . .  it is particularly im portant to pay  attention to our psychological 
solidarity. . . .  Be sure you make no mistakes in handling the inner turmoil 
of the people.

I believe that the proposal before Us cannot be avoided in the light of 
present circumstances, and I put my trust in my officers and men whose 
loyalty is supreme. I urge you to make every effort to keep the people in a 
tranquil state of mind, in order to prosecute a long-term war.

In replying to the Throne, Prime Minister General Tojo said;

A t this moment our Empire stands at the threshold of glory or oblivion. 
W e tremble with fear in the Presence o f His Majesty. We subjects are keenly 
aware o f the great responsibilities we must assume from this point on. Now 
that H is Majesty has reached a decision to commence hostilities, we must all 
strive to repay our obligations to him, bring the Government and the military 
ever closer together, resolve that the nation united will go on to victory, make 
an all-out effort to achieve our war aims, and set His Majesty’s mind at ease.
I now adjourn the meeting.

The bleak and hollow ring of these proceedings made no impression on 
Hirohito. According to Chief of Staff Sugiyama’s minutes: “His Majesty 
nodded in agreement with the statements being made during today’s con
ference, and displayed no signs of uneasiness. He seemed to be in excellent 
spirits, and we were all filled with awe.”

Later in the day when Sugiyama reported to the Throne on the orders 
which had just been sent out to Saigon “concerning the responsibility of 
the forces in the Southern Regions,” Hirohito said. “We couldn’t have 
avoided this situation. I  beg that the Army and Navy will co-operafe.” 

Sugiyama expressed himself deeply moved by the Emperor’s graciousness, 
and Hirohito asked, “Has there been any change in the disposition of U.S. 
forces?”

“Since my report to His Majesty this morning,” replied Sugiyama. “we 
have heard that two troops of American Marines, each about 400 strong, 
have arrived [as reinforcements] in Manila.”

Hirohito nodded and “seemed extremely satisfied.”
That night all the ships of the Japanese Navy' changed their call signals. 
The next morning. Tuesday, December 2, Hirohito gave permission to 

Navy Chief of Staff Nagano to send out Great Navy Order Number 12 
which told the various Japanese fleet commanders that the day of attack 
was December S. This message, in Admirals' Code, was not deciphered by 
U.S. intelligence. Yamamoto relayed his own personal version of the mes-
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erations Admiral Harold R. Stark. The six men had before them a memo 
from Colonel Rufus Bratton of Army G-2 predicting that war with Japan 
could be expected on or about Saturday, November 29. Everyone at the 
meeting knew that Colonel Bratton was one of the Army-Navy M a g ic  

group which routinely intercepted and rendered into English the highest- 
security diplomatic messages being sent out from Tokyo to Japanese am
bassadors. No one present fully appreciated the unadvertised fact that the 
Japanese Navy had the Admirals’ Code which had so far withstood all the 
efforts of the M a g ic  group at decipherment.

Roosevelt opened the meeting by bringing up the approaching break
down in negotiations with the Japanese. Hull added that the Japanese were 
“poised for attack.” According to Stimson’s diary, the President then said 
“that we were likely to be attacked perhaps (as soon as) next Monday, 
for the Japanese are notorious for making an attack without warning, and 
the question was what we should do. The question was how we should 
maneuver them into the position of firing the first shot without allowing too 
much danger to ourselves. It was a difficult proposition.”

The President’s inner Cabinet meeting broke up agreeing that Secretary 
of State Hull should indeed present his reassertion of general moral prin
ciples, turning down all Japanese proposals and rubbing Japanese sensibili
ties the wrong way. That afternoon War Secretary Stimson learned from 
intelligence sources in Shanghai that approximately 25,000 Japanese 
troops were embarking on thirty to fifty transports in the Yangtze River 
roadstead. The report indicated that they were bound for Indochina, 
Thailand, Burma, or the Philippines. Unknown to Washington, this was one 
of the eleven divisions selected for Japan’s- Strike South. Its conspicuous 
embarkation in Shanghai was intentional—a trial balloon to attract Amer
ican attention during the sailing of Japan’s other attack fleets. When 
Stimson called Roosevelt with tire news, the President “fairly blew up— 
jumped into the air, so to speak” because he saw in it clear indication “of 
bad faith on the part of the Japanese” in their negotiations.

A few hours after Stimson got his intelligence from Shanghai—the eve
ning of November 25 in Washington, the morning of November 26 in 
Tokyo—Hirohito learned that the Foreign Ministry momentarily expected 
an unfavorable U.S. note. Although it had not yet been presented, Kurusu 
and Nomura reported that the note would deny all Japanese requests and 
ultimatums and would, in essence, retract all the tentative U.S. proposals 
for a settlement which had been advanced since the previous April. Hiro- 
Wto at once called in Lord Privy Seal Kido and said:

Although it is with deep regret and anxiety, I am forced to admit that 
we have reached the point of no return. Before making our final irrevocable 
vision, however, I am wondering if we should not solicit the opinion of 

foe Elder Statesmen [the ex-prime ministers of Japan] in one last wide- 
ranging discussion.”
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end. Then, invoking the appropriate clause in the Tripartite Pact, he asks that 
' Italy declare war on America immediately after the outbreak of hostilities and 
proposes the signature of an agreement not to conclude a separate peace. The 
interpreter, translating this request was trembling like a leaf. II Duce gave

- fullest assurances, reserving the right to confer with Berlin before giving a 
reply, II Duce was pleased with the communication and said: “We are now 
on the brink of the inter-continental war which I predicted as early as Sep
tember 1939.” What does this new event mean? In any case, it means that 
Roosevelt has succeeded in his maneuver. Since he could not enter the war 
immediately and directly, he has entered it indirectly by letting himself be 
attacked by Japan.6

r

- By Thursday, December 4, the unannounced but de facto state of war 
between Japan and the United States was so clearly understood by both 
parties that Walter Foote, the American consul in Batavia, Java, found 
himself out in his backyard burning code books while his opposite number 
from Japan, who lived next door, was doing likewise with his secret papers 
just over the garden fence.
. That night the Japanese Navy changed its fleet code, making the routine 
signals of its vessels not only scrambled but temporarily unintelligible. U.S. 
naval cryptographers interrupted their work on the unbroken Admirals’ 
Code and succeeded in recovering the new' fleet code in a matter of days— 
but not until after Pearl Harbor.

On Friday morning, December 5, Tokyo time, the Japanese task force of 
Tiger Yamashita and his long-time helper, Colonel Tsuji, cast anchor from 
Samah harbor, Hainan, and began their obvious advance against the beaches 
of Malaya. "Later in the day, in Tokyo, Hirohito approved a Navy schedule 
for handing the final note to Cordell Hull. He understood that it would 
inform the United States of a rupture in diplomatic relations a scant half- 
hour before the appointediiour for the attack on Pearl Harbor.

Still later'in terms of absolute time, the Friday morning papers in the

6 Ciano’s catty but shrewd diary continues:
“December 4, Thursday. Berlin’s reaction to the Japanese move is extremely 

cautious. Perhaps they will accept because they cannot get out of it, but the idea of 
provoking America’s intervention pleases the Germans less and less. Mussolini, on 
the other hand, is pleased about it.

' “December 5. Friday. A  night interrupted by Ribbentrop’s restlessness. After de
laying two days, now he cannot wait a minute to answer the Japanese and at three 
in the morning he sent Mackensen to my house to submit a plan for a triple agree
ment relative to Japanese intervention and the pledge not to make a separate peace. 
He wanted me to awaken the Duce, but I did not do so, and the latter was very gla 
J hadn’t. , "
" “December 8. Monday. A night telephone call from Ribbentrop; he is over

joyed about the Japanese attack on America. He is so happy about it that I am 
happy with him, though I am not too sure about the final advantages of what has 
happened. : . .” -
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Manila. The stronger of the two, Stark’s, said in part: “This dispatch is to 
be considered a war warning. . . .  An aggressive move by Japan is ex
pected within the next few days.” ■

The warning went on to say that the move would probably be an “am
phibious expedition against either the Philippines, Thai or Kra Peninsula 
[in Malaya], or possibly Borneo.”

When the war warning arrived in Hawaii, Admiral Husband E. Kimmei 
and the Army commander there, Lieutenant General Walter C. Short, 
were already negotiating with one another as to how to comply with the 
instructions they had just received to send away all their aircraft carriers 
and half their Army airplanes. They finally agreed to activate a plan to 
send the planes and carriers on as reinforcements to Wake and Midway. 
The agreement was difficult to reach because it meant not only emasculat
ing their commands but also putting Army planes under Navy jurisdiction. 
Nevertheless, Vice Admiral William F. Halsey was ordered to depart die 
next morning for Wake with the carrier E n te rp r ise , three heavy cruisers, 
nine destroyers, twelve Marine Grumman Wildcat fighters, and some Army 
bombers from General Short’s command. Vice Admiral J. H. Newton 
would depart for Midway with the carrier L e x in g to n , three cruisers, five 
destroyers, and eighteen more of the Marine fighters on December 5. The 
third of Kimmel’s aircraft carriers, the Saratoga, was in San Diego and 
could be left there for an overhaul.5

Admiral Kimmei later testified that he understood the Navy Depart
ment’s “explicit suggestion” that he divest himself of all his fastest ships and 
his fleet air cover to mean that Hawaii was in no danger of attack. I t was 
in this frame of mind, and in a negative spirit of caution, that he and Gen
eral Short reacted to the war warning when it arrived in Hawaii later that 
day. On behalf of both of them, General Short at once wired Washington 
the full official extent of their response to the warning;

REPORT DEPARTMENT ALERTED TO PREVENT SABOTAGE. LIAISON W ITH NAVY.

This meant that, after consultation wifh the Navy, General Short had 
ordered the lowest form of alert and preparedness for the forces under his

5 These dispatches of valuable fleet elements—first Halsey’s with the most useful 
ships of the U.S Pacific fleet, then Newton’s with the next most useful ships—were 
both made just before weekends when it was most likely that the Japanese might try 
a surprise raid. As a further precaution the battleships remaining in Pearl Harbor 
were moored in pairs, with less valuable older ships to seaward, where they would 
be vulnerable to torpedo attack, and new valuable ships inboard Where they would 
be shielded from torpedoes by land on one side and by additional layers of armor 
plate on the other, outward side.

Notwithstanding these shrewd safety measures, Admiral Kimmei, who had charge 
of Pearl Harbor, was later held responsible for the disaster which took place there. 
He was relieved of command along with Admiral Stark, the Chief of Naval Opera
tions in Washington: 1
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;, but War Secretary Stimson noted in his diary that everyone was worried 
about the Japanese. fleets converging on the Gulf of Siam. “That was what 
we were at work on our papers about. . . '. The British were very exr 
cited. . . . Our effort this morning in drawing our papers was to see 
whether or not we should act together. . . . We all thought that we must 
fight, if the British fought.”

.. At 5:30 in the afternoon Roosevelt recalled his secretary, Miss Tully,
' from a cocktail patty at the Mayflower Hotel and mixed a martini for him

self and his old friend Vincent Astor who had dropped by at the White 
House to see if he could do anything to help. Miss Tully arrived breathless 

' a few Iminutes later and took down the President’s personal message to 
Hirohito. \
. It began with the words, “Almost a century ago the President of the 

United States addressed to the Emperor of Japan a message extending 
' an offer of friendship. . . . That offer was accepted. . . .” Apparently 

Roosevelt did not fully realize that “that offer” had been accepted by Japan 
most reluctantly; that Hirohito’s great-grandfather, Emperor Komei, had 
elected to ; be martyred, after thirteen years of domestic strife, rather than 
accept it. From this beginning Roosevelt went on to plead for justice and 
fieedom from fear for all the peoples of Southeast Asia. He pledged that 
“there is absolutely ho thought oh the part of the United States of invading 
Indochina.” After planting these prickers in Hirohito’s pride, President 

, Roosevelt1 drove them homewith unction:

; v.;'"'-: I address myself to Your Majesty at this moment in the fervent hope that 
-  Your Majesty may, as I  am doing, give thought in this definite emergency to 

^yays o f  dispelling the dark clouds. I am confident that both of us, for the sake 
, o f the peoples not only of our own countries but-for the sake of humanity in 

V neighboring" territories have a sacred duty to restore traditional amity and 
prevent further death and destruction in the world.

. Without fervor, without confidence,. Roosevelt sent this missive on to 
Secretary-of State Hull. “Dear Cordell,” he memoed, “shoot this to. Grew— 

y 'T~think:'cari''-go '-in' gray code—saves time—I, don’t, mind if it gets picked 
up. F.D:R.” .Hull had some:'editorial reservations which were negotiated 

. over the phone by dinner time. By 7:40 P.m . the White House had informed 
the Washington p r e s s  c o r p s  of the President’s dramatic gesture. At 8 p .m . 
Hull cabled Ambassador Grew that a message from Roosevelt to Hirohito 
,was .on its way. A t:9 p .m . the message was sent, triple priority.

W hile R oosevelt had been drafting and arranging to send his message to 
. H irohito, the particularly able lieutenant commander in the Office of Naval 

Intelligence, A iw in D /  Kramer, had been supervising the decipherment of 
the first thirteen parts o f the final fourteen-part Japanese rejection notice.
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January 27, 1941, Ambassador Grew had warned Washington of intelli
gence from the Peruvian Embassy in Tokyo that “in the event of trouble 
breaking out between the United States and Japan, the Japanese intend to 
make a surprise attack against Pearl Harbor with all their strength and 
employing all their equipment.” U.S. Naval Intelligence forwarded Grew’s 
note to Admiral Kimmel in Hawaii with the comment that “no move against 
Pearl Harbor appears imminent or planned for the foreseeable future.”

U.S. naval strategists discounted the possibility of a Pearl Harbor attack 
for the same reason that a majority of the best Japanese naval strategists 
had opposed Yamamoto when he had presented his plan at table-top 
maneuvers in September 1941. The venture seemed to them then, and still 
appears to many of them even now, as a flamboyant gesture profiting Japan 
nothing. Tactically a few U.S. ships would be put out of commission for a 
while but strategically the Pearl Harbor base would remain undestroyed. 
And politically the United States would be galled at the very time when 
Japan wished to make a few quick seizures and then negotiate a truce. “It 
was,” says one retired Japanese naval officer, “like sticking a spear into a 
sleeping hippopotamus while you were building a dam to take away half 
his pond.”

Hirohito had known better than to think that U.S. leaders were genuinely 
asleep, and so he had intervened to force through Yamamoto’s plan over 
the objections of most of the top brass in the Japanese Navy General Staff. 
Knowing nothing of Hirohito’s power, the U.S. Office of Naval Operations 
had wrongly concluded, by majority vote, that a majority of their opposite 
numbers in Tokyo would have vetoed any plan to raid Pearl Harbor.

DIPLOMATIC DECEIT

That Thanksgiving Thursday, as soon as the orders that seemed necessary 
had been sent to Pearl Harbor and to the other U.S. command posts in the 
Pacific, President Roosevelt met on schedule, at 2 P.M., with the Japanese 
envoys in Washington, Nomura and Kurusu. Although he spoke with more 
charm and friendliness than Cordell Hull, Roosevelt backed his subordinate 
by refusing to hold out any hope of U.S. concessions.

That evening Kurusu was telephoned for a report on the conversation by 
an underling in the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo. The underling’s name hap
pened to be Yamamoto Kumaichi, but he was no relative of Admiral Yama
moto. It was already noon the next day in Tokyo and Yamamoto, wide 
awake, employed a previously agreed-upon voice code which the tired 
Kurusu found difficult to handle. U.S. naval monitors of the trans-Pacific 
cable chuckled at what they heard:

Yamamoto: How did the matrimonial question [the negotiations] get along
today?
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.determined that. the cable would only be an inconvenience^ to the EmperorV 
a t-• this mament;JYithouTahyoheyhhyingAdrtdke 
cable Was;at once packaged in all: the permissible' red tape of Japan’s many 
police regulations and -was^unwrappedjape ybytepeysbrttiat it'W ^ld ' nbt^ 
finally, be presented to Ambassador Grew until late that evening. A t 3 P.M.. 
U.S. overseas broadcasts-began, to announce that the message had been sent, 
but Japanese police surveillance' of. shortwave radios was so efficient that 
few outside top. palace and government circles heard the American broad
casts. At' 5:30 p.M, the PearLHarbor fleet.turned full south and be|an its 
final dash at full speed,. 26! knots.' At ;h:00/PiMvcopies:^bt-Rboseyeit’s^tele^: 
gram were circulated by the censors, to alkofficials who had reason jo  study. ; 
its text. ■
. At 6:15 p .m ... when it was still 4:15 a .m . inAVashington, Jlirohito pre

sided over a solemn.feast. For security reasons it. was held- at OmiyaGoshbj 
the palace of his .mother, west of the main palace, on the estate .where he .. 
had grown up. The Empress Dowager was not.present; She had retired to 
a villa in the country^ vovving with embarrassing frankness that she meant;; 
to get as. far away as possible from the bombs which her son’s policies 
would certainly bring on Japan. Lord Privy Seal Kido and other Big. 
Brothers of the Emperor’s aristocratic circle.of intimates attended ithe'•.party;-,, 
to , toast, the spirits of the commanders, in-the .fieldahd.jieafla ;prayef of supy J. 
plication and benediction by Hirohito, thenatioms high priest. The gather-, 
ing broke up after-less-than.t\vo hours.becauseiHirphitohyish 
to take a rest before, the iritportant'events of the .evening'%egMykf^r;;imid-/ •••' 
night. y .v  : j-- ".-:;X^:X':t G U j-kw  A

; -/- ' •: h' - . • -V . A SUNDAY M p R N I l ^ ^

While official Tokyo napped in preparation for 'the long'night ahead, . 
official Washington began, to wake up to a tense Sunday rriorniiig. At ,7. p .m . • 
Tokyo time, 5 a .m . Washington time, the final fourteenth part of Japan’s 
rejection notice started coming, in .to the skeleton staff on duty a t the code ; 
machines :in -the Office of Naval. Intelligence in- Washington. The first thir-
teen.parts.had reviewed Japanese propaganda.claims .that the.United States.;
was an aggressive colonial-interloper in the Orient, trying to strangle Japan . 
in her normal ;gro.vVth processes^Theifourfeenth part announced that Japah;., . 
was breaking off negotiations with, the United States. . .. . :y;; wVV. y y y
■ The alert.Lieutenant Gommander‘Kramer,:,who had distributed the first;. ,
thirteen parts of the note .to ,Rooseyelt :and :his advisors: late the night be-
fofe, was back at his desk by- 7:30 a .m , supervising the preparation of the , 
fourteenth part: At the same time in the Japanese Embassy in Washington 
neither the last nor the first part of the note had yet been typed. ^  
been a dinai.pimtyAheYrJgUjfi.^forey^ 
withoutxealiidhgydiapthe inciteliiu st
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negotiations must'be continued only as a fapade to conceal, Japan s last- 
minute preparations.

Knowing of the Kurusu-Yamamoto conversation, President Roosevelt 
met with his War Cabinet—Hull, Stimson, Knox, Marshall, and Stark—at 
noon the next day, Friday, November 28. They discussed the likelihood of 
war that weekend without ever mentioning Pearl Harbor once. Roosevelt 
was still preoccupied with the possibility of sending—if only “for the 
record” now—a personal appeal to Emperor Hirohito. His advisors were 
more concerned—for the record—about Congress. They urged F.D.R. to 
deliver a message to the nation’s legislators, warning them that war with 
Japan might break out at any moment.

As Stimson wrote in his diary, the President “had better send his letter 
to the Emperor separate as one thing and a secret tiling, and then make his 
speech to the Congress as a separate and more understandable thing to the 
people of the United States. This w'as the final decision at that time, and die 
President asked Hull and Knox and myself to try to draft such papers.”

Later that day the President and his advisors received intercepts of Japa
nese messages to consulates and embassies in South America ordering the 
destruction of all codes and secret papers.

On Saturday November 29 Secretary of State Hull told Kurusu and 
.Nomura that he was willing to continue negotiations as long as Japan 
wished to negotiate. Privately he told friends that he was doing so, if not 
for the record, then at least “for the purpose of making a record.”

Roosevelt retired for the weekend to await developments in his retreat 
at Warm Springs in the north Georgia hills where he had established a sani- 
torium for fellow polio victims. Nothing, however, happened. The Japanese 
division sailing down the China coast disembarked in Indochina and waited 
there for final orders. As General Marshall later described the anticlimax: 
“We entered into December without anything happening other than the 
continuation of these movements, which we could follow fairly well, down 
the China coast. . . .”

In Tokyo Hirohito was running, unhurried but with clockwork precision, 
on the schedule which he had approved weeks earlier. At noon on Saturday, 
November 29, over Tojo’s objections, he lunched with the ex-prime minis
ters of Japan and encouraged them to express their views at the formal 
Elder Statesmen’s Conference which was to follow dessert. Eight former 
prime ministers were present, four military men and four civilians. Seven 
of them either objected that there was no need for war or maintained sul
lenly that they had been given insufficient information of late on which to 
base an opinion. Only one of the eight, the civilian diplomat Hirota, ap
proved the war, and he did so, he said, because he felt that Japan could not 
better her negotiating position with the United States unless she demon
strated her readiness and ability to seize ground held by U.S. military forces. 
On behalf of the Throne, Lord Privy Seal Kido thanked them all for their
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A t  2:05 a .m . Kido heard the actual short-wave transmissions from the 
assault boats of the Malayan invasion force as they hit the Kota Bharu 
beaches. In the n e x t  half hour the J a p a n e s e  t r o o p s  overran Anglo-Indian 
barbed wire entanglements and secured their foothold. Lieutenant General 
A. E. Percival, the British commander in Singapore, called in the news to 
the War Office in London. It was then 5:40 p .m . in England and 12:40 p .m . 
in Washington.

In the Imperial Library in Tokyo excitement had slackened enough so 
that Kido could explain to Hirohito that Foreign Minister Togo was waiting 
in an anteroom to discuss the message from President Roosevelt. Hirohito 
had Togo admitted, listened to him read the note from Roosevelt, voiced 
admiration for its sentiments, but regretted that it had come too late. Then 
Hirohito approved the wording of a rejection of the note which Togo had 
t h o u g h t f u l ly  drafted in advance.

At 3 a .Mr, while Togo was in audience, Ambassador Nomura in Wash
ington was supposed to be delivering the fourteen-part note to Hull which 
was meant to serve in lieu of a formal declaration of war. Instead, at that 
moment, 1 p .m . Washington time, Nomura was phoning the State Depart
ment to apologize about his staff’s difficulties in decoding and typing the 
note. Would it be all right if he postponed his meeting with Hull until 1:45? 
Hull, since he already knew the contents of the note, nursed his wrath and 
declared that he was ready to wait as long as necessary until the representa
tives of Japan were prepared to show themselves.

At 3:15 a .m . Togo left the Imperial Library and hurried over to the 
Foreign Ministry to stand by at his own short-wave set. Kido lingered on 
in the company of Hirohito for another fifteen minutes—the fateful minutes 
that were to decide the opening round of the war.

TIGER, TIGER

Commander Fuchida of the Pearl Harbor attack squadron had sighted 
the coast of Oahu Island at about 3:05 a .m .— 7:35 a .m . Hawaiian time, 
1:05 p .m . Washington time. Flying at 9,000 feet, above broken clouds, 
Fuchida saw the white line of surf and the green mountains beyond through 
a “pink-stained morning mist.” He was coming in with his planes on the 
north side of the island. Pearl Harbor and Honolulu lay on the south side, 
He therefore banked to his right and led his planes out to sea down the 
west side of the island so that his torpedo bombers could Start their run on 
Pearl Harbor from the south—over water—low.

Running ahead of his pack, Fuchida rounded the southwestern corner 
of the island, Barbers Point, and surveyed the prospects. If his approach 
had been detected, there would be fighters in the air and his Zeros, which 
flew 5,000 feet above him, would have to fall upon them and win air 
superiority over the target area before the bombing could begin. He would
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A WEEK OF STRANGE QUIET

Fourteen hours later, at midnight Sunday, November 30, Washington 
time, the undecided Battle of Moscow continued to* absorb Western atten
tion and the critical weekend in Japanese-American relations seemed to be 
passing uneventfully into a new working week. Allied intelligence had 
observed that Axis nations seldom attacked except on weekends or holidays. 
There might yet be time for Christmas shopping. Perhaps, after all Japan 
had been bluffing.

At that very moment, however—2 P.M., Monday, December 1, Tokyo 
time—Hirohito was bringing to order the conference in his Presence at 
which he would give the final go-ahead for War. The conference was only 
a ceremony, but in the course of it several revealing statements were made. 
Foreign Minister Togo reviewed the unhappy eight months of negotiations 
with the United States. Navy Chief of Staff Nagano reaffirmed his pledge 
of the day before that the Navy had confidence. Prime Minister Tojo spoke 
at length on the morale of the nation.

“To stabilize the views held by the people,” Tojo acknowledged, “it will 
be necessary to guide public opinion and at the same time to exercise rather 
strict controls over it.”

Finance Minister Kaya delivered an exhaustive report on “Our Long
term Financial and Monetary Capacity.” In it he promised that the govern
ment would underwrite the indebtedness of all banks, of all essential indus
tries, and of all war-damage victims. He undertook to shore up the stock 
market by a policy of “unlimited buying on the part of the Japan Joint 
Securities Corporation.”

Agriculture Minister Ino Tetsuya presented an equally detailed, equally 
visionary, and equally pessimistic report on the possibility of feeding the 
nation during a long war.

Finally, Privy Council President Hara stood up to speak on behalf of the 
Throne. He scolded the ubiquitous Suzuki of the Cabinet Planning Board 
for inadequate preparations against the contingency of enemy incendiary 
raids. Having registered the desire of the Throne for adequate fire-fighting 
equipment, he went on to explain in broad terms why Hirohito felt justified 
in deciding on war: ,

In negotiating with the United States, our Empire- hoped to maintain peace 
by making one concession after another. But to our surprise, the American 
position from beginning to end was to say what Chiang Kai-shek wanted her 
to say, and to emphasize those ideals that she had stated in the past. The 
United States is being utterly conceited, obstinate, and disrespectful. It is 
regrettable indeed. We simply cannot tolerate such an attitude.

If we were to give in, we would surrender at a stroke not only our benefits 
from the Manchurian Incident but also our gains in the Sino-Japanese and 
Russo-Japanese wars [of 1895 and 1905]/This we cannot do. . . .
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sage to the fleet steaming toward Pearl Harbor: “Climb Mount Niitalca 
1208.” Niitaka was the Empire’s highest mountain.

That night, Tokyo time—Tuesday morning, Pearl Harbor time— 
Admiral Kimmel in Hawaii received a call from the Naval Intelligence 
officer in charge of monitoring Japanese fleet signals. He learned that 
analysis of Japanese ship movements had been confused by the change in 
call signals the previous day. The confusion was compounded by a shrewd 
suspicion on the part of the analysts that many of the signals coming in 
were phoney ones being sent by land-based operators. In conclusion, Naval 
Intelligence suspected that it had not heard a genuine signal from any 
Japanese aircraft carrier in the last week. The carriers, in effect, “were 
lost.”

“Do you mean to say,” asked Admiral Kimmel, incredulously, “that they 
could be rounding Diamond Head and you wouldn’t know it?”

“I hope,” replied Lieutenant Commander Edwin T. Layton, the intelli
gence officer, “they would be sighted before now.”

On Wednesday, December 3, the Japanese Pearl Harbor fleet rendez
voused at 42 degrees north latitude, 170 degrees east longitude—a point in 
the empty north Pacific about 2,300 miles northwest of Pearl Harbor. 
There, in a light swell amidst fog, the carriers took on oil from the tankers 
which had accompanied them this far on their historic voyage. Then the 
tankers and their escort of short-range destroyers turned back toward Japan 
and left the fast light carriers to make their lightning run on Hawaii.

During the refueling, before the carriers started their dash, Hirohito con
firmed their orders by giving an unprecedented secret and private audience 
to the commander of the Combined Fleet. Admiral Yamamoto had been 
left restless in home waters to co-ordinate the actions of all his scattered 
fleet elements. He now repeated to Hirohito his fears that Japan would be 
defeated in a long war. Hirohito repeated his reasons for believing the war 
justified and inevitable. Yamamoto promised, to the best of his ability, to 
fight like a man possessed. After the audience, by telephone, radio, and 
Admirals’ Code, Yamamoto sent the carriers on their way. '

Also that day, Japanese envoys in Berlin and Rome felt out the positions 
which would be taken by Japan’s Axis partners in the event of an American- 
Japanese war. Ambassador Oshima in Berlin did not tell Ribbentrop what 
was about to happen but exacted from him a pledge that Germany would 
declare war on the United States as soon as Japan did and would not stop 
fighting until both Japan and Germany were satisfied with the peace terms. 
The Japanese ambassador in Rome, Horikiri Zcnbei, was somewhat more 
straightforward, and Count Galeazzo Ciano, Mussolini’s foreign secretary, 
noted in his diaiy that evening:

Sensational move by Japan. The ambassador asks for an audience with 
II Duce and reads lnm a long statement on the progress of the negotiations 
with America, concluding with the assertion that they have reached a dead
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tage 1916— came through with least damage. One reason was that she 
lay in dry dock, out of reach of torpedoes. Another reason was a gunner’s 
mate who had been aboard the gunboat P a n a y  in 1937. At the sight of the 
first Japanese plane he grabbed a sledge hammer, smashed the locks on 
the P e n n s y lv a n ia ’ s magazine, and began, unauthorized, to pass out ammu
nition. His determination not to be caught again by the Japanese enabled 
the P e n n s y lv a n i a  to start putting up a withering defensive fire even before 
the Japanese pilots had cleared their first run. Dive-bombers tried to pene
trate the barrage again and again but succeeded in striking the P e n n sy lv a n ia  

only one glancing blow. Five days after the attack her repairs had been 
completed and she returned to service.

The frustrated pilots who could not get through to the P en n sy lv a n ia  

vented their rage on two destroyers in the dry dock in front of her. The 
D o w n e s  took a bomb in her torpedo magazine and blew up, bathing her 
neighbor C a s s i n  in burning oil. Another destroyer, the S h a w , in floating 
dry dock, lost her entire bow.

Pieces of machinery from C a s s in  and D o w n e s  were later incorporated 
in new hulls so that these two destroyers would float again to taunt Japan 
and haunt her. The battleships C a l i f o r n ia ,  W e s t  V ir g in ia , and N e v a d a  were 
all raised and completely rebuilt at great expense. Efforts to salvage O k la 

h o m a  only ended when she sank, under tow, on her way to a West Coast 
dockyard after the war was over. The Navy’s determination to belie Jap
anese Pearl Harbor claims even extended to the sunken minelayer O g la la , 

which had been converted from an ancient Fall River steamer in 1917, 
but emerged from World War II as yare as a commodore’s pinnace. Only 
A r i z o n a  and U t a h  remained unsalvaged and they were left where they sank 
as national shrines.8

At the same time that the ships were sinking in the harbor, the neatly 
parked airplanes were being destroyed on the runways ashore. Of the 
Marine Corps’ eleven Wildcats, thirty-two scout bombers and six utility 
planes at Ewa, only two Wildcats and fourteen scout bombers could still 
be flown when the Japanese had left. Twenty-seven of the thirty-six Cata
lina flying boats at Kaneohe were demolished beyond repair. Six more were 
severely damaged. The remaining three were out on patrol and missed the 
action. Although no reliable statistics have ever been released on over-all 
air losses, at least 112 out of 148 good Navy combat planes were destroyed 
and 52 out of 129 serviceable Army fighters and bombers. Only 38 U.S. 
planes were able to get into the air and ten of these were shot down.

Almost all of this damage was done in the first twenty-five minutes of 
the attack. After that the Zeros continued to spray burning decks and

8 other victims of the attack were the 1924 light cruiser Raleigh, heavy damage; 
the 1939 light cruiser Helena, heavy damage; the 1938 light cruiser Honolulu, mo - 
erate damage; repair ship Vestal and seaplane tender Ciotiss, both moderate am 
age.
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United States headlined a Hearst exclusive: “Roosevelt War Plan.” Isola
tionist military men, who have not yet been identified, had leaked from the 
office of the General Staff a number of authentic contingency planning 
papers for mobilizing the nation in the event of war. The political accusa
tions and counter-accusations which followed helped to distract Americans 
for the next two days.

That night Washington time, the next morning, Saturday, December 6 
in Tokyo, the Japanese General Staffs and Cabinet met in a liaison con
ference to assume formal responsibility for the timing of the final note which 
was to be served on the United States. Without much debate the conferees 
agreed that the note should be “dispatched at 4 A.M., Japanese time, on 
December 7”—twenty-three and a half hours before the scheduled time of 
attack—and should be “handed to the President at 3 A.M. December 8, 
Japanese time”: that is, at 1 P.M. December 7, Washington time, or at 
7:30 A.M. December 7, Pearl Harbor time.

LAST DAY OF PEACE

As Saturday, December 6, dawned in Washington, the British high com
mand in Singapore learned from aerial reconnaissance that two Japanese 
convoys had moved into the Gulf of Siam, off the southern tip of Cam
bodia, between Indochina and Malaya. They were moving at a leisurely 
pace westward as if to land troops on the eastern shore of the Kra Isthmus, 
the narrow point in the Malayan Peninsula where British territory abutted 
on Thailand. When Roosevelt heard this news between 10 and 11 A.M. that 
Saturday, it appeared that the Japanese would storm the Malayan beaches 
in about fourteen hours, or early on Sunday morning.

At noon, when Roosevelt was preparing to eat his modest lunch from a 
tray on his lap in the White House Oval Study where he worked, Naval 
Intelligence decoded a message from the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo advis
ing envoys Nomura and Kurusu that the long-awaited reply to Hull’s 
November 26 rejection of Japanese demands would be on the wires shortly. 
The reply to the rejection, said this “pilot message,” would come in four
teen parts which must be presented to Secretary of State Hull at an hour 
which would be specified in later communications. Naval Intelligence 
realized that a declaration of Japanese hostility was in the offing and 
promptly informed the President.

Roosevelt gave the clerical help in the White House the afternoon off, so 
that they could have the last minutes of peace to themselves. For his own 
part he consulted privately with Secretary of State Hull, with Lord Halifax, 
the British ambassador, and with the Australian minister in Washington, 
Robert G. Casey. At the same time he rewrote the latest State Department 
version of the personal appeal which he had been agitating for ten days to 
send directly to the Emperor of Japan.
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taneously. The Office of Naval Operations at once transmitted it to Admiral 
Stark, “Betty” Stark called Navy Secretary Knox. Knox, after a moment 
of incredulity and argument— “They must mean the Philippines”—phoned 
the White House. President Roosevelt was eating an apple and sorting 
some new specimens for his stamp collection. He at once instructed Knox 
to obtain all possible details of the attack and to place the entire Navy 
on a war footing. When Roosevelt hung up, the brass ship’s clock on his 
desk registered 1:47 p .m . or 8:17 a .m . Hawaiian time.

Eighteen minutes later Japanese Ambassador Nomura and Special Envoy 
Rurusu arrived at Secretary of State Hull’s large, shabby, impersonal office 
to deliver notice of the rupture in Japanese-American relations.10 Hull kept 
them waiting for fifteen minutes, then gave them ample opportunity to 
study the American flag and secretarial standard behind him while he 
affixed his pince-nez and pretended to read the 2,500-word note. As he 
cast his eye down the paragraphs which he had already perused in M a g ic  

versions, he composed a little speech. Ten minutes later he looked up and 
delivered it, using his Tennessee mountain drawl to good advantage:

“In all my fifty years of public service, I have never seen a document 
that was more crowded with infamous falsehoods and distortions— 
infamous falsehoods and distortions on a scale so huge that I never 
imagined until today that any government on this planet was capable of 
uttering them.”

Ambassador Nomura—a man whom Hull liked personally and affection
ately called the “old codger”— opened his mouth to say something. Hull 
pointed a finger at the door and said, “Good day, gentlemen.”

An hour and a half later, at 4 p .m . Washington time, 6 a .m . Tokyo time 
and 9 P.m . London time, Prime Minister Winston Churchill found himself 
closeted with Averell Harriman, a special envoy from Roosevelt, and with

10 The incompetence of the Foreign Ministry in failing to deliver the note on 
time later angered Hirohito greatly. In quest of justification he had Togo commis
sion “A Study Concerning Hostilities on the Outbreak of War” from Tokyo’s Inter
national Law Society. The lawyers submitted their findings on December 27, 1941. 
They began by saying: “Suppose that we declared war at 8:00 a.m . in Tokyo and 
what we wanted to assert with nominal time as the standard—that is, nominal as 
opposed to practical—is that we did not violate Hague Treaty Number Three.” Then, 
concluded the lawyers, time zones could provide no defense, for though the attack 
on Pear] Harbor took place later in the day Washington or Hawaiian time than 
the hour of note delivery Tokyo time, still the attack on Malaya as per Malayan 
time preceded note delivery no matter what the frame of temporal reference.

The best that the lawyers could do was to find that the Hague Treaty was logically 
absurd. "It is not a violation of the treaty,” they wrote, “to open hostilities in a far- 
off land only some 20 or 30 minutes after the delivery of the declaration of war 
to the diplomatic representative of the other country in one’s own capital. Hence 
it is not impossible to say that the Hague Treaty Number Three is nothing but a 
bluff or simulacrum and that there is no need to respect such a childish treaty at 
the outbreak of a, war in which the fate of a nation is at stake.”
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The President’s personal naval hide, Captain John R. Beardall, had gone 
off duty that afternoon leaving Kramer in direct contact with the President 
through a junior White House naval aide, Lieutenant Robert Lester Schulz. 
Now, at 9:30 P.M., half an hour after the President’s message had been 
dispatched to Hirohito, Lieutenant Commander Kramer brought to the 
m ite  House the first thirteen parts of the Japanese rejection notice. 
The fourteenth part, Kramer reported, had not yet been received and was 
apparently being saved as a final exclamation point to cap the epithets 
being hurled in tire first thirteen parts.

Lieutenant Schulz at once delivered the thirteen intercepts from the 
pouch to the Oval Study where Roosevelt was waiting expectantly for them 
in the company of his favorite advisor, Harry Hopkins. Roosevelt spent ten 
minutes reading the 2500-word note, then handed it to Hopkins. Hopkins 
read it and handed it back to the President. As Roosevelt returned the 
top-secret document to Lieutenant Schulz for safe filing, he said in effect, 
“Hairy, this means war.” Hopkins agreed. Schulz stood at the door waiting 
to be dismissed while Hopkins and Roosevelt discussed the implications in 
some detail. Hopkins regretted “that since war was undoubtedly going to 
come at the convenience of the Japanese, it was too bad that we could not 
strike the first blow and prevent any sort of surprise.”

“No, we can’t do that,” replied Roosevelt. “We are a democracy and a 
peaceful people.” And then, raising his voice as Lieutenant Schulz later 
recalled, the President said, “But we do have a good record.”

Roosevelt tried to call “Betty” Stark, Chief of Naval Operations, but 
found him out for the evening at the National Theatre. Rather than excite 
the theater audience by having Stark leave his box in the middle of the 
third act, Roosevelt told the White House operator to try the Stark residence 
in about half an hour by which time the admiral should have returned 
home. Then Roosevelt dismissed Lieutenant Schulz and the historical cur
tain fell on the scene in the White House Oval Study.

It was now the morning of Sunday, December 7, in Tokyo. The I-class 
submarines of the advance force had been waiting for more than a day 
outside Pearl Harbor watching the comings and goings of vessels through 
the harbor mouth. In the north the carriers of the task force were beginning 
to increase speed and veer south for their final approach. Admiral Nagumo, 
who commanded the flagship A k a g i, was sitting in his wardroom listening to 
jazz and news reports from the local Hawaiian stations. He had run up the 
actual flag which Admiral Togo, Hirohito’s former tutor, had flown at the 
battle of Tsushima straits, when he had crossed the T of the Russian fleet 
and sunk it in 1905.

At noon Tokyo censors intercepted the cable from President Roosevelt 
to Ambassador Grew, enclosing Roosevelt’s personal message to Hirohito. 
While making inquiries, the censors held the cable and kept it from being 
presented to Giew. Through channels to Imperial Headquarters the censors
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next day. Now an Embassy duty officer had just received the presentation 
instructions from Tokyo and was frantically telephoning his colleagues to 
summon them back to work. Not only must the note be ready by one, it 
must be typed by someone cleared for top secret. A muster of the officials 
who had the requisite clearance revealed that only one of them could type. 
While this individual struggled manfully, key by key, to prepare a fair copy 
for Nomura to hand Hull, Kramer’s staff completed its own copy and 
Kramer delivered it to the White House and the Departments of State. 
War, and Navy by about 10 a.M.

Returning to his office, Kramer was now handed the American intercept 
of the presentation instructions. His eye fixed on the one o’clock deadline 
and he checked with his assistants to make sure that 1 p .m. would be dawn 
in Hawaii and two hours after midnight in Manila. Then, at 10:30 A.M., 
having phoned the news to Admiral Stark at Naval Operations, Kramer 
hurried over to the White House to deliver a copy of the presentation 
instructions to the President. Shortly afterward Ambassador Nomura un
derscored the importance of the one o’clock deadline by calling Secretary 
of State Hull and apologizing that, despite its being Sunday, be must see 
Hull at one that afternoon. Even without benefit of M a g ic  intercepts, this 
unusual request, in the context of that crisis-conscious week, would have 
sufficed to make Hull and Roosevelt expect the worst.

Fully realizing, then, that Japan meant to start war on or about one 
o’clock, Roosevelt consulted his advisors and decided simply to wait. It was 
policy that the United States should not react until after Japan had struck. 
That was the way to keep an unblemished democratic record. What was 
more, the majority of the President’s military advisors felt that Japan would 
gain only a small temporary advantage by striking first. There was a 
tendency on the part of U.S. admirals and generals to underestimate the 
fighting qualities of the Japanese soldier and the originality and darirtg of 
the Japanese strategist. Coincidentally many Japanese admiials and gen
erals suffered from the same dangerous complacency in regard to American 
genius.

The White House switchboard had access to a direct line—the “scrambler 
phone”—which could put the President through in a minute to any one of 
the major U.S. command posts in the Pacific. If Roosevelt had realized that 
the Pearl Harbor base in Hawaii was on “third alert,” looking out only for 
sabotage, it is inconceivable that he would not have picked up the phone 
and ordered all men to battle stations. Like every other fully informed 
leader, however, the President believed that the Japanese were moving 
against Malaya and that they lacked strength to strike in many directions 
at once.

Several of the President’s advisors did suggest that a final warning be 
sent to commanders in the Pacific, but since a war warning had already 
gone out ten days earlier, no one considered such a message to be vitally
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then have to shoot off two smoke rockets—“two black dragons”—to indi
cate that total surprise had not been achieved.

Though Fuchida did not know it, total surprise should not have been 
achieved. A radar station, manned by two noncommissioned officers, had 
watched the approach of his air fleet for forty minutes. No one whom the 
two noncoms had been able to raise at headquarters by telephone would 
take the reported threat seriously. In another sector of communications and 
command, a Japanese midget submarine had been reported sighted, then 
shelled, depth-charged, and sunk by U.S. destroyer W a id  outside the mouth 
of Pearl Harbor. But these reports, too, for the last hour, had gone 
unheeded.

Fuchida saw below him a scene so peaceful and unprepared that he 
could scarcely believe his eyes. “I have seen all German ships assembled 
in Kiel Harbor,” he later wrote. “I have also seen the French battleships in 
Brest. And finally I have often seen our own warships in review before the 
Emperor, but never, even in deepest peace, have I seen ships anchored 500 
to a thousand yards from one another. . . . Had these Americans never 
heard of Port Arthur [where the czar’s Asiatic fleet was sunk in 1905]?”

At 7:40 a .m .—3:10 a.m . in Tokyo—Fuchida fired one black dragon. 
His dive-bombers responded by climbing toward an altitude of 12,000 feet. 
His torpedo bombers spiraled down to the level of the wave crests. His 
own plane with its accompaniment of horizontal bombers descended to 
3,500 feet. But the Zeros far above had apparently failed to see his rocket. 
They were supposed to come down and support the bombers with strafing 
attacks. Once more Fuchida fired a single black smoke rocket. Now the 
fighters began tumbling. But so did the dive-bombers. The dive-bomber 
flight leader had misinterpreted the second rocket as meaning “incomplete 
surprise.” After one black dragon he was supposed to follow the torpedo 
planes over the target. After two black dragons he was supposed to precede 
them in an effort to knock out anti-aircraft batteries.

Fuchida had a few split seconds in which to make a decision. The dive- 
bomber attacks would obscure targets for the torpedo bombers. The two 
types of planes might even collide. But the wing leaders were all veterans 
of the China War. The pilots had all learned by heart the topography of 
Pearl Harbor with a huge sand model constructed on the northern coast of 
Japan in October. Fuchida could count on his men to adapt themselves to 
the battle as it developed and keep in mind the objective of destroying the 
U.S. fleet. Breaking radio silence, he signaled T o -to -to , “Attack, attack, 
attack.” All his planes responded. It was 7:49 a.m .— 3:19 in Tokyo.

Four minutes later all of Fuchida’s 182 planes were converging on their 
targets from different angles and directions for their attack. On the Army 
runways of Wheeler and Hickam fields, the Marine runways at Ewa, the 
Navy runways on Ford Island, the Catalina flying-boat basin at Kaneohe, 
the planes were all parked neatly in compact clusters—a dream almost too
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An hour and a half later Japanese planes descended on the island of 
Hong Kong and destroyed its air force of three torpedo bombers and two 
Walrus amphibians. At the same time the regiments of Japan’s 38th 
Division, stationed in Canton, crossed the border from China, the Sham 
Chun River, and began to fight their way cast across the mainland 
dependencies of Hong Kong, the New Territories and Kowloon.

At about the same moment, in southern Thailand, Lieutenant General 
Tiger Yamashita opened his 25th Army Headquarters in a house in the 
town of Singora. He had come ashore with the second wave of his 5th 
Division less than half an hour earlier. Unexpected Thai police resistance 
had been swiftly silenced after an unopposed landing. With him he bad 
most of the best division in the Japanese Army, the highly mobile, 
mechanized 5th which had had years of experience in China. It was 
assisted by the cream of Japan’s tank corps, artillery battalions, and 
Army air squadrons. One of its four regiments had landed successfully at 
a second Thai town, Patani, some 20 miles down the coast to the south.

A third branch of Yamashita’s army, the augmented 56th Regiment 
of the 23d Brigade, 18th Division, had landed 69 miles south in Malaya 
proper, at Kota Bharu. It was this landing on which Hirohito had 
eavesdropped over his palace shortwave set seven hours earlier. Fire from 
a prepared line of pillboxes in the trees just back of the beach had held 
down the attackers until daybreak, and British planes, flying in darkness, 
had sunk one and severely mauled another of the Japanese transports 
lying offshore. But shortly after first light a Japanese sapper had risen 
from the sand, stuffed himself into a gun port of one of the pillboxes, 
and while he was being shot to pieces enabled his comrades to lob in 
grenades, overwhelm the position, and attack the remaining pillboxes from 
the rear.

Yamashita’s army was secuiely ashore at all three of its landing points. 
His main strength, the 5th Division, began immediately, while the day was 
yet young, to advance down the main highway of the peninsula connecting 
Thailand and Bangkok with Malaya and Singapore.

As Yamashita opened his drive that morning, fog hung over the Japanese 
air bases in Taiwan far away to the northeast. At both Army and Navy 
fields, pilots stood beside their planes waiting nervously for it to lift. The 
United States had thirty-five B-17 bombers or Flying Fortresses in the 
Philippines—a formidable striking force if it could attack the Japanese 
bases before Japanese bombers destroyed U.S. bases. About 7:30 A.M. 
Tokyo time, or about 6:30 a.m . Manila time, the Japanese Army pilots 
took off despite the fog and less than two hours later bombed Baguio, the 
summer seat of the Philippines’ Commonwealth government. The raid 
severely damaged the golf greens around Baguio’s Camp John Hay, 
demolished several outbuildings, and took nine lives. Lieutenant Colonel 
John Horan, the U.S. commander in Baguio, phoned in his losses to
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by hitting them on the head. Some of them pierced too well and made their 
way right through the armored decks of the warships and out their hulls 
to bury themselves in the mud below. Still others blew up on the second 
or third decks of the battleships creating carnage in mess rooms, sick 
bays, and recreation areas.

Within the first twenty-five minutes of the attack, the 32.600-ton 
A rizona, commissioned in 1916, took a hit from a dive-bomber directly 
down her stack. The boilers blew up, touching off her forward magazine. 
With a great roar she broke in two and went down almost immediately, 
taking with her 1,104 lives.

The 29,000-ton O k la h o m a , also commissioned in 1916, lost her trim 
from three torpedo hits and capsized before all the surviving members of 
her crew could climb topside to escape. Thirty-two of the capt ves were 
later released through holes cut with torches in her bottom plates.

When the eighteen-year-old, 31,800-ton W e s t V irg in ia  went down with 
one bomb and four torpedo hits, some of the men trapped in her com
partments were not so lucky. The salvage crews who later raised her found 
a diary scrawled on a bulkhead by three men who had not died until 
sixteen days after her sinking.

On the 32,600-ton C a lifo rn ia , commissioned in 1921, fires reached the 
fuel tanks. She burned for three days before she finally foundered.

One of the battleships, the 29,000-ton N e v a d a  commissioned in 1916, 
succeeded in getting up steam in an effort to escape. Japanese bombers at 
once converged on her and sought to sink her in the entrance of the harbor. 
Her skipper managed, however, with the help of two courageous tugboat 
crews, to beach her in sinking condition on a mud flat at one side of the 
haibor mouth.

Two of the most valuable battleships were protected from torpedoes and 
saved from being sunk because they had been moored on the landward 
side of O k la h o m a  and W e s t V irg in ia  which shielded them. The 31,500-ton 
M aryland, commissioned in 1921, sustained only bomb damage. The 
32,600-ton T en n essee , commissioned in 1920, came off equally well but 
was so securely wedged between the sunken W e st V irg in ia  and a concrete 
dock that she could not be towed away for repairs until more than a week 
later when the dock itself had been delicately dynamited.

One other big ship was sunk: the ex-battleship U ta h , 21,825 tons, com
missioned in 1911. Before the attack she was in process of being retired 
from the Navy and stripped of all fittings of any value. As a result she 
had lost part of her superstructure and was sheathed in planks and scaf
folds. From the air she looked like a flattop. Delighted Japanese pilots 
squandered torpedoes on her with prodigal fury. It took them exactly 
eleven minutes of concerted attack to capsize and sink her. Fifty-eight 
members of her skeleton crew went down with her and their bones remain 
in their rusted steel casket to this day.

Of all the battleships, tire fleet flagship P e n n sy lv a n ia— 33,100 tons, vin-

Pearl Harbor



began circling leisurdy ̂ at 21,000 fcet/ Below. thenr at 15^000 feet they
saw a small patrol of U.S. P-40’s on its way. back to the :nearby fighter 
field at Iba. One piL'ffie;.;few;. -.Japanese-, air;••apeis-;who',-sn^fvfed^^e^af''1 
remembered the; scene- as;;Ĉ Iudicrous;” :For.ten ■nunutes,:he;i;and^liis 
mates cruised, awaiting, the. arrival of the. Betty/bombers; for- .which they . 
were the scouts. Below him, parked , on the runways, glistened sixty odd 
aircraft, including twenty-one. of the thirty-five. B-17 Fortresses in -which 
rested .the entire offensive punch of U.S,,.forces in-.the. Philippines.cjA' 
communications breakdown had prevented the ;U,S;. radar eehter in;Manila . 
from warning Clark Field of the vultures gathering overhead. At about 
12:45 the Japanese air ace, Sakai Saburo, saw. his bombers,approaching - 
from the north: They moved directly into their bombing runs., ,r; .:

■■ At about 12:30 the first Japanese Zeros arrived and

The attack [wrote Sakai] was perfect. Long strings of bombs tumbled from 
. the bays and dropped toward the targets the bombardiers' had studied; in 
detail for so long. Their , accuracy was phenomenal—it -was, in fact, the most 
accurate bombing !  ever witnessed by our own planes throughout the war. 
The entire air base seemedt to, be rising into the air with the explosions. 
Pieces of airplanes,. hangars, and other ground: installations' scattered wildly.. 
Great fires erupted and. smoke boiled upward." ' ; J

The" marksmanship .of the high-level Japanese bombardiers was -only 
matched by the performance, of the Japanese fighter pilots who strafed 
Clark Field and shot down U.S. fighters which attempted to take off after 
the bombing was Over. For an hour—a' single hour, ten hours after the 
Pearl Harbor disaster—the Japanese planes, continued. To rhvdge/thejifidd..- 
Other planes did the same at the two .fighter bases .ih-'.^eJ,area;/|Ba- -afid. • 
Nichols Fields. When the raid was over, eighteen of. die tvyenty-rorie B-l,7’s 
in.Luzon, .fifty-three of the 107 U.S. fighters in Luzon, ;ahd. twenty-five ; 
to thirty other. U.S. aircraft; had been destroyed. Fourteen 'of^M^c^^ur.s

.’. thirty-five1B -17?s;, ..escaped attack because they , were l e a s e d - DH :Moiit^..
Field on the southern Philippine island .of Mindanaq, 600 miles iarther 

' -'south;5- Thesb-'fourteen later plagued Sakai ap’d;his feflgw} |apanfe'§e^aii^?n 
over the Netherlands East Indies. Forty-six days later, over porneo, Sakai. 
paid . eloquent tribute to what the Japanese had accom plished.and what

-.ifr&c&'i^urhad lostf.at Clark Field-: ; H J &

k ; :':>7 :;:Again. .’Dive; rol£ concentrate :.ori rnie-.bornfief!/Tbis^tiyie.!. c |U ^
LsaW the’;shells" exjplb(llng,.'.a: -sferieirofifrfe'd. ai%:.black;empS^^^
' the fuseiagelSurelyhe; would -go' down now!! Ghuiiksvdf rnefal—big . c ..

■ j. exploded. outward -from Uhe.B-i:7vk h d ^
; -k:'waist)anti''.'top jguns;were;i silentas;:-thu';isKelis.hammered home-;y'k;:'kL k^ '^kk ;
: k
' ;,V:'stinued̂ ph;’dn;:f<Mmation:?f:kkk ■. Lk - k a - k ; kkk%  -kvC);k^kk/'k;'k ;k ' ( - ' y  k;
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runways with machine-gun bullets but the bombers had spent their loads. 
As they returned to their carriers. Commander Fuchida remained circling 
to observe the results of the second attack wave. It flew in at 8:45: 78 
more bombers, 54 more torpedo planes, and 35 more Zeros. By now, 
however, the counterfire from the ships and shore batteries was well organ
ized and covered the harbor in an umbrella of flak. Twenty-seven de
stroyers, five cruisers, and three battleships remained in fighting condition, 
and even the beached N e v a d a , though technically sunk, was still pouring 
shells into the sky. Of his first wave Fuchida had lost only nine planes: 
one dive-bomber, three Zeros, and five torpedo planes. The second wave, 
which attacked from 8:15 to 9:45, lost six Zeros and 14 dive-bombers 
and accomplished almost nothing. Ships that were already mortally 
wounded were finished off and hangars were bombed at the various air
strips, but no important new targets were attacked. The Submarine Base, 
the Naval Shipyard, the Naval Supply Center, and the fuel oil “tank farm” 
which held almost as much petroleum as Japan’s entire stockpile were 
all overlooked through ignorance.

After watching the performance of the second wave, Fuchida, shortly 
before 10 A.M., followed it home to the carriers of Nagumo’s task force. 
He wanted to lead a third sortie to attack permanent installations. Nagumo 
overruled him. A third attack might reveal the whereabouts of the fleet 
and jeopardize it. At the cost of 29 planes and 55 men it had knocked 
out five battleships, three destroyers, a minelayer, a possible aircraft car
rier, and almost 200 of the enemy’s planes. It had killed 2,008 U.S. sailors, 
109 Marines, 218 soldiers, and 68 civilians—in all 2,403 Americans. 
Admiral Nagumo saw no reason to risk such a record.9 He turned his fleet 
back into the fogs of the north Pacific and slipped away to make an un
eventful return voyage to Japan.

Pearl Harbor

WAR

Three minutes after the first bomb fell at Pearl Harbor, Rear Admiral 
P. N. L. (“Pat”) Bellinger got off an urgent all-points fleet signal: “From 
Cincpac to all ships Hawaii area: air raid on Pearl Harbor. This is no 
drill.”

Unlike Army Chief of Staff Marshall’s earlier message from Washington 
to Hawaii, Bellinger’s signal crossed the gap to Washington almost instan-

9 The Japanese advance force of twenty submarines had not fared as welt as 
Nagumo’s main fleet of six carriers. One of the I-class submarines was bombed and 
sunlc on December 10 and all five of the two-man midget submarines were lost 
without doing a trace of damage. One of them ran aground on a reef and was 
captured together with its captain, Ensign Sakamaki Kazuo. The other nine midget 
submariners are worshipped today at a special shrine in the old naval academy at

tajima. Survivor Sakamaki lives on, undeified but content, as a mechanic in Nagoya.



• Early the next morning, December. 9, as high priest at a special ceremony 
in the white-pebbled courtyard of the Palace Shrine, Hiroliito reported 
the successful outbreak of the war to his ancestors. . Throughout = the 
Empire it was a day for prayer and rejoicing;, for bowing to bad weather 
and contemplating!, the fall of rain; for •digesting the yictories of the day 
before and. preparing, more great deeds, for the morrow. !•; •! V  ■ : "

At about 1 a.m ., December 10, Tokyo time, 400 Japanese marines 
from a task force of nine transports landed: on the beaches of the American 
island of Guam in the Mariana Islands; a -Pan American: dipper 
about a third of the way east on. the route between Manila and JHawaii, 
After three and a half hours of fighting, the 430 U,S; Marines and naval: 
personnel on the island, together with 180 Guamanian Insular Guards, 
surrendered. •. .V  T d i !

Shortly thereafter, as day lightened off the northern coast of Luzon in 
the Philippines, a picked force of about 4,000 men from the 2d Taiwan 
Regiment of the Japanese 48th Division waded ashore a t . Apfirri, a town: 
on the north coast which, had an . airstrip; The U.S.; lieuteriant: who had 
charge of the 200 Filipino recruits in the town sensibly packed up his 
machine guns and withdrew at once into the hills toward the'south. v 

At the same time, around the northwestern tip of Luzon, on the beaches 
of the town of Vigan which faced toward China, another detachment of 
the Japanese 48th Division landed unopposed to take a second airstrip 
in northern Luzon. Five of the formidable B-17’s, the Flying Fortresses; 
which had bedn in Mindanao two days, earlier and had escaped 'the 
holocaust at Clark Field,; Were, sent to bomb the Vigan task force. ^  
serenely ignored anti-aircraft fire, and fought off the;* attacks .of •; Japanese; 
fighter cover but were unable, due to the- inexperience' pf the crews, to 
do much damage with their bombs. They left three transports burning 

■ and returned to their base. ■' ■ ' . ■  ■’!’

../ y / ' ' , ■ CONTROL OF THE OCEAN  ̂ : T f!

While Japan was taking.control;of the .air. and'seizihg stfategic airfields, 
a tense game of cat and mouse was playing itself out along the coast 
of Malaya. The importance of the game was symbolic, for the whiner 
might claim the long unchallenged title of Great Britaip as Mistress of 
the Seven Seas. The latest-model British battleship, the 3 5 ,000-ton Prmce 

, o f " W a le s ,  had sortied - from Singapore on the: evening; of. .December 8 - in 
a daring attempt to make a ; surprise raid on • the J apanese transports.

. landing troops in! northern . Malaya. - She .boasted '
battery of the imost up-to-date machine cannon for use against hostile
aircraft, plus thirty-tw o pom -pom  muzzles and an assortment of ..standard
anti-aircraft! guns. All her; armament Tiring together was said.• to., be able .■
to loft 60,000 projectiles a minute. Her 14-inch cannon could lob one-ton
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John G. Winant, the American ambassador at the Court of St. James’s. 
Japanese troops had been advancing into British territory in Malaya for 
almost four hours. Churchill switched on the nine o’clock news and heard 
of the Pearl Harbor attack. At the urging of Harriman and Winant he 
promptly put through a call to Roosevelt and said, “This certainly simpli
fies things. God be with you.”

At 7 a.m . Japanese time, some fifty minutes thereafter. Tokyo radio 
announced tersely that tire Imperial Navy had opened hostilities on the 
United States with an attack on Hawaii. At the same moment Ambassador 
Grew was called by the Foreign Ministry to come at once to Togo’s resi
dence. At 7:30 Togo told Grew that the Emperor had rejected President 
Roosevelt’s plea. Togo then handed Grew a copy of the fourteen-part note 
delivered in Washington. Grew went home to read it, to listen to the radio, 
and to await internment as an enemy national with diplomatic privileges. 
At 8:05 Japanese planes raided Guam, at 9:00 Hong Kong, and at 9:05 
the northern part of the Philippines.

At 11:40, after several fanfares, the radio finally broadcast the Emperor’s 
rescript proclaiming war. It ended with the words:

The hallowed spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors guarding Us from above, 
We rely upon the loyalty and courage of Our subjects in Our confident expec
tation that the task bequeathed by Our Forefathers will be carried forward, 
and that the source of evil will be speedily eradicated and an enduring peace 
immutably established in East Asia, preserving thereby the glory of Our 
Empire.

A day later Vice Admiral Halsey, returning to Hawaii with the carrier 
Enterprise, surveyed the damage at Pearl Harbor, and, as a barbarian, 
issued his blunt counter to Hirohito’s high-priestly invocation of the shades. 
“Before we’re through with them,” said Halsey, “the Japanese language 
will be spoken only in hell.”

Roosevelt that day delivered a special message to Congress and received 
an almost unanimous vote for war. Senator George Norris of Nebraska, 
who had voted against war in 1917, had now changed his mind. Only 
Representative Jeannette Rankin of Montana, who had also voted against 
war in 1917, still opted for isolationism. Never had the nation been more 
unified. More than a hundred thousand Americans were to die in the effort 
to subdue “Japanese militarism.” And more than a million Japanese, who 
distrusted militarism but honored the Emperor, died to defend whatever 
it was that the Americans opposed. The two cultures clashed tragically, 
with a hate that fed on ignorance, but the clash enabled the United States 
to make war on Hitler.

'Pearl Harbor



; :p i lo ts ; in :f f ie I S ra y y ;a i r - f ^
Lagoon A ir Development Station— were told to stand by. at airports in 
southern Indochina. All submarines were alerted in the lower half of the 
Gulf of Siam^ Reconnaissance planes were , sent out from Saigon to; fly 
search patterns over the most probable avenues:of approach- which the 
Pnnce of Wales and Repulse take toward the north Malayan

Vbeachbehds.'fr;r;:/>:^:X^^ . : ■ . ..
- Adm iral Sir Thom as ( “Tom  Thum b” ) Phillips stood personally on the 

bridge of the Prm ce of Wales. "Re was: the commander of all British naval 
forces in : the F ar East and had previously served as assistant chief of staff 
in the British Admiralty. Small, pugnacious, and brilliant, he had long 
played an unpopular role in the Admiralty as a champion of air power 
and : a detractor of all capital ships except aircraft carriers. Now he found 
that the conservative fates had taken their revenge upon him by putting 
him in command of two beautiful capital ships which had no air support.
, Tom  Thum b Phillips had taken every precaution to slip out of Singapore 
unnoticed. H e had succeeded: in impressing even upon the overconfident, 
peace-minded, public relations office of the British Navy in Singapore the 
need for secrecy about his foray. As a result half a dozen correspondents 
in Singapore had rbeen offered a “four-to-five-day” blind press junket with 
no explanation except that it would be “exciting and important.” Most of 
them — including the representatives of The New York Times and the 
Associated Press-—naturally turned the offer down. O. D. Gallagher of 
the London Daily Express, however, sensed that it would involve the great 
new British battleship in the harbor and persuaded his American friend 
Cecil Brown of the Columbia Broadcasting System .to gamble and come 

-^=^1bVhim.v-I!he’-two correspondents promptly found themselves assigned, 
with misgivings, to a cramped and stuffy cabin on the battle cruiser 
Repulse. ^

.Taking no chances on,Singapore security, Admiral Phillips steamed at 
top speed due east toward Borneo throughout the night of December 8-9. 
By dawn he had reached the Anambas Islands which he rightly calculated 
would be beyond the range of the air search which Japanese staff officers 
would, order if  they had heard of his. departure. December 9 dawned in 
accordance with,meteorological predictions, for once. The sky was overcast 

. and ..rain squalls could bei seen both visually and by radar spotted all 
over the Gulf of Siam, offering; welcome shelter from detection.

Having rounded the Anambas Islands, Phillips lunged north, directly 
toward the airfields in Indochina from which he knew that Japanese planes 
would . be taking: off to . look for him. I t • was a well-considered plan.

;; Japanese planes were looking for him,: but closer to shore, on a more 
direct route between Singapore and the beachheads where the Japanese
had landed. : V  : . : • r-i.V’.-V o v  - , .

; A fter coming about into the teeth of the Japanese> threat, Phillips had
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of the fleet back to  Singapore. Officially the Tenedos had engine trouble 
and “needed oil.” Actually the commander of the Tenedos was entrusted 
with the delicate role of decoy: he was to move away from the main 
fleet and then start sending radio messages to Singapore “as from Phillips.” 
So well did he play his part that the antiquated Tenedos succeeded in 
drawing the fire of a Japanese submarine during the night and then the 
next m orning of nine Japanese bombers.1

Shortly after 8 P.M., when it was completely dark and he had maintained 
his high-speed feint toward Thailand for more than an hour, Phillips 
abruptly broke off the feint and doubled back toward the southeast. The 
Japanese night reconnaissance and bombing planes dispatched from Saigon 
looked for him in vain along his projected course toward the Thai beaches 
and a t about midnight they returned disappointed to their bases. On the 
other side of Phillips, some 50 miles to the east, the decoy Tenedos began 
breaking radio silence and quacking discreetly.

Phillips told his crews nothing of the dangerous game of blindman’s 
buff and bluff that he was playing. A t 9 :05  p .m . he had his captains an
nounce to all hands that the fleet had been discovered, that its mission must 
be aborted, and that he was running for home. A little later, at about 
12:45 a .m . on December 10, he  again changed course. A t that moment 
he was about 200 miles or less from  the Japanese beachhead at Kota 
Bharu in M alaya. A t that moment, fortuitously, his radio room received 
a message from Singapore stating that the Kota Bharu airfield had been 
in Japanese hands for m ore than twenty-four hours and had been in use 
by Japanese planes for at least twelve hours. Possibly this message came 
in response to a query broadcast by the decoy destroyer, Tenedos, a little 
earlier.

H unted from  the north, Phillips now knew that his pursuers had a 
resting and refueling point directly to the west. If he ran for Singapore 
at top speed, he  might make port by noon the next day. He rightly feared 
that the Japanese naval air force, expecting him to do just that, would 
catch him short of the m ark and sink him. If on the  other hand he turned 
toward Kota Bharu a t maximum speed, he might appear off the Japanese 
beachhead there with the sunrise at his back and shell the newly established 
Japanese shore positions for half an hour or more before the planes out 
looking for him converged to attack. For both these alternatives, he knew, 
his Japanese hunters must be fully prepared. And so, to make the most

i The submarine squandered five torpedoes from a distance under the misappre
hension that T e n e d o s  was the much larger and therefore much closer P r in c e  o f  W a le s .  

The air group spent their bombs on her out of sheer frustration because t ey a 
not been able to find the rest of the British fleet. Having survived both attacks, the 
T e n e d o s  would go on to assist in the evacuation of Singapore and in the final naval 
holding actions in the Dutch East Indies, after which she would retire to a we 
deserved overhaul in Ceylon.

862 Armageddon
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T H E  S T R IK E  S O U T H

(1941-1942)

CONTROL OF THE AIR

When Hirohito’s most intimate civilian advisor, Lord Privy Seal Marquis 
Kido, returned to the palace at 7:15 a.m . on the morning of December . 
he paused for a moment outside the private postern, by which he wou 
enter the western half of the palace woods, and watched the dawn break. 
Afterward he wrote in his diary:

Turning up Miyake slope as I climbed the Akasaka approach [to the palace], 
I saw the brilliance of the sunrise, in a clap, over the [palace] buildings before 
me, and I worshipped. I was reminded that today is the day in which we 
have embarked upon a great war against the two powerful nations, America 
and England. Earlier this morning our naval air force launched a large-scale 
attack upon Hawaii. Knowing this and worrying about the success or failure 
of the attack, I bowed involuntarily to the sun and closed my eyes and prayed 
in silence. At 7:30 a.m . 1 met with the prime minister [Tojo] and with the 
two chiefs of staff [General Sugiyama and Admiral Nagano] and heard the 
good news of our tremendous success in the surprise attack on Hawaii. 1 felt 
deep gratitude for the assistance of the gods. I was received in audience by 
His Majesty from 11:40 to 12.1 was struck to observe, if I may say so, that 
at this time when the nation has staked its future upon war, His Majesty 
seems completely self-assured and shows no trace of inner turmoil.

While Kido talked to the chiefs of staff at 7:30, dawn was just breaking 
arther west on the rocky little beach at Basco. the chief village on Batan 
s and, 140 miles north of Luzon, the principal and northernmost island 

° ^ilippine archipelago. Five hundred Japanese soldiers sloshed 
ashore through the pearly surf and occupied the village without resistance, 
t was the beginning of the Japanese conquest of the Philippines.

853
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t The first run on tlie Briiish fleet w made at 11:17 A.M-. by- a nine-plane 
group which b'ad 'won the Yamamoto Combined Fleet Prize, for high-level 
precision bombing the year before. The nine prize winners selected the 
longer of the two capital ships below as their target and came in at an 
altitude of between 10,000 and 12,000 feet over the battle cruiser R e p u ls e .  

M any of the m en on the R e p u l s e  had seen the German and Italian efforts 
a t high-level bombing of fleet units in the M editerranean and were not 
ebneerhed by the Japanese approach. Thousand-foot misses were custom
ary  in such cases and the anti-aircraft crews of the R e p u l s e  directed their
fire at two low-flying Japanese planes which looked as if they might make 
a torpedo attack. ; .

N o W estern bom bardier— German* British, or Italian— had ever gone 
through the training and selection process of his prewar Japanese naval 
counterparts. A t the Misty Lagoon Air Development Station the Jap
anese teaching technique of practice makes perfect, which is of great help 
in making the writing of Chinese characters an automatic hand-felt un
derstanding rather than an intellectual exercise, had been carried to great 
lengths. A t a  time when bombsights were still in a crude state of develop
m ent, the  Combined Fleet Prize winners had developed ah uncanny, 
split-second feel for co-ordinating hand, eye, wind, height, and speed.

N ine bombs from  nine planes fell at least 10,000 feet toward the moving 
target of the R e p u l s e ,  and the British crewmen below had time to  w a tc h  

them fall and : to comment before they struck that they were falling re
markably, true. AIL nine landed within 100 feet of the moving vessel, 
bathing her with spray and a moment of panic. Only one, however, landed 
directly on - the decks of the vessel. I t fell amidships on the catapult 
equipment which was designed to launch the R e p u ls e 's  four observation 
flying boats. The bom b disappeared through the struts of the catapult and 

. exploded on the plates of the hangar deck below. There it destroyed the 
reconnaissance potential of the R e p u l s e ,  started a distracting conflagration, 
and killed or disabled fifty of the ship’s 1,309-man complement.

That first bomb augured truly of what was yet to .come. British officers, 
who h ad  been telling C.B;S. correspondent Cecil Brown only a few hours 
earlier* that Japanese pilots were hampered bv constitutionally faulty vi
sion : and h y , ineptly designed, inadequately serviced aircraft, now re
u se d , their estimates. Brown heard , a gunner mutter, “Bloody good 
shooting for those blokes.” The other correspondent, O. D. Gallagher of 
London’s D a i l y  E x p r e s s ,  learned from officers with experience in the 
N orth Sea and-M editerranean that they had never seen such bombing 
either by the Luftwaffe or the R.A.F.: The Japanese, pilots themselves 
later said that they had never dropped . a better bomb pattern even m

‘pfactice;,-: C v/LC 7V;\. : / ' !- ' ; -
While the crew of the R e p u l s e  fought flames and jettisoned debris, five 

.tbfpedp : planes .from a second: group; of ̂ Japanese bombers attacked the
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MacArthur’s headquarters in Manila but somehow failed to get through 
~ to MacArthur’s ear the fact that the Japanese were attacking the Philip

pines.
MacArthur had been awakened five hours earlier with the news of the 

raid on Pearl Harbor. He knew that Japan and the United States were 
at war, but he was pledged by both President Roosevelt and by Filipino 
political leaders to make absolutely sure that the Philippines would be 
included in Japan’s theater of operations before he authorized counter
action.

Having retired from the U.S. Army in 1935 and taken a field marshal’s 
rank in the Philippine Army, the sixty-one-year-old MacArthur had re
turned to active service only five months previously. In those months he 
had welcomed some 4,000 American and 82,000 Filipino green recruits 
into his command and had issued countless reassuring statements to the 
effect that the Philippines could be defended. Now at 5 A.M. and again 
at 7:15 and 10 when his air commander, Major General Lewis Brereton, 
urged him to authorize immediate take-off of all B-17’s in the Philippines 
for a raid on the harbors and fields of Taiwan, MacArthur shook his head 
and said that such a raid must wait for clearer signs of Japanese intentions.

At his air headquarters Brereton kept his men on alert for defensive 
action. They had early models of radar and 107 good P-40 fighters with 
which to anticipate and jump enemy bombers. The most up-to-date planes 
in the Philippines, the B-I7’s, however, were difficult to protect. They 
could not stay in the air indefinitely and they could not perch, at least 
in Luzon, except on Clark Field, a wide-open plain of runways and flimsy 
hangars, some 50 miles north of Manila. The inadequate force of fighters 
on hand, none of which could hope to match a Japanese Zero in a dogfight, 
had to land periodically and refuel.

Despite MacArthur’s she years in the Philippines, personnel were trained 
for peace, not war. Communications were dependent upon the Philippine 
telephone system and were undependable. Normal wartime safeguards and 
procedures were ill defined and inadequately rehearsed. The radar of Air 
Intelligence in Manila was new gear and easily misunderstood whenever 
a flock of pigeons flapped their wings in front of it.

All morning long fighters and bombers scrambled in response to false 
alarms. At 10 A.M., in Taiwan, the fog lifted and the Japanese naval air 
armada of forty-five Zero fighters and fifty-three Mitsubishi Betty bombers 
began to take off for their strike south against the U.S. air force in the 
Philippines. An hour later MacArthur decided that the best use for the 
ill-protected B-17’s might be an attack after all, and he belatedly authorized 
Brereton to send them on a raid against the fields in Taiwan. At that 
moment the B-17’s were flying defensive patterns in the sky, nursing fuel 
and staying out of harm’s way. Brereton ordered them to land and fuel 
and arm themselves with bombs. They did so and most of the pilots 
seized the opportunity to go to the mess for lunch.

The Strike South
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'Inconsistencies in the published Japanese record . suggest that the units 
used in the Strike South were not at full strength - btit at double and even 
triple strength. For instance,: at one po in t during the M alayan campaign 
the 114th Regim ent in the 18th Division— a unit which is claimed, to haye 
had a  strength of 5 ,000 men— required no less than 550 trucks, loaded “to 
breaking point,” to transport itself to  the front. Anyone who has bver seen 
a: Japanese truckful of soldiers must conclude that, at that moment, the 
1.14th Regim ent included from 11,000 do 16,500 men and th a t/it was 
overstrength by a factor of two to three. >. yA:;-■■yMv'

I t  profits no t a t this late date to play the military numbers game, but 
Japanese historians appear to have counted only front-line troops and to 
have ignored roughly equal numbers of men waiting in reserve or playing 
service xoles in the rear. W ithout discredit to Japanese:mUit^:prowess;; 
it may be said that, on all fronts, approximately one Japanese soldier was 
pitted against one Allied soldier in the early campaigns of . the war and 
tha t the Japanese, despite the fact that they were landing on beaches and 
advancing into prepared positions, everywhere emerged victorious. They 
were veterans, the best troops in the Japanese Army, and they had air 
cover. ■

In  M alaya, the first, largest, and most important of the encountersj 
three Japanese divisions— the 5th, 18th, and the 2d Im perial Guards, 
with a  front-line strength of about 60,000 men— marched; 600 miles down ’ 
a two-lane road  through the jungle andrepeated ly  threw back the com- .. 
batants from  a British force of 137,000 men. A t the en d o f the road they 
crossed a mile-wide strait and captured Singapore, one: of the half dozen 
m ajor naval bases in. the world. - -  •• - A -r--i-vv.-.r'- y-A;;'-■:Ak ;’t' ;■ ■-'A:V-i/.

The -credit for this rem arkable military achievement belongs largely to 
its planner, Lieutenant Colonel Tsuji Masanobu of Unit 82 Which had 
worked out the Strike South on -Taiwan theprevious-summefvTsuji^ 
pushed his plans through the roadblocks of other General Staff officers dur- 
ing his brief visit to  Tokyo in August 1941. H e was, as his fellow officers 
said, “a personage of great and mysterious influence.” They compared his 
career with that of the ubiquitous Suzuki Tei-ichi -who, as a retired lieu- 
tenant general, was m ow  director of the Cabinet Planning Board and 
virtual dictator of the Japanese economy. Like Suzuki, Tsuji came of iin- 
certain parentage; he had always exercised extraordinary authority byer 
senior officers, possessed real abilityj and was well cohnected/at Court.̂ ^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂ ̂^

After- graduation with highest honors from the military academy and 
then-the staff college, Tsuji had become, in 1934, a  tutor for the youngest 
and brightest of H irohito’s brothers, Prince Mikasa. Still barely twenty-six 
at the time of Pearl H arbor, Prince Mikasa had been consulted and had 
Cast his lot; with Hirohito in the final decision to go to war on Novem- 
ber 30, 1941. On the night of August 14; 1945; Mikasa’s closest friends 
and possibly M ikasa himself were to participate in the abortive but e|- •
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For the eighteen B-17’s destroyed on the ground at Clark Field that 

first day of the war, and for the seventy-eight other U.S. planes destroyed 
in the Clark Field area, the Japanese paid the price of not a single bomber 
and only seven Zeros. It seemed inconsiderable. On their return to Taiwan 
the Japanese pilots modestly claimed only forty-four kills and four prob
ables. They were feasted that night as heroes. Yet the seven Zeros which 
they had lost represented value which neither they nor Americans could 
then appreciate. All seven downed Zeros had been piloted by flyers with 
years of experience in China. The Zero was a hot plane. It could dance 
mazurkas around U.S. fighters of heavier plate and firepower. But the 
Zero needed a thoroughly trained acrobat at its stick. And the seven Zero 
aces lost over Clark Field on December 8 began an attrition in trained 
men which Japan would ultimately come to realize as more important 
than patriotism.

Later that same afternoon, at 4 p .m . Singapore time, 5:30 P.M. Tokyo 
time, the Anglo-Indian troops in northern Malaya withdrew from Kota 
Bharu airfield. Japanese planes began using it immediately—first Navy 
Zero fighters and staff planes, then by morning Army Betty bombers. 
Theretofore all the Japanese planes had been flying at the limits of their 
range from fields in Indochina and strips on islands off the Indochina 
coast. Now they were ferried in to Kota Bharu via Thai airfields and 
could remain in the air for hours over the fighting lines before they had 
to return to their bases for fuel. By the dawn of the next day, December 9, 
they had captured air superiority over northern Malaya.

The first day of the war had ended with complete success for Hirohito. 
The American battleships had been sunk at Pearl Harbor. The long-range 
American bombers had been burned on the ground outside Manila. And 
the head of the roadway to the British bastion of Singapore had been 
occupied in force by the best troops in the Japanese Army. The foreign 
concessions in Shanghai had all peacefully capitulated. The nearest barbar
ian stronghold in the Far East, Hong Kong, almost 2,000 miles to the 
southwest and without hope of reinforcement, was under strong attack. 
It seemed that the cry of Emperor Komei, Hirohito’s great-grandfather, 
was about to be answered. The barbarians had not yet been expelled from 
the Orient but all except Axis nationals would soon be prisoners.

Only a cloud the size of a man’s hand marred that fine cold December 
evening in Tokyo: the British in northern Borneo, knowing themselves 
indefensible, had destroyed their runway at Lutong, demolished their 
refinery at Miri, and set a torch to their oil field at Seria. I t was the first 
of many earth-scorching blazes which would damage the resources for 
which Japan had gone to war. Nevertheless Hirohito, after a long day of 
proclamations and meetings, retired well satisfied to his bedchamber behind 
the grated gate” in his palace. Few of his footsore infantrymen slept 
more soundly than he did.
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guerrilla activity.3 Disgruntled Strike-North partisans in the officer corps 
bowed without protest to this raiding of their forces because they re
spected General Yamashita, the “Tiger,” who had been given charge of 
the Singapore campaign.

As well as arm or and experts, the Japanese Strike-South forces had a 
professional zeal which verged on fanaticism. Japan was the underdog 
and every Japanese infantrym an knew it. Before he sailed he was issued a 
m anual which bore the encouraging title, J u s t  R e a d  T h is  a n d  th e  W a r  

I s  W o n .  I t  concluded with realisms which would have terrified any but 
toughened veterans:

When you encounter the enemy after landing, regard yourself as an 
avenger come at last face to face with his father’s murderer. The discomforts 
of the long sea voyage and the rigors of the sweltering march have been but 
months of watching and waiting for the moment when you may slay this 
enemy. Here before you is the man whose death will lighten your heart of 
its burden of brooding anger. If you fail to destroy him utterly you can never 
rest at peace. And the first blow is the vital blow.

Westerners—being very superior people, very effeminate, and very cowardly 
— have an intense dislike of fighting in the rain or the mist or at night. . . .

By jungle is meant dense forest in which a large variety of trees, grasses, 
and thorny plants are all closely entangled together. Such places are the 
haunts of dangerous animals, poisonous snakes, and harmful insects, and 
since this is extremely difficult terrain for the passage of troops, it will be 
necessary to form special operation units for the task.

This type of terrain is regarded by the weak-spirited Westerners as im
penetrable, and for this reason—in order to outmaneuver them—we must 
from time to time force our way through it. With proper preparation and 
determination it can be done. Maintenance of direction and good supplies of 
water are the supremely important factors. . . .

You must demonstrate to the world the true worth of Japanese manhood. 
The implementation of the task of the Showa Restoration [the Reign of 
Hirohito], which is to realize His Imperial Majesty’s desire for peace in the 
Far East, and to set Asia free, rests squarely on our shoulders.

Corpses drifting swollen in the sea-depths,
Corpses rotting in the mountain-grass—
We shall die. By the side of our lord we shall die.
We shall not look back.

3 In Japan the 4th and 39th divisions were being held in reserve ready to move 
anywhere at any time. The 7th, 19th, 20th, 52d, 53d, 54th, and old Imperial Guards 
divisions were still in barracks. The 40th and 50th divisions were in training. And 
the experienced 101st, 106th, 108th, 109th, and 114th were on call-up status. In 
Manchuria and Korea remained the depleted 1st, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 
23d, 24th, 25th, 28th, 29th, and 57th divisions. In China were the despoiled 3d, 6th, 
13th, 15th, 17th, 22d, 26th, 27th, 32d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 41st, 51st, 104th, 
110th, and 116th divisions. In Indochina and Taiwan the 2d, 2lst, 33d, 55th, and 56th 
divisions stood ready at full strength for assignments in the Dutch East Indies, Burma, 
and Australasia.

870 Armageddon



shells farther than the 18-inch guns of the biggest Japanese battleships. 
She was the pride of the British fleet.

Churchill and Roosevelt had signed the Atlantic Charter aboard the 
Prince of Wales the previous summer, and Churchill, over British Admi
ralty objections, had personally dispatched her to the Orient in November 
to quash Japanese belligerence. The new carrier Indomitable was to have 
accompanied her, but Indomitable had run aground on her shakedown 
cruise and Churchill had insisted that Prince of Wales go ahead into Far 
Eastern waters alone. He hoped that she would “exercise that kind of 
vague menace which capital ships of the highest quality whose whereabouts 
are unknown can impose on all hostile naval calculations.” He envisaged 
her mission as that of an impregnable raider—of a presence that “appears 
and disappears, causing immediate reactions and perturbations on the 
other side.” He told Stalin enthusiastically: she “can catch and kill any 
Japanese ship.”

Sensing that they were to play knight errant, the crew of the Prince of 
Wales had irreverently dubbed her “Churchill’s yacht.” Despite the Battle 
of Britain, their beloved sixty-seven-year-old prime minister had learned 
to appreciate the sting of the airplane no better than had General 
MacArthur. Churchill had apparently forgotten the oldest and least roman
tic rule of chivalry: that the most heavily armored knight can be over
thrown by grooms and bowmen if he does not have good grooms and 
bowmen of his own.

The men of the Prince of Wales were not downhearted, however, for 
in place of an aircraft carrier they had an escort of four destroyers and 
the formidable 32,000-ton battle cruiser Repulse. Though old in hull, 
Repulse had been completely rebuilt in the late 1930’s and was now the 
equivalent of a pocket battleship. She boasted 15-inch guns, a speed of 
29 knots, and an anti-aircraft battery hardly less fearsome than that of 
the Piince of Wales herself. Indeed, Repulse was 55 feet longer than 
Prince of Wales, slimmer and somewhat more maneuverable.

Hirohito and his naval brother, Prince Takamatsu, shared Churchill’s 
romantic interest in the Prince of Wales. They, too, identified themselves 
with spectacular pieces of naval hardware and felt personally engaged in 
oceanic jousting. Ever since Prince of Wales had arrived in Singapore 
from Africa a week earlier, the young naval staff officers at Imperial 
Headquarters had wracked their brains for schemes either to lure her to 
sea or to destroy her at her berth within the heavily gunned Singapore 
harbor perimeter. When she took to sea of her own accord and was 
observed by Japanese spies in Singapore slipping out of the harbor into 
the cloudy gray twilight of December 8, Imperial Headquarters heard of 
her sailing almost immediately. The naval air aides in the palace were 
oveijoyed. On Hirohito’s authority they at once ordered an all-out effort 
to waylay and destroy the British dreadnoughts. A hundred of the best
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The M arines’ four W ildcat fighter planes were wheeled Irom  hiding places^ 
in the scrub which covered the island and managed to take off from the 
pockm arked; coral airstrip ...which, had been '-bombed ̂ ;•fepeatedly^ih^.ffie-' 
previous two days; As- the .Japanese ta sk : force retreated, the. Marines’: 
shore batteries s a n ^  one. of: the destroyers. T he; four Wildcats continued^ 
the attack beyond the range of the shore guns and sank a second destroyer. 
M ost of the Japanese , ships had been damaged and over 500 Japanese 
had been killed, with the loss of one U.S. Marine. The Japanese ^com
mander, R ear Admiral Kajioka.Sadamichi,,sailed- back.to  his;base;bh;tiie- 
Japanese m andated island of Kwajalein for refitting.

Kajioka would return twelve days later to complete his mission .̂ with 
six heavy cruisers, two aircraft carriers, fifty-four planes, and over 1,000 
landing troops. Again the defenders of Wake would give a good account 
of themselves, killing over 800 Japanese and losing only forty-nine 
M arines, three sailors,, and seventy, civilians. A t the end of .a  .twelve-hour’ 
battle, however, 470 U.S. M arines, sailors, and airmen, together with 
1,146 construction workers and other civilians attached to the air base, 
would become Japanese prisoners. A  third of . them would not live to be 
liberated. • . . .  .. ;v ;: ,;-

v HONG KONG / '

The retreat of Japan’s fleet from its initial repulse at Wake was a 
unique movement. Everywhere else Japanese forces were advancing. Ya- 
m ashita’s tanks were capitalizing on their breakthrough of the Jitra line 
in M alaya and taking a  heavy toll of ill-trainedA ngloT ndian; forces; as 
they attem pted to fall b ack  upon a new defense position. InThailand,~on' 
December 11, the support forces of the Malayan expedition reached an 
agreement with the Thai governm ent,declared  Bangkok ..secure, ’ and 
moved on west into southern Burm a to occupy, a British aerodrome there, 
V ictoria Point. >,

The next day, December 12, the U.S, Navy withdrew its remaining 
planes from  the Philippines to Java, leaving the U.S. Army in the Philip
pines with a total cover of thirty-three Army, fighters. .. • : • r

Allied commanders looked on askance and swore that Japan was yio-
lating. every principle of offensive warfare by., scattering her forces in all 
directions. In  all directions, however, the Japanese buckshot continued to 
drill through. S m all, Japanese convoys . were observed converging on 
British N orth Borneo, On December 15 and 16 they hit the benches.of 
Sarawak and Brunei and captured these two British; p ro te c ts  
immediately. In so doing they gained. possession o f : wells \yhich. at th'at 
time produced more than one per cent of the world’s petroleum, British ; 
demolition experts, however, h a d b e e n b u s y fo ra w e e k  and had done their
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a message posted on all ships’ bulletin boards telling the crews that “we 
are off to look for trouble.” He explained that lie intended “to carry out 
a sweep to the northward,” to run up the coast under cover of bad 
weather, and then if not detected by ^sunset to turn shoreward and make 
an overnight dash toward the beachheads in southern Thailand where 
Tiger Yamashita was disembarking his main strength. “At dawn,” he 
wrote, “we shall be to the seaward of Singora and Patani, where the 
Japanese landing is taking place. . . .  I think it is most probable that 
only submarines and enemy aircraft are likely to be sighted.”

A brave word, “only.” It meant that Admiral Phillips expected to be 
intercepted by Japanese aircraft. To anyone who had read his unpopular 
arguments for many years previously, it meant that the Prince of Wales 
and the Repulse would almost certainly be sunk.

Nevertheless, until an hour before sunset on December 9, Admiral 
Phillips was confounded by good luck. Japanese air crews searched for 
him in vain to the west of his true course. At 2:10 p .m . a Japanese 
submarine compounded the confusion by reporting that it had sighted 
him less than 100 miles off the southern tip of Indochina. At that time 
he was, in fact, some 140 miles farther to the south and east. He had 
just changed direction slightly to bring himself still farther to the east, so 
that ,he was steering straight for Saigon.

Just after 5 p .m ., about an hour before sunset, Phillips’s luck ran out. 
The weather cleared and three Japanese reconnaissance planes on the 
horizon indicated to the admiral that he had been spotted. He was at that 
moment closer to the Japanese airfields in Indochina than were the beaches 
of Kota Bharu. He knew that his two great ships were in mortal danger. 
Before dark, while he could be sure that the reconnaissance planes were 
still watching, he turned west and began a high-speed feint straight toward 
the Japanese beachheads in Thailand which lay about eleven top-speed 
hours distant. 1

True to his expectations the Japanese reconnaissance planes had seen 
him, and on the fields near Saigon, Japanese naval bombers, armed for 
a dawn raid bn Singapore, were hastily rearmed with torpedoes'for an 
attack on capital ships. Four Japanese reconnaissance planes took off at 
dusk in hopes of following Phillips through the night, and forty-five minutes 
later eighteen Japanese bombers and fifteen torpedo planes followed the 
reconnaissance craft south to make a night attack.

Phillips meanwhile had conferred with some of his staff and was 
scheming not only to deceive the Japanese but also to calm the junior 
ratings on his own vessels. At 5:58 p .m . when it still seemed to casual 
observers that he might be attacked at any moment, he knew from radar 
that no large flight of Japanese planes was yet approaching and he stood 
down his tense gun crews from first-degree to third-degree alert. At the 
same time he detached his oldest destroyer, Tenedos, to retrace the course
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500-miJe-long coasts of northern Luzon,: offered light resistance at the 
beaches and then fell back. y-y

> W ainwright used green Filipino reservists to contest the Japanese land
ings. H e held a  few thousand seasoned troops in  reserve at-irnportaht ' 
roadheads to the south of the Japanese beachheads. I t  was his duty, as 
gracefully as possible, with a maximum show: of force and a minimum 
loss of life, to abandon northern Luzon and fall back to the south.

F o r political , reasons M acA rthur had promised Filipinos that he would 
defend all 115,00 square miles of the 2,000 islands in the Philippine 
archipelago. In  reality he had no intention of squandering his little arm y. 
of 26,500 trained fighters and 86,000 green recruits on any such impossible 
task. H e had about 80,000 of his men, including almost all his professionals, 
with him  on the large northern island of Luzon; There he intended to .use 
them where they would give the best account of themselves. ' '

Since D ecem ber 15 he had been moving stockpiles of ammunition and 
food into 400 square miles at the tip of Bataan, a small peninsula; which: 
jutted south from  the middle of the western coast of Luzon and crooked 
its appendix across the northern half of M anila Bay. On Bataan he would, 
be. able to  wedge his green troops between his experienced soldiers and 
fight a positional battle which would take the maximum toll of Japanese 
lives, Bataan controlled the landward approaches to Corregidor, an island 
fortress of concrete tunnels, artesian wells, and heavy guns which had 
been built at great; expense to defend the entrance of Manila harbor;

The fail-back of General Wainwright’s forces toward Bataan in the 
south left the northern half of Luzon undefended, including the summer 
capital of the Philippines, Baguio, which nestled in the pine-clad Benguet 

-mountains some 30 miles east of the palmy shore where the Japanese had ; 
landed. The Japanese seized the approaches to-the tortuous paved road 
which led Up the mountainsides on December 23. That evening the U.S. 
comm ander in Baguio,- Lieutenant Colonel Horan, drove his armOred cars 
over a  clay em bankm ent to destroy them and began marching his men 
away into the bills to become a guerrilla chieftain. ' v v  ' '  ̂ -

On Christmas eve* A m erican residents in Baguio anticipated by a few 
hours the fighting colonials of Hong Kong by establishing the Pacific War’s 
first internm ent camp for Allied civilians. They gathered volUntafily. at a 
local school in order to turn  themselves, over in a well-organizedbody, . 
giving as little'excuse as possible for-rape or murder and retaining'asmuch 

. as possible o f self-government: At the same time local Japanese-fifth 
columnists took over Baguio’sm unicipal government. y . . ' V - - ,  

The advance troops of the Japanese Army, when they- arrived^in Baguid. . 
m ore than a day. later, were presented with a peaceable, submissive city. 
They.;suspiciously: wasted the opportunity, however, and proved the slogan 

- ‘‘Asia for the: Asiatics” to be propaganda. Within , a week oLtheir entry,,... 
the Baguio m arket place was empty; sentries stood at every street comer; .
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of the sacrifice of the two magnificent but unsuitable war machines at his 
disposal, he decided to take a third course which would extend the game 
and the gamble a little further and might even enable him to achieve what 
he was looking for as a raider: the element of surprise.

Phillips turned his ships slightly south and made for Kuantan, a harbor 
halfway up the Malayan coast between Singapore and Kota Bharu. At 
dawn, when he was about 60 miles offshore, he had his crews told that 
the Japanese were reportedly landing at Kuantan and that he was going 
in to shore with hope of shooting up a Japanese convoy of transports. 
Such a report of a rumor had, in fact, been sent to him during the night, 
along with many other pieces of confused intelligence, and it is possible 
though not likely that he believed it.

At 8 a.m . the Prince of Wales and the Repulse arrived off Kuantan, 
and Admiral Phillips sent the destroyer Express into the harbor to make 
sure that everything inside appeared as tranquil as it did outside. With 
the excuse that he had seen barges under tow to the north, he then turned 
in that direction to investigate. He crept up the Japanese coast apparently 
still hoping to sneak through and give his big guns to the battle being 
waged in the Kota Bharu area. By this time, however, more than a 
hundred Japanese planes were out looking for him, and the Kota Bharu 
airfield in front of him buzzed on his radar like a hornet’s nest. He would 
have his best chance against the planes to the south which had been 
looking for him for hours and must be running short of fuel.

At 10 a.m ,, hearing that his decoy, Tenedos, was under attack by 
bombers to the southeast, Phillips gave up his sneak approach to Kota 
Bharu and moved out to sea where his ships would have maximum room 
to maneuver in the encounter which by now seemed inevitable. For 
forty-one hours he had played mouse. The moment had now come for 
him to run out his claws. On the basis of past fleet actions against 
aircraft, he could hope to hold off the Japanese planes until they were 
forced to return to their bases for fuel. Then he would have about seven 
hours before they returned—time enough to escape into the darkness of 
the next night. To harass him during those seven hours, the Japanese 
would have to divert planes urgently needed on the front in north Malaya. 
AH such expectations—reasonable as they might be on the basis of past 
experience—were to be confounded in the next three hours by a single 
unforseen circumstance: the Japanese pilots out hunting Phillips were 
better than any Western pilots previously encountered by the British fleet.

At 10:15 a.m . one of the 100-odd Japanese bombers spread out in 
search patterns over the lower half of the Gulf of Siam spotted Phillips’s 
ships and at once notified the rest. In a moment twenty-seven Mitsubishi 
Betties armed for high-level bombing and sixty-one Betties armed for 
torpedo attack all turned their props toward the sighting point. They were 
piloted by the best airmen of the Misty Lagoon.
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US. strategy in which the Philippines counted for little, they would have 
thought twice before offering to sacrifice themselves: - 1 :: : ; ,

M acA rthur announced his decision to the president of the Common
wealth of the Philippines, M anuel Quezon, on the evening of December 23; 
By then m ost of the Filipino reservists' were already organized in units, 
enjoying good, pay, reliant upon their American officers, and indoctrinated 
with the belief that they could win. The Japanese landing at Lingayen 
Gulf was only, twenty-fourdiours old. I t  had. been expected for a fortnight 
and predicted in contingency planning for years, yet efforts to contain it 
had already been abandoned. Quezon felt deceived, for it was apparent 
to him that M acA rthur had always secretly expected to fall back on 
Bataan. M acA rthur himself was not as cordial as usual with his old crony, 
for ah Am erican policeman had been apprehended the week before trying 
to pass through the lines north of Lingayen with a message from Quezon to 
the colonel of the Japanese force which had landed on December 10 at 
Vigan. '-vr- . •

Something like an abduction took place in the presidential Malacanan 
Palace that evening.- Quezon agreed to become virtually a prisoner of 
M acA rthur’s staff officers and M acA rthur m ade political promises in 

.return.:. In; later years, after the tubercular Quezon had died in a U.S. 
hospital, M acA rthur honored the promises even to the extent of excusing 
from trial certain members of Quezon’s staff who, in the meanwhile, had 

;succumbed to Japanese blandishments and become quislings.
During the night of December 23 -24 , the most recent draft of Filipino 

inductees—-a  force of 9,000 m en which M acArthur had hoped to add to 
his troop strength of 112,500— deserted in a body from their boot camp.

- /T lien ex tco m in g -P re sid en tQ u ezo n  m et with his Cabinet ministers and, 
by his own account, “revealed the agreement with General MacArthur.” 
As Quezoh later explained it: “To avoid the destruction of the city and 
save the civilian population from the horrors of indiscriminate bombard
ment from Japanese planes and siege-guns, Manila was to be declared an 
open city.” :
V'Satisfied , with the political-cogency of-this excuse, most of Quezon s 
Cabinet accompanied the president and a U.S. Marine guard of honor to 
Corregidor that afternoon. In the tunnels of the island fortress, at the tip 
of Bataan Peninsula, barely forty-eight hours after the Japanese had landed 
in strength on Luzon, the Philippine government established itself in 
refugee status, under U.S. protection. I t would soon go on to Washington 
where its exile would be extended for more than three years.

H a v i n g ^  to-provide him with a propitious
1 m om ent fdr; the settlement of his difficult political problems, MacArthur 

now faced a still m ore difficult military problem. Some 80,000 dispersed 
and mosdy O to be withdrawn into Bataan over a single
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Prince of Wales, launching five well-aimed, true-running torpedoes from 
five different directions. The officer at the helm succeeded in evading 
only three of them. One struck aft, disabling the battleship’s rudders and 
reducing her speed from 30 to 15 knots. Another flooded her communica
tions room, rendering her mute throughout the rest of the action and forc
ing Admiral Phillips to fall back on the slow, undependable sign language 
of heliograph, semaphore, and mast signals.

Listing and doomed to go around and around in a predictable circle— 
“an enchanted maiden in a waltz with death,” as one poetic crewman 
later said—the pride of the British fleet had become an easy mark for 
any Japanese pilot who cared to test the marksmanship of her gunners. 
All her batteries of cannon and pom-poms continued to blaze away, 
making her sinking a dangerous undertaking. The Japanese flight leader, 
Lieutenant Iki Haruki, with his own and three other planes’ torpedoes 
unexpended, circled and studied the situation.

After fifteen minutes, at noon, when he had been joined by eighteen 
more planes, Lieutenant Iki launched a torpedo attack on the Repulse. 
Four minutes later the skipper of the Repulse, Captain William G. Ten
nant, proudly signaled his crippled flagship, the Prince of Wales, that 
Repulse was not yet seriously wounded and had successfully dodged the 
wakes of no less than nineteen torpedoes.

Lieutenant Iki called off his planes and again studied the situation. 
Twenty-four of the available sixty-one Japanese torpedo planes in the 
air had already spent their fish. Neither of the British dreadnoughts was 
yet sunk, although one was now an easy target. While Iki waited, the 
Repulse and the four destroyers drew in around the stricken Prince of 
Wales, making their curtain of defensive fire more dense but also giving the 
Repulse less room to maneuver.

At 12:20, after a sixteen-minute lull, Lieutenant Iki personally led four
teen torpedo bombers into the barrage to get the Repulse. Each of the 
fifteen planes attacked simultaneously from a different direction making it 
impossible for skipper Tennant to “comb the wakes” and twist his broad
side away from the oncoming furlers of white water. According to Jap
anese accounts, no less than fourteen of the fifteen torpedoes found their 
mark. Captain Tennant dodged one of them, his twentieth, and then was 
hit by the rest. Five minutes after the attack started Tennant ordered 
abandon ship. Eight minutes later the ship sank. In those eight minutes, 
with a shocked, disbelieving calmness and order, 796 officers and men 
succeeded in jumping overboard and surviving in the oil-filmed waters. 
Another 513 ratings were carried under by the hull or drowned while 
waiting to be picked up by the attendant destroyers.

Captain Tennant himself was thrown into the water when Repulse 
capsized as she went under. He was sucked deep but bobbed to the 
the surface and was rescued. One of the men in the control tower, at the
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stole away to learn their trade.iri the mountains ̂  0  right the “battling
bastards of B ataan”, cursed tlieir drivers and; kicked; stragglers in noisy 

- traffic jams which extended for a dozen miles o n . botli. sides of leach, of 
the two m ajor bridges along the bighway; leading into Bataan. .7 

Japanese pilots flew over the long lines of desperately impatient motoris^ 
and reported what they Saw, But Honm a ignored the scraps o f . firsthand 
intelligence which filtered up to him. H e knew that M acArthur commanded 
only 20,000 to 30,000 properly trained troops, and he saw no great danger 
in letting such a small force dig in  on Bataan. Even at its-narrowest point, 
the peninsula \vas 14 miles wide and no 23,000 men could hold a 14-mile 
front against concentrated bombardment, determined bayonet charges, and 
amphibious outflanking movements.. Given time to suffer the hunger and 
frustration o f being beseiged, the Americans would make easy marks; It' 
was H onm a’s p la n  to occupy the uncontested streets o f ■Manila and then 
tu rn  at leisure to pluck the thorn from  his side. As a foimer.priace, 
aide-de-camp, Honm a should have known better. His error-was- to ruin. 
his career and cost J ap an at least 15,000 of her best troops;

7  7  1 ■ ' ' /_ MANILA , 7 ,

On December 27, when M acArthur began to feel that the retreat into. 
B ataan might succeed, h e  m ade public h is  'decision mot-to defend Manila, 
and to declare it an open city. A  few hours later, in: Tokyo; Lord Privy 
Seal M arquis Kido, on behalf of th e " Em peror, interviewed. Lieutenant 
General Tanaka Shizuichi, a former commandant of the secret; police.10 
O ut of the interview came an appointment for Tanaka as military governor; 
and commander in chief of Japanese forces in the Philippines, effective’ as 
Soon as General H onm a should complete mopping-up operations ’ there. 
As events turned out Tanaka would not be able to occupy his post ;undl
August 1942. .. . 7 7 7 .7 : 7 7 7 7 ^ 7 : ^ 7
• H irohito took M acArtliur’s open-c itydeclara tidn \; tp;;m ean;:th^;ythe:

campaign in the Philippines was nearing a: successful conclusion.,P e  urged^
Chief of Staff Sugiyama, therefore, to. abbreviate the. Strike^South; timetable 
by six weeks and proceed at once, with the Jnvasioh. of the Dutch East 
Indies. According to the plans of the previous sum m er,. the number of 
islands and sheer size, of ,theTh<hes..w puid,req'ui^
of three augmented divisions pf front-lme troops, plUs a corps of veteraps

10 Tanaka had heaaed ;tHe secret policefrom AngustlV^t 
-\ffreni^September 1946 :& pctobcrtl?40J^^  g raduate,^^

mustache, he; was', a partisan of- Konoye, - a -“moderate,’ha-: fence-sitter,. an.
- ..He"would':re^eiherge\asdie7fee!hefaj;’ohd3e^Eastefn;^Aipa':

August
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fective palace revolution which persuaded Allied intelligence officers that 
Hirohito had been an intimidated puppet of military strongmen.

Already in 1934, with Prince Mikasa’s patronage, Captain Tsuji had 
recommended himself to Hirohito by his deft handling of the Military 
Academy Plot, the framing of Strike-North partisans which had smoothed 
the way for the strange face-saving rebellion of the Army in 1936 and 
for the capitulation of the Army to Hirohito’s personal rule. Since that 
time, as a major and a lieutenant colonel, Tsuji had become an unpopu
lar but effective missionary in the Japanese Army for Hirohito’s gospel 
of Asia for the Asiatics. If anyone doubted his imperial mandate, he had 
only to show his credentials: a set of cuff links from Prince Mikasa, em
bossed with the fourteen-petal chrysanthemum of imperial princes, and a 
sake cup from Hirohito, embossed with the sixteen-petal chrysanthemum 
reserved for the Emperor himself.

Tsuji’s plan for the conquest of Singapore was a good one, but it would 
not have succeeded without unusual co-operation from other Japanese 
Army commanders and from the Navy and the naval air force. Hirohito 
had made the co-operation possible by sending to the final Strike-South 
co-ordinating sessions in Saigon during November 1941 his eldest first 
cousin, the thirty-two-year-old Prince Takeda Tsuneyoshi.2

Through Prince Takeda and Prince Mikasa, and from Emperor Hiro
hito, Lieutenant Colonel Tsuji derived the power to borrow choice troops 
from other divisions and to make the five divisions assigned to the Malayan 
and Philippine campaigns stronger than any Japanese divisions which had 
ever before taken the field. For his own Malayan theater, in particular, 
Tsuji succeeded in recruiting most of the Japanese Army’s tank forces, 
the best artillery, mortar and machine-gun units, and a host of auxiliaries 
including small-boat and jungle commandos, bicycle troops, all sorts of 
bridge and railroad engineers, communication linesmen, and field medics. 
When Tsuji had finished outfitting the Strike-South forces, the other 
fifty-three Japanese divisions—sixteen left in Japan, thirteen in Manchuria 
and Korea, nineteen in China, and five in Indochina and Taiwan—had 
been stripped clean of offensive power. Their veterans and their ancillary 
units had both been expropriated by the divisions at the front. Straw- 
stuffed scarecrow units remained, fit only for marching police beats against

2 Takeda was the son of Emperor Meiji’s sixth daughter, Masako, and of Tsunehisa, 
one of the four young scions of the blood whom Emperor Meiji had selected as 
dinner companions during the last decade of his reign. Takeda’s uncle was Prince 
Kitashirakawa who had died at the wheel of the powerful touring car in France in 
1923. Kitashirakawa’s son, Nagahisa, who was the same age as Takeda, had followed 
in his father’s footsteps by crashing in a take-off from a Manchurian airfield while 
on a mission of the spy service in 1940. The three other surviving blood cousins of 
Hirohito were younger: Takahiko and Tadahiko, the boys of Prince Asaka, the 
Nanking rape commander, and Morihiro, the son of Hirohito’s other uncle, the 
devious Prince Higashikuni.
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• REPORT AT ONCE ON HOW YOU EXPECT TO PROCEED WITH THE BATAAN
OPERATIONS THIS'^FORM ATION IS NEEDED IN OROER TO REPJLY TO A QUERY 

■ PUT BY THE THRONE. , .. . , ■" ,

General H onm a hurriedly pocketed the dispatch, but at a  reception 
after the parade lie closeted himself with Prince Takeda and learned the 
full extent of the bad news. In  the opinion of the Em peror he had bungled 
the occupation of the Philippines. Corregidor might have been left to grow 
hungry and to be ridiculed as a “carp in a pond” if the main strength of 
U.S. forces in the Philippines had been destroyed first. As matters stood, 
however, B ataan couid not be ignored, n o r could the 48th Division be 
spared to help H onm a repair his blunder.

H onm a bowed silently to the Imperial Will bu t showed his resentment 
by assigning the vanguard for the attack on Bataan to the 65th Brigade 
under the command of L ieutenant General N ara Akira. Nara was a 
kinsman of form er Chief Aide-de-Camp N ara  Takeji, who had guided 
H irohito in Army affairs from  1921 to 1933. The 12,000-odd men of 
N ara’s 65th Brigade were middle-aged reservist veterans who had expected 
to  play sedentary roles as rear-area occupation troops. They were eager, 
however, to prove themselves still worthy as front-line warriors, and Nara 
was happy to give them their opportunity, for he considered, General 
H onm a a  timorous worry wart.

THE DEFENSE OF BATAAN

Starting,with a night attack at 11 p .m . on January i l ,  1942, Lieutenant 
General N ara flung his veterans against the forward U.S. position on 
Bataan, the A bucay line. A fter fourteen days of unremitting assault, he 
succeeded in forcing the Filamerican troops back ten miles to their second 
position, the Bagac-Orion line. There, in an all-out effort to break through, 
General H onm a reinforced N ara with the 9th and 20th regiments of the 
brutal 16th Division which had raped Nanking. Almost half the men of 
the  two fresh regiments were infiltrated by boat behind the U.S. lines and 
for the next week fought a desperate “battle of points and pockets” with 
the - Filipino Scouts and U.S. pilots and Marines who backed up the 
Filamerican trenches. W hen the battle was over only ofie of the infiltrators 
had been captured; all the rest had died. .

The Bagac-Orion line held firm, and on February 2 General Honma 
was forced to acknowledge that he had suffered a humiliating defeat. He 
committed his sixth and last regiment, the 16fh Division’s 33d, to cover 
the  withdrawal of the rest of his men; They stumbled back to rear-area 
field hospitals in appalling condition;. O f ohe of , the five regiments, the 
20th, only 34 per cent of the: men and none of the three .battalion 
commanders still lived. ~ -
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The ancestor-haunted Japanese, who went into battle with this cheer
less poetry burned on their minds, thought and fought like demons. 
They marched great distances with little food or sleep and then hurled 
themselves at surprised Allied entrenchments without regard for life. 
Though famished, groggy, and decimated, they attacked until they broke 
through- They took, few prisoners in mopping up because they were 
encouraged to think that it would be a slur on the Emperor’s virtue if 
they did not take more lives than they had lost.

Allied troops, by comparison—particularly the British in Malaya— 
fought under the misapprehension that they were innately superior. When 
they began to suffer more casualties than they inflicted, they were tor
mented by feelings of individual inadequacy and their group morale fell 
accordingly.

In the postmortem of later years Allied commanders were largely held 
responsible for this complacency. They underestimated the Japanese Army 
because it had failed to achieve any final victory over the ill-trained hordes 
of Chiang Kai-shek. They discounted the Japanese air forces and Navy 
because they thought that Japan during her war with China had had no 
money to build good planes and ships. They encouraged journalists to 
exude baseless optimism and noncoms to spread foolish tales about Jap
anese nearsightedness, imitativeness, and lack of individual initiative. As 
a result much genuinely sound staff planning was vitiated by troops who 
were not prepared psychologically for a hard fight.

MALAYA’S JITRA LINE

Colonel Tsuji personally accompanied the vanguard of General Yama- 
shita’s 5th Division forces when they crossed the Thai frontier and began 
their southward advance down the long paved road connecting Bangkok 
with Singapore. After minor skirmishes with Anglo-Indian companies which 
had been sent belatedly to fight a delaying action in southern Thailand, 
the Japanese advance units, about thirteen miles south of the border ran 
into the forward posts of the only prepared defense position in Malaya, the 
Jitra line.

With about 500 men and thirty light and medium tanks, Tsuji pushed 
ahead through the line. At 4 p.m. December 11, the third day of the war, 
he surprised the first Gurkha outpost while its men were away from their 
guns, taking shelter from the usual afternoon rainstorm under the rubber 
trees beside the road. The Japanese troops captured the guns and armored 
cars of the Gurkhas and pushed on south until a bridge blew up in front 
of them. Tsuji had his men wade the stream and fight defensively while 
the bridge was being repaired. Then his tanks rushed through both the 
Japanese and British infantry lines and succeeded in capturing the next 
bridge before it could be blown. Now the Jitra line, manned by more
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adopted. T hat is, the leaflets dropped on Bataan would no longer make 
ideological claims bu t would portray the simple joys of living: Philippine 
scenery, tables groaning with food, pretty girls in bed.

Before the next attack, Bataan m ust be softened up by privation and 
hunger. The Japanese knew from  their own experience on Bataan that 
the jungle and the mosquitoes could take more lives than gunpowder. 
They knew, too, that the “battling bastards” had been living on half 
rations since New Y ear’s Day. Time, therefore, would tell. In the phrase 
of the day, “an old carp in  a large pond must be fished patiently.”

F o r two months, February and M arch 1942, action on the Bataan front 
rem ained suspended while hunger and disease did their work. By March 
a  thousand Filamericans a week were dropping out of the lines on sick 
call. By the end of M arch the U.S. field hospitals in southern Bataan 
contained 12,500 patients and could handle no more. In  the meanwhile, 
Operations Chief H attori had written a new plan of attack and was waiting 
for the troops who would execute it to be released from Japanese 
campaigns elsewhere.

M acA rthur cabled home plea after plea for reinforcements, ammunition, 
or at least food. H e could not believe that the Pacific fleet was now too 
w eak to escort a few convoys through to the Philippines. He could not 
believe tha t Washington would dare to write off his entire force of 112,500 
men. T hat was 6,000 m en m ore than the num ber of U.S. servicemen who 
had died in the whole course of W orld W ar I. It seemed incredible to him 
that President Roosevelt could afford politically to begin World War II 
with such a  loss— not while sending military aid across the Atlantic to 
England.

M acA rthur had sworn publicly that the United States would defend the 
Philippines. H e had buoyed up Filipino morale and loyalty with a flood 
of false promises. Now he found himself as utterly humiliated as General 
H onm a. One of his form er staff officers, Brigadier General Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, had the ear of Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall in 
W ashington. Eisenhower, by his own account, had “studied dramatics 
under M acA rthur for five years in Washington and four in the Philippines. 
H e did not admire M acA rthur’s political methods of generalship and he 
took a cool East-Coast view of American commitments in Asia. The 
m enace of the Swastika impressed him far more than that of the Rising 
Sun.

In  the opening days of the war Eisenhower conducted a staff study for 
General M arshall, assessing over-all U.S. war objectives and priorities. In 
his report Eisenhower concluded that it was too late to  help the men on 
B ataan and that, if Germany were to be defeated swiftly, no effective U.S. 
military pressure could be applied in Southeast Asia until at least 1943. 
The best that could be done immediately was to hold Australia. U.S. Navy
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. Work conscientiously., The subterranean fires they had started would burn..
cleared, the wellheads would

gush less richly.
Outside;iof:3SIjilayaj, thevmairi ■ Japanese Army, offensive in these days 

was aimed at the conquest of Hong Kong. The Japanese 229th and 230th 
regiments, 38th Division,' with untold, and unknown- assistance from 

: elements of the 18th, 51st,. and 104th . divisions, took .five days to sweep 
down through the mainland dependencies of the British crown colony. 
On December. 13 . Major General C. M., Maitby . completed the withdrawal 
of. his forces to Hong Kong island, the showplace of colonialism* where 
.some twenty-four square miles of handsome bungalows and gardens 
crowded up the slopes of a beautiful little mountain range encircled by 
a sunny blue sea. ,

For five days, December 13 to 18, General Maltby’s 14,500 defenders—  
■a quarter of them British troops, a quarter Canadian, a quarter. Indian,
, and; a; ;quarter civilian, naval, and air volunteers— awaited the onslaught 
; of the 20,000. to 30,000 Japanese soldiers gathering at embarkation points 
: across -the mile-wide waters of Kowloon Bay. All the while some of the 
best artillerymen in the Japanese Army rained shells upon Hong* Kong’s 
beaches and docks; , . -

On December 18, under cover , of dusk and the smoke of the great oil 
tanks which had been ignited by the Japanese shelling , on the northeastern 
point, of the island, some 10,000 Japanese troops from three regiments 
crossed the bay in barges and sampans and established themselves on a 
broad beachhead. They then surprised the British defenders by driving 
toward.the least populous area of the island, the mountain peaks. For two 
days British forces waited to defend the valuable installations on the shore 
beside the Japanese beachhead while the Japanese troops stormed the 
difficult heights of the interior which were defended .by small but well- 

, entrenched groups of Canadian soldiers who had recently arrived from the 
plains of Manitoba. . .. . .. n
. The purpose of the strange Japanese tactic was quickly realized when 
the three invading regiments converged on the reservoir in-the mountains 

-which supplied .the entire island with drinking water. Hirohito had, taken 
a special interest in the reservoir during his visit , to the . island , as crown 
prince in 1921 and had insisted upon being driven up off the; beaten track 

;.-df(tourists'.- ito take ' a look  at it. Now his- men concentrated. their., first ef- 
7 seizing, ifi and Major General Maltby,. grasping the implications,"

cominitted all his reserves to. the defense of the ridges and passes around 
the reservoir.V, Vi. ,
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Several thousand of the best Allied and Japanese troops died .around 
. .the reservoir.hi a five-day battle which the British ultimately lost. On 

, December 23 the Japanese finally gained control of the: chief pumping sta-
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Percival decided th a t he must abandon Malaya and retreat to  the island 
of Singapore. Ever since Colonel Tsuji, his panzers, and.his bicycle troops 
had pierced the Jitra line in northern M alaya six weeks earlier, withdrawal 
to new lines had become a dispiriting weekly: routine.fordhe 'British'ifdr^s^ 
In  the course of the backw ard march, 20,000 of Percival’s Indian troops, 
who had m anned the front lines in northern M alaya, had been left behind 
in pockets and had surrendered. In  southern Malaya: Percival; had sliored 
up the lines by throwing in his Australian division, y?;

The Australians had fought well. They had taken the offensive, infil
trated, ambushed, and dispelled the growing notion that th e ; Japanese 
were peculiarly, demonically, at home in  the jungle. In the last ten days 
the Australians had inflicted heavier losses on Yamashita’s men than they 
had suffered earlier o r would suffer later. With another division, as good 
as the Australians, Percival might have held the line, for by now the 
Japanese attackers were themselves hungry, footsore, and sick. But gaps 
in the Australian position were plugged with Indian troops who had 
already been chased south for 400 miles. The plugs broke and Percival 
had no choice bu t to  fall back on Singapore.

The A ustralian troops, for the m ost part, were disappointed, because 
they were still fresh and had so far outfought the/Japanese; Nevertheless, 
they pulled back and with the help of English and Scots companies 
succeeded in re-establishing a final ..line across the southern tip of the 
M alayan peninsula; Some of the British companies had been used .repeat
edly to stiffen resistance upcountry; others were now brought up to the 
front for the first time. Behind the new holding line, th e . spent. Indian 
forces were withdrawn across a stone causeway onto Singapore Island. 
The Australians, fighting from rubber tree to rubber tree, . followed. The 
honor of bringing up the rear was accorded to the : ninety survivors of a; 
battered Scots regiment, the Argylls, who backed into Singapore at dawri 
on February 1 with their bagpipes intoning “Highlan’ Laddie” , and 
“Jeannie with the Light Brown H air.” ’ At. 8 A.M., the landward end 
of the massive 70-foot-wide stone causeway .connecting? Singapore. 
M alaya was hurled into the air by dynamite.

The British naval base was now supposed to be a self-sufficient fortress. 
Only 300 feet of broken causeway and open water, however, separated 
it from the M alayan shore. Nothing but trenches and barbed wire defended 
the beaches across from that shore, and the b ig : guns of the fortress, as 
W inston Churchill would later complain ruefully, were all pointed south, 
ou t to sea, in the opposite direction to that from which the Japanese were 

.attacking.- - ^
O n  the beleaguered island the British: still had over 100,000 troops, 

including recently arrived reinforcements, and enough fuel oil and anunu- 
nition to supply both the Japanese Army' and Navy for months. In addition 
the island was packed with n a tiv e . residents and refugees. Theoretically .
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the homes of the Hispano-Filamerican rich had all been sealed with 
Japanese-Army-property stickers and their furnishings removed to Jap- 
anese-Army bodegas; the native poor, who joined as scavengers in the 
looting, were being shot on sight. A semblance of good government would 
not be restored for a month. The substance— including adequate oppor
tunities to earn and eat and hope for betterment—would not return until 
after the end of the war in 1946 and 1947.

The Japanese commander in the Philippines, Lieutenant General Honma 
Masaharu, climbed the ramp of one of his landing barges and came ashore 
at the Lingayen beachhead on the morning of December 24. As he did 
so, another 18,000-odd Japanese soldiers from twenty-four deep-sea 
freighters were landing east and south of Manila on the shores of Lamon 
Bay at the other side of Luzon.® They quickly joined up with about
8,000 more soldiers who had landed at the town of Legaspi, farther 
south on the same coast, on December 12.7 In all, General Honma had 
at his disposal, converging on Manila, some 74,000 of the most brutal 
troops in the Empire.8 Roughly 26,000 of them were advancing from 
the south. He had the other 48,000 with him as he advanced from the 
north. A further force of 12,000 to 15,000 retired veterans, the 65th 
Brigade, was on the high seas behind him, sent to provide reliable 
occupation troops for his rear.®

General Honma’s landing at Lingayen Gulf and General Wainwright’s 
quick withdrawal in the face of it compelled MacArthur to reveal to 
Filipino leaders his intention of standing to fight only in Bataan. His chief 
staff officers had all known that he could not fulfill his oft-reiterated 
public pledge to defend the whole island of Luzon, but no civilians had 
been let in on the staff secret and only sensibly discreet pessimists had 
guessed it. During the autumn of 1941, he had even gone so far as to 
discourage—“for the sake of Filipino morale”—the evacuation home to 
the United States of the wives and children of American civilians in the 
Philippines. The dissimulation was necessary because, without it, he would 
never have been able to bring over 80,000 Filipino reservists into his 
army in the final two months before the war broke out. The men called 
up hoped to defend their barrios or home villages. Had they known that 
they would serve hopelessly on Bataan, in order to gain time for a global

GA battalion of the 33d Regiment of the 16th Division and all of the Division’s 
9th Regiment. Total claimed strength: 6,510 men.

7 Two battalions of the 33d Regiment, 16th Division, with a claimed strength of 
3,254.

8 Honma’s 16th Division was the force which had been left in Nanking after 
Christmas 1937 to carry out the last five disciplined weeks of the rape there. His 
48th Division was the permanent garrison force on Taiwan; two of its three regiments 
Were recruited from the old Strike-South community of Japanese colonists in Taiwan.

®The 122dj 141st, and 142d regiments looted from the 17th and other divisions in
ma> a claimed strength of 6,659 men which landed on December 28, 1941.
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the M alayan side of Singapore Island than his British opposite numbers 
at their headquarters on the seaward side. By telephone he and Tsuji 
directed Japanese gunfire not so much a t British entrenchments as at the 
geometric lines of communications wire which connected them. By Feb
ruary 8 m any British units were already isolated and many British officers 
and engineers were working desperately to maintain touch with General 
PercivaPs headquarters.

On the night of February 8; shortly after dark, Japanese troops in 
small boats began crossing Johore Strait. General Percival might have 
flooded the strait with burning oil, but he  had not expected the Japanese 
attack so soon and his engineers were not ready. By dawn several thousand 
Japanese were ashore on the island, overrunning positions and taking 
prisoners.

Having landed, the Japanese troops drove through the Australian de
fense sector and m ade for Bukit Timah heights and the life-blood reservoirs 
of Singapore which H irohito had inspected twenty years earlier. The 
story of Hong Kong was about to be repeated, but on a larger scale.

SINGAPORE’S AGONY

First light on February 9 discovered the men of the Japanese 5th and 
18th divisions inching forward through Australian entanglements on the 
northwest coast of Singapore Island. In  the armor-plated Imperial Head
quarters shed on the north edge of the palace woods in Tokyo it was 
already 7 :3 0  a .m ., and sleep-deprived staff officers were anxiously pre
paring themselves to deliver the morning operations briefing to the Em
peror. Inform ation from the Singapore beachhead was fragmentary and 
confused. To m ake matters worse Operations Section Chief Hattori, who 
ordinarily fielded the m ost difficult of the Em peror’s questions, was away 
in the Philippines, conveying the imperial reprimand to General Honma 
and writing a  new plan for the reduction of Bataan and Corregidor. Hiro
hito, who rem em bered every ridge and promontory along the north coast of 
Singapore from his circumnavigation of the island by yacht in 1921, was 
sure to  b e  full of detailed queries. In addition he would be looking forward 
and asking whether the Army and Navy had yet written their position 
papers about th e  future.

O n February 4, five days earlier, Hirohito had emphasized to a liaison 
conference Between the government and high command that he wanted 
to follow the military success of the Strike South with a two-fold effort: 
m ilitarily, to  “expand the perim eter of Japanese occupation” and to 

“prepare for a long-term aggressive war of victory”; and diplomatically, 
to be ready for any Allied peace feelers which would make possible a quick 
peace settlement on Japanese terms. The staff officers in the headquarters 
shed were no t united in their interpretation of the imperial wishes. The
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two-lane paved road before 48,000 well-collected, highly mobile Japanese 
veterans could advance 120 miles to his northern flank and turn the 
retreat into a rout. Some of MacArthur’s best units, fighting the other
26,000 Japanese invaders on the southeast coast, would have to drive 
more than 200 miles before they could reach the entrance to Bataan. 
What was worst, MacArthur, for fear of lowering Filipino morale, had 
stockpiled little food or ammunition in Bataan. These prerequisites for a 
defense had to be brought into the peninsula now, along with the great 
crowd of troops.

To carry off his fall-back on Bataan, MacArthur needed an act of 
Providence. Orderly withdrawal had always been difficult even for seasoned 
soldiers. In the twentieth century it had become more difficult because of 
the absolute dominance of mobile firepower which, in the tropics, could 
only travel on roads and railroads. Without air cover to protect his trucks 
and without broad thoroughfares to expedite their movements, MacArthur’s 
withdrawal to Bataan was a desperate venture. After nine days, however, 
by January 1, 1942, most of MacArthur’s men would be in Bataan, and 
after fourteen days, by January 6, even his brave and battered rear-guard 
units would pull back successfully into the Bataan perimeter, blowing 
their bridges behind them.

Some of the credit for this miracle belonged to the able officers and 
men who held off the Japanese during the retreat; the rest belonged to 
Lieutenant General Honma, MacArthur’s opposite number. If MacArthur 
had faced a general of the caliber of Tiger Yamashita in Malaya, the 
withdrawal to Bataan might have turned into a disaster. Honma, however 
—“the linguist with the red nose”—had qualified for his command by 
seven years as a liaison and intelligence officer with the British Army, by 
six years as aide-de-camp to Hirohito’s brother Prince Chichibu, and by 
sitting up all night in 1932 to give the Emperor a quick translation of the 
Lytton Report to the League of Nations. He had gained his only experience 
as a combat commander during the brief Japanese drive up the Yangtze 
against Hankow in the fall of 1938.

Honma had been put in charge of the Japanese expedition to the 
Philippines only after the plans for it had already been drawn up by the 
staff officers around Colonel Tsuji in Unit 82. Then, Chief of Staff 
Sugiyama had simply summoned Honma and handed him the plans as 
orders. Honma had demurred at this unusual treatment and had asked 
time for personal research and appraisal of the Philippine situation. “If you 
don’t like your assignment,” Sugiyama had barked, “we can give it to 
someone else.” Honma had bowed quickly but stiffly and ever since that 
moment had followed his orders like an automaton.

The plans called for Honma to occupy Manila by mid-January. He 
went about his task without looking to left or to right. On his left guerrillas
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Intelligence Departm ent had proposed use of Y en for “settling the China 
Incident.” The puppet governor of Japanese-occupied China, Wang Ching- 
wei, had  written uncounted letters to  Yen, asking him as an old school 
friend to reconsider his position— all to no avail.

By 1941 Japanese hopes for Y en had become a  bad joke and his name, 
in W orld W ar I I  planning, had become a code word for certain acts of 
terror, butchery, and reprisal which were seen as possible necessities in the 
“pacification” of Southeast Asia. This new meaning had first attached it
self to Y en’s name in a General Staff discussion of the problem of the 
overseas Chinese. The expatriate Chinese merchants of Singapore, Manila, 
Batavia, and Surabaja had  long contributed money and influence to Chiang 
Kai-shek’s cause and it was foreseen that they would continue to play a 
subversive role in the conquered Co-Prosperity S p h e r e .  A n  anonymous 
staff officer had suggested “the Y en Hsi-shan treatm ent” for them, and 
by  extension Y en’s name had come to cover all reprisals which were 
visualized in connection with the Strike South. I t  was inevitable that, 
here and there, an example would have to be made of Western colonials, 
so as to destroy their face in the eyes of the natives. It was inevitable, 
too, that the natives themselves might sometimes have to be intimidated.

Against this semantic background, on February 9, 1942, when Hiro- 
h ito  detained Chief of Staff Sugiyama after the exhausting morning 
briefing, the Em peror’s in-camera remarks struck Sugiyama as particu
larly noteworthy.

“The Chungking government,” said Hirohito, “seems to be weakening. 
Isn ’t it about tim e that Yen Hsi-shan came over to our side? What’s 
happened to tha t operation since last time?”

N ot fo r nothing was Chief of Staff Sugiyama called “the bathroom 
door.” H e was proud of his reputation for noncommittal belly-talk and 
now he chose his words carefully, punctuating them with grunts and ex
pressive pauses.

“The Y en Hsi-shan operation,” he said, “is a  continuing and repeated 
thing. Looking back on its history, one sees that a  Yen, in Chinese fashion, 
seeks to  stretch time, look for fair weather, and gain the best possible 
terms from  us. I ’m afraid that, on the whole, such an operation may be 
too hastily planned from  the beginning. That was why Yen could take ad
vantage of us and give the impression that he had improved his position. 
F rom  now  on, however, since the over-all picture is expected to go on 
brightening for our side, the Yen side cannot be expected to initiate the 
moves. We are planning our handling of Yen Hsi-shan operations on that 
basis.” 18

“I  see,” said the Em peror— and went on to ask about operations m

is For lack of pronouns, singular-plural distinctions, and strong tenses, Sugiyama s 
Japanese was even more ambiguous than my English representation of it. I have 
tried to reproduce the flavor and sequence rather than a one-to-one word equivalence.
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for rear-area police and guard duty. The crack 2d Division from Sendai 
in northern Japan would be assisted by the 38th Division which had just 
taken Hong Kong, and by the 48th Division which Honma, supposedly, 
had no further use for in the Philippines.

Honma’s staff officers, even in the strategy sessions months earlier, had 
protested that they must keep the 48th Division until after the reduction 
of the U.S. fortress of Corregidor. They were promised, instead, that they 
would not have to reduce Corregidor by assault but would be allowed 
to starve it into submission. Through an oversight Hirohito had not been 
informed of this understanding. If he had been, he would have disapproved 
it. An isolated Allied force, left in the rear of Japan’s advance, might 
have no great military importance, but its continued resistance and its 
uncensored radio broadcasts would be of incalculable propaganda value 
to the enemy, affecting the attitude of conquered natives and the eagerness 
of the United States and Great Britain to accept Japanese peace terms.

When General Honma learned in late December that he was to give up 
the 48th Division even earlier than originally planned, he at once filed a 
protest with General Count Terauchi, the aged martinet of the Army 
Purification Movement, who presided in Saigon as the over-all field 
commander and arbiter of the various armies engaged in the Strike South. 
After making inquiries, Terauchi informed Honma that he would indeed 
have to give up the 48th Division but that perhaps, for the moment, the 
U.S. forces on Bataan could be considered part of the Corregidor defense 
forces and could be represented at Court as “a carp in a pond,” unable 
to escape and easy to catch at any time, especially when hungry.

Terauchi sent this message to Honma verbally through the assistant 
chief of staff in Saigon, the commander of the 40th Division, Lieutenant 
General Aoki Sei-ichi. Aoki was used as messenger because he was flying 
to the Philippines anyway as Terauchi’s representative at the official entry 
of Japanese forces into Manila—a victory parade scheduled for January 5. 
Hirohito also sent a representative to this ceremony: his cousin Prince 
Takeda, who had attended the final Strike-South co-ordinating conferences 
held in Saigon the previous November. Lieutenant General Aoki and 
Prince Takeda both arrived in Manila the day before the festivities, 
January 4. Aoki reported at once to General Honma. Prince Takeda 
conferred with a number of officers and learned the “real situation in 
the Philippines.” That same night he communicated the results of his 
inquiries—by telephone or telegraph—to Hirohito.

The next morning, to the boom of guns and blare of trumpets, as 
General Honma, in full dress, was guiding his charger past the presidential 
Malacanan Palace of the Philippines, an aide discreetly handed him a 
telegram. It was signed Sugiyama, Chief of the Japanese Imperial General 
Staff. It curtly commanded him:
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heroic, would be useless. General Fercival ordered a counterattack. Both 
he and Yam ashita committed their best remaining troops to a  desperate 
hand-to-hand com bat which raged around the reservoirs for the next 
thirty-six hours. The reiterated shock of shell-burst and demolitions kept 
ears deaf and m inds numb. H ot humid weather left uniforms limp and 
dark. Only the pungency of cordite and sweet ro t of corpses masked the 
pervading sour smell of sweat. A pall of smoke from burning oil tanks 
hung between the island and the sky.

A fter dark on February  12, while the issue of the battle for the reser
voirs still rem ained in doubt, Japanese divisional staff officers met with 
General Y am ashita at his advanced headquarters a few hundred yards 
behind the lines. All had  heard of the E m p ero rs  impatience and all were 
exhausted by their efforts to give the Em peror better satisfaction. Some 
were wounded and some nodded and dozed in spite of themselves. The 
planner of the campaign, Colonel Tsuji. however, remained as demonically 
on edge as ever. H e urged all to expend themselves utterly and hinted 
tha t he was relaying his exhortations directly from Prince Mikasa, Hiro- 
h ito’s brother. Tsuji later described in a book the situation as he then 
saw it:

Our Army was now deployed over the whole front and the strategic 
position seemed to reach a climax when we received a signal from General 
Headquarters. “On 15 February an officer attached to the Court of the 
Emperor will be dispatched to the battlefield. We can postpone the visit if 
the progress of your Army’s operations makes it desirable to do so. We wish 
to hear your opinion.”

There were some who said, “Let us welcome him,” and others who argued, 
“We must postpone the visit of the Emperor’s envoy for a little while”; and 
so opinions were divided into two camps.

Once previously during the China Incident I had been in a similar position 
when conducting military operations in Shansi together with the Itagaki 
group. During a bitterly contested battle for the reduction of Taiyuan Sheng, 
on 7 November, Shidei, the aide-de-camp to the Emperor, arrived on the 
battlefield. I immediately began to think of the reduction of the mountain 
stronghold of Yen Hsi-shan.

After a general discussion we unanimously resolved: “Oil the fifteenth day 
of February the enem3r will positively surrender to the power of the august 
Emperor.” We drafted these words as a telegram of welcome to the Em
peror’s envoy.

The next morning, February 13, Colonel Tsuji began a sixty-hour day 
of sleepless activity. A t daylight a fresh note was dropped on General 
Percival’s F ort Canning headquarters, couched in effusive, uncertain Eng
lish, demanding surrender, promising leniency, threatening reprisals. In 
the afternoon, when Percival failed to  respond, Tsuji made his shell- 
spattered way to  the forward headquarters of the 18th'Division, com-
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More than a third of all the combat troops under Honma’s command 
had been killed in action 11 and two thirds of the remainder were inca
pacitated by sickness, wounds, or exhaustion. According to Honma’s own 
postwar statement he had left “only 3,000 effectives.” 12 The troops 
standing against him, including even the green Filipino recruits who were 
still learning how to fire a rifle, had made the most of their entrenchment 
and suffered far less grievously.

Having taken stock, General Honma felt forced to acknowledge his 
defeat in dispatches. A delegation of staff officers promptly descended 
upon him from Tokyo. It was led by Colonel Hattori Takushiro, the 
soft-spoken chief of the Operations Section, Operations Department, 
General Staff. It included a new chief of staff for Honma: Major General 
Wachi Takaji, a tough fanatic who had been chief of staff of the colonial 
Taiwan Army. The group met with General Honma on a sweltering 
afternoon, February 8, at his headquarters in San Fernando, 115 miles 
behind the battle line.

Operations Chief Hattori brought with him an official message from 
Imperial Headquarters, stamped with a palace seal which showed that 
Hirohito had read and approved its contents. It stated, in  a sentence which 
burned itself on General Honma’s vision: “The Emperor is acutely worried 
about Bataan.” Honma cradled his head in his arms and wept. The visitors 
from Tokyo were embarrassed to see him so fatigued and emotional and 
they did their best in the weeks ahead to save his face. At the same time 
they effectively relieved him of his command, placed operations in the 
Philippines under the direct leadership of the Emperor, and relegated 
Honma to a titular capacity. They reported home that Honma acknowl
edged officially a need for reinforcements.

Colonel Hattori had brought with him from Tokyo a number of psycho
logical warfare experts. It was through the efforts of these men that the 
“battling bastards of Bataan” first noticed that the Japanese command in 
the Philippines had taken a new tack. The Japanese psychologists Were all 
surprised by the fact that the Filipino soldiers in Bataan, despite Japanese 
Pan-Asian propaganda, were standing and dying by their “colonialist 
American masters.” On-the-spot inquiries revealed that the Filipinos in 
general were far more antagonistic to Japanese than to U.S. colonialism. 
As a result, efforts to woo Filipino soldiers away from their American 
officers were de-emphasized and a more basic psychological strategy was

The Strike South

11 Officially 5,852 out of a total of 14,610. According to various unofficial sources, 
Honma also had—even after the 48th Division had been taken away from him—some 
35,000 support troops, Used as replacements, these, too, had suffered heavy losses in 
Outfighting, perhaps as many as 8,000 dead.

-Again he meant picked combat troops, for I know from personal observation 
that there were more than 3,000 able-bodied Japanese in Army uniforms in Baguio, 

0 miles behind the front, strolling about the streets and buying bananas and papayas.



parison, the quality of British units had steadily deteriorated. Another; 
day o r two of attrition would leave only the born fighters and survivors 
who could escape as individuals, fugitives, guerrillas, outlaws. ‘

PercivaPs officers agreed to g ive 'up . T hat afternoon General Perciyal- 
himself carried, the white flag to the slope of Bukit Timah, where, in a 
Ford factory chosen by General Y am ashita for the occasion^ Great : 
Britain surrendered her F ar Eastern naval b ase : 'lPer6iVal\;in'lsluit^.ahd''' 
shorts and Yam ashita in Kwantung Arm y tunic, leggings, and boots; sa t, 
down at a table. Percival pleaded fo rconditions. Yamashita ̂ M kedl’ihatV- 
there would be no conditions. Percival bowed his head and whispered 
the word unconditional. The oft-described scene came to an end a t:7:50 
p .m . Forty  minutes later the guns stopped firing. N ature lovers noted that 
t h e  s i l e n c e  w a s  u n e a r t h l y  i n  i t s  completeness. Singapore^ rich bird fauna 
had  flown the battleground and did not bring back so much as a twitter to 
the island until two dawns later. Historians have said tha t during . the 
birds’ absence the  W estern colonialism of Alexander, Richard the Lion- 
H earted, Vasco da Gama, Columbus, M agellan, Tasman, Cooke, Raleigh, 
Clive, and Raffles found its quietus.  ̂ ; v ; :

O n Singapore and in M alaya, about 60,000 Japanese front-line troops 
took prisoner over 130,000 British troops: some 15'000:Australians,
35,000 Scots and Englishmen, 65,000 Indians, and 15,000 assorted local 
reservists, m ost of them Malays. The captives were herded into camps and ; 
prisons to endure m ore than three years of scornfuP abuse, brutality, 
slavery, and starvation. As soon as they were behind barbed wire the rest 
of the Yen Hsi-shan operation was carried out. The Japanese secret police 
screened the entire overseas Chinese population in Singapore and after a 
massive bu t cursory investigation, Which lasted less th an . a month, se
lected between 5,000 and 7,000 undesirables to serve as an example for 
the rest. The m ost im portant of the hostages were killed by the secret 
police themselves through every graduated form -of-’ humiflatio^/lOT 
and torture know n to man. The less im portant were turned over to Army 
execution squads for use in bayonet practice, sword'demonstrations, or:tlie 
amusement of the troops. ’

' SWEET SMELL OF THE INDIES ; V;'

As soon as the “Chinese Massacres” were well in hand in Singapore, 
H irohito’s favored staff officer, Colonel Tsuji,' was..tp; accompany^ .a:Te^i-; 
m ent of the 5th Division to the PhilippinesHvhere he would carry on whh 
the Y en Hsi-shan operation, this time against Americans:;:Imthe n^aiiwffile^; 
however, Tokyo and the' Imperial Court were celebrating the capture of 
Singapore. > : " 7  ^ ^ v '

Lord Privy Seal Kido, who Understood wefl :ffie imperial temperament,
had warned Hirohito as early as February 5, ten days before the fall of . ;
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staff officers concurred. They could send a few submarine loads of medical 
supplies to Bataan and Corregidor but no surface vessels: no convoys of 
troops, bullets, or food.

So it was that “the battling bastards of Bataan” were left to die. Only a 
sentimentalist, who saw the curses some of them later wrote against then- 
native America on the walls of death cells in Japanese prisons, could 
question the logic of the decision made to sacrifice them. On the other 
hand it would be difficult for anyone to maintain that their lives might not 
have been sold more dearly on some other, better supplied defense line 
closer to Australia.

The Strike South

RETREAT FROM MALAYA

While the defenders of Bataan were winning the battle of bullets and 
beginning to lose the war against ill health and hunger, Hirohito’s forces 
elsewhere gained steady ground by assault alone. On January 23, a 
Japanese amphibious force landed at Balikpapan on the southeastern coast 
of Borneo and captured the last of Borneo’s oil fields. As at Tarakan, 
Kuching, Lutong, Miri, and Seria in previous weeks, the wells were 
burning and the derricks had been dynamited. It would take months to 
put out the fires and start pumping oil again. With the taking of Balik
papan, however, the major ports of Borneo and Celebes were all in 
Japanese hands, and a huge wedge had been driven down the center of 
Indonesia, reaching more than half the way from the southern Philippines 
to Australia, and separating Java and Sumatra in the west from New 
Guinea in the east.

That same day, January 23, a force of Japanese marines backed by 
carriers from Admiral Nagumo’s Pearl Harbor task force landed on the 
Pacific side of New Guinea, in Australian territory, and seized the strategic 
harbor of Rabaul at the eastern tip of the big Taiwan-sized island of 
New Britain. From Rabaul southeast stretched a dagger of islands—the 
Solomons, the New Hebrides, and New Zealand—through which all 
U.S. convoys to Australia would have to pass. Control of the air in 
the Rabaul area might make it possible to establish forward fields in the 
Solomons and New Hebrides and so isolate Australia. Indeed, only the 
lack of a long-range bomber like the Flying Fortress prevented Japan 
from cutting the sea-lanes to Australia immediately. The landing at Rabaul 
was contested by a handful of Australians, and soon Japanese workmen 
were busy extending the Rabaul airstrip. In the weeks ahead they were 
to make Rabaul such a fortress that U.S. offensives later bypassed it, 
leaving it behind, a starving enclave which marked the high-water of 
imperial fortunes.

On that same fateful day, January 23, British Lieutenant General



’ conquests. The lmison conference responded by promising to find ways of 
staying on ; good terms with the: ̂ Portuguese in . Timor ,and of saving %  

Filipinos, Malays, arid Indonesians from ranaway iriflatiom11* . ; d >
^ A f t e u t h e L l i a i j ^ : f o b r u a r y - ; 2 3 ^ H i f o b ^  
again with his rmjnisfce^ twelve days all the •'
scattered Japanese landings in the islands off southeastern Asia were fused f"- 
to form a single massive addition to the Empire. Japa;^  new perimeter 
reached to within easy flying range of Australia arid except for the U.S. 
forces on Bataan and Corregidor, 1,600 miles behind the front lines* it 

■ contained only guerrilla .pockets, of resistance. The keystonedto the. v a s t  

additionwas Java, the densely populous administrative center of Indonesia.
: : On February 25, Field Marshal Sir Archibald Wavell of Britain, who : 

had been given charge of combined British, U.S.,' and Dutch forces in 
Indonesia, dissolved his command as hopeless and withdrew his head- " 
quarters to.India. Most British and some U.S. forces proceeded to withdraw 
with him. The Dutch, who had contributed several of their ships and planes 
to. the defense of Singapore, fought .on, embittered arid almost alone. On 
the sea they;were allowed to ,;keep. command of the U.S. heavy, cruiser 
H o u s t o n ,  the British heavy cruiser , Exeter, the Australian light, cruiser 
P e r t h ,  three British destroyers, and four old U.S. four-stack destroyers. 
These they combined with t w o  T i g h t  c r u i s e r s  a n d  t w o  d e s t r o y e r s  o f  t h e i r  

own in .a fourteen-ship fleet for the defense , of Java. Two Japanese 
invasion armadas, of forty-one and fifty-six transports, plus . escort vessels, 
Were approaching the island from the north across the Java Sea.;:, .

The Dutch admiral, Rear Admiral Karel Doorman, sallied , out with his 
squadron to.^attack the smaller, of the two Japanese fleets. He engaged it 
on February 27, and in a seven-hour action lost two of his cruisers, three 
of .his, destroyers, arid his own life. Next, day the remnants of his fleet 
tried to .escape to Australia through, the Lombok and Sunda Straits at the 
east: and west ends of Java. Shadowed by Japanese aircraft and pursued 
by Japanese surface vessels, all three of the remaining Allied cruisers and 
two o f th e  destroyers were ambushed and sunk. Only the U.S. quartet 
of antiquated four-stack destroyers succeeded in getting away. The ill- 
conceived Battle of the Java Sea, the largest fleet action since Jutland, was 
over. The Allies had sacrificed five cruisers, five destroyers, and about
3,000 Lves.: None of the Japanese warships had sustained more than minor 

. damage, which could be repaired at sea. ^
r 3 ’̂ bllotving the, battle,: elements of the Japanese -2d and-38th divisions

Uil '.The financial, solution. was curious, and ingenious. It was: resolved that the paper 
h..'Scnp?'pf.KJapanes&\ot!cupahdh reurrencieswould 6e , convertible into but that, . 
^;hehcdfofth;rthere;-^uid. s e c ^  papdr' yen, with ^ppprate se^ of

•serial numbers: one redeemable in;precious metals and circulated only in Japan; the ; - 
H^heri Worth ̂ til in g  ekdept is-'h-proroiss^mote;:agaihst::the^ftiture;bf: die; Japanese .■ V.
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General Percival still had more than enough power to beat back the 
Japanese invaders. In practice he would find his force of numbers an 
encumbrance.

General Yamashita, by comparison, still had only 60,000 troops in his 
front line and not enough heavy artillery and shells to subdue Singapore by 
bombardment. Unless he struck quickly, British morale might revive and 
remaining British strength begin to realize its potential. The brilliant 
Japanese campaign might turn into a costly, protracted positional battle.

Yamashita extracted a herculean effort from his engineering and logistics 
officers. Every capable soldier and every working gun left behind in the 
jungles was brought down the shell-pocked roads and over the half-blown, 
half-repaired bridges to the shore of the Johore Strait between Malaya 
and Singapore. Only four days after the British withdrawal across the 
causeway, Yamashita had assembled enough cannon and ammunition in 
the tip of Malaya to begin a softening-up bombardment. Necessary shells 
and even a few large-caliber railway guns were brought in over the quickly 
repaired tracks of the Bangkok-Singapore line. The Japanese naval air 
force, flying in close support from freshly captured airstrips only a dozen 
miles behind the new front, bombed and strafed Singapore without let 
or check.

General Yamashita personally directed the withering fire upon the streets 
of his objective from a glass-domed tower where he could see the effect 
of every explosion through his binoculars. The tower stood conspicuously 
on the northern side of the strait and might have been easily demolished 
by British gunners on the south side. The tower belonged, however, to 
the sultan of Johore. It was the private observatory attached to the sultan’s 
palace. The sultan was one of the wealthiest men in the world. He dressed 
and spoke like an Englishman and had been most generous in helping 
British field hospitals in the weeks which had just passed. No British 
officer even considered the possibility of shelling his palace. No British 
officer knew that he was a close friend of Count Ohtani, Hirohito’s 
mother’s brother-in-law, or of Baron Tolcugawa, the paymaster for 
Hirohito’s lethal political plots in the early 1930’s. General Yamashita 
and his staff made the exposed palace their headquarters at the insistence 
of Colonel Tsuji who had worked with Count Ohtani during the final 
planning for the Strike South on Taiwan the previous summer.

In effect, Yamashita had a third-hand invitation to use the palace from 
the sultan himself. The Japanese staff officers took care not to reveal 
their presence by lighting any fires in the palace stoves. Cold boiled rice 
was brought in to them from the rubber groves out back. There shell frag
ments flew and latex flowed, but on the palace lawns the British fire was 
conspicuously accurate in that it disturbed not so much as a divot.

Haunting the glass-domed observatory and subsisting on cold food, 
General Yamashita was able to know more about what was happening on
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Hirohito had. a right to feel complacent. More than a month" ahead of 
schedule his myrmidons had accomplished all that ;they. haci proihised to 
accomplish - and more than he had been sure they- ever -could' accomplish 
A month short of his forty-second birthday, he found the 'goals of his 
youth suddenly realized. It would take weeks of buoyant weariness and 
happiness before he set his feet again upon the ground and acknowledged 
that the ancestors still required more of him, .

On March 11, two days after Hirohito had expressed his military 
euphoria to Kido, General and Mrs. MacArthur* with theirfouf-y ear-old 
son Arthur, boarded a PT boat under cover of darkness and escaped 
from the besieged enclave of Bataan and Corregidor.15 Before embarking 
MacArthur had taken pains to tell; all who remained behind that he went 
with reluctance, at. presidential orders. “I shall return,” he: said—an 
assurance which was to become his slogan for the next three years v .

The accommodations provided for MacArthur in his escape were not 
the safest available. He might have gone by submarine as did a group of 
Army nurses from Corregidor almost two months later. Some say that 
he chose the PT boat himself for theatrical reasons; others that there 
was someone in logistics who hoped he would perish en route; In any. 
case the spray-soaked dash through enemy lines was a genuine adventure 
for a man of sixty-two. I t lasted thirty-six hours and took MacArthur and 
his family 600 miles: from Luzbh 'in thV hortherm Pfiffi^
Monte on Mindanao in the southern Philippines. Most: of the way. lay 
along enemy-controlled shores, over eiiemyrcontrolled seasj. under enenfyj 
controlled skies. The PT boat had to crash through squalls and fifteen-foot 
waves. It passed within sight of a Japanese cruiser, its skipper had to 
navigate most of the way in the dark. <

15 Hirohito that day added an odd footnote id history by'hayirig,,^e..h^son.;c6h'"-.. 
ference formulate an explicit policy for-dealing:with;the large numbers of JeWs 
had been brought into': the Empire'-.with: :thhr'-acqulsiidon of Sihgapdre and . jaya/.

. “With special exceptions,” no Jews would be. allowed, to iminigrate into ‘the, Empije 
in the future, Those already ̂ present-would “be treated/as nationhls.-.of tK^.^easJn j 
which they reside, except that, due to their special racial characteristics, sUryeiHance; ■ 
o f  tfrerr homes sad  businesses will b& intensive and all 'pTd-enewy actiyAy 
part will be suppressed. and eliminated.”.in o'fller^word.syan_An^erd^Tew•cai^^d- 
in "Batavia would—despite' his- Dutch passport-—-be treated as am I n d o n e s i a n ' ; 
than/ a Hollander.; Oti >■ the - one; hand; he would r be- exempt. from internrp^nt: as , ah;:; 

* enemy natidnalj von the. other he could claim no'protection
The object of the decision was “not to persecute the Jews” as-that; “would make" 
propaganda for; the United States;” but .to “select carefully those Jews who can be 

'• u sed forthc; Empire * and give them..appropriate treatment.-”

-9 0 2  -)7;/ ^ -^ l^ ^ ^ g ied d o n
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naval officers wanted to push on to an invasion of Australia. The Army 
officers preferred a quick peace but were ready to commit themselves to 
the conquest of Burma and the invasion of New Guinea.

As anticipated Hirohito called for his briefing early that morning and 
protracted it with question after question for many hours. In  the course 
of the morning he approved the next day, February 10, as sailing date 
for Japan’s Sumatra invasion fleet; he authorized the Army to proceed 
with the conquest of Burma and to start planning the conquest of New 
Guinea; he asked the Navy to pursue plans for the final destruction of 
the U.S. Pacific Fleet and the interdiction of U.S.-Australian supply routes.

When the staff officers’ ordeal was at last over, in the post meridiem, 
Hirohito held Chief of Staff Sugiyama for a final tete-a-tete. Curiously 
enough, this private conversation was the only one in the entire day of 
which an official record has survived and been published. In it the ebullient 
Hirohito indulged in some ominous belly-talk by referring to a Chinese 
warlord named Yen Hsi-shan.

General Yen—who would ultimately die in Taiwan with the title of 
"senior advisor” to Chiang Kai-shek—was known in the late 1920’s and 
early 1930’s as “the model governor of Shansi.” He had graduated from 
military academy in Tokyo in 1909 and had long been considered by 
Japanese leaders as a protege who might be used as a rival to Chiang 
Kai-shek. In 1928, when Chiang had first kicked at his Japanese traces, 
Hirohito’s advisors had briefly contemplated abandoning Chiang and rais
ing up Yen in his stead. It had been partly to impress Yen and give him 
time to reconsider his allegiances that Hirohito’s troops had delayed the 
“northern march” of Chiang Kai-shek in 1928 by intervening from the 
Tsingtao Leasehold and massacring 7,000 KMT partisans in the town of 
Tsinan.

Yen, in 1928, had served the peaceful interests of his Shansi peasants 
by insisting on remaining neutral. He had again made much the same 
decision in the fall of 1937 when the Japanese Army entered Shansi. 
Mao Tse-tung’s troops contested the entry and inflicted a temporary but 
bloody check to the Japanese forces at the battle of Ping-hsing-kuan Pass. 
After the battle, Yen refused to attack the retreating columns of Mao’s 
army from the rear and persisted, once again, in maintaining his neutrality. 
In reprisal on November 7, 1937, elements of Japan’s 5th Division, under 
the command of Captain Tsuji Masanobu—the same Who was now the 
master planner of the Singapore campaign—massacred the inhabitants of 
Yen’s home stronghold in the Shansi mountains. Yen, who was elsewhere 
with his troops, had then replied by affirming that the men of Shansi 
would stand with Chiang Kai-shek and the cause of China.

Ever since 1937 Japan had continued off and on to negotiate for Yen’s 
support. A clerk in the offices of the General Staff kept a Yen file. At 
one time or another a dozen aspiring Japanese captains and majors in the
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Anthony Eden delivered a speech in tlie House of Commons revealing: 
and protesting- to all: the world that Japan liad committed abominable 
atrocities on a wide scale in -HongKong;> Edefi %asNprobat^^ 
speak by Ghiang Kai-shek’s; secret . service agents who were reporting to 
Chungking that Japanese rapine was continuing at .Singapore. Five thousand 
Chinese had .been executed: there as examples: Women and children 
evacuated ; from Singapore - in.small , boats at the. last minute had; been 
strafed by Japanese planes and torpedoed by Japanese naval launches , 
and submarines. A shipful of wounded nien accompanied by sixty-four ' 
Australian nursing sisters had been sunk off Banka Island on the Sumatra 
coast. The wounded men who managed to get ashore were ahndst all 
bayoneted on the beach. Twenty-two of-the nurses with them, landing in, 
a lifeboat, were waded out into the surf and machine-gunned. A .single 
survivor of the massacre, Sister Vivian Bullwihkel, was now in V  pnsoh 
camp in Sumatra. '/

On March 13, Lord Privy Seal Kido spoke to Hirohitb: about Edeii’s 
Hong Kong disclosures, ffirohito refrained from doing anything to prevent: 
recurrences. It was the position of his uncles and some of his other Army 
advisors that the commission of atrocities fortified Japanese troops’ for 
the role they had to play and persuaded them that they must never 
surrender because, if they did, what they had done unto others would be 
done unto them. '

On March 27, Chief of Staff General. Sugiyanm flew to Sumatra to 
“inspect the front” and unofficially to assess the prisoner-of-war situation 
t h e r e  a n d  i n  S i n g a p o r e .  A l m o s t  a  q u a r t e r  o f  a  m i l l i o n  c i v i l i a n  and;mfiifaryv 
captives had fallen into Japanese hands. It was Sugiyama’s mission to 
convey to all commanders Hirohito’s feelings about 
To satisfy the outcry in the West and prevent; Japan-from seerning 
uncivilized, the prisoners must be, put in regular camps.and mustFe dealt 
with in an organized fashion. They must not, however, be ...pampered, 
any more than the common Japanese soldie^.-Nor;. ̂ usL the^^pfarrias*, 
possible, become a financial burden upon the Empire. They must work 
for their board and lodging and must not be .aliowed tp aid the Allied 
cause by escaping and becoming propagandists on Allied shortwave radio 
stations, - v •

On April 3, Chief of Staff Sugiyama completed his inspection of tte ;; 
newly conquered Dutch East Indies and went on tb j t f i j e r ■*? 
the; time hadcom e tp fish out the carp in the .pond- and silence the 
subversive “Voice of Freedom” being broadcast every evening from trans
mitters on Bataan and Corregidori;The Filamericah^ defenders of ;the LhS. 
enclave in the. heart of the -Co-Prosperity Sphere had sat in foxholes for 
two months licking their wounds; subsisting on half rations and contracting 
malaria and bacillary dysentery.
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; kyongju,'a town in Korea' jyhere '{Here ha^ in the Chinese ;
' quarter during the montHs leading up to th^;Manchurian .Incident; Sugi- 
• yama made it clear that he followed what the Emperor was getting a tb y  

replying that the "“Kyongju; operation” was being taken care : of by the 
Japanese Army stationed in south China. An eavesdropper might have 
thought he understood the conversation but would have; detected, nothing. 
irregular in it. Sugiyarria'j however, interleafed an. unusual note to him
self in his memoranda:: “Since His Majesty is quick to see ahead of 
things and ask questions in detail, I would like to be better prepared to 
give impromptu answers to questions '.about;secondary:.deyeldpmehts^’V(

. The guarded but suggestive imperial question about Yen Hsi-shan op
erations disturbed Sugiyama.troubled staffofficers. in, the field, and- finally 
brought pain and horror , to Thousands of Chinese, - Indians, ; Englishmen, . 
Australians, Filipinos; and Americans. The Emperor’s remarks reflected his . 
dissatisfaction with the repulse on Bataan and implied that; to keep the war 
on schedule, he wished extreme measures to/be taken. In .early planning ; 
the Army had promised to ' take Singapore by Kigensetsu, National Foun
dation Day, February i  1 . It was important to : Hirohito’s pride as high;, 
priest to have something to.offer his .ancestors thatday, butwith ■KigensetsuJ 
only two; days away, and with the Japanese troops moving forward by 
inches out of. their Sirigapore beachhead r t  'w'as unlikely that the British 
fortress would'fall on time. :

Sugiyama withdrew from the Imperial.Presence’to'discuss'the;shuatibn; 
that evening with his aides. The next morning, ■ February flO’;  he: dispatched r  
a staff officer by plane to .Saigon to explain the. Emperor’s state of mind :; 
to General, Count Terauchi, the . over-all Strike-South commander; Teri 
rauchi consulted with General Yamashita by . phone and then reported 
back to Tokyo that the Elmperor could,celebrate. Jvẑ t,û e?5'« by announcihg 
to the gods the capture: of Bukit Timah, thb central: high point of Singa
pore which overlooked * and commanded j one o f , the. weak points in the; 
island’s /defenses, spotted by Hirohito tvventy: years earlier:; namely, its 
reservoirs. The next morning Hirohitd duly went; to the white-pebbled 
courtyard of the ancestors in the palace woods and. formally announced 
to them;that the capture of Singapore was assured.: ^ p l  Z  ;

A few- hours earlier, only just on time, Japanese troops had consum- 
mated...an all-night offensiye ;by.:storming:the rain-forested-summitof/ 
B ukitT im ahheigh ts.Spotterssw arm edupin to .theh igh trees'to .d irect' 
fire- against British positions around /the ithree/Singapore^reservoirs^beybndi ;. 
On the far side of the reservoirs wound the .paths /of ithe/Bqtanical Gardens ': 
Where Hirohito had walked twenty years befdre and where A. R. Wallace,; 
eighty years. beforejJiad launched' the/theory of evolution .-V;/; / : ; . ;:r:/ '-o/V;/
- During the day the, Japanese/forces occupied the western shores of ..the 

reservoirs, and General Yamashita h ad . t\venty-nine': boxes of leaflets/
. dropped on Singapore ..declaring:' that/fmthef- resistance,' no ; matter' hov/



• U nder flag of truce King drove through the Japanese lines and sat dbwii 
with ^General H onm a’s Senior.(■■operations ;offiber - a t/a 'tab le .rset tDutrihtthbf 
open before th e  JDarriao Experimental Farm  Station /■; King asked, that U S.: 
trucks, which w ere ifueled arid ready for th e ;task, be allowed td . move his* 
men to the detention camps where the Japanese wished to  imprison! fhein.

“Surrender m ust be unconditional,” isaid the interpreter.
' “Will our troopa be well treated?’’ ■ , ' ‘ ", v  Wv‘;v

“We-are not barbarians;*-’• sh‘appe&!t te ‘-iiiterpreter;'/
Oh this slender reassufance/’K ing handed .over his pistol in token of 

B ataan’s unconditional surrender. ‘ " TP ;P  P  P P P P
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TH E D EA TH  M ARCH v / P . ;V"''"vp  f f .

F o r the next twelve days the no-longer “battling bastards” were herded 
out of their foxholes and prodded forward, without; benefit of transporta
tion, toward the town of San Fernando, 60 miles away. Many o f them 
staggered with weakness from the outset of the march. Before ;thevmarcti 
was over all o f  them staggered— all, that is, who still lived. -p ;’p ;

The w ord had gone out on the Japanese Army grapevine that General 
Wainwright, who still held out on Corregidor, must be shown what would 
happen to his m en if he did not surrender quickly: that theF ilipm q people 
m ust be m ade to appreciate the toughness of their hew, masters and'dlie 
u tter humiliation of their old ones. / , ' 1

Some of the . Japanese officers on Bataan protested that tb e irm en d id . 
not follow belly talk and suggestions and did not cause prisoners to die 
without explicit ;orders. Underlings of Colon el Tsu ji telephoned. several., of - 
these, recalcitrant, commanders and told them that the order to get rid\of 
American prisoners stemmed from Imperial General H.CP in  the. palace. 
A  few commanders refused to be bullied by Colonel Tsuji’s “in f lu e ^  
and insisted tha t they, see the Em peror’s,.order m eriting.;i,Tsuji .never', 
produced the written order, but the careers of officers; who decided to 
ignore, his directions did not p rosper,, and the career of Colonel TsujP 
prospered exceedingly. Within, th e y e a r  he,w as back .in The.General 'Staff .:; 
in Tokyo, meeting frequently with Hirohito as one of his .closeri^advfsprs,.- 

t„ontmilitary, operations. .. ,..y_ ,. p- p  p . - v P P y P T T P p p - ;
- The responsibility for the D eath M arch was later taken by: General 

■ Honm a' an d ; h e . was executed-, ;fqr. it b y ; M ac A rthur. A t; thw iime^ o f ,
. D eath -March,-:however * fHonm  a ..was;virtually c. a  > captive ̂ bhnseh-^of:^ .;. 
staff officers who had been sent in from, Tokyo, to a ss ist? him and to repair , 
the blunder he '/’had ; made 'initially-' in letting The Bataan forces : entrench 
themselves! Kriowledgeable form er members of theJapanese General Sf ajT. 

‘p lace  the: entire respohsibilityV for the Death; M arch on these :unwanted 
helpers: on “Tsuji and, die China gang,” on “staff officers froni lmperial
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manded by Lieutenant General Mudaguchi Renya, a loyal and sympathetic 
officer who as a colonel four years earlier had commanded the Japanese 
forces at Marco Polo Bridge and had touched off the war with China, 
The understanding General Mudaguchi put Tsuji in the hands of a de
pendable combat team which could take him beyond the front. A few 
hours later this team emerged from the trees behind the Alexandra Bar
racks Hospital, one of the two functioning medical units left in Singapore, 
and bayoneted to death 323 of the hospital personnel including 230 of the 
patients, many of them in their beds or on operating tables.

By the morning of February 14, Tsuji had seen to it that survivors of 
the Alexandra Barracks Hospital massacre were returning to British lines 
to explain what might happen to everyone in Singapore if General Perci- 
val did not surrender soon. Percival had over 100,000 fighting men and 
more than a million civilians under his charge. He got the message that 
afternoon, slept on it that night, attended an Anglican communion service 
early the next morning, Sunday, and then called a meeting of his unit 
commanders to discuss hopes and chances. Only five days earlier Percival 
had relayed to these same men a stern and inspiring Order of the Day:

It is certain that our troops on Singapore Island greatly outnumber any 
Japanese that have crossed the straits. We must defeat them. Our whole 
fighting reputation is at stake and the honour of the British Empire. The 
Americans have held out m the Bataan Peninsula against far greater odds, 
the Russians are turning back the picked strength of the Germans, the 
Chinese with almost complete lack of modern equipment have held the 
Japanese for 41f> years. It Will be disgraceful if we yield our boasted fortress 
of Singapore to inferior enemy forces.

There must be no thought of sparing the troops or the civilian popula
tion. . . .

Since this order had been issued, the Japanese had continued to ad
vance despite their numbers. General Percival’s commanders now knew 
that neither they nor their men could match the uncanny performance 
of the canny veterans flung against them. In discipline, morale, initiative, 
co-ordination, weapons handling, and determination, Yamashita’s picked 
troops had shown themselves superior. In a week all the defenders of 
Singapore, military and civilian, would die of thirst or bayonet wounds 
if they did not surrender now.

Fatigue, decimation, and shortage of ammunition might temporarily 
check the Japanese if the British forces could all resolve to die fighting, 
but experience had shown that badly mauled Japanese units always sprang 
back to life with an infusion of well-trained replacements. There were 
some Japanese units which had stormed position after position yet had 
remained at full strength, with unimpaired efficiency, throughout the 
whole 700-mile course of the Japanese advance from Thailand. By com-
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Japanese to : resume V: their place in line arid if;:'they.;:;did-n6t'^spbnd 
immediately they were stabbed with bayonets or shot in the. head for- 
desertion and disobedience. To encourage desertion the inarchers were; 
given little food and no w ater and le d : past farmyards; a n ^  '
they: broke fo r clean w ater they we re sh ot ;W h e n  they lapped at the 
polluted waters of carabao wallows and privy overflows they were allowed 
to drink their fill. M ost of those who succumbed to such temptations died” 
a few days later of severe, untreated intestinal infections. :

Japanese witnesses at the trial of General Honm a after the war insisted 
— without justification— that the rigors of the Death March were no 
different from those endured routinely by any Japanese soldiers in boot 
cam p.18 W estern witnesses protested that the prisoners of Bataan before 
they began their 60-mile m arch were already sick men. lU rebuttal tlie 
Japanese witnesses said smugly, that, yes, everyone had been surprised by 
the weakness and malnutrition of the American captives. The American , 
prosecutors a t ; the trial correctly m aintained that Horima’sofficers had 
known the American troops would be starving and had counted on that 
factor to m ake the Death M arch effective. .  ̂ ■;/

From  San Fernando, the terminus of the Death March, the meif of 
Bataan were transported another 40 miles north by rail to Camp O’Donnell, 
a  swampy field of huts and tents surrounded by barbed wire, where most 
of the: survivors were to spend their first six months of imprisonment. 
O n the train ride to O’Donnell each boxcar was packed with over a : 
hundred men— as tightly as Tokyo subway cars in rush hour. : The steel 
doors were closed and there  was no ventilation system. Sick men suffocated 
and died in the stench. Strong men rode standing on the bodies of their; 
dead comrades. _ ........

O f the 70,000 “battling bastards” who had surrendered on April 9, 
only 54,000 arrived in Japanese custody at Camp O’Donnell. Between
2,000 and 3*000 of the 12,000 Americans who. surrendered are; known 
to have died during the1 march, dnd about 8,000 of The 58,000 Filipinos. 
Another 6,000 Filipinos, m ore or less, are believed to. have dropped out 
of the D eath M arch columns and survived. Some were allowed to escape 
in return fo r bribes. Some melted into the crowds o f spectators at Lubao 
and San Fernando near the end of the march. Some dropped intp roadside, 
paddies and cane fields, played dead, and w'ere.spirited/away by .the peas^.

; 38 As' an unnoticed boy/ taking care of the trash and garbage at the Japanese 
guard house of Camp Holmes InternmenTCamp in the Philippines during die war,.i ■ 
: formed'the impressionthat-Japanese'^garrison-life, except for.Taiwanese;and^

'■ <  '  - u ' . t ' l  ' _ • * f S  • 't V'C 'V-X’ T K a TariAtlftSfi-.

i / v t v v *  ,*-w  .  1 , , j.  > , .  .  ;  - - 1 ' !  •' « *v i ’• / '  - < t j

Army brothels, better serviced sexually than their American counterparts m;the iieta.
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Singapore, not to fall prey to a mood of exultation. “The Great East Asia 
War,” he said, “will not end this easily. In the final analysis there is only 
one road to peace and that is to fight the war so thoroughly that we in
clude in it the process of reconstruction after the battles are over.” The 
Emperor was impressed by Kido’s caution and, according to Kido’s diary, 
“leaked his heart on the matter to the Empress.”

Five days later, on February 10, the eve of his National Foundation Day 
report to the ancestors, Hirohito had relayed his awakened doubts to Prime 
Minister Tojo:

I presume that you have given due consideration not to lose any opportunity 
for ending this conflict. It would be undesirable to prolong the war without 
purpose for that would only increase the suffering of commoners. I want you 
to keep this in mind and do everything possible for peace. I want you to take 
into account the present and future sensibilities of the Anglo-Americans, 
whom we cannot ignore. It will also be necessary for you to ascertain the 
Russo-German relationship and look forward to its outcome. At the same 
time we must not fail to obtain, to the fullest extent possible, the resources 
of the South. I fear that the quality of our troops will deteriorate if the war 
is prolonged.

The day Singapore finally fell, February 15, 1942, the cautious Kido 
was not summoned by the Emperor. Instead Prime Minister Tojo phoned 
during the evening to read Kido the telegram of victory from General 
Yamashita. The next morning, however, in a brief audience which lasted 
from 10:50 to 11, Hirohito informed Kido that, to end the war, Prime 
Minister Tojo was recommending an envoy to the Vatican. Hirohito ex
plained the religious and other qualifications which such an envoy should 
have and asked Kido to find a man who would fit them. Kido promised 
to do his best and then “extended congratulations to the Emperor regard
ing the Singapore victory.”

Hirohito, according to Kido’s diary, was “very well pleased and said, 
‘You may think, Kido, that I harp on this tune, but I  tell you again that 
it is my sincere belief that the excellent war results with which we are 
repeatedly favored, although they may seem to stem from divine provi
dence, are really the results of our own providence and of the thorough 
research with which we did our planning.’ ”

Kido wept with gratitude at the compliment and bowed his way, 
snuffling theatrically, from the Imperial Presence.

The days which followed were stuffed with “excellent war results”__
enough to turn a lesser conqueror’s head. Only long training and sage 
advisors kept Hirohito’s feet on the ground.

On February 7, Hirohito had watched newsreels showing the use of a 
recently formed paratroop corps in the invasion of the sparsely populated, 
little-defended Dutch island of Celebes. After seeing the film, he had
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U nder Korem atsu’s administration villages and sub-tribes of inarticulate 
or uninfluential island “cannibals” would disappear without trace. They 
would be replaced by Japanese colonists who, later in the war, held 
banquets a t which were served, literally, the barbecued limbs of shot-down 
Am erican fliers. Little is known of this dark chapter in Japanese oppres
sion, and Korematsu, its chief architect, went down with a torpedoed ship 
on his way home for a palace briefing in 1945.

On A pril 17, as the Death M arch neared its conclusion, Lord Privy 
Seal Kido was summoned to the seaside villa in Numazu at which 
H irohito’s handsom e fifty-seven-year-old mother, the Empress Dowager 
Sadako, had  lived in self-imposed, disapproving exile since three days 
before Pearl H arbor. She subjected Kido to  a two-and-a-half-hour grilling 
on  “the steps which had  led to the w ar and subsequent expressions of 
brute  military strength.” Afterward Kido joined Hirohito who was in the 
neighborhood attending a fleet exercise. Lord and vassal, they went 
m ushroom-picking together on the grounds of the Hayama imperial villa. 
In  the course of the botanical ramble, Kido reported at length and in 
privacy on his conversation with the Queen Mother. Having heard him 
out, H irohito abruptly left the pathway, entered the underbrush, and with 
his own hand plucked up a specimen of Siler divaricatum (or Ledebou- 
riella seserioides Wolff as it is now classified). The root of this little herb, 
related to parsley and carrots, and called bofu, was much prized by old 
peasant ladies as a cure for the rheums and stiffnesses of their old men. 
H irohito ceremoniously presented his specimen of it to Kido and delivered 
a brief factual disquisition on the pharmaceutical folklore surrounding it. 
Kido listened, laughed, abandoned his recital of the fears and compunctions 
of H irohito’s mother, and turned the conversation into more manly 
channels.

WHAT DOOLITTLE DID

The next m orning at dawn, A pril 18, 668 miles to the east of Tokyo, 
a small U.S. task force of two carriers and a cruiser was discovered by 
the Japanese picket boat Nit to Maru No. 23. Twenty-nine minutes and 
925 shells later, the Nitto M am  sank under the fire of the U.S. cruiser 
Nashville. Vice Admiral William Halsey, aboard the carrier Enterprise, 
advised his other carrier, Hornet, that Tokyo had almost certainly been 
alerted. A  few minutes later Colonel James Doolittle of the U.S. Army 
led sixteen B-25’s from the Hornet's deck to begin— from a launching 
point 150 miles farther out than planned— the first air raid on Tokyo.

Flying individually, each plane for itself, Doolittle’s raiders came in 
over Japan at tree-level altitude shortly before noon. They crossed the 
coast at sixteen different points, dispersed over almost 200 miles of 
shoreline. Japanese defenses were not ready for them because staff officers



landed in western Java, and elements of the 48th Division and 56th 
Brigade iii eastern Java/ They made short work of the 15,000 Allied 
regulars and .40,000-odd reservists and volunteers in the Java defense 
force. After a week of confused skirmishing, the Dutch governor; general 
of the Indies, on March 8, agreed to capitulate- to the Japanese 16th Army 
commander, Lieutenant General Imamura Hitoshi. The formal instrument 
of surrender was signed by the Dutch four days later.,.

Also on March 8 fell Rangoon, the capital of Burma. The last trainload 
of dispirited refugees pulled out toward Mandalay in the north even as 
the first Japanese soldiers were entering the city, unopposed from the 
south. Since Rangoon was the only port of any consequence in Burma, 
the 50,000-odd Anglo-Indians of the British Army there were now 
effectively cut off from help except from China. Chiang Kai-shek sent 
three, divisions to. their rescue, and over the next two and a half months, 
the “Burma Corps” fought its way backwards along jungle tracks and river 
banks to the Indian and Chinese frontiers. Thirteen thousand men of the 
British Army were, lost along the way. The Japanese 15th Army, of two 
divisions and about 35,000 front-line fighters, lost 5,000 men. . - ;

On March 7, the day before the Dutch surrender arid the fall of 
Rangoon, a liaison conference in Tokyo formally adopted a plan called 
“Basic Principles of Future Operations.” This plan responded to Hirohito’s 
feelings that the war must continue to be prosecuted aggressively but that 
Japan must not overextend herself or neglect the consolidation of the. 
immense territories which she had already conquered. Specifically the plan 
called for further Army advances, in the Burma theater, with a view to 
the possible conquest of India; further Army-Navy probes in the New 
Guinea-Solomons area, in order to cut Pacific supply lines and isolate 
Australia; and further action by Admiral Yamamoto against the U.S. fleet 
in the central Pacific. ,

During the morning of March 9, the day after the Dutch surrender and; 
the fall of Rangoon, Hirohito realized that, for the last forty-eight hours, 
he had been neglecting his civilian advisors. He at once telephoned Lord 
Privy Seal Kido at his office in the Imperial Household Ministry in the 
Outer Palace and asked him to come on over to the Imperial Library in 
the palace woods for a chat. Kido hurried to respond and later wrote in 
his diary: . ' A ■ ;VY- y:\ y -A

The Emperor was beaming like a child. “The fruits ..of /war,'\Vhe\said;:“afe 
. tumbling into our mouth almost too quickly. The enemy at Bandung on'the 

- Java front announced their surrender on the seventh and; novv our . Army , is 
negotiating for the - surrender of all forces in the Netherlands East Indies/ 
The enemy has surrendered at Surabaja and also, on; the. Burma frorit.Ahas 
given up Rangoon.” He was so, pleased that I hardly knew how to give .him 
a congratulatory answer.
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: in the employ o f  Chiang Kai-shek’s resistance fighters: Along . the way, the 
pilot. L ieutenant Ted Lawsdn, had to have his gangrenous leg amputated, 

. under Novocain, a t ; ;a- missionary, infirmary in Lishui. The crew: of the 
other plane which crash-landed was not so lucky. Two of its men had 
drowned, with severe internal injuries, on their way to the: beach. The 
other three crewmen made contact with Chinese partisans but were shortly 
afterward betrayed by a double agent and, captured by the Japanese.

In  the end, five of Doolittle’s eighty men were detained im the Soviet 
U nion, three died in  crash landings in China, sixty-four found their way 
to Chungking, the capital of unoccupied China, and eight suffered the 
terrors of Japanese vengeance. _ ,

The eight captured airmen were assembled in Nanking and Shanghai 
and after, a day of gentle routine field interrogation were flown to Tokyo 
for torture by the secret police. H irohito was consulted a week later, on 
A pril 28, as to his wishes in disposing of them. H e refused to commit 
himself directly but through his intimate, Chief of Staff Sugiyama, he 
suggested tha t all eight of them be tried and executed for crimes against 
the civilian populace of Tokyo who had died in the raids.

F o r  six months the newspapers controlled by the imperial family in
veighed against .the airm en and denounced them as mass murderers of 
school children and hospital patients. Prime Minister General Tojo, :who 
knew the facts of the raid and also the, facts of Prince Higashikuni’s mass 

■bonibings of Chinese civilians in 1937, waged a one-man campaign of legal 
rectitude on behalf of the-airmen. H e pointed out that there was no statute 
on the books which m ade it a capital crime for an enemy flier to bomb

Finally in October Tojo succeeded in persuading Hirohito to commute 
the sentence of five of the prisoners to life and to execute only three of 
them. The condemned were flown back to  Shanghai. One of them, Lieu
tenant Dean Hallm ark, the pilot of Doolittle’s plane number 6, was no 
longer; sand enough To appreciate what was happening to him. On the 

.. afternoon of O ctober 15 he and the pilot: and gunner of plane number 16, 
Lieiitenant William FarrOw and Sergeant H arold Spatz, were taken to a 
fc'emetery}: outside' Shanghai hrid shot. One of th e  remaining five captive 
Doolittle raiders died in solitary confinement in a Japanese prison in 1944; 
the bther four lived to be liberated:by American parachutists who dropped 
into the Peking area on August 20, 1945.

HirOhito’s wrath against the American raiders was as nothing compared 
: to his wrath against the Chinese-peasants who, had helped most of them

:  s a . -t rsr\ 1 ■ V * * V * ? / 4  ' .Xyd? t1 l6

comm ander in China, to- prepare for a reprisal expedition against the 
Chinese province, of Chekiang where Doolittle’s pilots had found refuge, y-, 
A  few  days later Hirohito stamped orders for ap u n itivesw eep  through ,
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When MacArthur landed, exhausted, in Mindanao, he learned that he 
must wait a day for the four 33-17 Flying Fortresses which had been sent 
for him from Australia. Only one of them arrived. Two of the others had 
turned back with engine trouble and the fourth had crashed into the 
ocean. The survivor, a battered veteran of three months of bombing 
missions, suffered from faulty brakes and inoperative turbosuperchargers. 
MacArthur refused to fly in it. He fired off angry messages to Washington 
and Sydney and waited for another two days while a more fitting fleet of 
three span-new 33-17’s were being flown up from Australia for him. In 
these on the night of March 16-17, he and his family and staff traversed 
the 1,400 miles of Japanese-controlled air to northern Australia.

Shortly after his arrival MacArthur asked for a press conference and 
told reporters:

I am glad indeed to be in immediate co-operation with the Australian 
soldier. I know him well from World War days and admire him greatly. . . . 
I have every confidence in the ultimate success of our joint cause, but 
success in modern war requires something more than courage and willing
ness to die. It requires careful preparation. This means furnishing sufficient 
troops and sufficient materiel to meet the known strength of the potential 
enemy. No general can make something from nothing. My success or failure 
will depend primarily upon the resources which our respective governments 
place at my disposal. My faith in them is complete. In any event I shall do 
my best. I shall keep the soldier’s faith.

In this statement—one of the most clear and honest of his career—the 
chastened MacArthur apologized for past mistakes to the men he had left 
behind and promised them vengeance. Theirs, however, would be the 
hunger, humiliations, filth, fever, torture, and despair of imprisonment, 
and theirs the curses against MacArthur and Roosevelt which would be 
found scribbled on death-cell walls when Japanese concentration camps 
were liberated three years later.10

On March 10, a few hours before MacArthur began his personal 
anabasis from Corregidor, British Foreign Secretary Right Honorable

10 As a sixteen-year-old, suffering from dengue fever and malnutrition, I spent the 
first week of February 1945, after the U.S. liberation of Manila, in one of those 
cells in old Bilibid Prison. It was a room about 12 by 20 feet, solidly walled on the 
short sides and open to the air through iron gratings on the long sides. It was then 
a hospital ward for American civilian'internees who had passed their first thirty-six 
months of Japanese imprisonment outside Baguio in the mountains to the north. I 
shared the room with five other fellow internee patients. A year earlier it had been 
stuffed with fifty to a hundred veterans of Corregidor with bashed limbs, malaria, 
and dysentery. I long studied a graffito on the wall above me jeviling Roosevelt and 
MacArthur in obscene terms. The author, I was told, had died in the cell of hunger, 
thirst, and a general septicemia. ,
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V S .  planes from flying off the airfields there, was but one of the prepara
tions which Hirohi to approved^ in ;an effort to. increase Jap an ’s staying 
power. F irst the Co-Prosperity Sphere would be ‘‘completed .and pen 
fee ted” by eliminating the last W estern enclave. in Asia: .Cbrregidor.. 
Then— so the plan stated— the Navy would advance into the Coral Sea 
between N ew : Guinea and Australia in order to capture New Caledonia 
and cu t ■ U .S —A ustralian  shipping lanes: Finally an armada would be’ 
dispatched to  occupy M idway .Island - qn-;the- way- to, Hawaii^ati4i*fjjrcf 
rem nants of the.-US; Pacific. M eet to  fight a decisive1 last-^Battle f̂-;!:;

THE DEATH OF CORREGIDOR ? i;

All through A pril 1942 heavy Japanese • artillery -.on -fte .’heyilytwim;': 
peninsula of Bataan dueled with heavy American artillery, on Corregidor, • 
the island rock off the tip of the peninsula. The U.S. guns had been emt 
placed scientifically at great expense before the war. The rock was honey-., 
combed with tunnels filled with ammunition and impervious^tb bombard-: 
ment. A t first the Corregidor guns had the best of the shoot-outs simply 
by virtue of caliber. But gradually the Japanese' ability, to look down and 
report hits from airplanes gave the. mobile field pieces on Bataan an ad
vantage. One by one the great 10-tpn mortars of Corregidor were silenced 
by direct hits which first smashed the steel gun ports and finally, stopped . 
the U.S. muzzles with rubble., By M ay 3 only. t\yo, of the bigv guns hvere- 
still firing and the whole , of, Corregidor’s “ topside” looked; like ai hewly^ 
excavated quarry. T hat day and the next the Japanese batteriespedoubled^: 
their barrage in w hat was obviously intended as a , final softening, up. . . ;.

Between 11 p .m . and midnight on M ay 5, some 600 Japanese .out of : 
Un amphibious assault force of over 2,000 survived the two-mile crossing 
from  Bataan and succeeded in  digging in on, Corregidor’s,;blasted,shingle.; 
A ll through the night the 6,500-odd Filamerican defenders fiied from their 
tunnels and. attempted with rifles .and.bayonets to drive, the.invadersback.- 
into.the bay. Jlonm a poured all the men and assault craft he could muster 
into maintaining: the beachhead, Uespite his reinforcement by sdme.:50,000 j  
men six weeks earlier, he was desperately, short of combat troops. Simply, 
being in Bataan had given m ost of his men dysentery or malaria. ' >,

' . ^ e n  the sun rose, General Warnwright, had sent ou t. from: ffie-.tuhnelsy 
his last infantrym en: the “4th Provisional Battalion,” apick-iip  team of 

. trained paint scrapers and deck swabbers left in Manila harbor by. mer
chant and naval vessels. They, too, had failed to dislodge the Japanese . 
foothold;.One'"moire m i g h t - a s s a u l t ,

= calculatcd. would ieave Corregidor a .disorganized,1f d e m q r a h z ^ ;: 
; to; to t ai4mt<foe^y:Arfo ;So m  
for foofo; re in fo rc e m e n t 

: ■ the lines under flag of tpice.y../d>v y
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While the U.S. forces had deteriorated, General Honma’s command 

had been strengthened to make impossible any second miscalculation. His 
battered 16th Division and 65th Brigade had been restored to full strength 
in February with fresh replacement troops who were by now trained and 
integrated into the skeletal veteran units which had survived the January 
offensive. In addition some 15,000 men had been brought in from the 
crack 4th Division stationed at Osaka in Japan. The reserve force in 
Indochina had contributed about 11,000 men from the 21st Division. 
Colonel Tsuji, die planner of the Malayan campaign, had brought from 
Singapore an augmented regiment of his 5th Division veterans and another 
augmented regiment of volunteers from his 18th Division—in all about
20,000 troops of the highest quality.

In sum total Honma’s 14th Army now numbered about 110,000 of the 
best front-line troops, supported by enough artillery to blast a breach in 
the Maginot Line. U.S. Major General Edward King’s Bataan command, 
hy comparison, consisted of just over 70,000 gaunt, listless, fever-wracked, 
dysentery-ridden gun-bearers. Only a quarter of them had ever considered 
themselves soldiers and of these less than half were still classified as 
“effectives.” Even in this small fraction of fractions on whom General 
King most relied, morale was low. The men felt that they had already 
held out longer than any other Allied troops in the Far East. They had 
been abandoned and adjudged expendable. They wanted food and rest 
and they yearned for decent capture and imprisonment.

April 3, the day that Chief of Staff Sugiyama arrived in Manila, was 
Good Friday 1942. It was that day that the overwhelming Japanese forces 
gathered in northern Bataan began their offensive. The “Good Friday 
attack” ran ahead of its timetable and overachieved its objectives almost 
from the moment of its launching. The eastern half of the Filamerican 
line collapsed in the first twenty-four hours of fighting. A handful of 
relatively well-fed U.S. officers repeatedly halted routs and reformed lines 
by brandishing pistols. The men on the western half of the Filamerican 
line were ordered to make a counterattack on the Japanese flank. Only 
a few of the front-line troops even tried to obey the order. The rest felt 
themselves too weak from hunger and disease to drag themselves over the 
tops of their trenches.

On April 9, six days after the beginning of the Japanese offensive, 
Major General King was forced to acknowledge that the men on Bataan 
were no longer a fighting force and would soon be annihilated company 
by company. General Wainwright, whom MacArthur had left in over-all 
command on Corregidor, ordered him to go on fighting to the death. King 
could see no prospect of inflicting much damage on the enemy by 
sacrificing the 70,000 men under his command and so decided to disobey 
Wainwright’s orders. ,
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tou r through the conquered southern areas. In  Bali, on  M ay 4 } he gave 
audience to a ir and naval commanders who were supposed, in the weeks 
ahead, to occupy o r isolate Australia. O n M ay 8, he was in Manila to wit
ness a bedraggled procession of U.S. troops from Corregidor being walked 
through the downtown streets on their way to concentration camp. Be
cause of General W ainwright’s co-operation, it was not a death but merely 
a  hum iliation m arch.

THE CORAL SEA

O n that same day, M ay 8, Japan’s scientifically planned and predictably 
successful Strike South suddenly jerked to a halt. I t had been moving 
ahead of schedule because of a long run of good luck: the right rain and 
the right shine w henever needed and many a hole-in-one bomb drop. 
Now abruptly the laws of chance reasserted their arbitrary authority in 
one of the m ost im partially accident-ridden encounters which has ever 
changed the course o f  history. I t was as if ships and planes were mo
m entarily forgotten while A m aterasu the Sun Goddess squatted down with 
the Statue of L iberty  to shoot crap.

This event, which has been charitably remembered as a battle, the 
Battle o f the Coral Sea, took place in the amethystine, reef-girdled waters 
which separate eastern New Guinea, the Louisades, the Solomons, the 
N ew  H ebrides, and New Caledonia from the northeastern coast of Aus
tralia. Nowhere on earth basks a balmier or more beautiful sea basin. 
There it was tha t the weirds went wild and improvised.

Scientific cryptanalysis gave the U.S. Navy an initial advantage by tell
ing R ear A dm iral Chester Nimitz, the post Pearl H arbor commander of 
the Pacific Fleet, th a t the Japanese were going to send an invasion force 
around the high mountainous barrier of New Guinea to seize Port 
M oresby. This was the m ain Australian base on the south shore of New 
Guinea and commanded the approaches to Australia’s populous east coast. 
In  his advance inform ation, Nimitz saw a fine opportunity to lay an am
buscade. The carriers Enterprise and Hornet, however, were still on their 
way back to Pearl H arbor from  launching Doolittle’s raiders. Consequently 
Nim itz could arm  his trap  with only the heavy carrier Lexington and the 
medium carrier Y o r k t o w n .  The Japanese Port Moresby task force included 
two heavy carriers, Z u i k a k u  and S h o k a k u ,  and one light carrier, Shoho.

On route to  the battleground the Japanese forces stopped off to land a 
garrison on the little island of Tulagi, just north of Guadalcanal in the 
Solomons. N imitz’s carrier commander, R ear Admiral Frank Jack 
Fletcher, revealed his presence prem aturely by sending his carrier planes 
on M ay 4  to attack the Japanese beachhead on Tulagi. In three waves 
and 105 missions, his pilots expended twenty-two torpedoes, seventy-six 

'  000-pound bombs, and over 80,000 rounds of machine-gun bullets an
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Headquarters,” on “experts in Yen Hsi-shan operations.” 1T After the war 
Hirohito’s Army minions gave Honma the role of scapegoat and he 
accepted it because of his failure in Bataan before the Death March, not 

' because of his titular authority during it. In effect, MacArthur, by an ironic 
twist which pleased his Japanese misinformants, had Honma sentenced to 
death for having been an inefficient enemy.

■When the Death March began at Mariveles on the southern tip of 
Bataan, many Japanese officers who realized and opposed what was about 
to happen made a point of showing their disapproval in front of the 
common soldiers ̂ who were lo b e  the executioners. Some of these dissident 
officers offered canteens of water and packs of cigarettes to marchers. 
Others stopped prisoners to ask if personal effects had been stolen from 
them, then slapped the faces of noncommissioned Japanese pilferers in 
order to return to the prisoners their wedding bands and watches. Still 
other Japanese officers went to the length of seeking out and publicly 
embracing tottering Americans whom they had known before the war at 
U.S. colleges. None of the Westernized Japanese officers, including General 
Honma, however, tried to countermand the secret orders which had been 
spread by Colonel Tsuji and his fellow staff officers. The orders seemed 
to be backed by imperial authority brought to Manila by the hand of 
Chief of Staff Sugiyama on April 3.

The guards assigned to escort the U.S. prisoners over the 60-mile course 
of the Death March were hardened veterans of the 16th Division. Almost 
all of them had been wounded in the first attacks on Bataan in January 
and early February. Many of their sergeants had officiated under Prince 
Asaka and Nakajima Kesago at the rape of Nanking in December-January 
1937-38.

The whole concept of the Death March was infused with peculiarly 
Japanese notions of excuse, justification, and legality. None of the U.S. 
prisoners were taken out forthrightly and butchered as the Chinese captives 
had been at Nanking. Instead the sick and weary who fell out of step.
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I? Japanese officers tell no tales on one another hut the membership of the “China 
gang" is Well known from other sources and contexts. It consisted of General Staff 
intelligence officers who emerged from the plots of the early 1930’s as proteges of 
Prince Higashikuni and Prince Asaka, and who went on to play important roles in 
the Marco Polo Bridge Incident and the rape of Nanking, Three of the most im
portant of them involved in the Bataan Death March Were: Major General Wachi 
Takaji, who in March 1942 was forced on Honma as his new chief of staff and who, 
in 1937, as chief of the Special Service Organ in Peking had arranged the Marco 
Polo Bridge Incident; Lieutenant General Mudaguchi Renya, who brought Honma 
his 18th Division reinforcements from Malaya, and who, in 1937, had commanded 
the Japanese regiment at Maico Polo Bridge: and finally “Kill-all-prisoners” Cho 
samu of the October Plot, the Nanking rape, the Lake Khasan Incident, and the 1945 
sst stand on Okinawa. In April 1942 Cho was a major general handling liaison 
etween the headquarters of General Terauchi in Saigon and of General Honma in 

Manila.



naissance pilots m ust represent either misidentifications or a diabolical 
Am erican plot.

While the prudent Inouye waited for enlightenment, the Statue of Lib
erty m ade a lucky throw. E n route to  target, Fletcher’s hastily dispatched 
planes happened to notice off to starboard another covering force for the 
P ort M oresby invasion, a hitherto unsuspected quantity, the Japanese light 
carrier Shoho steaming along independently with a light screen of cruisers 
and destroyers. The U.S. dive-bomber flight leader, Lieutenant Com
m ander William L . Hamilton, knew a bird in hand when he saw one. He 
led in his ninety-two torpedo and dive-bombers to the attack and, despite 
indifferent m arksm anship, succeeded in sinking Shoho in twenty-six min
utes. Some 500 Japanese sailors and pilots went down with their ship. 
According to  a few captured survivors, their vessel sank because the last 
of the attacking American planes, frustrated by Shoho’s obstinate buoy
ancy, crash-dived into her and blew her up with unexpected suddenness. 
According to U.S. records, only three of the American planes failed to 
return  to their flight decks.

L ater tha t same afternoon three of Fletcher’s cruisers and five of his 
destroyers crossed the exit from the passage through the Louisades by 
which the Port Moresby invasion transports were supposed to enter the 
Coral Sea. Admiral Inouye at once instructed the invasion fleet to hang 
back  and tread w ater while his carrier planes disposed of the threat. Forty- 
two Japanese bombers attacked in three waves but Rear Admiral John 
Crace, the Australian commander of the squadron, succeeded in dodging 
the bombs without a scratch. No sooner had the Japanese bombers dis
appeared over the horizon than Crace was set upon by U.S. land-based 
B-26’s from  Australia. By skillful maneuvering he succeeded in surviving 
this “friendly” attack also and lodged a protest which MacArthur’s public 
relations officers succeeded in suppressing and disregarding.

As dusk fell on M ay 7, the Lexington and Yorktown, which were 
equipped with radar, and Zuikaku and Shokaku, which possessed superior 
search auxiliaries, had still failed to locate and hit one another directly. 
A dm iral Fletcher decided to postpone future battle until morning, and 
Adm iral Inouye sent out twenty-seven bombers and torpedo bombers to 
make, if possible, a night attack. In one of the few well-informed de
cisions of the battle, Fletcher learned of their approach from radar and 
sent up interceptors in time to jump them in the twilight. For the first 
time in W orld W ar II, the American pilots had the best of a dogfight and 
shot down nine planes for three losses. The surviving eighteen Japanese 
pilots became confused on their way home and six of them tried to land 
on  the Yorktown. Communications officers aboard the American carrier 
did all they could to copy blinker signals and bring the Japanese pilots into 
range of the Yorktown’s guns, but only one of the enemy planes could 
be blown out of the sky before the rest of them were spooked and ran
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ants. A handful of American airmen and officers did the same and lived to 
lead guerrilla bands of fellow drop-outs in the years ahead.

The full horror of the Death March was best appreciated by those who 
brought up the rear. They saw the results of deeds which Japanese had 
never done to Japanese, which Germans had never done so publicly to 
Jews, which Western troops had not experienced since Khartoum or the 
Black Hole of Calcutta. Corpses and faded purple intestines were draped 
by the yard on Filipino farm fences. Open-mouthed bodies lay in puddles 
along tire roadside ditches. Beheaded torsos leaned against walls, squatting 
frozen in their last act of toilet.

News of the great reprisal spread quickly from the Filipino barrios in 
northern Bataan. In the last stretches of the march, the streets of Lubao 
and San Fernando soon became lined with Filipino women bearing food, 
water, herbals, and bandages which were passed to the marchers despite 
the sternest efforts of their guards. Behind the peasant women wealthy 
Filipinos from Manila stood looking for their sons. In shops and cantinas 
deals were made with Japanese captains and sergeants which saved the 
lives of some of the Philippines’ most prominent scions. The same deals 
greatly strengthened Japan’s puppet government in the Philippines during 
the three years ahead.

Through Chief of Staff Sugiyama and through daily reading of secret 
police reports, Hirohito was at least indirectly responsible for the Death 
March and aware of its magnitude.10 Japanese attuned to such delicate 
matters point to certain episodic sidelights in the Court records which 
suggest that Hirohito, at the time of the march, was feeling no regrets. 
On the contrary he was busy preparing fresh brutalities for other occupied 
areas and silencing objections from softhearted women in his Court circle.

On April 5, Hirohito approved the appointment of a certain Korematsu 
Junichi as chief secretary and effective regent for the civil administrator 
of the entire eastern half of the Co-Prosperity Sphere. It was an incredible 
choice. Korematsu was a mobster from the slums, one of those who 
organized shape-up bosses and controlled Japanese coolie labor. Lord 
Privy Seal Kido knew the man well and had long used him as a personal 
go-between and informant in dealings with the ultranationalistic gangs of 
the underworld. Now Korematsu would dispense his rough-and-ready 
street justice over the extended exurban neighborhood of Celebes, New 
Guinea, the Bismarcks, the Marianas, the Carolines, the Marshalls, and the 
Gilbert Islands.
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10 If Hirohito did not issue secret orders for the Death March in advance, he 
s ould, at the least, have known of it in time to save most of its 10,000 victims. Even 
assuming that somehow, during the twelve days of the march, he shirked his reading 
st ST and CUt himself off from his 'usual sources of information, then he would 

1 ave to be held accountable, because a year later when the U.S. government 
owed the Death March to be publicized throughout the world, Hirohito ordered 
investigation, no courts-martial, and no punishment of the executioners.



light carrier sunk and one U.S, heavy carrier sunk. The strategic score 
from  the Japanese point of view, was one invasion temporarily postponed. 
H irohito was irked and im patient, but not concerned. H e expected to 
resum e the  southeasterly advance in July and drive it home to die shores 
of New Zealand. On M ay 26, eighteen days after Coral Sea, he asked 
his chief aide-de-camp, General H asunum a Shigeru, to have someone look 
into the handling of a  touchy diplomatic question: the sovereignty of New 
Caledonia. This M assachusetts-sized island north of New Zealand belonged 
to  the French, bu t w hether to D e Gaulle or Petain remained a moot point. 
W ould Vichy or Berlin be offended when Japan annexed it?

F rom  the  U.S. point of view the stand-off a t the Coral Sea represented 
a  m onth  o r m ore of time in which U.S. manufacturers might yet make 
good their boast of technological pre-eminence. The reckoning was to 
come only a  m onth later a t Midway. The manufacturers were not ready 
for it and by all rights th e  United States might then have lost the war. But 
the Statue of L iberty was now throwing sevens.

MIDWAY

Two square miles of barren  briny scrub were at issue. Midway’s two 
islets, Sand and Eastern, together with an undeveloped, uninhabited rock 
nam ed K ure a  hundred miles to the west, lay all alone in the northwestern 
quadrant of the  Pacific Ocean. Midway’s airstrip, a third of the way on 
a  direct line from  Pearl H arbor to Tokyo, served as the salient point in 
the U.S, air-search-and-patrol triangle maintained between Midway, Pearl 
H arbor, and the Aleutians. W ithout Midway, U.S. intelligence would have 
no  relay station through which to radio-eavesdrop on the Co-Prosperity 
Sphere and no early warning line of air reconnaissance with which to de
tect incoming Japanese invasion fleets.

O n the battle fo r M idway’s unprepossessing acres rode more than Presi
dent Roosevelt and his chiefs of staff cared to admit at the time. Indeed, 
few battles since Thermopylae have been fought more desperately and 
for better reason. If  the Japanese h ad  won the battle they would have 
been in a position to carry out their plan for taking Hawaii in August 
1942. They intended to go on to seize the Panama Canal and terrorize 
California, forcing the United States to abandon Australia, cancel plans for 
an expeditionary force to the European theater, and concentrate all re
sources on the defense of the U.S. West Coast. Under these conditions, 
Japanese strategists thought that the Anglo-American alliance would break 
down; tha t combined German-Japanese pressure would make American 
business interests turn  against President Roosevelt; that perhaps the lead
ing Am erican families, assumed to be politically conservative, would bring 
the United States over to the Axis side. Fortunately for the inner peace of 
W ashington, American strategists never had  to evaluate,-even contingently,
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. fed calculated that the two approaching U.S. carriers would not be able 
/ . to;:launch: a threat;with.' standard-issue short-range Navy bombers for 
ws'maiiy;houft' fyet..Ten ?of -Doolittle’s /planes zeroed in on Tokyo minutes 
^%M:>Md;.frbmv:Se\^falidirectioris in a diabolical random fashion which 
Y- confused- and terrified the most brilliant tacticians at Imperial General 

Headquarters. Doolittle’s own plane, the first to arrive on target, flew 
directly,overthe. Imperial Palace, which he had been told to spare, and 

;l;dumped His!2,000{pounds of incendiary clusters in downtown Tokyo, in 
: the Shinbashi statipn area. The other nine Tokyo raiders hit steel plants 

• and oil refineries in north Tokyo and along the dockfront in south Tokyo. 
Some of the latecomers were hounded by Japanese fighters and jettisoned 

.i iheir: bomb loads haphazardly in order to lighten ship, gain speed, and 
. escape. They hit a middle school, a hospital, and several purely residential 
! streets. By. chance they also ignited a large, camouflaged oil-storage farm 

which burned black and heavy for many hours after the raid was over.
Three more of Doolittle’s raiders struck factories and oil tanks in 

Yokohama;; two h it. the industrial town of Nagoya on the way to Kyoto; 
' one struck Kobe on the Inland Sea and caused a remarkable amount of

: damage to the Kawasaki aircraft factory.
•! By one o’clock in the afternoon the raid was over. Fifty Japanese were 

, ;dead, 252 \vounded,v^ ninety factory buildings gutted. A fuel farm and 
■ ;Six 'large, gas tanks; had been subtracted from Japan’s most precious 

stockpile,-her liquid fuel. : /
v-v;!One of ;Db6little’s . raiders, short on gas, turned north to Russia and 

landed near Vladivostok. After a three-hour feast of celebration and toast
g with the staff of the local Russian commander, the plane’s 

!! .fiv?'roan;crew;was flown to central Russia where it was interned for over 
. a year before.being'allowedj diplomatically, to escape into Iran.

. j .■ -Ppphttle’s other -fifteen-marauders made for Chuchow, a railway town 
in south central China, about 200 miles south of the Yangtze, in an area 

-. which the. Japanese had; never taken the trouble to occupy. All of the 
planes ran out of fuel short of their mark. Three of the crews crash-landed 

the. ocean south of Shanghai, a few yards from the shore; one pancaked 
. °n the still waters of a rice paddy; the other twelve, over mountainous 
\  l efraui:farther inland, set their planes on automatic pilot and bailed out.

raiiiy./nighti':-The• .planes' crashed against mountain tops. The 
parachutists—except for one whose chute did not open— sprained ankles 
and cracked ribs against wet, mountainsides all over the Chinese province 

. of Chekiang. The men of .one crew floated to earth just south of Japanese- 
held Nanchang and were taken captive immediately. /

The crews of two of the planes which crash-landed in the surf off the 
. shore both suffered debilitating injuries. One of them, due to the efforts of 

a.. singleuninjured vhineteenryear-old; corporal, David J. Thatcher, was 
siuuggled put qf Japanese^eastern China on,stretchers by hardy: peasants



the Battle of the Coral Sea tha t the Japanese were planning something big 
in the central Pacific in early June, Even w ithout full access to Yama
m oto’s Adm irals’ Code, U.S. cryptographers had m ade enough sense out 
of m onitored Japanese flee t' messages to  learn  the gist of Yamamoto’s ' 
plan and to know that i t  was directed against a point in the Pacific called 
A F  for “Am erican Forces.” Nimitz’s own analysts thought * this point was 
M idway; analysts in W ashington, who thought m ore globally, believed 
A F  stood for Hawaii. N imitz had the garrison on Midway send out a bogus 
radio message complaining that their water distillation plant had broken 
down. A  few days later U.S. Navy monitors picked up a Japanese message 
informing Y am am oto tha t A F was short of fresh water.

O n his own responsibility, Nimitz had already set in motion the U.S, 
p lan for the Battle of Midway. I t  was simply to get into Midway as many 
men. guns, and airplanes as the islets would hold and to move as secietly 
as possible into Midway waters every available fighting ship.

O n M ay 26, nine days before the battle, the U.S. earners Enterprise 
and Hornet pulled into Pearl H arbor from a vain dash toward the action 
in  the Coral Sea after their successful sneak approach on Tokyo with the 
Doolittle raiders. Their tired, liberty-hungry crews were set to work at 
once preparing the ships to sail again in less than  forty-eight hours. The 
navigator of the Enterprise, Commander Richard Ruble, listened to the 
briefing fo r key officers on the forthcoming Midway mission, and said, 
“T hat m an of ours in Tokyo is worth every cent we pay him.” '

The next day, M ay 27, the carrier Yorktown limped into Pearl Harbor 
from h er drubbing nineteen days earlier in the  Coral Sea. She had made 
the 4,500-mile voyage under her own steam but at ten knots attended 
by  a  swarm of fretfully solicitous destroyers. She leaked badly from near 
misses, and the one bomb which had hit her had penetrated four decks and 
touched off fuel and ammunition fires which had made a shambles of her 
interior. The Japanese counted her sunk. Admiral Nimitz gave his ship
yard  commanders three days to repair her. American welders and fitters 
moved aboard a t once and wrought wonders which could not be matched 
at tha t time by any Japanese shipyard. Some of them worked on her with
out sleep for the next forty-eight hours. Some of them  were still aboard her 
and returned ashore in tugs when she cleared Diamond Head on May 30 
and hied herself after the Enterprise and Hornet which had left for Midway
on M ay 28. "

The sailing of the American carriers, with their screens of cruisers and 
destroyers, was entirely unknown to Admiral Yamamoto. In operationa 
planning he had assigned the task of keeping watch on Pearl Harbor to 
his advance force of submarines, commanded by Big Brother Vice A - 
m iral M arquis Komatsu Teruhisa, the cousin of the Empress who ha 
presided a t the Naval Staff'College during the Pearl Harbor planning m
1941. M arquis Komatsu exercised his submarine command at Midway
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.Chekiang and adjoining areas south of the Yangtze “to destroy the air 
* bases from which the enemy might conduct aerial raids on the Japanese 
Homeland.”

Hirohito’s orders were unusually specific on this occasion:

The captured areas will be occupied for a period estimated at approxi
mately one month. Airfields, military installations, and important lines of 
communication will be totally destroyed.

Separate instructions will be issued in regard to matters pertaining to 
the moment of withdrawal. . . .

The commander in chief of the China Expeditionary Army will begin the 
operation as soon as possible. He will concentrate on the annihilation of the 
enemy and the destruction of key enemy air bases in the Chekiang area.

A hundred thousand Japanese troops were called from garrison duty 
to break the uneasy truce with Chiang Kai-shek. They began to descend 
on Chekiang only a fortnight after the last American plane had crashed. 
They continued to ravage the entire Pennsylvania-sized area of Chekiang 
and adjoining Kiangsi for three months. When they finally withdrew in 
mid-August 1942, they had killed 250,000 Chinese, most of them civilians. 
The villages at which the American fliers had been entertained on their 
way west to Chungking were reduced to cinder heaps, every man, woman, 
and babe in them put to the sword. In the whole of Japan’s brutal eight- 
year war with China, the vengeance on Chekiang would go down unrivaled 
except by the ferocious march on Nanking in 1937.

It was not the damage caused by Doolittle or his sacrilege in violating 
the sacred air space of Japan which angered Hirohito. The raid was 
clearly a propaganda spectacular staged to hearten U.S. servicemen and 
civilians who were tired of deFeats. It had cost more than it had gained 
and was not likely to be repeated. Moreover, it had reminded Japanese 
that their islands were vulnerable to air attack from the empty oceans 
toward the sunrise; it would help the government in getting the people 
to take air-raid drills and civilian defense seriously.

What most disturbed Hirohito was the answer implicit in the raid to the 
peace feelers which he had put out through Lisbon and Geneva after the 
fall of Singapore. He had offered then to halt Japan’s advance at any 
Moment and stop the massacre of hopelessly beleaguered Allied garrisons. 
Until the Doolittle raid, he had hoped that his diplomatic feelers might 
still elicit a response. Doolittle’s incendiaries, however, clearly stated that 
the United States was not yet ready to settle, that the terms had not 
changed since the Hull-Nomura conversation of 1941, that Roosevelt still 
insisted on “self-determination” and “freedom of opportunity” throughout 
Asia before he would consider1 any Japanese claim to a “special position” 
there.

It would be a long war and the butchery in Chekiang, to prevent
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it, and they could not.’ act updn-it withbu  ̂
moyihgitheirvs cordons, of. surveillance: Which'- Yamamoto

;  believed; to, IjeXstrang^ Pacificby Marquis Komatsu’s
\ -submarihe^bif^packy"^^'' :  ̂ -• ='v

A: week.later;''at dawn on June 3, Yamamoto’s northern force began 
operations by launching twenty-two bombers and twelve fighters for a raid 
on Dutch Harbor, the main U.S. base in the Aleutians. To the puzzlement 
of .the?attackers no  UvSfi planes were .caught on the ground and; the only 
targets were oil tanks and a radio shack. On their way back to their 
flight decks- the; raiders spotted ^some U.S; destroyers offshore, but the 
weather closed i n  and for the next three days the northern force milled 
about in it waiting on events to the south.

B y that , evening the forces for the Battle of Midway were in position. 
Yam am oto’s four, advance carriers, under Admiral Nagumo, were steam
ing = in on M idway tlirough a front of bad weather from the northwest. 
Since the attack on Pearl H arbor, Nagumo’s task force had fared proudly, 
raiding “Darwin , in February  and sinking the British carrier Hermes, plus 
a cruiser and a destroyer, off Ceylon in; April. Admiral Nimitz’s three 
carriers, which as yet had, no boastworthy record, were steaming about 
surreptitiously northeast of Midway, hiding in squalls and awaiting their 
chancq;. T h e  Americans knew, that the Japanese were in the vicinity; the 
Japanese thought that the Americans were a t least 1,200 miles to the east 
beyond the Japanese submarine picket lines.

;A t:4:20 on the m orning of June 4 Admiral Nagumo’s carriers began 
to ilaunch thirty-six bombers; thirty-six dive-bombers, and thirty-six Zeros 
for n: strike against the. airstrip and M arine garrison at Midway. Half an 
h o p fek te ri when the planes had all reached; their formations and were 
wingington :their?way3 Nagumo had  routine precautions taken against the 
unlikely; possibility that there might be a U.S. fleet in, the area. Recon- 

; naissance planes took off belatedly to execute a lackadaisical search pat- 
te tn  ;,over;the;surrounding ocean. Seventy-two o f the bombers and thirty- 
six of the fighters remaining on board Nagumo’s carriers were armed 
with-, suitable-weapons'fo.r attack, if necessary, o n  hostile surface vessels.

.M idway th e M a rin e , .garrison, which had been greatly reinforced 
with m en  and machines during the previous fortnight, knew from aerial re
connaissance that a, convoy of Japanese troop transports was approaching 
from the southwest. The men1 had been told to assume that Japanese car
riers were simultaneously descending from the northwest. And so ; at 5.53 

•AiM;,;wh'en;'theVmc'pkkg-kPM e se TlM es apPeared as b°Seys on a radar 
screen,-U.S. pilots were ready and; waiting. Fifteen ® -17 Flying Fortresses 
had already taken  off tb bomb the convoy Of transportstp , the southwest. 

cThey were, t e b i r e e ^  carriers iiyfhe borfliwest'^The oiHer,.§ndy"
iitwripiiokfbn Midway ;sk^ bombT
fiefs to ward the carriers; twenty-five o f them  spiraled, up for altitude-so rthat ,
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.v - i - w i t h ; • General/.Honma,\ General Wainwright; tried 
%tci ̂ apit^iate 'itiy ffie Corregidor}. alone; -He was,:, however,..‘the
^ulfularxbmffland^ in the Philippines: the 50,000 who
• ;still clung :to ;life: in;Japanese :prison : camps,:: and the 20,000 who still

■ Panay, Leyte, Samar, < Mindoro, and North 
:■ .tuzon, :as \^cll ,fe deafened, shell-shocked members Of his per- .

sonal command in Corregidor. ;• ' ; . . . v
: . hours to think over his offer and sugr

gested that; if he did not strike the colors for all U.S. forces in the Philip- 
/ pines, those' who were already in Japanese clutches might suffer , dearly 
;?vfdr'i^ from Honma’s command post'on Bataan,
. : he found that, during the cease-fire, Japanese troops had swarmed ashore 
h  qn;,.Gp#egid6f;;ahd^occupied even the entrance to the central Malinta 
V; "tunnel ̂ hich ,hpuseid:the rock’s hospital and kitchens.
;^'iK^ern'’sle^les's "nighf ’Wainwright had no choice but to order the U.S;

troops in the. southern islands of the Philippines' to submit themselves;
^: unaefeated,;;do’̂ captivity. Since Wainwright commanded only
;; 6,50’O .ifien 'and Major General William Sharp'in Mindanao Commanded '
; /,inore than twice that number, it was a difficult order to enforce. In what 
T; -States; the most humiliating moment of World War Ilj
|V̂ ^Wainwright' on,the next day, May 7, broadcast .his decision from the Jap- 
' Tatieseradio  ̂istation in Manila. MacArthur in Australia order^d-'_Majpr;Gdii- 

.eral Sharp to pay no attention to the broadcast since it was obviously made 
Tender duress. Wainwright,: however, followed up his radio speech ,hy send- 
H; ing-members of his Ttafh to ’carry,letters, from -him,••.under- Japanese;escort,
• to .Sharp and-his other subordinate commanders. . :--V.V'.

Sharp,-for one, acknowledged that the American: lives which the Jap
anese already held in: their hands counted for more than anything which 
he.!and^is}menrc^d;.accomplish militarily. He surrendered most of his 

•/.. l-^ ^ ^ .^ d p p sV an d  :5'fpjrced':-his satellite commanders-m. other southern, 
'̂ .■islands’tptdo-iik^ time he encouraged;those few Filameri-

• cans \vh° knew the 'terrain and had the individualistic talents for it to .
:r>:= t^p Jol^errUlat wartaret -Gerieral Honma-was satisfied' The men of Cor- 

.regidor \vere:moved to the starving, disease-ridden Japanese concentration 
- 'pamps Without special reprisal. And tl'idse U.S.'soldiers in the south and far •

;prispnef7of-war status for the- prfe^’
carious, and totally unprivileged, status of guerrilla-spy fought on. Some . . 
ofrihem. succeeded so. well as irregulars that, in the 'mountains of M in-, .
. nnao, they maintained throughout the war a prison camp in which the .. 

y w erfr-Jg p ah ese i‘i v ly.^Mv f T >!»' .*• ri''-’ • ■.X> :yy ' i ~ f " '  ' 
final bombardment of Corregidor and The daysf of. General . 

iatlbn, ->ĉ riri.c6 b-KSg^hilcuni’si' ̂ fenly-fiVe-ye^-rold ̂ s‘oi|v- - .
: h —5 c^ ss^ atel Companion, and near twin of Hirohilo’s Army '.. .. . 

/ ot‘ier> Prihce^Mikasd,' ieprResented • ’̂ &e imperimVfamiiy'.'m . a T r i u m p M n t .



survive, they had no t enough fuel to m ake it  home. Forty-four out of the 
seventy-eight crews perished according to  their expectations. Worst of all 
they did no t m anage in  their dying to  register a single hit on any of the 
Japanese ships. The apparent-futility of their sacrifice, the inferiority of 
their weapons, and the superior professionalism of their antagonists frus
trated diem as they died, bu t by a  stroke of luck their lives were not 
w asted. < Their insistent, ill-co-ordinated attacks finally drove Admiral 
Nagum o to m ake a fatal error of judgment which cost Japan her hope 
of winning the  war.

In  brief detail w hat happened was this. A t 7 :05  a .m . six U.S. Avenger 
torpedo bombers bore in on the Japanese fleet. They launched their fish 
while trying to evade the bullets of Zeros which were on their tails. Their 
slow, ill-finned, ill-fused torpedoes were all dodged successfully by the 
helmsmen of the Japanese carriers. Only one of the six Avengers flew 
away from  that bom b run. N ext at 7 :11  a .m . came four Army B-26 
M arauders, also armed with torpedoes. The Zeros got one of them, the 
anti-aircraft guns got another, and the other two skipped away over the 
spume for home. Their torpedoes, adroitly avoided by the Japanese 
helmsmen, ran  away tow ard the empty horizon. A t 7:55 sixteen of the 
newest M arine dive-bombers descended on the Japanese fleet in a long, 
gentle^ glide attack, which was all that the flight commander felt his green 
pilots were capable of executing. Six of them were shot down by Zeros, 
two m ore by flak. Two of the remaining eight planes survived and all 
eight o f the crews. Again, there were no hits.

A t 8 :1 4  a .m . the fifteen B -17’s from Midway dropped 127,500 pounds 
of bombs on the Japanese ships from 20,000 feet. None of the bombs 
killed anything but fish. The B-17 crews all survived because they were 
flying too high for the carriers’ anti-aircraft guns.

Three minutes later eleven antiquated Marine Vindicator dive-bombers, 
known irreverently by their crews as “Vibrators,” arrived belatedly over 
the Japanese fleet and swooped down at the battleship Haruna. Nine of 
the crews came through the curtain of fire and fled. The Haruna steamed 
on unscathed.

F o r over an hour Adm iral Nagumo and his ship captains had been 
fully occupied with excitement and maneuvering as they dealt with these 
five ineffective U.S. air raids. A t 7 :15 , after the first two, Nagumo had 
been convinced that the Midway airfield would need a second drubbing, 
and had ordered the 108 planes of his second-wave force disarmed of 
torpedoes for fleet attack and reanned with bombs for land-installation 
attack. Then at 7 :28 a .m . a Japanese search plane had reported an enemy 
fleet of indefinite numbers and composition over the horizon to, the north
east. Nagumo requested confirmation and clarification and while waiting 
for it, a t 7 :45 , ordered his sailors to suspend rearming of,the  secon 
wave force and stand by.
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sficcebded jnfforc killing the skipper
■of anotheb with a machine-gun bullet, and in sinking five seaplanes, four 
dimming,bales’; vahd mireem “Disappointing,” Admiral Niiniiz
later teimed thefesults and urgedm oretarget practice for all hands. - ■;o 
r-i-Mying.^ven';;'hunself:'‘.|awtfy, Admiral Fletcher first fled south, then 
turned- abruptly west with hopes of intercepting, the separate Japanese 

/fleet of Port-Moresby-bound troop transports which he calculated would 
‘be 'rouhding .the eastem tip of New Guinea at any'moment. Japanese 
VAdmiral• Inouye; Shigeyoshi, with his main striking force of heavy, car
riers and superior planes and pilots, steamed south in hot pursuit of 
Fietcher. Gn the night of May 6, heading south, Inouye passed 60 miles 
from Fletcher, heading west. Both were desperately looking for. one 
another, but;it: was the closest they would ever come to seeing one an
other; At daylight on May 7, Inouye’s search pilots sighted an eastward- 

/sailmg destroyer and a flattish-topped oiler, the Neosho, which had been 
.detached from Fletcher’s fleet after refueling the previous day. Mistaking. 
;: them/for a .cruiser and a carrier, the Japanese reconnaissance pilots called 
in fifty-two bombers which administered a massive dose of overkill, sink
ing the destroyer aiid leaving oiler Neosho a derelict which had to be 
scuttled.; - ’ 1 v; ' \ .. • ’' / “''I-:':
. V Meanwhile Admiral Fletcher had learned from his scout , planes that 
two carriers and four heavy cruisers were steaming toward him from the 

// northwest./In/ reality; the only force which might have > answered to this 
description was that of the. ships which had passed in the night and were

The squadron seen' by Fletcher’s 
>::scoutsconsisted\^^ light cruisers and some gunboats which
■ were tagging along as reinforcements for the escort of the Port: Moresby 

%ansports.//^ however,- cduld/ hot afford to wait
ôi: confirihatipn of the scouting report, .because, he felt he must strike first 
or be stricken. Accordingly, he launched an all-out attack on the phantom 
force with ninety-three . of his best ‘planes' and •' pilots.

. . Admiral Inouye • a t: that moment was receiving accurate reports of 
: Hetcher’s position but regarded them with a wait-and-see attitude be
cause some obhis fliers already claimed to have sunk one U.S. carrier; that 

; morning-r-the oiler Nbo.f/ro--ahd were now reporting another U.S. ear
ner force: far to the west. This last was an eager Australian-led detach- 

 ̂ ;tnent of;cfuisefs andffestroyers,which had/steamed- Pn ahead of Fletcher’s 
tb/loplofbr;the /Port Moresbydnyasion transports. 

, ^ r^  / I?9u)i:e decided to do hpthing while: waiting for clarification of 
• t.e.ĉ H n8 d iligence  being passed along to him. He knew that the 

: ^ es c°uld not possibly have more than five carriers in the entire 
/ tW° ^a(i: lust accompanied the Doolittle raiders and

ther f ^ t '̂ e1̂ ^ave reaehedthe New: Guinea area without wings; and that,
: ; /' -^v^^^m e-of the fouf earriers/being- reported to him by his recon-



•launched thirty-three dive-bombers, fourteen torpedo planes, and ten fight
ers, and the Hornet had launched thirty-five dive-b6ihbers,: fifteen torpedo 
planes, an ti ten fighters. Since the range to target ,\vas at deast 150 miles, 
the fighters would have almost no chance; of returning unless they spent 
little gas in dogfighting. The torpedo-planes would have a slightly bciter 
chance if they found their quarry: at once and did not; have to hunt for it. 
The dive-bombers would have: die best chance and might reasonably be 
expected to return hom e unless the search for the Japanese fleet was a long 
one. As it turned o u t only the dive-bombers did not fly a one-way. mission;: 
survivors from the fighter and torpedo-plane groups, such few as there: 
would be of them, w ere almost all going out to spend hours in the oceaii 
swimming about in life jackets. The rest of them were -going, to. their 
deaths. .• • • . -

The Hornet’s thirty-five dive-bombers and ten fighters flew to the .re
ported position of the Japanese fleet, then flew a little farther, then turned 
south to  search fo r the Japanese ships in the direction o f ; Midway.: :The 
Hornet's ten fighters ran out of gas and splashed hear-Midway where their 
crews were mostly rescued. The thirty-five dive-bombers landed on /Mid-; 
way, refueled, and rem ained a viable reserve force which; finally returned 
•to"their‘Ship after the battle;:w a s 'P v e r . - ^ v .v ; :v /^ % ; :^

Tl]e thirty-three dive-bombers from the Ew/er/Jr/^ also proceeded tb 
the reported position of Nagum o’s , carriers and, finding it vacant, turned 
north t o . search the w aters: away from Midway.; They continued to  search 
after m ost of their pilots had any hope of eking out the fuel left in their 
tanks for the return home. ;-b

M ean while the fifteen torpedo planes from the Hqrne/ and the fourteen 
torpedo planes from  t h e Enterprise;'escorted By the ten Enterpr/se pursuit; 
planes, succeeded in  finding the Japanese fleet. Lieutenant .Comiriander; 
John C. W aldron, the flight leader of the HornefY torpedo planes, had 
had  a brief conference with his skipper before taking off and had led his 
planes to  the north of the anticipated Japanese position. He was loved 
by his men as, an eccentric from South Dakota who boasted of his Siotix ; 
ancestry, prided himself on/his instincts, rind : insisted 
hunting knives for use in possible crash ]andings: near RobinsOT 
islands. H e told his men that he hafl a hunch that the Japanese admiral 
would m ake a  sudden change of direction to th e n o r th .W  
which may have> been suggested to him by his skipper, proved correct. .In 
case i t  did: riot, fthe fourteen  ̂ torpedo ■‘planes "Jrdm/vthe 
flying off to his left, bisecting the angle between: his flight and that: of the 
two:, d iye-bom ber^oups^y 
;,^A t£9.:20^M .t::;w heft(ffagtop‘^
raiders, Cohamander W aldfon arrived overhead with his knife-girt, crews 
from the H orne /.'T he  directness of his flight from deck. to target wdirid 
have done credit to - a honeybee on rio u te to if l^
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away to look for friendlier decks. Eleven of the remaining seventeen ran 
out of fuel while still searching and “splashed” in the ocean.

The next morning at sunup, May 8, the two carrier fleets Anally learned 
one another’s position from their scout planes. Lexington and Yorktown 
promptly launched all their available aircraft to attack the Japanese fleet. 
Equally promptly Zuikaku and Shokaku launched all their available air
craft to attack the American fleet. Compared with earlier performances 
against Pearl Harbor or Tom Thumb Phillips, the Misty Lagoon bom
bardiers were distinctly below par. The Yorktown evaded their blows en
tirely except for a single bomb which penetrated four decks and killed 
sixty-four men below. The Lexington was hit by at least two torpedoes 
and two bombs but maintained full steam and 25 knots. An early list was 
corrected by counterflooding. It looked as if the “Old Lady,” which still 
included in her crew a few veteran hands who had been with her ever 
since her commissioning in 1928, might yet survive. Then at thirteen min
utes to one in the afternoon her smothered fires somehow met a seepage 
of high-octane gas, touching off a succession of fires and explosions which 
ultimately, more than seven hours later, sent her settling, fully trimmed 
and right side up, to the bottom. All but a few of her crew, who had been 
killed in the fight, swam away and were rescued.

While Lexington sank, her planes and York town's had caused Admiral 
Inouye to retire. Zuikaku had waited out the American attack under the 
cover of a tropical ocean cloud burst. Shokaku, caught in the open, had 
suffered as much deck damage as Lexington and had been counted sunk 
hy U.S. planes. But below decks Shokaku was still sound. U.S. torpedoes 
at that time in the war were almost as difficult to work with as the 
umbering, heavily armored flying machines which American pilots had to 
use as launching platforms. As Japanese Zero pilots could be sure of 
s ooting down unmaneuverable U.S. fighters, so Japanese ship skippers 
could be sure of seeing the wakes of approaching U.S. torpedoes, of 
urmng in time to avoid them or, if necessary, laying on steam and simply 
outrunning them.

So it was that Lexington sank after the battle from an explosion deep 
>u or vitals while Shokaku, her decks mangled and smoking, sailed away 
rom t e action and returned to Japan for extensive repairs. Zuikaku went 
wit her and had to wait in port for months before new pilots could be 

y  t0 rePlace those whom she had lost.
W]iat°V°M,n' surviving U.S. carrier, also limped for home and for 
libertv °Û  ^ave ^cen> under ordinary circumstances, months of refitting, 
tonh 3nd ^  ^oc^- Having recovered many orphans from the Lexing- 
it t* Ŝ C *iacl ab°ar<i a full complement of fliers and planes. And
abbr^ °Ut’ aS & n3atter necessity, that her repairs could be greatly

an<̂  that she could be sent to sea again after only a few days. 
& tactical score for the Battle of the Coral Sea stood at one Japanese



in a m ost improbable development, twelve m o re , U;S. carrier torpedo 
: planes appeared above: I t seemed incredible that any' American commander 
would have sent out three waves of planes all armed with such ineffective 
yveapons ;as;tHe,slow, untrue.A m erican"torpedoes..A dm iral Nagumo; did 
not know it, but he was now under attack by the torpedo planes of the 
third Am erican carrier, thelate-launching Yorktown, which was supposed 
to have been sunk in the Coral Sea. His men coped with the attack as 
efficiently as they had Coped with the torpedo planes of the Hornet and 
Enterprise. His tired Zero pilots splashed seven of the Yorktown's planes; 
three m ore w ere knocked down by gunfire; two disappeared damaged, 
limping for home. Again Nagumo’s skippers, b y , skillful steering, combed 
the. white hairs of the torpedo wakes and let them pass.

The four Japanese carriers turned into the wind, and prepared to launch 
the 108 planes of their second strike. The 108 planes of the first strike, 
which had bombed Midway, were below decks, waiting rearmed, by the 
elevators, to follow them out in an overwhelming blow against the U.S. 
fleet. A t that m om ent the destiny of the United States hung by the slender 
thread of half an hour’s launching time. If the Japanese second strike had 
taken off, all of the U.S. carriers would almost certainly have been sunk 
and the Japanese carriers would have been in a  condition, once more, to 
survive.

Instead, a t that moment, 10:22 a .m . June 4, the last available U.S. 
planes, the last hope of the U.S. fleet, happened to converge at once upon 
the. Japanese carriers. T he Yorktown's complement of seventeen dive- 
bombers came in from the southeast after a relatively businesslike flight 
from deck to target. Out of the southwest, however, came a miracle: the 
thirty-two dive-bombers of the Enterprise which had been wandering about 
the Pacific for more than  three hours. The Enterprise pilots had abandoned 
th e ir original “interception course” and turned to  search north more than 
an hour earlier. They had long since gone beyond the halfway point in 
their gas supply,'and their flight leader, Lieutenant Commander C. Wade 
McClusky, had accepted the probability that they were all on a one-way 
mission. M cClusky had sighted a Japanese destroyer twenty-five minutes 
earlier which was returning from chasing down a reported U.S. submarine. 
Assuming tha t the destroyer was heading toward the rest of the Japanese 
fleet, McClusky had m ade a sharp turn arid adopted the destroyer’s course. 
Now he was rewarded by the sight of Nagumo’s whole task force spread 
out below him.

Naghmo’s Zero pilots were all at lower altitudes where they had just 
finished 6ff the toipedo planes of the last American attack, which ha 
begun only seven minutes earlier. Nagumo’s sailors were absorbed by die 
maneuver of turning the carriers into the wind for launching planes. 
Nagumo’s decks were piled high with flammables and explosives. Coining 
from opposite directions, Lieutenant Commander Maxwell Leslie s dive-
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ri"-th6:'Te ŝ& .̂.Qf:;ififes6^J3patiBSB''hopes'lrU.S;'.'forides;-at Midway had incredibly ,
! good luck and made the most of it. ; i  : • • ^

. : Admiral Yamamoto : advanced on . Midway with the most formidable 
V f i ^ e v ^  â seiiibled.̂  ̂up'to;that| time :.te« battleships,= eight aircraft carriers,
■ ;twenty-fourcruisers, seventy destroyers, fifteen large I-boat submarines, 

eighteen:itankers, and forty auxiliary' vessels and transports—rin all 185 
v e s s e l s / . h e a v y ,  three medium, arid three light, together 
w itbbisf our,small seaplane carriers, could put up 352 of the lethal Zero 
fighters, ,105 dive-bombers, 162 torpedo bombers, fifty-six reconnaissance 
craft, and fen land bombers— a total of 685 airplanes.

Part of Yamamoto’s forces were to open, the battle with diversionary 
landings at Attu, Kiska, and Adak at the western end of the Aleutian 
Islands arc. These were expected to bring the U.S. Pacific Fleet out of 
Pearl Harbor and start it steaming north. Then Yamamoto’s advance 
force—the heavy carriers of Admiral Nagumo—were to begin softening 
up. Midway 1,500 miles to the south. Landings on Midway would follow 
from heavily escorted transports. The U.S. fleet.would naturally turn west 
to counterattack. Admiral Nagumo’s carriers would retreat. The U.S. fleet 
would pursue, and find themselves ambushed by Yamamoto’s main force 
lurking to the west of Midway. There, Yamamoto, on the bridge of his 
gigantic 64,000-ton flagship, the Yamato, would supervise personally while 
the. immense long-range guns of his battleships blew the U.S. fleet out of 
the water.20 /

This was. the imperial plan for the Battle of Midway. To frustrate it 
Admiral Nimitz, the over-air commander of the Pacific fleet, could call 
upon^exactly three aircraft carriers, no battleships, eight cruisers, fourteen 
destroyers, arid twenty-five submarines..By any criterion—number of ships, 
tonnage, firepower, or carrier planes—he was outnumbered almost three 
to: one. What was more, on the basis of past performance,. Nimitz had 
no ;reason , to think that his men or his machines would, be any match,

. individually, for their Japanese counterparts; He had to fight, ‘however, 
because Japanese seizure of Hawaii and of‘ West Coast ports must -be 
delayed until the superior manpower and industrial capacity of the United 
States began to make themselves felt: Two or three more unexpectedly 
brilliant; Japanese victories would begin/to, sap-American strength at its 
wellhead. ' v ' - ■ ■ , v ; ’.-.v.

Nimitk had one major advantage over Yamamoto: he knew enemy in- Y  
tentions; beforehand. U.S. Naval Intelligence-had wamed him even before

20'Most of the Japaneseibattleships weighed far more ihanthey had.beeri registered; 
i V’" p i r e w r̂ ohavsil limitations,commiUee in;, C3eneya. ,ydrijaVo,s <‘si5ec|ai- ::. 
Y g u n s ”:actuaily;had ;a caliber of !l8.1"inches',andcould carryYYrniies.,

. Similarly p^'beaVy.; j^paiiese-psirriers .kdga:;and:^fcdg/;^registefed^ "
i: tons, and -tHe “light” TO.doO-ton’carriers:Hiryu :tand'

;-%ighedVover 17,000 ‘tons.v ;bV.V-~Y- - '■:
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next days, she had not been finished off, once and for all, by two more 
torpedoes, this time from the Japanese submarine 1-168.

In the aftermath of the battle, as both sides began to retreat, E n te r p r ise  

pilots and orphaned Y o r k t o w n  pilots hunted down the H ir y u  and took 
their revenge. They left her so dead in the water that, at 5:10 a .m . on 
June 9. Admiral Nagumo ordered the destroyers attending her to sink her.

Before Coral Sea and Midway, Japan had had ten carriers, rated in  to to  

at 215,100 tons.24 After Midway she had left five carriers with a dis
placement of only 96,100 tons. She had lost 55 per cent of her striking 
power. During the remainder of the war her shipyards would launch 
another five carriers, displacing 142,800 tons. By then, however, these 
replacements for the vessels lost at Midway would seem hopelessly inade
quate next to the carriers which were sliding by the dozen down IJ.S. ways.

Worse still for Japan was the loss of skilled pilots. Only six had perished 
in the dawn raid on Midway, only twelve in the defensive morning dog
fights against U.S. raiders, only twenty-four in the attempts to find and 
then to sink the Y o r k t o w n .  But in the pyres of the flight decks and in the 
ocean later were lost more than half the crew members of the 280-odd 
planes which went down, caged, in the hulks of the four sinking Japanese 
carriers. All the early morning flush had been taken from the mists of 
the Misty Lagoon. Japan had lost almost half her aces. Their years of 
experience, and of cool hand-eye co-ordination, gained over China, Luzon, 
Malaya, and Java would never be reproduced in the hectic Japanese 
manufacturing effort of the next three years.

With the carriers and the pilots Japan had lost all hope of fighting an 
aggressive war and winning it. There remained only a process of attrition 
and a hope that by stout defense the United States could be induced to 
pay a fair price for peace.

The six minutes of stubborn heroism and good luck which had finally 
enabled the United States, with its superior radio monitoring and code 
breaking and analysis, to win the Battle of Midway could not, at first, be 
believed by Admiral Yamamoto, in his 64,000-ton battleship to the rear. 
Until almost midnight of June 4, 1942, he continued to order counter
measures—even an artillery duel between his ships and the shore batteries 
on Midway. Shortly after midnight, however, when two of his carriers had 
sunk and two more were fit only to be scuttled, he gave up &nd called 
for a general retreat. Earlier in the afternoon one of his staff officers ha ( 
asked: “How can we apologize to His Majesty for this defeat?” Yamamoto 
had replied, “Leave that to me. I am the only one who must apologize 
to His Majesty.”

24 There were also a half dozen Japanese merchant vessels rigged with flight 
decks. Such improvised carriers came to dominate the Japanese carrier fleet owar  ̂
the end of the ,vvar. For lack of prestige, morale, and armament, none of them eve 
accomplished much.

' Armageddon
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from Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands, 2,000 miles from the scene of 
action. His flagship was the Katori, a vessel registered as a light cruiser of
6,000 tons. She was the namesake of the battleship on which Marquis 
Komatsu and Hirohito had wrestled and played croquet during the crown 
prince’s world tour in 1921. t

Marquis Komatsu had great confidence in the Midway operation and a 
belief that the immense superiority of Japanese naval forces would in
evitably tell in Japan’s favor. He was preoccupied with planning the de
tails of an envisaged raid on the Panama Canal after the battle. His sub
marines were supposed to take up their advance scouting stations outside 
Pearl Harbor and in two cordons between Pearl Harbor and Midway eight 
days before the battle. In the event none of them reached their stations 
until four days before the battle. During those four days of tardiness En
terprise, Hornet, and Yorktown, too, slipped through the Japanese,early 
warning zone and took up a vigil in the cloudiest available stretches of 
ocean northeast of Midway.

Despite his preoccupation with future victories, the bookish Admiral 
Komatsu realized that his submarines had failed to provide any knowledge 
of the whereabouts of the U.S. fleet. His picket submarines had arrived 
on station too late to detect advance movements of the U.S. fleet, and 
his snooper submarines had encountered too many patrols in the Hawaiian 
area to launch scout planes for a look at the berths in Pearl Harbor itself. 
On or about June 3, Komatsu notified Admiral Yamamoto of his failure 
to make sure that the U.S. fleet was still in Pearl Harbor. Apparently, 
however, he did not call to Yamamoto’s attention the late arrival of his 
picket-submarines between Pearl Harbor and Midway. It was a serious 
lapse, but because of Komatsu’s membership In the imperial family, 
Japanese historians in later years would allude to it only obliquely, and 
American historians, in their exhaustive postmortems, would follow the 
lead of the Japanese.21 1 f

When Admiral Yamamoto sailed out from Hashirajima anchorage off 
Hiroshima in the Inland Sea on May 27, he had ample evidence to know 
that Admiral Nimitz in Hawaii was expecting him. Yamamoto’s radio 
monitors for several days had reported unusual message activity between 
U.S. ships and command posts. From his first day out of port his look
outs spotted the periscopes of U.S. submarines shadowing his great fleet. 
Nevertheless, he had no reason for concern. Now that his ships had sailed, 
it mattered not what U.S. admirals knew. Knowledge would do them no 21

21X>espite his blunder, Marquis Komatsu, who had been one of the Big Brothers 
of Hirohito’s youth, remained in command of Japan’s submarine fleet and rose to 
the rank of full admiral. After the war he was elected to the House of Councillors, 
the successor to the House of Peers. At this writing he is eighty-two years old and 
lives near former Lord Privy Seal Kido within an old man’s Stroll of the western 
postern of the palace. His daughter is married to Kido’s son.
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MIDWAY DISMAY

To adopt a sumo-wrestling image used by an admiral in a letter to Lord 
P rivyS ealK idoafter the Battle of Midway, Japan had fancied herself a 
feneer ifi beginning the war—:a small, deft, light-footed samurai. Through 
the protection of the gods, she wielded a fairy, foil, an Excalibur of. gos
samer and lightning which had been kept for her, imbedded in the rock of 
ages, ready .to be pulled out at the moment of her destiny. The terrifying 
U.S. monster,; brandishing a battle-ax,- must be dodged; and pinked and 
slashed until it sighed from loss of blood and sank to its sluggish knees. 
Hirohito had given modem shape to Japan’s holy sword in his naval air arm 
and its fast, light Zero fighter plane. At the Battle of Midway, the sword had 
broken off at its hilt. ' '
. Outside of Hirohito and his top courtiers, almost no civilians in Japan 
were allowed to know the fearful news of wliat had happened at Midway. 
Oil June 9, the day after Hirohito emerged from complete despair and 
resumed contact with his advisors, he called from the shadows General 
Ando Kisaburo, a trusted sixty-two-year-old partisan of the Strike South, 
who'had been one of the early patrons of Prime Minister Tojo. Hirohito 
appointed Ando, czar of propaganda, serving in the Cabinet as a minister 
without portfolio. V
y  The next day, June 10, Tokyo radio broke its five-day silence on the 
subject to announce that Japan had won a great, victory, sinking two 
American carriers; at Midway and destroying 120 U .S . planes for the loss of 

. one Japanese carrier and thirty-five planes. Previouslythe Japanese newSv , 
media had ignored some setbacks rin China but never before had they had . 
to tell such an uttefly outrageous lie. On the'following morning, June 11,
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V-theiUftghters^&eft r,obspIe&e^
? cats/ span-new.from the production line—could fall upon; the approaching
■ Japanese planes. ' ■ • ; . / . . / y H t y
■ i The. U;S. bombers; passed their Japanese . bpposite numbers coming ; 

the other way and the pilots thumbed noses' at one another without figbt-
i irig. The twenty-fiv'e Marine Jighters tangled with the thirty-six Japanese 

, Zeros. In a ten-mihutc dogfight two of the Zeros and twenty-two of the new

Ten of the U.S. crews and three of the planes survived but.the men were
bitter.I‘Anycommandefr’.reported’6ne:.of. therny'hhat.brderspilotsovitfpr
combat in ah F2A-3 should consider the pilot as lost before leaving the 
g r o u n d : v-p v  pf- v;^.'i;'.:/'.
• Having disposed of Midway’s fighter; cover^ .the. remaining J06  Jap
anese planes strafed arid bombed every target on the ground which they 
could. see. They destfoyed the'hospital and fuel ta'nks on Sand Island,/ 
d e m o l i s h e d ' t h e 'p o w e r h o u s ^ d n ? E a i . s t e n i - i s i a M  
tured the fuel IineS. to the airport gas pumps there, ;and pockmarked:;the. 
runways. They were surprised at .the' amount of anti-aircraft fire they; 
encountered, for they had been told that there were only a few hundred 
Americans ori the islands when in fact th'e garrisori' had been built iip td 
over 5,000. The American defenders were so;well-'prepared 'with’;treriches’: 
and sandbag emplacements that only eleven of them were;killed andfew  
of their guns put put of aiction. ■ . d ;;y j :y y  y y y y  ''s.y \  j.:y .;

When the Japanese fliers had; spend tfeix ,to  they felt;
disappoirited. They bad caught no U.S; plaftes 6h the ground and it"; was, 
obvious that: they; had n6t^destroyed ■ Midway

. Japanesebom bershadbeen'shotdow nbrw eresobadlym auledithatthey 
would splash on the way back to their flight decks; A tv7 A;M.ffiight leader 
Lieutenarit Tomonaga Joichi- the-scion .of a-greatNagasaki textile f a ^  
turned for home arid - ra d io e d ^  b sn e e d /fo r /a
second strike,” ': ,y y y '-y y y y y y y :yy  dr}y'/-r::y ;t’/ d rrd d 'd
’ . The; fifty-two Midway-based . U.S. bombers were now. ' converging: on 
Nagumo’s carrier force.They had been ; indoefrinatedin the previous week 
with a full understanding o f  the importance of their mission. Either they 
sank the Japanese carriers, of the Battle, pf Midway and perhaps the war . 
would be lost by 'the :United States. ;I t  is; cornrii6rily said’that the coricept

contrary it was .first put into practice by American pilots at Midway; ; '
• ■ , ^ om. 10:20 on .that- morning;"of; Junef 4, /seventy^
cfev̂ . hurled , themselves at lovy altitud agiiinst the Japanese, ^

of tlieiti; expected; t6; s^rvWe.;M ost;o fifem l^ td ihat,

‘: y. '??*■ THe^higtieVeKborr^hg -liy.- fifteen;
. . -.figures .as % tactically .different-' specie's; of;'aUack/; 'i-fcfl \ d f  &.
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Soviet agent: Sorge who were:now under; investigation or interrogation by 
the •^oH ce^^erM toister^Tojo; who believed in .speingidhew&thfmg%:: 
would be h appy ; to prosecute Konoye if . given a nod to do ; so.: Konoye 
bowed to this argument, and a month later, on January 20, 1942, he  met 
again with Kido, secretly, in one of the detached garden pavilions of the - 
Kinsui Restaurant, where the rice at tha t time of year came in a little cold 
but the talk could be entirely private. There he reported to Kido on iiis 
first tentative efforts. He was in touch with Prince Higashikuni and with 
Count; Makino’s son-in-law Yoshida,. also with Army and Navy staff offi
cers who had been handling the contingency planning for defeat since 
1938, and he was working on drafts ofmemoirs about his.ffrshsecond,;and ; 
third prime ministerships which would help to absolve the Emperor of his 
responsibility if and when they ever fell, into enemy, hands. /

Meanwhile the ailing gossip Baron Harada, formerly secretary-spy in 
the household of the late Prime-Minister-Maker Saionji, was handling liaison : 
with the police on the Sorge case. He reported to Kido oh January 24, 
1942, that Saionji Kinkazu, the grandson of the Constitution-framing 
patriarch, was severely condemned by police investigators for his partdn 
mediating with the Soviet Union through Sorge during the years 1938^41. 
Kido had the secret police take, an opinion poll of the leaders of various 
Japanese tongs, factions, and interests. The; poll found that, when informed y 
of the particulars of the Sorge case, the leaders were , almost unanimously 
indignant against the . “upper-class intellectuals” : whoy hatTb^ 
spies to the very portals of the Throne Room. A retirediadmiral, speaking 
for a naval veterans’ group, succinctly voiced the consensus: “I take it for ; 
granted that Konoye has beemput in custody, and that the. announcement 
is being withheld in view of its internationahrepercussions.” d T T - y  

With this poll in pocket to use in managingjKonoyepffidd.-adVis^ffir^f'X'
hito that it would-be all right to spare Konoye embarrassment in the Sorge 
scandal. Hirohito called in the home minister, YuizhwatMichib,on Febm-r p 
ary 19, 1942, and discussed the Sorge case withhimviri'kdetaiU^Ojfiyl^
17, Saionji Kinkazu, Konoye’s former intimate aridkthe.Sp^
was taken into, custody. He was tactfully interrogated for, two months and
then given two years in prison, sentence:;spspended^f.^

Kido had the Imperial Court evince ah : attitudebf strictlyVcprrect, wait- ( 
and-see impartiality about the Saionji case.1 i Viscount kMusha-ho-kp^ 
tomo, director of the Peerage and Heraldry. Bureau; was deeply concerned 
that his close association with the young Saionji might trouble the Throne. 
After consulting Hirohito, Kido; assured; Musha-no-kojiythat there w p no 
cause for alarm: Hirohito himself would protect: the Court: from guilt b5 
association and would see to it that young Saionji was fairly treated., ri 
public token of the fact that the Saionji case must hot l)e judged too hastily,
Kido himself ostentatiously undertook i the ceremoriial . duty pf go-between
in arranging the fashionable wedding of Saionji Fujioy. a grandnephew o -
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Nagumo’s staff officers realized belatedly that they bad committed a 

tactical error in using planes from all four carriers for the first strike and 
in retaining half the planes of each carrier for the second strike. If, instead, 
they had dispatched all the planes from two carriers against Midway and 
retained all the planes from the other two carriers for action against sur
face vessels, they would now have been in a position to send out the planes 
of one reserve carrier against the reported American fleet, ready the planes 
of the other reserve carrier for a second strike at Midway, and keep the 
decks of the two empty carriers clear for the retrieval of the planes which 
had already been committed As matters stood, the four carriers were all 
disconcerted by the various demands which might be made on them. 
They had to be ready to recover planes from Midway, to send out planes 
armed with bombs, and to send out planes armed with torpedoes. As 
a result the hangar-deck-to-flight-deck elevators were stuffed with con
tradictions and countermanded orders. Planes were being moved up. 
Planes were being moved down. And bombs and torpedoes were being 
stacked, exposed, on the flight decks.

The minutes from 7:55 to 8:35 were taken up with the third, fourth, 
and fifth Midway-based American air strikes. In the midst of them, at 
8:20, the exasperatingly vague pilot of‘the Japanese search plane to the 
northeast reluctantly and incredulously reported that the U.S. fleet elements 
he was glimpsing through breaks in the clouds included “what appears to 
be a carrier.” Nagumo at once ordered any and all stand-by planes which 
had been rearmed with bombs to be slung once again with torpedoes for 
fleet attack. He might then have begun to launch an air strike except that 
the returning planes from the raid on Midway were now circling and 
asking permission to land. For the next fifty minutes their reception fully 
occupied Nagumo’s flight decks.

The U.S. carriers E n terp rise , H o r n e t, and Y o r k to w n  had long ago re
ceived reports as to the approximate position of the Japanese carriers. Rear 
Admiral Fletcher of the battered, half-repaired Y o r k to w n  and Rear Ad
miral Raymond Spruance of the E n te rp rise  and H o r n e t had also, however, 
their own delicate decision to ponder. In order to make the most of their 
secret existence and of their inferior numbers, planes and pilots, they had 
to achieve success with their first fly-off or their decks would never be in a 
condition to send off a second wave. All planes had to be committed once 
and for all on the first strike.

After consultation Fletcher, who was in over-all charge, agreed with 
Spruance that the H o i n et's and E n te rp rise 's planes should take off im
mediately to make the most of the element of surprise and that the Y o r k 

tow n would hover in the rear and add to the enemy’s discomfiture as soon 
as the exact location of the enemy was established and stabilized by the 
first attacks. Accordingly, between 7 and 8 A.M., while the Midway bomb
ers were spending themselves against Nagumo’s fleet, the E n te r p r ise  had

The Strike South



stop for a while in some such neutral state as Switzerland which is strategi
cally situated between the belligerent camps. There he would be able to 
watch the development of political affairs and at the same time his suite 
would be able to induce influential men of various nations to approach him.

If Germany then seemed to be winning, U.S. and British representatives 
might come to him, looking for a way out. If otherwise, Germany might turn 
to him with similar purpose. His background leads me [Yoshida] to think that 
both the United States and Germany would consider him their ally. If I 
[Yoshida] take due advantage of that fact, I could become the vanguard 
leader of the peace.

If after several seasons in Europe, there does not seem to be any ray of 
hope, Konoye should start for home as if nothing had happened. On the 
other hand, if there is hope, I [Yoshida] will invite suitable cultural and 
military officials, scholars, and business leaders— always when possible men 
with good connections in Europe or America—to join us and help us prepare 
a draft of a peace treaty which may be submitted to His Majesty as an 
initial position paper. At the same lime we shall try to enlighten the nation 
as to where our true interests lie. Once the time comes ripe for world peace, 
Konoye will thus be enabled, at the request of the imperial government, to 
attend the peace conference as a plenipotentiary, taking with him all the re
sponsible members of his suite. I, as a member, will be in charge of the 
peace-making business at his plenipotentiary headquarters.

Not too surprisingly Kido pocketed Yoshida’s letter and told the prime- 
minister-to-be of postwar Japan that, before he and Konoye could go on a 
peace junket to Europe, there was “much to be considered.” No doubt 
Konoye and Yoshida might get better terms than Japan would be able to 
get if she fought on. But Kido, as a civilian, was not sure enough of his 
assessment of the military situation to be positive that this was so. And he 
knew that the people, after all the sacrifices they had made, the triumphs 
they had gained, and the propaganda they had swallowed, would never 
accept a realistic peace settlement now when they seemed to own all Asia. 
Hirohito himself had not yet given up the war. He might.be persuaded 
personally that he had lost his gamble and that it would be best to give back 
the I n d i e s , the Philippines, Malaya, and China in return for Manchuria 
and oil concessions in Borneo, but publicly the in s titu tio n  of the Throne 
could not afford to seem so cowardly and sell so short.

Konoye’s proposed trip abroad might be of use later in the war if Japan s 
empire began to prove costly for the Americans to recapture. Now, after 
the Battle of Midway, it could only impress the West as an admission of 
weakness. It could serve no purpose which couM not be served as well by 
the tentative informal conversations which were taking place and getting . 
nowhere between Japanese and Allied spokesmen in Rome, Lisbon, Tehe
ran, Bern, Buenos Aires, Madrid, Moscow, Stockholm, and Bangkok. 
Later in the war, perhaps, when the democracies began to appreciate the 
immense military strength of Russia and the Japanese people began to feel

938 Armageddon
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Waldron had memoed his men: “If there is only one plane left to make a 
final run in, I  want that man to go in and get a hit.” Now Waldron’s 
followers, in their lumbering Devastator torpedo bombers, clung to his tail 
through the Zeros and the flak. They last saw Waldron standing up 
through the blasted dome of his cockpit as his flaming plane disintegrated 
and spattered into the sea. All fifteen of the Devastators launched their 
torpedoes, missed with them, and were blown from the sky. A single one 
of the thirty crewmen, Ensign George Gay, the pilot of the fifteenth plane, 
survived to watch the rest of the battle from the ocean. There he alter
nately supported and concealed himself with a buoyant black cushion 
which he had retrieved from the flotsam of his plane.

No sooner had Waldron’s men fallen than the group of fourteen tor
pedo bombers from the Enterprise, which had been following him off 
to the south, veered in to make their own suicide runs. Four of them 
launched short, banked away, and survived. The other ten dropped their 
torpedoes inside the flashing white cloud above Nagumo’s ships. None of 
them came out of it and none of their torpedoes found a mark.

By the superb flying of his Zero pilots and the sharpshooting of his 
gunners, Nagumo had now survived the attacks of eighty-one U.S. planes 
in seven separate attacks. The last two attacks had been executed by 
twenty-nine planes which clearly came from U.S. carrier decks. Up to that 
moment Nagumo had received news of only one U.S. carrier in the area— 
obviously a small one or it could not have slipped through the submarine 
cordon outside of Pearl Harbor or escaped immediate and exact identifica
tion by his reconnaissance aircraft. Twenty-nine torpedo planes were about 
all the attack that might be feared from one small carrier.

After a few minutes of waiting, Admiral Nagumo made his fateful 
decision. He ordered his ready-armed torpedo planes brought up to his 
flight decks for take-off against the troublesome American fleet. He knew, 
of course, that any of his carriers, with planes and fuel lines exposed on 
their top decks, would be highly vulnerable to bombs from above. He had 
just repelled two flights of torpedo planes, which obviously came from 
the mysterious American carrier. There should also be dive-bombers from 
the carrier, arriving at approximately the same time as the torpedo planes, 
or slightly earlier. More than an ho’ur earlier, he had, indeed, survived the 
attacks of two waves of dive-bombers. Had these come from Midway or 
from the carrier? It was anyone’s guess whether he had already coped with 
the U.S. carrier’s dive-bombers or whether they were still out looking for 
him. Nagumo ̂ decided to gamble on the probability that they no longer 
existed, had never existed, or had long since returned home without finding 
him.

At 10:15 AiM., the 108 planes of Nagumo’s second strike were finally 
on deck, armed with torpedoes and ready for take-off. At that moment,
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positions which they were supposed to occupy on their first night ashore; 
B ehind them , the beaches w ere p iled  high w ith unsorted, unm oved supplies ; 
— a logistic nightmare. B eyond , in the surf, landing barges milled about in 
confusion , vying With one another for em pty stretches o f beach;where' more 
cargo could be dum ped and le ft.a s  quickly as possible. y{•■iyv.
;; H irohito and Com bined F leet com m ander Adm iral Yam am oto were; 
both inform ed o f the A m ericah  landing pronipflyj an iim ^  
forty-five Japanese planes out o f R abaul were diverted from a raid on New. : 
G uinea to an  attack on  the nascent Am erican beachhead. A n Australian 
coast-w atcher, left behind m onths earlier on  the Japanese-held island of 
Bougainville, saw  the B etties and Zeros pass bverhead and gave forty-five 
m inutes’ warning o f their com ing on his jungle r a d i o A s  a ; result, several 
hundred A m erican  airmen from  carriers S a r a to g a /  W a s p , a n d  E n te r p r ise  

w ere ready find waiting over th e  U .S . beachhead when the Japanese planes- 
cam e in ;' A void ing t h e : eighteen  ̂Zeros, they dived on the twenty-seven ; 
B etties arid w rought such havoc that the Japanese boiribardiers scored hut 
one direct hit, on  the destroyer M u g j o r d . • yt f . ; r- r; ; {

L ess than half the B etties survived and started for hom e. The Zeros
stayed on , look ing for revenge. T he Grumman W ildcat pilots obliged with  
a dogfight— but cautiously. T hey held  together in six-plane clusters and 
m ade the m ost o f their superior ’num bers. Even so they lost 'several planes 
and splashed only one Zero.: T hey took, however, something of ; greater - 
im portance to  the m orale o f the M isty L agoon virtuososi the right-eye of ; 
on e o f the greatest air aces o f W orld War II, Sakai Saburo. V'

Sakai had been dogfighting since 1937 and had sixty planes to his credit, 
plus a score or m ore probables. He. cam e up from  the rear on the bellies! 
o f eight planes, in a group, which he thought to be Wildcats. Too late, as 
h e closed w ith  them , h e  realized that they were bigger than Wildcats, sqmc: ; 
o f the neW A venger-class torpedo bom bers. They looked: like Wildcats 
from  the rear and they had lured him  in by feigning fear and tightening up 
their form ation. R ealizing  that he.had  been trapped) he put his engine'on 
overboost and tried to jump through ;them with his guns ;blazing; He;;hit 
tw o o f  them  and; w as piddled ^by • all --sixteen/pif ~i&eipririd;;'g^ 
shattered h is w indsh ield ;;and caught him in the head; ^-

- M om ents later SakaUregained consciousness :irif;the full* 
slipstrearii which poured into his perforated cock p it H e did not know- it 
a t the tim e but his right eye had b een  destroyed and his left \yas lidded ;
with dried blood from head wounds. Spitting on his scarf toVwipe away the
blindness, flying sometimes -right-side up arid .'theri again 'repeatedly ep- 
side dow n, regaining consciousness agairi arid again off on a tangent or just .
above: the- Water, ^ e  - somehovy; riianaged• fly J;a;deyidus£Tpri^^^
Rabaul. O ver the em pty ocean arid the occasiprial green islets, his; moments 
o f sober, com pass s t u d y a n d  recollection served him  miraculously. Wid’ . 
the little vision left in his left eye he. landed his plane that evenings empty



bombers from Yorktown and McClusky’s from Enterprise had achieved 
perfect surprise and now made the most of a perfect target.

McGusky and most of his pilots screamed down upon the 36,800-ton 
Japanese carrier Kaga, The rest ran the gauntlet of the 36,000-ton carrier 
Akagi. The seventeen Yorktown dive-bombers released over the 17,500-ton 
carrier Soryu.

Most of the planes emerged intact from die fire of the unprepared 
Japanese gunners. Fourteen of the thirty-two Enterprise dive-bomber 
crews even managed to nurse their planes and their fuel supplies home 
to the U.S. fleet. McGusky landed with five gallons left in his tanks. Some 
of his pilots came in dead stick. All but two of Leslie’s Yorktown dive- 
bombers flew home.

The twenty U.S. dive-bomber crews which perished had sold their lives 
dearly. In six minutes they and the twenty-nine surviving crews had 
crippled a Japanese fleet which, in the previous three and a quarter hours, 
had repelled ninety-three23 other American planes and destroyed forty-four 
of them without suffering a scratch.

Four U.S. bombs scored direct hits on the decks of Kaga, two on Akagi, 
and three on Soryu. All three flattops were at once turned into high-octane 
infernos. The Japanese carriers’ damage control compared unfavorably 
with their gunnery. Their sailors were samurai, not smiths. And later that 
day, when fires had licked into magazines, when bulkheads were popping 
everywhere like firecrackers, when engine-room crews had been gassed, 
and when lists had increased to the capsize point, all three carriers were 
finally abandoned.

The undamaged 17,500-ton carrier Hiryu launched a tiny reprisal raid 
at five minutes after noon when it was apparent that the rest of the carriers 
were burning out of control and doomed. Only eighteen of Hiryu'% sixty- 
three planes, her dive-bombers, took part in the raid, yet they succeeded. 
They found the Yorktown, and the seven of them which penetrated 
Yorktown'$ fighter cover scored three direct hits. Five of the Hiryu's 
planes flew home and the Yorktown was left a pillar of fire. Skilled 
American mechanics, however, quenched the fires and made Yorktown 
outwardly battleworthy again in two hours* Then a second pathetically 
small flight from the Hiryu—this time of only five planes—found her 
again and sunk two torpedoes into her ravaged guts. All five of the 
Japanese planes survived her gunfire and flew home. Again the mechanical 
geniuses of the American fleet kept Yorktown afloat. They had her under 
tow and might have brought her ghost back to Pearl Harbor again, if, the

* 23 Fifteen high-level Flying Fortresses, none of -which had been destroyed; thirty- 
seven torpedo and dive-bombers from Midway, twenty-three of which had been 
destroyed; and forty-one torpedo planes from the U.S. carriers, twenty-one of which 
had been destroyed.
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against the Russians, had only recently recovered the crack units which 
they had lent to the Strike South in 1941. To the  best of their bureaucratic 
abilities they did not mean to lend again. General Yamashita had returned 
to  their midst embittered, his plan for invading Australia vetoed. On his 
way back from Singapore to M ukden, he had not been given a victory, 
parade in Tokyo. Indeed he had not been allowed to land in Japan at all, 
not even to see his family.

Because of the sulky attitude of General Yamashita and his partisans in 
the Kwantung Army, Chief of Staff Sugiyama planned to use only the 
troops available in the eastern part of the Em pire to repel the American 
invaders. These, he assured Hirohito, would be more than sufficient. The 
28th Regiment, formerly of the 17th'Division but now in process of being 
built up to a division in its own right, was awaiting orders in Guam where 
it had gone for the aborted invasion of Midway. The 35th Brigade, 18th 
Division, could be detached from occupation forces in the Philippines and 
in the Palau Islands east of the Philippines. The 2d Division and, if neces
sary, m ost of the 38th Division could be spared from garrison duty in the 
East Indies. In all 60,000 well-trained troops could be thrown at the Amer
icans without drawing at all from the continental forces in General Yama- 
shita’s sphere of influence. The problem would be to provide transports 
and naval escorts which could move the men for the,counterinvasion to 
Guadalcanal.

The Rabaul commander, Vice Admiral M ikawa Gunichi, began immedi
ately to test the difficulty of the transport problem. On the very night of 
the American landing, as soon as Hirohito had made his decision, Mikawa 
embarked all spare sailors and soldiers in Rabaul on six small transports 
and sent them  on their way toward Guadalcanal. The next afternoon, 
August 8, U.S. submarine S-38 waylaid the little convoy and sank the 
largest of the transports with two well-placed torpedoes. More than 300 
of the  troops drowned and M ikawa recalled the other five transports to 
Rabaul. „ ' * < _

T hat night the last of some 500 Japanese troops on two islets, Tulagi 
and Gavutu, off the north coast of Guadalcanal died fighting. They took 
with them m ore than 200 U.S. Marines. This small, violent action, in which 
no quarter was asked or given, put a seal of blood and pride on Hirohito s 
decision. The right to  possess the 2,500 square miles of jungle on Guadal
canal would be contested bitterly for the next five and a half months.

A  few hours later, at 1 A.M. August 9, Admiral Mikawa arrived in person 
off Guadalcanal with five heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, and a destroyer. 
His crews were in perfect prewar trim, unthinned by replacements and 
undaunted by the process of attrition which had already overtaken the 
crews and pilots of Japanese carriers. Mikawa’s men had long specialized 
in night engagements and had trained for this moment for years: the first 
artillery duel between Japanese and U.S. surface fleets.
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933
- No one in the Navy General Staff screwed up courage enough to tell 
Hirohito of the Midway debacle until some time after 3 p .m . on June 5, 
when it was 6 p. m . June 4 Midway time.25 In Tokyo terms, “Abandon 
ship” had been ordered on the heavy carrier Kaya at 1:40 P.M., and the 
medium carrier Soryu had sunk at 4:13 p .m . Akagi and Hiryu were both 
derelicts already and would have to be abandoned later that night. 
Hirohito had spent the early afternoon in routine scheduled audiences and 
had only begun to ask how the Battle of Midway was going about 3 p .m . 
Thereafter, for the next twenty hours, he remained incommunicado to all 
but naval staff officers*

Lord Privy Seal Marquis Kido was officially told of the Midway disaster 
the next afternoon, June 6, at 1 p .m ., by a naval aide-de-camp. Kido did 
not see the Emperor that day or the next. Instead he passed his time with 
his brother, Wada Koroku, the nation’s leading aeronautical engineer, and 
with other leaders of the aircraft industry who might suggest balms for 
the sudden painful wound which had been inflicted in Japan’s air arm. 
Finally at 10:40 A.M., June 8, Kido was summoned into the Imperial 
Presence. In his diary he wrote afterward:

We talked about the Midway battle. I had supposed that news of our 
terrible losses would have caused him untold anguish. However, his counte
nance showed no trace of change. He said that the setback received had been 
severe and regrettable, but that notwithstanding he had told Navy Chief of 
Staff Nagano to carry on and to make sure that naval morale did not 
deteriorate. He emphasized that he did not wish the future policy of the 
Navy to become inactive and passive. I was very much impressed by the 
courage displayed by His Majesty today and I was thankful that our country 
is blessed with such a good sovereign.

!

Hirohito had lost. Kudo knew that he knew it. But, on Kido’s advice, 
he would not admit it for another three years. ,

25 Tokyo’s clocks ran three hours earlier by the sun than Midway’s but by the 
calendar one day later.
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were always ready to demonstrate their expert marksmanship. As a re
sult, the nightly “Tokyo Express” of Japanese destroyers repeatedly 
emerged from U.S. traps claiming correctly that they had  ambushed their 
ambushers.

Japanese strategists, for their part, kept trying to break the U.S. hold 
over the daylight hours. Again and again large flights of Zeros and Betties 
seized control of the air over Guadalcanal for a few hours, shot up U.S. 
air facilities, and returned home after suffering heavy losses and achieving 
nothing perm anent. The next morning there were always planes again to 
take off from H enderson Field and resist the next Japanese air raid.

Japan did not possess the thousands of planes flying in waves from 
R abaul which would have been needed to keep uninterrupted daytime air 
superiority over Guadalcanal. Consequently U.S. pilots always had time 
to land and refuel between Japanese raids. In  addition, since they fought 
near home, they could often bail out and survive after their planes had 
been technically shot down. A  day or two later they would be back in 
action with a new plane or one pu t together from a dozen wrecks by 
H enderson Field’s uncanny mechanics. As the days passed these U.S. ad
vantages told heavily on the thinning ranks of the Misty Lagoon airmen. 
New Japanese pilots, arriving daily in Rabaul from accelerated flight 
courses, proved increasingly incompetent. The mighty Zero, when flown too 
often without adequate overhaul, proved increasingly treacherous. By the 
end of August Japanese pilots were flying mostly one-way missions and 
were saving these supremely patriotic efforts for occasions when they 
could do something valuable to further the objectives of the next night’s 
Tokyo Express.
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TO JO’S THIRD HAT

The deteriorating Guadalcanal situation made Hirohito edgy and pre
cipitated a  crisis in the Cabinet. Foreign Minister Togo persisted in look
ing upon the conquests of the Strike South as temporary acquisitions made 
solely for the purpose of striking a better bargain with the United States. 
H irohito acknowledged tha t the territories Japan had seized might have 
to  be given back if the war went wrong, but he refused to think of them 
as poker chips and nothing more. H e had liberated them from Western 
colonialism. H e had added their strength to the Empire. A t the very least, 
they represented distances and battlegrounds which would cost the bar
barian dear and keep him  out of the homeland fo r many years.

Buffered by the conquered territories, Hirohito thought he could look 
forward to a  long, slow war. A fter Midway he had ordered Japan s next 
generation of airplanes and other weapons to be ready for mass produc
tion by the end of 1944. H e had encouraged Army commanders to buil 
monuments to Japanese war dead in Singapore and Manila, to estabhs



. Hirohito asked Chief Aide-de-Camp Hasunuma whether it might not be 
well to reinforce popular acceptance of the false news by issuing an imperial 
rescript in praise of the Japanese commanders at Midway. Hasunuma con
sulted Lord, Privy Seal Kido, and Kido, being less committed to war logic 
than. Hirohito, saw the Emperor at once and persuaded him that , the 
Throne was not yet so desperate as to make sacred rescripts into vehicles 
of propaganda.

;.Through the Navy General Staff Hirohito issued instructions that the 
wounded: from Midway be brought back to Japan under tight security and 
impounded in tightly packed wards at Yokosuka Naval Hospital outside 
Yokohama. There they were to be held incommunicado until they could 
be:healed, heartened, hushed, and reassigned.

Also on June 11, Kido received a visit from former Lord Privy Seal 
Count Makino’s son-in-law Yoshid a Shigeru. The versatile and accommo
dating: Yoshida, who had led the first public political Strike-South move
ment as a trial balloon for Hirohito in the early 1930’s and who would 
become for Hirohito the perennial prime minister of U.S -dominated post
war. Japan, was now charged with the difficult duty of organizing a Peace 
Faction, for the possible political contingency of defeat. At a time when 
all but victorious thoughts were considered treasonable by the Thought 
Police,’Yoshida’s assignment was delicate and dangerous.

Even before Midway, Yoshida’s Peace Faction had already established 
. itself as a viable enterprise, subversive but countenanced. The initial task 
. had been to enlist the services of Prince Konoye and of his right-wing 

partisans in the business community, in. the rackets, and in the underworld 
. of labor leaders. Here were the traditionalists and the practical patriots, 

who, could be relied upon to see future Japanese interests even through the 
purple filters of war propaganda.

The first difficulty had been in harnessing Prince Konoye himself: The 
Fujiwara prince felt keenly his failure in averting the war mid was .bitter 
about the. downfall of the third Konoye Cabinet. In the second week of. 
December l941, when. other Japanese were celebrating the Pearl Harbor 
victory’ Konoye had gone about Tokyo making himself' unpopular with: 
dire predictions as to the. future. Prime Minister:Tojo, on December 17, 
asked Hirohito to muzzle him. On'December 16, Kido had already moved 
in that directioh by having a.long heaft-to-heartTalk with Konoye. He had 
impressed upon the former prime minister that Japan. was:at;. waf .now, that 

• the Emperor was deadly serious about prosecuting it, that loose p e s s im is tic :
: talk would not be condoned, and that, if Konoye/expected defeiit for Japan, 

he must serve thapaition jby.preparing’fprTLcobkt^ ,:
•, - ..Konoyetook hard to his hewYoie.^Plotting.^peace ^uieti^uhi^acK-Tboms? 

did hot suit his;talents.;He was more at-home under TheTightsk leading;’, 
mass rallies, Kido,.however, held.an ibr over his h e a ^  as a spy
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against the proposed Greater East Asia Ministry and to urge Hirohito to 
pursue negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek as expeditiously and sincerely 
as possible. Hirohito listened noncommittally, spoke irrelevantly of his 
chats with the repatriates from Washington, and obliquely reminded Togo 
of the Foreign Ministry’s failure to declare war on time the previous De
cember. The thorny Togo felt rebuked and left the palace looking even 
m ore stiffly correct than usual.

A  week later, on September 1, the establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Ministry came formally before the Cabinet for a vote. Foreign Min
ister Togo refused to m ake the vote unanimous and insisted that, if the 
new ministry was established, he would have to resign. Prime Minister- 
W ar M inister Tojo reported to the palace that he, too, would have to re
sign unless Togo could be brought around. Hirohito asked why Togo could 
no t simply be replaced with a different foreign minister. He was told that 
no qualified diplomat was willing to set himself up as an opponent of the 
upright Togo by stepping immediately into Togo’s shoes. Hirohito sug
gested that, in th a t case, Prim e M inister Tojo could hold the portfolio of 
foreign m inister along with those of war and prime minister which he 
already held.

Tojo demurred. H e had already taken responsibility for representing 
both military and civilian factions in the government. If he also under
took to represent both the w ar and peace factions in it, his political posi
tion would become untenably broad.

H irohito was “surprised” by General Tojo’s modesty and called in Navy 
M inister Shimada to  do something quickly to find a way out of the im
passe. Shim ada went directly from the Throne Room to an hour and a 
half tete-a-tete with Prim e Minister Tojo. A t 5 p .m . September 1, when 
the conversation had  been going on for an hour, Shimada phoned Lord 
Privy Seal Kido and asked tha t a further, more complete clarification of 
Tojo’s position be m ade to the Throne. Twenty-five minutes later, when 
H irohito had promised to understand all the fine points of Tojo’s scruples, 
Tojo relented, agreed to fire Togo, and undertook to wear, for himself, all 
three hats of prim e minister, war minister, and foreign minister.

Two weeks later, when the crusty Togo had retired and diplomatic 
passions had been calmed, a pair of minor members of the Eleven Club, 
Tani M asayuki and Aoki Kazuo, agreed respectively to shoulder the posi- 
tions of foreign minister and G reater East Asia minister in the resuscitated 
Tojo Cabinet. In  that interim , on September 7, Baron Hiranuma, the 
long-faced lawyer who was the leader of Japan’s most respectable con
servatives, saw the Em peror in  private audience about the “Chungking 
Operation.” The next day, September 8, a special envoy was dispatched 
to China, with H irohito’s instructions, to renew peace negotiations with 
Chiang Kai-shek. The negotiations would continue, off and on, at the same 
high, secret, official level throughout the rest of the \yar. They would accom-
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the late prime-minister-maker, with Aikawa Haruko, the daughter of 
Aikawa Yoshisuke, who had brought common-stock financing to Japan in 
the 1920’s and had managed the industrial development of Manchukuo for 
the Army in the 1930’s.

The marriage of Fujio and Haruko was celebrated at Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Imperial Hotel on the afternoon of April 3, 1942. The guest list 
included enough titled courtiers and beribboned admirals and generals to 
impress upon even the most zealous military secret policeman that the 
Saionji name was not to be dragged in the mud lightly. At the same time 
it was noted that Prince Konoye had begun to speak politely, almost 
meekly, of Prime Minister Tojo. This was because Kido had had a brutally 
frank conversation in private with Konoye before the wedding, on March 
20, and had, in Kido’s own words, “strongly and persistently impressed 
upon Konoye the need for prudence.”

After the wedding, on April 12, the chastened Konoye, who despite his 
years as prime minister remained the youngest and most easily teased of 
Hirohito’s Big Brothers, called on Kido and obediently “submitted for an 
opinion” a draft of a memoir on the course of the Japanese-American pre
war peace negotiations. Kido curtly urged him to take it home and rewrite 
it; it did not yet go far enough as a document of state in exculpating the 
Emperor.

This was the background against which Peace Faction leader Yoshida 
Shigeru called on Kido at his room in the Outer Palace on June 11, 1942, 
six days after the Battle of Midway. Yoshida knew that all chance of win
ning the war had been lost and felt that the Peace Faction must take 
diplomatic action at once to salvage as much as possible of Japan’s empire 
before attrition set in. He proposed to Kido that Prince Konoye be sent 
immediately to Europe—with himself, Yoshida, in attendance as guardian
secretary—and there make a serious effort to see Allied diplomats and work 
out the terms of a peace settlement.

Yoshida submitted his proposal in the form of a letter written on paper 
suitable for presentation to the Throne. In this remarkable document—pre
viously untranslated—the sixty-three-year-old Yoshida showed scant re
spect for the fifty-year-old Konoye, acute solicitude for Hirohito’s personal 
pride, and a total lack of appreciation for the swiftness of events in a world 
at war:

Mr. Konoye’s primary purpose at the present pass is to do his utmost for 
the completion of the war and the establishment of a lasting peace. He might 
well take with him an ambassador or other emissary and a staff of Foreign 
Ministry experts. Under the guise of'an inspection trip to, Europe, he would 
travel west and on the way, whenever invited, he would talk to the heads of 
states and to various local leaders. He should proceed through the Soviet 
Union and other nations and on the way, rin his informal capacity, should
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;" ; to their.£bsiti<ms > thrbu^
the Japanese Navy forced sorne late adjustments on the balance sheet left 
by the Battle of the Eastern Solomons. On August 28 Marine dive-bombers' : 
caught. the Tokyo Express; a t sunset and lit a fire in Asagiri which blew

forcing her to Awithdraw : from the: theater of operations for over three 
months. O n September 3- and 5 were sunk three old\U.S. destroyers on 
transport duty, Co//2oim by bombing, Little and G r e ^ ^  by shellfire fro 
the ‘‘Express.” ; ; V y y - : ,  - v  , U: v' \

tH yaku take’s fresh troops mounted full-scale bayonet• charges against 
Marine: trenches on the nights of September 12 and 13. A recorded fifty- 
nine M arines and 708 Japanese died: On- September':! 6 Hitohitb persphallf = 
informed Lord Privy Seal Kido that the Japanese counterattack had Tailed.^ 

H yakutake had his men withdraw and regroup by dint o f : long treks : 
through the jungle. They lacked food. They lacked medicine. They found: 
no farms to pillage. The barks and herbs of the rain forest provided .bitter : 
susteriance.vBy the time they had complied- with orders, they had :lost far: > 
m ore men to m alaria and hunger than they had ever lost to bullets. H  

On September 14, during H yakutake’s xetreat,<the/submarines Of Big y 
Brdther)M arquis Kom atsu’s'wolf pack enjoyed -a run of luck: They heavily .*• 
damaged- th e U .S . battleship North Carolina, • standing - off Guadalcanal; 
fatally dam aged the destroyer O ’Br/en; and :sank dn the:spot the caiTier ;;

Onlyvfwo,''Xj.S. carriers iremamed; seaworthy -in The 'Pacific 
and .Enterprise. Dbspite^ the U.S. defeat and while Tokyo -celebrated

Marine Division:;and all its supplies before Japanese airmen at Rabaul 
were1 aware"'.of{:what;had:happehed.' ^ d '-:  }

;For the first time the U.S. troops on Guadalcanal had adequate sup- . ; 
p liesof chewing gum, cigarettes, earth-moving: equipment, and .arnmum-; 
tion. Some of the supplies, to be sure, were not strictly, essential. -White . 
shoe polish,? for: iitistaAce,-:-spoilglutted : tbiei^i^ariries’- barter : iiiafk^

; the;dther hand, some useless .items. possessed-great-'^oral^buil^p|; 
tential£:a ^ - t h e  :7th; Marines-|vidndiijg ew 
thelislahcb was 'Issued ̂ -wijh :b.reakfasti^

oKottl ; -iVibirnihnpc; sH/iki£-iifi,*thCi dflV”



weariness, hunger, arid fear, it might be possible-.to negotiate: a peace. ac
ceptable politically to both sides. f---. \
' .Kido wasrbound by his oath-x>f'.office to tellHirohito of ;Yoshida?s ,p ro ;:; 
posal. Being a. loyal vassal he presumably performed his bounden duty, 
but if so, he did not record. the particulars in his diary. Instead Japan 
maintained • a greedy appearance before - the. world r and . let: slip' her. last 
chance of negotiating an advantageous peace. .

■' ■ “WHAT CAN THESE SHIPS BE?” h •» r-:; -  , v 4 : v t

Before sending any special plenipotentiaries abroad, Hirohito.hoped to 
recoup the Midway disaster and regain a bargaining position for the .yarious 
peace emissaries he had .posted to neutral capitals.; In : this ^endeavor the 
Japanese Army, undertook to do by land what the.Navy, at .the Battle of 
the Coral Sea, had failed to do by sea: break in the door, of northeastern 
Australia. ; • 1 4;7.:y, ■

On July 21, 1942, an augmented Japanese regiment of about 8,000 men 
landed at Buna on the northeast coast of the island of New Guinea. With
out opposition they established a beachhead and began. to move inland 
toward the 7,000-foot passes of the Owen Stanley Range which lay athwart 
the overland route to Port Moresby. Australian scouts watched .their ad
vance. and MacArthur began hurriedly to organize forces which would 
contest their passage through the mountains. ■. 1 \  ''r',.>

Hirohito and his staff at Imperial Headquarters expected that the Army 
thrust across.New Guinea would be the focris of war activity in the months 
ahead. The day after the New Guinea landing, however, on July 22,. 1942^ 
the U.S. 1st Marine Division set out. from Wellington, .New.Zealand,, to. 
create an altogether-different theater of war. which the Tokyo General Staffs 
had,not contemplated. The;Marines,held a ; dress rehearsal in ,the New 
Hebrides north ..of New Zealand and. went on, on August . 7, to land l l  ,006 
strong pn ans island still farther north, in the nominally Japaneseroccupied 
Solomon Islands. Their selected target was. the second most southern island 
in the chain, one that they would make famous; a:Delaware-sized mound; 
of ..coital, rain. forest, arid inactive. volcano: Guadalcanal. 4 r jyG -}} ■■■ j ̂ 444*44 

Guadalcanal ..was held by 2,500 Japaneseof ;wh6m 400 were,;soldiers 
and the rest laborers and , engineers. They were at work building an advarice 
airstrip there:'; They .made no effort to.contest:the..U.S.Vlahdingbut4sent off 
a'plaintiveradio,messageto,theJapanesestronghold.ofRabaiil 650,rmles 
to the north, asking, “What can these ships. be?,4 Then when the shipS:be-: 

/ 8™: .disgorging;; tliey..: hurriedly: vabandonfed; .their? half-buil^
■ , retreated into:the :jungles of foe-Iriteribir;.^

The Japanese lack of fight disappointed>s6me; Marines,. but most found 
. - their hands full enough ̂ withdut having toycontend^with hostile'enemyTire. 

The jungle, alone prevented the men of the first wave from reaching the
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nights later a Japanese regiment, which had been detained by. the jungle, 
burst from the trees in one last banzai fizzle; More than -2,000 Japanese 
soldiers - had been killed, and h ad taken- with; them less than 200 of, their 
well-entrenched Marihe^adversanes. Iii tile1 words ‘of a.Maiinefcdmma 
Maruyama’s men had .fallen prey to' “impetuosity, arrogance^ and tactical 
inflexibility.” yV‘k ;v-.; ; - v- - V- , v■'
; During the land action on October 25, the U.S. and Japanese carrier 
fleets closedkto within strikingdistance.:of^ .̂one.ianother; in 
Santa Cruz Islands battle—-to provide air cover for the men ashore. The 
Japanese task’force withdrew after carriers Zuiho and Shdkaku and heavy 
cruiser Chikuma had been severely damaged and light cruiser Yura had 
been sunk. The U.S. force, however, had lost permanently the services of 
destroyer Porter and carrier- Hornet. Only one U.S. carrier ,in flie who® 
Pacific, the Enterprise, remained operative, and once again the redoubtable 
Enterprise had sustained much damage, including the ldss of forty-four 
crewmen killed. vf'v ■„ -;;k

V ' HUNGRY AND MAROONED

: H irohito bleakly admitted to Kido on October 27: “Ther secoiid attack; 
has failed. We \vill m ake another.” Kido had' spent the :week encouragiiig 
the Peace Faction to perfect its undercover organization and to pursue its • 
preparation of cover stories against the contingency of defeat; He had met 
with Konoye in Tokyo University Detached Hospital on October 21 and , 
had arranged since then for a clandestine meeting of all important peace 
proponents early , in November at which they could be briefed oh; the 
political; problems of peace and assigned specific missiohklQn^ c to b e r^ ,^ :

, after, acknowledging the failure of t h e “second; attack”  Hirohito .gave'.his; . 
personal, instructions to a new Japanese -ambassadbr fo 'Rome. iHidaka ; 
Shunrokuro, empowering him to assure the Vaticari that Japanese armies. ;  
were ready to withdraw from China and that-Japanese claims to a priv- - 
ileged-nation status in Southeast Asia would be minimal if peace coiild 
'be restored,

President Franklin D . Roosevelt, too, was nervous. As a nautical .eu-;.,;.
thiisiast.-.and f6rm er;;Assistant,;S6cretary, of''thyNayyy;he;was.:alianri^d by 

. th e : disappearance,, of .U.S:\carriem ■from  ’G uaflakan^ .ryatw 
lest the M arine heroes, O nthe;eve:o f 'the'4’942'.Coh^essionak 

■ c u t, off. from'-air support.; lyfihutes after the 
SantaC ruzf Islands, b a t t l e ^ ^ - ^ s t a f f  

t every; possib®  weapon gets;ihtp}that'\M eayta% ^. In response to Rposbyeltks pressure, .the Marines on October 3p mounted
their second offensive against the. Jhpahese ,end of Guadalcanal and were
agam xepuIsed7after/seventy-orie;M ^

, positions ‘attacked - were; those rdf General.:Hynkflteii®;s..^
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of gas and two hours after the other stragglers of his flight had already 
come in. The best eye surgeon in Tokyo enabled him to keep the sight of 
his left eye, to become a flight instructor and test pilot, and even to go 
back into action in a Zero against the next generation of U.S. planes over 
Iwo Jima in 1944. Again he would survive and would emerge from the 
war credited with sixty-four Chinese, British, Dutch, and U.S. combat 
aircraft, a record unexcelled by any other living ace of the war in the 
Pacific.1
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THE SALVOS OF SAVO

During the hours of Sakai’s flight home to Rabaul, Hirohito was con
sidering the threat of the American landing on Guadalcanal. He was 
vacationing at the time in Nikko, the magnificent mausoleum city of the 
Tokugawas, some 75 miles north of Tokyo. As an expert geographer, he 
did not need to be told that Guadalcanal lay 650 miles south of the Japa
nese advance air base of Rabaul and over 780 miles north of the advance 
U.S. air base on Efate in the New Hebrides. How many American troops 
had come ashore was unclear to him, but evidently they planned to stay 
because they were reported to have laden the beaches with supplies and to 
have set up anti-aircraft guns. If left to their own devices they would 
complete the airstrip begun by Hirohito’s own engineers and from this 
unsinkable platform would be in a position to seize control of both air and 
sea in the southern Solomons area.

There were two ways of countering the American threat: land men on 
Guadalcanal in an attempt to drive out the Americans, or try to neutralize 
the new American base by building in haste and in secret rival airfields on 
other islands of the southern Solomons like San Cristobal or Malaita. Since 
Japanese air routes to Rabaul were shorter than U.S. supply routes to New 
Zealand and the New Hebrides, even one Japanese airstrip in the southern 
Solomons would have an advantage over the field which the Americans 
were preparing.

Nevertheless, on the advice of his military aides, Hirohito decided to 
launch a counterinvasion of Guadalcanal. It was a questionable decision— 
if only because top Army generals, who would have to supply the troops 
for the effort, considered Guadalcanal a Navy problem and refused to 
appreciate its strategic importance. Adroit commanders of the dissident 
Strike-North group, who were charged with the defense of Manchuria

1Two other Japanese, who died, ran up higher scores: Nishizawa Hiroyoshi, 104, 
and Sugita Shoichi, eighty. In Europe, however, Sakai’s mark was topped by two 
Finnish aces and over a score of Germans, led by the “Black Devil of the Ukraine,” 
Erich Hartmann, who accounted for no less than 352 Allied planes. The top Allied 
ace, excluding Russians, was Richard Bong of the U.S. Air Force, with forty kills, all 
made in the Pacific Theater.



on Guadalcaniai froiri * starving:, Lord Privy Seal Kido belatedly digested  ̂
news oif the battle the next evening, N ovem ber: 17^; while:distening to ;. 
orchestral extracts'.from'Goberdmhmerwng a t ;T^ 
by the great German maestro Helix: W eingartrier d Two days la te r ,o n  the 
nineteenth, H irohito >asked"‘fedo^to^m akeM ecessaiy: arrangem ent 
state visit to be paid soon to the tombs of the imperial ancestors in Kyoto 
so that H irohito could go to pray at the shrine-of 'Aihatefasu;Kthe^sdn c 
goddess, o n I s e  Peninsula: - ■' d b

Admiral Komatsu’s submarine.fleet experimentedfor several Weeks dvithi 
methods of using torpedo tubes- to launch watertight ,'dralhsV bf^i^;.^ie¥ 
the tests were in progress, the 30,000 Japanese on Guadalcanal hved on' 
root soups and ancient, mildewed packets ,of dried fishxBy> the; end of 
November a minority of the front-line troops, manning the Japanese 
trenches, were fully ambulatory. The others waddled about; on : ankles 
plump with the fluids of beriberi. The destroyers of the Tokyo Express 
continued nightly to drop drums of supplies off, Cape Esperance- but U.S. 
torpedo boats prevented the drops from being made close to shore and 
early morning U.S. strafing planes, plus fickle tides and currents, prevented 
many of the drums from ever being picked up by the hungry Japanese on 
the beaches. . ; -w-dd. ■.%<}' ■

By the end of the month, the Japanese had been gqaded into piling the 
decks of the Tokyo Express with food contamersand stuffing even some; 
of the destroyers’ torpedo tubes with rice: and soya sauce. In the small, 
hours of November 30 Halsey’s men lay in wait for one of these supply runs 
with six destroyers and four heavy cruisers. Rj^Adtifiral^^^ •.
or as;he wasv.lcnpwn to the Marines oil ’Canal,. “Tenacious'‘Tanaka/of.-the;; 
Tokyo Express”—--had with him that night-only'eiglit d es tro y ^  
six had been modified for transport duty and partially stripped of arma
ment. Tanaka steamed unwarned into the American'trap and emerged from 
the other side of it with all his sharpshooting ‘gun crews blazing away at 
their best and luckiest. The fiasco'which-hollowed/Lasmeverri^ 
explained, but some of the U.S. ships1'.:wefer c e f ta ^  
another as well as by the Japanese. Tanaka dropped n o ; ' s i i p p l i e ^ ^ . ^ f - f. 

. but his squadron expended all its torpedoes and returned tO: Bougainville ; :. 
with, the loss of one destroyer. Behind him he;left:chabs.//H^ 
N ortham pton  sank. -Heavy i-'cruisef M inneapolis h ^ y  taken; two_; J^nese. 
torpedoes. Heavy cruiser N ew  O r le a n s remained incredibly afloat. and > 
wallowed- o fi  fo r  hdm b: under h er  
of 1,20 feet of- bow; mOretitan acfifth-ofthqfsliip. 
of heavy .cruiser Pensdcola  ,a,/fire ragedvybuT^
The bushwhackers had been whacked, and it was evident to U.S. capt^115 
that they had much to, learn about the use of radar in night. actions be °re:; ;
they-coiddtdepend:bnrit.//wriri^^ - "
., Tanaka’shinlliaht-victoryididmothing to/ease.Htfohito’s.concernTon, ? ,,.v

, - '  ■ - • '   ̂ • ' i  \ J ■ r  . ^  - .  • , ,  i . '  ~ ' ;  ; « * , ' /  1 v  > '■ j.- i  . ‘ \ f '  x** ■ i %,.si



Mikawa; surprised ^ n  equal: force of U.S. cruisers and destroyers, 
equipped with radar, and' sank it. In this Battle of Savo Island four Allied 
cruisers, arid a . destroyer went to the bottom. Another cruiser and. two 
destroyers were crippled and had to be sent home to dry dock; About 
1,600>Aliied ;saiiprsm  of them Americans, perished in the action— an 

>k&ipij;]for w  exacts casualties remain to .this day. officially untabu-
rUated’in 'the’U.S; NavyDepartment. Admiral Mikawa lost no ships and only 
fifty-eight men killed and fifty-three wounded. He later attributed his 

::victory to :the ;carelessness of U.S. commanders, the poor marksmanship 
pr:y;S.'.v^imers,!;-and‘;the excellence of the Japanese oxygen-powered 
torpedo. ; ■
• Despite his victory, or perhaps because of it, Admiral Mikawa returned 

.to Rabaul withouf landing more than a few hundred troops as reinforce
ments.''for :the tiny body, of Japanese hiding in the Guadalcanal jungle.

.v/Hirohito cut.shorChis vacation at Nikko and on August 12 returned to 
Tokyo. : \  ;• t . ■

‘began 'k:routine/6f survival which became increasingly familiar and 
lethar'-to both sides.. Every afternoon, a little before dusk, when U.S. 
planes, had started home for their airstrip on Guadalcanal, a Japanese 
surface fleet—̂ -of destroyers usually—would break south from the area 
of Japanese: Rabaul-based air superiority. At close to thirty knots, heading 
down “the Slot”—the channel between New Georgia and Santa Isabel 
islands-—the . Japanese raiders would arrive off Guadalcanal shortly after 
midnight. There they would have an hour to shell the U.S. airstrip, now 
named Henderson Field, and to land reinforcements on Cape Esperance 
at the Japanese end of the island. At about 1:30 a.m . they would turn 

. and run for home, just ;in time, to be taken under wing by Japanese early- 
morning patrols: from Rabaul before being overtaken by planes launched 

; at dawn.from Henderson Field.
By day the tables would be turned. Holes in Henderson Field Would be 

bulldozed. over; damaged ;U.S. planes would be dragged from the under- 
p a t c ^ ^ . - a n d  -purin the air with amazing celerity. Until the next 

sunset the ,U.S: dry-land air base would reassert unassailable authority, 
over: 100 miles of sea in eyery direction. Japanese ships would shun the 
area arid rnarching Japanese soldiers on their end of Guadalcanal would 

-/P|^3 t̂iy_;?slcirtvclekrings*-..v ’■ "• 5 v?"-'" ■> ’
>  U.S. strafegists sought :repeatedIy to break Japan’s reign over the. night.. 
;Jheoretically,U.S:sW^
bad not yet. been installed in. Japanese vessels, madd it possible to “see . 
m the dark? and fake a bead on approaching. Japanese vessels before ; 
feir: crews;had been rcalled to quarters. 'Vigilant Japanese crews, how- ■ •

responded; insttotjy:^ when; fired'^u^ 
jf0 -ptowered^--.by^flashiess'expldsives;U

ame in the hight. one target, and the Japanese gunheris and' torpedo, men ;,
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finally, on September :18; in; a gesture of : e x trk b rd ^  
ity,.he:had sent Empress -Nagakb pefsbriaUy tb-^unaazu td'-reinomfatkwiih^ 
her. Unable to refuse Nagako’s pleas* the lovely fifty-eight-year-old (queen 
mother had agreed to return to Tokyo on December 5 when she would have 
com pleted  a fu ll year of self-imposed exile. She- h a d -k 6 p t± e r :p ro ^ 6 ,^ 6 v l} ':  
on  December 8, she was bade in her Tokyo palace where she ceremonially 
belonged. But Hirohito almost .wished that he had let her stay; in Humazri 
He understood that no sooner had she resumed residence than (she; had? 
begun telling her friends that she had come home to share the suffering of 
the people of Tokyo in the months ahead;- ; ;.f, ;,WW,

O n Decem ber 9, 1942; the first day of the second year of the war, Hiro
hito arose with heatty  gruffness, to m a k e  a new start. A t TO:30,(observing', 
a quaint old-Court custom, he bestowed articles of his apparel and other 
souvenirs oh his most trusted courtiers andbrusquely 'W ent on,;abdM:35y, 
to have an hour-long talk with. Lord Privy Seal Kido. Kido adjured him to 
do no thing, rashly logical, but to nurse the nation’s resources, fight as long 
a war as possible, and give his political advisors maximum opportunity .to 
salvage some sort of favorable settlement. . ■

Hirohito went on to  a liaison conference with, th e , chiefs of staff, and" 
principal C abinet ministers at which was debated at length and finally 
recommended to him  for approval a most curious act of state. From now 
on, it was resolved; the Em peror would continue freely to :attend; liaison . 
conferences as he had been doing for the last fifteen months,' bin his at-, 
tendance would no  longer convert the proceedings automatically into a . 
Conference in the Im perial Presence. Instead; such meetings would now be 
officially designated as Political-Military Li aison Conferences W^ Hap
pen T o : Take Place Before H is MajestyIs- The/minutesmjftthem;;wbtfldmo(: 
longer have to be entered on the palace, rolls. Obs ervationsm  ade at . them f
would ho longer be officially binding reports to the .Thfone. on which a man ; 
staked his honor and his life, but simply thoughts and nothing more.

. Prime Minister Tojo personally arose in the presence of Hirohito. who. 
was present only unofficially, arid' promised; to explain officially
in the Throne Room  the object o f  the resolution. :I t  would eriable;Hir6hito .
to communicate “frequently to his ministershis .decisions 
imperial affairs und war guidance”!  if would' allow-hirrirtby^tis^^
“to make sUre of the decisive willingness of the members of. the government 
arid of the supreriie command,’'as hisffutyffidurick^sistri^ 
the war to its end” ; and finally it would inaugurate the first of frequent 
conferences . with Hiri; Majesty Undeffakeri .Withoutcomplex 

. arrangements arid limitatioris.” y ‘ y; y  ;(by;: (; / yy.yyi ('y y y bby ’? -byy y
'H irohitow ithdrew yndddingappw

Outer P a lace to  T b jp ’riqffie^

. , :3: , G o z e n  , n i  O k e ^  R e f ^ k i i ' K a i g i y . y . - ^ . ^ y ^ ' p , -



schools for teaching the Japanese language to the natives, and to select 
local leaders to head puppet governments— Jose Laurel in the Philippines, 
Sukarno in Indonesia, Ba Maw and U Nu in Burma.

Foreign Minister Togo refused to take seriously the Co-Prosperity 
Sphere and the New Order in East Asia. He assigned lowly Foreign Min
istry clerks to handle relations with the various quisling governments. H e 
kept all his skilled diplomats at work on the peace problem: on relations 
with Hitler and Mussolini, the possible victors, and on dealings with neu
tral nations, the possible mediators.

At the urging of the retired ubiquitous Lieutenant General Suzuki Tei- 
ichi, chief of the Cabinet Planning Board for wartime legislation, Hirohito 
had decided to create a Greater East Asia Ministry which would relieve 
Togo of responsibility for intramural Co-Prosperity Sphere diplomacy. 
Togo at first had acquiesced in the new ministry as a piece of unimportant 
imperial finery, but on second thought he had realized that he might be 
hampered in peace negotiations with the West unless he could speak 
knowledgeably for the native political leaders in the former Asiatic colonies 
of the West.

In particular Togo saw that he must keep the right to negotiate with 
Chiang Kai-shek. If all diplomacy in Asia came under the authority of 
the proposed new ministry, the only channel to Chiang would be through 
the puppet Chinese government of Wang Ching-wei. Wang would muddy 
the waters and prevent the making of the sort of realistic settlement with 
China which Togo saw as a necessary preliminary to peace with the West. 
China was beaten. Japan was in process of being beaten. Asia must salvage 
itself from the wreckage. Hirohito had agreed in principle that all Japanese 
troops should be withdrawn from China. On this pledge Togo had high 
hopes of constructing a mutually face-saving treaty with China. Without 
such a treaty, Togo saw no prospect of making a bargain with the United 
States. And without a free hand for himself, unrestricted by the proposed 
Greater East Asia Ministry, Togo feared that he would be unable to 
negotiate fruitfully with Chiang Kai-shek.

Togo felt fortified in his convictions after talking to Nomura, Kurusu, 
and other members of the former Japanese Embassy in Washington who 
returned to Yokohama on a diplomatic exchange ship on August 20, 1942. 
Lord Privy Seal Kido’s daughter and his son-in-law, Tsuru Shigeto, a 
lawyer and member of the spy service, were also among those repatriated. 
The homecomers told of the incredible unity which had been wrought in 
the United States by Pearl Harbor and of die fearsome all-out mobiliza
tion of U.S. industry. Hirohito gave lunch to Nomura and Kurusu- on 
August 21 and on August 25 received a briefing from repatriated Navy 
Captain Yokoyama Ichiro—also of the former Washington staff—who 
had had charge of Japanese espionage in the United States.

Also on August 25, Foreign Minister Togo came to the palace to speak
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Ise mysteries and no longer felt embarrassed by his high-priestly role in 
them. H e had paid his first visit to the shrine a few days before leaving 
Japan in 1921 for his European tour. H e had returned to it to report on his 
marriage in 1924, on his official enthronem ent in  1928, and again, on con
quests, several times thereafter. H e had now made his pilgrimage more 
often than any other Em peror before him, including even his devout grand
father, that deft m aster of the appropriate gesture, Em peror Meiji.

H irohito munched the garnished rice slowly and gazed at the tall cryp- 
tomerias. Then he dismissed the priestess and passed alone into the holy of 
holies which housed the remains of Am aterasu’s sacred mirror of wisdom. 
H e  spent almost an hour of prayer within while his retainers fidgeted in 
pious silence a stone’s throw away at the outer shrine.

Kido wrote in his diary:

Since this was an unprecedented occasion, I did not dare to guess the 
depths of his feelings. It was enough to be one of his retainers and to assume 
the burden of honor in being able to attend him at such a momentous 
ceremony.
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ADVANCING BACKWARD

Fortified by communion with the wellsprings of his race and his power, 
H irohito returned to Tokyo the next day greatly relieved and ready at the 
same time to retrench and to fight on. During the next two weeks his grand 
cham berlain’s brother, General Hyakutake, repulsed the third U.S. offensive 
on Guadalcanal with little difficulty. One entrenched Japanese veteran and 
five of the recently arrived U.S. Army G .I.’s died for every few feet of 
ground which changed hands. After suffering several hundred casualties, 
the G .I.’s withdrew. General Hyakutake, however, celebrated no triumph, 
for behind his lines men continued to die ignominiously of disease and mal
nutrition. Staff officers at palace headquarters clamored for a Japanese 
offensive, bu t Hyakutake advised that his men were too debilitated to mount 
one. In  accordance with the sober realization he had reached at Ise, Hiro
hito decided to swallow his pride and the Army’s and save as many men 
from the Guadalcanal debacle as possible.

The imperial decision to evacuate Guadalcanal was officially handed 
down by Hirohito at a  meeting in the ironclad headquarters shed in the 
palace woods on the morning of December 31. After the meeting Hirohito 
said to Chief of Staff Sugiyama:

‘Our withdrawal from Guadalcanal is regrettable. From now on the Army 
and Navy must co-operate better to accomplish our war objectives. I was 
thinking of issuing an imperial rescript of congratulations if we had ta en 
Guadalcanal. What do you think of issuing one anyway? The men fouglit 
hard up to today, so I would like to issue such a rescript. When would be a 
suitable time?’



plish nothing but exchange of ideas until Japan finally admitted defeat. 
Then, however,They would contribute to the Japanese Army’s efficient turn
over of eastern China to the forces of Chiang Kai-shek rather than to those 
of Mao Tse-tung.
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SEESAW STRUGGLE OF SUPPLY

In Washington, too, the costly insolubles of the Guadalcanal situation 
caused much political anguish. Officially the U.S. government was com
mitted to total support of Great Britain against Germany and minimal at
tention to the Japanese threat against Australia. President Roosevelt, how
ever, had appointed Admiral Ernest J. King to over-all command of the 
two U.S. fleets, and King was well known to be far more interested in the 
Pacific than in the Atlantic. On taking office, he had single-handedly com
mitted several important U.S. officials, one by one, to the Guadalcanal 
gamble. Now, with President Roosevelt’s assistance, he was repeatedly 
finding new planes and ships which could be subtracted from the “crusade 
in Europe” and stuffed into the breaches being blown in Japan’s stubborn 
defense of Guadalcanal.

For the sake of Guadalcanal’s pestiferous swamps and solemn, empty 
forests, no less than seven major fleet engagements were fought and no 
less than four major Japanese land offensives were repulsed. Only after these 
actions could U.S. forces call the tiny Guadalcanal beachhead their own and 
go on to occupy and investigate the other 2,400 square miles of the island.

The Savo Island engagement, first of several U.S. naval disasters, was 
followed, on August 18, by the landing on Guadalcanal of the Japanese 
augmented 28th Regiment, which had been standing by on Guam since the 
Midway rebuff. This regiment was led by Colonel Ikki Kiyonao (or Ichiki 
Kiyonao as he is usually but incorrectly called), a kinsman of Hirohito’s 
pre-1933 Imperial Household Minister Ikki Kitokuro. Colonel Ikki led his 
men against U.S. positions in one of the first large banzai charges of the 
war. The well-entrenched Marines stood by their machine guns and re
pulsed the attack with dreadful slaughter, killing more than 800 Japanese 
and losing only fifty Marines.

Another naval battle ensued for the right to land more Japanese rein
forcements on Guadalcanal. It is remembered as the Battle of the Eastern 
Solomons. It was an air engagement, fought on August 24—25 between 
Japanese and U.S. carrier pilots. It ended in a numerical victory for the 
United States. The 10,000-ton light carrier Ryujo and destroyer Mutsuki 
were lost by Japan, while the U.S. carrier Enterprise was forced to with
draw after three direct bomb hits and a heavy loss of life.

Despite the American victory, the Japanese were able to land on Guadal
canal most of the 35th Brigade, 18th Division, from the Philippines and 
Palau: another 10,000 or more men to add to the 8,000-9,000 survivors



carriers, six heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, fifteen destroyers, and one 
big passenger-liner transport, the S.S. President Coolidge. It had lost to the 
repair dock a large carrier, two battleships, three heavy cruisers, three 
light cruisers, and eight destroyers.

Adm iral Yamamoto, by comparison, had lost a small carrier, two battle
ships, three heavy cruisers, one light cruiser, eleven destroyers, sixteen 
small and large troop transports, and five submarines.5 None of his seriously 
damaged vessels had succeeded in returning to port, but he had on his hands 
two large carriers, four heavy cruisers, a light cruiser, and a destroyer which 
had sustained enough damage to merit a return to shipyards on the home 
islands.

Japan could claim a naval victory a t Guadalcanal and even a small tacti
cal plus for having successfully evacuated the island. On the ground and in 
the air, however, Japan had suffered disastrously. She had killed about
5,000 Am erican sailors for a loss of only about 3,000 Japanese sailors.6 
B ut she had lost about 2,000 Japanese airmen for a toll of less than 600 
U.S. airmen. And in ground troops she had lost more than ten to one: more 
than 20,000 Japanese soldiers as against less than 2,000 U.S. Marines and 
Army G .I.’s. From  the American point of view Guadalcanal had been a 
naval campaign and a naval debacle. From Hirohito’s point of view it had 
been a great naval and aristocratic success, attended by appalling loss of life 
for the commoners of the Army and the expensively trained noncommis
sioned officers of the Misty Lagoon flight cadre.

NO WORK, NO FOOD

N ever again after the desperate six-month campaign for Guadalcanal 
would Japanese and U.S. fighting m en meet on equal terms. The Japanese 
would be gradually outnumbered on the sea and in the air until, in the final 
stages of the war, U.S. skippers regularly enjoyed a  ten-to-one superiority in 
ships and U.S. pilots about a fifty-to-one superiority in planes. Through 
control of sea and air, U.S. ground commanders were able to choose battle-

B This count of twenty-five U.S. to twenty-three Japanese fleet vessels differs from 
the oft-quoted twenty-four-to-twenty-four score given by naval historian Samuel Eliot 
Morison. To itemize, then, the Allies lost carriers Wasp and Hornet; heavy cruisers 
Canberra, Vincennes, Quincy, Astoria, Northampton, and Chicago; light cruisers 
Atlanta and Juneau; destroyers Jarvis, Colhoun, Little, Gregory, O'Brien, Duncan, 
Meredith, Poiter, Barton, Lafjey, Cushing, Monssen, Walke, Preston, and en am. 
The Japanese Combined Fleet lost light carrier Ryu jo; battleships Hid and Kl™ ~  
heavy cruisers Kako, Furutaka, and Kinugasa; light cruiser Yura; destroyers « su l< 
Asagiri, Akatsuki, Yudachi, Fubuki, Ayanami, Takanami, Teruzuki, a rtgum , 
Muragumo, and Natsugurno; and submarines 1-123, 1—172, 1—15, 1-3, and -

6 These are my own totals of ship-by-ship estimates based on casualty repor̂ s 
descriptions of ship damages. Official figures, as former Marine officer Samue ̂  n  ̂
fitli wryly observes in his The Battle of Guadalcanal, have never been ta u a e
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nurses and W.A.C.’s would arriveonthe island. Realists wrote letters home 
describing the new general-issue containers that would keep candy fresh 
in the swamps. On September 23, Marine commander Brigadier General 
Alexander :Vandegrift mounted his first serious offensive against Japanese 
positioris on the .east end of the island. He gave it up quickly when sixty- 
seven Marines were mowed down from well-placed, well-entrenched 
Japanese gun positions.
v Ten days later, over Prime Minister Tojo’s objections, Hirohito pub
licly upheld die sentence of death passed on three of the captured Ameri
can fliers .who-had bombed Tokyo with. Doolittle. He thereby impressed 
upon the Japanese masses that they were in a war to the death.

On the night of October 11-12, the U.S. fleet again ambushed the 
Tokyo Express, this time successfully. For U.S. destroyer Duncan, which 
was; sunk, the Japanese skippers parted with heavy cruiser Furutaka and 
destroyers Fiibuki, Muragumo, and Natsugumo, also sunk. At last U.S. 
surface vessels could claim a victory. It was marred only slightly by the 
fact that the Japanese ships before they sank had made a major supply 
drop to Hyakutake’s troops on the island. This small Japanese accom
plishment was immediately nullified, on October 13, when advance groups 
of the 164th Regiment of the U.S. Army began landing on the island. 
That flight, however, two Japanese battleships came down the Slot with 
the usual Tokyo Express of destroyers and turned big guns on Henderson 
Field for seventy minutes. Thirty-four of the thirty-nine U.S. dive-bombers 
on the field and sixteen of the forty Wildcat fighters were destroyed beyond 
'repaif;'i':,-'\::v::;.?.:;;;''-'.' y-.| •- V:.v/ ‘

The Japanese naval sacrifice was followed by the largest offensive yet on 
the part of the gradually built up Japanese land forces. In addition to the 
.remnants of Ikki’s men and Hyakutake’s men, most of the Japanese 2d 
Division from the ;East Indies was now stealing about through the jungle. 
The combined Japanese force of some 30,000 men was led by a new 
commander,' Lieutenant General Maruyama Masao, a former military- 
academy classmate of- Hirohito’s two uncles and a late (1923) recruit of 
Hirohito’s early spy ring in Europe. Being a fully professional soldier arid . 
not merely^ a ; nepotistic adjunct of the • Imperial; Court like Ikki ; arid 
Hyalcutake)before1̂' hinn,'Maruyama; promised, sure Results. He marshaled r 
hismen for a three-pronged ;attack which was to; be co-ordinated with a 
Major,Japanese fleet effort. . ■
. ^ ue t(). breakdowns in {communications and delays imposed by the 
jungle,- the big Japanese effort dissipated itself over .a four-day period like, 
.a string .of wet firecrackers. The tank attack took, place a day early, on 
October 23, because the tank commander had failed to hear of a twenty- 
.our-hour postponement. Nine tanks and 600 infantrymen perished as a 
result. On October 24 Maruyama’s main. effort piled 2,000 corpses before. 

aPnc entrenchments but failed,, at bayonet point, to overrun them. Two .
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aspired to burn out Chinese eyes, to castrate Englishmen, or to eat the flesh 
of Americans. By issuing discreet orders which would induce large num
bers of Japanese to participate literally in such bestialities, Hirohito’s secret 
police experts planned to give the entire nation such a guilty conscience that 
it would never dare to make any one m an— least of all Hirohito__respon
sible for Japan’s wrongdoing. Through sharing guilt the whole populace 
could be prepared to accept gratefully any peace which did not exact of it 
an eye-for-an-eye, tooth-for-a-tooth vengeance.

I t  was these darkly delicate considerations of people-control that led to 
the horrors of the Japanese concentration camps. No one scapegoat suffered 
in  them. H irohito’s secret police and camp wardens dispensed death without 
prejudice as to race, religion, color, or sex. And they did so, fortunately, 
w ithout benefit of scientific ovens and gas chambers. Nevertheless,Tor any
one who was no t Jewish, the Japanese camps were more deadly than the 
German. O f 235,473 British and American troops captured by the soldiers 
o f the Third Reich, 9,348— or 4 per cent— died in the Nazi camps. Of 
95,134 British, Australian, American, C anad ian /and  New Zealand troops 
captured by the Japanese, 27,256— or 28.65 per cent— died ih the Japa
nese cam ps.7

Civilians interned by the Japanese were issued the same rations as mili
tary prisoners but fared far better. Indeed, in some civilian camps the death 
rate ra n  lower than normal actuarial expectations for communities of like 
size in the United States. There were no overweight problems and no under
exercise problem s; no stimulants and few excitements. As residents in the 
Orient, the civilians knew the Japanese and local hygiene; they had native 
friends on the outside who got food to them; they had'wives, children, and 
doctors interned with or near them, keeping up their standards of cleanliness, 
cheerfulness, and community feeling. They coped with the same captors, 
the sam e latent brutality and smouldering hate, but they were not despised 
by the Japanese for being soldiers who had surrendered. N or were they 
used by the Japanese for slave labor.

Differences in worm’s-eye view, as revealed in hundreds of books pub
lished after the w ar by form er captives of the Japanese, have persuaded 
many historians that Japanese brutality was unorganized, individual, hap
hazard. This was not the opinion of most of the writers of these books, nor 
is it borne out by available Japanese records. On the contrary, surviving

7 Of 21,726 captured Australians, 7,412 men or 34 per cent; of 21,580 captured 
U.S. soldiers and sailors, 7,107 or 33 per cent; of 121 captured New Zealanders, 
thirty-one or 26 per cent; of 50,016 captured Britishers, 12,433 or 25 per cen , o 
1,691 captured Canadians, 273 or 16 per cent. The differences in death rates re- 
fleeted partly a difference in Japanese feeling about the nationalities involve an 
partly cultural differences in the tractabihty and adaptability of the various nationa 
groups. Complete figures for captured Dutch and Indian troops are not availa e. 
Partial figures, however, suggest that the Dutch suffered about the same gross an 
percentage loss as the U.S. troops and the Indians about the same as the British troops.
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retreating, starving, and trying to regroup after their disastrous repulse a 
week earlier.

During the Marines’ election-eve attack, General Hyakutakc wired 
urgently for relief on behalf of his debilitated forces. In the first week of 
November two battalions of the Japanese 38th Division from the East 
Indies—some 5,000 men—were duly landed by the Tokyo Express to be 
added to the hungry mouths already present.

On November 8, with the elections over, Vice Admiral William Halsey, 
U.S. Navy Commander South Pacific, called personally at Guadalcanal to 
take a firsthand look at the situation. He was regaled on his first night by 
a shelling from the Tokyo Express and a bombing from “Washing-Machine 
Charley,” the one extraordinary Japanese night pilot who regularly marked 
Henderson Field for the offshore destroyers by dropping flares and a 250- 
pound bomb on it. After a night behind rotting sandbags, Halsey held a 
press conference in which he delivered a famous prescription for the 
winning of the war: “Kill Japs. Kill Japs. Keep on killing Japs.”

The Japanese effort to supply Halsey with the most necessary ingredient 
for his formula—cannon fodder—reached its high point a week later when 
eleven Japanese transports carrying the remaining 17,000-odd men of the 
38fh Division set sail from Rabaul with suitable naval escort. There fol
lowed the naval Battle of Guadalcanal in which, once again. Japanese 
fleet units overcame U.S. radar advantages of foreknowledge and night vi
sion with superior gunnery and ship management. The battle was rejoined on 
three successive evenings. When it was over the U.S. Navy had lost seven 
destroyers, plus three salvageable derelicts; two cruisers sunk and two 
heavily damaged; and one badly mauled battleship. The Japanese had 
lost only two battleships and two destroyers from the fleet but with them 
eleven transports and more than a tenth of the reinforcement troops of tire 
38th Division. Some of the surviving foot soldiers were dumped In the 
waters off Cape Esperance to make their way ashore and join the Japanese 
Guadalcanal expeditionary force; most were returned as salvage to Rabaul 
aboard Japanese destroyers.

The U.S. Navy had suffered another humiliating defeat, but the Japanese 
Navy find failed in its purpose of landing a fully equipped Japanese division 
on Guadalcanal. The United States already had two of its divisions on 
the Canal,” each equal in firepower and together equal in manpower to 

a Japanese division, The Japanese still had more than a division’s worth 
of men on the island but not nearly enough ammunition, food, and medi
cine to make them able-bodied troops.

The news of the Navy’s latest victorious failure reached Tokyo in the 
early morning hours of November 16. Prime Minister Tojo promptly called 
°ff a scheduled visit to Manila and points south. Hirohito ordered his 
former athletics director, Big Brother Admiral Komatsu, to devise means 
°f using his wolf pack of submarines for supply purposes to keep the men
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of them; Allied civiliansand'the■-•rest-white;:and'^native' troops. ^  
British, Dutch, and U.S. armed forces.; No m atter how it could be maiiipu- 
Iated— squeezed out of natives, paid from frozen Allied, assets, or reduced 
by m urder— the budget for administering, guarding, and feeding these .cap-' 
fives could not be calculated a tle s s  than about S id  million a year or. S30 
a man per annum. This was, one six-hundredth of the national.reyeriue'and ; 
m ore than H irohito’s frugal economists, during Japan’s great gamble;:cared 
to spend. -v 1 :“h ;'

On A pril 28, 1942, ten days after the Doolittle raid on Tokyo, Prime 
M inister Tojo, in his capacity as war minister, called a conference, o f  his 
bureau chiefs in the .War M inistry building outside the palace walls. Chief 
of Staff Sugiyama had just told him  that it was the policy of Im perial.Gen
eral H eadquarters to m ake an example of the captured. Doolittle, fliers by 
executing them . Tojo intended to fight against the executions, which he 
considered hypocritical and barbaric. But he wanted something to offer 
H irohito in their place. A fter a brief discussion with his subordinates, he 
proposed that, in accordance with the . imperial slogan of “no work,; no 
food,” the 300,000 w ar prisoners in the Em pire should be made; to earn 
their keep. The chief of the P.O.W . Inform ation Bureau, Lieutenant Gen
eral U em ura Seitaro, objected that,, according to the Hague conventions 
prisoners of war should no t be required to perform labor useful to  their 
captors. They m ight raise food and cut wood for their own maintenance 
but they were not supposed to have to sweat on the docks or in theyvar 
plants of the nation which held them. In  addition, any work they did out
side. of their camps was supposed to be recompensed. Finally, their offi- . 
cers— the m ost highly educated P.O.W .’s— ^were specificaUyV;,exempted;:j 
from all work, even in their own maintenance. p

Tojo dismissed the objections of P.O.W., Chief Uemura;.as'impractical; 
The Foreign Ministry had already informed the West in January, .through 
Buenos Aires, that Japan did not subscribe to the antique Hague conven- 
tions b u t would respect their humanitarian :sjfiritv This 
view, that the sooner all war: prisoners were put to work, for their, own 
support, the longer they would survive.

W hat seemed right to Tojo; in the political circum stancesJhw hich he, 
operated in Tokyo turned out to be only partly right for the scattered ̂ var 
prisoners who had been taken all over the new empire to: the south. Rati
fied by the section chiefs at the W ar Ministry' and duly approved by Hiro
hito at Im perial General Headquarters, the; .de& sjorivtq-i^ aso-'
laborers spared the lives o f many Americans who had 'been marked;out for . 
extinction and cost the lives of many.; other captives who had theretofore 
enjoyed tolerable; conditions of imprisonment. ^ •? :y

Up to that time Allied. trOops -who had surrendered easily to Japan had.
not been treated too badly and Allied troops who had held out;tenaciously 
against Japan had been treated abominably. The U.S. defenders of Guam,



hunger of the■> 30,000-odd Japanese troops on Guadalcanal. Somewhat 
tartly he ordered Big Brother Admiral Komatsu, whose carelessness had 
contributed so importantly to the defeat at Midway, to spare' not his elite 
submarine corps in'running the U.S. blockade. Over the grumbling-of his 
skippers, Komatsu put eleven submarines on immediate Guadalcanal duty 
and a number more into dry dock for modification as underwater trans
ports, By early January a score of I-boats had been fitted to carry “freight 
tubes." These were rafts, powered by two torpedoes and steered by a big 
rudder and a crewman in a  loincloth. After the contraption was released 
from periscope depth, it bobbed to the surface and would carry two tons 
of food to a beach as much as two and a half miles away. By late January 
the underwater sleds and their valiant helmsmen were bringing ten ounces 
of rice a day to every one of the 30,000 famished defenders of Guadalcanal. 
In the supply operation, Admiral Komatsu, however, lost two of the veteran 
wolves of his pack: 1-3 on December 9 and 1-1 on January 29.

WAR’S FIRST BIRTHDAY

On the Guadalcanal beachhead, U.S. commanders waited for hunger and 
malaria to do their work in the Japanese ranks. The U.S. force now included 
elements of four Army divisions as well as of two Marine divisions. On 
December 7, the American anniversary of Pearl Harbor, Marine General 
Vandegrift turned over his command to the Army’s Major General Alex
ander Patch and accompanied the sick and tired Temnants of-his 1st Marine 
Division to Australia for rest and rejuvenation. Less than two thirds of the 
men were still fit to sit in a trench. Many of them, on the happy day of 
embarkation, found themselves too weak to swarm up the cargo nets and 
had to be,hauled aboard the transports in slings. No Marine was too weak, 
however, to mutter a last contented four-letter word at the sight of Guadal
canal dropping below the horizon.

Hirohito celebrated the end of the first year of war the next day, Decem
ber 8, by exchanging empty telegrams of congratulations with Hitler and 
Mussolini. The Japanese carrier fleet had been lost at Midway. The rest of 
the aces of the Misty Lagoon had fallen one by one over Henderson Field. 
The Army’s infantrymen had not been able to demonstrate their long- 
vaunted spiritual superiority over the U.S. foot soldier. Only in the obso
lescent art of surface fleet actions, which had brought Japan to the fore as 
a military power in the days of Emperor Meiji, had the hand of the samurai 
kept its cunning.
. Hirohito’s cup of misery was topped off to overflowing by his mother, 
Empress Dowager Sadako. Three days before Pearl Harbor Sadako had 
withdrawn from Tokyo to her villa in Numazu where she had sequestered 
herself with cronies of the late Prince Saionji in visible demonstration of her 
antiwar sentiments. Hirohito had complained of her lack of patriotism;
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May 30, 1942, when the Combined Fleet had set out for Midway, Tojo 
personally inspected one of the first P.O.W. shipments at Zentsuji, in 
Shikoku, across the Inland Sea from the port of Osaka. It included both 
Americans from Bataan and Englishmen from Hong Kong and Singapore. 
Tojo t o ld  t h e  Z e n t s u j i  camp commandant:

Prisoners of war must be placed under strict discipline insofar as that does 
not contravene the laws of humanity. It is necessary, however, not to be 

- obsessed with mistaken humanitarian notions or swayed by personal feelings 
which may develop in time through long association with prisoners of war. 
The present situation in this country does not permit of anyone lying about 
idle while eating freely. Keeping these sentiments in mind, I  hope that you 
will see to it that your war prisoners are gainfully employed.

On June 25, after the defeat at Midway, Tojo addressed a Tokyo con
clave of all P.O.W. camp commandants from Taiwan, Korea, Manchuria, 
and Japan:

You are especially requested to take into account the characteristic view
point at your places of posting and so treat the prisoners of war entrusted 
to your charge as to make the local populace there appreciative of Japanese 
superior qualities and cognizant of the unique privilege and honor which 

"they enjoy in being subjects during the reign of His Gracious Majesty.

On July 7 Tojo spoke to a similar gathering of concentration camp 
commandants from the Philippines and Southeast Asia. He exhorted them: 
“Insofar as you can, short of becoming inhuman yourselves, supervise 
your charges rigidly and permit no idleness.”

On August 13, after the American landing on Guadalcanal, the Jap
anese secret police in Korea reported on a well-advertised parade of 
P.O.W.’s from Singapore who were landed at the Pusan docks and then 
marched through the Pusan city streets:

The arrival of 998 prisoners captured in Malaya had a great effect on the 
public at large— especially on the Koreans. About 120,000 Koreans and 
about 57,000 Japanese bystanders lined the streets of downtown Pusan to see 
the prisoners pass by. Many of the onlookers sneered at the bad manners and 
indifference displayed openly by the captured British troops and thought it 
quite natural that an army so lacking in national spirit should be defeated. 
They realized afresh the magnitude of the victory gained by the Imperial 
Army. . . . Worthy of special mention is the fact that the Koreans, when 
they saw the Korean guards accompanying the prisoners, realized that they 
are directly participating in the war for Great East Asia.

f
The secret police report went on to quote bystanders who bad been 

asked for their impressions. One common Korean response was: “It’s easy
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which had just been held at Imperial Headquarters in the Imperial Palace. 
At last, in this moment of national emergency, Hirohito had been freed to 
exercise his authority openly without being held responsible, as a sacred 
institution, liable before the ancestors and the sun goddess, for every notion 
which tripped across his tongue. The mummery had ended and from now 
on appearances would have to be kept up only for the sake of the masses and 
of the Americans if they conquered.

Thirty-six hours later, at 7:50 a.m ., Friday, December 11, 1942, Hiro
hito emerged in state from the Niju-bashi or Double-biidge Gate of the 
palace and with police sirens shrilling and tires screaming arrived at Tokyo 
station in time to pull out with his own chrysanthemum-emblazoned spe
cial train precisely at 8 a .m . The train stopped at Kyoto station at 4:10 p .m . 
Fifteen minutes later Hirohito stepped down from his Rolls-Royce in the 
palace grounds of his ancestors.4

The next day, with equal dispatch and security, Hirohito traveled along 
the branch line from Kyoto south to Ise Peninsula and the shrine of the sun 
goddess, Amaterasu. From Ise station, in an amphitheatei of wooded hills, 
his cavalcade drove to the holy Isuza River, through the great wooden 
7r-shaped arch marking the entrance to the sacred precincts, and across the 
open park where pilgrims camped. He stopped at the “cleansing brook” for 
a traditional sip of water. On foot now, Hirohito and his retinue entered the 
forest of giant cryptomerias which surrounded the holy of holies. They 
paused at the fence, beyond which commoners could not go, then entered 
the hallowed enclosure of the shrine buildings. At the outer shrine belonging 
to the?goddess of grain Hirohito officiated at a service for the continued 
fertility and prosperity of his people.

Then the Emperor of Japan left his worldly attendants behind him and 
went on alone, deeper into the forest, to the inner shrine of Amaterasu. It 
was a severely simple hut, preserving the architectural styles used by Hiro- 
hito’s forebears when they still lived somewhere in southeastern Asia two 
thousand years earlier. It was built of unfinished ground cypress or hinoki, 
the tree of the sun, and thatched with bark of hinoki. The gable rafters 
from the interior crossed through lashings and protruded from the thatch 
in a pair of horns at either end of the roof. The eaves and doorposts were 
wrapped in ornaments of bright brass. White silk curtains stirred in the 
breeze before the entrance and on either side stood fresh branches of sakaki, 
the tree of the gods, Cleyera ochnacea, the Shinto equivalent of the mistletoe 
used by the ancient Druids of Britain.

Outside the inner shrine Hirohito was served a light midday repast by 
the chief priestess of Ise, a distant cousin. He was by now well versed in the

4 In the interval he had nodded at dignitaries gathered to greet him in the station 
and had completed, at rush hour, through the narrow, crowded streets of the old 
capital, a drive for which modern “kamikaze” cabbies usually require fifteen minutes 
even m the early morning hours before sunup.
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.ra p id ly  issued. Ae:exeCutive order,;thatiprisoners jmus^
t o  b e  vfed^^t^fst-General T h j^ sh ita ;fn irie iy ;s^  
camp area a few lawns and golf coiifses; Then he built fences;around the 
immediate area of the barracks and installed guard garrisons and block
houses. /Finally, m^M yvl942^ape^iiis mnaiiccesfpi;plea to; HifbHitd. todet 
him lead an invasion ofAustralia, he. was.posted'back to  Manchuria.//’ ;/ 

His successor required all inmates of Ghangi to sign a statement:; “If 
the undersigned,, hereby solemnlysweat;on my honour fhatt Iswih notf-un- 
der any circumstances, attempt to escape.” British pfficers citing the Hague 

. conventions, refused to; order their men to sign. On September 2, 17,300 
of the most .highrspirited British anri Australian /prisoners ^ere/nkrcliecf 
into the eight acres of prewar Selarang Barrack Square so that they could 
watch rthe execution—by Sikh ;firing squad—of four of their, number who 
had escaped three and a half months earlier and. had just been recaptured 
and brought; back for punishment/After the execution,, the ;1A300'in
terested witnesses were held at .attention, waiting fo r their.officers to tell 
them to sign the Japanese oath. They continued ,to stand under the tropic 
sun and moon for three .days, surrpunded by machine-gun emplacements. 
They had,in tiieir midst two water faucets and were allowed three times "a 
day to stand, at. ease in order to eat rice handed in to them in pails. They, 
were told they had beep; put on a third of their regular rations. On ihe 
third day their British officers advised them that they had “proved coim 
pulsion” and could sign the Japanese oath without any sense ofuesponsibil-. 
ity. Even so the enormous phalanx of men took another day to disperse, 
and some two or three score men of hardened puritan principles remained 
standing and insisted upon being taken away for final breaking by .the 
tortoers of : the Japanese secret police. /  .V /vT
/  Thereafter the administration of British P.O.W.’s in Singapore began 
to approximate .that of the newly reformed camps for military prisohers in 
the Philippines. : / .

, / ; ;'-T H E -R A iO .O A D ;-O F /P E ^^
• ' T T  "'■/•/■ y y - y y y  ••/: / v/ x-;.;T ///.,;t /^^

. : Shortly, after theTrst levies of A ^^d'slave labor began fo be .^hibiteT. 
in Korea, Hirohito,approved dn^principie a General Staff plan -for linking 
theTail 'systems of .Thailand .and. • Burin m A ,J ajE>an^et.?ol^ef.edpl(h, 6 ^ 1 /  
by. train ..from /BusakTa/K breV ;/^
Saigon^an&BangiOTlL/Fp^ 
town ;;of;Bampohg/; the riveriaridjtra^^
of some of the ̂ thickest^i most' unhealthy ; jungle jin;;&e/worlA;:Wesh 9f“

• Bampong/sWambsyanipidgeS? arid igulfesucce^

'thickets,Aoweverffhere/were’e^
port a rich fauna r mOcmtUnpcuWri.nfhpr oriniate. parasites.;,A
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: . .v ; .VAt- oncC: would be . Best,’.' said- Sugiyama;/thpughtfully. ..vBut .ctheJ.resCript 
cannot ̂ be issued publicly., it must be giveri to the commanders secretly.’ >

■: Hyakutake and the other Japanese commanders on-Guadalcanaiduly re
ceived the Emperor’s words of praise a week later. Some of them murmured 
that they would have, preferred an order, to crawl forward, and die fighting. . 
Some of them journeyed to ,the front to see if they could not lead a.banzai 
charge .in which to ‘end 'ail •ftersu^dnngoBut.the inen-in/thfe,^^ 
too sick to move and their officers lacked enough lasting.energy to organize 
them for any concerted action. , ■: .■ -v -■

In a masterpiece of tact and deception a fresh battalion from, the'-3 8th 
Division , in the East Indies was landed on Guadalcanal by the -Tokyo Ex- ’ 
press on January 15 with the avowed purpose of spearheading a new Japa
nese offensive. Front-line Japanese troops were pried from their foxholes 
and heavily timbered rain-forest bunkers with the reassuring .prqrnise that 
they were being redeployed for a final victorious battle.TheJapanese.fleet 
sortied in strength from its main base at Truk irithe Carolines north of the 
Solomons and began to sail south. .y - V;".

Expecting suicidal attacks from both land and sea, U.S. commanders, 
tightened their stomach muscles b  preside, over a great slaughter. Instead 
a small sea battle took place off Rennell Island to the south, and while it 
was being fought the Tokyo Express, from February 1 to February 7, 1943, 
evacuated from 1,000 to 3,000 Japanese from Guadalcanal every night. 
When the.eight-day exodus had been completed atleast;! 1,000 able-bodied . 
Japanese soldiers had escaped; another 21,000 were found and counted as 
corpses by the U.S. forces; almost 10,000 more vanished from the books ;• 
into the catch-all category of the missing. ■'.-■oVui ' ;

Tokyo , propagandists boasted of the evacuation as a ’great w ieb ry -^ -a \ 
difficult tactical\baneuver which they .termed ; ‘y n vadviMceChiy; turning.”’ V 
Japanese civilians were not deceived, hbwevef,and' archly;circulab'dimany 
jokes abbut the virtues of “ advancing backward.” 
manders unduly elated, for they; had been cheated of living .prey and.' left to 
destroy a charnel house..Moreover fhe U.S. Navy had had the worst of its 
engagement ;with the;Japanese decoy, fleet in the waters off Rennell Island. 
After days of maneuvering, the Japanese vessels sailed home with only a few 
buckled plates while U.S. destroyers ^picked ■ ufi 'crewmen:,Trom^va -sunken; - 
U.S; heavy cruiser, the Chicago. ^ y f f y : / ' b ; . v f y i - .

- Iff the. seven.naval engagements :associated with GuadaicanalT^avb;.
Island,^Eastern Solomons, Cape Esperance, Santa Cruz Islands, naval Battle ? 
of Guadalcanal, Tassafaronga, and Rennell Island— the.U^S. Navy:had lost /. 
eleyen to six in destroyerSj Six to three in heayy ships of the line^ and two !: 
iff °ne in carriers. U.S. submarines and planes, however,.had equalized the , . : 
btal by preying upon damaged Japanese war :Ships in their long, half-speed 

.h.̂ ok, tovbase. In' siim. the U.S. .fleet./had. lost, fo-’the,:sea two' laiirge =.
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'h By November th e  Australians had been augmented byfunharclcned Brit
ishers from' Changi in Singapore and. by. Hollanders from Java 'who weie 
already- sick and starving- a fte rlong  sea voyages under ;iidt^0ght JulWieac^^' 
Before the end of the year, almost 10,000 prisoners would be blearing 
jungle, heaping  dirt by the -. basketful on embankments,.: and chiseling 
th rough, hillsides at the B urm ese; end of. the; railroad. A like: number, of 
captives, mostly British, would be. at work in. Thailand a t the other end 
of ;the envisaged line. A -

.The workers in Thailand, if comparisons are possible, had the harder 
lot. Theirs were the longest segments of line' to build^ the highest hills, 
deepest gorges, and most pestiferous swamplands. Both groups, .however, 
suffered from  much the same delusions and heartbreaks. They had left 
Singapore, under the impression that they were; going'-to/'Shangri-laf’ an 
undisclosed location in a more congenial climate, to the north where their 
care would be supervised by nepresentatives of the International Red Cross. 
Instead they emerged hungry and heat-exhausted from packed holds and 
cattle cars ahd found themselves pu t in the care of Korean menials from 
work battalions-^-some of the m ost abused, ignorant, and corrupt peasants 
who ever wore the uniform of an army. . . ..
; Prodded on by these Korean guards, the cheated p.O,W.?s, set out. at 

once on forced marches through the jungle; Some of them walked .20 miles, 
some 150,, At the end of their treks they found that Shangri-la was. an un
improved'.jungle clearing where Japanese soldiers had built-a few-sodden 
lean-tos out of saplings and palm-leaf thatch. The cainp sites were:. evenly 
spaced out: along the route, of the. projected railroad and chosen .with an 
eye more to geometric regularity than to geographic ..suitability,;Many of 
them happened to fall in swamp bottoms where swarmed, malarial iruosf 
quitoes even in:dry season. : ;  ̂ s.;-. a  r V. - A /':
..... Armed.only with axes, picks, and shovels, the prisoners began work in 
the midst of the monsoon or wet season. Ditch as they might, their camps 
turned quickly into morasses. From dawn to dusk they cut and hauled 
trees, shoveled dirt, and picked at rock. By night they washed and. cooked 

. and tried to live. They had little Tto eat but sacks of the lowest grade. of 
polished rice wherein the most vitamin-rich content crawled in the dorm 
of weevils and maggots. Most of them were,soon.afflicted :by,the grotesquely 
bloated, ankles and testicles' of .“wet beriberi;’;or..by,dhe: flaking shins and 
falling dandruff iof; “diy^bmiberi,” >llieirfniainutritio'n. j.w&sr’indrea'sedihy/ 
dysentery and their despondency by .almost universal diarrhea. .
/.,;By .Noyembef no:;bhe .was-healthy , but;no one;whq took;a^ne;yiew-;pF
his own psyphqiogicai "condition cared to report himseh -sick.- . Jhe sodden
palm-thatchedx Jong!- 'hpuses’/.'l&ywn :;as;;‘‘hp£qjitals”;\floŵ ^̂  ̂
stench and despair that a man indisposed could lip down and die of disgust 
in any . one of themV Dedicated doctors and orderlies worked without sleep, 
to dp some , good, but they had mo medicines, and Japanese medical in-.



fields where the numerical strength of the Japanese Army could not be 
called into play and where U.S. soldiers could be sure Of an overwhelming 
advantage in firepower.

As a trained strategist, Hirohito could foresee these inexorable develop
ments after the Battle of Midway and be certain of them after the vain 
banzai charges of Guadalcanal. Nevertheless he insisted that Japan fight on, 
and he continued so to insist while Japan’s war dead mounted from less 
than 100,000 to more than a million.

Hirohito exacted this fearsome sacrifice of his people partly because he 
found it unbearable to see his life’s vision shattered. He could not bring 
himself to admit failure in his mission of conquering, unifying, and “en
lightening” Asia. He could not report to the gods that the pernicious West
ern creeds of cosmopolitanism and of individual conscience, soul, and 
salvation were still at large on Japanese soil. Most important, however, 
Hirohito felt that he could fight on because his advisors advised him to.

Paradoxically, Lord Privy Seal Kido urged that the war must be con
tinued on account of the people. If defeat came prematurely, he feared 
popular resentment against the Throne. After the 1905 war with Russia, 
mobs had rioted in the major cities to protest the paltry monetary and 
territorial gains which Emperor Meiji had accepted in exchange for the 
Japanese corpses piled outside Port Arthur and Mukden. This time there 
would be no gain at all for the men lost in China, Malaya, Luzon, Java, or 
the faraway exotic islands of the Pacific. The Japanese public must be care
fully prepared for the bad bargain. In 1943, when any offal carter or radish 
farmer could look at a newspaper map and see the rays of the rising sun 
spreading across a third of the earth, no statesman could with impunity 
sign away the new conquests and restrict Japan again to her tiny home 
islands.

The people must lose their bloodstained booty by their own failures before 
they would accept the loss. And more subtly they must be committed to 
the enterprise of empire before they could agree to abandon it. The con
quests had come so easily, and so few Japanese had participated in them, 
that a majority of the people had only an intellectual interest in them. If 
they were given away, the village schoolmasters would cry treason and the 
people would resent the blood spilled for nothing. But if each mile of for
eign shore was fought for, the people would come to identify the distant 
coral strands with dead village boys. They would feel keenly each retreat 
and would begin to appreciate the glory of the empire which Hirohito had 
planned for them. Eventually the mothers of the land would cry, “Enough.” 
Only then could come a time when it would be safe to give back the con
quests.

Most subtly of all, there was the question of guilt sharing. A part of 
every Japanese wanted to dominate the earth and accept tribute from once- 
proud Chinese, Europeans, and Americans, but few Japanese had ever
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\ : -;V- represented enlightened Japanese civilian opinion—̂ actively encouraged 
: tlie killing of the prisoners. Instead of demanding1 Better and;
. ;; food for their slaves, die; .engineers insisted on turning them out in ntim- 
; bers sufficient to meet work quotas. The doctors were still more knowingly 

inhuman in that they Tegularly certified sick men fit for work. Men dehy
drated by dysentery' they sent :to sweat in the sun. Men dizzy with 104- 
degree, fevers they sent to teeter atop high bridge trestles.’ Many, lost then 
balance and fell to their deaths on the rocky bottoms of davines far below.8

As it took a coldly intellectual Japanese or a  miserably sadistic one to ’ 
• supervise the building of the .railroad, so it took a ; coolly’ resourceful 

prisoner or a magnificently animal onet to survive the conditions of the 
labor. Then in . June of .1943 another protagonist entered the drama: 
V i b r i o  c o m m a , a .bacterium which took its toll impartially of strong: or 
cunning prisoners and of cold or cruel Japanese. The epidemic of Asiatic 
cholera began in an encampment of impressed Tamil laborers fronv 
Burma and swiftly spread, like the plague it .was* to Allied P.O.W. camps • 
and Japanese guardhouses. All .work on the railroad ceased. The . Japanese 
donned face masks of white gauze and barred the gates of their block
houses. The rank and file of P.O.W.’s withdrew in final despair to their 
mouldering huts. Many of the strongest of them, who had heretofore held 
off the amoebas and bacilli of dysentery and the plasmodia of malaria, were.,- 
taken by convulsions and died in hours, grinning like wolves. y 
: Only . the P.O.W.s’ own medical teams^: traveling from camp to camp 
with the reassurance of knowledge and a few simple hints oh the boiling 
of water and on the quarantine and care of the stricken, managed to pre
vent panic a n d  w h o le s a le  d e a t h . T h e  J a p a n e s e  t h e m s e lv e s  were frightened 
into demanding, air shipments of cholera serum from. Japan. Nevertheless, 
before the epidemic had been brought under.control; some British P.O/W. 
camps had been decimated and some of th e . Asiatic coolie camps had 
been entirely .wiped out. Crews of Allied- P.O.W.’s s e n t to  clean up the 
Asiatic camps, which were the centers of infection, found tabloids of death 
which surpassed belief: rat-ravaged fields of corpses flooded with liquids 
from latrines which had burst their embankments. Fire and lime brought 
hygiene back to the jungle, but the; stench .and the . horror never left the 
nostrils and minds of the clean-up,details as long as.-the men inthenv lived.

After the great epidemic of June and July 1943, cholera never left the
8 The most cruel Japanese secret policemen ,were regularly those who . had lived . 

abroad, who nursed grievances for slightsr suffered in the West, and whp felt a 
special need to prove their patriotism to fellow Japanese. Most doctors and engineers.. 
having attended Western Universities, shared', to:some' extent -lir Ajs,paria^outtoi),
In addition the doctors had no squeamishness:about:physical'-Suffering.or.the sight o ... 
blood. Many of them assisted at torturesor personally 'wielded: swords at .beheadings., 
One of them, in western Burma:'in 1944/ encouniefed\an-African^ihya;_group .ot:;  
British captives, tied him to a tree, ahd 'cuthisVheart/out/^-ddmonstr^ 
that it was. as red as'any other. • - ;; . V; y'-.:; V,:y .yd

? 70 %::^':̂ H^biage0pn\



directives of the Prisoner of War Information Bureau and Prisoner of War 
Management Section suggest that it was imperial policy, gradually, patiently, 
plausibly, and almost legally to exterminate the prisoners to the last man. 
Locally, Japanese camp commanders and guards construed instructions 
from Tokyo in order to be humane but never did they have to stretch tlieir 
instructions in order to be brutal. Moreover, in every camp, whether a good 
one or a hellhole, each new set of instructions from Tokyo brought about 
at least a temporary increase in severity.

Japan’s policy in regard to the political use and physical abuse of pris
oners was enunciated by Hirohito at the very start of the war on December 
24, 1941, sixteen days after Pearl Harbor. That morning, a Wednesday, at 
his usual weekly meeting with the Privy Council, sitting in plenary session, 
he pushed through an executive motion for the establishment of a Prisoner 
of War Information Bureau under the War Ministry. The motion was 
passed without comment or debate, and the “attached papers,” of which 
copies lay before each privy councillor, became law of the land.

The attached papers were couched in judicious belly talk. They de
clared that the Privy Council, in 1912, had already ratified a convention 
of the Powers, agreed to at The Hague in 1907, calling upon governments 
at war to establish bureaus to deal with information and affairs pertaining 
to war prisoners. With this preamble, Hirohito’s Privy Council agreed that 
Japan’s prisoner-of-war bureau would report to the vice war minister, 
would be directed by Army officers below the rank of colonel and Navy offi
cers below the rank of captain, and would be staffed by clerks of heimin or 
lower-class status. It would engage in research and information about 
prisoners of war. It would “make and revise a file card for every prisoner.” 
It would “hold in trust and remit to families the belongings and testaments 
of dead prisoners.” It would “handle the monetary affairs of prisoners” 
and “notification of the bereaved.” It would assist enemy governments in 
telling next of kin about enemy nationals in Japanese hands. In  effect the 
attached documents subscribed to by the Privy Council left little hope that 
prisoners taken by Japan would ever return to their homelands alive.

The Prisoner of War Information Bureau quickly became a thriving branch 
of the Tokyo bureaucracy, and the efficient secret police did indeed pro
vide it with file cards on almost all Allied captives. Pilots taken on Bataan, 
missionaries captured in Baguio after a lifetime of work in China, business
men who had fled Hong Kong only to be apprehended in Surabaja, prosti
tutes evacuated from Shanghai and caught on a ship in Manila harbor— 
all were astonished, when they were interrogated and screened, at the 
completeness of the dossiers which the Japanese bad already compiled on 
them.

By April 1942, after the fall of Singapore, Rangoon, Java, and Bataan, 
the Prisoner of War Information Bureau and its subsidiary, the Prisoner 
of War Management Section, had almost 300,000 charges, about a quarter
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. S i n c e  t h e  p r e v io u s  April 1 8 ,  w h e n  D o o l i t t l e  h a d  iraided Tokyo. every
thing had gone badly for Yamamoto; As the carbtaker: of Tapariesc air 
power, he had taken, personal responsibility for. .Doolittle’s viblation of 
sacred air, space;, over: the Imperial Palace. Because o f  the need ;for a 
counterstroke, he had hastened his.;plans-for;.a .decisive' 1 ^ w ::at"iiie? U ^  
fleet and had lost the Battle of Midway> Again he had taken afl the fespbii- 
sibility upon himself:/Then, at Guadalcanal, his vaunted , eagles' of •the: 
Misty Lagoon had . proved; incapable;,qf; overcom ing!^ 
tactics and superior numbers of U.S,, planes; There were:'no longer- words 
with which to express his regret, to Hirohito/ Since Guadalcahal nothing 
Yamamoto could think of had been able to check the run of American 
success.' , T ;V.. VTA;/'

In the final six weeks of 1942 the first U.S. fighter planes capable of 
d e a l in g  w it h  t h e  Z e r o  h a d  b e g u n  to . arrive in, the \SouthwesFPa^ 
heed Lightnings. These P~38’s could not “turnEquate<corners” vvitĥ tĤ  
Zero in a dogfight, but they did not need to for they were far, bigger, 
heavier, and faster. No longer did U.S. pilots have to attack only in. 
groups for a single downward pass at diving speed. The Lightning could 
run away from a Zero in level flight, could turn at leisure,' and come-back 
with guns-blazing. •' A ' - v . - ^

The mighty Zero, over ' Singapore,\hadflown circles around ithe British, 
Spitfire, had shot down seventeen out oUtwenty-seven veteran dogfigliters ; 
of. the Battle of Britain with the loss of only two Zeros. Earlier the Spit
fires had demonstrated; a similar superiority .. over : the. Lu/twaj/fe’s . best : 
fighter, the Messerschmidt 109E; The Zero, then, could,lay just claim to 
being the world’s best fighter plane. Now, however,; if  had met its ;rnatch. 
In the. big twin-fuselage L ig h t m n g y  t h e  ' U S .  p i l o t  m  M  

individual man-to-man combat. Like theV;Zero,. m pfepvef,^ 
had range. I t could accompany bombers to a target 600 miles away and 
return with gas to spare. N -; t  y

v -; Having spent his entire career as an apostle of air poy;er and of tech
nical excellence, Admiral Yamamoto needed o h l y r ^ g T ^ ^ i - ^ ^ ^ ? '
reportson the;L igh tn ihg’scapabilitieS:torealize thefatefulsignificancc. 
of the new American plane. Yamamoto knew that . the : next generation of 
Japanese fighter planes—-the S h id e n s  and. R a i d e n i ,  or Lighthingbolts and 
Thunderclaps, planes which would make a hmited appearance in 1945-r 
were still on the drawing boards.
- ■ In >1941, , in agreeing to lead;theNavyoprematurely againstcthe Unite .
States, Yamamoto had -pinned ;.his hopeis-;:,ph.-̂ ê;-/Zeit̂ V 
t h a t  Americans h a d  rto deep interest in Asia and would be eager l° 
cept a'• negotiated ipeacelwith.Japap^ the. L ig h ^  
and .in m id ^ J im u a iy ^ ^ T re sa d e h t;^
Minis ter , Ghurchill a t  . Gasahlarica,; in  i^oi^vAfelcaV hi astedYam amoto s; 
other hope.
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for instance, having bowed quickly to the inevitability of defeat, were now 
being adequately fed and housed at concentration camps in Japan and 
China to which they had been transported without mishap. On the other 
hand the U.S. defenders of Wake, who had repulsed one Japanese task 
force and taken heavy casualties before surrendering to another, had been 
starved, beaten, and decimated by ceremonial executions.

The contrasting treatment given to the Wake and Guam garrisons had 
been meted out on a much larger scale to the prisoners taken at Singapore 
and at Bataan. The Battling Bastards who had caused the Japanese such 
pain on Bataan had already suffered the horrors of the Death March. Now 
the 9,500-odd Americans and 44,500-odd Filipinos who had survived the 
march were continuing to die by the tumbrel at their detention point half
way between Manila and Lingayen Gulf, Camp O’Donnell. Here was a 
soggy potter’s field, strewn with rotting palm-thatched barracks and pup 
tents, served with only a score of running-water faucets, subdivided by 
barbed-wire fences, and surrounded by stockades, searchlights, and ma
chine guns. Here, before the end of 1942, 1,500 of the American and 
over 20,000 of the Filipino Death-March survivors would succumb to 
hoggings, bayonetings, shootings, diphtheria, dengue fever, malaria, in
fected wounds, beriberi, scurvy, or simple starvation, debility and hope
lessness.

Because of Tojo’s decision 6.000 of the Americans at Camp O’Donnell 
would be moved out in June 1942 to join some 2,000 fresh American cap
tives from Corregidor at the all-white Camp Cabanatuan in the more 
healthy foothills to the east. The diseased veterans of Camp O’Donnell 
brought with them a rich stew of intestinal parasites which killed 2,000 
of the 8,000 inmates at the Cabanatuan Camp in the next three months. 
The remaining 6,000 plus fellow survivors at Camp O’Donnell and various 
camps in the southern islands of the Philippines—in all about 12.000 men— 
were 'hardy specimens. They had lived out of an original total of about
18.000 American military captives in the Philippines. Another 3,000 U.S. 
soldiers and sailors had been captured elsewhere in the Pacific and Orient. 
They had suffered a few hundred deaths in imprisonment. All told almost
15.000 American P.O.W.’s still remained alive in Japanese hands and of 
these over 14,000 would survive to be liberated three years later.

Tojo’s excuse for them—“Let them eat as long as they work”— proved 
sufficient to save the lives of most of them. In the months ahead they 
made their way as miners in the Kyushu coal pits, stevedores on the Yoko
hama docks, yardmen in Osaka station, machinists in Kobe factories, 
trench diggers in Manchuria, railroad builders in Thailand, and even as 
script writers and announcers for Tokyo radio.

P.O.W. slave laborers, who received, depending on rank, a take-“home” 
pay of between three and thirty cents a day, began arriving in Japan about 
a month after Tojo had handed down his decision to call for them. On



bombing, which made the most of their ability to scote near misses. - B-gS’s 
and A-20’s roared in lovv over tbejWave tops, Wherethb|unrieiWdh;J 
ships had the least--chance of hitting them! The U.S. bombs were fused to 
explode five seconds' after release when: the drop-plane had got. clear. It 
mattered not if the bombs fell in. the water: they would still explode and, in 
sufficient quantities* they■ would eventually spring a ship’s seams, and lit
erally shake her to death. •

The fast, high-level interception work of the thundering P-38 Lightnings, 
coupled with the low-level skip-drops of the U.S. bombers, struck Yama.̂  
moto’s aerial samurai, trained for machine-gun sliarpshobting and pre-'. 
cisidn bombing, as crude and unsporting. No one," however^ could gainsay : 
the. effectiveness of the’new American tactics. Long after the Zeros, their 
gas spent in vain pursuit of the evasive Lightnings, had returned to their 
bases, the skip-bombers hammered aWay at the ■ Japanese fleet. When most ' 
of the fleet had foundered, the Battle of the Bismarck Sea had been won 
undeniably by the Americans. . W

Hirohito was quick now to find fault. He saw at once that; having heen : 
discovered by U.S. pilots, the convoy should have made for the neatest 
Japanese port, Madang, far up the New Guinea coast out of ranger of the 
U.S. planes. There it could have regrouped and doubled back at its leisure 
down the coast toward Lae—where its troops were needed. It could have 
moved stealthily at night, ship -by: s h i p / a h d e r e e k  m o u th  to  creek mouth.
:; On March 3, even before the Battle of the Bisfnarck Sea hadvended, : 
Hirohito upbraided General Staff- Chief Sugiyama for-this ,stupi(!;'e^ibition k 
of inflexibility: -

Why ever didn’t you make a change in'plans arid-land lhd trppps;af oncê  
Madang? We have suffered what-'Cari'ohly' b'eTdesdribe^-as^- dis^te^.;L|iope^ 

■ we can learn a bitter lesson from it and make it a basis for:rii  ̂
operations. Please act in future so as to relievemy,anxiety,; Strengthen pur 
aerial forces where they will’ b e . needed. .-Prepare • .-reinfort^ment' ; routes/•. 
through safe areas. Move step, hy^stpp; With; careful .• delipefaiiod'.- .Proce^-so 
that Lae and Salamaua won’t , turii intof another .Guadafc^

" withdrawal there was caused, was I t not, by a- certain on-itheiparif
forces on the island, a-complacency from too 'mMy\easy-;yiq^^ 
right. So much for that. Now how. are we going to makri best use of the force?

- remaining to us? - ■' ‘ ' "  •', L.Tr-'k-:k-

- Sirice the enemy is strong in the air [replied Sugiyama, abashed], .v  ̂pi?11.
. to reorganize1 our airfields arouiid ;-Madarig,= aridbur.
. transport, routes,, arid w e  - hope to .f oilovv H Imperial Majesty, s guidance. •

- . The; P.rriphror’s: ’-displRasufe:;o f̂fie.:B'attie}-:.of .the.;Bislpafcky■Sea;.._̂ v.̂ -,,:'̂  
quickly; communicated to ; Admiral Yamamoto at his great fleet; base on - 

. TruLatdll iffthe, Carolines.,WithOrit!"much. hope.lie .Cariid :to: Rabatfl^p
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to see they lack patriotism by the way they go along whistling indifferently. 
They'are>absolute]y:slovenly.”-Another was: “When we saw their frail 
unsteady appearance, we thought ‘No wonder they lost to the Japanese 
forces.’ ” The most common Japanese reaction quoted by the secret police , 
was one of sober anxiety: “The appearance of the prisoners niade; me 
realize that we can never afford to be.defeated.” Or, as another Japanese 
said: . “They have no shame, but some arrogance still, so they must be. 
treated firmly. Also we must not lose the war.”

The Japanese secret police did not have enough presentable Bataan 
captives to put in a parade. The fittest thousand P.O.Wl’s from the Philip
pines would have wrung tears of pity from a meeting of the Black Dragon 
Society. Consequently the first American prisoners selected as laborers, were 
brought in small groups to special convalescence camps in Japan proper 
and there given a few weeks’ fattening up before being sent to work at 
rail yards, docks, and coal mines.

The “frail, whistling” British troops deemed fit for display in Korea had 
been lucky in their treatment up to now. So had their fellows who re
mained in Singapore. So had most of 20,000-odd Dutch troops taken on 
Java. It was on these Britishers and Hollanders that Tojo’s “no-work-no
food” decision—favorable to U.S. P.O.W.’s—fell most heavily.

In Java the Dutch soldiers, on the battlefield or in the process of being 
recognized as prisoners, had been almost decimated. Thereafter; how
ever, they had been assembled in camps where they were loosely guarded 
and allowed, for the most part, to fend and forage for themselves. On 
an island of easy agriculture, plentiful food, and a three-hundred-year tradi
tion of Dutch rule, they managed well to keep up their health and good 
spirits. . . .  - ■ ■-

The 35,000-odd Britishers, 15,000-odd Australians, and 14,000-bdd 
Anglo-Malay volunteers captured at Singapore had been more strictly but 
even less harshly used. General Yamashita, the Tiger of Malaya and level- 
headed student of the German Wehrmacht, had given them the run of the 
whole northeastern tip of Singapore Island, the Changi area, where ,the 
British Army had been quartered, before the war. Here were airy three- 
story barracks built by the British, surrounded by lawns, tennis courts, ; 
and arbors of bougainvillea.The accommodations were more crowded than . 
they had been before the war but far less crowded than the .encampments , 
fr°mwhichthe British troops had been fighting since Pearl Harbor. The offi- , j 
cial Japanese ration of a pound of dry rice, a tenth of a pound of meat, and ■ 
a quarter of a. pound of -vegetables,i.dairy1. products, : and̂  condiments. per 
man per day was more than enough to keep the -prisoners in : lean good : ■ 

.health, When.it failed to meet specifications due to the inefficiency or graft 
of a Japanese supply sergeant, its shortcomings could be repaired by, black- 

, market traffic ^thi'riatives■ “outsiderthe '-fence/i-;A-.u“ «r'-i: r
The relative comforts, however, of British; P.O.W.’s began to deteriorate
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The letter is not extant but something about Yamamoto’s manner that 
night caused his: fellow officers to express great concern, in the four days r 
which followed/ about their commander’s proposed trip to forward bases. 
On April 17, the day before the trip, Yamamoto lunched with Lieutenant , 
General Imamura Hitoshi, the conquistador of the Dutch East Indies and 
now the commander of the Rabaul Army Group. Imamura warned him 
of the dangers of U.S. air ambush and told him of a narrow escape which 
he had had himself , over Bougainville. Yamamoto promised Imamura 
that he would fly south with an adequate escort of six Zeros. That after-"' 
noon Rear Admiral Joshima Takaji, one of Yamamoto’s best friends, flew 
into Rabaul from Bougainville to plead that the inspection trip be canceled.

“When I saw that foolish message,” he said, “I told my staff, ‘This is 
madness.’ It is an open invitation to the enemy.”

Yamamoto smiled gratefully at his concerned friend but refused to 
change his plans.

In courting death, Admiral Yamamoto sought to end his career at its 
height before the decline which he saw as inevitable. Because of the in
discreet Fleet message of Hirohito’s former naval aide-de-camp, he had, 
in effect, imperial sanction to secure for himself the most honorable place 
in the samurai’s Valhalla, that of a battle casualty. Other high-ranking 
Japanese officers might have to take the painful second-best course open 
to a man of honor, hara-kiri; Yamamoto, with the Emperor’s blessing, 
would die swiftly, if he could, by an enemy bullet.

Not, being aware of these subtleties, President Roosevelt was glad to 
be of service and to help Yamamoto shuffle off his mortal coils. The 
itinerary of Yamamoto’s front-line inspection was picked up by U.S. 
monitors at 5 :55 p .m ., April 13, 1943, local time, at two separate listen
ing posts: Wahiawa on Oahu and Dutch Harbor in the Aleutians. De
coded'transcripts of the message were in the hands of high-ranking mem
bers of the Office of Naval Intelligence in both Washington and Hawaii 
about five hours later. It was then 5 a .m . in Washington and 11 p .M. in 
Honolulu. Admiral Nimitz in Honolulu was just going to bed and Presi
dent RooseVeit in Washington was about to rise.

Roosevelt ordinarily read his pouches right after breakfast arid shou 
then have seen the decoded message about Admiral Yamamoto s trip. 
Whether he did or not is a moot point which several diligent researchers 
have failed to resolve. The ambush or assassination of an enemy leader is 
a delicate matter. It invites retaliation in kind. Few statesmen have ever 
been willing'to authorize it because assassination is a relatively easy mis 
siori for the espionage service of a major nation to accomplish.

; Captain Ellis Zacharias, the deputy director of the O fficeofN avaU n- ; _ 
telligence, anyofficer vvitli ready access ■ to Roosevelt, showed hurise ..m

;and living members; of the naval academy class of; 1904 which he forced
his cupmates to sign. • -V-



single track led through the dense tangle. It had been cut by a British 
geological survey more than a decade earlier and subsequently abandoned 
by British and Indian forestry service men as being beyond upkeep.

On the other side of this wilderness, at the eastern Burmese frontier 
town of Thanbyuzayat, began the Anglo-Burmese rail system which ex
tended to the western frontier of Burma. There gaped another two-hundred- 
mile gap which, when bridged, would lead to the Anglo-Indian rail system. 
Beyond the western camel towns of India lay another gap, Baluchistan, 
after which it was clear rolling, along well-laid lines, all the way to Calais 
and the English Channel.

Not for naught had the courtiers of Hirohito’s great-grandfather, Em
peror Komei, sacrificed their dignity to ride, with robes flowing, on the 
donkey-sized steam engine shown off by Commodore Perry at Uraga. 
Japan’s domestic railroads rivaled the world’s best, and all Japan’s con
quests up to 1941 had been posited and pushed forward on the rail lines 
of Manchuria and China. Other armies might march on their bellies; the 
Japanese Army glided like a snake— and went hungry between railroad 
stations.

After the capture of Rangoon in March 1942, the possibility of con
verting Japan’s probe of Burma into a full-scale invasion of India began 
to seem attractive to Hirohito. In June the Navy’s repulse at Midway, and 
the decision not to invade Australia, made the Army’s presence in Burma 
positively indispensable. Nowhere else could the Army exert its numerical 
strength to Japan’s advantage and put real pressure on the Allies. The 
sea-lanes between Singapore and Rangoon, however, were beset by Allied 
submarines. The overland portage along jungle trails between Bangkok and 
Rangoon was slow and expensive. If the divisions in Burma were to threaten 
India seriously, they would need at their back a supply route along rail
road tracks. As soon, therefore, as the Americans took the amphibious of
fensive at Guadalcanal, Hirohito ordered an all-out effort to lay track 
along the abandoned Burma-Thai geological cut. Japanese engineers re
surveyed it and estimated the earth which would have to be moved, and the 
embankments, trestles, and bridges which would have to be constructed.

Some 3,000 Australian P.O.W.’s from Singapore, recruited under the 
new slave-labor system, had spent the summer repairing airfields for Japan 
along the western coast of the Malayan Peninsula in the southern extremities 
of Burma. Now, in late September, they were disembarked from sweltering 
ship holds at Moulmein and Ye, the southernmost ports on the Burmese 
rail network. The first of them arrived at Thanbyuzayat, at the northern end 
of the unbuilt Burma-Thai railroad, a few days later on October 1, 1942. 
Most of them were young men, bronzed, lean and fit after months of hard 
work in the sun and of adequate feeding and foraging at the airfields where 
they had been employed. In a few months they would all be either dead or 
walking caricatures of death.
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9 7 8 "uPPcyf mhgeMonf:
the splashing sunlight .and: trip themselves

It was an improbable mission, but every pilot on Guadalcanal who 
heard of it volunteered to go along. Only a: select eighteen, undeP the ; • 
command of Major John Mitchell, received invitations: fourteen of .them 
to d y  cover and four to execute.the kill. One pf -the.idler./plan^a^;up ',i 
in take-olf. The other seventeen P-38 Lightnings, flew north ,at>an;,altitude^ 
of 30 feet by a devious route which kept them out of sight of all islands 
along the way.

The Lightning pilots climbed out of the west, up from the sea, on Bou
gainville at 9:33 a.m ., exactly two minutes before Yamamoto was expected 
from the north. As the U.S. airmen stared at the peaks of the island.rising 
out of a tenuous overcast, what had seemed optimistic in  planning took 
on a wildly visionary hue. Even if Yamamoto’s planes arrived on schedule 
t h e  c h a n c e  of seeing them and gunning them down .before they landed 
began to seem remote. , . , \

Then one of the pilots of the cover group, Captain Doug .Canning* 
glimpsed a glint of sunlight on a wing tip against the dark mountains 
three miles away. He broke radio silence in a husky voice that was almost ' 
a whisper: “Bogeys eleven o’clock. High.” , pP;

In the sudden confused melee which followed, the three killer Lightnings 
came out of dives .at high speed to streak, past startled Zero, pilots and; 
quickly overtake the the two staff bombers. So brief was the encounter—' 
less than five minutes—that the U.S. cover planes watched from. above, and . 
never had a need, to engage. At the first hint of danger, the two bombers . 
dove for speed and made off in different directions just above the canopy,. 
of the rain; forest. Both were the new model of Mitsubishi Betty stripped of 
armor and loaded with engines and gasoline for flights of Up,to. 4;60f) miles ;• 
So big were they and so well could they burn that their crews called them 
k a m a k i , flying cigars. :: -P/T

The killer Lightnings were on their fails. immediately,; followed -by 
swarms, of desperate but lagging Zero pilots. Admiral Yamamoto was killed : 
almost instantly— sooner, perhaps, than he had.expected—by a machine- 
gun bullet through the base of his skull. His plane, with its dozen o r‘more 
passengers and crewmen, plummeted iuto the jungle' and :burued.: .There - 
were no survivors. The other bomber, was splashed in theocean;just.off.-.,v 
coast. Three of its occupants miraculously .survived:-.-the'- p ilo ty^am a^jqp^ 
paymaster; and-his chief of staff, Vice Admiral Ugaki Matome, the brother 
of General Ugaki who had purgedythfekArmy.. for- ;HifqhitU inyftb 
and then in the 1930’s had been disgraced through the March Plot. P  ; 
Yamamoto’s staff intimates, Ugaki. alone remained to tell of the Fleet go s
death..
... The U.S. Lightning pilots flew;bach to;GUadaM  ;over w4io ^
had shot down what. They , were reprimanded for talking too much and mP
endangering the U S. code-breaking program. Then;thfey were givenUned  ̂s,



spectors refused consistently to make any available. Boiled water, salt, and 
soda were the main drugs at hand and men who suffered from tropical 
ulcers, dysentery, and malaria needed at least one more important pharma
ceutical: hope. This the doctors and orderlies could not dispense and they 
had to watch thousands of young men die of combinations of minor ail
ments, which could have been easily cured by food, rest, and sanitation.

The end of the 1942 rainy season in December brought a temporary 
improvement in rations and work conditions which lasted for about six 
weeks. Then in February 1943, after the Japanese withdrawal from Guadal
canal, Hirohito approved a speed-up in the construction schedule, requir
ing that the railroad be finished, not by December 1943 as originally 
planned, but by August. All able-bodied Allied P.O.W.’s in Singapore, 
Sumatra, and Java were moved north to hasten the work. When 60,000 of 
them had been put in harness, the project still progressed too slowly and 
the Japanese marched in no less than 270,000 indentured Malays, Burmese, 
Thais, and Javanese. These hordes of native conscripts lacked discipline, 
leadership, medical personnel, interpreters, and the resourcefulness con
ferred by even elementary school education. As a result they suffered hor
ribly and a third of them died.

Hirohito’s call for haste lengthened the work shifts of P.O.W.’s from 
eight to twelve to sixteen hours. During the final frenetic months of rail
road construction, the columns of sick white coolies were often driven 
from their camps at daybreak and not returned to them until 2 a.m . The 
night work was done by electric lights which glimmered dim and bright as 
the men who turned the handles of small manual generators wearied, col
lapsed, and were replaced in a never-ending nightmare cycle.

In the mornings when work parties had set out from camps, Japanese 
engineers regularly sent Korean guards into the hospital shacks to rout out 
additional laborers. At one of the larger camps men too weak to stand 
were forced to sit in rows and tug at ropes to help in log hauling. 
Men who collapsed were sometimes left to die and sometimes killed by 
thrashings with bamboo poles or lashings with wire whips. The malingerer 
who prolonged a squat in the bushes to take a brief nap or smoke a 
scavenged cigarette butt was commonly punished by being made to lift his 
eyes toward the sun and stand for an hour holding over his head a boulder 
or a bucket of earth. Those few men who attempted to escape either died 
quickly in the jungle or were triumphantly recaptured and publicly tor
tured to death as examples. Some were gibbeted; others simply tied to 
trees to die of thirst or ant bite.

In executing these abominations, the Japanese relied heavily upon their 
brutalized Korean menials and upon a handful of crazily violent noncom
missioned officers. The regular Japanese troops in the area mostly averted 
their eyes or made sporadic efforts to ease the prisoners’ lot. Japanese 
railroad engineers and doctors on the other hand—men who should have
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.:;ralr'6ad :6f;;death; ia ter-cho lera  outbreaks, however, were quickly ;.sup- 
pressed with doses ofJapanese serum and full Japanese co-operation. The 

' pathetically/proud. Allied prisoners also, co-operated more fully after the 
epidemic and completed the railroad by November. Some of them were 

:kept:on: sifter November, as maintenance crews, to rebuild and. replace 
embankments which, a year earlier, they had purposely underpinned with 
rotten logs. and adulterated with vegetable fill which they had known 

;:‘would ca^use;cave-ins. . Some of the maintenance crews even lived to be
come obsessed by their handiwork and to curse British planes which 

\ began bombing the rickety timber bridges late in the war.
:. Most of the jungle construction camps were abandoned early in 1944.

. Surviving P.O.W.’s were returned to Changi concentration camp in Singa- 
• pore and the native laborers to scores of small villages in Burma, Thailand, 
and Malaya.
‘ Not until after the war was a full reckoning made of the cost of the 
railroad. It had taken 331,000 men to build: 61,000 Allied P.O.W.’s 
and roughly 270,000 natives. Of these some 72,000 to 92,000 of the 
Asiatics—-between 25 and 30 per cent—had died, having done less than 
half of the work. Of the 61,000 Allied P.O.W.’s 20.6 per cent or 12,568 
had died: 6,318 Britishers, 2,815 Australians, 2,490 Hollanders, 356 
Americans, and 589 whose nationalities were never determined. In laying 

: down their lives they had constructed a 250-mile railroad which would 
have to. be abandoned after the war and given back to the wilderness. They 

. had built nine miles of bridges and moved 150 million cubic feet of earth, 
about as much as they would have moved if they had dug fifteen decent 
graves for each corpse they had left behind them. Together with the Asiatic 

,, laborers, they had left one dead body for every thirteen feet of completed 
track. If Japan had lifted a finger of her managerial genius, the idiotic 
waste of life could have been avoided and the railroad built more quickly, 
cheaply s and lastingly. As handled by Imperial Headquarters, the project 
had only;one virtue: it was a way of killing prisoners that could be justi
fied to Prime Minister Tojo and other responsible officials in the Tokyo 
government. :
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FELLING JAPAN’S ANGEL

: . While Hirohito’s disappointments were being vented on Allied war 
prisoners, President -Roosevelt took a small vengeance,of his own: he 
sanctioned the assassination of Japan’s great, naval: hero a n d a ir  angel, 
Admiral YaniamotoTsorokUi the author of the sneak attack-upon Pearl 
Harbor. The chance came.for the assassination when Yamamoto’s Navy 

:. signalmen, in a low-security code,-five days-in advance,- broadcast to the 
- whole Pacific area the itinerary of an inspection , to u r: which Yamamoto 

planned to make of the. front lines on April 18, 1943. . ;



fi>tThe;'elinijnati6n-.o Italian,war power,” ;Rooser
fwitt&nptwde^~tq^a^pciiieis%^terithe .conference, “means the unconditional

and Japan .?; . Lit •
nor. Japan could surrender un- 

’: r o h H t t i 6 r i a l & ^ ^ ^ . so-,because. of sacred oaths to.-.-his 
ancestors; the Japanese people could not do so out of pride and..out of fear 
of unconditidnaV. American-vengeance. . - ; . : . *

in liis despair,'Yamamoto was called upon to regain air superiority, for 
. Japaniover thc battlefields in.the Southwest Pacific, where Japanese soldiers 
and Marines \vere-dying. After the decision had been reached to evacuate 
Guadalcanal, the next concern was New. Guinea. There ,U.S. and Australian 
troops, had crossed the Owen Stanley Range from Port Moresby in late 
October 1942 and in December 1942 and January 1943 . had pinched out 
the three Japanese beachheads of Gona, Buna, and Sanananda on the 
other side. The Australians had. lost over 5,000 men. in the action, the 
Americans over 2,500, and the Japanese about 12,000. At Buna, in par
ticular, the Allied troops had inched forward—-through kunai grass against 
coconut log blockhouses—in one of the .most desperate struggles of .the 
war! Had it not been, for a dozen tanks floated around New Guinea from 
Port Moresby. on rafts, the Japanese troops might have held out in
definitely.. ; ;

I  .The falkpFB.una had distressed Hirohito. Expressing himself mildly, so 
that ho orie in the General Staff would resign pr.commit suicide, he never
theless reproved Chief of Staff Sugiyama in an audience on January 9: .

Our..men' fought well ■ but the loss of Buna is regrettable. I  understand the 
T-v'enemyrnse'd twelve'or more tanks. Don’t we have any tanks in that area? Now  

I.;.assume; thatvwe -will send adequate, reinforcements, will; we not,..to ;Lae 
: ;'[Japah’s next stronghold on the north shore of New, Guinea,-about 150 miles 
F-; northwest foI-Buna]?, • - , '• . • s ■: ■ = •*,'

In response to Hirohito’s suggestion, on February’28, : 1943, 6,912 
4ap?neselro6ps in  .eight small ’transports, accompanied by eight destroyers, 

-oht;from^Rabaul fo reinforce the New Guinea enclaves! Yamamoto 
;Undertodkfopr6videtheconvoy;withaircover.ButbetweenM arch2"and 
March 4, in the Battle of the.Bismarck Sea, U.S. planes from Guadalcanal 

/ ^ § r̂ e^;Gumeaxdestroyed all of,-the.convoy’s transports; four of its;.cight 
destroyers, and . 4,000 - of its troops. Most of. the men lost were left iswim- 
nung in the water where they were systematically massacred by machine- 
ghn fire from U.S. aircraft and .torpedo ,boat$b>'.;/;G/:::'.G!-.,\;-..ry±AV.? 

•I:. At the Battle of the Bismarck Sea; sixteenP--38 Lightnings engaged forty 
: VlKcmoccupiei l  j at- altitudes ranging from 10,000 to 30,000 
feet,; and swapped “kills”, with \ them on; an equal basis. Far below, U.S.

. bomber pilots.werc .employing,. to, good effect,:ariew': technique called skip-.
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sonally on April 3, with some 300 of his best remaining Zero pilots, to 
see what he could do to regain Japan’s initiative in the air. He proceeded 
to launch his aces in a series of 100-to-200-plane attacks against Guadal
canal and U.S. bases in New Guinea. By striking such massive blows he 
hoped to outnumber U.S. planes locally and so achieve a favorable kill-to- 
loss ratio. U.S. pilots, however, felt no shame in fighting briefly and 
running away to rear-area fields where the Zeros could not follow for lack 
of gas. When the raids were over, the U.S. planes returned to their bases, 
alive to fight again.

The Japanese pilots vented their spleen by shooting up ships and 
ground facilities in the target areas but failed to cause any damage that 
was commensurate with their own normal operational losses in such long- 
range flights. Another forty-two of Yamamoto’s prized naval aviators 
perished in the raids from enemy fire and mechanical failures. They suc
ceeded in sinking half a dozen Allied ships and in shooting down several 
dozen U.S. planes—twenty-five by U.S. count, 134 by Japanese—but they 
failed to take a toll which gave any promise of reversing the course of the 
war.

After the third of the four big air strikes— a 174-plane assault on Gen
eral MacArthur’s headquarters at Port Moresby—Yamamoto could al
ready see that his new strategy had failed. On the afternoon of April 13, 
when the last stragglers from the raid could be accounted definitely lost, 
a message went out in an ordinary fleet code known to U.S. monitors as 
JN 25. It announced that Yamamoto intended to pay a visit to forward 
bases in the northern Solomons on April 18, the anniversary of the Doo
little raid. It gave his itinerary precisely: take-off from Rabaul 8 a.m .; 
arrival Shortland Island 10:40; departure Shortland 11:45; arrival Buin, 
Bougainville, for lunch, 1:10; departure Buin 6:00; return to Rabaul 7:40. 
The message was signed by Vice Admiral Samejima Tomoshige, the local 
air commander, Yamamoto’s subordinate. Until five months earlier, 
Samejima had been Hirohito’s chief naval aide-de-camp. He had been 
posted to Rabaul as an expression of Hirohito’s concern for the course of 
the air war there.

As soon as Samejima’s message had been broadcast, Yamamoto armed 
himself with two bottles of Johnny Walker Scotch and looked in uninvited 
on a gloomy party that was being held by a group of his flight officers. 
Not for them that night was the gaudy splendor of Rabaul’s “Naval Con
solation Unit,” or brothel, staffed by 600 Japanese and Korean girls. The 
airmen were drinking in a spirit of chaste samurai masculinity to toast 
the departed souls of comrades who had perished in the recent raids. 
Yamamoto, who had a notoriously weak head for liquor, broke his usual 
ndes of temperance and threw himself into the anesthetizing mood of the 
wake. Before long, waxing sentimental, he had penned a letter to all dead
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the days which followed a determined advocate of the Yamamoto as
sassination attempt. Six hours after Roosevelt’s breakfast, at 8:02 A.m . 
Hawaiian time, when Pacific Fleet Commander Nimitz had finished his own 
breakfast, Zacharias’s man in Hawaii, Commander Edwin Layton, kept an 
appointment to see Nimitz on a matter of great urgency. Ushered into the 
admiral’s office, he laid down a copy of the intercept and said, “Our old 
friend Yamamoto.”

Nimitz nodded, scanned the intercept, and replied, “Well, what do you 
say? Do we try to get him?”

“Assuming that we have planes able to intercept him,” replied Layton.
"What would be gained by killing him?” asked Nimitz.
“He’s the one Jap,” said Layton, “who thinks in bold strategic 

terms. . . . Aside from the Emperor, probably no man in Japan is so 
important to civilian morale.”

Nimitz nodded and asked two questions: were there any better, younger 
admirals who might replace Yamamoto as the commander of Japan’s 
Combined Fleet; was there any effective retaliation Japan could take? 
Layton answered in the negative on both counts. Nimitz at once wrote an 
order to Admiral Halsey, in charge of Southwest Pacific, to determine 
whether or not his fliers might have a good chance of intercepting Yama
moto on his tour and shooting him down. That same evening, when 
Halsey’s staff had queried the squadron leaders on Guadalcanal, Nimitz 
got a positive answer. It was relayed to Washington.

A few hours later when Washington awakened, Deputy Chief of Naval 
Intelligence Zacharias discovered that only one man in the U.S. Navy’s 
high command, Frank Knox, the Secretary of the Navy, had any qualms 
about the assassination. Knox insisted on getting an opinion from the Navy 
advocate general as to the legality of the operation, from churchmen as to 
the Christianity of the operation, and from Air Force General Hap Arnold 
as to the feasibility of the operation. All his consultants agreed with Presi
dent Roosevelt that the operation should be carried out. O.N.I. man 
Zacharias had his staff collect an in-basketful of precedents for interna
tional assassinations, kidnappings, and intimidations. Frank Knox gave 
m, and by the evening of April 15 the best fliers on Guadalcanal were busy 
preparing to satisfy Yamamoto’s “immortal longings.”

The go-ahead to Guadalcanal went out coded as Operation Vengeance 
with a top-secret security rating and a unique “presidential” priority rating. 
The air commander on Guadalcanal assigned a squadron of P-38 Light
nings to the task and ordered special long-range belly tanks for them from 
MacArthur’s stores in New Guinea. A pinpoint interception was called for, 
at a distance of 450 miles from home base, and it would have to be flown 
at the lowest possible, most radar-avoiding, fuel-consuming altitude. The 
pilots would have to be warned to fly by the horizon and pay no heed to the 
sparkling waves just below them: otherwise they might become bemused by
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